HERE’S WHAT PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SAYING ABOUT
OFFSHORE CRUISING ENCYLOPEDIA
“Indispensable to the point where I keep one in my office and another on my boat.” Bob Perry,
yacht designer (USA)
“The single most useful text available anywhere for sailors who are outfitting a boat for voyaging — full of good ideas, educated opinions, ingenious solutions, useful charts and tables, and
world cruising savvy.” Blue Water Sailing (USA)
“Comprehensive cruising advice...an absolute compendium of concise, definitive information
for cruising sailors. The second edition, refined and updated from the first, contains so much
information it defies a quick description. For thoroughness...the Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia
is unparalleled. For those who cruise there is not another book on the market as comprehensive as
this one.” Practical Sailor (USA)
“Steve and Linda Dashew are the Leo Tolstoys of sailing books. Their recently published Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia, Second Edition, is not only very long — 1232 pages, with more
than 2500 drawings and illustrations — but it's also very good. Lifelong sailors with nearly
200,000 ocean miles on a variety of boats — and often with children — they have the on-thewater experience to write with authority. Having also been involved in the design and/or building
process of more than 50 large cruising boats around the world, they've also got a good handle on
the technical aspects.
The Dashews' tome works in three distinct ways. First, it's a fine reference work from which to
get a good background on every conceivable aspect of cruising boats from the bottom of the keel
to the top of the mast. Everything from the compressive yields of rudder bearings to bunk dimensions to price comparisons of different hull materials. Secondly, there is sensible advice on a
world of topics of interest to cruisers — such as the pros and cons of different styles and types of
boats, rigs, anchors, and such; on the possibilities of making money while cruising; on how to get
along with locals, and so forth. Thirdly, many of the encyclopedia's topics are backed with anecdotal stories from the Dashews' seemingly unlimited number of cruising friends and acquaintances. As such, The Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia makes for enjoyable bedtime reading for nontechnical sailors, too...If you're new to sailing or are interested in increasing both your theoretical
and practical knowledge of all aspects of cruising, we can't imagine why you wouldn't purchase
the Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia.
We at Latitude rarely endorse anything but going sailing, but we think the Offshore Encyclopedia is extraordinary. And we're not even getting paid to say so.” Latitude 38 (USA)
“Make the investment...it’s a wealth of information and...well worth the bucks. If you are cruising, plan to go cruising, or dream of cruising, buy this book.” Santana (USA)
“Comprehensive and utterly fascinating, this rather expensive doorstop of a book, now in its
second edition, would be a superb reference book for anyone planning a long cruise. The authors
have cruised all over the world and Steve Dashew's designs, notably the speedy Deerfoot and Sundeer, are famous for being full of innovation that stretches (unusually) to the genuine practicalities of living on and maintaining a yacht. If you've ever wanted to consult the views of an expert,
a yacht designer with real hands-on experience at the sharp end, this book is a sort of detailed consultation. A whacking 1,200 pages are filled with information on everything from choosing the
right propeller, davits, or charging system to sea berths and upholstery. And every conceivable
subject in between.” Yachting World (United Kingdom)
“If you are equipping, buying, or building a boat the Dashew’s reference work will prove
invaluable. Every serious sailor ought to have this book.” Chuck Paine, yacht designer
“Cruising bible...indispensable.” Boat International
“This...second edition...is a good source...for people interested in pursuing the voyaging lifestyle. At 1,200 pages...the second version is even more in-depth than the first edition. Put simply,
it includes discussions on just about everything from light displacement hull design to keeping
your kids happy on long passages.” Ocean Navigator (USA)
“This is surely the finest, most complete, authoritative and, above all, most human among the
guides to the serious side of ocean voyaging and local cruising. The Dashews share knowledge
they have collected over years of sailing and designing their own yachts, and every bit of it will
enhance our safety and enjoyment aboard. My hat is off to the authors for a great accomplishment.” Yachting (USA)
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INTRODUCTION, SECOND EDITION

Bora Bora on Intermezzo, in the olden days. Elyse was seven and Sarah four when we started our
serious cruising.
Several boats, years, and many thousands of miles later we were all together for a summer in
Alaska. This shot was taken during the summer of 1991. Sarah was18 and Elyse, back from her third
year at college, was 21.
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INTRODUCTION,
SECOND EDITION
This second edition to our Offshore
Cruising Encyclopedia started out as a
quick update of a few areas that were out of
date in the original edition.
“Three months,” we thought, “and we’ll
be ready to go to press.”
We should have known better! We
started looking at the advances in computer
hardware and software and before long we
were playing what-if games, just like with
a new yacht design.
Scanners and cataloging software, not to
mention printers capable of creating camera-ready art soon had us enthralled. If it
was this efficient, why not take the time to
How fast the time flies. Elyse is now 27, married, with her own business (EDX Communisqueeze it all in?
cations) in Charlotte, North Carolina.
That was a little more than two years ago.
Sarah is 24, a professional musician, and off
The high-tech goodies do make more
cruising on her own boat.
things possible, but then you want to use
them, and so the work load goes up.
Hence this somewhat thickly crammed
compendium on cruising yacht design,
construction, equipping, and usage.
Our apologies if the type is a bit small
and layout tight, but we figured that you’d
want as much data as we could cram in —
and cram we did, right to the limits of what
our printers told us they could print and
bind!
Although the page count is only up by
50%, there are over three times as many
illustrations and almost twice as many
words. If you’re like us, you’ll need to
reach for the reading glasses.
In the last two decades, Linda and I have
made our living by building offshore cruising yachts, typically custom designs, for
couples who wanted to do what we’ve done
before — extensive cruising. Since our
work encompassed preliminary design considerations, creation of hull shapes, supervision of the
formal engineering process, buying all the equipment, and then arranging for and overseeing construction, we quickly learned that everything on a yacht is related to something else. You simply
cannot make any decision exclusively on its own merits. All hydrostatic design and system
aspects must be considered every time you pick up the phone to order a piece of gear, or decide
where to place it in the hull.
In time, both by virtue of our own seagoing experiences, and those of other cruisers we had met
along the way, and with the results of almost fifty design and/or building projects behind us, we
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developed an integrated approach to this whole business. One of our goals in this book is to pass
along as much of this information as is possible.
Of necessity, then, we must discuss topics that may not apply to your own situation. But understanding the logic of, say, an air-conditioning system, when it’s the farthest thing from your mind,
may help you to think about it as a future option or a resale consideration.
We want to be absolutely clear at the outset that while we’ve owned some fairly complex
yachts, and most of those we have built for others are in this category, we personally favor keeping
things as simple and inexpensive as possible. Of course, simple and inexpensive are relative
terms.
Many cruisers are attracted to the glitter of high tech, the excitement of new gear and performance goodies, the lure of the “conveniences” of home. That’s fine as long as the accouterments
of modern cruising don’t get in the way of the objective — which is, after all, to go sailing.
A decade ago we were bringing our then-newest design, Sundeer, back from Mexico. As you
tend to expect in Southern California, the wind had been light and on the nose going down; now
returning, it was blowing hard, and still on the nose. Well, we learned the solution to that years ago
— fine entry angles on the bow and an efficient engine and prop system.
As we were contentedly sitting in the shelter of the pilothouse, motoring dead upwind at 9.5
knots, the prop quit turning. There was oil in the transmission, the coupling was intact, the shift
mechanism worked, so it was either the hydraulic pump or pressure plate inside of the transmission. (It turned out to be the latter.) Heavens! Two hundred miles from our dock and we’d have to
sail all the way.
So up went the sails, and we set out offshore, looking for a better angle on the breeze as the night
came upon us. We carried on to San Clemente Island, debated whether or not to go inside or out;
chose inside looking for a countercurrent and lift in the wind (which we found), worked our way
through the lee off Catalina (it took eight hours to cover seven miles), beat up the Catalina Channel, and then ghosted across Santa Monica Bay all night at two knots. By the time we’d gotten to
the Channel Islands area, the wind was becoming fitful. The onshore flow looked like it might
evaporate for a few days, and we were working very hard with sail changes to make progress —
up spinnaker, then reacher, working jib, back to spinnaker. Ten miles from the breakwater, with
the sea glassed over, a puff came in from the stern quarter, filled the reaching chute, and carried
us at nine knots to the harbor entrance.
Bareheaded, we sailed into the harbor, rounded up by our downwind berth, dropped main,
pulled the mizzen to windward to shove the bow in the right direction, dropped mizzen, hoisted
the jib halfway, and a few moments later lay snug on our dock.
We relearned a basic lesson: Sometimes it’s very rewarding to do things the simple way, to have
to work a boat through the lee, or across a channel and into a downwind berth. It sharpens your
instincts when you have to sniff the night air for the next puff, or sense land under your lee rather
than relying on long-range navigation aids. Taking 50 hours under sail to make what would have
been a 24-hour motorboat ride brought home, once again, that sometimes the simplest approach
is the best.
There’s a corollary on the systems and electronics side of this. When you’re weekend sailing or
out for the summer, it can be a more rewarding experience if you have to pump water by hand,
bake bread in the pressure cooker, and read by kerosene lamps. After all, getting away from the
hustle and hassle of “modern” life is part of what cruising is all about.
But as the time horizon aboard lengthens, and cruising ceases to be a getaway and becomes the
lifestyle, priorities will change. Then, some of the conveniences of home start to look more attractive.
We hope to be able to help you decide on your own what’s the best approach for your needs.
And, once you’ve decided upon the appropriate path, to know the correct questions to ask the
yachting “professionals” you’ll be dealing with. If we’re successful in this book, you’ll be able to
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make up your own mind, with your own preferences, about what’s best for your cruising puzzle.
We hope you’ll be able to see through the fog of ideas that exist any time you sit down to ask the
best way of doing something on a boat.
If you start to get a feel for the overall view of what’s happening with your plans, whether
you’re building a new boat, buying an old hooker, or just trying to decide on what sort of refrigeration system to install (or if you need one at all), we will have succeeded.
Which brings us to the use of this book. We’ve organized the topics into a series of eight areas,
each dealing with a facet of the overall cruising picture. Here’s a brief overview of the book’s
organization: Preparation deals with topics applicable to all styles of cruising and existing boats.
So if you already have a new boat and are wondering what you need for the next step, this is where
to start. On the other hand, if you’re building or thinking about buying new, preparation tells a lot
about what you need to look for.
Cruising Life deals with all those aspects of medium- to long-term sailing about which the two
of us have been asked so many times. This area of the book covers the gamut of basic equipment
and preparation as well as the details of the cruising lifestyle. If you’re a weekender, and don’t
want to be frustrated by having to stay close to home, skip this section. If you want to dream a little
— read on.
Design and Engineering cover the basics of cruising-yacht design, then go on to interpret the
basics as we see things, as well as the way a number of other successful designers look at the
trade-offs. The engineering section covers the basics of structure so as to give you a basic knowledge of how loads are developed and what needs to be done to cope with them. This section ends
up with a series of chapters detailing various construction materials, starting with fiberglass and
working through aluminum, steel, and timber.
Rigs and Deck Hardware start off with the basics of rig engineering (in lay terms) to help you
understand those forces, safety factors, and details that make your rig stand up, and those that
could make it fall down; then it goes on through how to select an extrusion. Following is a considerable amount of detail about spar hardware, rigging (both standing and running) and deck hardware.
Systems focuses on the power-supply center — the engine room. It starts with the foundation of
an easily maintained yacht, and goes on to discuss performance under power, engines, props, AC
and DC electrical systems, refrigeration, and a host of other related topics.
On Deck begins with steering systems and discusses the elements of deck layout, cockpits, lifelines, and sheltering the crew.
Interior Design is a study in the basics of interior styling — from furniture detailing to decor,
with a heavy emphasis on increasing visual space.
The next-to-last section deals with Business Issues. Here you will find data on how to buy a boat
efficiently, whether a new production, a custom project, or on the brokerage market. You will find
a substantial amount of data on choosing a builder, evaluating designers, contracts, specifications,
and building a boat efficiently (i.e., minimum cost for maximum results).
Finally, there is a compendium of different yachts we’ve owned, known, or built for others. The
four cruising yachts that shaped so much of our own experience, 50-foot (15.4m) Intermezzo, 62foot (19.1m) Intermezzo II, 67-foot (20.6m) Sundeer, and the 78-foot (24.1m) Beowulf are
detailed in this section. Since these yachts are frequently referred to in the earlier sections of the
book, you may want to glance at the back to get an overview of them. You will find photographs
of these vessels scattered throughout the book as well.
Those of you familiar with previous editions of this book may notice that the sections on seamanship have been omitted. As we came to the end of the book, it was apparent that we’d have
trouble squeezing this in along with everything else. Since our Bluewater Handbook is still in
print and covers much of the same material, we decided to delete it from this version.
Assembling the enormous quantity of photos and drawings has taken some effort. We haven’t
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always been able to get just the shot or angle we wanted and have included quite a few shots that
a professional art director would have trashed because, for us, they show important details.
When using this book, you must keep in mind the fact that there are simply no pat answers to
most of the questions of the cruising life, design and systems perused herein. And what works for
us or for you today may well need a different twist in the conditions you find tomorrow. As your
own cruising plans mature and evolve, so will your needs. The design or systems approach that
gets by right now may well have some built-in hazards in different circumstances.
We try to cover many of the issues so that you can decide more efficiently what is best for your
needs. But there will still be many areas in which you need to factor in new data or modify what
we say to fit your situation.
The entire question of seamanship is one of variables. In any given situation you need to look
at the boat and crew and their respective capabilities, and then examine the alternative courses of
action which are open to you. If there is one bit of advice in this area we can give it is keep your
eyes open. Be alert to the sea, the sky, and what your boat is telling you. And then take the prudent
(as opposed to the expedient) course of action.
Finally, a word on authorship and voice. The majority of the book is written in Steve’s voice,
while Linda does the speaking in the section on Cruising Life. Both Elyse and Sarah were
involved as well. Elyse has done much research for the new edition, written some of the chapters,
and most important, handled the production end. This includes scanning and then sorting almost
4,000 pieces of art, editing, formatting, and indexing. Elyse also manages the printers and binders, along with fulfillment. Sarah has written several of the chapters, and reviewed much of the
book for content and emphasis. While the book was in the works, Sarah was preparing her own
boat, a 25-year-old, 37-foot (11.4m) Santana 37 sloop that she and her friend Kristin Sandvik
rescued from a sedentary life in Marina del Rey. Her experience in this cruising preparation
project has helped us maintain a perspective that we hope will be beneficial to you all. This book
is definitely a family effort.
Before closing we’d like to emphasize once again that the real issue before us is cruising — not
building, not design, not equipping boats, but cutting the dock lines and going. If you spend all
your time dreaming, wishing, and saving for the future because you want the biggest, bestequipped boat, you will find the goal of sailing off over the horizon elusive. It doesn’t take big
bucks or big boats to enjoy this lifestyle. Many of you, right now, have the wherewithal to buy a
boat and sail your local waters or head off around the world. What you can afford now may not be
as comfortable as something else you can buy years from now, but it will get you out there, away
from the rat race. Don’t be seduced by the glamour and sex appeal of some of the things in this
book if it means waiting. If you really want to pursue the dream, do it now.
Linda and Steve Dashew

Tucson, Arizona, 1997
PS: We can all learn from each other. If you have comments about this book, information for the
next edition, or an experience you would like to share, we’d love to hear from you. You can reach
us by mail at Beowulf Publishing, 6140 East Finisterra Drive, Tucson, Arizona, 85750, USA. Or,
via the internet, at dashew@concentric.net.
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SALT-WATER GUARANTEE
As you know, when you buy direct from Beowulf Publishing the book comes with a 30-day,
money back, no-questions-asked guarantee. What you may not realize is that the book also comes
with a guarantee against salt-water damage. Now we’re not going to tell you that the book will
stand a good soaking and then not stick together. But we figure, if you’ve bought our book, gone
cruising, and ruined the book with a leak, we ought to give you another one to replace it. Note—
this does not apply to freshwater leaks! Books ruined by rain or a washing down are not eligible
under this policy.
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BREAKING FREE
The single most difficult
aspect of cruising is getting
away from the dock. There
always seems to be a hundred
essential things left to do. Each
time an item is crossed off the
list, several more are ready to be
added. It seems the list will never
be finished.
And, if truth be told, most
folks preparing for their first
cruise are just a little concerned
about what the future holds.
That’s natural enough. We like
the mental comfort of a known
environment. Cutting loose and
going cruising for the first time
opens a whole range of uncertainties for the neophyte.
I remember some of my own
concerns before we started voyaging, almost all of which are
laughable now. “I wonder what
I’m going to do to keep occupied?” That has to get the prize
for the all-time non-issue when
cruising. The reality turns out to
be just the opposite. There’s
never enough time to do what I’d
like.
Or, “What are we going to do
if we can’t get the foods that
we’re used to?” As we now
know, you can get almost anything, anywhere. Would you
believe Sara Lee cakes in the
Intermezzo, our first bluewater cruiser, was a 50-foot
(15.4m) ketch, designed by Bill Tripp in the middle 1960s. She
highlands of New Guinea and
was a prototypical Cruising Club of America–racing ruleBest Food Mayonnaise in Fiji,
design. The short waterline rated fast but sailed slow in a
not to mention McDonald’s
breeze. However, the price was right, and most important,
hamburgers in New Zealand and
she got us out there.
Australia, as well as much of
Europe! (Not that we eat them,
of course.) I was even worried about my usual showers. In the old days I took one in the morning
to wake up and another before bed. I knew I couldn’t do that aboard. However, we did find ways
to shower on an almost daily basis, and this was before watermakers were on the scene.
Linda was worried about the kids’ toys. They left rooms filled with them at home. When I gave
each girl a small cardboard box and said, “Fill it with your favorites because that’s all the space
there is,” Linda just about cried. But Elyse and Sarah learned to improvise and were much the
richer for it as they matured.
Of course, the fact that we got over our concerns isn’t going to help you much. Whether it’s your
first long-weekend cruise away from home, or a long-term commitment to voyaging, your own
fears are going to be just as real, warranted or not.
The key is to not let them stop you. Don’t keep putting off the departure date because of things
left to do. Set a date, get the boat seaworthy, and cast off. The rest of the things on the list will
probably turn out to be not that important after all. Those that are can be taken care of later.
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Intermezzo ll was a 62-footer (19.1m) yacht that we built in Cape Town, South Africa. She was
much easier to handle than her smaller predecessor, required less maintenance, and was almost
20 percent quicker on her passages. While she was considered a radical design by the yachting
press in the early 1980s, she was in reality an extremely conservative cruising yacht.

Keep in mind that every day you spend tied to the marina, the land-based overhead continues to
run. Throw in all those trips to the local marine store, and the amount of money left in the cruising
kitty diminishes at an alarming rate. Once you’ve been out cruising awhile, like almost all other
cruisers, you’re going to wonder what took so long. You’ll rue all that money spent “getting
ready,” much of which could have better gone into extending your cruising time.
We cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of going as soon as possible, holding off on
as many decisions as possible about equipment. Whatever you think today about what is “necessary” for your new lifestyle will turn out to be wrong. We guarantee it. Once you’ve been out there
awhile, your priorities will change enormously.
Finally, we need to say a word about mental security. There is a common notion that the more
gear you have aboard the boat, the safer and happier you will be; in effect, that you can buy your
mental security. Since time (not to mention budget) is always in short supply when you’re first
getting ready to depart, the more you spend researching gear and adding it to the boat, the less you
have for working on your cruising skills.
And if there’s one area that will really bring you mental as well as physical security, it is your
cruising skills. Time spent working on those skills, practicing with your boat, and learning how
to maintain it will yield far more dividends than time spent pouring over catalogs and visiting the
marine store. Obviously, the cruising kitty will stay fatter as well.
Go now, get some experience, cruise for a while, then make those big decisions. Your friendly
marine store will still be there when you get back. And by then, rather than asking the clerks what
to do, they’ll be asking you.
Remember, when in doubt, don’t buy it!

PREPARATION
Having advised you to wait on those big decisions, you still need to be properly prepared for the
sea. The offshore cruising yacht must be set up to deal with whatever the sea throws at it.
Proper rigging and safety gear, emergency equipment, backup systems, and ground tackle are
all essential. This is what you want to concentrate on at first. The fancy lifestyle-oriented investments can come later.
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The average cruiser
spends less than ten percent of his or her time at
sea. The other 90 percent is
spent in anchorages where
the daily business of living
goes on. For a long-term
cruise to be successful,
you must give careful consideration to the various
amenities of the cruising
life aboard, both at sea and
at anchor. But between the
two situations, it’s at sea
where things are most critical.
There are certain elements of preparation that
are common to all boat
sizes and pocketbooks.
Nobody can cruise in the
tropics without awnings,
but you can get by without
air conditioning. Awnings
can be professionally
made, or a nice reinforced
equipment tarp will do
over the main boom. You
must have at least a Primus
stove to heat food; a microwave oven is nice but not
necessary.
Traditional cruising lore
has it that a good offshore
voyaging yacht should be
spartan. However, most
We designed and built the 67-foot (20.6m) Sundeer after we had
gear aboard modern yachts
“retired” from the yachting business. She was to be our “ultimate”
can be repaired by the crew
cruising home. Aluminum construction (left unpainted) meant
if they are properly premaintenance was minimized.The ketch rig was both easy to handle
pared, and technical serand fast. She had excellent powering ability, and she was extremely
vice is available in most of
comfortable to live aboard — both at anchor and at sea.
the major cruising ports
today. Our experience is that when you’re cruising, some of the creature comforts of life are worth
having if you can afford them.
But there must be a balance. Overloading a cruising yacht with complex gear, whether for local
or distant cruising, usually ends up adding to your frustration level and reducing the cruising kitty.
Within the context of an affordable, comfortable cruising lifestyle, the emphasis should definitely
be on the simple side of the equation.
Much of the preparation needed to put a basically sound vessel on an offshore footing can be
done by the crew with minimal cash investment. Of course, you’ll want to have the best ground
tackle, personal safety gear, and heavy-weather sails. But beyond this level of equipment, the rest
of the gear we will be covering in this book should be considered in the nice-to-have-but-notrequired category.
When we bought Intermezzo, I’d planned to strip her of what I then considered nonessentials in
order to simplify maintenance and our lifestyle. The big diesel, refrigeration, radar — even the
water heater — were all on the scrap list. What I didn’t recognize then was the difference between
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Beowulf is our latest creation. At 78 feet (24 m) she is probably the easiest of all of our boats to
handle at sea. Of course, the loads are up, but the gear these days is more efficient and we’ve
found her simpler (and a lot faster) to sail on passages than our previous yachts.

living aboard full time and taking occasional extended cruises. After a short cruise we had a warm
house, a well-stocked refrigerator, and a water heater waiting for us; it’s a different story when the
boat is your home.
I was forestalled from any rash moves not by that realization, but by a well-honed commercial
instinct. What I wanted to do to Intermezzo would make it difficult to resell her later. So the amenities stayed. By the time we finally sold her, not only had we learned to appreciate those amenities,
but we had added more.
By today’s standards Intermezzo, even with the gear we’d added, was a very simple boat systems-wise. Most of our investment was in waterline and structure with a minimum reserved for
the lifestyle-related equipment. This allowed us to cruise on a larger boat than would have otherwise been possible and kept maintenance costs down.
When we built our 62-foot (19.1m) Intermezzo II, we kept the same basic systems approach that
had served us so well to that point. She was simple in the extreme for a vessel of her size. With the
67-foot (20.6m) Sundeer and 78-foot (24m) Beowulf we took the same approach. In each case this
allowed us to build a much larger vessel than would otherwise have been the case and to cruise for
a very modest budget.
It’s quite common to see new owners engage in major projects almost immediately after purchasing a vessel. In general, when it comes to making big changes in the rigging, interior, or
machinery of a well-found yacht, my advice is to wait. After you have accumulated experience on
board, your ideas will be different.
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GROUND TACKLE
Ground tackle and anchoring techniques for a
serious cruising yacht differ considerably from
the equipment and skills adequate for local sailing. Not only do you have to cope with a wide
variety of bottom conditions not found close to
home, but you can rarely count on reliable data
concerning weather and current conditions. Obviously the cruiser must be able to handle the worst
conditions and still have a margin of safety. The
problem comes in trying to visualize what kind of
conditions you may have to face. Sheer weight
and size of anchoring gear do not give a full range
of protection, although for a given situation, bigger is better.

CALCULATING LOADS
There’s some debate about anchor loading in
different conditions. Various organizations publish suggested guidelines, most of which, in our
opinion, yield anchors that are too light in weight
for serious cruising.
The following load factors need to be considered as they relate to your boat. First is windage.
This is made up of a cross-section of your hull and
rigging. The more superstructure, hull, spars,
sails, and rigging in the air, the more windage you
have and the bigger the load on your anchoring
system. A roller-furled headsail, for example, will
Sundeer’s 110-pound (49.9kg) Br uce
add 10 percent or more to total windage.
anchor is well supported by an aluminum
Wind loading goes up with the square of wind
weldment made up from 3/4-inch thick
(19.1mm) plate. The miniature bowsprit
velocity. Thus, a 20-knot puff will have four times
keeps the anchor clear of the vertical stem
the force of a 10-knot puff (10 x 10 = 100; 20 x 20
when the anchor is raised.
= 400). Cold, damp air has more punch than
warm, dry air. A variation of as much as 15 percent
can be experienced from this effect. Once the static load with the boat facing directly into the wind
is developed, you need to add a factor for sheering. The further off the wind your bow sheers in a
wind gust, the greater surface area of hull, superstructure, and spars exposed to the wind. (Looked
at head-on, your hull, for example, presents a pretty efficient shape in terms of windage. But when
you look at it from a 30-degree angle the drag increases enormously.) Sheering can easily double
windage.
Finally, you need to look at sea state. If sea conditions are moderate in a protected anchorage,
then little extra load will be induced. But swing the wind a bit so that a 3- or 4-foot (0.9m to 1.2m)
sea is rocking your bow, and the shock loading on the anchoring system can grow exponentially.
Before going further, we’ll describe a situation we experienced at the beginning of our circumnavigation. We were anchored inside the lagoon on Takaroa in the Tuamotus. The sky was an
exquisite pale blue, and a gentle southeast wind was blowing.
As we entertained newfound local friends in our cockpit, we noticed a mast moving toward us
from the other side of the lagoon. It was a 23-year-old singlehander from Newport Beach, Dean
Kewish, sailing a beautiful Vancouver 27. Dean dropped his hook about 30 yards (27 m) to the
west of us, and when he snugged up he was abeam. After getting acquainted on the last of our
Mexican acquired Carta Blanca beer, we retired for an early dinner and what we thought was to
be a restful night’s sleep.
About 2100 the wind veered from southeast to west and began to blow 15 knots, gusting higher.
The change in motion woke me, and as I glanced at the telltale compass over our bunk it took a
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minute for the implications of the shift to filter in.
Where before the reef to the east of us had prevented
a chop, we were now facing waves building up
across 5 miles of lagoon.
We were suddenly looking at a building sea and
wind with no possibility of slipping out to the safety
of the ocean, no reference marks ashore for bearings, and the vertical face of a reef not more than
100 feet (30.8 m) abaft of our transom. What was
worse, since we were not sure of our distance to the
reef, I didn’t dare let out more scope. We were
anchored in typical atoll conditions: a coral bottom
with a covering of thin sand. The anchor had withstood only half reverse before dragging when we set
it. Throughout the evening and into the early morning hours, the wind continued to build until it was
gusting 45 knots, with a 4-foot (1.2m) sea, accompanied by torrential rains.
I kept the engine running all night, occasionally
Having a fitting at the water level for attach- putting the prop in gear in the heavier gusts. Our
ing the anchor rode reduces the angle of pull only solace came from Dean’s cabin light. If he was
and increases anchor holding power
not dragging, then we weren’t either, as our relative
bearing didn’t appear to be changing.
The sounds emanating from our anchor chain were the worst part of that night. The bottom had
numerous coral heads scattered about, and as we plunged up and down and occasionally from side
to side in the shifts, the chain would foul and then snap the coral heads. The resulting assault on
our ears was incredible. To ease the strain, we rigged our standard double shock absorber. This
consisted of a 30-foot (9.23m) piece of 3/8-inch (9.6mm) three-strand nylon line tied to the chain
and secured to the bow so that 6 feet (1.85 m) of chain hung slack and then a second section 8-feet
(2.4 m) long with 2 feet (0.6 m) of chain hung slack. Normally the first section would be just
stretched tight. In the big surges the second would draw up, and occasionally the gypsy would
take some load.
Dawn found us still afloat. We were delighted to see one of the locals paddling out to us through
the rough water. He guided us back to the relative calm of the pass, where we tied up at the copra
wharf.
This episode illustrates many of the factors facing cruising yachts at one time or another, and
while it takes place in an exotic setting, the lessons are universal in application.
The primary problem is that a majority of tropical anchorages are in coral-infested waters with
a bottom of thin sand over hard coral or rock. On a smaller boat this doesn’t create a big problem,
as its anchor doesn’t need as much sand to dig in. A plow-type anchor on a 30-foot (9.2m) boat is
usually acceptable under these conditions. That night, Dean’s 25 pounder (11.3kg) held him tight;
we, on the other hand, rode to a 60-pound (27.2kg) CQR and dragged about 50 feet (15.4 m). Had
the wind or seas increased another 20 percent, our anchor wouldn’t have held at all.

CQRS
The CQR plow anchor we used aboard Intermezzo is popular among cruisers. It has an excellent holding power/weight ratio and self-stows easily. Since it’s a deep burying anchor, it will not
trip itself out if the direction of pull is changed. This last factor is significant in tidal anchorages
and where you can expect a change of wind direction. The drawback with the CQR is that it will
not hold well in soft mud, which means that it’s no good for anchoring off river mouths or in areas
with substantial topsoil runoff. And, as we’ve already mentioned, it does not do a good job for
larger yachts in thin sand over coral.
In the last few years the manufacturers of the CQR have come out with a modified version
called the Delta. This is a self-launching-style anchor, has more fluke area for a given weight, and
because of its thinner head will penetrate better. Some cruisers swear by it. On the other hand, the
stock is fixed, compared to the CQR’s swiveling stock, so when the direction of pull changes it
sometimes has to reset itself.

DANFORTHS
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DANFORTHS
The Danforth-style lightweight anchors have good
points to fill in for the CQR. These anchors have a much
greater fluke area and do not require such deep penetration to gain their holding power. In the thin-sand conditions described, a Danforth will give much better
holding. But it doesn’t bury as deeply as the CQR and
has a tendency to trip and require resetting when the
direction of pull is changed; in these conditions, a careful anchor watch is necessary. Furthermore, in poor
bottom conditions the flukes can become jammed with
coral or debris, which prevents them from penetrating.
Another problem occurs when they foul coral heads.
The Danforth-style anchor is more vulnerable to damage under these conditions than the CQR.
In soft mud, though, the Danforth is positively amazing. We once tried anchoring with our CQR at Waiheke
Island in the Haurakae Gulf of New Zealand. Even with
8-to-1 scope it wouldn’t hold. My dad was aboard and
observed that we didn’t have enough chain out. Having
been through this before, I asked if he would care to
wager. The terms set, we proceeded to let out all 80
fathoms of our chain in the 2-fathom anchorage. Even
the minuscule backing capability of our folding prop
aboard Intermezzo was enough to drag anchor and
chain all over the bay. After retrieving this gear we set
the Danforth with its short chain and 3/4 inch nylon
line. With a 5-to-1 scope it dug in abruptly and held
against full reverse power.

CQR anchors self-stow easily and
work well in sand and mud. In thin sand
over coral and soft mud, they do not
work as well as Danforths or Bruces.

FORTRESS ANCHORS
The Fortress company produces an aluminum
anchor, similar to the Danforth design, that has some
excellent attributes. It combines light weight with
extreme fluke area, so that under a majority of conditions it will hold as well as its heavier counterpart. For
a kedge or stern anchor, where you are handling it from
a dinghy, it’s an obvious choice. It has the further
advantage of being assembled with bolts, so that spare
anchors can be easily carried in the bilge.
We typically carry one of their largest models as a
spare storm hook for use in really extreme conditions
when we want to back up our primary hook.

Intermezzo carried both CQR and
Danforth anchors on the bow, giving us
an easy choice in a variety of conditions. Today we would carry a single
bigger anchor.

NORTHHILL SEAPLANE
ANCHORS
The Northhill stainless seaplane anchor has excellent
holding power in bottoms with more weed than a Danforth or CQR can penetrate. Its disadvantages include
bulkiness and a tendency to foul its rode, since it lies
with a non-buried fluke. You can occasionally find one
of these surplus for a very cheap price, and as a backup
anchor they may make sense. But I would not want to
use one as a primary hook.

AViking aluminum anchor rests happily on this pushpit, ready to go in an
instant in the event of a grounding.
This was the predecessor of the Fortress anchor.
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THE YACHTSMAN

A combination of Bruce and CQR anchors can be made to self-stow
more easily than two Bruces.
A traditional fishermanstyle anchor stowed aft. At
sea the weight would be
better stored in the bilge.
The lashings shown here
are too light to keep the
anchor in place in heavy
going.

THE YACHTSMAN
The Herreshoff Yachtsman’s anchor (also known in variations
as a mariner’s or fisherman’s anchor) is excellent in rock and
weed. Many people feel that one of these of significant proportions should be carried disassembled as the anchor of last resort.
For rocky coasts or foul coral bottoms I would agree, but their usefulness in the tropics, compared to a Danforth and CQR, is open
to debate because of the difficulty in handling them and their lack
of holding ability compared to more modern designs in mud or
sand.
Patience Wales and Knowles Pittman used one of these picks as
their primary anchor during a circumnavigation aboard their 51foot (15.7m) Boston Light.
While we used to keep a Herreshoff aboard for emergency situations, we’ve actually never had to use it. Lately, we’ve opted to
leave it ashore.

BRUCE ANCHORS

A major problem with
muddy bottoms is keeping
the deck clean as the chain is
washed down. We solved
this aboard Intermezzo by
running a small breakwater
from the bow aft, around
the windlass, and to a scupper cut through the toe rail,
thus keeping the mud forward.This solution has been
adopted on all of the subsequent vessels we’ve built.

The Bruce anchor is new to the yachting scene over the last two
decades and offers a potential combination of the best points of
the Danforth, Yachtsman, and CQR. Non-tripping, with greater
fluke area than the CQR, it doesn’t have the structural disadvantage of the Danforth when clearing fouls. It will maintain 50 percent of its holding power when shortened down to a 3-to-1 scope.
This is an advantage in deep as well as crowded anchorages. We
have used the Bruce on Intermezzo II and Sundeer (110- and 176pound [50kg and 80kg] models) and on Beowulf (240-pounder)
(108.9kg) and found that it’s a wonderful all-around anchor.
We’ve found that the Bruce does much better than a CQR in thin
sand over coral. It also works well in rock. When we used the
Bruce in Alaska in extremely deep water off glaciers, it did an
excellent job with rocky bottoms where our neighbors using
CQRs had problems.

TEST RESULTS
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TEST RESULTS
In 1995, the Sailing Foundation of Puget Sound conducted
tests on a variety of anchors.
Their printed report made reference to several other tests that
had been conducted previously.
Results varied but seemed to
indicate that the Fortress anchors
were far and away the most efficient hooks on a per-pound basis,
while CQRs came next in allaround holding ability.
Our favorite, the Bruce, typically would only hold 50 percent
or less of what the CQR held.
These results echoed what
we’ve found in the real but unscientific world of cruising.
At first reading this would
Twin 110-lb. (50kg) Br uce
indicate that Fortress was the anchors rest side by side on
way to go, with CQR next in line. Maya’s bow. By staggering the
starboard hook slightly forward
And if you are anchoring in mud either anchor can be deployed
or sand all of the time, close to without interfering with the
home, this is indeed the right other.
interpretation. However, our
concerns are different for longThe larger the bow roller, the
range cruising.
less friction the chain will see.
Our primary concern is the This 6-inch (152.4mm) roller is
ability of the anchor to hold in ideal for 3/8” (9.6mm) chain.
foul bottoms — those littered
with rock and coral.
When the tests were conducted in foul areas the Bruce showed itself to be the champion.
Data also showed that the Bruce set more easily. In fact, in some tests, it was the only anchor
that would consistently set.
Finally, the Bruce did best when faced with a change in direction of pull, such as would occur
with a wind or tidal shift.
So how do we address the issue of lack of holding power (compared to the CQR and Fortress)?
By going up in basic anchor size. Adding a few pounds to the size of the basic anchor will bring
the Bruce up to the holding capability of the other anchor types in good bottoms, and improve its
performance in poor conditions.

MAIN ANCHOR SIZE
Which brings us to the question of size. You should carry the largest possible anchor and use it
for everyday anchorages. The holding power goes up in proportion to the fluke area, and that goes
up dramatically with the weight. But going from a 40-pounder (18.1kg) to a 70-pounder (31.7kg)
is only a small percentage increase in the overall weight of the total anchoring system. Remember
that most of the time you will be anchoring in less-than-ideal conditions, and a few extra square
inches of anchor surface are going to make a big difference. For a small overall gain in weight you
will achieve a big gain in security.
If you need to make a choice between heavy chain and a heavier anchor, always put the weight
into the anchor.
Since there are no good scientific rules of thumb for choosing anchor sizes, we suggest the following: Look at the average size of anchor in use for boats of your type, and double the size. After
doing this, if you think you can swing it, add another 50 percent.
When we left Los Angeles on Intermezzo, people laughed at us for carrying a 60-pound
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(27.2kg) CQR anchor on the bow. And indeed, the data in the various handbooks we read indicated that this should be considered a “storm” anchor for a boat of our size and windage. Yet after
a few months of cruising, we jumped at the chance to trade up to a 75-pounder (34kg) in Fiji. The
difference those 15 pounds (6.8kg) made in setting time when anchoring in poor bottoms was
really amazing. If we had to do it over again, we would start with a 100 pounder (45.4kg).
The trade started because a cruising powerboat wanted to go from a 125-pound (56.7kg) CQR
to a 200-(90.8kg) pounder. Our friends, the Schmidts, aboard their 70-foot (21.5m) Win’son took
the 125-pound (56.7kg) anchor from the powerboat and traded us their 75-pound (34kg) hook.
Our 60-pound (27.2kg) anchor went to other friends on a 45-foot (20.4kg) ketch who took their
45-pound (20kg) anchor and...well, you get the idea. For secondary work on Intermezzo, we used
a 40-pound (18.1kg) Danforth standard stowed in a chain pipe on the bowsprit. This gave us the
option of using either or both anchors quickly.
When we purchased ground tackle for Sundeer, we went with a 110-pound (50kg) Bruce as the
next size available, 240 pounds (110 kg), was simply too much. But when Bruce came out with a
167-pound (80kg) hook, we traded up. You wouldn’t think that 57 pounds (25.9 kg), roughly a
40% increase in weight, would make a big difference. Yet it made a huge difference in all conditions. We were surprised at the increase in short scope abilities. In crowded anchorages we found
that we could set the anchor at 4-to-1 scope, then shorten down to 2- or 3-to-1 to reduce swinging
room. This allowed us to anchor on a single hook in conditions where two might otherwise have
been required. In
Alaska
we
These two photos
anchored several
(top and middle)
times in very deep
show a CQR anchor
conditions with 2
in thin sand over
rock in the Sea of
to 1 scope, and the
Cortez. Note how
Bruce held well
the anchor lies on its
enough to stand
side, unable to bury.
1,500 rpm in
A Bruce or Danfor th would be a
r ev e r s e o r t h e
better choice in
e q u iva l e n t o f
these conditions.
around 35 knots
A CQR (bottom
photo) just beginof wind loading.
ning to dig in. It will
When we specihold moderately
fied
the anchoring
well like this. Howpackage for the
ever, to really work
well it needs to be
Sundeer 56 and 64
t o t a l ly bu r i e d . I f
we went with 110c o ra l o r r o c k i s
and 176-pound
keeping the CQR
(50kg and 80kg)
from bur ying fart h e r, a B r u c e o r
Bruces. Overkill?
D a n fo r t h - s t y l e
Definitely! But
hook would do a
the owners will
better job.
rarely find themselves dragging,
a n d t h ey ’ l l a l l
sleep better at
night. The owner
who will sleep the
best is Bill Tatum,
who decided to
use a 176-pound
(80kg) Bruce on
his Sundeer 56!
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Two shots of a Bruce
anchor in a foul bottom. Notice how the
flukes hook in and
onto what’s available.
While no anchor will
give you good holding
in this sort of a bottom, the Bruce (and
Luke Yachtsman) will
do a better job than
other types. This is a
good example of why
bigger anchors are
b e t t e r. W h e n yo u
anchor in a foul bottom, holding is limited
and a bigger anchor
gives you a margin of
safety that would be
missing with the
smaller hook.

This is a Danfor th “High
Strength” anchor which has
proven to be nothing of the
kind.The shank was in theory
going to bend under load and
then spring back. Thin steel
was to allow better penetration and holding. The problem was that these anchors
bent and did not spring back.
Some of their welds also
failed. They were still being
sold a year or more after
Danfor th was aware of the
problem. If you have one of
these anchors, get rid of it!
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STERN ANCHOR

Aboard Intermezzo II we carried the stern
anchor
mounted on
the pushpit. It
was easy to
deploy and out
of the way in
this location.
A clever system for dealing with the
stern rode: A deck-mounted drum for
winding rope and chain lead.

STERN ANCHOR
A third anchor should be carried for the stern. We used a
large Viking aluminum anchor on Intermezzo. It had the fluke
area of a 60-pound (27.2kg) steel Danforth yet weighed only
22 pounds (10kg)(today the choice for aluminum would be a
Fortress hook). On both Sundeer and Beowulf we used 40pound (18.1kg) Fortress aluminum hooks. This is an enormously powerful anchor, but size was dictated by what I felt
comfortable handling from the dinghy in adverse conditions
as a kedge (taking into account anchor, chain, and the drag of
our heavy nylon warp). Otherwise, I’d use an even larger
anchor here.
Many boats we have seen use stern anchors half the size of
the bow gear. This could be a costly mistake. The wind often
swings until all the load is on the stern, or worse, broadside,
when both bow and stern anchors are working harder than
under heavy bow-only conditions.

MAKING ANCHOR CHOICES
Now we get down to the nitty gritty. Obviously choosing an
anchor is a personal decision; you’ll find successful cruisers
all over the world have their own strongly held opinions.
For a minimum offshore package we suggest the following:
The main anchor should be the largest Bruce you can fit, twice
the size of what everyone suggests you carry. We’d recommend a 66-pounder (29.9kg) for 35- to 45-footers (10.8m to
13.8m) and the 110-pounder (50kg) for 45 to 55 feet
(13.8 m to 16.9 m).
Next, for a second main anchor and to back up the Bruce in
a hurricane, I’d carry a large Fortress aluminum hook. Again,
this would be the biggest anchor you could imagine carrying.
On a 35- to 45-footer (10.8m to 13.8m) I’d go for one of their
35-pound (15.9kg) anchors. In the 45- to 55-foot (14.8m to
16.9m) range I’d go the next size up, and from there on carry
the largest model (#125) at 65 pounds (29.5 kg).
Finally, for a stern anchor, I’d carry either the same Fortress
as used for the bow, or one size down.

How Many Anchors?
How many anchors you carry will depend on your cruising
grounds. If the bottom tends to be foul, or the water murky or
especially cold, more anchors will be necessary. In the tropics,

If you expect to be using your stern
anchor often, a chock of some sort
should be available to protect the cap
rail and anchor rode from chafe. This
chock will do a good job when the
rode is off at an angle but will have a
problem with the rode jumping out
when the rode reaches a 30-degree
angle to the centerline. It would work
better under these adverse conditions if the roller were set lower or if
cheeks were higher.

Controlling the flukes on Danfor th/For tress-style anchor s is
always a problem. A simple stainless
“grabber” does the job here.

CHAIN
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assuming scuba gear is aboard, you can count on retrieving a fouled anchor. We average one bad
foul every four or five months. In all our years of cruising we’ve yet to leave an anchor behind. (Of
course, now that this is in print we’ll probably be leaving them everywhere!)
Otherwise, when cruising for an extended period, you should have at least two spares over your
minimum inventory. This would put you up to five anchors.
If you’re sailing closer to home, with marinas along the way, you can get away with a minimum
of three.
Cruisers who risk sailing in cyclone or hurricane belts during the season will want to have
aboard not only extra anchors, but rodes and chain to go with them. Should it be necessary to take
to a less-than-perfect hurricane hole, the extra gear may be necessary.

CHAIN
What’s the best anchor rode? I’ve rarely found an experienced seaman with anything but chain.
Nylon is much stronger and has excellent elastic properties that reduce shock loading on the
anchor and the vessel; however, it cannot stand abrasion and chafe as well as metal. When anchoring in coral-filled waters, there simply is no alternative to chain, if you want to sleep well without
an anchor watch. There are areas of the Caribbean that offer open stretches of sand, but in the
Indian and Pacific oceans this type of anchorage is rare. A slight wind shift and the rode is working
against a coral head.
Chain size is one of the thorniest problems for the cruiser. No body of technical data exists on
the proper size of chain for a cruising vessel. Recommendations are generally based on length and
vary between sailboats and powerboats. No consideration is given to windage, hull shape, or
external conditions. And the data presented are not backed up by any calculations from which you
can interpolate.
In general, though, remember that even in poor weather the loads on an anchor rode are not that
high. A 50-footer (15.4m) like Intermezzo might generate only 2,000 pounds (907 kg) of constant
load in 60 or 70 knots of wind (not including shock loading). We used 3/8-inch (9.6mm) nylon
three-strand line as a shock absorber in our anchoring system. Without benefit of any chafing gear,
it stood repeated use, day in and day out, in some pretty good blows for three years!
On the other hand, if the anchor chain is snagged on a coral head or some other underwater
obstruction, the vertical loads as the bow lifts to a swell are enormous.

Size

Weight/100
feet in lbs.

Working load
limit/lbs.

BBB

Grade 40

Grade 70

BBB

Grade 40

Grade 70

1/4"

72

75

62

1300

2600

3150

5/16"

110

110

94

1900

3900

4700

3/8"

164

150

146

2650

5400

6600

1/2"

282

256

264

4500

9200

11300

This table shows the differences in “working loads” of four types of ACCO chain. Generally, if
you multiply by four you will get the ultimate breaking strength of the chain. The differences in
weight are accounted for by changes in link lengths. Whenever possible, we use the schedule 70
chain for maximum strength and minimum weight. We then put the weight saved back into the
main anchor, where it is most efficient at holding.

In addition to chain size, there are different types of chains to consider. A long link, stud link,
proof coil, BBB; these are only some of the terms used to describe the various designs. Then there
are grades of chain. As an example, look at what the Campbell Chain Company has to offer for
5/16-inch (8mm) chain: Their System 3 (compatible to BBB) chain has a working load limit of
1,900 pounds (862 kg). Their System 4 (schedule 40) is rated at 3,900 pounds (1,769 kg), and
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NYLON RODES

their System 7 goes to 4,700 pounds (2,132 kg) working.
(Note: It’s quite normal practice in the United States to rate
working load at a quarter of ultimate breaking strength.) Tradition would indicate that Intermezzo’s conservative chain
size would be 7/16-inch (11 mm) with a working strength of
3700 pounds (1,678 kg). In most cases, tradition is talking
about 7/16-inch (11mm) BBB chain, so by going to a schedule 40 higher yield alloy steel, we can drop to 5/16-inch
(8mm) and still have a higher working as well as ultimate
strength.
We chose to go with the lighter weight, high-yield chain
and carried extra depth: 80 fathoms. Thus we had the
strength necessary to protect ourselves and the ability to
anchor in deeper anchorages, yet the weight in the bow was
Proper seizing of the anchor the same as it would have been with heavier, shorter link
shackle with chain and nylon is material.
essential. We like to use flexible
The capability to anchor in deep water meant we were able
stainless wire and then tape over
to
pick the best anchorages, sometimes well offshore, which
the ends to prevent snagging of
allowed for ease of exit and clearance of obstacles. As a side
light sails.
benefit, we were visited by fewer onshore flies and mosquitoes. The negative came in tight, crowded anchorages, with Intermezzo taking up a lot of swinging
room. The lighter chain required more scope for a given holding power, and we were using the
CQR, which needed a decent angle. So we generally used a minimum scope of 6-to-1.
But with Intermezzo II and Sundeer the same light-chain philosophy, coupled with our big
Bruce anchor allowed us to anchor with 3-to-1 scope (although we set the hook at 5-to-1). When
the time came to specify chain for Beowulf we went the same route, using 3/8-inch (9.6mm) System 7, with a breaking strength of 26,000 pounds (11,791 kg).
Once you decide on your chain, get a test certificate. This means that the chain has been tested,
usually to 80 percent of its specified strength.
Be sure it fits the gypsy of your windlass like a glove. If it doesn’t, it can jump right out of the
gypsy under heavy load.
If you’re using a high-strength, small-size chain, have the chain manufacturer affix an oversized link at each end to accept the anchor shackle; the space between the links is generally not
large enough to accept a full-strength shackle.
Don’t let anyone sell you two lengths with a joining link. We know firsthand of three cases
where yachts or anchors have been lost because joining links came undone.

Cleaning Chain
If you anchor in rock, weed, or sand, the chances are your chain will come aboard nice and
clean. But if you anchor in mud or an industrial harbor with a coating of oil on the bottom, the
chain will become fouled beyond belief. If your anchor happens to be down for more than a couple of weeks, even the suspended chain will become slimy.
If any of this biological or other matter finds its way into your chain locker after a couple of
days, the odors will be substantial. It is much better to make sure the chain is cleaned as it comes
aboard. This procedure can be very time consuming if you are doing it by hand, with a bucket and
scrub brush. It is much better to have a saltwater pressure pump, hopefully with a nozzle fixed to
the bow so both of your hands are free to run the windlass.
Most of the goop is typically stuck to the anchor and the chain that has been lying on the bottom
close to the anchor. If you are in a deep enough anchorage, you may be able to do a pretty good
cleaning job by powering forward with anchor and chain dragging through the water. Take care
that the anchor, however, doesn’t begin to trail back against the hull and damage the bottom paint.

NYLON RODES
You will want nylon rodes in addition to chain. How much depends on where you cruise. A minimum should be two long rodes, about 300 feet (92.3 m) each. If there’s a chance of getting caught
in a hurricane anchorage, the rode should be increased to between 1,000 and 1,200 feet (307.7 m
to 369.2 m) of total rode aboard.

ELECTRIC WINDLASSES
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A clever use of Hifield over-center levers to tighten
the anchor against the bow roller.
Two views (above and below) of the Maxwell/
Nilson chain stopper. Note how the chain dog is
easily removable with a fast pin for maintenance
and to allow the chain to run freely when
anchoring.

This adjusta bl e b r a k e style stopper
on Maya (left)
also allows a
speed adjustment with
clamping pressure.

A shock absorber of some form, as described earlier, is a must on the chain in order to reduce
the load on the windlass and anchor, as well as to suppress some of the noise coming back up the
chain.

Combination Rodes
Where weight in the bow is a problem and bottom conditions indicate chafe, it is possible to use
a combination of chain and nylon for the anchor rode. The chain should be long enough to ensure
that nylon can’t lay on the bottom and chafe. The chain-to-nylon connection point is then attached
to a float of some sort, usually a fender, and lifted off the bottom.
When using a float, remember that the lower it is pulled in the water, the greater the external
pressure on the float. This reduces the size of the float, making it sink as it loses buoyancy. You
always need to check height of the float off the bottom to be sure it is doing its job.
When we stopped to visit Takaroa in 1995, there were two French yachts using this system.
They’d employed it without difficulty throughout the Caribbean and into the Pacific. Still, it
would make me extremely nervous.

ELECTRIC WINDLASSES
If your chain is heavier than 1/4-inch (6.2mm), a powered windlass is a good idea for shorthanded sailing and an extra safety margin. Under emergency conditions it allows a much faster
getaway. A second major consideration is that it reduces the reluctance to hoist anchor and reset
the hook when you don’t come to rest where you think is best. I can recall one instance in the Soci-
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A wo r k i n g v i e w ( l e f t
photo) of the pivoting bow
roller as Jim Schmidt brings
his 110-pound (49.9kg)
B ru c e a n c h o r a b o a r d
Wakaroa.
Cleaning the chain can be a
mess if the bottom is muddy.
Some for m of pressure
washdown is desir able ,
although a bucket will do the
job in a pinch. For those of
you interested in making the
right impression, note the
parallel alignment between
bow angle and the crew’s
legs. This would almost certainly rate a 9.7 or better!

Here’s a clever amalgam of three deck brushes, a
chunk of pipe for a handle, and some PVC as a brush
holder.This gives you a much better chance of having a
clean chain locker (lower right).

Anchor recovery can be speeded up with fewer
hands if the wash-down hose is permanently fitted to
the bow roller, as it is here aboard Kelly Archer’s
Mistral.

eties where we were trying to anchor in 15 fathoms of water with 80 fathoms of chain, and it took
three tries to get the anchor to bite properly. Can you imagine cranking all that chain up by hand?
Without our powered windlass we might have decided to live with the poor setting, which could
have been dangerous.
Another consideration is going aloft. Using the warping drum and spinnaker halyard makes it
quick and easy to go aloft. Be sure the winch is well bedded to prevent moisture from getting at
the electrical components. Carry spare brushes for the motor and a spare starter solenoid. Even
better yet, carry a complete spare motor.
The windlass should be located so that the hand crank can be used in a variety of positions
should the motor fail. Also, consider how easily the gypsy clutch is to operate.
A consideration in choosing windlass power is its ability to pull the boat off a reef. A 40-footer
(12.3m) with a windlass of 3,000-pound (1,360.5kg) capacity, running through a tackle, could in
many cases get herself off a coral reef at high tide.
Few joys are so great as pushing a button and watching all that chain come in without effort and
stow nicely below. When picking the hook up or letting it go, nothing is worse than having to stop
repeatedly to free chain jams. To make sure the chain strips easily and runs out freely, place the
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A chain pipe helps stow the chain farther aft but
almost always results in a crewmember having to
flake out the chain as it comes in. If there are extra
hands aboard this is okay, but for shor t-handed
cruising it’s a problem.

Two very different approaches to chain stowage.The right
photos show the chain system on the Sundeer 64. The tall,
skinny chain locker (plywood covered in fiberglass) keeps
the chain from getting fouled and ensures a clean stack.The
railing is for a sail bin (not yet installed). Note the rubber
hose attached to the deck through which the chain exits.
This hose keeps splashes below the motor line.
The second approach (bottom left photo) on the Sundeer 56 is also quite efficient. In this case we used a 14-inch
(355mm) PVC pipe to contain the chain.
The downside to these two systems comes with a higher center of gravity for the chain. On long uphill
passages we suggest flaking the chain in the bilge where the vertical center of gravity would be lower.

chain stripper carefully. Try to get as long a fall for the chain off the gypsy as possible, and do
everything you can to stay away from a chain pipe.
Another problem is making the chain pipe watertight. In heavy weather going upwind, it’s
incredible how many gallons per hour will come through an improperly stopped chain pipe.
When securing for sea, never depend on the gypsy itself to hold the anchor. Always secure it
with line. A good friend of ours almost lost his boat because of a hole punched in the bow by an
errant anchor in heavy weather in the Mediterranean.

Chain Stowage
Give careful attention to chain stowage. Nothing is worse than having to send a crewmember
below to knock down the chain castles that get built up. We’ve found that a straight drop into the
chain locker is best, with enough vertical space for the chain to stack itself about two-and-a-half
times its final height. In other words, if after being smoothed out the chain is in a pile 18 inches
(457.2 mm) tall in the locker, there should be about 45 inches (1,143 mm) of clearance from the
bottom of the locker to where the chain exits through the deck or the end of the hausepipe. The
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end of our chain is secured to a 3/8inch (9.6mm) piece of nylon,
which is anchored to an eye bolt. It
will hold the boat if necessary and
is easy to cut in an emergency.
The chain locker needs good
ventilation, as the chain will frequently come aboard with a few
creepy-crawlies and slime. Also,
be sure the limber holes are large
and numerous. A lot of water
comes below through the chain
pipe at sea, no matter what is done
to stop it up. That water, in combination with a bit of grass or related
muck, will test any drain system.
On the subject of chain muck,
when we were in New Zealand
aboard Intermezzo we added a teak
strip from the bow to the anchor
winch and then across the deck to
the rail, where we cut a scupper.
We’ve had this arrangement in one
form or another on all subsequent
boats to keep the chain drippings
from washing off. We used a “T”
off our engine-driven bilge pump
for a deck hose on Intermezzo. The
hose end was lashed to the bow
pulpit to clean the chain as it came
aboard.

THE BOW ROLLER
If the roller has to carry the load
of the chain sawing through the
coral and if a sea is running, the
loads can approach the full
strength of the chain. Be sure the
roller and its attachment fittings
are good and husky. We had a 5/8inch (15.4mm) bronze pin in Intermezzo’s roller, which lasted one
year before it wore through to half
its original size. The roller should
have 1/16-inch (1.5 mm) of clearance from the pin to prevent
buildup of salt and dirt. When
anchoring bow and stern or with a
beam wind there is a tremendous
side load on the cheeks of the bow
roller. Consider this aspect when
looking at the unit’s strength.The
roller itself is best made from
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A key issue with any windlass
is the ease of removing the
motor for maintenance or
replacement. On these newer
Maxwell/Nilson models undo a
couple of bolts and you are finished. This is a major advantage
over their earlier models! (Maxwell /Nilson photo)

The typical way to control a
windlass is with a foot switch.
However, these tend to be
unreliable over time because of
the humid environment in which
they live. We prefer to use a
waterproof switch on a remote
cable which is hung up when not
in use. This allows you to move
around the deck while the windlass is in use. If the switch fails it is
easily replaced.

If you are going to use a manual windlass make sure that the
handle is long enough to be
comfor table to use, that you
have some place to hang onto
with your free hand, and that
there is enough free room to
place your body comfortably.

We’ve been using Maxwell/
Nilson windlasses for years and
have generally found them to
be pretty reliable. This new
model uses a separate handle
for tightening the clutch, not
nearly as easy to operate as the
older style with a built-in handle.
A storm jib
is being used
as a riding
sail in the
photo at left.
It gets the
j o b d o n e,
but subjects
the storm jib
to ultra-violet degradation.
It is much
better to have a riding sail made specifically for the task, as in the
photo at right.

THE RIDING SAIL
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UHMW (ultra-high molecular weight) plastic. This material is tough enough to last almost forever, yet easy on the chain galvanizing and roller pin. Bronze rollers also work, although they tend
to abrade galvanizing and roller pins.

THE RIDING SAIL
An important part of our anchoring gear is a riding sail. Under marginal conditions in a good
breeze, keeping the bow head to wind can substantially reduce the loads and prevent the anchor
from breaking out. A second advantage occurs in light airs and hot weather. Boats ventilate best
head to wind, and the riding sail helps the boat respond to those little puffs that make life bearable
if they find their way below.

We are frequently asked for dual
rollers by our clients. Having lived with
a dual system, I think you are much
better off putting all the bow anchor
weight into a single, all-purpose hook.

In the olden days you saw this type of anchor stowage
quite often, However, it makes it very difficult to clean the
anchor when it comes up with a mess of weed, and it does
present a lot of water drag under way. On the other hand,
the mess tends to stay off the deck and the weight is much
lower.

Two views of the bowroller system on a Sundeer
56. This bow roller is
designed to take the full
breaking strength of the
schedule 7 5/16th (8mm)
chain, or 21,000 pounds of
load (9,500 kgs.) Note the
high ears on the end of the
roller to keep the chain in
place when the boat is tidebound. These ears can also
be used for attaching asymmetrical spinnaker tacks and
in some docking situations.
The inboard roller is to keep
the chain lead to the winch
fair as the anchor pivots as it
is winched onto the bow
roller.
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Dual anchors are always difficult to work into a
stem-head fitting on a permanent basis. Here two
CQRs are ready to go.

When designing the bow-roller assembly you
always have to keep in mind a tide-bound situation,
where current and wind fight and you end up with
the chain at right angles to the boat. In this case high
cheeks or some form of a guard must be built in to
keep the chain from jumping off the bow roller and
pulling back down the deck.

The bow roller and support structure
must have enough beef to take the full
breaking load of the chain when it is
pulling straight down (as it will if
snubbed on a wreck or rock). On the
Sundeer 64 and 56 we use an angled
strut back to the stem fitting to provide
extra support.

On the Sundeer
64 we worked on
a built-in anchor
wash-down system. It was never
totally successful,
as we didn’t find
the right combination of nozzle
design and pump
pressure. However, the concept
is still valid.

THE RIDING SAIL
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While this is a clean and light anchorroller system, if there was ever a pull to
starboard the chain would jump the roller
and proceed down the toe rail.

The photo above shows a locking mechanism for
two CQRs which holds the anchors in place and
keeps the chain from jumping off the bow roller.

The bow roller above is another example of a
design that will not hold the chain in place when it
is running at a right angle to the hull.

The three bottom left photos
and the bottom right photo all
show different types of “wobble
toggles.” The use of two rollers
and a center pin support means
the anchor will self-launch. All you
need to do is back off the windlass or ease the clutch, and away
goes the hook.
The only disadvantage comes
with the risk of an accidental launch, so you need to be doubly sure that
the anchor is well secured when you head to sea.
Wobble toggles need to be heavily made to take side loads when you
are caught with tide against wind, or when the chain is snagged on a
wreck or rock.
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By definition, serious cruisers spend most of their time on the hook. Still, the time comes when
it is advisable to tie up in the local marina or participate in a raft with other cruisers.
Most of us come from places in the world where the weather is benign; this is reflected in our
dock lines and fendering systems. However, when you head to foreign lands the conditions at the
dock are apt to be more boisterous.
Tying up in front of the Durban Yacht Club in Durban, South Africa, is a good example. About
half the time conditions will be nice. But the other 50 percent of the time it can blow as hard as 50
or more knots, and this is considered mild compared to what you may find in Cape Town, a bit
down the coast.

Dock Lines
The problem in these windy conditions is not so much one of strength for dock lines as it is
chafe. The heavier the line, the less it will stretch under load, and it is the stretching in and out that
creates chafe.
So you want some degree of stretch resistance which of course comes from rope diameter. At
the same time, that increased line diameter gives you more material to chafe through.
How big is big enough? We usually go one or two sizes up from our anchor rodes until handling
gets to be a problem (typically around 3/4”/18.5 mm). Once the handling is a problem, we stay
with the same size as the anchor rode.

Inventory
You’ll want to have two long spring lines aboard. These should typically be about 130 percent
of your boat’s length (about 65 feet/20 m long on a 50-footer/15.4m). They need to be long to help
when maneuvering the boat where they may have to be doubled back aboard and when there is a
significant tidal range.
Next come the bow and stern lines. We usually do these in two sets. The first is a short set for
use when docked between pilings or finger piers. These are usually about half the length of the
boat but typically not less than 20 feet (6.1 m) or so.
The second set is longer so they can be used as extra springs or long bow and stern lines. We
make these about 80 percent of the boat’s length but not less than 30 feet (9.1 m).

Fenders
Such a mundane subject, yet one with so many issues!
To begin with, you will probably want to have enough fenders aboard to protect yourself during
a Mediterranean mooring situation, meaning fenders on both sides of the boat. Of course, this
doesn’t happen all that often, so you have to worry about storage for all of these fenders.
For us, this eliminates the pre-inflated fenders. By using fenders that you need to inflate yourself, you have the option of deflating and stowing the extras that are not normally in use.
We typically carry six cylindrical fenders, leaving only two of them inflated for use when we
have local visitors in canoes or fishing boats
We also like to carry a couple spherical fenders. These work well when you need to fend off
from the bow where there is a lot of shape in the topsides and in areas where the cylindrical fenders will tend to roll away. This makes for a total of eight fenders aboard.
How large should your fenders be? This is a tough question. Under normal loads, most fenders
are pretty long-lasting. But then along comes that gale, blowing on the beam with some chop, and
your boat is being hurled repeatedly against the fenders. If they start to fail, the damage to your
topsides will be significant.
My suggestion is to go with a size heavier than the manufacturers recommend, as a minimum.

Securing Fenders
Try to secure fenders to cleats, deck hardware, or the bases of lifeline stanchions. Never tie
them to the lifelines. The repeated jerking of the fender lanyards up and down eventually fatigues
the lifeline.
Since the wire is covered in plastic, it is impossible to tell the state of your lifeline wire. And a
broken top lifeline could wreck an otherwise pleasant passage!

Fender Boards
The time will come when you are forced to lie against pilings. Your fenders need to be tied horizontally for this, and if there is any surge around they’ll probably still roll out.
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Fender covers come in handy over the long term, especially in dirty harbors. They can be easily
washed, whereas a stained fender is sometimes impossible to clean. Notice in the right photo how
the fender is tied to the bottom of the lifeline stanchion.This is much better than tying to the lifelines,
as the loads on a fender tie can get quite high if the boat is rocking.

The answer is a horizontal fender board that takes the piling load and is kept off the hull with
two fenders hung vertically.
On most boats this fender board can be as simple as a chunk of 2-inch x 6-inch
(50mm x 150mm) timber, about 4 feet (1.23 m) long.
The ropes should tie to deck hardware rather than to lifelines, as mentioned above.

Fender boards can be
made from chunks of timber
found in the junk pile of local
construction sites, or you
could pick up a piece of lumber at a hardware store. Two
will normally be required to
hold you off pilings.
The fenders and fender
board in this drawing would
be better off if tied to the toe
rail instead of the lifeline.
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STEERING
After ground tackle, the
next important category for
cruising gear is self-steering.
The development of the
h i g h - p ow e r e d , r e l i a b l e
windvane in the 1960s and
1970s has done more to promote long range cruising
than any other factor I can
think of. Relief from the
drudgery of constant steering, watch on and watch off,
good weather and foul,
makes all the difference.
Let’s consider what a selfThe Monitor windvane is a modern, all-stainless-steel version of Nick steering apparatus should
Franklin’s Aries windvane.The servo pendulum action creates a tremendo. First, it must be able to
dous amount of power. (Scanmar photo)
handle the boat in the lower
wind ranges. Here we are
talking strictly about apparent as opposed to true wind. Upwind, if there isn’t too much sea running, most self-steerers will do well even in the lightest airs. But trouble starts when you turn the
boat around and head downwind. Subtracting boatspeed from true-wind speed doesn’t leave
much apparent wind for the vane to work with. Add to this the problem of substantial shifts in
apparent wind direction through small increases or decreases in true-wind velocity, and your
windvane is going to have a really tough job when you’re running. The quicker the boat is in light
airs, the more substantial the problem. Aside from using an autopilot, the only alternative is to fit
an oversize control sail to the windvane, try to alleviate the problem under these conditions, and
accept the poor results.
At the other end of the spectrum, in heavy weather you have to be able to control the boat while
it is being buffeted by wind and sea. If your hull design has the capacity to handle heavy-going
downhill with minimum risk of broaching, then your self-steering will be able to do a better job.
Reaching under moderate-and-above conditions is again demanding. With the wind and seas
more or less beam on, the hull will want to swing downwind and back up, sailing a giant S-curve
as the vane tries to cope. Substantial rudder corrections by the vane will be required.
Not only should the self-steering gear be able to handle various wind and course conditions, but
you also should be able to carry all the sail that is comfortable for the crew. Having to shorten
down prematurely or having to use specialized rigs to accommodate self-steering is a sign of
weakness either in the steering gear or in the design of the vessel.
Ideally, you should be able to push the boat as hard as you desire, commensurate with prudent
seamanship, and not worry about the self-steering’s ability to handle the boat.
Next, the vessel should be able to keep itself reasonably well on course. Given moderate
boatspeed and normal sea states, a variation in course of plus or minus 15 degrees should be a
maximum. Any more than this will reduce your distance made good over the bottom and lengthen
your trip considerably. It will also substantially reduce crew comfort.
Last, the vane-steering system should be powerful enough so it isn’t necessary to jump up every
half-hour to adjust sheets or vane settings in order to compensate for moderate changes in wind
velocity or boat balance.
It isn’t easy to find the proper vane to match your boat. The hardest aspect is getting good data
from which to work. If you find a similar vessel powered with a given vane, ask yourself if the
skipper has the background to evaluate his system’s performance properly. Usually, the answer
will be no. I learned this myself the hard way.
Even though Intermezzo came to us with a powerful Benmar autopilot, I felt we needed a
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mechanical vane, both as backup
and because I didn’t want to be
faced with continuously running
the engine for the pilot’s electrical
needs. Knowing nothing about
this type of gear, I canvassed marinas.
I eliminated several types of
vanes right off the bat for aesthetic
reasons — a move we came to
regret. We finally settled on an
RVG unit, based on aesthetics and
the fact that I had talked to two
owners who had fitted the RVG to
boats identical in hull shape to
Intermezzo. In both cases these
skippers indicated that the unit
worked well. What I failed to perceive was that their units had been
tested only under ideal conditions.
Extreme light winds down the
coast of Mexico didn’t give us
much of a chance to try out our
vane. Once we were free of the
land en route to the Marquesas and
into the trades, we began to put it
to work. The first thing we found
was that with the RVG at the conn,
Intermezzo could not carry her full
press of sail. With everything up,
she would wander all over the
ocean, jibing one minute and
heading into the wind the next.
Since the RVG is a trim-tab/rudder combination, Intermezzo ’s
helm had to be lashed to balance
the basic hull/rig configuration. If
the wheel was off as little as half a
spoke, we would be off course
again. It required constant and
careful tending. Any slight change
in apparent wind angle or speed
sent the watch on deck to play
with the wheel adjustment.
Finally, we were forced to sheet
some of our sails — not for speed
but for balancing purposes.
After 13 days of rolling around
with this unit, we turned on the
autopilot, hoisted the chute, and
took it easy. The problem was
essentially this: the RVG unit,
while sold as being able to handle
a 50-footer (15.4m), simply didn’t
have the necessary power. On a
smaller yacht it might have per-
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T h i s d o u bl e ender has a permanently fitted emergency tiller. It makes
it easy to connect
the Aries vane
(seen in the background.) A direct
connection like this
eliminates the slop
of the wheel, cables,
and chain, making
for a much more
positive steer ing
action.

S o m e fo r m o f
breakaway coupling
is
n e c e s s a ry
b e t we e n p a d d l e
and vane mechan i s m . M a ke s u r e
yours is not overly
strong, as the object
is to have the coupling give before
damage is done.
And be sure that a
safety line is connected to the paddle!

This is a “Sayes”
vane (now manufactured by Scanmar). This vane is
simple to install, and
easy to maintain.
H ow e v e r, i t h a s
nowhere near the
ability of the servo
pendulum vanes.
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A simple yet effective
means of “hooking” the control lines (or chain in this
case) from the vane to the
tiller.

A Navik vane (below)
installed on a center-cockpit
yacht. (Scanmar photo)
Mounting a windvane can be tricky.
Here are three different approaches
to different types of transom sterns.
(top two photos courtesy of Scanmar)

formed well, but Intermezzo was just too much
boat for it.
In Taiohai Bay we met
Earl Shenk on his beautiful
Alden ketch, Eleuthera, a
powerful, well-rigged 48footer (14.6m). Earl found
that his Aries vane was
more than a match for his
keel-attached barn-door
rudder (and 12 years later,
when I met Earl in Papeete,
that same vane was on the
back of his boat!). Well, if
an Aries could handle that
situation, it could certainly
handle Intermezzo’s much
lighter hull and spade rudder. We sold our rig, put
aesthetics aside, and
ordered an Aries from
England.
The moral is simple.
Match the vane to the boat.

WINDVANE
TYPES

These drawings illustrate Autohelm (below left) and Sayes (below right)
vanes. The Autohelm rig has the advantage of offering a totally self-sufficient rudder system, capable of steering the boat should the main rudder
fail. However, this
approach is less
p ow e r f u l t h a n a
servo-pendulum rig
and works well only
on cruising designs
that are very easy on
their helm.
The Sayes rig has
been in use for years
and been a part of
some very successful circumnavigations. The ver y
simplicity of the system commends it.
But it does not have
t h e p ow e r o r
responsiveness of a
s e rvo - p e n d u l u m
system. (drawings
courtesy of ScanvikScanmar)

There are several types
of vane systems on the
market. The most powerful
of these is the servo-pendulum-style similar to
Nick Franklin’s Aries.
This unit uses an air rudder
that you feather into the
wind and lock in. As the
apparent wind–angle
changes, it heels the air
rudder over one way or the
other. This movement is
transmitted to a steering
oar which is pivoted on its
vertical axis in the water.
Since the oar is moving
through the water, this
change of angle makes it
veer to port or starboard.
Lines are attached to the
oar, which run to the tiller
or wheel and control the
vessel via its own rudder.
The principle of using the
vessel’s motion through
the water to steer her is
s i m p l e a n d p r ov i d e s
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There are all sorts of
“home brews” out there
(left photo). In this clever
design, the air vane operates the trim tab on the
back of the auxiliary
steering arm. The rudder
and trim tab are raised at
anchor to prevent fouling.
A S aye s r i g ( r i g h t )
offers a simple way of
c o n n e c t i n g t o ke e l attached rudders that are
mounted some distance
in front of the transom.
The long attachment “U”
adds to lever age , but
reduces the speed of
r e s p o n s e. ( S c a n m a r
photo)

unlimited power to turn the main ship’s rudder. The faster you
go, the more force is available.
The next group of units, such as the RVG or Chrono Marine
Chrono Vane, uses an auxiliary rudder. In the case of the RVG,
the vane rudder is controlled via a small trim tab that gets its
input from a feathering vertical-axis air blade. Chrono Marine
goes directly from the horizontal-axis air vane to the water rudder. It’s simpler but not quite as good in light airs. Both of these
units suffer from being left permanently in the water. If there’s
one thing vanes don’t like, it’s a fouled blade or trim tab. They do
offer the advantage of providing a means to steer the vessel
should the main system develop problems. However, even on
well-balanced 35-footers (10.7m), both of these makes will
require close attention to sail setting and trim. Vessels over 40
feet (12.2 m) require servo-pendulum vanes.
Smaller craft can make use of the inexpensive direct-air control of tillers such as the QME unit. These are very inexpensive
and will get you there, but they don’t have the responsiveness for
light airs or power for really heavy wind that the other models
provide.

Trim Tabs

S o m e fo r m o f d r u m
arrangement is typically used
to connect wheel-steering
systems to windvanes.

Another interesting approach is to work out a trim tab directly
on the rudder. Tom Blackwell did this with the aid of Blondie
Hassler’s engineering on Islander. To the main rudder he
attached a trim tab, driven by a vertical-axis air vane. To accomplish control, Tom bored out the
stock of the rudder and inserted a long rod down its length. This rod was connected to the air rudder via some linkages at its top and to the trim tab with a bell crank at its bottom. By this means
he was able to control Islander’s main rudder with the force exerted on the tab. With a transomhung rudder this approach is even easier, as the trim tab can be attached directly to the aft end of
the rudder, with its linkage taking place on top.

Do-It-Yourself Vanes
If you’re on a tight budget, don’t be afraid to try making a vane on your own. Probably half the
people we’ve met around the world have done it, usually with trim tab–type designs. They were
all out sailing and, allowing for some experimenting, their “home brews” seemed to perform well.
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Islander had a trim
tab mounted on
the aft end of the
rudder (top photos). The r udder
shaft was bored for
the control rod,
which was attached
to the gear shown
here. A sail was
connected to drive
the tab.

Look closely at the top of this photo
(right), and you will see a pilot-drive rod.
This drive rod is connected to a trim tab on
the rudder.The trim tab takes minimal pilot
power to operate, yet generates tremendous dynamic force from the flow of water
over its surface.

Outboard trim tabs work especially well on transom-hung rudders.They are easy to install and accessible for maintenance.

USING AN AUTOPILOT
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USING AN
AUTOPILOT

These are twin 1/2-horsepower WH Pilots hydraulic-drive units.
Mounted below are the motor controllers. Each of these pumps drives
its own ram, giving a totally redundant system.

The pilot offers several
advantages compared to a
vane. It will steer when powering, when running under
sail in light airs, and when
you need to be sure your
course is held steady in reference to navigational hazards.
But choosing the correct
pilot for your yacht is a complicated (not to mention critical) endeavor. Not only do
you have to sort through a
host of features, but there is
usually a dearth of hard
information on how the pilot
will really perform on your
yacht.

Hull Design Factors
The steering characteristics of sail and power yachts follow the same engineering principles. Beam-to-length ratio is the
first criterion. The longer and narrower the hull, the more directionally stable it will be and the
less tendency it will have to change course when heeled. This factor becomes increasingly important as the pilot (or helmsman) fights to avoid a broach in big seas. Hull shapes that are sharply Vshaped forward tend to “lock in,” which makes steering corrections more difficult. Rounded or
flatter forward sections pound a little more but also turn more easily. Rudder configuration has a
big impact. Sailboats with balanced spade rudders are easiest on the pilot, while long-keeled
designs with attached rudders take more power. Powerboats designed for offshore work will have
larger rudders for better control (which are usually counterbalanced with prop-wash to help with
steering loads).

Reliability
Intertwined with this basic steering capability are several other concerns. First is reliability.
This is associated with how hard the pilot is working relative to its rated load; how it is installed
(deck-mounted units, no matter how well sealed, are almost always a source of trouble); and, of
course, the inherent design of the unit itself.
How many times have you read about BOC racers carrying half a dozen or more of a given pilot
type and using them all! Not much of a recommendation here. Aside from ensuring that the pilot
is in a waterproof environment, making sure it is significantly oversized rather than “just right”
will pay big dividends.
At the same time you’re allowing for a more powerful unit, make sure the electric wire leads are
oversized to minimize voltage drop (the pilot’s ability to do work is directly proportional to the
voltage it receives. If undersized wires cost you a 10-percent voltage drop due to increased resistance from undersized wire, the pilot will work 10 percent harder during all of its life).

Power Consumption
The next factor is power consumption. This importance will vary with your ability to generate
electricity, and the unpleasantness associated therewith. A good charging prop trolling behind the
boat will handle virtually any pilot-related power need. But then there’s quite a bit of drag from
the prop, and it’s noisy. The alternative of running the engine a couple of hours a day to charge the
batteries is equally unpleasant. So a pilot that is stingy with power becomes important, as long as
it has the strength to handle your yacht when things become difficult.
Power consumption is divided into two categories: the “overhead” required to operate the
brains of the system which is on continually, and the power necessary for the drive unit. “Aver-
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age” power-consumption figures touted by marketing personnel should be viewed with suspicion. It’s better to find someone with an installation similar to your own, where hull shape and rig
look the same, and then find out what the power consumption is really like under ideal and adverse
steering situations.
There are two factors to keep in mind about power consumption. First, as we’ve already stated,
voltage drop in the power leads adds to power consumption. Second, DC motors use only enough
power to do the work required. A 12-volt 1/4-horsepower might use as much as 20 amps at peak
load, but if you’re loafing along, with the boat well balanced, actual consumption might be only
2 amps.
Aboard Intermezzo we would average about 40 watts per hour in power consumption with our
Benmar 12B. With a quartering sea, consumption would double. Her balanced spade rudder went
a long way toward offsetting her unbalanced hull form. Intermezzo II had another spade rudder
and somewhat more balance to the hull form, her power consumption from the Wagner S-50
hydraulic pilot was about the same, even though we were pushing a much bigger boat through the
water. Aboard Sundeer, with twice the waterline and 50 percent more displacement than Intermezzo, power consumption was less than half. This is due to her totally balanced hull form, as well
as to the inherent efficiency of the WH hydraulic pilot. And Beowulf uses even less power, as
being longer she had even more balanced hull form and better beam-to-length ratios. If these
hourly power figures sound low, remember you have to multiply them by 24 to get your daily consumption.

In Adverse Conditions
Even a tiny pilot will steer a large ship in smooth water. The real test comes when it is blowing
and there’s a confused sea running (and, of course, it’s cold and wet in the cockpit). How do you
find out if a pilot will handle your boat in bad weather? The same procedure outlined above for
vanes is the best method. Look for very experienced people, and see what happens.
Do not listen to what the manufacturers or salespeople say. Unless the pilot will handle your
boat when the chips are down, it’s not worth having (unless you’ve got a more powerful vane for
bad weather).

The Control Head
One of the considerations when choosing a pilot is the “brains” of the system— the control
head. The control head starts with an input from either compass or wind indicator and tries to keep
your course at a predetermined reference heading. At the simplest, it senses a need for change in
direction and sends a signal to a drive motor, which turns the rudder. As your yacht gets close to
the right course, the pilot senses the decreasing divergence and orders the rudder to come back
toward the neutral helm. If all goes well, you leave a nice straight wake.
There are a series of things the pilot head calculates as it goes about its job. The way in which
these calculations are made, and the control the user has over some of them, determine the pilot’s
capacity to cope with adverse conditions, as well as how much power it takes to operate the entire
system.
Most pilots today automate their controls, which makes it easier to operate in smooth-water
conditions. There are two problems, however, with the automated pilots. First, they cannot learn
(or know) enough to handle your boat in all conditions. Second, speed of response is slowed while
they average the data they are “learning.”
Unfortunately, the steering requirements do not change over an averaged amount of time, but
rather on an instant-by-instant basis. While the pilot is learning about one set of conditions, those
conditions are changing. You end up with the pilot making its decision on obselete data.
Our feeling is, for offshore work, a pilot that allows you to help it think can be a big advantage.
Now let’s talk about some of the controls available.

Sea-State Control
Sea state tells the pilot how much off course you are willing to allow the boat to go before the
pilot goes to work. In difficult steering conditions where precision is important (such as in
extreme heavy weather and when surfing) this should be set to the smallest number, giving the
most control.
On the other hand, if you’re reaching along with the boat having a natural yaw back and forth
on the waves, a wider setting will reduce steering load on the system and power consumption.
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Rudder-Gain Control
Rudder-gain controls how much the rudder turns for every degree off course the boat has
attained. Higher numbers mean faster response. However, there is a limit beyond which the boat
will begin to S-curve.
When under power, beating or close reaching, and sailing off the wind in lighter winds, the rudder gain can be kept to a minimum.
As sea conditions deteriorate off the wind and/or you begin to sail more aggressively, more rudder gain will be used. However, if you find yourself shooting by the lee while surfing down a
wave, it is a sign that too much gain is being used. In really adverse downwind conditions, or
when pushing the boat with the spinnaker, you may want to frequently adjust this gain control.

Counter Rudder
Counter rudder is a time-based correction factor, normally adjusted only on boats that respond
sluggishly to the helm. On a modern, good-steering sailboat it should not need much fiddling.
If your face controls get out of kilter for the conditions in which you are sailing, the pilot may
begin to make S-curves, swerving first to one direction and then another. You can get things back
to an even course by reducing rudder gain, minimizing counter rudder, and opening up the seastate control a few notches.

Log Your Settings
You will find various settings work well for different combinations of sail, wind, and sea conditions. As you find these settings, note them in your log for future reference.

Weather Helm
Some pilots allow for automatic weather-helm correction. In this case, we find a time-based
learning circuit that averages what is happening, and then applies a correction. This works fine in
smooth water, but in heavier going it desensitizes the pilot to what is happening, making a difficult
steering job even harder.
If your pilot does have this feature, try to make sure you have a way to turn the feature off if
necessary.

Compass Choices
The pilot gets the raw course data from some sort of a compass device. The speed at which this
data is updated is critical to good self-steering when sailing in big seas. Most pilot manufacturers
use “flux-gate” compasses that electronically measure their reference heading.
The problem with flux-gate compasses is that the raw data varies all over the place, so the compass-generated data is averaged over time to get a steady heading. This averaging period typically
runs from one-half to a full second (or more). For heavy going this time frame is way too slow.
To alleviate this problem, and that of northerly turning error (see below), there are now available digital gyro-compasses, which are small, low on power consumption, and which are becoming more moderate in price. These gyros give an instantaneous readout of heading change (and
are in fact called rate-of-change sensors).
However, they do not know on an accurate basis what exact direction they are heading! So they
are typically integrated with a flux gate for the actual course heading, while their fast updates are
used for steering corrections.
The final way to go is to use a magnetic-card compass (like in the binnacle) with a magnetometer mounted underneath to sense heading. These can be quite fast acting, typically as quick as
0.05 second an update. A potential problem comes from viscous drag of the motion-dampening
fluid, which slows things down. This can be adjusted by using a oversize compass bowl, providing
more room between compass card and bowl side.

Northerly Turning Error
When you find yourself heading close to magnetic north, you will notice that the response rate
of the pilot slows down. When steering the boat in difficult conditions, it may appear as if something has gone wrong with the pilot. However, this is the result of the reduction in magnetic pull
on the compass due to the fact that the compass magnets are nearly lined up with the earth’s magnetic north pole. The only way around this is to alter course or to have some form of gyro compass
aboard.
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Sensing Rudder Position
A major variable is how the pilot head senses the rudder angle. The simplest pilots ignore rudder position and depend solely on course angle. But for accurate steering, the control head must
know the exact rudder angle.
This can be accomplished by counting drive-motor rotations or measuring lead-screw location.
But the most accurate system is to have a separate rudder-angle indicator mounted right on the
rudder shaft.

Heavy-Weather Steering
One of the advantages of the hand-tuneable pilots is the ability to optimize steering control (the
effort exerted by the pilot) against the power you want to expend from the battery bank. The
tighter the steering control, the more power you will use. In heavy weather or where exact coursekeeping is mandated by navigational hazards, power is secondary. Under more pleasant conditions you can reduce power required by allowing the pilot more room to wonder off course.

Power Packs
Having received its data, made its calculations, and reached its final decision, the pilot must
now communicate this data to the rudder. The drive unit, which carries out the orders of the pilot,
is the most important part of the self-steering equation, and unfortunately, the least understood.
The problem comes in the drive-motor size that is usually recommended by pilot manufacturers. Only a small amount of power is normally required. But there are times when you need a lot,
typically four to ten times the average. These are the conditions that an offshore pilot should be
set up for.
There are two elements involved in power. The first is speed. A tiny motor geared down sufficiently will turn the largest rudder, albeit so slowly as to make steering somewhat problematic.
This leads to claims of a given (small) pilot handling an 80-foot (24.4m) motorsailer with ease (in
smooth water under power). But that same pilot may have trouble with the average 40-footer
(12.2m) in modest quartering seas. Rudder response speed is important because it determines the
time it takes the pilot to get you back on course. If you are broad reaching in a following sea, the
stern is slapped by a wave, and you begin to round up, or worse, broach; it’s the speed of rudder
response that keeps you out of trouble. But to turn the rudder rapidly takes a lot of power, delivered efficiently.
Of course, the conditions during which you really need this power are few and far between. My
own experience is that a properly powered autopilot will use 10 percent or less of its available
steering torque 75 percent of the time, and full power will be used less than one percent of the
time. Still, it is that one
p e r c e n t y o u h ave t o
design toward if you are
heading offshore. If
you’re sailing close to
home, then a smaller unit
will probably do.
How much power do
you need? As a basic
rule, it’s better to be
ov e r p ow e r e d t h a n
underpowered. Beyond
this, a rudder turning rate
of between 8 and 15
d eg r e e s p e r s e c o n d ,
under the heaviest rudder loading, is the range
you should shoot for.
Two self-steering drums are attached to this helm. The forward drum
As you get to the faster
r e s p o n s e s p e e d , t h e (black) is for the Autohelm pilot. An external drive like this almost always fails
rather quickly due to exposure to the elements. The after drum is for the
helm-control head must Aries vane, so that when the pilot fails, the crew can still have a form of self
get smarter to be able to steering.
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handle the quick response without oversteering.
If oversteering becomes a problem, and it will at some point in almost all situations where a
powerful drive system is used, it can be dealt with by reducing rudder gain on the pilot-control
head.

Mechanical Drive Units
Mechanical drives are usually limited to about 1/6 horsepower. They deliver their power via a
gearbox with a toothed gear linked to the steering chain or via a drive-screw actuator. The latter
devices are considered somewhat more efficient, although maintenance problems have caused
most manufacturers to drop them.
However, 1/6 of a horsepower won’t handle more than an easy-steering 45-footer (13.7m) in
any sort of a quartering sea. So for larger yachts the choice narrows down to shortening sail and
balancing the boat so that it’s more easily steered by the small motor, and then finally taking over
by hand, or going to hydraulic power packs.

Hydraulic Drives

Connecting a hydraulic ram to a conventional quadrant can be accomplished quite easily, as shown here. However, make sure that the spacer
bar and its connecting bolts are robust!

A 1/4-horsepower WH pump set. If copper tubing is used, flares must
be carefully made, the tubing should be supported, and the best-quality
hydraulic tubing (not refrigerant tubing) used.We prefer to use high-pressure hose or stainless-steel tubing in systems where the operating pressure are likely to be high.

I f y o u a l r e a d y h ave a
hydraulic steering system,
the decision is easy. Your
pilot will plumb directly into
the basic steering lines. But if
you have chain-and-cable
steering, plumbing in a
hydraulic system can be a big
pill to swallow.
In the latter case, you have
to attach a hydraulic cylinder
to your quadrant to do the
steering when the pilot is
being used. When the pilot is
off, open a valve to recircutl a t e t h e hy d r a u l i c fl u i d
through the cylinder. This
leaves some drag on the
wheel. Or, you can attach the
hydraulic cylinder to a tiller
arm that has a latch mechanism so the cylinder can be
totally disconnected from the
hand-steering system.
Until recently there were
only two types of hydraulic
p u m p s : s m a l l hy d r a u l i c
pumps (about 1/6 horsepower) that reversed when
you wanted to reverse rudder
direction, and which stayed
off when you were on course,
and pumps which ran full
time using solenoid valves to
switch the direction of fluid
flow to the hydraulic cylinder. These latter units eat lots
of power and are very noisy.
Now, thanks to new electrical
controllers and some clever
design work, larger horse-
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power units are available. WH Pilots in Seattle makes units up to 1/2 horsepower, which can be
reversed back and forth. They are penurious with the watts and quiet, to boot.
You’re probably wondering what sort of loss you take in power consumption with the bigger
pilots. They’re almost identical to smaller motors, if they are the on/off variety referred to above.
As we’ve already mentioned, in direct-current motors the power consumption is proportional to
load. In low-load conditions the small motor will be marginally more efficient. But at higher
loads, the bigger motors, because they run much cooler, actually take less power.

Pilot Options
There are a couple of last considerations for your autopilot. The first is a remote control. This
can be a very handy device, especially if equipped with a cord long enough to get you forward of
the cockpit. You’ll want to be able to change course and steer manually from your remote.
A number of companies offer windvane-steering options.
A rudder-angle indicator can be handy, especially if you have hydraulic steering. It should be
mounted where it can be seen from anywhere in the cockpit.
WH makes a remote steering wheel which is an excellent device for handling the boat under
power and in heavy weather. Basically, this is a small wheel which, when actuated, turns the rudder much like the power steering on a car. When the wheel is back to center, the autopilot grabs
control again. In heavy weather, where you may want to take control from time to time in lulls or
puffs or in breaking seas, being able to use the wheel instantaneously saves many hours on the
regular steering wheel.
We’ve also found that using the pilot to dock the boat gives us better maneuverability. Our
hydraulic pumps can swing the rudder much faster than we can do it by hand.

SSB/Pilot Interference
When first using the autopilot be sure to check it when broadcasting with your SSB or ham rig.
You may find that the pilot swerves when you broadcast. This is not unusual, and will take some
work by your electronics installer to mitigate. Be extremely careful when checking this out, as the
pilot may take you through a very fast turn!
In some situations, you may not totally be able to suppress the SSB-to-pilot interference. If this
is the situation, put a sign by the SSB to remind you that you need to have someone steering when
using the SSB.

Safety
The autopilot is a wonderful tool, without which we’d all be carrying lots of extra crew.
However, it’s only a machine, and you must be prepared for failure at any time.
When you are working on deck, always do so with the thought in the back of your mind that the
pilot could quit at any time. Avoid getting into a situation which could be dangerous if the pilot
failed precipitously.
We all have a tendency to let the pilot do all of the work when we’re offshore. Nevertheless, it
is important to keep a careful watch.

Backup
The pilot is such a key piece of cruising gear (perhaps the most important piece of gear aboard)
that carrying a backup unit makes good sense. Our recommendation is to carry it uninstalled,
wrapped in foil to provide additional protection from a lightning strike.
If you do carry a second unit, before leaving, install it yourself to make sure that it works properly and is tuned and ready to go.
If your pilot drives the rudder hydraulically, it also makes sense to carry a spare hydraulic cylinder and extra hydraulic fluid.

Pilot Compass Interference
Be careful not to put magnetic items near the pilot compass. This includes other compasses,
radio speakers, tin cans, metal tools, etc. You can test the impact of these when tied to a dock by
checking compass readings and then moving the items in question.
The issue here is not so much one of throwing the compass reading off (the actual compass
reading is not critical unless you are using this output for navigation), as it is slowing the compass
down. Compass response rate is a vital ingredient in steering under adverse conditions, so do
everything possible to keep the compass efficient.
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If you have a gimbaled compass unit
make sure nothing can interfere with the
swinging action of the gimbals.

Which Manufacturer?
There are so many choices of pilots
available today that it is hard to sort out the
wheat from the chaff. For the past ten
years Linda and I have been using Will
Hamm’s pilots from the WH Pilot Company in Seattle, Washington. These are the
fastest acting, best steering, and most reliable pilots we’ve found. Since his primary
market is commercial fishing boats, you
know the stuff is going to be good. When
we occasionally run into a boat that has
one of Will’s pilots the comment is always
the same: “We can’t understand why anyone would buy anything else!”

Vane or Pilot?
Having reviewed both types of gear,
how do you decide what’s best for you?
That depends on your type of sailing, budget, and generating capacity. Certainly the
windvane offers the advantage of eliminating the power consumption of the pilot.
And, in heavy airs, a servo-pendulum unit
will have the muscle to control you well
after most autopilots have given up the
One of the key ingredients in the WH Pilot system is
ghost.
its motor controllers.These “smart” devices not only to
tell the hydraulic pumps which way to turn, but at the
There appears to be little difference in
end of each power sequence they use “dynamic brakcost.
An inexpensive exposed pilot will be
ing” to instantly stop the steering system.This allows you
less money than a vane, but it’s a lot less
to use much more rudder gain than otherwise would be
possible, a critical feature when steering in difficult conreliable. With a good-quality pilot
ditions.
installed versus a good-quality vane, costs
are probably a tossup.
As we stated earlier, if you’re heading offshore, a backup system is a must in the self-steering
category. On smaller boats where vanes are feasible, the combination of vane and pilot makes
sense. The vane handles long sea passages, while the pilot takes care of light airs, running, and
powering. Plus, you have a backup system if one fails.
If you have to make a choice due to budget considerations, I’d opt for the pilot. We’ve found it
less demanding on the crew than even our powerful Aries in moderate weather. In the 30 to 40
percent of our cruising that has been spent in very light airs, it’s the only way we could keep our
boats moving with light sails without having to keep a close eye on course and sail trim.
On Intermezzo we had both vane and pilot and found that the pilot was in use over 80 percent of
the time. So in Intermezzo II and subsequent boats we went with pilot only (with a backup, of
course).
Finally, when the going is good, experiment with sheet-to-tiller or wheel rigs. The possibilities
are many, and given a bit of sea room and time, virtually any boat can be made to self-steer on one
basis or another.
Rest offshore is very much a function of motion. And motion, in the final analysis, is related to
how good a job the pilot or vane can do. The harder your charge is to handle when conditions are
other than ideal, the more important the pilot’s capability.
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This is the schematic for the system we supplied on the Sundeer 56s.The hydraulics feature two 1/4horsepower pump sets and motor controllers. A single pump set would do the job 98 percent of the
time. However, when driving hard in gale conditions, the second pump set gave the system enough muscle to steer rapidly in breaking seas. A second pump set also offers a level of redundancy.

WH made up this custom remote
for Sundeer with anchor windlass and
electric sheet-winch buttons on the
side. It made the job of short-handed
sailing much simpler.

A simple steering-wheel disconnect to reduce
the flywheel load of the wheel when the autopilot is being used.
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CRUISING
SAILS
Choosing the right sail inventory
to carry on a cruising sailboat is a
difficult process. You are beset by a
series of conflicting requirements
and compromise-inducing factors.
First, while we all want performance, none of us is especially
keen to work hard at changing sails
every time apparent wind is up or
down or switches direction. So the
sail inventory needs to be versatile
in the wind ranges and angles it will
handle. The modern sailor is in luck
here, because new fabrics and construction techniques yield much
more versatile sails than were possible even a few years ago.
Second, we have the problem of
storage. Sails have to compete with
inflatable dinghies, dive gear, and
toilet paper for precious space
aboard. There’s also the question of
how the sails are packed. When
sailing shorthanded, with a trunk
cabin probably in the way, folding a
sail isn’t always possible offshore.
Some sail inventory will inevitably
find its way below in bulky condition.
Third, there’s the question of
budget. A versatile inventory that
A 120-percent-overlap working jib on a Deerfoot 74.The sheet keeps you moving without a lot of
lead has been moved forward from the beating position for reachsail changes and that stores easily is
ing, resulting in an even luff shape all the way up the sail.
also easier on the wallet.
Fourth, the type of sailing you
plan also has an impact on needs. Where the local cruiser can get away with a more modest inventory, tailored to his specific area requirements, the offshore sailor must take into account a wider
range of conditions. Another consideration is backup. If one sail fails on the offshore boat, there
has to be something in the inventory that can serve until the damaged sail is repaired.
Fifth, a good cruising sail should be long-lived and tolerant of abuse. It’s not unusual to see a
well-constructed suit of sails circumnavigate and still be in good condition, provided they are
kept covered when not in use to protect them from ultraviolet radiation, and perhaps recut once or
twice as their shape alters with age.

HEADSAIL ISSUES
There are some non-speed factors that must be taken into account in the name of seamanship.
Visibility is of paramount importance on a shorthanded cruising yacht, so low-cut,
deck-sweeping headsails are out, at least for work in traffic. A higher cut is also desirable to keep
the sail from scooping up the bow wave on a reach. This last factor is related to size. The smaller
the yacht, the more clearance is required to avoid scooping water.
The geometrical shape of sails also has a big impact. For example, high-aspect headsails are
very fast when beating and close reaching, but they impose more load on the sail, requiring
heavier, stiffer cloth which is more difficult to handle and store. On the other hand, sails with
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The padded luff on
t h i s r o l l e rf u rl i n g j i b
(left) creates
bu l k w h e n
the sail is
rolled, which
in turn tends
to flatten the
sail. (Nor th
Sails
RI
photo)
Smaller freestanding roller furlers (above) work
well for light-air staysails, free-flying reachers, and
mizzen jibs. One of the problems is how to secure
the drum control line. Harken has solved this problem with a built-in camcleat. (Harken photo)

lower aspect ratios and more overlap of the shrouds are more difficult to tack. High-aspect sails
also have a narrower performance groove, demand more precise sheeting angles, and are tougher
to sail with. On the benefit side they have a lower center of area. This means the lower-cut sails
will tend to heel the boat less, translating into better boatspeed and more comfort.
With all these factors under consideration, the first place to start making a decision is in storage
space.
Intermezzo had a small forepeak that took up the first 5 feet (1.5 m) of the bow. This was blocked
off from our double bunk by a bulkhead with double doors, a fairly common arrangement on most
cruising yachts. We decided that our headsail inventory would have to fit into the forepeak when
the sails were folded. And they did, barely. On the other hand, offshore, more often we would have
one or two headsails on deck in use or at least stowed on their respective headstays, and this left
room below for a stuffed, as opposed to folded, sail or two. It also made it possible to dig out a sail
from the bottom of the pile with less difficulty than when everything was tightly packed.

Roller-Furling or Jib Hanks?
It’s a question that isn’t debated much anymore. Roller-furling jibs are now the norm. But just
in case you don’t already have roller-furling on your headstay, consider the following from the
sailmaker’s perspective.
Using a roller-furling jib forces the sailmaker to lift the clew higher than he might otherwise
have done, reducing sail area and efficiency upwind. The typical roller-furling system causes a
loss of around 3 feet (0.9 m) of headstay length — that’s a good chunk of the most efficient part
of the sail (and you cannot make the sail area back by going for a longer overlap, as this makes the
sail harder to sheet and less efficient overall). Obviously roller-furling eliminates the use of battens, thereby forcing the sailmaker to substantially hollow out leech and foot shape, another loss
in efficiency and sail area.
The overall impact? You probably lose an easy 5 percent or more in pure upwind boatspeed
compared to a better cut of sail.
Of course, there are other considerations, like storage space, working on the foredeck, and visibility when the sail is stowed (a hanked-on sail bagged on the forestay is sometimes difficult to
see around). In the end you need to weigh the convenience of a roller-furling headsail against the
performance of one that is attached with hanks or that fits into a luff groove.
Another significant impact of roller-furled jibs is their weight aloft. Between roller-furling gear
and the sail, a 40-footer (12.2m) can easily add 120 pounds (54.4 kg) to rig weight.

Working Headsails
With storage area established and the question of roller-furling debated, the next consideration
is a primary upwind headsail. Modern yachts have tended away from the large overlapping
genoas of the CCA era for good reason (headsail overlap is expressed as a percentage of the forward triangle. This is typically measured by dividing the perpendicular distance from the clew to
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An ideal cruising jib layout. The clew is raised
off the deck so the sail will sheet efficiently when
reaching, and overlap is very moderate. The sail
would set better at this wind angle if the sheet
lead were moved a bit forward. This would add
more tension on the leech and improve the
shape at the top of the sail. (Port Townsend Sails
photo)

A two-ply working jib, with the extra ply sewn
onto the foot and leech, where loads are heaviest.
The cloth in this type of construction must be
carefully matched for stretch characteristics, or
serious wrinkling and unfairness will develop.
Dark sailcloth has two major advantages. First, it
is much easier on your eyes in bright sunlight. Second, it is much more visible at sea. (Por t
Townsend Sails photo)
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the headstay by the “J” measurement (or distance
from mast to headstay fitting on deck). Beyond,
say, 120 percent, the small potential increase in
speed that comes with the extra sail area in light
airs is more than offset by difficult handling and
loss of speed as soon as the breeze builds. As
cruising yachts become larger, the headsail overlap should be less. On Intermezzo II and Sundeer
we’ve found a 105- to 110-percent overlap ideal
as an all-around sail. Sea conditions and the preponderance of reaching work will dictate clew
height. The higher the clew, the easier the sail is
to sheet when sailing off the wind, although as
stated above you do lose efficiency with the
higher clew when beating. Lifeline height is a
minimum. For heavy reaching, perhaps 3 to 5 feet
(0.9 m to 1.5 m) above the lifelines should be chosen.
In your discussion with the sailmaker, establish
the wind range in which you want the sail to
operate. I like to have a high top end. This means
less sail changing but reduces boatspeed at the
lower end of the windspeed spectrum. Eight to 18
knots of true wind speed (about 22 to 24 knots
apparent) makes a good compromise for a primary upwind sail.
You’ll want to have aboard at least one, but
preferably two, smaller working headsails. These
will fill in as the wind pipes up. They should have
a higher clew for sea clearance and to make them
more usable off the wind. Eighty-five and 65 percent of the foretriangle area fit the bill nicely. If
you choose one of the two, go with the smaller
sail. It’s almost always better to be underpowered
than overpowered when it’s blowing. The small
difference in size will make the boat a lot easier to
handle, while having a nominal impact on
heavier air performance.
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Reefing Headsails
Another consideration is
reefing
headsails. If you’re
A reef point
sailing with a hanked-on jib,
sewn into the luff
having a second set of clew,
of a wor king jib.
Reefable headsails
tack, and reefing cringles
look good on
installed makes sense in some
paper but rarely
cases. On the plus side, this
wor k out in the
eliminates one size of sail
real world. We’ve
had two and only
aboard. On the negative side,
used the reefs
the sail must be heavier to hanonce or twice.
dle the higher wind ranges and
is therefore more difficult to
stow and move. Also, it won’t
set as well in lighter airs. We’ve used reefing headsails on a number of occasions with success. But
I think their usefulness is limited to vessels under 40 feet (12.2 m) in length.
There are two approaches to the headsail reefs. One is to have a second clew but the same tack
position. This reduces area somewhat and gets the clew higher and out of the bow wave area. The
other approach is to raise both the tack and the clew, reducing area even more and enabling you to
lift the entire bottom of the sail clear of the deck.

The Light Genoa
A large, light genoa, probably about 125 to
135 percent of forward triangle area, will be a
help in lighter wind ranges where most cruising
is done. To keep the sail compact when stowed
and to give it a good bottom end, we should
probably specify a 14-knot apparent-wind range
(going to windward). This isn’t going to be
super-efficient in drifting conditions, but it will
do well motorsailing and probably keep us moving reasonably well in 6 knots of true wind. For
optimum performance to windward, the clew
should be kept low at about lifeline height. But
this is too low for beam reaching in a breeze with
a sea running and is difficult to fly from the pole.
For all-around use, the clew should be raised 3 to
6 feet (0.9 m to 1.8 m) above the deck.

Yankee Jibs

Another view of the CCA reaching rig,
this time with a 170-percent light #1 genoa
and deck-sweeping staysail.The lower clew
forces the lead forward and hooks the
genoa in toward the boat.

If you’re sailing with a traditional doublehead rig, a yankee jib will have to be cut to work
with the staysail. The clew on the yankee should
be about a quarter of the way up the leech of the
staysail. The draft of the yankee should be a bit
farther forward than usual to help open the slot
between it and the staysail. A yankee cut in this
fashion has a number of advantages. Along with
working well with the staysail, its high clew
keeps it clear of the seas on a boiling reach. It’s
also ideally suited for flying from the end of the
whisker or spinnaker pole when you’re broad
reaching or running. Finally, pulpit chafe off the
wind is minimized.
Yankees are very popular in some quarters.
Our experience with them, however, has been
mixed. The high-cut yankee has a higher center
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Intermezzo II’s sistership, Pegasus, had a traditional double-head rig with a high-clew yankee
jib and staysail underneath. While this rig did
break up the sail area, it was very inefficient
and difficult to keep properly trimmed. Note
the top two battens of the mainsail. They are
full length to prevent the sail from hooking
under the cap shroud when jibing and to assist
with sail shape.
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A “traditional” CCA-era reaching rig — 150
percent jib top with deck-sweeping staysail
below. This rig is a bit faster in light-reaching
conditions than a 120-percent working jib,
maybe as much as 5 percent faster. However, it
is a real pain to handle and of doubtful value on
a short-handed cruising vessel on which storage space and budget are at a premium.

of effort than a conventional working jib and is smaller in area for the same amount of overlap.
We’ve found that there is a lot more heel angle associated with a yankee than with a lower clewed
jib of the same area.
A yankee will do better if you reduce its size and use it as a heavier, smaller jib in conjunction
with a low-cut staysail. Overlap and interference between yankee and staysail are reduced with
this method, and overall efficiency goes up. When we’re sailing in higher latitudes where the
weather is changeable and prone to breezing up, we like to use this combination. It is not as efficient as a single larger headsail, but it is easy to change down by dropping one sail or the other as
conditions dictate. Also, should the primary headsail be damaged, this is a sailplan with which
you can make reasonable progress in lighter wind rages, albeit at a reduced pace.

Cutter Double-Head Rig
With cutter-rig proportions, where the main mast is moved aft and the forward triangle is
enlarged, the combination of staysail and yankee jib can be a bit more efficient than we’ve previously discussed. The mainsail is smaller, and the two-headsail approach keeps things more manageable in the forward triangle. Aboard Intermezzo II we went this route for the handling ease it
presented. Instead of carrying a heavy #1 genoa of 950 square feet (88.3 square meters), we had
a 400-square-foot (37.2-square-meter) staysail and 600-square-foot (55.8-square-meter) jib. The
two sails presented a less formidable opponent on the foredeck. Today, we’d go with a larger fullbatten main and smaller forward triangle, obviating the necessity of a double-head rig for handling.
If you are sailing a true cutter, then the headsail choices are definitely going to be along the lines
of yankee/staysail configuration, with perhaps a drifter or reacher thrown in for light-air sailing.
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The clew on this
big drifter is too low,
resulting in a hooked
lead, clearly visible
here, when sailing
free. If the clew were
raised the sail would
lead further aft and
be much more open.
This would result in a
faster sail and less
tendency to heel the
boat, reducing
weather helm at the
same time.

Drifters
Another approach is to go with a drifter or very light genoa, sewn on its own luff wire that is
hoisted free of the headstay on the spinnaker halyard or extra jib halyard. This sail will be made
of light nylon or light Dacron and about 135 percent of the forward triangle. It will be extremely
useful in light airs to windward (up to 4 knots true), reaching (6 knots true), and off the wind for
as long as you have stability to carry it. If the clew is lifted so the sheet leads through the end of
the main boom when broad reaching, it becomes a part of a very effective twin-headsail rig. With
the drifter sheeting through the boom and the main fully hoisted, the jib is flown on the pole to
windward. Because of its light weight, this sail takes less than half the storage space of the genoa.

Reachers
Once you’ve taken care of your primary upwind sails you’ll want to look at a good reaching
headsail. These are easier to design and build since they have much lower loads. Aboard Intermezzo we carried a 3.25-ounce reacher built from a soft cloth. It was compact, easy to store, and
saw many thousands of miles of use. A good reacher will have a clew that is high enough to be
flown efficiently off the whisker or spinnaker pole for running, or from the end of the main boom
when broad reaching. This is usually 8 feet or so off the deck. If made from slightly heavier material, and if the luff can be tightened by halyard or backstay tension, the reacher can often function
as a light #1 genoa. If you’ve got good-size spinnaker halyard gear, you can also make the reacher
free by flying using a wire or Spectra type of luff. The sail can then be roller furled (the same
applies to the drifter).
Be sure to have chafe patches sewn around the tack where your downwind sails will tend to rub
on the pulpit rails.
If a choice has to be made between a drifter and reacher, we go with the reacher; we feel it is a
better all-around sail, given the higher
top windspeed in which it can be used.

Jib Battens
If perchance you’ve opted for a
hank-on headsail in lieu of roller-furling, then you should consider adding
battens to the leech of your non-overlapping jib.
A single, full-length batten placed
just above the cutter stay will have a
huge impact on the efficiency of your
sail and will add to its life. Even better
is to have a series of short battens
below the top full length batten. However, these can sometimes make the
sail difficult to stow, so we usually go
with just the one at the top.

If the reacher is
sewn to a 1x19
wire luff, it can be
flow n f r o m t h e
spinnaker halyard
o n a fre e -fly ing
roller-fur ler system. This allows
you to drop and
stow it when it’s
not needed, avoidi n g e x c e s s i ve
weight and windage aloft. Notice
how compactly it
stows when furled
on the stay.
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T h e fo l l ow i n g 1 4
wire-frame drawings
are from the sail-design
computer of Dan Neri,
North Sails RI’s chief
sail designer. One set
of drawings is for a
c o nv e n t i o n a l l o w clewed genoa. (left).
This sail has a 140-percent overlap and a 3.5fo o t ( 1 . 0 7 m ) c l e w
height above deck.The
second set is for a 130percent LP genoa with
a 6.25-foot (1.92m)
clew height. Both sails
are proportioned for a
40-foot (12.3m) masthead sloop. In the first
four sets, the sails are
trimmed for beating in
a 28-degree apparentwind angle.
T h e s e p a ra t i o n
between the foot of
the sail and the deck
allows pressure bleed
under the foot. The
more separation, the
more bleed, and the
slower the boat. The
ideal situation is to have
the forward third of the
foot sealed directly to
the deck. On the other
hand, as we’ve stated
before, the low-clew
sail is harder to trim on
a reach and tends to
scoop water when a
sea is running. (North
Sails RI drawings)
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These drawings show the sails eased off to a 45-degree apparent-wind angle. Notice how
the back end of the lower clewed, larger LP’d sail hooks back towards the boat (most noticeable in the lower left drawing). The farther off the wind you sail, the worse this problem will
be.This slows the boat, creates lots of weather helm, and increases heel.
On the other hand, the higher clewed sail has a very smooth, straight exit. This is faster,
reduces the weather helm, and cuts down on heel. Ideally, you would have two different sails
for two different conditions — a low-cut genoa for upwind work and a slightly smaller, higher
clewed reaching jib. In this case, the clew height of the jib is going to depend on what angle you
want it optimized for.The further off the wind this design point, the higher the clew.The higher
clew in this series of drawings is a compromise sail, designed to work upwind and close reaching. It would not be perfect for either, but it is a reasonable compromise.(North Sails RI)
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When the time comes to sit down with your sailmaker, you will need to give him an idea of how large
you want your jib or jibs to be made, and what you want to do about clew height.
The upper-left drawing shows a nicely proportioned working jib.This type of sail would be used if you
had a wide staying base for your shrouds and could not overlap the shroud efficiently (with the clew of
the jib) when going to windward.The clew is moderately high, so that the sail will sheet well when reaching. Note how the tack is up quite a way from the deck. This allows space for the roller-furler drum and
will avoid chafe problems between the pulpit and the foot of the sail when sailing off the wind.
The head of the sail is down from the masthead to allow for the roller-furling hardware, and to keep the
angle of the head from getting too narrow. Excessively narrow head angles are hard to trim, and it’s difficult to build them strong enough.The leech of a sail like this would be cut so that it just kissed the upper
and lower spreaders, to provide maximum sail area ahead of the mast. This dimension— the distance
between the headstay and the spreader — should be fitted on the boat with a partially built sail, to allow
for the sheeting angles and sail curvature, and to develop the maximum amount of sail area.
The upper right jib is a 125-percent “lapper.” It sheets outside the shrouds.The clew has been raised a
bit more than on the working jib on the left.The tack
is in the same position, so you’ll clear the pulpit, but
the head has been rasied just a hair.
A lapper is a good all-around sail — efficient to
windward and still good when set on a pole while
sailing wing-and-wing downwind. In light-air reaching conditions it may be underpowered, but in any
sort of a breeze it generally has plenty of sail area for
most boats.
The bottom-left drawing is for a jib top or reacher.
The sail is 130 percent of the forward triangle. The
clew has been rasied quite high, so that it sheets
nicely when sailing free. The clew should also be
designed so that it leads to the end of the main
boom when broad-reaching. This usually requires a
somewhat higher position (shown here) than what
might otherwise be the case.
If you have a roller-furling working jib, and need
something to fill in off the wind and when reaching
in light airs, consider a sail like this. It’s made from
very light material, and is flown on its own luff rope
or wire. It is hoisted on the spinnaker halyard and
can be put away with a roller-furling drum at the
base, or a spinnaker-type snuffer.
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This relationship between staysail and yankee jib is about right. Overlap is minimized, and
there is a nice slot between the sails.The high clew of the yankee makes it efficient to use
when the sheet is eased. However, to windward there is a tremendous amount of loss at
the tack and head due to pressure bleed-off, not to mention a high center of effort for the
sail as a whole.

ADDING A CUTTER STAY
Before we start talking about heavy-weather canvas and staysails, we need to discuss where
they are going to fly. This brings us to the subject of cutter stays.
The minute you consider heading offshore, you need to think about spar support and heavyweather canvas. A very efficient way of increasing mast support while getting a wonderful place
to fly heavy-weather headsails is to add a cutter stay.
Coupled with the cutter stay will be a pair of running backstays to counteract the cutter stay’s
forward pull. These extra shrouds will increase the fore-and-aft stiffness of the mast enormously,
adding to safety factors, especially when the main is reefed. The ideal compromise position for
support is at or just above the second spreaders on a double-spreader rig, or about two-thirds of
the way up on a single-spreader rig. If you’re going for a really large staysail, you may want to
move up more, although there will be less support.
Your normal working headsail will tend to hang up on the staysail stay when you tack; the larger
the headsail or the farther forward the staysail stay, the bigger the problem. A forestay release
mechanism to facilitate removal of the forestay will make tacking easier. A Hyfield lever works
well, or the base of the stay can be attached to a moveable car and a track. Another approach is to
use a hydraulic cylinder.
Whichever way you go, remember that this stay is structural. If you’re bolting a tack fitting to
the deck, be sure to pick up a bulkhead inside with a knee brace or to run a strut from the hull to
the base of the fitting to dissipate the load. Don’t try to put the staysail-stay load straight into an
unsupported span of deck.
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Double head rigs can be very powerful, when they are trimmed correctly. However, getting the
two sails in the correct relationship is difficult, and takes careful, constant attention by the crew. In
this shot of Intermezzo II the two headsails are oversheeted (they are way too close together!) and
so are interfering with one another.

Runners
Running backstays are required to counteract the forward load of the staysail. These are generally at a much wider angle than the staysail stay and can be one size smaller. Be sure that the backstay tangs on the mast are slightly above the cutter stay, and check to see that the backstay wire
will be clear of the spreader when they are tightened.
The actual position aft of the deck fittings is a matter of some compromise; the farther aft they
are, the less load on the rig. However, runners provide an excellent brake for the main boom during unexpected jibes and are good handholds. I like to see them so they just catch the end of the
main boom. On the other hand, if they’re clear of the main boom, both runners can be set when
the mainsail is deeply reefed with both sail and boom clearing. Try to avoid locations that would
put them in the middle of side boarding gates.
Runners should be cut short enough so that when pulled forward, their blocks clear the deck by
6 inches (152.4 mm). If there’s a trunk cabin or pilothouse, check the runner block for interference
as it runs forward. When the runners are aft and supporting the mast, you can use either a single
rope pennant through a turning block, or put a block on the end of the stay and use a 2-to-1 purchase. This latter approach has the advantage of splitting the load into the deck. A retrieving line,
to pull the runner forward when it’s not in use, is run from the end of the runner to the mainmast
chainplates and then aft to a jam cleat in the cockpit.
If you have a single set of primary winches, it will be necessary to add a second set of winches
in the cockpit to handle the running backstay to windward and staysail to leeward.

Sheeting Angle
The most critical aspect of this whole equation is staysail sheeting angle, especially if you want
to have an effective double-head rig. A double-head-rigged staysail will sheet quite close to the
centerline, so you may have to lay down some new traveller track. The key is the difference
between the angles of the jib and staysail. Ideally, the staysail should sheet 2 to 3 degrees closer
than the jib under double-head rig usage. If your jib is sheeting at 12 degrees to the rail, try for a
staysail sheet angle of 9 degrees. On the other hand, if you are going to sail with the staysail alone,
then you may be able to use your jib-sheet tracks if you foot off a bit more.
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Cutter Stay Chafe
Having just convinced you to add a cutter
stay, now let me tell you about the downside.
Every time you tack, your jib or genoa has to
drag itself across the cutter stay. Not only
does this slow the tacking process, it is also
very hard on the sailcloth.
Each tack across the cutter stay shortens the
life of that headsail, as the fibers are bent
across the stay. The more heavily resonated
the sail is, the bigger the problem.
If your headsail happens to be made of a
laminated fabric (i.e., Mylar and Dacron, or
Spectra and Mylar), the degradation will be
even worse.
If you want your headsails to really last, be
sure to remove the cutter stay whenever possible when tacking (or roll the jib up as your
bow comes through the eye of the wind).

STAYSAIL
The staysail can be a real workhorse. When
the breeze starts to pipe up it provides an efficient means of changing down in sail area,
and since it’s aft of the bow a bit, it is less
Sundeer is heading into a tropical squall in this
prone to scooping water. At the same time,
photo. Because it was already blowing in the high
when flown under a reaching jib, drifter, yan20s we ran off and doused the jib, leaving just staysail, main, and mizzen flying. Even though this is a
kee, or even spinnaker, it can provide extra
heavy-weather staysail, the clew is quite low. On a
drive.
vessel as powerful as Sundeer, with little tendency
If your primary headsail is poled out to
to scoop her bow wave aboard, you can get away
with this. However, most heavy-weather staysails
windward, the staysail can be flown sheeted
would lift the clew more off the deck.
to leeward. In this position it helps “slot” the
mainsail by providing extra flow over the allimportant leading edge.
We then have two very different requirements: first, a medium-to heavy-weather means of
shortening down, and second, augmentation of light-air and downwind sail power. Ideally you
would have two staysails — a heavy one for higher wind strengths with a high clew, and a lightwind sail with more shape that is a deck sweeper. However, this is probably not going to be practical due to space/budget restrictions, so you have to make a choice. In this case, optimize the sail
for the upper wind ranges.

Double Headsail Sloops
With conventional sloop-rig proportions, the forward triangle is much smaller than on a true
cutter. So when a cutter stay is added, the tack fitting will be a lot closer to the headstay tack than
is the case on a cutter rig.
This makes it impractical to fly the staysail and jib together (unless the sails are used downwind
in a wing-and-wing configuration).
Properly sized, a staysail can be used with a full main and still balance reasonably well. If your
working headsail tops out at about 18 knots of true wind, a large staysail will begin to work effectively in the low to mid 20s. There is a gap where you’ll be undercanvassed, but in that amount of
breeze, there’s plenty of boat speed for cruising anyway. Add a reef in the main, and you’re up in
the high 20s in windspeed. A second reef in the main gets you into the 30s without having changed
a sail.
You then have the choice of using a reefing staysail or changing down to a small storm staysail.
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The Erickson 41 Windshadow (left photo) with the Naranjo family aboard, was a frequent companion
during our circumnavigation. Compare the height of the clew on their heavy staysail with that of Sundeer
on the preceding page.This is a more-conventional height for a heavy-weather sail.The staysail is used here
in light air in conjunction with their jib top. While not as effective as a low-clewed light-air staysail, it works
better than nothing and avoids the space and expense of the specialized light-air sail.
Another double-head-rig configuration (right photo), this time on my Dad’s original Deerfoot.This is the
“classic” combination of high-clewed yankee and low-clewed staysail. The yankee just reaches the cap
shrouds. This is an effective combination for the double-head rig but is much more difficult to trim for
speed than a single larger sail would be.

Cutter Rig Staysail
Here the staysail will be smaller than with the double-headsail sloop rig. Sail construction will
tend to be heavier and flatter than otherwise would be the case.

Staysail Shape
With fore-and-aft lower shroud support, the lower shrouds will interfere with the leech of the
staysail. To get around this, the sailmaker does several things. First, the head of the sail is dropped
down a couple of feet from the mast. This also provides some needed separation from mast turbulence. Second, the leech is hollowed out a bit. Remember, when measuring for a staysail, the sail
will not be straight as measured, but curved a bit, drawing the leech of the sail forward. This
means the sail can be somewhat larger than actual measurements dictate.
If you have single (aft) lower shrouds, the first obstruction the staysail will hit is the lower
spreader. The leech will be hollowed to just clear this point and then the clew extended to just aft
of the lower shroud, on the inboard side.
In the absence of sheet-lead restrictions, the clew of the staysail should be quite low, providing
just enough deck clearance so the sail will be properly shaped when the lead is moved forward for
downwind work. A staysail with this configuration will end up overlapping the mainmast by a
hair.
It’s not a bad idea to ask your sailmaker to install a few battens along the leech to reduce chatter.

Boomed Headsails
Before leaving the topic of headsails we need to briefly discuss boomed jibs and (more commonly) boomed staysails. In theory they allow you to have a self-tacking headsail and eliminate
the need for poles when sailing downwind.
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There are two basic approaches to staysail design. The first (left illustration) maximizes staysail sail area. The
foot of the sail is close to sweeping the deck, with just a hair of gap left open for water to pass under. The tack is
as low as practical. The leech will just kiss the lower spreader, and the clew will come as far aft as leech hollow
allows.This sail will be very effective under certain conditions when used with a working jib (especially one with
a higher clew to minimize interference between the two sails).
The problem comes in heavy weather. On all but the
largest of boats, this staysail will be easily damaged when
reaching or beating in less-than-ideal conditions by seas
that sweep across the deck.
For heavier weather, along with more robust construction, the tack and foot must be lifted off the deck so that
there is plenty of room for water to pass underneath (as
shown in the upper right).
The higher clew of this design will make it easier to
trim, reducing the amount of movement required of the
jib-sheet car as apparent wind shifts.
In heavy weather this becomes a critical factor, as an
improperly sheeted sail will have either the leech or foot
chattering. That chattering can quickly lead to severe
damage. At the same time, the last thing you want to do
is to go forward during a gale and move a jib lead forward
or aft. So the higher clew is a must for a heavy-weather
staysail. If you don’t want to spend the money or space
on two sails, stay with the heavier weather sail and accept
the compromise in lighter conditions.
The bottom illustration shows the heavy staysail being
flown under a small working jib. If your full-sized jib is
damaged, this type of rig can be reasonably efficient. And,
if heavy weather is expected, starting out this way makes
it easier to shift down in sail area by rolling up (or dropping) the outer jib.

To some degree, a boom will perform both of these functions. However, there are numerous
negatives associated with the concept. First and foremost is the fact that under many conditions
of foredeck work, the boom will be unstable. In addition, if it decides to head in your direction,
when you’re on the foredeck there isn’t much you can do, short of going over the side, to avoid it.
In this same vein, the booms have a habit of really messing up an otherwise easy-to-work-on
foredeck when you’re in port. They limit headsail shape and size and don’t provide any means of
vanging (i.e., eliminating twist in the head) when they are eased.
If you get the impression that I’m not in favor of jib or staysail booms, you’re right.

FULL-BATTEN HEADSAILS
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An on-deck view (above) of a double-head rig.
The staysail shown has the clew lifted for heavy
weather. This also makes the sail easier to sheet
when sailing free.(North Sails RI photo)

Here is the one time that a boomed staysail is
an advantage (right photo). With the jib furled,
sailing upwind with boomed staysail and mainsail, all you have to do to tack is put the helm
alee. The staysail boom takes care of itself. Of
course you have the clutter of the boom on the
foredeck to contend with the rest of the time.

FULL-BATTEN HEADSAILS
Full-batten headsails make sense, too. Up forward, the battens’ ability to eliminate luffing adds
to longevity and sail-pocket control. Battens eliminate leech chatter and make the sail easier to
hoist, drop, and feather.
If you have a sloop without an intermediate forestay, a full-batten working jib can eliminate the
need for roller furling (if you sacrifice overlap, which is pretty inefficient anyway). The battens
really come into their own on staysails and storm jibs.
When we designed the sail wardrobe for Sundeer, we decided to apply this full-batten logic in
our foretriangle. Because we had a staysail stay, we were limited to a single full batten in the upper
part of the jib (which would clear the staysail stay when tacking). This batten helps the shape of
this very efficient, high-aspect sail tremendously. On reaches, where the tip would normally twist
off in an uncontrolled fashion, we could maintain sail shape, which increases drive enormously.
We’ve also adopted full battens in our storm jibs. Over the years we’ve observed that damage
to storm jibs almost always comes from luffing due to improper sheet leads or changes in wind
direction. Using full-length battens reduces this problem.
The negative with full-batten headsails is in stowage. To be really convenient, they have to be
left on deck and stowed on the stay. Since we have a large forepeak, this isn’t a problem with the
storm jibs. If stowage is a problem, I recommend dispensing with the full battens.
How the battens are laid out is important. With hank-on sails they can be parallel with the water,
as long as the jib hank is placed just below the batten. If the hank is placed above the batten (or if
two hanks are used), the batten(s) will bind on the way down the headstay.
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THE MAINSAIL
There are all sorts of debates about the
best way to make a cruising mainsail.
Some folks advocate doing away with battens entirely, and others (like us) say you
should have not only battens, but also lots
of extra roach. We’ll discuss some of these
issues below. For now, keep in mind that
the enormous change in sailcloth, batten
materials, and hardware that’s taken place
in the last few years has opened up all sorts
of possibilities. Not all sailmakers or many
cruisers have yet learned what’s now possible.

Hollow-Leeches
There are some advocates of doing away
with battens entirely, which leads to a hollow-leech mainsail. This cuts down on
maintenance, but the sail is very difficult to
shape and loses a tremendous amount of
drive — far more than what’s lost from the
small amount of sail area that’s cut off
from the leech.
In addition, the higher induced drag
associated with a hollow-leech main will
cause the boat to heel more. Yes, you read
A nice-looking full-batten main with a conventhat right; reducing leech sail area in this
tional roach. The gently rounded leading edge
manner will actually increase your heel
and straight leech make it both easy to trim and
fast. (North Sails RI photo)
due to the much higher induced drag of the
narrow tip on the main.
As a result, I feel a hollow-leech mainsail is a big performance and comfort mistake.

Loose-Footed Sails
It used to be that all mainsails were attached to the boom every few feet with slides or continuously with a boltrope. There were sound structural reasons for this inherent in the sail materials
that were used. However, today, with high-strength sailcloth and a better understanding of how
stresses are concentrated in the corners of a sail, it is structurally feasible to use a loose-footed
main. This sail offers the cruising sailor a better range of sail adjustment — from flat to full —
with the outhaul controls. The sail will also set better in its lower panels.
There are some other advantages as well. A loose-footed mainsail is a lot easier to get on and
off the boom. Sail ties and reef lines are easier to attach as well.

Attachment to the Mast
The most efficient way to attach a mainsail to the mast is with a boltrope and luff groove on the
aft side of the mast. This is the norm on all racing boats and probably increases mainsail drive
upwind.
However, for shorthanded sailing this approach presents a series of handling problems. In a
breeze it takes several sets of hands to raise the sail. When the sail is lowered, it drops out of the
luff groove and will blow off to leeward unless the crew is quick on their feet. During reefing this
obviously adds an extra dimension of difficulty.
The alternative is to attach the main with slides. The slides stay on their track permanently, so
when raising or lowering you don’t have to worry about the sail feeding into a groove or blowing
away.
When you reef, the slides stack up at the bottom of the sail track, holding the sail in place. This
means the reefing-tack cringle must be slightly higher than the reef clew to allow for the slides.
Types of slides are discussed more fully under sail construction.

FULL BATTENS
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FULL BATTENS
One thousand years ago the Chinese were sailing the world (while Europeans were cowering
close to home) using full-battened sails. Thirty-five years ago we were racing small catamarans
with full-batten sails. In both situations, the establishment deemed full-batten sails something of
an oddity—and in the case of racing boats, battens were banned.
When we started cruising with Intermezzo, we had a full-batten mizzen built, but due to a lack
of suitable hardware and batten material, we left the mainsail with its short battens.
When we built Intermezzo II we decided to use a full-length batten at the top of the sail. This
had the advantage of preventing the top of the sail from hooking inside the cap shrouds during a
jibe (with the resultant damage to the sail that almost always occurred) and giving us better sail
shape at the top.
By the time we’d gotten around to designing Sundeer in 1986, the materials were available to
cobble together proper full-batten sails on large cruising yachts. Today everyone is in the act, and
there are dozens of choices on hardware and batten material, making the sailmaker’s job much
easier. And guess what? The establishment has even made full battens legal in IMS and PHRF
racing, albeit at some penalty (which proves they are faster).

Why Full Battens?
The full-batten sail improves performance, eases handling, increases longevity, and reduces
wear and tear. How? Well, to begin with, you and your sailmaker have better control over sail
shape. The battens reduce the tendency for draft to migrate aft as the wind increases, and they
keep the leech from closing as quickly as it might when the breeze pipes up.
Obviously this improves performance in windy conditions, but in light airs the full battens
reduce sail slatting — even more of a performance benefit.
If you’ve never sailed with full battens and properly rigged lazyjacks, you can’t imagine how
easy it is to tame a mainsail. Even the 820-square-foot (76.2-square-meter), 175-pound (79.4kg)
mainsail on Sundeer was easily handled by Linda and me.
When a puff comes through and you’re temporarily overpowered, easing the sheet to ease heeling is not accompanied by a violent flogging of the sail. This means you can luff the main through
more wind than before (and avoid reefing longer), with a lot less wear and tear on the sail.
And, when the time does come to reef, the sail will sit quietly while you winch the reef clew
down to the boom.
This aspect, combined with the fact that the roach load no longer causes a hard spot at the
inboard end of the battens, adds significantly to the useful life of your sail.

New Main or Retrofit?
One of the nicest features of full battens is that you can retrofit them to an existing mainsail to
improve performance and longevity just as effectively as if you were buying a new sail. And if the
present sail is getting towards the end of its useful life, full-length battens will add quite a bit of
time to its serviceability.
Of course, if your present main is shot, a new sail may make the best sense. In either case, the
hardware and system details are the same.
Three views of Harken’s latest offerings in the full-batten world. These ball-bearing
cars run freely, easing the chore of getting the main up and down. However, they are
heavy; the track adds significantly to spar
weight; they open the gap between spar and
sail), and they are expensive. If you can tolerate the weight aloft, and if the cost doesn’t
bother you, these systems do work.
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Batten Material
From a cruising standpoint, the batten stock’s reliability
is the first concern. The second question is weight-to-stiffness ratio. Obviously, you want the lightest batten aloft
that will do the job and provide years of trouble-free service.
The first question, then, is just how stiff the batten needs
to be. This is somewhat problematic and subject to a bit of
testing. Happily, you can begin experimenting with very
inexpensive batten stock. If your sailmaker has experience
with full-batten sails, he can guide you to the best starting
point. But you need to guide him on how you want the sail
to behave.
As a general rule for offshore work, when in doubt,
make it stiffer. Just supporting the leech area can be
accomplished with light battens, but it takes stiffness to
Over thousands of sea miles the aft
end of batten pockets will endure a
keep the sail quiet when it is feathered.
lot of wear. These are bolted into
Next, there’s a basic shape decision to be made. Rectanplace, with the bolts running through
gular
shapes lend themselves to lightweight sandwich
grommets in the sailcloth. This way
construction. A set of sandwich battens will weigh as little
the cloth is not chafed by the batten
as 50 percent as much as a comparable set of solid-glass
end. The bolts are covered with a
piece of webbing to prevent them
battens and will be stiffer to boot. But sandwich battens are
from catching on light sails or the
significantly more expensive and more prone to breakage
backstay.
than solid glass.
Having used all sorts of sandwich-, solid-, and hollowfiberglass battens, we’ve settled on round battens as the
best compromise. All-fiberglass round shapes are stiffer
for a given weight than solid-glass rectangular shapes.
If you’re going to use round battens, the next decision is:
Hollow or solid? Very stiff, light battens can be achieved
by increasing diameter and decreasing wall thickness. For
coastal work this makes sense. Offshore, however, as
much as I hate the weight aloft, the heavier, solid round
sections make the most sense. They are much more abusetolerant than the lighter hollow battens and can stand
uncontrolled jibes better.
These fiberglass battens are “pulltruded.” (Pulltruding is much like extruding plastics or aluminum, except in this case the pulltruder mixes unidirectional fiberglass threads or tows, as they
are known, with resin.) There can be a substantial variation in resin type, glass-to-resin ratio, and
the amount of filler used. The best battens are made with vinylester resin, about 65 percent glassto-resin ratio, and very small amounts of filler. The vinylester resin allows the batten to flex more
before it will break. Polyester resins are more common. Ask about glass-to-resin ratios as these
can vary widely. Remember, the more glass-and-less resin, the better the batten.
Solid round battens are actually not that heavy. Here are some typical weights for Bainbridge/
Aquabatten stock: 3/4-inch battens (19mm) are 0.356 pounds per foot (0.524 kg/meter); 7/16inch battens (11mm) are a quarter of a pound per foot (0.367 kg/meter); 3/8-inch (9.6mm) battens
are 0.09 pounds per foot (0.132kg/meter); and 5/16-inch (8mm) batten stock is just 0.06 pounds
per foot (0.088kg/meter).
The use of full-batten sails on race boats has brought with it a supply of high-strength, lightweight epoxy battens, in filament-wound and laminated construction. These can be amazingly
tough, yet light in weight. Before investing in a set of these, it is best to use cheap battens to find
the right combination of stiffness for your needs. Once this is established, using the existing battens as a benchmark, order the high-tech units.
Then there’s the low-tech approach. Jim Lidgard, a leading Kiwi sailmaker, frequently uses
PVC pipe with fiberglass inserts in the forward sections to support his full-batten sails. This was
the approach Jim and Cheryl Schmidt used on Wakaroa, and after 8,000 miles of sailing, Jim
reports that he hasn’t had any problems yet.
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The photos above and below show a
conventional full-batten sail with what I
would call average draft built in. (North
Sails RI photos)
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The photos above and below are of a
Sundeer 64 main with an aggressive roach
profile. This sail is much flatter than you
might expect, as the Sundeer hull shape is
quite easily driven and requires less sail
force to move it through the water. The
flatter rig produces less drag and less heel.
(North Sails RI photos)

Batten-End Chafe
It is critically important that the end of the batten that contacts sail cloth (usually the aft end) be
smoothly rounded so chafe is minimized. This should be filed, sanded smooth, and finally
wrapped with a bit of tape.
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Broken Battens
What do you do when battens break? There are several considerations. First and foremost is the
possibility of damage to the sail. If the batten is pulltruded, the odds are that it will not totally
snap, but that the longitudinal glass fibers will hold the two sections together. In this case, you
have time to act. If, on the other hand, there is a good chance of the batten breaking into sections
and one of those jagged edges poking through the sail, you’ll need to get the sail down and repair
it.
Assuming you do not have
spare battens aboard, there are
several means of making temporary repairs. One method is to
splint the broken section of batten by using another batten section, piece of pipe, or chunk of
timber. The splint can be attached
with sail tape, duct tape, or even
fiberglass filament packing tape.
If you are using round battens,
it is often possible to create a
There are all sorts of
split from a larger diameter piece
ways to deal with batten
of pipe, into which the batten
h a r d w a r e, a n d t h e
ends are slipped. Once again,
choices are greater than
ever before.
tape can be used to keep the batO n e o f t h e c ri t i c a l
ten sections in place while they
issues is how far aft of the
are re-inserted into the sail.
mast the batten itself

Shape Control
Ideally, the battens should be
tapered in front to help the sail
keep its pocket forward. Some
battens can be purchased ground
down in size toward their forward ends to optimize shape. Or,
with laminated rectangular battens, the forward ends are thinner. Another approach is to slip a
second piece of batten material
alongside the aft half of the primary batten. If the two sections
are taped together at close intervals you can get a nice airfoil
shape without too much work.
Full-batten sails, however, still
respond to luff tension (like a
soft sail) for draft position and
volume.
Generally speaking, we’ve
been able to make untapered battens work well by moving the
sail pocket about 5 percent farther forward than would otherwise have been the case. The
shape in the sailcloth then battles
with the lack of shape in the batten, resulting in a very goodlooking compromise.

should start.This depends
on the mast shape and
the presence of a trysail
track. If you have in-line
spreaders (where they
are at right angles to the
centerline), the battens
need to be able to bend
slightly forward of perpendicular, as shown in
the drawing at bottom.
(Battslide drawing).
Ideally there will be
some means of simple
adjustment at the forward end.The two top
photos on the left have
crude approaches to
adjustment, but they get
the job done. More elegant are the two Battslide
receptacles shown in the
two lower left photos.
These have bolts that are
easily adjustable with a
socket wrench while the
sail is on the mast.
The length of the mast
slide (upper right photo)
is important for smooth
operation. Longer is better. We typically have our
sliders made 3 inches (75
mm) long.
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Hardware
There’s probably no area that’s seen as much development in the last decade as that of front-end
hardware. At the simplest, you can use a reinforced Dacron pocket with a conventional sail slide
attached just under the batten pocket. Yes, there will be some chafe on the sail that the specialized
hardware will eliminate, but this is a quick and easy way to go. Done properly, you can expect
upwards of 3,000 miles before pocket-chafe maintenance is required. Just be sure to use a single
slide placed underneath each batten. And, it’s a good idea to make this a metal slide, too.
Several hardware suppliers have inexpensive molded-plastic batten receptacles that are bolted
to the front of the sail and then webbed conventionally to a sail slide. These units provide a tightening screw to adjust batten tension. We’ve found that they do a pretty good job.
The next step up is one of Russ Foster’s “Battslides.” Russ has been making these aluminum
jewels since the late eighties, and they come in a variety of shapes and sizes. The key ingredients
are an aluminum slide that fits in or over your existing slide track, a miniature stainless-steel
gooseneck fitting, and a batten receptacle. We tested some of Russ’s first Battslides; in Sundeer’s
first 16,000 miles, we found them trouble-free. Since that time, we’ve specified his hardware on
all of the boats we’ve done.
Russ has recently come out with a new unit for round battens, which incorporates a very clever
adjustment mechanism. Batten tension can be changed in a matter of seconds with a socket
wrench with the sail furled.

Getting the Sail Up and Down
Full battens have gotten a bad reputation in some cruising circles as being hard to raise and
lower. This is due almost entirely to how the sail is attached to the mast.
First, the slides that attach batten hardware, as well as the intermediate luff-attachment points,
need to be longer than the norm. If they are of conventional length, the slides tend to twist or
wrack in the sail track and bind on their corners as a result.
If you have a full-batten sail you can pull a slide out and looking at the wear. If it is even all the
way around, the slide is not binding. If the wear is tapered or trapezoidal in shape, the slide is
cocking and binding.
We usually specify our attachment hardware to be 2 inches (50.8 mm) long, rather than the normal 1 1/4 inch (31.8 mm).

Intermediate Attachment Points
Of even more importance are the intermediate attachment points. When a “normal” sail is
attached with slides there is a minimal distance between slide and sail bolt rope. The slide webbing forces the slide to run up and down the mast in line with the bolt rope. But when you go to
full battens, the batten-end hardware moves the bolt rope (or luff) of the sail aft of the spar about
2 inches (50.8 mm). If the intermediate slide is attached with a single piece of webbing, the slide
can drag behind the sail (in up or down mode). As it drags, it cocks or angles itself against the sail
track and creates all sorts of friction. There are two ways around this. The first is to use an upper

These two drawings show the problems that occur with conventionally webbed-on intermediate slides.
When there are problems with a full-batten sail going up or coming down, 90 percent of the time it because
the intermediate slides catch.The photo gives an indication of how this happens. (Battslide illustrations)
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Here’s an alternate intermediate
attachment point. Webbing slides up
and down helps keep them in alignment
when the sail is going up or down.

(Above) Battslide has developed this simple
solution to the intermediate slide problem. We
tested the early models on Beowulf, and they
worked like a dream.
The photo below shows how this hardware
works as the sail is being raised or lowered.

and lower webbing for each intermediate slide, spread at 45degree angles to the slide (i.e., a 90-degree angle between the
webbings). This tends to force the slide to track parallel to the
bolt rope.
The other approach is to use some of Russ Foster’s new
attachment hardware made to cure this problem.

Headboard Connection
Headboards suffer from the same problems as other attachment hardware. Because the headboard is several inches
removed from the sail track, the slides attached to it can rock
in the track, causing lots of friction. Attachment slides need to
be prevented from racking. This can be done with stainlesssteel straps, bent into a deep U-shape and bolted to the headboard, or with proprietary hardware from one of the manufacturers mentioned above. But you must be sure the slides are
forced to travel up and down the mast parallel to the sail.

The relationship between
distance aft of the mast of the
batten hardware and trysail
track is clearly shown in this
photo (right). (North Sails RI
photo)

The photo above shows a similar concept for the headboard.
This is probably okay for up to
40-foot (13m) yachts, but above
this size it would be preferable to
have top and bottom headboard
attachments to better distribute
loads when reefed.

Just to show you there’s
n o t h i n g r e a l ly n e w, w e
adapted this Harken hardware
to a full-batten system back in
the early ‘80s for a Deerfoot
58 we built in Denmark (left).
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Roller-Bearing Cars
The Harken brothers have adapted several of their dinghy travelers to the Battslides, marrying
the advantages of Russ’s rugged gear to their easy-running cars. While the use of their track adds
somewhat to weight aloft, it does make the sail easier to get up and down. Other hardware manufacturers like Antal and Frederickson have followed suit, so there’s no lack of choices.
There are several drawbacks which have to be weighed against the advantages of this gear. First
is cost. You can easily add several thousand dollars to a mainsail (with this hardware) for a 40footer (12.2m). Next, as mentioned above, is weight. Tracks weigh in at a little over 1/2 pound
(0.23kg) per foot. That doesn’t sound like much, but it is a huge knock on your center of gravity
and stability (especially in a capsize mode). Third, the cars are quite long, and they add substantially to the stacking height of the sail, making halyard attachment and covering more difficult.
While we realize we are in the minority today, we have not found it necessary to use external
track and roller-bearing cars on our own boats.

Batten Layout
Batten count varies with boat and sail size. The more battens you have, the better the shape control and the less flogging in the sail.
On the other hand, more battens mean additional cost and weight aloft, and tend to make the
main stack up a little higher on the mast when it is furled. Still, the handling benefits are so great
that we’ve found it best to work as many battens as possible into the layout.
On a 40-foot (12.2m) luff I’d want to see at least five battens — six would be even better. On
Sundeer’s 60-foot (18.3m) luff we had eight battens, and on Beowulf, with about the same luff
length and a lot more roach and stability, we stayed with eight.
Laying out the battens on the sailplan involves a number of trade-offs. John Conser of Windward Sails in Costa Mesa, California, has been making full-batten mains for over 20 years. John
points out that “ideally, each batten would be attached perpendicular to the leech. This increases
batten support of the roach.” John goes on to add that “if battens are placed at too much of an angle
to the mast, the sail will be difficult to raise and lower.”
In practice he finds that keeping the battens close to square with the luff up to the highest two
or three works well. He also keeps the bottom battens parallel with the boom and reefs. The last
few battens usually end up at about half of the ideal angle to the leech.
Batten spacing can be even on a conventional sail. But as your sail tends towards more aggressive roach, the top battens will progressively be spaced closer together.
Reef points work best when placed just under the battens.

Partial Approach
An alternative to a full layout of battens streaming across the mainsail is to have the top two or
three battens made full length, with a couple of mid-length battens below. This gives you the
advantage of controlling head shape and giving the leech good support, but it limits the increase
in stacking height, weight aloft, and hardware costs of the full job.
If you take this approach, the lower battens should be between 40 percent and 50 percent of the
luff-to-leech dimension.

Lazyjacks
Perhaps the hardest part of this full-batten system is finding the right lazyjack layout. We’ve
been through 14 alterations so far, and I think we’ve finally got the formula down pat.
Here’s the problem. Ideally, you want the lazyjacks to provide lots of support for the sail when
it’s dropped. That’s easy enough. But, at the same time, you want to be able to hoist the sail without slacking the lazyjacks off (or the sail drops to the deck). What happens in most cases is that
the leech of the sail hooks under the lazyjacks until the sail has been raised part way, so you end
up taking the lazyjacks forward to hoist. A lazyjack system that reduces leech hooking is what
you’re looking for.
In our case, it wasn’t until we dropped the attachment point of the lazyjacks on the mast to the
lower spreaders (or about a third of the mast height), that the system started to work really well.
This keeps the angle to the boom flat and provides good support for the furled sail, so by the time
you’ve hoisted past the second batten the leech is through both lazyjacks and you’re free to hoist
away without worrying about a tangle.
The next question hinges on the actual lazyjack rigging. First, keep in mind that you want the
system to remain tight as the weight of the sail comes onto the boom. We have found that 3/32-
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inch (2.4mm) plastic-coated stainless wire works
well as a pennant from the mast to 4 or 5 feet (1.2
m or 1.5 m) above the boom. To the end of this
wire pennant is attached a small bullet block. We
use 5/16-inch (7.9mm) Dacron rope for the next
stage. This attaches at the end of one side of the
boom; about 80 percent of the way aft works best
for normal sails. If you have an aggressive roach
take it right to the point of the clew. From this
dead-end point the line runs forward over the
block hanging down from the mast. It then passes
under the boom, through a small plastic fairlead,
and back up to the hanging block on the other
side. From this block it goes back aft to the end of
the boom, through another small bullet block,
and back forward down the boom. The line then
ends in a small jam cleat. This way you have a
single line adjustment for both sides. When the
sail is furled, gasketed, and ready for the sail
cover, we ease the lazyjacks so they don’t interfere with the sail cover, which is applied in normal fashion.
It took us 14 versions on Sundeer before
we finally got a lazyjack system we liked.The
If the system is worked out correctly for your
key, shown here, is to get the battens sticking
boat, you or a crewmember will have to keep the
beyond the lazyjacks as quickly as possible so
leech between the lazyjacks for the first few feet
you don’t have to keep them in line (as Linda
is doing here).
of hoisting. Once the leech sticks out beyond the
lazy jack pennant, you can hoist away without
fear of fouling.
We’ve found the combination of strong lazyjacks and full battens makes it unnecessary to use
cringles to keep the sail neat when reefing. In turn, this reduces the chance of damage to the sail
should a reef line suddenly break and put the sail load on the cringles (which almost always leads
to a trip to the sailmaker!).

Shroud Chafe
One area of chafe you do have to watch is with standing rigging and spreaders. Since the battens don’t give as easily as the soft cloth, you need to make extra chafe protection efforts where
they rub. We have found that the very best chafe protection is made from thin sheets of UHMW
(ultra-high molecular weight) plastic. It has incredible abrasion resistance yet is easy to sew. Be
sure to add this chafe protection wherever a batten can chafe against the shrouds and spreaders, in
both fully hoisted and reefed positions. This is most easily accomplished by sewing on long, narrow strips to the battens.

Sailmaking Considerations
For a sailmaker experienced in full-batten sails, they are easier to design than sails with short
battens. He doesn’t have to deal with the batten “poke” problem so common in the old-style sails,
and shaping of the back end of the sail is much easier to control. Of course, there are some extra
steps in construction.

Batten Pockets
The forward end of the full-batten mainsail will be taken care of with the hardware we’ve
already discussed. At the aft (leech) end you will need a very robust, chafe-resistant pocket. This
is usually constructed with several layers of sailcloth or webbing with one additional layer of
chafe-resistant material like vinyl or UHMW.
On larger yachts, Polyester Maxi webbing or Spectra webbing is frequently used at the aft end
of batten pockets.
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Telltales
Before setting sail with your new full-batten main, there are a couple of additional things to
consider. The first is telltales. Since your full-batten sail won’t luff easily, telltales on the sail are
necessary to give an early indication of stalling or pinching. To make the telltales easier to read,
have small windows sewn into the sail at each telltale, and include a full set of leech telltales, too.
When the windward telltale blows forward or the leech telltale blows to windward, you’re
pinching. Footing off or trimming the sail should get the telltales streaming aft nicely.
If the leeward telltales are blowing forward or the leech telltales are sucked to leeward, the sail
is stalled. Ease the sheet or head up to get these flowing.
The same applies to headsails. A couple of windows just back from the luff of the jib, about one
third and two thirds of the way up the sail, will help the trimming job enormously.

The Leech Wire
Then there’s the leech line. With full battens, especially if you have added a little more roach,
the leech line can be an extremely efficient mechanism for adding camber to the sail in light air or
when sailing off the wind. Since you’ll be using this adjustment more than before, and since it will
take more force to compress the battens, run the leech line from the end of the boom forward
toward the gooseneck where it will be easier to handle. A small tackle on the end may help, too.
It’s a good idea to use a light piece of 7x19 stainless wire instead of rope; it will handle the chafe
at the batten ends better and won’t stretch.

Sail Planform
I’ve saved the best part for last: Design of the sail roach. Aerodynamicists and sail designers
know that the optimum planform (shape of the sail when viewed from the side) has an elliptically
shaped tip, with the foot of the sail firmly attached to the deck or endplate. Obviously there are
some practical limitations that prevent achieving this ideal. You have to be able to walk under the
boom, so it isn’t practical to seal it to the deck. In a conventional context, the leech has to clear
the backstay (well, not really, but we’ll talk more about this next). There is only so much load the
sailcloth can support. Finally, of course, the battens must be able to hold out any sailcloth you put
outside the basic triangular shape.
Using a lot of stiff battens means that you can support anything that will fit, so you want the
sailmaker to design the largest roach with which you are comfortable.

MAXIMUM ROACH
So far we’ve been talking about mains (and mizzens) that reside within the triangular confines
of the mast, boom, and standing backstay. Now onto the next phase.
Would you like to make a quantum leap in your cruising performance? Does the idea of sailing
faster with less heel sound appealing? Does your conservative (by today’s standards) cruising rig
leave you wallowing in the wake of your more highly powered neighbors? If the answer to any of
the above is yes, read on.
First, a little theory. Sailing to upwind, sail area generates lift and drag. To improve performance the objective is to reduce drag as much as possible while increasing lift. In most cases,
within a fixed set of rig parameters, there’s little you can do toward this end.
Of the various forms of drag you deal with, induced drag is the most harmful. Reducing induced
drag allows you to sail in a more upright fashion, closer to the wind, and faster, too. (The less
efficient your hull and keel are to windward, the more important this becomes.)
Short of replacing your entire rig with a taller, more efficient spar section and putting on a new
deeper-draft keel, there’s been little you can do — until now.
On the other side of the equation, boat speed (in light-to-medium airs) is pretty much a function
of sail area. More area equals more drive, and as long as you’re not overcome with drag (in the
form of heeling), more sail area is better.
In the last ten years, as the full-batten sail has come of age, I’ve seen dramatic proof that reducing drag and increasing area really helps cruising boats to perform. In six cases I’ve been directly
involved with, hollow-leech mainsails have been replaced with full-batten conventionally
roached sails. The 10-percent increase in sail area has been, as expected, beneficial.
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But more surprising have been the
other results: significantly less heel while
going faster, with
re d u c e d w e a t h e r
helm.
Counterintuitive
as the preceding
statement may seem,
there is sound basis
in theory.
When I asked John
Letcher, a highly
experienced aero/
hy d r o d y n a m i c i s t
about our observed
results, he wasn’t at
all
surprised.
“Induced drag is
inversely proportional to span (luff
length) squared,
divided by sail area.
The closer you can
get to an elliptical tip
shape, the better off
you’re going to be.”
And of course, what
we’d observed with
the added roach area
was an effective step
toward an elliptical
tip shape.
The overlap on this main past the backstay is 28 inches (711 mm).That looks and
I asked John just
sounds like a lot, but today we are much more aggressive with the roach.
how much better the
drag might be. “The
difference between a sail built to IOR maximum dimensions and a hollow-leech sail could be as
much as 40 percent,” he told me.
This is even more important on a cruising boat, with its relatively inefficient (compared to a
racing boat) hull and fins.
Peter Schwenn at Design Systems added that “the extra area, up high, works better because the
wind is stronger aloft. And even though the center of effort in the sail is higher and there’s more
area, the reduction in induced drag could result in less heel.”

More Is Better
If a small amount of roach is good, is a lot better? The answer is a definite yes. The closer you
get to an elliptical tip shape with more sail area up high the better off you’ll be. The open-class
dinghies and catamarans have known for years that this is fast, and now the BOC and America’s
Cup yachts are going this route for the same reasons.
The problem with most cruising rigs, however, is that the permanent backstay that is needed to
support the mast gets in the way of an optimized sail shape.

The Mistake
With the above facts in mind I sat down with John Conser to design a new mainsail for my dad’s
74-foot (22.6m) cutter. Sailplan in hand, I told John we wanted as much roach as possible. The
two of us reckoned we could sneak 3 or 4 inches (76.2 mm or 101.6 mm) past the backstay with
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Here are a couple of excellent before-and-after
shots from Sundeer. The original main and mizzen
were quite conventional in roach, having IOR maximum mid-girths. After the success with my Dad’s
main we decided to push the design envelope farther and went with an even more aggressive overlap on Sundeer. For the mizzen we took a different
approach. The permanent backstay was removed
and we swept the spreaders aft at 19 degrees.This
allowed us to remove the permanent backstay so
the mizzen could have a really nice tip shape.
Note the difference in clew heights on the jib.
The original, lower height was a full half-a-knot
faster to windward and close reaching. But Linda
was uncomfor table, as we were unable to see
boats to leeward, so we had the clew raised.
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the leech of the sail. That would increase
the total sail area of the sailplan (main plus
forward triangle) almost 8 percent, compared to the existing, normal roach; and
given my Dad’s very conservative mast
height, he could use everything we could
bend on.
Four weeks later you can imagine how
we felt when the new mainsail was hoisted
and instead of jutting just a few inches past
the backstay we were looking at a 28-inch
(688.8mm) overlap! A combination of
dimensional error on my part and computer
mistake on John’s had led to this fateful
moment.
The sail looked very sexy, and a quick
calculation showed if a way could be found
to use the sail (doubtful) we’d end up adding 12 percent to the total area of the rig!
Horsepower we were after, but this was a
bit extreme.
As we sailed out of the harbor in light airs
everybody aboard could feel the increased
power and speed. For most of the afternoon,
each time we tacked and jibed, the main
would be dropped a couple of feet on the
halyard. Obviously this wasn’t going to
work other than for testing. As the time
approached to head back, I asked my Dad to
let us try a series of tacks and jibes without
dropping the main. “Just for fun, let’s see
what happens.”
You can imagine our surprise and then
delight as the overlap paused and then
cleared the backstay. John and I looked at
each other, as the impact started to sink in.
If we could work out the details we might
just have a quantum leap in performance.
Upon returning to the dock we examined
the leech of the sail. It had suffered a bit of
chafe from the backstay where the battens
rubbed. Other than this, everything looked
fine.
The next day, in 10 to 12 knots of wind
we went out again. Not only were we sailing 7 to 10 percent faster upwind compared
to the old main, but the boat was heeling
several degrees less, and weather helm was
reduced.
Since this point in 1990 John Conser and
other sailmakers have retrofitted lots of
overlapping mainsails. In every case, the
boats have gone faster, stood straighter, and
sailed with reduced weather helm.
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Two views (above) of the process of the leech
clearing the backstay. It looks a lot worse than it is!
However, it is necessary for the upper battens to
compress substantially, which is why a batten with
high modulus (like a vinylester pulltruded batten)
works best.

In really light airs, (typically under 4 knots of
apparent wind), it may be necessary to reef the
main to get it to clear the backstay quickly. For this
reason we typically specify the first reef be placed
so that the sail is clear (left drawing). This also
helps when motorsailing to windward, where the
fully hoisted sail will be chafing against the backstay half of the time.

Design-wise, we now start from scratch and assume the mainsail will overlap the backstay. This
allows us to make the jib smaller while increasing overall efficiency and boat speed with the larger
main.

Advantages
Let’s stop for a moment and consider the advantages of this maxi-roach approach. First, as
we’ve already seen, sail area can be increased significantly while drag is reduced. Both boat
speed and comfort benefit.
But this isn’t just a light-air phenomenon. Consider what happens when it’s time to reef. You
put that first deep reef in, and sail area is about the same as it was with the old main, but the center
of effort is lowered. This means better sail-carrying ability in a breeze with reduced heel. When
you go to the second reef, that center of effort is really lowered!
The longer top battens make lazyjacks work better, too, a big plus when raising or lowering the
sail.
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With more drive in your mainsail, the
area of the headsail can be reduced if
you’re so inclined. A smaller headsail is
easier to trim properly over a wide range
of conditions and easier to carry into
higher wind ranges without damaging the
sail.

Backstay Chafe

One of the keys to getting the battens past the
backstay is the use of UHMW chafe strips sewn onto
the batten ends. Note how the UHMW is wrapped
around the leech.

To minimize chafe we’ve experimented
with a number of different approaches. In
the end, it is the simple methods that work
best.
We found that a piece of PVC pipe,
slipped over the end of the backstay and
held in place with a hose clamp, takes care
of chafe from the backstay, reducing friction when tacking and jibing at the same
time (the PVC pipe is on only the upper

portion of the backstay, where the roach overlaps).
To protect the sail, a 4-inch-wide (101.6mm) strip of 1/16-inch-thick (1.6mm) UHMW plastic
is sewn over the batten pockets where they overlap the backstay.The UHMWPVC combination
allows the sail to blow by the backstay in relatively light airs.

Batten Considerations
The upper battens are significantly longer than before, and as such, need to be stiffer than you
might otherwise use. On the other hand, as the sail passes through the backstay the battens are
deflected substantially, so you don’t want them too stiff. The correct batten stiffness is a function
of trial and error. In the end, you want them just stiff enough to support the roach when you’re
reefed down, and no more.
We’ve ended up using solid, round, pulltruded battens made from vinylester resin.

How Much Overlap?
When the time comes to design the roach of your new main, just how much overlap you use
depends on a series of factors. First, a decision needs to be made about the wind velocity in which
you want the sail to clear the backstay.
An alternative with aggressive roach is to use a short reef that drops the main just enough to get
it to clear in light conditions. Or, if the boom has plenty of clearance over the cockpit, sometimes
a deep cunningham adjustment, with the halyard eased a foot or two, will do the trick.
Only experience can yield the optimum results. However, there’s something to be said for going
as far as you think prudent. It’s always possible to cut off roach but impossible to add it.
We’ve wrestled with this problem on a number of boats. On Sundeer’s mainsail, with a pretty
flat backstay angle, we went to a 28-inch (711mm) overlap. When the first of the Sundeer 56s
went into the water we went really aggressive, to 32-inch (812.8 mm) overlap on a much shorter
hoist, and got away with it.

Tacking and Jibing
We’ve been cruising with these big-roach sails for some time now and have found a couple of
tricks to tacking and jibing.
Upwind, if the main is really trimmed hard, it is necessary to ease the sheet a touch as we come
through the eye of the wind. The lighter the airs, the more we ease the sheet.
Dan Neri, a sailmaker with whom we’ve worked on lots of aggressive mainsails suggests holding the boom up by the new weather rail (to leeward before tacking) until the top of the sail has
cleared.
Jibing in anything over 5 knots of apparent wind goes smoothly. With winds lighter than this,
it is necessary to make sure the boom is accelerated as it comes across, either by swinging the
helm a little quicker than normal, by giving the sheet a good tug, or by pushing on the boom.
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Just how far can you go? On the Sundeer 64s we typically specified sail shapes in which about 78
percent of the rectangle of the luff and foot were filled with sail. On Beowulf we pushed this to 82
percent. We now realize that we can go farther, adding more horsepower for little cost.The bigger
roach twists off the leeward more efficiently and is easier to hoist, since the battens clear the lazyjacks more quickly.

In very light airs, where the main won’t clear quickly and maneuvering room is at a premium,
we drop to our first deep reef. Then the sail blows through easily. (At this point we have the same
sail area as with the old small-roach sails).

How Will Your Boat Benefit?
All boats will benefit from the extra efficiency and horsepower of high-roached sails. However,
some rigs will be able to add more sail area than others.
The more distance between the end of your boom and the backstay, the more area you’ll be able
to add. With a lot of older cruising designs this can be very significant.
If you’re sailing on an older hull design with a deep canoe body and perhaps a longish keel, the
reduction in induced drag will be significant.

Weather Helm?
Even though you’re adding area on the back of the sail, the improvement in induced drag eases
weather helm. Our own experience is that weather helm is actually reduced with the use of these
sails. Moving the point of maximum draft somewhat forward can also offset any concerns you
have about helm.

Does It Make Sense for You?
There is absolutely nothing you can do to an older cruising boat that will increase performance
as much as one of these sails, regardless of how much money you’re prepared to spend.
What’s the risk? Not much. When it’s time to replace your mainsail, if you give this concept a
try and find it doesn’t fit your style of seamanship, the sailmaker can reduce roach with a minimum of effort. But once you feel the power that comes from one of these sails, the odds of your
cutting it back are pretty slim.
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A mainsail with maximum roach past the backstay generates a large increase in forward drive with a
small increase in drag.This is due to the much higher effective aspect ratio (achieved with the eliptically
shaped tip) as compared to a conventional sail.
The mainsail in the upper left drawing has 17 percent more sail area than the non-overlapping main
in the drawing to the right. The induced drag of the left sail will be lower due to its more efficient tip
shape.This means less weather helm and less heeling, even though there is more sail area up high and
aft of the center of lift of your keel. While this may sound counterintuitive, we can tell you from a lot of
real-world experience that things do indeed work this way.
There is only one thing you must watch: Sail shape. A sail of this nature will need to be a bit flatter
than what you normally would use, since it doesn’t require a lot of shape to develop full power. Also,
the leech must be designed so that it opens
to leeward, rather than hooking to windward
under load.
In total contrast to the two upper sails, take
a look at the sail below. This is what is commonly called a “cruising main.” Theoretically,
by eliminating the battens, you get a sail that
lasts longer and requires less maintenance.
This is indeed correct.
Unfor tunately you also must hollow the
leech to keep it from fluttering, since the battens have been removed. This makes the sail
a lot smaller and less efficient.
This sail has just 77 percent of the sail area
of the right-hand sail, and only 66 percent of
the sail area of the larger design on the upper
left. Add to this the very narrow top, which is
exactly the opposite of what you want aerodynamically.That narrow tip will “bleed” pressure from the leeward to windward side,
increasing induced drag, heel, and weather
helm in the process.
If you were to make both the hollowleeched main and the past-the-backstay
main, and then try them out on the same
boat, you would find less heel and less
weather helm with the bigger sail.
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The single most common
cause of mainsail repairs is
the clew reef line chafing or
being released before the
cringles have been untied.
When this happens, the sail
tears right through the
cringles.
To avoid this problem we
always tie the clew to the
boom after the reef has
been pulled down and then
ease the reef slightly so that
the load is taken by the tie
(and the reef acts just as an
outhaul).

MAINSAIL REEFING
On a cruising boat, when the time comes to reef, you want to take a big bite out of the sail. Sure,
you may be just a bit underpowered at first, but then you won’t have to go through the hassle of
reefing again for a long time. I like to see the first two reefs take out as much area as three reefs on
a racer. The reefs should be placed so the boom is lifted slightly to prevent it tripping in the sea
when you’re reaching and well-heeled. On our 50-footer (15.5m) we took our reefs in 6-foot
(1.8m) bites, but with our 62- and 67-footers (18.9m and 20.4m) we went to 8-foot (2.4m) reefs.
The outboard reef lifted both booms 2 feet (0.6 m) from their normal horizontal position.

Tripping Reefs
If your main boom tends to drag a bit when reaching in a breeze with the sail fully hoisted, a
tripping reef will solve the problem. Basically, you should have an additional clew sewn into the
leech, about 2 feet (0.6 m) above the boom. The tack remains at the same point.

Reef Cunninghams
Since you are probably going to have sail slides attaching the mainsail to the mast, you will find
that the reef cunningham (luff downhaul) points have to be raised enough to allow for the stacked
slides. Make sure your sailmaker remembers to do this.
Basically, count how many slides between the tack and each reef, multiply this by the slide
height, and add this to the height of the eye being pressed into the sail.
Or, if you are using a reef hook on the inboard end of the main boom, the cunningham grommet
will need to be let back a bit in the sail so that a forward pull is maintained on the foot of the sail.

Boom Height
One area for potential performance gain is in the boom height. If your boom doesn’t overhang
the cockpit, consider lowering it. You gain sail area down low where it doesn’t affect stability, and
dropping the weight of the boom has a positive impact on the vertical center of gravity. As a
bonus, it’s easier to furl a sail onto a low boom. Aboard Intermezzo II and Sundeer we ended up
with a boom just 3 feet (0.9 m) off the deck at the forward end.
Of course, one does have to keep track of the boom trajectory when jibing or when there is risk
of a jibe.

SPINNAKERS
It wasn’t until our 13th day out from Mexico toward the Marquesas Islands that we rediscovered the spinnaker aboard Intermezzo. The doldrums were very much in evidence, and the steady
southeast trades that Mr. Maury’s pilot charts had forecast showed little promise of making an
appearance. We were hot and uncomfortable as Intermezzo rolled her way slowly downhill.
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Bored with reading, I decided to drag
out our spinnaker, just for the afternoon.
A short time later, having rigged the necessary paraphernalia, I was amazed to
find us clipping along at 6 to 7 knots,
steadied down, with a refreshing bit of
air finding its way into the cockpit and
down below; the fact that it was apparent
wind didn’t make it any less cooling.
Five days later, in the lee of Nuka Hiva,
we pulled down the chute.
During our subsequent journies across
the Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic oceans,
we flew the spinnaker on 33 of a total of
118 days at sea on long passages.
Aboard Sundeer and Beowulf we’ve
found the same sort of numbers. When
sailing off the wind, the spinnaker is in
use over half the time.
The major reason we carry the chute in
light airs is comfort. The additional
speed it lends to the boat steadies motion
tremendously. The apparent-wind angle
moves forward and increases airflow
over the boat.
Most surprising is that we’ve found the
spinnaker to be less work than twin jibs.
Sailing at the beginning of our Pacific
crossing with twin jibs was reasonably
fast but rolly, and the sails required a lot
This photo was taken of Intermezzo as we left Christof tending. We’ve yet to find those steady
mas Island in the Indian Ocean. It was about the only
trades that allow you to go for weeks
time Jim Schmidt, on the 70-foot (21.5m) WinSon, was
ever ahead of us. The spinnaker is a classic CCA design,
without touching a sheet. We were
quite full by today’s flatter standards.The fullness made it
always taking the leeward jib off the pole
easier to fly on a run (it was more stable). But it wasn’t
as the wind went forward, and then putmuch good for reaching.
ting it back on as the wind went aft. The
windward jib sometimes had to be doused altogether as the wind went forward. With a spinnaker
there is only one pole to deal with, and the sail can be carried much closer to the wind than the
weather jib of a twin rig.
And what of those black squalls bearing down out of the night to tear the heart out of our stout
vessel? I’ve always assumed the worst that can happen under normal circumstances in the trades
is a moderate knockdown. Has it happened to us? Several times. A most memorable knockdown
came just before making our landfall on the Marquesas. One squall, stronger than the rest, caught
us unaware. At the time we were carrying our big mizzen staysail as well as the chute. With 30
knots of wind on the beam it wasn’t long before the spinnaker was in the water. Once the mizzen
staysail sheet was let go, however, and the autopilot turned off, we were able to head back downwind. Fifteen minutes later, as the squall passed, we were back on our way, shaken but no worse
for the experience.
There are some areas and conditions in which prudent seamanship dictates against carrying a
spinnaker. One example is crossing the southwestern end of the Indian Ocean. Here, if anything
above deck is lighter than bulletproof, one of the severe southwesterly gales that quickly comes
out of clear air will be sure to take the sail — and possibly everything the sail is attached to as well.
But in the trades, spinnakers are the thing.
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Design
John Conser’s comp u t e r d e ve l o p e d
these views of a new
reaching chute for
Deerfoot ll. Eventually
built from 2.2-ounce
nylon, with the pole
pulled down low the
sail could be used as a
balloon jib (with the
pocket forward and
leech nice and open),
while with the pole
lifted to a normal position the sail did well
through a very broad
reach.

Your spinnaker can be designed to be stable and
easy to fly. Intermezzo’s spinnaker was nothing
special by the standards of her racing days. It was a
plain 1.5-ounce nylon crosscut of maximum size
for her rating. But being a crosscut and having a
narrower head angle than today’s spinnakers, it
was simple to handle. The full shape meant it
wouldn’t carry well on a reach, but it was a dream
in light stuff downhill, and that’s where we wanted
it to behave.
On our more recent spinnakers we’ve gone to
using two plies of cloth along the edges. This doubles up on strength in the areas most subjected to
damage. The negative with heavy edges (whether
from doubling plies or using heavy tapes) is in
damage control. When you blow out a spinnaker
built this way, instead of just a simple tear and two
sections of sail to sew back together (spinnakers
usually blow out right across the head panels about
a third of the way down from the luff) the damage
will extend down the tapes or double panels. It will
take two or three times as much work to repair.
The new “radial T” shapes, where all panels radiate from the three corners and meet in the center,
are the strongest form on panel layout. It adds a bit
to cost, but it’s worth it from a longevity standpoint. These shapes also fly very well when reaching and are reasonably stable farther off the wind.
You’ll want to discuss the head angle and width of
the sail as it goes up. Most racing sails have very
wide head angles and try to maintain maximum
width halfway up the luff, as is allowed in the racing rules. However, for cruising, a little narrower
head angle and a width at midpoint of maybe 90
percent of the foot makes more sense.

Two v i e w s o f
Sundeer’s triradial
spinnaker built by
John Conser for
Sundeer. Compare
the shape of this
sail to the photo
of Intermezzo on
the previous page.
The sail on Sundeer is much flatter. We could sail
as close as 50degrees apparent
with the pole forward as shown
here and on the
next page.
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We normally keep our spinnakers down to a
head angle of about 85 or 90 degrees (a racing sail
might have a head angle of 110 degrees).

Sailcloth
The main consideration for a cruising spinnaker
is longevity. You have to look at the chute not as it
is normally used, on a calm afternoon’s sail, but in
the context of what may happen — a sudden
squall, perhaps at night.
The sail should be strong enough so it can take
some mistakes on the part of the crew and come
through without tearing. This includes broaching,
rounding up, and filling with a bang on a repeated
basis!
To this end it makes sense to go a little heavier
than would normally be the case. As with working
canvas, a slight increase in weight aloft will pay
huge dividends under adverse circumstances.
Finally, discuss with your sailmaker the tear
resistance of the various fabrics. Race-boat fabrics
are very stretch-resistant for shape control. This
makes them brittle. Once they start to tear, the rip
spreads very quickly. Softer sail cloth gives a bit
more and is much better at resisting the spread of
localized damage.

Guys and Sheets
In order to reduce chafe it’s best if sheets and
guys are made a size or two larger than normal.
The guy, which takes the most load, should be at
least 30 percent stronger than the sheet.
It’s a good idea to splice a shackle onto the end
of the guy, and then use a round plastic “donut” to
prevent the shackle from pulling into the end of the
spinnaker pole. A bowline will get the job done as
well, but when the time comes to remove the guy
the knot will be really crunched by the pole end,
making it difficult if not impossible to untie.
As a safety precaution we never knot the bitter
ends of the halyards, sheets, or guys. The guy is
run through the pole so that the clew of the spinnaker is free to run in the event of a knockdown. If
someone goes overboard, it’s easy to get the sail
off the boat.

Spinnaker Socks
A lot of cruisers today use a spinnaker sock to
aid in sailhandling. If properly engineered, it can
be of help with larger sails. However, the socks
take some debugging and getting used to. Where
they are most valuable is in the trades when the
wind is on and off with squalls thrown in. Without
a sock, you’re obligated to get rid of the entire sail
when the wind drops too far or when the engine is
started. However, with a spinnaker sock the sail

Mike Gluck picked up a used 12-meter spinnaker for his Deerfoot 2-62 Moonshadow.This sail is
a pure running shape and would not be suitable
for any sort of reaching. It is so large that a steady
breeze and sea state are required to get it to fly
comfortably. If the breeze is too light or sea state
a bit lumpy, a less aggressive and smaller sail
would be faster and easier to fly. In this photo
they are trying to beam reach with the sail. Note
how full it looks compared to Sundeer’s spinnakers. In any sort of breeze this would cause problems with helm control and heeling.
Sailmakers talk about spinnakers in terms of
head angle. This is about as wide a head angle
(below) as you are ever going to see!
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A Deerfoot 63 beam reaching with a
North Tri-Radial. This is a nice all-around
shape. You can broad reach or run with it
and sail on a close reach in light airs.

The head of
an ATN spinn a ke r s o c k
with block and
control line
hidden under
the controlline cover.

This elliptically shaped fiberglass bell is
one of the ATN secrets. It goes up and
down with very little friction compared
to a stainless rod. Note how the control
lines are captured inside the cover.
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can be collapsed and left aloft in its sock until conditions improve again. When left aloft, care must be
taken to keep it from chafing on the spar as the boat
rocks back and forth.
On the other side of the equation, the sock adds
some weight to the sail and tends to distort the head,
making it more difficult to fly in light airs.
The best “conventional” sock we’ve used is provided by ATN in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. They’ve
developed a snuffer with an elliptically shaped fiberglass ring at the bottom. This shape matches the natural folding characteristics of the spinnaker and
prevents the sock from twisting. An interesting feature is the way the up/down control lines are covered.
These are run inside a pathway of cloth sewn onto the
basic sock, getting rid of the tangles that sometimes
result with other systems. This extra pathway is cut
from a different color of material and provides a distinctive band to watch so twists can be eliminated.
Finally, they provide a swivel and stainless steel pennant at the head of the sail so it can fly somewhat free,
allowing space on top of the sail for the snuffer to
accumulate.
They work like a charm. In fact, in moderate airs
we’ve been able to snuff the spinnaker after just easing the sheet, even when reaching (as opposed to collapsing the sail in the lee of the mainsail).
The ATN snuffers are so efficient, however, that
you must be careful with them when the breeze is up.
The spinnaker can generate tremendous forces trying
to squeeze the fiberglass bell towards the head.
We’ve learned the hard way on Sundeer to only use
the sock when the spinnaker is collapsed in the lee of
the main if there is more than 15 knots of apparent
wind (on a smaller boat, of course, one could
increase this wind range).
With an asymmetrical chute the snuffer will tend to
hang up on the clew-patch reinforcements. As a
result, snuffers for these sails are typically specified
the same length as the leech (rather than the luff). The
result is a messy bottom part of the sail that you are
left to deal with. We prefer to bring the snuffer fairly
close to the tack fitting so that we have the option of
snuffing the sail all the way down. If conditions are
light, or if we expect to use the sail again after a short
period of time, we don’t pull the sock past the clew.
If the sail is stowed with the sock all the way down,
with the spinnaker at about 85 percent hoist, we stop
and manually run the bottom of the sock up past the
clew patch so it does not hang up when we want to
unfurl the sail.
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Nets
We carry a spinnaker net any time we’re running, or if the winds are light and shifty. It prevents
accidental wrapping of the chute around the headstay.
It’s made from light line, usually 1/4-inch (6.35mm), and is hoisted on the jib halyard. The horizontal lines are tied with bowlines around the headstay (snaps would catch and tear the chute)
and are attached in turn to a vertical line from the jib halyard to the deck. The bottom end is tied
off to the base of the mast. The horizontal lines come back about halfway to the mast.

If you plan to carry a spinnaker when cruising short-handed, a net, to prevent headstay wraps, is a very
good investment. Otherwise, over time, the odds are the chute will wrap around the headstay. This frequently leads to a damaged or destroyed sail.
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ASYMMETRIC
SPINNAKERS
Now we get to the interesting
side of the spinnaker equation.
Under competitive pressure
from the “sport-boat” market
with enormous bowsprits,
asymmetricspinnaker design
has come a long way.
Both BOC and Whitbread
racers have proven these sails to
be faster off the wind as well as
reaching.
The asymmetrical shape
A ver y ear ly
allows the sailmaker to put a
a s y m m e t ri c a l
true airfoil into the sail’s crossspinnaker on the
original Deerfoot.
section, reducing drag and
This sail was so
increasing lift. The asymmetriflat that today it
cal spinnaker becomes not only
would be called a
faster, but has less of a tendency
reacher. For sailing at beam- to
to overpower the boat into a
broad-reaching
broach.
angles it worked
The longer luff of the asymfine, but for running angles it
metric provides a better aerodywould just colnamic shape as well, while the
lapse unless
high clew makes for better
poled out to
windward like a
sheeting angles when reaching.
jib.
Asymmetric shapes are commonly associated with bowsprits or poleless situations.
However, they also work with
spinnaker poles. If we were
buying a spinnaker today and planning to use a pole with it, we’d go with an asymmetrical before
a conventional sail.

Runner or Reacher
Race boats will have an inventory of shapes developed for a variety of wind angles and
strengths. For cruising we’ve got two considerations — running and reaching. A reaching sail can
be used for running but will neither be as stable to fly nor project as far to windward (if used in a
poleless situation).
A true reaching asymmetrical can be carried as close as 40 degrees apparent. But a sail cut this
flat will need lots of attention on helm and sheet.
A true running asymmetrical will fly as deep as 155 to 160 degrees, but not any closer than
about 90 degrees apparent.
Since we usually carry only a single spinnaker, we prefer a compromise. We go with a moderate
reacher, cut so that we are limited to about 50 to 55 degrees apparent-wind angle. This is a touch
fuller than the true close reaching sail and so much less fussy to fly. On Beowulf we’ve found that
in a moderate breeze when we’re sailing at deep angles, we can carry it to about 155 degrees true
and it will stay filled.

Tack Placement
Ideally, the tack would be attached to a bowsprit, hopefully one that could be articulated to
windward. However, in all but the most modern boats this is not going to be the case.
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The next logical tack point is the end of the bow
roller. Generally speaking, if the bow roller is
strong enough to take the down load of the anchor
chain (at full breaking strength of the chain), it
will easily handle the tack loads of the asymmetrical chute.

Running Layout
We’ve already mentioned flying the asymmetrical like a conventional spinnaker, with tack to
weather. But there is another interesting way to
go: To use the sail wing-and-wing, with the main
to leeward, tack positioned as far forward as possible, and clew sheeted through the end of the
spinnaker pole to windward. For running square
this can be a very efficient way to use the sail.
An alternative is to fly the jib on the pole to
weather and sheet the spinnaker through the end
of the mainboom. In doing this you’ll want to
“scandalize” the main; i.e., put a reef in it so that
the spinnaker to leeward gets some clean air at the
head (the jib will cross-feed from the weather
side, too).

Luff-Control Hanks
When we were designing the sail wardrobe for
Intermezzo II, the size of her rig (moving up to a
62-footer [18.9m] from a 50-footer [15.3m]was
initially intimidating!) had
me looking for answers to
keep the light, free-flying
spinnaker under control.
What I was concerned
about was our ability to get
the sail down and under
control when caught by a
squall.
Harry Ellens, our South
African sailmaker for
Intermezzo II, put three
reinforced grommet points
along the luff of the asymmetric spinnaker he had
made for us. To these I
attached, via long pennant
lines (made from 3/16inch/4.8mm nylon) some
jib hanks. The hanks were
attached to the headstay.
This allowed us to do was
to keep the sail under control while it was being lowered.

A modern cruising chute on a Valiant 42.
Compare how much fuller this sail is than the
one on the preceding page. It can be used
down to angles as deep as 140 to 150 degrees.
Beyond this it will become very difficult to fly
unless poled out. (Port Townsend Sails photo)

A nicelooking
asymmetrical on the
Sundeer 64
Artemis. John
Conser cut
this sail more
fo r b r o a d reaching and
running than
close-reaching, although
it could be
flo w n
as
close as 55
degrees
apparent. For
really deep
ru n n i n g ,
however, the
sail would fly
much better
if tacked off a
s p i n n a ke r
pole.
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If we were caught in a
squall, we could run off
before the wind, sheet
in the leech against the
mainsail, and then drop
the chute in the vacuum
behind the main.
The system worked
reasonably well. However, it made jibing a
pain. So once we got
used to working with
the bigger boat and gett i n g t h e s p i n n a ke r
down when conditions
w e r e d i ffi c u l t , w e
stopped using the
hanks. Still, if your
asymmetrical has you
intimidated, this
approach may make
sense.

Asymmetrical
Construction

Three views of a
m o d e rn a s y m metrical running
chute on a J boat.
This sail is
designed
to
project its luff to
windward.
Because the tack
is so far forward
(on the bowsprit
end), and therefore away from
the mainsail, you
can run very deep
with this design.
H ow e v e r, t h e y
require constant
attention on helm
and sheet. (North
Sails RI photos)

If your sail is to be
used as a reacher, then
the sailcloth weight is
going to have to go up,
and some thought must
be given to using a
harder, more stretchr e s i s t a n t fa b r i c , a s
stretch on a reaching
sail quickly develops
into drag.
Panel layout is invariable radial for strength
and stretch resistance.
One of the tricks that
North Sails RI used on
the asymmetricals they
made for Beowulf was
to put a shock-absorbing bungee at the tack
of the sail. This helped
to absorb some of the
load when the sail collapsed and then suddenly filled.
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MIZZEN
HEADSAILS
How you treat mizzen
headsails depends greatly
on the rig proportions of
your vessel and how you
intend to use the boat. For
most ketches and yawls
these sails are a waste of
time and effort. Intermezzo came to us with a
variety of mizzen spinnakers and reachers. But
they were so difficult to
fly and created so much
trouble for the helm, that
we rarely used them
These two photos
of the Sundeer 64
(unless we were trying to
Marine Flower show
show off for a photograa mizzen asymmetpher).
ri c a l c h u t e t h a t
On the other hand,
offers a reasonable
compromise
modern ketches, where
b e t we e n
size ,
the mizzen is of substanshape, and ease of
tial size and where hull
flying. Notice how
balance reduces steering
the sheet leads to
chores to where a mizzen
the end of the mizze n b o o m . J o h n
jib or spinnaker can be
Conser designed
used with a pilot, can get
the sail so that as the
tremendous benefit from
apparent wind
a mizzen headsail or two.
moves aft and the
mizzen is eased, the
On Sundeer we found
lead on the spinnathat we’d drop our main
ker adjusts almost
spinnaker in squally or
automatically.
marginal conditions but
carry on with the mizzen
chute until 35 knots of true wind when broad-reaching or running. The mizzen jib was effective
when beam-reaching. It also worked surprisingly well when sailing at very deep angles if we
pulled the tack to the weather rail and aft. It acted like a leading-edge flap over the mizzen keeping
flow attached and making a significant increase in boatspeed.
The mizzen spinnaker is typically asymmetrical in this day and age and cut fairly flat. However,
if it is made really flat it will be difficult to fly so there’s a delicate compromise here.

MINIMUM SAIL INVENTORY
Now that we’ve reviewed the potential inventory, it’s time to make some hard choices. The first
considerations are budget and cruising requirements. Assuming that the sail inventory must be
adequate for offshore work, here is what I would choose on a tight budget.
To begin with, the mainsail must be in reasonable condition. If the cloth is in good physical
shape but maybe a little stretched, a recut or addition of full battens can do wonders for longevity
and drive at modest price. Even restitching can be done at modest cost. In fact, most stitching
problems will be on the perimeter of the sail and can be taken care of with a home-style sewing
machine.
The main will need several deep reefs, especially if there isn’t a trysail aboard.
Next, a good working jib will be required. I would choose a sail that can be used when the wind
is in the high 20s and the main is deeply reefed. This is probably about 90 percent of foretriangle
area on most boats. In lighter conditions a heavy staysail, which will double as a storm jib, can be
flown underneath the jib.
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These three sails — main, working jib, and staysail — will cover a majority of all needs
(although you’ll be underpowered in lighter airs). The key is that they stay together structurally,
as there are no backups in the inventory.
The problem with this inventory is that it leaves you woefully underpowered in really light airs.
With an engine and enough fuel capacity, this may be acceptable. However, if you are headed offshore on long passages, chances are that you will not be able to power much of the way. Therefore,
you are dependent upon your sail inventory to get you there, even if the conditions are extremely
light.
With this in mind, adding a little more to your budget would get you a wire-luff reacher to be
flown from the spinnaker halyard. This fills a large gap in light airs and can be used to leeward
with the working jib flown on the pole when running. Space requirements for the reacher are nominal.
The next level up would be in the foretriangle. Here, go to a 110 to 120 percent genoa as a standard sail and reduce the working jib to about 70 percent for heavier airs and backup. The staysail
is still in there doing double duty.
Consider a storm jib to back up the staysail in heavy airs, and then a trysail. Depending on your
cruising philosophy and plans, these might come aboard before the spinnaker.
As you allocate budget and make your selections, bear in mind that at some point, one or more
of your sails may be damaged and unusable until you get to land and have a chance to repair them.
What do you do in this case?
If your working jib is torn, a staysail and storm jib can be flown together as a double-head rig,
with staysail inside and jib on the headstay. Not a lot of power in light airs, but it will keep you
moving, and in moderate conditions you will be surprised at how quick such a rig can be.
If the largest jib is out of commission and you are running, the next size down flown to windward with a spinnaker pole, while the staysail is used to leeward, will get you there.

Used Sails
An excellent way of stretching the budget is to buy used sails. Cast-offs from race boats are frequently available for less than 20 percent of the cost of new sails, while still in excellent condition.
Over the years we’ve purchased a variety of used sails this way, ranging from genoas to spinnakers. While the dimensions and shapes have not always been optimized, the prices certainly have
been!

SAIL CONSTRUCTION
Asking a group of sailmakers what’s the best way to build a good cruising sail is like asking
sailors what’s the ultimate hull shape. No two answers are going to be the same. Subjects such
as cloth weight and construction, seam widths, types of stitching, and even thread color are subject to debate. Then, throw in a variety of ways in which the sail will be used and, for the new
cruiser, it’s a confusing brew to say the least.
Sail design and construction usually receive a lot less consideration by cruisers than other subjects like the right dinghy, electronics, or fridge system. Yet it’s the sails that do most of the work
of moving you from one anchorage to the next. The construction and cut of sails affect not only
boat speed, but also comfort. A sail that retains its designed shape through a wide range of winds
will be less apt to heel you over in a strong breeze.
Budget is, of course, a limiting factor. But when you look at sail cost, to budget accurately you
must divide initial cost by years of useful service. In many cases a sail that costs more initially will
be less expensive to own in the long run. To a racer, a sail that is structurally sound, but has lost a
slight edge in speed has little value, yet it still may have many miles of cruising left. This is especially true as you get farther off the wind where loads are less and shape is not as critical as with
beating and close-reaching. Still, there aren’t many cruisers who consciously want to go slow or
who think it’s fun to heel over an extra 3 or 4 degrees on a long passage because a sail has stretched
out of shape. All of us, cruisers and racers alike, want the strongest, longest lasting, and least
expensive sails we can get.
When you walk into a loft to discuss a new sail, the sailmaker will ask some basic questions.
Boat size and type are, of course, standard. Then you have cruising grounds. If you’re primarily
a weekend sailor and Long Island Sound is your body of water, lighter weight construction will
do fine. On the other hand, if you’re a Buzzard’s Bay afficionado or sail San Francisco Bay, obviously there’s going to be some heavier fabric and reinforcement in your future. Finally, there’s
going to be discussion about the wind range of the sail in question.
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When you start to look at heading offshore, other factors come into play. First, reliability is crucial. There aren’t many lofts halfway to the Marquesas islands. Second, odds are you’ll be sailing
shorthanded and will want to avoid sail changes as much as possible. This means your sails have
to be built for a wider wind range. Third, you’re going to be putting more miles on in a single
trans-oceanic passage than the average weekend sailor will in a decade of cruising.
What all this adds up to is the fact that there are no pat answers to the ultimate sail equation. You
and your sailmaker have to make some basic decisions about use and budget. Then you can start
to look at the details that go into making a long-lived sail.

Loads
To understand the correct mix in sailmaking you must first give some thought to the loads
involved. Static loading is a function of sail shape (high-aspect-ratio sails are more heavily loaded
than lower-aspect sails), sail size, boat stability (the stiffer a boat is, the more load it will put on a
given sized sail), and how tightly sheeted the sail is. A working jib that begins to deform at 22
knots of apparent wind when strapped in tight will be happy at 28 knots apparent eased off on a
reach, and even happier on a broad reach in 32 knots of wind.
Loads work in three directions: along the leech; fore and aft across the sail; and diagonally from
the head, clew, and tack towards the center of loading.
With most sails, by far the greatest loads are along the leech. The luff of the sail is the next most
heavily loaded area, while the mid-sections are just about coasting. The higher the aspect ratio
(in headsail or main), the higher the leech loads compared to the rest of the sail.
The loads end up concentrated in the corners of the sail. The highest are in the head of the sail.
Clew loads are typically about 20 percent less than the head and extend into the body of the sail at
an angle of 20 to 40 degrees inside of the leech (depending on sail shape, camber, etc.).
I categorize the second type of loading as working loads, or those which come from luffing,
chafe, and attachment to the spars. Working loads will rapidly break down a sail and prematurely
shorten its life if not dealt with correctly. Batten pockets, leech stitching, reef reinforcements, and
clew patches are all subject to failure before the actual sailcloth fails.
This is usually a function of flutter and chafe along the leech, rather than an indicator of the
actual sail load.

Sailcloth
The cloth for a cruising sail should be chosen for stability, handling, and longevity. I am sorry
to report, however, that these are mutually exclusive features. Compromise is inevitable. And
sailcloth weaves, laminates, and orientation are changing so fast that whatever you think is hot
today will be obsolete tomorrow. Still, there are some basics that most of the professionals seem
to agree upon.
Without getting into a lot of sailcloth details, you should understand that woven cloth has
threads typically running in two directions. Those that run the short way are called the fill; fill
threads are straight. The threads that run the long way are called the warp; these run over and
under the fill threads. The way the threads are packed, the weight and shape of the thread, and how
the cloth is finished after weaving are what determine the structural properties.
Threads that run parallel to the sail loads resist stress most efficiently. Diagonal, or what is
known as bias loading, is resisted only by the tight packing of the threads and/or post finishing
that may roll on filler into the fabric, or heat it to shrink the threads tighter or both.
The harder a finish is — i.e., the more rigid (whether the result of finishing or weaving) — the
more resistant to stretch it will be. On the other side of the coin, a hard finish sail has less tear
resistance than softer finishes. Softer fabrics that are stretchier are usually stronger, meaning in
an ultimate sense they will last longer. However, due to increased stretch under load and the
resultant loss in sail shape, you may stop using the softer sail long before its structural life is over.
Lighter sailcloths can be made very efficient at carrying loads in the long (warp) direction. But
the fact that the warp threads have to run over and under the fill means that above 6 ounces in cloth
weight, the fill-oriented fabrics are more efficient, since the warp threads allow the heavier
weaves to move too much under load.

Woven-Cloth Stability
Modern woven cloths get their stability (resistance to stretch) from several sources. Initially
there is the actual weave of the cloth. This, however, will not be enough to maintain shape, unless
the cloth is very heavy for the application.
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To enhance stability, the cloth is calendered (run through roller under pressure and heat), which
tends to fuse the threads together. The fabric may also be impregnated with a larger or smaller
dose of resin in the process, lending even more stability.
There are some problems with heavily finished sailcloth. To begin with, it becomes very stiff
and is hard to work with on the boat. This means it is more difficult to furl and cover when used in
a mainsail (this is not a big factor in jibs).
The stiffer the fabric, the more important it is to flake the sail on the boom, as opposed to rolling
it in a traditional harbor furl.
Highly finished fabrics also tear more easily than softer materials. This is because the threads
are held in line by the finishing, so they tear one at a time, instead of bending together and resisting
a tearing load.
Finally, as highly finished sailcloth ages, the surface finish begins to break down. You are then
left with a weave that may not be able to maintain sail shape under load.
What’s the answer for long-lived cruising sails? Increase the thread size and count in the fabric
and reduce finishing. This ends up with a sail that is heavier and somewhat more costly, but it will
be much easier to handle and hold its shape longer.

Laminated Fabrics
In a cruising context, laminated fabrics are typically made up of three or four different materials, each chosen and then assembled for a specific set of properties. The fabric is typically named
after the load-carrying thread material. This is usually a woven material, with threads on a 0 / 90degree axis (sometimes with a 45-degree-bias thread line thrown in to help with diagonal loading). The heaviest yarns run in the warp direction (long way) and carry the heavy loads from the
corners of the sail (hence a radial panel layout).
Smaller yarns run the short way across the fabric and resist stretch parallel with wind flow.
A film, typically Mylar, is then used, onto which these load-bearing threads are glued.
Finally, a tightly woven scrim of Dacron, polyester, or sometimes Spectra is glued over both
sides of the inner plies. These outer layers offer chafe and UV protection and in some cases carry
a bit of load.
Performance-wise, these outside layers do not bring much to the table. They add longevity and
weight but are not really load-carrying. This is why they are rarely seen on racing boats. But for
a cruising yacht, they are essential.
The nature of the laminated fabrics is such that they do not like being stuffed in sailbags, and
they abhor remaining wet for long periods of time. They should be stored dry and carefully
folded. Long-term exposure to moisture can break down the laminations.
The storage issues are somewhat mitigated when they are used for roller-furling sails.

Radial Panel Construction
Ideally, to build the strongest, lightest, and longest lived sail you will orient as many threads as
possible parallel to the loads. Where loads are such that the lighter warp-oriented fabrics can be
used, this leads to radial-cut sails, with fabric panels splayed out from head, tack, and clew. Radiating the panels allows the sailmaker to optimize thread loading.
Some sailmakers will build headsails with panels radiating just from the clew, since a headsail
that is attached to a luff groove has the most loads concentrated from the clew toward the luff.

Cross-Cut Construction
As cloth weight jumps above 6 ounces and the fabrics become more efficient in the fill (short)
direction, you get into the familiar cross-cut sail shapes. You can also find very nice cross-cut
shapes in lighter cloths as well.
Is a cross-cut better than a radial? That’s very much a question of whom you talk with. Some
sailmakers insist one is clearly the best. A great many others say that the question is more complex, a function of cloth more than shape, and that “fad” has a lot to do with it as well. My own
feelings on the subject are mixed. With today’s sailcloth you can get a very good sail in either
panel orientation. Computer-driven design and cutting mean there is only a slight cost premium
for a radial sail. On the other hand, cross-cut sails seem to be more easily reshaped for a final season or two of use. Since this is all very dependent on sailcloth technology, you can be sure the
equation will change.
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Seamless Construction
North Sails RI with their Genesis
designs and North Sails with their 3DL
approach have pioneered the use of seamless, molded sails in the racing world.
There are a lot of debates about these sails
in the racing fraternity, and they may or
may not at this time offer us cruisers some
advantages. However, the technology is
fascinating and bears a look.
The sails are machine-built. First a membrane of Mylar is assembled in the shape of
the sail. The reinforcing, in the form of
Kevlar or Spectra tapes or yarns, is then
glued down. This has the advantage of
keeping all the load-bearing yarns oriented
exactly along the stress lines.
Because the yarns are pulled off a spool
rather than being woven, a greater selection of sizes and finishes are available with
which to engineer the sail.
In a racing context, the sum of all of this
is a lighter sail for a given strength, which
(theoretically) has a longer sailing life.
Sail weights can be reduced by as much
as 40 percent compared to conventional
construction. However, the technique is
too new to have been tried on cruising
boats, so we’ll have to wait to see if there’s
a long-term advantage for us.

The Ideal Cruising Sail
The issue of cross-cut or radial ends up
Radial construction has been made efficient by modas a contest between shape-holding versus
ern sailcloth and computer-aided design for panel layaesthetics.
out and cutting. (North Sails RI photo)
If the radial sail is built from woven
(non-laminated) fabric, it will eventually
break down along the bias axis of the fabric (at 45 degrees to the thread lines). The fabric will
stretch between the seams. The seams, however, which are essentially two-plied, will resist
stretch and over time begin to stand out from the surface of the sail.
The overall shape of the sail remains pretty much the same as when new. But the surface looks
lumpy or corrugated to some degree.
The cross cut also stretches over time. But the results are the opposite. The sail becomes deeper
in draft, and the point of maximum draft slides aft with stretch. With the seams being at right
angles to the maximum loads, they have more load on them than with a radial sail and so stretch
more evenly with the rest of the fabric.
The result is a sail that is more even-looking, but one with an inferior shape.
In terms of boat speed, heel, and comfort, the lumpier radial sail shape, with the correct camber
ratios, is going to work better.
Of course, radial sails are more expensive than cross-cut, but the gap is narrowing as sailmakers
learn more about building these sails and as their computer programs get smarter and easier to
use.
All of our boats until Beowulf had cross-cut sails. The materials to build large radial-cut sails
did not exist until recently. However, when the time came to do Beowulf’s inventory, after thorough analysis of what was available and lots of discussion with Dan Neri we went with radial-cut
Spectra for main, mizzen, and working jib. Given our very high loads we felt cross-cut Dacron
would stretch too much when the breeze was up.
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Cloth Weight Versus Longevity
In most engineering calculations, you’ll find that as loading is reduced on a given structure, its
useful life is increased at an accelerating rate. A structure giving you 2,000 hours of use when
operated at 80 percent of its ultimate strength may last three times as long as 70 percent of yield.
The same holds true to some degree with sailcloth. Assuming comparable structural characteristics, a heavier cloth will outlast a lighter cloth. However, trying to pin down cloth manufacturers
or sailmakers on this subject is tough. It seems nobody has any definitive data.
My own experience indicates that going up one weight above the norm in cloth makes good
financial sense for offshore work. However, you must be sure that the heavier cloth has good
stretch characteristics. If it’s too flexible it will last well but will stretch out of shape, creating a
baggy sail in a breeze. In the Caribbean charter business mainsails that might normally be built
from 6-ounce material are usually done from 9- or 10-ounce fabrics to allow for sun damage and
mishandling.

Two-Ply and Tapered Cloth Weights
If your leech loads are really high, but the mid-forward part of the sail is lightly loaded, does it
make sense to use the same weight cloth throughout? No. With a cross-cut design, the cloth must
remain the same from leech to luff. Sailmakers use a second ply of fabric along the leech. As long
as the stretch characteristics of the fabrics are correctly matched, these two plies will share the
load. It provides a bulletproof back end to your sail (where most of the work is done), while keeping the front of the sail lighter, easier to handle, and adequately strong.
When you go to a radial cut, the sailmaker has the option of fine-tuning the panel weights, but
there is a practical limit brought into play by the varying stretch characteristics of different
weights of cloth.

Stitching
The most critical aspect of sail construction is stitching. It is the stitching, after all, that holds
all the pieces together. If not done correctly, a seam will start to work and pull; then at some
unsuspected moment the entire seam will tear, leaving you with a large pile of rags to take back
to the sail loft.
Let’s take a minute to look at how a sewing machine works. There are two thread sources: the
needle (on top) and the bobbin (below). The needle carries the thread through the sail layers. As
it penetrates the bottom layer, the bobbin hooks its piece of thread into the needle’s thread line. If
the tension of the needle and bobbin are correctly set, the resulting lock between the two threads
will take place in the middle of the two pieces of cloth.
Getting the thread tension set right is very much a function of “feel” by the sewing-machine
operator. It varies with
thread weight, sailcloth
weight, how many layers
are being sewn at once,
and how fast the cloth is
fed through the sewing
machine. Many sailmakers will have one machine
set up for basic seaming
and a second just for finishing the reinforced
areas of the sail. Larger
lofts will often have eight
or ten different machines
set up to deal with the
myriad of sailclothes now
b e i n g u s e d . I t ’s n o t
unusual to find some
areas on every sail where
the stitch tension is a little
Wide seams with three rows of stitching will add substantially to the life
off. The key is to make
of your working sails. The wide seams spread out the load and the extra
sure these areas have
row of stitches allows more chafe to take place before a failure occurs.
been restitched correctly.
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Structurally, it’s the hole with the bobbin/needle interlock that does all the work. The more
interlocks, the stronger the stitching. Steve Reed, a sail-design engineer with North Sails, says
they look for 25 “connections” per inch of seam for the body of the sail increasing to 38 connections in the corners.
The sailmaker adjusts the stitch count by changing the pitch control on the sewing machine.
The tighter the pitch, the more stitches you get per inch.
There are two basic types of stitching in use today. The first is the zig-zag stitch with which we
are all familiar. The second approach is called a three-step zig-zag. This takes a bit more room
but doesn’t tend to bunch sailcloth as much and is therefore favored with light sails made from
nylon or mylar and lighter weight Dacron materials. Because the three-step zig-zag stitch puts
more thread connections into the sail, it is an all-around stronger system.
Two rows of stitching are the minimum required. Heavier sails, as well as those built for longterm usage, sometimes have three rows of conventional zig-zag stitching. This is a full 50 percent
stronger than two sets. This way if any single row gives out, you still have a fully functional sail.
We like to have all our working sails sewn with three rows of stitching. With the three-step zigzag, two rows are somewhat stronger than three of conventional stitching.
Most sailmakers use a high-quality thread manufactured by Hemingway and Bartlett called
“Dabond.” Weight varies with sailcloth needs. Light spinnakers use 33 to 46, heavier spinnakers
46 to 69, small working sails use 69 for seams and 72 for finishing, while a 50-footer might have
90 for joining and 138 for finishing. There’s also some consideration to be given to thread color.
Darker colors stand up the best to ultraviolet radiation and show chafe better. Dark thread also
makes it easier to check sail shape in crosscut seams.
The final issue in stitching is needle size. Structurally, you want the smallest hole possible.
However, small needles have a problem disipating heat buildup (because of their reduced surface
area). If there’s too much heat at the needle/sail interface, it will tend to melt thread and sailcloth.
So the needle needs to be big enough to get the job done, but not too big. Again, the issue is one
of experience and feel.

Seams
There are two types of sail seams. If they run perpendicularly to the loads, as in a cross-cut sail,
they cannot be built too strongly. And if the sail is damaged at some point, the odds are the problem will start with a bad seam.
On the other hand if the sail is of radial construction, where the seams are aligned with the
loads, they have very light stress on them.
Sails of this nature resist damage better. If they start to have a problem, it does not have to be
dealt with as quickly as with a load-bearing seam.
Initially, seam width is a function of sailcloth weight and the type of stitching to be done. As
sail weights increase, so do the seam widths. A sail with three rows of stitching, or one that uses
a three-step zig-zag, is going to take wider seams. Seams will run from a 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) in
width on a spinnaker to 1.5 inches (38.1 mm) or more on heavier sails.
It makes sense to discuss the concept of an extra-wide seam to allow for re-stitching later on in
life if you expect to really put a lot of miles on your sails. Adding an extra half inch to the seam
will hardly affect weight aloft or cost, but by allowing for an inexpensive restitching in later life
it could add years to a sail’s useful life.

Hard Spots
It is in the corners of a sail where all the loads are finally concentrated. As a result, multiple
layers of cloth are splayed out along the edges and towards the center. In order to avoid a hard spot
(which would be prone to failure), the various layers of reinforcing cloths are tapered. The actual
weight of the fabric used and the final quantity of layers will depend on the loads of the sail, its
use, and the base sail-fabric weights. If you start with a heavier fabric, the corner patches can be
somewhat lighter.
Here are some average patch dimensions for the sail corners (the percentages are multiplied by
the luff, leech, or foot dimension to get the length of the patch): For local sailing the clew should
be 2 percent, the head 5 percent, and the tack 8 percent. For offshore work the clew should be 5
percent, the head 18 percent, and the tack 8 percent.
I like to have the final two layers of the clew reach at least past the first reef clew.
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There are several ways of terminating the corner reinforcements. In the old days, a ring was
carefully sewn into the cloth, and then the load was spread out with seizing to a constellation of
smaller rings. Today you’ll find most sails have a compression ring that is forced into the corner
reinforcements with a hydraulic press. There’s a diversity of opinion about the need for webbing
in addition to the ring. Over the years we’ve always had webbing sewn in as a precaution,
although we’ve yet to have a ring fail. Still, it’s a comfort to have it there, and the cost/weight
trade-offs are nominal.
You’ll frequently find a stainless D-ring webbed into the corner instead of the pressed ring. The
approach used is generally a function of the way in which the sail is to be attached to your spars.
Stainless D-rings do fail occasionally. However, if you keep an eye on deformation you’ll have
plenty of advance notice of trouble.
When we worked on the design of our sails for Beowulf with Dan Neri, he suggested we look at
a soft clew on the working jib. Instead
of a pressed ring, Dan built the sail
This is a trawith a series of webbings sewn into
d i t i o n a l ly
the corner. We then tied the jibsheets
sewn clew
through this webbing. This approach
ri n g . N o t
has the advantage of eliminating a bit
many sailmake rs t o d a y
of risk to the foredeck crew as well as
e ve n k n o w
the paint job on the mast.

Reef Reinforcements

what one of
these looks
like! This one
was made at
Po r t
To w n s e n d
Sails.

Even though your reefed sail is
smaller, the loads on the corners are
actually higher. (With a lower center
of effort in the sail plan the sail actually works harder to heel the boat then
when fully hoisted.) Even so, most
sailmakers use reinforcements that
are smaller than noted above. This is
based on the concept that the sail is
only reefed for short periods of time.
And, if that’s the way the sail is used,
it is a valid approach. But, if you’re
headed offshore it makes sense to
have the reef clews made as strong as
or stronger than the normal clew.
You need to discuss with your sailmaker the type of reef reinforcement
to be used. Triangular patches are the
most common and easiest to apply.
These work fine; the only drawback is
they tend to make the sail stiff, which
The tack and cunnigham on
The clew on Sundeer’s
can be a headache when furling and
Sundeer’s mainsail are heavily
main and mizzen were
covering the sail. The other approach reinforced. Note the many
even more heavily reinis to use lots of narrow bands or strips layers of Dacron plus web- forced. The rectangular
of cloth radiating in a fan pattern. bing.
sailcloth patch is actually a
cover for the leech cord.
This is just as strong but far more flexible. You may encounter some puckering between the strips, but this will not affect the sail’s aerodynamics to any measurable degree.
Another consideration are the reef cringles, used to tie up the belly of the sail after the clew has
been pulled to the boom. Years ago, when fabrics were weaker, these were used to spread the load
along the boom. Today they are used just for housekeeping. But if the clew reef pennant fails, the
load is suddenly transferred to the cringles causing the main to tear (one of the most common
repairs in a sail loft). To avoid this, make sure that the cringle reinforcements are stronger than
the tie lines. The tie line should fail before the sail tears. (Keep an eye on that reefing pennant!)
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A significant amount of load occurs at the tack.
Using a D-ring with webbing reinforcements is
one way to efficiently deal with the loads.

Batten Pockets

The photos abovet show a traditional
approach to head and tack construction.
Note the heavy thimble, sewn-on hank, and
leather chafe and sun guard.

A sewn reef clew with webbing pressed
between grommet and ring. The ring protects
the webbing from chafe by the reef line. The
leather protection on the leach is a nice detail.

Battens get a bad rap among some cruisers. Yes,
they are a source of frustration and have been
known to damage sails. And yes, many experienced cruisers use hollow-leech, battenless mainsails. However, if you give up the fight
prematurely, you’re condemned to an extremely
inefficient sail shape and loss of sail area.
Until recently, sailmakers used battens that
were extremely short due to racing-rule limitations. Rule-makers and sailmakers have now seen
the light, so we are getting longer battens and
much longer-lasting sails. For maximum roach
support with minimum hassle, the batten should
be four to five times the roach dimension. If you
have 12inches (304.8 mm) of roach midway down
the leech, the batten itself should be 48 inches to
60 inches (1,219 mm to 1,524 mm) long.
My preference for the top batten is to make it
full length. This helps prevent the leech from
hooking under the cap shroud when jibing and
gives the sailmaker a lot of help in shaping the
sail.
The next issue is how the batten pocket is constructed. Assuming your battens have nicely
smoothed ends and edges, chafe will not be significant. If the pockets have four layers of cloth at
each end (in addition to the basic sailcloth), that
should take care of your internal chafe problems.
Battens need to be under tension. Some sailmakers put shock cord into one end of the pocket. Others use a tight-fitting pocket, which puts a little
compression directly onto the batten.
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A D-ring webbed onto a reef clew
(above right) with a combination of Kevlar (it’s a Kevlar sail) and Spectra webbing.

Compare this pressed ring (upper left) with
the more traditional sewn ring (bottom left
facing page). The pressed ring has a series of
serrated teeth that bite into the sailcloth. If
there’s enough reinforcement, and if the ring is of sufficient size, these work quite well.The small jam cleat is
for the leech line when the sail is reefed.

The biggest problem with battens is keeping them from flying out of the back end of the sail
when you’re reefing (and the sail is flogging). Most sailmakers use “trap” pockets (which insert
from the back end), but we have not had a great deal of offshore success with this approach. So
we’ve always made it a point to sew the pockets shut after inserting our battens. Another approach
that seems to be popular in New Zealand is to use a trap pocket which inserts from the front end.
In either case, front end or sewn shut, if the battens stay put you’ll find the extra performance well
worth the trouble.

Leech Construction
The most highly loaded part of any sail, and the area most prone to chafe (a deadly combination), is the leech. As a result, extra precaution must be taken to guard against chafe and provide
more-than-adequate reinforcements.
For inshore work on smaller boats, the leech area is folded over to provide an extra two layers
of reinforcing. However, the stitching with this approach is subject to chafe from the leech line,
and if it starts to go the sail will quickly sustain severe damage. A better approach which most
sailmakers use for larger and/or offshore sails is to fit a separate tape as a leech reinforcement.
This is then double stitched into place.
Finally, to protect the seam areas and provide extra reinforcement, a triangular piece of cloth
can be worked in at each seam between tape and the body of the sail. These patches are especially
important on headsails.

The RELAXed Approach
One of the recent offshoots of the America’s Cup programs is the RELAX stress mapping software which is able to predict sail loads. Greg Jarvis at Bainbridge/Aquabatten, one of the major
sailcloth suppliers, was kind enough to run off some sample stress maps for us to demonstrate
how sail loads change with size and shape.
The following series of drawings are all from Greg’s computer.
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This first set
of drawings
s h ow s t h e
loads encountered with a
Pe a r s o n 3 0
when sails are
loaded to the
m a x i mu m .
T h e c o l o rs
represent the
load
in
pounds per 2inch strip (a
typical
m e t h o d fo r
sailmakers).
N o t e h ow
light the loads
are in the middle of the sails
and how they
concentrate
towards the
three corners.

This set of
drawings is for a
C & C 40.This is a
much larger and
more powerful
vessel than the
Pearson 30, and
the stress levels
are
higher
accordingly. The
high aspect-ratio
of the mainsail
also increases
loading on the
clew, head, and
i n t e rv e n i n g
leech.
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This set of
stress maps
i s fo r a
Hinckley
Sou’wester
51. Even
though the
main is of
l ow e r
aspect-ratio,
the pure size
of the sail
coupled with
increased
ri g h t i n g
moments of
t h e l a rg e r
ve s s e l , h a s
increased
stress by a
factor of
almost three
compared to
the previous
drawings.

The following stress maps were made for a Cal-40 in a variety of conditions.
The first drawing (left) is for a yankee jib in 20 knots of breeze trimmed for beating (30 degrees
apparent).
The drawing at right is for the same sail, but eased off to a reach (60 degrees apparent). Note how
much lower the loads are once you begin to reach off than when beating.
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H e r e we
h av e a 1 2 0 percent genoa
under the same
t wo s e t s o f
conditions as
a b ove . N o t e
how the loads
are higher
when beating
with this sail
(because of its
lower clew and
higher-aspectratio).

Finally, we have a Cal-40 blade jib, still being
flown in 20 knots of breeze on a beat.This nonoverlapping sail is quite a bit smaller than the lapper. However, the higher aspect-ratio puts a
good deal of load on the head and foot.

Here’s a storm jib flying at 55 degrees apparent-wind angle in 45 knots of true wind. Even
though this sail is less than one-third the size of
the other sails, the loads are much higher.
When you are thinking about sizing deck gear,
halyards, and sheets, it should be with these
types of loads in mind.
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Bolt Ropes
In the olden days of sailmaking with
stretchier fabrics, a great deal of the
sailmaker’s art revolved around the bolt
rope and how it was attached, as this
was the primary sail-shape control
device. Today, with seam shaping for
aerodynamic control, the bolt rope
becomes somewhat of an anachronism
(unless you have a luff groove and
require the bolt rope for attachment to
the spar).
As far as sail shape or structure goes,
a piece of sail tape will do nicely.
Where a bolt rope does help is with slide
or hank attachment. The grommets that
are pressed into the sail, to which slides
and hanks attach can bear against the
bolt rope, help to distribute their load
more efficiently.

Jib Hanks
A traditional piston hank sewn on rather than
pressed on. This takes a lot more labor, but if you ever
need to change a hank it is a blessing compared to the
pressed-on hanks normally used today. Note the chafing gear between hank and luff and the grommet reinforced by stitching.

The Winchard hank (above) looks neat but has several problems. First, because it is stainless there is no
give against the headstay.This means it runs the risk of
chafing through the headstay over time. Second, the
spring clips tend to open at inopportune times.

We’ve already mentioned hanks in
connection with storm jibs and staysails. Now let’s take a closer look at
these critical pieces of gear.
There are several choices in materials, but the only one that makes sense
for long-term use is bronze. Yes, bronze
hanks will wear, especially at the head
and tack, but this takes place over thousands of miles. The alternative, stainless, won’t wear, but it will chew up
your headstay. That’s by far the less
desirable of the two situations!
Today, almost all sailmakers use a
pressed-on hank instead of the more traditional webbed or seized hank. Yes,
these are a lot quicker to install, but they
can be a pain when you have to replace
a hank.
What you need to look at is the cost
differential between using the press-on
hanks and the seized hanks. Then see if
it’s worth the extra money for sewn
hanks. For serious offshore work, in
many cases the sewn hanks are a better
buy.
Several factors will bear on how your
hanks perform. At the head of the sail,
the halyard lead needs to be fair. If it is
not, there will be lots of extra chafe on
the top hank. When you use a sail that is
short on the luff, be sure there are extra
hanks at the head. The sheet will exert a
substantial downward pull on the leech
that will wear out a single top hank in
short order. At the tack, be sure that the

MAINSAIL SLIDES

tack fitting is in line with the rest of the sail to
prevent uneven loading on the bottom hank.
You also need to watch the bottom hank for
jamming on the swage fitting at the bottom of
the headstay. If it drops over the stay when
the sail is lowered, chances are it will catch
on the way back up, bending and eventually
snapping the body of the hank.
Finally we need to discuss the spacing of
headsail hanks. This is very much a function
of wind range and vessel stability. As the
load on the sail goes up, sail hanks need to
get larger and more closely spaced. Otherwise, excessive halyard tension will be
required to keep the luff from scalloping.
Every sailmaker has his own suggestions.
In discussing this issue, bear in mind that the
load between the hanks is a function of the
square of the distance. If you have a jib with
a 48-foot (14.6m) luff and hanks spaced at 3
feet (0.9 m) on center (16 hanks), and then
drop the hank spacing to 2 1/2 feet (0.8 m)
on center (a total of 19 hanks — just three
more), the load drops by a third.
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Traditionally battened sails (short battens)
have their slides webbed on quite close to the
bolt rope.This prevents them from cocking and
jamming as the sail is raised or lowered.

Mainsail Slides
The same basic logic that applies to jib
hanks applies to mainsail slides. You can
substantially reduce loading by adding just a
few slides to the total. Your choice of slide
material is varied, including bronze slides,
stainless slides, plastic in various forms, and
plastic-coated metal.
How do you decide? The first issue is
strength. A slide normally doesn’t take much
load until you find yourself in light airs with
a leftover sea. Then the sail will be flogging
back and forth, trying to shake the rig down
and itself loose. The violence of the motion
and the load on the sail attachments are difficult to imagine under these conditions.
If there’s a weak point, the shaking will
find it. If one slide breaks, the load is quadrupled on the neighbors. (Remember: This is a
distance-squared effect.) The next thing you
know, those neighbors are gone, and before
long the entire mainsail is hanging by just the
head and the tack. So, you want slides that
are stronger than normal.
Another consideration is friction. Metal
slides are simply a lot harder to get up and
down than plastic. But plastic in many cases
is too weak. That leaves you with plasticcoated metal, a good bet in most cases.
The odds are that your sail will have plastic
slides. Check them carefully for cracks and
wear. Look at the lashings. Stay ahead of the
wear and tear, and carry lots of spares!

It is not unusual for lower slides to bind on
their way up the spar. Using shock cord for
attachment reduces this problem. (Nor th
Sails RI photo)
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Two approaches to headboard attachment. The
headboard at left will eventually chafe the slide webbing
where it turns around the aluminum headboard plate.
The more this sail is used when reefed, the quicker the
chafe will be.
The detail to the right will work okay when the sail is
fully hoisted. But when reefed, the leech will pull the
head aft and down, putting tremendous loads on the slide just below the headboard. This will fail in
rapid fashion, followed by the next one, etc. It would be better to have a slide right at the stainless ring.

Headboard Attachment
Headboard loads on the mast track are minimal when the sail is fully hoisted, as the halyard
takes most of the load. But when you reef, the leech load pulls aft on the head and the halyard can’t
effectively resist the force due to the angles involved. At this point your headboard slides are
really working hard. These need to be metal and should probably be seized on with stranded wire
or Spectra webbing rather than woven Dacron tape.

Tack Reefs
In theory, your reefing hardware or cunningham (downhaul) should be positioned so there is no
load on the sail-slide hardware. If this is not the case, there will be substantial pull on the slides
toward the clew (out along the boom). No ordinary slide or attachment will withstand this loading
for long. You may want to beef up the slide attachment at this point, in case someone makes a
mistake. However, don’t plan on using this long-term, as it is quite hard on the sail, hardware, and
mast sail track.

Chafe
The ultimate enemy of any sail is chafe. The more miles you sail off the wind, the more care
you’re going to have to take. It’s primarily stitching that is the most easily damaged.
There are two approaches to reducing chafe problems. The first is to apply a plastic sealant to
the stitched areas. This provides an abrasion-resistant cover and forms a glue bond at each penetration. That bond will help the stitch hold in the event that chafe takes its toll elsewhere.
The other way to go is to apply an additional layer of sailcloth over the seams in areas subject
to chafe (where the sail bears on spreaders, shrouds, the pulpit, etc.)
Sticky-back insignia tape is easy to apply (self-adhesive) and relatively inexpensive. If the area
covered is subject to a lot of abrasion, a heavier piece of Dacron under the sticky-back will
decrease the time between chafing-gear changes.

COSTS
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Costs
Surprisingly, the initial costs
of building a bulletproof cruising sail are not that much higher
than what you’ll pay for local
construction. To jump a level in
cloth weight, add larger corner
reinforcements, allow for wider
seams, and beef up stitching;
this will add less than 20 percent according to John Conser.
Bill Menninger of North Sails
and Jim Italiano of UK Sails
agree. Fifteen to 20 percent is
all the extra that’s required. Is it
worth the money? If you want
your sails to last, it is.

Roller-Furling Headsails

Spreader chafe is always a problem. To minimize the problem,
the trailing edges and tips of the spreaders should be polished
smooth and rewrapped in chafing gear. This can be as simple as
some rags and duct tape, or as elegant as leather boots. You will
then want large chafe patches sewn onto the sail in a position for
full hoist and for when reefed.

There are several considerations that will help make a
roller-furling sail set better. The
first is raising the clew of the jib
somewhat. Olaf Harken, who with his brother makes one of the better roller furlers, suggests
bringing the clew up about 5 degrees more than normal. A higher clew works even better, but then
you start to lose efficiency.
The sail must be built with enough beef throughout to stand the upper end of the wind range in
which it’s intended to fly. Various sailmakers and/or equipment manufacturers say that a sail can

We’ve been looking for photos of roller-furled headsails for years, and this is the extent of what we’ve been
able to dig up.You can see how drafty the sail is in the roller furled condition.This is exactly the opposite of
what you want when the wind is blowing. The shape is okay for sailing off the wind, but for upwind work it
would be better to change down to a smaller headsail. This problem can be mitigated to some extent by
adding padding to the luff of the jib (It should be noted that the sail in these photos was quite old when these
were taken and fuller than you might otherwise want the sail even before roller reefing.) (Mark Reuther/
Profurl photos)
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be furled about 50 percent and still be effective. My own experience suggests something more
like 30 percent at the outside. Of course, this is a function of what one considers an efficient sail
shape. The apparent-wind angle has a lot to do with what is feasible. On the wind, shape is critical.
But as the wind goes aft of the beam, a flat sail with draft well forward isn’t as important.
There is a critical relationship between the halyard-sheave location and the location of the head
of the sail. There needs to be about a 15-degree angle between the two to minimize the risk of
wrapping the halyard around the roller furler as the sail is rolled up. With Pro-Furl units this is not
so critical, as they have a built-in wrap-stop device. Remember, this also applies to smaller jibs
that are shorter on the luff. The typical sailmaker’s solution to this is to extend the luff tape up the
foil so that the top of the tape is in the fully hoisted position relative to the mast-halyard sheave.
All roller-furling headsails lose shape and draft control when they are rolled down in size. And
no roller-reefed sail is ever going to look as good as a smaller sail cut for the higher wind conditions. Of the six sailmakers I talked with when researching this section of the book, only one
claimed that his roller-furling sails were as good reefed as a smaller sail. Charlie Ulmer, guru of
the UK Sails loft, told me that he figures you lose about 10 degrees in pointing angle with a deeply
roller-reefed sail.
Once again it’s necessary to look at the conditions you’ll sail in. For weekending and coastal
work, a single roller-furling jib that can occasionally be reefed is probably sensible.
When the time comes to change a headsail that doesn’t have hanks to attach it to the headstay,
there are several things that can be done to increase the chances of success. (Or should I say, mitigate the chances of disaster?) To begin with, always keep the tack firmly attached to the foredeck.
Tie it off before the sail is lowered. Consider doing what the early 12-Meter sailors did when luff
grooves were first developed: They installed a series of grommets along the headsail luff, then
wove a light line through the grommets to stack and control the headsail as it was dropped, venetian-blind style. Having the foredeck lifelines laced helps a lot.
Another approach favored by some sailmakers is to add a closed-cell, flexible-foam (or stiffDacron) ellipse to the luff area. Once again, area is removed from the center of the sail as it is
rolled.
I discussed these issues with a local sailmaker, Tony Morelli of Morelli Sails in Ventura, California. Tony says the main problem in roller-reefed sails comes from the bulk of the head and tack
reinforcement. All the layers and the heavy pressed rings used now make a big knot to wind up
around. With more bulk at the top and bottom, the diameter of the roll is larger than in the middle.
This leaves increasingly more fabric in the center of the sail, causing all that unwanted draft.
To get around this problem, Tony reduces the amount of corner reinforcements and uses a
smaller-than-normal tack and head ring. To distribute the load, he then sews in long straps of webbing through the smaller rings and out into the body of the sail. The result is a much tighter roll all
along the luff (although it is still not perfect).
Sails that are going to be roller reefed need heavy reinforcement points at each head and tack
point. The load on the sail is in direct proportion to the area and to the square of the wind velocity.
So even though the area is smaller when reefed, the total forces are much greater. There are two
approaches. One is specific reinforcement points. This gets the additional layers of fabric where
they are needed but adds bulk to the top and bottom of the sail, making the bellying problem in the
middle worse. The other is adding an extra layer all the way along the leech and foot, but then the
sail isn’t as strong when the point loads occur at top and bottom.
A major consideration with roller reefing is sheet lead. As the sail is rolled, the genoa lead must
be moved forward to compensate. When deeply reefed, most sails will lead forward of the main
mast, and many yachts don’t have lead positions that far forward. So check the leads before heavy
weather catches you.
Another issue with roller-furling is ultraviolet degradation. UV-stabilized Dacrons are available, which some sailmakers apply as cover and reinforcement to the leeches. In climates that
have a low UV incidence, and where the sail is used during the summer only, this approach can
work. But for sunnier areas, and where the sail is left up year round, you are faced with the weight
and shape problems of sewing on a proper acrylic-awning fabric.
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STORM CANVAS
A critical element in dealing with severe wind and sea conditions is the storm-canvas inventory.
If there’s a variety of sails to set, you’ll have more flexibility in dealing with the conditions
encountered. Beating off a lee shore requires a different sail configuration than running off before
breaking seas. The key is flexibility. You’ll want to be able to adjust boatspeed to the wind and sea
conditions found.
When you talk with experienced offshore sailors, you find that their storm canvas rarely sees
action. In all our miles of sailing we have never been down to our very smallest sails, yet I would
never go offshore without them, nor would many other experienced sailors, as the following story
illustrates.

Tasman Gale
The port watch of Samantha looks uneasily over the stern quarter across the Tasman Sea. For
the past two hours the lowering sky has signaled the arrival of a frontal system. The skipper rolls
out of the sack at the deck crew’s call. He taps the barometer, grunts, and then rubs his eyes. “All
right, mates,” he calls, “looks like we’re in for a bloody northeaster.”
The crew methodically begins preparations. Samantha, enroute from Fiji to New Zealand, was
stripped down for “battle stations” even before she poked her nose into the trade winds three days
ago. Heavy gear was stowed below. The dink, outboard, and sailboard were all stuffed into the
forepeak and lazaret, and the dorades were removed and capped as the 42-foot (12.8m) sloop
moved south into cooler air.
Although Samantha is moving easily now with #2 genoa and full main in the Force 4 southwester, the crew realizes that once the wind shift that accompanies the front hits, there will be
little time to change sails.
The storm jib is hanked on to the intermediate forestay. The storm trysail is removed from its
bag at the base of the mast and flaked out on deck. First the headboard is checked, and then each
sail slide is examined for wear, each lashing for chafe. Two lashings need repair but rather than
resew them now, the crew uses light parachute cord over the sewn lashings as a temporary fix.
Next the crew run the seams, the leech, and the corners. They pay particular attention to where
the panels overlap along the leech, because these spots are the most vulnerable. Once their
inspection is complete, they double-gasket the trysail, lead the sheets to the rail, and turn their
attention to checking the storm jib already hanked on to the inner forestay.
The first drops of cool rain begin to fall. To the west, flashes of lightning play among the clouds.
The wind drops, and the sails slat. Samantha rolls drunkenly in the confused cross-swell. A bit
of breeze from the northwest fills in and then gives way to a southwest puff. The breeze backs,
comes in from the northeast at 10 knots, and then dies again. Suddenly the rain begins in earnest.
The crew scrambles to drop the genoa. The rain beats down, ever harder; they strip off the large
headsail and dump it into the forward cabin, replace the storm cover over the hatch, and hoist the
storm jib. The 40-square-foot (3.7-square-meter) sail looks like a diaper in the foretriangle.
The 35-knot wind arrives with a crack of thunder. Within 15 minutes it is blowing a steady
Force 10 — 50 knots and more. The crew struggles to get the main down and gasketed. Double
lashings are applied, and the boom is dropped onto the coachroof and then secured.
The storm trysail is next. Although the tiny sail is only 20 feet (6.1 m) on the hoist and 10 feet
(3 m) on the foot, it takes the crew 20 minutes to set. The job would have been easier had it been
done in advance, but then Samantha would have been shorn of adequate sail in the confused seaway before the front hit.
Samantha and her crew are now rolling along at hull speed with less than 15 percent of the normal sailplan set. Since the center of effort is low, she heels little. The rig is easy to handle and
adjust, and the crew is comfortable, if a bit exhausted. If the front doesn’t worsen, they can carry
this rig through the night. By morning the storm line will have passed and the breeze lightened.

Storm-Sail Inventory
Having a sufficient inventory of properly prepared storm sails is essential. We like to carry
more than just a trysail and a single storm jib. Two or even three jib sizes are better, not only
because storms themselves vary, but also because conditions vary so during any one storm,
requiring different amounts of canvas to adjust boat speed and angle as the wind and seas mature
or drop off. Storm-sail inventory is no place to compromise.
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Aboard our first Intermezzo we carried a 100-square-foot (9.3-square-meter) storm staysail
constructed of 11-ounce Dacron and a 60-square-foot hurricane jib built from 7 1/2-ounce material. Rather than carry a storm trysail, we put a third, trysail-size deep reef into the Dacron main
and heavily reinforced the head. I now feel this decision was a mistake. It meant that in ultimate
conditions we would be calling on a sail we used every day. If the sail had failed, the result could
have been disastrous.
Because Intermezzo II was a cutter, we could rely on both a heavy staysail and two sizes of
storm jibs. With the cutter configuration we felt safe without a trysail, since the rig was designed
to sail with only a staysail while going upwind in a heavy blow. A sloop rig, on the other hand,
would need a trysail to balance the storm jib, particularly if you needed to claw off a lee shore.
Both Sundeer and Beowulf carried heavy staysails and one small storm jib. We felt that the ketch
rig gave us added versatility in heavy weather and so limited the amount of storm canvas we
needed to carry.
Finally, the staying system of the boat’s spars must be considered. The rigging plan or the way
the mast is tuned may make it difficult for the spar to stay straight when the mainsail loads are not
applied at the masthead. Deeply reefing a main or setting a trysail puts aft and side bending loads
into the middle panels where support is sometimes lacking. If you have not had occasion to find
out how your spar reacts with storm canvas, find a rigger or sparmaker to advise you.

Storm Jibs
If you’re going to be sailing offshore, the intermediate headstay (cutter stay) referred to in the
previous section is an absolute necessity. Not only does this provide extra support for the main
mast, but it’s a convenient place to hank on storm canvas.
The storm jib is typically about 30 percent of the foretriangle area (this is not to be confused
with what some modern raceboats call a storm jib but what is really a #4). It can be flown on the
cutter stay or used on the headstay in conjunction with the staysail as a powerful heavy-weather
double-head rig.
This form of double-head rig can also be useful when your #3 or #4 jib has been damaged and
storm sails by themselves are too small to use, while the smaller genoas are too large. If heavy
weather is expected, starting out with this double-head rig makes it much easier to shorten down,
since you have to lower only one of the two headsails.
Where the foot of the staysail will typically be low to
the deck, the storm jib has a very high foot.
We’ve always carried a hurricane jib. This sail is just 15
percent of the foretriangle area and is designed to be used
when running off before a major storm.

Sheet Leads
Storm jibs require special thought when being set. You
will want to sail with sheet leads just a little more forward
than usual to minimize the chances of leech flutter damaging the sail. Be sure the lead blocks are extremely
strong. Even though the sails are small, the forces on the
sheet can be higher than on the largest genoas.

Tack Pennants

Storm jib and trysail size is always the
subject of some debate. The rig shown
here on a Sundeer 56 sailplan has a
normal-size storm jib and a somewhat
undersize trysail. This rig will move a
vessel of this design type quite easily,
even in moderate conditions.

Having a permanent, extra-long tack pennant is a good
idea, too. In really large seas this will help avoid the sail
being blanketed in wave troughs and will keep breaking
seas out of the foot when beating. At other times you’ll
want the tack right down on deck to keep the center of
effort low. Try setting sails with and without pennants,
and note sheeting positions in your log for future reference. Remember that the natural lead position moves aft
as you raise the sail. Check for chafe points on the sheets.
If using inboard leads, what happens when you ease off
on a reach? Will the sheet rub against the shrouds?
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Downwind Considerations
Another consideration is running square. The storm jib will crash back and forth across the
foredeck as it alternately fills and is blanketed in the lee of the trysail (or reefed main). The spinnaker pole will prove unwieldy to handle in storm seas, especially if you’re shorthanded. But if
you make your reaching strut a little longer than normal, it can fill in as a storm-jib whisker pole.
(Be sure to tie off the sheet end of the pole so the sheet can’t come loose.)

Storm-Headsail Construction
The highest loading of storm headsails comes not from wind pressure, but from improper leads
(resulting in leech or foot chatter), being filled with water, or luffing.
Most storm sails that fail do so not in the body of the sail, but where panels are sewn together,
or where the sail is attached to the headstay.
As a result, the edges of the sail should be extra heavily reinforced. This is especially true of the
leech.
The luff and the hanks that attach the sail to the headstay also need careful attention. Extra layers of cloth, heavier sized hanks, and doubled or tripled hanks at head and foot are prerequisites.

Mast Safety
What’s done behind the mast is complicated by rig engineering. When the mainsail is deeply
reefed or a trysail is set with the head positioned in the middle of the spar, the leech loading on the
sail tends to invert the mainmast into an “S” shape — a prescription for structural disaster. Making sure the head of the sail is even or just above a spreader point to eliminate mid-panel sideways
deflection is a must. It’s also important to have some form of cutterstay or babystay pulling forward at or just below the headboard.
Most of the IOR rigs sail with such low safety margins that for all practical purposes it’s impossible to use a trysail or deeply reefed mainsail.
You may want to consider reinforcing the sail track where each reef occurs, especially on larger
yachts. If your track is attached with pop rivets or sheet-metal screws, adding fasteners to tighten
the spacing or welding the track down will improve strength.

The Trysail
If you’re serious about heavy-weather sailing, put an external trysail track alongside the main
track and run it right down to the deck. This allows the trysail to be permanently attached to the
track, bagged and ready to go whenever you head offshore. Trysail track and slides should be
heavier, if possible, than those used on the mainsail. If the mainsail has a bolt rope on the luff and
you don’t want to add a full track, an additional section of track down to the deck and a switch
where this connects to the bolt rope track can be added. In this case the trysail will need slug slides
to fit into the bolt rope groove. These slug slides should be solid metal, rather than plastic and
metal. This approach, however, is not nearly as satisfactory as a proper track with flat slides.

Trysail Geometry
Trysails are typically lower in aspect-ratio than mains, with the luff being about 50 percent of
the hoist and the foot about 70 percent of the foot dimension of the main. They will be cut so the
clew is high enough to clear the mainsail furled on the boom in its normal position (although it’s
better to drop the end of the boom and lash it to the deck to lower your center of gravity and reduce
the chance of damage in the event of a severe knockdown or rollover). You normally use double
sheets, led to port and starboard genoa tracks and then to a primary winch. Since the trysail will
be set in conjunction with a storm jib, you’ll use the secondary winches for the jib sheets.
If pinching up on the wind is required, you can crank in both the windward and leeward sheets
and bring the clew closer to the centerline.

WORKING WITH A SAILMAKER
If you’re going to be buying new sails, allow plenty of time to work with your sailmaker. Keep
in mind that sails built in the off-season will cost 10 to 20 percent less than those built when the
sailmaker is busy.
You will want to fully communicate all details about how you expect to use your sails, where
you’ll be heading, storage issues, and what you are after in terms of longevity. Here’s a recap of
some of the things you’ll want to consider:
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• Measurements of critical dimensions (to be confirmed on board by the sailmaker).
• Sailcloth limitations (are there any materials, like laminates, you don’t want him to consider?)
• How important is the “feel” of the fabric? Do you want a soft, somewhat stretchy and
relatively unresonated sail, or do you want a “harder” finish that is more difficult to handle, but
better on maintaining sail shape?
• Longevity expected of the sail and your willingness to pay a little extra for a better-lasting sail.
• Storage considerations. Where will the sail or sails be stowed on a passage and when in
port?
• Batten details for mainsail and headsails.
• What sort of corner-connection hardware do you want?
• How about placement of leech and foot cord cleats?
• Clew height of headsails.
• Foot clearance of headsails.
• Roller-furling headsail reef requirements (if any).
• Reef positions for mainsails.
• Draft-stripe needs and locations.
• Telltale windows and locations.
There are two basic approaches that a sailmaker will probably take while working with you. If
you have a moderate-size marconi-rigged monohull, the odds are that his or other lofts with which
he is affiliated has built a bunch of sails for your type of boat.
On this basis he will know what to recommend in terms of shape and construction. Be clear
about what your objectives are. You want to be sure that the database from which he draws your
sail design really applies to your needs.
The alternative is to design the sail from the beginning, based on your input and the sailmakers
experience, but not rely on any given models. This is typically a more time-intensive and costly
approach.

Performance-Oriented Design
As the sail design requirements move toward performance cruising, the data that the sailmaker
needs becomes more detailed.
Along with basic dimensional data and preferences as stated previously, you should also supply:
• Scale view of the deck plan (to go with the sailplan).
• Scaled drawing for all rig elements and connections.
• Draft, righting moment, and displacement data.
• Velocity-prediction data.
Over the last couple of years we’ve worked quite a bit with Dan Neri to develope sails for a
series of production yachts and our own latest Beowulf. Dan is one of the smartest sail designers
I’ve ever worked with, so his approach to sail-design process is worth looking at. Given the data
mentioned above, Dan creates on his computer a three-dimensional model of the hull, deck, and
rig. Existing sail shapes, or “molds” as they’re called in the business, are then loaded onto the
computer model. These molds are then optimized to fit the rig and the required true-wind angles.
The next step is to run a stress analysis. Most sailmakers today use “RELAX” for stress mapping.
The stability data and VPP information are critical to this phase.
One of the outputs from the stress mapping is headstay sag. The sail molds are adjusted for this
factor, and then faired for the desired shape.
With the shape defined, Dan then gets into the construction issues. The first step here is to layout
panel orientation and select fabrics. This will be based on the load predictions from the stressmapping program, along with experience and, of course, the client’s input.
With the basic fabrics decided on the reinforcements for the three corners and reef points are
designed. The last step is to prepare this for production, nesting various panels on sailcloth to get
the right thread orientation and to minimize waste. The end result is a computer file that is used to
drive a plotter/cutter that actually cuts out the sailcloth panels.
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The question of what to carry in your ditty bag will revolve around the type of cruising you’re
planning. If you’re sailing close to home or in “civilized” waters, a basic repair kit — enough to
see you to the sailmaker — will fit the bill. On the other hand, long-distance passagemakers will
want a full kit aboard, with everything necessary to repair any sail that may go, regardless of the
extent of the damage.
Many of the better cruising areas don’t have sailmakers available. Nevertheless, if your ditty
bag is well-stocked, a local tailor, awning maker, or upholsterer will be able to help out. This is
usually much less expensive than domestic repairs. The key is having the materials.
Most repairs consist of restitching and require little expert knowledge. For larger problems,
such as a bad tear requiring replacement of a panel or a torn hard spot like a clew, it’s best to have
some guidance. Ask your local sailmaker to provide a few pointers when the supplies are purchased for your ditty bag.
One of the keys to staying out of the repair business is catching trouble before it spreads. That
old adage about a stitch in time is nowhere more applicable than at sea.

Basic Needs
In a simple kit you should have a good palm, an assortment of hand needles (all needles should
be stowed in a container of coffee grounds or be well Vaselined to keep them from rusting), several weights of thread, a little wax to ease the passage of the needle and the thread, and pliers to
pull the needle through heavier pieces of cloth. A hand-stitching tool is also helpful when a long
seam has to be worked over.

Sticky-Back Cloth
The hardest thing we’ve had to deal with in sail repair is keeping old and new cloth aligned
while being worked. Sticky-back sailcloth solves this problem and makes repairs much easier
than before. When the protective backing is peeled away, the adhesive is pressed onto the old
cloth. On large tears it’s invaluable, and for chafe patches it can be used temporarily without
stitching. It’s also useful for doing quick fixes on very light sails. We’ve successfully used stickyback without stitching spinnakers, drifters, and light genoas with small three-corner tears during
passages when sewing was too cumbersome.
It is easiest to use sticky-back cloth if it is in rolls, typically 4 to 6 inches (101.6 mm to 152.4
mm) wide.
The sail should be clean and dry. Acetone or MEK does a good job of cleaning and dries
quickly. Do not allow these solvents to puddle on the sail, however, as they will eat the plastic. Do
not use lacquer or paint thinner, as they do not evaporate fast enough and have a high possibility
of degrading the fabric.

Double-Sided Tape
For assisting in the repair of heavier sails, use double-sided adhesive tape or adhesive transfer
tape, to hold the two cloths together until sewing.
To make any of these adhesives work well it’s imperative to have a dry, salt-free sail. Washing
with hot fresh water seems to do the best job. (Note: This applies especially to sticky-back sailcloth.)

Cloth Inventory
The actual cloth inventory can run from a few scraps for a temporary fix to substantial yardage.
When traveling to out-of-the-way spots we’ve found it worthwhile to invest in enough material to
replace the largest panel in each different weight sail we have aboard. This way, regardless of the
extent of damage, some means of repairing the sail can be found. Without adequate inventory it
will be necessary to scavenge from an old sail or cover, meaning at some point the repair will have
to be redone. Better to carry a good inventory of cloth and fix it right the first time.

Sail Reinforcements
Sailmakers use cloth tape in construction on the edges of the sails. Since most problems occur
on the leech or foot, having several weights of tape along is a good idea. The tape doesn’t necessarily have to be new. It’s frequently possible to pick up used tapes that were removed from sails
being repaired at the local loft.
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Webbing can be used to temporarily reinforce a damaged clew, tack, or head. Light webbing is
the preferred material for attaching mainsail slides that are prone to chafe.
For larger boats it makes sense to carry a bit of Spectra webbing, which has all unbelievable
load-carrying ability.

Hardware
Seizing wire, spare hanks, mainsail slides, and battens should also be included. If plastic hanks
or slides are used on long passages, you should take enough extras to completely refit one sail.

Tools
A set of grommet tools is useful for sails as well as for covers. Number 3 grommets will handle
most sail loads temporarily when placed in a fan pattern and seized together with wire to spread
the load in sail corners. Also carry the proper dies for cutting out the sailcloth, as well as punches
to bend over the grommet flange. A block of hard wood will be required to back up the die and
punches.

Sewing Machines
Many of the cruising yachts we meet carry sewing machines. Our little Sears portable has
worked its way, albeit slowly, through five layers of 8-ounce mainsail. The power requirements
are minimal and can be handled by a small inverter. The machine sees lots of other applications
aboard as well. We don’t think it’s necessary to have a special sail-repair machine; no real advantages are apparent. If AC current isn’t available, hand-crank accessories are easy to come by. If
you’re going to buy a machine for sail-repair work, try it out on various weights and thicknesses
of sailcloth. Don’t be afraid to try something as heavy as a genoa or mainsail clew. There will
always be a learning curve associated with thread tension.
A large inventory of sewing-machine needles in various sizes should be taken. Our experience
has been that needles are frequently bent in the heavier cloth. We carry 40 needles of each
required size: #20 for the heaviest work, and #16 for lighter sails. Appropriate weights of thread
are carried as well. Lubricate with 3-in-One oil and WD40 every three to four months keeps the
sewing machine running smoothly.

Contact Cement
The last item for sail repair is unusual but extremely useful — contact cement. It’s the best way
to make heavy structural repairs in the corners of a sail, where hand work or machine capability
may not be up to the task. As soon as a load is applied, the contact cement spreads out over a wide
area, reducing the concentration of stress. When used carefully it will extend the life of sails, covers, or awnings. Several pints and glue spreaders should be aboard. With older cloth that is perhaps a bit rotten from the sun, it’s often the only method that will prolong the life of the material.
However, use this only as a last resort, as once this adhesive has been used you won’t be able to
sew through it.

Tape
This doesn’t sound like a very significant subject, but, believe me, it is. Having the right type of
tape aboard will have a significant impact in a number of areas.
Ah, the ubiquitous duct tape. It has kept more leaky hatches dry and preserved more mast boots
than anyone can imagine. It has also prevented miles of chafe on spreader ends, not to mention
pulpits and turnbuckles.
Duct tape comes in a variety of qualities. The better the quality, the longer lived. The cheap
material begins to disintegrate after a few months, leaving dozens of tails flapping in the breeze.
We’ve found that the Nashua brand seems to work the best.
A variety of companies now market a self-sealing tape for chafe guard. The tape actually sticks
to itself, making a very tough, waterproof seal. Sometimes it makes sense to wrap a sharp object
first with duct tape, then put self-amalgamating tape on top.
The 3M company makes this material in a variety of widths, up to 2 inches (50.8 mm), for use
in the electrical industry. It’s ideal for boats, too, and less expensive than the marine brands.
If you wrap all external wire connections and any internal ones that might become damp, you’ll
have far fewer problems with your electrics.
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ON- DECK COMFORT
Providing deck shelter for the crew while sailing and at anchor is a complex equation. You have
to trade off aesthetics, function, center of gravity, windage, walk space, and a host of other factors
in an ever-changing environment.
Obviously it’s vitally important to have protection under inclement weather conditions. This
means staying warm and dry through spray, and the odd breaking wave, and wind chill. It’s
equally important to be able to get out of the sun in the tropics, yet still have a good wind flow to
offset the heat. Deck shelter must be strong enough to stand up to a substantial gale and the occasional solid slap of a wavetop that finds its way aboard.
It’s nice if there’s room to sleep in the cockpit shelter, too. This means a covered seat area of at least 5
feet (1.5 m). Of course, this isn’t always practical,
but at least two crewmembers should be able to sit
comfortably out of the elements on the same side.
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One of the things that made this new
dodger on Intermezzo II so successful was
the maximized clear area. Alex Pachos,
who built this beautiful dodger, used just 2
inches (50.8 mm) of material at the window seams. We had protection but didn’t
feel claustrophobic.

A well-designed dodger can offer dryness and
security even in the most miserable conditions. That
dry, warm enclosure will yield more benefits than
almost any other investment aboard.
You need to think about a number of design factors. First is a conflict between aesthetics and function. Within limits, a larger dodger will do a better
job of keeping you dry and warm. Onboard, looking
out at the spray or rain, it will be beautiful. But from
a dock or the dinghy, a large, effective dodger can be
less than attractive.
A major consideration must be handholds when
heeled. On large dodgers there will be a fair distance
from the back bows to the companionway. In most
cases the cockpit coamings will be too far to leeward
for good support when working your way forward,
so you’ll need to have a stiff vertical support at the
end of the dodger against which to brace yourself.
We use a heavy aft-rope tiedown to lean on when
heeled. It’s wise to consider support when stepping
from the deck onto your seats and then into the cockpit well. Here the back support bow of the dodger,
providing it’s sturdily made, will do nicely.
The essence of the
optimium dodger: Lots
of window area, frontopening window for
ventilation, removable
side curtains (a length of
which allows you to curl
up on the cockpit seat
and stay dry), back windows to seal the forward cockpit area (and
low enough so you can
see over it when standing at the helm).
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Size
The actual size of your dodger will depend upon the size of your yacht and cockpit and on how
you resolve the aesthetics/function conflict. When we purchased our first Intermezzo, her dodger
was worn out. It was so big and ugly that we made plans to have a small, good-looking unit made
that would protect the companionway hatch only. It didn’t take but a couple of cold weekends, and
the ugly dodger began to look a lot better.

Dodger size is very much a function of how you are
going to use it. If you’re living aboard you will want at
least enough cockpit cover so that two people can sit
together. Protection from spray, rain, and sun are equally important.
The top left photo shows Intermezzo’s dodger: big, ugly, and very comfortable. The top right photo is a very
short dodger on one of our
early Deerfoot designs:
okay for one person to a
side, but look what happens
with a crowd. The photo
directly above is of the 72foot (22m) Locura. Her
dodger was five feet long.
At bottom left is my dad’s
dodger on Deerfoot. Any
time you have to deal with a
bridgedeck the dodger
geometry becomes difficult,
due to the ergonomics of
bending down as you tr y
and get to the companionway.
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Most boats will allow space for a
dodger that provides for two people
to sit side by side. That means the aft
end of the frame must be at least 34
inches (863.6 mm) from the front of
the cockpit. Fifty inches (1.3 m) is a
lot better. When we were getting
Intermezzo II ready to take to California from our base in Florida, we
extended our dodger 2 feet (0.6 m),
making it 6 feet (1.8 m) in length.
This completely protected the cockpit area and allowed enough space to
sleep on the seats, while fully protected.
The height of the dodger should
be such that the helmsman can see
over, and peek under it. We’ve found
that 61 inches (1.5 m) off the cockpit
sole is a good height for visibility yet
isn’t too tight on headroom.

Windows
We like to have windows made as
large as possible, with minimumsize tapes. Two are much better than
one as they allow better air-flow
control (you have a better chance of
keeping rain or spray out while still
getting some air flow).
Windows should be made of the
best-quality material, with the best
optical properties. There are a number of varieties and thicknesses.
Front windows should be 0.04-inch
(1mm), while side curtains and aft
windows can be thinner.
A big decision is which way to
open windows — up or down. If
you open them so they are held up by
straps, then you have the straps
hanging down plus the bulk of the
rolled window in your field of view.
Also, you must roll the windows. On
the other hand, if they open down,
straps and window bulk are below
the field of view and you have the
option of just laying the window
down.
Sometimes opening a window
down interferes with sail controls.
But in most cases, this can be dealt
with by rolling the window away.

The shorter the dodger in length, the lower it can be and
still provide for access to the companionway steps.
These three dodgers are quite small, barely enough space
for one person per side.
The advantage that these offer is lower height for better
visibility from the helm, less windage, and less area for waves
to impact.
They are obviously a lot better-looking, too. This would
have been my choice before I started cruising. However,
after living with a medium-sized dodger we ended up going
as large as possible and ignored the ugliness!
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Here’s a large dodger on a small boat that actually looks
good (top photo).
These removable back curtains (right photo) allowed us
to totally enclose the cockpit area on Intermezzo ll when it
was cold or damp out. The improvement in comfort (and
morale) from this minor addition was phenomenal! We’ve
found that it’s better to use the lightest clear plastic (20 mil)
for back windows, as it’s easier to store, even though it isn’t
quite as clear as the heavier grades.

Sometimes a
square-faced
dodger gives
better protection. Note the
s h a d e / ra i n
awning extension back to
the boom gallows.

(Above) The height of the dodger should be such
that the helmsman can see over and peek under it.
We’ve found that 57 to 61 inches (1,300 mm to 1,550
mm) off the cockpit sole is a good height for visibility,
yet isn’t too tight on headroom.

To minimize leakage through the window zippers, an extra flap of fabric has
been sewn to fit over the zipper to protect
it from direct spray (above).
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Creating a good cruising dodger is very much a detail-oriented process. Don’t be surprised if it takes two or
three trips back to the canvas company or sailmaker before you have the details just right.
The first design issue to deal with is the length of cockpit to be covered. As shown here, 30 inches (762 mm)
is a minimum. Much better is 54 inches (1,371 mm). This allows you to sit totally covered to leeward with your
legs up on the seat.
The dodger should be as low as possible. But 39 inches (1 m) above the seat bottom is required for headroom
when you are seated. If you have difficulty getting into or out of the companionway, you may want to raise the
height or shorten the length of the dodger. Both of these will make the companionway easier to negotiate.
The three drawings on the next page illustrate some details to discuss with your vendor. A grab rail should be
added to the back dodger bow, or the dodger should be cut out where it wraps around the bow in several places
to make is possible to close your hand around the rail.This gives you a stronger grip than if you were pinching a
rail covered in fabric between your fingers.
Detail B is a section through a sewn handhold. These should be run parellel with the dodger bows and sewn
on so that the handhold load is transferred by the stitching to the dodger bow rather than having the cloth carry
this load by itself. Sewing a piece of hose or strips of window material into the handhold will keep it standing up
where it’s easy to grab.
The final detail is of the window zipper cover (also shown in a photo on the preceding page). This is a sewn
flap that overhangs the zipper.The flap serves to deflect water from hitting the zipper directly.This reduces drips
in the front of the dodger and, if executed properly, makes the front window zippers almost watertight.
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The Back Porch
As the latitude increases so does the desire for a larger dodger. Some form of frame will be
required at the aft end for support (unless a boom gallows is handy). Two design issues stand out.
First, careful consideration needs to be given to getting into and out of the cockpit, both in port
and at sea. Second, you will want an efficient way to open the sides and perhaps back for ventilation on the odd high-latitude day when the sun is shining and the air is warm.
The connection between side curtains and top becomes more critical as rainfall increases. In an
ideal design, the side curtain will attach up under the top so that the edge of the top overlaps the
zipper or snap joint, providing a rain and spray shield.

Window Design
One of the factors that weighs heavily on appearance, function, and the ability to fold down is
window design. In the last few years great strides have been made in the longevity and optical
clarity of the plastics available for windows. It’s usually best to design in as much window as pos-

Two different back-porch designs. The Peterson 44 (above) covers the entire cockpit
area, giving protection to the aft-cabin cockpit entrance.
The owners of this aft-cockpit yacht (below) have taken their enclosure almost to the
transom.They have a back door as well as side access.
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sible. This aids visibility and reduces visual awareness of the structure, aiding aesthetics. If you
sail in cold weather, make sure you don’t have to fold windows where they will crease, as they
have a tendency to craze or crack at low temperatures.
Windows are made from a highly polished, clear, flexible vinyl, so clear that the optical properties, when new, are close to those of glass. On a new dodger made for Intermezzo II, the clarity
of the 40-mil-thick material was astounding. Even on a rainy day we had good visibility to con
Intermezzo II from the inside. The clear vinyl is available in 20- 30- and 40-mil thicknesses.
The 40-mil has the best optics but is difficult to fold. Twenty is more flexible but not as easy to
see out of.

This enclosure has
an aft support and
continues on past
the boom gallows.
The side curtains
attach inside the top
so rain will shed over
the intersection. The
opening aft window
is a must when the
sun comes out.

Compare the visibility from these two
designs. The boat in
the upper photo has
plastic area maxim i ze d , w i t h s m a l l
tapes on the seams.
T h e l ow e r s h o t
shows a lot more
c a nv a s ; i t w i l l b e
longer lived but more
claustrophobic.
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Most cruisers will want front-opening windows. We like to have a window each side of center;
the leeward one can be opened in inclement weather, both in nice conditions.

Pram Hoods
With offset companionways, large bridgedecks, and hatches in general, pram hoods are often
the best choice for protecting the hatch area. The design objective here is to allow the hatch to be
opened in wind or spray without getting water below. A major consideration should be ease of
getting below. Incorporating handrails either just inside or outside the hood will give the crew
something to hang onto when dropping below. Hoods should be designed so they can be lowered,
leaving enough clearance to open the hatch.

Two different approaches to
pram hoods.The top photo is
on a Mason 44. The offset
companionway, well forward
from the cockpit, is not a particularly safe seagoing layout
(it is vulnerable to flooding in
a port-tack knockdown). It is
also difficult to devise shelter
for the crew in the cockpit.
T he lowe r r ight p ho to
shows a pram hood with substantial handrails. You can sit
behind this hood with your
feet dangling below and have
partial protection for your
body.
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Fabric
Deciding upon the fabric involves more trade-offs. Vinly laminates with polyester fabric cores
are quite strong and stable. But the vinyls, even though they have mildew inhibitors added, are
still subject to mildew. Acrylic fabrics will last longer and mildew less but aren’t as watertight.
Dark colors help repel mildew by keeping the fabric warm, but aren’t practical if you spend much
time in hot weather. We prefer the vinyl-covered nylon for our type of sailing.

Hardware
Since the dodger will be most welcome in heavy offshore sailing, the hardware and tubing
should be as strong as possible. One-inch, medium-wall stainless with metal connectors works
well.
The bow arrangement must be laid out so the dodger will fold down neatly, clearing the boom
or other obstructions in the process. The excess material of the dodger when folded will have to
be tied clear of the companionway. If you go for a really long dodger, it may be necessary to move
the boom off center for the folding procedure.

Sometimes sewing a few pockets
into the side of the dodger can
generate handy storage for winch
handles, binoculars, sunglasses, and
rope tails.

Support struts like the one above
need to be adjustable so you can
keep the dodger fabric stretched
tight. Be sure to lubricate all of the
fasteners before they freeze up!

This is a smaller, heavily reinforced
pram hood with handrails just outside
for support when dropping down the
companionway.
This is an ideal set up for watch keeping. You can sit with your legs below,
with most of your body protected from
wind and spray. Note the compass just
forward so the crew can keep an eye
on the course.
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Construction Details
There are several construction details
that need decisions. The first is how to
attach the bulk of the dodger to your
coaming. A bolt rope, if you can fit it, is
relatively watertight and will provide
continuous support. Studs or
turn-buttons can be used, but they leak
more and aren’t nearly as strong as
track. You’ll want to have a flap over the
zippers anywhere that opening windows
occur (to protect them from rain and
spray). If these are properly executed,
all but the heaviest downpours will be
ke p t a t b a y. O n l y t h e s t r o n g e s t ,
top-quality zippers should be used.
These can attach the fabric to the metal
frame as well. You’ll want to allow for
straps to hold your windows open when
they’re rolled up. Decide on the means
of keeping the dodger tight. Straps, line,
or rigid adjustable pipe supports can be
used to pull the aft bow down (which
tightens the top fabric). We’ve done well
over the years with a simple line attachment that’s easy to really snug down
tight. If your dodger needs seamed fabric, have it electronically welded. This is
stronger than stitching and resists the
tendency of stitching work to leak in old
age.
Side windows and a back curtain can
add enormously to the enjoyment of
your cockpit. In fact, properly executed,
a fully enclosed dodger can give almost
the same level of protection as a pilothouse. These curtains offer the flexibility of maximum airflow on nice days
and added protection when it’s unpleasant outside. They can be attached with
zippers or snaps, the former being the
most watertight. The windows and curtain should attach to the inside edge of
the dodger so that rain water and spray
run over the joint stays outside. The
importance of the comfort brought by
side windows and aft curtains cannot be
overemphasized. If you’re a tropical
sailor it will be hard to realize how cozy
you can get (or how miserable!) on an
early spring or late fall day in the high
latitudes. It took several trips in the fall
to the northeastern United States to convince us — now we’re definitely converts.

These stainless handrails, worked into the aft-dodger
bow, solve several problems. First, they provide secure
handholds; second, instead of having a grimy back-edge
to the dodger from all those handprints (a never-ending
problem), the stainless stays shiny clean. Finally, handrails
are marvelous places to hang extra sail stops. Note the
strip of fabric (bottom photo) for attachment to a back
window.This will act as a drip strip.
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Maintenance
To keep the dodger looking good, wash it frequently, especially if you’re docked in a polluted
area. A solution of fresh water, mild soap, and bleach — 1/4 cup per gallon — will clean dirt and
mildew. Proper maintenance of the clear-vinyl windows is another requirement. Extreme caution
must be taken not to use anything that will scratch or mar the soft finish. Fresh water and a soft,
clean rag or chamois are best. Some of the dodger builders we know recommend Lemon Pledge
furniture polish for keeping the windows polished and for reducing the static attraction of dirt.
But the vinyl manufacturers shy away from recommendations other than fresh water. They cite
lack of long-term data on yellowing or related problems from polishes. We’ve seen dodger windows in Southern Florida look good after two or three years of proper care. Zippers should be
siliconed regularly and used at least monthly. If you wait an entire season to work a zipper, it may
be frozen.

Walking by a dodger on a narrow
deck, especially to leeward, is always difficult. Adding a handrail helps. However,
this handrail is too far outboard. When
you hold onto it, your arm has to stretch
before you gain any leverage, and by
then you are leaning out beyond the lifelines. It is better to have the handrail
about 18 inches (457 mm) inboard of
the dodger edge.
You can accomplish a similar detail
with sewn webbing. This has the advantage of allowing the dodger to be folded
down. However, it is not as secure. If you
take this approach, the dodger should
be reinforced where the webbing is
sewn and some hose or vinyl sewn into
the webbing to make it stand up.

An interesting sun/rain shade extension (lower photo). This approach
makes some sense. However, you give
up the ability to fold down the dodger.
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If you’re heading offshore, the
dodger bows and attachment
hardware should be heavily
made. With reasonably strong
gear a dodger will take solid
water in stride and keep on
wor king. The dodger bowattachment point ends up taking a lot of load, so be sure it’s
beefy.This one is a simple weldment made up from 3/16-inch
(4.8mm) stainless plate.

You probably will need to
have control lines come aft
through the dodger. Ideally
these will first go through some
form of a guide, perhaps a
UHMW-plastic fairlead and
then a small slit in the dodger.
The slit must have a chafe strip
and localized reinforcement.

Be sure to add chafe
patches for winch drums.

Hollow-webbing handholds, with a piece of flexible PVC hose inserted, are
sewn down to act as a
handrail. These are located
where the dodger bows
fall, so that there’s a connection between bow
structure and webbed
handhold. Note how far
inboard these are located.
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Bringing control lines aft
through the dodger face can
be a problem with water on
deck. We used a piece of 1/2inch (12mm) UHMW plastic
as a guide for the control lines
on the Sundeer 56. The
dodger then attaches to the
UHMW, giving a reasonable
amount of protection from
water coming down the deck.
Note how the control lines
run outboard of the teak dripguard. This ensures that any
water that makes it past the
UHMW runs aft onto the
cockpit sole and not onto the
cushions. With the aft curtain
in place the inside of the
dodger becomes warm, dry,
and cozy.

MAINTENANCE

COCKPIT TABLES
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An ideal layout for the cockpit and dodger. There’s enough room outside the dodger to sit one person
on each side. Inside the dodger there’s enough covered space for you to sit—54 inches (1.37 m)— with
knees up, facing aft, and stay warm and dry. All of this can be accomplished in 6.5 feet (2 m) of seat length.

COCKPIT TABLES
This is a very controversial subject in our family. Linda really likes a cockpit table for eating and
general entertaining on deck. On the other hand, I think they are a waste of space, money, and
weight. They take up all sorts of room, require maintenance if made of teak, are in the way so that
it is tough to move around in the cockpit, and are useless at sea. On the other hand, if you don’t
mind the claustrophobia they can cause, they can be a nice touch when at anchor.
The biggest issue is storage. Ideally, the table will store on the binnacle, folded down. If this is
the case, it is sure to get a lot more use than if it is stored beneath a pile of lines and sails in the
cockpit locker. At a minimum it should be wide enough for condiments, snacks, and a few drinks.
If there are folding eves, the table can be enlarged for meals.

Two views of a standard Edson cockpit table.With folding eves and stowage on the binnacle,
the design meets the basic criteria for a functional cockpit table. (Edson photo)
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WEATHER CLOTHS

Intermezzo (top left) had
weather cloths all the way
around the cockpit. In addition,
she carried extra cloths to protect her companionway hatch
(in lieu of a dodger or pram
hood — a really dumb idea).
She also had a “utility” weather
cloth that could be moved
around to protect the mainsaloon hatch or forward hatch
(middle left). A great idea to
improve visibility (bottom left)
is using clear vinyl in the
weather cloths, although you
do lose privacy.

WEATHER CLOTHS

On Intermezzo we had one removable weather cloth (top photo.)

Weather cloths can substantially reduce the tendency for
the errant wavetop to find openings in the unfortunate
sailor’s foul-weather gear.
The first question is placement. If you’re planning to sail
without the side curtains of a dodger, set up the weather
cloths far enough forward to protect the cockpit while going
to windward. They should also extend far enough aft to
cover the broad-reaching quadrant.
Weather cloths can also be useful in protecting the mainsaloon hatch from light spray. We’ve always carried one
extra unallocated cloth to be moved around as required for
this purpose.
If it takes a really good pop, the weather cloth should give
way before the stanchions are bent. Lacing the top to the
lifelines and attaching sides and bottom with Velcro will
help in this regard.
Weather cloths provide more privacy in port but also
block out the view. In a small cockpit this can lead to a bit of
claustrophobia. Clear vinyl, as is
used in the dodger windows, can be
worked into the weather cloths to
open up the vistas.
If side decks are narrow and
weather cloths are close at hand, it
may make sense to have pockets
sewn in for holding binoculars,
man-overboard gear, sheets, or a
deck knife.

COCKPIT CUSHIONS

Using dodger window material for weather
cloths opens up the cockpit area.

Cockpit cushions can make a substantial contribution to your onboard lifestyle but can also be a big
pain in the rear (literally and figuratively).
The first question to be answered
is how wet they’re going to get. If

COCKPIT CUSHIONS

the cushions are only partially sheltered,
they’ll have to be made from nonabsorbent materials. Even if under cover they
may see a lot of service with wet foulweather gear.
There are two schools of thought in the
covers. The first is to make them as close
to watertight as possible. With this
approach a vinyl-based fabric is used,
and the stitching is sealed after final fitting. If moisture gets into the zippers or
Velcro closures, the cover is removed and
the inside foam allowed to dry. We’ve
seen open-cell foam sealed in plastic
inside the cushions, but this makes for a
noisy seat and one that’s somewhat less
than the ultimate in comfort.
A variation on the above theme is to
make the top cushion-fabric watertight
and the bottom porous, so the foam can
air out. If the underside of your cockpit
seats stay dry, this approach is worth considering.
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Sometimes folding chairs are just the ticket for
lounging on deck (above).

Cushion Support
Several closed-cell foams that prevent
water problems are on the market now.
They tend to be very stiff, however.
They’re somewhat better than sitting on a
hard seat, and they do offer a bit of insulation. If you’re inclined to go this direction, check the various brands for
comfort, as there’s a difference in density
and feel.
The last approach, which makes the
best sense to us, is to use specially treated
Sue Moesly made these vinyl cockpit-locker covers
Dacron stuffing with an open-weave fabto keep water from finding its way below during their
circumnavigation on the 38-foot (11.7m) Svea.
ric. This is how most of the outdoor lawn
furniture is treated. The Dacron stuffing
doesn’t remain soggy as the open-cell foams do, and they can be washed to remove accumulated
salt. The open-weave fabrics are attractive, and allow lots of air circulation. It’s even possible
occasionally to find pre-made cushions that will fit your cockpit for very modest prices.
While you’re thinking about seat bottom cushions, give some thought to back cushions. One
approach is to incorporate them into the aesthetic design of the seat bottom, perhaps making them
parts of the bottom cushions. The other way is to use small, easily moved cushions that can be
used in other parts of the boat.
Seat back cushions should be somewhat softer than the bottom and need not be as
moisture-repellant.
Regardless of which material you choose, the cushions will need some method of attachment
to keep them in place when the boat heels. The seat back cushions must be easily removable in
order to maintain access to storage in the coamings. For bottoms, one of the best ways is to use a
bit of boltrope track to hold things in place. Seat backs will do nicely with ties.
Try to allow an inch or two of cushion overhang on the seat bottom. This will serve to pad your
legs when bracing against the cockpit well while heeled and makes a soft foot brace when sitting
to windward.
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AWNINGS
As cruising takes you closer to the sun, awnings become one of the most important kinds of gear
aboard. Properly designed and constructed, they’ll keep you cool when it’s hot, and dry when it
rains, while allowing for the collection of copious amounts of fresh water.
The problem comes in defining what is the right configuration for your own situation. Where
you cruise, expected weather conditions, rig, and even deck insulation have an influence on
design.
With so many variables, it isn’t surprising that it takes most cruisers two or three tries before
they find the perfect awning solution.

Defining Needs
Whether you’re planning to make awnings yourself or using a cover/sailmaker, the first step is
to define the size of the awnings. Since ease of setting and removing, along with storage, are
important criteria, size has a big impact.
With an uninsulated fiberglass or timber deck, more coverage is necessary. If the fiberglass
deck has a core that provides insulation, you can get away with less awning area. Your style of
cruising has to be considered as well. If the boat is going to sit for long periods in hot, windless
areas, a larger awning becomes more important. If you cruise in the tropics in winter and temperate regions in summer, with a fair amount of moving between anchorages, a smaller awning that
just covers the cockpit and major hatches will work best. (The awning should keep sun and rain
off the crew and out of the boat.)

There are three basic elements for which
awnings need to be designed. Tropical heat
(above), tropical rain (below right), and cold rain
(below left).

DESIGN CRITERIA
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Design Criteria
As you consider various potential awnings, think about how they will be set and removed. Ease
of use is a critical factor. If the awning is easy to set, then you’ll remove it (as you should) before
moving the boat. Otherwise, there’s the temptation to leave the awning up, since it’s a pain to
remove and replace it.
Moving your boat with the awning set leaves you dependent on the engine. If the engine fails at
a critical point, your sail cover is on, and the awning is rigged, it is going to take some time to get
under sail. If there’s a reef 100 yards (91.5 m) to leeward...well, its better to be ready to sail if the
need arises. The other situation arises when you’re fast asleep in your birthday suit. A squall with
lots of wind and rain bears down off the mountains, the awning starts to flap like mad, and you
need to get it down in a hurry.

Attachment Points
At the same time, think about attachment points. With a single-stick rig, there are several basic
approaches. The awning will start at the mainmast, run over the boom, and attach in the forward
corners to the cap shrouds and aft lower shrouds.
At the aft end, the backstay will be used on the centerline with a batten to keep the back corners

A somewhatless-aggressive
design, making
use of main and
mizzen shrouds
for attachment.
This awning will
stand
more
b r e e ze b e fo r e
needing to be
furled.

Sometimes a
simple tarp and a
couple of pieces
of PVC pipe will
do wonders (and
you can’t beat
the price). However, this awning
will need to
come down very
early in a squall.
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ATTACHMENT POINTS

supported. If the cockpit is somewhat forward and there are running backstays, the runners will
frequently provide excellent end support (and when the backstay is used, runners can give good
mid-support).
A split rig will run the awning between the main and mizzen mast — an ideal situation.
Earl Shenk’s beautiful John Aldendesigned Eleuthera is a veteran of the
South Pacific. When we first met them in
the late ‘70s they were both on their eight
or ninth visit to Polynesia. Well, 12 years
later, when we met up again in Tahiti, both
Earl and Eleuthera (now joined by his
lovely Tahitian wife and new baby) were
still enjoying the tropics. At anchor, Eleuthera is almost totally covered with awnings.
The deep sideflaps protect her from
afternoon sun. There’s also a small side
awning, which looks like a weather cloth,
to keep sun off the pilothouse windows.

A large tropical awning like this, supported in the middle with a halyard and at each end with a pipe
batten gives you lots of coverage. However, in a squall it is going to be difficult to strike and will probably take two people at least ten minutes to set. Using webbing as the attachment point distributes
the point loading into the edge better than a pressed grommet would.
The large-diameter PVC-pipe batten provides stiffness and a good surface to roll the awning against.

The cockpit awning
on this Sundeer 64 is
quite simple to rig. It
is held forward by
main backstays and
mast, along the lifelines, and then finally
to an aft batten
which takes the end
load. The bridgedeck
awning is carried on
the mizzen headstays
and main backstay
and can be left flying
when sailing.

SIDE CURTAINS
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Side Curtains
You should also consider side curtains. Formed by a vertical flap on the awning side, these help
reduce light when the sun is low on the horizon. While they add a level of complexity, flaps are
nice for really hot areas, and they help to stabilize the edge of the awning in a breeze.
Most flaps are 18 inches (457.2 mm) to 24 inches (609.6 mm) in height.
Flaps can be attached with zippers to make them easily removable. Or, they may be permanently sewn on. In either case, you will want permanently attached ties to hold them up in a furled
position, roughly 30 inches (762 mm) on center.

Side curtains need ties every 2 feet
(600mm) or so. If the ties are in the
form of pieces of webbing that are
sewn to the awning edge, they are
easy to use and don’t get lost.

The size of side curtains is always a tradeoff.The longer they are, the less you can see
and the more space they take. But then
they do a better job when the sun is low.

When you are tied up
to a dock behind a large
condominium in Florida,
your awnings are really
put to the test. Lots of
h e a t w i t h o u t b r e e ze
means you want as much
shading as possible.
The awnings on this
Sundeer 64 reflect these
necessities. The side curtains come all the way
down to the lifelines to
maximize protection. To
maximize flexibility, the
side curtains have been
segmented into short
panels, each with its own
set of “cringles” for reefing (to tie the panel up to
the awning edge).
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Foredeck Awnings
Foredeck awnings are best designed so that you can walk around them. Keep them low by
securing them at the mainmast, anchor windlass, and side deck fittings or lifelines. Because they
are smaller and close to the deck, they can be made lighter, with less reinforcing.
The forward end of the awning should be as low as possible to prevent rain splatter on the deck
from finding its way below. The forward edge should overlap any foredeck hatch by at least a foot
(.3m), preferably more.

A dinghy makes a
very efficient foredeck awning. It provides shelter, and
when angled as
shown here, acts as a
scoop at the same
time. Under moderate spray conditions, with the dink
lashed down, the
foredeck hatch can
be cracked for some
air.

Ideally, the foredeck
awning should also be
usable as a rain catcher.
Here the center has
been pulled down and a
hose led to the water
tank below.

FOREDECK AWNINGS

This foredeck awning (right photo) has
good overhang on all edges to keep rain from
bouncing off the deck and into the hatch.
There are two problems, however. First, it
will be tough to walk under or over the line to
the headstay. Second, if the aft end were tied
off at deck level it would act as a scoop, forcing more air into the hatch.
The illustration below shows the basic principles we’ve been discussing. For one thing,
there is room to move around the awning on
each side. With a trunk cabin you’ll be tied to
the handrails, which makes life simple. In a
flush-deck situation, the lifeline stanchion
bases are used.
Next, you need substantial overhang of the
hatch edges to prevent rain from bouncing on
the deck and through open hatches. Notice in
the drawing how there are a couple of small
hatches at the aft end opened forward. The
forward hatch is opened aft, with its storm
cover in place. This keeps the hatch dry in
strong rains.
Finally, and perhaps most important, notice
how the lower end of the awning is down on
the deck, while the forward end is raised. This
acts as a large wind scoop and the air so
entrained will be forced down the open
hatches. There will be far more breeze this
way than if the back end of the awning were
open and the breeze allowed to escape.
This process will even pressurize the aftfacing hatch, so that there is a strong breeze
flowing through it.
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Sailing Awnings
At some point you’ll need
more than a dodger or pilothouse for sun protection. This is
where the sailing awning comes
in. A tougher concept to execute, this awning must clear rigging and booms and stand up to
at least 25 knots of wind. Of
course, it doesn’t have to be
n e a r l y a s l a rg e a s i n - p o r t
awnings.
With a single backstay and aft
cockpit, a heavy pole can be tied
to the backstay and balanced on
the ends by tie lines to the pushpit. At the forward end you will
need some vertical poles. We’ve
had good luck with 1 1/4-inchA clever dodger extension here with a frame attached to the
dodger aft bow for forward support.The aft end of the awning
diameter x 0.083-inch-wall
has its own permanent bow for support.
(31.8mm x 2.1mm) stainless
steel tubing for the vertical support members with an athwartship batten placed
between for support.
Another approach is to use a tubular frame with
a bimini top. This is usually the only approach that
will work for amidships cockpits.
On Intermezzo we made up something that fit
under the mizzen boom and then attached to the
backstay. It had a full-length aluminum batten at
the aft end, which we had to disconnect every time
we tacked or jibed. We also had a smaller section of
awning forward of the mizzen mast.
When we worked out the deck layout for Intermezzo II we welded in awning-pole sockets at the
head of the cockpit coamings. An awning stretched
from these vertical poles back to the split backstay
(which went to each corner of the stern) and to the
radar mast. There was a full-deck-width aluminum
batten at the forward end between the poles. We
then rigged “headstays” on each vertical pole to
keep them from bending back. These were tied to a
handrail forward on each side. Every 3 feet (0.9 m)
down the side of the awning there was a tie to the
top lifeline. When all this was snugged down we
could sail upwind in a fresh breeze with the awning
in place.
On Sundeer, with a mizzen mast to help, the sailing awning was rigged between the side shrouds of
the mizzen and its headstay, with an aluminumpole batten at the leading edge.
Another approach is to zip or lace an awning secWe’ve found that even in Alaska our cocktion onto the aft end of the cockpit dodger. This is
pit awnings seem to be set. If the sun is out
simple to execute and will stand lots of wind, but it
we want UV protection, and if it’s raining,
makes getting into and out of the cockpit a bother
well, I hate to get my head wet!
and limits headroom.

SAILING AWNINGS
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Two more views (left
and below) of Sundeer’s
sailing awning. A 1-inchdiameter (25mm) aluminum batten is tied to the
mizzen headstays (with a
forward guy so the headstay does not deflect aft).
It is then tied on center
to the mizzen mast and in
the aft corners to mizzen
side shrouds. The center
of the awning is held up
with a short guy to the
mizzen radar platform.

This removable stainless arch hardware is
rugged enough so that the sailing awning will
fly in the strongest breezes.

A small bimini frame makes for
an ideal sailing awning. When
taking this approach, be sure to
look at where the frame stows
when folded down and what it
interferes with (or just clears) in
the stowed position.
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SAILING AWNINGS

The bimini-style sailing
awning aft of the dodger
(top photo) allows you
to look up at the sails if
you step forward.
That’s the weakness
when the sailing awning
is just added onto the aft
end of the dodger.There
is no way to see sail trim
except by sticking your
head out past the edge.
On the other hand, a
dodger extension (middle and bottom photos)
is very easy to execute
and when you furl the
awning there’s no frame
to worry about.

SAILING AWNINGS
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Note the short section of awning rolled
b e l ow t h e m a i n
awning. When this
section is unfurled, it
covers the end of the
cockpit (and helmsman if someone is
steering).The forward
awning is then rolled
back from the mainm a s t a n d f u rl e d
against the backstay.

Note in this dodgerextension photo how
the aft batten is
secured down to the
pushpit, as well as to
the standing backstay.
In a strong breeze you
would want to have
some guys from the
awning edge down to
the top lifeline as well.

The long coamings on the Sundeer
64 are designed to provide protection to deck hatches and a good landing spot for awnings. These awnings
can be left in place at sea, increasing
the range of weather in which deck
hatches can be left open.
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Do It Yourself or Professional?
Whether you should build your own awning or use a professional is very much a question of
cost. With a conventional home-style sewing machine and heavy-duty needles, a grommet tool,
a free weekend (or two), and a moderate-size living room you can make your own. On the other
hand, an experienced awning builder will work in a lot of nice details that you might miss.

Fabric Choices
There are two approaches to fabric. The first is using an acrylic-fiber-based material such as
Acrylan or Sunbrella. Acrylics are quite strong, resist sun damage well, and breathe slightly in
order to resist forming mildew on their undersides. Most acrylics have a silicone-based waterproofing applied to improve drip resistance. This wears off with time, which is what causes the
fabric to drip when you rub against it. You can, however, recoat with a silicone based material.
Scotchguard and Rain Check are examples; some folks even use Thompsons Waterseal, made for
concrete, as a second choice.
Acrylic fabrics are available in different weights. At the light end of the scale you have 7-ounce
(per square yard) materials that are fine for occasional use. For more constant use, 9-ounce works
better, while 12-ounce is used for full covers and/or sailing awnings which must withstand more
wind force.
An alternative fabric is available in the form of a PVC-coated nylon scrim such as Weblon.
These are extremely tough (used for truck tarps), waterproof, and 20 to 30 percent less money
than acrylics.
But the lack of breathability creates a mildew problem (cleanable with bleach and water), and
these fabrics can crack in colder climates.
Old sails, especially those made from softer cruising cloth, will do the trick at little or no cost.
Dacron, however, has several drawbacks. It doesn’t last that well in the sun, although you can get
a season or two from most old sails if they’re not too far gone. Also, the stiffer the fabric, the
noisier it will be.
For cruising in the tropics, light colors, preferably white, are best, as they reflect back most of
the heat. A dark blue awning will be 10 degrees hotter.

Thread
Your awning is only as strong as its weakest link, usually the stitching. A long-strand polyester
thread should be used for best results, with a size between #12 and #16. If you want the ultimate
in thread consider the Goretex M-1000, which is guaranteed to outlast your fabric. The cost, however, is 10 to 15 times that of long-strand polyester.

Stitching
There are several ways to go about stitching. Some professionals use a double-needle machine
that provides two rows of parallel stitches. This is quick and saves money. The problem is that
both rows of stitching are exposed to the sun. When they are about to quit on you in a gust of wind,
there will be no warning.
“Weather stitching,” a better approach, is suggested by John Brimberry of Anacapa Canvas in
Ventura, California. “You take two pieces of cloth, place them back to back, and sew the first row
of stitching in 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) from the edge. The fabric is then spread out and a second row
(top stitch) is put through the folded section of cloth and its mate. This exposes just one row of
thread to the sun. When it rots, you still have a second protected row of stitching.”
This allows time to check for problems and to resew the awning before disaster strikes.

Reinforcement Points
Each attachment point should be reinforced. At major connections on the front and back of the
awning it’s best have three or four extra layers of cloth to spread the load. The largest should be
6 inches in diameter (from the grommet center) with succeeding patches stepped in an inch
apiece.
Grommets should be installed in from the edge about one-and-a-half times grommet diameter.
To keep the edges of the awning under control in windy conditions, put grommets into the edges
every 5 to 6 feet (1.5 m to 1.8 m)(these need only a single reinforcing patch).
The strains along the center and outer edges will be considerable. Rather than carry this load
directly in the cloth it is better to use a piece of light line run in the hem. A quarter-inch or 5/16inch (6.4mm or 7.9mm) works well.
To keep edges from flapping, they should be hollowed, the same way as the leech of a jib. In a
20-foot (6.1m) length, 3 to 4 inches (76.2 mm to 101.6 mm) of hollow works well.

REINFORCEMENT POINTS
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A simple yet effective way to rig a sailing awning over the cockpit is to start with the aft dodger bows for a
support point. A couple of vertical pipes are clamped to the aft dodger support (the clamping hardware is readily
available). An aluminum or fiberglass pipe batten is then supported by these two vertical struts.The batten forms
the leading edge of the sailing awning. A strap is run from the top of the support forward to a handrail or padeye
to provide support so that the
awning does not rotate the vertical struts aft.
The aft end of the sailing
awning is supported by another
pipe batten, this one tied to the
front of the backstay.The aft corners of the awning are tied to
the pushpit rail. If the awning is
much over 5 feet (1.54 m) in
length, intermediate tie-downs
to the lifeline will be required.
The center of the awning is
lifted up, tent style, by a topping
lift which runs through a block
that has been seized onto the
backstay. When you want to
catch rain, ease the topping lift
and pull the awning down to the
binnacle to make the rainwater
puddle. A hose is led from the
low point of the awning to your
tanks.
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Awning Battens

These two
photos show
several layers
of reinforcement to distribute load
into
the
awning fabric.
The patches
above are just
a little on the
small size.

By adding athwartships battens, the awning
can be stabilized in squally winds and maintain
a nice shape. But battens add a layer of complexity to the awning and make it more difficult
to stow unless there is space to roll awning and
battens together and stow it along the rail or sidedeck.
Battens must be strong and closely spaced.
Today, best use can be made from 3/4-inchdiameter (19.1mm) fiberglass stock (the same
as is used in full-batten sails) for all but the
smallest awnings. Aluminum, timber, and even
heavy-walled PVC pipe will work in a pinch. If
the battens are placed at each seam, the seam
itself can act as a batten pocket.
If this seems a bit extreme, visualize your
boat in a lovely Marquesan anchorage. Light
winds on the nose suddenly turn into a 35-knot
squall on the beam. That beam wind is trying to
break those battens, and it will if they’re not
stout!

Zippers
It may be necessary to have a zipper or two to
fit around the topping lift or other rigging.
These should be of the heaviest gauge available
and placed where they won’t drip in rainy
weather on an open hatch or seated person. To
reduce dripping, sew a flap over the zipper.

Chafe Patches
Anywhere the awning touches, such as the
end of the boom, at a gallows, or at the mainmast, there will be lots of chafe. Use generous
chafe patches. Nylon-reinforced PVC works,
as do Mylar and leather.

Rigging

Any time the awning has to go around a stay,
allow lots of clearance for fabric stretch and the
awning to move around under load. If watertightness is an issue, a tapered “sock” with a velcro closure can be incorporated around the stay. A zipper
with a covering flap is best at keeping rain at bay
for horizontal joints. However, if leakage is not an
issue we prefer to use snaps.

The most complex part of tuning an awning
installation is getting the rigging right. Done
correctly, two people should be able to set or
remove an awning in a matter of minutes (after
a little practice). To tie our awnings in place we
use 3/16-inch (4.8mm) Dacron braid. It seats
well on rigging and provides adequate strength.
Half-hitches, with a bow are easiest to untie in a
hurry (if it gets really windy!).
The awning must set so that there are no low
spots to collect water. With battens, a slight tilt
to one side or the other will do the trick. Otherwise, the center should be crowned. Sometimes
attaching the main halyard is all you need.
When battens are used, the awning will rest
on the main boom or be supported by a series of
bridles held aloft by the main halyard.

RIGGING
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Four different approaches
to rigging. The first three
will be reasonable easy to
set (and furl).
However, the bottom
photo shows a very complex awning that will be
time-consuming to work
with and prone to rigging
fouls. With a mizzen mast
this main awning would be
much more effective if the
battens were done away
with and the edges supp o rt e d b y a l i n e r u n
between mizzen and main
cap shrouds. The lifting bridle, attached to the main/
mizzen halyards could also
be simplified substantially.
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The following four
drawings illustrate
the basic points
we’ve been discussing in the preceding
section.
When the time
comes to make a
new awning, or
modify an existing
one, these may be
of help with your
awning maker.

RIGGING

Two stern views of our ideal awning. In the top drawing the awning is rigged for shade, with the center
lifted by the main halyard so as not to trap water.This also gives maximum headroom. In the bottom sketch
the halyard has been eased, and the awning rests on the main boom. The two hoses are then pulled down
to form catchments on each side of the boom.
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Catching Rain
Properly set up in the tropics, a moderately-sized awning will keep the freshwater tanks full
even if you take long freshwater showers and rinses every time you come back from a swim.
The key is to get the rain water to collect in one or two spots where it can be easily drained to
the tank.
If there are battens in the awning, some form of an edge or shade curtain with a gutter is
required. With the awning tilted toward the gutter, the rain runs across the boat, into the gutter,
and then to the end of the gutter where a hose is attached. Keeping the gutter open is sometimes
a problem. Dropping in a few beer or soda cans will solve this.
Non-battened awnings are somewhat easier to deal with. A single low spot (or two, if the
awning is over the main boom) is developed by pulling down on the hose attachment.
The simplest way to tie in a hose is with a nylon through-hull fitting. Simply sew on a couple of
reinforcing patches, then cut a hole for the through-hull fitting, clamp the through-hull halves,
and then attach a hose. A piece of light line tied to the fitting will serve to pull the awning down.
Because the runoff can be substantial, large fittings and hose should be used. For awnings of
100 square feet (9.3-square-meters), a 1-inch-inside-diameter (25.4mm) hose will work. One
hundred fifty square feet (13.9-square-meters) would be better with 1.5-inch (38.1mm), and
much beyond this in area should use a 2-inch (50.8mm) hose.
Getting cruising awnings right takes time and patience. Expect to make two or three trips to the
shop floor for tuning. And play with the rigging the first half-dozen times you set the awning.
Gradually, the ultimate combination will come into sight.

Special Awnings
In some parts of the world, as you’re working through coral, it’s necessary to spend long periods
of time standing watch: you may be aloft for hours at a time. Special awnings, if attachment points
are available, should be made for these conditions. If something suitable can’t be worked out,
carry an umbrella.

There are all sorts of ways to get water
from the awning to the tanks.The simplest
is usually a nylon through-hull fitting or
hose fitting clamped against several extra
layers of enforcing. A cone can be sewn up
as in the other two photos, but this is quite
a bit more work. Regardless of which system you employ, some means of pulling or
adjusting a low spot in the awning will be
required.

SPECIAL AWNINGS
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Using polypropylene or nylon-mesh
screen as a partial
sun shade (top
photo) has several
advantages. It
blocks some sunlight, but allows you
to see out. It lets in
some air flow. And
finally, it is very light
and easy to store.

We frequently
fit small shades
l i ke t h i s ove r
opening por ts
to keep rain and
light spray from
getting below.

Whenever possibl e , w e t r y t o
design long coamings that for m a
base to attach low
awnings to and act
as spray shields for
the hatches they
shelter. Awnings
like this help keep
rain and spray from
fin d i n g i t s w a y
below when we
are at sea. An
awning like this can
be left up until you
start to see solid
water on deck.
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WIND SCOOPS
Wind scoops can be a wonderful air-conducting aid when it is hot out and the breeze is light.
Design-wise, there are a series of features that are desirable. The scoop needs to be designed so
that it is versatile in how it is rigged. Ideally, it will be usable facing forward, aft, or to the side (for
use when tied to a dock).
Battens or careful rigging are necessary to keep it quiet when there is a moderate breeze blowing (nothing is so annoying at night as the luffing of a scoop over your head, unless it is sweltering
in a hot, sticky bunk because of insufficient air flow).
Give some thought to keeping rain at bay. Finally, you will want to be able to rig and furl the
scoop quickly.

Three conventional wind scoops. The
scoop (above and left) will be quietest, as it
is stabilized with battens.
In the bottom photo a small awning protects the scoop and hatch from rain.

WIND SCOOPS
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Look at these reversed
p ra m h o o d s ( l e f t a n d
above). A simple batten
arrangement at the edges
keeps the fronts open and
the cloth tight. A cloth “baffle” prevents water from
bouncing off the deck and
into the open hatch behind.

A nicely made scoop (above)
stretched tight to reduce luffing
noise. Note how the hatch is
opened aft. This will still allow copious amounts of wind below but will
reduce rain’s ability to get to the
interior.

A clever wind
scoop-design
based on tent
technology (left).
Available from
P r o fe s s i o n a l
Pa c k a g i n g i n
Muskogee, Oklahoma, these
scoops are light,
tight-fitting, and
should do an
excellent job of
getting air below.
If an awning is
placed over the
scoop, rain won’t
b e a p r o bl e m
either. (Professional Packaging
photos)
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MISCELLANEOUS CANVAS WORK
One of the nice things about canvas work is that it is so easy to execute. Whether you have your
local cover-maker do the work or throw it together on board with your own machine, there are all
sorts of ways of making life aboard more pleasant.

Closing off the companionway is much easier
with a canvas door than with washboards. In the
tropics the plastic can be replaced with netting to
allow some air flow and keep the bugs at bay.

Where do you stow your harness,
flashlights and other watch safety gear?
How about a nice canvas catch-all,
which can be rolled away when you are
in port?

Some form of protection on
rigging screws is desirable in
that it protects sails and sheets
from chafe . However, you
want a system that breathes
and that is easy to remove for
periodic inspection of the toggles, pins, and screw threads.
Canvas boots fit the bill nicely.
They can be attached with Velcro or zippers.

MISCELLANEOUS CANVAS WORK

Dealing with halyard and sheet tails
is always a problem.
Here are several
approaches using
canvas bags.

Are you tired of fighting with the front
end of your mainsail cover? Try a zipper
instead — much quicker, and in a strong
breeze it will keep the cover from vibrating.
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STORM COVERS
Storm covers are an integral part of your offshore preparation. These covers protect the hatch
edges from direct spray and waves and will keep a marginal hatch watertight into much heavier
conditions than might otherwise be the case. The ingredients are a tight-fitting cover and a substantial means of attachment.
Intermezzo had
timber/plasticcomposite
hatches that
were prone to
leaking around
their gaskets and
in the corner s.
These tight-fitting covers fastened to glove
buttons screwed
into the teak
hatch coamings.

On
m o d e rn
yachts, awning track
is frequently used
for attachment. You
do have to be careful with the sharp
corners, however,
so that they don’t
catch your feet or
sails. Note how the
corner is rounded
off in the photo to
the left.

STORM COVERS
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We first saw this type of storm cover on Kelly Archer’s Mistral. We had these versions made for Sundeer and have used them on all of our boats since. They offer the
advantages of a storm cover and spray protector for a cracked hatch in moderate
conditions. When it is raining really hard, we find that leaving the cover on under the
awnings helps keep the interior dry.

Having shown you all
sorts of sophisticated
c a nv a s w o r k , w e
wanted to close with a
ver y simple awning.
You can frequently get
by with something as
simple as a $10 reinfo r c e d - ny l o n t a r p
from the hardware
store. The pr ice is
right; they can generally be made to do the
job; they are waterproof; and they do not
mildew. What more
could you ask for?
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Adjustable storm covers are quite easy to fabricate as long as the cover-maker has
a good sketch from which to work.They typically cost between $65 and $100.
There are several key factors. The first is the attachment., whichmust be secureOdds are you’ll have waves breaking across the deck while these are in use.
The side “curtains” are for use when you want to crack the hatch, but don’t want to
chance waves slapping the topsides and getting below.
Specify heavy-duty zippers for the curtain closures.

DINGHIES
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DINGHIES
The dinghy has to perform a number of
important functions. From a safety standpoint, it
must be able to go to windward under adverse
conditions when towing a spare anchor warp. It
may become a life raft or an important adjunct to
the raft. And, of course, it’s your mode of transportation when anchored.
Let’s explore these requirements in more
detail. To begin with, sooner or later (probably
sooner) you will find yourself aground. Under
certain conditions you may urgently need to
launch the dinghy and put out a kedge anchor. If
there’s a sea running or you’re fast on a reef, a
few minutes can be the difference between
another learning experience and disaster. Since
you may find yourself in a situation of having to
row against a strong wind and breaking seas, the
dinghy has to have some seakeeping ability. In
addition, it must be stored and secured in such a
manner that it’s ready to go over the side
quickly.
This last point was brought home to us in a
very embarrassing manner some years ago. We had just made a radar and depthsounder entrance
to fog-shrouded San Diego Harbor. I was tickled at our successful use of these new toys, even
though I had been in and out of the Point Loma breakwater many times in other boats with nothing
guiding me but my ears and nose.
The fog lifted as we worked closer to the Shelter Island Basin. I had Elyse, then seven, read the
depthsounder (for practice) as we headed for the marker dividing the channel entrance. When
Elyse started reading three instead of 30, I thought she was confused until there was a thud and
Intermezzo’s bow lifted a foot out of the water.

Two approaches
to using the dink as
a life raft. The inflatable tubes (top and
bottom) add buoyancy and make the
dink more difficult
t o c a p s i ze . T h e
“Tinker” inflatable
(far left) is available
with an inflatable
canopy and emerg e n c y i n fla t i o n
device.
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Directional stability and handling ability in the surf are related. Both
are derived from beam-to-length ratio.The longer and narrower your
dinghy, the easier it is to row and control in surf.

HOW WILL YOU USE IT?

I had forgotten “red right
returning,” and we were hard
aground on a mudbank. It
was apparent that the tide was
at the top of the flood and
ready to start ebbing any
moment. We couldn’t back
off, so I began to get the dinghy overboard. Out came the
sail covers, awnings, fenders,
three sets of oars, sailing
gear, dinghy anchor, and
dock lines. By the time this
was all on deck it was difficult to get near the dinghy, let
alone try to tie up the lifting
sling. It was 10 minutes
before I had the boat over the
side and had set a kedge. As it
turned out we were able to get
off that tide, but another few
minutes of messing with the
dinghy and we would have
been stuck for the night.
T h e r e a f t e r w e a lwa y s
stowed the dinghy with only
essential items and left the
sling attached.

How Will You Use It?
There are so many ways of
utilizing dinghies that before
you can start to make an
informed choice on the
design of dink, you need to
decide what you will use it
for.

The Dink as a Life Raft

Kayaks are great fun, and if you get one designed for the surf they are
a ball on the beach. And for just cruising around the anchorage, on
your own, they are hard to beat. Storage is some times an issue, but
with one of the shorter models you can carry them across the transom in protected waters.

It’s not a bad idea to consider the use of a good dinghy
as either a life raft or in conjunction with a raft. The Robertson family in Survive the
Savage Sea tell how they
used their solid dink first as
an annex, and later as their
primary life-support vessel
when their raft deteriorated
(more on this subject will be
found in the chapter on life
rafts).

Harbor Transport
The dinghy will be used
most often as a means of
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transport in harbor. On a basic level,
the dinghy will take you ashore and
to visit neighbors. That’s a necessity.
You’ll also find yourself getting
much enjoyment from exploration
trips, jungle river rides, poking
through mangrove swamps, or lazy
cruises over the reefs. These are
among the finest moments in cruising, but since some of these exploration trips will be in secluded areas,
you must have a dinghy to get you
back, regardless of what happens.

Beaching
The ability to take repeated beachings on sharp rocks or coral must be
considered, along with the capacity
to be pulled on and off the shore by
lighter members of the crew. Linda is
just able to handle our 115-pound
(52.2kg) dinghy if the beach surface
is rough sand or coral. If it’s smooth
sand or mud, she needs help. Inflatables are often more difficult to pull
up and down a beach than solid boats
of comparable weight because of
greater bottom surface area and
resulting friction.

Buoyancy
Next, the dinghy must be easily
rightable when capsized. Any centerboard-dinghy sailor knows the
importance of this, but it means more
buoyancy than is generally built into
the standard dinghy. If you’re planning to build a dinghy, or to add buoyancy to your present one, use the
biggest tanks you can fit. Not only do
they help in righting, but they also
help keep the boat afloat and upright
when swamped in the surf.
We’ve seen dinghies with handrails fastened to their bottoms to act
as runners on coral beaches and
handholds to flip the dinghy back up
in the water. The less freeboard the
boat has when it is righted but still
swamped, the more difficult it will be
to bail it dry, even with large bailers.
Another consideration is getting
ashore or back out to sea when a sea
is breaking on the beach. Speed and
directional control are the essential
elements.

We saw our first set of dinghy wheels in Hawaii
ten years ago (where these photos were taken)
and were immediately impressed.The large-diameter pneumatic tires rolled easily on the sand,
making it possible to drag a heavy dink/outboard
combination quickly out of the beach break.
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With most inflatables, rowing is almost impossible. However, if the seat geometry is right and
the boat has a solid or reinforced bottom and long oars (as shown here), it is not impossible.

INFLATABLES
The inflatable dinghy has opened up a new dimension in sail. A yacht can have a good-size tender with an easily stowed inflatable. It’s not unusual to see a combination of inflatable and solid
dink on 35-footers (10.7m).
Inflatables are lightweight, make reasonable temperate-weather lifeboats when properly prepared, and, when powered adequately, do very well in the surf. Rowing an inflatable is another
question. Of primary importance here are the size of the oar blades and the length of the oars. The
standard oars on inflatables are much too short. At least 7-foot-long (2.1m) oars are necessary for
the average 8-foot (2.4m) inflatable.
Solid floorboards make a tremendous difference in the performance of the smaller
flat-bottomed inflatables, both under power and rowing. These can be simple pieces of 3/8-inch
(9.5mm) plywood or more elaborate pre-made floorboards available from the manufacturer.

Sport Boats
The boats I like the best are those with the V-bottom shape that comes from inflatable or
timber-reinforced keels and solid floorboards. These dinks all get up on a plane quickly and have
a much greater range of utility. Most 10-footers (3.1m) will move two people at 13 knots with a
6-horsepower engine. With that sort of speed at your disposal, the dinghy becomes more like an
automobile for going to town, getting supplies, or visiting. There are many spots on the cruising
circuit in which the best anchorages are some distance from the center of town, and local shore
transportation may be infrequent or nonexistent. Without a good high-speed dinghy, the in-town
anchorage becomes mandatory. Tahiti is a good example of this. The anchorage in downtown
Papeete is crowded and noisy; after a few days tied up stern-to, it wears thin on charm. You can
take a 15-minute ride by inflatable in either direction from Papeete and find quiet, beautiful
anchorages.
If you go one step up in size, to an 11-foot (3.4m) boat, you can then add a 20-horsepower motor
for better speed and a variety of watersports. This size also makes for a much drier ride.
A planing inflatable is probably the best boat for handling surf. It has excellent maneuverabil-
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ity, and acceleration, and its extra speed
means you don’t have to time your moves
with the waves quite as precisely as with conventional boats.
The negative side of the inflatables is cost.
They’re initially expensive and don’t last forever. You must be careful with them around
coral and jagged rocks. And although they
will take a tremendous amount of punishment, punctures do occur. Simple punctures
are fairly easy to repair, however, and facilities for repairing inflatables exist in major
ports all over the world.

RIBs
Rigid-bottom inflatables have come a long
way in both design and price, to the point
where its not uncommon to find them on 40footers (12.2m). The tubes can be deflated so
that only the bottom will need deck space.
The bottoms typically run to semi-deep V
in shape. There is considerable variety in the
hull shapes and how they perform. Before
buying a RIB (or any inflatable for that matter), try one out in some chop. How dry they
keep you is going to be extremely important
later on.

Inflatable Features
There are considerable differences in construction techniques and design features. Be
sure to check out the type of material being
used and the bonding system for longevity. In
the old days Zodiac used to build bulletproof
inflatables. Then they “modernized,” and
quality went way down.
Sometimes you may need to pay a premium for quality, but after a couple of years
the better inflatable will be still going strong.
One important feature is tube diameter;
bigger is better. It makes for a stiffer and
much drier boat.
It is sometimes a help to have D-rings laminated to the tubes to help secure the inflatable on deck. At the same time, you may want
to have neoprene-rubber letters glued on to
tell the world just whom this dinghy belongs
to!

We’ve had an 11-foot (3.4m) Nouvarania
for the last 10 years (the same one!). This
inflatable has a timber keel that pushes the
bottom into quite a deep V-shape.The result
is a dry, relatively smooth ride.

Towing Eyes
When towing your inflatable dinghy, make
provisions to run the towing line through the
forward towing eye(s) and back to eye bolts
in the dinghy’s transom, being sure to put
PVC-plastic chafing gear over the lines
where they are in contact with the hull. Damaged towing eyes are a common problem,
and this system will minimize abuse.

Look at the difference in bottom shape.
The bottom dink has an inflatable tube to
lend some shape to the bottom. The top
dink has a flat bottom which will go hollow
with load.This is wet and slow.
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West Marine
has developed a
line of moderately priced RIBs
that are quite
popular with the
cruising set.

RIBs offer the efficiency and
smooth ride of a deep V bottom.
However, check the ride before you
buy, as hull shapes var y from one
design to the next.

It’s not unusual to see a collection of
water gear trailing astern these days
(above). In this case, a Nouvarania, our
solid Wherry, an inflatable canoe, and a
Hi Plane (for playing crack the whip
behind the outboard) lie aft of my dad’s
boat at a family rendezvous.

Sometimes an inexpensive inflatable can do
wonders for the younger set. Elyse and Sarah
spent many happy hours rowing this $60 special
while tethered to Intermezzo.

SOLID DINKS
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Dug-out
canoes can
frequently be
a c q u i r e d by
trading. They
m a ke w o n derful dinghies
and are quite
easily towable
in moderate
seas.

SOLID DINKS
As the cruiser gets more experience, if a choice of dinghies must be made, he or she begins to
work away from the inflatable. Most of our friends who have “been there before,” including the
Liggets and the Moeslys, carry solid dinghies. These last almost forever, are easier to pull up on
the beach and easier to get aboard, and are much cheaper. The size varies with deck space, but a
9-footer (2.7m) is about the minimum, with 10 feet (3.1m) a lot more desirable. One of the problems with solid dinks is their length/width ratio. Most commercially made units are designed to
carry as many people as possible, with a minimum of tippiness. This is fine in a calm anchorage,
but the squat shapes are difficult to row, especially into a chop, and difficult to handle even in
small surf.
Aboard all our boats we have devoted space to a 14-foot (4.3m) Wherry, or pulling boat. A joy
to row, good in the surf, with reasonable performance under power, it gives us close to the best of
both worlds. We lash fenders to the gunnels of the wherry to provide extra buoyancy in case it’s
needed to augment our raft.
The crew of the 47-foot (14.3m) Dawn Treader of Lune created an interesting dinghy when we
were together in the Bay of Islands, New Zealand.
They made up two punts, or square-ended dinghies,
that nested inside each other. When they wanted to
go exploring, they bolted the boats together, transom to transom, and added a 6-horsepower outboard. Their lightweight, flat-bottomed 14-footer
(4.3m) literally flew over the water with that small
engine. At other times it split into two dinks.

The Second Dinghy
A lot of boats with children aboard carry a second
dink. Allowing the kids, even when they are young,
to go off on their own is great for them and for you.
In this case, the choice is usually one inflatable and
one solid. We made use of inexpensive lightweight
inflatables for our children.

Sailing Rigs
Many carry sailing rigs for their dinghies, and in
theory it’s a great idea. But our experience seems to
parallel that of others; we found that the dinghy was
rarely set up to sail. When it wasn’t sailing, we had
sails, mast, boom, rudder, and centerboard to stow.

Kayaks
For exploring, working a beach break, and allaround fun, it’s hard to beat a kayak. We’ve met sev-
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eral cruisers who carry a kayak as a second dink, and they love them. There are several plastic
ocean-going models available that are lightweight and moderately priced. You can also find kayaks in knock-down form, both in single- and two-person configurations.

Windsurfers
Our old buddy Larry Porter says that the only reason to cruise is to provide a good platform
from which to windsurf. A windsurfer is probably the best exercise you’ll get while cruising, and
a hell of a lot of fun. How else can you sail at 15 or 20 knots and be just a few inches off the water?
The main issue with windsurfers is stowage. They usually end up tied to the lifeline stanchions.
This is okay in temperate weather, but even a moderate breaking sea, if it finds that windsurfer, is
going to wipe out the stanchions to which it is tied. Offshore, it is better to stow the windsurfer
amidships, perhaps under the mainboom, where it is more protected and where there are secure
padeyes to which it can be seized.

Three different approaches to a hard dink.
The pram (Sabot) at upper left carries more
payload for a given length, since the hull has
more volume. The dink in the middle right
will be easier to row, go faster with a small
engine, and be drier. But two medium-sized
adults is about a maximum payload.
We’ve used a wherr y-based fiberglass
design (above right) since Intermezzo.This dinghy is loads of fun to row, goes
like a bat under power (a 6-horsepower engine pushes it up on a plane), and
is good in the surf. The only problem is at 12 feet (3.7 m) in length, it is a
handful to stow. The ultimate buzz, however, is the sailboard which Sarah is
giving a workout (in her pre-teen years).

An alternate approach is
to use a folding dinghy.This
allows you to have a nice
big dinghy in por t but
minimize deck stowage
problems when at sea.The
aluminum design (left) is
light, strong, and has so
much bottom area that it
planes easily under power.

DAVITS
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DAVITS
Davits provide a convenient means of lifting the dink out of the water as well as a potential locations for solar panels and various antennae. However, carrying a dinghy on davits offshore can
lead to problems in heavy weather.
Another issue is boathandling in close quarters. A lot of modern yachts have dinghies that are
wider than the davits and so overhang the stern. This can lead to so embarrassing situations, especially when docking. We’ve seen several owners wipe out very nice dinghy/davit combination on
pilings as they were docking.
If you do have an overhanging situation, consider dropping the dink into the water and towing
it, alongside or astern when docking.
When you head offshore, ideally the dinghy will be deflated and stowed below.

A more complex davit arrangement on
the aft end of a Farr 46. Davits like these,
welded onto a radar arch, can be quite
easy to execute.There are two problems
with this design. One, the dinghy is so
close to the transom that access onto and
off the swim step is impaired. Second, the
radar unit shades the solar panels.

The inboard end of an interesting davit system. A simple but robust hinge holds the dinghy in place, locked by the stainless-steel pin.
A mizzen halyard is attached to the davit to
raise or lower the dinghy.

There were rumors
in Malololailai, Fiji,
where we took this
photo, that the above
dinghy had been purchased at a secondhand shop in Roswell,
N e w M e x i c o ( fo r
t h o s e o f yo u w h o
d o n ’ t k n ow a b o u t
Roswell, it is the sight
of a famous UFO controver sy stemming
from the late ‘40s).The
davits are simple, mild
steel-pipe weldments.
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Commercial or homemade cavitation plate enhancements
like the one above improve prop efficiency and will help keep
the dinghy nose down.

If you have a good rowing dink,
an outboard is a luxury. But if space
limits the dinghy waterline or your
choice is an inflatable, the outboard
becomes a necessity.
There are so many makes and
models on the market today that it’s
hard to single out any specific unit
as best. In general, though, most
cruisers agree that even in the small
outboards a 2-cylinder model is
worth the extra weight. It isn’t at all
unusual to see a two-banger operating on one or one and a half cylinders. With a one-lunger you don’t
have that security.

Horsepower

How big an engine is necessary?
That depends on how fast you want to go, what sort of stowage is available, and the difficulty in
getting the outboard onto the dinghy transom.
Generally, the smaller and lighter the engine, the better. Four to 6-horsepower is plenty to move
most hard dinghies at top speed, and a 6-horsepower will get a well-designed inflatable onto a
plane with two people, although 8- or 9-horsepower is more ideal for most inflatables.
From this size range the next jump is to the 15- to 25-horsepower models. These typically
weigh in at around 90 to 120 pounds (40.8kg to 54.4 kg) and must be handled with a sling and
halyard. The larger, heavier engines obviously take more stowage space and burn a lot more fuel.
Many of our cruising friends carry two engines: A small one, easy to handle and economical on
fuel; and a larger one for moving fast over long distances. Without an inflatable to worry about we
started with a four and graduated to a six. That six would make our hard dink fly! But now with an
inflatable aboard we’re using a 25-horsepower engine that allows us to water-ski. Our rowing dinghy is still oar-powered.

Emergency Auxiliary Power
Another consideration for the outboard is its usefulness as an emergency auxiliary. Even a 4horsepower engine will move a 50-footer (15.3m), albeit at just a couple of knots. The bigger the
engine, the better your dink will be as a tug, to help you maneuver in tight spaces.
The best way to figure out what you need for this purpose is to borrow a friend’s dink and engine
and then test the procedure. Try tying the dink amidships with long lines and then slowly accelerating forward. Check out how long it takes to stop as well. Then use the dink to push the bow or
stern sideways. It also makes sense to try pushing the boat sideways from amidships.
You’ll be surprised at how much maneuverability you have.

Oil Ratios
Two-cycle outboards get their lubrication via oil mixed with gasoline. Most use a 50:1 mixture
(although Yamaha specifies 100:1). The oil used for this purpose is a different grade than used in
your diesel. Be sure you use the right stuff, or fouling of plug and rings will occur rather quickly
(2-cycle outboard oil is available almost everywhere you cruise).

Oil Injection
There are several models of 2-cycle engines available with oil injection. In this case, there is a
separate oil tank under the engine cowl which you periodically fill. This supply is then injected
into the gasoline before the gasoline is sucked into the engine. It does save the mess and hassle of
adding oil to the gas tank, but it introduces another layer of complexity to the outboard.
When you are looking at this feature, consider the fact that rarely, if ever, are these types of
engines sold in Third World countries.
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Four-Cycle Outboards
Four-cycle outboards are becoming
more available. They are somewhat
heavier than 2-cycle outboards for a
given horsepower but offer better torque
characteristics. This torque issue
becomes more important as the outboard sees heavier duty, like being used
to propel the mothership.
The big advantage of the 4-cycle
engines is that they burn plain gas; no oil
is added. They get their lubrication from
an oil sump, just as a car engine does.
They are also more fuel-efficient, and
tend to be more reliable than 2-stroke
engines.
As time goes on, environmental pressure is going to force the outboard manufacturers to come up with more
efficient, lighter, 4-cycle machines.
Keep an eye on them.

Handling the Engine
The easiest way to get an engine onto
a dinghy is on deck, if there is room. I
like to load everything in before lowering the dink. The engine is bolted on,
fuel tank installed, and oars, anchor and
life jackets all thrown in. Then the sling
is attached, and the entire assembly lowered at once.
But if there isn’t room, the engine will
have to be lowered onto the dinghy transom. In this case, secure the dinghy fore
and aft so it can’t move. Then position
the transom even with the halyard being
used to hoist the outboard. This will
make your job a lot easier.
If the engine is light enough to hand
down, use a safety line to secure it to the
deck, just in case someone slips.
As the engine gets heavier you will
want to rig a bridle that holds the engine
upright, in roughly the correct plane to
drop over the transom. This usually
means tying to the lifting handle in front,
then looping over the top and under the
aft side of the engine’s powerhead.
When you make your bridle, test it with
the outboard in a variety of different attitudes to make sure the engine can’t slip
out.
Finally, be sure that the engine clamp
is in the correct position to drop over the
transom and that the clamp bolts are
fully opened.

Handling an outboard can be a chore, especially if it
is choppy.The first thing you need is a good sling. A halyard or boom attached to the radar mast (top photo)
can then be used to control the outboard until it is
clamped on the transom.
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Fuel Tanks
Plastic fuel tanks are a must. In spite of your best efforts, it’s impossible to keep steel outboard
tanks from creating a rusty mess. The air vents must be protected from damage when the tanks
are stored. They’re easily broken, leaving you with a leaking tank. Spare caps and/or vents are a
good idea. The hose and fittings that attach the engine to the tank deteriorate with age. Carry a
spare here, too. We used to carry a single 6-gallon tank, with a second 5-gallon (18.9L) plastic
jerry jug. This was plenty of fuel for a month or more of cruising use with the 6-horse engine. Now
that we use the 25-horsepower engine we carry the 6-gallon tank and three jerry jugs. Given a fair
amount of water-skiing, this lasts us for about three months.

Outboard Fuel Filters
Both Racor and Dahl make compact in-line fuel/water filters for outboard gas lines. These have
a lot more capacity than the filter inside the hood of your outboard, and they are a lot easier to
clean, too.

Spares
You will also want some spares aboard. Several sets of spark plugs, points, water-pump impellers, perhaps a gasket set, and a spare prop will all eventually see use. If your outboard has a shear
pin, carry a bunch of these. Most modern outboards have electronic ignitions consisting of an
electronic module of some sort and sometimes a large condenser. If you’re heading away from
civilization, you may want to carry these. Finally, be sure to carry an overhaul manual.

ELECTRONICS
To someone brought up on celestial navigation who saw people paying the equivalent of
$50,000 for a satellite navigator, today’s plethora of high-performance, reliable, and cheap electronics are a marvel.
Even a few years ago the concept of being able to precisely fix your position, 24 hours a day,
anywhere in the world, was an unobtainable dream. To be able to do it for under $200, with a battery-powered device that fits in the palm of your hand, is truly a cruising miracle.
The problem is recognizing when and where to use modern electronics. There are times when
they are great and others when you really do need to step outside and let your senses help with
navigating. Electronics can never totally replace your eyes, ears, smell, and hearing. There has to
be a balance.
Regardless of how much gear you have aboard, or what the level of redundancy is, you still need
to practice the old-fashioned piloting skills. They’ll make you a better navigator when using the
electronics, and if they should ever fail...

PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTS
Required for safe cruising? No. Nice to have aboard? Maybe. There is nothing sailing instruments will tell you that you can’t find out from some wool on the rigging, a masthead fly, and a
good old taffrail log. Sure it’s fun to watch surfing speeds, but at the end of a watch the distance
logged isn’t going to change.
We started out with speed and wind gear on deck as well as below. By the time we were aboard
Intermezzo II, we had decided to buy instruments for apparent-wind speed and direction, as well
as a boat speed/log to have in the navigation area but not on deck. That worked out fine, as it gave
us a chance to keep an eye on the autopilot’s performance without going topside. Costs were low,
and keeping the gear below helped reliability. It was, to a degree, a convenience in watchkeeping,
although certainly not essential.
Many years later I still debate the wisdom of investing in sophisticated instrument packages.
When we do, it is mainly because we want to be able to develop real-world performance polars to
compare with our computer-generated data.
If you’re at all new to sailing, and you have performance instruments aboard, try covering them
up and sailing by feel. It’s fun, and you’ll learn much more quickly what the boat needs to keep it
happy.
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Integrated Systems
On many of the larger yachts we’ve built, fully integrated computerized performance systems
have been installed. Yet in many cases we’ve observed that these systems have been a waste of
money. Only a small percentage of the available data has been used by the owners. Not that I am
totally opposed to this modern gear. It’s just that I haven’t seen the practical need for fancy performance-electronics aboard. Recently, though, the new crop of performance instruments have
gained the ability to integrate wind speed and direction, boat speed, and course data, and to
deliver interesting and valuable interpretive information. If you add the capabilities of a personal
computer to the equation, a whole new series of possibilities in performance cruising and navigation open up.

VMG
At the simplest level, many instrument makers now offer an option that calculates velocity
made good (VMG), taking into account your boat speed, the apparent wind speed and direction,
and that calculates your progress directly up- or downwind. If you’ve ever wondered if your speed
toward an upwind destination was actually faster when you pinched up and slowed down, or
eased the sheets a bit and increased speed, just keep an eye on the VMG readout for the answer.
The same holds true for downwind destinations. Most modern yachts are faster and more comfortable if they are jibed back and forth instead of running dead-downwind. What’s the best
angle? Again, the VMG meter will calculate this for you; at least that’s the theory. In reality they
will give you some rough data on VMG, but the numbers move around so much due to changes in
wind speed and wind angle that a good chunk of the value is lost.
The VMG readout has to be used with a degree of caution, and the figures on which you base
your decision should be averaged over a period of time. Brief changes in course, wind speed, or
direction can have large, albeit momentary, impact on VMG readouts.
If you step up one notch and choose a more sophisticated system with a powerful computer
built right in, there is a host of features that can help your cruising. At the heart of this upgrade is
the integration of a compass course with the other data. This makes it possible for the computer
to calculate values for true-wind direction and dead reckoning.

Dead Reckoning
Dead reckoning between long-range navigation fixes has its obvious advantages. But an accurate DR log can also be of immense importance. In a shorthanded man-overboard situation, especially if it has taken a few moments to get the boat stopped and turned around, this feature could
literally mean the difference between life and death.

True-Wind Direction
For me, the most valuable data to come out of these systems is true-wind direction. The computer calculates true-wind angle, notes what your course is, and then presents you with the TWD
result. This TWD readout is the best way to keep track of wind shifts on a passage. It allows you
to decide whether you’re in a momentary change or in a long-term transition. When the time
comes to calculate appropriate tactics vis-a-vis the weather, this is the key data you’ll need.

Performance Analysis
Once you have this computer power calculating DR and TWD, you can also compare your sailing performance to the computer’s estimate of how fast you should be going. While this may
sound like a feature necessary only on a high-performance racing boat, it may actually be of more
value to cruising folk.
Tell the computer the size of your boat (or rating) and it will come up with some estimates of
performance keyed to wind strength and direction. Or, with most systems, you can key in velocity-prediction data generated by your designer or from the IMS rule. The computer will then compare your performance to the internal performance polar and give you a percentage rating. If you
are a bit off the wind, maybe beam reaching, you will get a percentage of reaching speed.
What makes this so desirable on a cruising boat? Now you have a performance gauge for comparison. Offshore, it’s rare to have another boat in sight with which to compare performance.
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Using the performance-comparison data allows you to sail against the optimum. It isn’t likely
you’ll beat the computer-generated numbers often, but it’s fun to try. And trying leads to a better
understanding of the right sail combinations, sheet leads, and sail trim. The less racing experience
you have, the more valuable these features become.

Performance Targets
Two other valuable bits of data that the sophisticated systems generate from the performance
polars are target boat speed and target wind angle. Target boat speed is the optimum speed you
should be sailing to windward, under ideal conditions in smooth water. If actual speed is higher
than the target, the odds are that you are sailing too far off the wind and need to head up a bit. If
you are sailing slower than target, head off to bring up speed.
Target wind angle is used downwind when jibing back and forth on a run. This is the apparentwind angle that will give you the best VMG toward your downwind destination. If the wind angle
you are sailing is closer than the target, head off, and vice versa. While target boat speed and wind
angle sound like esoteric racing concepts (which they used to be), they are the most efficient and
frequently the most comfortable way to get to your destination.

True-Wind Angle Correction
The most difficult aspect of calibration is determining
true-wind angle. When beating, this is affected by
upwash on the rig; when running, by downwash. In
addition, wind shear (which varies with height off the
water, the atmospheric conditions, and temperature differential between air and water) affects this calibration
effort.
The result is that in a cruising context, unless you are
prepared to constantly check and recalibrate for the
changing conditions of shear, you will never know
exactly what true-wind angle is (and hence true wind
speed). There are just two many variables. However,
some systems, like the B & G 790, allow you to enter in
a table of wind-correction data. You can then select from
the appropriate conditions for the situation in which you
find yourself.
In spite of everything you do, it will be difficult to get
closer than +/- 10 percent on TWS and TWD for reaching conditions. Typically, most systems over-read when
reaching. Being high by 20 percent on true wind speed is
not unusual under reaching conditions.

Spinnaker Sock Effect
When you are broad-reaching or running with a spinnaker, the sock will bunch at the masthead. The turbulence generated by the sock will often render the
masthead fly and electronic wind instruments useless. If
this is a problem on your boat, it can sometimes be alleviated by moving the sensors to the aft side of the mast.

Masthead Instrument Extenders
One way to get rid of sock interference while reducing
the effects of up- and downwash is to put your sensors on
an extending rod above the mast. Many racing boats do
this. We’ve found on Beowulf, with its broad-headed
main, that it is essential for getting any sort of accurate
data.

This extension on Beowulf ’s
masthead instruments made them
much more accurate.
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This can be accomplished with a light piece of aluminum pipe or fiberglass rod. Johnny Lindstrom at Baytronic South in Marina Del Rey, California, has a carbon-fiber extender that incorporates the B & G masthead sensor. He sells this for a couple of hundred bucks over the cost of the
sensor, or you can trade in your new sensor. The unit he fitted to Beowulf was 6-feet long (1.8m),
and it made a huge difference in accuracy, especially when reaching.

Instrument Accuracy
There is a wide variety of accuracy in masthead wind and direction sensors. If you are planning
on using your data for tuning or are a bug for accurate data, be sure to check these specifications.
Make sure you understand how to arrive at the specifications, too.

Computer Integration
Many of the new performance-instrument systems offer what is called an RS232 port. This
electrical connection allows the instruments to talk to your own personal computer, opening up a
host of opportunities. With the enormous power of even the smallest portable PC and any of a
number of new software programs written just for sailing, the sky is the limit on what you can do.
The PC and sailing software start by digesting the data coming down the wires from the RS232
terminal. Along with the wind, boat speed and heading data we’ve already mentioned, you can
also have your GPS tied into the system. Some systems like the Brookes & Gatehouse 790 allow
you to transmit heel angle, water temperature, rudder angle, as well as the output of several load
sensors. The software then logs this data as a start. The Compusail system is a good example of
how all this can work. The software asks a few simple questions about what data you would like
to log and how often. The desired data will then be recorded in the computer’s memory (on floppy
discs or the hard disc) and/or will be printed out at the same time.
One of the most interesting features of this software is the ability to present a host of data graphically. It can plot wind direction against time, wind strength against time or velocity, and at the
same time check your boat speed through the water against time or wind speed. The weather
aspects can be especially valuable in checking shift patterns, especially offshore where such
graphically presented data, in conjunction with basic meteorological information, can help
greatly in figuring out what part of a weather system you are actually experiencing.
Tiderace, an English software system, offers typical course-layout capabilities. You can lay out
the waypoints for which you are heading and see your progress on the computer screen. When
beating or running, the computer can graphically show when you’re approaching the layline (the
right spot to tack or jibe).

Software Decisions
If the possibilities of hooking up a PC for manipulating this data tantalizes you, the first step is
to choose the right software. The best way to do this is to sit down with a simulated program and
use it. (Most software suppliers will sell a test program that can be used on your home PC for a
modest cost.) Try out all the various facets. Make sure you understand the instructions. If possible, go for a sail with a working system. Above all, be sure to get a chance to play with the system
yourself. Otherwise, you may invest a substantial sum only to see it sit unused in the navigation
station.
Once you’ve settled on the software, get a recommendation on the best computer to use. Make
sure that the computer is electronically quiet, so as not to interfere with your SSB, ham, radio, or
weatherfax. Then, be sure the PC you have chosen will talk with your instruments. It’s best to see
the system work as a unit — software, computer, and instruments. If there are any bugs in the
overall package (and that isn’t unusual), be certain the folks selling you the system guarantee
results. A reputable dealer will.
Before we leave this subject, let me add that Sundeer was equipped with a sophisticated performance system (Brookes & Gatehouse 390) to help us evaluate her performance in comparison to
what our design analysis said she should be doing. Linda and I felt that this data was valuable
enough for future design work to invest in the instrument system. We went with a B & G 790 system on Beowulf, again for the same reasons.
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The data is of great value to us design-wise, but we wouldn’t do it again unless there were
design issues to be resolved. Why? Because we find ourselves spending more time looking at the
gauges and less sailing by the seat of our pants. And the space and funds, in a strictly cruising
context, could be more wisely spent.

Hardware Decisions
How do you go about putting together one of these systems? The first step is to define just what
sort of data you really want to use. The basic VMG option will be of assistance in teaching the best
way to move comfortably and quickly up- and downwind. If you want to pursue the next step, be
sure the system you choose can be accurately calibrated to your yacht. This means the folks from
whom you buy the equipment have to understand the fine points of tuning your onboard performance computer. If the speed, heading, wind speed and wind-direction data are not spot-on, the
resulting data the computer spits forth will leave something to be desired.

FATHOMETER
Perhaps the simplest and certainly the most popular navigation aid is the depthsounder. The
digital read-out units are excellent when working onshore in moderate depths, but for navigation
I find the recording units better.
Intermezzo carried a Furuno recording fathometer. Only once in our circumnavigation did the
recording fathometer really pay its way. In the Torres Straits between New Guinea and Australia
we were able to ascertain our longitude,
based on the bottom curves shown on the
depth recorder, in an area of dangerous reefs
where no other long-range navigation gear
was available. Given my state of mind at
that point and the reef risks that existed, I
guess you could say the system paid for
itself in that one use. (Besides, it came with
the boat.)
Today, with GPS so easily available, the
navigational rationale for anything other
than a depthfinder for shallow water has
receded.
When looking at this gear, consider output power and/or the sensitivity of the
receiver if you’re going to be using the
equipment for more than shallow water. The
more powerful system (if it has a good
receiver) will do better with deep readings.
On the other hand, a set that boasts lots of
power but has a poor receiver won’t help.
Most depthfinders have a frequency of
around 200 kilocycles. This is fine for moderate depths. But for depths over a few hundred feet and for reading the bottom in mud,
a lower frequency will be necessary. Some
sets boast dual frequencies that change as
needed with depth.
Depth alarms can also be quite helpful.
Some of these can be set to show trend
My dad has always been partial to recording fathchange; in other words, to detect bottom
ometer. For navigational purposes they are hard to
slope. The simplest alarms will have fixed
beat (although of less relative value in the day of
settings. But for keeping an anchor watch, a
$200 GPS receivers).We made up this mount for his
delta alarm, with variable high and low
Si-Tex fathometer so it could sit on a primary winch
next to the helmsman.
ranges, is the best.
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Installing a radar antenna on a small yacht is
always a chore. A radar arch (right photo) provides space for the radar and other antennae.
Fitting a cockpit light and working in a helmseat awning also makes sense. An open array (left photo), especially on a ketch, is even more of a challenge.The antenna guard shown above is only necessary of you are using mizzen headsails.The alternative
(lighter and cheaper) is to carry lots of spare fuses. While open arrays are heavier, take more power, and
cost more, they offer substantially better target definition.

RADAR
Radar gets my vote as one of the most useful aids aboard. While it’s not a long-range aid, DR,
celestial, or GPS can get you within the range of today’s sets.
Our system, when making a landfall in the dark or under inclement conditions via radar, is to
go within 15 miles of the spot we’re seeking via DR or other electronic means, and if no target
shows on the radar, we heave-to. In practice, we’ve always
acquired the target within the prescribed time and proceeded on course.
The advantage of radar for making landfalls, especially
if you’re shorthanded, is not to be underestimated. After a
particularly boisterous passage from Ureparapara in the
Banks Island group toward the Solomon Islands, we
raised Santa Cruz just before dusk. Seas were running in
the 12- to 15-foot (3.7 m to 4.6 m) range. By using radar,
we were able to work our way around the island, staying 3
miles off to avoid any dangers. We ended up in the lee and
hove-to for the evening. Leaving the radar on allowed us to
take short catnaps before sun-up.
The alternative would have meant heaving-to in a rough
sea
with the possibility of losing contact with the island,
Tilting the radar, if it’s attached to a
waiting for a morning star fix, and then a long sail back.
radar mast on the stern, increases
Another advantage of radar was brought home to us off
the range of usefulness. Most radars
begin to lose targets beyond a 15the coast of Africa. In a southwesterly gale in the Aghulas
degree angle of heel. Compensating
Current, we found it impossible to keep watch on deck. We
this way can add substantially to
were in the middle of the Cape of Good Hope/Persian Gulf
range and tar get definition in
shipping lanes, with supertankers going by hourly. During
adverse conditions.
the 36 hours we were pounding forward under storm stay-
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sail and mizzen, we contacted 10 large ships that
had appeared on our radar screen via VHF and
advised them of our position.

Radar Weather
Another advantage of radar is as a weatherforecasting tool. With enough range (typically 24
miles) and a sensitive enough receiver circuit,
you can see moderate rainsqualls at the edge of
your set. At night, this can alert you to the onset of
bad weather, with enough time to take the
required action.
On the other hand, if you are sailing in light
airs, you can frequently steer for the side of the
squall with some breeze,
However, not all radars will pick up a moderate
shower. Check this feature out carefully.

Target Definition

A rain squall on the Raytheon 41X radar on
Sundeer. Even large targets (like fishing vessels
or ships) would be lost in the rainsquall clutter.
The Furuno on Beowulf does a better job of
pulling targets out in difficult conditions.

There are several important features to consider in radar. By far the most important is target
definition. Most modern radars will paint you a
lovely picture of the coastline or a large ship. But
how they deal with a small fishing boat, yacht, or
sea buoy with large waves running, or in heavy
rain showers, is another story. And you usually
want radar the most when conditions are rough.
Target definition is a function of antenna size,
then the power of the set, and finally the electronic circuitry leading to receiver sensitivity.
Just as with depthsounders, receiver sensitivity
can make up for a lack of power.

A radar with good target definition can be used to check sea
conditions.The left photo shows a breaking reef about a mile
offshore in the Fiji group. On the top is a bay along the coast
of Baja, California.You can see the swells wrapping around the
headland and in towards the beach. Where they start to give
a strong return, to the right of the photo, is where the surf is
humping up to break. While these photos were taken on
Furuno analog radars, modern-quality raster-scan units with
large open-array antennae will show something along these lines. Where the raster-scans fall down,
unless of very high quality, is trying to pick out a target from the waves, perhaps another boat or a navigation marker.
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The bigger the antenna, the better the definition. Open-array radars are always more sensitive
than those housed in radomes. There are several antenna-related factors to evaluate. One is beamwidth, an angular measurement, usually between 1 1/2 and 4 degrees. It represents twice the
angular distance the antenna rotates between its peak power pulse to when the gain drops by 50
percent. The narrower the angle, the better the radar is able to discern targets.
Another characteristic is the “side-lobe” size. This again relates to the output characteristics.
You want the gain to taper off as quickly as possible. Side-lobes are expressed as an angle with a
dB rating. For example, a radar with side-lobes that are 20dB lower and within 10 degrees of the
direct heading of the antennae will give a pretty sharp definition of a large target. (Since dB are
logarithmic, a 10dB change is a factor of ten, while 20dB is a factor of 100, and 30dB is a factor
of 1,000.)
You then have to look at receiver sensitivity. This is usually expressed as a “noise figure” or
“gain.” The electronics of the radar have an inherent noise factor that must be overcome by the
signal from the target. The lower the noise figure, the weaker the target the radar will be able to
see. A set with a 5dB noise figure would be able to see a target that was one-third the return echo
of a less sophisticated set with a 10dB noise figure.
Finally, you have to evaluate the variety of pulse lengths the radar uses. Pulse length, or the time
in which the radar actually sends out its signal (measured in millionths of a second) affects how
well the radar works at various ranges. The farther away you’re looking, the longer the desirable
pulse length, because a longer pulse puts out more power. For close-in work, a shorter pulse
length is advisable, because the ability of the radar to measure distance accurately is a function of
how short the pulses are. Some simple sets offer just one pulse length while others offer two, four,
or more.

Range
When we started cruising aboard Intermezzo, her radar had a 16-mile range, which was probably the equivalent of one of today’s LCD units in target definition.
It wasn’t a very efficient set, but we loved what it did for us just the same. Aboard Intermezzo II
we had a 36-mile Furuno set. The increased range, plus the ability to off-center the image, made
navigation a whole lot easier.
Today the navigation issue is not going to be as critical, what with the advent of cheap GPS
receivers, but a surprise benefit of this longer range is weather analysis.
Both Sundeer and Beowulf had 48-mile sets, with the already mentioned off-centering capability. Again weather analysis is helped, but the real benefit of the longer range is the improved ability to see targets in adverse conditions. This is due to bigger antennae, higher power, and better
receiving circuitry.
How do you decide what range you need? Forget range entirely and concentrate on target definition under adverse conditions. Once that is at a satisfactory level, any range from 12 miles on
will get the job done.

Quantization
There are some manufacturers who use single-level quantization. These paint every target at
the same intensity, regardless of the actual strength of the target. Others use a multi-level quantization, which helps define strong and weak echoes. The multi-level sets usually do a much better
job of picking out soft targets from sea clutter. Typically, the more levels, the better.

Sea Clutter Circuitry
Radars vary in how they handle the sea-clutter control. In the simplest sets you adjust sea-clutter up or down in a linear fashion, typically using steps. This method leaves something to be
desired if you are trying to read a small target in a big seaway.
The other approach, typical on larger radars is to use what is referred to as a full log I.F. This
approach uses a logarithmic sampling of the return echoes to try and find an echo with a defined
amount of repeatability. That repeatability indicates a target that is relatively fixed, as opposed to
a wave return that is constantly changing. The radar then shows you this repeated target and
reduces the returns from the sea clutter.
You typically have to spend $600 to $800 more for a radar with this capability, as it costs more
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to build. However, if you are serious about extending the usefulness of your radar operations, this
is a wise investment. If you have to make a budget choice, there are a lot of other areas in which
I’d suggest reducing your investment to free up funds for this feature.

Watertight Integrity
Many of the new sets are partially sealed and somewhat resistant to spray. By using a long set
of cables these radars can be temporarily set up under the dodger, perhaps with a large plastic
cover, just in case!
However, just because the manufacturer says their unit is watertight doesn’t necessarily mean
it is. Have a careful look at the set. Note how the front controls are installed. If a membrane pad
is used, that’s a good sign. Rotating knobs will need O-ring seals. The weak points are typically
at the back of the set. Note how the power, interface, and radome cables all connect. How is this
made watertight? Usually, the most you get is a rubber boot. It might deflect some spray, but a real
dunking? Hardly.

Features
There are all sorts of software features available with today’s sets. Most of the bells and whistles have more of a marketing function than real use at sea. As we’ve already said, more important
than any “feature” is the target-definition capability of the set. Beyond this, we’ve found the ability to put a waypoint on the screen quite helpful. Here your GPS will paint a position representing
the next waypoint on the screen. This can be especially helpful when you are nearing a land mass,
especially if you are not sure of the chart datum.
On our last trip through the South Pacific we frequently found our waypoints to be off by anything from a quarter of a mile to two miles from what the chart showed. The waypoint on the radar
screen makes this easy to pick up (and log for future use).
You’ll want to be certain that the radar and GPS are compatible. It may even take awhile to get
units from the same manufacturer to talk to each other.
The ability to off-center the display is also valuable. We’ll typically leave the set on 6-mile
range with most of the screen image looking forward, so we get a 6-mile scale, but see forward 10
miles and aft, just 2.
Most radars will display data from other instruments, such as depthfinders, speed and wind. In
most cases I can’t see where this has much value. On the other hand, the ability to place the cursor
over a point of land and read out the latitude and longitude really comes in handy.

Proximity Alarms
Of all the features added to radar, proximity alarms are the best. These allow you to keep watch
on a sector or totally around the boat. This can be a valuable navigation tool, helps in watch-standing, and is useful as a weather alert, especially with squalls at night.
There are all sorts of proximity alarms. To be totally useful they should have the ability to function in a variety of ways. The inner and outer ring should be adjustable so that you can easily
define the closest and further point from the boat that should be watched.
Next, it is essential to be able to adjust the intensity of the target that will set off an alarm. This
way you can reduce the false alarms from seaclutter or a small rainsquall, while preserving the
ability to see the larger squalls and harder targets.
You should be able to tell the alarm to guard only a sector — that is, a small angle rather than a
complete circle.
Many modern sets allow you to set a time interval during which the radar is asleep, then awakes
and makes several sweeps with the alarm on, then goes back to sleep if no target is detected. This
is especially helpful as an anchor-watch alarm where the noise and power consumption of the
antennae can be a bit much to bear.
Finally, check out just how easy the proximity alarm controls are to operate. Some sets make
these easy to use; on others they are so complex and difficult to use that you will tend not to use
the alarm.
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LCD Radars
Before leaving the section on radar we need to discuss the new LCD models. By reducing size,
power, and cost they have enlarged the market to include small powerboats. This increase in market reduces costs so that really low-priced radars are now available in the LCD style. They have
several advantages. First, the displays are typically more water-resistant than raster-scan units.
They are also a lot smaller and lighter and take less power (about half) to operate.
The LCD screens have fewer pixels, so the letters and range rings are more blocky looking than
you will find with a raster scan set. However, the pixel size is smaller than the target the radar is
seeing so that your ability to interpret the image is not compromised.
The sets have small antennae and lower power output. They will give you good images in good
conditions. But in rain or sea clutter they
have far less ability to pick out targets than
the larger sets.
If you are considering an LCD-based
radar, check out screen viewing angles and
how they work in a variety of conditions.
Some models are very weak when viewed
from other than straight on.
The smaller sets’ antennae are so small
that typical target discrimination is in the 7degree range. This means that smaller targets may merge together with large targets,
and larger targets may give you false echoes
that are difficult to interpret.
None of this is to say that you should not
use a small radar. But you must be alert to
the fact that what you see may not in fact be
what’s out there lurking. And, in any sort of
adverse conditions, you are going to have a
difficult time seeing most targets. This
Furuno make a a series of small LCD radars with
means ships will be masked by squalls and
surprisingly good target definition for such small
medium-sized vessels lost in seaclutter.

Power Consumption
Power consumption with radar seems to
vary little between large and small sets.
Most sets seem to consume between 40 and
50 watts. The big Furuno on Beowulf only
uses 60 watts.
The issue is a function of power management. If you are going to run the radar all
night long on watch, it will substantially
increase total power consumption for the
day. Even a small set running for the 10
hours between dusk and dawn will consume
40 amps; that’s probably more than the
autopilot.
If you don’t have a trolling generator, the
radar could add significantly to your daily
engine running time.
On the other hand, it doesn’t make sense
to buy a radar if you don’t want to generate
the power for its use. The acquisition of the
radar needs to be looked at in a broader context, one that includes the DC-power-generating capacity of your boat.

screens. They are fine for watchkeeping offshore,
when you are looking for large targets, and for finding a land mass. The top photo is a model 1621
while the lower is the larger 841.
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Monitor Location
Ideally the radar will be located where you stand watch at sea. If there’s a pilothouse or hard
dodger, you can view the radar from on deck as well as from below. However, a cloth dodger in
inclement weather will make it difficult to keep the monitor (PPI) dry.
Most yachts have a favorite spot below where long
watches at sea are stood,
with a trip topside being the
norm every ten to fifteen
minutes. In this case the PPI
would be mounted below,
where it is easy to view and
operate.
There are some conditions, working into a harbor
at night or in fog, in which
you will want the radar PPI
on deck. In this case, if
there’s some slack in the
Radars are typically mounted below on small yachts where they
cable, the PPI can be
are protected from the elements. In difficult piloting conditions,
brought up onto a cockpit
however, you will want to be on deck and be able to see the radar at
the same time. This can usually be accomplished by having an extra
seat or on top of the compan10 feet (3 m) or so of cable, enough to allow you to get the radar
ionway hatch.
onto the companionway hatch.

A very clever system for using radar inside and outside.
A slotted bracket is fastened to the deck. A rotating trunnion slides fore-and-aft along the bracket. Rotated
toward the inside and run forward on the slot, the radar
is easily visible from the interior (galley, saloon, and navigation area). Run the radar aft, rotate it and you have a
clear view of the screen through a port into the cockpit.
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What To Buy?
How do you know which radar has the best target definition or best service record? Take a walk
down to the local commercial fishing wharf. Look at the sets the professionals are using. Chat
with them about the ability of the set to pull a weak target (like another small fishing boat or buoy)
out of a breaking sea or heavy rain shower.
When we were looking at radars for Beowulf we felt that Furuno was still the best for target
definition and discrimination. We purchased a model 1941 unit with a 4-foot (1.2m) open array
antennae, 4 kW of power, and a 48-mile range.
The performance of this unit is truly sensational compared to what we’ve used in the past. (We
used a Raytheon 41XX aboard Sundeer.) With the display off-centered we picked up the mountains of Nuka Hiva in the Marquesas Islands at 58 miles. We were seeing low-lying atolls in the
Tuomotus at 30 to 36 miles. (The best we’ve ever done in the past was 24 miles.) Reef breaks
were showing up at 6 miles, and the ability to pick out a small target in a seaway is easily as good
as the analog radars of the old days.
On a smaller vessel you won’t want to devote the weight, space, or budget to a large open array.
For half the weight and cost you can get an enclosed radome-based set, which will have most if
not all of the software features of the larger sets. But, of course, it will not have the range and target definition. Range is not a major issue, as this is used today more for weather analysis than
navigation, and with GPS the positioning advantage is minimized. But as we’ve already discussed, target definition is a key issue, and there is no substitute for antenna size.
Having used small and large radars, if the electronics budget was tight I might be tempted to put
the money that would go into a small radar into something else (like a backup autopilot or heavier
ground tackle).

Caution
Before we leave the subject of radar, a caution is in order. A set that is not tuned properly or is
used in conditions beyond its ability (i.e., in sea clutter or heavy rain) is worse than no set at all.
You may be sitting there looking at a blank screen, thinking you are all alone when there is another
vessel bearing down on you (or you on them).
You need to use the radar in good and bad weather, checking what you see on the screen with
what you see outside, to know the strengths and weaknesses of your particular set.
And even when the set is working well, you still need to take a look around outside on a periodic
basis, just in case.

LONG-RANGE POSITION FIXING
We used to talk about the advantages of Decca, Loran, or Satellite Navigators based on the old
transit system. In the late 1970s we even used the Omega system. But today there is only one system that makes sense for cruising and that, as I’m sure you already know, is GPS.
The question of choosing a GPS comes down to establishing your criteria. Obviously, accuracy
has to be number one. How many satellites are used and how the software sequences them has a
big impact on accuracy. Still, even the worst GPS is probably going to be as good as or better than
a lot of charts you are using.
Ease of use of the different software features is also high on our list. There’s a big difference
here between sets. I expect a GPS to be intuitive in nature. If I have to refer more than once or
twice to the manual, I am going to look for something different.
Another critical feature for us is a man-overboard-button (MOB). When you hit this, a waypoint is established and the range and bearing back to that waypoint is continuously displayed.
For this to be of maximum use, it is critical that a clearly labeled button be dedicated, requiring a
single push to activate. Some sets require two or three steps to initiate the MOB mode. This is too
much to deal with in an emergency situation.
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Finally, the display is a critical element for us. (The older you are, the more important this is
going to be.) I want to be able to easily read the display from a distance, hopefully without my
glasses on.
Does a graphic course display make sense? If it comes in the basic price and other features are
up to par, why not? But if it is an extra, I can’t really see the value.
Do you want a fixed or portable system, or both? If budget is an issue, the portables seem to
work fine. We took a Garmin 45 unit with us on Beowulf’s delivery trip to New Zealand, and it
usually agreed to within two decimal places with the larger Furuno 70 Mk11 system. With portables, the one issue you need to watch is antennae obstruction. They typically like to be outside. In
some cases even a dodger will interfere with reception.

There are a number of
w ay s t o t e l l y o u ’ v e
crossed the equator. One
is to drag out the sextant
and check the sun or do a
round of stars.
Another is to check the
direction of rotation of
the water in the head as
you work the pump handle.
If you are north of the
equator it will turn clockwise. On the south side of
the equator it will spin
counter-clockwise.
Or, you can look at the
GPS, but that is not nearly
as much fun.
When you have conclusively determined that the
equator has indeed been
crossed, the real excitement begins.
That is when King Neptune comes aboard and
initiates all of the crew
w h o h ave n o t a s ye t
become “shellbacks.”
Kristin Sandvik in this
photo does not know
what is in store for her
d u ri n g h e r i n i t i a t i o n !
(Sarah Dashew photos)
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COMMUNICATIONS
The subject of communication gear is one of never-ending debate. There’s the school of
thought that one should be cut off from outside news and from any sources of help. Self-sufficiency, after all, doesn’t include getting on the radio and yelling for assistance.
However, good communication gear can make life more interesting, provide valuable data to
assist in making plans for the future, and allow you to stay in touch with loved ones. And in a real
emergency, long-distance radio gear can make a tremendous difference. Our own leanings, gradually acquired, are toward this last argument. The longer we’ve cruised, the more complete our
inventory of radio gear has become.

Keeping Up With Technology
Communications technology is literally exploding with options. While SSB, ham, and VHF
will (probably) always be with us, new types of electronic data transmission — not to mention
cellular phones with world-wide capabilities — are not far off.
It’s almost certain that whatever you buy today will be obsolete in a short period of time.

VHF
VHF is what people usually look at first. In the United States as well as many other countries,
this must be installed before a single-sideband radio is fitted. A Very High Frequency (VHF) radio
is good only for short distances: line of sight plus a hair. At best, if your antenna is at the masthead
and the receiving antenna on shore is on a hill, you might get 60 to 100 miles of range (Although
on one occasion we were about 400 miles offshore and chatting with a ship on channel 16 when
the U.S. Coast Guard in Long Beach, California, came on the radio and advised us to move to a
different channel!). More normal is 30 miles. Two yachts talking to each other are restricted to
perhaps 20 miles if both antennas are 50 feet (15.3 m) off the water.
Intermezzo didn’t carry VHF gear when we started cruising. I couldn’t see the need for it where
we were going. By the time we had reached New Zealand, I was ready for a set, but not for the
usual reasons.
Crossing the Tasman Sea we twice had scares
when large ships came by to take a look at us. The
trouble was that we didn’t know if they saw us
and were taking a look, or if they didn’t see us
and were about to run us down. From the New
Zealand Marine Control I learned that New
Zealand and Australian shipping is required to
investigate any small yachts they see and report
their position to the proper authorities. It made us
feel good knowing somebody cared, but that
didn’t change the fact that on two occasions we
had been scared out of our wits by what we
thought was imminent collision. To rectify the
situation, we bought a used VHF. Equipped with
channels 6, 12, 13, 16, 28, and 68, it served its
purpose. On virtually every passage thereafter,
we contacted all ships, usually when they first
became visible, to advise them of our position,
get an update on the weather, and have a nice
chat.
You’ll want to be sure your set has the ability to
switch between U.S. and international channels.
It is frequently difficult to get a ship to
Also, channel-scanning features are nice when
come up on the VHF. This sign is a simple
you want to keep watch on several frequencies in
way of getting your message across!
use in your area.
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Portable VHF
A portable VHF can make sense in several contexts. If you’re on deck and want to chat without
going below, a portable is a real help. When one of the crew takes the dink ashore or when you
take the crew ashore and they need to call you to come and get them, it is of real value.
Also, a portable VHF can be of real help in the abandon-ship bag for contacting ships or planes
seen on the horizon.
Because of this latter usage, my feeling is the best all-around portable is that which is powered
by flashlight batteries. This way you can have a bundle of batteries vacuum packed, sitting in the
abandon-ship bag.

Single Sideband
I used to think SSB was pretty much useless for cruising. However, today many more yachts
carry it than before, so it has become a valuable boat-to-boat communication tool. You can find a
lot of cruiser “nets,” as well as shore-based facilities that still communicate via SSB. And, of
course, it helps with weather.
Making phone patches, however, is still extremely expensive with SSB gear, typically costing
about US$5 per minute for the AT&T operators. From long distances, unless band conditions are
really good, the automated answering systems of the AT&T operators are unlikely to hear you
calling.

AT&T Direct
AT&T is providing a new automated service. Basically, you purchase a modem with an AT&T
handset which is then connected to your SSB. To place a call, you pick a channel on the SSB, dial
the handset, and if all works right, you are automatically connected to your party. You can engage
a scrambler once the call is in progress so you have a level of privacy not available with normal
SSB or ham. Of course, this assumes there is a channel available, and that propagation conditions
are conducive to your connection.
The price is much less: US$3.50 per minute as opposed to US$15 for the first 3 minutes and
US$5 thereafter. So the cost is not that far out of reach, as long as you keep those calls short.
However, the two boats we met in the South Pacific during 1995 with these modems aboard
were not able to make their connections automatically. Closer to home, some friends in the electronics business report a more favorable outcome.

Ham Radio
Amateur radio has been around since man started using the ether to communicate. Today’s sets
are a marvel of power and function. Fully transistorized and pretuned amateur transceivers are
available at higher power ratings than regular marine communications gear for about a third less
than marine SSBs.
Ham gear has a tremendous advantage over marine SSB: there are literally thousands of hams
around the world anxious to talk with their seagoing counterparts.
From a safety standpoint, in our opinion ham gear is by far the best. Maritime “nets,” or groups
of amateurs, exist all over the world (although there are some folks who will argue that an automatic marine SSB is safer). Land and sea-based, the members of these nets trade information and
keep track of the positions of voyagers as they travel. Land-based hams can get detailed weather
synopses from the local meteorological bureau covering the region in which you’re traveling. If a
medical problem occurs aboard, a specialist in the area can be brought to the phone in a matter of
minutes.
At the time of our first crossing of the Tasman Sea, our friends, the Marriotts, aboard their
44-foot (13.4m) steel ketch, Makaretu, found out how valuable the ham network is. Belinda, their
1-year-old daughter, developed mouth ulcers and was unable to eat. Via the Pacific Maritime
Mobile Net, they were “patched” into a specialist in children’s mouth diseases in Honolulu,
Hawaii. He discussed the problem with them, reviewed their on-board medical supplies, and
advised temporary treatment. Four days later, when they made port in Opua, New Zealand, a doctor was on hand to treat Belinda; all courtesy of ham radio.
Then there was the time we were leaving Suwarrow Atoll in the northern Cook Islands. We
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hadn’t decided whether to go to Tonga directly or via American Samoa. We had been out 9 months
and needed to reprovision. If we went direct to Tonga, some 1,100 miles to the west, the reprovisioning would have had to be done in Suva, Fiji. On the ham radio we talked with yachts in Suva.
Comparing prices and availability of the stores we needed, we found that American Samoa at that
time was the cheapest place in the Pacific to reprovision. The money we saved by having that
knowledge would have paid for the radio we were using.
At sea, in our annual migrations from one cruising ground to another, we’ve found that one of
the high points each day is roll call. It’s a chance to catch up on gossip, trade sea stories, and check
on the vagaries of weather and sea state with friends on other yachts who are heading the same
way. On long passages this becomes a real morale booster. It’s always good to know someone else
is suffering with you, or that the weather is better a few hundred miles ahead. Equally important
is the intelligence gained on where to go and what to see.
The final benefit of amateur radio is the contact it provides with home. I’m sure this was a major
reason we were able to enjoy ourselves for so long away from our family in the states during our
circumnavigation. We were able to talk with them on a weekly basis via “phone patches” with
ham friends ashore.
The licensing procedure for getting an amateur licence in most countries is not difficult. You
have to learn Morse code (useful anyway for copying weather broadcasts) and a modest amount
of theory. Anyone can do it, given a few months of study time. There are literally thousands of
ham clubs all over the world that run classes to assist the neophyte. Once you get a U.S. license or
a license from a country that has what is known as a third party agreement with other countries,
it’s possible to have a shoreside amateur plug you directly into telephone lines. In effect, you can
talk via his phone, and at his phone rates. If it’s a local call for the ham, that’s the only cost.

Combination Sets
There are a number of combination ham/SSB sets on the market. These allow you to key in
desired ham frequencies using a touch pad. They are not as convenient as a pure ham set but do
kill two birds with one set, so to speak. When we equipped Beowulf we tried out an SGC combi-

The SGC 2000 is a cruiser’s dream radio. It has both ham and SSB capability, can be used
for telex and e-mail, and connects easily to a weatherfax decoder.The VFO knot is very helpful for working ham contacts and there are 100 user-programmable channels. We’ve used
an earlier model (without the VFO knob) and found it to be a marvelous piece of gear.
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nation set and found it quite
s a t i s fa c t o r y. S G C n ow
makes a combination set
with a VFO frequency dial
that is much easier to use on
the ham bands.

SSB/Ham Features
The features you’ll want to
check out will be the same
for ham and SSB. Chief
amongst these is the frequency memory capacity.
Wi l l y o u b e u s i n g t h e
receiver for weatherfaxes? If
SGC now makes this digital signal processor which can be
so, you’ll want at least 100
added to any SSB or ham rig. It uses a computer algorithm,
simplex memory channels.
called adaptive signal processing, and spectral noise subtraction
Next is the ability of the
to filter out the audio you want to hear from the background.
We have not yet used one of these, but have been told they
radio to scan banks of chanwork really well.
nels, the number of channels
per bank, and the number of
banks. Again, the primary importance is for weatherfaxes. It is likely that at any given time you’ll
want at least three stations in memory (each in its own bank) with four or five frequencies per
bank.
Then you’ll be adding in your favorite Voice of America and BBC stations to the list, along with
other countries in which you have an interest. Before you know it, that 100-frequency memory
will be used up.
Speech compressors increase your audio signal when band conditions are poor. The filtering
capability of the radio is also important. This will help you deal with on-board noise, as well as
that which is encountered on the air waves.
Finally, the built-in metering can affect the usability of the set. Ideally, the rig you choose will
be able to measure forward power as well as reflected power (or standing-wave ratio, SWR). This
is the best means of checking on how good a job your antenna is doing.

Telex
Some radios come equipped ready for telex reception and transmission. It’s a nice ability to
have aboard and easy to use with a portable computer.
You type a message on your PC, then via a modem send it to the radio, which in turn sends it to
a shore-based station. The shore-based station then forwards the message in telex, fax, or e-mail
format.
Of course you still have to
contact and connect with the
shore-side station. This is typically easier than with voice,
as telex will go through when
voice can’t be heard. In fact, it
is so easy that it is usually
done via software rather than
using an operator. With telex
you can also receive messages
relayed to you via the shore
The Pin Oak modem connects between your SSB set and your
station.
on-board computer. This model is theoretically capable of deciBroadcasting telex requires
phering signals so weak that they are below the range of human
long
periods of relatively
hearing.
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high-powered activity from your SSB. As a result they need to be of robust construction if they
are used for this frequently, with lots of fresh air available to cool the unit.
SGC makes a telex kit for their SSB/ham radios, in essence a fan assembly to pull cool air
through the chassis.

SSB Digital-Data Transfer
There are several new providers of data-transfer service entering the market. They sell you a
specialized modem board for your computer that can be used together with their software to send
digital data at fairly high rates of speed. The most efficient use of this service is to e-mail your
correspondents and/or download e-mail which has been sent to you.
The technique they employ is based on a new data-transmission technology called “Clover.”
Coupled with sophisticated error-correction techniques, this allows faster transmission of data
between you and the shore station.
This also makes possible two way digital communications when band conditions would otherwise be unusable for voice or even Telex type service.
As a result, the cost of message is less than conventional telex services. Because this field is so
competitive and developing so rapidly, you will want to keep an eye on the service providers for
pricing and service data.
Pin Oak Digital in Gladstone, New Jersey, is one of the pioneers of this service. We’ve talked
with several users of the service and they report good results. Cost for this service at present is 95
cents for 1,000 bytes of data, (about 200 words). Keep an eye out for new services in this field.
A competitor in this field is Globe Wireless. They have relay stations around the world, so in
theory you might be better off using them from the far reaches. However, their costs are significantly higher than Pin Oak (at present).
Both require you to purchase a modem which goes between your radio and a portable computer.
These services also require accurate frequency modulation from the radio. Some older SSB’s
and/or ham rigs may not be up to this task, unless modified with a more accurate frequency control.
Finally, the usage of the software that goes with these systems takes some getting used to.
Unless you are computer literate you will want to have a dealer (or user) that is familiar with the
system walk you through it. This gear is definitely not what you want to add in the last minute
before your shove off.

Ham E-mail
Using similar technology you
can take advantage of the worldwide ham AMTOR (Amateur Teletype Over Radio) service. You start
out with an e-mail address tied to a
ham shore-based station. Your
message is sent out and picked up
by one of the world-wide ham stations that automatically store and
then forward your message on to its
shore-based address. The
addressee (a ham) in turn forwards
the message to whomever it is
addressed via telephone, fax or email.
Messages are received in a similar manner. Your e-mail address is
tied to a shore-based computer that
stores messages. To retrieve messages, you simply log on —
directly, when conditions permit,
or via a repeater station— and pick
up the messages on the computer.

The right way to bring a hot wire up the backstay and
attach it above the insulator. This reduces or eliminates signal loss due to impedance.
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SGC is one of a number of companies that
make automatic tuners.
These take note of the
frequency on which you
are broadcasting along
with the impedance of
the antenna, and create
a “match” between the
antenna and transmitter.
The big advantage in this
system is that the tuner
can be mounted at the
base of the antenna,
remote from the transmitter.This is much more
efficient than a manual
unit mounted near the
radio (and a long way
from the antenna base).

The system adds a couple of hundred dollars to your radio cost for the modem, and, of course,
you need to have a PC aboard. Learning to use the system is pretty straightforward. If you’ve mastered amateur radio, it shouldn’t take more than a couple of hours to get the hang of this next step.
The real issue is the shoreside stations through which you must connect. There are a number of
stations around the world that are pretty much devoted to ham e-mail. To find out more about frequencies and locations, check the internet and/or the worldwide ham directory.

THE ANTENNA
Regardless of which type of radio you choose or what service you use, the most important element in the radio system is the antenna. This is the means of radiating the power of the transmitter
to the outside world, and of receiving what’s coming back through the ether.
The antenna makes far more difference in your ability to hear or be heard than any other element in the radio system. The difference between an inefficient whip, for example, and a dipole
antenna can be as high as 10 or more to 1! If two boats were sitting in the same anchorage, and one
had a 1,000-watt radio with a short whip and the other a 100-watt radio with a dipole, the fellow
with the 100-watt radio would be heard better than the other boat with ten times the power.

Long Wires
The simplest antenna for a boat is an insulated backstay (i.e., a long wire antenna). This is an
“unbalanced” system, and as such requires what is called a counterpoise or radio-frequency (RF)
ground plane. (More about this later.)
The backstay will be broken in two points and insulators installed. The top insulator is usually
4 or 5 feet (1.2 or 1.5 m) from the masthead, so none of the active antenna wire is near any
grounded metal — i.e., the mast. At the bottom the insulator is usually just above the turnbuckle
or backstay adjuster.
You’ll want to insulate the bottom of the backstay with plastic, so if you broadcast while someone is holding on, they won’t be shocked.
It is important to keep the feed wire that attaches to the backstay at least 2 inches (50.8 mm)
away from the backstay adjuster. Otherwise signal will be lost via attentuation to this part of the
boat.
Long wires can also be made from other shrouds. Sometimes an intermediate shroud which
does not pass over a spreader end will be used. On our ketches we tend to use the mizzen headstays as long wires. Usually one is wired to the weatherfax and the other to the SSB or ham rig.

Whips
A whip antenna can be anywhere from a couple of feet (0.6 m) to 30 feet (9.3 m) long. The long
ones can be as efficient as a backstay, without the need to add insulators to part of your standing.
Some of the whips are quite sophisticated and include electrical “traps” to fool the radio into
thinking the antenna is tuned to various frequencies. There is frequently a choice of where the
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This is the wrong
way (left) to run an
antenna wire up the
backstay!. The turnbuckle is grounded to
the rest of the rig.
Radio waves leaving
the white antenna wire
c r e a t e a s h o rt v i a
impedance between
the antenna and turnbuckle. As much as 50
percent or more of the
SSB or ham signal will
be lost in this situation.

A simple coax
switch enables you
to change back and
fo r t h b e t w e e n
antennae. We use
them to share
antennae between
the ham radio and
fax and between
the VHF and FM.

antenna will be most efficient. For offshore work, the higher frequencies are where you want the
power. Frequencies of 13 megs and up for SSB and 14 and 21 megs for ham.
There’s a ham unit called an “Outbacker” which has been very successful on the higher frequencies.
Most tuned whip antennas do not require the use of a tuner between the antenna and transmitter.

Tuners
Whips and long wires typically need some form of a tuner to fool the radio waves into thinking
the antenna is something that’s really not. These can be as simple as a small black box with a couple of manually adjusted knobs. Before starting to broadcast, you tune the radio (at low power) by
sending out a signal, adjusting the tuner, and watching the SWR meter. At some point the SWR
will drop to a minimum figure, hopefully below 1.75 to 1, and you are ready to broadcast. Or you
can go with an automatic tuner. Most radio manufacturers today offer an automatic tuner that
senses the SWR and quickly adjusts to the best settings.
When you are wiring your tuner, keep in mind that the radio energy being transmitted down the
coaxial cable from transmitter to tuner does not radiate (and thereby lose power) until it exits the
tuner. Once it leaves the tuner, however, it is trying to make the world hear. So it is best if the tuner
is as close to the base of the antenna as possible.

Ground Plane
Equally important to good transmission is a proper ground plane.
Long wires and whips are vertically polarized, which means that without a ground plane the
radio waves leaving the antenna go more or less straight up. When the radio waves hit the ionosphere they bounce off, creating the “skip” that allows high-frequency transmissions to travel so
far.
The problem is that a vertically polarized antenna has a poor skip angle. This is where the
ground plane comes in. A good ground plane helps tip the radio waves so they bounce at a better
angle, allowing them to cover more distance.
Ideally, a ground plane would be about 100 square feet (9.3 square meters) in area, with the
antenna centered in the middle — not too practical on most boats. The next best thing is to take
2-inch-wide (50.8mm) copper strapping and lay it under the deck, radiating from the base of the
antenna or coupler. It helps to tie in the winches, genoa tracks, lifeline stanchions, the lifelines
themselves, and any other metal attached to the deck. This can be augmented by the ship’s
machinery, fuel and water tanks, keel (via the keelbolts), and through-hull fittings.
If you’re having a fiberglass yacht built, ask to have the ground laminated into the deck and/or
hull near the antenna coupler. It isn’t necessary for an RF ground to be in contact with water, and
the laminated screen works really well.
Some manufacturers say that coupling the ground to the lifeline stanchions and wires is sufficient, but our experience is that signal strength really drops if you don’t do a correct job. We’ve
found that if a proper RF ground isn’t available, a second, albeit somewhat less efficient, RF
ground can be made by trailing a 15-foot piece of braided battery cable from the base of the whip
in the water when the radio is in use. (Note that the cable should be braided to present the greatest
surface area.)
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Grounding Metal Hulls
One of the problems with metal hulls, especially aluminum, is maintaining the electrical isolation of the hull from the DC power system when tying in an RF antenna ground. If capacitors are
installed between the antenna (or electronic chassis for that matter) and the hull, these will allow
the RF ground to complete, but isolate the hull from any stray DC current.
The process is somewhat trial-and-error, using various values of capacitors until the DC ground
is broken but the RF ground is maintained. We’ve found that putting four capacitors in parallel,
each with a value of about 0.4 of one microfarad at 400 volts, works well for us.

Dipole Antennas
Other forms of antenna are available that are infinitely more efficient than whips or long wires.
The most basic of these balanced antennas is called a half-wave dipole. It will deliver eight times
the power of a long wire and hear eight times better as well. What is this marvelous piece of gear?
Nothing more than a two-piece antenna fed in the center with coaxial cable. They’re easy to make
and easier yet to install. Since it’s a balanced antenna, no ground plane is required.
Most cruisers eventually end up with a dipole, if not permanently rigged, at least for use in port.
The problem with dipole antennas, however, is their length. If you’re using ham gear, 14,300 kilocycles is the most popular frequency, and this requires a 32-foot (9.8m) antenna. On Intermezzo
we just had room to permanently rig such an antenna between the main and mizzen mastheads.
Or you can hoist the center of the dipole to the lower spreader and stretch out the ends fore and aft.
Dipoles do have a disadvantage in that they’re horizontally polarized — that is, they’re somewhat directional. When you’re transmitting or listening at right angles to the antenna you’re at
maximum efficiency. But if the station being worked is in a direction off the end of the dipole,
there will be only a slight gain over a long wire.
A dipole can be made in an hour for less than $10. The instructions are found in any radio manual or can be obtained at your local ham-radio store.
There’s a slightly more advanced form of antenna called a “trap dipole.” These have electrical
“traps” worked in so that the antennae will resonate on a series of frequencies. If you’re not really
into the ham game, it’s best to buy one of these.

Propagation
As we’ve already discussed, the
SSB sends out its signal at an angle to
the earths plane, heading it up
towards the ionosphere. The angle is
a function of antenna design and
ground plane and varies substantially from installation to installation. When the SSB signal hits the
ionosphere it is bounced back
towards the earth, whence it is again
deflected skyward and so on.
How efficient this process is
depends on how strong the ionosphere is, which in turn is a function
of flares originating on the sun’s surface. Your signal is also affected by
the time of day where you are
located, and where the recipient of
your signal is located.
As you might have guessed, there
are a number of software programs
on the market which can help you.
You input your location, where you
are trying to reach, a solar-flare index
(which you can get from WWV), and
the time of day. The program will
advise the best frequency to use and
perhaps a better time of day to try.

SHORT-WAVE BROADCAST FREQUENCIES
4,750 - 5,060 (4,915)

5 MHz / 60-meter band

5,950 - 6,200 (5,975)

6 MHz / 49-meter band

7,100 - 7,300 (7,435)

7 MHz / 41-meter band

9,500 - 9,905 (9,575)

9 MHz / 31-meter band

11,650 - 12,050

11 MHz / 25-meter band

13,600 - 13,800

13 MHz / 22-meter band

15,100 - 15,600

15 MHz / 19-meter band

17,550 - 17,900

17 MHz / 16-meter band

21,450 - 21,850

21 MHz / 13-meter band

27,125

Citizens Band Channel

One of the best ways we know of to make the time pass on
watch is by listening to short-wave broadcasts from around
the world. With the British Broadcasting System, the Voice of
America, and Canadian, Cuban, Russian, French, German, and
other broadcasts, you will get an interesting take on what’s
happening in the world.
A lot of listening takes place late at night. We find that a set
of headphones makes it easier to hear the weaker broadcasts,
and keeps the boat quiet so that those off watch can sleep.
(Data courtesy of Gordon West)
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TYPICAL FREQUENCY PROPAGATION
SPRING AND SUMMER
BAND
4 MHz
Propagation (Miles)
Min

8 MHz

12 MHz

16 MHz

22 MHz

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

1,500

7,000

Hours afters sunset
1

50

250

200

1,000

500

3,500

750

6,000

2

100

600

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

6,000

3

100

600

250

2,000

500

3,500

4

100

800

250

2,500

5

100

1,000

250

2,500

6

100

1,500

400

3,000

7

100

1,500

500

3,500

8

250

2,000

750

4,000

9

250

2,500

750

4,000

10

250

2,500

750

4,000

11

100

1,000

500

2,500

Hours after sunrise
1

100

500

400

2,000

2

0

100

400

2,000

3

0

100

250

1,500

4

0

100

250

1,500

500

1,000

5

0

100

250

1,500

500

1,500

6

0

100

250

1,500

500

2,500

750

4,000

7

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

7,000

8

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

7,000

9

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

7,000

10

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

7,000

11

0

100

150

500

500

3,500

750

6,000

1,500

7,000

12

0

200

150

500

500

3,500

750

6,000

1,500

7,000

13

50

250

150

750

500

3,500

750

6,000

1,500

7,000
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TYPICAL FREQUENCY PROPAGATION
FALL AND WINTER
BAND
4 MHz
Propagation (Miles)
Min

8 MHz

12 MHz

16 MHz

22 MHz

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

1,500

7,000

Hours afters sunset
1

100

600

400

2,000

500

3,500

750

6,000

2

100

600

400

2,000

500

4,000

750

6,000

3

100

1,000

400

2,000

500

4,000

4

100

1,000

400

2,500

500

4,000

5

100

1,000

400

3,000

500

4,000

6

100

1,500

400

3,500

7

250

2,000

400

4,000

8

250

2,500

500

4,000

9

500

3,000

500

4,000

10

500

4,000

500

4,000

11

500

3,000

750

5,000

12

250

2,500

750

5,000

13

250

1,500

500

2,500

Hours after sunrise
1

100

1,000

400

2,000

2

100

500

400

2,000

3

0

100

400

2,000

500

3,500

750

4,000

4

0

100

400

2,000

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

3,000

5

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

4,000

6

0

100

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

4,000

1,500

5,000

7

0

100

250

1,500

500

4,000

750

5,000

1,500

6,000

8

0

100

250

1,500

500

4,000

750

5,000

1,500

7,000

9

0

100

250

1,500

500

4,000

750

6,000

1,500

7,000

10

0

100

250

1,000

500

3,500

750

6,000

1,500

7,000

11

0

250

250

1,500

500

3,500

750

6,000

1,500

7,000
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SSB Frequencies
It wasn’t that many years ago that we thought SSB was useless. However, today there seem to
be more and more cruisers using the SSB ship to ship channels for “nets.” There are also a number
of shoreside stations like Herb in the Atlantic and Arnold in the South Pacific that are passing
along cruiser-specific weather data on the SSB ship to ship frequencies. The data below is couresy
of Gordon West, who runs an excellent ham school as well as doing some consulting on cruising
electronics requirements.

MARINE SINGLE SIDEBAND FREQUENCIES
(courtesy Gordon West)
FREQ. kHz

INFORMATION ABOUT THIS FREQUENCY

2,182

Marine, international distress & calling
U.S. Coast Guard short-range

4,125

Ship-to-ship, 4S, short-range safety

6,215

Ship-to-ship, 6S, short-range safety

8,291

Ship-to-ship, 8S, medium-range safety

12,290

Ship-to-ship, 12S,

16,420

Ship-to-ship, 16S,

4,060

Ship-to-ship,short-range

4,051

Ship-to-ship, short-range

8,103

Ship-to-ship, short-range

3,023

Ship-to-ship, search and rescue

4,146

Ship-to-ship, 4A, short-range

4,149

Ship-to-ship, 4B, short-range

4,417

Ship-to-ship, 4C, daytime short-range

6,224

Ship-to-ship, 6A, medium-range

6,227

Ship-to-ship, 6B, medium-range

6,516

Ship-to-ship, 6D, medium-range

8,294

Ship-to-ship, 8A, long-range

8,297

Ship-to-ship, 8B, long-range

12,353

Ship-to-ship, 12A, long-range

12,356

Ship-to-ship, 12B, long-range

12,359

Ship-to-ship, 12C, Atlantic “Herb” weather reports

16,528

Ship-to-ship, 16A, very long-range days

16,531

Ship-to-ship, 16B, long-range

16,534

Ship-to-ship, 16C, very long-range

VHF Channels
The chart on the next
page has the basic VHF
channels in use today.
Note that channel 16 is no
longer for ship-to-ship
communications, but is
just for safety and distress
calls.
To contact another ship
or yacht use channel 13.
In U.S. waters, if you
are cruising in range of
coastal stations keep an
eye on rates. There are
major changes going on
in the structure of the
industry and it is beginning to look like local
VHF channels may be
better on price than cellular phones using roam
service (although the cellular phone will still be
more convenient).
When you are in foreign waters, inquire as to
what channels are used
for what purposes. We’ve
often seen a totally different protocol than what’s
listed here. Also, yachty
nets vary from one locality to another.
You may find in out of
the way anchorages that
the locals use the VHF as
a prime means of communication. In such areas it
is good PR to restrict your
air time to what is absolutley necessary, leaving
the airwaves free for the
locals to conduct their
business.
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VHF FREQUENCIES
CHANNEL

CHANNEL USAGE

1A

Port operations and commercial

5A

Port operations

6

Intership safety

7A

Commercial

8

Commercial (ship-to-ship only)

9

Commercial and non-commercial

10

Commercial

11

Commercial

12

Port operations (traffiic advisories, including VTS in some ports

13

Navigational (ship-to-ship), also used at locks and bridges

14

Port operations (traffic advisories, including VTS in some ports

16

Distress, saftey

17

State or local government control

18A

Commercial

19A

Commercial

20
22A

Port operations (traffiic advisories)
Coast Guard Liaison

24

Public correspondence (ship-to-coast)

25

Public correspondence (ship-to-coast)

26

Public correspondence (ship-to-coast)

27

Public correspondence (ship-to-coast)

28

Public correspondence (ship-to-coast)

63A

VTS New Orleans

65A

Port operations (traffic advisories)

66A

Port operations (traffic advisories)

67

Commercial (ship-to-ship only)
(used in New Orleans VTS for ship-to-ship navigational purposes)

68

Non-commercial

69

Non-commercial

71

N
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Ham Nets
One of the best reasons to have a ham radio is so that you can check in with the various nets
around the world. These provide a clearing house for data, usually have someone who will run
phone patches for you, and are the central meeting place for sea-going hams.
Even if you’re not yet cruising, just listen to the nets. Follow the various conversations that
take place among folks who meet on the net, and you will find a wealth of data.You’ll hear boats
crossing just about every body of water imaginable, you’ll get a feel for weather patterns, performance, and the bests locations for anchoring, you’ll learn about finding a mechanic, or getting a sail repaired.
We are indebted to Gordon West for the next three pages of lists.

0030

3.923

Tar Heel Emerg Net

Daily

N/Car

0100+

3.952

West Pub Serv Net

Daily

W/C-Baja

0100

3.935

Gulf Coast Hurr Net

Daily

C/G USA

0100**

21.407

Pac-Ind Ocean Net

Daily

Pac-Ind Oc

0130

3.758

B/C Pub Serv Net

Daily

B/C Canada

0130>0300+

28.313

10 Meter M/M Net

Daily

E/Pac-Hawaii

0145

3.908

Beaver State Net

Daily

Oregon

0200+

21.402

Gary’s Happy Hour Net (M/M)

M-F

S/WPacific/Baja

0200

14.334

Brazil/East US TFC Net

Daily

E/C/ATL

0200

3.932

Great Lakes Emerg/TFC

Daily

G/L

0200/0100+

7.290

Hawaii PM Net

Daily

Hawaii

0220+

14.300

John’s Weather Net

MTTHF

S Pac/Norfolk Isl

0230

3.905

Calif TFC Net

Daily

Calif

0300/0200

3.980

Oregon Emerg Net

Daily

Oregon

0330/0230+

3.992

Ariz Traffic Net

Daily

Ariz/Baja

0200>0400+

14.300/313

Seafarers Net (M/M)

Daily

Pac/W Coast

0300+

14.106

Traveler’s Net

Daily

Aust/Ind Oc

0300**

7.090

Mexican Emerg Net

Daily

Sonora

0300

3.960

Columbia Basin Net

Daily

Washington

0330**

14.040

E/C M/M CW Net

0400

3.917

Cal/Pac Oper Net

0400+

14.115

Canadian DDD Net (M/M)

Daily

Pacific

0400+

14.318

Arnolds Net

Daily

So Pac

0400/0300**

14.075

Pac CW Traffic Net

MWF/TTH

Pacific

E/Coast
T-S

West Coast

0500/0400+

14.314

Pac Mar Net - Warm Up

Daily

Pacific

0500

21.200

UK/NZ/African Net

Daily

Pac/Ind Oc

0500

14.280

USA/Australia TFC Net

0530/0430+

14.314

Pacific Maritime Net

Daily

Pacific

0620

3.944

Traffic Handlers Net

Daily

Oregon

0630

14.180

Pitcairn Net

Mon

So Pac

0630

14.316/105

So African Mar Net

Daily

Atl/Ind Oc

0630

14.313

International M/M Net

Pacific

Atl/Med/Car
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0700

14.265

Pacific Island Net

0700

14.310

Guam Area Net

Daily

West Pac

Pacific-W/Pac

0715+

3.820

Bay of Islands Net

Daily

Aus/NZ/So Pac

0800

2.780?

Austraila Traffic Net

0800>0830+

14.315

Pac Inter Island Net

0800+

14.303

UK Maritime Net

0900

14.313

Mediterranean M/M Net

0900

7.080

Canary Island Net

1000

14.313

1000+

Aust/So Pac
Daily

So Pac/Sea
Pac/Med

Daily

Med

German M/M Net

Daily

Atl/Med

14.320

South China Seas Net

Daily?

S/WPac S/China Seas

1030

3.815

Caribbean WX Net

Daily

Car

1100/1000+

3.770

Mediterranean Prov WX Net

M-Sa

NE Canada

1100>1200+

7.237

Caribbean M/M Net

Daily

Car

1100+

14.300/313

Intercon Net

Daily

N/S/C Amer

1100+

14.283

Carribus TFC Net

Daily

E/C-Car

1110

3.930

Puerto Rico WX Net

Daily

PR/VI

1130

14.316/105

So African M/M Net

Daily

S Atl/Ind Oc

1130

21.325

So Atl Roundtable

Daily

S Atl/Ind Oc

1145

14.121

Missisauga Net

Daily

E Can/Atl/Car

1200**

14.040

M/M CW Net

1200+

14.332

YL Emergency Net

Daily?

USA

1200+

14.320

So East Asia Net

Daily

Sea/Indones/USA

1200

7.233

Rec Veh Service Net

Daily

East US

1230

7.185

Barbados Info Net

Daily

Carr

1245/1145+

7.268

E/C Waterway

Daily

E Coast/Car

1300>1330+

21.400

Trans-Atl M/M Net

Daily

N Atl/Med/Car

1300+

7.085

Central Amer. Breakfast Club

Daily

Cen.Amer.

1345

3.968

E/C Waterway Net

Daily

E/C, Car

1400

7.292

Florida Coast Net

1400+

3.968

Sonrisia Net

1500**

7.193

Alaska Net

1430/1530+

7.294

Eabasco Net

Daily

Baja/Cal

Atl

E/C USA

Florida
Daily

Baja/Cal
Alaska

1600/1500+

7.238

Baja Cal Mar Net

Daily

Baja/Cal

1600>2200+

14.300/313

Mar Mobile Serv Net

Daily

Atl/Car

1630

14.303

Swedish Mar Net

Daily

Ind Oc

1630

21.350

Pitcairn Net

Fri

So Pac

1630+

7.263

RV Service Net

M-F

Pac Coast

1630+

14.340

Cal-Hawaii Net W/U

Daily

Cal-Haw, E/Pac

1645+

14.297

Pac N/W to Baja Group

Daily

Pac N/W & Baja

1700

14.313

International M/M Net

Daily

Atl/Med/Car
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1700+

14.323

US/Canada Power Sqdn. Net

Sat

1700+

14.340

Cal-Hawaii Net

Daily

1700+

7.240

Bejuka M/M Net

M/F

C/Amer/Panama

1730

14.115

Alaska-Pacific Net

M-F

Alaska/Pac(Sourdough)

1730+

14.115

Canadian DDD Net

M-F

Pac(Summer)

1730/1830+

14.342

Manana M/M Net-W/Up

M-Sat

W/C-E/Pac

1800/1900+

14.285

Kaffee Klatch Un-Net

MWSa

Haw/Tahiti”News”

1800/1900+

14.342

Manana M/M Net

M-Sa

W/C-E-Pac/Baja

1800+

14.303

UK Maritime Net

1800

14.342

Gordon on the Air

1800

7.076

So Pac Cruising Net

Daily

So Pac

1900/1800+

14.305

Confusion Net

M-F

Pac/Alaska

1900

7.255

West Pacific Net

1900+

7.285

Hawaii AM Net

1900+

21.390

Halo Net

1700>1900+

14.280

Int Mission RA Net

M-Sa

C/S Amer/Car

1900+

14.329

Bay of Island Net

Daily

NZ S/Pac (Colin’s)

1900**

3.855

Friendly Net

Hawaii

1900

3.990

Northwest Mar Net

Pac NW

2000

3.970

Noontime Net

Daily

Washington

2000+

7.095

Harry’s Net

Daily

West/So Pac

2000>2200+

21.390

Inter Amer TfcNet

2030

14.303

Swedish Mar Net

2100+

14.315

Tony’s Net

2100+

14.113

Mickey Mouse Connection

2130

14.290

E/C Waterway Net

2200

3.930

West Indies SSB Net

Daily

PR/VI

2200

21.350

Pitcairn Net

Tues

So Pac

2200+

21.402

Pacific Maritime Net 15 MTR

M-F

S/W/E Pacific Baja

2200+

21.412

Mar Mobile Serv Net

M-F

S/W/E Pacific

2200

3.940

Sea Gull Net

M-S

Maine

2230

3.815

Caribbean WX Net

2230

3.958

Mass/Rhode Isl Net

Daily

Mass/RI

2200>2400+

14.300/313

Intercon Net

Daily

N/S/C Amer

2310

3.930

Puerto Rico WX Net

Daily

P/R-V/I

2330

21.325

So Atl Roundtable

2400>0200+

14.300/313

Mar Mobile Serv Net

Daily

Car/Baja/Pac

2400

14.320

Sea M/M Net

Daily

S&WPac/Sea

as needed +

14.325

Hurricane Net

A/R

Atl/Car/Pac

Cal/Haw

Atl/Med/Car
W/W

W/Pac
Daily

Hawaii WX
N/S Amer

N/S/C Amer
Daily

Atl Oc
NZ/So Pac

Daily

So Atl/Antartica
E/C USA

Car

So Atl
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SATCOM C FAX/TELEX
Another approach is to use a direct satellite link for sending faxes or telexes. On Beowulf,
because we needed to stay in touch with business, we’ve used a Trimble Satcom C modem. The
antenna is about the size of a medium Tupperware container and quite unobtrusive.
When in standby mode our Trimble unit consumed about 8 to 10 watts of power per hour. However, you can have your land/earth station store your messages for you to pick up when you come
online so the set does not have to be on all of the time. The software is easy to use, and there are
several really interesting features to this service. The first is cost. We averaged about a penny a
character. The average 200 character message cost us about $4 (there’s a certain amount of “overhead” associated with the beginning of a message), and we found that most of the messages we
sent were in this size range.
Next, the set can be instructed to automatically download weather forecasts. As we moved
across the Pacific we would receive four times a day a detailed two-page analysis of what was
happening in our area. Initially this came from NOAA in the United States, and then from New
Zealand Weather Met Service. And the reports are free!
Next, the set can be instructed to automatically send a location, speed, and heading message to
be relayed by the earth service provider to whomever you designate. The cost for this is typically
under 50 cents per message. It’s an easy way to automatically tell the folks back home how you’re
doing.
The receiver modem has a built-in GPS terminal, offering a backup navigation device. Finally,
for emergencies the modems will act as an EPIRB, giving vessel I.D. and location. You can then
communicate with Inmarsat search-and-rescue coordinators via the terminal to advise them of
your status.

DIGITAL E-MAIL
As we go to press Magellan, one of the portable GPS pioneers, has introduced a handheld satellite communications device for under $1,000!
This unit offers world wide coverage, through a constellation of low-earth orbit satellites
owned by Magellan’s parent company, Orbitcom. The unit has a built in keyboard, can store and
retrieve data automatically, and can be operated with a portable computer if that is more convenient.
Cost per character is yet to be determined, but we’ve been told it will be competitive with Sat C
at under a penny per character.
It will store 150 addresses and hold up to 100 messages. Message length is limited to about one
page. And, the Magellan unit incorporates a GPS reciever with a full-featured trackplotter. The
built-in GPS allows it to automatically insert your Lat/Lon position into your messages.
For both on-board communications and emergencies from a life raft this product offers some
exciting possibilities.

SATCOM M VOICE AND DATA
The next step up in cost and size is a Satcom M terminal. This provides voice and data capacity
but saddles you with one heck of a large antenna dome!
Using the M terminal is almost as easy as lifting the phone and dialing a number. It works the
other way, too. The people on land can dial your terminal number and voila, there you are. Currently this service runs about $5 per minute.
One of the practical problems with the M terminal is that to be able to receive messages you
must leave the terminal on. This takes a lot of power, and on a sailboat may not be practical.
We’ve spoken to several folks with M’s aboard. According to them, what makes the most sense
is to have both M and C receivers. Then, if someone really wants to reach you they can send a
message on the C modem, alerting you to call back on the M. This keeps power consumption to a
minimum.

DIGITAL CELLULAR SERVICES
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DIGITAL CELLULAR
SERVICES
Digital cellular service, with a
direct uplink from phone to satellite,
is coming on fast. At present there
are two systems on the market that
offer the use of small antennas at
modest cost, typically under $1.50 a
minute in North American waters,
with a modest increase farther offshore. The footprint of these systems
is limited to the United States, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, and
Hawaii.
Several worldwide cellular services are supposed to be in operation
by 1998. These will not require the
use of specialized antennas, but will
operate from what looks like your
typical domestic cellular phone.
Like with anything to do with electronics, things are moving so fast in
this field that the longer you wait to
make a choice, the better off you’ll
be.

0183 INTERFACE
The SatCom M antenna is compact enough to be funcAs you work through the catalogs
tional on vessels 50 feet (13.4 m) and larger .
and talk to electronics salespeople,
you will hear a lot about interfacing
electronics. This is accomplished via an industry standard called 0183 (although the word “standard” is really a misnomer!). Unfortunately, there are all sorts of interpretations of what constitutes the standard and how to use it.
As a result, the level of success achieved in this electronic dialogue is very much a function of
how technically adept the installer is. Even with electronics from the same manufacturer there can
be problems.
If you feel that an interfaced system is important, try to stay within one manufacturer’s grouping of equipment. Buy this gear from an electronics outfit that will guarantee installation and dialogue, or give your money back.

ELECTRONIC CHARTING
Video plotters with electronic plotting ability are the new rage. Still in their infancy at this writing, none of the systems we’ve reviewed seem to deliver an acceptable level of performance for
offshore cruising — at least not enough to justify the cost, complexity, and space taken (although
for local cruising they definitely are beginning to make sense). However, the systems are now in
their third generation. Sometime in the next year or two we’ll see a price/performance breakthrough.
While we haven’t worked with these systems, in talking to folks who have, a few issues rise to
the surface. The first is having a system which is flexible in what chart formats it will read. There
are a lot of different formats available, and ideally you could use charts from several sources.
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Some companies digitally copy various charts, but other libraries are available direct from government organizations (such as the entire NOAA catalog or the British Admiralty inventory).
PC-based systems running off CD-ROMs look like the wave of the future to me. This way you
have the ability to do a variety of things beyond navigation with your “plotter.”
Speed is the ultimate criterion. How fast you zoom and scroll will become a major factor once
you have gotten over the novelty of the new system. Make sure to test all the choices on the computer you are thinking of using before making a commitment. At press time, Navtrek, running
under Windows 95, is supposed to have the fastest displays. However, this is bound to change.
Finally, there is the issue of paper or computer. Which way to go, or do you need both? We’ve
had this discussion with a number of folks. It seems to come down to this. If you have a backup
system (i.e., a second PC), and if you are well protected from lightning, it may make sense to carry
your overall and detail charts on CD-ROM, with a good inventory of sailing directions or cruising
guides and a few large-scale charts to back you up in an emergency. Then, make paper copies of
the computer-chart details before each passage so if there is a problem (lightning hit, loss of
power, computer failure) you have a backup means of making landfalls (with a few intermediate
stops laid out for emergency).
In this context, it may make sense to look at carrying one of the inexpensive bubble-jet printers
which do 11-inch x 17-inch (280mm x 432mm) prints.

WEATHERFAX
Now we are getting to a piece of gear that can pay its weight. If you can predict the weather and
know which way to head (to or away from the wind), your passages will be faster and more comfortable. Wear and tear on rig and sails will be reduced. If you save one sail in three or four years
of cruising, you’ve more than paid for the fax.
Before getting into the type of fax to
buy, let’s look at how they work. There
are a variety of stations around the
world broadcasting all sorts of
weather, temperature, and wave data.
The stations typically broadcast on
four to six frequencies at once, so you
have a chance to pick out the best one
for reception at your location and time
of day. In most cases there will be one
or two times a day when reception is
clear enough to get usable charts. The
station broadcasts a start and stop signal that tells the fax to begin and end. If
this signal is missed, you’ll end up
with no fax, or a huge pile of paper on
the floor.
In the real cruising world, unattended operation is a benefit, as broadcast time may coincide with a trip
ashore or some other activity.

Stand-Alone Faxes
A Furuno 207 weatherfax. We’ve been using these
units for over 10 years and have found them quite
efficient at receiving charts in weak signal areas.

Stand-alone faxes, like the Furuno
1408, have all the weatherfax frequencies built into memory. You can tell the
set to refer to a given station and then

MAKING CHOICES
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scan for the strongest signal. This is a wonderful feature when it works. If there are strong and
weak signals it will do a good job. But if all the signals are marginal or worse, it may miss the start
tone. In this case you need to listen to the signal yourself and tell the reciever when to start. These
sets have built-in timers so that you can program it to start and stop at different times for different
stations.
During our delivery trip with Beowulf down to New Zealand, we were sitting in Fiji waiting for
the best weather for our last leg to Bay of Islands (we wanted lots of wind!). We were picking up
charts from New Zealand, Australia, Hawaii, and Rarotonga. None of the four charts agreed with
each other, but at least we had the luxury of making our own mis-analysis.

Using the SSB as a Fax
An alternate approach is to get a “demodulator” and the appropriate software that allows your
SSB or some other all-band receiver to pick up the signals and a PC to make the charts.
There are several pluses to this scenario. The biggest is the clarity of the image. You can get a
much better chart on a computer monitor than on paper. You also have the ability to use imageenhancement software to clean up your charts. Finally, you can overlay or sequentially view
charts.
But there are negatives. Typically you have to stop and start the system manually. You have to
listen to the stations available and decide which is best. (This is less onerous if your SSB or allband receiver has available memory into which you can load the frequencies. Our SGC allows
memory and auto-scanning.) If you are listening to a net or radio station when it is time to pick up
a chart, you need to decide which to forgo.

Which Fax?
It’s a hard choice. We’ve sat in an anchorage running our fax while a neighbor was using his
SSB and computer and then compared images. His were significantly better than ours. We’ve also
had people tell us that they wished they had a stand-alone unit because of the ease of operation.
We’ve seen a lot of boats with weatherfaxes of both types who were unable to use them because
they didn’t know how to tune in the stations.
Having looked at both sides of the equation, I think I would use the following logic to decide.
First, if budget is not an issue I’d go with the stand alone unit (it will run about $1,500 or more).
Next, if weather was a significant issue (i.e., high-latitude or out-of-season passages), I’d try to
find the budget for a stand-alone unit. Otherwise, I’d go with the demodulator for the SSB or ham
rig and then be sure I had practiced with it before heading offshore.

MAKING CHOICES
How do you decide which gear is best for cruising? The first consideration is budget. None of
this is worth staying home to make more money in order to afford it. But if you have a few extra
bucks stashed away toward electronics, here is the way we’d make our choices.
A portable GPS. For $300, it’s hard to beat. (While a sextant is a wonderful tool, it doesn’t work
too well in overcast conditions.)
An inexpensive depthsounder makes sense in the same price range.
With a little more budget I’d go for a radar at around $1,500 to $1,800, and then pick up a used
ham rig (like an old Atlas rig) for $200 or so.
Before spending money on a new radio, weatherfax, or anything else, we’d upgrade the radar
to a more powerful model, hopefully with an open-array antenna.
If there’s still money to be spent, it would go to a more modern radio, with an all-band receiver
and scanning and memory capabilities so that it could double as a fax.
Finally, we’d get a dedicated weatherfax.
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We’ve been throwing a lot of decisions your way in the last couple of sections, and you may be
wondering if there isn’t a more scientific way of deciding what to do than using gut feel.
Today, no self-respecting racer would consider building a new yacht, let along racing one, without some form of computer analysis. In the America’s Cup, computers are the heart and soul of
every challenge and defense.
Since cruising’s your bag, what can all these megabytes of technology offer you? Plenty!
Within the confines of most home computers there lurks the capacity to calculate all sorts of performance variables that can help you cruise more efficiently. If you go cross-eyed at the mention
of a computer screen, there are a number of services that, at modest cost, will perform the chore
for you.

Velocity-Prediction Programs
At the heart of all this is something called a velocity-prediction program (VPP), mentioned
briefly in the electronics section. VPPs for sailing got a start some years ago when the North
American Yacht Racing Union (now U.S. Sailing) and the Cruising Club of America teamed up
to find a new handicap rule. Professor Jake Kerwin of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
was hired to see if a way could be found to create a computer model of what happens when you
go sailing. With the aid of a graduate student, George Hazen, and thousands of lines of computer
programming, they were able to come amazingly close to predicting the real world.
Reduced to its simplest factors, these programs look at your hull shape and analyze its efficiency. They then investigate the keel, rudder, propeller drag, and performance of the rig and sailplan. Throw in some factors for the vertical center of gravity, boat weight, windage, crew weight,
and payload, and pretty soon the computer spits out numbers that report, for different wind
strengths, traveling speed at various heel and apparent-wind angles.
By modifying the input data you can then play an infinite number of “what-if” games. This data
is so valuable today that virtually every major yacht-design office in the world uses some form of
VPP as a design tool.

Using the VPP
How can you use VPPs? If you’re thinking about buying an inventory of new sails, VPPs can
help you decide on sail size. Wondering how a new boat will react under several tons of cruising
gear? VPPs will analyze its effect on speed and stability. Want to trade your fixed prop for a feathering wheel? A VPP can show you what will happen to your sailing performance as a result of the
change.
While VPPs are only reasonably accurate at predicting performance between different types of
yachts, they are extremely close at predicting how a single change will affect a given vessel. If the
computer says you will gain 3 knots of boat speed when beating in 14 knots of wind by adding
2,000 pounds (907 kg) of lead to your keel, you can be pretty sure that this is what will happen.
If you’re reading this with one hand over your wallet, it’s time to relax. Thanks to the folks at
U.S. Sailing, parts of this computing power are available at modest cost. If you have access to an
IBM computer or compatible and are a U.S. Sailing member, for about $750 they will send you
a program that will let you play “what if” games with your prop, mast and sails to your heart’s
delight.
In addition to their program, you will need a hull-definition file. You can obtain this from your
designer or from U.S. Sailing with the designer’s permission to release your file.
There are all sorts of ways this data can help with your cruising plans. One of the best ways is
with sail inventory. Assume it’s time to buy new headsails. Storage space is usually limited, as is
budget. You want maximum performance yet good flexibility, for your sailing conditions, so with
a few sails you try to cover the expected wind ranges.

COMPUTING PERFORMANCE

Here’s where the VPPs start to pay off. The top curves give you the target boat speed for each true-wind speed velocity (if you are sailing faster,
head lower; if you are sailing slower, head up). The middle curve shows
optimum apparent-wind angle for any given windspeed. The lower curve
is optimum jibing angle (between jibes) for a given wind strength.
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The first step is to do a VPP of your yacht, or a close approximation, with your current favorite
jib and spinnaker used as a base. (Even if you don’t have the hull and other data for your own
yacht, you can make good use of these services by adopting a similar design to your own and computing changes on it.) You’ll receive data on how fast these sails will take you in a variety of wind
directions and wind strengths. You’ll also get velocity made good (VMG) for up-and-downwind
sailing. (VMG is the actual speed made good toward your final point. This takes into account
speed through the water, leeway, and course.) On the next run, try a smaller jib. You may be surprised to find out that upwind in any sort of a breeze, the computer will show the smaller overlap
to be as fast or faster than the larger sail. This is also what happens in the real world. The same is
true of your downwind-sail size. You’ll find that a somewhat smaller spinnaker, maybe just 85
percent of a racing sail size, will be only one or two percent slower, yet will be stronger, easier to
fly, and usable into higher wind ranges.
Of course, you need to decide how much wind to optimize for. If most of your sailing is in summer on the Chesapeake or Long Island Sound, you’ll tend toward bigger sails that show better
speed in the light stuff. But if it’s offshore work you’re aiming for, you can pick computer printouts for more conservative conditions.
The key to all of this is that the computer can show the variations in firm numbers. You can then
make value judgments. If that extra one or two percent is really important, go for the bigger sail.
If you’re more interested in a little comfort and reduced hassle, the smaller sails may be your
ticket.
As you’re evaluating boat speed, you can also look at factors like heel angle. The computer will
heel your boat to its fastest, most efficient point regardless of comfort. You’ll probably shorten
down sooner than the software does, but if you see 22 degrees of heel in 14 knots of true wind with
one sail, and 27 degrees with another, you know that there are 5 degrees more pain associated with
the bigger sail. That may be of more interest than the boat speed!
Windage in the mast has a lot to do with upwind and reaching boat speed. If you currently have
a telephone pole for a spar and are considering something more svelte, make another run with the
VPP. It will predict the actual performance difference. You can look at adding to or shortening the
rig at the same time.
Propellers are another good place to check performance. If you’re thinking about switching to
something more suitable to your cruising plans, the VPP will offer a pretty good idea of the impact
on sailing performance. Changing from a fixed three-blade to a feathering prop will be a real
eye-opener. Sailing performance jumps substantially. Enough to warrant the cost and hassle?
That’s up to you. At least now you know how much speed is involved. Maybe it’s a choice
between a new jib and a new prop. Why not see which change gives you the most performance
boost for the buck?
These programs can also show the range of stability curve, telling how far your boat can heel
before it turns turtle. The curve also indicates how stable (or preferably, unstable) the boat is when
capsized. It’s worth checking if you’re heading offshore.
VPPs are starting to be used by the marketing guys. If you’re basing a buy decision on
computer-generated performance data, bear in mind that the computer output reflects its input.
By fudging on weight, center of gravity, sails, or other data, even a dog can be made to look really
hot. One also has to look at the input data to be sure it represents how you’ll be sailing the boat. It
doesn’t do much good to drool over high-speed reaching performance with a 150-percent genoa
when you and your cruising crew will only be able to handle a 115-percent sail.
While we’re being realistic about this data, you have to realize the computer assumes smooth
water, an expert helmsman, perfect sail trim, and expertly cut sails. To the degree than any of these
factors are not up to snuff, your performance, vis-a-vis the computer, will suffer.

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS
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Getting Your Own Data
U.S. Sailing will do VPPs on sister ships, or close approximations thereof. As of this writing
they have over 600 different stock boats on file, ranging from Alberg 35s to MacGregor 65s. Or,
you can arrange for a full IMS measurement certificate for your hull shape is analyzed by a special
device employed by the U.S. Sailing measurer in your area. A standard “Performance Pack” costs
about $150. When U.S. Sailing runs this for you they will change inputs for you (such as prop type
and size, headsail overlap, gear weight, and spinnaker size).
Peter Schwenn of Velocity (tel. 301-927-9254) runs VPPs in a somewhat different manner.
Your hull shape is “digitized” into the computer using a line plan of your hull, usually supplied by
its designer. Peter then inputs the rig, keel, rudder, and sail data along with information on your
weight and center of gravity. His output has the basic boat-speed data, performance polars (performance polars are also supplied by U.S. Sailing), and a variety of other performance curves.
The performance polars and curves can be valuable in tuning your cruising boat. Tuning is important even if you’re not racing. By looking at the VPP data, or the performance curves, you can
gauge your own performance and sail trim. This approach is less expensive than getting an IMS
certificate.
If the basic data fed into the computer is correct, and your boat speed is more than a few percent
slower than the computer-predicted pace, something is wrong. Maybe sail trim is off, the bottom
is dirty, or sail shape isn’t optimal.

Target Boat Speed
Along with direct boat-speed comparison, there are two other bits of information from the
VPPs that can help your cruising/sailing performance. The first is “target boat speed.” This is the
computer’s estimate of the best boat speed at which to sail to windward in a given amount of wind.
When you look at the upwind output and find best VMG at 6.3 knots of boat speed, that’s your
target. If you sail faster, you are footing too far off the wind. Sailing slower means you’re pinching
and need to head off. This is a very effective way to get yourself uphill with maximum efficiency.

Target Wind Angle
Target wind direction is what to look for to get the best from wind performance. Once again, go
back to the VPPs and look up the apparent-wind angle at which the computer shows you making
the best VMG off the wind at different wind strengths. Maybe it’s 145 degrees when sailing in 10
knots of wind. Well, by keeping the apparent-wind meter at 145 degrees and setting your sails
accordingly, you’re going to be pretty close to the best jibing angle for a downwind passage.

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS
OK, this is a highfalutin way to talk about a tape deck, CD player, or video system, but today
some of this stuff tends to be sophisticated.

Music
The key factors with music is how sensitive your ear is and what you are willing to pay. There
are literally hundreds of systems on the market today. Key factors are size of boat, noise level
inside when at sea (if you want your music system to compete with that), how much time per day
the system will be on, and what your boat’s charging tolerances are.

Speakers
By far the most important ingredient in your sound system aboard are the speakers (just as in a
house). You will want to use speakers that are outdoor-rated, even for inside the boat, as humidity
will eventually ruin anything less. Fortunately, today there are a variety of outdoor speakers available with very good sound.
Speakers come with an “impedance” rating. This has to be matched to the amplifier and is the
cause of some confusion. Basically, as long as the speaker is rated higher than the amp (for example 6-Ohm speakers and a 4-Ohm amp), you are okay. However, when the speakers have higher
ratings than the amp there will be less power available to drive the speakers (i.e. 6-Ohm speakers
and a 4-Ohm amp would cut output by 50 percent). You can match impedance of speakers that are
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rated higher than the amp, by wiring them in parellel. For example, two sets of 8-Ohm speakers
in parallel look the same to the amp, as one set of 4-Ohm speakers (but don’t try this with a set of
sixs, as they would appear as a 3-Ohm pair).
Do you want speakers on deck as well as down below? That second set takes space and budget,
but it can be really nice to have music in the cockpit. Sometimes one (or both) of the belowdecks
speakers can be wired with extra-long leads and then brought into the cockpit from below.
Speakers have powerful magnets in them so you will need to keep them well clear — 4 feet (1.2
m) at least — from any compasses (steering or pilot).

Tuner/Amp
Assuming you are going with an automotive system, do you want a cassette or CD player?
We’ve found CDs far superior to take afloat because they last indefinitely. However, if you have a
remote CD changer, then a tapedeck probably makes sense in the tuner as it gives you both capabilities.
Next consider power output. Most good amps today are rated at 4 x 35 watts. However, this
power is on a peak basis and on a continuous basis it is more like 10 watts per channel. A 4-channel amp makes sense if you are going to use two pairs of speakers. Otherwise, single output will
get the job done for less money.
There are two classes of amps. Class “a/b” uses power in proportion to the volume. This is what
you want in order to conserve power. Class “a” amps are at full power 100 percent of the time, and
while they typically have a better sound quality, the power consumption is too high for use on
sailboats.

CD Players
Automotive CD players are several times the cost of home units. This is due to their ability to
take shock loading. We’ve tried home-style CD players and found that they cannot be used at sea.
In fact, you should not even try them at sea, as the CD can get jammed inside in rough weather.
However, there is no reason they won’t work in port.

Household Systems
Several times we have used household current–based systems powered with the inverter. You
can certainly get a lot more performance for the money this way. The negative is power consumption. It is going to be at least 50 percent higher than a 12V system, probably more.
If you do decide to go this route, check carefully with your inverter manufacturer to be sure it
won’t create interference with your music system.

Video
Today most yachts carry video gear, both to record their travels and to watch movies. The most
compact way to do this is to use a combination TV/video system. These are available with dual
voltage: they’ll run on household current as well as 12V.
One of the issues you face is format. The U.S., Canada, Japan, and some of the Caribbean is on
NTSC format. The rest of the world (except for France) is on PAL. If you want to be able to watch
videos or local broadcasts in other parts of the world, get a set that handles both. These can typically be had for a couple of hundred dollars extra.
TV-screen size is always a big issue. Bigger is better for viewing, except power consumption
goes up exponentially, as does bulk abnd weight. We’ve used 13-inch (330mm) monitors on some
pretty big boats with success. If you are intrigued with big-screen viewing, look into video projectors. They are getting lighter and more efficient, with better pictures all the time.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
Lightning is a powerful, not fully understood phenomenon of nature. While the risks of taking
a hit are small, they nonetheless exist. It is important to understand that there is no way to predict
the results of the hit, since characteristics vary widely, as does the magnitude of the lightning bolt.
Lightning builds up somewhat as follows: Friction within a cloud creates a stratified charge of
positive and negative ions. The positive ions are usually in the upper region of the cloud, while
the negatively charged ions generally reside at the bottom of the cloud.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
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Because like charges repel each other (and unlike ones attract), the area immediately below the
cloud typically has only a limited number of negative ions. The cloud does, however, attract a
group of positive ions in the area below it (attracted by the negative charge of the cloud base).
Now, air being a pretty good insulator, and all other things being equal, there would be no interaction between cloud and ground. Thus, the charge in the cloud just builds and builds. When the
area of positive ions that is dragged along the ground by the cloud reaches your boat and if the
charge buildup in the cloud is great enough, the cloud may shoot down some “leaders,” trying to
complete the circuit between negative ions at the cloud base and positive ions around your boat.
These leaders take a series of zig-zag steps as they approach the earth, looking for a ground connection.
At the same time this is coming down from the cloud the positive charge on surface of the earth
is looking for a jumping-off point where it can accumulate sufficient energy to make the connection to the cloud’s leader. The leader itself does not pack much wallop, but it ionizes the air to
create a more efficient path for the big charge to follow.
As the cloud-to-ground connection is made, part, but not all of the energy differential is consumed. The norm is for a series of interchanges to take place along the same path, typically three
to as many as 20, all in a split second. The number of these, and the differential between the cloud
and earth, determine how big a lightning hit will be.
The issue we now face is how to make the boat less attractive to a lightning discharge. Considering the fact that your mast is a good conductor, and it is by far the highest thing around, it makes
a pretty inviting target. The answer lies in reducing the “potential” difference between the mast
and the surrounding water. This is accomplished by electrically bonding the mast to the water.
My first exposure to the lightning problem occurred on a lake in the Ozark hills of Missouri,
when I was going to college. We were out sailing in a small catamaran when a front came through,
bringing with it the usual rain, hail, and lightning. We could see lightning striking the ground on
either side of the lake as the rain came toward us. My initial reaction was “My God! Our mast is
aluminum and higher than the surrounding scrub.” Deciding that discretion was the better part of
valor, I capsized my cat and swam for it. That was not a smart move. I didn’t think about the conductivity of fresh water if it took a direct hit and we were in it.
At sea, anecdotal evidence indicates that properly protected, a small vessel presents little physical danger to those aboard. There’s considerable financial risk, however: a good hit can wipe out
all electronic gear aboard, including clocks, alternators, radios, radars, and long-range navigation
gear.

Using a Bonding System to Dissipate Static
Your aluminum mast is quite an efficient conductor of electricity. The problem lies in getting
the mast connected to the water. This is typically accomplished with a heavy bonding wire (# 4
wire is good for this purpose) connected from the mast heel to the keel bolts. The outside lead
ballast is a reasonably efficient ground path to the water. If you also connect the through-hull fittings and engine block (through which the prop shaft and prop are brought into play), you now
have a good overall package to dissipate that static charge before it can attract a strike.

Grounding Plate
The only problem with the above grounding system is in its ability to deal with a lightning
strike. If a strike does occur, the power will find a way down the boat and into the ground (the sea).
It will take the most direct path possible. If your bonding wire at the bottom of the mast makes a
right angle to head back for the keel bolts or to some nearby through-hull fittings, the odds are that
the lightning is going to take the direct route straight through the bottom, it generally won’t take
a turn. This could leave you with a large hole.
One alternative is to fit a grounding plate below the mainmast, yielding a more direct path for
the lighting hit to exit. This ground plate also help with static dissipation and can be used as an RF
ground for electronics.
If you do have a ground plate, be sure to keep it unpainted and clear of marine growth.
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Masthead Dissipaters
To further reduce the charge of static you can use a lightning dissipater. This resembles a bottle
brush. Essentially, it’s a stainless pipe with hundreds of little wires sticking out the top. Those
little wires help the ions bleed off so the cloud-to-ground leader looks elsewhere to make its connection. If you have a split rig, it is recommended that you install a dissapater on each spar. This
type of device has been used for years on radio towers, power-line pylons, and microwave towers.

The Cone of “Protection”
There is a theory that a cone of protection exists under your bonded mast, and that if you or your
gear are inside of this cone, all is safe. However, the theory is controversial, and we’ve heard lots
of anecdotal evidence that “side flashes” can and do occur between the main lightning strike and
nearby objects. If an electrical potential exists between the main hit and nearby metal, and if your
body becomes the path to equalize this potential, serious damage may occur to you.

Bond All Metal
Side flashes result during a hit when there is a different electrical charge on various parts of the
boat. This can be harmful to electronics and bodies if they become the path for the electrical differential to neutralize.
To minimize the risk of side flashes, it is necessary to bond all metal objects in the boat. Bonding keeps everything at the same potential, reducing the risk of side flashes, and it includes all
deck hardware, chain plates, lifeline system, pulpits, steering system, and electronics. A #8 wire
should be used for this purpose. Be sure to keep the electrical connections clean on these fittings,
as well as all the others in the system, especially as time goes on. If the connections corrode, resistance will increase and the efficiency of your system will be reduced.

What To Expect from a Hit
If your dissipating and bonding systems fail and you take a hit, the damage sustained is a function of the quality of your bonding system and the magnitude of the strike. We have heard and seen
results ranging from a few areas of burnt paint to the loss of every piece of electronics gear
(including unwired handheld electronics).
The more resistance the lightning bolt encounters on its path to ground, the higher the amperage, and the destructive energy, will be. This energy has been known to melt rigging, as well as to
blow through-hull fittings away from the hull skin and to explode bonding plates.
Obviously, it is best to avoid the hit entirely. If that isn’t possible, get the current to ground with
minimum resistance and damage.

Can You Protect Your Electronics?
One of the side-effects of a lightning hit is the creation of huge amounts of magnetic energy.
This can be felt sometimes hundreds of feet away. Since most integrated circuits are sensitive to
magnetic force, they need to be protected inside of what is called a Faraday cage. This is a simple
box made from metal. Wrapping electronics (or spares) in tin foil may help. Also, disconnecting
electronics before a hit takes place will reduce the odds of damage, although a big hit will eat even
disconnected gear (unless it’s in a Faraday cage).
Our friends Al and Beth Liggett took a hit while moored in Guam. They weren’t aboard Sunflower at the time, but when they returned they found the VHF antenna gone. The wind instruments and tri-color light at the masthead were still okay, however. Down below, the VHF, pilot,
engine alternator, Satnav, stereo, and some of their LED signal lights were fried. Yet other items
like normal lights, engine starter, and laptop computer escaped unscathed. They lost a couple of
breakers on the main panel; some plastic on the upper lifelines was fried; and the stern light was
blown. Sunflower’s structural integrity, however, was sound. There were no problems with
through-hull fittings.

Metal Boats and Lightning
One of the advantages of a metal boat is that it offers a huge amount of area in contact with the
sea to both relieve static charge and dissipate lightning energy. In fact, I have yet to hear of a metal
boat being hit.
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT
There are so many forms of sophisticated safety equipment available today that it’s difficult to
know what to choose. Deciding which gear is essential and which isn’t worth the cost in dollars
and storage space is a bit like deciding upon how much insurance to carry. You hope none is ever
necessary. Still, the occasion may arise when a given item is required.
Cruising plans will have an impact on the decision, as will the type of boat being sailed, how
safe one feels the vessel is, and the age and physical condition of the occupants.
As the various items in this section are reviewed we will try to outline our ideas on how choices
are made. The tougher decision on what level of protection is required will be left to you.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
To begin with, where possible for the engine space, an automatically triggered fire extinguisher
should be present. If you own an older boat and you have one in place already, chances are it will
be a halon-type fire supressant. They are very efficient, compact, and make no mess.
While a lot of folks plan on using a portable fire extinguisher for engine-space fires, they are
rarely successful. In fact, the Coast Guard estimates only about 10 percent of such fires are successfully controlled by portables.
The odds are an engine-space fire will go for awhile before it is noticed. This means it has a
good headstart. At the same time it is consuming the available oxygen in the engine space, and as
the oxygen is consumed, it becomes more difficult for the fire to burn.
Just about this point is where you notice something is amiss. Opening the engine-room door or
access hatch to see what is going on and using the fire extinguisher admits a new bunch of oxygenladen air. The fire expands rapidly as soon as this new source of oxygen reaches it. You now have
a much bigger problem! Better to keep the space sealed off and let the automatic unit deal with
the fire.
If you go out to buy a system today, it will have to be either carbon dioxide (just like in the old
days) or one of the new halon replacements, such as the material used by Fireboy. The only problem with the latter is that it is about twice as bulky as the older style halon. However, it is still
lighter than carbon dioxide.
You will want to carry a wide range of fire extinguishers in various spots in the interior, outside
of but handy to the engine room, and (if you have one) inside the engine room.
We like to carry two large units, usually 15- or 20-pounders (6.8 to 9.1 kg), located close to the
galley and to the engine room. Yes, these are probably way larger than they need to be, but I’d
rather err on the safe side.
We have one small (5BC) extinguisher in each cabin, plus another small unit for the galley. That
way, no matter where you are in the boat, an extinguisher is always close by.
With halon off the market you are limited to the powder-filled, or carbon-dioxide units. The
powder units make an awful mess, but compared to the alternative (getting into the life raft), the
mess is worth cleaning up. The CO2 extinguishers are usually about four times as expensive and
twice as bulky, but they do not make a mess.

We typically carry a medium-sized fire extinguisher under the saloon table.The only current source we know of for halon is Protection R.T. Inc. in Dorval, Quebec, Canada.
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When looking at fire extinguishers you’ll see different ratings. These are quite simple to interpret. For each digit preceding the “A” rating, the extinguisher has the stopping power of 1.25 U.S.
gallons (4.5 liters) of water. The “B” rating indicates the ability to deal with a square foot of rating.
Thus a 5B extinguisher could handle five square feet of fire. The “C” rating indicates the chemical
agent is safe for electrical (non-conducting) fires. Never use water on an electrical fire!
Fighting a fire is not the time to learn for the first time how to use an extinguisher. Practice
beforehand, or better yet, contact your local fire company for a demonstration. Most will be happy
to oblige.

SMOKE HOODS
The last bit of fire-fighting gear that is essential aboard a small boat is a smoke hood. You can
buy these from aviation-supply houses and fire-fighting equipment suppliers. Several types are
available, but the better ones will yield five to ten minutes of working time in a smoke-filled interior. Otherwise, you have a minute or less to deal with the fire before you’ll be forced on deck. At
this point, if the fire is still burning, you’ll be in the raft or dinghy before you know it. A smoke
hood is cheap insurance.

Smoke will drive you out of the cabin
during a fire long before heat; this
means you only have seconds to get
the fire out unless you have a smoke
hood like that shown in these two photos. Brookdale International, a Canad i a n C o m p a ny ( Va n c o u v e r )
developed these hoods for airline travelers and people in high-rise office
buildings. We now carry one aboard
our vessels, just in case. (Brookdale
International photo)

FOUL-WEATHER GEAR
We’ve put foul-weather gear at the top of the safety section because staying alert and well rested
is a key ingredient to safe cruising. To maintain this state, you need to keep reasonably warm and
dry. Otherwise, fatigue sets in, decisions aren’t made with a clear head (or are avoided altogether)
and the risks to vessel and crew increase. Foul-weather gear is right up there on the list of investments to keep you warm and dry.
You would think that something as mundane as foul-weather gear would be a pretty straightforward purchase, but this is not the case. There are so many types and styles of gear, it’s hard to
know where to begin.
Good foul-weather gear is an absolute necessity. But just how good is good enough? For years
we cruised with an amalgam of gear that had been collected along the way: Line 7, Helly Hansen,
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even some Patagonia we’d been given to test. Much of this gear was quite inexpensive at the time
of purchase and is now old and covered with various patches.
We get away with this gear because of the type of boats we sail (typically dry on deck with good
crew shelter) and the areas we like to cruise (usually warm).

Cruising Environment
Obviously the type of weather you cruise in will have a major impact on your choice of foulweather gear. If your sailing takes place mainly in temperate-zone summers and the tropics, lightweight gear will be the most efficient. It’s easier to use, can be quite reasonable in price, and takes
less stowage space.
In the tropics we find that our tops are worn mainly when going forward to handle sails, when
traveling in the dinghy if it’s wet, and as raincoats ashore. Bottoms are almost never used. Aft, we
usually sit under the dodger and don’t even bother with a top.
The bottoms come into play when the weather turns a bit colder and we’re more concerned with
keeping our legs (and now pants) dry. Because pants are so much more difficult to get into and
out of once on, they usually stay on.
Colder-climate cruising makes the level of protection more important. Details like wrist and
ankle closures, hood design, hand pockets, and flap integrity become critical.
The actual weight of the foul-weather gear fabric, however, seems to be more related to longevity than function. Heavier materials, while less comfortable to wear and more difficult to stow, do
last longer.
In our case, with the majority of our cruising taking place in the tropics, we prefer the lightest
gear we can find for ease of stowage and comfort when wearing.

Important Features
There are several features that we find very desirable. Light-reflecting strips on shoulders and
hood are a help in keeping track of foredeck crew — as well as of someone in the water.
The ideal hood should be able to enclose the face, and have a sun/rain visor, yet allow freedom
of movement and good peripheral vision. A good storage detail is a plus as well for when the hood
is not being used. This may be as simple as a Velcro strap or perhaps a pocket into which the hood
folds.
Wrist and ankle closures usually take the form of Velcro straps, or pull-ties. Whichever system
is used, you should be able to seal the ends of garments at one extreme and leave them nice and
loose for ventilation under better conditions. You should be able to make these adjustments from
the outside, without opening up the garment.
Pockets should be available for your hands, with an extra pocket or two for a hunk of line, knife,
personal strobe, etc. You’ll want drain holes in the pockets, too. If lined with one of the high-tech
fleeces now available, they will help to keep your hands warm.
Some of the “breathable” fabrics are light and wear very comfortably. The new breathables are
supposed to have solved their problems with watertight integrity.

Top Style
You have two choices in top styles — pullover and front-opening. The pullover is much more
watertight, not having a flap to worry about. We used these for years in small-boat racing. But the
front opening is so much easier to put on and take off that these are now our tops of choice. For
most keelboats, the amount of water on deck doesn’t warrant the hassle of the pullover.
There is usually some variety in the length of the top. The longer the jacket is, the drier it will
keep your torso, while providing some protection to your shorts.

Pants
As for pants, bib-style are the best. The high front helps protect the torso from any leaks in the
jacket. Check the strap hardware to make sure it’s easy to use and to adjust and that it will stand
up to long periods of salt encrustation. Most strap hardware today is plastic and works well in the
marine environment, but some of the metal buckles rust and seem to rot the straps. When looking
at foul-weather gear pants, consider the fact that you may end up wearing them when the decks
are wet but spray isn’t a problem, without a top.
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Zippers
In most cases zippers are going to be a part of your foul-weather gear top. If properly executed,
these can be quite water resistant, maybe even watertight. Typically there will a single or, better
yet, double storm flap, usually with Velcro closure, to protect the zipper from direct water velocity
(much like hatch storm covers.)

Size
Tops should be sized to allow for several layers of warm clothing and a bulky sailing jacket. Be
sure arm lengths are adequate after all these layers are on. You may also want to consider wearing
a PFD (personal flotation device) under the foul-weather gear (which provides extra insulation
for your chest area). Pants should also be generous with interior volume. This makes them easier
to move about in.

Fabrics
Four basic types of fabric are available today. PVC has been around the longest and is a relatively cheap waterproof and durable material. We’re still using some of this gear after 20 years of
cruising! However, the early varieties of PVC were quite stiff. Today some manufacturers are
using PVC in thin layers over nylon scrims. This results in a softer feel.
Polyurethane is probably the lightest of the materials used for foul-weather gear. Properly executed, it makes a very flexible material with good wear characteristics. However, it is not always
well executed and you soon end up with delamination. Sometimes material is somewhat permeable, meaning it leaks! Good-quality gear with a good reputation made from polyeurethane is
okay, but I’d stay away from off brands.
Neoprene is typically used for heavy-duty gear, typically used for offshore racing where it
needs to take a really tough beating. It tends to be a little stiffer and heavier, although not necessarily more uncomfortable. The Patagonia bib pants are neoprene. They’ve been going strong
now for eight years.
Finally, we get to the breathable fabrics based on Goretex technology. The first generation of
Goretex material simply did not stand up to salt water. It allowed wet-weather gear to breathe
(allowing sweat to escape, while keeping outside water at bay) and worked okay in fresh water.
Nevertheless, salt water seemed to get through. Now comes the second generation: Tested in the
1995 Whitbread with apparent good results, a number of companies now offer Goretex in their
top-of-the-line offshore range. However, it only makes sense to invest the extra bucks in this very
expensive gear if you plan to do a lot of hard work in cold, high latitudes. Otherwise, not enough
sweat is generated to make the investment worthwhile.

Seam Construction
How your foul-weather gear is assembled is a key element in how it will hold up, and in the
suit’s watertight integrity. The number one thing to consider is the seam taping. The seam tapes
should be neatly and evenly applied. The bonding should be complete across the entire tape, without bubbles or lifted or rough edges. If the gear you are looking at doesn’t have taped seams, it is
probably best left in the marine store (or used for occasional guests).

Color
When choosing color, consider two issues. One is visibility. If, heaven forbid, a crewmember
goes overboard, white is a poor choice. It’s easily lost in the wave action.
Then there is “yummy yellow.” The military has tested various colors on sharks in a feeding
frenzy. They absolutely love yellow. If you’ve seen the movies of the yellow-clad dummy being
attacked while the black-clad dummy floats serenely a few feet away (maybe the latter figure isn’t
such a dummy), there’s an incentive to look for black foul-weather gear. Of course, the dark colors are no good at night, and after all, if you’re in the water, is it better to be seen and picked up or eaten? Besides, presently no black foul-weather gear is available.
A reasonable compromise is a high-visibility red or orange top with a dark set of pants. Blue is
available from some suppliers.
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Boots
Boots are an integral part of a sailor’s foul-weather gear. Comfort and efficiency are vastly
diminished by cold, wet feet. Boots should have soft soles with maximum grip for a heeled, wet
deck. A Top-Sider sole or equivalent is the best bet. The higher the boot, the better the protection.
Our boots come up to mid-calf.
I prefer the inside of my boots to be large enough to allow me to wear two pairs of socks when
it’s cold. This allows my bare foot to slip a bit, but it is a trade-off I live with.
One problem we experience with boots is odor. The canvas liners are difficult to dry and
become foul smelling after awhile. “Odor Eaters” seem to be of some benefit. But my boots, at
least, usually end up stored in the engine room.

Sailing Jackets
A sailing jacket with built-in flotation is a wonderful piece of gear. Not only does it keep you
warm, it provides some protection in the event of a dunking. To be really efficient, however, the
float coat will need some form of a crotch strap to keep the coat from floating up to your shoulders.

Gloves
It’s important to protect the hands, but I’ve never liked sailing gloves for everyday wear. It
always seemed better to have the feel of my hands against the wheel or rope. It only takes a couple
of weeks to get the hands toughened up
for sailing, and if one is using gloves that
can’t happen.
Still, when the weather turns cold I’m
not bashful about staying warm. The best
system seems to be an inner and outer
liner. The outer liner keeps the glove dry
and protects from chafe, while the inner
liner keeps your hands warm. Spare liners
can be exchanged while a wet set is being
dried.

COLD-WEATHER
CRUISING
Having (happily) spent most of our
cruising careers in the tropics, it wasn’t
until we started to think about sailing to
Alaska that the topic of cold-weather
clothing really got serious consideration
in our family. As it turned out, sitting in
Mexico’s Sea of Cortez was the ideal
place to gather data as we were to meet a
variety of Canadian and Alaskan yachts.
Surprisingly, for once the correct answers
seemed to be universal amongst our
friends.
The basic issues of a cold-weather
cruising wardrobe were put into focus for
Linda and me at the end of a leisurely daylong circumnavigation of beautiful Espiritu Santo Island, just north of La Paz.
Coasting slowly along the magnificent
red cliffs Linda spotted two kayaks, each
with a couple aboard.
These folks (John Page and Jill De La
Hunt in one kayak, and Jeanne Molitor

Sometimes cold weather is unavoidable (if you are
late leaving for the tropics), in which case good
preparation will allow you to enjoy the weather.
(North Sails RI photo)
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and J.R. Patee in the second)
were from Alaska. They spent
their summer vacations traveling by kayak in that invigorating part of the world. If
anybody would know the right
clothing to wear, these folks
would! The first thing John
told us was, “we look at clothing from a drying-out standpoint. If we capsize, or get
really wet, the ability of the
clothing to maintain our body
heat while wet is a matter of
If you happen to find yourself down slope from a glacier
some day, you will appreciate modern cold-weather
survival. We also need to be
clothing.The air temperature in this photo was about 34°
able to dry wet clothing
F (2° C) with a nice breeze to keep us refreshed. Surprisquickly over a small fire.”
ingly, we were not uncomfortable, except for the many
So far, this was sounding
layers of clothing that restricted our movements.
sensible.
“Stay away from cotton,” Jill
chimed in. “It absorbs water, has no thermal value when wet, and is difficult to dry.” (The same
characteristics that make it so desirable in the tropics are what make it a poor choice for high latitudes.) “We use synthetic materials. Polypropylene is the best,” she added.
“We work on a layer system,” was J.R.’s comment. “Starting with a light layer, then a medium
weight material, then an expedition-weight layer. This gives you the ability to dress up or down
as conditions require.”
A 3M Corporation product called Thinsulate has enormous insulation value, comparable to
down, but much thinner. This makes for excellent outerware when it’s really cold.
In the old days some of the polypro materials picked up body odors after a few days. Nowadays, however, Capilene is non-odor-absorbing.
Jeanne had come aboard wearing a pair of gloves, which got me to thinking about the extremities. “How about hands and feet?” I asked.
“We use glove liners like these,” Jeanne said, “with some form of outer shell for protection from
water. To keep my feet warm I like to use wool socks with polypro liners.”
Over all of this, if required, they suggest synchilla (long-haired polypro) jacket and pants.
Linda then asked “How many sets of these layers do you carry?”
“A minimum of two but preferably three sets,” Jill answered. That way you can have a damp
pair or two drying out while there is one dry one to wear!”

Insulated Foul-Weather Gear
In the last few years Mustang and Stearns have developed foul-weather gear lined with flexible
Airex foam for warmth and buoyancy. These suits keep you dry, warm, and can reduce the chance
of hypothermia in the water. They feature special closures at the wrists and ankles that restrict
water movement, creating a wetsuit effect. This approach seems to make sense compared to a
full-on survival suit. You don’t have the problem of storage that comes with a survival suit, and
the immersion suits are designed to be worn and worked in. If they’re aboard, you’re going to be
wearing them in cold weather any time you’re on deck.
We’ve met a number of cruisers who use Mustang immersion suits for everyday sailing once
they’ve left the tropics. While you’d think that a one-piece jumpsuit would be difficult to get into
and out of, they report just the opposite. Apparently they are, in fact, easier to get into and out of
than separate top and bottom foulies.
Perhaps a good compromise for cruising in all sorts of conditions is a light set of foulies for
normal usage and the immersion suit for higher-latitude sailing.

COLD-WEATHER CRUISING
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Immersion Suits
Immersion suits were developed for professional seamen making their living in harsh coldweather conditions. The concept is to provide enough protection to keep you alive in the water or
on a raft until help arrives. These suits typically cover the entire body, except for a small patch of
the face.
Most are made from neoprene insulation (similar to wet suits) about 3/8-inch thick. Since the
buoyancy thus provided tends to be distributed from top to bottom, the wearer tends to float horizontally rather than vertically.
To give better control of your flotation attitude, most suits incorporate inflatable chambers in
the chest area. In smooth-water conditions, the ideal float attitude is horizontal, which minimizes
the amount of suit area in contact with the cold water. However, as sea conditions deteriorate,
spray and foam may dictate a more vertical positioning to gain freeboard for your nose. They also
usually have lifting harnesses built in for rescue. The suits are sealed at the wrist to heavy gloves,
while the feet are typically built
in, similar to the “jammies” you
used to wear in childhood.
Where thermally insulated
foul-weather gear will typically
keep you alive for six to eight
hours in 50° Fahrenheit water,
an immersion suit will keep you
going almost indefinitely in the
same conditions. In order to do
the job properly, these suits
must fit well. This means you’ll
need to try various suits on to
find the right match. Even children’s suits are available today.
Of course, here you have to
worry about the kids growing
out of this year’s suit.
Knowing how to get into an
immersion suit takes a bit of
practice. An emergency is not
the time to be going through a
learning curve. Take the time to
get familiar with the suit when
you buy it, and then practice
putting it on periodically to stay
familiar.
Now, lest you think the need
for these suits is theoretical in
the extreme, let me relate the
experience of John Conser, a
veteran seaman and top-notch
sailmaker.
John was involved in a Quebec-to-St. Malo race aboard
A Viking thermally insulated work suit (top left). It is
Bob Hanel’s catamaran, Doudesigned to allow freedom of movement and give good proble Bullet. At the last minute
tection in case of falling overboard.
Bob Hanel asked John to pick
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Every cruiser’s dread.Trying to get an injured crewmember back on board. It is a lot easier
into a dinghy than back onto a deck that is much higher off the water. Of course at sea this
doesn’t work so well. (West Marine photo)

up some survival suits. Not that he thought they would need them, but crossing the North Atlantic
was a serious matter, and these were experienced, prudent seamen.
Several days into the race, while power-reaching in moderate conditions, Double Bullet hit
something and the leeward daggerboard tore a gaping hole in the starboard hull. The hull quickly
began to fill, and the boat started to list alarmingly.
The immersion suits that John had picked up at the last minute were stuffed in the bow of the
sunken hull, now under 10 feet (3.1 m) of water. In the cold North Atlantic the odds for survival
were remote in general. Without the immersion suits, a quick death by hypothermia was guaranteed.
John Conser dove down
into the submerged hull and
began to bring out the immersion suits. After several trips
to the bow everyone was
wearing their own suit.
They clambered onto the
windward hull, now awash in
the big seas, and lashed themselves to the rudder.
Eighteen hours later they
were picked up by a passing
freighter. Had they not been
All the cold and overcast weather makes these thermal pools
wearing the immersion suits,
really inviting. If you look carefully at the left of the photo you can see
nobody would have made it.
Sundeer’s mast in the background.
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A safety harness is an essential piece of cruising gear. We usually wear ours whenever we
leave the cockpit. In this photo, my Dad is at the helm of Deerfoot. Notice how his safety
tether is attached to a pan eye to windward. If the boat is smacked by a sea, he can only lurch
a short distance before the tether pulls him up short.

HARNESSES
The safety harness is a simple but very important piece of personal gear. We make a habit of
wearing ours any time we are out of the cockpit when sailing. Hence, it’s important to make them
easy and comfortable to wear.
Whether you make your own (as we have done) or buy them, they should be strongly made with
heavy-duty webbing, triple-stitched to “D” rings. The Ocean Racing Council specifies breaking
strengths of 3,400 pounds (1,542.6 kg) for an approved harness.
If closed-cell foam is worked into the shoulders, they will be a bit more comfortable. Having a
place to hold a personal strobe and whistle is also a good idea.
Several of the more expensive foul-weather gear sets have jackets with built-in harnesses.
While this seems like a good idea, you will still need a free harness for use when working on deck
in nice weather.
Another approach is to have a harness sewn onto a float coat. Linda and I did this with our sailing jackets, and find that these see almost more use than our normal harnesses.
Harness tethers are best if they have shackles at both ends. On the harness side, a conventional
snapshackle will do the job, while a single-handed carabiner-style hook is best for the free end.
These have a sliding lock over the moveable section so they cannot accidentally slip loose. Gibb
makes a very strong hook with a second locking arm that is still usable with one hand. I have two
tethers for my harness — a short one for use at the helm when I want to be held in tight, and a
longer one for working the foredeck. Be sure that the snapshackle is one of the modern designs
with the hinge point more than halfway around the top, allowing the pin to unlatch under load.
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Harnesses are now available with built-in
flotation. For the Whitbread boats and
many other offshore racers the harness/flotation combination is considered essential.
We have not yet tried living with this
gear, so we can’t comment on the comfort.
However, before we go cruising again, the
odds are we’ll have a couple of these harnesses aboard.

PERSONAL
STROBE LIGHTS
We’ve always carried personal strobes
for each crewmember, updating the batteries every six months or so. The ones available now are lightweight, easy to stow on
the harness or in a pocket, and valuable
insurance in case of a disaster. Space
should be made on the harness to attach the
strobe to the back of the harness. Otherwise, if it’s in front it will blind the user
when activated. Recently there has been
some question about strobe lights. The
Royal Navy apparently has found that
under some circumstances, prolonged
exposure to strobe lights at a close distance
can induce epileptic-type seizures in some
people. Keep your ears open for additional
information on this subject.

Jackstays should run from the bow aft down the
deck. Ideally they will be made from flat webbing
(which doesn’t roll under your feet like line or wire).
This drawing shows two separate jackstays stretched
tight between bow cleats and padeyes aft. An alternative is to make the jackstay in the form of a “U” around
the cabin trunk and/or cutter stay, so you can go from
port to starboard side without unhooking.

WHISTLES
Every crewmember should have a whistle when on watch, preferably mounted
right on the front of the harness. This little
device can be invaluable in alerting other
crewmembers to the wearer’s need for
assistance.

LIFE JACKETS
Most national authorities require some
form of flotation for each crewmember.
What’s legal in the United States, however,
wouldn’t pass in most other parts of the
world. The buoyancy provided is barely
adequate for smooth water. Throw in a couple of feet of chop, and you have problems.
If you are serious about your life jackets
(i.e., if they are there for more than to just
satisfy the authorities), consider the following. Life jackets don’t do any good unless
they are worn, so they need to be comfortable to wear, allowing freedom of movement. You will have to decide whether you
want to wear them over or under foulweather gear, as this will affect fit.

The top photo shows a carabiner-style tether hook
for attachment to your jackstay. The other end has a
snapshackle with pull cord for attaching to the safety
harness.The snapshackle gives you a means of releasing should you find yourself overboard being dragged
underwater (Survival Tech photo).
The bottom photo is a Gibb hook. We prefer this
style because it cannot accidently unlock itself.
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The buoyancy required to give you the freeboard necessary to breathe in a chop varies with
body size and composition. If you tend toward a lean frame, with lots of muscle, more buoyancy
will be required than if you have higher levels of fat.
We typically carry two high-buoyancy vests for Linda and me, and then a series of the minimalrequirement vests to meet legal requirements for guests.
Another issue is storage area. Four or six life jackets will take a fair amount of space. Remember, they need to be stored where they are accessible. Here we have a conundrum of needing an
easy-to-wear, high-volume, comfortable life jacket that stores in a minimum of space.

Inflatable Life Jackets
The answer lies in the inflatable vest. These are compact, easy to wear (meaning they will see
more use), and relatively reliable. Even better, the units made for the yachting community do double-duty as a safety harness.
The issue of “freeboard” for the person in the water is crucial. Under smooth-water conditions
there’s no problem. But when a sea is running and waves are breaking, chances are the swimmer
is going to be breathing a lot of water mixed with air. Even a couple of inches of extra freeboard
can enhance chances substantially. I wouldn’t be surprised to find the USCG modifying it’s outmoded regulations in the future.
When looking at inflatable life jackets, there are several things to consider. The first is buoyancy. Next comes comfort when wearing the unit. If it is comfortable to wear, it will be used,
which, after all, is the reason for buying the inflatable life vest in the first place. Given a constant
level of comfort between models, I’d go for the one with the most buoyancy. (Note: When considering comfort, be sure to check mobility, or how much motion is restricted when wearing the
inflatable life vest.)
Finally, you need to look at how the inflation mechanism works. There will be both carbon
dioxide charges and manual inflation. Make sure the inflation cylinders are easy to service. The
manual inflation tubes should be easy for you to reach when in the water.
Some models come with automatic inflators. These have a safety advantage if the wearer is
knocked unconscious as he falls overboard. However, they introduce a level of maintenance that
may not be appropriate for long-term cruising.

MAN OVERBOARD
Before we get into the specifics of man-overboard equipment, there are a couple of very important concepts to understand. First is speed of action. Any time a crewmember goes overboard,
chances are the boat will be moving at a good clip. At 6 knots a vessel will travel roughly 10 feet
(3.1 m) per second. Consider that for a moment. In the time it takes you to realize that someone
has fallen overboard, get up from the cockpit seat and make your way to whatever systems you
have — maybe 10 seconds — you’re already 100 feet (30.5 m) from the swimmer. And 10 seconds would be one hell of a fast time to get to your system and deploy it.
The second factor is windage and sea conditions. Even the strongest swimmer will be almost
immobilized by his clothing and foul-weather gear. His or her odds of being able to swim toward
a stationary lifesaving device in a moderate sea are pretty slight. I remember a story I heard years
ago about a crewmember who fell overboard during a spinnaker takedown in an Admiral’s Cup
race in the English Channel. Even though man-overboard gear was deployed and cushions were
thrown, the swimmer was unable to reach any of the flotation aids. The boat drifted off to leeward
faster than he could swim. What saved him was a float coat he was wearing.
The third aspect is what happens once you get back in the vicinity of the swimmer. Remember,
he is almost immobilized and may be hurt to boot. Just getting within a few feet isn’t going to get
the job done unless there’s a way to get a line to the swimmer quickly and accurately.
Finally, there are many, many stories of fully crewed yachts having finally worked their way
back to the swimmer, only to find it impossible to get him back aboard. It sometimes takes three
strong men to bring one person aboard.
Ideally, wearing a safety harness, working with good lifelines and plenty of handholds, and
always being wary, will keep everyone aboard. But you do need to be prepared for the eventuality
of a problem.

Locating Systems
We’ve grown up with the poles, horseshoe rings, strobe lights, and sea-anchor systems inspired
by ocean-racing rules. While this gear is bulky, difficult to stow, and can be a nuisance in heavy
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weather, it still seems like a cost-effective approach,
provided the signal pole itself can be seen in heavy
conditions. If you go this route, most important will
be speed of deployment. Seconds are crucial.
In the past we’ve used a Forespar launcher, which
allows us one pull to send the whole kit over the side.
When we’re sailing close to shore, the gear is carried
between the upper lifeline and the rail. Offshore, the
launcher and poles are moved up to the top of the lifelines to keep everything clear of the stern wave when
we’re knocked down. In all our years of sailing we
have yet to lose an MOB rig to a wave.
A tall pole, preferably 15 feet (4.6 m), is best.
These usually have the biggest floats and the most
ballast, which helps them stand up in a breeze. The
floats typically used in stern-tube launchers are so
small that in 15 knots of wind they’ll be knocked
down to just a couple of feet off the water!
Whatever type of pole you use, check its flotation
characteristics in 25 or more knots of wind. The
Sundeer’s traditional MOB system with a
stand-up characteristics can be improved by increasForespar launcher. A single pull on the laning flotation, adding ballast, and raising the point of
yard deploys pole, strobe light, horseshoe,
attachment between the sea anchor and the pole. By
and sea anchor. Offshore, we fasten this to
experimentation, you will find an attachment spot
the top of our lifelines to keep it clear of
that helps to reduce the heeling angle. (Note that if
any breaking seas. Onshore, we drop it
the sea anchor is attached to the bottom of the float, it
down to deck level.
will tend to capsize the pole!)
The various elements should be connected with
floating polypropylene line, which needs to be renewed annually.
A critical part of the package is the sea anchor. This should be at least 12 inches (305 mm) in
diameter and preferably larger.
There is some debate about strobe lights. They are definitely easiest to see at a distance,
although with no depth perception. Once you’re close to the light, an incandescent bulb is better.
Ideally, then, one would have both strobe and incandescent.

Man-Overboard Modules
Survival Technologies Group has developed a man-overboard module consisting of an inflatable pole, small raft (with a black-colored bottom rather than “yummy yellow”), and other
assorted bits and pieces. The system is well thought out and makes sense, although it’s expensive.
The “pole” has a water-activated light at the top, and the kits are available with flares. The sea
anchor is the first thing to deploy when the system is launched. This strings out the rest of the gear.
The raft provides several hundred
pounds of buoyancy and, from the
standpoint of hypothermia, offers
far better protection than anything
else you can use. The kits come in
a molded plastic container that
needs to be serviced periodically to
keep the carbon-dioxide cartridges
up to date.
When the MOM unit is installed,
it needs a clear trajectory to the
water. This means if you have a
large swim step, the unit will need
to be mounted off to the side where
The Survival Tech MOM is a clever, compact way of dealing
it can drop down the transom flats
with a man in the water. The system is inflatable and can be
launched within seconds with a simple pull cord. They have a
on one side or the other of the swim
fancier model that includes a mini-raft. (Survival Tech photo)
platform.
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Steiner Throwable Module
I really like the concept of the MOM, but on a boat
like Sundeer or Beowulf, with the cockpit so far from
the stern, I felt too much time would be lost getting
back to the transom to deploy the module. Also, our
swim steps are so large that it is tough to find a good
location to mount the MOM.
Enter Greg Steiner. Greg’s unit is a throwable module, which can be mounted close to the helm (or to the
companionway, as on Beowulf). It includes an inflatable life vest and pylon. The fact that you can immediately toss this unit to the swimmer is a large bonus: the
15 or 20 feet (4.6 or 6.1 m) that it’s thrown reduces the
required swimming distance.

Electronic Position Finders
A number of manufacturers have developed miniEPIRBs to be worn by crewmembers. These units
trigger an alarm when they hit the water, then send out
a homing signal to help locate the lost crewmember.
Development has been spurred by Whitbread racers
as well as by the commercial fishing industry, and new
products are coming to market all the time. (A lot of
old ones are leaving the market, too!) You’ll want to
do some research on what’s available just prior to
leaving.

Man-Overboard Buttons
While on this unpalatable subject, we should discuss the MOB buttons featured on many integrated
performance instrument systems and GPSs.
The key factor in a man-overboard situation is finding your way back to the location of the person in the
water. This is difficult enough on a fully crewed
yacht, where one or more crewmembers can try to
maintain a constant watch on the person in the water.
But, if you’re sailing as a couple, the person left
aboard has to get the boat turned around and deal with
the myriad of shipboard duties this entails. He or she
will not be able to keep their eyes on the swimmer. If
your GPS or instrument system has an MOB button,
this will enter a waypoint to return to. An instrument
system will keep track of the DR position away from
the swimmer. This makes it much easier to get back to
the area of the person in the water.

There are several man-overboard
alarms on the market today.The manufacturers claim they will put a waypoint onto the GPS and even turn the
boat around. (Emerald Products
photo)

Getting Back Aboard
The most difficult part of a man-overboard situation
is recovering the person in the water. It’s very difficult
for several people, let alone someone working alone,
to pull a healthy adult out of the drink and up onto the
topsides.
This is what led to the development of the stern
swim platform on Intermezzo II and on my dad’s
Deerfoot years ago. We both needed a better chance to
get someone back aboard, and a good-sized step at
water level seemed the logical answer. The other benefits — for swimming and for getting in and out of the
dinghy — were an offshoot of the basic recovery
solution.

This “Sky Alert” kite from SE Ventures
in King George,Virginia, is an interesting
concept. A 7.5-square-foot (0.7m) signal is flown at the end of a 100- to 300foot (30m to 60m) line. Assuming you
can launch it under emergency conditions from a raft, it will be a very effective signal (as well as a means of
propulsion, which may or may not be a
good idea). (SE Ventures photo)
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Nevertheless, even with a swim step, you need to get the
person in the water close to the boat.

Heaving Lines
Keep some form of heaving line aboard. This can be as
simple as a monkey’s fist (a weight with a line around it)
connected to 100 feet (30.5 m) or so of 1/4-inch-floating
(6.35mm) polyethylene line, loosely stowed in a small
bag. You could also purchase one of the commercial heaving lines now available. The advantage of the commercial
products is that the bag and line travels with the weight,
paying the line out as the device travels, thereby reducing
friction and increasing range and accuracy.

Lifesling

A heaving line also made by Survival Tech. This has the advantage of
being eaiser than a Lifesling, which
must be dropped in the water and
then trailed back to the swimmer.
On the other hand, the Lifesling
does not secure the swimmer to
the boat.

The Lifesling, developed by a group of Seattle-area sailors as a way of recovering and winching a person back
aboard, is now marketed by West Marine. It’s an excellent
approach to the subject, even if you have a swim step. The
key to this product is getting the person in the water “captured” and tied to the boat, even if you are some distance
away. Remember, the boat must be dead in the water. Even
if you’re drifting at just two knots, the forces are so tremendous on the swimmer that he could easily be pulled under
water and drowned. If you go this route, test the system
before you have to use it in an emergency situation.
Part of the Lifesling concept is that you use a halyard to
winch the person back aboard. To do this you will need to
make sure your halyard is long enough to reach the sling;
many times it will not be. Then there’s the issue of making
the attachment between sling and halyard. A normal main
halyard with captured shackle will be difficult to use under
adverse conditions.
My feeling is that it is better to have a long pennant, on
the Lifesling, (made out of a heavy enough polyethylene),
with which to lift the person. This pennant should have a
snapshackle on one end to attach to the main halyard. This
will allow the crew on deck to fish the pennant out of the
water with a boat hook should they not be able to reach it
from the topsides.
The Lifesling is not a substitute for proper man-overboard gear. It’s too slow to deploy and, being attached to
the boat, doesn’t give the swimmer any flotation options if
it takes more than a few seconds (which it will) to get the
boat stopped and turned around. However, in conjunction
with man-overboard gear it is an excellent means of getting the swimmer attached to the boat and pulling him in.
We always carry one of these units.

Avoiding Problems

A Survival Tech throwable inflatable life preserver.

The best way to avoid all problems associated with a
man-overboard situation is to stay aboard. This means
having a good jackstay system and using your safety harness. Once you’re in the water, the odds of survival drop
dramatically.
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A series of photos showing the Lifesling in action in slightly different circumstances.The key factor
is to get the sling to the swimmer, and then to get him to don the sling.Then, you have time to get
organized for hoisting. Note how calm the sea is.This procedure will be a lot more difficult offshore!
(West Marine photos)

In the 1989 Whitbread there were a number of MOB situations, one of which resulted in the loss
of a crewmember’s life. In each case the crews were wearing their harnesses but had them
unclipped at the critical moment.
Consider the case of Jordi Domenek, a crewmember aboard the Spanish ULDB Fortuna. Jordi
spent 16 minutes in the near freezing water of the Southern Ocean after being swept off the foredeck. He was saved by a combination of thermal clothing, oilskins, life jacket, fast crew work by
a trained Whitbread racing crew, and the fact that he was wearing a mini-EPIRB that helped guide
the crew back to him. When Jordi was interviewed about the incident he stated that he had probably only had his harness unclipped for a total of ten minutes during the entire leg!
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THE LIFE RAFT
To begin with, the odds are infinitesimally small that you will ever have to take to a raft. In this
regard, we can’t stress too strongly the foolishness of abandoning ship before it is absolutely certain that the boat’s going down. There are far more stories of sailors whose vessels have survived
after being abandoned than there are of sailors who have survived long sojourns on life rafts.
The problem is that the standard yacht life raft is truly effective only in areas where help can be
summoned quickly. Most of the long-distance cruising tracks, of course, are out of shipping and
aircraft lanes, and the odds are that if you take to the raft you’re going to be there for a good while.
That means you need to look at your abandon-ship materials in the light of an extended stay.
Prior to purchasing Intermezzo’s raft I read the Baileys’ Staying Alive and Dougal Robertson’s
Survive the Savage Sea. Both are excellent, graphic accounts of long periods in a raft and make
interesting reading before you make any decisions. The Robertson’s raft lasted a little more than
two weeks, and then they were forced
into their hard dink. The Baileys, on the
other hand, had the pleasure of just
under four months in their raft, with
their inflatable dinghy alongside for
extra room and supply-carrying ability.
More recently, the Butlers spent 66
days in a “coastal” Switlik raft. The key
factor in their case was the fact that their
raft had double tubes, a critical issue
since the outer tubes were holed during
their sinking.
Most companies make several types
of rafts. Some are sold as “coastal”
designs, and others are for “offshore.”
The difference is usually in the ballasting system, and sometimes in the cons t r u c t i o n . H ow ev e r, f r o m o u r
experience the worst wave and sea conditions are usually found close to shore,
where water is apt to be shallower and
currents more likely to oppose the wind
Not the most pleasant conditions to be testing a life
creating breaking seas. So, if you’re
raft, but realistic nonetheless. (Viking photo)
serious about a raft, I would be sure to
get one rated for offshore
work.
The next question deals
with insulation. Some raft
models come with double
bottoms to help insulate
the occupants from cold
as well as from the bumping of fish and turtles,
which can become very
annoying.
F i n a l l y, f o r s eve r a l
years now a debate has
raged about ballasting
systems. Various governAn interesting photo of an unballasted and unmanned raft. Kind of
ment bodies have been
makes you think about what it might be like out there in really heavy
involved with all sorts of
weather with breaking seas. Perhaps the large ballast chambers are a
tests, and claims fly back
good idea! (Givens photo)
a n d f o r t h . E ve r y o n e
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seems to agree that a substantial ballasting system is required. The form of this ballast system,
however, is still open to debate. I think it’s safe to conclude that the old-fashioned ballast “pockets” do not provide enough counter force to breaking waves.

Givens Raft
While we were busy cruising, Jim Givens was developing his patented raft and ballast chamber.
The Givens raft has an enormous circular bag deployed below it, which, when filled with water,
prevents the raft from capsizing in heavy seas. For years Jim fought an uphill battle against government bureaucracies and industry inertia. But as reports started to come in of his rafts surviving
hurricane conditions with the occupants intact, it began to shake up the status quo, and he now
supplies many yachts, as well as commercial and government agencies. Jim’s rafts
are a little more expensive than conventional units but well worth the cost. We’ve
used them on most of our recent boats.
One disadvantage of the Givens raft is its
packed size and weight. It is somewhat
larger and heavier than other rafts.

Switlik Rafts
A competitor of the Givens raft is made
by the Switlik company. It uses a “toroidal”-shaped ballast chamber, essentially a
ring all the way around the outside of the
raft. Kelsey Burr of Survival Technologies Group feels that the Switlik is as
good in heavy weather as the Givens. He
has tested both in the Gulf Stream.
One very clever feature of the Switlik is
the adjustable canopy. This can be used to
fully enclose the interior, or can be partially opened when conditions are favorable. Psychologically, this has to be a
bonus. For keeping watch or just relieving
oneself, it’s also a big plus.
When we decided on a raft for Beowulf
we chose one of the Switlik models. Fortunately, we can’t tell you which works
better.

Periodic Service
We serviced our raft on two occasions
during the 3 1/2 years of our circumnavigation. The first time was by a professional. The raft was in good condition, but
some of the accessory items were not. I
was glad to be on hand to tell the chap
working on the raft what to reject.
The second time I did the work myself.
What I learned this time was really interesting. First, batteries left in the flashlight
had burst and corroded, although they
were only one year old and had been kept
dry. The flashlights were ruined. Next,
moisture, either from condensation or
leakage, had puddled in the bottom of the
canister. We replaced the food supple-

An eight-man Givens raft (top) with two men
inside pulling a third crewmember aboard. The
weight of all three men is concentrated in one area
but the ballast chamber, visible below the inflation
tubes, keeps them upright (Givens photo). In many
other raft designs, this would result in a capsize.
One of the Switlik rafts (bottom) has a removable
canopy.This makes a lot of sense in tropical waters to
assist in ventilation, watchkeeping, and general
morale. It also makes climbing aboard from a vessel a
lot easier, as you can see here. The compromise
comes in heavy weather.The removable canopy may
be dislodged by breaking seas or very high winds.
Your decision on this feature will be based on the
possibility of needing the raft in stormy weather.
(Switlik photo)
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The Switlik Search-and-Rescue Liferaft is an inexpensive (compared to a full life raft) approach to temporary
emergency needs. However, its single-tube construction and lack of ballast chambers makes it suitable only
for protected waters where help is likely to arrive within
a few hours (Switlik photos).

ments, purchased nickel
cadmium batteries and new
flashlights, and sealed the
various small items inside
the pack in separate plastic
containers.
After two years of use on
Sundeer we took our Givens
raft in for service. It had gotten wet at some point and
the inside was a mess. Part
of the problem probably
arose because the raft was
stowed inside a locker in the
transom where it might have
had difficulty in “breathing.”
Had we needed to use the
raft it would have inflated.
But all the supplies were
ruined. This lesson convinced us to store our rafts
on deck, with a cover over
the exposed portions to protect the canister gaskets
from rain and spray.
The issue of life-raft service is a difficult one. Your
life may depend on how
well the job has been done,
yet you may not see the

work or know if the raft has been correctly repacked.
If a professional service is doing the job it is a good idea to check their credentials. Talk to some
other cruisers for whom they’ve done work. Make sure they are approved to repack your style of
raft (there are differences between rafts, and each require a slightly different repack arrangement). If you are using a USCG-approved raft, contact the Coast Guard in Washington, D.C. to
confirm that your service provider is indeed authorized to do the work. (When a USCG raft is
repacked, the work is done under the scrutiny of a USCG surveyor).

Canister Cover
Assuming your raft is stored on deck, you’ll want a canister cover as mentioned above. There
is some debate as to whether it should be watertight PVC or breathable woven fabric. We prefer a
breathable material.

Handling on Deck
I got a real surprise the first time I tried to maneuver our well-packed raft. With molded handholds of minimal value, I had a hard time getting the raft back where it was supposed to go. How
I would handle the reverse chore, perhaps on my own under adverse conditions, was open to speculation. We felt that protruding handles attached to a reinforced spot on the cover would be a real
help. So would separating the extra material packed into the raft to reduce the bulk and weight to
a more manageable size.

Stowage Provisions
If the life raft is stowed on the pushpit, it’s much easier to deploy. Pull the safety line and it’s
floating — no lifting or shoving is necessary. Standard kits are now available to mount right on
the stern railing for this purpose. If the raft is stowed vertically in the pushpit, be sure to have the
painter facing down, so that opening in the raft canister through which the painter deploys isn’t
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Finding the right spot for
life-raft storage is always
difficult. A location should
be relatively dry at sea, easy to reach,
secure from theft in port, and from
which it is easy to launch. The best
spot on most yachts is the pushpit,
stowed ver tically. If you take this
approach, check with your life-raft
manufacture about drainage. Most
rafts have drain holes (for condensation) in the bottom of their cases.
These no longer work as drains when
stowed vertically (and in fact will let
moisture in.) You should also have the
raft-painter-opening facing down.
One idea that simply does not
work is in the transom storage we
tried for Sundeer. It was simply too
wet for the raft’s seals.

subject to getting wet. If you’re stowing horizontally,
be sure these holes stay dry as well. That’s one of the
reasons carrying a raft amidships or forward isn’t a
very good idea.
Most rafts come with small holes drilled in the bottom of their canisters, letting condensation drain out.
If your raft has these holes, be sure to protect them if
the raft is stowed vertically.

Rapid Deployment
I’ve always assumed that there were two scenarios
in which we headed into a raft. The first is a collision, and the second is fire. Both of these require
fast action. If the raft is tied down with all sorts of line, how fast can you cut it loose? Is there a
sharp knife nearby? We sew a knife pocket into the raft cover, so the knife is always handy.
You can purchases hydrostatic releases that automatically let go at a preset depth, typically 15
feet (4.6 m), just in case you don’t get to the knife in time.

Using the Inflatable as a Raft
Before leaving on our circumnavigation I met George Siegler of Survival and Safety Designs.
George and his partner had a different philosophy from the standard raft people. They felt you had
to be self-sufficient for long periods, and needed to be able to make progress toward a destination.
George and his partner had enough courage in their convictions to take a 12-foot (3.7m) Zodiac,
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The whole issue of boarding a raft in adverse
conditions needs to be given some thought.
You will probably want to have polypropylene
lanyards tied onto your abandon-ship bags.
(West Marine photo)

Another view of a six-man Switlik raft with
canopy partially furled. (West Marine photo)

One thing you need to give the folks at
West Marine credit for...they test the products they sell! How many other marine-store
employees do you think you’ll find climbing
into life r afts on San Fr ancisco Bay?
(West Marine photo)
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equipped with a sail and survival gear, on a
2,400-mile passage from San Francisco to
Hawaii, a 58-day trip.
Years later, I still feel George Siegler’s original
ideas to be the most valid system for an offshore
cruising vessel. Equipping a good inflatable dinghy with awnings, a small rudder, and a sail
would allow movement of 30 to 50 miles a day in
the direction of salvation. Considering the constant abuse these inflatables take day in and day
out, they would certainly stand up to a long-term
voyage better than any standard life raft.
The key is proper preparation. You must have a
means of staying dry and, more important, of
keeping out of the sun. This can be accomplished
with an awning or tent attached to the edges of
the inflatable and supported by aluminum struts.
The sailing rig and rudder can be easily made. On
the Italian Whitbread round-the-world racer R
and B, they worked out a pair of leeboards so they
could sail upwind in their Zodiac life raft.
One big problem is inflation time. The safest
procedure is to leave the inflatable partially filled
with air, with floorboards in place, lashed down
to the deck. A scuba tank, with an air nozzle preceded by a regulator, will take care of the rest of
the work in a matter of minutes. Spare supplies
must be carried in a sealed container, either in the
raft or at some convenient spot nearby. We’ve
met people who use their everyday inflatable
dink in this manner. If the dinghy is kept in good
shape and covered, there is no reason why it
won’t do double-duty. But toward the end of its
lifespan, consider replacing such a raft a bit earlier than would be necessary if the only need
were for shoreboating.
From a cost standpoint there are advantages as
well. As a general rule an inflatable dinghy is
going to cost 20 to 25 percent less than a comparable life raft.
A negative aspect is stability in heavy weather.
It can be argued that without ballast pockets a
standard inflatable is more subject to being rolled
over than a stabilized raft is. Without an inflated
center support tube to the canopy, the inflatable
type of dink will be more difficult to right once
upside down. True, but the excellent turned-up
bow shape and natural buoyancy of these
designs, coupled with a good sea anchor, should
do much to offset the risk.

Using the Hard Dinghy
As mentioned briefly in the section on hard
dinks, a hard dink can be made into an emergency
craft. The first issue is capsize resistance and
buoyancy. Both of these factors can be aug-
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mented by tying inflatable fenders along the
gunwale (tie both top and bottom). We’ve
always done this with a single large fender to
a side with our dinks. Try it with your own
hard dink and you will be amazed at how
much added capsize resistance a couple of
fenders make. There are now available inflatable collars which take this approach one step
further. If the hard dink is to be your primary
life vessel, then you need to have the right gear
aboard. Just as with the inflatable, you will
want shelter from the elements (sun and cold)
a large-sized sea anchor, and the usual abandon-ship bag filled with supplies, water, etc.

Life-Raft Radio Gear
For short-range work and talking to ships
that may be passing on the horizon, a portable
VHF in a watertight bag makes sense. Even
better, watertight models are now available.
Since you will want to keep this charged on
board, and it will see duty in the dinghy, it
should be a part of the pre-departure check to
make sure it is placed in the abandon-ship bag.
Herb Johnson, the man who pioneered 12V
ham radios with the Atlas company, has developed a new, solar-powered, self-contained (in
a waterproof case) SSB radio. This may be the
ultimate in raft safety gear.
Ralph Naranjo had a very clever piece of
gear in his survival kit: He built a 5-watt
Heathkit Morse code transmitter that ran off
dry cells and would work on the ham-radio
bands. Five watts of code may not sound like
much, but you can be sure that somewhere,
someone with a powerful directional antenna
will pick up the signal. It’s inexpensive to
build, and the necessary code is easy to learn.

Stay Aboard!
Before we leave the subject of life rafts, a
word needs to be said about staying aboard
your mother ship. The vast majority of situations in which people leave their yacht for a
life raft involves heavy weather. There may be
damage involved, perhaps the boat is leaking,
or maybe the crew is just tired of caring for
their craft.
They then leave the situation they are in,
with its perceived dangers, for the illusory
security of a life raft. Days later their yacht is
found in relatively good condition. In fact,
there have been many instances where those
in the life raft have lost their lives or suffered
dearly, while their much larger and more
secure yacht floated along fine.

The Tinker inflatable is
a n e n t i r e ly d i f f e r e n t
approach to a life raft.
Usable as a dinghy under
more favorable conditions, they come with a
sailing rig and canopy and
partial or full inflation syst e m s . H owe ve r, fl o o r
space for even two occupants is extremely limited.
The canopy has so much
buoyancy that you can roll
the life boat back rightside-up without leaving
the confines of the interior. The canopies can be
purchased separately for
use with other dinghies.
(West Marine photos)
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Unless you are really going down fast, or a fire is pushing you off the boat, it is almost always
better to stay with the larger vessel and fight a battle to save it, than to take to the much smaller life
raft.

Radar Transponders
If you want to go the whole route on rescue gear, consider a Search-and-Rescue Radar Transponder (SART). When switched on, these units look for an X-band radar signal. When they hear
it, they reply with a special signal that paints 12 dots on the radar’s screen.
These 12 dots are the international radar distress signal and show up in a line emanating from
your location. This is the ultimate close-in locating device.They have recently been added to the
list of required gear on ships approved to SOLAS classification, and costs are coming down.

EPIRBs
You will want to have an EPIRB (Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon) aboard. However, instead of packing it directly in the raft, it may be a better idea to place it near the companionway. It’s easier to service in this manner and is available without opening the raft in case an onboard emergency requires its use. The 406 megahertz EPIRBs are far superior to the older models
in that they allow accuracy to plus or minus 1/8 to 1/4 of a mile. In order to have your 406 EPIRB
effective, be sure to mail your registration card to the authorities. Otherwise, if the unit is triggered and there’s no registration on hand, you may be written off.

Flares

There are a variety of flares that
you may require . Handheld
smoke flares, red and white rockets, and dye markers are included
in the Survival Tech kit. On Sundeer we kept a dozen 25mm parachute flares on board and another
dozen stowed in the raft.

Flares serve two purposes. One is to summon help; the
other is to alert another vessel to your presence, averting a
potential collision in the process.
When you walk into the marine store you’ll see a wide
array of flare packages: pencil flares, small hand-launched
units, even flares shot from “guns” using a 12-gauge cartridge. However, for offshore work, where your life may
depend on successful observation of your flare, the only real
option is a hand-launched parachute flare. These are typically available in SOLAS and USCG-approved configurations. Of the two, the SOLAS tend to be brighter.
Flares come with a date stamp and are supposed to be
thrown out after the specified period, especially for use in the
life raft. However, we’ve found that even two or three years
out of date, they always seem to work (we typically test one
flare on New Year’s Eve).
For distress, a red parachute flare is used. For bringing
another vessel’s attention to your position, use a white flare.
SOLAS parachute flares are required to reach a height of
1,000 feet (300 m) in altitude. They must have a descent rate
of not more than 16 feet per second (5 meters per second) and
must maintain their burn for at least 30 seconds.
Remember, the launched flare will drift with the wind, and
the wind aloft will be stronger than on deck. So, if you want
to mark your position with some degree of accuracy, it is best
to aim the flare slightly to windward. Also, if there is low
cloud about, you’ll want to depress your firing angle even
more so that the flare burns below the cloud layer.

Smoke and Die Markers
With the problem of being seen by rescuers when you’re in
a raft or worse, floating in a life jacket is important. Where
the typical raft has a moderate physical presence to those
close by, a swimmer is almost impossible to see, which is
why some form of man-overboard marking device is neces-
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sary. At night, in a raft, parachute flares are visible for
miles. But during daylight hours, while they can still be
seen, they are not nearly as effective.
Practical Sailor recently tested various smokes, dyes,
and flares. They found that from the air, the dye packets
were by far the best source of indicating your location
(during daylight). Second best from the air, but best from
water level, were the SOLAS-class smoke signals.

Abandon-Ship Bag
What you put into your abandon-ship bag(s) depends on
how long you expect to be stuck in the raft before help
arrives and what is packed with the raft.
There are two schools of thought as to whether it is better
to pack as much directly with the raft or leave most things
in the bag. On one hand, if it is in the raft you know it will
be there when you launch the raft. On the other hand, you
will not know the condition of the items. My instinct is to
keep the extra survival gear in abandon-ship bags, have it
stowed where it is easy to grab in a few seconds, and then
practice occasionally with abandon-ship drills.
What do you take? A 406 EPIRB goes without saying.
Then augmented freshwater supply. This could be in the
form of a small hand watermaker (like the PUR Survivor)
or a jug or two of fresh water (remember to only fill about
80 percent of the way to allow for some buoyancy to float
the container; test your container in the water). We typically carry two 5-gallon (18.9 liter) jugs on deck, right next
to the raft, with long floating painters on each jug with
which they can be attached to the raft or dinghy. Next are
additional flares, a battery-powered VHF radio, and spare
AA batteries. At $150 there’s some logic to carrying a portable GPS so that you can broadcast your position over the
GPS and know where you are drifting.
We have space blankets in our kit, along with a small
fishing spear, lines, and hooks. Food supplements, a general chart, vitamins, and a notebook are a good idea. The
list can go on even further, but these are the basic items.

What To Choose
There are obviously lots of choices to be factored —
budget, space, your personal concerns, and cruising plans.
A lot of people have sailed many miles with minimal safety
equipment. And there’s the problem of investing “freedom
chips” and storage space in gear that will, in all probability,
never be used.
If you want help in deciding what makes the best sense
for your own requirements, visit the folks at Survival Technologies. They have devoted their energies to developing
safety gear and to finding products that make sense for the
cruising sailor. They hold safety seminars and give demonstrations of many of the pieces of gear mentioned in the
preceding section. I think they deserve all the support that
sailors can give them. I want to see their product development continue.

Survival Tech has developed this
flotation-lined abandon-ship bag.

Above: Cascade Design makes
a variety of watertight and waterproof bags for camping and
canoeing that are ideal for abandon ship bags. (Cascade Design
photo).
Below: If you’re going to be
spending any significant time in a
raft, the single biggest issue will be
fresh water. This hand-operated
RO unit sells for less than $500.
(Recovery Engineering photo).
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These images were
t a ke n f r o m a C o a s t
Guard chopper going to
the aid of the crew of a
sinking cargo ship. Conditions were moderate.
Note the capsized raft in
the foreground. What is
interesting is how much
impact the small seas are
h av i n g o n t h e r a f t s .
(USCG video)

A good look at the ballast bags (or lack
thereof) on the underside of the capsized
raft (photo above).

A Coast Guard swimmer checks one of
the rafts (lower left) for missing crew. It is
very difficult to board a double-tube raft
from the water. It usually takes help from
someone inside. Yet if the raft capsizes the
crew must exit in order to re-right the raft.
The first occupant who goes back in the raft
is going to need to be in good shape.
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YACHTSAVER
Having looked at what you would do if you had to abandon ship, let’s now take a look at an
innovative means of saving your vessel so that a life raft is not required. The Yachtsaver system is
a series of buoyancy bags placed throughout the interior of your boat. If you begin to sink, pulling
a rip cord discharges a carbon-dioxide cylinder, which in turn inflates these bags like a life raft. If
enough buoyancy is provided, your boat will float with some degree of freeboard.

Staying With the Boat
There are a number of obvious advantages to this approach. First, you have a much larger and
more visible platform from which to be rescued. This platform is going to be a lot more stable than
a life raft, with more room for the crew and the ability to go “shopping” for supplies down below
as necessary.
Next, even though the hull may be pretty much submerged, it will have a drift rate in a controllable direction, and speed can be augmented with small sails.

Time To Do Repairs
Even more important, however, is that by keeping the boat afloat with buoyancy bags you have
time to find the problem and make repairs. Many sinkings are the results of relatively small
breaches in the hull or of plumbing failures that could be repaired, but which require time.

Reefs
It is not unusual for boats that hit reefs to go through the experience more or less unscathed.
Then, in the process of being dragged off they are holed and sink. It’s nice to know that if you plant
your cruising home on terra firma, there’s a pretty good chance of getting it back afloat.

Abandon-Ship Psychology
The most important advantage of this system, however, is psychological. Knowing that your
vessel will not sink under you should add an enormous amount of security to your cruising. And,
heaven forbid, if you ever find yourself in a situation where a life raft might otherwise seem inviting, knowing that you have these buoyancy bags may keep you with the boat.
Consider this against the fact that the vast majority of boats that are abandoned are usually
found afloat at a later date, in reasonable condition. In almost all cases the crew that abandoned
their boat would have been better off staying with the boat than they were in taking to a raft. In
the infamous 1979 Fastnet race, almost all those who died after abandoning ship would have been
saved had they stayed with their vessels.

This production boat found itself on a New England reef. When the tide receded, it was holed and
then flooded on the next tide. It was impossible to get salvage equipment out to the boat, so the
owners called on Lifesaver to try to refloat the vessel. (Yachtsaver photo)
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Protection from the Elements
Let’s assume the worst. Your hull is
breached through collision with a shipping container. The boat rapidly fills with
water. You pull your inflation lanyard and
the bags inflate. In the meantime the
EPIRB is triggered, and you try to send off
a Mayday signal on the SSB and/or VHF.
Within a few minutes the boat has settled
into the water as far as the buoyancy bags
allow, and you now take stock of the situation. The crew is on deck, their safety
harnesses attached to handrails or
A series of iflatable bags were stuffed into the aft
padeyes. With the boat in a partially
quarterber ths and main saloon, and then inflated.
sunken state, the odds are a running sea
(Yachtsaver photos)
will break over the deck. The crew will
need protection from the elements. If you
are in high latitudes, this means survival
suits. In temperate climates or the tropics,
an insulated jump suit with wrist and
ankle closures will do the job.
In the tropics, protection from the sun
will also be critical. Since you are still
aboard you will eventually be able to find
your awnings or a sail to rig to provide
shade.
Below you have food supplies, perhaps
a couple of pre-packed waterproof emergency bags, a hull-repair kit containing underwater epoxy, light plywood for a patch, a collision
patch, through-hull bunks, and a variety of tools. If the proper plumbing precautions have been
taken with the freshwater system, you will still be able to use the ship’s freshwater supplies.
Compared to what you find in the raft this is like living in the lap of luxury.

Freeboard
Obviously a critical issue in all of this is how your vessel reacts to the seastate. This is a function
of freeboard and the angle of the boat to the seas. The angle can be controlled to some degree by
drogues or a parachute-style sea anchor. Freeboard is a function of the amount of buoyancy you
have, and where it is located relative the center of gravity of your hull.

The boat was then towed off on the next tide and brought to a local yard, where she was hauled.
Note the bow-down attitude.This is the result of much of the buoyancy in the bags being aft of the hull’s
center of gravity. (Yachtsaver photo)
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Calculating Buoyancy Requirements
Buoyancy requirements are a function of displacement, the type of construction and its inherent buoyancy, and how high you want to float.
There are two ways to look at this. On a gross
basis, Yachtsaver suggests allowing for 60 percent of the fully loaded displacement of a
wooden yacht, 70 percent for a fiberglass vessel,
and 80 percent for metal.
On a more detailed basis you can calculate the
weight of all of the non-self-supporting items in
the boat. This would include machinery rig, rigging and deck hardware, ballast, electrical system, ground tackle, and non-buoyant supplies.
Most structures on modern yachts is self supporting. Cored fiberglass and metal sprayed with
insulation will usually float (it is not difficult to
calculate these factors).
If you get the buoyancy just even, your decks
will be awash. This is better than swimming, but
not much, as exposure (unless you have survival
suits) will gradually wear you down. However, if
you add additional buoyancy to support the deck
and some of the topsides, you can then have a relatively dry deck to sit on (assuming the seas
Yachtsaver buoyancy bags installed under the
aren’t breaking over the boat).
saloon seat in a 20-foot (6.15m) Flicka cruising
Run through these numbers and you will find
design. (Yachtsaver photo)
that as a percentage of the total buoyancy
required the additional needed to float a couple of feet of topsides is going to represent a small
amount.
Consider also the displacement-to-hull volume ratio of your boat. Older, heavier designs will
find it hard to float with much freeboard. On the other hand, modern, lighter weight vessels will
have a lot more interior volume for a given amount of displacement.

Installing a System
The buoyancy bags vary in size but a typical bag will have a deflated dimension of 22-inches x
11-inches x 10-inches (560mm x 279mm x 250mm). When inflated this bag measures 5-feet x 4feet x 3-feet (1.53m x 1.23m x 0.92m) and provides a ton (1,000 kg) of buoyancy.
In order to get the most freeboard from a given system, the
buoyancy bags need to be held
as low as possible in the boat.
Otherwise, they will rise to the
deck head, and, while you’ll still
be afloat, the decks will be
awash.
There are two ways of accomplishing this task. One is by finding constrained areas in the
interior into which the bags can
be blown up. A quarterberth is an
ideal location. The cockpit seats
keep the top of the bag low, and
the sides are held in place by hull
and the inboard edge of the
berth. Enclosed heads are
An installation beneath the sole. (Yachtsaver photo)
another good bet for constraint.
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This installation is on an Alden 50. CO2 tanks
are installed beneath floorboards, while the
deflated bags are stowed into pockets below the
saloon seats. (Yachtsaver photo)

Straps on the bags girdle them and fasten
them to the hull. These typically have two
attachment points, which are located
within the deflated bag dimensions. If you
are using a bag with the dimensions just
given, with a ton of buoyancy, each one of
these straps will need an anchor point capable of taking 1,100 pounds (500 kg) of lift,
with something left over for a factor of
safety. If these bags are mounted under
bunks or the floorboards, you will need to
be sure that the structure to which they are
fastened can carry the load to the hull.
The other major installation issue is
dealing with chafe points. The bags are
built from polyeurethane-coated nylon and
are doubled up for reliability. This material
will withstand chafe from furniture, but the
prick of a wood screw, sharp fiberglass
edge, or sharp metal fixture will eventually
cause a leak. So you need to carefully
police the area into which the bag will
inflate.
Make an allowance for plumbing runs
and for the CO2 cylinder (a typical cylinder
is 27 inches x 7 inches (686 mm x 178
mm).
Storage bags are made to order and can
be sewn from the same material as interior
cushions. The bags can be stored under
bunks, made into sea cushion backs, used
as hull pads outboard of bunks, or fastened
to the front of saloon settees. Or they can
be installed under seats, bunks, or floorboards.

Cost Issues
If you consider the cost of a good-quality
offshore raft, add in the extra supplies
required to stock it, and an expensive raft
survey every couple of years, the Yachtsaver system quickly begins to make financial sense. The smaller the boat, the more
sense it makes (a small boat has the same
expense as a large vessel for raft and
related gear, but a smaller buoyancy system at lower cost will get the job done). If
you add into this equation the issue of raft
storage and security, the Yachtsaver alternative begins to look even more interesting.

Fire Risks
Apogee 52: Bag in floor of main cabin. (Yachtsaver photo)

The one area where this system won’t
help is if your boat is lost to fire. Obviously
you will take normal precautions to avoid
this, but if you are going to use the Yacht-
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saver approach in lieu of a raft,
everything possible must be
done to minimize the risk of fire.
Fires at sea resulting in boat
loss are pretty rare. I can think of
only one instance (although
there are sure to be others), and
this resulted from an overheated
generator on a timber yacht during a race from California to
Mexico.
Most fires seem to happen in
the galley, usually with alcohol
or kerosene stoves (being started
with alcohol), while the boat in
question is at anchor. They are
typically extinguished without
loss of the vessel.
More rare, but potentially far
Built-in system installed in recesses of bunk
more dangerous are electrical
fronts on a J/29. (Yachtsaver photo)
fires. You can avoid this risk by
making sure that every individual circuit on your boat has a fuse or circuit breaker. This includes
main leads off the batteries and from the alternators.
Much rarer are diesel-engine fires. These usually involve a fuel leak and an exhaust manifold
or turbo. Careful maintenance, fire alarms, and fire-suppression systems (with auto engine shutdown) should minimize this risk.
Finally, you need a good selection of fire-fighting gear, including smoke hoods to allow you to
battle a blaze long after smoke would have forced you out of the boat.

Decisions
It’s not easy to decide what to do. There’s a certain amount of security to the concept of a totally
separate life boat/raft from the mother ship (no matter how illusory this is). In addition, although
Yachtsaver has sold lots of systems, they have no real-world stories to tell about saved boats or
lives in a cruising context (and we hope they keep it that way). Still, the logic of the system makes
sense to me. I think if I had the space to fit in one of these systems and the budget to do this as an
alternative to a quality life raft, I’d go this route with several caveats. First, the system has to be
properly installed, with careful attention paid to freeboard, chafe, and long-term storage (keeping
the system clean and dry). Second, some form of survival suit or insulated jump suits need to be
aboard and handy to the companionway, with safety harnesses ready to go.
A final word on this subject. I was discussing these trade-off issues with Ralph Naranjo
recently. Along with having circumnavigated, run a boat yard, and taught at the U.S. Naval Academy, Ralph is also Cruising World’s technical editor. Over the years he has held a series of safetyat-sea seminars during which various life rafts are demonstrated. Obviously this is a forum
wherein a life-raft manufacturer would want to show off the best he has to offer.
On three separate occasions rafts have failed to inflate when their trigger lines were pulled.
These included rafts from Avon, Switlik, and Winslow. Food for thought.

DECK HATCH RISKS
Before we leave the subject of safety gear, we need to talk about one more real risk aboard. The
plastic that glazes your deck hatches is extremely slippery. When stepping on wet hatches, you
will find traction nonexistent. Throw in some heel angle and sea motion, and they can be quite
dangerous. A simple solution is to place nonskid tapes (3M seems to work quite well) around the
edges and over the mid-span reinforcement bars. This provides your feet with some areas of traction, but doesn’t affect what you see from below.
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We all know that it is our job to see the other guy first, especially if he
is bigger than us (like a ship for instance). But in case you miss, what are
your chances of being seen? From the deck of a ship (if anyone’s looking), it turns out that the odds are not very good. If there is a sea running
with a few whitecaps, the odds are that your white sails and white hull
will be lost against the horizon and foam.

Colored Sails
One way to help your visibility is by using brightly colored sails or the
tops of the sails. Sailcloth is available in “rescue orange,” and this is often
a good choice for storm sails because of their increased visibility. It also
makes sense to consider a colored panel or two at the top of your mainsail.

Spar Paint Schemes
Another way to increase visibility is by using a bright color on the
upper section of your mainmast. Color combined with a paint scheme
can do nothing but help.

Masthead Tricolor
Most cruising yachts today have a masthead tricolor to better project
their lights at night. We’ve used these for years ourselves; and in clear
conditions they are visible for 5 miles or more. This is a big improvement
over deck-level running lights, especially with a sea running!
The problem, of course, comes with power consumption. If you are
using a 25-watt bulb and it is left on for 10 or so hours, you have a huge
increase in total power consumption.
So people tend to go dark and save the power. Of course, then you are
relying on your own watch-keeping, fate, or the good fairy to keep you
out of harm’s way.
Over the years we’ve spotted a number of cruisers on radar during the evening hours that were
sailing without lights. We’d adjust course to have a closer look, giving them a call on the VHF.
Rarely has that call been returned, nor did they illuminate themselves as we passed close by. It
seemed that nobody was awake.
This masthead
graphic design
enhances offshore visibility. A
rescue-orange
color scheme
would be even
more effective.

All-Around White Light
On our last visit to Tonga we discussed the issue of visibility and watch-keeping with Jim Dilley, a P & O container-ship captain was cruising on his own 25-footer. What Jim had to say about
watchkeeping and visibility was a bit disconcerting. While P & O (and most British ships) keep a
careful deck watch, they are the exception in this day and age. And even with their watch, a small
yacht during the day is difficult at best to see, Jim told me.
At night he favors an all-around white light, as bright as you can handle. When I asked Jim
about the tricolor, he said he felt white was better because it was brighter.
“The red and green plastic lenses cut down the available light, and why give anything up?” was
his reply.
When I asked about the issue of the ship discerning which way the yacht was headed, Jim indicated that “they give all white lights a wide berth.”

Strobe Lights
Another ship captain, Bob Canto, who runs a supertanker from Saudi Arabia around the Horn,
favors a strobe light. This is far brighter than a conventional white light and takes less power. The
problem, however, is that strobe lights are so bright that they ruin the night vision of anyone
within a mile or so. They have two additional problems. First, there is no depth perception with a
strobe, so it is difficult for another vessel to tell how far away it is. Second, the strobe is typically
thought of as an emergency signal; as such it is likely to invite unwanted attention. We installed a
strobe aboard Intermezzo when we first went cruising, but after learning about the problems they
cause we stopped using it.
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Running Lights
At some point you will enter a local traffic pattern. And while
masthead tricolor lights are legal for running lights on vessels
up to 65 feet (20 meters), they don’t do a good job of letting
other traffic know where you are when they are close to you. For
work in traffic, hull-level running lights are the best.

Passive Radar Reflectors
To a ship with its radar antenna mounted a hundred or more
feet above the water, a small yacht is little more than a tiny blip
among many other small blips that represent sea-clutter.
It goes without saying that you cannot count on them seeing
you. But you can improve your radar visibility with a radar
reflector. These can be as simple as a small octagon or as complex as one of the tubular models.
When looking at radar reflectors, remember two things. The
target presented by the reflector goes up with the cube of the
increase in size, so a slightly larger unit will be far more visible
than a smaller unit. Second, the higher the reflector is mounted,
the better its visibility, especially in a running sea.

Electronic Radar Reflectors

In a variety of tests, simple radar
reflectors like the one above have
proven highly effective . The
higher it’s mounted, the better its
echo when a heavy sea is running.
Even with the best reflector, however, you need to keep your eyes
open.

All commercial aircraft carry radar transponders that “paint” a signal on the air traffic controller’s radar screen. Why not the same technology for seamen? We’ve discussed this issue with a
number of electronics companies and I am happy to report that a variety of efforts are underway
toward just such an end. The biggest hurdle, it seems, are the bureaucrats in various government
agencies.
In the meantime, the folks at McMurdo Marine have been working on a device that takes an
incoming radar signal, magnifies it electronically, then shoots it back to the vessel that originated
the signal. According to the initial data on this device (called an “Ocean Sentry”) it will provide a
target enhancement eight times better than a passive reflector. Pricing was not firmed up at the
time we went to press, but they are shooting for something under U.S. $700. In adverse conditions
this could be a great safety enhancer. Of course, nothing beats a good lookout!

STORM SHUTTERS
For most production boats and heavily built custom vessels venturing in the higher latitudes,
storm shutters are a good idea. Storm shutters can be as simple as heavy marine plywood, or more
sophisticated thick plastic.
The horizontal bars in
the photo at upper far
left will protect the windows from flailing gear
and will break the sea
somewhat. Plywood
over lays slip inside in
heavy weather. The
owners of Arion lll, a Cal
2-46 (lower far left), used
1/2-inch (12.7mm) plexiglass to protect its wind ow s , b u t m a d e n o
attempt to seal them. To
clean these they would
run a hose between the
two surfaces. The straps are a clever, easy-to-use means of holding
plywood shutters in place. Another approach (near left) is to use
quick-release straps. However, the ends of the storm shutters will
need to be tied together to keep them from slipping out.
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Here’s a detailed drawing of one approach to semi-permanent storm shutters. The heavy
Acrylic (Plexiglas) shutters are held off the window, protected by a thick spacer.The storm shutter is held in place with a simple threaded insert.

A teak or plastic
washer can be used to
maintain a space
between the shutter and
window. This gives you
the option of squirting a
hose between the two to
clean some of the salt
buildup.

The most basic question is usage. If your storm shutters are
stowed under a bunk (where they are difficult to get at), the odds
are by the time you think you need them you won’t want to go on
deck to put them in place. This is exactly what happened to us on
Intermezzo. She had large, vulnerable dog-house windows that
would not have withstood a fall off of a wave face. I had 3/4-inch
(19mm) plywood shutters that tied easily in place. However,
when we finally got into a blow where they were needed, the last
thing I wanted to do was go on deck dragging these unwieldy
shutters and put them in place. As a result, we installed permanent
1-inch (25mm) thick plastic shutters in New Zealand.
Although plastic is more expensive than plywood, it does allow
you to see out and are more prone to be being used. I prefer to have
permanent storm shutters, or a system that is so easy to use that as
a matter of course the shutters are installed before each passage.
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COLLISION PATCHES
What do you do if you get a hole in the hull? A collision patch can make a hell of a difference.
While this can be as simple as a sail feathered over the damaged area there’s a lot of validity in the
concept of a dedicated collision patch. Ideally, the patch should be triangular or round, at least 25
square feet (2.4 square meters) in size, with grommets all the way around the edge. A sandwich
of heavy denier-trap material with hard but flexible foam inside will work best (the foam will help
the fabric contour to the hole better).
As with all safety gear,
try out your collision patch
in calm conditions so you
get a feel for how it can be
rigged over the bow and
along the topsides.

PARACHUTE
ANCHORS
The whole issue of sea
anchors and drogues is
loaded with controversy. It
goes right to the heart of
heavy-weather tactics, a
lengthy subject which
w e ’l l a v o i d f o r t h e
moment. However, there
are lots of reasons other
than heavy weather to
carry a sea anchor, primarily because it is a good
way of holding station.
Under normal circumstances you would heaveto. But what if you’ve lost
your rig? In this case
motion becomes intolerable in any sort of a sea. It
takes much less force to
capsize a de-sparred vessel, so a parachute anchor
will help you hold station
as well as improve capsize
resistance and comfort.
If you are stuck in galeforce conditions, don’t
want to run off, and find
there’s too much breeze for
heaving-to, again, a parachute anchor may look
inviting.
If you carry such a system, be sure to test it in
moderate conditions so
you’ll know how to set and
r e t r i ev e i t i n h e av i e r
w e a t h e r. R i g g i n g a n d
deploying can be tricky.

A triangular collision patch being tried out aboard John Neal’s
Mahina Tiare. Small patches are easier to keep in place against
wave action. However, one this small would only work for a very
small breach.
The parachute
sea anchor is an
effective means
of holding station
i n m o d e ra t e ly
severe weather.
However, most
vessels are better
ru n n i n g o f f a t
speed (assuming
t h e y h ave s e a
room) in truly
s e ve r e c o n d i tions. (Paratech
photo)
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RIGGING EMERGENCIES

With 1x19 wire up to 3/8-inch(9.5 mm) size, a conventional
wire cutter (Felco c-16 shown here-top left photo) can be
used.There’s a definite trick to cutting the wire, however. Place
one cutter handle on the deck and give a hard jerk down to
start. Practice in port.You might have to do this some day on a
heaving deck (and if you’re dismasted your deck is really going
to move violently!).
For rod rigging and larger wire, there are several hydraulic
cutters (lower left) on the market. In this case, the cutter is
locked around the piece of rigging, then the handle is pumped
until enough pressure is developed to make the cut. Little force
is required on the pump handle. This unit shown is sold by
Norsemen. You can also buy similar products from electrical
wholesalers. (They’re used for cutting heavy electrical cables.)

Deck knives are an everyday help, and essential when you
have to act fast in an emergency. We typically carry one knife
lashed to the main vang, one at the helm, and a third in a pocket
on the life-raft cover. Inexpensive stainless fish-filleting knives
with plastic sheathes work well.

RIGGING EMERGENCIES
The best way to avoid rigging emergencies is to periodically check the entire rig top to bottom.
We always go aloft before each passage and look at tangs, wire terminals, spreader roots, and
chafe gear and to make sure halyard sheaves are lubed and smooth running.
We check the bottom end of the rig — turnbuckles, wire terminals, goosenecks, etc. — before,
as well as during, a passage.
Still, problems can occur. It will most likely be with a wire terminal, especially if it is a swage
(although we’ve never had a swage fail on any of our yachts over the years). The best way to deal
with a failed terminal is to replace it with Norsemen or StaLok terminal, which can be installed at
sea.
It also makes sense to carry spare wire or wires, so that a shroud that begins to strand can be
replaced. There’s some logic to increasing wire sizes in the rig to reduce the amount of spare wire
that has to be carried. Of course, this means you will have some extra weight aloft — not a particularly good idea.
Along with the Norsemen/StaLok fittings, traditional rigging clamps are also useful, especially
if you have some heavy 7 x 19 wire to use them with for short periods of time.
A selection of large “D” shackles made from high-strength steel alloy (not stainless, which is
weaker) with clevis pins that match turnbuckle pins may also be of use some day. If you use these
shackles on the wire end and at the chainplate, repeated windings of light line can generate
enough total strength to hold the rig in place until a failed turnbuckle can be replaced. Finally,
some form of wire cutters need to be aboard to clear away a rig that has gone over the side.

GETTING ALONG LOCALLY
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THE CRUISING LIFE
While Steve enjoys the mechanical aspects of fitting out and putting to sea, as well as the passaging, per se, in the days when I had small children they and school were my focus. These days
I take a more active part in running the boat. However, we both have always been attracted to
the cruising lifestyle.
Just as we learned about windvanes, refrigeration, and sail inventories as we voyaged, we also
came to understand that there were many wonderful aspects to the cruising life that we had never
imagined from the confines of our suburban existence. Our pre-departure fears, and those of our
cruising friends, usually turned out to be groundless, and the joys more intense than what we had
experienced in years of shoreside living.

GETTING ALONG LOCALLY
Fatu Hiva in the Marquesas Islands provides our first lesson in fish diplomacy. We haven’t been
paying much attention to the “meat line” and are astounded to find a 5-foot (1.5m) wahoo on the
hook as we pull it in prior to entering the anchorage.
Steve and I love to eat fish, but we always argue over whose turn it is to clean them. He, being
captain, suggests that Sarah, Elyse, and I row ashore and clean it on the beach while he secures
Intermezzo after our passage.
Lowered over the side with the mizzen staysail halyard, our finny friend barely fits into the dinghy. The girls and I set off to our task. We can’t help but be impressed by this pristine anchorage.
We should have been prepared for the grandeur of the setting, having read Thor Heyerdahl’s Fatu
Hiva, but even he didn’t do it justice. The Marquesas are new islands geologically, and the soaring
mountain peaks are jagged and rough. Time hasn’t yet softened the lines of these magnificent
islands. Lush, tropical growth covers the mountains surrounding us. They plunge right to water’s
edge on both sides of the anchorage, and we listen to the mountain sheep call to one another from
on high. Once ashore after struggling to get the fish out of the dinghy, we attack our catch.
Some of the men from the village have gathered near the shore’s edge for a late afternoon chat.
Our arrival and obvious amateur efforts with the fish provide them with entertainment. They
watch our slow progress with amusement. Finally one of them comes over and in excellent
English asks if I could use some help. Oh boy, could I! I gladly hand him the knife and in no time
at all he expertly fillets our monster catch. We keep a couple of large pieces and distribute the rest
to our new friends in the village.
He introduces himself as
John and invites us to stop
by his house when we
come ashore the next day.
This one fish (a treat for
the villagers, who seldom
go out to the deep-water
fishing grounds of pelagic
fish) made friends for us
with each family that ate a
share of the bounty.
We stop by the following day, but John isn’t
home yet. So we follow a
foot path that in turn follows a stream into the high
country beyond the village. A woman introduces
The deal with fish on our boats is that the ladies clean the little ones
herself as Felicity and calls
and the gentlemen clean the larger variety. I leave it to you, gentle
us over to present us with a
reader, to decide if that is a little or a big fish. From my perspective, it’s
large bag of fruit. At first
huge, but Steve feels it is a mere minnow and so obviously in need of
we are puzzled at this genmy ministrations.
erosity, and then realize
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that her husband was one of the recipients of the fish
the night before. Thanking her, we return to the village and find John has just returned from a
banana-gathering expedition high in the mountains.
He’s tired and so is his horse. He walked for two
hours up, and two back down, leading the
banana-laden beast. He’s drying the fruit on racks
near the beach and sells it to the copra boats, who in
turn sell it in Tahiti. Fatu Hiva grows more fruit than
any of the other Marquesan Islands.
We’re delighted to meet his wife, Marie Delores,
and their two-year-old son, Nicole. Marie Delores is
pounding tapa, which she will later paint with a traditional design. John’s 16-year-old sister, Marie
Madelain, is cooking a big meal for the traveling
Catholic priest who is visiting the island. I am
impressed by the spacious, cool kitchen. It’s a separate building from the main house, which makes very
good sense in this climate. The worktable legs are set
in tins of kerosene to keep the ants off. She cooks on
a kerosene fire, and John’s mother offers us some
delicious donut-like pastries called phoo-phoos. The
Drinks and finger food are always
kitchen is spotless, and the cat curled up in a sunny
readily at hand in the tropics.
window adds a cozy touch.
The family comes out to the boat for a dinner later in the week, and Elyse and Sarah make bead
bracelets for Felicity’s children.

Polynesian Picnic
On the weekend we’re invited to a picnic. Intermezzo and two other yachts are to be the transportation, and as many as can squeeze aboard join us for a sail up the coast to a lovely deserted
beach. The guitars and ukuleles receive a workout on the sail over, and the islanders
good-naturedly present me with a pareau to tie around my waist, and try to get me to do the tamare. I give it a go and provide a good laugh for the crew. Properly done, it’s a rhythmical, beautiful
dance, but I’m convinced that the women there must be born with double-jointed hips to achieve
the required movements.
Once anchored, our dinghy ferries guitars, ukuleles, mysterious packets done up in banana
leaves, and laughing, exuberant bodies through the surf. Ashore, our new friends set to their various tasks. They split into groups: some prepare fires on the beach (for cooking and for smoking
out the invisible “no-no” bugs) while others are weaving grass mats, diving for fish, catching
crabs, and spearing octopus. With the catch coming ashore from the divers, the women begin preparing the fish in a variety of ways, while some of the men beat the octopus on the rocks in a tenderizing process prior to stewing them. They fix poisson cru (fish marinated in lime juice, coconut
milk, and garlic), baked fish, and prepare breadfruit in several different ways. The breadfruit is the
traditional mainstay of these islanders’ diets, and they’ve learned to fix them by mashing, baking,
frying, stewing, and even drying. The crabs are cooked whole over the fire, while someone produces a lobster salad and a large, homemade banana cake. The food is beautifully presented on
banana leaves down the center of the newly woven grass mats, with fresh finger bananas, oranges,
and pamplemousse. Except for the cake, the entire meal is prepared on the spot with ingredients
gathered locally.
With an afternoon of singing and dancing behind us, Intermezzo makes her way back toward
the village, our fishing lure trailing astern.

Fruits Bring Friends
It’s not the fish that brings our next set of friends, but the fruit we carry with us from Fatu Hiva.
We set spinnaker and mizzen staysail for the first day of a very pleasant sail towards the Tuamotus.
We’re nervous about our approach to these low-lying atolls. Even though we’ve planned our
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passage for the full moon, there
are still plenty of navigational
risks. But the full moon provides
good visibility for the watch and
allows Steve to get continuous
lines of position from moon,
stars, and planets throughout
most of the night. We try not to be
lulled into a false sense of security under the velvety night skies
with their shooting stars. The
radar will be of help, too, in spotting the islands.
The Tuamotus, with their
coral-ringed lagoons and lowlying land, are a geological conElyse watches while some Takaroan friends catch dinner in
trast to the Marquesas Islands.
these ancient fish traps.The fish are herded from a large pool
We’re excited to spot Takaroa
to a smaller one, then the large entrance is closed off with
early the morning of our third day
rocks. The process goes on again until the fish are concenat sea, but are hesitant to make our
trated in the smallest pool, where they are easily scooped into
first passage through the coral
a pandanus-leaf basket, after which they are smoked over a
pass. Steve has estimated slack
coconut-husk fire.
water with the formula in the
Admiralty Pilot book, and we
tack back and forth outside the pass waiting for the
noontime slot he figures is best. He surveys the situation from the spreaders; I’m at the wheel.
We’ve almost got our courage up to go for it,
when a crowd of Tuamotan men power out in a
metal outboard and climb aboard. Henry, the
obvious leader, takes the wheel and expertly pilots
us into the pass, where we tie up at the copra
wharf. He takes us to his home, where we sign the
Takaroa Yacht Club book, with entries of boats
having been recorded as far back as 1964. We
meet Louise, his wife, who is bathing the latest of
their 10 babies. We prefer anchoring inside the
lagoon to tying up to the wharf, but invite Henry
and Louise to come for a visit on the boat that
afternoon.
The pass hangs a hard left before finally shooting into the lagoon. Steve’s eyes just about pop out
of his head as he looks down into the water, which
looks very shallow, but in reality is 20 feet (6.1 m)
deep. Piloting in this coral is going to take some
getting used to.
How glad we are to have brought such a large
supply of fresh fruit from Fatu Hiva. The coral soil
here will not support fruits and vegetables. The
Tuomotan diet is fish, coconut and breadfruit.
There are all sorts of lessons for kids (and
their parents!) to learn when cruising. What
We’re happy to make gifts of the succulent pambetter example for the futility and waste of
plemousse, oranges, and bananas among our
war than this high-powered cannon rusting
new-found friends. In return we receive several
away in the Solomon Islands.
choice fish from the face of the fringing reef.
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That night, Henry, Louise,
their 10 children, one
son-in-law, and one grandchild
all call on us during dinner, so I
cook the fish, bring out olives,
pickles, bread, and everything
else I can think of to feed our
guests. The younger boys stay in
the cockpit playing and singing
with guitars and ukuleles.
The evening is the beginning
of a rewarding three-week stay.
Vacation is declared aboard our
floating schoolroom, and as long
as we stay tied to the wharf, the
children are never at a loss for
playmates.
Each night after a polite
pause, when everyone disappears for dinner, there’s a jam
session on the wharf. Phillip
Piehi, the meteorologist from
Papeete, is an extremely talented
musician, and so is Me Pouira,
Henry, Louise, most of their family, Elyse and Sarah at the
or “Charlie.” Charlie and Henry
wharf in Tarkaroa. This was the start of a friendship that has
lasted more than 20 years.
are cousins. In contrast to Henry,
Charlie and his wife have only
one child, a dark-eyed two-year-old
beauty named Stephanie. Every night,
right from Intermezzo’s cockpit, we have
wonderful concerts.

Stay Put in One Spot

It’s amazing how effective a bow and arrow can
be fishing, especially if you are at the north end of
the Banks Islands in Melanesia.

These three weeks spent stormbound in
Takaroa teach us a valuable lesson. It’s
much better to spend longer periods of
time in one spot than it is to move around a
lot. The latter approach allows you to see
more territory, but you never have a chance
to really get to know the local people. And
it is the people who make cruising such a
wonderful and rewarding experience.
After one final party on the wharf, during which we nearly deplete our supply of
popcorn and Hawaiian punch, we tear ourselves away. Papeete is calling with promises of mail, fresh vegetables, and ice
cream. All our new friends are at the wharf
to bid us goodbye.
“You’ll come back?”
“Oh, yes.” Someday, for sure. Louise
and I wave to each other until I can barely
see her on the wharf, tears streaming down
both of our faces.

OFF THE BEATEN PATH
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A young woman about to be married in the highlands of Papua New Guinea. Note the
wonderful string “billum” slung over the shoulder of the chap to the left.These are great
for carrying just about anything. We have billums we purchased 18 years ago, and they
are still in use.

Off the Beaten Path
When you’re out cruising, one of the biggest problems is deciding where to visit and which
idyllic spots to pass by. There are so many lovely anchorages en route that choices become difficult. Many cruisers fall into the rut of stopping at the major commercial or tourist centers. They
hurry through the out-of-the-way anchorages we experienced in the Marquesas and Tuamotus in
order to get to the bright lights of Papeete. The outer islands of Fiji are spurned in favor of the
shops of Suva. But our experience has been that the farther away from the beaten path you get, the
better things look!
Our most interesting example of this cruising maxim came at the bottom end of the Solomon
Islands chain. We had made our landfall at Santa Cruz Island, a jungle-covered and very isolated
outpost of civilization. It wasn’t long before we were hailed by Alice and Len from the Alladyce
Lumber Company. They harvest kaukri trees that grow on the steep mountains of Santa Cruz
Island. The 350 inches (8.9 m) of annual rainfall, steaming heat, and dense jungle, provide plenty
of competition for the workers. Len and Alice are one of two European families living in this part
of the world. A young Scottish doctor, his wife, and their three young children are the only other
European inhabitants, and they live on the other side of the bay. No road connects the two settlements, and they don’t like boats, so they seldom have contact.
The canoe is the main method of transportation in the area, with native workers commuting to
work at the lumber yard by water. Every morning and evening a flotilla goes by Intermezzo, with
some of the men veering off course to detour around us, looking the boat over with interest, just
as men would look over a new boat or car anywhere in the world.
Market comes to Santa Cruz in Graciosa Bay in much the same way. Every other Friday, vendors stock their canoes with whatever the garden is yielding at the time, and head for the beach
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We met this family in the East Cape area of Papua New Guinea.The Hell’s Angels tattoo
artists could take some lessons from these folks.

near the saw mill. When work is over and the pay has been dispensed, the beach is alive with a
colorful display of people and wares. The narcotic betelnut is the big seller, along with lime powder (made from ground-up coral), and pepper leaves — all necessary ingredients for a good chew.
The stained teeth of the majority of men and women attest to its popularity.
Of more interest to me are the ripe pineapples available for 20 cents, string beans for 30 cents a
bunch, bush lime at three for 10 cents, and tomatoes for 20 cents.
Bare-breasted women arrive, balancing rings of coconuts, taro, and pans on their heads. Sarah
remarks that they are so good at balancing, they should be tightrope walkers at the circus. I reply,
“Yes, if they walk on their heads.”

Trading
The next day we learn a major lesson
in trading at Graciosa Bay, when a
young man comes by in his canoe. I’m
cleaning below, and Steve is busily rigging our rain-catching awning, with an
eye to the sky and its imminent downpour. He has something to show us;
Steve takes a quick look and tells him
we’re busy: “Can you please come
back a little later?” The boy hangs
around for a while, then leaves. Ten
minutes later Steve comes below and
asks me if there’s anything special
about an orange-colored cowry shell.
The elusive golden cowry! We’ve
ignorantly turned down the chance to
trade for one of the world’s rarest seashells. Of course, the young man never
returns.

This young man is trying to sell us a “bride price” of
shell money. He was a tough bargainer and would not
accept clothing or knick knacks. He would settle for
nothing less than cash.

THE GIBBS

Always ready to make a deal, Carol Marriot negotiates for
a shell necklace on the island of Malaita in the Solomons.
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At this point we both agree that
whenever we have a chance to buy
or trade for something of interest,
we will do it on the spot!
Later in the day another man
arrives at our stern with something
carefully wrapped in yards of calico and rice bags. We invite him up
on Intermezzo’s more stable platform and he reveals a six-fathom
roll of feather money in excellent
condition. Feather money is the traditional barter for buying a bride in
these islands. There are only two
old men on the island who still
know how to make these treasures,
which consist of a pandanus leaf
fiber woven into a long belt, with
the red feather taken from the
breast of a small local parrot running throughout. Each “belt”
requires the feathers of hundreds of
birds. This roll smells of smoke
from the rafters of the house where
i t h a s l a i n f o r y e a r s . We ’r e
delighted to pay his asking price of
$10.

The Gibbs
At dinner the next evening Alice
and Len tell us that we really ought
to make the 30-mile sail over to the
Reef Islands in order to meet Carol
and Bernie Gibbs, who, with their
two sons, aged 12 and 9, run an
old-fashioned bush trading station.
“Carol and Bernie don’t get many
visitors, and it would be nice for all
of you.”
Intermezzo bucks through the
trade-wind-whipped seas from
Bernie Gibbs interprets pidgin English for me. I think the
wave to wave, through spray and
locals are as amused at the scene as Linda and Bernie are,
spume, going to weather like a
but perhaps for other reasons.There was this big black pot
bronco at the rodeo. Elyse and
being prepared at the edge of the village. Perhaps they knew
Sarah have escaped the wild ride by
something we didn’t?
curling up to sleep below. Steve is
standing at the wheel, hollering at the elements and taking faceful after faceful of water. I have
trouble keeping my breakfast down, and finally let it go over the side. No wonder they don’t get
many visitors at the Reef Islands!
We near the island of Lom Lom soon after noon, with the sun high and just behind us for good
visibility. The seas calm down in the lee of the atoll, and things look much brighter. Out from the
lagoon come a man and a woman in an outboard-powered dinghy, beckoning to us excitedly. They
circle Intermezzo like playful puppies as we head up into the wind to drop the main and prepare
for anchoring.
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Hook down, we invite them
aboard and shake hands all around.
We are their first outside contact in
s ev e n m o n t h s . S o o n t h e i r
10-year-old son, Dean, comes paddling alongside in his red canoe. I
awaken Elyse and Sarah, who have
missed all of the excitement, as we
prepare to go ashore to see their
home, Pigeon Island. Sarah creates
some excitement of her own by
groggily settling in the bow of our
dinghy and allowing herself to be
tossed out by a surge. We soon have
her out of the warm water with
nothing injured but her pride, and,
still chattering excitedly, go ashore
for lunch.
What had appeared from the
Lights, camera, action! What a surprise to wander into this
anchorage to be a densely foliaged
scene in a remote village on the island of Ureparapara in the
area reveals itself from the lagoon
southern Banks Islands.
to be 5 acres of beautifully landscaped island that would put a Disney set to shame. Their house is in front: A traditional woodand-thatch structure, built on an open plan which allows the gentle breeze to cool the house naturally. Scattered here and there on the manicured grass and among swaying palms and flowering
frangipani, are the store, two guest cottages, the wash house, a schoolhouse, the caretaker’s
house, and best of all, a tree house that Darren uses for a bedroom.
In August 1976, Carol, 30, and Bernie, 34, had read a classified ad at their home in England:
“Unique investment opportunity for adventurous young couple. Partnership in remote but thriving South Sea island trading post...” Out of hundreds of applicants who answered the ad, Carol
and Bernie were chosen by the Hepworths to take over the station they had been running for the
past 20 years.
They live on the island with their sons, two dogs, a cat, and several ducks and chickens. They
trade for copra, crocodile skins, shells, beches-de-mer, and in return sell flour, sugar, tea, beer,
soda pop, tobacco, calico, and a myriad of other necessities of modern island life; in short, whatever the locals on the adjoining islands may require. Business is conducted in pidgin English. If a
woman asks for “Triangle belong-um woman” she wants to buy a bra. When someone has business at the “store” they announce themselves by banging a lead pipe against a WWII airplane propeller that hangs outside the door. Carol and Bernie also act as banker, postmaster, and host to the
occasional tourist who arrives on the government boat.
Two days later, while Elyse and Sarah enjoy Dean and Darren’s company by watching Darren
shoot fish with a bow and arrow, and riding in Dean’s canoe, Bernie accompanies Steve and me
on a “walkabout” to two villages. The tide is out, so we are able to walk across the lagoon. The
neatness and cleanliness of the villages is impressive. Occasionally we see a two-story house —
the only ones we’ve ever spotted in a traditional Melanesian village. Interspersed with the family
homes are the boys’ houses. (It’s traditional in Ghaghelli villages to build a boy his own house
when he reaches the age of 10.)

A Walk in The Bush
Across the second lagoon is a larger village, Nenumbo. Here we see the custom ring in which
ceremonial dances and “tra-la-las” are performed. We view nolly nuts spread out to dry. The nolly
is a delicious nut similar to a macadamia in flavor, but shaped more like an almond. We trade three
sticks of tobacco, the size of penny stick licorice, for a bag of nuts.
Out of the crowd that gathers emerges an old man. He carries an ancient stone adze.
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“Daddy belong fellow.
Older than Daddy belong him
and Daddy belong him,” he
explains. “You want ‘em?”
This was the first of several
artifacts that begin to appear
as the shyness produced by
our presence begins to wear
off.
Simon,
with
his
betelnut-stained mouth,
attaches himself to our party
and offers to show us the way
to the school.
“Is it far?”
“No. It be close by.”
Ha! It’s a hard hour’s walk
Al Liggett with a beautifully carved “custom” (traditional) drum
through
the bush before we
in the Solomon Islands.
a r r ive a t s i x m i n i m a l l y
equipped classrooms with six
teachers and 145 students up to the age of 12. Edgar Vic, the headmaster, was awarded the MBE
(Member of British Empire) for long service — 28 years of teaching. He tells us that bush schools
have only been in existence for the past 10 years, and that schooling is purely voluntary for the
students. Then he switches the topic of conversation.
“I was 10 years old when Japanese occupied Talagic. At first we helped them. They were good
to us. Then Americans landed at Luga Beach, now called Red Beach. We were very scared. We
were hiding in the bush. Then we got used to them; we helped the Americans by spying.”
“Why did you help the Americans and not the Japanese?”
“Because we couldn’t speak Japanese. We already knew how to speak English from the British
missionaries. At first we helped the Japanese. Then when we started to help the Americans, the
Japanese were not good to us.”
Backtracking through the bush from the school, Simon diverts from the path to show Bernie an
old stick in the ground.
“This land belong me. It very old; been family plenty long time. This stick last of old village.
There be bones in ground.”
It’s the remains of an ancient village, and it is taboo for Simon to remove the last stick from the
ancient house.
Suddenly, Simon whips something into his nose, whirls around giggling, and presents his face
adorned with a hand-carved tortoise shell nosepiece. It breaks the spell, and he offers it to me for
60 cents. It gets a big laugh when I wear it for Carol and the children upon our return.
The following day, the Bona, a government ship from Honiara, puts in. It carries mail, but no
supplies for Carol and Bernie. On board is a medical team checking for malaria, and the police
detective and immigration officer from Santa Cruz, who have business on the outer islands. Bona
would leave that evening to call at the outlying islands, returning late the following night. Bernie
wants to see about buying some turtle shells, and Steve and I take the opportunity to go along.
Carol volunteers to watch the children. It’s an ideal opportunity to see how traditional Polynesians live in the middle of Melanesia. Since it’s a night passage, we roll up in blankets on the
wooden deck aft, getting up whenever a sea sloshes over.
There are no anchorages at these islands, so the ship stands off and sends dinghies through the
surf. At the first stop, eight of us go into the ship’s boat and, sitting low in the water, proceed
toward shore. Soon the motor swamps, so we return; everyone but the officials get out.
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The Solomon Island government vessel Bona.

At the second island, Bernie and Steve go ashore in a large dugout canoe. They swamp in the
surf and come back soaked, but Steve is thrilled to have been ashore on this island. The last white
man to set foot on this land was Bishop Patterson, whose greeting was not so friendly; the bishop
was killed and eaten nearly 100 years ago.
It’s totally black with heavy rain, and a stiff 35-knot southeaster blows right on the nose. The
captain at times has to thread his way through 15 miles of reef with visibility less than 100 feet
(30.5 m). He stands in the rain on top of the pilothouse, wearing his foul-weather gear and hollering directions below to the helmsman. He doesn’t miss a turn, and his “internal” radar works
beautifully. We are surely relieved to pick up Intermezzo in the loom of the Bona’s spotlight.
As word spreads that we will soon be leaving, canoes from the neighboring islands bring fruit
and vegetables to trade. Some bring old “junk” from the rafters in their huts: ceremonial poison
arrows, a model of the ancient (pre-WWII) voyaging canoe, and two carved bowls find their way
aboard. Simon makes and sells us all tortoise-shell bracelets, and when Sarah misplaces hers,
Darren removes his own from his arm and offers it to her as a token of farewell.
In the end, we acquire our most prized possession: a carved stick, shaped somewhat like a baseball bat or a stair bannister. It’s black and orange and is called a “devil-devil stick.” They tell us
that they keep one on the canoe during long voyages, and if the weather is not to their liking, or
they are concerned for their safety, they talk to the devil-devil to bring them good weather and a
safe journey. We mount it on the forward bulkhead, and thereafter, whenever we dislike the
weather, we send Sarah up to have a talk with our “devil-devil stick.” That stick is now on its third
(modern) yacht, still bringing us fair winds!
As we leave our new friends in the Reef Islands, Steve and I realize we’ve learned several fundamental lessons about voyaging. First, trading for artifacts opens up a new field of interest for
the two of us. Henceforth it will be one of our objectives. This activity helps to bridge the shyness
that frequently separates islanders from ourselves.
Second, we will not hesitate in the future to make an extra effort to get off the beaten path. The
pounding we took for a few hours enroute to the Reef Islands was paid back a hundred times by
the pleasure of meeting the Gibbs, seeing their unique lifestyle, and being introduced to the fascinating Reef Islanders.
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Musical Instruments

We met this man and his son in Vanuatu. He’s playing
Steve’s Martin (D-42!) guitar (which made it successfully around the world without a problem).

We’ve probably gotten more enjoyment from our musical instruments
than just about anything else we’ve carried. Aside from the pleasure they’ve
given us when we’ve been on our own,
our “arsenal” of musicmakers has led to
some wonderful experience with
locals.
We usually carry two guitars. An old
one for trips ashore and something a little nicer for use on the boat. When
we’ve got locals aboard we always
leave one of the guitars in view. If we
see a visitor eyeing it, we offer to let
them play and that is usually enough to
get things rolling.
We also carry a tambourine, several
sets of maracas, and assorted other percussion instruments. When
there’s a really big crowd
aboard, our wooden spoons
and saucepans are usually
pressed into service.

Beach Party

Sarah now earns part of her cruising budget by singing as she
cruises.This gig was aboard Beowulf while we were tied up to the
copra pier in Takaroa in 1995. The interior is unfinished, as we
were taking Beowulf to New Zealand to be outfitted.

Some of our best cruising
memories come from spontaneous get-togethers with
cruising friends on the beach.
Someone catches a fish and
invites the whole anchorage
for a pot luck, and out come
the musical instruments,
beach towels, and insect repellent.
The Tongan fish fry in the
first photo below resulted in a
wonderful evening of music.
After we’d been trading songs
for a while among cruisers, we
noticed some movement in the
bushes. The music had carried

Whether you’re in Tonga (left) or Mexico (right) it is all the same. When the sun goes down it
is time to hit the beach for socializing, food, and music. And if the odd rain squall happens along?
That won’t slow anybody down. After all, what are foul-weather-gear tops for anyway?
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When Steve brought Sundeer back from New Zealand in 1986, he stopped off at Takaroa to
meet with our friends Henry and Louise.

across the island to a village, and the locals had come over to see what was happening. We beckoned them to our gathering and traded songs back and forth for the rest of the evening.
Major holidays are always an excuse for a party. One Fourth of July some years ago we were in
the process of anchoring in Hanalei, Hawaii, when some folks from the yacht Warwick came by
in their dinghy to invite us ashore.
“Some of us are getting together for a barbecue on the beach and then to watch fireworks. Please
join us.”
Even after rain cut the fireworks short, the evening still carried on. That evening served as a
springboard for later hikes, dinners, and adventures for many days to come.

It’s Still the Same
Twenty years have passed since we started seriously cruising. In that time lots of things have
changed. Navigation is a lot simpler with GPS; there’s more data on good anchorages; cruising
boats are larger; and there are a lot more folks cruising.
Of course, things have changed in the island villages as well. Popcorn is a well-known commodity, and just about everyone has seen or has a VCR. But for the most part, the islanders remain
friendly and welcoming.
We’ve been back to the South Pacific twice since our first trip. The Marquesas islands have a lot
more infrastructure now, and, of course, being French, are quite costly, but the people are still as
interested in what you are doing as you in them.
And the Tuamotus, where we just spent a couple of weeks with our friends Henry and Louise,
have a vibrant black pearl–based economy. You see kids on BMX bikes; there are stores with
freezers where you can actually buy a variety of goods; and Takaroa even has a disco (known
locally as “Le Boom”). You’d think that with increased prosperity and attention to the material
aspects of life something would be lost, but the relationships are just as good now as on our first
visit.

THE COST OF CRUISING
One of the joys of cruising is that it’s inexpensive. Once the yacht is paid for, there is simply no
other lifestyle that offers as many rewards for as little cash. Most people planning long trips budget more than necessary to maintain themselves in reasonable style. As a result, many of them put
off going cruising longer than they need to.
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Henry, Louise, Sarah, Kristin, and other good friends at Takaroa in 1995. Everyone gets older, and
the Tuamotan lifestyle has become more complex, but the same warmth and friendliness is still
there.

The Boat
There has never been a better time than now to buy a good cruising boat. The market is so
depressed that you can pick up well-found, offshore-capable vessels for a fraction of their original
prices. This means that when the time comes to sell at the end of your cruise, your sailing investment is well hedged by the low initial price you’ve paid.
Here are a few rules about buying right we’ve learned along the way. Establish a budget for boat
acquisition, and stay with it. Buy with cash. Ignore the temptation to use credit for a bigger boat
or more gear. Credit means interest and insurance bills, which can easily cost significantly more
than your living expenses.
Forget aesthetics. Paint, varnish, and interior decor can be done with your own labor, and the
poor cosmetics can mask an otherwise sound hull.
Disregard the asking price. If a boat’s listed for $85,000 and been on the market two years and
the owner’s in need of cash, he may be happy to take $45,000 right now (in spite of what the broker
says).
Look to out-of-favor-but-sound older designs.
Spend your money on waterline and displacement, not fancy gear or a modern interior. A spartan 40-footer is going to be more comfortable to live aboard and passage on than a 30-footer
equipped to the gunnels.
How big a boat do you need? The biggest boat you can afford right now. If you’re at the early
part of your career and have just $10,000 available for the boat, take heart. There’s a whole lineup of owners who’d like to sell you their 25-to 30-footers for $10,000. Yes, living full time on a
boat this small is cramped compared to on a larger boat, but you’d probably like to have a bigger
apartment, too.
Got a few more bucks to spend? How about something along the lines of a Cal-48. This Bill
Lapworth design can be found for $85,000, is an excellent sea boat, and is very quick. Okay, so
the design’s more than 20 years old, but the space, waterline, and displacement are there, and the
30 to 40 percent you save, compared to a five-year-old 40-footer (12.3m) will easily take you
around the world faster and more comfortably.
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Equipment
Probably the hardest part of equipping a boat for long-term cruising is knowing what you don’t
need. The less gear aboard, the fewer maintenance headaches, and the more space to store essentials. It bears repeating that you’ll be significantly more comfortable with a larger, simply
equipped cruiser than a smaller vessel loaded with the latest systems.
Equipping a boat is one place where having a tight budget can be an advantage, because the less
money you have to spend, the less time will be wasted thinking about, buying, installing and
maintaining gear.
The key to this decision-making process is laying out a complete plan of what you intend to
carry. This allows evaluation not only of cost, but of space and maintenance issues also.
And since you’re cruising on a budget, you will need to be able to fix anything that is brought
aboard (it’s a good idea even when money isn’t an object!). Otherwise, the costs and frustrations
will get out of hand. The most important part of this maintenance equation is access. Make sure
you can easily get at whatever it is you’re installing and that it’s installed where it will stay dry.
The best approach we’ve found (the hard way) is to start out with the minimum in systems and
equipment. After you’ve been cruising awhile, the issues of what is really necessary and what’s
not worth having become much clearer. Otherwise, most folks tend to invest funds in gear that
doesn’t work or lies unused, when those funds could better be used toward prolonging the cruise.

Minimum Gear
A good chunk of this book is devoted to different types of systems and equipment and how you
make the correct choices for your own style of cruising. In this section we’ll take a look at this
subject with a minimalist approach.
For medium-to long-term cruising there are some essentials. Here’s the way we’d equip for
minimum budget. Ground tackle: The most important category of gear. This is where the budget
goes first: A storm hook as primary anchor with at least two backups. For anchoring in the tropics,
chain is a must. Nylon rodes with chain at the end will do for the extra hooks. At the first sign of
budget surplus, invest in a powered windlass. Look for used anchors (in good shape) and used
chain (which may need galvanizing). Note that most chain is stamped with the grade that relates
to its strength (see more under chain in the preparation section).
Sails: A main in good shape with three reefs (the last sized for trysail work) is first. A basic,
heavy working jib of modest overlap will see good all-around duty. A heavy staysail, with a set of
reefs down to storm-jib size, completes the necessities.
Safety gear: How much is your life worth? Today, with so much sophisticated equipment on
the market, safety gear is the toughest area to draw the line. I like the idea of using a good-quality
inflatable as a raft, equipped with a well-stocked abandon ship bag, some form of weather protection, and a good sea-anchor system. This solves budget and space problems, although ideally
you’d have a raft on its own, or better yet one of the Yachtsaver inflation bag systems to keep the
entire boat afloat. Safety harnesses are essential and easy to make for yourself. Do you go for a
406 MHz EPIRB? Tough question.
Dink: If the dink doubles as a raft, then you already have an inflatable. Otherwise, compact,
fiberglass, or timber dinks are more serviceable than inflatables. They last longer and row better,
but are tougher to stow. However, even a 30-footer (9.3m) cruiser can stow a 7-foot (2.2m) hard
dink on the foredeck or under the boom.
Self-steering: Some form of self-steering is a must for offshore work. Do you go for a vane or
pilot? A few years ago a wind-powered vane (servo-pendulum type) would have been the answer.
But now the cost of the small pilots has come down so far that they may be a better deal; they steer
in light airs and under power, which a vane won’t.
Systems: The basic question is refrigeration. Ten years ago most boats cruised without. It is
not essential, but it is nice. If you do have it aboard, you’d better know how to service it. Without
a fridge, electrical and engine needs are negligible. One or two solar cells hung on the stern rail
will take care of your electrical requirements — no engine time or maintenance to worry about,
and battery requirements are minimized. Add a fridge and you need to add an extensive set of
engine (and fridge) spares. If it is an electrical fridge you have to beef up batteries and charging
sources, and you’ll still need the extra engine spares.
Electronics: We’ve left the least for last. You can comfortably sail around the world without
electronics. But with a few dollars left over in the kitty, some of the gear today is so inexpensive
that it is worth considering. We’d start with a simple depthsounder, perhaps one with a paddlewheel log built into the transducer. Then we’d invest $150 in a GPS.
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Remember, beyond the essentials, you’re going to be more comfortable at sea and in port
spending money on a bigger boat rather than on gear.

Living Expenses
Once the capital investment in boat and gear is made it is surprising how well you can live when
cruising on a modest budget. Obviously how and where you cruise has a big impact, as do variables in maintenance costs. But by following a few simple guidelines, cruising costs a fraction of
what it costs to live ashore. As you’ll see, $400 to $1,000 per month goes a long way.
Over the long haul, most cruisers find that expenses break down into thirds: one-third for food,
one-third for the boat (maintenance, fuel, harbor fees), and one-third for personal costs (clothing,
sightseeing, meals out).
Cruising costs are only marginally related to boat size. Two thirds of the budget relates to care
and feeding of the crew, and that’s a constant. The actual boat-maintenance budget, if you do your
own work and have good access, is also pretty constant. A water pump or fridge system on a 50footer (15.4m) is pretty much the same as on a 35-footer (10.8m). Where larger boats do cost more
is repairing heavier sails, paying dockage (although anchoring is usually free and much more
pleasant), and hauling. But with care, the cost differential isn’t that great.
A major factor will be your town/countryside ratio. The more time you spend in anchorages
away from the city lights, the lower your costs will be. Some cruisers spend a majority of time in
the big cities. Not only does this add substantially to cost, but you miss the opportunity of meeting
people (aboard other yachts and the locals) that comes from the slower pace outside of town.
Let’s look at these costs a little closer. Fresh-food costs are usually modest if you eat what the
locals do. But when you decide to splurge on some fresh fruit, flown in from outside, watch out!
There are always extra-efficient buying spots along the way in which it pays to stock up on staples. Listening to the ham radio nets and reading the Seven Seas Cruising Association bulletins
are two of the best ways of finding out what locations rate best-buy designations.
The entertainment/sightseeing budget can vary wildly. Again, it is very much a case of research,
staying away from the facilities that cater to the tourists, and joining in with the locals. (A couple
of years ago we found a marvelous pizza parlor, frequented by locals in Papeete, Tahiti, where we
had a nice meal for the two of us for under $15.) Tourists were spending four times this amount a
few blocks away. Clothing is much less of an item than at home, especially if you’re in the tropics.
Joining the odd tour, renting a car now and then, visiting museums, etc., add little to the monthly
budget and lots to your enjoyment.
Two issues which generate debate are medical insurance and emergency funds. Since medical
insurance can cost as much as half or more of your whole budget, few long-term cruisers carry it.
On the plus side, however, medical costs outside the U.S. are very much lower than what we are
used to seeing. (Some insurance companies offer policies specifically tailored to U.S. citizens
who spend most of their time outside the country. Costs are much lower than for domestic policies.)
Should you set aside a certain amount for emergencies (blown sails, engine, or medical problem)? Most do. And then at the end of the cruising period use these funds to extend their staying
power.
Boat insurance? For most it is just too expensive to even contemplate. Take the first year’s premium and put it into heavier ground tackle, the next year into better storm canvas. If your boat is
financed, you’re forced to carry insurance — a good reason to go with a less expensive boat and
pay cash.

Where the Money Goes
When we first thought about cruising in the mid-1970s, we carefully evaluated what we thought
the various aspects of our adventure would cost. We talked at length with Steve’s dad about what
he had experienced on his 24-month cruise in the late 1940s, as well as with travelers who had
been to Polynesia for a year. Based on this research we budgeted $1,500 per month (this was in
1976).
In Mexico food was cheap; besides that and a little diesel oil, there wasn’t much to spend money
on. By the time we reached the Marquesas Islands, we had averaged less than $150 per month in
total expenses. In the Marquesas, our spending picked up a bit, but we were fortunate in having
stocked Intermezzo to the gunnels with food and supplies, so except for an occasional night out,
a ride through the mountains, and a drum of diesel, we had few new expenses. By the time we had
left American Samoa, with Intermezzo completely restocked, we were averaging less than $7,500
per year. After three-and-a-half years of cruising, we spent just $27,000 (including a refit of Inter-
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mezzo at the end of our trip).
Although inflation has eaten away at
the buying power of the dollar today,
at the end of the 1990s, based on
recent experience we feel we could
do the trip now on the same basis for a
little under twice what it cost more
than 20 years ago.
The experience of two cruising
friends who left in 1979, when inflation had diminished the purchasing
power of most currencies, is typical.
They ate well, beautifully maintained
their 30-year-old, 40-foot (12.35m)
wooden ketch, ate out occasionally,
entertained aboard and ashore, and
spent $6,700 during the year. Their
costs broke down this way: groceries,
$1,431; postage, $127; fuel, $321;
gifts, $80; customs fees, light fees (a
sort of user tax charged by some
countries to help pay for lighthouses,
which almost never work anyway)
and such, $253; entertainment and
miscellaneous, $2,248. Outside services such as hauling, parts and labor
for maintenance, etc., ran $1,026.
We’ve been using the same Sears sewing machine
General supplies for upkeep were
now for almost 25 years for sail repairs. While it won’t
another $1,120. You’d probably mulhandle the heavy working sails, it will repair the lighter
tiply these costs by two today.
jibs and spinnakers.
Al and Beth Liggett spent the mid1980s cruising in Europe, spending summers there when the weather was nice and returning to
Florida to work in the winter. Beth figures it would cost them about $1,000 per month to maintain
themselves and their 42-foot (12.9m) Sunflower if they were cruising full-time.
Beth was kind enough to send along a breakdown of their 1987 summer expenses. For those of
you considering an on-again, off-again cruising pattern, this will be of interest. Their own
expenses cover roughly four months, while the boat is of course stored for the year. Groceries,
$1,026; eating out, $249; booze, $146; boat miscellaneous, $225; fuel, $400; marinas, $367;
books and charts, $367; laundry, $68; postage, $172; telephone, $69; locks and bridges, $235;
travel (in Europe), $441; sightseeing, $340; camera, $21; gifts, $70; round-trip air fare (for two),
$1,122; storage for boat, $1,822. The total is a reasonable $7,257 — and remember, this was during a period when the U.S. dollar was suffering! During this year Al and Beth suffered two
unusual expenses: an engine overhaul and bottom repair (osmosis), which added another $2,300
to the total. Today it would cost the Liggetts about one-and-a-half times this amount.
Rick and Pauline Cox left Florence, Oregon, aboard their Aleuja 33, Watercolor, in the spring
of 1988. They cruised down the west coast of the U.S., through Baja California, and onto the
mainland of Mexico before heading for French Polynesia. The Marquesas, Tuamotus, and Society Islands had passed under their keel when we met them after they had cruised a month in
Hawaiian waters. Along the way they visited the sights ashore, rented cars, took tours, and ate out
several times a month. Watercolor was kept purposely simple by the Coxes: no fridge, no pressure
water, and basic electronics. In the 16 months they spent cruising, with their 12-year-old daughter
they spent $12,000, or $750 per month. Ten years later if you added a couple of hundred dollars a
month to their budget you’d be just fine.
Up through the early ‘90s Doug and Jamie Owens worked part of the year at Twin Harbors on
Catalina Island, in Southern Californian waters. During the winter and spring months they rejoin
Teal, their 31-foot (9.5m) Bill Garden–designed cutter. By spending most of their time in out-ofthe-way (but to them more interesting) anchorages, they’ve kept their monthly cruising budget to
just $500. They paid an average of $100 per month to keep Teal moored and under care of a local
who would periodically run the engine and air the bilges.
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One of the ways we saved money while cruising was to use grids for haulout where ever tidal range
was sufficient. In Darwin, Australia, with a 24-foot (7.3m) range we had time to clean and paint the
bottom on two tides.The chain piled in front of Intermezzo’s bow is to move her center of gravity aft
so she doesn’t fall over on her nose.Total cost for gridding was $25.

Arne and Page Adams spent a year (late ‘80s) sailing through French Polynesia. Their cruise
aboard Transit, a Rafiki 37 cutter, took them to French Polynesia, the Cook Islands, Tonga, Fiji,
New Zealand, and Australia. Before leaving they invested $12,400 in equipping their five-yearold boat (radar, Satnav, autopilots, sailing instruments, roller furling, ground tackle, miscellaneous rigging and spinnaker gear). They averaged a pretty constant $720 per month. In French
Polynesia, where entertainment comes with a high price tag, they ate out only occasionally. But
in Tonga and Fiji, they found things so cheap that they ate out as often as aboard. In their first year
they spent an additional $3,200 for medical insurance and a trip home for both of them.
When Steve brought Sundeer, our 67-footer (20.4m), on her maiden voyage from Auckland,
New Zealand to California, the 1988 prices in New Zealand and French Polynesia had certainly
picked up. But it was still possible to cruise on a large yacht in a comfortable fashion for less than
$10,000 per year; this includes maintaining the boat. In the subsequent years that we cruised
aboard Sundeer we found our monthly budget to be pretty much in this range.
Now, with the even larger Beowulf, our budget really has not changed that much. On a recent
trip through the South Pacific, with Sarah and her friend Kristin as crew, our monthly expenditures were under $1,000 per month (and the kids eat a lot more than they used to!). At the same
time we met several smaller yachts cruising on less than $5,000 per year (and this typically
included a large beer tab). So it appears that the cost of cruising, happily, has not kept up with
inflation.
Of course, there are a lot of folks who end up spending lots more. We’ve heard people complaining about having a tough time getting by on $20,000 or even $30,000 a year. And from what
we could see, their quality of life wasn’t any better than those cruising on a fraction of that budget.
What’s the key?

Priorities
Your budgetary desires for both boat and living expenses need to be measured against a prospective lifestyle afloat and ashore. Our feeling has always been it’s better to go early in life,
spending less because there’s less available, than to wait around until some indefinite point in the
future when you have in theory accumulated more bucks (waiting is a two-edged sword — yes,
you may have more money, but you’re going to want more comfort and less adventure as you get
older, and these end up costing more, which means you have to wait longer...).
Okay, so the boat will be smaller and you’ll live on a tighter budget, but the odds are your house
or apartment is smaller than you’d ideally like, too.
The hardest part of making the decision to do something about your dream is ordering priorities. If you want to go now, within the means you presently have at your disposal, you need to set
your sights first on a personal definition of cruising necessities.
From our perspective (and that of most of our cruising friends), it’s the people we’ve met as well
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as the places we’ve seen that make cruising so enjoyable. Add to this the lack of stress (compared
to “conventional” lifestyles) and the freedom of action that comes with having the ability to
change plans and direction as desire and weather dictates, and the dream becomes all the more
alluring.
The boat, then, becomes a means to an end, a conveyance, if you will, toward new horizons.
And it’s not at all necessary to have a fancy, up-to-the-minute design or the best in systems if your
boat is just a means to get you from one nice setting to another. Kept in this perspective, a smaller
boat, ready to sail now looks pretty good. And if your monthly allotment of spending money is a
little tighter than you’d like, just think of all the overhead you’ve left behind!

Budgetary Compromises
Obviously the type of boat you cruise aboard, how it is equipped, and the amount of funds budgeted for monthly living and maintenance costs are all related. And how you allocate the funds
for boat and systems will have a big impact on the eventual costs of cruising. For each person
there’s an optimal mix of these three cost categories. And about the only thing you can say for
certain is that the right mix will change with time.
Just for fun, try sitting down and coming up with a total cruising budget, what you could get
together today if you really tried. Keep in mind that you’ll be paying cash for the boat and its
equipment and want a certain amount left over to cruise on. Even if it’s just $15,000 or $20,000
right now, play the game — you may be surprised by the results.

Staying Within Budget
How do we all do it? As with most aspects of cruising, there’s a lot to learn as you go. Many
folks leave home loaded down with spares, clothing, and miscellaneous junk that will never see
action. That space and money, if put only to essentials, extends cruising time. When it comes to
buying supplies or gear, our motto is “When in doubt, don’t.”
The biggest trap for your dollar is that first week in civilization after months in the wilds. Our
stop in Papeete, Tahiti, was an example. After three months in the Marquesas and Tuamotus,
where we had spent less than $100 per month, we blew almost $100 a day in Papeete. Store windows were full of things we hadn’t seen since California. The urge to spend was irresistible.
Fiji was another trap. Ostensibly a duty-free port, the windows of 75 percent of the shops are
lined with an incredible array of electronic gadgets and goodies of every sort. Some Australian
friends of ours, cruising on a fixed-income monthly budget, had been assiduously saving in the
outer islands and big cities. (They even escaped Papeete.) Ten days in Suva and they had the biggest collection of calculators, watches, and radios imaginable.
The general pattern of saving in the country and spending in the cities is unavoidable. Once in
awhile even the thriftiest cruiser needs to see a movie, eat ice cream, or go out to dinner. However,
for the first week in town, hold onto your wallet. The consumer urge will die down, and you’ll find
which stores have the best buys.
Food is usually the biggest item on everyone’s budget. If you like to eat well (and who
doesn’t?), a little planning can reduce costs considerably. In each cruising area there will be ports
or islands where certain items are very expensive. On the other hand, there will be local items that
are quite reasonable.
In the outlying islands of the world, anything from civilization costs several times more than at
home. The trick is to stock up on canned goods at home, then buy or trade for fruit, local meat, and
vegetables, which are inexpensive, in local ports.
Throughout the world, we’ve generally found plenty of garden vegetables and fruit available
from the locals in out-of-the-way spots. Most big ports have native markets where the produce is
fresh and very inexpensive. Meat can be costly if flown in, but many copra plantations these days
run cattle to keep down the undergrowth, and consequently they maintain butcheries. Here the
larder can be supplied with very tasty beef at low prices.
As the cruise grows longer, charts and navigational materials become expensive. Although
there is no substitute for the right charts, a copy machine or a roll of good-quality transparent
paper and sharp drafting pencils provide the means to get free information from other yachts and
commercial vessels. We frequently trade charts with people going in the opposite direction. The
exchange process also offers informed opinions of upcoming anchorages, places to buy, and what
spots to avoid.
Yacht maintenance is an area where ingenuity can go a long way toward keeping costs down.
In many parts of the world there’s a substantial tidal range, and having to haul a boat for a bottom
job or through-hull work is just about unheard of. After years of worrying about the boat’s falling
off shipyard cradles, our first experience with careening piles in New Zealand was an eye-opener.
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On the high tide we sailed up and tied alongside some pilings set in the sand. The tide receded;
then we scrubbed the bottom, painted, and waited for the water to come back. It took us four hours
to clean and paint, and 12 hours later we were afloat again. When I think of all the yard bills I’ve
paid...

Hull and Liability Insurance
The question of whether to carry insurance is a tough one. Cruisers often have their entire net
worth, or a majority thereof, tied up in their floating home. If you lose the boat it could be a financial disaster. On the other hand, insurance can prove to be very expensive — in some cases, more
than the rest of your cruising budget put together. The whole financial feasibility of your cruising
may hinge on the cost of insurance. If you really want to go, you may have to forgo the insurance
and carry the risk yourself. We’ve met only one yacht in the last couple of years that carried insurance. The rest have found it too costly. If you do decide to look into insurance, check a variety of
markets. There are often companies in Europe or the southern hemisphere that have better rates
than those found in the U.S.
Factors that affect insurance rates include the age of your vessel, your own experience, cruising
areas to be visited, seasonal issues (insurance companies want you out of the tropics in the summer), and special equipment. You get reduced rates for watertight bulkheads, damage-control
pumping equipment, and good fire-fighting gear. Metal boats typically have lower rates than
those for timber or fiberglass boats.
You can substantially reduce your rates by having a high deductible, which effectively means
you have a total loss policy. Finally, if you do find an insurance carrier at an acceptable rate, be
sure to check out the carrier’s financial condition and loss-paying record.

Medical Insurance
Now we get to a tougher question. When you are younger the issue of medical insurance
doesn’t weigh heavily. But as you mature, the risks become greater.
Outside of the U.S., medical costs are much less, so the financial risks are less. In keeping with
this several companies offer medical insurance to travelers at much lower rates than domestic
insurance costs. If you already have domestic insurance you should verify that it covers you while
you are traveling. If not, ask about policies for foreign-only coverage. Better yet, check with the
Seven Seas Cruising Association to see what’s their latest program for members.

Disaster Kitty
After all this talk of tight budgets, you should have a stash for the unexpected. Hopefully it
won’t be needed and you’ll be able to extend your cruising with it when the time comes. But if
something happens to the boat, perhaps a major engine problem or blown sails, it is helpful to
have something set aside.

Taxes
With your income needs much reduced from shoreside living, you may be pleasantly surprised
at how efficient any income stream becomes. The odds are your income will be from the rental of
a home or interest on savings, and even at levels sufficient to pay for a plush cruising lifestyle it
will be well below minimum taxation levels (just think, while you’re off cruising you don’t have
to share with Uncle Sam!).

Putting It All Together
Now, do you have that budget we talked about earlier put together? Let’s see how to split it up.
Suppose you can scrape together $20,000 right now. Ten thousand dollars gets the boat, $5,000
for outfitting, leaving $5,000 to cruise on. If you start out on the eastern seaboard of the U.S. or
head to Mexico from the west coast, you’re away for a year or more before a refill of the cruising
kitty is needed (compared to the cost associated with buying even a medium-priced car on time,
this sounds pretty good!).
How about a $50,000 budget? Spend $25,000 for the boat. That will get you into a 35-foot
(10.8m) vessel. If you invest the rest at eight percent and use a combination of the interest and
principal, you could easily sail around the world. And when you returned home you’d still have a
nice boat (to keep or sell).
As the initial kitty increases, you get into boat size versus monthly budget analysis. Do you
spend more on the boat and live on a tighter budget? Or, keep the boat modest and have more to
spend as you cruise? With $100,000 you could spend the same $25,000 on the boat and live off
the interest on the balance (or just nibble slightly at the principal).
What are you waiting for?
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SUEDAMA

SUEDAMA
Lev, John and Dodge, or
“the lads” as they are
called, bought Suedama in
England for about 15,000
pounds ($23,000). Former
British marines, they
worked on her off and on
for a year getting ready to
go. They left with few conveniences: propane stove
and oven, stereo, GPS and
VHS radio. They had
electric interior lights, a
masthead light and running lights. A small threeblade wind generator kept
the batteries topped up and
for self-steering they used
a Aries windvane.
The lads worked their
way down the coast of
Portugal, then crossed the
Atlantic via the Canary
Islands to the Caribbean.
They spent one cruising
season there before taking
a yacht delivery job back
to England. Returning to
the Caribbean they got
jobs with the Moorings
charter company where
they worked for another
Suedama cruising in Paradise (Fiji).
season, acting as “fix-it”
guys. They were given a
handheld VHF and a big inflatable to use as a runabout. Folks chartering boats would call for help
with various problems and they’d go off to fix whatever was needed. From what Sarah understands, they came to this job by meeting a couple of folks from the Moorings and mentioning that
they were available to do some work.
From the Caribbean, Lev, John and Dodge sailed to Venezuela, then up to and through the Panama Canal, out to the Marquesas, down through French Polynesia, then to the Cooks, Tonga and
Fiji before heading down to New Zealand. In the Cook Islands they took on two young women
from Germany who were interested in cruising. The girls paid $50.00 a day and from that everything was included (travel, food, etc.). They stayed on Suedama for two months, leaving the boat
in Fiji. According to the boys, it was a great money-making idea, but they didn’t make a profit
because they spent it all on food and drink.
When Sarah and her friend Kristin met the lads in Fiji, they were surprised and pleased to find
it was possible to cruise comfortably with so little. The lads had no refrigeration, showers, watermaker, radar, Ham/SSB radio, autopilot, depthsounder, or wind instruments. The girls had a
chance to test their comfort-level staying on such a boat when they spent two weeks aboard
Suedama while Steve and I took Beowulf to the Blue Lagoon. They claim not to have missed the
luxuries.
The lads managed to cruise on about $5000 a year, for the three of them, including drinking a
lot of beer. They also did everything on a budget; no new clothes, tours, parasailing, flying home,
hotels, or fancy restaurants. Still, they dove, swam, played music, ate and drank well, hiked all
over, played with other boats and as Sarah puts it, “had the best attitudes of anybody I’ve ever met
cruising.”
By the time they arrived in New Zealand they were out of money. By walking the docks where
the big boats were parked near Orram’s in Auckland, all three found cash-paying jobs for several
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months. Each managed to earn several thousand dollars during this time, and found other jobs
through meeting boat people and Kiwis who needed various work done: construction, yacht
maintenance, you name it, they’d try it. After four months of working they easily could have continued cruising comfortably for two or three more years. However, John flew home to see his girlfriend for a few months, Lev and Dodge took skydiving lessons and eventually Lev sold his
interest in the boat to the other two and flew home to have adventures with his girlfriend.
Sarah just had a letter from Dodge saying he and John are preparing to leave New Zealand in
April for Australia, then South Africa. They’re hoping to be in the Caribbean for carnival next
year, then back in England by the fall of 1998.They started their cruise in 1993.
So you see, it doesn’t take a pot full of money to get out there and enjoy the cruising lifestyle.

NAVIGATION MATERIALS
Before we leave the subject of cruising budgets we need to talk about your navigation materials.
On one hand, prudence (not to mention fun) requires that you have on hand a sufficient inventory
of information for your cruising areas. On the other hand, the cost of charts, guides, etc., can easily consume 10 to 20 percent of a modest cruising budget.

Charts
It is very difficult to know what the right chart inventory is. This varies with the area you’ll be
cruising, how many hidden dangers there are, weather risks, and the local cruiser population on
which you can call for local data. To begin with, you need basic passaging and or area charts.
Because these charts cover so much territory, not very many of them are required. Where the
inventory question becomes more difficult is with localized detail. While you may not be planning to go to a given port, weather or a medical emergency might force your hand.
Over the years we’ve probably bought as many used charts as we have new. We’ve frequently
made do with tracings of charts that have been temporarily loaned to us. Most countries have at
least one company with a large copier, and full-size copies can be typically made (in black and
white) for around $2. Beware that with copies the scale changes a bit from place to place on the
chart.
One source for inexpensive reproductions is Bellingham Chart Printers in Bellingham, Washington. They even have chart “folios” that cover entire regions. Their charts typically cost around
$5, or a little more than a third of the originals. Another approach are chart kits such as those
produced by BBA. Many of the cruising guides also offer details of harbors and anchorages.
Keep in mind when you’re searching for charts that most national authorities do not reissue old
charts if they haven’t visited the locale within a set time period (with the U.S.DMA it is typically
20 years). This means that charts for a good cruising area may no longer be available new. Don’t
wait until the last minute to find out.

Celestial Tables/Almanac
Even though you have a couple of GPSs aboard, you should have a set of sight-reduction tables
aboard, along with an up-to-date almanac. New almanacs are sometimes hard to come by out in
the really good cruising grounds, and there is a page in the almanac that tells how to make it work
for a second year. But, if the chips are down, navigation is critical, and you are rusty on your celestial, it is much better not to have to go through the updating process.

Cruising Guides
There are cruising guides available for just about every part of the globe. These vary in accuracy, so check with folks who have used them before you buy.

Miscellaneous Materials
You should have an up-to-date light list aboard to help in identifying light characteristics (even
with GPS it is nice to confirm your position with a second LOP). You should also have tide tables
should also aboard (we always note tidal state in the log for each day when cruising in thin water
— this way in a grounding you instantly know if the tide will shortly float you free or if you have
only minutes before a falling tide traps you for hours).

Keep Your Eyes Open
Keep in mind that things change. Coral grows, wrecks occur, mooring buoys are installed,
lights change. Always take anything in writing with a grain of salt and keep your eyes open.
Before entering a new harbor, try to get local confirmation that your printed material is accurate.
And, when possible, avoid entering strange harbors at night.
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CRUISING WITH KIDS

A tidepool is good for hours of education and entertainment.This one, on Cocos Keeling
atoll in the middle of the Indian Ocean, has Elyse and Jeff MacDonald in its spell.

CRUISING WITH KIDS
I’m entertaining the family on Intermezzo by reading aloud, a custom we’ve followed when
voyaging by land as well as by sea. We’re on a reach, bound for the Fijian Islands, perhaps the
finest cruising grounds in the entire South Pacific.
One of the times of the day we like best is when we all gather in the cockpit for stories. Through
the written word, our imaginations transport us to other places, other times. We’ve read Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer, Ivanhoe, and Little Women on other passages. Jack London cooled us off
in the sweltering doldrums with “To Build a Fire” and its welcome descriptions of blizzards and
ice storms. But now it’s John Steinbeck’s Tales of King Arthur that transports us back in time to
medieval England. Today I read about the knights of the Round Table; the children are all ears.
After a reading session Elyse will go on to other activities: absorbing a book by herself, writing
poetry, embroidering. But Sarah?
She becomes what we have read.
She builds a throne in the main
saloon by stacking pillows on the
settee. Then she creates a crown
by fastening clothespins to the rim
of a tambourine. A majestic bathtowel cloak held closed at the
neck with another clothespin and
her daddy’s long socks complete
the costume. Now she is King
Arthur holding court in Camelot.
A year later when she reads Louis
L’Amour westerns (youngsters
become sophisticated readers at
sea), she will ride the range on the
mainboom of her old steed InterSarah always loved to meet the local kids.This took place
mezzo. Her imagination soars and
on a remote island in northeast New Guinea, Nissan,
stretches much as the seas rushing
where the U.S. had an air base during WWll.
beneath our keel.
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This development of imagination
is a major benefit that I didn’t
expect from cruising. Children are
forced to use their creativity. They
are severed from the television cord
and are much richer for it.

Schooling
A well-developed imagination is
not the only benefit children gain
from cruising. Many cruising kids
receive excellent educations as
well. Because I am a teacher, education was a major concern of mine
when we considered taking the children cruising. We used Calvert
School correspondence courses.
The material is packaged in a
simple-to-use form, and our kids
looked forward to their daily lessons. The courses are designed to be
taught by parents who are not experienced teachers. Lesson plans are
concisely assembled in a manner
that makes it easy for any adult to
present. To show you just how easy,
here’s a typical 5th grade session.
Each lesson begins with math, in
which you discuss material on two
pages, then do 12 problems in a form a l p a p e r. N ex t m i g h t c o m e
English, which is covered about
every third lesson, usually consisting of grammar and punctuation.
Geography is taught two or three
times a week. A workbook is used,
and the student must read the information, then answer pertinent questions. Reading is taught daily. A
variety of books are used, including
short novels, anthologies, and
workbooks. Emphasis is on comprehension, vocabulary, and speed.
Spelling is presented daily, with 10
new words each lesson. The final
subject would be either composition, art history, art, or poetry. On
days when geography is not given,
science is substituted.
Typical lessons in the lower
grades take two hours to complete.
The daily time required went up as
the children grew older. The most it
would take would be three hours.
Teaching school on a one-to-one
basis is vastly more efficient than

We visited a huge open-pit copper and gold mine in
the mountains of Bouganville Island in northern New
Guinea.

Calvert correspondence courses did well by Elyse
and Sarah.

The most used toys aboard were Legos. Everywhere we went they were in demand, with locals as
well as cruising kids.
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teaching in a classroom with 30 other children.
We quickly learned to cut through busy work. For
instance, each week I would give the girls their
new spelling words by asking them to spell for me
orally. If they spelled the assigned words right,
there was no need to belabor the point by working
with them in sentences all week. In the math
assignments, I would choose five or ten sample
problems from the lessons to do first. If they completed the problems accurately the first time, we
skipped the rest of the problems assigned. Overall, with interruptions for meeting new friends,
exploring, passaging when weather wasn’t conducive to schoolwork, a 9-month course usually
ended up taking 12 months.
I supplemented our course material with social
studies and lessons on the areas we were visiting,
coupled with natural science as it occurred in our
travels: fish, shells, volcanoes, flora, and fauna.
One late summer and early fall we were able to
take the boat up the east coast of the U.S., where
we visited many historical locations. Sarah was
studying American history, and it was perfect to
be able to visit the sights of the American Revolution and early colonies of our country. The fact
that we were there during the off-season, when
other children were in school, meant that the
crowds of summer were gone.
I feel that Calvert provided a sound, basic education. I particularly like the stress on phonics in
reading.
On their return to school in the United States,
Elyse and Sarah tested in the 99th percentile of
their age group in the California Achievement
Tests and consistently made high marks. Elyse
graduated as salutatorian of her high school class
and from Brown University. Sarah was named
valedictorian of her class and graduated from
Wesleyan University in Connecticut. Obviously
they weren’t hurt scholastically by cruising. Both
girls feel the years on the boat gave them a foundation of working independently and efficiently
in their studies. This experience seems to be the
norm rather than the exception with cruising kids.
Our Australian cruising friends, the Marriotts,
have taken the exchange-student route. They’ve
taken American and Japanese foreign exchange
students into their home in Australia, and their
daughters Cherie and Deanne have experienced
education abroad themselves. Cherie spent a year
living with a family and going to school in Independence, Missouri, and Deanne attended school
in Japan. All of these girls have been at the top of
their class standings; all had the benefit of a solid,
basic education obtained while cruising, combined with the stimulation of travel.
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Elyse had climbed down into this crater
of a somnolent volcano on the outskirts of
Rabaul. She went with the local volcanologist to check surface temperatures. Eighteen years later this volcano erupted,
burying Rabaul!

Cards were another staple in our entertainment inventory.
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Social Development

Elyse, Sarah, and their good buddies, Cherie and Deanne
Marriott from Makaretu, find out where cocoa comes from.

The Solomon Islands are littered with WWll wreckage.

It hasn’t all been a rosy scenario, however. Elyse feels that
the cruising lifestyle was damaging to her in developing social
skills. Although we saw benefits
in taking the children cruising, if
we honestly analyze things, perhaps living on a boat was difficult
for her.
Family togetherness is another
advantage reaped by members of
the cruising community. Even in
bad weather, family scenes afloat
aren’t all that different from life
ashore in less hurried times.
I’m making bread: Thump and
punch and turn, and thump and
punch and turn. My kneading of
dough matches the pounding of
Intermezzo’s hull as we slam into
head seas slogging our way
towards New Caledonia across
the Tasman Sea. We’re paying
dearly for those last two idyllic
days when we couldn’t tear ourselves away from that pristine
anchorage in Whangaroa, New
Zealand.
It’s autumn, the end of the hurricane season (May), and time to
move on. But our boat’s reflection
had shimmered in the still, clear
water of the quiet anchorage. A
black-sand beach, full of tasty
clams perfect for steaming, had
lain close at hand. It was all so
comfortable. Meanwhile, winds
in the high-pressure weather system hovering between Australia
and New Zealand had been clocking as the high moved across the
Tasman. Had we not lingered for
those glorious days, we could easily be broad reaching. Instead,
we’re now beating into head
winds.
Sarah is at my side, helping in
the galley. I’m wedged into a corner, held in by my safety strap.
She has perched herself on the
counter to supervise and clean the
bowl, getting the sticky dough all
over herself. Elyse is reading
directions from our Betty Crocker
Cookbook. “School’s out” on
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account of bad weather. The
aroma of the freshly baked
bread wafts up from the oven,
filling the boat with heavenly
smells.
These fragrances remind me
of my mother baking fresh
bread when I was a little girl in
Idaho. On a cold winter’s day,
she used to time the baking so
the bread was coming out of the
oven just as we arrived home
from school. The delightful
smell greeted us as we walked
in the door, and we rushed to the
kitchen to enjoy the freshly
sliced hot bread, oozing with
melted butter and, more often
than not, some berry jam that
my grandmother had put up the
summer before. Many children
nowadays are deprived of such
experiences. Caught up in the
syndrome of car pools, supermarkets, employment, and an
overall faster pace of life, many
families rarely bother to bake.
Cruising has removed us from
the frenzied pace of everyday
living and given us the time to
e n j oy o u r f a m i l y o n a
m i n u t e -t o - m i n u t e ,
hour-to-hour basis. Both Steve
and I are on hand to share in the
education process, discipline,
and play. Whereas many fathers
rarely have the time to spend
with their children, a cruising
father is there 24 hours a day. He
can share his love of sailing and
the sea with his offspring, opening avenues of communication
which can last a lifetime.
Not only did our family share
in the fun and adventure of voyaging, we also shared responsibility for running the boat.
When the kids were younger,
they were responsible for setting and striking the flag at
anchor, for keeping their bunks
clean, and for helping with galley preparation and cleanup.
More maturity brought on more
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Making bread
(top) while beating our way to
New Caledonia.
The kids formed
a string of friendships with many of
the “older” cruisers we met. Twotime circumnavigators Al and Beth
Liggett (above)
j o i n e d u s fo r
Sarah’s birthday in
R a b a u l , Pa p u a ,
New Guinea.
Jim and Cheryl
Schmidt (left)
were more fun for
Sarah and Elyse to
play with than a
lot of other kids.
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responsibilities. Soon they were
helping to scrub the decks, polish the chrome, clean the windows, and tackle a myriad of
other boat-related tasks. Eventually they even helped to navigate
and steer, and they stood limited
watches.
We feel that the close family
ties and the control we had over
our children’s environment was
one of the biggest pluses in taking children cruising. We met
their friends’ parents at the same
time they met the kids. We did
things together as a small floating community; when you
cruise, socializing is carried out
on a “family” level, with adults
and children sharing activities.
We found that the verbal skills
of most cruising children are
highly developed. Cruising children are constantly meeting new
adults afloat and ashore through
their parents. Therefore many
seagoing children have a very
mature vocabulary.
Finding peers can be more difficult. As a result, cruisers with
children tend to stick together.
Those of us traveling with children naturally sought out one
another. We made a point of
cruising together whenever we
could. On daysails we often
invited other children to come
aboard Intermezzo, meeting
their parents at the next anchorage.
One Halloween found us
anchored in the Blue Lagoon in
Fiji with the Marriotts aboard
Makaretu. They don’t celebrate
Halloween in Australia, so we
taught them our tradition. All the
girls dressed in costumes and
took one of the dinghies on a
trick-or-treat tour of the anchorage. Afterwards we carved jacko’-lanterns from large papayas (a
good substitute for a pumpkin)
and had a Halloween barbecue
on the beach.
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Our girls and their Aussie mates from Makaretu
celebrate Halloween in Fiji, and then a bir thday
party in the Solomons.
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OFFSHORE ROUTINE

Sarah, Elyse, and three New Zealand bunnies enjoy an afternoon reading session. Both children
became voracious readers during their early years aboard, a trait common with cruising children.

Offshore Routine
It’s the days spent passagemaking when children have to entertain themselves. We took along
an abundance of boardgames; creative toys like Legos; books; and simple art supplies (colored
paper, glue, marking pens, pencils, and crayons). On these days, contemplative and creative skills
are honed; the only problem is that contact with other children is lacking.
Once you enter the cruising grounds, seasons and weather patterns generally dictate when you
move and what your destination will be. As we made our way around the world, Elyse and Sarah
made close friends on many boats. They had roots of a sort: Participating in a floating, moving
cruising community. The children made friends that they would be assured of seeing again and
again in various spots. Knowing a friend was waiting at your destination made landfall much
sweeter.
As we beat slowly towards the southwest corner of the island of Bali, we’re itching to give
Intermezzo her head. Shortly we’ll be able to fall off downwind, set our spinnaker, and be free of
congested archipelagoes, reefs, and treacherous currents.
Clear of land, it isn’t long before a gentle swell and 14-knot southeast breeze have the speedometer sitting on 8 knots. We sit down to a meal of stuffed, roast chicken, fresh salad, steamed
cauliflower, and fresh apple pie. Not a bad start for our crossing of the Indian Ocean.
First stop on our journey will be Christmas Island. Rugged and steep, with towering cliffs and
no protected anchorage, it has been worked for its minerals by the British Phosphate Commission
since the turn of the century. Christmas Island is a temporary home to several thousand Europeans and Malays and its inexpensive foodstuffs and warm hospitality have made it a favorite stop
for sailors since the days of Joshua Slocum.
We close with the island our third night at sea. A slice of moon, bright starlight, and a detailed
chart ease our night approach to the open roadstead which serves as the primary anchorage. The
hook is down at 0130. With clean sheets on the bunks, hot showers, and a midnight snack of homemade pickles, cold chicken and sliced tomatoes, Intermezzo’s crew contentedly “hits the sack.”
The next day we mail our year’s collection of holiday presents from Christmas Island, appropriately, and set out to explore. The yacht club offers a serve-yourself policy where the door to the
refrigerator and bar are open, and the local bus line gives free, albeit short, rides through town.
In the market we meet Gayle Thomsatt, wife of one of the three local doctors, who graciously
offers to take us on a tour the following day. We are impressed with the large phosphate works and
think that the calcium pinnacles left from the mining process look like a Salvador Dali farm scene.
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The Thomsatts are enjoying raising
their family in the tranquility of a
community where small pleasures
are the order of the day. Most of the
workers return year after year, preferring island life to the earthier pleasures of mainland Asia and Australia.
Three days’ sail to the west lies
Cocos (Keeling) Island, a coral
crown on a sunken mountaintop, with
beautiful white-sand beaches, seclusion, and abundant fish, or so the
cruising grapevine has it. We bid farewell to our friends and prepare to go
to sea.
Once clear of the anchorage, with a
Schoolwork goes on even during an Indian Ocean passage.
light southeast tradewind, we set the
spinnaker. But we’re getting into the
region of stronger trades, and it isn’t
long before the spinnaker is back in
its turtle and the number 1 jib top is on
the pole. By mid-passage, conditions
are such that we’re doing 7 knots in
big swells under a double-reefed
main with a number 3 jib (typical of
Indian Ocean weather). During the
next two-and-a-half days we drop
down through our headsail inventory,
ending up with a double-reefed main
and storm staysail as we beat around
the northeast corner of Cocos Island
in 50 knots of wind.
Cocos is low-lying, with many
areas of reefs between the various
islands on the perimeter of the atoll.
It’s a difficult landfall, and we’re
pleased to be in calm water once
again. Tacking to starboard, working
Our basic rule was that the kids could not come up the
our way into the lagoon, you can
companionway ladder unless they were connected to the
imagine our surprise as we count 12
cockpit tethers beforehand.
spars in view in the lee of Direction
As a result, they got used to wearing their harnesses durIsland. Carefully threading a passage
ing waking hours so they were ready to jump on deck at the
through the shoal patches and coral
first cry of “porpoise” or other interesting phenomenon.
heads, Intermezzo comes to rest just
100 feet (30.5 m) from a beautiful
white-sand beach, and I let go our
75-pound (34kg) plow in two fathoms of water. The anchorage looks like the cover of a travel
brochure. This atoll is a haven from rough seas. The pristine beach and crystal-clear water are all
the more welcome sights in comparison to conditions outside the lagoon.
We notice that the 31-foot (9.5m) Horizon with Liz, Bruce, and Jeff MacDonald (age 10), is
already anchored. Elyse and Sarah are ecstatic to find a playmate.
In the days that follow, most of us with children aboard keep the same routine in port, designating mornings for school work, and afternoons for play. After school is out, Elyse, Sarah, and Jeff
spend hour upon hour making elaborate saltwater aquariums in the tide pools at the beach. They
gather miniature starfish, tropical fish, sea anemones and small seashells. When the incoming
tides disperse their work, they simply start all over again. It’s great fun, and educational, too.
Soon after we anchor, the Hast family arrives on Sunday Morning. Daniel and Veronica add to
the water-sports entertainment, for they have a canoe with them.
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A typical beach scene at Cocos Keeling atoll in the middle of the Indian Ocean(above).
And yet-another party with the local fleet (below)!

Late August or early September is the traditional time of year to cross the middle of the Indian
Ocean, and Cocos is a jumping-off spot for alternate routes. Friends we had cruised with since
Tahiti were heading for Sri Lanka and the Red Sea. Others, like ourselves, would go to South
Africa, via Rodrigues and Mauritius, while some were heading for the Seychelles, via the Chagos
Archipelago. We made an international flotilla with yachts from West Germany, Belgium,
France, the Netherlands, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and the U.S. It was a congenial community as we shared the excitement of crossing this great ocean.
The crossing of the Indian Ocean would be our longest since crossing the Pacific three years
previously. Ahead of us lay 2,000 miles of the strongest trade winds anywhere. Eleven days later,
having spent most of the passage under number 3 poled-out jib and reefed main, we rounded up
in the lee of Rodrigues Island. Having been told our boat’s 7-foot (2.1m) draft might be too much
for the narrow, winding channel through the coastal reef, and approaching the indentation of the
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Our reception at tiny Rodrigues Island was just a bit overwhelming (above). The harbor at
Rodrigues was compact, with an entrance channel barely wider than our beam(below).

coast which forms Port Mathurin, we feel, if nothing else, that we can anchor by the lee of the reef
and relax for a few days. But a local boat comes out to meet and inform us that the pass has been
blasted and dredged. Moving closer, we can see a small freighter lying alongside the wharf, and
in 15 minutes we are just ahead of her. A large crowd of Rodrigans is on hand to greet us and help
secure our lines.
Ah Kee Long, a giant of a man with a Fu Manchu mustache, hops aboard to handle official
clearances. This completed, we are happy to accept his offer of a drive around Rodrigues Island
in his ancient Volkswagen. Bouncing along the bumpy, unpaved road, going through chuck holes
and up and down hills, we are impressed with the ethereal colors of the landscape. Something
about the sun and the atmosphere have catalyzed the colors to take on a golden Gauguin-like hue.
Corn is the main crop. The island was once self-sufficient, exporting agricultural products to
Mauritius, but the few farmers no longer bother to grow for export. Rodrigans are barely holding
their own, a casualty of welfare from Mauritius.
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Still, we have seldom, if ever, met such polite, gentle, and helpful people. A case in point is Etienne Lamto, the tailor who offers to work on our torn mainsail and two jibs. He’s not a sailmaker,
but he fixes the sails while Steve waits, pushing the 8.5-ounce, 420-square-foot (39-squaremeter) mainsail through an ancient foot-treadle sewing machine, doing a beautiful job in the process. Later, when the island administrator gives them both a ride back to Intermezzo in his Land
Rover, Etienne refuses payment for his work. Steve finally persuades him to take $20 for his
brother-in-law who owns the sewing machine.
Our two-day stay stretches to a week. Each day, the people, curious about the boat, line the
wharf, taking their lunch breaks and wearing their straw hats, without which they never go far.
Children come by after school to look us over.
Although English is the official language, and has been since France ceded Rodrigues and
Mauritius to England as part of Lord Nelson’s booty, French remains the common language. It’s
part of the agreement that the British would not disturb the French traditions.
Cruising with children is a great way to break the ice in new lands. It must be universally true
that people meet new friends through children or pets. This was the case with us, as often the children would help in establishing a new personal relationship as we went from country to country.
Who’s to say the reason for this phenomenon? Perhaps it’s because most societies are founded on
family life, and locals can relate to visitors traveling as a family. I’m sure that couples traveling
alone are treated with courtesy and warmth, too, but the children clearly have a way of attracting
attention.
Ah Kee arranges a trip with a driver and guide to the limestone caves, after we consume a lunch
of sweet-and-sour squid and curried fish, served in his friend’s sparsely furnished restaurant.
The Land Rover takes us as far as it can, after which we walk down a rough road through stony
fields. The guide meets us along the way, carrying two torches soaked in kerosene. Entering the
caves, large and damp, with stalactites and stalagmites, we are happy he has the backup torch to
light when the first one flickers and dies. I’m reminded of Tom Sawyer and Becky Thatcher’s
experience getting lost in a cave, and remember Injun Joe’s fate from the same story. It’s good to
reenter the sunshine-filled day and return to Intermezzo, where we complete preparations for
going to sea once again.
People often wonder what happens on a long passage. Sailing nonstop from Cape Town, South
Africa, to Antigua in the West Indies, early in spring the next year, we were at sea for 36 days. In
addition to the normal routine, Elyse and Sarah occupied themselves for days prior to Easter by
writing, rehearsing, advertising, and finally producing an Easter play. They made posters, tickets,
programs, scripts, and costumes for themselves and their various dolls and stuffed animals. There
was a period of a few days as we entered the doldrums area where we brought the boat to a stop
and took swimming breaks in the afternoons.
But sometimes imagination and self-sufficiency are not enough, and cruising children can find
themselves at a disadvantage in social adjustment when they return from an extended cruise.
Elyse was reserved
about making new
friends when entering
school. She had trouble participating in
group sports. Kids
who had played these
games for years got
angry when she made
mistakes, and they
didn’t want her on
their teams. Sarah was
younger, more outgoing, and athletically
inclined, so reentry
didn’t pose that problem for her. Eventually, Elyse made her
way, too.
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What Age Is Best?
It seems to me that the best age to
take children cruising varies from
family to family. Children are individuals on board boats, just as they
are ashore. Some will take to cruising and some won’t. Younger children are generally more flexible
and adapt better. For this reason, it
may be easier to take young children sailing for long periods of
time than older children.
In many ways, babyproofing a
boat is easier than babyproofing a
house. You’re working with a
smaller area. We’ve known several
Steve’s baby sister, Leslie, started cruising when she
couples who have had babies durwas 3 months old.
ing an extended cruise. Babies easily fit into life aboard. You will
frequently encounter boats with
netting strung along the lifelines, a
sure clue that there may be a baby
or toddler aboard. Given the room,
it’s easy to secure a playpen on
deck, providing your baby a safe
spot to play. Once they start walking, a tethered safety harness can
allow the little ones full run of the
deck, while under parents’ supervision.
Steve’s sister, Leslie, was a baby
when their family cruised on the
76-foot (23.2m) schooner Constellation from Michigan to California
via the Panama Canal in the late
1940s (just 2 months old when
they started their trip.) They
rigged a swing for her down
below; she had her own snug bunk
off the master stateroom, and when
she needed to go to sleep, all they
had to do was turn on the diesel
generator; the deep hum put her
These little guys have been cruising since birth, and
into lullaby land right away.
when we met in the Marquesas they seemed to be
The Marriotts traveled with their
enjoying the lifestyle. I’m not sure if the helmet on the
smaller child is for protection from the boat, or from
youngest, Belinda, from when she
her older sibling.
was just a few months old until she
was three. She went right along
with the family on island excursions, often riding strapped to her father’s back. Pediatricians cautioned Cheryl Schmidt against taking babies into malaria-infested countries, as it is difficult for
babies to take the anti-malarial medication, but other than that, babies fit into most cruising plans.
On the other end of the age scale, some high-school teenagers may balk at the thought of leaving their friends and activities. Other teens love the idea of having a sailing adventure and welcome the chance to travel. We’ve seen it work both ways. Teenagers are old enough to know their
own minds and should be consulted about family cruising. If you decide to cruise with a teenager,
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The grass is always greener...Jim and Cheryl Schmidt enjoyed our children so much they started
thinking about a family of their own. (We used to envy their late mornings and ease of taking off at
a moment’s notice for an evening ashore.) Then they traded for a fertility mask and figurine, and six
weeks later, in Darwin, Australia, there was this little circle in the test tube. Eight months after the
circle, out popped the figurine getting a bath in Wakaroa’s galley. Now that Elyse and Sarah are
grown we get to sleep in late, while Jim and Cheryl have years of early mornings ahead of them. J.P.
Schmidt is now 6’3” (1.65 m) and 227 pounds (103 kg), and Mikey Schmidt is closing fast.

you should know that excellent high-school correspondence courses are available through the
University of Nebraska and through the University of California at Irvine.
One of the biggest concerns cited deals with the children’s safety. While you can’t protect yourself or them from every possible risk, we feel that the cruising life exposes them less to uncontrollable risks than those in shoreside life.

Leaving Kids on Their Own
From time to time you will be faced with the question of leaving the children aboard without
supervision. Family ties are close afloat, but every now and then Mom and Dad want a night by
themselves. Perhaps it’s just dinner with friends aboard another yacht, maybe an evening meal
ashore or a movie. But babysitters are hard to find in most cruising spots, and we all worry about
the younger generation left aboard to their own devices.
When we started cruising with Elyse and Sarah, at seven and four, we wouldn’t leave them
aboard without adult supervision. Many times shoreside friends or other sailors would volunteer
to babysit while we had a night out. But as we grew accustomed to our waterborne home and the
kids got older, we worked out a set of parameters for leaving the kids on their own.
The first deals with environment, both social and physical. If we have a good secure anchorage,
plenty of swinging room, and no chance for the weather to deteriorate and create a dangerous situation, we’ll consider leaving them. Basically, the same factors apply here with the kids aboard
as it would if we were leaving our boat on her own. Then there’s concern about any possible temptation of others to come aboard during our absence. In the daytime, in most parts of the world, this
is not a problem. If there are other yachts anchored nearby, that’s also a help. We advise neighbors
that we are leaving the children and ask that they keep an eye out. The last factor to consider is
the age and abilities of the children. Ours, at four and seven, were just too young. At seven and ten,
when they had their sea legs, we felt comfortable.
When the children are left aboard they not only have to look to their own safety, but to a certain
extent that of the boat, too. Our first concern is with falling overboard. Kids have to be able to
swim, and there must be an easy, ready method of getting back aboard should an accident occur.
The children have to demonstrate prowess in boarding after an accidental swim. With
24-inch-high (590mm) lifeline stanchions and tender ages, we required the kids to stay in the
cockpit when topside. Three years later, with 10- and 13-year-olds and 32-inch-high lifelines,
they had the run of the deck.
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The next question deals with
requesting help. If we are on
another boat, the VHF is left on.
The kids know that if they can’t
raise us, they can always call someone on channel 16 to get help.
Sometimes we ask a friend to monitor a selected channel. Then
there’s the masthead strobe light;
visible for several miles, it’s a good
sign that someone wants our attention. We have Elyse and Sarah use
both strobe and VHF from time to
time so that they, and we, are sure
they’re familiar with the switches
involved.
What if an emergency situation
As the kids get older, they take on more responsibility. As
occurs that requires their action,
a teenager, Sarah plots a DR position on the way back from
Hawaii while her friend “Sleeze” looks on.
before we can be contacted? Our
major concern is fire. I discussed
this with a fellow cruiser I hailed in Beaufort, North Carolina. We were on our way south from the
Chesapeake. Rowing back to the boat, having mailed some letters, I noticed a man heading ashore
with his two young sons. Anxious to get another opinion on this subject, I asked him if they ever
left the boys alone on the boat.
“Sure,” was the reply, “I think it’s safer to leave them for short periods on the boat than it would
be in a house. If there’s a real bad problem, like a fire they can’t control, we leave their life jackets
handy and tell them to jump overboard and swim well away from the boat.”
We were so engrossed in our discussion that we didn’t notice the current was carrying us way
past the town. Laying back to the oars, I determined to add his input to our thoughts on the subject.
The children should know how to shut down the electrical system, use a fire extinguisher by aiming at the base of the fire, get on deck and/or into a dinghy using emergency exits in case the companionway is blocked. We have practice drills occasionally.
Cuts and bruises requiring elementary first aid are treatable without parental assistance. Elyse
and Sarah know where the first-aid kit is, how to clean a cut and apply antibiotic ointment, and
how to (hopefully) keep blood off the saloon cushions.
Then there are the boat-related problems that require the kids to contact us. They’re familiar
with the electrical control panel and how to shut down any system if need be. During our normal
cruising schedule Steve and I try to get the kids to run as many of the systems as possible on a
routine basis. That way they know what to do in an emergency. Leaks require the closing of
through-hulls. If the water pump starts to run because the tank is dry, they can recognize the sound
and turn it off. They know how to use the manual bilge pumps as well.
I remember a story Steve’s mom told me about how, as an eight-year-old, Steve saved their
schooner from damage. The Constellation was tied to the 79th Street landing in Manhattan, and,
with his parents gone, she broke a springline restraining her against a heavy flood tide. Steve ran
below, started the main engine, and put Constellation’s engine slow ahead to relieve the strain
until a new springline could be rigged. Let your kids practice handling your vessel so they will
know how to react on their own.
If ground tackle is light enough and a second anchor is ready, your children should be able to
set the second hook if the weather changes or if you start to drag. Or, better yet, given swinging
room, let out more scope to relieve anchor loads.
Finally, we always write a list of instructions before leaving the children alone on a boat. Just
as you might leave a neighbor’s telephone number, you can also state instructions on who to call
on the VHF, when to use the strobe, and other dos and don’ts.
Teaching your children to take care of themselves aboard during your brief absences will yield
rewards far in excess of an occasional night out for you and your spouse. It means newfound inde-
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pendence and self-confidence for your children. And, as kids become teenagers, life gets downright interesting. With a little experience they will be moving the boat for you when you’re ashore
and keeping an eye on things when you head inland for a trip on your own.
I’m glad we decided to voyage when we did. Taking the children bluewater cruising could be
one of the best things we have ever done for them. They’ve been exposed to other cultures and
ways of life, have been taught to assume responsibility, learned self-reliance and independence
through sailing; they’ve cultivated nascent creativity and have learned to cope with loneliness and
boredom.
We found that our family as a whole grew closer together. And when we finally returned home
— and most passagemakers eventually do — our children had a broad base of experience on
which to cruise into adulthood.

Weather cloths (top photo) work the same as netting to keep little ones aboard.
Sarah and Elyse from an early age helped to look for
coral in protected waters (left photo). Below, they are
crossing a log bridge in the Solomon Islands with
friends Cherie and Deanne Marriott.
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WOMEN’S
PERSPECTIVE
“Honey, I want to go cruising.”
I couldn’t believe I heard myself
saying the words. After all, cruising
is a big change for anyone, and even
though my husband Steve and I had
raced sailboats together, we were
always home in the evening. And
now, I was talking about making a
boat our home!
We had been discussing changing
our lifestyle for a couple of years,
when Steve, returning from a business trip to the East Coast, broached
the subject of selling our home and
taking off for a year on a boat, my
first reaction was one of fear. Fear of
leaving my comfortable home, concerns about educating our two children, and a dozen other worries that
immediately sprang to mind.
But as we sat in our kitchen, looking out over the Santa Monica Bay, I
An afternoon get-together in Hanalei, on the island of
began to think about the opportuniKauai
at the northern end of the Hawaiian chain.
ties this would present. In our
present lifestyle we both had our
noses to the grindstone almost every waking hour. Steve rarely saw the children; he was either
traveling or working late. We both seemed to be continually on the run. Taking off for a while
would give us both a break; a chance to renew and reinforce our relationship. And time for our two
girls to become more involved with their father during their early years.
I had read somewhere that in order to lead richer, fuller lives we must be willing to take chances
from time to time. After thinking about what this change in our lifestyle could offer, the answer
was obvious...I did want to go cruising. Once the decision was made things seemed to move in a
blur. We put our house on the market and began to look for a boat. Suddenly the house was sold,
we’d found a boat, and it was time to move aboard. I was in shock.
The reality began to sink in as we packed up our furniture for storage. The decision to go cruising seemed to make perfect sense on an intellectual level (it was what I wanted to do, but emotionally I wasn’t ready for the break).
For one thing, I was concerned about our safety. I wondered about being able to handle the boat
if something happened to Steve, and I was even concerned about such mundane things as cosmetics, keeping our clothes clean, and maintaining a healthy, diversified diet. Would we be able to
provide a stable environment for the girls? I was attached to our house and had dreams about
walking through it when someone else was living there.
In those days there were few magazine articles about long-term cruising, and virtually no cruising books to read. So I learned as we cruised, and most of my fears evaporated within the first
couple of months. And by the time we’d made our first ocean crossing, I had learned to deal with
things as they came up. Nearly all of my pre-departure fears had disappeared. The cruising lifestyle had become second nature, and I felt a tremendous sense of accomplishment and wellbeing. A country girl from the mountains of Idaho, I’d become a convert to the wide-open horizons of long-distance cruising.
Yes, there were trade-offs in a lot of areas. But the benefits far outweighed the negatives. From
new friends (ashore and afloat) to new sights, foods, and cultures, our life aboard was taking place
in a much wider panorama than what we’d experienced ashore. Steve and the kids developed the
type of healthy relationship between children and father that we used to dream about. We found
that we could get through a day’s schooling in a matter of hours with the rest of the time left for
creative projects to expand Elyse and Sarah’s young minds. And it was fun doing the home
schooling.
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Steve and I grew closer together, as we both had the time to spend on developing our own relationship.
We found that cruising was much less expensive than we’d first projected. We were able to have
a very nice standard of living for less than an eighth of what we’d been spending ashore.
Between the enjoyment of this new cruising lifestyle and the reduced budget requirements, our
initial year off stretched into two, then three years. As time went on we found ways to supplement
our cruising kitty. Our cruising didn’t end until we felt it was time to bring the kids back to a landbased existence to finish their schooling, six years later.
Of course, the approach to cruising varies between individuals — usually between the sexes.
It is not at all unusual for a woman to be uncomfortable with the whole concept of giving up the
security of a comfortable home for the unknown.
The biggest problem that I had in adjusting to the concept of going cruising, and then actually
preparing myself to go, came from a lack of understanding of the issues involved and skills to be
learned. It wasn’t so much the learning, per se, as it was figuring out what knowledge I should
pursue.
What follows is a synopsis of some of the things I’ve learned along the way that will impact on
your enjoyment of the cruising lifestyle. Most of these issues are covered in more detail.

Empowerment
If you’re going to be serious about learning the skills necessary for safe, enjoyable cruising, you
need to be in a position to get real-world experience. This means actually hoisting and dropping
sails, reefing, and practicing various maneuvers. It means handling the boat under power (both
from the wheel and with declines) and learning about the on-board systems.
You need to get your hands on the “controls,” be they sailing- or machine-oriented. This means
displacing your mate at the wheel and the mainmast. You should be able to do everything aboard
the boat that he does. Maybe not as skillfully or as fast (at first), but nonetheless you need to be
able to get the job done (it is not at all unusual to find experienced women sailors who are as good
or better at sail handling, docking, and navigation as their male counterparts).
If your mate is more experienced than you are, it makes sense to work out a way of getting this
kind of experience on your own. There’s less pressure this way, and you can work through the
learning curve without worrying about pleasing anyone else. (I took sailing lessons on my own
the first year we owned a cruising boat.) This hands-on experience will bring a wonderful sense
of accomplishment and freedom.

Safety Issues
Most cruising concerns start with safety, and these are usually related to boat handling, especially if your partner is incapacitated. If you’re the only able-bodied person aboard, can you manage?
Well, I’m here to tell you that if the boat is set up properly, with a minimum amount of education
and lots of on-the-water training, you should do just fine.

Acquiring the Skills
There has never been an easier time to learn about cruising. From a variety of charter opportunities, seminars, schools (both on the water and in the classroom), to books, videos, and magazine
articles there’s an overwhelming amount of information for the taking.
Where do you start? My advice is to get your feet wet (no pun intended). Join a sailing club, or
take sailing lessons. Having some firsthand experience of on-the-water feel for a boat and its
needs will make assimilation by reading, watching videos, and being in the classroom quicker
and easier.

Boat Handling Under Sail
You are going to need to learn the basics of sailing. At first the concepts and nomenclature will
seem confusing. But with an instructor to show you the way, by the end of the first afternoon
you’ll have the basics down. Learning to sail is certainly no more difficult than learning to drive
(and a lot safer).
Start with getting the boat ready to go sailing. Go through every step: removing covers, attaching halyards, leading the jibsheets aft. You may find it difficult to reach some of the gear or work
the winches. That’s a sign that something needs to be changed (and if it’s someone else’s boat,
make notes on what works well for you and what doesn’t, so when you get your own vessel you’ll
have a better chance to pick the right one from a sail-handling standpoint).
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Then do all of the sail hoisting yourself. It is probably going to take awhile to hoist the mainsail,
but with geared winches it’s not a question of if it will happen, just how long it is going to take.
You will need to understand the basics of what makes a sailboat go and how to trim the sails.
The basics of sail trim are rudimentary, and you’ll soon master them.
Next, turn your attention to shortening sail (reefing). Do this first in moderate conditions. Practice reefing and unreefing the mainsail. The first couple of times it is going to be a tangle of lines.
But within a day or two you’ll have the system down pat.

Handling Under Power
You will probably be surprised to learn that sailing can be a lot easier than powering. The handling characteristics of sailboats vary widely from one design to another. Some designs will do
exactly what you want, while others are difficult, to say the least. This is one of the things you
want to check carefully when you’re considering the purchase of a new boat. A boat that is difficult to handle under power often leads to a lot of yelling among crew members!
While the basics of handling a boat under power are somewhat universal, the details are going
to vary. So, be prepared for a new learning curve with each new boat.
Here are the basic skills to understand: Stopping. Find out how long it takes to stop the boat at
various speeds. It took me awhile to feel I had the boat under control in reverse. Until I got comfortable with stopping the boat I felt not unlike we were slipping on ice. Turning: How much
room does it take to make a tight turn? Backing up: Can you back up straight? If so, how do you
get this process started? Many boats won’t back up straight, but will usually turn in one direction.
Which way is that? Drift: If the boat is still in the water and the wind is blowing on the side, how
quickly does it drift downwind?

Docking
Once you’ve practiced a bit with powering in open water, try docking. Make sure the fenders
are placed over the side and dock lines are rigged. Dock lines should be light enough for you to
throw with ease (and practice throwing the lines flat, from a coil held in your hand). If the lines
are too light for long-term docking they can be replaced with heavier lines after you’re secured.

Emergencies
The one thing I fear more than any other is Steve taking a spill over the side. Of course, we have
secure, 32-inch-high lifelines to keep us aboard. But I still worry. I don’t want to fall overboard
either, so we make it a rule that whenever we are working on deck we always wear a safety harness. On our first ocean passage we had balmy trade-wind conditions and flew the spinnaker for
nine days straight, never taking it down. On our last night before making landfall in the Marquesas, a squall blew through before Steve had time to lower the spinnaker. Steve hollered for me to
come on deck to help him with the sails, but I took the time to get into my safety harness and hook
on before going up to help.
Of course, you need to practice man-overboard recovery procedures. These are straight forward, and you’ll pick up the basics in no time flat. This is sort of like learning CPR (but easier).
You’ll probably never be called on to use these skills, but the knowledge brings with it a great
sense of security. When evaluating boat designs consider how you would get your mate back
aboard. A swim step is invaluable in this regard (that’s why we’ve had them on all our boats since
the late ‘70s).

Navigation
Learning the basics of navigation is very straightforward. You’ll want to know how to read a
chart, checking for obstructions and water depth, and to lay out a course. You need to understand
about the compass and know how to operate the various bits of electronic gear aboard.
One of the nice things about cruising today is that the electronics are extremely accurate and
quite reliable and, for the most part, easy to operate. But resist the temptation to let the electronics
do all the work. Take the time to learn basic piloting. It is an important skill to have, and navigation
is one of the most interesting parts of making a voyage.
There are piloting courses available from the United States Power Squadron and various continuing-education programs around the country (the one I took was given at a local high school).

Life Aboard
The enjoyment of the cruising experience is made up of many components. There are the
friends to be made on other boats and ashore (we made more close friends in a year of cruising
than in all the years of living ashore), and all the new sights to see and foods to taste. And, of
course, that’s the pure joy of being out of the rat race.
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Underlying all of this is your floating home. This is not so much an issue of boat size, equipment
or budget as it is of preparation and understanding how to make the right decisions.
It is amazing just how comfortable you can be on a small boat (however you define the term
small). Sure, the physical space is going to be limited, and you can’t have as many things with you
as you can ashore, but the ability to simplify your lifestyle is one of the reasons to go cruising.
I have listed below some of the issues that Steve and I look at when we’re designing or building
a new boat. It is very difficult to get everything exactly the way you want it. There are always
going to be compromises. How you decide what’s right for your needs is a function of study and
experience. And the more time you spend looking at boats, the better the chances you’ll have of
making the right choice.
If you can finagle your way aboard a boat that’s off for a cruise, do it. When you come back
(even if it is only from a two-week summer trip) your ideas of the ideal boat are going to be different.

Decor
There’s no reason why the interior of a boat has to look like a men’s club. Dark timber bulkheads can be covered in warm fabrics or painted. You can put up your favorite pieces of art from
home, and there’s always room here and there for a knick-knack or two to remind you of the land.
I found out early in our cruising that I wanted a bit of my good china and silver aboard, too. We
didn’t use it that often, but when a special occasion arose it was really nice to have (we stored it
wrapped in towels, securely placed under a bunk).
Colorful pillows and fabrics in the saloon and comforters in the staterooms will go a long way
towards warming up your interior.

Ventilation
Good ventilation is a must when you’re living aboard. A well-ventilated boat won’t have the
musty smell that is so often associated with boats.
There are two types of ventilation. The first is made up of hatches or ports that can be opened
when the weather is nice; the second category are all-weather vents. The most common allweather vent is what is called a dorade vent (cowls with a water trap so that rain or spray doesn’t
get inside). The second all-weather vent is a hatch or port protected from the elements — for
example, a window through the cockpit well that is covered by the dodger or a deck hatch that is
easily covered with an awning.
Inside the boat you want air to move freely through the open spaces, into the lockers, under the
mattresses, and through the bilges.
On the boats that we build we have vent slots in the front of all our furniture and then more vents
between furniture and through the bulkheads and bilges. This promotes air flow in areas that
would otherwise tend to mildew. Even if a boat is deficient in this area it can be corrected. Using
door hooks, cutting vent holes in furniture and bulkheads, and running a vent pipe to the bilges
will do wonders.

The Galley
The first question that has to be addressed is refrigeration. Lots of our friends have done without; this is simpler and less expensive. But it does force you to change your diet significantly.
My feeling is that if refrigeration is a budget issue, I’d rather sacrifice something else (perhaps
a bit of electronic gear or a light-air sail) and have the fridge.
Of course, if you do have a fridge, you want it to be efficient. If it is correctly installed, there
should not be more than an hour a day of engine running time required in temperate climates
(which translates to two hours a day in the tropics). You can do a lot better than this with a good
system (many of the boats we build can go for a week without needing to run the engine, but that
is somewhat unusual in the marine business).
The odds are your galley is going to be a lot smaller than what you left ashore. This doesn’t
mean, however, that your style of cooking has to change that much. It is amazing how well you
can cook in a small space, as long as it is well organized. And, today, there are so many choices in
specialized storage containers and compact electric appliances (both 12V and 110V) that you can
do just about anything afloat that you can do in a house.
You probably won’t have all the space of a land-based kitchen, but if you concentrate on those
utensils that you use most of the time, you will find that cooking on a boat can be just as enjoyable
as at home.
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Shipboard Systems
At the heart of your vessel — and forming the foundation of your comfort aboard — are the
engine-room systems. This includes the freshwater pumping, refrigeration, battery charging, and
hot water. You need to know how to handle basic maintenance chores, even if these are normally
the bailiwick of your mate.
We keep a notebook aboard with instructions for such mundane tasks as changing water and
fuel tanks, replacing a propane bottle for the stove, charging the batteries, and cleaning pump
strainers (both freshwater and bilgepumps). None of these chores are difficult. You just need to be
shown once, and then practice occasionally.
When the time comes to evaluate the systems on a new boat, or think about upgrading your
own, keep in mind that every layer of complexity that is added to the boat also increases maintenance and expense.
Steve and I like to keep our systems simple, and to the point. We want to be comfortable, but at
the same time we try and put aboard only those items that will be used on a daily basis.
Along with the fridge (which we’ve already discussed) hot water is very high on my list of priorities. Water heaters (which run off waste heat from the engine) are simple, and usually foolproof.
Next on my list is a small inverter, to make 110V from the batteries, which I need to run the
galley appliances and a hairdryer. These are small and relatively inexpensive and really do add a
lot to your life aboard.
If there’s an inverter aboard, you can consider a small microwave. I prefer the very smallest —
0.4-cubic-foot models. They take less space and less electricity and work on all but the largest
dishes. Microwaves are especially nice in the tropics, as they reduce interior heating from the
stove. And don’t forget a small vacuum cleaner. They’re a wonderful boon to on-board housekeeping.

Engine Location
One thing about which I feel strongly is the location of the engine and its related machinery.
Having lived with an engine in my main saloon (and had the center of our home periodically torn
up for maintenance projects), I much prefer a separate engine space. This way we can keep the
dirt, grime, odors, and heat that are part of the machinery out of our living area (we design the
engine rooms all the way aft on our boats). Of course, there isn’t always space for a separate
engine room. But if there’s a choice between a boat with a slightly smaller interior and a separate
engine room and one with the engine in the galley or saloon, I’ll go with the engine room.

Water Capacity
Freshwater capacity is at the heart of a lot of comfort and convenience issues. In the old days, it
was typical to wash with salt water and maybe, if things were going well, rinse with fresh (and
that freshwater rinse felt really good!). But today, with bigger tanks and the advent of compact
watermakers, saltwater bathing is a thing of the past. This means that you can take a daily freshwater shower, and use fresh water to wash dishes and clothing.
The two of us can easily get by on 5 to 10 gallons (18.9 to 37.9 liters) of fresh water a day (and
a lot less if we’re watching it!).
You can augment your water supply by catching rain water on the deck (we find this feature so
desirable that we always build it into our boats) or with your awnings. We’ve gone for a year in
the tropics without ever taking water from shore and with our tanks topped up most of the time
with rain water.

Storage Issues
It is amazing how much stuff you can jam into a boat. It is not unusual for long-term cruisers to
move ashore and not be able to find the storage space in their house for everything they carried
aboard (unless the garage is put into play). The real issue how usable is the storage space is.
I like to divide storage into three categories. First, we have easily accessed spaces for everyday
use. This includes galley lockers, hanging lockers, drawers, etc. Next is space that is good for bulk
items, but that you don’t want to use on an everyday basis (under the saloon seats, for example, or
shelves at the back of hanging lockers). Finally, there’s bulk storage that you might access a couple of times a month (under bunk mattresses and in the bilges).
When you evaluate potential storage, look at it in terms of flexibility. A foul-weather-gear
locker may make a great galley-overflow locker. We once turned an extra hanging locker into a
glass-storage area (used primarily for peanut butter).
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First Passage
It is normal to be scared thinking about that first ocean crossing. I know that I was, and most of
my cruising friends have admitted to the same feelings.
Intellectually you know that being at sea in a well-found boat is a lot safer than driving down
the freeway. But until you’ve made that first passage, the unknown can make you apprehensive.
Once you’ve gotten a feel for passaging and started to relax, you’ll find that ocean passages can
be a special time for all aboard.
With just you, your mate, and the elements to think about, there’s time for reflection that is
rarely found ashore. When you’re on watch you’ve got a chance to think about all sorts of things
that are normally pushed to the back of your mind. And it’s a wonderful time to catch up on reading (and today, with VCRs and story tapes, there are all sorts of other intellectually stimulating
activities to occupy your time at sea).

Watch Routines
There are lots of different watch systems employed by cruisers. Steve and I usually work a rotation of three hours on and three hours off in the evenings. During the day we play it by ear. If one
of us feels like a nap, the other will keep an eye on things.
A comfortable place from which to keep watch is essential. This means a good dodger over the
cockpit (or, better yet, a pilothouse). You need to be able to brace yourself on either tack.
When we’re well offshore, away from the shipping lanes and other cruising traffic, we’ll spend
a lot of time below, usually wedged into the navigation station. Then, we pop up on deck every 15
minutes or so to have a look around. (Of course, I’m assuming you have a functioning autopilot
or windvane to do the steering.)

Heavy Weather
In the back of the minds of most cruising newcomers is anxiety about storms at sea. But you
will be happy to discover that heavy weather is rare, because you make your passages during the
seasons when the weather is settled.
And severe storms, even in the gale seasons, are quite unusual. If you’ve got the right boat and
it is well prepared, what many other folks call a gale you’ll think of as an exhilarating sail or at
worst a brief inconvenience.
The best way to get yourself psyched up for stronger winds is to do a bit of daysailing in boisterous conditions. The first time or two will be a little scary. But then you will learn that the boat
can take a lot more punishment than the crew. And once you get
a hang of reefing, your confidence level will begin to build. In
no time you’ll begin to feel that being at sea on your boat is just
about the safest place you’ll ever find yourself.

Keeping In Touch
It used to be that staying in touch with family and friends was
difficult when you were out cruising. No more. With ham
radio, cellular telephones, various forms of Satcom, and even
single sideband radio, the next call is as close as your microphone. Of course, the importance of this varies, but for Steve
and me the ability to chat with our family is critical to our happiness when we are out cruising.

Is Cruising Right For You?
The hardest thing about going cruising is making that first
decision to change your lifestyle. So many dream about doing
something different, but few ever try. Why? Usually it’s fear of
the unknown.
Cruising represents a big change. And with those changes
come a broadening of experience and a feeling of self-confidence that cannot be matched in the conventional urban lifestyle. You are more in control of your existence, less dependent
on others.
Personal relationships expand and develop in a way that can
only happen when the participants have the time and energy to
listen and work with their mates.
Does cruising make sense for you? The only way you’ll
know is to try it.

The satellite communications
era has come to paradise. Just
about everywhere you go in the
world you will find a phone booth
tied to a local satellite dish.
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“Goodbye and good luck!” I called to the departing dinghy, carrying daughters and grandparents ashore. It was the day before Christmas, and we’d just dropped anchor at lovely Waiheke
Island, after a brisk sail over from Auckland. “Nana” and “Daddy’s Daddy” (Steve’s parents, also
known as Stan and Rita), had flown in from California to join us for a joyful Christmas reunion.
It had been more than a year since we had seen one another, and we were excited to be together
again.
We were very busy preparing for Santa’s visit. Five-year-old Sarah had her photo taken with
“Father Christmas,” while 8-year-old Elyse ogled the dolls. And I even managed to find a turkey
for the holiday meal (but only half would fit in my little oven at one time). Christmas stockings
had been unpacked from their special locker and were ready to be hung next to the girls’ bunks
that night. Elyse and Sarah had decorated the boat with red-and-green construction-paper garlands. Wonderful smells were already wafting from the galley from the pumpkin and lemon
meringue pies sitting on the galley counter.
There was only one problem, though: We hadn’t been
able to find any Christmas greens, let alone a small tree.
Hand-painted wooden thread spools, customized angels,
and the Santa Claus mouse were lined up and ready, but
there was no where to hang them.
So while Steve and I remained aboard (he to work on his
never-ending to-do list and I to continue with my preparation for Christmas dinner), our thoughts were with the foragers departing in the dinghy. What would they find
ashore? Would they be successful, or would Santa Claus
mouse and his friends spend this holiday season on the
nav counter?
As Nana, Daddy’s Daddy, Sarah, and Elyse approached
shore, Gray Grant was coming off duty as pilot for the
Auckland/Waiheke ferry. Steve and I had met Gray a couple of weeks earlier when we had taken a trip on his ferry.
In our conversation we told him that we had been cruising
for the last year-and-a-half with our two children and
planned to spend Christmas at Waiheke. He told us that he
lived there and that we should look him up when we
Steve and his dad, Stan, enjoy the
arrived. We described Intermezzo to him: 50 feet long,
afternoon sail. “Nana” and I would
CCA hull shape, gun-metal blue topsides, ketch rig.
have preferred a bit less heel.
And now he took it upon himself to hale Stan and Rita
and the girls and introduce himself. By the time they had beached the dinghy and were putting
their shoes on, Gray had tied his runabout to the wharf and offered to take them in his car to do
errands. “We’re looking for a Christmas tree. Do you know where we can find one?” asked Elyse.
“Sure, mates, I know the perfect spot. Hop in, I’ll take you there.”
A short ride later, they piled out at Gray’s home, where there was a large stand of pine trees.
Olga, Gray’s wife, came out to meet them and invited the crew to accompany her to her garden,
while Gray busied himself cutting the greens. She was growing potatoes, lettuce, and mint,
among other winter veggies, and everyone joined in digging potatoes, while Olga cut some lettuce and mint, all to send back to the boat. Then they insisted that everyone stay for lunch.
It was all so warm and hospitable and totally unexpected that people we had only just met
would be willing to take the time to entertain in this manner. Surely Gray and Olga had things to
do preparing for their own holiday.
Mid-afternoon now, and here comes the dinghy slicing through the anchorage. She was a beautiful dinghy to row, and even Sarah, who could barely see over the gunwales, handled it nicely.
Sarah had turned a lot of heads as she maneuvered the dinghy among anchorages throughout the
South Pacific. And she was manning the oars now as the triumphant foragers returned. “Ahoy,
Intermezzo!” Stan’s voice boomed out over the anchorage. “Prepare for boarding!”
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There’s nothing like garden-fresh vegetables,
especially in New Zealand.

We ’ ve a lw ay s
c a rr i e d
our
Christmas stockings with us when
we t r av e l e d . I f
there isn’t a chimney to hang them
up on, a handrail
will do.
Brownie Bunny
o n C h ri s t m a s
morning. This rugged, well-traveled
bunny is still going
strong, although
she is somewhat
travel-worn at this
point in her life.

“Mommy, Daddy, come see!”
called Elyse and Sarah simultaneously, each tumbling over the
other’s words in their excitement to
tell us of their adventure. “Look
what we have! Christmas greenery
and fresh things from a garden,
too!”
The pine boughs were soon fastened in the main saloon; Sarah and
Elyse happily decorated them for
the rest of the afternoon. The cabin
was warm and cheerful, and before
long a relay of delicious dishes
found their way to the table. Up
went the stockings, each one fastened carefully by its owner next to
their bunks. The girls were careful
to use strong line to tie them, anticipating a heavy load by morning. It
wasn’t long before two excited little
girls were asleep, anticipating a
visit from Santa Claus.
Christmas day dawned with Elyse
and Sarah finding all sorts of
delights in their stockings. Paper
flew as we opened hand-painted
Intermezzo T-shirts my sister had
made for all the crew and sent from
San Diego. Skip had a warm, wool
plaid shirt, New Zealand–grown, of
course. I was happy with my
wooden bowls and cutting board
from New Zealand woods, and Rita
was impressed with a family of
ceramic sheep made by a local artist
and given to her by a Kiwi friend
they had recently looked up in
Auckland. Daddy’s Daddy received
a new sailing knife. The new Speakand-Spell educational computer toy
brought by Stan and Rita was
quickly the focus of attention for the
girls.
And then there was Brownie
Bunny for Elyse. Brownie, lovingly
hand-stitched by an Auckland
woman, from her button eyes to the
lace on her apron over the calico
dress, was to become Elyse’s alltime most cherished toy and companion. Nineteen years and 65,000
seagoing miles later, Brownie
Bunny still lives with Elyse.
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Are you apprehensive about dealing
with foreign officials? Do you lie
awake at night wondering if some
beady-eyed and sweaty island-republic gendarme will be asking for his
mordida? Fear not. Most of the foreign
officials we’ve dealt with around the
world have been courteous, efficient,
and pleasant. Compared to dealing
with many U.S. bureaucrats, in fact,
our experiences abroad have been positively uplifting.
Clearing procedures may be
time-consuming and often entail sore
feet. However, by the time you’ve finished, you usually have a good idea of
the local lay of the land.

Ship’s Papers
Let’s start at the beginning. You must
have proof of ownership of the vessel.
If the boat is documented in the United
States or carries another national flag,
there will be formal-looking papers
attesting to the ownership. With state
registrations, which are a little less
We started out buying our courtesy flags, then we
daunting in appearance, it may occabegan to sew them from strips of fabric. Finally, we
sionally be more difficult to clear in.
began to use Magic Markers on sections of white
cloth. Surprisingly, this last type of flag holds up well.
Always keep on hand copies of the
ownership papers, stowed separately,
in case of theft or loss of the originals.
It’s not unusual for the local customs official to ask to keep the ship’s document until you sail.
Sometimes the copies will suffice.
A word of caution to those who own U.S.-documented vessels: If you lose the papers, the U.S.
Coast Guard requires a form to be filled out and notarized by a U.S. notary before it will issue a
new document. If you’re in a foreign port and there isn’t a U.S. consul around, you’re in trouble.
Having been through this trying experience with U.S. bureaucracy, I suggest carrying a copy of
the form filled out and notarized in advance, just in case.

Personal Identification
Every crewmember must have a valid passport. Check to see that there’s plenty of time before
the expiration date. We’ve seen lots of people hopping from foot to foot, trying to enter or leave a
country with passports that have expired en route. If you’re in an area that doesn’t have a consul
from your country, you must send away for the new passport.

Visas
Know in advance which countries on your itinerary require visas before you can enter, and be
sure there are embassies or consuls along the route at which you can obtain the visas. Since
requirements are always changing, you should check with a local consulate or embassy well
ahead of your departure date.

Health Requirements
In addition to visas, some countries require travellers to carry the yellow United Nations health
card. This is a record of your inoculations and vaccinations. Medical requirements vary from
place to place, and rarely is the data obtained about your next port of call accurate. Our policy on
shots has been, when in doubt, don’t get them.
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Financial Requirements
A few foreign countries require that some
form of financial resource be presented upon
entry. These regulations seem to be arbitrarily enforced. In Papeete, Tahiti, it isn’t
uncommon to see the cruising people pooling
their cash each time a new boat arrives in
order to please the local officials. In 1978,
they were requiring $300 per person per
month of visa, and not many yachts carry that
kind of cash. When we passed through Papeete in 1988, they didn’t want cash; instead
they wanted a bond for the price of a ticket to
Hawaii (about $900 per person!). In 1995 we
spent six weeks in French Polynesia and were
not asked for a bond until we were ready to
leave.
Frequently, a statement of net worth from
an accountant or a letter of introduction from
your local bank will go a long way toward
alleviating this problem on the few occasions
it may arise.
Golfito, Costa Rica, was typical of clearance procedures. We needed four copies of
our crew list, the ship’s document, and our
passports. Our data, together with various
forms, were taken around to customs, the
port captain, and immigration.

Clearing In
The clearing-in procedure varies from port
to port. Many countries require you to clear in
and out of every port you enter, a tiresome
procedure. Others, such as New Zealand and
Australia, require clearance to come and go,
but leave you alone in the interim.

Practique
The clearance procedure generally starts with the port doctor, a local physician, who will issue
a practique, or clean bill of health. On occasion it is necessary to certify that no one has died of
the plague en route and other such important medical data. After the medical clearance, the yellow Q flag is removed; if you’re on a quarantine buoy, as in Durban, South Africa, you can then
move to the docks or normal anchorage.

Customs
Next aboard are the customs officials. They will inspect the vessel if they see fit, but usually just
chat, fill in a few forms, and depart. Customs officials want to know if you have liquor, firearms,
or narcotics aboard. They will usually give you a form to fill out listing all of these items. Officials
in New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, and the U.S. are real paper-pushers. They require a list
of every bit of gear aboard, including serial numbers. Since this will happen more than once, it’s
best to make up in advance an inventory list of cameras, radios, outboards, etc., with serial numbers, makes, and ages, and have copies to attach to the forms in question.
The medicine angle is a little bit trickier. Most vessels carry various forms of controlled drugs
for emergency purposes. The question always asked is, “Do you have narcotics aboard?” We
answer this by supplying customs a list of all our medical supplies. They can then make their own
decision about what is “dangerous.” Only in Bali, Indonesia, were any supplies removed from the
boat, and these were returned when we cleared out.

Weapons
If small arms are carried aboard, the easiest way to handle them is to have a lockable cabinet
that customs can seal. Even so, in some areas the officials take your guns to the local police station
until you depart. For this reason it’s best to leave really high-quality weapons at home. A gun fancier seeing something special is going to want to try it out. Before New Zealand we had no sealable locker, and we had to trudge to customs or the police with an armload of artillery on the way
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in and again on the way out. The
sealable locker reduced this nuisance by 75 percent.
Some people feel it better not
to declare the guns. We used to
feel that way ourselves until the
following situation changed our
minds. We’re clearing into Papeete, Tahiti. Our ship’s document
was lost, along with some other
papers, in Mexico, and the new
one hasn’t reached us yet. As a
precaution, the chief of customs
in Papeete asks his men to have a
look at Intermezzo. I’m not at all
concerned. In fact, I’m pleased
The only place we were ever asked for anything by offithat they want to be sure people
cials was in Panama where the canal measurers looked at
really own their boats. The men
lunch and asked for a ham sandwich.
are courteous and apologetic as
we drive down the quay toward where Intermezzo is anchored with her stern to the wall, Mediterranean style. One of the two men takes a perfunctory look around at our neat interior and sits
down. The second man goes forward and a minute later returns with a pained expression on his
face. In his hand he holds a .38 caliber pistol which Steve has just cleaned and which has been
lying in its case on top of the locker in our stateroom.
They refer to our customs forms, filled out originally in Nuka Hiva in the Marquesas Islands:
No weapons listed. They shake their heads. “This is bad, very bad,” says the senior official. At that
point, legally, he has us between a rock and a hard place. Like many cruisers, we never declare
weapons on board. Now, if they want to seize Intermezzo, we can’t do a thing about it. If they want
to fine us an astronomical sum, we have to pay. What could have been a very serious and/or
expensive incident ended up costing a $200 fine. To say we were relieved four weeks later, when
we paid the fine and were allowed to go, is an understatement. After this, you can be sure we
declare everything.
An update report about carrying guns into Mexico: A story appeared in the newspaper in Tucson in 1996 stating that a man had a gun in the trunk of his car when he drove into Mexico. It was
a gift, and the man claims he didn’t know it was a gun. The Mexican government doesn’t allow
guns to be brought into its country, and, as of this writing, the man in question is still being held
in a Mexican jail.
Remember that you’re a guest in the officials’ country. You must obey their regulations. If their
procedures appear cumbersome and onerous, you must relax, grin, and bear it. Whenever I get
upset about the time it takes to clear in somewhere, I just think about going into the California
State Franchise Tax Office to get a question answered. Foreign bureaucracies are efficient by
comparison.

Immigration
The last people you normally see are immigration officials. They will stamp the passports and
ask you to fill out more forms. On occasion immigration will ask to hold your passport. It isn’t
supposed to be done, but it happens. If you’re planning to collect mail or funds from a bank or cash
travelers checks, you will need the passport as ID. Immigration will usually allow the skipper to
keep his passport in these cases.
We always carry photostats of our passports aboard, again in a separate and safe place. Having
on hand a notarized copy of your birth certificate is also a help in case of losing the passport. We
feel it’s better for each of the children to have a separate passport.
When dealing with foreign officials, it helps immeasurably to present yourself and your vessel
in a clean, neat manner. We always work very hard when coming into a new port to get neatened
up below. If we’re going ashore to clear, we try to respect the dress codes in our host country.
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The last aspect of these procedures is language.
Officials dealing with tourists will speak enough
English to get their message across. But nothing
breaks the ice like a foreign yachtsman trying to
speak his host’s language.

Foreign Flag Yachts
If you’re going to be cruising in the United
States with a foreign flag it will help if your country of registration has a reciprocal arrangement
with the U.S. for cruising yachts. If so, you will
be issued a cruising permit upon entering. This
allows you to move about freely. Customs asks
only that you call in as you change districts. You
must call in immediately.
Without a cruising permit, however, you must
clear in and out each time you change port, a
time-consuming and costly procedure.

Flag Etiquette

Port Sandwich in Vanuatu was the scene of this
visit by the local constabulary. These very properlooking officials paddled out to meet incoming
cruisers in their dugout canoe.

Foreign courtesy flags should always be flown
when first entering a new country.
We started out buying pre-made flags, but I
soon began to make our flags on the sewing
machine. By the time we were halfway through
the trip, the sewn flags had given way to Magic
Markers: I took a piece of muslin cloth, stitch the
edges, put in a couple of eyelets, and begin to
color.
We fly our courtesy flags from the starboard
spreader. We also like to fly the U.S. ensign from
the stern.
If we’re the guests of a yacht club we usually
fly our own club burgee. However, with the lower
starboard spreader tied up with the national courtesy flag, where to put the burgee becomes somewhat of a problem. I’m not sure it’s correct, but
we usually end up flying it from the port spreader.
(The masthead has too much fragile gear
attached for the club burgee to be flapping in its
traditional location.)

PETS
We’ve often thought a dog would be a very efficient cruising companion — and a good alarm
system. Cats, in theory at least, are good for keeping rats at bay. However, cruising with pets brings
many problems with local officials, and you
should look into these carefully before making
the decision to bring your furry or feathered buddies along.
In general, cats and dogs seem to do well
aboard cruising yachts. We’ve seen just about
every type of breed imaginable, and sometimes
they do better at sea than their two-legged mates.
Dealing with the end of the food cycle is usually handled with a tarp on deck as the designated
spot to “go.” There are often misses, but as long
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as you are not catching water off the deck this is usually not a problem. Cats, with their litter
boxes, and propensity to use them, are less of a problem.
The real issue comes with taking animals ashore and or keeping them aboard if required by
local authorities.
Many good cruising destinations do not have rabies and are quite keen to keep this disease from
spreading to their shores. Places like Hawaii, New Zealand, and Australia have very strict regulations about quarantine of animals, with significant costs associated therewith. As the regulations
seem to change with some frequency, you should inquire close to your departure date for the
intended destination for up-to-the-minute data.

Turtles make excellent pets.They are clean, eat galley leftovers, and provide lots of enjoyment
for younger crew members.

Anybody for an afternoon row?
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Traditional “ass grass” is very efficient clothing. It provides the required modesty, is wellventilated, easily decorated, easy to make, and
when it becomes dirty, you simply throw it
away and start fresh.

Cool is the key word for dress in the tropics. And “cool clothing” in a temperate zone
may not feel so cool when worn in the tropical heat. Mens shorts should be slightly
shorter than the standard Bermuda length,
and of the lightest-weight fabric. Make sure
T-shirts are as light as possible, too. Poloknit shirts are versatile and can be worn with
shorts during the day or trousers at night.
Most comfortable are the short-sleeve tailored shirts with button fronts. These can be
worn partially buttoned, allowing air to circulate freely.
Long pants are frequently required by protocol for men’s night wear, except in some
British-influenced countries where shorts
are acceptable if worn with knee socks.
Steve took a sports coat and wore it an average of once a year. (Even then, he felt that he
could have gotten away with slacks and shirt
in those instances.) We were told by friends
in California, who had traveled through the
South Pacific, to take formal clothes for such
spots as the Royal Suva Yacht Club in Suva,
Fiji. “Being without formal clothing may
force you to miss out on some social situations,” they said. A year later, with our good
things duly stored away in plastic bags, we
sailed into Suva Harbor on a Sunday afternoon and went ashore to the yacht club for a
family barbecue. To our surprise, shorts and
bare feet was the dress code. Times obviously had changed.
On board, bathing suits are our normal
tropical dress. The lightweight-nylon type
are the most practical because they dry
quickly and don’t restrict your movement. If
you’re going to be in the sun steadily, cut a
white T-shirt just about at the armpits; then
your shoulders will be protected but you
won’t get too hot.
The pareau, or lava lava, is the traditional
garb for Polynesians from Tahiti to Fiji, and
it’s a good, all-purpose cruising outfit. It’s
simply a length of fabric wrapped around
you — at the waist for men, higher up for
women — and worn knee-length. The simplicity of buying a strip of beautiful print
fabric and tying it, strapless-style, is appealing to women. It’s comfortable and cool, and
all it takes is a simple hem to keep edges
from unraveling. A variation is to make a
seam down the back, shaping it slightly and
adding straps, which can be crossed and tied
around the neck.
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Outside the U.S. and some of the more touristy cruising areas, people expect women to wear
simple dresses or skirts when sightseeing or dealing with officials, and to always keep their legs
covered. Wraparound skirts are cool, and it’s simple to make a dress by sewing a tube, with a few
rows of elastic on the top to hold it up.
If women wish to wear long pants, the cotton variety with a drawstring waist are the coolest.
Leave tight-fitting polyesters at home, or store them with your temperate climate wardrobe.
You’ll want one or two nice dresses for special occasions or going out to dinner.
Most cruisers go barefoot aboard. We knew we were close to New Zealand on our passage from
Fiji when night watches started getting cold enough to make us put shoes on. In the tropics you’ll
need a pair of “reef” shoes for walking on coral and rocks. Rubber-soled tennies or sneakers work
well, as does the plastic reef sandal, which buckles securely over the instep of the foot and around
the ankle. Rubber thongs don’t work, as the foot tends to twist and slip out of them. Thongs can
be worn on the beach and ashore during the day, but have a nice pair of leather sandals for night
wear in town.
Although nights are usually balmy, you’ll occasionally want a light wrap or sweater. Foulweather gear can double as a raincoat, and umbrellas are good to have for rain, as well as for shade
in the sun. Umbrellas with telescoping handles are easiest to store.
The long-term cruiser will eventually spend time in the temperate climates as well as in the
tropics and so must have a double wardrobe aboard. Some of the items overlap, but heavier clothing will probably be in storage until needed.

Storing Clothing
We stored our “good” clothes in hanging plastic zip bags with an anti-mildew bag tucked
inside. Be sure to keep hangers from moving while underway, since movement at sea will chafe
holes in the garments. Sweaters, socks, and pants can be stored in heavy plastic bags, again with
mildew-cide, and tied shut if placed in a locker that might get damp in bad weather.
Store leather shoes and purses in heavy plastic with mildew-cide, putting a little Vaseline on
metal buckles to prevent corrosion. You probably won’t wear much jewelry, but if you’re
going for a long time, take one or two favorite
pieces. Inexpensive shell jewelry can be found
locally and looks pretty with tropical clothes.

Clothing Maintenance
Choose clothing that will be easy to maintain. Wash and wear is the best, as we only saw
two drycleaners in the tropics. Laundromats
are usually nonexistent, except in marinas in
the West Indies. Cotton fabric is the coolest, as
it breathes, but it needs ironing. Coleman
offers a kerosene iron, or the old-style castiron stovetop models are sometimes available.
Of course, if you have a generator or inverter
aboard, a household iron will come in handy.
If you’re using the boat as more than a weekend retreat, consider putting a compact washing machine aboard. This is especially
important when cruising with children. We
made room for a miniature Hoover model (16
inches x16 inches x30 inches / 406.4 mm x
406.4 mm x 762 mm) with a hand wringer by
removing the hand sink in the port head aboard
Intermezzo. We had friends who stored their
machine under the main-saloon table; they
transferred it to the cockpit on laundry day.
Ours held eight gallons of water. By allowing a
week or 10 days’ laundry to accumulate, and

This is a typical island laundromat. All you
need are a source of water, some rocks,
and a bit of time.
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Even if you don’t have a washing machine, a hand wringer makes a lot of sense.This saves wash and
rinse water and dries the wash a lot faster (since the clothes start out with less moisture).

by using the same water to wash first light and then dark colors and heavily soiled items, we kept
water use to a minimum. Average consumption, including rinse water, was 12 to 14 gallons (45.4
to 53 liters). Aboard Intermezzo II we used a little Maytag twin tub. The second tub is a high-speed
spinner that uses centrifugal force to get out the water, which in turn is dumped back into the
washing tub. This unit measures just 16 inches in depth, 24 inches in width, and 29 inches high.
They’re no longer in production, but can be found in used-appliance stores.
On Beowulf and the Sundeer series of production yachts we did, we’ve used a Combomatic
washer/dryer (made in Italy). This unit is quite a bit heavier (167 pounds/78 kg) than the Maytag
models and also takes more water. But it does have a Dryer, and that’s a nice feature in damp climates.

Washing needs to be done even on long passages. In the left photo I’m hanging out the wash on
our first passage between St. Helena in the South
Atlantic and the Virgin Islands. The photo below
shows how we put the saloon table to work with
clothes in various stages of the wash cycle.
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Three approaches
to washing machines.
The top left photo
shows a typical compact washer/Dryer
system. The upper
right photo is a combination washer
Dryer. These units
are compact and do
a good job of washing, but they are
slower on the drying
cycle than a dedic a t e d D rye r. T h e
photo below shows
Kelly Archer’s solution. He stripped the
guts out of a local
washing machine and
installed it into Mistral’s head counter.

If space is really a problem, consider removing the guts from a machine and mounting them
right into and under a sink counter. Kelly and Jos Archer did this with a small Hoover in New
Zealand and it worked beautifully.
A washing machine keeps clothes in better shape than scrubbing in a bucket, and only by
machine can you get towels and sheets really clean.
If you have to wash clothes in salt water, you should rinse them thoroughly in fresh water. Any
salt remaining acts as a sponge to soak moisture out of the air, so unrinsed clothes remain damp
and scratchy.
Start out with an abundant inventory of clothespins. The wooden variety hold up better than
plastic. Laundry can be hung from the lifelines, but by stringing a line higher off the deck, they
dry faster, thanks to exposure to the breeze.
A tip for securing clothespins: Catch the item on the sides vertically just under the clothesline,
instead of parading a whole series of pins across the top. The holding power is much greater. A
gust of wind may whip the item around the line, but since its being held underneath, it won’t tear
loose.
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Linens
Keep a copious supply of tea towels for galley use. Drying dishes washed in salt water makes
towels grimy very fast.
Buy top-quality bath towels. The thicker the towel, the better it dries and the longer it lasts.
Use drip-dry sheets and pillowcases, at least three sets per bunk. The stateroom bunks that can
be left made up look attractive in matching print sheets and pillowcases. In cooler climates, add a
cotton comforter with matching pillow sham. Thermal blankets are a good weight when a cover
is needed. Sleeping bags are out of the question for tropical use.

Shopping
Buying clothes along the way can be difficult. Australia, the U.S., and South Africa were the
best countries we found for buying clothes. Bali, with its batik clothing, is a bargain-hunter’s
dream. Cruisers there dressed very well in $2 handpainted shirts and $3 dresses.
When you start traveling through the tropics, plan on taking as much of what you need as possible. Grandparents sending clothes to our children along the way helped us out, for children’s
clothes in many of the places we visited weren’t the style or type we are used to. For instance, in
Fiji the only clothes for little girls were very frilly, ornate dresses — not appropriate for cruising
life.

Hats
Women should protect their hair from too much sun by wearing hats and scarves. The
visor-type hat is most practical, as it stays put in a breeze. Take a good conditioner. Salt, wind, and
sun are very hard on hair. And while were on the subject of hats, take lots of them. They tend to
blow overboard with some regularity. While visors dont protect your hair or a balding pate, they
stay on better in a breeze.

SUNGLASSES
Good-quality sunglasses are necessary to protect your eyes as well as to improve vision when
you are working in shallow water. Lack of proper sunglasses and/or excessive exposure to ultraviolet radiation can lead to a variety of eye problems, some of which can be quite serious. In addition, it can take hours for your eyes to recover from overexposure to the sun, which reduces your
night vision until three or four hours after the sun has set.

Radiation Types
The main culprits are type A UV and type B UV radiation. Good-quality glasses will block out
100 percent of both UVA and UVB. We also have to be concerned with infrared light. This data is
harder to come by, but one doctor I respect says that glasses should block at least one third of the
infrared light spectrum.

Edge Protection
Most sunglasses protect the eyes from only straight-ahead glare, not from the sides. Of course,
at sea you can have light bouncing back at you from all angles. There are several models of sports
glasses available that incorporate edge shading.
An alternative is to take your normal frame glasses and adapt a leather or plastic side shield.

Polarization
Polarized glasses are essential for blocking the glare coming off the water and making what
lurks below the water visible. The difference is simply amazing.
Check to see if a pair of glasses is polarized by holding two pairs lens to lens and looking
through both pairs. All light should be blocked (i.e., you shouldn’t be able to see anything). If this
is not the case, rotate one pair 90-degrees. This should create the total blockage of light. If neither
combination stops the light, one of the two pairs of sunglasses is not polarized.

Lens Tints
Blue-blocking lenses (typically amber or yellow tints) enhance your ability to see in low haze,
fog, or other lower light conditions. But they do distort colors substantially and may affect your
ability to read some of the sailing instruments. On the other hand, gray and green tints give better
all-around definition (except in the cases stated above).
Since I need bifocals with a correction for distance, and consider polarization a critical issue,
my choices are somewhat limited. So I go with the darkest green tints I can find. Ideally you’d
carry both blue-blockers and a green- or gray-tinted pair.
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Even though the space I’ve had to
work with has grown along with the
size of our boats, the basic equipment
and utensils have stayed the same.
What has varied is the ease of access
to this gear. Where only the most
basic necessities were stowed in
Intermezzo’s galley (the rest being
stowed under bunks), I now have
enough space to stow most of my
gear right in the galley.

Saucepans
A well-equipped galley will contain a set of saucepans. I prefer a
We use both glass and metal bread pans. At first we
stainless pan with tight-fitting lid,
thought glass might be a problem because of breakage,
such as the Farberware- or Reverebut over the years this has not proved to be the case.
ware-type pans. They distribute heat
quickly and evenly. My set includes 4
1/2-quart, 3-quart, and 1 1/2-quart saucepans, with a double-boiler unit that fits into the 3-quart
size. The two fry pans are 7- and 9-inch (172mm and 221mm). For larger frying jobs I use an electric fry pan. In addition I carry a griddle, a large stockpot for boiling crab and lobster, a roasting
pan, and a small saucepan for little jobs. Add to this a couple of glass casserole dishes with lids,
which can be used either in the microwave or for baking.

Dish and Glasses Storage
We build our dish-storage area right into the galley cupboard, so each plate and bowl has a snug
spot and stays put when we’re heeled. After starting out with plastic dishes, we’ve found that we
prefer pottery. The plastic is practical and lightweight (something Steve likes), but the feel of pottery is so much nicer. We carry service for eight. The same is true for our stainless service. We also
build in storage for glasses. We’re stocked with two sizes of shatterproof drinking glasses. The
smaller size can be used for juice or wine. Most sets of dishes come with cups and saucers. Mugs
are more practical for night watches, though; try to find insulated ones. For daysailing I usually
serve lunch on paper plates with wicker plate holders.

Cooking Utensils
My galley list of cooking utensils contains the following: a set of wooden spoons, spatula,
handmixer and/or wire whisk, grater, garlic press, heavy, geared can opener, kitchen shears, poultry shears, ladle, perforated spoon, corkscrew, rolling pin, bottle opener, nutcracker, cheese slicer,
vegetable peeler, measuring spoons, ice pick, chopping board, plastic or stainless colander, and a
yogurt thermometer.
You’ll always find a box of matches and a flashlight in my galley drawer. The matches are used
for lighting the barbecue on deck, and sometimes the propane stove if it doesn’t light itself.

Galley Knives
If you’re lucky enough to have a set of high-quality galley knives, keep them sharp and limited
to galley use. You can get along with a chopping and carving knives, a small utility knife, and a
bread slicer. Remember a sharpening stone. On Beowulf I took a set of serrated knives that never
need sharpening.

Leftover Containers
No matter how well you plan a meal, there are often leftovers to be stored. ZipLok bags work
nicely for this job, and I keep the quart- and pint-size bags aboard. The heavy-duty freezer bags
are less likely to leak in reefer. These bags are also great for storing spare parts and disassembled
equipment pieces. Any of the various plastic airtight containers work well, too.

Condiment Storage
Plan to have a set of airtight canisters for storing flour, sugar, rice, pasta, crackers, possibly tea
and possibly coffee.
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Baking Pans
Baking on the boat requires a cookie sheet, 9
inches x 13 inches (229 mm x 330 mm) pan (or
if you have a microwave aboard, you can use
the glass one you get with it) an 8 inches x10
inches (203 mm x 254 mm) pan, pie tins, bread
pans, muffin tin, and mixing bowls. My last set
of Revereware saucepans came with a set of
stainless mixing bowls with plastic covers,
which double as storage containers. It’s handy
to carry a couple of cans of Baker’s Joy, which
sprays grease and flour together, saving you
the step of buttering and flouring your pans.
Optional items are a spring form pan for
cheese cakes and a bundt or tube pan for cakes.
Teflon-sprayed pans are nice to use for baking
because they don’t stick. They take special
care, however, as you don’t want to scratch
them.

Tea Kettle/Coffee Pot
A tea kettle gets a lot of use on a boat. Even
on summer nights a hot drink or cup of soup
tastes good on a night watch. I use a drip-type
coffee pot. The liquid-container portion acts
like a Thermos, so coffee will stay hot for long
periods of time. It requires carrying paper filters, but paper towels can be pressed into serWe used one of these Magma barbecues on
vice in an emergency. You might consider
Sundeer. It was a lot more efficient than the cast
using a vacuum flask, too. It can be used for
pot that we used on Intermezzo!
keeping liquids cold or hot, allowing you to
serve one drink at a time at the push of a finger, eliminating the need to open and close the reefer
or light the stove.

Electric Appliances
While the majority of cooking is done on the propane stove, there are a few electric appliances
that rate high on my priorities of galley luxuries. With our inverter I’m able to use a small Cuisinart food processor, portable hand electric mixer, toaster, air popper, and juicer. You can easily get
along without any of this gear if your galley is limited in storage space, but it’s nice to have if your
galley will accommodate it.

Microwave Ovens
A microwave is a real boon to cruising, especially in the tropics. It’s not only convenient, but it
gives off far less heat than a conventional stove. We find the microwave especially helpful at sea
for preparing precooked meals in inclement conditions. We’ve used the smallest size with good
results. A 0.4-cubic-foot (11.3-cubic-decimeter) model will handle 90 percent of what the four of
us need, and it’s economical on electricity. If I had a problem with storage space in the galley, I
would gladly give up a bit of locker space for my microwave oven.

Microwave Cookware
A two-quart lidded glass dish is used for foods such as steamed vegetables and rice. I use a 9
inches x 13 inches (229 mm x 330 mm) glass pan with a glass rack for cooking chicken and turkey
breast. A glass measuring cup can be used for melting butter.

Barbecue
Barbecues are a wonderful way to add some interest to meals while reducing the heat load
below deck.
There are several considerations. First, the barbecue needs to be mounted where sparks cannot
cause a problem with propane or outboard gas or burn holes in a life raft or sails.
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Second, charcoal must be kept dry. Damp charcoal can spontaneously combust (it is a major
cause of house fires), so it should be stored where it can be dealt with if a problem does occur.
More and more boats we see are using propane-fired units. This eliminates the mess and fire
hazard of charcoal. Of course, you need to be sure about the propane connections!

Paper Goods
Add lots of paper towels to your galley supply list. I also keep a roll of plastic wrap, heavy-duty
aluminum foil, and waxed paper. We usually use paper napkins as well, but I carry a set of cloth
napkins for occasional use.

Serving Dishes
A variety of baskets look pretty and serve a myriad of purposes. I use them for serving breads,
storing fruit, and serving chips among other uses. You’ll want to have a good-sized pitcher, which
can double as a flower vase, salad bowl, and server; a tray for transferring drinks or snacks topside; small bowls for serving snacks and condiments, salt-and-pepper-shakers or mills; a
creamer; and a sugarbowl; and a small chopping board that can double as a serving tray for cheese
and fruit. We often use table protectors under hot dishes, too.

Linens
It’s nice to have a pretty set of placemats for your table. You may want to use cloth napkins from
time to time, and if your table has removable fiddles, a table cloth can be pressed into service for
special occasions. Carry a candle holder for a dinners in port. You’ll want an apron or two, several
absorbent tea towels, and a set of pot holders.

Clean-Up
Our galley sink has a built-in dishwashing-soap dispenser that is very handy. The double-galley
sinks are 9 inches (229 mm) deep. If you have room to store one, a folding dish-drying rack is
handy for use in port. At sea we put the washed dishes in the second sink until they’re dried.

Cookbooks
Get a good microwave cookbook to get the full use out of your microwave, in addition to a basic
cookbook, such as The Joy of Cooking. Other than these two, the choice varies according to your
favorites. Many cruisers carry cookbooks written for boating, which frequently give hints for substitutes in case you find yourself at sea without basics. I remember baking an eggless, milkless
cake once when it had been a long time between provisioning trips.

PROVISIONING
Provisioning a boat for any length of time can
be a daunting task. How long you’ll be out and
your ultimate destination will determine how
much you should buy in advance.
When we first crossed the Pacific, in 1976, we
had little refrigeration and no knowledge of
what kind of food would be available in the
islands. We stocked up on so much canned and
dried food that three years later, we were still
working our way through it. We learned that
worldwide, nearly every port has fresh food as
well as canned and frozen available, so other
than making long passages and spending time in
remote anchorages, you can get by with stocking up for more than a few months at a time for
dry goods, weeks at a time for fresh.

Estimating What You’ll Need
This is probably the hardest part of getting
ready to go cruising — figuring what you should
take. The system that works well for me is to figure out two weeks worth of meals, and the use
this as a base. I then multiply this detailed list by
the time frame for which I want to provision.
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Storage
The first step would be to take a good look at the galley area for stowage. You’ll want certain
items used daily nearby. Other gear can be stored long-term throughout the boat. I keep my spices,
some flour, sugar, honey, condiments, snacks, cereals, and a few basic canned goods in the galley
work area. We’re fortunate to have had a large refrigerator unit on board Sundeer and Beowulf and
can carry four to six weeks worth of fresh vegetables and fruits. If you can’t store the entire
amount in the refrigerator, use baskets that can breathe, and store your food in a dry, preferably
cool spot. You’ll find that some vegetables such as potatoes, onions, and cabbage keep for weeks.
Open-mesh bags and small hammock nets work well, too.
We’ve seen cruisers build veggy bins on deck, using boxes with lots of air holes or slats. These
work okay in port if there’s an awning to keep sun and rain off, but at sea, salt water on deck creates problems.

Inventory Control
When it comes time for stowing the provisions, make a sketch of the boat’s interior and label
the storage areas. Keep a notebook listing the type of food, where it’s stored, and the quantity. By
checking off the items as they’re used, when the time comes to reprovision, you can tell at a glance
what you need. I like to keep the saloon settees for the stores (and galley gear) I most often use, as
they are the easiest to access aboard. Storage under the floorboards and bunks is left for long-term
needs. Every few months we’ll go on a “shopping spree” among our long-term stores, moving a
certain quantity to more accessible areas.
Remember to try to store the heavy items (cans and glass) low, leaving high storage areas for
lighter pastas and paper goods.
A hint to keep flour, pastas, crackers, and cereals fresh: Store them around the water heater. The
dry heat helps keep them fresh. (It’s a pretty simple job to run an extra circuit of hose from the
engine’s cooling system through a pasta storage locker.) Keep pasta from getting damp by storing
it in plastic bags.
The following list of provisions is meant to be used as a guide only. It’s not the list to end all
lists, and it should be followed loosely according to your specific requirements, likes and dislikes.

Spices and Herbs
Make a complete list of all spices and herbs you normally use in cooking. Buy these before you
leave, and store them in the immediate galley area. My list would include salt, pepper, cinnamon,
salt substitutes such as Spike or Mrs. Dash, cloves, ginger, cream of tartar, sweet basil, parsley,
rosemary, dill seeds or weed, chili powder, paprika, tarragon, marjoram, nutmeg, Italian mix,
bouquet garni mix, powdered and granulated garlic, cumin, and dried mustard. Take extra bay
leaves to put in flour, as they help keep weevils out. Substitute fresh herbs wherever they’re available.

Baking Products
Stock up on flour, cornmeal, vegetable shortening, baking soda, baking powder, sugars, honey,
powdered yeast, and vanilla and almond essence. If you like to bake with chocolate, cocoa powder keeps better than chocolate bars. Chocolate chips or morsels are hard to find outside the U.S.

Dairy Products
Long-life milk is a wonderful invention for boating. The milk is processed in a waxed paper
carton that requires no refrigeration until opening. It’s available throughout the world. You might
also want to stock up on powdered milk. I like to keep a can of powdered buttermilk for use in
baking. While you can store fresh eggs for long periods of time, you may want to have powdered
eggs as an alternative.In 1996 I used frozen egg substitutes, which were very convenient. Of
course, you’ll need freezer capacity to use these.
No refrigeration? Eggs will keep unrefrigerated by sealing them either with a coat of Vaseline
on the outside, or by dipping them in boiling water for five seconds. Then rotate them once a week
in their boxes. You’ll want to bring your own plastic egg boxes, as most foreign countries don’t
package their eggs. If you don’t plan to refrigerate your eggs, try to buy eggs that have never been
refrigerated. Refrigerated eggs keep for months.
Countries outside the United States usually have excellent tinned butter. If you have refrigeration, by all means stock up on cheeses of all kinds. There are several brands of cheese that can be
used without refrigeration.
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Condiments
This list will vary according to taste. A sampling would include jams, jellies, syrups, soy sauce,
mayonnaise, mustards, catsup, vinegars, bottled lemon juice, Worcestershire sauce, Tabasco
sauce, steak sauce, dried parmesan cheese, bottled or dry salad-dressing mix, and mint sauce. I
suppose peanut butter would be included here. A word on sugarless condiments: While easy to
obtain in the U.S., they’re almost unheard-of while cruising.

Fats
Along with butter, you can bring margarine and oils. Buy the margarine in plastic tubs, which
store easily for long periods of time unrefrigerated. I like to use olive oil and a good vegetable oil
that’s low in cholesterol and polyunsaturated fats.
Tinned butter and margarines, which will keep for an indefinite period of time, are available.

Non-Food Items
There are several nonfood items you should buy in bulk: toilet paper (one-ply), tissue, paper
towels (these are expensive and sometimes hard to replace), napkins, dishwashing detergent (Joy
works best in salt water and is fine for overboard shampoos), toothpaste, soap, shampoo and conditioner, bug spray or lotion (like Cutters), razors, and cockroach spray.

Canned Fruits and Veggies
Whether you take canned fruits and vegetables is up to you and your refrigeration capacity —
or lack thereof. I like to carry pineapple, green beans, and corn, even though we have a nice fridge.
You will certainly want to take some of the following: tomatoes and tomato sauce, tomato paste,
evaporated milk, mushrooms, a variety of beans according to taste (kidney, pinto, garbanzo, and
black — dried beans are not too practical on board, as they require long, slow cooking). My specialty list would include green chilies, salsa, refried beans, olives, pumpkin, yams, apple sauce,
and cranberries.

Canned Meats
Many cruisers can their own meat, and good canned meats are available in the camping section
of supermarkets and camp-supply stores. If canned meats are hard to find, ask your supermarket
manager if he/she can order some for you. Beef, chicken, turkey, ham, and bacon are all available.
Don’t forget canned tuna and salmon. Some people like to carry canned sardines.

Dry Foods
Coffee, tea, and hot chocolate mixes would be included here. Dry soup mixes store well. Many
people like freeze-dried vegetables. I include non-sugar Jello here, too. If you can tolerate sugars,
powdered pudding mixes are a nice treat. Fresh potatoes are easy to keep stored for long periods
of time, but you may want to include some dried potato flakes as an alternative. Hot cereals keep
well. It’s hard to keep cold breakfast cereals other than granola types, because they’re bulky and
have a short shelf-life. This is where a good vacuum-packer comes in handy. By removing cereals, etc. from their original packaging and vacuum-packing them, they take up less space and stay
fresh longer.
Many sailors carry sprouters aboard, along with dried seeds. Sprouted mung beans make a
crunchy treat when other fresh munchies are not available.

Drinks
Canned fruit juices take a lot of space but are good. There are some excellent concentrates on
the market now that don’t require refrigeration.
Your liquor supply will be a personal preference issue. The same goes for other alcoholic beverages. Sometimes fishermen prefer some wine or liquor to trade for fresh fish. Hard liquor is
often cheap when leaving a duty-free port.
Soft drinks can be a problem to store long-term. Cans are bulky, and aluminum ones are shortlived in a salty environment.

Snacks
We like our munchies and usually bring some or all of the following: dried raisins and other
fruits, nuts, popcorn, and crackers. Chips are a luxury as they’re bulky, so you can’t carry too
many.
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Pastas
We’re pasta fans and carry a big supply of spaghetti, linguini, pasta shells, macaroni, and noodles. A compact electric pasta maker may be along for our next cruise, too.

Frozen Foods
The choices for frozen foods are limited only by the size of your freezer. One of the pluses of a
big freezer is the ability to take advantage of good deals along the way. Ask the butcher to flash
freeze your meat so that it’s rock hard when you put it aboard. Keep the portions small. They’re
easier to use and store better. Have each portion vacuum-sealed to preserve moisture content, and
then mark the packages carefully. In 1995 we took a lot of frozen juices and fruits along with
some corn and broccoli. I mentioned the frozen egg substitutes earlier. If space allows, I like to
freeze my flour supply to eliminate weevils.
Steve usually packs our freezer. He layers the different foods in a mixture so no single item is
concentrated in one area. This makes it quicker to find something different to try.

Keeping Fresh Foods
These should be the last items to be brought aboard before leaving on a passage. Potatoes and
onions head the list of long-term staples. If bought fresh and unrefrigerated and stored in baskets
or on shelves with good ventilation where air can circulate around them, they could last as long
as three to four months. Pumpkins and squashes come second, then cabbage. Beet root and carrots
store quite awhile if refrigerated. Certain fruits, such as citrus and apples, will keep weeks if
stored refrigerated or where air can circulate around them. If you keep bulk citrus or apples, you
must check them each week and throw out the ones that are starting to spoil. A large bag of apples
we purchased directly from the orchard before departing Bay of Islands, New Zealand, lasted five
weeks. Most vegetables will last at least a week or two if refrigerated. Buy a few green tomatoes
to ripen after you’ve used the red ones. Green tomatoes wrapped in newspaper will ripen slowly
while unrefrigerated.
Head lettuce will surprise you with its longevity if you: 1) buy it fresh and unwashed, 2) wrap
each individual head in newspaper, 3) refrigerate wrapped heads in plastic bag. Each week you
should replace the paper and throw out the outer leaves. We found that, stored this way, we still
had usable lettuce after six weeks.

Baked Goods
Before we had a freezer, I baked bread as needed (no pun intended). As satisfying a project as
it was, the minute we had more freezer room, I started buying bread and putting it in the freezer
for passages. Some bakeries will double-bake bread, which makes it last longer. It’s easy to whip
up a batch of quick bread for a treat, too — be it biscuits, muffins, or cornbread. The fact that
you’re generally active physically on the boat makes your waistline tolerate baked goodies better
than ashore.

Precooked Foods
It’s always nice to have a couple of prepared meals in the freezer when starting a passage. You
might want to bake some fresh cookies, too. It often takes awhile to get used to the routine of
going to sea once again. If the cook doesn’t feel up to working in the galley too long, just warm
up the meal that’s been prepared — a soup, stew, or casserole. If the chef wants to cook that night,
you’ll still have a back-up meal ready to be served some busy day. I even baked a birthday cake
and froze it when I knew we’d be celebrating Sarah’s birthday in the Madagascar Channel, Indian
Ocean — somewhere I knew I wouldn’t want to be baking. Steve and his crew stocked the freezer
with prepared pasta dishes from an Italian restaurant they discovered near the boatyard in New
Zealand before sailing Sundeer on her delivery voyage to California.

Doing Without Refrigeration
While most cruising boats today do have a fridge and possibly a freezer, this gear introduces a
costly and high-maintenance element into your cruising equation. It is not a necessity. Many
cruisers have done just fine without. If you do go without, here are a few issues to consider. As
already mentioned, butter, margarine, and milk is available in long-life packaging. Once opened
it will typically last from one to three days depending on ambient temperatures. Eggs, of course,
can be made to last for months. Hard cheese lasts better than soft. Some hard cheeses will last four
to six months.
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Open bottles of seasonings, such as mustard,
relish, catsup, some jams, and peanut butter,
will frequently last a month or so. Smaller jars
work better than larger, as once they start to go
bad you have less to toss overboard.
Preserved meats (like ham, salami, pepperoni, and jerky) will last for several weeks after
opening (just be sure to check that the labels
say they do not need to be refrigerated after
opening).

Packaging Considerations
In the old days people used to suggest varnishing cans to keep them from rusting
through. However, with modern construction
this does not seem to be a requirement. We’ve
never bothered to seal our cans.
It is a good idea, however, to remove the
labels and use a permanent marker to indicate
the contents and the “use by” date. Removing
the labels eliminates the possibility of them
coming off if your bilges get flooded. This in
turn keeps them from clogging the bilge-pump
strainer at an inopportune time.
Aseptic packaging is being used not only for
milk and drinks as I mentioned before, but also
sauces, mayonnaise, and other items in this
form. This eliminates a lot of heavy, breakable
glass from your stores locker.
Vacuum-packing is one of the best ways
we’ve found to deal with lentils, cereals, flour,
rice, crackers, cookies, and items stored for
long periods in the freezer.
The vacuum-packaging helps prevent the
growth of weevils and keeps dry goods from
growing stale or moldy.

We prepare fresh citrus fruit for our passage from Cape Town to the West Indies on
Intermezzo. After five weeks at sea we still
were eating fresh fruits and veggies.

Bugs!
Once you start cruising you are going to find
a lot of “high-protein” flour, rice, and cereal.
There’s just no getting around it. The first time
I found weevils in a box of cereal I tossed it
overboard. But after a while I realized we’d
soon be starving if I continued on this course.
For a couple of months I’d try and pick out the
weevils. But after awhile I began to look at the
little black spots as additional protein, as long
as it was cooked!

Food Poisoning
Spoiled canned goods, which could lead to
botulism poisoning, are a pretty rare occurrence. Still, with time and a generous helping
of tropical heat, many canned goods will go
off. As a result we keep a close eye on cans
before they are opened. We dispose of any that
have deformed lids or show evidence of leakage.

Unwashed lettuce, wrapped in newspaper, and then plastic, can be kept for six
weeks (in the fridge) if the paper is changed
periodically.
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I love fresh flowers. We found these at the local market in Santao,Vanuato.

FOREIGN MARKETING
Once you leave home, what will you find in
the way of fresh produce? In industrialized
countries you’ll do most of your marketing in
supermarkets. In some countries, such as New
Zealand, you can actually pick your own fruit in
selected orchards.

Picking the Right Supermarket
You’ll also find supermarkets in many developing countries. The trick, however, is to find
one that is air-conditioned, since their shelf
stock keeps better. Examine products carefully.
Peek under box tops; if you see little cobwebs,
don’t buy. Cobwebs are a sure sign of “movable
forms of protein.” Check for weevils or bugs in
the flour and rice. In some of the islands in the
Pacific, flour is packaged in airtight tins, guaranteeing freshness.

Local Markets

We’ve found that a collapsible car t is
invaluable for lugging groceries, outboard
gas, and dive bottles.

In underdeveloped countries the most economical and fun way to shop is in the native
markets, where you’ll find the biggest selection
of fresh goods. Once you clear into port, ask
where the open-air market is located. What day
and time is best to attend? In Noumea, New
Caledonia, for instance, the best shopping is at
5:00 a.m. on Sunday. In Rabaul, Papua New
Guinea, things are more civilized: Saturday
morning at 9:00 a.m. is the time to shop.
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Vendors at open-air markets are usually friendly, helpful, and courteous. If
you see an unfamiliar food — and
chances are you will — they’ll gladly
explain what it is and how to prepare it.
Native markets are established in all
major population centers and in many
smaller villages as well.
These markets are not equipped to
package your purchases, so take your
own containers. A two-wheeled cart is
excellent for getting produce back to the
boat. Heavy-canvas ice bags work well,
as do the stretchable woven shoulder
bags called billums in New Guinea. Take
extra plastic bags along for herbs and
crushables such as tomatoes and ripe
avocadoes. Eggs will not be sold packaged, so take containers for them as well.
Plenty of small change in local currency is necessary. Paying with the corWhen you go to a local market in the bush you are
rect amount saves confusion.
almost always going to find fresh-picked merchanYour senses will be overwhelmed by
dise.This gentleman is selling some choice betel nut.
the colors, sights, and sounds of the
primitive marts. The food comes directly from people’s gardens and is much fresher and tastier
than that salad in modern supermarkets. Sanitary conditions are usually acceptable.

Pricing
How will you know how much to pay for items if they’re not marked? Ask locals ahead of time
what they’re used to paying, and make a note of prices. A notebook comes in handy for jotting
down prices in the local language. If you have the vendors write the price for you, it’s often easier
to understand than the spoken word. In some places things are easy: in Vavau, Tonga, for instance,
almost everything was sold for 10 cents in 1978.

What Is Available?
What kinds of food are you likely to find in a tropical open-air market? Tomatoes, cabbage,
Chinese cabbage, green beans, eggplant, and very often beet root, carrots, onions, potatoes, a
tropical potato called kumera (similar to a sweet potato), and taro, a starch root popular on many
islands. The fruit will most likely include bananas in various eating and cooking varieties, coconuts for drinking and eating, papaya, mango, pineapple, varieties of watermelon, and citrus fruits,
including a brown-skinned orange (very sweet and juicy), and bush limes. There’s nothing quite
as good as a Polynesian pamplemousse, and frequently you’ll find an avocado. I’ll never forget
our first taste of papaya from the market in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. You’re in for a real treat when
you sample these tropical fruits. Lichee nuts, star fruit, and the great variety of Indonesian fruits
are fabulous.
We were introduced to breadfruit in the Marquesas. In season, they’re available on all the
islands. Sliced and french fried, they’re similar to potatoes. This staple of the islands has a delicate
flavor and can be roasted, boiled, or made into a soup.

Coconuts
Coconut is delicious eaten raw, and the milk is good to drink. If you shred the meat and squeeze
it through a piece of cheesecloth, you’ll get a cream that is wonderful in various fish and vegetable
dishes, such as poisson cru. There are many variations of this recipe.
To open the coconut, puncture two of the three eyes of the coconut by hammering with the sharp
tip of an icepick or screwdriver. Drain the coconut water (and save it if you’d like it as a beverage).
Hold the coconut with one hand, and with the other, give the shell a sharp blow with a hammer or
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Above: You never know what you are
going to find in the local market. How
about a large spicy salami (hanging in the
background) in Antigua?

The main market in Port Louis on the island of
Mauritious had what was probably the most colorful
and fragrant of all the markets we visited.

the back of a cleaver a little more than a
third of the way down from the top. Turn
the coconut an inch or two and tap again.
Keep on turning and tapping until you hear
the sound of the shell cracking. A thin, visible crack should run all around the shell,
and the top of the nut can easily be pried
up.
To prepare the coconut milk, pare the
brown skin and chop or break the meat of a
mature coconut into small chunks. To
make the coconut milk by hand, begin by
grating the peeled coconut, piece by piece,
into a bowl, then adding a small amount of
warm water (only a few drops of water are
used in the Pacific for a rich, thick
“cream”. Scrape the entire contents of the
bowl into a fine sieve lined with a double
thickness of dampened cheesecloth, and
set over a deep bowl. With a wooden
spoon, press down hard on the coconut to
extract as much liquid as possible. Bring
the ends of the cheesecloth together to
enclose the pulp, and wring the ends vigor-
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JPapua, New Guinea, had some of the best local markets to be found in the South
Pacific. All sorts of fruits, vegetables, and crafts were available.

ously to squeeze out the remaining liquid. Discard the pulp. One cup of coarsely chopped coconut
meat, combined with one cup of hot water, should produce one cup of coconut milk. The creamier
Pacific version, using less water, requires slightly more grated coconut for one cup. An average
coconut weighs about 1 1/2 pounds and will yield from three to four cups of chopped or grated
meat.
In areas with an Indian population, particularly in Fiji and Mauritius, the smell of curry spices
will drive you wild. After purchasing all the curry spices, we bought a curry recipe book, the
results of which were delicious. We like to use mangoes to make a chutney to accompany curry
dishes.
Raw peanuts are available in most parts of the world. In the Solomons and New Guinea, we
snacked on nolly nuts, a cross between almonds and macadamias in taste. Nolly nuts are excellent
raw or roasted.
Fresh herbs are usually available in the French islands, such as the Marquesas, Tuamotus, Society Islands, and New Caledonia. And where there are French people, can baguettes be far away?
These crisp, delectable loaves of bread are irresistible. We always bought twice the amount we
wanted on board, knowing full well that they would be half eaten by the time we got back to the
boat.
Many of these markets also offer a large selection of baskets and handiwork.
To find the temperate-climate fruits and vegetables of home, you will have to go to the supermarkets. Things like broccoli, cauliflower, and strawberries are flown in and cost a fortune.
We paid more then $3 for a small cup of strawberries in Papeete in 1977 (in 1988, with air
freight now common, strawberries there were the same price). As it was Steve’s birthday, we
allowed ourselves to splurge for a strawberry shortcake. That’s why it’s so exciting to come from
a tropical country to a nontropical country like New Zealand, the States, or South Africa. You go
crazy for the temperate-climate fruits and vegetables.
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Meat, poultry, cheeses,
and dry goods are always
available in one form or
another. Often the meat will
have been frozen and flown
in from another country.
The fact that you can’t
depend on finding what you
want all the time makes
each new discovery a thrill
and each provisioning trip
to the market an adventure.

Cleaning Procedures
Whenever we buy fresh
produce in a nonindustrialized country, we take the
p r e c a u t i o n o f wa s h i n g
everything in a potassium
permanganate/water solution or a mild chlorine/water
solution before eating.
It’s also a good idea to
give things a quick rinse to
rid them of possible spiders
or cockroaches before taking them aboard. (These
pests particularly like to
hide in pineapples and
bananas.)
We’ve even found “native” markets in the states. This
Potassium permanganate
one is in Hanaleii on the island of Kauai.
crystals turn water purple
and stains the hands. A little
bit goes a long way: Just a few crystals, dissolved in a pot of water, will destroy any bacteria on
the food you’re rinsing. The stains wash off your hands after a few hours, but because of the mess
some people prefer to use a mild chlorine-bleach-and-water solution (one teaspoon to four cups
of water seems to work right). We prefer the former because it doesn’t affect the taste of the food.
After the treatment, rinse your vegetables in fresh water to remove the chemicals.

Cooking Gas
You’ve probably heard all sorts of stories about the availability (or lack thereof) of propane and
butane for your galley stove. You’ll be happy to learn that is available just about everywhere you’ll
visit. And, in most cases, the local gas companies will have adapters to fit their equipment to your
tanks.
We used to carry a spare set of connectors for the tank end (like the ones on the boat) to which
Steve could connect a chunk of rubber hose with hose clamps, in case the correct fittings were not
available.
One thing to keep an eye on is the gas pressure created by the propane or butane. In most countries we’ve visited it runs about 11 inches of water (or 28 millibars). However, in France these
figures run to 14.5 inches of water (37 mbar) and in Germany 20 inches of water (50 mbar). With
the higher pressures the regulator will have to be changed (or adjusted), and you may need to
change the orifices in the stove burners. If you are heading to Europe, it might be a good idea to
check with your stove manufacturer for its recommendations.
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You sometimes have to be adaptable when
negotiating for local transpor t. (Stanley
Dashew photo.)

The jitney driver looks on impassively as
Steve and I, with the children and our
assorted bundles, climb into his van. Inside, a
raucous mixture of humanity and flora and
fauna jostle and squirm to make way for the
new arrivals.
It’s a one-hour ride from the mountains of
central Bali to the town of Denpassar where
Intermezzo lies to her anchor. Enroute we
will pass through a series of beautiful mountain villages, meandering back streets, past
temples and waterfalls, all the while regaled
by our companions’ chatter and laughter.
Momentary voids in conversation are filled
by the squawking of the several chickens
along for the ride.
The tariff for this hilarious tour through a
cross-section of Balinesian life? Eighteen

hundred rupees, or just under $3 for the four of us!
The bus is owned and operated by its driver. During the week, when business is slow to the
mountains, he drives between the ends of Denpassar. The cost of the 15-minute ride from our
anchorage to the middle of this bustling town is the equivalent of 10 cents. True, the seats are mere
slats and the “bus” is a small pickup truck with a tarp-covered back, but it gets us there just the
same, and we meet some very interesting people along the way.
Using local transportation systems is one of the best ways to get a feel for native life and breaking away from the tourist mold. In most countries the local transport system seems to be in the
hands of free enterprise and are much the better for it. For us it means all sorts of interesting views
on our route to and from town, as the driver travels to the various locations requested by his passengers.
The key to really getting to know a new town is in being able to get around. Local busses are the
most colorful and the least expensive means of transportation. Taxies usually come in a close second. If one has a special sightseeing tour in mind, or some heavy provisioning to do, it’s always
possible to split the use of the taxi with another yacht. This has been our system in most of the
countries we’ve visited when we’re buying supplies for an extended passage.

Car Rentals
With bus, and especially taxi fares, we like to ascertain the approximate tariff before setting out.
Knowing in advance what the local rate is will save any existing “skin taxes.”Another approach
to getting around is car rental. We’ve rented small cars for under $25 per day (1995 prices) in
many parts of the world, and had some great times. To get the bargain rates, however, it’s usually
necessary to request a small car well in advance. And while the rental routine gives you more personal freedom, I prefer to use a taxi or local bus for touring. That leaves all the passengers free to
concentrate on the scenery. Having a driver along means an interesting commentary as well.
(Make sure in advance that the driver can communicate with you.)

Bikes
Some of our friends have carried bicycles along for local use. Although inexpensive and
instantly ready to use, bicycles cause some problems. To begin with, most countries require a
local licence, or in some cases an import permit: More paperwork. Next, maintenance is difficult
afloat. Bikes, even the folding type, supposedly made for marine use, don’t take to salt water. The
result is a very rusty and often non-operational two-wheeler. Most of our friends who have
cruised with bikes end up getting rid of them, normally by abandonment, after a year or so.
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Into a slightly different category fall powered vehicles. Mopeds offer much greater versatility
and tend to offset some of the negatives of conventional bikes. One of our friends used to carry a
small motorcycle aboard. It did see use from time to time, but eventually it ended up being left
behind, a victim of lack of maintenance and under utilization.

On Foot
One of the oldest means of transport, travel by foot, is often neglected by cruisers. To reap its
benefits one must be suitably prepared. Topsiders or sneakers are fine for an occasional stroll, but
for anything longer, a good pair of walking shoes is invaluable. Always bring socks and BandAids when setting out on a lengthy walk. Without Band-Aids many a fledgling blister will become
a raging sore — a lesson we’ve learned the hard way.

Buying a Car
If you are going to be in a given locale for more than two or three months it may make sense to
buy a used car. It is usually possible to pick up a vehicle for a price at which, if you sell it after
several months of use, the depreciation is negligible.

THE BAD NEWS
Regardless of where you cruise, there are always negative stories about the next country or
group of islands. When we left San Diego in 1976, Mexico had been the subject of a television
show on political problems. At the San Diego Yacht Club, a number of the cruisers planning their
trips decided on a visit to
Hawaii rather than Mexico.
There were rumors of gunboats, mordida, even harassment of yachts.
Never being ones to believe
in rumors, and craving some
fresh Mexican food and Carta
Blanca beer, we forged ahead.
To our everlasting joy we
found uncrowded anchorages
(yachting visits fell in half
that year), a devalued peso,
very friendly locals, and helpful officials.
The treatment our friends,
Wendy and Rudy Eisler,
received when they stopped
into the Cabo San Lucas
office of the capitan del puerto
to clear in, was typical for
Mexico that year. El Capitan,
upon seeing Wendy’s passport, broke into a song and
dance from Peter Pan, Wendy
being his favorite character
from that musical. This
example is a typical confirmation of a basic rule of cruising.
We asked these friendly Costa Ricans to look mean
Unless you get the informafor the photo, but this was the best they could mantion firsthand, take negative
age. However, the ammunition in the machine gun
was real enough!
stories with a grain of salt.
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Fiji was another case. In French Polynesia we heard stories of yachts in Suva being torn apart
and searched by customs, of gear stolen off decks, and of generally hostile people. Yet our reception, and that of all the other yachts there at the time, was fantastic. People were friendly, officials
could not have been nicer, and nobody that we know of ever lost a single piece of gear.
Most negative cruising rumors concern officialdom and related problems. Yet with one exception, in all the hundreds of times we’ve cleared in and out of ports, dealing with health, immigration, customs, and port officials, we’ve never had trouble. That exception took place in 1980 at
Antigua in the West Indies. Here we found surly, discourteous officials and very high harbor fees.
In fairness it must be said that we were there right after Race Week, so the people we met may have
been tired of visitors. And in the 1990s those same folks seem to welcome yachties and the cash
they bring to the local economy.
On the other hand, Bali, Indonesia, had a uniformly severe reputation throughout the cruising
fraternity. We heard so many scare stories that we almost decided to pass it by. Yet the officials
(and there were a lot of them) were unfailingly courteous and helpful. Yes, paperwork was heavy,
with five different officials to inspect, stamp, and shuffle our papers. But in each office there was
someone who spoke our language and pointed us in the right direction for the next stamp. On a
weekly basis the captain of the port, a dignified little old man in an impressive uniform, would
make rounds of the yachts. With these semi-social goodwill calls, he told us that he wanted to be
sure that we were being well cared for.

Mordida
Payoffs are a subject of some discussion. The closest we have come to being asked for mordida
was clearing into Cristobal, Panama, in 1983. When I asked the boarding officer if he would like
a cool drink, or something to eat (it was 1900 hours) he said, “Yes, how about a ham sandwich?”
But since then there’s been nary a request.

Hot Spots
Unfortunately, there are some trouble spots around the world we feel it’s best to avoid. It seems
as political pressures increase, the population explodes, and economies decline, troubled areas
will spread. Our philosophy has been to try to avoid such areas.

Drug Checks
Another facet of the drug problem is the search missions of the U.S. Coast Guard. They’ve been
known to shadow yachts at night by radar, then come up suddenly with a giant spotlight, blinding
the crew of the yacht. I suspect that would be enough to scare the tar out of most people. And
while it may be a necessary tactic in the U.S. Coast Guard’s war on illegal drugs, I question the
approach.

Most U.S. Coast Guard “inspections” are carried out in a professional
manner, with little hassle.These folks came by to have a look as we were
sailing north on the Oregon coast.
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Boarding by government patrol vessels can happen anywhere in the world. In most cases officials will want to see that papers are in order: cruising permits, clearances, ship’s documents, and
passports. It’s a good idea to request the boarding officer to sign the ship’s log, stating time, reason
for boarding, and results of the boarding. Pointing to a previous boarding in the log can save time
and trouble if you’re accosted again.
Drug checks in port can be more of a problem. If the customs officials decide they really want
to go through a vessel, they have the right to tear it apart, and while they’re supposed to put everything back, that job is usually left to the crew. In the U.S. and some other countries, it’s possible
to request the services of a drug-sniffing dog. An extra fee is sometimes involved, but the dog can
do his job merely with lockers opened and the boat left intact, a much simpler solution for all.
In the final analysis, most horror stories can be dismissed out of hand. First-person reports or an
overwhelming supply of secondhand data may indicate further investigation is warranted. Ask
yourself if the people with stories were looking for trouble; in many situations that turns out to be
the case. Political situations are more difficult to judge, as the information is harder to come by.
Consular or embassy officials are one source of data. Our experience with them, however, has
been that unless an extreme state of emergency exists, the report will be written with an eye
toward good relations with the country in question.
Our tendency has been to avoid the politically troubled areas, but ignore stories of troubles with
officialdom.

“Official” Intelligence
If you’re up-to-speed with your computer, with internet access, there are several sites at which
you can get official data on what to expect. Of course, it being official, you need to take the data
with a grain of salt. But it still gives you one more bit of data to digest. One site is the U.S. State
Department at http://dosfan.lib.uic.edu.

CRUISING SECURITY
From the standpoint of personal security, cruising must be one of the safest ways to spend leisure time. Yet given the crime statistics flashed across our TV screens, those planning cruises
often are concerned with hazards of this nature.
From time to time we’re asked, “Don’t you feel a little insecure anchoring in some deserted
cove?”
Our own experience is that crime when cruising is virtually nonexistent. With the exception of
certain areas in the world, such as the east coast of Colombia, the Southern Philippines, and some
of the islands of the Arabian Peninsula, risks are minimal. Nevertheless, the cruiser should carefully consider the security of his or her vessel before setting off.

Theft
It’s necessary to take stock of the risks and establish an overall philosophy of dealing with them.
Theft can be a problem in the States but is rarely encountered elsewhere in the world. Among the
15 or so yachts that circumnavigated at the same time we did, I’d be surprised if over $1,000 worth
of gear was lost from all the yachts combined. Most of the crime occurred in the “big” cities.
When cruising a majority of time is spent aboard, the yacht is left unattended for a relatively
small percentage of the time. Usually during these infrequent periods, people on other yachts can
keep an eye on things. Many of our friends rarely lock their yachts when away for short periods.
Protecting your interior from forcible entry can be fairly difficult, and in some cases leads to more
damage if someone tries to break in than if the vessel had been left with a relatively easy access.
If a yacht is boarded, the thief will usually be looking for something that can be easily disposed
of locally. Items such as tape cassettes, cameras, and portable radios top the list. Some cruisers
advocate leaving a few easily noticed things right on the saloon table as an incentive for a quick
trip on and off their boat.

Personal Safety
Personal safety is another kettle of fish. Not many of our stateside friends would consider an
evening stroll if they lived in a major metropolitan area of the U.S. Out in the islands, on the other
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hand, with the exception of certain U.S. “vacation islands,” I can’t think of a place we’ve ever
been where we felt at all nervous in the evenings ashore. Violent crime of the type endemic in the
U.S. just doesn’t exist in parts of the world usually frequented by cruisers.
In the back of most cruisers’ minds is the what-if concern. Suppose you’re sailing peacefully
along and another vessel accosts you, or you’re boarded in a secluded anchorage. Do you acquiesce or fight? Response to this question goes right to the heart of the philosophy of self-reliance
and cruising preparedness.

Alarms
The first aspect to consider is some form of alarm system. The most efficient form of alarm
comes generally with four legs, a wagging tail and a loud bark. A dog will double as a guard when
you’re shoreside. There are some negatives to having dogs aboard. If you’re allergic to animal
hair, as we are, your options are limited.
You can make a simple alarm system with a piece of thread stretched across the deck and
attached to a bell.
One singlehanding acquaintance of ours used a variation of Joshua Slocum’s tacks. He would
string treble fishhooks on monofilament line around the perimeter of his vessel, trusting he would
hear the results if someone was climbing aboard in the evening.
More sophisticated electronic systems, such as infrared and motion sensors, have difficulty
coping with the open hatches necessary for ventilation in the tropics, blowing awnings and
motion at anchor.
When we built Sundeer we put magnetic reed switches on the hatch screens and wired them to
an alarm. This way we can leave the hatches open and still have an alarm if a screen is moved.
Sealed reed switches are a reliable form of alarm in the marine environment. If you install a basic
alarm system, adding pressure pads on deck or on the companionway sole is easy.
Assuming you awake to find an intruder below, what do you do? A cruising couple we know
had this happen in Jakarta, Indonesia. When they awoke, the thief had already passed down a suitcase full of their gear to a waiting canoe. A battle ensued using nonlethal weapons, and the thief
escaped, shouting“I come back and kill you!”
Several nights later they were awakened by this same persistent thief. Another battle took place,
and this time they were able to rescue their valuables. When I asked these friends why they hadn’t
resorted to more substantial forms of force, which were at hand, their reply was sobering. If they
had shot the intruder, his friends who were waiting alongside would have gone to the police. Endless hassles could have developed, and today they might still be in some Indonesian jail.
On the other hand, what if the intruder had been armed, perhaps with a knife or something more
deadly?

GUNS ABOARD?
There is a big debate within the cruising fraternity (as, indeed, within society at large) about the
advisability of guns aboard. On the pro side, some cruisers look at weapons the way they’d look
at a good medical kit or extensive spares. You hope you never need to use this gear, but you carry
it anyway.
On the con side there are the hassles of dealing with customs along the way, and the very basic
question of whether or not you’re up to pulling that trigger. And some folks are more concerned
about what mistakes with guns could do to the crew than anything else.

If You Do Carry Guns
If you do carry weapons, there are some basic rules which friends in the law-enforcement community have passed along:
• You must be proficient with your weapons in a variety of circumstances. They must be
practiced with regularly and kept clean and in good operating order.
• Never show a weapon unless you intend to use it. Your opponent won’t know you are
only trying to scare him off. If his life is threatened, he will take action against you if at all possible.
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• Have an understanding among the members of your crew as to what general course of
action you will take in situations that could result in gunfire.

The Arsenal
What type of guns should you carry? The most popular weapon in the cruising fleet is the shotgun. Usually a short-barreled pump “riot” gun is carried, loaded with 00 buckshot. If you’ve never
practiced with this form of weapon, you’ll be surprised at how little “scatter” there is to the shot,
yet it takes a reasonable amount of skill to hit a target at 100 feet (30.5 m) with this weapon. If
you’re really serious, you can use a semi-automatic model that pumps a round into the firing
chamber each time you pull the trigger.
Double ought shot is great for blowing holes in a small fiberglass hull and will make a mess if
you can hit a person. But for close-in work, medium birdshot has a much wider pattern. Of course,
you would never want to use a weapon like this where ricocheting pellets could hit your own crew,
so its use in the interior will be of limited value.
Next comes the civilian version of the M16. Sold as the AR15 or Mini 14, this carbine is lightweight and compact. It shoots a projectile at an extremely high velocity. As a result, it has a lot of
stopping power for its size, and the projectiles have a very flat trajectory for the first couple of
hundred feet. The high velocity makes correction for distance and crosswind less of a factor.
These are sold as semi-automatic weapons, with magazines holding up to 30 cartridges at a time
and, at a moderate distance, in the hands of a skilled marksman, can do substantial damage. If you
are serious about your firepower, you can tape two magazines back to back, giving you fast access
to 60 rounds.
The question of range now comes into play. If you’re in a situation you perceive as threatening
with another vessel, at what point do you want them to realize it will hurt to take you on? A
military-style carbine has a relatively limited range. To fill this gap in the on-board arsenal, the
experts recommend a larger bore, longer barreled rifle with a low-power telescope. This sort of

One yacht’s weapons. On top, a 12-gauge short-barreled shotgun. In the middle, a Ruger
Min-14 (.221 caliber).The clips each hold 30 rounds of ammunition. Bottom left is a Browning
9mm Hi-Power with a 14-round clip. Lower right is a .22 target pistol, good for target shooting and general practice but without much stopping power.
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weapon, in the hands of someone with a moderate amount of experience, in relatively calm conditions, is good at several hundred yards. An M-1 or .303 style of weapon is a good example for
longer range.
What you use on board is another question. A riot gun or rifle won’t be much good in the confines of a cabin. A pistol is the answer, and those of our cruising friends who have only two weapons aboard usually make the pistol their second choice.
The question of type depends upon several key factors. If children are aboard, and you’re concerned with their playing cops and robbers, a semi-automatic weapon with a heavy action will be
safest. The 9mm Browning Hi Power is a popular example. You need a sure, strong grip to crank
a round into the chamber on such a weapon — something beyond the ability of most
pre-teenagers.
Some feel that if you’re not familiar with weapons, and don’t have to worry about “playful”
children, a good-quality long-barreled revolver is best. This type of weapon generally has more
“kick” than a semi- automatic but doesn’t have jamming problems. In either case, you need to be
used to the “feel” of your weapon.

Weapon Maintenance
Maintenance in a salty environment is difficult. If you have the budget, consider stainless steel.
It will cost about 50 percent more but will be worth it in the long run. Your guns must be kept dry
and well-oiled to prevent rusting. They should be checked monthly to be sure they and their environment agree with one another. This also applies to the magazines of the semiautomatics and, to
a lesser extent, to ammunition supplies. For best results, the latter should be kept in sealed containers.
Ideally, you would have twice as many magazines as you normally use. This allows you to
rotate them, keeping half empty. If the magazines are kept loaded all of the time the springs lose
some of their power and can cause feeding problems.

The Gun Locker
Along our South Pacific path we met several cruisers who had built secure gun lockers aboard.
In many situations where the locals would have taken weapons off the boat, the gun locker made
it possible to leave the weapons on board. We had a gun locker added in New Zealand, and it
proved quite handy as we continued on our journey.

DRUG RUNNERS
Drug running poses special problems. For a period in the mid-‘70s it seemed every time you
picked up the paper there would be another story of a yacht being hijacked and posted missing,
drug runners thought to be the culprits. Although this type of activity seems to have died down,
the U.S. Coast Guard advises continued caution.
The U.S.C.G. suggests that a float plan be filed, and that crew not be taken on without carefully
checking references. If stocking up for a long passage, don’t advertise the fact. These comments
apply primarily to the Caribbean.
Amateur drug smuggling can pose a problem of a different sort. If a crewmember is found with
contraband it can mean the loss of your yacht, without appeal. This is the law in the U.S. as well
as in most other countries. As a result, some of our friends who do sail with unfamiliar crew insist
on a search before taking on crewmembers. Not a pleasant way to get started, but one which may
be a necessity, in a day when a small packet of heroin or cocaine can be worth thousands in profit.
Another aspect of the drug problem lies in avoiding areas where “transactions” are taking
place. Some anchorages of the Bahamas and Turks and Caicos are infamous for such business.
When we cleared Fajardo, Puerto Rico, for Fort Lauderdale in the early ‘80s, we were warned
by the head of customs to avoid isolated anchorages in the Bahamas and not to allow strange
yachts to approach or go to the aid of “distress” calls. If we did hear of a problem he advised calling the Coast Guard to deal with it.
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With this warning ringing in our ears (welcome back to civilization!), we pull the hook and
head northeast. A lovely easterly, with just enough south in it to allow us to maintain our course,
greets us as we turn the corner of Puerto Rico. The next two days go by uneventfully as we alternately sail and motor towards the northeast corner of Eleuthera. Just past San Salvador, our first
landfall, the radar proximity alarm goes off. Checking the screen, we see a light target 9 miles
distant on a relative bearing of 025 degrees. Placing the cursor ring over the target, we see in a few
minutes that the bearing between us is staying the same. We’re on an intersecting course. A quick
look at the chart shows there’s no harbor on the point of land he’s steering for. The warning of the
customs official echoes in our ears as we vainly try raising someone on the radio.
As they move in closer, Steve has the children and me position ourselves below with as much
protection as our shallow hull will afford. Meanwhile he brings on deck the contents of our gun
locker and extra ammunition magazines. We’re determined not to be boarded.
Watching carefully with the binoculars, he makes out the form of a powerboat of 50 or so feet
(15.3 m). A series of silhouettes mark the bridge. Steve watches them drawing closer and carefully draws a bead on the first target. It is flat calm as Intermezzo II motors along.
“I can probably nail two or three of them at 75 yards (22.9 m), and that’s as close as they’re
going get without a fight” he says.
Slowly the distance closes: 200, 150, 125, 100 yards. Adrenaline is flowing as we try to steady
our nerves. The first shots have to count. Abruptly, as if reading our thoughts, they alter course.
We breathe a collective sigh of relief as they head back out toward the open ocean.
When we discussed the incident with customs in Fort Lauderdale after our arrival, they opined
that it was a case of mistaken identity. The motor vessel must have been looking for a rendezvous
with a sailboat to do a drug transfer.
In the final analysis, your approach to seagoing security will probably parallel your attitudes
ashore. If you’re inclined to keep a gun in the house, then you will probably want one aboard as
well. When considering the various aspects of the subject, it’s nice to know that the odds of ever
being caught in a dangerous situation extremely remote.

PIRACY
As much as I hate to even think about this subject, let alone write about it, piracy on the high
seas has existed for thousands of years. So it is a subject worth pondering.
Fortunately, it is typically associated with certain identifiable geographic areas. This leaves you
the options of staying away or traveling with enough company to give you some comfort. Staying
in touch with fellow cruisers is one of the ways of knowing where to avoid. The state department
will sometimes issue traveler advisories, but these are not infrequently issued well after everyone
else knows a given area is not safe.
Areas of the South China Sea (near the Straights of Malacca) and the Southern Philippines, as
well as Socotra off the bottom of the Arabian peninsula, have been hot spots for at least the last
thousand years. Coastal areas of Africa like Sudan, Guinea, Cameroon, Angola, and Liberia currently have bad reputations. Colombia, some areas of the Western Caribbean, and San Salvador
have all had recent problems (although Colombia has been a tough neighborhood for at least the
last three centuries).

IMPROVING SECURITY
In the final analysis you should use the same preparation and caution for personal security as
you would in any major “civilized” area with a known crime problem. First, avoid areas about
which you are unsure. If the local political situation is unstable and anti-foreigner rhetoric is high,
give the area a pass, or if you do visit, keep your eyes open. Don’t flash expensive jewelry or electronics around. When you go ashore, take only one credit card at a time and the minimum cash
required to make your local transactions.
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Serious medical problems are rare
at sea. We know firsthand of only one
major problem among all our cruising friends. (There must be something about salt air and a relaxed
lifestyle that drives the evil spirits
from our bodies.) However, it’s best
to be prepared for the worst. Even if
you don’t encounter serious problems, at least you’ll be able to answer
your anxious land-loving friends
who continuously ask, “What do you
do if...?”
We were pleasantly surprised by
the number of doctors out cruising. I
think it’s safe to say that in any
moderate-size anchorage with more
than half a dozen boats together, the
odds are substantially in favor of
finding a trained physician aboard at
least one of them. (We’ve also frequently found doctors living ashore
in remote places.) As people tend to
make major crossings at one particular time of year because of weather,
there usually are a number of boats
A Solomon Islands medical clinic notice. This
traveling in the same direction at the
roughly translates to “bring your own food, or food
for your relatives.”
same time. On every one of our major
ocean crossings, there has always
been a doctor somewhere in the fleet within a week’s steaming.
With a ham radio or SSB, a cruising or shore-bound physician can always be located. Most
cruisers carry extensive medical inventories, so that if outside guidance is necessary, they have
tools and/or medicine to work with.

Reference Books
Foremost among these in our opinion is the International Medical Guide for Ships, written and
published by the World Health Organization in Geneva, Switzerland. Compiled as a guide for
ships’ captains, it provides excellent material on symptoms and treatment. Less extensive but
equally valuable is Peter Eastman’s First Aid Afloat. His is perhaps the most popular of all the
yachting medical guides. Peter’s book has an excellent section on medical inventories, covering
both equipment and medicines. It’s a good idea to take along a home medical guide as another
backup.
Another good reference is the Ships’ Medicine Chest published by the U.S. Government Printing Office (document #917-010-000005).

The Medical Kit
Unfortunately, medical kits get expensive very quickly and tend to take up a lot of space. Our
kits usually take three large fishing tackle boxes for storage, and every three to five years most of
the contents are thrown out and have to be replaced.
We divide our medical supplies into the following categories: trauma, for initial quick action in
the event of a severe injury where the injured must be kept from going into shock; wounds, with
material for all sorts of bandages, sutures, steri strips, butterfly bandages, and various topical
anti-germ medications; and finally, specialized medicines.
Most of the better texts feature lists of recommended materials and medicines. A local doctor
can also offer some guidance. Be sure the doctor understands the potential situation of being off-
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shore and isolated. Without thoroughly
comprehending this, he/she may not want
to recommend everything that you might
indeed need to carry. If your vessel is federally documented, some pharmacies near
major commercial harbors will fill your
needs at a discount without a prescription.
Today there are several commercial
companies that make seagoing first-aid
kits for various levels of emergency. Some
of these provide an emergency call-in service, which connects callers with doctors
via high-seas radio.
Putting a medical kit together is a timeconsuming and costly process, especially
if done with doctors’ prescriptions at your
local pharmacy.
If you are close to a location with a commercial harbor, look for a pharmacy that is
experienced in doing ship’s medicine
chests. If you go in with your ships documents, it is legal for them to sell you what
you need directly, without a prescription.
What you carry must be in the ship’s log,
and any use needs to be logged.
It is often possible to buy medical supplies in Third World countries at a fraction
of the price of what they cost in the U.S. or
some European countries. Many medicines are available, for example, in Mexico, at about one third of the U.S. prices,
A Survival Tech trauma kit. Survival Tech offers a
without a prescription (we have been
variety of medical kits for different types of cruises
advised by some doctors that quality stanand needs. The trauma kit will take care of most
dards may not be as high as in the States).
problems in the shor t term. But, substantially
Vitamins are another consideration. On
greater sophistication will be required for potential
emergencies offshore. (Survival Tech photo)
occasion you may be eating less-than-balanced meals, and high-potency vitamins
will fill in any gaps. Vitamins become especially important if using a watermaker, since the
reverse-osmosis process removes the trace minerals that the body receives from ground water.
While pharmacy items, such as vitamins and salt tablets, exist everywhere in the world, discount
brands sold in the United States are generally much cheaper.

Paperwork
As we’ve already mentioned, customs may ask you what sort of drugs you have aboard. For
these folks, as well as for any doctors you might be working with at home, an up-to-date list of
what you have in your kit, including quantities and expiration dates, is helpful.

Medical Training
There are several areas of training that are worth looking into before leaving. A basic first-aid
course is a must; if time permits, an advanced course can be of real help. It’s important to know
how to stitch wounds and give shots. If this makes you nervous, try what Ralph and Lenore
Naranjo did before embarking on their circumnavigation: A doctor friend arranged for them to
view emergency room procedures before doing a little practice work. (No, they didn’t practice in
the emergency room — just watched.) The sight of a little blood and gore in advance can prepare
you for the worst (should it occur) and help you remain cool and in control if messy work has to
be done. Note, however, that with butterfly bandages and steri strips now available for closing
wounds, stitching is rarely required.
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Check Up Before Checking Out
Don’t neglect your dental work. Have a complete checkup by a dentist, and bring all dental
requirements up to date before leaving. If you plan to be gone more than six months or a year, find
a local dentist to clean and check your teeth en route.
Women can get gynecological checkups in most foreign ports.

Heated Issues
Along with the normal medical kit, you should have aboard a large inventory of salt tablets,
especially for the tropics. We were to find out how valuable these were in Rabaul, New Guinea.
One evening we were having drinks at the Rabaul Yacht Club with Dr. Emory Moore and his
lovely wife, Dee Dee. Emory had been in the tropics during World War II and had quite a bit of
experience with heat-related medical problems. When I complained of lack of energy and a headache, he asked if we were using salt tablets. My quick recovery of vitality was amazing, just a few
hours and four salt tablets later.
Ron Teschke, a seagoing doctor says that you have to watch the salt intake carefully. “The
importance of extra daily salt intake and drinking lots of fluids, even if you’re not thirsty can
hardly be overemphasized.”
Ron goes on to add, “You have to force yourself to drink even when you don’t desire to; even
more important, take copious amounts of salt daily. Why more important? Water without salt will
do little good and at some point actually cause harm. Have every adult crew member take a whole
salt tablet each morning with a half a tablet for kids, (Very few people truly have to worry about
salt causing high-blood-pressure problems. If in doubt, ask your personal physician — or better
yet a cardiologist).”

Inoculation Requirements
It’s very difficult to get hard data on the subject of inoculation against the various diseases of
the world. Regulations and requirements will vary depending on whom you talk to and how old
his/her data are. The best sources of information in the United States are the county health departments in major cities. They’re used to handling inoculations for people traveling overseas, and
most of their inoculations are free.

Boy, cruising can be fun — especially at times like this!
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When you arrive at a port outside the
United States, the medical people will say,
“It’s not necessary here, but up the line...”
Before we left New Caledonia for the New
Hebrides Islands, for instance, we were
told that due to the regulations of the next
country, and for our own protection, we
needed to update our cholera and typhoid
shots. I decided to wait, since local scuttlebutt was divided about this “official view.”
In Vila, New Hebrides, nothing was
required on our yellow health card, but we
were advised that we needed the whole
range of inoculations for the Solomon
Islands and Papua, New Guinea. The doctor looked as though he could use the business, so we allowed ourselves to be
punctured with a raft of inoculations, at the
same time having our wallets lightened of
Australian currency. In the Solomons we
were told that the shots we had just
received weren’t necessary, but they would
be for New Guinea. In New Guinea they
weren’t necessary, but they would be for
Australia, and so on.
Smallpox vaccinations are required in a
number of the developing parts of the
This young man in the Natal province of South
world by the local health authorities. It
Africa was the first medical professional to advise
appears that the World Health Organizaus that Elyse needed glasses. Shortly thereafter we
tion’s declared victory over smallpox
took her to an optometrist, and he confirmed the
hasn’t reached places such as New Zealand
diagnosis.
and Australia, so be sure you’re up-to-date.
Yellow fever shots are suggested for some areas of Africa and Central and South America, but not
required in any of the Pacific or Indian Ocean areas we cruised (although we were warned to stay
with our own water supply and avoid eating in the native villages of Melanesia, just in case).
Hepatitis, of which there are now several varieties, is another concern. Several of our cruising
doctor friends recommend being inoculated against hepatitis. However, this opinion is not universal.

Malaria
Malaria, in its various forms, clearly poses a serious threat. It’s necessary to start taking antimalarial tablets at least two weeks before entering an area known to have malaria. Since a malaria
parasite can be in your body and be kept at bay by the tablets unbeknownst to you, it’s advisable
to continue taking the prophylaxis for a month after you’ve left the tropics.
Be careful of the dosage and type of tablets you take as you travel from place to place. Some
resistant strains of malaria have developed in parts of Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, and South
America. Check with a local pharmacist or chemist, because there are many types of malaria and
just as many types of antimalarial tablets. Even within a single country, such as New Guinea,
some tablets only work for certain areas. We learned this the hard way. Not realizing the tablets
we were taking in Madang weren’t appropriate for the east coast of Papua, Steve caught a case of
rare cerebral malaria. As it turned out, he fell ill just after losing out in the next-to-last round of a
rock-and-roll dance contest at the Port Moresby Yacht Club. Fortunately, a malaria specialist in
the capital city of New Guinea gave us excellent assistance. Don’t take malaria risks lightly.
Recently a cruiser in the lower Solomons died after contracting cerebral malaria.
A good set of bug screens for the companionway and opening ports offer further protection
from disease. If the mosquitoes can’t get to you, they can’t give it to you!
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Medical Services
Health care outside the U.S. is much less elaborate
than what Americans are accustomed to, but for most
normal illnesses you can count on good treatment at
much reduced rates. Steve was in the Port Moresby Hospital for 10 days, undergoing numerous tests before the
form of malaria he had was isolated. The final cure was
quinine — not very exotic, but it worked. The bill? A
total of $220, including tests and specialist! Also bear in
mind that it’s possible within a day or two at most to fly
from virtually anywhere to a major country for special
treatment, should the need arise.

Common Problems
Among medical problems encountered while cruising, none is more common in the tropics than open sores
that develop into staph infections; these are difficult to
heal. Treat every nick and scratch as a potential major
medical problem. This was vividly brought home to us
by the experience of our friend Craig Porst in Taeiohai
Bay, on Nuka Hiva, in the Marquesas. Craig scratched
his foot aboard the Cal-46 on which he was crewing. He
thought nothing of it and went diving. Three days later
he was in the hospital, with a huge infected crater on the
top of his foot. For five days Craig had to stay in the hospital receiving massive doses of antibiotics, and having
his wound cleaned and drained daily by the doctor.
After Craig’s experience we were more careful. Topical antibiotic creams and powders such as Neosporin do
well for us. For any scratch, nick, or cut, no matter how
small, we clean the spot, apply the ointment, and stay
out of the water until it has healed. If going into the water
is essential, or if we can’t avoid getting wet in the dinghy, we rinse the sore place with fresh water, then clean
and reannoint it with Neosporin. Once an open sore
begins to look angry, soak it in a hot-water-and-chlorine-bleach solution. In Polynesia a local custom for
treating coral cuts and scratches is to apply lime juice
directly to the wound. It’s most important to keep salt
water off any open sore, as staph thrives in the sea. Take
The kids always found plenty of
especially good care of your lower legs and feet, as it’s
ways to stay fit aboard.
virtually impossible to keep them dry.
Another problem frequently found among those first cruising is constipation. The abrupt
change in diet and lack of fresh vegetables in some areas contribute to this problem. Mineral oil
was recommended to us by the French doctors in Atuona in the Marquesas. They had seen the
same problem aboard other yachts and among newly arrived French colonists. Increasing freshwater intake also helps.
The hot, humid tropical weather breeds tropical skin-fungus infections. A young Australian
doctor in the New Hebrides told us that the skin-fungus problem was the most common ailment
he saw among visiting Europeans. Carry along an antifungal cream. And for women and girls, a
“thrush” infection will very likely develop in the vaginal area. A periodic douche with vinegar and
water will keep it at bay; if it does develop, over-the-counter treatments are now available.
Remember, also, that your body’s liquid requirements are higher in hot climates, so drink lots
of water. If you wait to drink when you’re thirsty, you’re not drinking enough.
Another medical problem that may occur while cruising is fish poisoning (ciguatera). Always
check with the locals before eating your catch. Fish may be fine to eat in one area and poisonous
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in the next bay. Large pelagic fish caught offshore are generally not poisonous, but once in awhile
one will have a high level of toxin. Most fish-poisoning is cumulative. If after one or two meals of
a given fish you notice a slightly upset stomach, numb lips, and tingling limbs, don’t eat any more
of it.

Staying Fit
One of the problems with long passages is that you don’t get much exercise. Most of the days
are spent reading, watchkeeping, navigating, or doing minor chores. None of these give the body
much of a workout. On the other hand, when you do need to put your muscles and sinews to work
it’s usually for brief periods of heavy exertion, frequently with a bit of adrenaline flowing. As one
gets older this can become a problem, with pulls and strains the likely result.
When Steve and I first started cruising we didn’t exercise on a formal basis. But as time has
gone on we’ve found it necessary to do something to keep ourselves in shape. I like to do a series
of stretches every day and some isometric work, holding myself in place wherever is handy given
the sea conditions. Steve prefers to use his “Bullworker,” a compact spring-loaded device that
gives both leg and upper-body muscles a workout.
When we’re anchored, the natural activities of the day tend to keep us fit.

Seasickness
As much as we’d like to ignore the subject of seasickness we do need to address it. Sarah and I
have always had queasy stomachs. Steve and Elyse were just the opposite, that is until Steve had
malaria; since then he’s had a bit of the problem.
We typically find that the worst time for us is right after we leave and for a couple of days thereafter. As a result, we all take Bomine or the closest equivalent we can find the night before a passage and during the next couple of days.
I’ve tried the Scopalmine patches, but for me the side effects were too much hassle. I’ve also
tried the wrist bands without results, although both of these remedies work for some of our
friends. The key for us is never letting the seasickness get started. Once it starts, it is much more
difficult to control and/or get rid of.
We also carry suppositories in our medical kit in case someone gets really seasick and can’t
keep anything down (including seasickness remedies).
If you’ve got crewmembers aboard who are taking trips to the lee rail, be sure they drink plenty
of liquids to replenish the fluids lost while barfing.

Talking to Cruising Doctors
From time to time we’ve picked the brains of cruising doctors. What follows are a series of
notes on the subject which we’ve put together for our own use. They may be of help to you as well.
Before departure:
• Make your boat safe (boom preventers, no loose items to be thrown about, etc.)
• Take a first-aid course.
• Get physicals, and make sure immunizations are up-to-date.
• Talk to doctors about chronic medical conditions.
• Keep medical guides on board.
• Make up a complete medical kit to cover a wide variety of possible medical treatments
for injuries and illnesses.
• Learn how to use the radio for medical consultations.
• Take more than the amount you expect to need of prescribed drugs for any pre-existing
conditions.
• Obtain identification bracelets for allergies and medical problems from the following address:
Medic-Alert Foundation, PO Box 1009, Turlock, CA 95380, U.S.A.
Ship’s Medical Log:
• Record all injuries and illnesses, noting time and date. Describe what happened, likely
cause, actions or treatment taken. Record signs and symptoms on a day-by-day or hour-by hour
basis. Very important for future medical consultation.
• List expiration dates of drug inventory and keep track of supplies for restocking.
• Keep a page in the medical log for each person on board to record special medications,
allergies, pre-existing medical problems and normal vital signs for base-line reference (blood
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Foot sores are the most difficult to deal with
because they are so difficult to keep dry. Garbage
bags work wonders in the dinghy.
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pressure, pulse, temperature).
• Carefully screen health history of
prospective crew.
Medical Assistance in Foreign Countries and at Sea:
• Look for nurses and medical personnel. Even on the smallest of islands, the professionals usually have more training than
the sailor. Do not self-treat without consulting a trained doctor first, if at all possible.
• Expect to meet doctors among fellow
cruisers.
• In foreign countries, try to find a doctor who speaks your language, or have a
good interpreter. Ask through hotels, travel
agencies, consulates, marinas, etc.
• For major surgery or very serious
problems, try to reach sophisticated medical
facilities in developed countries.
Medical Radio Assistance
• SSB: Medical advice can be obtained
through the Marine Operator or U.S. Coast
Guard.
• Ham radio nets have a variety of resources for medical assistance ham-telephone patches, such as:
• Maritime Mobile & Seafarers Net:
Operates 24 hours a day, with control sta-

tions throughout the world on 14313kc.
• Manana Net: Operates out of the West Coast of the U.S., covering much of the Pacific
Ocean. Meets daily on 14340 kc at 1830 GMT.
• Pacific Maritime Mobile Net: Operates on the same frequency at 1530 GMT. Reaches
from the West Coast of the U.S. to Australia.
Medical Assistance Services
• Public Health Service Hospitals in the U.S. will accept calls from vessels at sea in order
to provide medical advice, via ham radio phone patch, or a Coastal Marine operator or the U.S.
Coast Guard on SSB radio. See The Ship’s Medicine Chest for calling instructions. May take
several hours to make contact.
• SSB Coastal radio stations and U.S. Coast Guard Stations link to CIRM, an international
medical advisory organization headquartered in Rome. Communication is sometimes slow.
• M*A*S*H Medical Advisory Systems, Inc. is a privately run hotline established to respond promptly to the emergency advice needs of vessels at sea and in foreign countries. Contact directly via SSB, VHF, or a toll-free number available for M*A*S*H members only. Also
linked with emergency evacuation services. Maintains computer records of individual medical
histories that can be retrieved by the doctor answering the call. Established primarily to service
merchant ships, but also promotes membership for private vessels. Can be obtained only
through the American Sailing Association or Boat Owners Association of the U.S. Addresses
follow:
• Medical Advisory Systems, Box 193, Pennsylvania Avenue Ext., Owings, MD 20736,
U.S.A. (301- 885-8070)
• American Sailing Association, 13922 Marquesas Way, Marina del Rey, CA 90292 U.S.A.
(310-822-7171)
• Boat Owners Association of the U.S., Washington National Headquarters, 880 Picket
Street, Alexandria, VA 22304 U.S.A. (703-823-9550)
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• Manana Net (see above) refers offshore cruisers requiring medical advice to the emergency room of the Memorial Medical Center of Long Beach, California. They accept calls via
ham patch and can usually have a physician respond promptly. (310-595-2133)
• International SOS arranges medical referrals and evacuation throughout the world.
Works like insurance — should emergency medical transport be required, expenses are covered.
Also gives medical advice over the phone and provides a wallet-sized card containing all your
medical records. P.O. Box 11568, Philadelphia, PA 19116 U.S.A. (800-523-8930)
• Nationwide/Worldwide Emergency Ambulance Return, or NEAR, can arrange evacuation of medical emergencies to the nearest sophisticated facility or gack to the U.S., with appropriate medical attendants if necessary. 1900 North MacArthur Blvd., Ste 210, Oklahoma City,
OK 73127 U.S.A.( 800-654-6700)
• Intermedic provides a directory of English-speaking physicians in major cities throughout the world who have agreed to consult at a reasonable pre-set fee. May also provide information on immunization requirements and a personal-medical-data recording book. 777 Third
Ave., NY, NY 10017 U.S.A. (212- 486-8974)
• International Association for Medical Assistance to Travelers, or IAMIT, is a nonprofit
organization providing information on immunization, risk chart, and English-speaking physicians in 120 countries. 736 Center St., Lewiston, NY 14092 U.S.A. (716- 754-4883)
• Assist Card: An emergency message service in 67 designated countries that can dispatch
local medical help and arrange transportation. 745 Fifth Ave. NY, NY 10022 U.S.A.
(212-752-2788)
• Health Care Abroad: Accident and illness insurance for specific coverage of listed and
outlined events. 923 Investment Building, 1511 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20006 U.S.A.
(800-336-3310)
Vaccinations:
• Make sure your immunizations are up-to-date. Be especially careful to keep up-to-date
records for children on board.
• Get tetanus boosters periodically.
• A list of countries requiring additional vaccines is available in Health Information for International Travel, HHS Publication (CDC) 83-8280. Obtain at: The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C., 20402. U.S.A. Cost: $4.00.
• The most common diseases requiring vaccination for the traveler are: hepatitis a, cholera,
typhoid, yellow fever, rabies, meningococeal, plague.
• Take prophylactic treatment when traveling in known malaria regions.
• Health Hints for the Tropics is available for $2.00 from: Dr. Colvin L. Gibson, 3307
Harrell St., Whaton, MD 20906 U.S.A.
In summary:
Follow an orderly, methodical pattern for medical problem solving, treatment and planning.
• Gathering Data: Find out all the information that led up to the problems and all the
symptoms and any other physical changes. Examine the affected part of the body and find out
if the person has had any trouble like this before. Check the patient’s drug allergies, and record
all assessment findings logged on a day-to-day basis.
• Assessing: Spend time assessing data collected. Thoroughly research medical books, especially the chapters relevant to the particular problem. Question the patient for symptoms mentioned in the book but not volunteered at first by patient. Significant minor symptoms may go
unnoticed when another symptom is dominating the scene.
• Treatment Planning: If properly prepared, and using all the resources available, an intelligent intervention can by formulated.
• Implement Treatment Plan: Follow the guidelines outlined in your medical references
and by medical advisers. Keep a log of treatments, especially the stopping and starting of drugs
and their effects.
• Evaluation: Evaluate and re-evaluate the effectiveness of your treatment and the
progress of the problem.
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CRUISING
DIVERSIONS
A discussion of diversions or
hobbies in the context of bluewater cruising may seem like a
non sequitur, however, hobbies
can provide a vital catalyst to
make life afloat more enjoyable
and fulfilling. Many hobbies
can even generate a positive
cash flow if conducted properly.

Skin Diving
Skin diving will top most
lists. Not only are the wonders
below opened up, but there are
One of the advantages of spending lots of time in the water
practical aspects as well.
is
shown above. This cruiser, who shall remain nameless, was
To begin with, knowledge of
able to discard his swim fins toward the middle of his second
basic water safety is a must.
circumnavigation. Note the build-up of tissue between the
Then there are a few rules to
second and third toes.This provides the person with tremenadopt, as with all water sports.
dous extra forward thrust when swimming. (Although he
First, we ask the locals if there
does lose the ability to pick up peanuts and raisins from the
cockpit sole with his toes.) At the present time scientists are
are any problems with swimstudying this phenomenon but as yet have not come to any
ming (sharks). Only once have
definitive conclusions. They claim the statistical sampling base
we been advised to stay dry (off
is presently too small, and until there are additional cruisers
a very alluring island near
with more than a single circumnavigation to study, modern
Espiritu Santo in the New
science may just remain in the dark about this.
Hebrides). Next, for good measure, we try to swim with a minimum of fuss, making clean entries and exits. Big, splashy dives are out. They attract the curious
toothy critters below. We like someone on deck, in a dinghy, or on shore to keep an eye on those
in the water and their surroundings.
Skin diving can be a must for checking anchors in some conditions. Especially in coral-laden
waters you’ll want to dive down to check how the anchor is buried and to be sure the chain and
anchor are clear of coral heads. By cleaning the hull, prop, and zincs on a periodic basis you can
put off the point of having to haul. We’ve always made a habit of snorkeling around the prop and
zincs to polish them before every passage. It makes a big difference in their efficiency.
Snorkeling gear doesn’t require a big investment for warm waters. A good-quality mask (with
spare strap), snorkel, and a set of fins will start you out. The fins should be heavy-duty with reinforcing ribs. The non-ribbed fins won’t transmit the power of your legs adequately to the water.
Next, a pair of gloves and rubber booties will come in handy to protect the extremities.
If you plan on doing much cold-water cruising, consider having a wetsuit aboard. If it’s necessary to unfoul a sheet, anchor rode, or lobster pot from your prop or rudder, a wetsuit will be
required. One of the problems with wetsuits (for us, anyway) is that they rarely see action. As a
result, the zippers upon which they depend for closure become sticky and corroded. Keep them
well lubricated even if the suit is never worn. You may need a weight belt to overcome the buoyancy of the wetsuit.

Scuba Diving
Any serious cruiser should have aboard and know how to use scuba gear. For clearing fouled
anchors, changing props, and recovering articles lost overboard, it’s essential. Formal instruction
is a must. Scuba diving is safe and opens up fantastic horizons beneath the sea, but it can also lead
to fatal accidents. Having the right gear, knowing the safe way to use it, and being prepared for
underwater emergencies are all part of the training. From a practical standpoint, scuba certification is required to get your tanks filled just about everywhere in the world.
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When we were preparing for our
first long cruise on Intermezzo,
Steve decided to get certified. He felt
that from an anchor-recovery standpoint alone it would be worthwhile.
For four weeks he went through the
usual classroom and freshwater pool
preliminaries. Then it was time for
the final ocean dive. Business commitments forced him to miss the
class dive so he arranged for his
instructor to go out one afternoon
aboard Intermezzo. Donning wetsuit, weights, tank, and other paraphernalia, he was hesitant at first
about the big plunge. But he found
that the standard backwards dive of
scuba practitioners worked fine
from the caprail of Intermezzo. The
instructor, Ron, took him through
the motions of what he had practiced
in class: purging the mouthpiece
and mask, buddy breathing, free
ascents. Then it was time to explore.
Looking under a big rock, he discovered a 7-pound (3.2kg) lobster. It
was hooked — and so was he.
Two of the problems with scuba
gear to be faced on a small yacht is
how much to carry and where to
stow it. The basic gear is compact
Sarah, her friend Kristin Sandvik, and some French budexcept for the tanks, which is where
dies about to go for a dive in the Tuamotus.
the problem comes in. A single tank
has around an hour of usable air in
shallow water. If you intend to use it for maintenance alone, then one tank is enough. That’s how
we started out. But as you get more involved in the sport, you may want more tanks. Many people
stow them on deck, usually tied to the pushpit. That works fine in port, but offshore, tanks are
much safer below.
Next comes replenishment of air. If you’re an occasional diver you’ll be able to get air in most
of the cruising spots you visit. A surprising number of yachts today have air compressors aboard;
if you get into diving seriously, consider installing one. Some models on the market are extremely
compact. There’s probably more fun to be had with your own compressor than just about any
other piece of gear.
For us, one of the highlights of cruising is wreck diving. With the mobility provided by your
own dive platform, it’s possible to dive in out-of-the-way spots that other divers only dream
about. And fortunately, there are a lot of wrecks in and around the best cruising grounds. The
Melanesian islands are an example. Scattered throughout New Hebrides (Vanuatu), the
Solomons, and New Guinea are literally thousands of wrecked ships and aircraft from World War
II. Each is a new and thrilling experience. Many are located in shallow water, so “bottom time”
isn’t a problem.

Spearfishing
Spearfishing is good sport, keeps the cost of cruising down, and fills the tummy with delicious
fresh fish. As we’ve already mentioned, in most tropical waters one has to keep an eye on cigatura
poisoning. The best thing here is to ask the locals which fish are usually safe for consumption and
to eat only the smaller members of those species.
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Our dinghy was frequently used by locals for catching dinner. Here Steve and some Polynesian friends bring dinner up from the lagoon and quickly get it into the dinghy (before any
sharks get too inquisitive).

Spearfishing gear can range from a simple elastic-powered “Hawaiian sling” to one of the
pneumatic high-powered sport guns. We always have at least a sling aboard for the small fish. We
also like to have a lobster hook aboard. This is a fiberglass rod, 3 feet (0.9 m) long, with a large
hook seized to the end. When a lobster is found hiding in his hole, the rod/hook combination can
be slipped under his belly and then jerked forward. He would sense your hand and move back into
the crevice, while the inanimate hook gives no warning.
When spearfishing, most cruisers prefer to
bring each fish to the surface and deposit it in the
dinghy before going down for the next shot. This
reduces the chances of attracting competitors.
Before we leave the subject of diving in general,
a word about sharks is called for. Sharks get a lot
of press, but few bites. I personally know of only
one person who has ever had a problem, and he
provoked it. There are many theories about how to
improve the odds with sharks. In addition to those
suggestions already mentioned, some experts
advise against swimming at dusk and dawn, tradiWhile all sharks should be treated with
tional feeding times. Blood attracts sharks, so if
respect, not all of them are dangerous. This
you’ve cut yourself while diving it’s best to get
whale shark strains plankton and krill from
back into the dinghy as soon as possible.
the water with its baleen.
Other experts suggest you carry a bang stick
aboard. This device uses an explosive-headed
shell at the end of a fiberglass rod. When poked at
an offending shark, it explodes on impact, killing
the shark. We keep one aboard in case it’s necessary to go over the side in a shark-infested area.
A good friend of ours is a professional diver on
the Australian barrier reef. We asked John about
bang sticks, and he said he felt they were worthless. Of the several associates he knew who had
been attacked, not one of them had seen the shark
beforehand. Others feel that a situation that isn’t
We met this inquisitive crocodile while
dangerous can be misread and escalated by the
anchored off Thursday Island in the Torres
Straights, just Nor th of Australia. He
improper use of a bang stick. Sharks get hungry at
appeared to be roughly the same length as
the scent of blood — even if it’s shark blood. After
our dinghy (12 feet / 3.7 meters)!
weighing the data, we still carry ours aboard.
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Swimming Offshore
The time will come on a passage when the water is flat calm, the sun is bearing down, and a cool
dip in the ocean looks inviting. If the concept of immersing yourself in a 10,000-foot-deep
(3,047m) pool doesn’t bother you, an offshore swim can be very refreshing.
Offshore swimming poses a few safety concerns. First, it’s safer not to swim at the edges of a
major current (like the Gulf Stream), where large predators sometimes like to feed. Second, as
already mentioned, avoid swimming during dusk and dawn hours. Next, be sure that your boat is
really stopped. You will be surprised how difficult it is to keep up with a drifting sailboat barely
making steerageway. I like to be certain that a puff of wind isn’t going to get the boat moving
again. This means dropping sails. Last, have a trailing line in the water, knotted every 3 feet (0.9
m), to pull yourself back aboard just in case the boat does start to move. And be sure you have an
easy way of getting back aboard once you reach the boat!

Swimming Onshore
There are a few special precautions for beach swimming in warm climates. One must deal with
stone and/or lion fish. These fellows like to lie buried in sand or camouflaged near rocks, with
their poisonous spines sticking out. Step on one and your whole day (maybe even the entire
month) is ruined. The same applies to sting rays, so to avoid this possibility, we’ve always worn
reef shoes when wading out from shore and when jumping out of a dinghy when coming ashore.
Just to add a final bit of caution, we should mention the salt-water crocodiles of Melanesia and
northern Australia. These creatures get to be 20 or more feet (6.1 m) long, are extremely agile, and
run like the devil on land (for short distances).
In New Guinea they lose several of the local people each year to crocodiles. (The last year we
were there, the score was sharks 1, crocs 6). Crocodiles typically stalk their prey for several days
and are usually found in and around mangrove swamps. Once they’re over 8 or 10 feet (2.4 m or
3.1 m) they lose any fear of man. When in crocodile country, keep an eye out for tracks on land,
and ask the locals about any nearby sightings.
Having discussed sharks, poisonous fish, crocodiles, and staph infection, you must think
nobody ever goes for a swim. Not so. We and all our friends swim almost every day in the tropics.
It simply pays to keep your eyes open.

The previous photo of the saltwater crocodile swimming by Intermezzo, and this one (above)
of a croc taking an afternoon nap are meant to instill respect for these creatures. Once they
have reached a length of 10 feet (3 m), they will attack just about anything that looks good to
eat — including cruisers. In crocodile-infested areas, take care when and where you swim.
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Jim Schmidt showing off for the locals (above) on the northeast corner of Papua New Guinea.

Water-Skiing
The topic of water-skiing
may seem a bit out of place in
a book on cruising, but hear
us out. Once you have a planing inflatable it’s only a small
step up to the real fun. Today,
there
are
2 0 -t o 25-horsepower engines on
the market that weigh under
100 pounds (45.4 kg). The
weight is low enough to be
readily handled with the aid
of a halyard, and most cockpit
lockers will store one of these
engines with ease. Aside from
turning the inflatable into a
really versatile conveyance
by means of their very high
speeds, they make the sport of
skiing possible.
If you haven’t skied over
the flashing colors of coral, in
ex q u i s i t e l a g o o n s , y o u
haven’t skied.
Water-skiing with a 20-to25-horsepower engine, you
say? Impossible! That’s
what I used to think until that
fateful day in Bora Bora.
That’s when we met Julie and
Bayard Auchincloss. Aboard
their Westsail 42, Aminidab,
they carried a newly purc h a s e d 1 0 -f o o t ( 3 . 0 5 m )
Zodiac, equipped with a

At the other
extreme of latitude
and temperature is
S a ra h s k i i n g i n
Alaska, and, yes,
those are icebergs
in the background.
This started off as a
photo opportunity.
Sarah and Steve
were going to don
wetsuits for a ski.
Then
S a ra h
decided
she
wanted to do it
without thermal
augmentation.
Steve wisely concluded that in spite
of his considerable
“natural” thermal
insulation, he
would become the
official photographer to record this
ride for posterity.
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20-horsepower Mercury outboard. When asked if I would like to go skiing I was a bit skeptical,
but then I’ll try anything once.
Bayard came around the next morning with a pair of normal skis, the right one of which could
be used as a slalom. I climbed down Intermezzo’s ladder as Bayard paid out the tow rope. With
both skis firmly in place I prepared to be dragged all over the harbor. I never really expected to see
my 180 pounds (81.7 kg) on top of the water that day.
“Ready?” Bayard called.
“Hit it!” was my reply in the vernacular of earlier, higher-powered skiing days.
As the little Zodiac and Mercury fought against my drag, it felt hopeless. Then, right at the last
moment, I popped up and was off. The velocity over the water wasn’t much to brag about, maybe
18 knots, but I was skiing. As I developed a feel for the tow boat I began to experiment. Cutting
across the wake I found that I could almost stop the boat with a sharp turn. But when I reached the
end of my arc, the Zodiac would accelerate at a tremendous rate, picking up line before it had a
chance to lose its tension.
Before long I’d dropped the left ski and was slaloming. Again I found that I could cut sharply
without having to “eat” line and could get some halfway decent wake jumps. The skiing was as
exhilarating as it was surprising.
The key factor was the inflatable’s ability to accelerate out of the cuts. Even though towing
directly behind the boat was a bit of a bore due to the slow speed, the rest of your skiing repetoire
could be carried out with alacrity.
The key to the drag start with the small engines is a combination of the largest skis you can find
(usually 68- to 70-inch/167cm to 172 cm doubles) to help the motor pull you up. Leaning forward
and keeping the tips of the skis pressed down reduces drag. After 10 or 15 seconds the outboard
will reach a point beyond which it can’t accelerate past. You then give a heave with your arms —
and you’re on top.
Of course, the lighter the skier, the easier the drag-start. Where I can pop right up, Steve has to
work at it.
This past summer Steve figured a way of drag-starting with a slalom ski. First, he made a
split-handled tow rope with a long bridle. The front end of the ski is held in the bridle. Then it’s
basically the same technique as with two skis. Hang on until the engine is at max speed and pull
yourself up. It’s really something to see a 185-pound (84 kg) grown-up slalom skiing with a
20-horsepower motor!
As we cruised we ran again and again into cruisers who had turned their inflatables into
high-speed transport and ski boats. One thing they had in common was a small motor for ease of
handling, usually a 6 horsepower. The larger motor was kept stored for special occasions.

Shell Collecting
Shell collecting, (or “conchology,” as it’s known among the literary set) takes various forms.
Most cruisers are like ourselves, content to look at interesting shapes and colors. Others are more
serious and go to great lengths to identify and classify their finds. Occasionally something new
comes along as a special reward.
Actually, finding shells in good condition is a special art. They must be found alive, for if the
mollusk inside has died, chances are its shell will have become badly scratched and faded. In
order to survive, mollusks become specialists in camouflage. That’s where the problem arises.
Those beautiful cowry shells are very ordinary-looking when their covering mantles are in place.
When snorkeling, you can usually find cone shells by their sand trails. When time comes to hide
for awhile, they’ll burrow into the sand. Where the trail ends you’ll find your cone. Some cones
are poisonous. To avoid the stingers, always pick them up by their fat end.
Other shells can be found under rocks and in crevices. During daylight hours, turning over
rocks when diving or reef-walking will sometimes yield results. Be sure to turn the rock back to
its original position when you’re finished, so the little critters using it to hide under will once again
have their home.
Given that mollusks are generally nocturnal, the best results will be had either diving or
reef-walking at night. A high-powered pressure (Coleman-type) kerosene lantern works best for
reef-walking. Your forays should be timed to coincide with a rising tide and little or no moon.
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Plastic reef shoes sold in most cruising spots are really a necessity. Keep a wary eye on the surf.
You may be working in an area that seems calm for the moment, but a larger set of waves may be
on its way in.
While looking for shells on the reef, keep an eye out for lobster as well. They have the same
sleeping habits as the mollusks, and if you get your conditions right, you may have a dozen tasty
tails for the freezer before the night is over!
Once live shells have been acquired, the difficult part begins. The inhabitant of that beautifully
colored shell has to be removed, along with all its remains.
It’s not an easy task. Decaying mollusk meat is like other rotten meat -- it stinks! Time, or lack
thereof, can also cause problems. It’s best to get the job done quickly. Ashore, the easiest method
we’ve found is to put the shell on an ant hill. The ants make short work of the meat, leaving a clean,
deodorized shell in their wake. But this sometimes takes several weeks. Maggots will also do a
good job, but again, time poses a problem.
Aboard, the best approach is one taught to us by some Marquesan friends: A fishhook is set into
the meat of the mollusk. Then it’s hung until the shell drops free of the creature. That done, the
shell is boiled and left hanging over the side in a mesh bag for a final cleaning.
We get rid of inhabitants of small shells by boiling, or by placing them in alcohol and leaving
them over the side for several weeks.
From all this information you probably think you’re being addressed by authoritative conchologists. Nothing could be further from the truth. With the exception of two beautiful spiny Murex
shells we discovered under our stern in the Solomons, most of our really good shells have come
from trading with local kids, the real shell-finding experts. This system has the added advantage
of delivering relatively clean shells as well.
A word to the wise: Always immerse in water shells that have been ashore, or that you’ve traded
for or bought. Then, after drying, give them a good dose of cockroach spray. The dark spirals
inside a shell are a favorite hiding place for roaches.

Photography
Cruising photography is a specialized hobby. It requires a different approach to composition,
film, equipment, and maintenance than that which is successful ashore.
A photographic record, whether in snapshot form or slides, is one of the best ways of recapturing the pleasure of past cruises. Slide-show presentations, writing for magazines, or a possible
book at some point will need this form of material.
Cruisers often start without keeping a good photographic record of their journeys. Then they
realize how much it may mean to them later on, or the yen to do some writing begins to take hold.
At this point, a portion of the travels and experiences has been lost. I speak from experience, for
when we started our serious cruising it took a major act of willpower to use a camera for pleasure.
It wasn’t until we’d been out our first six months that we realized what was missing on film could
never be recaptured.
The type of equipment necessary will vary with your ambitions and propensity towards photographic work. The first decision to be made is whether to work in slide format or from prints.
Slides have an advantage in that they are usable for magazine work, being the preferred medium
of art directors everywhere, and can be used for slide presentations to large audiences. But they
have to be carefully shot, and the exposure setting is more critical than with negatives. Prints are
more convenient and easier to use, but have little value commercially.
Equipment can range from the Instamatic-style camera in a 110-size negative to the 2 1/4-inch
(57.2mm) format of a Rollex or Hassalblad. Most cruisers and many professionals will use the
35mm negative as a good compromise between quality and utility. The 110 film is strictly for
snapshots, although they can be shot in slides and projected. The small negative size makes any
form of reproduction grainy.
There are so many camera systems on the market that specific recommendations are impossible. The growth of the 35mm single lense reflex (SLR) market has meant that the cost of modern
camera systems, with fantastic automatic features, is very modest. Starting from scratch, an automatic camera with manual override would be the best bet. This allows you to concentrate on composition and focus, and work rapidly, something that’s very important when shooting local
people. On the other hand, buying used high-quality gear without all the bells and whistles can be
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very rewarding. A lot of good photos have been taken with manually operated cameras, even
without built-in light meters.
We have several different cameras aboard; that way we have a backup if there is a problem. Normally, we load one camera with black-and-white film (for book photos) and the other with slide
film. If we’re planning an excursion ashore that promises some good material, we may load both
cameras with slide film and put different lenses on each.
After the basic camera selection comes a decision on lenses. A good-quality 50- to 55mm lens
is best for all-around work. I’d also recommend looking at a 35- to 80mm zoom. It’s wide enough
for panoramic work and long enough for portraits or close-ups. The versatility is very helpful in
composing slides. There are two negatives to zooms. They all lose some quality compared to
fixed-focal-length lenses. Next, it’s another operation in the picture-taking cycle, and when
you’re working with people, the few seconds it takes to adjust the zoom may cost you the shot.
Professionals rarely use zoom lenses. A 35mm wide-angle lens is necessary to make the most of
interior, close-up street, and panoramic scenes. Then I’d look to a 100mm portrait lens for catching full-frame shots of faces, the most interesting of all photographic subjects.
No cruiser should be without a polarizing filter. This little wonder works the same as polaroid
sunglasses, except that it’s adjustable. It rotates so that the filter can be kept in the proper perspective regardless of the lens setting or way the camera is held. The polarizing filter reduces glare
from the sun off the water and improves the color and contrast of your subject. On board, with all
the waterborne glare, it makes an enormous difference. Glare also makes a large lens hood a desirable, inexpensive accessory.
In choosing a flash gun, think about a large, high-powered unit. The small flashes work well
close in and for filling in dark shadows on faces, but they don’t have the versatility of the
high-powered electronic units now available. These make it possible to illuminate more of an
overall scene at night and are helpful in capturing sailing shots aboard in the evening. (Water
absorbs light rapidly, and to have it show up at night takes the most powerful of flash guns.)
The camera kit should include a supply of lens tissue, cleaning fluid, air brush, and moistureabsorbing desiccant.
No discussion of cruising camera gear would be complete without reference to submersible
cameras. Being able to take a camera on deck when the spray is flying will make some dramatic
shots possible. Going ashore on a rough day, or even shooting underwater, adds greatly to the
potential of your photography. The best-known underwater camera is the Nikonos by Nikon.
Good even at substantial underwater depths, it’s a rugged, easily used product. The older-model
Nikonos I and II cameras can be purchased used at very modest prices. The new Nikonos system,
with automatic shutter adjustment, is a versatile, appealing system. Another way to go is with one
of the 35mm-format cameras that are submersible to shallow depths. Then there are the camera
“bags” made by Ewa. These allow the photographer to encase his camera in a watertight bag, with
a clear lens section. The camera adjustments are worked by placing the hand into a molded glove.
They do the job but are cumbersome and slow to use.
Polaroid cameras have little direct value in keeping a photographic record. You can’t reproduce
the shots; they’re not permanent in the long run, and the film is expensive. On the other hand, an
inexpensive Polaroid is one of the best ice-breakers in primitive areas. In many parts of the world
an instantly developed picture is close to a miracle.
The care and maintenance of gear and film depends upon the outside environment. If the
weather is hot and humid, special attention must be given to film and camera stowage. There are
two problems. The first is mold or fungus. This can start to grow on lenses, usually beginning at
the edges. Aside from a professional annual cleaning, the best thing to do is keep camera gear in
a sealed container with silica gel to absorb moisture. We keep ours in an aluminum camera case
with a built in rubber “O” ring.
Film should be stored in as cool a place as possible. If you have refrigeration, the fridge side
will do nicely. Be especially careful with exposed film, as it seems to be more sensitive. Hull lockers, and those spots that are directly under the deckhead should be avoided for storage. Negatives
and slides also need to be kept sealed. I’ve found that keeping ours in war-surplus ammunition
boxes with rubber seals works well.
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Developing film is a specialized business. If you’re abroad and shooting Kodachrome slides,
for best results, the undeveloped slides should be returned to the States directly to Kodak. That’s
what the pros do.We’ve also had very good luck with Fujichrome. This can sometimes be processed in smaller countries. Print work is pretty much automated the world over and isn’t as critical. But from experience we’ve learned to put in an initial roll to check the local work before
trusting developers with a large inventory.
Processing aboard is another option. If you’re into photography as a serious hobby, it’s worth
considering. The materials to develop raw film and then make prints are compact. Aside from the
cost and time advantages, it’s a wonderful way to make presents and pay back people you meet
for their hospitality. If a Polaroid has an ice-breaking impact, imagine the effect of a handful of 8
inches x 10 inches (203 mm x 254 mm) blow-ups!
Photographic technique when cruising is somewhat different. When we started on our first long
cruise, we made a habit of sending film to Steve’s dad to have developed and critiqued. Since he’s
been doing fine work for many decades, I couldn’t think of a better teacher. He constantly came
back with the same comment: We weren’t getting close enough to the subject matter. What’s usually of interest is people and close-in landscape or scenery. The difficulty is understanding that
what seems close to the eye in the camera’s viewfinder may be just a dot on the negative. The camera literally has to be as close to the subject’s face as possible. If you’re a little reticent, you’ll
waste some good shots. The same is true with landscapes or general-interest material. The negative should be filled with detail.
Shooting local populations involves some special techniques. The first is to decide on protocol.
Although we’re rarely refused a request to shoot, spontaneity — one of the keys to good photography — is lost if you have to ask beforehand. On the other hand, there are parts of the world
where taking an unauthorized photo is a grave offense.
It’s the older folks, usually, who are the most camera-shy. Our first island in the Solomon group
had a fantastic arrangement of colors, shadows, villages, and interesting people. Conducted on a
tour of the main village by a local young man, I spied a beautiful old woman. She had a classic
face, with soulful dark eyes. Her carriage was regal, but her crowning glory was an exquisite array
of ancient tatoos. I made the mistake of asking permission, and, while everyone else we had met
had been cooperative, she wanted no part of this white man’s magic. It was an irreplaceable shot
that has to remain locked in my memory. If I ever get another chance, I won’t ask.
One of the keys to working with locals (when it’s permissible) is speed. If you have to check
your lens setting with the light meter, adjust focus, compose, and then shoot, the shot will be gone.
The lens has to be preset, and if the F/stop is closed down enough, hopefully the focus will be set
as well. That way you can aim and shoot. The minute the camera comes up and is pointed, the
subject ceases to be natural. This is where automatic cameras can be a boon.
Another approach is to use a vertical viewfinder, so the camera can be held at waist height and
the photographer looks down to see his subject. But the best device I’ve seen is a right-angle viewfinder that allows your eye to be pointed 90 degrees away from the subject.
Light is the key to all photos. Our experience is that the lower and the more behind you the sun
is, the better the shot will be. Photos taken when the sun is high, or looking at an angle towards the
sun, are usually washed out and devoid of color or contrast.
Photographing dark-skinned people requires shady conditions. In bright sunlight a dark face
will be lost in shadow unless a full flash is used.
The most difficult thing to do with a camera is make a rough day at sea look as bad as it really
is. We’ve taken shots of absolutely raging seas only to have them turn out looking like a Force 4.
The experts advise a long lens and a frame of reference. To catch a sea rearing up behind the vessel, shooting from the bow aft, with a 200mm lens, should be ideal. How you keep the 200mm
lens dry under these circumstances is another question.
Professionals will frequently shoot half-a-dozen rolls of film to get one really good shot. This
isn’t practical for most of us, but planning shots, deciding what it is you really want to capture on
film, and then concentrating on the photo, helps quality enormously. We make a habit of “bracketing” all shots. Shoot directly on what the meter says, then one F/stop higher and lower.
If you’re working toward a slide presentation, look for sequential material. The slides can be
run quickly, on a sunset for example, to give a feeling of motion.
Last, when shooting for magazines, try working with a vertical format, or with the camera at
right angles. It’s easier for the magazines to fit in shots from this perspective.
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At some point you are going to think about a videotape record of your cruising. Video has the
ability to bring to life scenes that simply cannot be captured with still film. But video brings with
it a level of cost and complexity with which you may not want to deal.
Steve and I started using video gear in the early 1980s. We had purchased a VCR and tuner
used, and for $100 the fellow from whom we purchased the unit tossed in a camera. The camera
saw no use at all until one day, while we were sailing toward Panama in strong trades, Steve
brought it on deck. When the family viewed the footage we were all hooked. From then on Elyse,
Sarah, Steve, and I all took turns shooting.
At the time we had no thought of anything besides a record for ourselves and family. But that
early footage, and lots that have followed, has been turned into a series of videos that we’ve sold
through marine and book stores.
In a continually changing technical environment, here’s what we’ve learned to date.

Camera Gear
The Hi-8 format is technically superior to anything else currently available on the consumer
market. The ideal Hi-8 camera will have a wind-noise-suppression button, a slow power zoom
(about eight to one is as much as you can use on a boat), optical image stabilization (digital costs
you quality), and hopefully some form of moisture resistance. If the camera itself is not waterresistant, you can typically find a protective case for less than $250. Some form of portable light
source will come in handy.

Batteries
Video batteries should be of the best quality, longest life you can purchase. You will want at
least one spare battery. If your batteries have an indicator light for state of charge, that is helpful,
too.
Twelve-volt chargers are available for video batteries. They are much more convenient to use
then an inverter.

Videotape
Videotape quality varies. Purchase the best-quality professional tape, and ask about drop-out
problems. (Videotapes occasionally lose magnetic particles in the surface, which causes blank
spots in the image displayed on the the television monitor.) Some tapes have more difficulty than
others. The tapes will be sealed. Keep them sealed until you are ready to use them. Tapes should
be stored vertically. Never store them lying down. Once shot, keep them in a sealed air-tight container.
Before using a new tape, run it back and forth twice with the fast-forward/rewind control. This
helps remove any loose magnetic particles, which reduces the drop-out problem later on.
The less you use the tape after shooting, the better it will maintain its quality. Every time you
view the tape, some data will be lost. If you want to use the tape for commercial purposes you
should make a copy of the tape, and view that.
Finally, resist the temptation to purchase long-play tapes. Tape that is longer than 60 minutes is
typically made from thinner stock and does not stand up to the editing process as well as the
shorter, thicker material.

Camera Work
The best way to learn to use a video camera is to shoot tape and then come back and edit it down
to a story. During the editing process you will quickly discover camera angles that could be
improved, if your pans are too fast or too slow, and how a zoom should be used.
We’ve learned a few basic rules. First, never use the first or last minute of the videotape, as this
is the area where there is the highest probability of tape-quality problems.
Next, have the camera rolling for 5 seconds before and after the scene you want to capture. This
allows the tape transport mechanism to come up to speed and also provides some editing space
later on.
When shooting keep the horizon level, and try to minimize camera movement. Even tiny bobbles with your body will look like big moves on the TV screen.
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We have found the zoom lens almost impossible to use aboard. The more you zoom in, the more
the video image will jump around with any camera movement. If you zoom while ashore, do so
at a controlled, slow rate.
Video lighting issues are similar to those of still photography, except that the video will function in much lower light levels than a still camera.

The Story Board
You will quickly find that video shot on a random basis is very difficult to edit into a comprehensible product. Your life will be easier if you work out an outline before you decide how you
would like the story you are working on to be told. Steve and I make an outline and then check off
the shots as we get them on tape.

Tape is Cheap
When you start to edit, you will find there are holes in your material. Shots will not have the
right content, or will have camera bobbles right in the middle of a scene. With an hour of highquality tape costing less than $12 (when bought in quantity), you can afford to shoot a bit extra to
make sure you have what you need the first time around.

Vary Your Shots
A single long shot quickly becomes boring, so you will want to vary your camera angles. Say
you want to show the hoisting of your mainsail as you prepare to start a passage. The first shot
might be taken from the stern, looking forward at the crewmember hoisting the mainsail. The shot
would be framed so all of the crew’s body, and the head of the sail as it starts up the mast, are in
the viewfinder.
On the next shot you would move in closer, perhaps now from the bow shooting aft, and focus
on the winch showing the halyard being cranked up along with the winch handle and crewmembers hands. Then you would take a shot of the sail going up the mast.
If it was a calm day you might try for a partial zoom shot of the mainsail head just as it came to
the masthead. Finally, you would want to have an overall shot of the boat with the sail hoisted.
These four or five shots would end up cut to maybe 3 seconds each. But instead of one visually
boring 15-second-long image, you tell the story in a series of fast moving cuts - much more interesting.

Shoot the Cruising Lifestyle
Most video seems to end up being taken of the boat sailing. It is interesting, of course, but what
really makes a video appealing are shots of people and the details of living aboard or ashore. Just
about any event is interesting at least once. It could be a maintenance project, cooking, navigation, writing up the log, catching a fish, changing sails, or docking.
Shooting detail is easy (especially if you are working from a storyboard or outline). Take dinner
— you might start with an overall view of the saloon, then pan to the cook, and pick up some comments about what’s for dinner. A series of detail shots would then follow of the dinner-making
process - close-ups of hands working, stove flame, items boiling or frying, etc. The same type of
detail we discussed above for hoisting the main works below as well. Of course, the same applies
when you go ashore.

Establishing Shots of the Boat
The hardest thing is to get good shots of the boat that show you under sail, powering, or at
anchor.
If it is calm, at-anchor shots can be taken from the dink. But good video of sailing or powering
needs a relatively stable platform. We usually look for someone with whom we can trade cameras.
They shoot us, and we shoot them.
If you take this approach, it is a good idea to discuss in detail what sort of shots you want. A
written checklist is even better.

On-Board Sailing Video
There are not that many camera angles on the deck of a sailing vessel. If you’ve watched one of
our videos or someone else’s, you will see that at the most there are a dozen basic shots you can
take. Still, with weather conditions varying so much, coupled with changes in lighting, these
same shots over and over can still be interesting. The conditions under which you can shoot will,
of course, be limited by the tolerance of your camera for spray.
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Here’s a list of the shots we typically take on deck.
Rig: steady shots and pans showing the base of main and jib, up the leech of the main and leech
of the jib, up the luffs off both sails. If a spinnaker is set, pan from top down and bottom up.
Astern: straight down, panning to the full wake astern. Down windward and lee sides, looking
aft with camera held parallel to topsides.
From cockpit: looking aft, to windward, and to leeward. Looking forward. On the leeward deck
shooting forward and aft as well as across the sea. Same from windward side.
From amidships: shooting under the boom showing water rushing past, looking aft, and forward.
From mainmast: shooting up, aft, forward, and under the boom.
From bow: shooting to leeward and aft, framing the whole boat, and to windward. Shots of lee
and weather bow waves from just behind bow and from pulpit looking down. Camera can be held
at arm’s length off the hull in some of these shots.

Audio
You will be surprised to learn that the audio track is as important as the video. It comprises three
basic elements. First there is ambient sound which is made up of wind, wave and voices. In the
editing process this can be mixed with narration, and finally you may want to think about a music
track.
It is much easier to get narration on tape when you are shooting the original material than it is
to come back and add it later. The sound quality will be unique. The mixture of ambient background and human voices usually has a quality that a narration laid down later simple can’t match.
Of course, you need to be able to hear the person above the background sound, so the speaker
needs to be close to the microphone and be speaking loudly!
Mixing in background music when shooting inside or on deck can also be very effective.

Local Music
One of the most effective ways you can add a music track to your sound mix is to use local musicians. It may be a couple of boys from the village working on your guitar with some spoons and
a pan thrown in, but when you run that melody with your visual images the effect can be dramatic.

The Editing Process
Video-editing technology is moving very rapidly. You can buy editing gear today for very modest amounts of money that would have costs hundreds of thousands of dollars four or five years
ago. This gives you the ability to do fades and wipes along with good-quality titling.
Most modern cameras have some editing capabilities built in, and if you have two cameras or a
camera and an edit deck together with a controller you can generate dramatic effects.
If you are making home movies, don’t be concerned with the technical editing issues. But if you
plan to try and distribute your video commercially, there are several issues you need to keep in
mind. The first is that each generation your tape is removed from the original costs you quality.
If you start with your original, edit from it to an edit master, and then make what is called a “dub”
master from which copies are made. The end product, which is played on your customer’s VCR,
is a fourth generation. The quality of everything that happens in the editing process degrades with
each generation. Color is a good example. Reds tend to bleed on the screen. The original images
may be fine, but by the time you get to the fourth generation, the edges of the image have become
hazy. The same applies to the assembly of the various scenes. The accuracy of your edits becomes
more critical with each generation of loss. When you view an edit the image should change
smoothly before your eyes. If there are any blips, lines, or jumps, the edit has not been properly
made. This is a technical issue having to do with how accurate your edit decks are aligned.
What may look okay on the edit master may be very jumpy on the final version that your customer watches. So you need to make sure your editing gear is capable of “frame-accurate editing.”
Having started out this section telling you not to view your master, we’ll now switch gears and
suggest that before you leave a given area, put together at least a rough edit of your footage (and
if you are serious about using your material commercially, do this from a copy of your master
tapes). The rough edit is the only way to really tell what you are missing. And once you move on,
it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to recapture those missing scenes.
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The coals of the barbecue smoke and
sputter as we turn the succulent mahi
mahi (dorado/dolphin fish) steaks. A tantalizing fragrance of garlic, butter, parsley, and dill baste drifts to leeward, but
not so quickly as to go unnoticed by
Intermezzo II’s hungry crew. In the
freezer sit 30 pounds (13.6 kg) of thick
fish steaks — enough for the many encore
performances which the appreciative
audience is sure to request. Sound inviting? Aboard some cruising yachts, trolling for fish while underway will yield just
these results.
Not that freshly grilled mahi, or wahoo,
or even yellowtail are all that easy to
come by. But when an efficient “meatline” system is employed, the odds are
that the sea will respond with a bountiful
harvest.
We’ve not always been successful with
fishing. In fact, we used to figure on
catching one fish every 2,000 sea miles,
at an average cost in lost gear of $6.27 per
edible pound. And part of that average
came on a lucky day in the Solomon
Islands when we caught four wahoo in a
two-hour period! Things got so bad that
we started blaming our propeller for
making strange vibrations that repelled
fish, and we considered changing our bottom paint. Even using the same lures as
our successful friends and traveling a
similar path at comparable speed, we
were consistently skunked.
Sarah and the Intermezzo II catch of the day. She
In the Costa Rican banana port of
caught this sailfish just outside Golfito in Costa
Golfito, Intermezzo II and crew feel their
Rica. Sailfish make for good steaks and are espeway into the harbor on the last glimmer of
cially tasty when smoked.
twilight. Among the boats anchored in
the bay is a sportfishing vessel, out from
Florida to try a hand at Pacific game fish. When we finally meet Captain Dan Guthrie, master of
Taurus, I realize I have found my guru. If I can tie him down long enough I might just learn the
real secrets of trolling. We have only one thing in common — hooking fish. From there on they
diverge. We’re interested in meat; they want sport. On the surface it would seem that ours is the
easier task. The technology and basic tactics used by sportfishermen will fit any cruising sailor
lucky enough to pry loose the secrets of their craft.
Dan stopped by one afternoon to have a look at Intermezzo ll. While he was aboard I showed
him our gear and asked for pointers. Our 250-pound (113.4kg ) test monofilament line was fine,
but he took one look at my rusty, twisted, light-gauge hook and laughed.
“Come on over to Taurus, and I’ll show you what you should be using.”
Enter part two of the tutorial team. Charles Westvy, the tall, soft-spoken mate of Taurus, had
been fishing since he was old enough to walk. Charles’ skill, learned at his father’s knee, began in
the sail-powered dugouts of his native Belize. While his adult years had been spent in a variety of
sportfishing yachts, he knew the problems of fishing from a sailboat.
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The Right Hardware
Dan started with a lecture on hooks. “Buy
stainless steel hooks. They’re much stronger,
and they last. Keep the tips sharp. That’s one of
the reasons you aren’t getting fish aboard. The
mouths of many of these fish are extremely
hard, and the point of the hook has to be pinsharp to penetrate. Always sharpen the two
edges and inside toward the outside radius.”
Charles showed me a massively strong number 12 stainless hook. “With a big strong hook,
you can catch little fish and big ones. But a
small hook will only catch little fellows. Better
is a double-hook lure. This makes it possible to
snag part of the fish or hook it if it hits the very
end of the lure. Pry open the eye of the second
hook, slide it over the end of the first and then
squeeze the eye shut. With this type of rig you
have to have a long-tailed lure, so that both
hooks are hidden within the skirt.”
I asked Charles and Dan about leaders and
turbulence.
“About ten feet of twisted-strand leader is
ideal,” Charles said. “You have to wear gloves
to get it aboard. The distance back from the
towing line and knot makes sure the fish won’t
see turbulence in the water.”
Dan continued: “With 10 feet (3.1 m) of
leader you could use 3/16-inch (4.8mm) or 1/4inch (6.25mm) line, easier to handle than your
monofilament.”
They went on to say that all the elements in
the system — line, leader, swivel and hook —
should be of equal strength. My 250-pound
(113.4kg) gear was extreme for them, but good
for a “meat line.”
The subject of lures was where I had gotten
so much contradictory advice in the past.
“A green-and-yellow feather is a good
all-around lure,” avowed Dan. “If you want the
best, though, go with a double-hook-rigged
Kona Head of the same color.”
Charles added that they used red and blue
lures if the fish weren’t taking the others. “If
you run out of lures you can make one out of a
piece of 1/4-inch (6.35mm) line. It’s best if the
line is yellow, but white will do. A colored plastic bag can be cut into strips and tied over the
hook as well. Another trick we use is to tie a
strip of bait to the lure. If you catch a fish, take
part of the stomach lining and seize it with light
wire to the head of the hook. That way if the
fish strikes once, he’ll get a taste and come
back for more.”

This reel is much more suited to catching dinner. There’s no sport, but you can stow lots of
heavy monofilament, and you don’t have to
worry about a big fish stripping the reel.

A trolling reel like this (above) has the advantage of an adjustable drag and the ability to stow
several hundred yards of monofilament.The only
problem is line weight, which will be light, and the
fact that you don’t have a rod with which to work
the fish.
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Trolling Technique

The trolling clip
(top photo) is an
essential ingredient in successful
fishing. This holds
the loop of line
that runs free after
the fish hits, allowing the lure to be
swallowed before
it sets. These can
be purchased in
sportfishing supply
stores or made
from a clothespin.
Even a loop of line
secured with a
half-hitch will do in
an emergency.
Our number 12
stainless hook,
feather, and 400pound (181.5kg )
m o n o fil a m e n t
look pretty husky
(middle photo),
but will catch small
tuna as well as the
big fellows.The key
is hook sharpness.
Running a “meat
line” through a
block with a bell
(bottom photo)
attached gives you
a signal when a
strike takes place.

“How far back do you troll
from sailboats?” I asked
Charles.
“For mahi about 25 feet
(7.6 m). For wahoo and tuna,
45 to 50 feet (13.7 m or 15.3
m) is better.”
“It’s best to use a clothespin or line clip to hold a loop
of line ahead of the cleat. I
would suggest maybe ten feet
(3.1 m) on your boat,” commented Dan. “This lets the
fish have a moment when he
first hits the lure to swallow it
as the line jumps out of the
pin. When the line snubs up
against the cleat, the hook is
set in his mouth. The lure
should be skipping along the
surface smoothly.” stated
Dan. “You want to avoid any
unnatural jerking motion. As
your speed varies, move the
line pin higher or lower to
keep the lure on the surface.
If the fish aren’t biting on top,
you can use a special diving
lure, or put a weight on the
front of the leader.”

Boating the Catch
With all this intelligence I
couldn’t see how anyone
could miss hooking fish. But
what about getting them
aboard?
“Use a long-handled gaff,”
was Dan’s reply. “Be sure the
point is sharp, and try to gaff
the fish in the thick part of the
body, right behind the head.”
My last question dealt with
a difficult problem. How do
you neatly subdue a thrashing, blood–splattered fish?”
Our technique in the past had
been to toss the fish into the
cockpit, from whence escape
would be difficult, and then
hammer him about the head
with a winch handle — a
messy, cumbersome procedure.
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We caught this 5-foot tiger shark (right) swimming under Intermezzo in the Loyalty Islands, just
north of New Caledonia.Tigers are territorial and one of the more aggressive shark species.The
locals were somewhat nonplussed by its appearance on our hook, but took it home for dinner
nonetheless.The next day we dove for shells under the boat.
Baleigh Isaacs (left ) with a Southern California whopper. Believe it or not, some folks eat these
little mackeral. I find them a bit too “fishy” tasting.

“A weighted club 24 inches (610 mm) long, with lead in the tip, is what we use to stun our fish,”
stated Dan. “Or you could use a piece of pipe. Aim for the center of the fish’s head, right between
the eyes. An ice pick between the eyes is also effective.”
Charles, with his small-boat experience had the best solution. “We use a kroger bag (burlap
sack) back home. When the fish is close to the stern of the boat, the bag is slipped over the line.
The water pressure forces it over the fish’s head. Once his eyes are covered he stops struggling.
He can then be easily lifted aboard and killed.”

Timing
My question on the time of day to try for best results was answered by Charles.
“Right at sun up and sundown is the best time to troll. If you see a piece of driftwood, there will
usually be mahi shading themselves under it. Troll close by, and they’ll come out and bite.
Another thing to watch for is circling sea birds. They’ll be over bait fish forced to the surface by
big ones feeding underneath.”
It was time for Intermezzo II and crew to head north. I had more than my usual allotment of
pre-departure excitement, for now we’d be putting our schooling to the test. Armed with a sharp
stainless-steel hook and a bright-yellow-and-green feather trolling close to the stern, we sailed
out of the harbor. Within an hour of leaving, we had our first strike — a lovely 15-pound (6.8kg)
tuna. In the next two days four more tuna, two mahi, and a 135-pound (61.3kg) marlin found their
way aboard. Intermezzo II’s freezer filled so fast that we were forced to abandon fishing. It’s a
pity, too, as we were just starting to raise our catch-per-mile average to a decent level.
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Cleaning the day’s catch is a mess. I prefer to take it ashore if possible. That’s a lovely sea bass
we caught in the Loyalty Islands (upper right).
With any sort of mackerel or tuna, it is important to bleed the fish before the blood congeals.
This is most easily done by cutting the main arteries to the gills (upper left).

Sand dabs and shrimp received as a gift from some Mexican fishermen who were in need of
fresh water (left). Flying fish are usually found in abundance after a night’s watch. A lot of folks fry
them up and say they are a delicious (right). We prefer bigger fry.
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If you look closely at this photo, just to the left of the outboard you’ll see a poisonous tropical
water snake. We’ had just brought the dink on deck and were beginning to secure it when Steve
noticed this critter climbing out of the boat.
We quickly swung the dink back over the side so this fellow could find his way back to his own
element. After this little eye-opener we’ve made it a habit to give the dink a quick look before
climbing aboard!

CRUISING PLAGUES
So far most of our comments have been about the idyllic side of the cruising lifestyle. But there
are, to be sure, a few annoyances. The majority of these come from various critters that seem to
take joy in making the unwary cruiser’s life miserable. However, there are ways to deal with this
negative side of cruising, so read on.

Flying Pests
Flying pests, the no-nos of the Marquesas Islands, no-see-ums of the Bahamas, or black flies of
the Chesapeake, can be one of the major annoyances of cruising. Yet with proper preparation and
a few simple precautions, the difficulties can be lessened.
To those who have lived near marshlands or mangrove swamps, the bug problems of cruising
in most areas will seem inconsequential. But if you’re accustomed to an arid, bug-free environment, some adaptation is necessary.
Proper screening is important. When sailing in colder climates, it may be possible to close
hatches and screen only the dorades. But in the tropics or temperate-latitude summers, you’ll
want to keep the hatches open.
Screen systems can be as simple as taped plastic mesh with Velcro for attachment to the underside of the hatch, or a stainless frame with epoxied-on screening that pops into place. Those who
spend a great deal of time cruising in buggy areas will tend toward hinged, wood-framed screens.
Aboard Sundeer we adopted the built-in screen that we’ve used with success on quite a number
of our older designs.
The screen systems have to be easily removable so that hatches can be conveniently closed and
dogged if a rainshower comes by. Intermezzo had screens that attached with snaps. A heavy welting was sewn around the screening edge to help make a seal. We used them occasionally, but their
value was more psychological than practical.
When we first hit the Marquesas Islands we had heard the no-no horror stories. It was said that
the no-no would bodily carry off any sailor not smart enough to ballast his pockets. Yet the no-no
menace was less severe than what one would encounter in Maine or the Carolinas in the summertime.
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Weather and season have a great deal to do with the situation. The rainy season, usually summertime, promotes growth of flying bugs. Even in extreme environments such as Alaska, the larvae that have lain frozen all winter thaw and hatch in the early summer. By the time the cruisers
are close by, they’re ravenous. Anchoring offshore with an onshore breeze keeps the pests at a
distance. But if the wind dies down, they’ll be visiting.
In the Bahamas, no-see-ums breed in the mangrove swamps. If you anchor out a bit, chances
are you’ll be okay. No-nos and no-see-ums are basically sand fleas, and as such stay close to
shore. They have a definite period of activity that coincides with that of mosquitoes. The period
just before and after sun up and sun down is the peak of activity. Staying below or offshore during
these periods reduces your exposure.
Many times it’s not possible to know the state of the bug population before going ashore. As a
result, we’ve made it a habit to assume the worst. In our “kit” we include a bug spray or ointment,
along with long-sleeve shirts and pants. If they can’t get at your skin, they can’t bite. The most
vulnerable spots on the body are those where blood vessels are close to the surface, unprotected
by body hair. Ankles and fingers seem to be favorite targets. Some people either attract bites or
react more to them. Elyse and Steve seem to be passed over in favor of Sarah and me, and I seemed
to get the heaviest hitters. Those who react heavily have to be careful with bite infections.
Staph infection with bites is a common problem. To avoid staph, don’t scratch. If bite scabs
open, it’s imperative to keep them dry and dosed with an antibacterial ointment.
In most countries, smoke coils are sold to help ward off the evil influence of flying pests. These
are placed on a dish, ignited, and over a period of time give off a malodorous smoke that drives
away the bugs. The success ratio seems to vary with area, vessel, and how much smoke the crew
can stand. We’ve used them on occasion with positive results. Flyswatters should be aboard in
volume. We carry one for each crewmember. The old-fashioned metal swatters with taped edges
seem to stand up best to hard usage. A recent development is a 12-volt electronic device that generates a high-frequency hum, which is supposed to chase flying pests and roaches away. Some
people claim excellent results, and we intend to obtain and test one of these units before our next
cruise in buggy waters.
By arming with the right sprays, swatters, screens, and repellent, and carefully picking places
to anchor, you can reduce the annoyance of flying pests to a minimum.

The Cockroach War
A slight change in motion signals a shift in the wind. The skipper, a light sleeper when anchored
out, awakens. Lying in the snug bunk he ponders getting up.
“Better check the bearings,” he thinks. “Don’t want to be swung around towards the reef.”
Our skipper checks his landmarks and then pauses in the cockpit to enjoy the languid tropical
night. Clear skies with just a wisp of cumulus cloud indicate the presence of the southeast trade
winds. The palm trees, etched in the moonlight, sway gently. A distant boom of surf on the outer
reef is the only sound.
Stopping in the galley on the way back to his bunk he searches for a piece of fresh coconut.
Reaching overhead, he flicks on the light. There’s a flurry of movement on the reefer top. Momentarily stunned, the split-second reaction of the hardened cruiser is lost. The cockroaches make
good their escape. Gone is the tranquility of soul endowed by the tropical night. In its place is a
seething anger. Stomach churning, adrenaline flowing, he fumbles for the bug spray. Another case
of cockroach paranoia has begun to develop. Along with the rest of us who cruise in warm waters,
he hates cockroaches!
When we first started cruising neither Steve nor I had ever seen a cockroach. Growing up in the
sheltered environs of California and Idaho we knew they existed, but we weren’t even sure what
they looked like. When we discovered the first one aboard in American Samoa, it caused something of a sensation. Steve thought it was kind of cute, but I, with my fetish for cleanliness, was
taken aback. Starting with that one brief encounter it was war at first sight. No dirty cockroach
was going to run rampant in my galley!
The cockroach is one of the most successful and adaptable of the earth’s scavengers, and it’s
necessary to continually devise new tactics to combat the resistant pest. Over the years we learned
a variety of techniques.
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The first line of defense is to keep them off the boat, which is easier said than done. They travel
concealed in a number of ways. You have to watch out for both eggs and adult forms. Cardboard
is the most likely place to find them. We make it a habit to leave cardboard boxes in the dinghy or
on shore whenever possible. If they come aboard, they’re immediately sprayed with poison. Even
lightweight cardboard packaging, such as a toothpaste carton, is suspect. To combat those hiding
in fruits and vegetables, a washing on deck is the answer. Eggs are transferred to plastic cartons.
Cereal, cracker, and pasta boxes are removed and their contents put into plastic bags or tins. Paper
bags are left ashore. Cockroaches like to eat label glue, and they frequently lay their eggs on or
near such tasty feeding grounds. If you’re shopping in a high-density cockroach environment, it’s
a good idea to spray can labels.
Then there are the roaches that try to stow away in shells, baskets, or other knickknacks. Bear
in mind that they don’t like light — anything dark can provide a good hiding place. We’ve found
that shells are most easily cleaned by dunking them in a bucket of water. It’s amazing what comes
out of them on occasion. Baskets and other curios can be cleaned by placing them in a plastic bag
and fogging the inside of the bag with poison.
In some parts of the world roaches have sprouted wings and take great pleasure in flying aboard
through open portholes. When we were in New Zealand we heard stories about Solomon Island
roaches that were so strong they could break through a conventional porthole. With 1-inch
(25mm) thick plastic installed over the doghouse windows, we experienced a few grazes, but no
penetrations.
It’s impossible to overemphasize the level of vigilance required in this battle. One slip and the
enemy is upon you. Since keeping the roaches ashore is easier than getting rid of them once
they’re aboard, it behooves the entire crew to be on roach alert.
There are several factors to be aware of before going into the details of eradicating a roach
infestation. First, roaches have a three-week egg-hatching cycle and are always making babies.
Second, they are wary of poisons and learn quickly to stay away from them. Third, they prefer the
dark for their depredations, hiding in inaccessible places until the vessel interior is dark and quiet,
at which time they go foraging.
To be successful, any eradication program must be cycled to catch the eggs that have been laid.
That means whatever system is employed must be used again in three weeks to kill the newborn.
As a general control agent, we’ve found that a 50/50 mixture of boric-acid powder (available in
any drugstore and harmless to humans) and powdered sugar works well. The roaches don’t detect
the boric acid and pig out on the sugar. The boric acid, picked up on their bodies, dehydrates the
roaches. A major benefit is that where a conventionally poisoned roach will make every effort to
lay its eggs, dehydration gives no warning. We sprinkle it on all our shelves, under floorboards,
under bunks, and in any food-storage area.
A heavy dose of roaches takes more punitive measures. Conventional sprays and poisons have
been less than successful in our battles, but smoke bombs have worked well. By raising the floorboards and placing bombs in bilges, opening all lockers and drawers, and sealing dorades, we’ve
been able to really smoke the critters out. It is an onerous project, however, requiring the removal
of all utensils, raw foods, and dishes. The boat must be left for a number of hours, then given a
good airing.
Our first exposure to Roach Motels came in Suva, Fiji. These are plastic traps that work on one
of the few weaknesses in the cockroach defense system. Roaches always back out the way they
come in. In the motels there are a series of one-way doors. The critters are drawn to the bait in the
lower level. Having eaten their fill they try backing out, but the doors are constructed in such a
manner that they back up a ramp to the upper story. This leaves more room on the first floor for
new arrivals.
Upon waking up in the morning and examining your catch, the roaches will all be on the removable first floor. One then has two options. The passive approach is to take the upper story of the
trap out into the sun, which in short order will dehydrate them. Or, as is more common with those
who have become paranoid about this menace, the trap can be slowly submerged in water. In this
manner one can watch the struggles of the roaches as they drown — a most satisfying emotional
experience.
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Then there’s double-sided
tape, placed in strategic locations throughout the interior.
When the crew awakes in the
morning, any roach who has
tried to cross is still on the tape,
wiggling away.

Rats
We’re on a passage down the
east coast of Africa when we
discover we have a visitor. During his night watch Steve opens
the floorboards to check the
bilge and thinks he sees a
shadow dart away from the
beam of the flashlight. Thinking it could’ve been his imagination, he doesn’t mention it. A
day later I notice some suspicious droppings in the galley.
Okay, so the top photograph is not that sharp (my hand was shaking!). But look at the size of that copra rat! The body alone (without
“Look at these, Steve. Do you
tail) measured 10 inches (254 mm). After trying a variety of baits
think we might have a mouse on
without success, we finally caught him on a Power Bar.
board?” I’ve seen enough
Below, Sarah proudly shows off her catch of the day (as well as her
mouse droppings in my time in
alma mater). Being a California rat, it doesn’t begin to compare with
Idaho to know what they are!
those raised on copra. I think this is proof that the air is healthier in
Now, you might think it’s
the South Pacific than in Los Angeles.
funny to have a furry little visitor aboard, but this turned out to
be a serious, potentially dangerous situation.
M y fir s t t h o u g h t i s f o r
hygiene. The thought of a
disease-carrying rodent sharing
our living quarters is horrid. I
scrub the galley thoroughly that
night and each night thereafter,
putting all rat-accessible food
either in the reefer or shut in the
head, which (we think at the
time) is rodent-proof.
I could kick myself when I
think back to how we must have
acquired our hitchhiker. We
were weathered in at East London, South Africa, waiting for a southwesterly gale to abate before
proceeding down the coast. We were tied up to a commercial wharf, outside a refrigeration plant
with landscaped grass and flowers, and had no garbage facilities. Not wanting to throw things into
the harbor, with no place to leave garbage on shore, I stowed it in a bag on deck. Dumb! It was an
open invitation for Mr. Rodent to come aboard and make himself at home.
All we have to combat the critter is a small mouse trap, which we carefully place in the galley
several nights in a row with the tastiest of cheeses. Having heard a bit of rodent lore, we leave the
trap unsprung. This concept of trapping is supposed to get our animal used to taking bait. Then,
when he’s used to the cheese, we’ll wind up the spring and nail him!
Our next scheduled stop down the coast is Knysna Lagoon, a beautiful landlocked anchorage.
We have to run a breaking bar to enter. Arriving early in the afternoon, just before slack water, we
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stand outside the surf line and study the sets of
breaking waves. Taking down the sails and drifting
ever nearer the surf line, Steve takes time to count
the wave patterns, noting the sequence of wave
sizes and where the break appears calmest. The
engine ticks over slowly as we cruise back and
forth.
Suddenly the engine alarm bell splits the quiet
morning.
“Quick, Linda! Take the wheel and head directly
out to sea. The engine’s overheating. Kids, form a
teakettle bucket brigade for me.”
There isn’t enough wind to sail our way out of
danger. Our only hope is that Steve can keep the
engine going long enough to gain sea room. Down
below there’s a flurry of activity as Elyse and Sarah
fill teakettles and pots with water, passing them to
Steve. He pours the water directly into a hose in the
freshwater cooling system of the engine in an effort
to circumvent the airlock that has developed.
Rats will have no problem walking out
After much trauma, we fix the engine and run the
on your docklines, unless you have a rat
bar.
Finally anchored within Knysna’s beautiful
guard. However, few yachts use these.
confines, the first business involves setting our trap.
With the animal-training phase behind us it’s time
to wind up the trap in earnest. If I weren’t so tired I think I’d lie awake all night waiting for the
squeal of trapped rodent. Alas, the morning light shows not a sign of the enemy. The trap and its
inviting bait have been passed over. It’s apparent we are dealing with a very smart critter.
The engine overheats again a week later while entering Cape Town harbor. This time Steve
finds a hole gnawed into one of the engine hoses, allowing water out and air in. From the size of
the teeth marks and the jagged nature of the hole, it’s now evident our mouse is in fact a rat.
Rodent teeth grow rapidly, so they must continually gnaw hard objects to keep them at a manageable length. In the process of obliging Mother Nature, our furry guest has gnawed his way
through a freshwater pressure line, bilge-pump hose, and several electrical wires. Obviously, if
something isn’t done, it’s only a matter of time before he’ll hit an incoming salt-water line and
thereby sink the boat.
Once ashore our number one priority has become Get That Rat! The hardware store is happy to
sell us a really big rat trap. The clerk also suggests that we try poison.
“This poison is so good that it completely consumes the rat after he dies, so you don’t even
smell him,” he assures us. That might work in the attic of a big house, but we would hate to be
stuck with a dead rat in an inaccessible part of our bilge. Poison is something to be used as a last
resort.
Our super rat trap is no more successful than the smaller version. Everywhere we go, we ask
advice. Cruisers with accessible bilges counsel poison. Those with animals answer, “Get a cat.”
Then someone comes up with the bucket idea. We take our largest pail, almost 2 1/2 feet (0.8 m)
deep, and place an ear of succulent corn in the bottom. Left next to the aft bunk, the rat can conveniently jump into the bucket. In theory, after gorging himself, he won’t be able to get back out.
Well, as we’ve already seen, theory doesn’t seem to work with this brand of rodent. Returning
expectantly after a dinner ashore we’re met with a gnawed ear of corn... and an empty bucket.
“Don’t you know that even mice are terrific jumpers? They can jump many times their height
from a sitting position,” commented one of our fellow cruisers with laboratory experience.
Finally, we decide to smoke him out. We’ll open the floorboards, position a number of insect
smoke bombs throughout the boat, and close dorades and hatches, leaving the cockpit seat lockers
(which have access to the bilge) open for the rat’s escape.
We empty the galley of all dishes, utensils, cookware, and food that might be contaminated by
the fumes. The whole family pitches in to help; soon we’re outside, positioned at the escape route,
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ready to pounce as the rat comes up for air. Half an hour goes by with no sign of his exit, so we
leave instead. Besides, the smoke needs a few hours to settle down before we can enter the boat
again.
After a movie and dinner in town, we’re getting ready for bed, when Elyse says, “Mommy,
Daddy, I think I hear a scratching behind one of my drawers!”
The drawer is removed and sure enough, Steve is face to face with the rat. Tonight he has begun
to gnaw on the radar cable.
“Bring a knife from the galley, quick! Maybe I can corner him.”
I hand him the knife, and it’s a stalemate. He has the rodent cornered but can’t get at him. He’s
afraid that he might slip away and get back into the bilge. I’m afraid that he might stab him and
get blood all over the boat.
“Get another knife!”
Which I do. Now he has him trapped between the two knives. The best thing I can think of is to
grab our biggest water-pump pliers and secure him firmly around the middle. Victory! I know how
the Duke of Wellington must have felt after Waterloo. The rat goes limp, playing dead, but we’re
too smart for his game.
“Now what do we do? We can’t just throw him overboard. He might climb back aboard.”
“I know just where to take him,” I say as I hand the rat, water-pump pliers and all over to Steve.
“The boatyard has several resident cats. I noticed they were all together near the dinghy yard
when we came in tonight. Let’s give them a little present.”
Mr. Rat, groggy from the poison fumes, never has a chance. When Steve drops him in the middle of those cats he doesn’t even bother to run. In the morning the kids go up to see if he’s still
around. They can’t even find the fur.
The story doesn’t end for two more weeks. The aft end of the boat has taken on a peculiar smell.
I assume that the cushions in the aft stateroom have gotten wet. So one morning I decide to give
the area a thorough cleaning. As I remove everything from the cabin, I notice a small hatch I
hadn’t realized was there. It’s only about 6 inches square. Intrigued, I remove the lid. Inside, it’s
stuffed with shredded paper.
“Now what in the world are these doing here, and how did they get shredded?” I wonder. The
light dawns. They’re paper towels from under the galley sink, and this is obviously the proverbial
“rat’s nest.” Relieved to be at the end of the rat episode, I begin to pull the papers out when suddenly I come upon a long, grey tail.
“STEEEEEEEEEVE!!!!!!!” I shriek, making his hair and mine stand on end. I dash into the
main saloon where he’s talking to a friend, and they look at me with alarm and puzzlement, wondering at my pale face.
Steve pulls out a very fat, very dead rat (with maggots crawling all over it), who had the good
manners to die in an accessible nest. All the time we had two furry friends where we thought there
was but one. It was lucky we didn’t have a nest of baby rats by this time.
You can be sure that I never leave garbage on deck these days.
Even so, we’ve still picked up rats when tied alongside wharves (especially in Takaroa, where
on two subsequent visits we were infested both times!).
We now carry half-a-dozen large-sized Victor rat traps as part of our standard inventory, along
with the three mouse traps. We’ve found that gooey foods like peanut butter work best as bait. The
traditional cheese seems to be easily stripped from the trap by the smarter rats. We’ve also caught
rats on Power Bars and jelly.
Finally, we’ve heard of folks using carbon monoxide from the exhaust of their portable generator to smoke out there unwanted visitors. This sounds like a much better approach than the poisoned gas bomb we used in South Africa, as it leaves no residue to worry about when you return.

CRUISING ODORS
There’s nothing like the odor of a boat that has been closed up for awhile! Regardless of the
reason (heavy weather, strong rains, or the fact that you’ve been away for awhile) the combination
of various odors can set the strongest stomach on its way to the lee rail.
Some boats seem to smell, while others seem as fresh below as the air on deck. What’s the difference? Foremost is ventilation. Areas with good air flow will smell fresher than if air is trapped.
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This means being able to keep hatches cracked when it rains or when there is a bit of spray on deck
(see the awning section for more details). Your dorade vents will help as will a good dodger over
the cockpit (allowing you to leave the companionway open).
Inside the boat you will want to promote ventilation through all lockers. If cabinet doors are not
louvered, an eye hook can be used to hold them open an inch or two. The same system works well
with head and cabin doors. Leaving the door cracked gives privacy and air flow.
The areas between furniture should have openings as well. Sometimes a few 2-inch (51mm)
holes, judiciously drilled, of course, will do wonders for the contents of saloon seats and under
bunks.
In cold areas there is frequently a problem with condensation under mattresses. Fitting a layer
of insulation, typically as simple as a half inch (13 mm) of sheet foam will solve this problem.

Bilge Smells
When we started cruising aboard Intermezzo, her head sinks and shower drained to the keel
sump. The combination of the soapy water with oil and diesel that leaked from the engine on occasion created quite a brew in our bilge.
There was no noticeable odor until we started to move. Then, just as a passage was beginning,
the motion of the boat would start the bilge to splashing, and the odors that wafted up were horrendous. To deal with this problem we learned to give the bilge a good cleaning before each passage. Steve would typically pour in a strong solution of soap and bleach, and then thoroughly
rinse. We would have probably been better off fitting a sump pump to the sinks and shower, but
this added a layer of complexity with which we didn’t want to deal.

Engine Odors
Another source of odor in the boat comes from your diesel engine. The combination of crankcase venting, oil and fuel leaks ends up with everything in the engine’s air shed having a thin coating of oily residue. This, of course, smells.
If you have a separate engine compartment, and it has its own air supply, this will not be a problem. But for most, with the engine mounted below the floorboards or under the companionway
steps, that oily film is almost unavoidable.
What can you do about it? The first thing is to keep the engine clean. We wipe ours down after
every passage. This helps with odors and makes it easier to spot leaks. If you do have a leak, deal
with it right away. Even a few ounces of diesel fuel or lube oil in the bilge will stink up the entire
boat.

Mold and Mildew
Mold and mildew are a function of humidity and airflow. Given enough humidity and still air,
mold will grow anywhere. On the other hand, you can eliminate the problem, even in humid areas,
with good airflow.
The biggest problem is going to occur in lockers and under bunks or seats where airflow is
reduced or nonexistent. If you throw into this brew some dampness, maybe wet clothes or paper
products, well the results are predictable.
Bleach and water will do a good job cleaning mold. For longer term storage of clothes and paper
products you can use a mildewcide (but use it with clothes that are in sealed bags so that you don’t
have to breath the chemicals yourself).

Toilet Plumbing
If you’ve spent much time on a boat you are familiar with the rotten-egg smell that sometimes
comes from the toilet.
This is the result of algae growing and then dying in the salt-water feed line to the toilet. When
you open the rinse valve and begin to pump, out comes the dead algae, and yuck!
The only way around this problem is to keep the water moving in the lines. If you use the toilet
on regular basis the lines will stay flushed. But if your use is sporadic, then odor is going to be a
problem.
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After we’d lived with this problem for awhile, Steve came up with a simple solution. He connected our deck wash-down hose to the same line as the toilet. When we had an odor problem he
runs the deck-wash pump and cleans out the salt-water feed line.

Toilet Compartment
The toilet compartment often takes on an outhouse smell. I’ve found this to be pretty much a
result of the male crewmembers standing at the head and not doing as precise job of aiming. The
splatters begin to smell after a day or two. The answer is for all male crew members to sit on the
pot for all functions. That’s a firm rule on our boats.

CRUISING QUALITY
One of the questions Steve and I are asked repeatedly is about the quality of the cruising lifestyle today versus when we started cruising years ago.
Nothing stays the same, of course. One of Steve’s big disappointments when we arrived in
Tahiti the first time was missing a drink at the infamous Quinn’s bar. It had given way to a modern
block of boutiques!
There were lots more boats cruising Polynesia than in the previous decade. The natives didn’t
show as much interest as they did previously. But compared to the increasingly hectic lifestyle we
had left behind, our first experience with modern Polynesia was pretty nice. Sure, we would rather
have been there 10 or 20 years before, but there were compensating factors, like the type of boat
we were cruising in at the time compared to what would have been the case in the “olden days.”
It’s much the same now. The world grows more troubled. There seem to be more local antagonisms, political problems, even resentment in some cases at “rich foreigners.” But there are still
plenty of nice places to cruise; maybe not quite so many as before, but the cruising lifestyle is still
rewarding.
One of the things that changes is the mix of pleasures. We’ve already discussed what we consider the basic positives of cruising: getting away from the rat race, living an independent and fulfilling existence, the chance to meet and really get to know new friends (both cruisers and locals),
as well as sampling local cultures. There’s so much going on in the positive sense that there isn’t
time to do everything you want to anyway. So, if the quality goes down in one area of this mixture,
there’s plenty left in the other areas to make up for it.
Our old friends Jim and Cheryl Schmidt have been cruising now for decades. In the 1970s,
when we knocked around the Solomon Islands and New Guinea together, we were frequently the
only yachts seen in years. Ten years later, Jim says, “the quantity of people cruising in the remote
areas hasn’t changed; most cruisers still stick to the beaten paths. But yachts aren’t the novelty
they once were. So you don’t get the special attention we were used to.”
Jim and Cheryl were cruising in Fiji during the coup of 1987. They had been going to the Fijis
for years, and having checked with local friends, decided not to let a little politics interfere with
their plans. They stayed away from the big cities to avoid potential problems. In the outer islands
things were calm.
I asked Jim about the differences in cruising Fiji today compared to when we were first there.
Tourism has clearly made a difference. In the old days, a few yachts would cruise the outer islands
and receive a warm welcome from the locals, as long as they observed the local customs (such as
bringing the customary Kava root to the local village chief). Today, however, large cruise ships,
carrying hundreds of passengers, bring tourists to the villages we used to visit. Everybody pays
for everything. The villagers expect the yachtsmen to do the same. They’ve grown to consider
their beautiful lagoons and white beaches as assets to generate income. They’ve been caught up
in the twentieth century! Things are not as laid back as they used to be, but as the Schmidts point
out, there are still lots of lovely beaches and anchorages scattered around to visit without dealing
with the more commercial aspects. Other long-time cruisers we’ve met in recent years echo the
same thoughts.
Has cruising changed? You bet. Was it better before? Not better, but different. Does the cruising
lifestyle still offer the romance of the old days? Definitely, but in different ways. And it’s still
changing, just as our “modern” lifestyles are changing at the same time. Maybe that’s another
incentive to go cruising as quickly as possible.
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This water pipe was installed during World War II in the Solomon Islands:
A great place to wash up and fill jerry jugs.

FRESH WATER
One of the major factors controlling how long a vessel can stay anchored out, or at sea, is her
storage capacity for and consumption of fresh water.
On a small boat with limited tankage, fresh water must be conserved for drinking. All other
activities will use seawater. A minimum for comfortable consumption is one quart of fresh water
per day per person, although this is considered a bit light.
Washing dishes, bodies, even cooking some items (like boiling eggs) can be accomplished with
salt water. The key to washing is having the proper soaps. Joy detergent works well in the galley
and also for taking salt-water baths. There are also a number of saltwater cake soaps on the market. As one travels to the islands, salt-water soap becomes more and more common. It’s the way
many of our “local” friends wash.
Aboard Intermezzo we carried 150 gallons (567.8 liters) in two stainless tanks and an additional
80 gallons (302.8 L) in two bladders. Two hundred thirty gallons was a lot by cruising standards
in the old days, and we were able to live in high style as a result. Still, we used seawater for a number of things.
In the galley, as with most cruisers, we had salt and fresh water. The hand salt-water pump was
eventually replaced with an electric pressure pump to make it easier on the wash-up crew. Saltwater was used for washing dishes, and if the freshwater situation wasn’t too acute we did a rinse
with fresh. I calculated about one quart of water for rinsing per day. We’d run the water at a trickle
over glasses first, then plates. The run-off accumulated in the bottom of the sink and was used for
utensils last. This required that the dish rinsing be bunched at morning and evening.
In the head we had two showers, one for fresh and the other for salt. We found that we could
lather up with fresh (just a quick rinse to mix with the soap), then rinse with salt, with a final
fresh-water spray.
Using this routine, Steve and I averaged five showers each per week, and the kids somewhat less
(amazing how hard it was to catch them on shower day). We conservatively assumed for planning
purposes a consumption of 5 gallons per day. This also allowed for a bit of clothes washing in
fresh water.
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On Intermezzo II, with 540 gallons (2,043.9 liters) at our disposal,
you would think the water would last
forever. But Parkinson’s law is
always at work: Our consumption
expanded to fill the available supply.
In fact, we actually used the 540 gallons (2,043.9 liters) quicker than the
old 240 (908.4 liters)! Part of the
problem is that between boats we
lived ashore, acquiring the bad habits of our land-bound brethren. Also,
I didn’t feel it necessary to plumb
salt water for showering or washing
in the heads and galley. Our dishes
never saw anything but the purest of
fresh water. That seemed to make the
biggest difference. We eventually
developed a technique to keep dishwashing consumption to a minimum. We would put just a few
inches of fresh water into the sink
bottom with detergent. The dishes
would be washed, then rinsed in a
very light flow of fresh. This rinse
water would combine with the origiOn Intermezzo we took our seawater for the presnal soapy water, keeping it reasonsure salt-water pump from the engine cooling system,
ably clean, and eventually getting it
so we had hot salt-water for showers. Occasionally
deep enough to deal with pots and
the dinghy would get used as a bathtub/wading pool.!
pans at the end.
Of course, the longer, all-fresh-water showers didn’t help. And now that the kids were bigger
they seemed to be a little easier to catch for cleaning, so there went a bit more. On this more affluent regimen when we were watching it, I allowed 12 gallons (45.4 liters) a day.
One of the things we learned early in the game with Intermezzo is that hot salt water is infinitely
preferable to cold. By tapping our pressure pump suction line into the saltwater-cooled exhaust
on the engine, we had a plentiful supply of hot saltwater. Sailing in cold climates, we closed down
the seacock to restrict water flow to the engine. That made the salt side of the cooling system hotter. A long, hot, saltwater shower is the height of luxury. And in the galley, the hot salt-water cuts
grease much quicker, doing away with the slime associated with cold water. Unfortunately this
approach won’t work for those with unjacketed exhaust systems.
We’ve seen small water heaters used for heating salt water, just as for fresh. The only problem
is that the salt water eventually corrodes the heater. If you try this approach, count on a new heater
every two or three years.

Catching Rainwater
In many areas of the world a plentiful supply of rainwater will keep your tanks topped off
regardless of on-board consumption — if it can be collected properly.
The easiest way to catch rainwater is off the decks. If your fills are located at the low point of
the deck sheer, or near it, after a 5- or 10-minute initial rainfall, the decks will be clean enough to
act as a catchment. The decks of a 35-footer (10.7m) will pick up better than 50 gallons (189.3
liters) an hour in a moderate rainstorm.
If you want to try this approach, use the largest possible hose size, at least 1 1/2 inches (38 mm)
in diameter, and have as straight a lead to the tanks as possible. Avoid dips in the hose that tend to
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One place you’ll never have to worry about water is Alaska.There were lots of waterfalls where
we could put Sundeer’s nose right into the fall and fill our decks with water.

restrict flow. In a good squall the volume of water available off the decks is enormous, and regardless of what you do there will be some lost overboard.
Some cruisers use their cabintops for the same purpose, employing the handrail around the
edge of the cabin structure as a dam, with hose bibs port and starboard.
Awnings are another good source of rainwater. The design must allow overflows to spill out and
not overload the awning itself — something more difficult to achieve than it sounds.
Catching water at sea is basically the same procedure as when anchored, except that the decks
have to be washed longer to get rid of salt residue. Where a deck awning used in port may be
stowed, sailing awnings can be used quite successfully. Aboard Intermezzo we had a combination
of two sailing awnings, one over the cockpit and the other covering the bridge deck. The former
spilled onto the latter, which in turn fed the tanks. They were rather small but would supply several gallons a minute in heavy rain. (We ended half of our ocean passages with full tanks.)
If your tank fills aren’t properly placed and you don’t have sailing awnings, the main boom can
be hiked up with the topping lift and the gooseneck used to dump water into a bucket. Or, as we’ve
done on occasion, plug the scuppers and set up an old-fashioned bucket brigade.
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Shoreside Water
Picking up water ashore in some of the better cruising areas at times requires ingenuity. Long
sections of hose are frequently needed to reach from the shoreside spigot to boat tanks. In Port
Villa, New Hebrides, the yachts combined their hoses for a 300-foot (91.5m) run to the one spigot
available. We carry 150 feet (45.8 m) aboard for such situations.
Another help in many areas are collapsible jugs, sold in camping supply stores. These polyethylene containers hold 5 gallons (18.9 L) when filled but take little space when empty. They’re not
suitable for long-term stowage due to their lightweight construction, but are ideal for ferrying
water from shore.
Our most creative water-gathering exercise took place in the Marquesas Islands — Fatu Hiva,
to be precise. Here the water pipe ran out on a rock ledge, some feet above the ramp on which the
locals pulled up their canoes. In order to make an efficient transfer of fresh water we anchored a
friend’s Zodiac just outside the surf line. A hose was run to the spigot from the Zodiac. From this
offshore platform we began loading jerry jugs. Between our inventory of jugs, and those of our
neighbors, we could accumulate 60 gallons (227.1 liters) per trip. In short order, the various
yachts anchored had topped off their tanks with cool, delicious Marquesan water.
On occasion the shoreside water may be suspect. If it is you may want to chlorinate it (see
below) and then segregate if for washing clothes and bodies, but not consumption.

Treating Water
In many good cruising spots, the freshwater quality leaves something to be desired. The little
critters living in it have a positively unsettling effect on the squeamish stomachs of tourists.
To combat this problem and that of algae in the tanks, a bit of chlorine bleach should be added.
Assuming you are using “hypochlorite” bleach at a 5 percent solution, here’s what seems to work
for clear water: for one quart use two drops, for a gallon five to six drops, for five gallons one half
of a teaspoon, and for ten gallons a full teaspoon. If the water is cloudy or doubtful origin, double
the bleach quantities. Note that unscented bleach is best, and that bleach will not deal with protozoans such as Giardia.
If you suspect Giardia, boiling the water is best.

Watermakers
Today a lot of the cruisers we meet carry watermakers (for a more complete discussion of this
subject see the watermaker section under systems). These units can eliminate a lot of the hassles
of catching water and/or finding it ashore. However, a watermaker is a big investment, takes a fair
amount of power to operate, and is probably going to be the least reliable piece of equipment
aboard.

CREW?
Deciding whether to carry crew is one of the major decisions in cruising. It affects all aspects
of the decision-making process, from what size boat is necessary to dinghies, sports equipment,
and inside-storage requirements. The correct decision frequently holds the key to a successful
cruise.
One of the reasons you’re probably cruising is to gain freedom. To the extent that you feel
dependent upon your crew for their seamanship or mechanical skills, you lose a great degree of
freedom and mobility. Of our acquaintances that have sailed with crew, those who did so successfully were fully capable on their own of handling all aspects of life aboard, in port and at sea.
Crew went along as company, and as extra bodies to ease the watchkeeping chores. These experienced cruisers looked primarily for social chemistry as opposed to technical skills. If the right
crew wasn’t found, they could carry on without.
When planning a cruise, you’ll be subject to all sorts of outside pressures, subtle and otherwise,
regarding the question of crew. What do you do with the boat in heavy weather? What happens if
someone is sick? How about man-overboard situations? These questions, which lead one to consider extra crew beyond the basic family unit, are difficult to answer.
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The other side of the coin involves the friction of life aboard a small vessel, the lack of privacy,
and the ease of handling modern vessels. These matters aren’t easily assessed without actual
experience.
Steve and I were no exceptions. Thoughts of heavy weather and illness filtered back and forth
through our minds. Knowing something of the sea and life aboard a small vessel, we carefully
went through our list of acquaintances, looking for those who would be compatible not only with
us but with the children. It came down to three good friends. Unfortunately, at the time none could
get away from home.
It was in Taeiohai Baie, in the Marquesas Islands, that we first started picking up on the crew
problems people were having. Being a sympathetic listener I heard it from disgruntled crews.
Steve got the other side from the skippers.
After their initial experience, the vast majority of skippers of moderate-size vessels left with
basic family aboard and no outside crewmembers. They invariably came to the same conclusions
we had earlier in the game: That it was easier to do it yourself, perhaps standing longer watches
offshore, but having more physical and psychic space as a result.
There’s virtually no activity at sea that can’t be performed somehow by a two-person crew. And
don’t forget you’ll spend much less time at sea than at port; this is important. Most of the time
when we’re cruising we spend an average of one day at sea for every 12 days in port.
Emergency situations are one area where an argument can be made for extra personnel. But the
extra crew’s presence in a crisis presupposes that he/she will be an asset and not a liability. The
crewmember must possess a clear head and must be able to handle either the vessel or the emergency; otherwise, it’s just another life in danger.

Boat Size
Any time two people handle a large yacht on their own, they should have as many design and
equipment factors in their favor as possible. This applies regardless of whether your definition of
large is 32 or 82 feet (9.8 m or 25 m).
When we started cruising offshore on Intermezzo many experienced sailing friends thought we
would never be able to handle the boat on our own. Yes, Intermezzo was a bit tender and took a lot
of sail changing to keep her moving and on her feet, and she was cranky under power in tight quarters, but we learned to cope. When we shared anchorages with other, smaller cruisers after a boisterous passage, we’d hear stories of conditions that sounded like the inside of a washing machine
when we’d merely been a bit uncomfortable. Size has an enormous impact on motion offshore
and therefore on physical comfort.
Opportunity and the desire for a bit more comfort led eventually to our Intermezzo II. Careful
attention to details in the rig and a modest beam made this 62-foot (18.9m) yacht substantially
easier to handle than had been the case with our 50-footer (15.3m). Not only did we have more
comfort and speed at our disposal, but the larger vessel was physically easier to handle under sail
and power, having been designed from the start with an eye towards the two of us doing the work.
Equipment and design have improved to the point where today, we regularly sail on 80-footers
(24.4m) with less work and in better control than was the case 15 years ago with the 50-foot
(15.3m) Intermezzo.
Bear in mind, as we said at the beginning of this section, that size is a relative phenomenon. If
you’re used to sailing on 30-footers (9.2m), jumping to a 40-footer (12.2m) will seem like a big
move. Regardless of size, however, the same logic and skills need to be exercised in choice of
design, gear, and seamanship tactics.

The Need to Anticipate
There are some basic rules about boathandling that apply generally across all sizes. For couples, most important is that as the boat grows bigger, the need for sophisticated seamanship
becomes greater. One must anticipate maneuvers farther ahead. Planning must be more concise,
and communications between the couple on board needs to be efficient. The embarrassment and
costs that come with a mistake increase geometrically with the length of your vessel.
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Handling Under Power
By far the most critical aspect of handling big boats is maneuvering them under power in tight
quarters. You have to understand how quickly your vessel will stop, how it reacts in a crosswind,
the direction of stern displacement when you give the engine a shot in forward or reverse, and how
far the boat will coast before stopping at various speeds. Knowing your turning radius at different
speeds with and without crosswind is critical. Most important are the reversing characteristics of
the boat. Can you back in a straight line? If there’s a tendency for the stern to head in one direction,
is it consistent? How much distance will you cover sideways before the stern straightens out?

Docking Requirements
Docking big boats can be a demanding task. It’s important to have chocks and cleats strategically placed for breast lines, which stop the boat without pulling the bow or stern in, and springlines, which assist in angling the boat out when it leaves. A rubbing strake on the hull or a stainless
flat bar fastened to the toerail will assist you when coming alongside pilings and commercial vessels, when there isn’t time or enough hands to deal with properly placing fenders.
If you’re thinking about using a bow thruster to help maneuver, be sure to get one with enough
power to push the bow off a dock in a strong breeze. Undersizing is a common problem, and, after
all, in light airs you can use spring lines to work your way from the dock. The thruster power
should be independent of the main engine rpm. There will be times when you want to use full
thruster power while keeping the engine at low revs.

Sailhandling
A revolution in sail-furling equipment has made it possible to handle ever-larger rigs — at a
price. Cost, complexity, and maintenance, along with weight and windage aloft, all impact the
decision of what, if any, type of equipment to use for furling.
Foremost in this decision-making process is the question of use. Are you rigging a passagemaker, or a large yacht to be used for daysailing? Setting sail at the beginning of a passage, and
then dropping, bagging, and covering at the end isn’t that much work when seen against the backdrop of hundreds or thousands of ocean miles. But if you’re considering an afternoon sail, the rigging and sailhandling efforts can be daunting enough on bigger yachts to tempt you to stay in port.
What makes big sails hard to handle is not their size area, but their weight and bulk. New materials and designs are reducing both, making larger sails more manageable. The bottom line is,
however, the heavier the sail, the stronger and longer its life will be. At some point you may want
to say to your sailmaker, “I’ll give up some longevity for ease of handling.”
Sail selection can reduce the workload for the shorthanded crew. If you start out with an undersized working jib for upwind and close reaching, it will have a greater range of usefulness than a
larger, lighter sail that has to be changed down earlier. A jib that just fills the foretriangle will only
be a hair slower than a sail with a large overlap anyway. Couple this with a big, lightweight reaching jib made from soft, easily stowed cloth, and you can still pack lots of area into the foretriangle
when heading across or downwind, yet have minimum storage and handling problems.
There are ways to make conventional mains and headsails easier to deal with. Lazyjacks, full
battens (dealt with in our section on rigs), and keeping booms low so furling can be done at waist
level can help to tame the largest main. Headsails attached with jib hanks have a big advantage
when the time comes to change sail shorthanded. The halyard can be let run, and the sail gathered
in and then released from the headstay hank by hank. If you have a large forepeak for sail stowage,
with sailbins built in, then you will be handling a few feet of sail at a time rather than heavy bags.
Regardless of your headsail system, closely lacing the forward lifelines from bow pulpit to capshrouds will help to contain the headsails on deck.
If the furling systems catch your eye, be sure you have alternative methods of setting canvas in
heavy weather; for instance, external mainsail or trysail track on the mainmast, and a staysail stay
or sub headstay for storm jibs and maybe a working jib.
Few couples handling large yachts with roller furling attempt to change headsails at sea, especially if it’s blowing hard. Dealing with a loose headsail attached only at the tack is just too risky.
Instead, they select a sail before starting off and hope it’s right for the conditions encountered. If
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the couple becomes overpowered, the sail is rolled away completely. If heading downwind, the
sail is partially rolled, although in this case the sailshape suffers. One way of getting around this
problem is to have several roller-furling sails, each with its own headstay. A good combination is
a lightweight reacher on an outer headstay, a heavy working jib on the next stay, with a third stay
for hank-on storm canvas and a working staysail. The only problem here is a substantial increase
in windage and weight aloft.

Sailing Efficiency
Overall, rig size and design stability dictate how much energy the crew will have to expend to
sail a given yacht. The more efficient the hull shape, the smaller the sails that will be required to
move the boat at a given speed. The most important ingredients in this equation are waterline
beam and length. Once you have the beam necessary to create required interior volume, anything
additional is superfluous. And while a narrow hull has less initial stability, it also requires less sail,
so heeling angles under sail can be comparable with beamier designs that require more sail area
to drive them. If you can extend your waterline length, the hull becomes more efficient at carrying
its payload (crew, supplies, fuel, water, dinghies, etc). This efficiency can be cashed in by a further
downsizing of the rig and sails, or it can pay boatspeed dividends. Since the larger yacht is more
stable in light, sloppy conditions, its rig shakes less. Couple this with the stronger winds higher
off the water, and you have a light-air ride that is faster and more comfortable.
Even the sailor who handles a large yacht can enjoy sailing into or out of anchorages (and it may
become a necessity). Steve and I used to sail our 50-footer (15.3m) on and off her anchor whenever possible. We did the same with our 62 and 67 and are still doing it with our 78-foot (23.8m)
Beowulf. Not only is this excellent practice, but it gives us a sense of accomplishment we don’t
get when we rely upon the engine. To make tacking easier, it’s a good idea to use a removable
inner forestay, allowing the jib to sweep unobstructed across the foredeck. If a non-overlapping
working jib is hoisted, quick, short tacks can be made with a minimum of effort. Keel area plays
an important part here. Offshore, heading in a straight line upwind, a small keel will be fine. But
maneuvering in tight quarters, small keels can stall easily, and can cause trouble quickly if a tack
isn’t precise. So a keel with forgiving stall characteristics becomes important.

Maintenance and Size
Larger yachts tend to have more systems aboard. Refrigeration, watermakers, and hot-andcold-pressure water are considered standard. Even air conditioning is not uncommon. If the crew
is really to enjoy their life afloat, however, this equipment must operate with a reasonable amount
of reliability, and the crew has to be able to maintain the equipment without constant help from
outside experts. This means having good access to the systems, understanding how they function,
and being able to diagnose and deal with problems as they arise.
And remember, you don’t need all that fancy stuff to cruise happily. You may be a lot better off
with the longer waterline of the larger yacht, leaving the high-maintenance, capital-intensive gear
ashore.

Heavy Weather
Heavy weather is an area in which cruising on a large yacht can really give you an edge. The
bigger yacht moves more softly, permitting better sleep. It’s easier to work on deck in heavy
weather with a broad, slower-moving platform and high lifelines. The bigger yacht stands up to
its canvas better in a blow, so less sail changing is required.
At some point it may be necessary to hand steer during severe weather conditions. This means
that the weaker crewmember will have to be able to deal with the steering forces, perhaps for
hours on end. The steering system should be designed with this eventuality in mind. That calls for
a bigger steering ratio than you might otherwise choose. It also means installing a steering wheel
at the proper height for the shortest crewmember to efficiently use. (Large-diameter wheels,
which look sexy in port, are often difficult to use for long periods unless their bottom rim is let into
the cockpit sole.)
Hull shape has a big impact on steering. Bow sections that are rounded rather than V-shaped are
easier to control downwind in big seas.
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Emergencies
Unfortunately, one also has to consider emergencies. Losing a person overboard is the worst. A
larger yacht is going to be more difficult to maneuver in the recovery operation. With high topsides, getting the lost crewmember back aboard can be extremely difficult. Using a safety harness
judiciously and having a stern swim step just above the waterline will improve recovery odds.
If the rig goes over the side, you will have to be able to act quickly to cut it away. Only the best
wire cutters, preferably hydraulically operated, should be aboard.
If one crewmember becomes incapacitated, a plan should be in existence for shortening down
sail; perhaps motorsailing will make things easier on the remaining person or people.

Sharing Responsibilities
With just two crew aboard, both should know the basics of seamanship, navigation, and handling the various systems and maintenance chores that arise. There’s a tendency with couples for
the man to specialize in the seamanship and navigation, while the woman sticks more with the
homemaker’s chores. This can work fine, but women need to be able to deal with their floating
home in case their mate is incapacitated.

Self-Steering Backup
Aboard Intermezzo we carried two self-steering systems: an autopilot and a windvane. There
were times when one or the other had a problem, but both never malfunctioned at the same time.
On Intermezzo II we started out with just an autopilot. Steve felt that the boat’s high, broad stern
wouldn’t lend itself to a vane. At the last minute he realized we should carry a backup pilot aboard,
but by then it was too late to arrange to have one sent to us. On our second Atlantic crossing, when
we were 26 days out from Cape Town, South Africa, and just four days from Antigua, the pilot
went into hibernation. Steve and I were forced to steer watch after watch with occasional help
from the kids. We weren’t involved in a life-or-death situation, but we were happier to get the
hook down in English Harbor than in any other anchorage we visited. Shortly afterward we
bought a backup pilot. And we have always had a backup self-steering system since.

SINGLEHANDING
We’ve met singlehanders in all parts of the world, many of whom have become good friends.
We’ve heard all sorts of reasons for sailing alone. Many just haven’t found the right crew, or they
think it’s easier to sail on their own.
Their gear will run about the same as that of their crewed counterparts, with a tendency to be
just a bit simpler. Forty feet seems to be the median size, but two of our singlehandling friends
planned to build 50-footers when they returned home.
Near the end of the spectrum was the late Tom Blackwell and his Islander. We first met Tom, a
wiry 70-year-old, in Port Louis, Mauritius, in 1979. Islander is a classic Scottish cruising design,
56 feet overall and 35 tons, a lot of boat for one man. Yet Tom was on his third circumnavigation
in her. With wooden spars and running backstays, she would be a handful for a full crew. Tom’s
solution was to take his time. He wasn’t in a hurry, kept her shortened down, and did just fine. The
extreme limits have now been pushed back by the BOC competitors. The latest crop of yachts
have enormous rigs, and with their water-ballast systems exert very high righting moments. If
these yachts can be raced singlehanded, around the bottom of the world, slightly de-tuned versions certainly will do nicely cruising in the temperate latitudes.

Keeping Watch
The real issue with singlehanding is watch keeping. Obviously it is impossible to maintain a
full-time watch. Most singlehanders now make due with a radar and proximity alarm.
This will alert them to big ships in all but rainy weather. But it does not tell them about smaller
targets lost in rain or sea clutter. And that smaller target might be you.
So, they are taking a chance with their own safety (which is okay as long as they assume responsibility for any problems that arise). However, they are also taking a chance with the safety of
other yachts around them, which I find a bit disconcerting. It’s another reason to keep a careful
watch when on a passage.
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Some of you are going to be a lot more gregarious than Steve and I, and appreciate the company
of crew on passages and perhaps when anchored. If this is the case, the question then becomes
how do you find the ideal crew?

Experience
Some of our friends that carry crew consider sailing experience a prerequisite. If potential crew
can’t help with boat handling, why take them, goes the reasoning. If this is your approach, you’ll
want to check some references to make sure the crew has done what they claim. A test sail with
helming and sail handling is also a good idea.

Compatibility
Other folks we know who carry crew are much more interested in compatibility than sailing
experience. They want to be sure the “vibes” are good and that their new crewmember will fit in.
This gets you into areas such as eating habits, personal hygiene, smoking, language, music,
sense of humor, even priorities on seating and bunk protocol.
If your crew is new to the game, be sure that he or she understands the freshwater consumption
rules.

The Food Chain
One source of friction with new crew may be the food stores and how they are consumed. The
odds are you will have inventories of some items that are hard to come by and so you tend to ration
their consumption. Being clear about how much of and how often these items available for consumption helps keep a peaceful ship.

Drugs
In many parts of the world if the authorities find drugs or drug paraprhenalia aboard your vessel,
your home is subject to forfeit. This is far too big a chance to take, and so we get into the sticky
question of what a new crewmember brings aboard. Some owners will search the crew’s belongings to make sure no contraband is stowed aboard. Others feel very uncomfortable with the prospect. But if you don’t make the search, how do you know the new crew is clean?

Checking References
Everyone we know who takes outside crew recommends getting and checking references (both
land- and sea-based). This is the only way to assure yourself that the background of your new
shipmate is what you want it to be.
When we’ve spoken to law enforcement and Coast Guard officials about security issues, they
have always emphasized careful background checks of crew.

Contributions to Cruising Kitty
When you take crew along are they there for the ride, or do they help pay their way? Many who
take crew expect a modest contribution to the cruising kitty, perhaps enough to covert consumption of stores. We’ve heard folks sharing from $50 to $150 per week.

Where To Look
There are all sorts of ways of finding crew from word of mouth to the bulletin boards of harbor masters, marinas, and yacht clubs. Most cruising magazines have crew-wanted classified
adds, and several run parties periodically where those looking for a ride can meet up with those
looking for crew.

ABOARD TINDORA
Doris and Ussi Aspiala have spent the last 12 years cruising on a Swan 57, Tindora, most of the
time with crew aboard. They enjoy the company and need help with the Swan’s massive rig. They
were happy to give us some advice about dealing with crew.
I asked Doris how they decide on a crewmember. “Get to know them first,” she suggested, “It
takes a couple of weeks to tell if someone is going to work out or not.” The best way to do this is
to take a short cruise, testing how well you and the crewmember get along on a 24-hour basis.
Doris looks for people with easygoing personalities who will adapt easily to the way she and
Ussi like to live. While most of their crew have become good friends, inviting friends to crew is
ill-advised they contend. Ussi warns, “It can be difficult to assign chores and run as tight a ship
with someone you’ve known a long time.” “This is not a democracy,” Doris stresses, “The deci-
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sions are made by us,
not by anybody else.”
They ask ahead of
time about food likes
and
d i s l i ke s .
A l t h o u g h t h ey ’r e
pretty flexible about
their own eating habits, they have found
discord over food to be
a major problem at
sea. It’s best to have
an understanding up
front.
Once a new crewmember is selected, he
or she goes through a
sort of orientation
period. Ussi breaks
them in on deck, and
Doris goes over the
systems used down
below. They also
cover safety procedures, such as the
man-overboard routine; location and use
The Swan 57 Tindora anchored off Epsiritu
of fire extinguishers;
Santo in the Sea of Cortez.
and rules about wearing harnesses. “We
have a firm rule on harnesses,” Ussi explains, “They are always worn when leaving the interior at
night or in heavy weather.” This breaking-in period is a good time to discuss abandon-ship preparations: How one crewmember would be in charge of gathering abandon-ship bags, another
would radio a mayday, and someone else would look for the problem.
Doris is fussy about how the boat looks down below, and about what goes on in the galley. (Just
like me!) The crew must adapt to the Tindora way of doing things. Doris does the cooking; a crewmember does the dishes. Usually one member of the crew is assigned domestic chores for the day.
This can include galley cleanup, as well as wiping down the varnish and cabin soles, and vacuuming.
Crew always have their own sleeping space and storage area. This way the saloon doesn’t
become a bunk room. Gear is kept stowed, rather than left all over the place.
I asked Ussi and Doris if they ever posted written rules for the crew. They keep a positive list of
reminders taped to the bulkhead. Some of the items covered are: Wear a shirt to dinner; keep a
positive attitude; be considerate of others aboard; lend a hand as needed; and anticipate jobs and
do them ahead of time.
I wondered how they handled the logistics of transporting the crew, breaking them in, etc. Ussi
told me they expect crew to pay for their own airfare to the boat and back. Since their style of
cruising involves laying the boat up each year, a definite location for the return ticket can be
arranged in advance. Doris and Ussi supply food and a place to sleep. They also pick up the tab
for dining ashore. Crew must bring their own spending money.
They schedule crew to arrive two weeks before the departure date. This affords time for plenty
of hard work getting the boat ready to go to sea. Sails are bent back on, and various repairs are
taken care of. If Doris and Ussi aren’t yet living aboard, they give the crew a per diem to cover
meals — something in the neighborhood of US$20 a day.
Once embarked, the work schedule tapers off to around an hour a day.
Each morning at breakfast, they run over the jobs for the day. Crewmembers are expected to get
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Doris and Ussi Aspialla in the saloon ofTindora.

their work done without any prompting. “I hate bossing people around,” says Ussi. He and Doris
do their chores right alongside the crew.
What if things don’t work out? They make sure it’s understood in advance that a crewmember
can be asked to leave at any harbor with an airport. Fortunately, they’ve only had to do this once.
Their first crewmember was a friend who planned to visit for a couple of months and ended up
staying for most of the year. This person referred a friend, who crewed for a while and in turn
referred other friends. Many of their crew have been Finnish Sea Scouts. Most have had at least
some small-boat sailing experience.

Part-Time Circumnavigation
Doris and Ussi have used an interesting approach to cruising during their circumnavigation.
Because of business commitments they have moved the boat in stages, leaving it for a time in
ports along the way. Each stage was usually two to four months long.
When they would start to think about laying up the boat for the season they would try to find a
good place via word of mouth, with someone to look after the boat. This usually worked out, but
not always. When they left Tindora in Papeete they would give a young friend a ticket and some
food money and say “Here, fly down to Tahiti, live aboard, keep and eye on things, and have a
good time.” As you can imagine to someone from Finland, this was a dream come true. The problem came when they went back to the boat. After two different people had lived aboard things
were in a real mess, a “pig sty,” as Ussi put it.
In another location, when Tindora was left afloat, they would have a local look after her. This
worked while in Sydney, Australia, for example, where the manager of a local boatyard kept an
eye on her.
Ussi would have the engine and all other systems run once a week, the heads pumped out (to
keep everything moving), and all through hulls opened and closed a couple of times.
Their preference was to leave the boat hauled out. In Cape Town, South Africa, they stored Tindora in a government-run storage area; very secure, if somewhat dirty.
Ussi and Doris point out that you have to leave a couple of weeks available when arriving at the
storage point to get the boat ready to store and to find out what is happening locally, choose the
best people to look after the boat, and generally put things in order.
If you have trouble taking several years off from work at once, or want to return home periodically to keep an eye on things (and maybe build up the cruising kitty) this part time approach to
sailing around the world can make a lot of sense.

DREAM CHASER
Ron and Caroline Teschke were experienced cruisers when Steve and I first met them in Rhode
Island. They had cruised the Eastern Seaboard in various boats and at one point had taken a year
off to do an “Atlantic Circle” with their three children, the youngest of whom was a baby at the
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The Teschke family. From left, Michael, Ron, Caroline (kneeling), Joanna, and Max.
Circumnavigators all.

time. They were interested in a new boat, in which they planned to do a circumnavigation. They
eventually decided that one of our Sundeer 64s might do the job for them, and a year or so later
they took delivery.
Rather than have their boat commissioned in Rhode Island, they transported her to Maine.
There they contracted with the crew at Bass Harbor Marine to work in the details experience had
taught them would be necessary for a boat with two adults, a teenage daughter, and two young
sons. The commissioning process took place over the winter, and when the weather showed signs
of being pleasant enough to sail, Dream Chaser was launched.
Steve and I knew that Ron and Caroline planned a circumnavigation, but we didn’t realize that
they planned to do it in a year. Part of their reason for this schedule was the challenge of doing a
family circumnavigation in such a short period of time — everyone thought they were a little nuts.
The other reason was their daughter Joanna’s social life. Ron and Caroline didn’t think it was fair
to take her away from her school friends for more than a year.
The Teschkes followed the normal west-about pattern for a circumnavigation. Leaving Maine
in May with their two sons, Michael (age 10) and Max (age 7), they made a direct shot to Bermuda, then through the Bahamas, stopping in the Turks and Caicos, before making the run down
to Panama. Joanna (age 13) met the boat in Panama, having just finished the ninth grade.

Cruising Routine
The children helped run the boat almost from the first. “Every day at 1:00 p.m. (after school)
Ron and I would go to the forward cabin to nap or read and the kids would run the boat,” Caroline
says, “They did everything. They sailed, they navigated — Ron taught them all celestial navigation. We’d lie there and hear them raising sails and making decisions. By the end it was incredible.
Joanna could have dropped us off and sailed around the world by herself.”
From Panama, Dream Chaser made the passage to the Galapagos, then on across the tradewind
belt to Rangiroa in the Tuamotus. They spent three weeks enjoying the easygoing lifestyle of the
Tuamotians before heading off across the central South Pacific. It was during this next 3,000-mile
leg that a minor equipment failure brought the family closer.
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Michael practicing a sun sight. All
three of the Teschke children learned
and practiced celestial navigation. It is
much more fun than just pushing a button to find out where you are!

The Teschkes had installed a WH drive system for
their autopilot using a Robertson control head. The
central processing unit of the Robertson was
mounted on the forward bulkhead of the lazaret, and
contrary to labeling, was not immune to moisture.When a small drip found its way into the “brain,”
they were forced to hand-steer for 1,000 miles until
they reached Tonga (where Ron found he could easily
repair the problem himself). Everybody had to chip
in with the driving chores.
“It was really when the autopilot went out that
things changed dramatically on the boat,” explains
Caroline, “It brought us together as a family.” Joanna,
like any teenager, really didn’t want to go on the trip.
After all, what 13-year-old would want to be cooped
up on a boat with two younger brothers, not to mention her parents? But becoming a full-time watchkeeper changed all that.
“It sparked my interest in sailing. I started to fall in
love with the boat,” says Joanna.
Caroline adds, “At 2:00 in the morning, Joanna
would be up on deck in her foul-weather gear with
her Walkman blaring — this little girl steering a 64foot-boat. And she never complained.”

Dream Chaser, a Sundeer 64, during seatrials. She is flying a very nice looking suit of John
Conser’s sails.The outer jib is actually free flying, set on the end of the anchoring sprit. (Jeri
Conser photo.)
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Weather Patterns
In general, as you can see by the table at
the end of this section, almost the entire
year-long passage was done within normal cruising seasons.
Leaving in May for Bermuda is fine in a
well-prepared boat, especially one that
can make good speed while keeping an
eye on the continental weather coming
toward the coast. Heading down to Panama in June is considered okay, but again
you need to keep an eye peeled for the odd
At the age of eight, Max took his trick at the helm
early hurricane. When you get through the
just like everyone else aboard.
Windward Passage (between Cuba and
Haiti) and halfway to Panama, the hurricane threat is substantially reduced. From Panama on you
are out of the hurricane belt and/or within the proper cruising season all the way across the South
Pacific. Southern hemisphere winter is ideal for tradewinds, temperature, and cyclone threats.
The only weather issues normally dealt with are “tropical convergences.” While these can bring
rain and reinforced trades, they should not be an issue for a well-found yacht.
Everyone crossing the Indian Ocean to South Africa faces the same problems with weather.
Various issues crowd you toward the end of the southern hemisphere winter/spring season for
departure from Darwin. You end up passaging across this enormous stretch of ocean in typically
strong southeast trades. The difficulties come toward the western end of the trip. From Mauritius
on, this is one of the most active cyclone regions in the world. The pilot charts are almost solid red
with storm tracks — and these are large, intense storms, typically a much greater threat than their
relatively tame North Atlantic and Caribbean counterparts. So it behooves one to be safely into
Durban, on the South African coast, before the start of the summer cyclone season. If you are late,

Dream Chaser’s track around the world was quite normal. What was so different was their
time frame, just 12 months total for the trip, including 155 days at sea.
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it usually means spending the summer in Mauritius and ducking into the graving docks in Port
Louis when a storm threatens the island. (Once all the boats are in the dock, the water level is lowered, substantially reducing the cyclonic wind impact.)
Passage
lv. Bass Harbor
arr. Bermuda

Season

Dates

15 May 1995
19 May

spring
spring

Weather

Comments

variable direction.
normal time of year for this
light to brisk strength passages

lv. Bermuda
arr. Turks & Caicos

29 May
3 June

spring
summer

moderate ESE
trades

early for hurricanes
but must watch carefully

lv. Turks & Caicos
arr. Panama

15 June
19 June

summer
summer

moderate SE trades

SW Caribbean usually safe
for hurricanes

lv. Panama
arr. Galapagos

27 June
2 July

summer
n/a

light SE trades

no seasons on the equator

lv. Galapagos
arr. Rangiroa

12 July
31 July

n/a
winter

light SE trades

ideal time of year

lv. Rangiroa
arr. Tonga

16 Aug
24 Aug

winter
winter

light SE trades

ideal time of year

lv. Tonga
arr. New Caledonia

2 Sept
9 Sept

winter
winter

light to moderate
SE-E trades

ideal time of year

lv. New Caledonia
arr. Darwin

25 Sept
10 Oct

winter
winter

light to moderate
SE-E trades

ideal time of year

lv. Darwin
arr. Mauritius

23 Oct
16 Nov

spring
spring

strong SE trades

getting late in year, risk of
early cyclones

lv. Mauritius
arr. Durban

21 Nov
2 Dec.

spring
summer

variable one gale

need to watch cyclone
development

lv. Durban
arr. Cape Town

28 Jan
3 Feb

summer
summer

variable one gale

watch for weather window
to head down coast

lv. Cape Town
arr. St. Helena

17 Feb
28 Feb

summer
summer

light trades

normal time of year for this
passage

lv. St. Helena
arr. Fernando Noronha

7 Mar
20 Mar

summer
summer

light trades

ideal time of year, but trades
light

lv. Fernando Noronha
arr. Barbados

25 Mar
5 Apr

fall
spring

light trades

ideal time of year, but trades
light

lv. Barbados
arr. British Virgins

16 Apr
18 Apr

spring
spring

light trades

ideal time of year, but trades
light

lv. British Virgins
arr. Bass Harbor

4 May
13 May

spring
spring

variable one gale

normal time of year

What is so interesting to me in the Teschke’s approach is that the weather they had, and the seasons they traveled, were almost a mirror image of our three-and-a-half year circumnavigation
aboard Intermezzo.
Ron reported that for the most part winds were lighter than predicted on the pilot charts. This
mainly meant winds below 12 knots (true) from a very broad reach to dead astern. The only
exception was the Indian Ocean where, as Ron comments, “From the longitude of the west coast
of Australia, wind conditions fit precisely those predicted for the Indian Ocean and we flew for
weeks on a broad-reach port tack. We no doubt could have run even higher daily averages, but
remember we were always walking a fine line between making decent speed and breaking vital
equipment — which would have been a trip-ender in so far as getting around the world in less than
a year, not to mention getting to Africa before the cyclone season.” It was during this leg of the trip
that Dream Chaser saw her best day’s run, 295 miles, with several more days of 250-plus miles
thrown in for good measure. (By comparison, Intermezzo could only manage 200 miles on her
best day on this passage.)
Ron says that their experience with the North Atlantic was typical, with the wind “all over the
place — generally easterly, and when it blew at all, not of the pilot chart-predicted proportions.”
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Heavy Weather Preparations
In preparation for heavy weather, the Teschkes had three very deep reefs put into the main and
mizzen. In addition, they had a heavy storm staysail that could be flown hanked on the cutter stay.
They also added one of Donald Jordan’s series drogues for use in extremely severe conditions
where they might want to slow down due to sea conditions or lack of sea room in which to run off.
This series drogue was attached to the mooring cleats on the afterdeck, with its bulk stored on
the inboard end of the swim step. This took up quite a bit of valuable real estate, but it was only in
place when there was a potential for its use. Ron says they brought it out of storage and set if up
ready to deploy before leaving Darwin, Australia. The drogue was removed and stowed before
leaving Cape Town for the more temperate weather of the Atlantic.
One of the issues to face when slowed down with the stern facing the sea is the possibility of
being swept, stern to bow, by a breaking sea. Ron reports that, “to that end I constructed a 1.5-inch
(37mm) thick plywood pre-drop board that rested up nicely against the structural lip on both sides
of the companionway and against a several-inch (50mm) elevation at its base. So that this would
be able to dissipate some of the energy of a breaking sweeping sea without having to absorb all of
it, I drilled ten 1-inch (25mm) holes in it. Thus some, but not all of the load would be taken by the
1/2-inch (12.6 mm) Lexan drop board behind it.” Fortunately, the drogue was never required.

Heaving-To
There were three instances where gales led the Teschke’s to heave-to. The first time was 200
miles off the coast of Durban, on the edge of the Aghulas current in 50-plus knots of wind. (Everyone seems to get nailed in this spot — we certainly did!)
With the wind coming at you from the southwest, if you want to maintain station or keep going,
it means beating into large breaking seas. A lot of folks would claim it’s impossible to get a lightdisplacement, short fin-keeled yacht to heave-to, especially one with as little in the water and as
much above as the Sundeer 64. So we were very interested in the tactics used by the Teschkes, as
well as the results.
They hove-to with storm staysail sheeted to weather opposed by a triple-reefed mizzen, the normal way of setting things up when hove-to with ketch rigs. With the mizzen sheeted on center,
Dream Chaser would lie at about 30 degrees to the wind, slowly working forward against the
waves. However, according to Ron, “when lying like that...there were several occasions when the
apparent wind would briefly swing dead ahead, causing us concern that the next time the boat

The Teschke’s Sundeer 64 draws 6 1/2 feet (2 m), most of which is taken up by a short fin
keel. The hull/fin combination is designed to be quite efficient upwind in a cruising context.
However, the bottom line in the design of Dream Chaser is the ability to absorb wave impact
and skid to leeward while dissipating wave energy (which might otherwise turn into a knockdown or rollover). The shallow fin rapidly rolls out of the water with excessive heel and the
boat skids easily on its topsides (with no fin to hold her against the force of the breaking sea.
We’ve found that this type of design also does well when hove-to, making a nice slick to
weather while drifting off to leeward.
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The fin keel on the Sundeer 64 is considered short by many standards. However, the fact that this
hull moves so quickly through the water makes it actually quite efficient (as lift is a function of
boatspeed squared). The longitudinal center of gravity (with empty fuel tanks) is forward of the aft
end of the keel, so the boat can be supported on the keel when hauled out. The short fin adds to
maneuverability, making the autopilot’s job that much easier at sea.

might inadvertently tack through the wind.” He felt more comfortable with the mizzen sheet
eased down 10 to 20 degrees, at which point Dream Chaser would lie at about 60 degrees from
the wind, with no concern on the part of the crew that she’d tack herself.
Of course there might be times when it would be safer to lie closer to the wind. It might improve
the angle of the slick made by the hull towards the waves, not to mention taking the wave impacts
more on the bow (as opposed to the beam). Ron comments, “if one wished ardently to lie at 30
degrees, one could. Just keep a close watch, and be ready to jump to the mizzen sheet and/or handle an inadvertent tack....This might be highly desirable under imaginable circumstances, making the watch-keeping worthwhile.”
The Teschkes found “helm position...to be largely irrelevant. After beginning with it hard over,
we ended keeping it mid line. We made just under 2 knots leeway, drifting 120 degrees downwind,
while lying at 60 degrees to the wind. The slippage was a bonus. We never came near tripping, and
it was almost surreally comfortable down below. The 1.8-knot speed average was determined by
GPS, on multiple tacks, in two different oceans. It would probably be substantially less in, say, a
steady 30-to-35 knots as opposed to the constant 43-to-50 (true) that we were in.”
Ron is aware of the trade-offs in a cruising yacht. “If one wants a buoy-to-buoy or coastal racer,
on a triangular course the slippage to leeward which comes with a shallow draft keel like the Sundeer 64’s is a problem. Offshore, where you rarely sail at tight angles, the penalties are minor. And
if one wants a bluewater cruiser/racer that is exceptionally unlikely to trip on her keel — and
chance getting knocked down — the question answers itself.”
“It is important in analyzing the type of boat upon which you are going to cruise to be honest as
to the genuine ultimate goal. If one expects to cross a sea or an ocean, one has to think backwards.
What is the worst that is going to happen? Am I prepared? Do I have the right boat? With the slippage, we found hove-to we left a slick to weather. This seemed to diminish the breaking crests of
oncoming seas. What more could you ask for?”
Of the other two gales the Teschkes encountered, one was between
Durban and Cape Town, and the
other was at the end of the trip just
entering the Gulf of Maine.

Downwind Rig

Ron and Caroline Teschke snuggled up in Dream Chaser’s
pilot house off the Cape of Good Hope.

The sailplan on Dream Chaser,
like that on most of the Sundeer
64s, is a ketch configuration, with
spreaders swept aft 25 degrees,
eliminating the need for permanent backstays. This allows the use
of very efficient high-roach mains
and mizzens. We can pack a lot of
sail area into a short rig this way. It
is fast and easy to handle. However, when running downwind at
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very deep angles, the sails cannot be let out as far as with
inline spreaders, and one has to
watch chafe more carefully.
Ketches in general do not
like running square, as the mizzen tends to blanket the mainsail. The approach Steve and I
use is to head up 15 or 20
degrees from a dead run and
pull the apparent wind forward, so that rig is broad reaching rather than running. You
cover more distance, but usuMax tossing a message into the sea in mid-Atlantic. At last
ally do it faster so that you end
report
he is still waiting for a reply.
up making better time overall.
H ow ev e r, t h i s a p p r o a c h
requires active participation on the part of the crew.
The Teschkes found that Dream Chaser was simpler to sail dead downwind when they dropped
the main and mizzen, set the jib on a carbon-fiber spinnaker pole to weather while using a freeflying reacher, sheeted through the end of the main boom to leeward.
As Ron puts it, this rig is “sweet as you please sailing 30 degrees either side of 180. Squall at
night? Just depower by reefing or furling either of the roller furlers.”
Ron feels there is much less wear on the rig this way (as the main and mizzen sails are not banging around) and you don’t have the noise of the boom vangs to deal with. He says, “this bonus is
particularly appreciated in the period immediately post-squall when seas are typically sloppy and
the wind is slight to nonexistent.”
The one negative in this approach is boatspeed. You will have a slower passage running like this
in light airs than would be the case jibing down wind. Ron reports that in the normal light trades
of 10 knots of true wind, they slipped along at 6.5 knots. When the breeze came up to 12 true,
speed was 7. In 14 knots of breeze they averaged 8.
Slow is a relative term. They did make it around the world in 155 days of sailing time. And running square is certainly less work, so maybe they have something here.
And what about full-length battens? They went through the same learning curve as have most
of our clients. They started out with lightweight, flat, tapered battens, and, after breaking these,
they switched to hollow, round fiberglass. These broke too, so they ended up with solid fiberglass
battens — which did the trick.
Dream Chaser started her cruise with two asymmetric spinnakers flown from a cantilevered
bowsprit. Ron feels that he wouldn’t purchase the bowsprit for another cruise. “I wouldn’t even
take along a cruising spinnaker.”

Does This Approach Make Sense For You?
When Steve and I discussed the Teschke’s schedule, my initial reaction was that it was much
too fast. But then I started to compare it to our passage across the South Pacific in Beowulf in
1995. Yes, we made a couple of additional stops, but for the most part we didn’t spend any more
time than the Teschkes. Whereas they stopped in Rangiroa for three weeks, we did the same in the
Tuamotus, except our stop was in Takaroa. Their ten-day stay in Tonga was the same length as
ours. Trade our time in Fiji for their stop in New Caledonia, and we were almost even up. And by
the time we arrived in New Zealand, just four months after leaving Los Angeles, we didn’t feel
hurried at all.
In South Africa they took three months between stopping in Durban and leaving Cape Town.
That’s the same time period we had spent there on Intermezzo in 1979. In fact, our schedule
aboard Intermezzo, once we started across the Indian Ocean, was about the same as theirs all the
way back to the States — except we were a great deal slower at sea! The major difference was that
we left Darwin a couple of months earlier, then spent a month in Bali with intermediate stops in
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Cocos Keeling and Rodrigues
before arriving in Mauritius.
However, with a faster, more
comfortable boat there would be
no need for these intermediate
rest stops.
The major difference in our
circumnavigations was at the
beginning. We took our time
t h r o u g h P o l y n e s i a , N ew
Zealand, and Melanesia. That 2
1/2 years we cruised could have
easily been compressed into 6
Joanna, Max, and Michael, nearly home after a year of cruismonths or less.
ing in the Gulf of Maine
When Steve asked Caroline
about the pressure of the relatively fast time schedule, her reply started us thinking. “We had all
the time we needed at each stop to get in lots of sightseeing, and I mean a lot. What we didn’t do
was join in the yacht cruising scene. Ron and I love being at sea on Dream Chaser so the trip did
not at all seem like a burden. People say ‘Maybe you missed out,’ but we didn’t feel deprived. And
we felt it was quite exciting to be pushing along.”
If you want to do a circumnavigation, are short on time, and have a fast, reliable boat, the Teschkes have obviously proven it can be done in a comfortable manner. A major factor will be how
much you enjoy (or don’t enjoy) being at sea. They obviously relished passage time as much as
time in port.
The seasons and weather patterns work out well. What you miss out on is the time most folks
spend getting into the local rhythm of life, both with natives and cruisers. But if the choice is
between hanging out for a couple of months at a time or not going around at all because you don’t
think you have the time, and if you have the proper tools to do the job, this concept makes a lot of
sense.
“You have to have the right boat and you have to have a crew that gets along with each other,”
is how Ron puts it, “What it boils down to is that the kids made it possible.”
We’ll let Caroline have the final word. “I’d take off all the time. I particularly love it,” she says.
“I like being at sea more than I like being on land. There’s a wonderful simplicity. You come to
enjoy just watching the waves. I saw 155 dawns come up over the sea. And that’s intrinsically
pleasurable.”

LEGAL ISSUES
Before we leave the subject of crew (and guests) we need to chat about some legal issues. As
much as Steve and I hate the concept of covering one’s hind end, if you use a boat in the U.S. in
this day and age, you need to understand your rights and responsibilities.
We are fortunate to have a legal expert in the family. Steve’s “baby” brother was for many years
a practicing attorney, specializing in litigation. He has since been “elevated,” as they say, to the
bench. Today, Anthony J. Mohr is a judge in Southern California. And, as you would expect in our
family, he has some experience with the sea. What follows is Tony’s take on the legal situation.

Avoiding Litigation
Like any pursuit, boating carries its share of accidents, which is why we buy liability insurance.
But occasionally a catastrophic injury happens — the kind giving rise to whopping jury verdicts
that test the limits of your policy. If the judgment exceeds your insurance policy, your personal
assets are at risk. Worse yet, some states allow punitive damages if a jury finds that a boat owner
engaged in willful misconduct, occasionally known as gross negligence. No insurance company
covers (or is allowed to cover) punitive damages, which means the money comes out of your own
pocket.
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What Is Negligence?
Negligence means you did something that a reasonably prudent person would not do. You
failed to use ordinary or reasonable care, with the result that thanks to what you did, an injury
occured. Willful misconduct is an aggravated form of negligence involving a reckless disregard
for the safety of others. It includes acts like drinking before you go sailing; allowing an inexperienced friend to use your boat without your supervision; aggressive behavior at sea; or violating
right-of-way rules.
It is vital to make sure that such charges cannot be leveled at you. Even though your guests are
cordial and understanding at the time, many old friends end up in litigation. For example, a California attorney filed a negligence suit on behalf of a passenger who hurt his leg jumping from the
boat to the dock. Both he and the owner had been drinking. Although the plaintiff is an experienced sailor, the theory of the case is that the owner should have been sober when bringing his
boat into the slip and should have warned his friend that the dock might “wobble.” The suit is
pending. Another attorney, who is a judge pro tem and ought to know better, got sued when he
took his girlfriend to his yacht one night; the hatch was open and she fell through.

Minimize Your Risks
While no one can eliminate the possibility of serious injuries, boat owners can minimize their
risk, thus making it hard for anyone to claim willful misconduct. This is accomplished first by
being as careful as possible and, failing that, maximizing the careless role the injured person
played in an accident (known in the law either as contributory negligence or comparative negligence).
Your best defense may be to prove that the person who got hurt was just as negligent as you, if
not more so. In some suits this will bar a plaintiff from winning anything. In other states, such as
California, a plaintiff’s carelessness will not defeat a recovery, but may reduce the dollar amount
in proportion to the degree of his comparative negligence.
Even if you are cruising and are at a remote island, be careful how you treat guests. If, for example, you live in California or your boat is a California vessel, the plaintiff-oriented laws of California may apply instead of the more defense-oriented laws of the area you are visiting. That
means if a local is injured, he will have his choice of suing you where the accident occurred or
suing you in your home state.
With these principles in mind, here’s how to reduce the chance of being accused of negligence.
• Be prepared for your guests: Your inexperienced friends have no clue how to behave
when they leave the dock. Be ready for them. Have a bunch of old deck shoes available so they
don’t slip (and ruin your deck) in their leather-sole shoes. Supply sweatshirts, sunscreen and
extra hats. Offer them seasick pills (but not scopolamine, which is a prescription drug). Carry
a good first-aid kit.
• Educate your guests: Non-sailors will show up wearing the wrong clothes and expect
a martini before leaving the dock. Their kids will want to run around the deck as you head
through swells. Make them understand the dangers. Teach them respect for the sea. Take the
time to explain how a yacht works. According to Dave Worden of Commodore Insurance Services, novices have a penchant for tripping, catching fingers in winches, and getting rope burn.
If you’re on a sailboat, describe what heeling means. Tell them a boom can be deadly when the
wind shifts.
Consider writing a simple set of safety rules which each guest must read before leaving the
dock. When my father, Stanley Dashew, first launched his 68-foot (20.9m) cutter, Deerfoot, he
prepared a two-page description of the boat. It contained instructions like “one hand for you, one
hand for the ship.” First time guests were asked to read this sheet as soon as they came aboard.
To protect yourself, write each guest’s name into the ship’s log along with a notation that they
were, for example, “furnished a copy of ‘Day Sail Instructions’ and told to read them.” This entry
will constitute helpful evidence if there is an accident followed by a lawsuit.
• Warn about dangers: The law provides a duty to warn about dangerous conditions.
Cases against railroads, for example, often turn on the failure to operate signals properly. The
same analogy applies at sea. Not long ago a doctor and lawyer who co-own a boat invited a
mutual friend sailing. She was not experienced, and no one warned her that yachts pitch and
roll. She lacerated her chin while falling down the companionway.
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If you are sailing and are about to tack, do more than yell “ready about,” because a guest may
not understand the phrase. Don’t let someone inexperienced jump onto the dock with your bow
line. Don’t let inexperienced friends steer without your close supervision. The owner of a Merit
25 is suing another sailboat owner whose guest refused to yield right-of-way in 25 knots of wind
and running seas. To avoid a collision, the plaintiff spun his boat around, causing him to fall
across the cockpit and hurt his back.
• Document injuries even if they are minor: If someone gets hurt despite your precautions, you must take certain actions not only to assist the victim but to minimize legal exposure.
Write in the log a detailed narrative of what happened. This is evidence and may be used in
court. It also may help a treating physician to determine the extent of the person’s injuries.
Include a full description of how the person feels. If s/he is conscious, ask if s/he is in pain and
if so where. Note any objective symptoms. If your guest walked unassisted off the boat at the end
of the day, you should say so in the log. Again, this is for your protection in case years later the
guest claims a more serious injury. Many institutions use this technique. Next time you attend a
baseball game, watch the ushers when a foul goes into the stands. They immediately find the person and ask how he is. They’re not just being polite: they want to commit him to a statement of
his mental and physical condition for use as evidence should that person exaggerate the event.
Get written statements by other guests and your crew. Their versions of the incident will be
valuable. Put copies into the log, and keep the originals elsewhere.

The “Jones” Act
The problem becomes more complex if someone who becomes part of your crew gets hurt.
That person who offers to help crew on a trip from Los Angeles to Cabo San Lucas may claim that
he was a hired employee. Several years ago the owners of a C&C 44 prevailed, but just barely, in
San Francisco federal court against a crewmember who was injured during a race. The plaintiff
claimed that even though he was not being paid for his services, he was a seaman for hire and
therefore entitled to benefits under the Jones Act. This two-week jury trial must be viewed as a
warning shot. Even paying for the crew’s lodging or reimbursing their expenses might be enough
to invoke the Jones Act should something go wrong during the race. Kathy Taylor Folso, the
former commodore of the Martinez Yacht Club, testified for the defense. Commenting after the
verdict, she said, “Unless Congress changes the law, racing enthusiasts would be wise to consult
their lawyers and make sure their liability insurance is paid up.” So be careful about paying a
friendly neighbor a few dollars to take care of the boat for the weekend or, say, run it to the fuel
dock. I was told of one case where an owner gave his slipmate a few dollars to watch his boat “and
if you want to use my moped (which he kept on board).” When she was involved in an accident,
the court viewed her as a paid hand acting in the service of the vessel.
Each of these suggestions involves little more than common sense. But if they become part of
your boating routine, the chance of having your time and assets consumed by lawsuits will be
much less.

HOW BIG CAN YOU GO?
Just how large a yacht a couple can sail is the subject of some conjecture. Some sailors feel that
by relying upon hydraulic roller furlers, stowaway mainsails, and other bits of exotic gear, almost
any size can be handled (as long as the gear upon which you depend works!). But leave these systems on the marine chandler’s shelf, and very quickly you begin to find the outer limits for prudent
seamanship.

Locura
Move with us now to Baja, California, aboard the Deerfoot 72 ketch Locura, to see how far it’s
possible to go with a two-person yacht.
An 8-foot (2.5m) sea starts to lift Locura’s stern. Instinctively, like the surfer he is, Tom Miller
lets the helm slip to windward as he rolls the bow upwind, positioning us for another ride on the
face of a wave. Locura hesitates for a second, then, feeling the drive build in her 1.5-ounce spinnaker, accelerates forward with an adrenaline-building rush of speed.
Casually, without a pause in his conversation with Steve, Tom pulls the wheel downwind with
his left hand, gesturing with his right to the steamer lights on our starboard quarter. “We’re putting
it to those guys now,” he says. All night long we’ve been racing this ship, sometimes a little faster,
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other times dropping back.
But during the last hour the
wind has built into the
mid-20-knot range and
Locura is averaging better
than 13 knots. The steamer
is slowly dropping astern.
With the bow heading
straight into the trough of
the wave ahead, the speedometer starts its climb to
13.75, 14.5, 15. No comment comes from the crew.
B u t a t 1 6 k n o t s , To m
pauses in the flow of conversation to call out the
speed. “Sixteen-and-a-half
— come on, baby.” Locura
hangs in the wave face for
10, maybe 15 seconds. Tom
grips the 60-inch (1.5m)
wheel with both hands,
though not because he
needs to. He could just as
easily let his 72-foot (22m)
Locura, anchored in the Sea of Cortez.
dinghy pick its own way to
the bottom of the wave. Now Tom is pushing on the wheel, urging Locura faster down the wave.
“Seventeen, seventeen two — Ah, now that feels good!”
This is no ordinary mom-and-pop cruiser, but a 72-foot (22m) high-performance cruising
machine. Even though the ketch rig is of modest proportions, we’re carrying 1,850 square feet
(171.9 square meters) of canvas without any form of roller-furling system.
Steve and I are aboard to observe how Tom and Lisa Miller handle their boat. Since this is
Locura’s first offshore passage, we’ve agreed to come aboard and pass on what we’ve learned
sailing our own large yachts offshore. But our interaction is to be limited to talk and eating. Tom
and Lisa are to do the sailhandling. As the bow begins to nip into the back of the next wave Tom
rolls the bow to windward for the next ride.
“You know, one of these days we’re going to have to jibe to port,” Steve comments. “We’re
already an hour past the layline for Cabo San Lucas. We’ll probably have to drop the spinnaker
and carry the reacher now.”
Lisa arrives with a big bowl of popcorn for herself and me and separate bags for Tom and Steve.
“You guys eat popcorn so fast we won’t get our ration if we let you share, so now we each have
our own.”
The four of us make small talk. Lisa asks about cruising with young children. We chat about the
autopilot, where to anchor at Cabo, and that meal of huevos rancheros and Carta Blanca beer we
know will be waiting for us in a few hours. The four of us are dry, well rested, comfortable in the
extreme — and traveling at exhilarating speed. There’s just one problem: We can’t put off jibing
much longer, and that means someone will have to go forward and deal with 2,300 square feet
(213.8 square meters) of straining nylon. That thought in the back of our minds adds an unstated
element of tension to the evening’s festivities.
It was three years ago almost to the day when Tom met us at the dock in San Diego as we completed our six-year circumnavigation.
“I want to go cruising; take off for a couple of years with Lisa and Randy — as soon as we make
a brother for Randy — and get a boat together.”
It was like looking into a mirror at ourselves 10 years before. Tom and Lisa live in the
pressure-cooker world of suburban Los Angeles. With a large, successful contracting business to
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watch over, Tom was constantly working full-tilt, traveling away from home much of the time.
Together they had a demanding schedule of obligations to meet. There was no time to smell the
flowers. And Tom was ready for a change.
Tom was full of questions. Having owned a series of progressively larger yachts since the days
in which we raced catamarans together, he had a pretty good idea of what he wanted to go cruising
in. But he wasn’t sure how to make it all work together. In the end, Tom opted for a purist’s rig: no
roller furling, no spinnaker snuffers, not even lazyjacks to help with the 700-square-foot (65.1square-meter) mainsail.
“This boat is not a daysailer,” he reasoned. “Why pay the penalties and risks imposed by that
sort of equipment when we’re only going to be handling sails at the beginning and end of passages? Lisa and I can physically do the work necessary. Sure, we may have to shorten down ahead
of weather, and maybe we can’t push as hard — but in the end we know that it’s up to us. There
won’t be any sailhandling systems to fail.”
“I guess we had better jibe this mother,” Tom says. The moment of truth.
“What do you mean we?” I ask. “Steve and I are just along for the ride. This is a two-person
boat, remember?”
“I’ll go forward and get everything ready. Try not to get me wet.” Tom hands me the wheel and
hooks his safety harness to the jackline.
Now in theory, there shouldn’t be any difference in stripping the spinnaker on Locura from the
many times Steve and I had done the same on our own smaller boats. The proportions are a little
different, that’s all. Let the afterguy on the spinnaker pole go forward. Ease the main boom all the
way out. Choke down the spinnaker sheet so its leech is tight against the leeward side of the mainsail. Then run off square before the wind and the chute will collapse docilely in the lee of the main.
Lisa watches anxiously from the cockpit as Tom flakes down the spinnaker halyard, tightens up
the foreguy, and moves the spinnaker sheet forward. Meanwhile I restrain myself from carving up
to windward to build boatspeed.
“Why don’t you go forward and give Tom a hand?” I suggest. “If you ease the spinnaker halyard
for him he’ll have both hands free to get the sail down on deck. Steve and I have done this lots of
times together when the wind was blowing really hard, and it’s barely blowing 25 knots right
now.” By the look on Lisa’s face I’m not sure my attempt at easing her concern has been successful. But she snaps her harness on the jackline and walks forward to help Tom, just the same.
“Okay, we’re ready.” comes the cry from the foredeck.“Square off, ease out the afterguy, and
collapse the spinnaker.”
I head downwind, watching the luff of the chute as it gently folds back towards the mainsail.
Lisa begins to ease the halyard, hesitantly at first and then as fast as she can go. Tom’s arms flail
nylon and he’s lost in a maze of color in the glare of the spreader lights. Thirty seconds later the
sail is safely on deck. Tom opens the locker hatch and dumps the sail below. The spinnaker pole
is dropped down on deck and secured, the main and mizzen are jibed, and then Tom hoists the
reaching jib. He and Lisa swagger back to the cockpit, their confidence level now several notches
higher.
“Come on,” Steve says,“let’s get this sucker moving. That freighter is starting to catch us!”

Defining the Limit
How do you know what’s too big? Size by itself is not the issue. In the end, it comes down to
how the boat is designed and how difficult she is to handle on sail and power.
Since Steve and I helped the Millers with Locura we’ve done a series of 75-footers (22.9m) that
have been sailed by couples and have now pushed the upper limit to 80 feet (24.4 m).
And the 80-footers (24.4m) we are doing today are a lot easier to handle under sail and power
than our 62-footer (18.9m) was. Compared to Locura they are an order of magnitude faster, more
comfortable and easier for a couple to handle.

Size and Budget
Having just made the above comments about big boats let me reiterate that size is relative.
While it’s always nice to go cruising in the biggest boat you can afford, the real issue is going
cruising. Don’t wait for the bucks to accumulate until you can afford a maxi cruiser. Go now with
what you have!
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It is not unusual to find cruisers earning a living as professional fishermen, especially in
the Pacific Northwest.

EARN AS YOU GO CRUISING
We’re frequently asked by people planning a long-term cruise if it’s possible to earn money
while traveling abroad. The answer is yes. A number of factors influence the amount of money
that can be earned.

Working Ashore
First is the attitude of those seeking work. If you’re prepared to take whatever comes along in
the way of jobs, the potential market for services will be expanded greatly. We know doctors who
have worked as carpenters, accountants, and waitresses. The ability to be happy while “underemployed” is required.
Next, the area of cruising has to be considered. Touristy areas in the tropical belts are especially
rich in job opportunities.
It’s normal in most countries to restrict the legal ability of tourists to compete in the job market
with locals, so one may have to work on a sub rosa basis. This is true in the United States as well
as elsewhere, yet it doesn’t seem to deter either employers or employees.
Those with “professional” skills will find it hardest to get work at a level commensurate with
their experience. Jobs of this type are usually long-term and handled on a contract basis, and in a
downside economy involve substantial competition. One possible exception is with large multinational companies operating overseas. They usually have staffing agreements with the host
countries. A certain percentage of expatriates are allowed on the payroll.
The best job opportunities exist in the trades. Carpenters, electronic technicians, master
mechanics, specialists in diesel/hydraulics or refrigeration/air conditioning — all have good
prospects. A skilled tradesman can find gainful employment almost anywhere, at very good rates
of pay.
Many cruising people put their yacht maintenance skills to work. Freelance work is available
occasionally in cruising centers, but is harder to come by in the cruising grounds. Harbors with
major concentrations of yachts such as Fort Lauderdale, St. Thomas, Mallorca, or Newport offer
excellent opportunities. It isn’t unusual in the United States for a freelancer to earn $15 to $25 per
hour on a cash basis. Six months of this type of income, and one is ready to cruise for awhile.
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Now here’s a welcome sign. What a relief to come in after a long
period of cruising with lots of sail mending to do and see a sailmaker
in the anchorage. Andy and Sandy Peterson have been sail and
cover makers to the cruising set for more than a decade

The importance of personal
and yacht appearances in
obtaining freelance work cannot be overemphasized.
Medically trained cruisers
can usually obtain short-term
employment if planning to
p r a c t i c e u n d e r t h e i r ow n
national flag. But an American
doctor trying to work in New
Zealand, for example, must go
through a period of residency,
regardless of his qualifications.
Cruising sailors have an
excellent reputation for productivity. While the employers
realize they will only have your
services until the kitty is full,
they appreciate the fact that
sailors have good work habits
and are self-starters.

Deliveries

The forward stateroom on their 55-foot (16.9m) sloop has been
converted to a sail and cover loft. Jacaranda is a traditional Sparkman & Stephens CCA racing design.

In addition to conventional
jobs, there are a number of
other ways to beef up the cruising kitty. Yacht deliveries are
one means. This is as much a
function of serendipity as anything; one has to be in the right
place at the right time. Odds
can be improved by being at
major jump-off points at season end; for instance, Newport
at the end of summer, St. Thomas or Antigua at the end of
spring. At $1.50 to $2.50 per
mile, plus boat expenses, it can
be a quick way of making
money.
Of course, yacht delivery has
its drawbacks. It will usually be
the end of the season, so the
weather may be suspect. The
condition of the vessel may be
in question. Someone has to
look after your own yacht
while she is by herself.

Chartering

A happy customer coming to pick up his repaired genoa.

A few of the cruisers we
know make out by chartering.
With the right type of vessel
and an appropriate personality,
chartering can be a very lucrative business. Long-term charters of a week or more require
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Rick Marvin has had a successful day-charter business for years on the island of Kauai.

an enormous effort on the part of skipper and crew to keep the guests occupied, fed and happy.
One must establish contact with agents in a chartering area before the season. The boat must be
spic and span, a brochure ought to be printed, charter-agent shows attended.
Buying a boat with the express purpose of chartering is rarely a money-making venture. If bank
payments have to be made, skipper, crew, and insurance paid, etc., there’s rarely a profit left over.
But an owner-operated yacht, with the vessel paid off, is a different situation.
There are two schools of thought on how to charter. The normal way is to pack the customers
in. A 40-footer (12.3m) will take on two couples plus the skipper. A 50-footer (15.4m) might pack
in three couples plus crew. The crew ends up sleeping in the cockpit or saloon. Not much fun, but
it can be worth it.
The other approach is to take one couple at a time. This is more like having friends along,
although the revenue is reduced.
Chartering six to eight weeks a year will allow you to take the rest of the year off. Keep in mind
that it takes several seasons to get established with the brokers, and that even when not booked,
you may be on standby for potential charters.
Daysailing is another approach to making a living while cruising. A number of people will pay
to come along for a day of sailing, picnicking, and snorkeling. Usually a pristine anchorage
nearby serves as the lunch/swim stop, with a sail to and fro. This arrangement leaves you alone in
the evenings, permitting more privacy, yet bringing in money. Twenty five to 75 or more dollars
per head for a day isn’t too bad. The final tally can equal that of longer-term charters.
The sailors we know that are involved in this type of charter operation usually work with a large
hotel. The hotel sells the tickets, takes a 15- to 25-percent cut, and provides the beach or dock to
work from.
If you are thinking about chartering, there are several equipment issues to keep in mind. First,
the odds are you will be making and dropping sail several or more times a day. So sail-handling
gear has to be efficiently rigged. Charter guests should have somewhere to sit out of the way while
the ship is being worked. The same holds true for ground tackle. You may be anchoring three or
four times in a day, so you’ll want an efficient, easily handled windlass and ground-tackle combination.
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Your charter “accessories” (scuba gear, snorkeling equipment, dinghies, windsurfers) all need
to be easily stowed and retrieved.
Water capacity and the ability to replenish your supplies with a watermaker are also important.
There are several design issues to consider as well. A boat that is stiff is important, as is one with
good deck space for lounging. Below, the closer you can get to equal accommodations for guests
the better off you will be. Crew quarters ideally will be separate from guests (for both of your
benefits!). A bit if beam is preferable below to more traditional narrow boats.
Good ventilation from hatches, dorade vents, and fans is important.
But in the end, the single most important ingredient is the crew. If the crew is friendly, entertaining, and informative, and if the food is good, the guests will overlook a lot of other things.

Writing
Writing is one of the worst ways I can think of to make money. The yachting magazines are
swamped with stories every month, sometimes two or three hundred manuscripts at a time. At the
most they have four to six slots for freelancers to fill in each issue. Multiplying that times the number of magazines, and it’s easy to see why the market is limited.
The rates paid for a story indicate that freelance magazine writing is a buyer’s market. Fifteen
hundred to 2,000 words will bring $300 to $700. As several submissions are frequently required
for each sale, this doesn’t add up to much per word or per hour.
Writing marine books falls into the same category. In such a small market, it’s tough for publishers to make any money (or so the publishers claim!). A 5,000-copy sale is considered something of a barn burner in the yachting field.
If you have a yen to write after all these pessimistic comments, here are a few pointers.
• Technical or how-to articles sell better than travelogues.
• Technical articles ought to be between 1,200 and 1,500 words long, should cover a single
topic in detail, and should be accompanied by drawings or photos.
• Travelogue style varies between magazines. Some emphasize a day-by-day log approach; others are more concerned with feeling, description, personality. Tailor your piece to
the chosen magazine.
• Travelogue photos should be submitted in slide format, shot with Kodak Kodachrome
64, or Fuji Velvia. Never use Ektachrome.
• If you know someone at the magazine, send the material to their attention. It will still go
through the regular mill, but at least it won’t get lost.
• Don’t be discouraged by rejections. Even the great authors have had them. You may have
to submit 10 articles before the first sale is made. It can be frustrating and difficult to gain acceptance in this business. However, things will get easier as the magazine staff begins to recognize your name.
• Stories rejected by one magazine may be accepted by another. Don’t be afraid to resubmit. Some writers have had four rejections on a piece only to have a fifth magazine pick it up
as a feature.
Writing a book is a completely different style of project. Where a magazine piece has to be
tight, concise, with a beginning and an end (always the hardest part for us) a book allows much
more latitude. As with magazine articles, how-to books fare better than travelogues.
Most writers create a detailed outline and four or five sample chapters, which they submit in
turn to various publishers. If they have been published in magazines, they enclose copies of the
articles. A brief summary of the writer’s seagoing credentials also helps.
The short-run nature of marine publishing makes color work uneconomical. If you are thinking
seriously about a book, keep a black and white record of interesting gear, boats, places and people. Color photos can be switched to black and white but seven to ten percent of the picture quality
is lost in the costly process.

Self-Publishing
When Steve and I did our first book (Circumnavigator’s Handbook) we learned the hard way
that marine publishers cannot afford to promote their books. What they really provided in the way
of service was editing control, assembly, and manufacturing.
We felt we could do just as well and have full control of the project. Four books and a bunch of
videos later, we’re here to tell you that you do not need a conventional publisher, especially with
today’s computer-driven technology.
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If you are interested in self-publishing, there are a few things you need to consider.
First, no one can properly edit their own work. You will need an outside editor, preferably someone with sailing experience, to do a final edit for you. On our own projects we’ll pass our manuscript around the family, clean it up as far as we can go, then turn it over to a professional.
For formatting and paste up you have your choice of a number of wonderful programs. We
started out using Ventura Publisher, have used Microsoft Word, and are now using Adobe
FrameMaker.
Illustrations help sell books and are an effective way of telling a story. You can have your slides
and photos scanned by outside parties, or buy your own scanner. Using these scanned images and
your software, you then do a layout of the book, put together the table of contents and index, and
print out at 1,200 dots per inch if art work is included (300 if not) each page of the book.
You are now ready for a printer. There are dozens of printers that would like to help you with
your project. Minimum print runs are typically 2,500 copies. Costs vary with binding, type of
paper, and number of pages. One way to help with specifications is to find a book you like at the
local store and use that as an example of what you want to do.
When choosing a printer, also inquire if they have a warehousing and shipping service. Many
do. The charges vary, but this is a good way to avoid handling the books yourself (you fax them
copies of each order to ship).
With the book now printed, you will need to get the book into the hands of the magazines for
review copies, and then onto bookstore shelves. There are probably less than 30 retail outlets who
you will deal with, plus one or two wholesalers. You will also want to contact any marine-book
clubs.
Can you make money doing this? If the book sells, the answer is yes. The real issue is if you can
make more doing something else with your time.
In the ideal world, you will end up with two or three titles in print with sales trickling in at a rate
which allows you to continue cruising (while doing additional research).

Trading
The last scheme for making money that has come to our attention is trading for or buying artifacts for resale. This business requires contacts and research.
First, you must decide what’s currently hot on the artifact market. In the past few years, primitive art from Melanesia has been high on the list. However, this could switch to Asian art or San
Blas molas next season. There’s no accounting for taste and style. It helps to contact shop owners
and wholesalers to find out what they’re interested in. They may even give you some hints on
where to find the best items.
Second, a realistic understanding of the wholesale market and its pricing is necessary. You may
see a Sepik River mask from New Guinea hanging in a shop on Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills, for
$1,000. But the shop owner and his wholesaler, know it can be brought in from Village Arts in Port
Moresby, New Guinea, for $25. The latter price is all you can expect to sell it for to the dealer.
Still, artifacts of high quality can bring a substantial return. The piece of feather money that we
picked up in the Reef Islands (Southern Solomons) for the equivalent of $10 is probably worth
several thousand dollars. Such finds, not surprisingly, are far and few between.

Cruising Kitty
Of the cruising friends we’ve made over the years, most have started out with six months to a
year’s savings. As they adapted to their new lifestyle they found that the savings would stretch
farther than expected, and that earning a bit here and there as they cruised, untaxed, was an easy
way to extend the pleasures of the cruising life.
Stopping from time to time to work means a break in routine. It provides a chance to make new
friends ashore on a longer-term basis than is normally possible. By working day-in and day-out
in a foreign environment, you can gain a real knowledge and understanding of people and customs.
With the bank account once again topped off and the boat filled with stores, you will again be
ready for the freedom of cruising. With renewed vigor, you will appreciate what had become second nature or commonplace.
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Steve and I were rowing around Sundeer’s
anchorage at Espiritu Santo (just off La Paz
in Baja California) and were discussing the
number of Alaskan boats we’d seen on this
cruise. It must be something about the
weather in that part of the world that drives
sailors to look for a warmer climate.
As we rowed closer to shore I noticed a
very interesting looking motorsailer. I
pointed it out to Steve and as he adjusted
course for a closer look we started to discuss
the interesting pilot house structure. This
boat was definitly designed for a harsh environment.
As we pulled around what we now knew
The Carmines, making cruising pay!
was Martha Rose from Alaska, we were
both struck by the no-nonsense appearance
of the boat. By the time we had completed
our circuit, a head appeared out of the pilot
house and we were soon engaged in conversation. As usually happens in isolated
anchorages, Steve and I were soon invited
aboard, where we would learn all about the
Carmine family, and their unusual lifestyle
on Martha Rose.
The Carmines live during the summer in
Galena, Alaska, where Dean coordinates
firefighting supplies and Kopi does odd summer jobs. During the winter months they live
aboard their Garden-designed motorsailer.
They found their boat through a classified
ad in a Seattle newspaper while visiting with
family. The boat had been sitting in Panama
awhile and didn’t have much gear. Of what
was aboard, most didn’t work. Still, the price
was right.
The next three years brought a love-hate
relationship for Dean, Kopi, Fritz, and Martha Rose. They spent a great deal of time
working on her, repairing gear, upgrading
A husky looking motorsailer from Bill
systems (such as new engine the second year
Garden’s fertile design office.
they owned her), but what the heck; it’s
warm, there’s no snow, and there is always time for a snorkel with new friends.
Spending half the year afloat and half the year on land means the Carmines have to lay up their
boat each year. They’ve left her in Costa Rica, southern Mexico, and for the last several seasons
before we met them, in the Sea of Cortez in Puerto Escondido.
They always have someone look after the boat, checking her out periodically and running the
engine every two to three weeks. In Puerto Escondido they paid $75 per month for a 6,000-pound
(2,722kg) mooring and another $60 per month to the American cruiser whose business it was to
look after things.
Before leaving the boat, they close the seacocks and open the bilges for ventilation and easy
inspection. They depend upon their solar cell to keep the batteries topped off (when the battery
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The pilothouse (above and below) is a wonderful convenience in colder climates. You
would think it would be somewhat unpleasant
in the tropics, but that didn’t seem to be the
case, and it does keep you out of the sun.

Looking forward: (above) note the fullsized chart desk with stowage underneath
to port.

Looking aft in the pilothouse (below). This
raised seat is typical of motor vessels. Because
your height of eye is raised visibility is improved
forward, especially close in.

The forward cabin (above and below) is
teenage territory. At the end of the starboard bunk is a compact desk, perfect for
doing schoolwork.

voltage gets too high, the folks looking after the boat disconnect the solar cells). In the four years
prior to our meeting they had cruised almost 5,000 miles using this system, spending about $250
per month (to which, of course, you have to add the cost of three round-trip tickets to Alaska).
What is so interesting about the Carmines’ lifestyle is that the total cost of spending part of the
year in Alaska and part on theboat is less than spending the full year in Alaska with time off for an
annual vacation.
When they are working, they work hard. But the low costs of cruising aboard Martha Rose
make it posible to have this ideal mix of time ashore and time afloat. It’s an interesting way to
make cruising pay!
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John Neal and some of his seagoing friends (top and bottom
photos). We’ve known John for more than 20 years and could
never figure out why he spent so much time in the higher (cold!)
latitudes. Now we know the answer. Take a look at how John is
dressed in these photos, consider where the photos are taken,
and look at the attire of the other humans with him. Obviously
there is something wrong with his metabolism.

John Neal has been kicking
around the Pacific for years. He
started out on a Swedish-built
Vega 27, Mahina, back in 1976,
going to the usual exotic destinations. As a singlehander John
says he regularly made 160
mile-per-day passages, a tremendous feat in a boat of this
size. During the two-and-a-half
years that he and Mahina
cruised together, he made ends
meet by doing odd jobs, including some marine-related work
as well as building a house.
After 22,000 miles around
the Pacific basin, he was ready
for a larger vessel. He eventually sold Mahina and found
Mahina Tiare, a Halberg Rassey Monsoon design of 31 feet
(9.5m).
During the ensuing 11 years
that he cruised aboard this little
ship he put 44,000 miles under
her keel, supporting himself by
writing magazine articles, selfpublishing a book, and doing
lecture series, in addition to
doing marine canvas work for
other cruisers he met along the
way.
In the course of this cruising
he met a German who for the
past eight years had a business
offering sail-training passages
back and forth across the
Atlantic. “If he can do it, I’ll bet
I can too” was John’s thought.
The gamble was to find enough
people interested in making
passages (as opposed to daysailing on typical charters) to
keep a new, larger vessel afloat
financially. In 1989 this was by
no means a sure bet —
although no one familiar with
J o h n a n d h i s q u i e t d r ive
doubted for a minute that he
could pull this off.
So he sold Mahina Tiare and
began to look for a vessel suitable to carry paying guests.
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Mahina Tiare II off Cape Horn, for the sixth time! (John Neal photo)

Mahina Tiare II, Paradies Bay, Antarctica. (John Neal photo)
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John’s third Mahina Tiare, a Hallberg Rassey 46, on sea trials. (John Neal photo)

Eventually he came across a Halberg Rassey 42, struck a deal, and Mahina Tiare II was soon
on her way as a sail-training business.
I remember talking to John about his early bookings. He was extremely pleased that word of
this new way to learn about the sea spread quickly around the grapevine. In short order he was
generating enough cash flow to cover the acquisition cost of the new boat and her maintenance,
as well as to keep John cruising.
Not surprisingly, there’s always a question about the flow of business. With many types of businesses, you spend a certain amount on marketing and in time the customers come. But with John’s
type of business, there wasn’t the budget for a real marketing program. He had to rely on
extremely small ads, word of mouth, and attracting attention by writing and lecturing.
As you might have guessed, word of mouth was most effective, with about a quarter of John’s
clients coming from repeat business. After seven years more than 200 people had sailed with
John. Mahina Tiare II carried them and him over 70,000 sea miles, including several trips to Antarctica and six roundings of Cape Horn.
If you ask John about how this works out financially, he is quite forthright. “We run this as a
business, and as long as the business doesn’t pay me a salary, it does okay. I do this for the love of
it. I love being away at sea and watching our guests learn.”
Which brings us to the present. John has recently taken delivery of a new Halberg Rassey 46, a
much larger, more powerful, and luxurious vessel than anything he’s sailed before.
Mahina Tiare III ushers in a new era for John. “Instead of trying to make do with a 12- year-old
boat, I now have the chance to do it right, my way, from the start. It is the challenge of pulling this
off, in the face of everyone saying how difficult it would be, that has kept me going,” is how John
puts the new project into perspective.
John will be out there teaching aspiring cruisers about the real world of long-distance voyaging
at least for the next five or six years — after which it will be time for a re-evaluation.
If you are thinking about some offshore cruising, but not sure what it is really like on a passage,
give Mahina Productions in Friday Harbor, Washington a call (360-378-6331). If John is there
he’ll be glad to chat with you. If he’s out sailing, there are other folks who can fill you in.
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Steve and I had been in Cabo San
Lucas, Mexico for a couple of days
awaiting the arrival of family for the
holidays, when a sloop-rigged Swan
651 beat her way into the anchorage,
rounded up, and smartly dropped her
hook near Sundeer. In a matter of
minutes the crew of White Knight had
their dink in the water and were off to
the inner harbor for clearance formalities.
Steve and I went ashore a while
later to pick up supplies. We stopped
at a favorite restaurant off the beaten
track and used mainly by locals. We
were therefore surprised to see an
Anglo couple walk in a few minutes
Sue and Ian have been professional crew for years. The
later, sit down, and order the day’s
pay is reasonable, they get to do lots of sailing, and the
especiale.
owner isn’t aboard that much.
A short conversation revealed that
they were our new neighbors, off
White Knight. Sue and Ian Storer were professional crew. It was their job to move this large yacht
from place to place at the owner’s request, acquiring additional crew as they saw fit, while maintaining the vessel to be ready for the owner or his guests at any time.
When they weren’t working on the boat, moving her, or catering to the needs of their occasional
guests, they had a lovely yacht to themselves. And better yet, they were paid for this!
Before you run off to start looking for a similar job, it is important to recognize that this is, in
many cases, hard work. Sure, professional crew have the boat to themselves a majority of the
time, but when the owner or guests are aboard, they not only have to run the boat, but cater to every
need of the visitors — including cooking and bar-tending, acting as local guide, dive master, and
maid, and of course, running the boat.

The Charter Game
Ian had been in the charter- and yacht-crewing game for 13 years and Sue had eight years experience before they moved aboard the Swan 651. They spent years in the charter business, catering
to the needs of people who had saved the entire year for a two-week holiday. While this sounded
like a tough job to me, both Ian and Sue said they had enjoyed getting to know so many people,
most of whom they still correspond with. In all their years of charter work they only encountered
one unpleasant couple.
Apparently there were several keys to a successful charter operation. The first was to work the
charter agents hard. The second was to make sure the charter agents “sold” the right package.
Agents needed to be informed about what was feasible. “Trying to cover seven islands in seven
days left little time for sight-seeing,” Sue explains. “It was much better to go to a couple of islands,
allowing plenty of time for sight-seeing, snorkeling, with short day-sails thrown in between
anchorages that are close.”
They tried to allow for a three-day turnaround between charter parties. This afforded a little
time off, plus a day or two to re-stock the boat, get her good and clean, and deal with any maintenance issues.
When guests first came aboard they explained to them the basic rules of the boat: No shoes
below (and clean them before coming back from land), no smoking below, and general safety
rules.
They would then discuss the various options for what the guests could do with their time
aboard, make a plan, and head for the first anchorage. According to Ian, “After a while most of our
clients were repeat customers. This made it a lot easier, on them and us. We both knew what to
expect.”
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The Learning Curve
Ian started out as deck hand, then worked as mate to learn the ropes. He soon graduated to work
on larger boats and with a variety of skippers, learning everything from putting on parties to seamanship, dealing with guests, maintenance, resupply, schedule — the list is endless.
Sue took a catering course, then worked as cook on a number of charter yachts. She returned for
more cooking courses until she and Ian finally met and became a team.
Compensation varies. A couple can earn anywhere from $2,000 to $5,000 a month in salary and
another $500 to $1,000 a week in tips (although Europeans don’t tip). A good charter season can
run 30 to 40 weeks, at the end of which you and the boat really need a rest.
Ian and Sue both said charter work was very hard. After catering to the guests’ requirements all
day, they then had to look after the boat. “We were on a Hood 62 for awhile,” Ian said. “It was a
mechanical nightmare. We would put the guests to bed at 2200, then have to tear up the main
saloon to go to work in the engine room. Sometimes we’d finish up at 0400 and have to be back
up at 0700 to take care of our guests again.”
I asked Ian if he had any suggestions for getting up to speed on the maintenance side of things.
He suggested “taking courses in electrics, diesel engines, and refrigeration. Then getting experts
aboard to show how each piece of gear is maintained, and then doing the work yourself. It might
take a couple of days to do something the first time. But the next time it would be a couple of
hours.”

Home Base
I wanted to know how they felt about a home base. Sue answered, “We have a home in England.
It’s nice having a base; the security is important. Aboard the boat you have no security. We once
had four hours notice to leave a boat we had lived on for a long time...You’re camping out, you
can’t hang pictures, you can’t picture the boat as your own; it can be shattered all too easily...You
think like a transient. We must be able to drop everything and leave immediately (for owner or
charter requirements). As a result we tend to make good friends quickly. The charter community
is a tight group of friends. Charter crews and cruisers don’t tend to mix, as their lives are so different.”
From Sue’s perspective, women are on a different timetable, what with the biological clock
ticking away — most burn out after 10 years of crew work, although she says this depends on the
owner. Most of her female crew friends over age 40 are looking for something else to do.
One of the advantages of the job is the exposure to people and other jobs and lifestyles. Friends
of theirs have worked into jobs managing estates, other yachts, or running shore-based businesses
for charterers or owners impressed with their management skills and savvy.

Personality Traits
What’s the right personality for this type of work? “You’ve got to be very patient, living with
other people in such cramped quarters. You must be able to adapt. There is lots of competition for
the good spots, best owners, boats, etc. Good boats and owners stay together; 15 years is not
unusual. Others may last only three months,” Ian says.
How does a crew check out an owner? Ian’s advice is to “look at the itinerary first, then check
credit record with other crews and shore-based suppliers.”
Sue adds, “Look for an easygoing owner, how fussy they are going to be about unimportant
things. Safety issues need to be checked, gear aboard, running and standing rigging, how much
time the owner allows in port for maintenance, budget for gear and yards to keep the boat seaworthy. Look at the general attitude toward crew, and records with other crews before.”
Ian feels that “Up to 65 or 70 feet (19.8/21.4 m) you’ll be eating and living with the owner and
his guests or family. Once you get to 90 feet or so (27.5 m) there is going to be a crew’s mess and
separate quarters.” He adds, “East Coast U.S. owners tend to be more formal than West Coast.”
Both Ian and Sue feel that one of the most difficult jobs for a crew can come with an inexperienced owner, one who feels he needs to be in control but doesn’t have the skills. Here, the crew’s
ability to educate the owner about the boat and its capabilities is paramount.
“It is like running a million-dollar business. We’re managers of a very important asset. Of
course there are different styles for different managers, and some crews will tell an owner to do
this or that, while our way of doing things might be different,” explains Sue. “Most owners are
self-made and sharp, and they figure out quickly what is right for the boat and for them...We try
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and teach values of maintenance to our owners, but the most important thing is for us to get the
owner and guests to relax...With guests we try and show them each cabin and the various pieces
of gear. Explain how things work, and what damage can be done to be boat if things are not done
correctly.”
If you are getting the impression that it takes a lot of technical, seamanship, and people skills to
be a successful professional crew, you’re right. But if you put the time in and learn the ropes, it
can be a rewarding way to go to sea.

CRUISING BUSINESS
Most people go cruising to get away from the hassle and complexities of the everyday world
back home. But some intercourse with the commercial system at home and abroad is unavoidable. The key is to find the right way take care of your business with the least amount of friction
and hassle.

Mail
The first major problem is mail. In each port the best place to have mail sent and held varies, but
generally a local yacht club will hold mail. In some places mail will best find you if addressed in
care of the port captain. General delivery, or poste restante in French-speaking areas, is another
good bet. If your bank at home has a correspondent bank in a major city, the bank will often hold
and/or forward mail. Be sure to have the mail addressed in your name along with your yacht’s
name, and noted “Hold for Arrival” as well.
If you have an American Express credit card, mail can be sent to you in care of their local office.
Airmail in most parts of the world will arrive in a week or 10 days. The longest time we’ve experienced was three weeks, in the Marquesas Islands. Surface mail generally takes two to three
months.
Often, of course, mail will arrive after you leave for another port. Most cruisers find it best to
have a shore buddy or another yachtsman send on their late-arriving mail. (Have the mail readdressed and sent airmail; otherwise post offices will forward mail by surface.)
It’s generally best to leave an itinerary of major stops, where you expect to be for a month or
more, with the folks back home. Some people try to have all mail sent to one Stateside address and
then forwarded. This is good in theory, but our experience has been that our friends like to write
directly to us at some exotic location.
It’s important to drop a note to your next mailing address, advising them of your estimated time
of arrival and asking that mail be held for you. Many post offices will hold unclaimed general
delivery mail for only a few weeks if arrangements haven’t been made in advance. If we find
we’re running late, we send a follow-up card.
Urgent messages can be wired in care of the port captain or yacht club where you are staying.
If you have high-seas radio capability, KMI, WOM, or WOO (AT&T radio/telephone stations) in
the U.S. will hold a call from home for 24 hours, giving you a call in the traffic listings every six
hours. Generally the call has to be replaced after 24 hours. If you have a ham radio aboard, a regular schedule with someone at home is great, or one of the maritime networks of hams can list the
traffic for you. In most cruising spots these days there’s always some yacht with ham gear aboard,
and a general call for your yacht will usually be relayed.
Of course, today’s courier service is available almost everywhere in the world. This means
mail, parts, and packages can be shipped in two or three days at the most. However, check with
the locals to see who has the best service from your part of the world.
The last time we were in French Polynesia we wanted our daughter, Elyse, to forward some
papers via courier. Locals suggested DHL as the best source. But in the States DHL didn’t know
they had service to our location!

Transferring Funds
The financial side of foreign cruising can be simple if handled properly. To begin with, traveler’s checks are universally accepted in the most primitive parts of the world. You generally get
a 1.5 to 3 percent better conversion rate to local currency to boot, as the local banks don’t like to
handle cash. Once your initial supply runs out, things become more complicated — unless you
have a credit card that gives you cash-drawing privileges. Today, Visa and Mastercard are quite
easy to use for cash withdrawals in most countries. Cashier’s checks drawn on a major U.S. bank
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are easy to cash and avoid the cost of a transfer by wire. However, most foreign banks in
out-of-the-way places will wait for the check to clear before paying you the funds.
Wire transfers are best for large amounts of cash, but they can be time-consuming. Get a list of
your home bank’s correspondent banks.
Wires generally take from 4 to 10 days in and out of most cruising areas. If you’re planning to
stay in one country for awhile, have your home bank purchase foreign currency and wire you the
foreign funds (rather than U.S. dollars). Almost all foreign banks take a straddle position in currency and make handsome profits buying and selling money. U.S. banks as a rule do not but will
go into the foreign-exchange market and purchase funds for you on a spot basis. You can save as
much as 3 percent this way.
Conversion regulations are another thing to check before having U.S. funds wired. Certain
banks automatically convert to local currency. If wired funds are meant to last through the next
few countries, you’ll have to reconvert to the next currency, paying a handling charge in each new
country. Check with the local bank in advance for changes.
In exchanging currency you’ll find that rates vary on the same day from bank to bank. Banks
are generally 5 to 10 percent better than the local merchants on exchange. The only place we
found this not to be true was in Mauritius, where the money changers gave a better rate.
An American Express card is perhaps the best system we have found for obtaining funds. With
a standard AmEx card you can cash personal checks at their offices around the world for up to
$1,000 every three weeks. With a Gold Card the amount is $3,000. With a Platinum Card you can
get $10,000. The only fee involved is the 1-percent charge for the traveler’s checks, which are
issued in whatever currency you desire. After spending a lot more than this on wire transfers, we
finally arranged for a card.
If you plan to spend a season in one country (waiting out the cyclone season in New Zealand,
for example), it’s generally a good idea to open a local bank account. This saves the costs of travelers checks and allows your money to earn a little interest.

How Much Money Should You Carry?
On one hand you want enough money aboard to cover your current needs. On the other, funds
aboard don’t earn you any interest. Most of our cruising friends typically carry about six months
worth of budget in a mixture of cash and traveler’s checks. The majority of this is usually in the
traveler’s checks, with a smaller amount in cash.
Small denominations, typically $20, work best, as they avoid problems with small vendors not
having change. Travelers checks are now available for either of two parties to sign.

Phone Cards
It is usually cheapest to use an international telephone credit card when calling home (although
the international rates are always high no matter what you do!). We’ve used our AT&T card from
just about everywhere. The only place it would not work is French Polynesia.

Automatic Bill Paying
Most credit- and phone-card companies are happy to set you up on an automatic bill-paying
system, where monthly charges are deducted from your bank account.
This saves the problems of timely payments or having a friend or relative handle this for you.
But it does open up the possibility of an authorized use of your credit card going undetected for
some time.

Gear From Home
As we noted earlier, buying spares, replacements, or new goodies from home can be greatly
facilitated by having a good collection of catalogues. If you do have to order via friends back
home, be sure to give them the serial number of the unit you have aboard and the part number you
want. Even if it’s something simple, the description must be as complete as possible.
Most people start off ordering things from home without really checking out the local sources.
If a port has the transportation facilities to get your gear from home to you expeditiously, the
chances are that what you need will be also be available on the shelves of some local merchant.
When having parts sent to you, be sure they’re addressed to your yacht with the notation “yacht
in transit.” Invoices should be packed on the outside of the box in a separate envelope. Most customs officials will allow spare parts in duty free if they’re for a yacht in transit. Occasionally it
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may be necessary to post a bond for duty, which is refundable upon your departure, or to put the
gear in question in a customs warehouse until you leave, at which time the clearing officers will
bring it aboard. If the items are of any value, it’s best to check about these procedures in advance.
You may want to hold off and have them sent to you at the next stop.

Taxes
Taxes are a consideration if you’re gone any period of time. First is the property tax (if your
state has one) on your yacht. In some areas, such as Los Angeles County, California, you will be
assessed property tax as a migratory asset even if you’re not in your home port for several years.
Income taxes should also be considered. The Internal Revenue Service likes to hear from you
annually even when you’re offshore, unless the proper extension forms are filed.

The Home Front
Most of us have some commitments at home that require regular payment of bills, such as a
house or maybe valuables in storage. We’ve found it best to negotiate to pay a year in advance and
get a discount for doing this to cover the interest lost on the funds.
If you appoint a friend, associate, or relative to take care of business that must be handled
locally, be realistic about what’s involved. Often what appears to you to be a simple chore or two
when you’re familiar with the details is something else to an inexperienced friend. There is absolutely nothing more frustrating while cruising than to be beset by business problems at home that
are not being handled properly in your absence.
It’s a good idea to leave either a general or specific power of attorney with someone you trust to
execute necessary financial dealings. If you don’t leave the papers at home, take several powerof-attorney forms with you. They can be filled out and sent home if needed. But be sure to have
them notarized before you leave. It’s very difficult to have a foreign notary validated in the United
States. (U.S. consuls are usually able to certify documents when necessary.)
You will have to make arrangements to keep your yacht’s registration current while offshore.
State and national regulations vary. The U.S. Coast Guard, for example, will hold your document
open as long as you write to the home port office and inform them you are out of the country.
Basically, the totally self-reliant traveler will be better off. A little planning and forethought on
the business side of cruising will go a long way toward easing the frustration of keeping things
going smoothly back on the home front.

Every once in awhile you have to get back to basics and remember why you go cruising. It may be
for the freedom (however that is defined) or the opportunity of spending time with your kids
before they’re too old. Perhaps it’s to explore that secluded beach, with the protected anchorage
in front and the azure-blue sky. Whatever the reason, no lifestyle is quite as rewarding as that of the
full-time cruiser.
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DEFINING NEEDS

CRUISING
DESIGN
Efficient cruising is one of the great pleasures in life. When the rig, fins, payload,
and hull shape strike an efficient balance,
the boat has an extra “sweet” feel. This
extends to efficiency in the interior, as well
as to hull form and lifestyle trade-offs.
Finally, an efficient set of systems will add
the polishing touch to a perfect passage.
Yet with so many hydrodynamic and
budget trade-offs, it’s rarely possible to
find the perfect yacht. Personal needs and goals change, and as you gain experience, what you
once saw as “the ultimate combination” suddenly looks a little dull. There’s always another, better way to do it.
Linda and I have tried in the following chapters to outline the basics of hull design, rig engineering, systems, and interior layout. We hope that after reading this, you’ll make up your own mind
about what constitutes the optimum yacht.

DEFINING NEEDS
The key to putting together a successful yacht is to be realistic about cruising plans. For most,
cruising means daysailing, weekend sails, and maybe a couple of weeks spent on the boat during
the summer. If your sailing is limited to Long Island Sound or Catalina Channel, it doesn’t make
sense to equip for a circumnavigation, or to make the trade-offs that make the hull capable of handling a survival storm.
On the other hand, if you plan to go offshore, seakeeping abilities are high on the list of priorities.

Synergism
There’s a certain beauty when the various elements of a yacht synergistically reinforce each
other. Each decision, whether regarding refrigeration systems or roller-furling, has an interrelationship with everything else aboard. Consider all the ramifications of each decision, including
those which apply to your own unique circumstances. As soon as you understand this, you’re well
on your way to successful cruising.

How Small Can You Go?

You don’t need size to go around
the world — what you need is a seaworthy design. We met this singlehander in Tonga. Jim, a containership master with P & O Lines, periodically takes time off to continue his
cruise around the world in this simple yet elegant 26-foot (8 m) yacht.

You’ve read quite a few comments so far about going
to sea in the biggest boat you can afford. For a lot of
folks, that will tend towards the smaller end of the size
range. Linda and I are frequently asked, how small is
acceptable?
The answer to that lies in how adventurous you feel,
and what sort of comfort level you require to enjoy
yourself. We’ve seen many cruisers in far-off ports on
the second, third, or fourth year of a cruise aboard
25-footers (8m). Yes, the boats are a little cramped, but
the sailors are still having a wonderful time. Passages
on a small boat are bouncier, and probably longer, than
passages on a large yacht; but as we’ve said before, you
spend a very small percentage of time at sea.
We’ve seen several converted lifeboats and whale
boats cruising in remote areas. These vessels — in the
mid 20-foot (6.8m) range — are typically quite spartan, but in each case their crewmembers seem to be
enjoying themselves immensely.
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Sure, the risks may be higher on a small boat than if you wait for the budget for a larger vessel.
But life is full of risks. You never know what’s coming around the bend.
The key is to go cruising. Sitting around and dreaming doesn’t count for much. If you have the
desire, go now. You’ll encounter many new and wonderful experiences to offset the occasional
discomfort of a small boat.

OFFSHORE PERSPECTIVE
Later we’ll get into the details of choosing a boat or evaluating your present vessel’s cruising
capabilities. For now, some comments on the offshore perspective are in order.
If you plan to sail in protected waters, along a coastline with generally good weather and plenty
of harbors of refuge, you won’t need certain design characteristics that would be desirable offshore.
If you’re headed offshore, however, it makes sense to go in the most suitable vessel your budget
will allow. This may involve some trade-offs in interior volume or in superstructure. In the end,
you’ll find comfort in the knowledge that you have the safest possible vessel, able to handle heavy
weather as well as to provide a comfortable ride in pleasant conditions.
Because so many different ingredients go into the makeup of a “seaworthy” yacht, we thought
it would be best to start this section with an overview of the basic factors as they apply to extreme
wind and sea conditions. You can then weigh these factors when choosing and equipping a yacht
for your own style of cruising.

STEERING CONTROL
In our opinion, the single most important heavy-weather issue is ability to steer the boat in big
seas. This is critical at high speeds as well as when going slow, whether sailing upwind or down.
Steering ability affects comfort during moderate passages. It impacts the power required to run
the autopilot, and determines whether you need a big windvane. Boats that are easily steered have
far less motion, especially running in the trades, making rest easier for the crew.
The issue of steering is surrounded with all kinds of debates. For almost 40 years we’ve been
working on ways to make boats steer more easily — and we still learn something new each time
we go to sea. Still, many (not all!) sailors agree on a few basic issues:

Helm versus Waves
Before we get into design details, let’s look for a moment at the two major factors that affect
your need to steer.
The first is the relationship between the rig, hull, and fins. As true wind angle and speed change,
or as the sailplan is modified by adding or reducing sail, the helm-balance relationships vary. Your
choices regarding sail size, where sails are flown, and how they are trimmed offer a great deal of
control over the balance issues.
With most boats, most of the time, you can eventually get hull and rig into balance. Once this is
achieved (if the wind direction and velocity remain more or less constant, and if you’re in smooth
water) the boat will stay on a straight course. But then along comes a series of waves, hitting you
on the bow, the stern, or amidships, and imparting huge amounts of force. The size of the waves,
where and at what angle they hit is a constantly changing equation affecting the boat’s ability to
stay on track.
On a yacht used for coastal cruising, you need be concerned only with hull and rig balance and
with the steering forces needed to overcome any unbalance. For offshore work, however, the
focus shifts to recovering from or avoiding the course disruptions brought about by the seas. This
is a more difficult challenge.

Hull Balance
How a hull maintains or changes balance with heel has a major impact on the tendency to head
up into the wind when a gust hits or when slapped by a wave.
Ideally, the various hydrostatic relationships remain constant as you heel through a normal sailing range (except for prismatic coefficient, which we’ll discuss later on.) But for a variety of reasons, this goal can be difficult to achieve. A hull with good balance may lack physical space on
the interior or may not comply well with a particular handicap rule.
Consider a hull shaped like a pipe cut in half length-wise. As it rolls over, the shape always
looks the same to the water (i.e., it has the same cross-sectional area whichever way it is turned).
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Two views of hull balance and heel. On the left is what happens if you heel a section of pipe (or a
barge).The fore-and-aft distribution of volume stays the same with heel. On the right is an unbalanced
shape.The bow pitches down and the stern up with heel. In addition, the centerline of the hull rotates
so that the keel is crabbing, which creates very high levels of drag.

This is a balanced shape. Of course, this shape might be tough to live in and will lack stability. On
the other hand, picture a floating hemisphere. Again you get perfect balance with heel angle, this
time with problems pushing the shape through the water. A rectangular barge is third example of
a balanced hull form.
To get the hull to afford a livable interior requires some length and beam. Beam is also necessary for upright stability. To get through the seas, the hull needs some sort of a point on one end.
The problem is how to balance these needs against steering.

A comparison of a design with a 4-to-1 length-to-beam
ratio, and a design with a 3-to-1 ratio.The skinnier boat will
track better and develop less helm with heel.
The shallower, flatter midships section is a more effective
end plate for the keel. The end plate and shallower bilges
make possible less draft, while the keel maintains comparable lift-to-drag characteristics with its keel as well as with the
deeper but fatter hull.
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Length-to-Beam Ratio
The first key to this design conundrum is having a hull that is substantially longer than its beam.
The greater the length-to-beam ratio, the easier for the designer to work out a shape with good
heeled balance.
Over many years we’ve found that length-to-beam ratios of around 4-to-1 (or higher) work
well. If you can reach 5-to-1, so much the better. Sundeer and Beowulf are close to 6-to-1.
With larger vessels — those above 45 feet (14 m) — this doesn’t have much of a negative
impact on interior living space. On smaller yachts, however, the interior starts to get cramped.
So, with smaller boats we immediately get into a major trade-off: Do we sacrifice interior room
for seaworthiness?

Curve of Area
Many yacht designers use “curve of area” — a plot of how volume is developed in the hull —
as a primary design tool. This plot illustrates the submerged portion of the hull when upright and
shows how the hull looks at various heel angles.
The relationship between bow and stern areas determines upwind/downwind speed relationships, as well as the relative hull speed in light or breezy conditions.
If the hull shape is balanced with heel, you can take the upright and heeled curves of area, overlay them, and they will fit on top of each other.
There are many ways to work up a curve of area that stays constant with heel. One is to draw a
true double-ender. Another, used in many of the wide BOC designs, is to draw an elliptical shape.
Each option, however, is associated
with problems. The true double-ender
has a hard time releasing its quarter
wave at any significant speed — so it is
efficient only in light airs. The BOC
shape, at the other extreme, lifts so
much of the stern out of the water that
a centerline rudder is useless — hence
the development of twin rudders. Twin
rudders have their trade-offs, too,
which we’ll discuss later.
For most cruising situations, the
optimum lies somewhere between
these extremes. The better the beamto-length ratio, the easier to draw a
balanced curve of area.

Bow Shape
Another important issue is the bow
shape when looked at in section (i.e.,
from the forward part of the boat looking aft). Designers often refer to this as
the “dead rise” angle.
Walk around any boat yard and
you’ll see all sorts of bow shapes.
Some are deep and V-shaped, while
many modern boats are extremely flat
up forward.
If you only consider steering control, flatter is preferable to a V shape.
The flat shape does not lock into the
water as does the V, so it is more easily
turned (with less immersed area under
the water there is less resistance to
turning — just the opposite is the case
with a V-shape).

Five different approaches to bow shape. The top two
hulls are heavy-displacement designs with quite deep bow
sections. The middle two are moderate-displacement
bows. All four of these vessels are about 40 feet (12.3 m)
in length and have 24-degree entry angles. Compare this
to the two views of the Whitbread 60 at the bottom. This
is a very light-displacement hull shape, combined with a
narrow 16-degree entry angle. Even though this is the flattest of all the hulls, it also yields the smoothest ride, as the
entry angle is so narrow.
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A traditional hull design based
on 19th-century whale boats.
This hull shape achieves its balance with heel by having lots of
volume forward. This works but
does present a bluff bow to the
waves which makes for a bouncy,
slow ride to weather.

There is one small drawback, however. If you’re not
careful, that flat bow will pound so hard when sailing to
windward that the noise and motion will be unbearable.
For work in smooth water, deeply V’d-shapes are fine.
The fact that they lock in provides a degree of directional
stability, and they cut better through the chop going
upwind. But once you head offshore, you have to deal
with those waves banging into the hull. And there is nothing you or your designer can do to avoid being turned this
way and that by the waves. The V-shape will hold you on
course once the wave has helped you establish a new
direction, but it won’t stop the wave from making that
change.
The concept of “directional stability,” no matter how
well executed, can do little to hold you on course in heavy
conditions. Rather, it makes it harder to get back on
course after the boat has been turned by the seas.
Therefore, we prefer for offshore work a bow shape,
keel, and rudder combination that steers easily, returning
the boat to its course after the wave has finished its work.

Half-Entry Angle
So far we’ve talked about bow shape in a two-dimensional context, looking at the shape up forward. Nevertheless, the bow is a three-dimensional object. Pounding
is determined by both the shape when looking from the
bow aft, and by the plan view when looking up from
beneath the boat.

Here is a comparison of a traditional 24-degree entry angle and what you are starting to
see on some of the higher performance boats where waterline is not rated — 12 degrees.
The lined area represents a cut through the waterplane of each at the waterline. The solid
perimeter represents the deck edge. Obviously the finer entry, longer waterlined shape will
cut through the waves more easily.
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An extremely V’d bow with a wide plan shape may pound more than a flat shape with a narrow
entry angle.
As the waterline is lengthened relative to beam and displacement, this entry angle (viewed from
below) becomes much narrower. That’s another reason boats with favorable length-to-beam
ratios steer more easily.
This angle is usually measured from the centerline at the waterline. Most cruising designs with
short waterlines have a half-entry angle around 22 to 24 degrees. Many high-performance IMS
boats are down to around 16 or 18 degrees. The Sundeer Series of yachts we’ve done in the last
few years have typically come in with half-entry angles in the 11-to-12.5-degree range.

Upwind Issues
Now let’s consider how the bow interacts with waves when heading to windward. As the bow
and head sea first collide, the bow begins to slice its way through the wave. The wave, of course,
is trying to hold the boat back. As the drive of the rig and momentum of the hull force the bow
deeper into the wave, forward energy is transferred from boat to wave. The more bow for the wave
to grip, the more energy lost. You decelerate, and the bow begins to lift in the wave.
The fatter the bow — whether through waterline beam or topside flare — the more resistance
through the wave.
It’s pretty obvious that the finer the bow, the easier to get through the wave, and the faster and
smoother you’ll sail upwind.
Once the bow is through the wave, if the sea is steep enough and there’s nothing on the back side
of the wave to support the bow, you drop into the trough. This is where that annoying slamming
occurs.
The magnitude of the slam is a function of boat, wave speed, wave angle, and the shape of the
hull (especially when it is heeled) as it hits the oncoming wave.You can modify the slamming
impact by changing course, changing tack, speeding up or slowing down, or increasing or
decreasing heel.
Modern yachts with narrow bows and flat or U-shaped bottoms present a softer face to the wave
when heeled. On the other hand, older designs, with lots of topside flare forward, have a large flat
area in the bow when heeled. These tend to slam less, if kept upright where the V-shape can soften
the impact.

With a sharp bow shape (left) you can penetrate waves more easily.There is less volume for
the wave to grab.This is important at all angles of sail (up and downwind) and when motorsailing to windward. A bow with more volume gives the waves a better hold on the hull.The wave
can then exert more force to shove the bow up and start a pitching motion, while retarding
forward progress.
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The real test of a cruising hull comes downwind in heavy weather. Here you need volume and, if
you are fast enough, dynamic lift to keep the bow from burying as you surf down steep waves. As
the waterline lengthens, even though the bow is drawn narrower, you can actually end up with
more fore-and-aft stability, as is shown in this drawing.
The dotted line represents a typical, modern cruising hull with quite a bit of overhang at the ends.
The solid line is more like one of our Sundeer Series. Because the waterline is so long, even though
it is narrower in the ends, there is more net volume (and planing surface at high speeds) to keep
the bow high and dry as you accelerate down wave faces. A good comparison would be the Sundeer 64 and a Swan 65.The Sundeer has almost 50% more longitudinal stability. When you add to
this a very narrow shape, that easily enters the wave without undue resistance, you have the best
of both worlds: A soft ride and dry decks — in both directions.

Downwind Issues
The issues are somewhat different when headed downwind. No longer do you worry about penetrating the waves — unless you’re sailing an extremely fast boat and overtaking the seas. Nevertheless, if you push the boat really hard (i.e., surf down waves), a certain amount of buoyancy is
required to support the bow as it reaches the bottom of the wave. This support prevents the bow
from burying at the end of the surf.
Here we have two diametrically opposed requirements: one, a fine bow for heading uphill, and
two, a full bow to provide buoyancy downwind.
Racing boats are always drawn with fine bows, since races are typically won or lost on the
windward legs. A cruising boat, however, should be able to be driven hard downwind in heavy
weather.
Although you can never entirely escape this trade-off, a longer, narrower boat will reduce the
differential between upwind and downwind shapes.
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The hull, if balanced,
will tend to stay on a
straight cour se until
upset by a sea. Once off
course what you want is
the most efficient steering system.
This is provided by a
separated keel and rudder — the more separation, the better. The keel
provides a pivot point
about which the rudder
turns the hull.

Keel Plan
Since we’re talking about steering control we need to briefly discuss keels.
Our experience over the years has been that keels play a small part in the steering equation. In
a steering context, we believe their primary steering function is to act as a pivot point about which
the rudder turns the hull.
Anything beyond the minimum fin area is a definite negative. Fin area should provide lift when
beating into headseas, as well as a place to store ballast, and support while hauled or aground.
What about all those stories of full-keeled cruisers? Yes, a long keel provides directional stability in smooth water. The problem is that the keel does little to offset wave impact on the bow or
stern. A long keel only makes it more difficult for the rudder to get the boat back on course.
Over the years, we’ve designed shorter and shorter keels, while our boats have become easier
to steer and more comfortable.

Rudder and Hull Interaction
In order to be most effective the rudder must be totally immersed — meaning the top of the rudder cannot pierce the surface of the water. An immersed rudder will generate twice the lift, for a
given amount of drag, of a surface-piercing foil. This is due to the end plate effect of the hull, doubling the effective aspect ratio of the rudder.
The minute the rudder pierces the surface, however, induced drag doubles and lift (steering
force) drops precipitously.
If your hull shape stays in trim in a fore-and-aft plane as the boat heels, and if the beam aft isn’t
too great, the rudder will remain immersed as you heel through normal sailing angles. This is
assuming the rudder is immersed when the boat is upright.
But with a wide stern, or if the hull tends to trim bow down (and therefore stern up) with heel,
you must watch steering control carefully in heavy conditions, as the rudder will tend to ventilate
very quickly with heel.
You may be okay if the rudder is just barely free of the water surface at rest. In many situations,
the quarter wave follows the hull aft to the transom, providing a seal for the rudder.

Rudder Stall
Requiring rudder force to change or hold course increases the rudder’s angle of attack — or, the
angle of the rudder to the centerline of the boat. The lift generated by the rudder is directly proportional to this angle of attack. Lift increases with the square of your boat’s velocity. A rudder
with a given angle of attack that generates 100 units of force at 6 knots will generate 156 units of
force at 7.5 knots.
For most steering conditions, you need turn the rudder only a few degrees off-center. A common mistake is to turn the rudder too far when you think you need a lot of help steering. There is
a point at which the rudder can no longer generate lift, and the flow on the foil begins to separate.
At this point, the rudder stalls. You can tell you’ve just stalled the blade if you have good pressure
on the wheel (when turned), and the helm suddenly goes mushy, sometimes accompanied by a
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whooshing noise from the
rudder. At this point you
lose control of the boat.
Aside from getting the
hull and rig back into balance, and/or reducing
heel angle, the only solution is to wiggle the rudder back and forth in
quick strokes, trying to
get flow to reattach.
If you operate the rudder close to the stall point,
and if the hull heels a bit
more, breaking the endplate effect of the hull, the
top of the rudder will
begin to ventilate. This
causes the rudder to stall
immediately.

Reducing Rudder
Stall with Design

STEERING CONTROL

Correct rudder-and-hull interaction is a critical factor in steering control. As long as the hull provides an end plate effect for the rudder, the
foil is efficient.The minute the top of the rudder lifts clear of the surface,
the end plate is broken and aspect ratio is halved, drag increases dramatically, and steering power is lost. All hulls, at some point, lift their rudders
clear with heel.The trick is to delay this as long as possible.
The top drawing shows a wide stern design with minimal stern overhang, and the rudder is well covered.This requires balanced lines so the
stern does not lift with heel.
The bottom drawing is a boat with longer overhangs and a finer stern.
With this hull shape the rudder will uncover at early angles of heel.You
could move the rudder forward to maintain the end plate, but this
would reduce the
l e ve r a g e t h a t
comes with distanc e fro m the
t u rn i n g c e n t e r
provided by the
keel.
W h a t we a r e
trying to show is
that you cannot
stereotype hulls.
Many people claim
that the conditions
should be the
reverse of what is
drawn. However,
careful attention
to how the bow
and stern sections
a r e d ra w n c a n
make it possible
with either type to
keep the rudder
covered through
the normal range
of sailing angles.

A number of things can
be done to the rudder
shape to defer stalling.
First is thickening the foil
s h a p e o f t h e r u d d e r.
Thicker foils are less sensitive to stall than thinner
foils. Of course, thick
foils also have more form
drag and are slower at
low-to-medium speeds.
We typically favor foil
sections in the 12 to 14
percent range for the bottom of the rudder, and usually around 19 to 22 percent at the hull where
we need space for the rudder shaft.
Aspect ratio is important. Deep rudders with short chord (fore-and-aft) dimensions are more
efficient at generating lift than shallow fins. Deep rudders also leave more blade in the water as
the boat heels. However, deep rudders are difficult to protect and engineer.
The most important issue is blade area. A bigger rudder generates the same lift as a smaller rudder at a lower angle of attack. Since excessive angle of attack is what causes stall, big rudders generate more turning force before stalling. Yet these rudders are slow in normal sailing conditions.
A cruising yacht is better off with a rudder that is slightly oversized for everyday sailing, giving
some insurance in a blow. This also pays dividends when maneuvering in tight quarters, whether
under sail or power.

Rudder Configurations
The three basic rudder configurations are keel-attached, skeg-mounted, and spade. The spade
rudder is by far the most efficient, the skeg-mounted rudder second, and the keel-attached rudder
least effective.
Of course, structural issues should be evaluated. Consider how the rudder works at sea, as well
as what would happen to it in a grounding.
The most important thing to consider is how well the boat handles in heavy weather. In this situation the spade rudder wins hands down, both in terms of steering effectiveness and the power
the spade requires to be exerted to keep your boat on course (for crew or self-steering).

STEERING CONTROL
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“Traditional Yacht” Steering Characteristics
What about all the wonderful traditional yachts in the old
days — the ones with the long keels and attached rudders?
Those vintage yachts that steered so well were extremely narrow for their length (typically 5- or 6-to-1 on length-to-beam
ratio) and had beautifully balanced hull lines. As a result, very
little steering force was needed to keep them on track in smooth
water. That’s a good thing, since you can’t force a boat back on
course with a barn-door rudder attached to the keel.
Offshore in a blow, traditional boats were a real handful to
steer and had to be slowed down due to the risk of broaching.
The boats were much harder on their crews and much slower
than well-designed modern yachts. And short-handed passagemaking? Forget it. A typical 50-footer (15.4m) carried
four experienced crew.

Rig Factors
The center of lift in the sailplan has a clear relationship to the
hull/keel combination. In theory, the rig’s center of lift should
be just behind the center of lift of the hull and keel. (Actually,
in modern yachts you typically ignore the hull and use the center of lift for the keel only.) This creates a touch of weather
helm, which is considered good.
I would be less than truthful, however, if I claimed to underKeel-attached rudders
(top) generate the least
stand the details of this phenomenon. Yes, our yachts tend to
turning force for their size.
balance beautifully, and we have certain formulas that predict
Skeg-mounted rudders
where to put the keel. But think about the following situation:
(bottom) are a big
You’re close-reaching, the wind is blowing, and you spot some
improvement. However,
balanced spade rudders
chafe on the seam of the mainsail. You furl the mainsail and
(middle) are by far the
continue under jib alone — you’ve probably done this before.
most efficient at generatLogic would dictate that the boat develop a huge amount of lee
ing good steering control
helm. The center of effort of the sailplan is far forward of the
with minimum input from
s e l f - s t e e ri n g g e a r o r
center of effort of the hull/keel. Yet as you may know if you’ve
helmsman.
tried this, you will have a balanced helm, developing weather
helm as big puffs develop.
Another scenario: You’re sailing with a reefed main and working jib. As the breeze increases,
the boat heels and weather helm builds up — unless you’ve got those balanced lines. So you furl
the jib and put up the staysail. Now the area of the forward triangle is reduced, so the center of
effort in the rig moves aft. Logically, the weather helm should increase, but just the opposite
occurs — as heel angle eases up, weather heel is reduced.
When beating or reaching on ketches like Wakaroa, Beowulf, and Sundeer, we sail with main
and jib, with mizzen and jib (without the main), or bareheaded with just the main and mizzen —
without making a big difference on helm!

Sail Shape
Sail shape does, however, impact helm. More efficient jib shape and main shape create less
weather helm. When beating or reaching in heavy conditions, the right shape makes a huge difference in helm load.
For both main and jib, this means a relatively flat sail, with the pocket as far forward as is practical. For headsails, having the sheet lead far enough aft helps to flatten the foot of the sail and
allows the head to twist open. If the lead is too far forward, just the opposite happens, increasing
drag, heel, and helm.
Aging sails tend to become drafty, and their pockets typically move aft. Both factors increase
weather helm.
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Self-Steering Power
We discuss self-steering at length in the preparation section. However, I’d like to reiterate the
importance of powerful self-steering gear in the context of both comfortable cruising and heavy
weather.
A boat that is easy to steer in a given set of conditions will need less power to get the job done.
This applies to windvanes as well as to autopilots. When it’s blowing hard, a servo-pendulum type
of vane will probably be stronger than any crewmember. Yet
the tendency with pilots is to
go with drive motors sized for
normal conditions. This is
exactly what you don’t want to
do. Size the pilot drives for
gale forces. The motor with
the bigger drive will only use
more power when it needs to
work harder. In more moderate
conditions, power consumption will be the same as the
smaller drives. And you’ll
have fewer maintenance problems.

Evaluating the Boat

This drawing shows the traditional method of calculating rigand-hull balance, a system that has been in use for several centuries. Start by calculating the geometric center of each sail,
and then find the center between the two sails. Next, calculate
the center of the underwater hull shape and fins.The center of
the rig area is then placed somewhat forward of the center of
the underwater areas.
What is so interesting about this approach is that you normally end up with weather helm (which, to a degree, is desirable), even though having the sail area ahead of the hull keel
area should result in leeward helm.
Enter the computer. About fifteen years ago we (and several
other designers) began to use the computer to calculate “lift”
centers for the rig and keel. Once a lift-prediction program is
dialed in, it can be used with some degree of accuracy to predict smooth water unheeled forces.
With the computer as a tool we now put the aerodynamic
lift center of the rig aft of the hydrodynamic lift center of the
keel. This does, as you would expect, produce a degree of
weather helm.

How do you know if a boat
will steer well offshore in a
seaway or in heavy weather?
The first thing to do is to talk to
folks in a similar vessel who
have been caught in weather
offshore. Ask what sort of sail
configurations they used, how
well the self-steering worked,
and at what point they had to
take over and hand-steer. Find
out how the boat handled in the
trades. Did it tend to roll,
swinging its bow back and
forth, or did it track straight
down the seas? How often
were they forced to shorten
sail or slow down because they
couldn’t control the boat or it
tended to broach?
An even better plan is to
head offshore for a good
shakedown cruise. Hang out
until you find boisterous winds
and, even more important,
good-sized seas. Push the boat
hard, carrying all the sail you
can manage. This will teach
you what to expect when sailing with a more conservative
rig in really bad wind and seas.

SURVIVING A KNOCKDOWN
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SURVIVING A KNOCKDOWN
With good steering control and reasonable seamanship, a knockdown should be a rare occurrence. Still, when heading offshore the risk exists. It’s important to evaluate your chances of finding yourself with the spreaders in or under the water.
Wind-induced knockdowns are frequent in the racing fraternity, typically the result of pushing
too hard with a spinnaker. They are so common, in fact, that unless the chute blows or the mast
comes down, nobody thinks much about them.
While getting flattened in this fashion is rare for
The following 13 photos were lifted from
U.S. Coast Guard video footage shot in a Gulf
cruisers, it’s worth checking out the mechanics. A
Stream gale. The entire sequence takes place
knockdown is basically a function of too much
in less than 5 seconds. The vessel involved, a
wind force on the rig and not enough righting
Morgan Out Island 41, is a shallow-draft cenmoment (restoring force) in the hull and keel.
terboard design. The shallow canoe body
As the boat heels over, the sails recline at an
combined with the high freeboard of the flush
deck hull, offers good skid characteristics. The
ever-increasing angle, and the wind has less to
ketch rig increases polar moments, another
push against. At the same time, the righting
positive feature. On the negative side, this hull
moment of the hull is increasing steadily with heel
is beamy with a shallow rudder and is difficult
(most yachts have a maximum righting moment at
to control in big seas.
around 60 degrees of heel).
Even though we’ve used these photos to
show good skid characteristics, this yacht was
At some point the force of the wind is no longer
never designed or built with offshore work in
strong enough to overcome the restoring force of
mind.
the keel, and the boat hangs at whatever angle it has
attained.
When the wind drops, the boat comes back
upright to the point where the rudder can get a grip
on the water, sending you on your way.

Absorbing Wave Impact
We are more concerned about wave-induced
knockdowns when cruising offshore.
In this situation, the breaking crest of a wave hits
the topsides, imparting energy to the hull. This
works very much like the punching-bag toys we
used to play with as kids — only now, the punching
bag is the boat, and the breaking crest of the wave
does the punching.
The magnitude of wave energy imparted to the
hull and how the hull deals with that energy determines how far the boat will heel.

You can see the boat (upper right) in a dangerous attitude to the seas. She is almost beam-on,
and any wave impact will very efficiently impart a rolling moment to the hull. If she were bow or
stern to the wave, there would be significantly less tendency to knock the boat down.The crest
is just starting to form.
In the lower two photos, the wave is forming a nice crest and is bearing down on the hull to
leeward.The bottom right photo shows impact just beginning to be made by the crest. Notice
that the hull is already sliding to leeward as the mast begins to heel.
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If you get hit by a breaking sea, two things
will get the adrenaline pumping: The first is the
E-ticket ride upon which you are about to
embark. The second is the question of whether
a second wave is about to pop you when you’re
down, thereby inducing even more heel angle.
A series of factors control how your vessel
reacts in this situation.

Skid Factor

The four photos above show the hull
reacting to wave impact. The hull seems to
almost make it over the crest, before being
pushed back to leeward. By the third photo,
about 50 percent of the hull has been hit by
the crest and in the fourth photo the wave
has broadsided the entire hull.

If the boat skids to leeward with the wave
while heeled, the hull and rig have more time to
absorb and dissipate wave energy. The longer
this takes —and we’re talking about a second or
two one way or the other — the better your
chance of keeping the spreaders dry.
You don’t want the boat to sit there like a rock
in one place, as that forces the wave energy to
be absorbed by the hull. When this happens,
most of the wave force is turned into heeling
energy, and over you go.
If the hull begins to skid to leeward as it heels,
there is more time to absorb wave energy.
Several key design issues will help you to
skid. First, you want the keel to come clear of
the water as early in the roll as possible. With
the keel out, there isn’t much lateral force trying to hold you in place.This makes it easy for
the hull to slip to leeward with the wave energy.
If you have ever raced dinghies or small catamarans, you know that a common technique
when overpowered on a reach is to raise the
centerboard, or the leeward board on a cat.
When a gust begins to heel you over, the board
no longer holds you in place, and the boat just
shoots to leeward, relieving the force. Once the
gust dies down, you continue on your way.
We’re looking for the same thing with a cruising keel in a knockdown situation.
The second design factor is how your boat
floats when heeled — i.e., what sort of a shape
does she present to the sea as she’s being
knocked sideways?
When well heeled, heavy boats with low freeboard tend to float with much of the deck
awash. At the other extreme, light boats with
high freeboard heel way over before getting the
rail or coamings wet. With more deck in the
water, you have more of an edge trying to hold
you in place (while wave energy is dissipated).
Thus it stands to reason that lighter boats with
higher freeboard skid off to leeward more easily. This also comes into play when you look at
what happens to the keel. The heavy, low-freeboard vessel will float lower in the water when
knocked down. This keeps more of the keel
immersed. On the other hand, the boat with
more topsides on which to float lifts her keel out
of the water sooner.

SURVIVING A KNOCKDOWN
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At this point, the hull has absorbed all of the wave energy.
The top right photo shows the reaction of the crest from
hitting the topsides as it climbs the rigging. In the photos to
the left, the wave has pretty much spent its energy.The hull
keeps sliding to leeward as its momentum continues the
heeling action. A hull shape like the Morgan Out Island 41
typically reaches maximum stability at around 65 degrees,
so from here on it will require less energy to continue the
rolling.
With stability dropping off at these great heel angles, the
hull continues its roll down to about 80 degrees.
If a second wave were in the equation, hitting the boat
now that it has started to lose stability due to excess heel,
the next knock could result in a roll-over.
This is why it is so important in a knockdown situation to
quickly get back on your feet and headed into or away
from the seas.
In the left middle photos you can see that the wave
impact has now passed. However, the hull continues to
leeward.
In the bottom left photo, the keel is again taking over and
bringing the boat back upright. The last photo, bottom
right, shows the boat heading downwind and away from
the next wave.

Okay, the excitement is almost over. With no second encounter this time, the boat is coming back upright. In
the bottom left photo, heel is reduced to where the rudder once again can be effective.
In the bottom right photo, you can see the crew beginning to run off. What is so interesting is that the boat is
still within the white water of the broken crest. This is the best indication of how far they have skidded to leeward, and why we don’t have even more spectacular images of the boat being rolled. Keep in mind that this
entire sequence took less than five seconds.
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We experienced a number of spinnaker knockdowns over the years on both our Intermezzos.
These were typically in moderate conditions at night, when we were caught flying too much sail
with a combination of windshift and gust in a squall. The difference in the behavior of the boats
was as dramatic as the difference in the hull shapes. The first Intermezzo would knockdown
quickly until equilibrium was established, typically at around 65 or 70 degrees. Her drift to leeward was marginal in this attitude. Intermezzo II, with her high topsides, would start to skidding
sideways by the time she had heeled to 35 degrees. Her spinnaker knockdowns typically stopped
around 50 to 55 degrees, and by this time she would head to leeward at 4 knots or more!
How do you know your boat’s reaction in advance? A good clue is to watch what happens with
heel. If the decks stay dry until 30 or 35 degrees, you’ll be in much better shape than if they start
to get wet at 25 degrees.
Intermezzo would roll her cockpit coamings under at 35 degrees, while Intermezzo II wouldn’t
even get the deck edge wet until heeled passed 35 degrees.

In this next series of helicopter video shots, we see a U.S. Coast Guard surf-rescue boat during training
exercises.These vessels are designed to skid.Their shallow, round canoe bodies, combined with plenty of
buoyancy in the form of deck structure, will help get them right-side-up in a hurry should a capsize occur.
The surf boat is deliberately put into an almost-beam-on relationship with a breaking crest. Notice how
the hull skids with the wave crest as it heels.
The crew must be wondering why they volunteered for this duty! The hull is almost locked into the crest
as it skids to leeward. In the bottom photo, the deck edge creates lots of drag. If there were more heel
at this point, the boat would be close to a true roll-over.
Considering that this took place in late fall — the summer is usually too calm — you begin to appreciate
the dedication of these surf-boat crews.(USCG photos)

POLAR MOMENTS
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Polar Moments
Another equally important ingredient in this knockdown equation is what engineers refer to as
the “polar moment.”
Polar moments describe the various weights of the boat, and their relationship to a central point.
The further away from this central point — typically just above the waterline — the more powerful the polar moments. Distance is an important factor, since polar moments increase with the
third power of their distance from that central point.
Because of this distance factor, rig and rigging weight are extremely important.
Polar moments act as a stabilizing force, slowing the motion of the boat when the wave imparts
energy to the hull. A good chunk of that wave energy must overcome and accelerate polar
moments to get the boat to heel. The higher the polar moments, the longer the time it will take for
the heel to increase, and the more time the boat will have to (hopefully) skid sideways, further
dissipating wave energy.
You’ve probably read about violent motion on dismasted yachts. This is due to reduced polar
moments. Dismasted vessels are also far more likely to be knocked down or rolled as a result of
low polar moments.
Polar moments help to soften everyday motion as well. Boats with more weight aloft tend to
roll at a slower rate, and over a longer period, than comparable vessels with lighter rigs.
In fact, in moderate conditions, where a leftover sea makes the boat extremely uncomfortable,
you can soften the motion by hoisting a bit of weight aloft — a ball of chain, for example. This
was a common trick in the days of commercial sail.
However, there’s a problem with getting the polar moments too high, as this increases pitching
upwind. Higher polar moments mean higher vertical center of gravity. Also, hull shapes react
differently to variations on the polar-moment theme. Where one type of hull might do nicely with
high polar moments, in terms of pitch, another would have difficulty.
Changing to a carbon-fiber rig, for example, benefits a CCA-type design with long overhangs
(and therefore lower longitudinal stability to resist pitching) much more than a long-waterline
vessel.

Limit of Positive Stability
The limit of positive stability, or “LPS,” is the point at which the hull and keel stability can no
longer bring you back right-side-up. At this point, the boat continues to rotate under water until
it pops back to the surface having completed a 360-degree circle.
LPS is expressed in the form of degrees of heel or is shown in a curve. Twenty-five years ago
the typical cruising yacht had an LPS of 135 to 140 degrees or more. This meant it could still
recover (and not roll) after a knockdown where the mast reaches 45 or 50 degrees below horizontal.
The LPS also indicates how quickly a capsized vessel will return to an upright attitude. The
higher the LPS, the quicker you’ll come back upright. If you are on deck and harnessed to the
cockpit when rolled, the time to find out about your limit of positive stability is not while you’re
holding your breath!
Consider for a moment the statistical issues of breaking seas. It may be one wave in 100,000
that meets with your topsides at the right place, time, and angle, with enough power to induce a
capsize. With a really good LPS, it may only take one wave in 100 to have the energy to knock you
back right-side-up. But if you are short on LPS, the boat may be almost as stable upside-down as
right-side-up. In this case, the boat will require as much energy to get back as what knocked it
down. You could be waiting a long time for that second big wave. You want to be as unstable as
possible when you upside-down, so that the time required to get the boat back with its mast in the
air is kept to a minimum.
We can investigate this issue by first looking at the curve of stability, then comparing the areas
enclosed by that curve when the vessel is in upright and upside-down attitudes. A ratio of at least
2.5 times as much upright stability as capsized stability is best.
The LPS is a function of hull shape, freeboard, deck shape, superstructure, and the vertical center of gravity of the entire vessel’s structure.
Narrow beam, high topsides, and the coachroof or pilothouse add substantially to the boat’s
ability to right itself quickly. On the other hand, low freeboard, wide beam, lack of deck structure,
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and high center of gravity hinder that return to an upright position. If the internal payload shifts
from the bilge to the deck head, this will reduce LPS — so make sure payload is secure.
There isn’t much you can do about the design factors, but you can do a lot about your vertical
center of gravity.

Calculating LPS
LPS is such a critical factor in a seagoing vessel that you’ll want to know just where your boat
stands. An easy way of getting a feel for the equation is to check with the U. S. Sailing Association. As part of the IMS handicap rule, LPS is calculated based on the hull shape and vertical center of gravity. While your own vessel may not have a rating, a sistership may. Of course, you could
also have your boat measured.
There are a couple of caveats here. The first is to compare your vertical center of gravity with
the purported sistership. If you have roller-furling and an in-mast mainsail, and the sistership
doesn’t, you could easily lose 10 degrees in LPS. Second, be aware that IMS data does not take
deck structure into account. A long trunk cabin can easily add 7 or more degrees to LPS. A
medium-sized pilothouse will add 10 degrees or more to your figures.
Cockpits reduce LPS, so if you have a large, deep cockpit on a flush deck yacht, your LPS will
be less than the U. S. Sailing Association curves show.
The IMS rule measures center of gravity with sails on the main-saloon sole — not a very realistic expectation. If you have roller-furling, think about the sails on their headstays with the mainsail hoisted. This will reduce the IMS LPS calculations by 5-to-10 degrees.

LPS for a modern 35-footer (10.76 m) is typically about 135 degrees. The shape of the curve
of stability also has an impact on motion. Older designs tend to be less stable initially, and then
firm up as they begin to heel. This is much more comfortable at sea than a vessel with a high initial
stability (which has a quick motion in waves).
You often read magazine reviews wherein the writer states that a certain vessel is initially tender. Since these reviews are typically conducted in smooth-water conditions this should not
automatically be construed as a negative for cruising designs (although it would not be good for
a racing yacht).

WATERTIGHT INTEGRITY
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Another approach is to go to a service
like Peter Schwenn’s Velocity in Annapolis, Maryland. Peter can digitize a set of
your hull and deck lines (obtained from
your builder or designer) into his computer. With the freeboard measurements,
he can calculate displacement, and with a
simple inclining test, you can tell him your
boat’s righting moment. This data reveals
your LPS — and also provides a set of
VPPs with which to tune the boat. Peter
can then easily predict the impact of adding weight aloft, both on performance and
LPS.

Watertight Integrity
It’s important to maintain watertight
integrity in order to reach maximum LPS.
If your companionway washboards are
The stability curve for Sundeer. The initial slope is
damaged or drop out, or if a cockpit locker
quite gradual for a soft motion. The limit of positive
opens, allowing water to flood below, LPS
stability occurs at 126 degrees — a number that is
can be significantly compromised in a matreasonably conservative for a vessel of this size — but
ter of seconds. Everything possible must
would be tight for a smaller boat. This curve is done
without deck structure or curvature. If that were
be done to preserve your boat’s watertight
included, the LPS would jump to about 133 degrees.
integrity and prevent this down-flooding. It
goes without saying that storm shutters and
companionway locks should be in place before they’re needed.

What’s the Right LPS?
Steering control and most other design, rig, and system questions can be debated, and a case can
be made for going to sea for just about any configuration of vessel. When it comes to LPS, however, there are no shortcuts.
Don’t head offshore if LPS is insufficient. The risks in heavy weather are just too high.
What’s the right LPS? That’s one of the toughest questions in yacht design. Size is probably the
most important issue. Big boats, with their inherently high gyradius and polar moments, can
absorb more wave impact without getting into trouble than small vessels. Therefore, smaller
cruisers need a higher LPS.
Skid factors are important. A boat that skids well after impact can get away with a lower LPS.
Compare a centerboarder with a shallow fixed keel to a sistership with deep draft; the centerboarder will always do better in absorbing the wave impact, assuming the board is up. The centerboarder would get away with a lower LPS than the fixed-keel sistership.
Length, in and of itself, is not a fixed criteria either. Compare two 40-footers (12.3m): one
weighing 14,000 pounds (6,400 kg), and one weighing 20,000 pounds (9,100 kg). The heavier
boat will have higher polar moments and so theoretically will better absorb wave impact. Yet if
the hull of the heavy boat sits low in the water, with a deep keel, while the lighter boat floats
higher, with a shallow keel (thus skidding better), the lighter boat might react better, getting by
with a lower LPS.
There is simply no pat formula to determine what is or is not a good offshore boat. It is necessary to look at all the factors.
In the end, one of the best ways to find out if you have the right boat is to see how others like it
have done offshore, in heavy weather. If the design has a history of dealing successfully with
heavy weather, your boat is probably going to be okay.

Cut-Off Numbers
Now I will propose some rough LPS numbers, with the caveat that this is just a start in the evaluation process. These numbers are suggested on the assumption that we’re talking about moderate-displacement designs, with average freeboard and conservative cruising rigs — meaning
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relatively high polar moments. This also assumes that deck structure, coamings, and cabins are
included in the calculations.
Factors that indicate numbers should be higher: low freeboard, deep draft, light rigs, and poor
steering control. Factors that indicate the numbers could be a bit lower: high freeboard, heavy
rigs, shallow draft (or centerboard configuration), and good steering control.
For 25- to 30-footers (7.7m to 9.2m) I’d like to see 135 to 140 degrees.
For 30- to 35-footers (9.2m to 10.7m) this could drop to 132 to 137 degrees.
For 35- to 40-footers (10.7m to 12.3m) a minimum LPS would be in the range of 130 to 135
degrees.
You could probably take an additional 2 degrees off for 5 feet (1.5 m) of increased length, to a
minimum LPS of 125 degrees.
The above figures represent an educated guess for average cruising conditions, where the likelihood of severe weather is rare. If you are heading into areas known for breaking seas, add some
insurance to these heel angles.
Over the years we have built boats with relatively high LPS figures — especially considering
the fact that they steer so well; have small, shallow keels; and skid nicely on their topsides. Our
smaller vessels, in the 57-foot (17.5m) range, typically come in at around 130 degrees. Larger
designs, 65 feet (20 m) or above, are usually around 125 degrees. While we’ve experienced a
number of spinnaker knockdowns and have been flattened a couple of times by big breaking seas,
we’ve never had one of our own boats put its spreaders underwater. As far as we know, none of the
other boats we’ve built has ever been partially or totally rolled. Given the numerous circumnavigations and ocean passages these vessels have made, there is reason to believe that these LPS figures work well for these types of designs.

Vendee Globe Lessons
As we are heading to the press with this book, word has been filtering back from the Southern
Ocean about numerous problems with the Open 60s being raced by the Vendee Globe contestants.
Aside from the structural problems, what is most troubling is the capsize of one of the Group
Finot designs, Pour Amnesty International, and its failure to recover.
The vessel in question lost its rig in the capsize although it should have had an LPS of around
140 degrees. However, it did not right itself, according to skipper Thierry Dubois, despite being
at various positions to the waves over several days.
The Open 60s have very wide decks, devoid of camber or deck structure. Even though this deck
shape/structure is a factor in calculating the LPS, its lack may be a contributing factor to the lack
of righting.
Another issue may be lack of downflooding. The Open 60s are well sealed and divided into at
least three watertight sections. Most conventional yachts suffer significant water ingress when
rolled. This of course has a major impact on stability. It just may be a contributing factor to selfrighting which in the past we have not considered closely enough.
Isabelle Autissiere’s swing-keel design was knocked down with the keel apparently in the centerline (running) position. Her vessel would not right itself until the swing keel had been canted,
after which the boat came quickly upright.
You can be sure that there will be lots of analysis of the data by designers and yacht clubs
around the world. We do know that these vessels are being sailed single-handledly in some of the
roughest seas in the world. And this race in particular had more wind and breaking seas than had
been previously encountered.
A number of experienced Whitbread sailors have indicated that they felt the Whitbread 60s
would not recover from a full capsize, and that the only reason disaster had not struck before is
that they are always carefully (if agressively) sailed downwind, with the best helmsman driving.
As a designer, all of this data is very concerning. We know that the Open 60s are extreme in
terms of length-to-beam ratio and lack of freeboard. The fact that they are frequently under auto
pilot command or being sailed by a very tired seaman in horrendous conditions must also factor
in. Is there a lesson for the rest of us here? I am not sure, but I am less comfortable with some of
the numbers we’ve been using in the past than I was a month ago.

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
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STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
Most cruising designs will cope with the elements as long as they remain structurally sound.
The crew may be tired, the boat may have some blown sails or mechanical problems, but the boat
will make it to port on its own as long as the key structural elements hold together. However, compromise the structural integrity of any of the key components, and you can quickly find yourself
in trouble.

On Deck
Under most conditions, deck-and-cabin structure carries very light loads. Yet, if the boat drops
off the face of a steep wave or rolls over, the loads on the deck and house become enormous. Once
the deck structure is breached, staying afloat will be difficult. The need for good structure seems
so obvious that you would think everyone would want to keep this area really strong.
However, during the 99.99% of the time that the deck is not working hard, that weight up high
costs stability, slows the boat, and makes it tender. There is a temptation to build light for performance, and maybe to save money. Sailing inshore, this may be a logical argument. But for offshore work, it does not make sense.
How to tell if a deck is strong enough? Flexing under load is a good way to check. If you hop
down into the cockpit and the sole drops while the sides flex in, imagine what will happen if your
weight is replaced with a couple of tons of water. Stress cracks in the laminate around hatch corners or coaming edges are another indication of potential trouble — cracks in gelcoat are typically
not a problem, as this usually is caused by a pooling of the gelcoat in the mold, leading to a brittle
concentration of resin.
Look carefully at any sort of hull or cabin window. If you fall 20 feet (6.1 m) off the face of a
wave, landing flat on those ports, will they take the load? Opening plastic ports are rarely strong
enough and should be replaced with metal for offshore work.
How about deck hatches and the coamings to which they are attached? Hinge and hold-down
hardware must be strong and attached in a manner that won’t work loose under load — throughbolting is always preferable to screwing. If the hatch is a composite timber/plastic construction,
are the corners reinforced?

Keel Attachment
Under most sailing conditions, the keel structure carries a predictable amount of load, typically
handled with ease. But long periods of pounding, severe knockdowns, and groundings raise the
loads enormously. It’s important to carefully check keelbolts — the way in which they are bedded
into the ballast itself, and reinforcement where they come into the interior. Also check the structure that spreads the keel loads into the hull. These athwartships beams (called floors) are critical
to dissipating keel loading.
The most efficient keelbolts are the farthest athwartships from the centerline. More keel bolts
spread the load concentration throughout the hull structure, so if there’s a choice between a few
large bolts or several smaller ones, you will be better off with the larger quantity of smaller diameter bolts.
Assuming the boat has some miles, and perhaps a grounding or two, in its history, you can get
a feel for how the keel structure is doing by looking at the floors. If they are all intact, if fiberglass
bonding is well secured, and if keel bolts are tight, these are all good signs.
But if one or more of the keelbolts leak, there are broken floors or broken floor to hull bonds, or
you can flex the keel when the boat is hauled, these are indications of a structure that is tired or not
getting the job done.
Another opportunity to check keel structure comes when you haul out. Check to see if the hull
bottom deflects upwards as the Travelift sets the hull down on the keel, before the hull props have
been snugged. Ask the travelift operator to loosen the slings a hair, so that all the hull weight rests
on the keel. This is a good test of the floors.
The distance between deck and keel should remain constant. The easiest way to measure this
is by placing a pole inside the boat when she is still afloat. It should be held in place with a bit of
tape, with a small gap at the top. If the gap closes you know the boat has settled down on the keel
and that the hull and floors are deflecting.
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Steering System
A boat that loses its steering in moderate
conditions can usually find a way to steer using
sails or a sweep of some sort. But in heavy
weather, the situation quickly becomes
unmanageable. A vessel headed offshore
needs a secure steering system. Also, the crew
needs to understand all elements in the system
from a maintenance standpoint.

Rig

The Erickson 41 Windshadow reaching in
the Virgin Islands after her circumnavigation.
Windshadow was from the same design era as
Intermezzo and drawn by designer Bruce King
to the CCA racing rule. The long overhangs
contribute very little to effective waterline
when this type of design is heeled (due to the
low prismatic coefficient of the overhang
area when it begins to immerse).

The last critical element in the offshore boat
is a structurally sound, abuse-tolerant rig. If the
spar is lost in the trades, you can usually juryrig something from what’s left to get home. If
severe weather intervenes, however, rig loss
and the attendant reduction in polar moments
could turn an otherwise seaworthy hull into a
configuration ripe for a rollover.
Almost all rig failures could be prevented. A
spar rarely goes over the side without first giving some warning. Careful checks before each
passage, as well as while under way, will go a
long way toward eliminating this problem.

DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICS
So far we have discussed the design criteria
affecting performance in heavy weather. Of
course, the percentage of time spent in heavy
weather is small. Chances are good you could
sail around the world and never worry about
LPS or the structural integrity of the deck.
How these design characteristics affect your
own cruising plans is a function of the type of
boat you like to sail, the weather you expect to
encounter, and how quickly you will reach for
the starter button on the engine.

Performance Orientation

At the other end of the design spectrum is
this very nice Chuck Burns light-displacement
cruiser, Naiad.This 38-foot (11.7m) hull has a
higher effective waterline length than the
much-larger Intermezzo. It is almost as long in
an absolute sense, and when you add to this
the much higher prismatic coefficient, the
effective waterline is going to be very long.
(Tim James photo)

A naval architect uses many hydrodynamic
concepts to determine the best range of performance for a given design. Unfortunately, one
has to decide where strengths should lie. To be
especially quick in light airs, you’ll suffer at
higher speeds. Conversely, a design with good
top-end speed will be somewhat slower in light
wind ranges.
Boats that are quick in light airs tend to be
more tender than more conservatively rigged
boats. Still, you can always reef down or fly
smaller sails when the breeze comes up.
As long as you are comfortable handling the
rig, and as long as you are not totally dependent
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on a specialized furling system to deal with the
rig, the light-air orientation makes sense. Yet at
some point, rig size and sail handling cross a
threshold where the light-air rig is no longer
prudent for the crew in question.
For offshore work, with a short-handed crew
the orientation needs to be more toward reducing the sail change and reefing frequency,
which means giving up some light-air performance.

Powering Ability
Your vessel’s capability under power, especially range, also affects decisions on light-air
abilities. With good range under power, lightair capability is not as critical. But if powering
range is limited, as on many boats, you’ll want
to make good progress under sail in all weather
conditions. (Most cruising takes place in less
than 10 knots of wind.)

Windward Ability
Going to windward is an important part of
cruising abilities, but don’t sacrifice everything
on its altar. At some point a reasonable turn of
speed uphill is reached, and sailing faster
means a rougher ride if the seas are making up,
which in turn means you’re probably going to
slow down anyway. So having a reasonable
turn of upwind speed is a good thing, but carrying extra draft or a higher-aspect ratio rig that
can’t be used on most offshore passages may
not make sense.

Speed-Length Ratio
The speed-length ratio (SLR) is a term used
to express how fast a boat is moving in relation
to the square root of its waterline length. For a
36-foot waterline (11.1m) — the square root of
which is 6 — an SLR of one would be 6 knots.
At 8 knots, the SLR would be 1.33 (or 8 knots
divided by 6). As higher SLRs are attained,
wave drag increases dramatically, which is
why it’s so easy to get that first bunch of knots,
but so hard to reach the last couple of notches
on the steam gauge.
The SLR is a really good predictor of how a
boat will do in moderate breezes on a passagemaking basis.
Precisely because of the relationship of
speed-length ratio to wave drag, vessels with
longer waterlines are much more efficient at
maintaining a given speed. Suppose that
instead of a 36-foot (11.1m) waterline we had

Speed brings with it dynamic stability, somewhat
like riding a bike slow or fast. At low speed, you
wobble back and forth and it is hard to control
yourself. As you speed up, the bike steadies down
and control becomes easier.
As long as you can maintain good steering control, it is almost always more comfor table (and
safer) to go fast rather than slow .
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one that was 49 feet (15.1 m). With the square root this time being 7, you can see that at the same
speed as the shorter waterline, the longer boat is operating at a lower speed-length ratio. At 8
knots this would be an SLR of 1.14 compared to the SLR of 1.33 on the shorter design.
Since the wave drag at 1.14 is about half of 1.33, guess which boat is going to take less horsepower (sail or engine) to maintain the 8 knots?
This is such a potent phenomenon that it’s common for large cargo ships, after being lengthened, to carry substantially more payload while burning less fuel.
The SLR that a yacht can hit varies with factors such as displacement-length ratio and prismatic
coefficient (which are discussed next). In general, heavier boats will sail at a maximum SLR of
about 1.3. As the prismatic coefficient goes up and displacement-length ratio drops, SLRs of as
high as 1.6 to 1.8 can be attained without surfing.
As a general rule, most cruisers maintain an average speed-length ratio of around 1.00, or 144
miles a day, for a vessel with a 36-foot (11.1m) waterline in moderate tradewind conditions. Intermezzo averaged closer to 1.12, or 167 miles a day, because we pushed her really hard. In fresh
trades she’d do a steady SLR of 1.25, or 180 miles a day, but we worked for it!
Sundeer would average an easy 240 miles per day in moderate trades, with little effort on the
part of the crew. She sailed at an SLR of 1.25 with less effort than Intermezzo because of her more
efficient hull form. She gave us many days at SLRs of 1.4 or above (270 miles), but we had to work
for those.
Beowulf holds the record, however, for ease-of-handling at high SLRs. On her maiden voyage
from Los Angeles to New Zealand, she averaged an SLR of 1.35 (286 miles per day) for the entire
trip, and this with a very relaxed crew.

Light or Heavy Displacement?
The definition of displacement is one of the trickier areas of the design question. You can quite
easily have a heavy-displacement yacht that is very lightly constructed and carries a small payload, and a light-displacement cruiser built like a tank, that carries lots of gear.
The problem comes in the formula typically used to define heavy or light displacement. This is
called the displacement-length ratio (DLR).
To calculate DLR, take the weight in long tons (2,240 pounds/ton) and divide it by the length of
the waterline cubed and then divide the entire thing by 0.000001. For Intermezzo it would work
as follows: 37,000 pounds/2,240 = 16.51 (long tons). Her 36-foot waterline cubed (36 x 36 x 36)
is 46,656. Now divide the long tons by WL cubed and then by 0.000001, and you will get a DLR
of 354.
That would be considered moderate to heavy. And she was heavily built and carried a lot of payload.

Here’s a comparison of a full-waterline hull and a shape that has long overhangs.The long-waterline
vessel can have a much finer entry forward and still have good downwind stability. Because it is much
faster, the keel can be smaller and still generate the same lift. The rudder can be located farther aft
and still be covered with immersed hull, giving it a longer moment arm with which to turn the boat.
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Now let’s try a little experiment. Suppose we take the same boat, leaving everything (scantlings, rig, ballast, payload) the same, but change the hull shape to shorten the overhangs. Using
the same heavy fiberglass layups, we pull the waterline forward at the bow and depress the hull
aft to shorten the counter. The new waterline is 47 feet, leaving the stern just touching and the bow
with an IOR-looking 37-degree rake. Because we’ve added a few square feet to the hull laminate
our weight is going to increase, perhaps to 37,600 pounds.
Calculating now, we get a DLR of 161, which might make our new boat a light-displacement
vessel.
But is this new boat any lighter? Her actual displacement has gone up. She has increased her
ability to carry payload. After all, adding extra weight on a 47-foot waterline is bound to be more
efficient than on the old 36-foot waterline.
What we’re trying to show you is that one can’t simply go out and say, “I’d like a heavy-,
medium-, or light-displacement design.” In the cruising context, the real equation is more complicated.
You need to look at scantlings, stability, payload, and hull shape to evaluate the proper yacht for
your needs.
Generally, DLRs drop as vessels get larger. They carry a smaller percentage of their displacement as payload and are more efficient, weight-wise, at fitting in basic systems.
Within certain limits as the DLR drops, the design in question is able to sail at higher speedlength ratios, with better control. This means that in heavy airs, especially downwind, you’re better off typically with lower DLRs.
Of course, there are some trades to be taken. If two vessels of identical waterline length are
compared, the one with the heavier displacement (and therefore higher DLR) is going to have a
softer motion and carry its payload more easily. But then the crew, sails, and engine are going to
have to work a lot harder to maintain the same passage times as the lighter boat.
If you go back to our example, keep displacement and length overall constant, and simply make
the waterline longer, the configuration with the lower DLR will be faster as well as more comfortable.
Consider the Sundeer 56 for a moment. Most of these boats probably passage at around 42,000
pounds (19,000 kg), allowing for lots of cruising gear and half tanks. With a waterline of 56 feet
(17.23 m) they have a DLR of 106. Now, most folks would say this is a light-displacement boat,
maybe it would even warrant the appellation ultralight. But she carries half-a-ton of batteries,
over 300 gallons (1,150 L) of water, has a range under power of well over 1,000 miles, and is built
like a brick. The keel structure is four times the ABS rule, and the rudder stock is twice ABS. The
Sundeer 56 has a far more conservative structure than many “heavier” cruising designs with
higher DLRs.
How do we get this to work? The answer is simple. Add waterline, but keep other factors like
rig, ballast, interior, and systems constant (i.e., resist the temptation to load the longer waterline).
The result is a boat that is easily driven and that can maintain high speed-length ratios at sea
with minimal effort on the part of her crew.
What I am trying to convey here is that defining a boat as a light-displacement design or
medium- or heavy-displacement based on its DLR doesn’t really convey any useful information.
It is much more important to look at how the boat is built — the systems, rig, etc. — to see if
she’s suited to your needs. Don’t rule out (or in) any particular vessel based on its displacementlength ratio.

Sail Area
The sail area-to-wetted-surface ratio is a good indicator of how you will do in light airs. Intermezzo had a ratio of 2.65-to-1, and in light airs, with everything flying, she could hang out a ratio
of 6-to-1. And she was very quick in light airs.
If you study the sail area-to-wetted-surface ratios of known performers, you can set them up as
objective criteria at which to aim. With a moderate-displacement vessel in the 40-foot range, a
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good rule of thumb is 2.25
to 2.50 square feet of measured sail (main and foretriangle) for every square
foot of wetted surface.
Beowulf, at the other
extreme, has a ratio of just
2.4-to-1 going to 5.5-to-1
off the wind.
As you’d expect from
these numbers, Intermezzo in smooth water
Intermezzo at “speed” in the Torres Straights between Papua
wo u l d b e fa s t e r t h a n
New Guinea and Australia. She is reaching here at about 7.25
knots or a speed-length ratio of 12. The bow wave has a fair
Beowulf in drifting condiamount of magnitude. Note the large hollow in the area of the keel
tions. If there were a chop
that then flows up to the beginning of the quarter wave aft. This
around, the contest would
hollow is quite typical of heavy designs with deep canoe bodies
amidships. Of particular interest is the quarter wave and where it
go the other way due to
forms and then leaves the stern. It has started separation well
the much greater stability
before the end of the hull. Compare this to the photos of longer
of the larger vessel which
waterline designs, and you’ll see a considerable difference. Ideally,
this quarter wave would not start to even form until it was on the
would result in less shakvery end of the hull.
ing of the rig and sails.
Sail area-to-displacement indicates the rig
power relative to drag at
higher speeds (which is
displacement-related).
However, these numbers
are only a reliable indicator between similar
designs.
SA-D numbers around
16 to 17 are considered
middle-of-the-road for
moderate-displacement
cruisers. Much below 16
indicates a sluggish performer until the breeze
The three views of Intermezzo out of the water give you a feel for
really comes up. A numher hull shape. She was a flier in light airs because she had a miniber above 17 indicates
mum wetted-surface hull.The keel was very inefficient by today’s
standards, and if there was any sort of sea running and our speed
good performance, but
dropped, the keel would begin to stall and Intermezzo would slip
unless there is stability to
to leeward. So she had to be kept up to speed when sailing
go with it, you will be
upwind.The huge spade rudder kept her on course, but with any
other form of rudder she’d have been very difficult to control in
doing a lot of reefing.
heavy airs.
Intermezzo came in
Looking at the bow you’d think it would slice through the waves.
around 17.5 while
However, when Intermezzo heeled in the breeze she presented a
very flat topsides to the waves and would pound hard as she
Beowulf had an SA-D of
dropped onto a wave.
21 in cruising trim. You
would think these numbers indicate Intermezzo would be much stiffer than Beowulf, but the opposite was the case. That’s because of the very powerful hull shape on Beowulf and her saltwater
ballast as compared to Intermezzo’s light-air hull orientation which made her quite tender. As we
said in the beginning, these ratios are only good indicators between vessels of like types.
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Prismatic Coefficient
The prismatic coefficient (PC) is a mathamatical expression of how volume is distributed throughout the hull. This
is one of the first things a designer decides upon after calculating displacement. PC is calculated as follows: Multiply
beam waterline by hull depth, and multiply that number by
waterline length. This gives you the theoretical potential
volume (if the ends of the hull weren’t tapered). Now, take
the actual hull volume and divide that number by the theoretical volume.
Surprisingly, most PCs fall into a very narrow range,
between 0.52 and 0.57. The actual number used on a given
design is usually a closely guarded secret. When the
designer goes into his drag curves, he sees that for slower
boat speeds the lower PC is best; the opposite being true at
higher speeds.
The PC also affects your displacement-length ratio and/or
effective waterline length. Boats with higher PCs have
longer effective waterlines than those with lower PCs (even
though the measured waterline is the same).
To confuse matters a bit more, you need to break down the
PC into aft and forward components. A hull with an upwind
orientation will have a higher forward PC while the aft PC is
reduced (i.e., more hull volume in the bow and less in the
stern). Just the opposite is the case for off-the-wind performance, although aft PCs are always higher than forward
PCs.
Of course, the ideal situation would be to have the PC
increase with speed and heel. And if it’s the aft PC that’s
going up, so much the better.
To do this, designers add volume to the counter stern and
topsides in the aft quarters of the hull, widening the transom
in the process. While this sounds easy, it is very difficult to
achieve in the real design world. In fact, many designs have
their PCs drop with heel — just the opposite of what you
want!
If the designer is successful, then as the boat heels, this
stern quarter digs in, increasing the aft (and overall) PC.
This is fast in a racing context. The only problem is that
unless you are very clever, this extra volume aft tends to
push the bow down, messing up trim and making the boat
hard to steer. The centerline rudder also begins to lift out and
ventilate, reducing its effectiveness.

By today’s standards the Bill
Lapwor th-designed Cal-40 is a
pretty tame-looking boat. But
when she was first introduced in
the mid-1960s she was considered radical (and worse) by a lot
of the establishment. With a relatively long waterline for the CCA
era, a high prismatic, and light displacement (today it would be
considered on the heavy side of
medium), this boat blew the
doors off the opposition.
And it was a wonderful sea
boat, mild mannered, easy to handle in a blow, and a real ball to sail.

The prismatic coefficient is a numeric term indicating how the volume in the hull is distributed
between the center of the hull and the ends. Start with the position of maximum cross-sectional area
in the hull (the widest and deepest part of the hull), usually a little aft of center.The dimensions of this
point are then multiplied by the waterline length. This gives you the volume of the shaded area above.
The volume of this area is compared to that of the actual hull shape.This ratio is the PC.
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WETTED SURFACE DRAG VS. WAVE DRAG

Take a look at the bow and stern
waves in this photo of a Cal-40
reaching. She is sailing at a speedlength ratio of 1.15, or about 6.5
knots. Because of the high prismatic
and medium-displacement ratio her
effective waterline is longer than the
actual measured length so her effective speed-length ratio is actually
less, compared to a design like Intermezzo. This accounts for the relatively small bow and stern wave you
see in this photo.

You can get away with these characteristics in smooth
water with a careful driver, but offshore and shorthanded, they create undesirable handling characteristics.
PCs have trended higher in the last decade. Designers
have learned to coax more light-air speed from their
designs, despite higher PCs (with better sail-area-towetted-surface ratios and more efficient fins).
The higher PCs have a cruising advantage. As more
hull volume is pushed into the ends of the boat, better
use of the interior can be made for accommodations.
Assuming moderate displacement-length ratios, here
are some generalized PC numbers: If you are optimizing for a speed-length ratio below 0.80 (light airs), a PC
of 0.52 to 0.53 is usually chosen. At a speed-length ratio
of 1, the PC will move to about 0.54. A speed-length
ratio of 1.2 usually brings with it a PC of 0.55, and if you
are optimizing for high speeds, with a speed-length
ratio above 1.3, the PC can go as high as 0.57.
Beamy boats tend to have lower PCs to reduce the
volume in their ends, so they can get through chop better. Narrower boats tend to have higher PCs, as they can
tolerate the end volume better in terms of pitching. (This
is especially true of the forward sections, which on a
narrow boat are much finer than on a fat boat, and hence
get through the waves better.)

Wetted Surface Drag versus Wave Drag

There are two primary forms of hull drag. How they
interact is a function of the speed of the boat relative to
its waterline (speed-length ratio), the prismatic coefficient, and the displacement-length ratio.
In general, wetted-surface drag constitutes the majority of the speed restraint below a speed-length ratio of
one. As the SLR increases wave drag begins to dominate, until at SLRs above 1.3 it constitutes the vast
majority of drag.
Displacement-length ratio changes the way these
ratios work. As the DLR is reduced, so is wave drag as a
percentage of the total restraining forces. Of course, as
the DLR goes up, wave drag becomes more predominant.
As we’ve already discussed, vessels with high DLRs
(heavy designs) quickly reach a speed-length ratio limit
This Oyster 39, built by Oyster
Marine in the UK and designed by
which they find difficult to exceed. The wave drag
Carl Schumacher, is an excellent
builds up too big a hill for the boat to climb.
example of a modern light-disOn the other hand, if the DLR is low enough, wave
placement cruising design. At 39
drag
is such a small component that very high speedfeet (12 m) in length and displacing
length ratios are easily attained.
just 12,000 pounds (5,440 kg) the
boat is easily driven. Note how
Where a vessel with a DLR of 350 will have trouble
small bow and stern wave are here,
exceeding an SLR of 1.3 to 1.35, a design with a DLR of
even though the boat is sailing at a
100 can easily sustain speed-length ratios of 1.6 or
speed-length ratio of above 1.25.
more.
It would seem obvious that all yachts should have low DLRs so as to be fast. The only fallacy
in this argument is that to support a given amount of displacement, the shorter waterline design
(the one with the higher DLR) is going to have a lot less wetted surface in the water.
This means that at slower speeds it will have a better sail area-to-wetted surface ratio and that
means boat speed in light airs.

FREEBOARD
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The boat with the higher DLR will also tend to have more upright stability since with a shorter
waterline it will tend to be beamier on the water.

Freeboard
Freeboard involves a lot of trade-offs in design evaluation. Windage at sea and at anchor are
negatives lined up against an increase in range of positive stability (where increased freeboard has
a major positive impact), improved skid characteristics in a knockdown, and interior space.
Another important consideration is the ability to get back aboard if you’ve fallen over. I remem-

Here’s a Norsemen
447 (left and above left)
sailing at a speed-length
ratio of 1.05. At rest the
stern is about 6 inches
(150 mm) clear of the
water. At this speed the
q u a rt e r w av e h a s
climbed the counter
and is exiting cleanly. As
speed increases this
type of shape will be
reasonably efficient.

With the wind and sea on the beam you would not expect to see a lot of motion. In the left
photo the bow wave is moderate in magnitude, indicating an efficient hull shape for this speed.
If you were to get rid of the bow overhang, pull the cutwater forward, reducing the entry angle
by 20 percent or so in the process, most of the piled-up wave under the bow would disappear.
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Here’s a nice-looking hull sailing a little faster than the
vessel on the previous page, or at a speed-length ratio of
about 1.1. If you look closely at the stern in the top and
middle photos you will notice the quarter wave climbing
the transom. This indicates a problem with the hull shape
at this speed (and probably higher as well as somewhat
slower speeds).This could very well be caused by the boat
being overweight or trimmed too far down at the stern at
rest. Or it may be a problem with the curve of area of the
hull.
Notice the large hollow indicated amidships in the top
photo. Part of this is due to a bit of sea running, but part is
the normal trough found between bow and stern waves
on moderate and heavier displacement designs.
The magnitude of the bow wave also indicates the boat
is tending toward heavy.
Compare these photos to those on the preceding page.
This hull shape will require more power to move it
through the water

ber my first time aboard a modern
IOR boat (a Columbia 43) at Catalina Island. (That will give you
some idea of how long ago “modern” was to me!) It felt as if I were
on a stepladder looking down at
the water. At that point I said I
would never go to sea in a boat
that I couldn’t climb back aboard
unaided.
But transom steps, well-rigged
(permanent) boarding ladders,
and swim steps take the curse off
this aspect of high freeboard, and
on balance it works out to be an
acceptable compromise.
High freeboard generally
makes a boat drier. Furthermore,
it makes a world of difference
down below. In a moderate-displacement hull with shallow
bilges, to get headroom, the topsides must go up. As long as this
height is in proportion to the overall boat and you have the ability to
get uphill against the windage,
you’re okay.
This leads directly to the question of trunk cabin versus flush
deck as a way of achieving
desired headroom. The
flush-deck vessel is cheaper to
build and safer at sea. A trunk
cabin or doghouse can allow
more light inside and has the supposed advantage of letting people
in the raised area see out. And in
many cases it looks more traditional.
A flush-deck vessel’s hull is
much stiffer than her trunk-cabin
counterpart. The deck forms a
continuous web between the gunnels, helping prevent the hull
from bending and twisting. If you
open a huge hole in that web for
the trunk cabin, the hull is going
to work more freely. At sea in
heavy weather, not having to
worry about stoving in a cabinside is a comfort.
If you detect a bias here in favor
of flush-deckers, you’re right.
Over 40 feet (12.3 m) they’re definitely the way to go. Smaller vessels don’t have the option because
of headroom necessities, and
must stay with the trunk cabin.

OVERHANGS
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Overhangs

Where the rules of the sea or economics are
paramount, you will see little or no overhang.

One of our early Deerfoot 74 designs with a
ver y shor t stern overhang. This is a faster
shape in light airs under sail than a transom
which touches as there is less wetted surface.
But it is slower under power and at speed
under sail because the effective waterline is
shorter. It also forces you to a less favorable
distribution of buoyancy throughout the hull
shape.

If waterline equals efficiency and good seakeeping, why would anyone give it away in the form of
a bow or stern overhang?
Let’s look at the bow first. On the average 40-foot
(12.3m) cruiser, the difference between an almost
straight bow and a “traditional” 35-to-40-degree
bow is roughly 3.5 feet (1.1 m) in waterline length.
If you keep all other design elements constant
(same rig, engine, interior, keel, and rudder) all an
almost straight bow will do is significantly drop the
displacement-length ratio, substantially narrowing
the entry angle of the bow in the process. This gives
you a much more efficient hull form in any sort of a
breeze, one with a very fine bow that will weave its
way through headseas much more easily than the
vessel with the shorter waterline.
What about that fine bow digging in down wind
in a blow, you may be wondering? What keeps the
bow on its lines downwind is longitudinal stability.
This is a function of the total volume in the hull and
how it is distributed longitudinally (fore and aft).
Assuming that the displacement (and therefore the
volume) of this hull has stayed constant, the only
change in the ability to resist bow burying is the fact
that the volume of the hull is spread out over a
longer distance. With a constant displacement and
longer waterline, the longitudinal stability
increases dramatically.
Almost the same issues are at play in the stern.
Getting rid of overhang and redistributing volume
along a longer waterline brings nothing but benefits.
There is, however, one issue in the stern that is
different. This is the way the stern wave reacts with
the transom.
As we’ve already discussed, the higher the displacement-length ratio the more wave drag you
have at any given speed. What you want to do
hydrodynamically is get that stern wave as cleanly
away from the hull as possible. If you have a very
flat run aft with no stern clearance, the stern wave
may actually climb the transom at low speeds.
When it tries to shear itself away from the transom
to leave the boat, it creates a lot of drag.
As displacement-length ratio drops the stern
wave also gets smaller in magnitude, so the problem is not as great in boats which are lighter for
their length.
What this adds up to is the fact that heavy boats
need a certain amount of stern overhang to help
with achieving a clean release of the quarter wave.
Lighter boats can get away with less.
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The amount of overhang is also a function of the speed length ratio at which the boat is designed
to operate. As the displacement-length ratio drops there is a tendency for the stern wave to move
off the hull itself and behind the boat. This can actually be controlled to some degree with how the
curve of area is developed in the hull shape.
The question of overhang then becomes a direct trade-off between low-speed and high-speed
performance. At low speeds there is added drag if the wave does not depart cleanly. But at some
point the stern wave naturally moves aft of the transom and there is no longer an issue of transom
drag. At this point any overhang is a negative in terms of performance.
Why would anyone want overhang? That’s a good question. For one, our eyes get used to a certain look. What we think of as aesthetically pleasing is typically what we are used to.
If it takes a lot of curves at the end of your yacht to give you pleasure, there is no reason why
you should not go this route. It may even be fast in some conditions. But it makes sense to be realistic about penalties you are paying for the right look.

The Dry Bow
There is no such thing as a dry bow. However, there are certainly degrees of wetness. My own
experience working at the mast and forward is that it is not so much the amount of water a bow
throws in any given condition as where it throws it that is important.
A bow that shears spray and wave tops cleanly, sending them immediately to leeward well forward of the main mast, keeps the aft crew dry.
On the other hand a bow that shoots its spray aft as well as to leeward is going to make you a lot
wetter.
What appears to be the case, at least with our boats, is that those with the narrowest bows and
the least amount of topside flare get their water to leeward the quickest. The designs we’ve built
with more volume forward tended to push the water out, allowing the wind to take it some distance aft before sending it off to leeward.

The drawing
to the left
sh o w s s c h e matically how
water shear s
across the
deck.

Sundeer power-reaching on
the way to Hawaii with wind
and sea abeam. This is one of
the wettest sailing angles.
We’ve found that very fine
entries, with little topside flare
tend to quickly shear bow
spray across the deck. It is very
wet forward of the cutter stay,
but you can stand at the mast in
these conditions and stay dry.
Our experience is that flared
bows with lots of reser ve
buoyancy tend to chuck the
water aft, closer to where the
crew is working.

W h e n yo u
have flared topsides, the spray is
knocked back to
windward from
whence it blows
aft, getting the
crew wet (left).

REACHING SPRAY PATTERNS
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Pounding also has an impact. A
boat that pounds or hobby-horses
as she works through the waves
(like Intermezzo!) throws a lot of
spray vertically. This gives it more
time to work aft and get the crew
wet.

Reaching Spray Patterns
As the wind and seas move aft,
the wind tends to carry whatever
water the bow kicks up more
quickly to leeward. What now conspires to get you wet are the beam
seas.
When the hull bottom is smacked
by even a small wave top, what happens to the resulting spray is a function of your heel angle and bottom
shape.
If the boat is relatively upright
and/or the hull is deep, with a lot of
bilge curvature, the spray is likely
to climb the topsides and come
pouring down your neck.
On the other hand, with flatter
bottoms with a defined turn to the
bilge at the topsides, the wave frequently hits below the topsides and
is deflected downward.
Freeboard also plays a part in
reaching wetness. The more freeboard you have, the drier you’ll
stay.

When reaching, modern hulls with lots of flare aft
tend to be drier. The flare knocks the wave tops back
down, rather than up, as is the case with the vertical
topsides more typical with heavier designs.
Freeboard is another factor. Higher freeboard
means the seas have to be splashed higher before they
can clear the shear and sweep into the cockpit area.

Stern Slap
One of the annoying characteristics of stern overhangs, especially
on modern yachts, is that they slap
when any sort of chop hits them. If
an outboard throws a wake up
against the counter, it explodes like
a cherry bomb. This resonates
through the interior and is startling
to say the least. Should you perchance be docked so that your stern
faces the prevailing chop, the situation can become unbearable.
If you get rid of the overhang,
you eliminate this problem. The
alternative is to have a very steep
exit angle on the hull shape aft (typical of heavier displacement vessels).

A major annoyance with counter sterns is wave slap,
especially at anchor or tied to a dock. A small dinghy
passes with a very short wake, and when the stern
wave hits your counter, it sounds like someone lighting
a cherry bomb down below!
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Racing-Rule Influence
Cruising-yacht design has for the most part been
dominated by racing-rule influences. Designers
typically make their reputation with race victories.
People then want designs that look like the winning
boats for cruising.
Because these victories are typically won on
handicap, and the handicap rule always has biases
built into it, cruising yachts end up looking like
handicap winners.
The Cruising Club of America (CCA) rule dominated racing and cruising design in North America
from the early 1940s through the mid-1970s.
The CCA handicap was what is called a “waterline rule”. Waterline length was a major component
of predicted speed. As a result designers tried to
find hull shapes that had short measured waterlines
(so they rated slow) but sailed faster than the measurements indicated.
This lead to the long fore-and-aft overhangs with
which we are all so familiar. Graceful to look at?
Yes. Efficient in an absolute sense? No. Along with
these short waterlines went a relatively narrow
beam.
In the early 1970s a new rule, the International
Offshore Rule (IOR), was adopted. This handicap
system was a negotiated compromise between the
CCA adherents and the folks in Europe who raced
under the Royal Ocean Racing Club (RORC).
The compromise IOR rule initially offered big
advantages
over the CCA and RORC handicaps.
Tumblehome, (topside area beyond
Waterlines were lengthened, freeboard went up,
the toerail that projects outboard of
the rail) was a favorite rule-beating
beam increased, and the boats got lighter.
device in the early 1960s. From a
There was a lot of grumbling from some quarcruising standpoint there are a numters, but the early IOR boats were a wonderful
ber of disadvantages. First, hulls drawn
advance in terms of performance, ease of handling,
this way tend to be less balanced with
heel. Second, when you lay against a
seakeeping ability, and interior living space. In
sea wall or pilings it is very difficult to
short, they made for much better cruising boats.
protect the topsides with fenders.
As designers learned more about the IOR rule
they found loopholes, which in turn the rulemakers
tried to plug. The designers would then find more holes in the rule. Over time the boats got faster
and faster relative to their handicaps, but the hulls and rigs became very lightly constructed and
difficult to steer in any sort of a blow. These later IOR yachts definitely were not good cruising
boats!
About the time the IOR was getting a real foothold, development work started on a new rule,
which attempted to eliminate all biases. The hope was that this handicap would enable CCA, IOR,
and non-rule boats to compete on handicap on an even basis.
While the handicap portion of the rule has had a checkered career in assessing totally different
types of designs on a racing basis, it has fostered a new breed of wonderful yachts.
This International Measurement System (IMS) allows vessels with moderate beam and plumb
bows to sail competitively — a first for handicap rules. The result is that almost all new racing
designs and many cruisers influenced by the IMS handicap rule are much faster, more easily
driven, and better sea boats than anything that has come before.

BOC INFLUENCE
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BOC Influence
The BOC singlehanded around-theworld-race is as simple a rule as you can
get. There are two classes, one for 50footers (15.4m) and a second class for
60 footers (18.5m).
The only rule on performance is that
the boats cannot exceed these lengths
overall and that shiftable ballast systems cannot heel the boat more than 10
degrees at the dock. Any hull shape, rig
configuration, keel type, and rudder
system is allowed.
Considering that these yachts are
driven by a single person around the
world in some of the roughest conditions imaginable, you would think the
design evolution would provide some
lessons. And they have.
First, nobody gives away waterline
length. These vessels all have vertical
bows. Second, they have transoms that
barely clear the water at rest. Many
incorporate fore-and-aft ballast tanks
(in addition to hull-side ballast tanks) to
change fore-and-aft trim. In light airs
and upwind they trim bow down, lifting
the stern clear. Off the wind and in a
breeze they trim stern down.
To generate power to carry enormous
rigs, the fastest boats have tended to be
extremely wide aft, using the conical
sections we discussed earlier to maintain a balanced hull with heel. However, this only works if you have very
light structure (as it adds lots of surface
area to the hull and deck) and twin rudders (as a centerline rudder would be
lifted clear of the water with any sort of
heel), so the application to cruising of
these shapes is limited. It is interesting
to note that one of the competitors, Luc
Van Den Heede, has always sailed on
vessels with very moderate beam.
While he has not won, he has placed in
the top three in the last three races and
never more than one percent or so off
the pace overall (and typically faster
upwind and in heavy downwind conditions).

Two photos of the BOC 60 Coyote. These designs
tend to be perfectly balanced with heel as their sections
are cone-like. However, as they heel they begin to lift
the centerline well clear.This has led to the dual-rudder
system now so prevalent. The weather rudder quickly
lifts out of the water while the leeward rudder is deeply
buried. Because the leeward rudder is close to vertical
and buried, it can be much smaller to get the job done
than a single centerline rudder would need to be.
In a cruising context, however, there are two problems. First, the rudders are vulnerable to damage since
they are not protected by the keel. Second, under
power you do not have the advantage of prop wash
blowing against the rudder blade. (North Sails Rhode
Island photo)
The BOC boats have
all gone to large-roach
mains for drive and efficiency. This rig is typical
of the BOC in that
spreaders are only
modestly raked to hold
up the mast. In this
case, running backstays
are necessary for holding the mast in the boat
when sailing off the
wind. If spreader rake
were increased to 25
degrees, the running
backstays would not be
required. But then how
far out the main could
be eased when running
wo u l d b e l i m i t e d .
(North Sails Rhode
Island photo)

“Traditional” Cruisers
I am never sure what people mean when they discuss the merits of the “traditional” cruising
yachts of yesteryear.
Are we talking about Joshua Slocums’s Spray? He’d be the first to tell you this was an awful
sailing vessel, ponderous, hard to steer, and a handful. Or maybe the genre is defined by the Scandinavian double-enders originally designed as rescue craft?
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Being true double-enders, these designs had balanced lines. And with their full keels and
extremely heavy displacement when sailed by a large, experienced crew, they would take anything nature threw at them. But for short-handed cruising they are a handful.
How about John Alden’s lovely schooners and ketches? I grew up on Alden designs and can
attest to their grace under sail. But it took a lot of crew to achieve that grace. And while they’d
handle heavy weather, you had a lot less room for error in severe conditions than with modern
designs.
Do these designs make any sense today? If you love the look and feel of one of these graceful
old ladies, if they make your heart sing as you recline in the cockpit and look at all the Clorox
bottle–style modern yachts, of course they make sense.
But be aware that they will take more careful seamanship and that they tend toward wet, bouncy
rides offshore, especially upwind.

Bob Perry popularized this style of canoe stern
years ago with his Valiant 40 design. It was an
attempt to take the sharper ended “traditional”
canoe stern and give it some of the hydrodynamic
qualities of a proper transom stern.
At the time the Westsail company was making big
noises, selling lots of boats with a more traditional
double-ender approach.The Westsails (referred to
by many as “Wet Snails”) were very slow, and the
Valiant 40 blew the socks of them in any sort of sailing competition.
This led to lots of requests to draw more boats
with the “Perry” stern.
At low speed-length ratios this type of shape is
efficient. But as boatspeed increases this shape
makes it difficult for the stern wave to cleanly
depart from the hull, so it is very slow once the
breeze comes up. Add to this a lack of storage and
deck space aft and you will see why even Bob Perry
will tell you a transom stern makes more cruising
sense.

Shibumi is a Bruce Roberts hard-chine hull, reminiscent of Joshua Slocum’s Spray.
Because the lines are so boxy or barge-like, they
are actually quite balanced with heel. However, the
beam-to-length ratio of 3-to-1 makes for difficult
steering in big seas.

SAILING STABILITY
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SAILING STABILITY
Sailing stability (as opposed to
range or ultimate stability) is the
single most important ingredient in
boatspeed (once the breeze comes
up), all other things being equal.
The more stability there is to oppose
the overturning force in the rig, the
more upright you sail and the more
sail area you can carry to provide
driving force.
When you are reaching or beating,
where the keel is providing lift, the
induced drag on the keel is directly
related in a quasi-geometric form to
heel. Past an initial few degrees,
induced drag on the keel escalates
rapidly.
As you know, stability is a major
component in how comfortable (or
uncomfortable) a yacht will be at
sea.
How stability is developed in the
design process is full of trade-offs.
The interplay between hull shape
and ballast is complex. What works
well for a racing boat does not necessarily do as well for a cruiser, as
the penalties we are willing to pay
in terms of hull shape, draft, and
motion are quite different than what
a racer will put up with.

Hull-Form Inertia

Upright stability is a function of form stability from
hull shape, expressed as the metacentric height (indicated by the letter “M” in the two drawings) and the
vertical center of gravity (CG in the drawings).
As the boat heels, the horizontal distance between
these two functions increases, adding to your stability.
Look at the difference in the two identical hull shapes
that have different CGs. The lower drawing has a normal CG, as the designer intended. The upper drawing
represents what happens after adding roller-furling jibs,
a new heavier spar, and deck gear. The righting arm is
much shorter, reducing stability. This is less comfortable and can be dangerous in a rollover situation.

Hull shape plays the biggest role
i n p r ov i d i n g s t a b i l i t y. T h i s i s
referred to as hull-form inertia. And
beam is the biggest component of
hull shape stability.
In a strictly performance context,
for light- to medium-airs and
smooth seas, the ideal is to develop
the maximum hull-form inertia with
the minimum amount of hull sitting
in the water. This is most easily accomplished with beamy boats that have pinched (narrow)
ends.
Because hull-form stability is so high with this type of shape, the amount of ballast required
can be reduced. You end up with a powerful, light boat that can be very fast under some conditions.
But as you reduce the ballast, a watchful eye must be kept on the range of positive stability,
as this type of beamy hull requires a very low center of gravity to maintain an acceptable limit
of positive stability when knocked flat by wind or wave.
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For smooth-water sailing, where upwind speed is paramount, this approach works fine. But
this type of hull shape tends to be harder to steer, pitches in a sea, and will not be nearly as
fast or comfortable off the wind.
When you go for a narrower hull form, you have a lot less hull-form inertia with which to
work. This forces you to lower the center of gravity with a shorter rig or more ballast, or combination of both.
Of course, as we’ve already discussed, the narrower boat, coupled with the lower vertical
center of gravity (VCG), has a much better range of stability, allows for better bow shape and
wave penetration, and will be faster off the wind. But in smooth water, sailing upwind, the
beamier boat will win because of its greater initial stability.

Vertical Center of Gravity
Of all the factors under your direct control which affect comfort, safety, and speed, none is
more important than the VCG in terms of sailing stability and your limit of positive stability.
(The VCG is the point about which all the weights in the boat — rig, keel, hull, etc. — are
centered.) The lower the VCG, the stiffer the boat and the better the range of stability in a capsize.
Most yachts 25 or 30 years ago had a VCG 2 to 6 inches (50 mm to 150 mm) below their
floating waterline. Today, most cruising yachts have a VCG at or slightly above the waterline.
It is possible to get away with this from a design standpoint because hull forms have more
inertia (beam) for sailing stability, and higher freeboards to help with range of stability, than
they did a decade or two ago.
It is important to ascertain what the designer allowed for in terms of payload CG and if he
calculated in roller-furling headsails or in-mast furling.
Any change in rig weight has a big impact on VCG. If the boat is not designed for a heavier
roller-furling rig from the beginning, you may need to add ballast to bring the VCG back
down to the design point after re-sparring. Just adding a couple of roller-furling jibs will have
a big negative impact.
Weight on deck also affects VCG. As you start to add dinghies, anchors, windlasses, and
jerry jugs filled with fuel or water, up creeps the VCG.
This increase in VCG will be felt initially in a reduced ability to carry sail in a breeze. Okay,
the boat’s a little more tender so you reduce sail sooner. After all, you’re cruising, right?
But where it really hurts is in heavy weather when you are trying to claw off a lee shore, or
get knocked down by a big sea. Adding the weight of two roller-furled jibs, and a deck load of
gear to the average 35-foot (10.8m) yacht will cost you 7 to 10 degrees in range of stability.

Metacentric Height
In the final analysis, the stability of the boat is derived from the “metacentric height” and its
relationship to the VCG. This fancy-sounding engineering term is really quite simple. The
metacenter of the hull is a function of the waterplane inertia (or hull shape as it cuts the water
when looked at from the deck down). The higher this inertia (hull-form stability), the higher
the metacentric height.
You now introduce the vertical center of gravity into the equation. The lower the VCG, and
the higher the metacentric height, the more stability you have.
With the boat upright, these two factors are aligned on top of each other. As the boat heels,
they begin to diverge. This divergence is the righting moment lever arm. The longer that arm
is, the stiffer your boat.
To establish righting moment at any given heel angle, you multiply this righting arm by the
total weight of the boat.

The Curve of Stability
If you plot the righting arm against heel, you end up with a curved shape. The shape of this
curve at low heel angles (below 10 degrees) has a big impact on your motion at anchor and at
sea.

MOTION
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In a cruising boat it is better to have a stability curve, that builds up gradually, as this provides a much more comfortable motion than one which rises abruptly. The gradual buildup
translates to an easier or slower motion. A quick rise in stability creates a fast, jerky motion.
On the other hand, from a performance standpoint, you want all the stability you can get, as
fast as you can get it.

Heel Angle and Comfort
The relationship of heel to comfort is quite amazing. At 10 degrees of heel you hardly know
you are sailing. Fifteen to 18 degrees lets you know you’re sailing and having fun. And it is
not too bad a heel angle for long periods of time. But as the heel angle begins to climb to 20
degrees and above, it becomes difficult to move around or stay in your bunk.
These higher heel angles are fine for daysailing, but for passagemaking they tend to wear
the crew out rather quickly.

MOTION
Before we go further, let’s take a moment to look at how some of the factors we’ve been
discussing affect motion at sea and at anchor.

Downwind
The most uncomfortable motion, to us, is rolling downwind. This is a function of wind
angle, wave patterns, and the design of the vessel. One can always mitigate rolling by heading
up a bit on course, sheeting the main toward centerline, and carrying more sail. A further substantial reduction in downwind roll can be had by increasing boatspeed. Even small increases
in speed, up to a point, can yield very large reductions in rolling. As a result,
higher-performance cruising designs are generally more comfortable off the wind than
heavier, slower designs.
When you travel faster, downwind dynamic stability increases (it’s the same as riding a bike
— when you go slowly, the bike wobbles. Speed up and you are nice and steady). The rudder
is also more effective at keeping you on course, as its lift or control ability increases with the
square of your increase in speed. And finally, the waves overtaking you have less impact as
their apparent speed of closure is reduced by your increased speed.
Another major issue in downwind motion is steering control, whether by crew or self-steering system. The closer you stay on course, the less yawing you do, and the more comfortable
you are.

Reaching
Comfortable reaching is primarily based on the stability curve of the boat. A stiff boat that
sails more upright is going to be a lot more comfortable than a boat that leans. However, you
want to be sure there are no hard spots on the stability curve which would cause a jerkiness in
the motion.
How your boat responds to wave impact is the other major criteria, and this is almost solely
a function of polar moments (and therefore yacht size).

Upwind
When going to windward, other factors enter into the equation, the most important of which
is hull shape in the forward third of the boat. There simply is no substitute for a soft bow when
you’re plugging uphill.
Stiffness also plays a big part. Stiff boats, sailing more upright, are easier on their crews.
Another factor is the tendency of the boat to pitch or hobbyhorse. The more longitudinal
stability (i.e., fore-and-aft hull resistance to pitching) that you have, the less your boat will
oscillate when heading into the seas.
Weight aloft and weight in the ends of the boat also contribute to pitching (although by adding to the polar moments, this weight does slow down the pitch period).
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The spring effect comes from a misalignment of the center of buoyancy and the center of the
waterplane area.The further apart these two factors, the more a hull will tend to bob up and down
after a wave passes by.The closer these two measurements are to each other, the less “couple” there
will be between them, and the smoother the ride into headseas.

The Spring Effect
Any time you are sailing into waves, there is the potential for a spring effect to take place.
This is where a wave accelerates the hull vertically, and then the motion seems to take a life of
its own, and even after the wave has passed you continue to hobby-horse.
The major cause of this is the relationship of the longitudinal center of buoyancy of your
hull (the point at which the entire floating hull volume is centered) and the center of your
waterplane area (i.e., the geometric center of the hull at the waterline).
In an ideal world these two positions would be right over each other. When this occurs,
there is no spring effect. However, they are frequently separated by some distance. When this
is the case, once the bow is accelerated by a wave there is a spring or pendulum effect caused
by the misalignment of these two factors which will keep the hull hobby-horsing until the
energy is finally spent.
If another wave comes along at just the right time, off you go again. This is one of the main
reasons a lot of yachts have so much trouble making progress uphill.
It is not at all unusual to find these two elements separated by as much as 10 percent of the
waterline length. Five percent is a much better figure. In our own designs, we always try to
keep this number under 3 percent.

At Anchor
On the hook, a rolly anchorage brings another type of motion. If you spend much time in
California, Mexico, the Galapagos, or Hawaii, you will be an expert on this.
The rounder the hull shape, the softer the side-to-side roll will be. Flatter bottoms will roll
less, but when they hit a certain stability point, there will be an annoying jerk in the roll.
As polar moments go up, with a heavier rig, for example, it tends to dampen sideways
motion (just as it absorbs wave impact), making life more comfortable at sea and at anchor.
Finally, there is the center of gravity. With a highly ballasted design there may be a tendency for a hard spot or quickness in motion. This is, of course, blended with polar moments
and the form stability, which comes from the hull shape.
Generally speaking, for a given size, highly ballasted boats with rounded hull forms and
heavy rigs have the softest motion. On the other hand, for a constant displacement, a larger
vessel will have a more comfortable ride than a smaller one (there’s nothing like waterline
length).

SWIM STEPS
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An early schematic drawing for the Sundeer 64 swim
step. The step is wide and
deep, allowing plenty of
room for a couple of people.
The ladder is set off to one
side, with the steps held
close to the transom so
there is room to walk aft of
the ladder. Handrails run
down the side and across the
back, providing a variety of
hand-holds for folks in the
dink, and a grab spot for a
swimmer or person who has
fallen overboard.

SWIM STEPS
Almost 20 years ago, when we started to work on our first “ultimate” cruising design, the one
problem that bothered both Linda and me was the recovery of a person who’d fallen overboard.
We knew that getting back was tough, but even harder was getting a person back aboard, especially if the person was injured. With Intermezzo’s relatively low freeboard I felt I could get Linda
back, and knew I could pull myself aboard (on the lee side) if I was uninjured — I was in good
shape in those days! But on a more modern design, with shallower bilges and increased freeboard,
this was not going to be an option.
Aside from increasing lifeline height to
32 inches (812 mm), the best thing we
could think of was a stern extension.
Over the next few years, as we realized
what a great boon to cruising these extensions were, we worked on improving the
design. Gradually, over a number of boats,
we worked out a set of basic principles.
First, the swim step should be about 24
inches (609 mm) or more long. It should
be high enough to create a small transom
for plumbing exhausts, and to keep your
feet dry when standing on it waiting to get
into, or out of the dinghy. We’ve found
about 12 inches (304 mm) of height above
the water works pretty well.
A two-door “garage” was incorporated
You need to have handrails on the edges
into the transom on this Deerfoot 61
design. It housed dive gear, outboard fuel,
that are convenient for controlling the dink
propane, and all sorts of other odds and
when you come alongside.
ends.The ladder folds down for swimming
The ladder is usually best positioned to
The one shortcoming of this swim-step
one side or the other, leaving as much
design was its height above water level. It
was a hair low, and you tended to get your
room free for people getting on or off the
feet wet if there was any chop in the
platform.
anchorage.
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Reality turned out to be
slightly different. The handrails
were made up in three sections, with a break left to port.
A swim ladder was fitted in this
break on most of the boats.

Mayer and Kathryn Page’s 60foot (18.5m) Bill Dixon design
Lady Kathryn had an interesting
step with dink and davits (above
and below).There was just enough
room to scrunch aboard under the
dink onto the swim step. Of
course, when the dinghy was in
the water it was a breeze getting
on and off. Rather than using a
transom ladder, they had steps
leading to the main deck built into
the corner of the transom.

The swim step on the Sundeer
56 (above) followed the same pattern as we established for the Sundeer 64. Note the outward splay
at the top of the transom ladder to
allow shoulder room when you
pass through the pushpit.

The Deerfoot 72 Locura
(above) had an interesting aft
arrangement. Note the manoverboard pole tube and built-in
spot for life ring. The two large
grills are engine-room air intakes.
You don’t need a wide transom to make a swim
step work.Take a look at what’s been done on this
Canadian design (right). Although small, it will still
work for getting into and out of the dink, and for
swimming.
The disadvantage would come in man-overboard recovery. For this, you need space to brace
yourself while pulling the person in the water onto
the step, and then maneuvering them to the deck.

The Farr 55 Amazing Grace (above)
had an aft owner’s cabin, with a window right through the transom. The
standing backstay makes a great
hand-hold. This step would work better if the ladder to the deck were
moved as far to starboard as possible.

SWIM STEPS
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Four other Canadian approaches
to adding a swim step (above, below,
and two right photos), here in the
form of horizontal platforms. While
this does not help sailing length, it is a
simple method of adding a swim
step to a transom-stern design.

A simple ladder (left two photos) can help a man overboard
get back aboard if he’s able to
help himself. But if you have to
get down and work with the
overboard person, you need
space in which to stand.

Alternate boarding solutions. A traditional side-boarding ladder (above left) is great for dinks
and swimming, as long as the vessel is not moving.These ladders tend to be heavy and difficult
to stow. By the time you get through buying it and doing the installation, you have just about
paid for a stern platform, which does not need to be stowed and has some safety value.
You don’t see many stern boarding ladders (above right) set in Tonga in the South Pacific. But,
it is a good example of how they work.This one is supported by a mizzen halyard.
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There’s a big difference between draft, per se, and an efficient keel foil. You have to look at how much of the draft is
taken up by the canoe body and what’s left for the keel. In the
drawing above, with a 6-foot (1.84m) draft vessel, if the
canoe body takes 2.25 feet (0.7 m), then there’s 3.75 feet
(1.15 m) left over for the fin. Compare this to the photos of
Intermezzo’s fin. Her canoe body was so deep that even with
7 feet (2.15 m) of draft she had barely 2 feet (0.6 m) of fin left
for lift.

This shallow-draft design draws about 6.5 feet (2 m), the
majority of which is taken up by canoe-body depth, leaving
about 40 percent of the total draft for the fin. The resulting
long, low-aspect keel will hold the ballast efficiently, but won’t
be of much help hard on the wind or close-reaching. If the
waterline of the hull were longer (i.e., if she gave less hull
away in overhangs) the canoe body would naturally become
shallower, allowing more vertical span for the keel. Since keel
efficiency goes up with the square of the aspect ratio, even
small changes in keel span yield huge performance benefits.

Before we get into the various design aspects of the keel,
perhaps it would be a good
idea to look at what a keel has
to do.
F i r s t , i t m u s t p r ov i d e
enough lift to oppose rig
forces, in an efficient enough
manner to allow you to work
to windward under a variety
of conditions. (The keel also
works when reaching, but not
as hard.)

Boatspeed and Lift
Here we get to the first critical factor — speed. The lift
the keel produces is a function
of boatspeed squared. A very
small increase or decrease in
velocity makes for a big
change in lift.
Now we get to the tricky
area. Boatspeed obviously
varies with wind and sea conditions. In moderate winds,
with a smooth sea, you go like
a bat and the keel works wonders. But throw in some headseas and increase wind
velocity a bit, and the keel
must generate more lift (to
handle the increased wind
loads) at the same time it is
going slower due to wave
interaction with the hull.

Angle of Attack
In order to generate lift, the
keel must have an angle of
attack. You notice this in the
form of leeway, which is in
effect the boat crabbing sideways through the water. The
leeway or crabbing is what
creates the angle of attack
necessary for the keel to genHere’s a different approach to the fin. This heavily swept
erate lift. The more leeway
leading edge will shed kelp and weed (not usually a big problem) and reduce impact loads at the tip. However, the steep
you make, the more lift there
leading-edge sweep angle is inefficient upwind and, because
is. Because lift is a function
the tip of the keel is so small, forces the ballast package higher
of boatspeed squared (as
up, raising the center of gravity.
we’ve discussed above), the
faster you go the less leeway
you need to generate the
required lift. Conversely, slow down a moderate amount and the leeway angle must increase dramatically to still enable the keel to generate the required lift.
When you think about the hull going through the water at a sideways angle, you begin to visualize just how inefficient leeway is. The form drag on the hull resulting from leeway is significant.
One also has to consider tacking under adverse conditions. Each time you tack, the boat slows
down and the keel really loads up. That’s why a lot of boats seem to mush through their tacks,
taking a long time to go from a sideslip to forward motion.

KEELS

The answer might seem
easy — more keel area. Adding to keel area, either in
draft or horizontally will (to a
degree) allow the keel to produce more lift. But what happens to the oversized keel,
producing more lift, when
going upwind in ideal conditions? Some of that lift is
converted to heeling force,
which tends to make you sail
more on your ear.
So there’s a very delicate
balance between having too
little area for adverse conditions and too much for nicer
weather.

Ballast
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A typical early-1980s fin keel on-board the very first .Deerfoot.
The leading edge sweep was thought to reduce tip turbulence. It
probably doesn’t do this at all, but it does help shed weed and
reduce impact loads during a grounding.
Compared to the keel on the preceding page this would be very
efficient. However, by today’s standards it is a bit of a clunker. The
same negative applies here with ballast. Because tip volume is
reduced, the lead is forced up into the part of the keel closer to the
hull.This reduces the lever arm of the ballast, mitigating its effectiveness.

Next, the keel must contain
your ballast, hopefully as low
as possible. This means that
what might be an ideal shape
for pure sailing may have to
be modified to allow the volume required to get all the
ballast into place in the most
efficient configuration.
The keel should provide a
large sump for bilge water.
This becomes more critical
as your hull shape flattens
out. It may also be a repository for fuel and water tanks
One of the problems you run into with modern designs and their
and batteries.
shallow bilges is where to put the fuel and water.We solved this probA cruising boat should be
lem initially by making keels which were a hair oversize and then putable to balance easily on its
ting all of the liquid into them, on top of the ballast.The design above
is from the mid 1980s, a Deerfoot 2-62. We paid a modest perforkeel when hauled, sitting on a
mance penalty for this approach, but got to carry lots of liquid for betgrid, or aground. This means
ter range under power and nice long showers!
that the trailing edge of the
fin must be aft somewhat of
the longitudinal (fore-and-aft) center of gravity.
Finally, the keel provides some tracking or direction-stabilizing tendencies. However, it’s very
inefficient at doing this, and beyond a certain nominal point, it’s better to look to hull balance and
the rudder for tracking. Another interesting part of this equation is hull depth. Within a fixed
amount of draft, the hull with the shallower canoe body will have more room for a higher aspectratio fin. Sundeer, although she draws a foot (300 mm) less water than Intermezzo, actually has a
somewhat higher aspect-ratio fin, because of the shallower hull to which the keel is attached.

Draft
From a strict speed standpoint, a deep-draft boat will go faster to windward than a shallow-draft
design. But it’s possible to get a boat with moderate draft that performs well to windward, and the
question of draft goes way beyond speed uphill. Accessibility to shallow cruising grounds is a
major concern in areas like the Bahamas, the Inland Waterway, and the Chesapeake. On the other
hand, besides the U.S. East Coast and adjacent Bahamas, the rest of the cruising world isn’t that
shallow. Intermezzo drew just over 7 feet (2.15 m) when fully loaded, and only once during our
circumnavigation, in a lagoon on Moorea, were we denied an anchorage we would have liked. So
strictly from an anchorage standpoint, a preponderance of good spots around the world have
plenty of water.
Another aspect that must be carefully considered is hurricane holes. In many parts of the world,
the best protection from cyclones or hurricanes is up a river or deep in a mangrove swamp. Here,
draft becomes critical. Guam, in the central Pacific, is a classic example. It can and does get
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Sundeer’s keel (above and below) is very small,
just 12 feet (3.7 m) long at the tip.Yet it did a better job than the longer keels because Sundeer
could move quickly upwind, even in a chop, and
her increased boatspeed generated huge
increases in lift.
Her keel was 3 1/4 feet (975 mm) deep below
the canoe body.

KEELS

cyclones virtually any time during the year.
There are some excellent rivers that give protection, but 6 1/2 feet is the draft limit when
crossing the river-entrance bar.
Underwater obstructions are another factor.
There’s a direct relationship between draft
and the likelihood of hitting (or just missing)
a given coral head or shoal patch.
When the time came to decide on Sundeer’s
keel, Linda and I went back and forth on these
same draft questions. Our decision-making
process was further complicated by the ability
to quantify with our computer the various performance trade-offs. We tried the boat with
everything from 5 to 8 feet of draft. I had several conversations with our more experienced
friends. They all said the same thing: “Keep it
as shallow as you can.”
In the end we opted for a 6-foot, 2-inch
draft at full load. It was a little slower uphill
than a deeper fin would have been, but we
wanted to be able to do the Chesapeake and
Bahamas without too many restrictions. And
just in case we were caught by a hurricane,
those mangrove swamps looked pretty inviting.
On the other hand, when we did the design
work for Beowulf, we ended up going with a 7
1/2-foot draft. We figured that Beowulf would
spend most of her life in the Pacific, and this
draft was shallow enough to allow us most of
the anchorages we would likely visit.
Along with anchorage restrictions, you also
need to be realistic about
windward performance. The
more efficient your rig and
hull shape and the better your
powering ability, the less
dependent you will be on the
upwind ability of your keel.
On the other hand, if your
rig has a lot of windage, your
forward sections tend toward
full (so you hobby-horse
going to weather), so the keel
is going to be a lot more
important.

Draft in Soft Mud

Two views of the canoe body and fins show just how short the keel
on Sundeer really is.Yet Sundeer is faster to windward than any of the
other boats we designed up to her time, including the single stickers
with a foot (300 mm) more draft. That’s because of loading on the
rudder. The rudder probably looks a little wide at the top. This helps
carry the very substantial rudder shaft (8.5 inches / 216 mm in diameter), and gives us more area for the prop to work against when
maneuvering under power in tight quarters. If we were concerned
only with sailing performance, we’d probably make the rudder somewhat narrower at its root. Remember when looking at the keel and
rudder that Sundeer draws just 6 feet, 3 inches (1.9 m) at full load.

In many cases, there will
be a shallow area of soft mud
which you can push your
keel through. For example,
when we were last in New
Zealand with Beowulf we
wanted to visit some friends
who lived up a deep river.
The only problem was an
area of shallow water about
halfway up.
Between Beowulf ’s relatively narrow keel tip and her
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powerful engine, we were able to shove the keel
through better than 2 feet (600 mm) of mud.
The issues that control this ability are keel shape
(the shorter and thinner the better), and your ability to
deliver power via your prop to the water. How hard or
soft the bottom is will directly impact your ability.
However, there are a couple of caveats. One is that
the longer and harder you push, the more bottom
paint you’ll remove from the keel (or the cleaner it
will become). Second, if you hit a spot like this with
a head of steam, make sure that the tides on succeeding days are increasing. Otherwise, you could be
stuck for awhile!

Aspect Ratio
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Gridding is a common practice
wherever tidal range allows. To make
this possible, the keel needs to project
aft of the center of gravity and have
enough strength to take the localized
loads that will be imparted to the bottom of the keel.

Aspect ratio, or the relationship of keel depth-towidth (in a fore-and-aft direction), is the single most
important criterion in keel performance. The keel’s ability to generate lift efficiently goes up with
the square of the aspect ratio, so a modest amount of increase in fin depth has a large impact on
performance.
At the same time, there’s a point of diminishing returns as you lengthen a keel in a fore-and-aft
direction (thereby lowering the aspect ratio). At some point, wetted surface and form drag
increase with length faster than lift, so that the increasing area that comes with lengthening the
keel just slows you down.
Another impact on aspect ratio is the type of hull shape the keel abuts. A flat bottom will provide
a better end plate than a highly V’d hull. For a given fin shape, the one with the better end plate
will provide better lift.

Foil Shape
The foil chosen for the keel on a cruising boat should be picked for two characteristics: first, the
ability to carry large volumes, and second, resistance to stalling. Volume is important because for
a given size of keel you want to get your ballast stored as low as possible, helping stability, with
maybe something left over for tankage or a sump. The ability to withstand stalling at large angles
of leeway helps tacking and rough-water performance.
Laminar-flow shapes, sometimes used on racing boats, have a very narrow operating groove.
Within the groove they can be fast, but they require constant attention to both their surface condition and to how they are loaded by the rig. A better choice for cruising is one of the NACA 0010
sections. These are highly tolerant of poor surface finish and stalling, and have the highest volume
for a given amount of wetted surface of any of the standard fin shapes.
The next question is one of foil thickness. The thicker the keel (within reason), the better the
stall characteristics and better the volume. However, thicker foils have higher form drag.
We’ve found that about a 15 percent bottom (tip) section and 12 percent hull (root) section is a
good compromise. Above these figures form drag increases dramatically, and below them the
keels become stall sensitive.

Vacanti Keels
Dave Vacanti is an aero- and hydrodynamics expert working with Boeing in Seattle. Over the
years, Dave has consulted on all sorts of racing fins and on quite a few cruisers, too. We frequently
get Dave’s assistance on our projects.
Some years ago, he developed a new series of foils that hold more volume for a given amount
of wetted surface than any other of which we are aware. At the same time they are reasonably
stall-tolerant. They do have hollow trailing sections similar to many laminar shapes, but they do
not seem as cranky in a cruising context as laminar foils.
We’ve used Dave’s foil series on all of our Sundeer series designs and found them a good compromise for obtaining low center of gravity for ballast, while providing storage area for our battery banks and other gear.

Keel Area
Having defined the geometric variables, the last question is keel area. This is usually expressed
as a percentage of your sail area. However, a percentage that works in one configuration may not
be so good in another. Higher aspect fins obviously generate more lift than shallower fins, so they
can be smaller in area relative to the rig. Stiffer boats can get away with smaller keels, and the
more efficient your rig is, the less keel area is required.
Most cruising boats have keels that range from about 3 1/2 to 6 percent of sail area.
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Stalling
Keel stalls are caused by the same factors
that make a rudder stall. They are trying to
do too much work without enough area,
aspect ratio, boatspeed, or some combination thereof. As the keel load increases (for
any reason), the keel compensates by forcing the boat into more and more of a leeway
angle. Finally, the flow on the keel can no
longer maintain its attachment; the keel
stalls, and the boat begins to mush sideways.
Two views of the Vacanti foil used for the SunThe feeling is distinctive, and if it occurs in
deer 64 and (in smaller scale) the Sundeer 56.
relatively smooth water you’ll see the boat
Note the very long, flat middle section and slightly
slipping to leeward.
hollow trailing edge.We chose these fins because
they have good lift/drag characteristics and, for a
In many small yachts, the need to fit in
given amount of wetted surface, very high volballast dictates a minimum keel size which
ume.The high volume is important for getting the
is more than sufficient for most sail load
ballast low while leaving space on top of the lead
conditions, so stalling is rarely a problem.
for our “traction” battery banks.
But as yachts get larger, their rig loads
higher, and their hull shapes deeper, the same draft limitations are still in place (the big guys want
to tuck away into those cozy, shallow anchorages, too). This forces the designer to make a longer
and longer keel, reducing aspect ratio in the process.
It is a lot easier to come up with a 6-foot (1.85m) draft for a 36-foot design (11.1m) than for a
65-foot (20m) design.
As a result, for a given draft limitation, the larger yacht is going to have more of a keel-loading
problem and be more prone to stalling.
If you assume from the beginning that keel stall will be a problem under some conditions, you
can take design precautions to help the situation. One of the things we’ve tried that tends to work
well is to increase chord thickness a bit. Another, suggested by Dave Vacanti, is to incorporate a
“knuckle” at the leading edge of the keel where it intersects the hull.
One interesting fact we’ve discovered over the years that our shorter chord keels recover more
quickly from a stall than do the fins with longer chords.

Grounding Loads
The keel structure and the keel/hull joint must be able to take severe groundings, like hitting a
rock or coral head at a pretty good clip.
The load on the structure is a function of how deep the keel sits below the bottom of the hull (the
lever arm) and how long the keel is where it intersects the hull. The shallower the keel is, the
shorter the lever arm and the less load there is to deal with.
The same is true for the root chord length. If the keel is lengthened where it intersects with the
hull, there is more structure into which the load can be spread.
We frequently splay the trailing edge of our keels aft at the hull to reduce grounding-load concentration into the hull and floor structure at this point.

Keel Tanks
Using the keel for fuel and water tankage can make a lot of sense, especially if you have a modern yacht with shallow bilges. The alternative is giving up storage space under bunks and seats.
You may need a fin somewhat thicker than might otherwise be the case, or even a little longer.
But the increase in fuel and water capacity can be an excellent trade-off. All the Deerfoot yachts
have used this approach with some degree of success.
There is a negative, however. When the tanks are empty, the buoyancy of the keel floats the boat
higher, reducing stability. And the larger keel adds to drag.

Ballast
A variety of materials are used for ballast. Concrete with iron punchings, cast iron, and lead are
all seen at one time or another. Of all the materials, lead, usually alloyed with about 3 percent antimony for hardness, is the best. This is because of its superior density, about 700 pounds-percubic-foot, as compared to 430 for cast iron.This results in a lower center of gravity with less volume (leaving more space for tankage or a thinner keel).
Ballast inside a fiberglass shell is easier on maintenance, has no keelbolts to leak and, if prop-
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The one big problem with winged
and bulbed keels comes when you run
aground. These keel bottom protrusions can act as an anchor in the seabed
or in rocks and coral. The results could
turn an otherwise mundane grounding
into a disaster.
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erly encapsulated and reinforced at the upper edges where
the keel joins the hull, makes a stronger installation than
outside ballast fastened with bolts.
On the other hand, outside ballast, if it is lead, will
absorb the shock of a hard grounding. Another advantage
is the possibility of jettisoning outside ballast in case of
severe grounding.
This last feature isn’t to be dismissed lightly. If the keelbolts are run from the inside out to nut plates molded into
the top of the ballast, it’s possible to withdraw the keelbolts
from inside the hull. If you’re hard aground, and it’s not
possible to refloat your boat as she lies, the keel can be
removed, allowing her to float free or be dragged off.
Intermezzo had internal ballast. On three occasions she
had severe run-ins with rock or coral. The bottom of her
fiberglass keel looked like a cheese grater, but aside from
some abrasion, she seemed not to have suffered unduly,
and she never leaked.

Keel Appendages

Bill Cook changed one of his centerboard designs to a winged keel and
reports that at comparable draft, the
boat sails better than before the wings
were added. Getting rid of the centerboard slot is a help, and center of gravity
is lowered with the lead wings. (Bill
Cook photo.)

There are all sorts of appendages bandied about these
days to improve shallow-draft performance. There’s a
choice between Scheel keels, bulbs, and wings, not to
mention various canard configurations. Quite a few computer simulations have been done, models have been tanktested, and there have been a number of full-scale tests
between sisterships with a variety of keel configurations.
From our observation of the development and testing,
two factors stand out: First, you can’t beat a conventional
deep fin for all-around ability. Second, the various appendages are essentially a means of getting the lead lower and
improving vertical center of gravity; the appendages themselves may or may not provide additional lift. But to the
extent they do, the advantage is often counteracted by
extra drag inherent in the concept.
There’s also a major drawback to any sort of a protrusion
on the bottom of the keel: What happens to the wings when
you smack a rock going at hull speed? Or worse, suppose
you’re caught on a reef at the surf line. Any protrusion
from the side of the keel is going to act as an anchor and
prevent the boat from being thrown up and out of the surf
line. As we’ve previously discussed, if a boat is trapped at
the surf line, it usually means the end of the dream.

Centerboards

Bulbed fins are now very much in
vogue for racing yachts and some
cruisers. They have the advantage of a
substantially lower center of gravity,
while at the same time allowing a thinner, more efficient foil.
This type of keel, because the lead is
so concentrated, puts much higher
stresses on the intermediar y keel
structure and hull bottom.
When used with a cruising boat, very
careful structural consideration has to
be given to grounding loads and how
they are to be distributed.

Centerboards are great in dinghies. In cruising boats,
they bang, rattle, and jam with coral. They also make trouble with their winches and pendants. But
moderate-displacement boats that need shallow draft and
still want to go to weather need centerboards. It’s interesting to note, however, that most cruising boats with centerboards rarely use them.
Rusty and Lorraine Johnson on Aventura are a good
example. With a Hinckley Bermuda 40, a fairly deep board
and very little keel to hold the boat, they rarely found it
necessary to use the centerboard. Of course, when going to
weather it had to cost them a lot.
Carl and Jean Moesley on Rigadoon had a more modern
hull shape. With a long waterline, Rigadoon had a stump
keel about 2 feet (609 mm) deep in which her centerboard
was housed. She did okay uphill without it, although her
performance improved when it was down.
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Three views of the keel on Hunter’s Child,
designed by Lars Bergstrom. This is about as efficient as you can get, assuming draft is not a consideration (which it obviously isn’t on a BOC
racer). Most of the ballast is carried in the fin at
the very bottom of the keel. Lift is efficiently provided by the very high-aspect-ratio plan form.
Aside from the draft issues, the negative in this
approach from a cruising standpoint is the sharp
corner at the trailing edge of the fin. When you
are hard aground, this will tend to hold you in
place like an anchor.

KEELS

One of the Sundeer 64s lived in shallow water
on the west coast of Florida. It was about 6
inches (150 mm) too deep for the owner’s
dock. We shallowed up the draft and added this
small bulb to the bottom of the fin.This allowed
us to keep the same keel weight and vertical
center of gravity. Performance off the wind felt
the same or maybe a hair better, while there
appeared to be some slight losses closer to the
wind.The shape was designed to have minimum
anchor effects when aground.

Full Keels
Warwick Collins invented
the tandem keel a decade
ago. It’s now standard fare
on a number of European
production yachts. Aside
from some claimed hydrodynamic advantages, it does
have one big benefit compared to other winged
designs: The leading edge
slopes aft, which is much
better for shedding weed
and hitting rocks. Also, the
canard in front helps spread
the structural load along
the hull. Most of the tandem keels have been cast
from iron so they are quite
a bit stronger than lead.The
legs in the bottom photo
are quite common in European areas with substantial
tidal range. As you can see,
they’re ideal for drying out
between tides. (Warwick
Collins photos)

Some yacht builders still
hold to the theory that one
must have a full keel to be
comfortable and seaworthy,
or track well when sailing. Yet
a full keel with an attached
rudder is precisely the worst
configuration for tracking
and/or comfort.
Why then were full keels so
popular on older yachts?
Structure. Simply put, a long
ballast shoe, shallow in depth,
put a lot less structural load on
the composite timber hulls,
which used to be the norm.
Hang a short fin with a low
concentration of lead on an
older timber boat and soon
enough the garboard strakes
would be leaking.
Of course, the long keel is
nice when going aground. But
this, at least for us, is not
enough to compensate for the
lack of performance and the
attendant safety risks.

KEEL STRUCTURE
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KEEL STRUCTURE
As we’ve already mentioned several times,
the keel structure on a cruising yacht needs the
ability to absorb punishment. If you do much
cruising you will quickly find out what this
means.
Many modern yachts are built so lightly that
a moderate grounding results in severe hull
and interior damage. This is simply not
acceptable in a long-term cruising context.
Of course, it is hard to project just what the
loadings are going to be in a given situation. It
is a function of boatspeed (remember this is a
square factor), displacement, keel shape, if
you have exposed lead to absorb impact, the
hardness of what you are hitting, and where
you strike on the keel. Still, there are some
design principles that we can apply to the situation.

Keels and the ABS Rule

Keel “floor s” distribute the sailing and
grounding load of the keel into the hull. When
you hit a rock or shoal at speed, the loads tend
to concentrate towards the aft end of the fin. In
fiberglass hulls, the floors must be carefully
bonded to the hull. Otherwise, the floors will
delaminate from the hull when highly loaded.

Most modern yachts are engineered using the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) rule as a
guideline. The problem with this is that the rule only considers sailing loads, and if that is all
you’re shooting for, it does a reasonable job with cruising keels (but not with highly stressed racing fins).
With modern yachts, however, the rule severely underestimates the load in a grounding situation, as modern yachts typically have lighter keels than older designs and travel at much higher
rates of speed. The lighter keel allows you to reduce structure. But the higher speed demands
more of the boat when you collide with the bottom.
Over the years, we’ve found that by using the rule loads as a base, and then multiplying by a
factor of four, we’ve gotten keel structures that stand up pretty well.

Keel Sump
In most yachts, the lead will come to within a a foot or two (300 mm to 600 mm) of the hull
bottom. Between the hull bottom and the top of the ballast is a connection that forms a sump. This
provides a convenient spot for collection of leaks and from which the bilge pumps can draw.
However, it is an inefficient structure, as you are asking the sump structure to first pick up the
bending load of the keel (when heeled), transfer this into the bottom of the sump, then up the
sides, and finally around the corner at the hull.
You can do this quite nicely with metal, but with fiberglass it is much more difficult. So the
sump construction needs to be especially rugged.

Keel Floors
Because the sump structure and hull bottom are not efficient at spreading the keel load, structural members called “floors” are introduced. These floors run across the beam of the boat, dropping down into the sump where they cross. Along with the maststep and chain plates, these are the
most highly loaded structures in the hull.
The deeper the floors are (i.e., the more space between the cabin sole and hull bottom), the more
efficient they will be at carrying load. Since stiffness increases with the cube of the distance
between sole and hull, small increases in the height of the floors yields huge benefits in terms of
structural efficiency.
When a keel takes the ground at speed, the leading edge is forced aft. The keel then tries to pivot
around its center, thrusting the aft end of the keel up (and forward end down) in the process.
If the after-keel structure is inadequate, the entire bottom of the boat will be deflected upwards.
It is quite common for furniture around the aft end of a keel so deflected to be loosened from the
hull or worse.
If you are serious about impact loads on your keel, you will want to be sure there is lots of extra
structure at the aft end. This can be achieved by using a deeper floor (and stepping over it), or by
adding additional floors in between the normal pattern.
You also have to look at how the load is dissipated at the end of these floors.
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Drainage
With the keel sump being the natural repository for most leaks in your hull, drainage within the
sump is a major design concern.
The first area to look at is the low spot in various levels of trim. Since most yachts trim down by
the bow with increased displacement, will the low spot be forward?
One way of dealing with this in the design phase is to slope the bottom of the keel sump aft to
make sure that regardless of trim, the water that collects will always run to the back end of the
sump.
Next, you need to allow for limber holes in the floors. In metal hulls these should be at the outside corners to relieve the stress concentration from welding and to allow a continuous fillet to be
run from one side of the floor to the other.
With glass sumps, however, the requirements of the bonding process will force you to have a
central limber hole. The limber holes should have a capacity at least as large as that of your largest bilge pump.

Fiberglass Issues
There are several precautions that should be observed when fiberglass is used.
The keel sump must be heavily constructed, typically of a solid laminate (no core). This is not
the area to save on weight or costs!
Care must be taken at the hull to sump intersection to make sure the laminate cleanly transitions
around the corner, with good contact between layers, and no dry spots or resin pools. A moderate
fillet radius, while structural, inefficiently helps the laminators with their job.
The bottom of the keel sump must be carefully laminated as well. As it is the low spot in the hull,
resin will tend to drain into this area. This must be carefully watched, as resin-rich laminates can
fracture later on under keelbolt loads.
In a fiberglass layup, the keel floors are going to be installed with secondary bonds. It is obviously necessary to ensure that these secondary bonds have the ability to carry the full load of the
floor, past the point at which the floor will fail.

KEELBOLTS
Keelbolts are a key structural element in your seagoing security. If they start to work or loosen,
maintenance considerations will put a quick end to your cruise.
From a structural standpoint, they take repeated reverse-cycle loading (as you pound your way
upwind and then tack) and high shear loads when you go aground with any sort of speed.

Layout
The layout of the keelbolts has a lot to do with their level of stress. The farther off-center they
are, the more efficient the loading. Narrow keels, with a single row of bolts, operate at much
higher load levels.
When keelbolts are on the centerline, they see a tension load from the
weight of the keel, plus a bending
load when heeled. This bending load
reverses each time the boat rolls or
tacks. After prolonged bending back
and forth, all materials fatigue and
will eventually reach a failure point.
When the bolts are spread across
the keel, the bending load is replaced
by tension and compression loading.
This is easier to deal with structurally, and reduces or eliminates longterm fatigue concerns due to reversecycle loading.
The load decreases geometrically
A typical structural detail for one of the Sundeer produc- with separation, so anything done to
tion keels. A deep fiberglass sump is molded as part of the
canoe body bottom. Heavy structural floors (athwartships improve the distance between the
structural members) are then bonded in place to spread the bolts (such as thickening the width of
keel load into the surrounding hull area. Traction batteries the keel where it meets the sump)
are placed between the floors and add to the boat’s overall pays big structural advantages.
ballast package.The external lead keel is bolted in place.
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From a bending standpoint, the more bolts are clustered around the middle of the keel, the better
the job they can do.
However, when the time comes to transfer impact load in a grounding, you want fore-and-aft
keelbolt distribution. Once again, more is better.
A final issue in keelbolt layout is proximity to the edge of the keel sump and the keel itself. You
need to be concerned with creating stress risers with the holes if they are placed too close to the
edge. This can be offset with a thickened structure, or the bolts need to be moved in between two
and four times their diameter from the edge of the structure.

Materials
Stainless steel is typically used for keelbolts today. You will want to be sure it is a 316 or 18-8
alloy. Because stainless is subject to corrosion, the bolts need to be oversized for longevity and
periodically inspected.
One problem that can occur with stainless bolts, if stainless nuts are used, is galling of the
threads. A way around this is to use a monel-metal nut on the stainless bolt. The monel, being
softer than stainless, will avoid galling.
Monel and bronze also make good bolt materials. They are less subject to corrosion than stainless and don’t have the galling problems. However, having lower physical properties means for a
given load they must be of larger diameter.

Attachment to Ballast
There are a number of different methods of making sure keelbolts stay attached to the lead ballast. The most common is to bend the keelbolt into a J or L shape. This hook on the end of the bolt,
in conjunction with the threads of the bolt, keep it from withdrawing from the lead.
Another approach, which has been in use for close to a century, is to cast a pocket into the lead
through which the threaded bolt protrudes. A heavy washer and bolt are then attached to the bottom end (as well as the top).
This approach has a number of advantages. First, keelbolt holes in the sump can be drilled after
the keel has been aligned. This makes it possible to have very tight keelbolt hole tolerances. Next,
you can withdraw the bolt when hauled for inspection. Third, changing a keel becomes a lot easier.
Another approach is to mold into the keel a series of thick plates. The keel is then fitted up to the
hull, holes drilled, and the plates tapped to receive bolts. A true bolt is used with the head on the
inside. This approach makes it easier to remove a keel or the bolt.

Installation
The actual installation of keelbolts is sometimes less than a precise affair. Conventional bolts
cast into the keel may or may not be in line with the keel sump bottom holes. There is a definite
tolerance issue with holes that have been drilled in the sump.
These holes should be as tight as possible. If a keelbolt is 1 inch (24 mm) in diameter, we like
to see no more than 1/8 inch (3 mm) total clearance.
The more clearance there is, the tougher it is to keep the keelbolts tight and keep water at bay.
Sloppy installations usually show up after usage or a grounding.
Care needs to be taken when installing the nuts on the threads of the bolt. As already mentioned,
galling can be a problem. For this reason, and to ease the torque loads required for tightening, we
like to see the bolt and nut well-lubricated before installation. Nuts must be started carefully, so
as not to cross thread.
Where the bolts bear down on the bottom of the sump in a fiberglass vessel, a bearing washer to
spread the load must be installed under the nut. This needs to be thick enough so that it does not
distort or bend under full load.
If the washer is too small a diameter, or distorts, the edges of it will tend to crush their way
through laminate. This situation gets progressively worse until the nut pulls right through the laminate.

Bedding or Bonding?
The gap between keel and sump is going to be less than perfect. Some form of a seal must be
made between these surfaces. If this is done correctly, a gasket will be formed around the edge of
the keel (and keelbolts), preventing water from ever reaching the bolts.
Some builders favor a structural bond, using an epoxy or structural adhesive like 3M’s 5200 for
the job. In one case you have some flexibility for working. In the other, there’s no give.
If you have a large keel, with lots of contact (and keelbolts) the rigid epoxy can be functional.
However, if you expect any movement, a flexible bond is much better.
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The advantage and problem with bonding the keel is that it is strongly fixed to the hull. The odds
are that a keel with a reasonable amount of surface area could be held entirely with bond. The
keelbolts are there to act as a clamp until the bond has cured.
The other side of this equation comes if you ever want to drop the keel. It becomes a horrendous, time-consuming, and expensive job.
The alternative is to use a flexible bedding material that does not form a structural bond. Here
you are totally dependent on the keelbolts.
There are good arguments for both cases. In the end, I think I would come down on the side of
a flexible adhesive for most applications. If you are not concerned with being able to easily drop
the keel, go with a structural adhesive that has some flexibility built in.

Salvage Thoughts
As already mentioned, there are stranding conditions where it may not be possible to get yourself back to deep water without outside help, and that help will needs lots and lots of horsepower.
In some situations this may not be available, or if help is present, it may not have the power to
get you and your keel back to deep water.
In this situation it could be very helpful to be able to remove the keel. This ability might make
the difference between total loss and salvaging your home.
If this scenario is of concern, you will want to consider keel attachment in light of just how difficult it would be to remove your keel.

RUDDERS
Now we are getting into an area with a lot of debate. What’s the best rudder layout for a cruising
yacht?

Keel-Attached

The bottom hinge of a keel-attached rudder is vulnerable in a grounding. When this is loosened or broken,
the rudder becomes useless (a not-uncommon occurrence with full-keeled designs).

Three types of skeg-mounted rudders. The left photo
shows a bottom detail which will quickly fail in a grounding, leaving the boat without steering. If the rudder swings
back and forth on the upper bearing, a hole is likely to be
torn in the hull bottom, which could lead to a sinking if not
quickly dealt with. The middle design is marginally safer.
The right photo shows the correct detail with the bottom
rudder hinge midway up the rudder. Also, the projection
forward of the rudder shaft on this design will contribute
counterbalance and reduce steering forces.

Rudders attached to the aft
ends of full keels are the least
efficient form of steering control. They are more like a landing flap on an airplane wing,
and while they do exert some
control on direction, it isn’t a
lot for the amount of effort
which must be put into steering.
If you have a keel-attached
rudder, you will want to be sure
that your self-steering gear is
heavily built with lots of gearing down to increase steering
power for heavy-weather conditions.
Keel-attached rudders typically have a structural hinge
point at the bottom of the keel,
one midway up the keel, and a
stuffing box and bearing where
the shaft enters the hull.
If you spend any time on a
reef, that bottom hinge is liable
to be damaged. When this happens, it is not unusual to have
the rudder jam.
If you do have a bottom
hinge, consider moving it up
the keel about a quarter of the
keel depth so that a good chunk
off the bottom of the rudder
must be lost before you begin to
interfere with steering.
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Skeg-Mounted
Skeg-hung rudders are much more efficient than a keel-attached fin, but less efficient than a
spade. They have a drawback under power: If the prop is ahead of the skeg (a typical situation),
the rudder does not exert much directional influence over the prop thrust. This really cuts down
on your maneuvering ability in tight quarters.
The bottom hinge of the skeg-mounted rudder needs to be up from the bottom of the skeg so that
a grounding doesn’t damage the steering system.
It goes without saying that the skeg must be extremely strong to take both sailing and grounding
loads.

Spade
Spade rudders are by far the most efficient in terms of steering power. For the same depth and
area, they are probably a quarter to a third more powerful than a skeg-hung rudder of the same
size.
Seagoing damage has always been a concern, but if the spade rudder is conservatively engineered and you devote the same amount of weight to it as the skeg hung assembly, it will be just
as strong or stronger.
In a grounding, you can chew away at the bottom of the rudder without affecting the rudder
support structure.

Rudder Balance
Wherever possible you want the rudder to have some counterbalance — that is, area ahead of the pivot point. This forward area provides force to help with turning the rudder, reducing steering loads
for the rudder. However, the issue of the correct amount of counterbalance is hotly debated.
If you have too little counterbalance, the boat is hard to steer. Too
much, on the other hand, and the boat will tend to oversteer at high
speeds. If you are surfing down a wave having a jolly time driving
and the wheel or tiller suddenly takes a bite to leeward, it is very disconcerting!
For most of our spade rudders, we find that an offset of about 19
percent of the area head of the pivot point works pretty well. Note
that this percentage varies with aspect ratio, rudder load, and rudder
speed.
Skeg-mounted rudders can be counterbalanced by shortening the
bottom of the skeg and then projecting a section of the rudder forward of the bottom hinge.
The only problem with this is that it will tend to catch nets and
buoy lines.

Sundeer’s spade rudder, a massive aluminum
weldment, is capable of
taking more grounding
loads than just about
any normal skeg.

Prop-Wash Considerations
The relationship of the propeller to the rudder is tricky. If the prop is close enough, the rudder
can act as a thrust deflector, in effect a large thruster, to help with shoving your stern around in
tight quarters.
The rudder can also act as a “stator” to straighten out the circular flow off the prop, increasing
propeller efficiency in the process. On the other hand, if the prop is too close it will tend to shove
the wheel out of your hands if you turn at high speed (from the prop-wash blowing against the
counterbalanced portion of the rudder). Too much separation and you lose the thruster capabilities. Factors that go into the design process are prop size and type, clearance between hull and
prop tip, rudder chord width, and amount of counterbalance. Get it all right, and it works great.
We’ve found that we can use props as close as 75 percent of their diameter between the closest
points on the prop and leading edge of rudder.

Twin Rudders
Twin rudders have been used with success on BOC-style yachts. The theory is that because they
are well to leeward and angle outboard, when the boat heels the blade will be vertical, end-plated
by the immersed hull, and very efficient. As a result, the rudder can be a lot smaller than a centerline rudder, which is uncovered and operating at a heel angle.
Meanwhile, the windward rudder is out of the water. Drag is significantly reduced.
It makes lots of sense from a strictly performance standpoint. However, there are two drawbacks for cruising.
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The relationship of propeller and rudder is critical for good maneuverability under power.
Note how close this 26-inch (650mm) Max prop is to the rudder on the Sundeer 64.You don’t
want to be too close, or prop wash will tend to oversteer the boat radically when turning. On
the other hand, getting the prop just right mitigates the steering problem and turns the prop
into a wonderful thruster.

First, the outboard rudders are not protected by the keel. With a centerline rudder, if you whack
a whale or log, the keel will typically deflect it away from the rudder. But an outboard rudder is
sitting out there all by itself. Second, with a centerline propeller and outboard rudders there is no
way you can get prop wash over the rudder to help with maneuvering. This makes the boat very
difficult to handle under power in tight quarters.

Transom-Hung
There are all sorts of designs with transom-hung rudders. Some are quite heavy in displacement, with long keels. Others are light-displacement fliers with short keels.
There are several major advantages to transom-hung rudders. First, everything to do with the
steering system is very much out in the open. This makes inspection and maintenance easy. Next,
a transom-hung rudder is easy to adapt a trim tab onto. They also make sense from a structural
standpoint. You have a long “couple” between the top and bottom gudgeon. This is very efficient
in terms of taking load. Next, the loads are taken in one of the strongest parts of the boat.
On the other hand, there are some negatives. The rudder is exposed when at anchor or in a Mediterranean-moor situation. Hydrodynamically, there is no end-plate effect, as most, if not all, of
the rudder is aft of the end-plate afforded by the hull. Finally, they are difficult to work into a swim
step (although we’ve seen several swim steps with V-shapes notched for the rudder.)

Naiad (above), a Chuck Burns
design with a transom-hung
rudder, is shown here in the
most beautiful anchorage in the
world, on the island of Fatu
Hiva in the Marquesas.
Although the blade is somewhat less efficient on the transom, since it does not have the
end-plate effect of the hull to
work against, it is so much simpler to maintain and has so
many self-steering advantages
that it makes a lot of sense for
many boats.

Lars Bergstrom has come up with a very clever approach to the highperformance rudder that has real potential for cruising yachts. Lars’s
rudders pivot from side to side, so that they can be kept vertical when
the yacht is heeled. This makes the rudder far more efficient. At the
same time, when you are under power, the rudder is on the centerline
so you have the benefit of prop wash to help you maneuver. He has
used this approach on a number of his designs with great success. (Lars
Bergstrom photos)
Lars designed this
fin (left) for one of
our Deerfoots. The
ru d d e r i s b u r i e d
under the hull so the
actuating mechanism
runs down through
the center of the rudder shaft. (Lars Bergstrom photo)
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DESIGN CONCEPTS
When a yacht is designed, one way or the other all of the elements we’ve been discussing in this
section are involved. If you modify one characteristic, it has ramifications for a whole series of
other areas. Keeping track of it all can become a daunting, sometimes confusing task.
What we do when we’re initially working on a new design, and I think what many others do as
well, is to develop a design concept. This provides a reference to fall back on as the many compromises that are part of the design process are made.
The interrelationship between the hydrostatic elements give a design a specific look and feel,
not to mention behavior pattern. Once a designer gets these relationships into a successful package, he tends to stay within the known parameters. He or she may push or pull a bit here or there,
but the basic relationships typically remain in the same ballpark.
How the hydrostatic elements work together is part science and part intuition. Experience at sea
or feedback from clients helps with the fine-tuning process. The end result is typically a closely
guarded secret.
This is, after all, a competitive business, and who wants to give the opposition any help?
As much as many in the marine business would like to think their design concepts are new or
unique, there is very little under or on the water that has not been used before.
Take our own boats, for example. Over the years our narrow, long waterline hulls have been
called radical, ugly, breakthrough, and many other not-so-flattering names. But the Chinese
designers were using similar or even more radical shapes on their seagoing junks 1,200 years ago.
They were also using freestanding rigs and full-battened sails. Hollow waterlines, currently such
a rage with some IMS racing boats, were used by Donald McKay on his extreme clippers in the
1840s (along with 6- and 7-to-1 beam-to-length ratios, high prismatics, and full waterlines). The
Herreshoffs were building yachts with fin keels and spade rudders at the turn of the century.
In spite of the secrecy in this business, we thought it would be interesting to try to get a couple
of modern designers to give us a brief on their design concept, to show how it varies from what
others are doing in a technical sense.
We’ll start off with our own approach to the design process.

DEERFOOT/SUNDEER
Our approach to cruising design starts with
the premise that the boat is going to be used for
offshore voyaging, and that heavy-weather
capability is the primary design criteria. In this
context, the limit of positive stability, skid factors in reaction to a breaking sea, and steering
control are the major design factors. They provide the absolutes against which we judge all
other issues.
We are prepared to take performance hits in
light air to get a configuration that does its best
for the crew when the chips are down, and one
that keeps the crew comfortable in breezy
weather.
Since our boats are intended for cruising,
draft is always a major issue. Not only does this
limit keel depth, but it acts as a restriction on
rudder depth as well.
Another major criterion is maintenance. In a
design context, this means allowing for systems space so that there is good access to gear.
We’ve learned over the years that aft engine
rooms are efficient to build and very efficient
for our owner’s maintenance chores. In addition, they have the advantage of separating the
machinery noise, heat, and odor from the living
spaces. Obviously putting all of this weight aft
has an impact on hull shape. Interestingly, in
many ways, once you learn to work with it,

Tw o g o o d
views of the
Sundeer 64
close-reaching at
speed. She is
sailing here at 10
knots, a speedlength ratio of
1.25 yet there is
just a hint of bow
wave. The small
bow wave and
fine entry angle
are two of the
reasons these
boats are so dry
at sea. (Billy
Black photos)
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The Sundeer 64 was based
on what we learned from the
Sundeer 67.The hull was flattened a bit, and displacement
was reduced with little
noticeable change in comfor t. These two drawings,
with and without fins, give
you a feel for the shape and
how fine the bow was.
At the same time, because
the waterline was carried so
far forward, there was plenty
of buoyancy to keep the bow
high when driving hard off the
wind.
Longitudinal stability is typically expressed in terms of
foot pounds required to trim
an inch. The Sundeer 64
requires 10,000 foot pounds
per inch, a number in keeping
with a lot of maxi-boats
sporting huge rigs!

there are some significant advantages in a
cruising context to the
hull design modifications required to
accommodate the
machinery weight aft.
The very first boat
we did in 1978 had
fore-and-aft watertight bulkheads, a tradition that has carried
on without change
since. In the forward
end of the boat we
always have a collision bulkhead which
separates ground
tackle and sails from
living quarters. This
provides a safety feature, as well as isolating the odor and
mildew usually associated with dirty
chain and wet sails.
The forepeaks are
designed so that a
breach will not materially affect sailing
trim.
Finally, we try to be
realistic about the
cruising payload that
our design is going to
carry, and allow for it
in the hull lines right
from the start.

Compare the Sundeer
64 hull shape to
Wakaroa’s hull and fins
from 18 years previous.
The bow on Wakaroa is
much fuller, the canoe
body a lot deeper, and the
keel enormous. The skegmounted rudder has since been changed to a spade configuration.
When we developed the keel for Wakaroa, the owner, Jim Schmidt, wanted 850
gallons (3,300 liters) of fuel and water. With a shallow canoe body, the logical place
for this was in a long fin. This had the added advantage of forcing the lead into a
long, low pancake at the bottom of the keel with a very low center of gravity.This
works well as long as the keel is 50% or more filled with liquid. But when it is close
to empty all that keel volume lifts the hull and reduces stability.

Evolutionary
Design

The original Sundeer 67 (left photo) has a very fine half-entry angle, just 11
degrees. Her hull was quite rounded to reduce wetted surface and ease
motion. Since initial form stability was moderate, she would heel to about 10
degrees before stiffening up. From 10 degrees on, she was very powerful.
This hull shape made for a very, very soft motion at sea and in rolly anchorages. In hindsight, we went farther than needed and came back a bit on subsequent designs (to where there was more initial stability).
The Sundeer 64 (right photo) has a half-entry angle of 12.5 degrees and
somewhat flatter hull sections. The motion was a little quicker than in the 67,
but in most cases this is not noticeable. However, we have worked hard at
maintaining the soft initial stability curve so that at sea and anchor in rolly conditions she remains very comfortable.This tendency can be mistaken for being
tender. However, this design type quickly stiffens up once the initial heel angle
is attained.

O ve r t h e y e a r s
we’ve been privileged
to work with some
very experienced and
f o r wa r d - l o o k i n g
owners. They have
given us the latitude
to create designs
based on what worked
best at sea in a cruising context, with no
regard for fads or
handicap rules.
B u i l d i n g s o m a ny
cruising yachts over
the years has allowed
us to “bracket” design
issues (such as bow
shape) with full-scale
models. Then, after
real-world experience
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at sea on these designs, come back to the
drawing board for the next generation.
Along the way, we’ve learned a lot of lessons about how the various theoretical
ingredients work in the real world of bluewater cruising. And while today’s designs
have a certain family resemblance to our
early boats, they are significantly different
in most hull, keel, and rig parameters.

Hull Shape
When we started this process in the late
1970s, the market forced us to have bowand stern-overhangs. Although the early
A death-defying photo by your author of one of our
Deerfoot designs were considered radical
early pilothouse designs, my dad’s Deerfoot II.This 74-foot
in their day, the reality is that they were
(22.8 m) cutter was just 14.5 feet (4.46 m) wide. She is
quite conservative. It was not unusual for
very easily driven under sail and power. She’ll do 9.5
us to give away 10 to 14 percent of the
knots for about 2.7 gallons (10.4 liters) per hour of fuel.
overall length to overhangs. We thought it
She had a narrow (for her day) waterline half-entry
was dumb, but you can only get so far
angle of just under 15 degrees. Combined with the narahead of your market and sell boats.
row beam, she would make ver y smooth progress
Today we give away virtually nothing
upwind, especially when motorsailing.
— perhaps a foot (300 mm) in the bow to
help with aesthetics and the anchor.
The result has been much narrower bow
half-entry angles (around 11 to 12 degrees
today, compared to 14 to 15 degrees 18
years ago). Our structural scantlings have
remained constant, as has our payloadcarrying ability. However, displacementlength ratios have dropped from the 150
range to an average of between 60 and 100
today.
We’ve found that the prismatic coefficient is less critical with the lower displacement-length ratios and we pay more
attention to the curve of area (how the volume is distributed throughout the canoe
body). Aft PCs tend to be up around 0.66,
When we developed the lines for Sundeer we were
while forward PCs are typically around
trying for a comparably soft motion to Deerfoot ll, but in
0.44, with the average of the two ranging
a shorter length. While she was 1 foot (0.3 m) wider on
from 0.545 to 0.57.
deck, she was much narrower underwater, with almost
Our beam-to-length ratios have stayed
18 inches (450 mm) less waterline beam.
in the 4/ 5.5-to-1 range.
The half-entry angle of the bow was just over 11
As waterlines have gotten longer and
degrees!
half-entry angles narrower, we’ve also
We felt that she would be as comfortable as the larger
designs under adverse conditions.
found that we’ve been able to reduce volWe were wrong! She proved to have a much
ume in the forward section of the bows.
smoother motion going upwind.The difference was not
Reserve buoyancy is down probably 20%
subtle; rather, it was immediately noticeable.
from what we used to feel was necessary,
The key was the underwater shape and minimal topyet our modern boats can be driven harder
sides flare.This allows the bow to cut well into the wave
downwind, under better control than our
before starting to rise. When you compare these deck
earlier designs.
photos you would think that Sundeer has a fatter bow.
The longer waterlines have made this
Right at the deck line, this is true. But below the deck she
possible as our longitudinal stability —
is indeed narrower.
the ability to keep the bow dry when driving hard down wind — has gone way up. These finer bows obviously penetrate waves better when
going uphill. They also do extremely well when being driven hard downwind due to their very
high initial longitudinal stability. They have the ability to drive into a trough without slowing significantly due to the friction of excess reserve buoyancy. In terms of keeping the foredeck dry in
heavy downwind sailing, our modern hulls are even better behaved than our first- and secondgeneration designs.
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Bow-Spray Patterns
Bow spray indicates efficiency (the less spray, the less energy used to get through a wave) and
is a major comfort concern (dry boats are more comfortable than wet boats!). The following photos are all lifted from videos of our designs working in waves.

The upper five images were taken
during a midwinter crossing of the
North Atlantic by a Sundeer 64 under
the command of sailmaker John Conser. The boat is close-reaching with
reefed main and staysail in 35 knots
plus of wind, with a long swell and wind
chop running about 50 degrees off the
bow.
Each of these images was taken as the
bow pitched down into the wave.
Notice how there is very little spray,
and what there is blows to leeward by
the time it gets back to the cutter stay.

These two images are from a 40-knot-plus day aboard Sundeer, wind at about 75 degrees,
with much steeper although smaller waves on the bow. Once again, note how far forward the
spray pattern crosses the hull.We could stand at the mainmast shrouds in these conditions and
stay quite dry.
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Bow Waves
As we’ve discussed before, hull efficiency is indicated by the magnitude of the bow wave at
various speeds. The faster you go, the more bow wave you find. Vessels with heavy-displacementlength ratios spend most of their energy creating and overcoming bow and stern waves. The Deerfoot and Sundeer design series we’ve done over the years feature relatively low displacementlength ratios, so the bow and stern waves are commensurately small.
At right, a Sundeer 64
is close reaching at 9
knots (a speed-length
ratio of 1.125). The bow
wave is quite small, and
by this speed the stern
wave has moved off and
aft of the hull.

Now compare Intermezzo II (above) at the same boatspeed, but a much higher speed-length ratio due
to her shorter waterline length. She has more heel and is pushing a lot more water forward (although some
of this is from a wave she’s just pushed through). As the wind and boatspeed increase, the disparity
between these two designs will increase even more dramatically.Where the longer waterline design in the
top photo will continue to accelerate rapidly with a modest buildup of drag, Intermezzo II is close to her
reaching limit. She will need a reduction in sail area much sooner and will labor more as she tries to accelerate.
If you look carefully at the corner of the stern of Intermezzo II you will notice a splash of stern wave.This
has started two feet (0.6 m) in from the end of the transom. Compare this to the top photo of the Sundeer
64 where the stern wave does not start until after the end of the boat.
Intermezzo II was designed almost two decades ago and was considered a breakthrough design. And we
were tickled with her easy 200-mile days. But we’ve learned a lot in the ensuing years. Today 200 miles a
day is a bit of a slug in a vessel this size. We now achieve much better speed and more comfort, with a lot
less effort (under sail and power).

Two shots (above) of the original Sundeer at moderate speed in a small chop. She is sailing here at 8 knots
(or just over a speed-length ratio of 1.0). The bow wave is almost nonexistent (as you would by now
expect). What is interesting here is the comparison between the two photos. In the left photo Sundeer is
on her lines. The right photo shows the bow immersed in a small sea. Note how cleanly the bow goes
through this sea.That’s a function of the very fine entry angle and high longitudinal stability. In big seas, when
you can’t get this type of photo, the characteristics are similar, leading to a very smooth ride uphill.
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Above: Two different bow waves on a Sundeer 56. In the upper left photo the boat is moving at 7.5 knots (a
speed-length ratio of 1.0).The bow wave is hardly noticeable. In the upper right photo speed is increased to 9.5
knots (a speed-length ratio of 1.25).This is where you start to see large-magnitude bow waves on shorter waterline designs.Yet the bow wave on the Sundeer 56 has barely begun to form. Even at very high speeds there will
not be significantly more bow wave than what you see here.

Two more views of this very efficient cruising hull (above). In both of these shots the Sundeer 56 is moving
at 9 knots (or a speed-length ratio of 1.2). Note how clean the transition is between the bow and the middle
of the boat. It is not uncommon on many designs to see a distinct hollow starting around the mast (which then
gives way to a large stern wave).
You can see in the right photo that the midship area of the hull has a very smooth passage through the water,
giving way to a stern wave that has actually moved off the hull and behind the transom.

The photo above is a Sundeer 74 beam-reaching at 10 knots (a
speed-length ratio of 1.21). This is one of our early designs, with a displacement-length ratio of about 125 (compared to 80 for the Sundeer
64). Given these characteristics, you would expect that this design
would have a much larger bow wave than the Sundeer 64 — which it
does. Yet for a 75,000-pound (34,000kg) motorsailer, that’s a pretty
small bow wave!
The three photos to the right are another early design, Locura, reaching with a real head of steam. She’s doing a steady 10 knots (a speedlength ratio of 1.25). Locura was optimized for downwind sailing at her
owner’s request, so she has a much fuller bow under water than our
other designs.
The half-entry angle of 16 degrees (compared to Sundeer’s at 11
degrees) gives her a lot of buoyancy forward.
It also kicks up a fair amount of water as she pushes through this moderate wind chop.This indicates that she will be less comfortable upwind
than the other designs, which make less fuss going through the water.
This theory is born out in practice. On the other hand, she steers like
a dream and surfs off the smallest waves.
Locura and Deerfoot II went into the water at about the same time,
providing us with a two full-size test beds.We found that a compromise
between the two shapes offered the best of both worlds. Subsequent
designs went this route and were better all-around boats.
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Hull Balance
We have always made sure that our hull lines were balanced in terms of curve of area between
an upright attitude and normal sailing angles (typically 17 degrees). If you overlay two curves of
area, they will sit almost on top of each other.
Where draft and therefore rudder control is highly restricted, we sometimes develop a heeled
hull shape that increases volume forward and thereby shoves the stern down (keeping the rudder
immersed longer).
You cannot get away with this on beamy boats, as bow volume will cause all sorts of motion
problems beating and reaching. But with our very narrow entries, motion with these hulls has not
proven a problem.

These four schematics (above) of Sundeer being heeled by the computer show several factors you
should watch for on your own boat. First, with 10 degrees of heel, note the relative positions of the
bow and stern (the stern is that horizontal line which seems to intersect the bow section.) At 45
degrees of heel, the fore-and-aft trim has hardly changed at all, and the center of the transom is still
just touching the water.This means the rudder, which is somewhat forward of the transom, still has an
end-plate effect, which keeps it twice as efficient as if the top of the rudder were uncovered.The third
position is a 60 degree heel, about where we go with a wind-induced knockdown (confirmed with the
spinnaker one sunny afternoon in 35 knots of wind!) All the deck openings that might be subject to
flooding, like dorade vents, should be inside of this line. In our case, we can go down to about 70
degrees before we start to worry about getting wet inside (although the dorades all have caps that
can be screwed down from inside to seal them). Finally, at 90 degrees, which is about the worst we
would expect from a wave-induced knockdown (and it would have to be a hell of a big hit at that), we
want to be sure that any deck gear subject to damage (such as a life raft) will be inside this flood line.
Obviously all hatches and dorades would have to be sealed if the threat of such a knock existed.These
last two views of heel angle and flood line would probably apply to a lot of modern, medium-displacement, high-freeboard cruising yachts. However, if you’re curious what will happen to your own yacht
or one you’re thinking about, you can get a series of schematics from Veleocity in Annapolis, Maryland,
or from one of the designers who uses their software.
These two shots (left and
below) of Sundeer being moved
out of the hull-builder’s shed give
the best view of her canoe body.
T h e w a t e rl i n e b e a m l o o k s
extremely narrow in this view —
because it is. She’s just 11 feet (3.4
m) wide on the water when sitting on her lines compared to a
beam on deck of 15.25 feet (4.7
m).Yet she was very stiff due to an
extremely low center of gravity.
The “softness” in these lines made
for the most comfortable ride of
any boat we’d built to this point,
regardless of size.

Curves-of-area are usually kept secret as
they detail the distribution of hull volume —
one of the key factors in the design of a hull.
These two curves (above) are typical for one
of our current designs. The upper curve is for
a hull that is upright.The lower curve is for the
same hull heeled 20 degrees. If you look carefully, you will see that as the boat heels, it actually picks up a small amount of volume
forward, forcing the stern down in the process.This helps steering control enormously.
With many designs, this would make for
such a full bow that going upwind in waves
would be very difficult. However, with our
long-waterline hull shape we can have this
type of volume distribution in the topsides and
still have a narrow entry angle for good wave
penetration.
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Keel Design
While our waterlines have been getting longer, our keels have been shortened. We’ve learned
that the combination of more efficient rigs (better sailcloth and design) coupled with our finer
bows and longer waterlines (for better speed) has allowed us to reduce keel size to a point at which
the major factor today is the ability to store lead and work in our battery bank.
The keels we do now, within the context of a very shallow draft (typically a maximum of 6.5
feet/2 m), are about 40 percent shorter in length than what we did 10 years ago. The boats are
faster to windward and tack better as a result.
If the keel is stalled, flow will reattach more quickly with the shorter fin as well.
Where we used to use a certain percentage of sail area for keel size, today we look at the lift-todrag curves for the keel at various speeds, see what the computer says about leeway angles, and
then decide what we think is a reasonable assumption for sailing upwind in a tradewind sea based
on our real-world database. We typically target a projected 5.0 to 6.5 degrees of leeway in moderate conditions. We know it will be worse than this in bigger seas and stronger winds, but the boats
have the ability to maintain good speed to weather in pretty nasty seas, so the keels don’t have too
big a problem with stalling.

How Much Draft?
This is a problem we wrestle with all of the time, both on our own boats and on those of our
clients. The bigger the boat, typically the deeper the draft. After all, bigger boats usually have
deeper canoe bodies and that means, within a given amount of draft, less room for a keel. Throw
in the bigger rig that comes with the bigger boat and keel loads go up. So you need more lift from
the keel, but if draft is restricted.....well, you get the story.
When you put this in the context of moderate-draft cruising, where 6.5 feet (2 m) is usually the
limit, the upwind equation can get difficult. In our case, however, we have a couple of things going
for us that are not the norm.
The first is that the canoe bodies, by nature of their long waterlines, don’t need as much depth
to float their displacement. So there is more depth left for the keel. As we’ve discussed, increasing
the span (draft) of the fin, with the attendant increase in aspect ratio, increases lift in a geometric
fashion. So very small increments of fin span increase yield dramatic results.
Second, because our waterlines are so long there is more theoretical speed available upwind.
Throw in the fine entry angles for a smoother ride, and lift again increases (with the square of the
increase in boatspeed).
Finally, we do not require huge amounts of driving force from the rig to propel our boats uphill.
A smaller rig means sails can be trimmed better, the mast can be smaller and interfere less with
the sails, which in turn increases efficiency. The reduced sail area and increased efficiency means
a smaller keel can do the job. The smaller keel ends up with a shorter chord and a higher effective
aspect ratio within our fixed draft.
What this means in the end is that for shallow-draft cruising, these boats tend to be very quick
upwind.
Now, if you are willing to cruise with another foot (300 mm) of draft, we can do wonders for
your upwind performance.

Rudder/Propeller Relationship
While our hull shapes have gotten easier to steer, the limiting factor on rudder design has
remained maneuvering under power in tight quarters. Because our props are typically quite close
to the leading edge of the rudder, the rudder acts as a thrust deflector and we end up with a huge
stern thruster.
In order to make this thruster work well, the rudder needs to be quite large. This means that we
probably have a third more rudder than we need for normal sailing. But then that big rudder helps
a lot when one is steering in big seas. Our rudders typically are sized at around 1 1/4 percent of
measured sail area. This is a large rudder for our type of vessel because the steering loads at sea
are so low. However, with a less favorable beam-to-length ratio or heeled curve-of-area, a much
larger rudder would be required.

The Sailing/Powering Balance
Our own experience, and that of our owners, indicates that probably half of all miles at sea are
spent under power. This holds true for just about any cruiser who has comfortable powering abilities (where machinery noise, vibration, or heat does not force them to sail) and adequate range.
We first learned this lesson with Intermezzo II. We were in Mexico, with a long uphill slog
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ahead of us, and diesel fuel was 12 cents per gallon. It
didn’t take a genius to deduce that it was much less
costly and far more comfortable to motorsail the
1,200 miles left on our trip, which was dead upwind.
We spent a total of U.S. $93 for that passage. Compared to wear and tear on the sails and rig — not to
mention crew — this was a real deal!
After this experience, we began to spend as much
time on the design factors that affect powering as we
did on the sailing design issues. As a result, all our
subsequent designs have had at least a 1,200-mile
range under power, aft engine rooms that are quiet,
and efficient propulsion systems (where we’ve concentrated on getting as much horsepower into the
water as possible).
Which leads us to light-air capabilities. For daysailing or racing, light-air sailing ability is paramount. All trade-offs lead towards light airs (and
usually upwind performance). But with a large cruising vessel, our experience indicates the approach
should be different.
We usually establish a minimum acceptable lightair performance level and size the rig and hull parameters around this point. This ends up with a boat that
doesn’t need to be reefed as quickly and does quite
nicely in a blow.
The very slight weakness, in cruising terms, in light
airs is never really felt because the propulsion system
is used to motorsail (which is also the case with most
light-air designs when they are cruising!).

Stern Shape
This logic leads to a controversial approach to stern
shape.
Because of our low displacement-length ratios,
stern waves are quite small in magnitude and quickly
move aft of the hull itself once the vessel in question
has attained a relatively modest forward velocity.
As a result, we design some of our hulls to have a
small amount of immersed transom area at rest and at
low speeds (typically below a speed-length ratio of
one).
Practical experience has shown that this immersion
costs us between four percent of speed at speedlength ratios of 0.4 to 0.6 and half of this between an
SLR of 0.6 and 0.8.
While this is a huge number in racing terms, it
seems nearly meaningless in a cruising context.
If we are talking about 4 percent of 4 knots, it is less
than 4 miles in a 24-hour passage.
And when you look at the advantages (better performance at top speed, more efficient powering,
much better prop characteristics when motoring into
head seas, higher longitudinal stability) this seems
like a small price to pay, especially in light of the fact
that with an efficient powering set-up, you are going
to be motorsailing on passages during light airs anyway — regardless of how fast the boat sails in these
conditions.

A Sundeer 64 (above) at rest in Newport,
Rhode Island. She’s at about 90% load here
ready to head for the Virgin Islands. About
three inches (75 mm) of the transom is
immersed in this trim.

Two views of loaded Sundeer 64s. Above,
the boat is close-reaching at about 11 knots, a
speed-length ratio of 1.37. The stern wave is
starting to stretch out behind the boat and is
quite small in magnitude.
Below, the Sundeer 64 is sailing at 9 knots, a
speed-length ratio of 1.125. At this speed, the
stern wave has just broken free of the transom.

Here’s a shot of the Sundeer 64 out of the
water. The distance from the bottom of the
canoe body to the bottom of the bootstripe
is about 6 inches (150 mm). Even when the
transom is immersed a full 3 inches (75 mm),
you can see that there is very little vertical
area for the stern wave to cling onto, which is
why the slow-speed penalties are so small
compared to the higher speed gains.
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Of course, if we were
doing a boat that was to be
used as a daysailer, or
where light-air sailing was a
major factor, we’d take a
different approach. However, to us this seems like a
very good trade-off for serious cruising.
C o n fir m a t i o n o f o u r
approach to stern design is
to be seen on all competitive
BOC and IMS racers.
Today, all of these boats
have very small amounts of
stern clearance when
unloaded (no crew or supplies) and have their sterns
just touching when fully
loaded. In light-going they
trim down by the bow (by
moving crew or water ballast). And as soon as the
b r e e z e c o m e s u p t h ey
change to a stern-down
trim.
In an absolute sense,
where sail-area-to-wettedsurface ratios are comparable, our designs of the last
10 years are considerably
faster, anchor to anchor, on
lightwind passages, than
our earlier designs with
transoms that are always
clear of the water. In daysailing trim, in light airs,
there is no measurable difference in performance
between the two design
conditions.
There’s one caveat to all
of this for heavier designs:
If you have a relatively high
displacement-length ratio
and the large quarter wave
which typically accompanies this, using an
immersed transom would
be the same as dragging an
anchor.
It is our very long waterlines that reduce our DLR,
which in turn make it possible for us to take advantage
of this type of transom
design.
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The Sundeer 56 here is traveling at 6 knots (a speed-length
ratio of 0.80). There is a small
wake attached to the ver tical
transom.This increases drag relative to a transom which is clear of
the water at rest. However, the
difference in boatspeed between
the two transom configurations
is less than a quarter of a knot at
this speed.
The Sundeer 56 on a light spinnaker reach. She is traveling here
at 7 knots (a speed-length ratio
of 0.94). You can see here that
the wake behind the immersed
transom has begun to flatten out
and draw away from the hull. At
this speed-length ratio, the
immersed transom has begun to
pay performance dividends.
A heavily laden Sundeer 64 at
the same 7-knot speed (but at a
lower speed-length ratio — just
0.875). The stern wave is not yet
releasing from the vertical transom, so extra drag is associated
with the immersed transom.
They are probably giving up
about 2 percent in pure
boatspeed (around an eighth of a
knot). For cruising, the question
becomes is this eighth of a knot
— or 3 miles a day — worth the
gain at higher speeds, when the
performance gains are more like
25 to 40 miles a day?
Here she’s reaching at 9 knots,
or a speed-length ratio of 1.125.
The stern wave has now broken
free of the transom and is trailing
just behind. Considering that this
boat is heavily loaded, ready to
head to the Caribbean for a charter season, and the true-wind
speed is just 10 knots, the range
of conditions in which she pays a
penalty for her immersed transom seems pretty small.

This photo shows
Sundeer sailing at a
steady 14 knots (a
speed-length ratio of
1.75). At this speed,
the stern wave has
moved well aft of the
b o a t ( i n t h i s c a s e,
about 10 feet/3 m aft.)
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Rig and Keel Balance
Now we need to look at the balance
between rig, keel, and rudder. Because
our keels are small, and because our
steering loads are very light (there’s
typically very small amounts of
weather helm developed with heel), we
tend to “load” our rudders quite a bit.
We do this by pulling the keel forward relative the center of lift in the rig,
so that the rudder does some of the lifting to offset the rig loads. This has been
for many years a common tactic on race
boats.
We typically look to keep the center
of lift of the keel between 2 1/2 and 3 1/
2 percent of the waterline forward of
the center of lift of the rig.
The amount of this varies with keel
configuration, but we typically aim for
a rudder which when the boat is driving
hard, maintains a 5 to 7 degree angle of
attack.

Rudder Design
Rudder configuration is a somewhat
controversial subject. Two of our earliest boats were done with skeg-mounted
fins at the owner’s insistence. All boats
since then have been spade-rudder configurations.
Our experience with both of these
skeg hung rudders indicated that they
took substantially more crew effort or
autopilot power than our spade rudders.
One of these vessels subsequently
changed their engine room and in the
process lengthened the stern and
changed to a spade rudder. As would be
expected, she now steers more easily
than she did before.
We’ve always sized our rudders for maneuvering
under power and heavy weather rather than for norWith 42 spade-rudder designs sailing
mal sailing requirements. As such, they are consider(as this is written) and with literally
ably larger than would otherwise be required. The
hundreds of ocean crossings worth of
rudder shown here is on a Sundeer 64.
experience, we have never had, to our
knowledge, a structural failure in one of our rudders.

Rig Design
Our approach to rigs is very much tied to the concept that the boat will be handled by a couple,
even if the design in question is an 80-foot (24.6m) long. This means we do everything possible
to generate horsepower while keeping the rigs relatively small and easily managed.
This has led us over the years to increase the size of the mainsail (and/or mizzen), while reducing forward triangle size and headsail overlap. Mains typically have aggressive roaches, and
where a permanent backstay is present a 2-foot (600mm) overlap of the backstay is not uncommon.
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This approach to the mainsail creates a sail that is highly efficient, with lots of horsepower and
a low center of effort (to reduce heeling). The long upper battens create a sail that is easier to handle within lazyjacks.
The rigs we are using today appear to generate as much as 20% more horsepower per unit of
sail area than did our earlier rigs, and at the same time they have less drag and less heel. They are
also much easier to use.

Fractional-Rig Configurations
Once the mainsail has been tamed to where it is easy to hoist, trim, reef, drop, and cover, the
next step is to make it as large as possible. Mains are more efficient than jibs any time you are
cracked off the wind, and when shaped properly they are as efficient as a jib to weather.
They can be feathered through squalls without luffing if properly battened. Off the wind, being
a boomed sail, they present a much more efficient sail shape than an unboomed jib. When reaching, this efficiency pays big comfort dividends with less heel. And, if the proportions are right,
you can sail bare-headed, something that’s very handy when maneuvering under sail in tight
quarters.
With all of these advantages you just want to make the main bigger and bigger, hence the fractional rig, with big main and very small jib.The Sundeer 56’s rig is a good example of this philosophy. The mainsail is almost 800 square feet (76 square meters) of actual sail area, yet the
working jib comes in at under 500 square feet (47 square meters). With the headstay set well back
from the bow, there is plenty of room to set a large free-flying reacher or asymmetrical spinnaker
between the end of the anchor roller and the masthead. This gives you plenty of passaging power
in light airs. But in moderate conditions the boat is very quick with an all-inboard rig.
Main halyard and reef controls lead to the cockpit, where an electric halyard winch does double
duty with the main sheet and clew reef lines. Reefing can be done by a single watchstander in less
than a minute.

Ketch Rig Development
When we started cruising years ago, we felt that ketch rigs were heavy, expensive, a pain to sail,
and typically very slow compared to single-stickers. However, at a certain size of vessel with a
short-handed crew, one had no choice.
Wakaroa was the first ketch in the Deerfoot series. She was designed with a moderately powerful mizzen, about 65 percent of the size of the mainsail. She proved to be a much better sailer than
we had anticipated, primarily, we felt at the time, due to the good separation between the two
spars.
Locura was the second big ketch we did. Locura’s rig was a bit more conventional, in that her
mainmast was much taller in scale than Wakaroa’s and she had a very large forward triangle.
However, the mizzen was a lot more than an afterthought as it is on so many ketches. What surprised us during sea trials and subsequent passages we made aboard her was how efficient the
mizzen was, even to weather. That got us thinking.
When the time came to look at the rig for Sundeer, we felt that at 67 feet (20.6 m) she was right
on the edge (for us) of the ketch/single-sticker threshold. As we decided to go with the ketch rig,
it appeared there was an opportunity to further develop the rig in terms of performance. Sundeer
was drawn with a very large mizzen and relatively small forward triangle. The mizzen was about
85 percent of the mainsail in size, with the forward triangle area being about the same size in area
as the mizzen. We increased the separation between the spars significantly.
We found that with these new proportions we could carry mizzen headsails (spinnakers and
jibs) through a much wider wind range, in terms of both apparent-wind angle and windspeed, than
had been the case before. These mizzen headsails were inboard sails, easy to handle, and gave us
a tremendous boost in performance for very little effort. In fact, they were reason enough to go for
a ketch rig!
We could carry the mizzen spinnaker up through 35 knots of wind while sailing with a jib forward (on a broad reach). It was the ideal sail for squally conditions in the trades.
Sundeer would sail nicely bare-headed, although her tacks were a bit slow in this configuration.
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The Deerfoot 74 Maya was the last of our ketch rigs before we started developing the
Sundeer prototype. The mizzen is a little on the small size, at the owner’s request. (There
were some trade-offs in the cockpit/aft deck area that would have been necessary for a
more efficient aft rig).
This is a much larger vessel with a significantly taller rig (and higher VCG) than is shown
on the following page for the Sundeer 64.Yet the Sundeer 64 rig actually carries more sail
area in a significantly more efficient array.The 64 is not only faster, but easier to sail.

Eliminating the Permanent Backstay
When we started to develop the ketch rig for the Sundeer 64, we used what we’d learned over
the years with the original Sundeer as a starting point.
With so much better performance available from the high-roach configuration, and the mizzen
headsails playing such an important part, we decided to look at doing away with the standing
main backstay. This would allow us to have a fully roached main, and much-easier-to-fly, more
efficient mizzen headsails (with no permanent main backstay in the way).
Early on we had changed Sundeer’s mizzen mast rigging plan to one with swept spreaders (she
was built with in-line spreaders and a standing backstay, attached to a boomkin). The spreaders
were swept aft at 19 degrees. Our engineering indicated this was enough, through 30-plus knots
apparent, to stand up without a runner to the masthead. However, with masthead headsails a runner would be required.
This change allowed us to go to a fully roached mizzen and was a huge improvement in performance.
So with this as a basis, we started to explore doing the same thing for the mainsail — sweeping
the spreaders aft and doing away with the standing backstay.
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The ketch rig designed for the Sundeer 64 was very conservative in proportions. We
were shooting for a configuration that was very easy for a couple to handle, with good
versatility through a wide range of offshore conditions. Ease of handling as the wind progressed up the Beaufort Scale was the chief design criteria.The boat could easily handle
additional sail area, but this would make her more difficult to sail for crews not used to
large-boat seamanship.
Even with her very short rig this design has proven itself quick in moderate conditions,
setting a transatlantic record in one of the ARC races, and doing a one-year circumnavigation with the Teschke family, in just 155 days at sea.

Analysis of what had worked with Sundeer and what we had to deal with on the new Sundeer
64, led us to a 25-degree sweep angle for both main and mizzen spreaders. This just about eliminated the need for masthead runners, except in heavy airs or when a spinnaker was flying.
Runners were available, however, to tighten the headstay, and to induce mast bend for sailshaping control.
The Sundeer 64 ketch rig proved to be very efficient and easy to sail. In an offshore context,
with a small crew, perhaps just a couple, it is a very forgiving configuration. With better sailcloth
and a wider choice of battens, we were able to increase the profile of the main and mizzen to a
point where we could place effective sail area in 78 percent of the available rectangle.

Boom Height
The height of booms is a critical issue in terms of making a boat easy and efficient to sail. If a
boom overhangs a cockpit area then it must give head clearance. However, if you can arrange your
deck layout so the booms do not create a threat to crew working in the cockpit, then they can be
lowered.
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The limit in this situation typically comes from vang geometry.
We work very hard to get our
booms as low as possible. We like to
see them at stomach height, so that
you can attach the main halyard
without too much difficulty. The
low boom makes sail furling and
covering much easier. And, of
course, it lowers the center of effort
and center of gravity of the rig.
You then have to ask the question
about working forward, where the
boom can catch you. In an unexpected jibe this could have serious
consequences. However, it is our
feeling that if we are to be struck by
a boom we’d rather be hit in the
chest than the head.
Obviously, whenever you are
working to leeward of a boom you
need to be mindful that the sheet is
well cleated. And if you are running
the boom should have a preventer
set. These commonsense caveats
apply to all boom configurations!

Competition
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A low boom lowers the overall center of gravity of
the rig, lowers the center of effort for the rig, and is
much easier to work with. However, in order to be
safe, the boom should not overhang the cockpit area.

When you draw a hull that has a
relatively narrow beam, and couple
that with light displacement, you typically end up having difficulty carrying a lot of sail area. On
the other hand, the drag factors on the narrower, lighter hull are a lot lower and you don’t need as
much power in rig or engine to push the boat. Because the engine, prop, and tankage can be less
for a given boatspeed and range, drag from these items is a lot less. With less displacement, less
drag, and a smaller, more efficient rig you end of being able to sail very quickly in light-to-moderate airs, on a configuration that is very stiff when the wind blows.
Where this logic fails, however, is in drifting conditions. Our hulls are efficient at high speed,
with very low drag characteristics. But in the light stuff it is wetted surface that counts in the drag
equation, and our type of hulls have lots of that for their displacement.
On the face of this you would say that compared to a light-air-optimized boat, we’d get killed
in a race.
Around the buoys, on a fully crewed basis, that is exactly right.
But when you say “let’s have a race across the ocean, both boats sailed by couples,” look what
happens.
With our short rig we are designed from the beginning to make good use of light canvas (spinnakers, reachers, etc.). The sails are quite small relative to the power of stability of the hull and
steering control of the autopilot system.
Because they know they can stand up to squalls, our couple can push their boat hard. In the
trades, in light airs, with squalls about, they will still use light sails.
The competitor, on the other hand, has a towering rig. Will this couple use their spinnaker or
light-reacher? Not likely, especially if squalls are prevalent. The result is that our crew will arrive
a lot quicker at the other side of the ocean (and that’s without talking about their abilities under
power).
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Powering Into Waves
Powering into a headsea is always an interesting exercise. And while most sailboats actually do
better when heeled than taking the waves straight on, powering straight into waves is a good indicator of how a given design will do when sailing at an angle to the waves, with the hull heeled over
fifteen or so degrees.
Because we find ourselves on a lot of dead beats, with the engine on, we decided to try to soften
Sundeer’s motion when heading straight into the waves. This lead us to a very narrow and deep
forefoot. The trade-off, if there was to be one, would be in steering control at high speed down
wind. However, with a very narrow waterline beam to length ratio (six to one) and totally balanced hull lines), high-speed steering control did not prove to be a problem.

This series of shots was taken by my dad
in British Columbia. We were motoring
into 20 knots of breeze with a 3- to 4-foot
(0.9 to 1.2m) chop. If you watch Sundeer’s
deck line in this succession of photos, you’ll
see very little vertical displacement. She
just blasts through.
These images show a series of waves.The
top left photo has the trough ahead of the
crest starting to hit the bow. Then comes
the crest. Notice how there is little discernable displacement at the deck line as the
bow pushs through the wave. By the third
shot the crest has started to pass, and in
the fourth you can see the bow suspended
over the following trough.The final shot has
the sequence starting again.
This is carried on offshore as well, only on
a much larger scale. With our types of
designs the waves’ faces are not a motion
issue because our hulls penentrate the wave
face so easily. But the troughs that follow
facecan be, under some conditions, a problem. That’s where the slamming comes
from, falling into the trough. How a bow
shape does as it falls into the trough is a
product of the same characteristics that get
it through the wave face. If it handles the
wave face smoothly, it will handle the
trough which follows as well.

Seagoing Comfort
It sounds obvious to say that for a cruising yacht to fulfill its design mission it must go cruising.
Yet very few do. There are lots of reasons for this, but the one that seems to be the most prevalent
is lack of comfort — either emotional or physical.
These comfort issues come into play mainly during offshore passages. Sure, most of your time
is spent at anchor, but that 10 to 15 percent of the time which is spent at sea is the bottom line. If
you are not comfortable heading offshore, for whatever reason, you won’t go cruising.
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I enjoy being at sea on a comfortable, efficient vessel. I love the feel of the boat working its way
through the waves (as long as it is mainly downwind that the working is going on!). I can even
tolerate a few days of upwind sailing. But I intensely dislike rolling around off the wind, slewing
on and off course while reaching, and hobby-horsing when heading up wind.
Linda, on the other hand, enjoys being in port. Period. She puts up with our passages as a means
to an end. If conditions are ideal, moderate breezes, seas that aren’t too rambunctious, and perhaps a full moon, she’ll enjoy the passages, too. But most of the time she tolerates the ride.
If she didn’t tolerate the ride, then we wouldn’t be cruising. Of course, having cut our teeth on
the discomforts inherent in a typical CCA cruising design like Intermezzo, we know what it is to
put up with a less-than-ideal motion on a long passage!
Fortunately, the very design factors thst make for good performance in heavy weather also yield
very comfortable boats in more moderate conditions. And that’s what we’ve always worked
towards — comfortable sea boats that do their best to help their crews cope should they be caught
in a real blow.
We can see no reason why the lessons we’ve learned along the way cannot be applied by others
in the cruising fraternity.
In the past two decades our designs have evolved along the path of least resistance (pun
intended). As we’ve found ways to reduce resistance (drag) in hull, fins, and rig, we’ve been able
to reduce rig size (making the boats easier to handle) while maintaining a reasonable turn of speed
in light airs.
The same design characteristics we’ve been discussing in previous sections, when taken to their
most efficient combination, also yield very comfortable hull shapes.
Take the relationship between overhangs and displacement for example. If you compare Intermezzo II, one of the first in the Deerfoot series, which was just under 63 feet (19.4 m) long with a
displacement of 47,000 pounds (21,315 kg) and a waterline length of 54 feet (16.6 m), to a design
like the Sundeer 64 with the same displacement but a waterline of 64 feet (19.7 m), look what
happens to motion.
First, the entry angles are much finer with the longer waterline. The Sundeer 64 comes in at 12.5
degrees while Intermezzo II is 16.7 degrees.
At the same time, as the waterline is lengthened, longitudinal stability goes up. Intermezzo II
required 6,550 foot pounds to trim her one inch, while the Sundeer 64 has a longitudinal stability
of 10,000 foot pounds to trim an inch. That’s a 50 percent increase in fore-and-aft stability.
Intermezzo II, with her shorter waterline and lower longitudinal stability, required significantly
more flare in her topsides to create reserve buoyancy so that she would keep her decks dry when
running downwind in big seas. On the other hand, the longer waterline of the Sundeer 64 and its
much higher longitudinal stability mean that almost no topsides flare is required. The buoyancy
required for hard driving downwind is inherent in the longer waterline right from the beginning.
Now look what happens when you are beating into a trade-wind sea, say making the passage
from Panama upwind to the West Indies or Florida.
One design has a very fine bow coupled with very high longitudinal stability. As bow meets
wave, the bow begins to slice through the sea. Because there is little topside flare the bow can get
well into the wave before the wave really gets a grip and starts to force the bow up. At the same
time this battle in the forward end is going on the higher longitudinal stability, is causing the overall hull to resist any change in trim. In other words, it does not want to start hobby-horsing.
When the bow of Intermezzo II first begins to slice into the wave, it is 32 percent fatter at the
waterline than the Sundeer 64. As the wave moves aft down the hull it begins to lift up the topsides
and so feels the reserve buoyancy. Between the fuller entry angle and reserve buoyancy there’s a
lot more volume for the wave to push against. Resisting this is 40 percent less longitudinal buoyancy. So, this shorter waterline design is going to start hobby-horsing a lot sooner, and with a lot
more magnitude than the longer waterline vessel.
Hobby-horsing is a big issue with sailing and motorsailing. At some point, even motorsailing
becomes problematic and you have to slow way down and/or change course so that the waves are
more at an angle to the bow.
As the hull pushes through the wave, especially if you have on a good head of steam, the bow
drops into the trough which follows the wave. It is at this point that a lot of modern designs have
a comfort problem. If you combine light displacement with wide entry angles, you end up with a
lot of area at the bottom of the hull that slams down into the trough of the wave.
The finer the bow section, the less area when it first meets the water, and so the less violent the
collision.
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Some designers feel that a V-shape has a softer impact. This is indeed the case if you are taking
the wave straight on. However, if you are heeled over, and taking the wave at a normal sailing
angle, the V actually will put more flat into contact with the trough bottom than a nicely rounded,
narrow U shape.
I can tell you unequivocally that as our waterlines have gotten longer, entry angles narrower,
and forward sections more U shaped, our ability to maintain a good head of steam with reasonable
motion has increased wonderfully.
Now turn this whole question 180 degrees and look at what happens when you are driving hard
downwind, perhaps running before a major storm in breaking seas.
Here the hull shape needs revolve around two issues. First is the ability to maintain steering
control. As we’ve already discussed at length, you know that balanced hull lines, good length-tobeam ratios, and large spade rudders are all key ingredients to this capability.
Equally important in breaking seas, however, is the ability of the hull shape to accelerate down
a wave face, hit the bottom of the trough, penetrate the back of the next wave, lift, and keep moving with minimum loss of speed.
If the hull does not have enough longitudinal buoyancy, the bow may bury itself into the back
of the next wave, decelerating rapidly in the process. This decelaration, if accompanied by a
breaking sea rearing up behind, can lead to a severe broach or pitchpole. It also puts huge strains
on the rig.
On the other hand, if you have too much reserve buoyancy the same thing can happen. As the
hull drives down the sea and into the back of the next wave, as you begin to call on the bow’s
reserve buoyancy drag builds up, and the boat decelerates rapidly. You then have the same problems as a bow that lacks buoyancy, only your feet are initially drier, as there will be less water on
deck with this type of hull when sailing downwind.
We know from experience that in breaking seas and strong winds (70 knots plus) that Intermezzo II would do the job, although you would need to take care on particularly steep seas to “pull
out” before hitting the bottom (head a little to windward). We also know that the newer generation
of bow shapes do an even better job, decelerating less as they overrun the next wave while at the
same time keeping the decks dry.
The same mechanics that work upwind also work downwind. You want to be able to slide into
the sea with little resistance, at the same time bringing lots of longitudinal buoyancy to bear keeping the hull in trim.
And when you have 40 percent more longitudinal stability working for you at the waterline
level, you don’t need all that bulky reserve buoyancy to get the job done.
This is a point missed by a lot of “experts.” They take a look at our very narrow bows and
exclaim that we’ll be stuffing our bows into the next wave. What they forget is that narrow shape
is very long. What we are doing, in effect, is removing the “fat” volume of a full bow and adding
back in the form of waterline length which is very narrow. And because this volume is added to
the end of the boat, it has a longer lever arm with which to exert force. This is why the longitudinal
stability is so much higher in the Sundeer 64 when compared to Intermezzo II. The net effect is
that these very narrow bows are actually much more efficient at staying on their lines as they drive
down a breaking sea. And the longer waterline, as you already know, has a lot lower drag at speed.
The bottom line is that when the chips are down, our newer designs can run before a storm at
much higher speeds than the older Deerfoot-style vessels, with the same level or better steering
control.
It is a happy coincidence that all of the issues we’ve just been discussing, which lend themselves to better performance in heavy weather and when sailing upwind, also contribute to comfort. There is less pitching motion, and with the boat able to maintain a straighter course there is
less slewing around on all angles of sail. This is especially important when sailing downwind in
the trades, as trade-wind roll can be almost totally eliminated.
You are probably sitting there wondering what the trade-offs are. This is, after all, a sailboat
we’re talking about, and there is always a negative somewhere to balance the positive.
In our case, as we’ve already alluded, it comes in light-air performance. We do have a hair more
wetted surface in our higher speed hull shape than would be the case for a lighter air design. And
we pay that much-discussed drag penalty for a stern that tends to submerge at full load. However,
in a cruising (not racing) context, we feel that the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.
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Interior Issues
Having discussed hull and rig design, fins, and comfort, we come finally to interior design
issues. If your cruising design has successfully made its passage and you are cozily at anchor, you
then look to the interior for your comfort.
From a cost, weight, and comfort-at-sea standpoint, keeping the interior centralized — i.e., in
the middle of the boat as opposed to the ends — makes a lot of sense.
We find that over the years a third or more of our hulls have ended up being devoted to ground
tackle, sails, machinery, and lazaret space (in the fore-and-aft watertight areas). This may sound
like a lot of the hull “wasted,” but I can assure you that it is more critical to your cruising happiness
to have the ends properly used in this manner than just about anything else you can think of.
This leaves us with two-thirds of the hull left for interior accommodations, and all of this is in
the center of the boat, where beam and depth are greatest, and where motion is least.
A lot of folks ask us questions about narrow beam and interior layout. And while our maximum
beams are typically 10 to 20 percent narrower than other cruising designs, this beam is spread out
over a much longer waterline. When you look at it this way, you find that our average beam, where
the accommodations are fitted, is not that much different than fat boats with pinched ends.
We typically have better space at the ends of our living areas than others. It is in the saloon/
galley areas where our beam is less. However, the use of flush decks, hull windows, and relatively
wide sole areas gives us the visual impression in the saloon/galley areas of much wider designs,
without having to carry the negative baggage in terms of weight, drag, steering control, and cost
associated with excessively beamy boats.
The feeling of space below is very much a function of how the interior is designed. This is far
more important than a bit of hull beam. We maximize our visual openness by keeping furniture
above counter height to a minimum. This way your eye is allowed to go right to the hull edge. If
there are lots of high lockers then your eye stops at the inner edge of the joinerwork (this whole
issue of interior design is covered in much more detail toward the end of the book).
All of our yachts have had the owner’s suite located forward, for several reasons: Ventilation is
much better forward than aft. Under power, the forward stateroom is further from prop and
engine noise. At anchor it is easier to hear anchor-chain noise — a comforting factor in less-thanideal anchoring conditions. In most cases, if you want to have two guest cabins, these have more
space aft in which to fit.
One negative with this arrangement is that sleeping forward is less comfortable at sea. In any
case, most of our clients prefer to sleep closer to the cockpit or pilothouse when sailing shorthanded. This way they can be easily awakened should the watch require assistance.
Three interior plans of
past projects.Top to bottom
these are a Deerfoot 58,
Sundeer 64, and Deerfoot
74. They all include significant space in the forepeak
and lazaret.
Of the three boats, the
Sundeer 64 (middle) has by
far the narrowest entr y
angle, almost 20-percent
finer at the load water line
than the earlier designs.
They all have hull forms
which are balanced with
heel.The Sundeer 64 in scale
has the smoothest ride up
and down wind.
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In the fall of 1991, after a cold but exciting spring and summer cruising in Canada and Alaska
with Sundeer, we were back in Southern California for a couple of months waiting for the right
season to head to the South Pacific. We decided to take a drive to the high desert in Arizona and
New Mexico.
After a week of driving and enjoying the scenery we stopped in Tucson for the evening, had a
wonderful Mexican meal, and saw a shooting star (always an omen).
Before long we were looking for a house or apartment to rent for a couple of months before we
headed off again on the boat. Everyone said it was impossible, but within a week we’d found a
lovely little house, furnished completely, at a very reasonable price.
We settled in and began to enjoy life in this small but invigorating university town. We’ve both
always loved the high desert, and the Tucson area offered us an interesting mix of intellectual
stimulation, wonderful flora and fauna, and a slower paced lifestyle than that of Southern California. In short order we had found a piece of property and decided to build a house.
This meant Sundeer would be sitting at the dock for a year plus while the house was constructed. That seemed like kind of a shame, and besides, after 27,000 miles we had some ideas on
how the breed could be improved.
Neither one of us really wanted to sell Sundeer, yet it was the prudent thing to do. It just didn’t
make sense leaving her at the dock for the next 12 to 15 months. The market was quite weak, and
I didn’t really think she’d sell.
However, within a month of the first ad being printed we had two good offers on her, and before
we realized it we were without a boat.
Over the next couple of months we had a number of calls from disappointed folks who had seen
the ad but called too late. Several of them asked about us doing a sistership for them. However, we
were retired from the boat business by this time and really didn’t want to take on the onus of one
or more new custom projects. We’d save that energy for our own next boat!
Linda and I have now been involved in close to 50 large cruising-yacht projects. These have
involved all sorts of designs and owners, and while the majority of the projects have been over 65feet (20m) in length, they’ve almost all been optimized for use by a couple — even our 80-foot
(24.6) designs. We’d been asked on a number of occasions to do production boats, but didn’t want
to deal with the quality problems, and we didn’t want to make compromises.

Sundeer 64
I mentioned the reaction of the folks who’d called too late about Sundeer to a friend in the publishing business, Jim Gray, and he suggested I call Everett Pearson at TPI. They had a reputation
for building quality production boats but normally did only “house” brands — i.e., boats in which
they had a financial stake. He felt that we and TPI might make a good team. I was dubious, but at
that moment had the time, and if we could find a low-effort means of building ourselves a new
boat and a few other boat buyers came along for the ride, well that might be okay too.
As it turned out, Everett felt there might be a market for our type of high-performance cruising
vessel, so we agreed to a meeting.
I went back and visited with the guys at TPI and was very impressed by what I saw. They were
not building our type of boat, or to our structural or finish standards, but they had the skills to do
what we wanted. What excited me the most was the potential efficiency of building a whole series
of sisterships on a production line. If this worked out, we could deliver a very high-quality cruising yacht at an extremely affordable price.
I returned home to do the design work and see if we could round up some orders. TPI made
engineering and production time available, and we started to work as a team.
The initial results surprised everyone. It seemed like only a few months into the program we’d
sold out the first run of ten 65-foot (20m) yachts. This was at a time when the marine industry
worldwide was in the doldrums and in a depression in the U.S.
All of a sudden we were faced with doing a detailed design for a production boat. After six
hectic months of almost round-the-clock work, Linda and I were taking a breather, driving
through the Navajo country in Northern Arizona. We were talking about our own next boat.
We had originally intended to take one of the Sundeer 64s for our own use. After all, this boat
represented the best of our original Sundeer with refinements that had come from a lot of experience and dreaming. But as much as we liked the 64 we felt there was a lot in the boat that was
oriented toward making guests comfortable. We were in Monument Valley, eating sheepherder’s
stew at a restaurant overlooking some magnificent buttes, when a new idea started to catch fire.
With both kids now out of the nest and unlikely to visit us for more than short periods, what was
the point of letting guest accommodations figure so heavily into the equation? Why not do a boat
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for just the two of us, that would accommodate a couple of guests for a week or two a year, but for
the rest of the time be totally oriented toward our needs?
The minute you take this approach, all sorts of good things begin to happen. For one, we could
create almost as much visual space in the saloon/galley area as we’d had on Sundeer and Intermezzo II, in a much smaller boat. The smaller size was a big plus in terms of acquisition and maintenance costs.
I started to think about the type of rig and hull shape while Linda thought about the accommodations we’d like to have.
When we reached our stop for the night, I was ready for some scratch paper. We started to draw
layouts and rigs. Before long I was hooked on the concept. Linda, with a more realistic view of
the work involved in a totally new design, was more sanguine about the concept.
However, by the time we’d returned to Tucson four days later she was intrigued enough with
the potential to sign on for the ride.

Sundeer 56
We decided to see just how small a boat we could work in what we felt to be our minimum
requirements. We dug out the drawings for four of our favorite designs, Intermezzo II, Terra Nova
(a 58-foot/17.8m cutter we’d built in Denmark) the Deerfoot 61, and our own Sundeer.
We dissected each of these designs into their best features. I went into the garage and found the
“next boat” notebooks from the sea trials of these designs (wherein we record our initial impressions of what we’d change the next time) and reviewed them. Within a few days we’d settled on a
basic concept: we wanted a saloon/galley area which had the feel of Intermezzo II, but scaled back
to something in the size range of Terra Nova. The owner’s suite would again be forward, with an
aft engine room.
The galley layout was up for grabs, and we had a number of different approaches that would fit
well in the space allocated. We felt a single aft cabin would work fine for guests and, if positioned
correctly, be a good sea cabin for us when passaging.
The one area in which we disagreed was the head. I was in favor of a single, compact head that
would take minimal space from the interior. Linda felt the head should have a separate shower,
room for a washer/dryer, and be spacious
enough not to feel claustrophobic.
With some dimensions on paper for interior elements the rest came pretty easily. An
aft engine room, with a straight-drive fourcylinder Yanmar was added to the back end.
A forepeak for sails and ground tackle was
added to the bow.
Before long we had come up with a length
of around 52 feet (16 m) as a start. I fired up
the old computer and began to draw hulls.

Hull Shapes
I’ll readily admit that when it comes to
making passages, Linda and I are spoiled. We
like to make them fast and in a reasonable
degree of comfort (we’ve paid our dues on
wet, uncomfortable boats in the past!). One
of the problems that quickly became apparent in a hull of this length was that it was
going to be tough to draw a nicely balanced
hull, that need good steering characteristics,
and would make reasonable progress up
wind.
Try as I might, I couldn’t get a fine enough
bow shape that would fair into a balanced set
of lines in 52 feet (16 m). No problem here,
just add some waterline. Keep everything
else the same, and stick some more point on
the pointy end.
After several hundred hull shapes we settled on an additional 5 feet (1.54m) of waterline. This addition to the hull would greatly

Two views of the Sundeer 56 hull. As you
can see at the bottom, even when heeled to
20 degrees this hull shape remains balanced.
This gets harder as cruising boats get smaller,
as the length-to-beam ratios increase.With a
beam of 13.75 feet (4.23 m) the length-tobeam ratio is 4.14 at the deck and 4.9 to 1 at
the waterline. The half-entry angle at the
bow is 13 degrees, which accounts for the
smooth motion uphill.
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improve boatspeed, heeled balance, and upwind penetration of
waves. The cost was moderate — just a small increase in the amount
of hull and deck laminate. It wouldn’t affect handling, as we’d keep
stability in the same range. Except for some extra tooling costs and
the cost associated with the extra laminate, this was a total win/win
situation.
As the design progressed, we realized that significantly lengthening the waterline would yield benefits in boatspeed, comfort, and
wave penetration. We also found that it would be possible to design
the hull so that we could mold it in two lengths, making it possible to
amortize the tooling over more boats. We ended up with 60-foot
(18.5m) lines than could efficiently be shortened to 57 feet (17.5m) if
required.

Fins

We made the keel
a hair wider than
required for ballast
so that we could
install a large bank of
traction batteries
(above) in the sump.

This was the easy part of the equation. We figured that 6 feet
(1.85m) of draft was acceptable. With a smaller boat we knew the rig
would be smaller, so a much shorter chord keel foil could be used.
This increased aspect ratio, so we knew we’d have a more efficient
foil than on some of our larger boats where draft was still limited to
the same range.
We’d had such good luck with the special foils that Dave Vacanti
had designed for the 64 that we decided to use the same approach
again, allowing enough volume in the keel sump for a set of traction
batteries.

Sailplan

The sailplan offered us some new opportunities. With a smaller,
very easily driven hull shape, the rig could be larger in scale (compared to the boat size) than
we normally used, yet still
easily handled by the two of
us. After looking at a variety
of configurations it became
apparent that a large mainsail
and small jib, laid out on a
fractionally rigged spar,
offered the most boatspeed
for the least effort on the part
of the crew.
The final dimensions gave
us a working jib of less than
500 square feet (47 square
meters), not much larger than
the staysail on some of our
boats.
Working with Dan Neri at
North Sails Rhode Island, we
came up with a mainsail that
stuck almost 3 feet (0.9m)
past the standing backstay.
However, because of the
angle of the backstay this
mainsail would clear when
tacking or jibing, as long as
there was three to four knots
of apparent wind on the sail.
In very light airs, or when
As long as you can handle the large main, the fractional sailmotorsailing, we could pop
plan, with its small headsails, is the easiest to handle and most
in the first reef which would
efficient cruising rig. You have an additional benefit in the lonkeep the leech clear or the
gevity of the mainsail (as compared to jibs, which typically have
relatively short useful lives).
backstay.
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The fractional rig made it possible for the boat to sail with
mainsail only, a factor that was
very important to us.
We decided to keep the headstay well back from the bow. This
is more efficient for the sail,
makes the foredeck easier to work
on (for changing sails or using the
windlass), and makes it possible
to set a large reacher or asymmetric spinnaker between the masthead and end of the bow roller.
There’s enough space so both
clear during inside.

Deck Design
Although the mainsail is large,
full battens make it very easy to
handle. And when the time
comes to shorten down, popping
deep reefs into the main from the
comfort of the cockpit it about as
secure as you can get.

Keeping the jib back from the
bow makes it far simpler to
change headsails and to work
with the anchor.

The cockpit design, like the rest
of the boat, was optimized for a
couple with occasional guests,
the way we expected to be using
the boat most of the time. Cockpit
seats were laid out long enough so
that we could sleep on them if
desired (or they could be used for
an overflow of guests). The best
way to get into the engine room
turned out to be via the cockpit
seat.
The coamings were created
with an eye toward either a large,
enclosed dodger, or a hard pilothouse roof (Linda favors the latter, while I much prefer a dodger
which can be folded down and out
of the way).
As we had done on Intermezzo
II, we brought the main halyard
and reef lines aft. The halyard,
clew reef controls, and mainsheet
were put on the starboard side.
We specified an electric winch
and series of rope clutches to
make reefing, jibing, and raising
the mainsail easier. On the port
side of the coamings we allowed
for the luff reef lines, the vang
tackle, and the traveler controls.
We arranged the wheel and surrounding cockpit area so that
whoever was on the helm could
steer and trim sails at the same
time. The primary and mainsheet
winches were all easily within
reach (we initially looked at twin
wheels, but discarded them, as
they interfered with the mainsheet and reefing controls). In
order to have adequate headroom
without making the topsides too
bulky, we utilized a very low
trunk cabin.
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When we think we’re getting close to the end on a design we frequently ask Steve Davis, up
in Port Townsend, Washington, to do a rendering so we can get a 3-D feel for how things look.
This was his second drawing for us on the Sundeer 56. By this point the overall detail is pretty
close to what the final drawings show.

We did the first boat with a soft dodger. It was as as large as a pilot house but cost about a
quarter as much and weighed a lot less. However, many of our clients on these boats chose to
go with a pilot house (right photos).The main sheet, main halyard, and clew reef lines lead down
the starboard coaming to an electric winch. While the powered winch is not a necessity, it does
make things a lot easier, and when jibing or reefing in a blow it comes in very handy (upper left).
One of the advantages of a production boat is the neat details you can work into the molds. All
of the hatches have molded-in breakwaters to stop direct hits by waves, and to provide a base
for the attachment of storm covers (lower left photo).
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This trunk provided a base for Dorade boxes, and splash rails,
for all of the hatches. The extra height, in connection with the
splash rails, reduces the risk of an errant wave slap getting below
when the saloon hatches are cracked at sea.

Final Interior Layout
We wrestled with the interior layout for months, going back and
forth in each of the living areas with Phillip and Anne Harrill (who
are the interior-design part of our team). In the end, we came up
with what we both feel is the most livable interior we’ve ever
drawn for a couple.
Starting forward, we decided to reverse the master bunk, so that
our head was forward and our feet aft. We did this recognizing the
fact that it would be less comfortable to sleep this way at sea, but
the space worked so much better in port we were willing to accept
this compromise (besides, we knew from experience that we’d be
sleeping in the saloon or aft cabin on passages).
There were lockers along the full length of the hull side, ending
in a huge hanging locker on each side.
Rather than force a second head into this cabin, we decided to
build in a vanity. This way one person could be washing up or shaving at this sink while the aft head was likewise employed by the
other crewmember.

Two views of the main saloon (above). We kept as much of the
vertical surface light-colored to open the area visually.The corner
posts and fiddle rails are in timber to add some contrast and
warmth. This combination not only looks good, but is easy to
maintain over the years.
The sea cabin (lower right) has two good seaberths. There’s a
large port through the side of the cockpit footwell that allows
good ventilation (the por t is protected by the dodger) and
instantaneous communication with the person on watch above.
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The nav station is compact,
but there is enough desk space
to work well as an office. On a
starboard tack you can brace
yourself against the fridge box
to leeward.The locker aft of the
nav station can be used as a wet
locker, and the top is ideally
positioned if there’s a TV in use.
The galley is laid out so you
can work in it at sea without
standing in front of the stove.
Fridge access (top right photo)
is from the top and side. The
freezer is top loading.
The master stateroom forward has the feel of many of our
larger yachts, with plenty of hull
side storage on both sides
(including almost as much hanging space as we had aboard Sundeer!).
In the bottom photo you can
see the vanity with sink and mirror against the aft bulkhead. We
both really like this layout, as it
gives us two places to wash up.
A number of these boats were
built with a head up forward.
While this does give you two
heads aboard, you rarely need
the second one and it seems
like a big price to pay in terms of
visual space and storage area.
(You lose one of the hull-side
h a n g i n g l o c ke r s w i t h t h i s
arrangement).
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The saloon/galley area ended up
slightly longer than what we’d had with
many of our designs, but just a hair narrower due to the somewhat narrower
beam of this design. The overall impression is one of space — lots of it.
The galley has a huge amount of
counter area, with stove and sink offset
so that you can work at sea without
being in the line of fire with anything
that is hot. The fridge has top- and sideopening doors while the freezer is top
opening for maximum efficiency.
We were able to work in a very nice
ship’s office with a large hanging locker
behind it. The top shelf of this locker
would work well for a TV, if there was to
be one aboard, and the hanging locker
could be used for foul-weather gear or
saved for something more valuable.
Nothing took more design work than
the aft cabin. We had decided early on to
have a single cabin. By placing it adjacent to the cockpit, the off-watch was a
whisper away from the crew on deck,
something which makes both of us sleep
better.
We eventually went with an over and
under design on the bunks, although a
case could be made for one bunk — a
tight double — up at counter height.
The aft head is quite large.There’s a toilet at the forThis would be somewhat less comfortward end (well wedged in for use at sea).The sink and
able at sea due to the higher position but
vanity provide plenty of space for doing all those
offer all sorts of storage potential below
things that are required before going out on the town.
and provide a great work surface for big
At the aft end of the compartment is a shower area
projects if required.
with room for a compact washer/dryer.
And in the aft head? As you might
expect, Linda got her wish. A really large space, with room for a washer/dryer and a separate aft
shower area.

Systems
Systems were based on an all-DC approach, the same as we’d been using for a number of years.
Traction batteries in the keel, DC refrigeration, and heavy-duty alternators on the engine.
Two large aluminum fuel tanks were worked into the engine room, giving us 240 gallons (930
liters) of fuel. That’s enough to move us 1,500 miles or more in smooth water at a speed of around
8 knots.
Water tanks were designed in behind the furniture, in the form of ballast tanks between the main
saloon bulkhead and the aft end of the galley. These provided 340 gallons (1,310 liters) of capacity. The concept was to just carry the windward tank full when passaging to reduce heel angle.
An 88-horsepower Yanmar was specified. In theory, this should give us about 10 knots of boat
speed flat out. However, 8.5 to 9.25 knots is a more realistic cruising speed.

In Production
By the time we’d finished the design work, Linda and I and the Harrills were very excited about
this boat. The question was, would anyone else share our enthusiasm? We needed a minimum of
eight orders to make it worth starting a separate production line at TPI.
TPI was willing to commit to a fixed price for 12 boats. So we put together some propaganda
and within a very short period of time the first eight customers had signed on the dotted line (eventually 16 of these boats were built in the initial production run). This was especially gratifying, as
a whole series of industry experts had told us that the design was too specialized to be commercially successful.
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At Sea
In the water the Sundeer 56 has proven to be as exciting as she looked on paper. She is a fast
sailor (we regularly hear from owners who average 175 to 200 miles a day on passages), motors
efficiently, and has the most livable interior of any of the smaller boats we’ve designed.
The fractional rig is an absolute dream to sail. In light-to-medium airs you can almost tack the
jib by hand once you get your timing down.
The boat balances well and can fly downwind in the strongest breezes with WH Pilot doing the
steering. Of the 16 boats built so far, 13 have gone cruising.
We’d be sailing one ourselves right now except for the legend of Beowulf.

Next?
By the time we’d sold a majority of the Sundeer 64s and 56s, Linda and I had realized that building production boats was no panacea. It was every bit as hard as doing custom yachts, and there
were a lot more people to deal with. Rather than simply doing one design, getting a few sailors to
go along with us, and then getting a boat and going sailing, we’d created another large, complex
business. And while
we’d enjoyed meeting
the new clients and
helping them fulfill
their dreams, the
demands on our time
were far more than we
had planned on at the
start.
The bottom line was
that we were not doing
a ny c r u i s i n g , a n d
something had to give.
Accordingly, when the
last of the Sundeer 56
production run was
completed we decided
to forgo the production-boat business.
T h e r e j u s t wa s n ’ t
enough time for it, the
odd custom project,
and our own cruising.
We felt bad in that
we realized there were
folks who would still
like to buy these boats
(and since only one of
the 56s have come on
the market — and it
sold quickly — the
wait is liable to be
long).
However, Linda and
I had been too long
away from the sea, and
it was time for some
serious cruising. But
y o u n ev e r k n ow,
maybe we’ll get bored
and then......

OTHER VIEWPOINTS
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OTHER VIEWPOINTS
So far we’ve been hogging the stage with our own view of what makes an ideal cruising boat.
That there are other opinions on the subject goes without saying. There are, in fact, about as many
views on any given design subject as there are designers, boatbuilders, and owners.
Figuring that you might benefit from viewpoints other than those of ours, we’ve asked several
designers whose work we respect to submit one of their seminal designs for your perusal, and then
let them tell you in their own words what they feel about what goes into a good cruising yacht.

LARS BERGSTROM

The 68-foot (20.9m) Route 66 at speed on Narragansett
Bay.The asymmetrical spinnaker is a real powerhouse downwind. With 3,000 square feet (284 square meters) of area,
projected well forward on the bowsprit, you know you are
going to be moving right along.
The small, high-clewed staysail is actually the normal working headsail. The outer headstay is used for a light reacher.
(Billy Black photo)

Even though Route 66 is very beamy on deck, she has a
narrow waterline. The hull sections are totally circular,
reducing wetted surface to the minimum.

Lars Bergstrom is one of the
most innovative yacht designers
we’ve known. Over the years he
has developed all sorts of interesting things, from his B&R rigs to
pivoting rudders controlled aircraft-style with small trim tabs.
Lars has also done a series of
extremely interesting racing and
cruising designs.
I first became aware of his racing
designs with Tuesday’s Child ,
which he did for Warren Luhrs.
Next came Thursday’s Child. Both
boats were innovative in the
extreme and pointed the way
toward Hunter’s Child in which
Warren Luhrs, Lars, and Steve
Pettengil broke the New York–to–
San Francisco clippership record
via Cape Horn. Hunter’s Child was
recently raced by Steve Pettengil
to a second overall in the BOC.
Subsequently Lars did an Ultimate 30, Benz Express , for Bill
Whitmore. Bill and Lars got to figuring that a blown-up version of
Benz Express might make a really
interesting cruising boat.
The result: Route 66.

Hull Design Criteria
Lars works toward the same criteria as the rest of the designers in
this section: the hull needs to be
balanced with heel so that it is easily steered, and to be comfortable
at sea.
The shape of Route 66 is what I
would call a modified BOC hull.
It is quite narrow on the waterline, with a broad beam (19 feet/
5.84 m) at the deck carried well aft.
Cruising displacement is a very
light 34,000 pounds (15,420 kg).
The heeled hull sections are
elliptical in shape in plan view, and
maintain a constant curve-of-area
as heel increases.
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This can, however, get you into
difficulty if those heeled sections
keep the bow in the water and
angle the hull and keel relative to
the water flow. When this occurs, it
is like a huge leeway angle being
placed on the boat and tends to be
very slow.
What Lars does to get around
this is provide enough volume forward so that the bow actually lifts
out of the water a bit with heel. In
effect the heeled alignment of the
boat is almost parallel with the
upright alignment.
Lars puts it this way: “When a
B&R hull heels, the bow rolls
around the line (parallel with the
center) and out of the water, and
the stern stays the same. Our hulls
have circular sections only, like a
barrel, and have the same waterline
with any degree of heel.”
Lars adds that, “We have found it
very important not to have a deep
foreship (forward hull section) on
The profile view gives you a good idea of the compact yet
efficient rig proportions of this cruising rig. The main is
the hulls, as the foreship has a ten1,250 square feet (118 square meters), while the jib is 550
dency to steer the boat, which in
square feet (52 square meters).
turn requires more rudder surface.”
The half-entry angle of the hull is 11 degrees, the narrowest of all the boats in this section, and
comparable to what we draw. When you couple this with a fore-and-aft prismatic of 0.60, you
start to see the potential for some serious boatspeed, with reasonable comfort with a bit of sea
running.
Lars is an aeronautical engineer by training, so it is natural that he would look at how to create
a stable aircraft, and then apply the same principles to sailboat design. In an airplane, you always
design the center of gravity so it is forward of the center of lift in the wings. This way, if you have
your elevator (horizontal tail assembly) trimmed for a certain speed, the airplane will maintain
that altitude, even when you let go of the controls.
Lars uses the same approach in hull and fin design. If the center of gravity can be brought forward of the center of lift for the hull and keel, the boat hull will track (assuming the sails are balanced) without input from a rudder.
Of course, in a cruising boat, it is sometimes very difficult to get the CG that far forward. The
alternative is to have a small, fixed, vertical surface well aft. On Route 66 this takes the form of a
skeg from which the prop protrudes. Another way to deal with this, according to Lars, is to make
the top 15 percent or so of the rudder fixed to the hull. If the rudder is lost, you still have that small
fixed section to help with tracking.

Spray Deflectors
Some heavy-weather, real-world experience, together with tank-test data, indicated to Lars that
at very high speeds, above 24 knots, the energy from the bow wave climbing the topsides tends to
pull the bow down, causing it to submarine.
To get around this potential problem, he fits spray deflectors from the bow aft about a third the
length of the hull. These deflectors are perpendicular to the hull and 2 inches (50 mm) wide. When
the spray climbs the topsides and encounters these deflectors, there is a reaction, forcing the water
back down and creating a lifting force for the bow in the process.
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Keel Design
As you have seen in the photos of Lars’ keels in the keel section, he is no stranger to bulbed fins.
But for a cruising boat, a deep, fixed bulb has a lot of disadvantages. For Route 66, Lars developed
a pivoting keel. In effect, this works like a giant centerboard. Draft with the keel deployed is 16
feet (4.9 m). With the keel rotated up it is 5.5 feet (1.7 m).
The fin has a small trim tab that helps to create lift, reducing the need for the hull to assume a
leeway angle.
The keel is operated hydraulically, with a small electric motor turning a hydraulic pump (which
also powers the primary winches). There is a pressure-relief valve to allow the keel to kick up if it
takes the ground.

Steering Control
Lars has long been an advocate of a tilting rudder. Using a transom-hung rudder blade, with a
pivot at the top and track at the bottom of the transom, the rudder blade can be angled from side
to side to keep it vertical as the boat heels. This has two advantages: First, with the rudder kept
vertical when the boat is heeled, it is far more efficient than it would otherwise be with the boat at
high heel angles. Second, because of this higher efficiency, the rudder can be smaller than would
otherwise be the case.
The rudder is fitted with a small trim tab, to which is attached the autopilot drive. The trim tab
forces are very light, so a small pilot does the job. The trim tab in turn develops huge amounts of
force to control the rudder.

B&R Rigs
Lars, together with his partner, Sven Ridder, developed the B&R rig many years ago. With
Route 66 they took the process one step farther, mounting the mast on a tripod, efficiently distributing the compression load to the hull.
Lars explains the rig logic: “In addition to the safety factor, the B&R rig on Route 66 is completely self-tending and trouble-free once properly set up. There is little risk of metal fatigue,
except in the forestays, because none of the wires ever go slack. Having no backstay allows for a
large, full-roached, fully battened, long-life mainsail for extra horsepower and ease of handling.
The only price to pay is some increased mainsail chafe from the 30-degree swept spreaders, and
some loss of upper-end headstay tension, which is of little, if any, consequence if jibes are properly designed. Also, changes in mainsail shape must be done with outhaul, vang, and luff tension
rather than changing mast bend, which should be fixed with this rig. The fixed vang-sheeting
arrangement for the mainsail greatly reduced mainsheet loads and makes for a much safer cockpit
area with the boom at a fixed height overhead.”
Sail proportions are modest for a vessel of this size. Note the very large mainsail and small
headsail. This keeps most of the drive in the main, where it is most efficient, especially downwind.
Mainsails are also much longer-lived than jibs, which means that over time this rig configuration
will cost a lot less to own than one that is headsail-dependent.

Water Ballast
Lars is a strong proponent of water ballast for cruising. As he puts it, “I very strongly believe
that water ballast is the simplest, easiest, and least costly way to achieve stability for the first 20
degrees of heel. The amount of water required is very easy to control. An empty tank has the added
advantage of being buoyancy area should it be required. As the hull shapes that we use have a
narrow waterline beam that is around half the beam of the boat, using water ballast means that the
weight of the water ballast has a long moment arm.” Each side has 220 gallons (1,892 liters) of
salt-water capacity.

Air Slot
Hunter’s Child and Route 66 are both fitted with air slots aft of the keel. Lars explains, “There
are three basic types of resistance on a hull — wave resistance, surface friction, induced resistance.
“Wave resistance is caused by the hull changing the water surface — it induces waves, by
higher- and lower-pressure areas on the hull. These areas deform the water surface (wave). This
increases rapidly with speed.
“Induced resistance is caused by side forces from keel and rudder to counteract the side force
from the wind on the sails.
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A bird’s-eye view of Route 66 and her sweptspreader rig.With a 30-degree sweep angle on
the spreaders, there is enough force in the side
stays to react to the headstay loads, eliminating the need for a standing backstay or runners.
This in turn reduces rig load. Most important,
however, is that it allows you to have a highly
efficient mainsail profile. Lots of sail area, with
a low center of effort, and low induced drag.
The ultimate formula for speed and comfort.
(Lars Bergstrom photo)
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“Surface friction is a resistance caused by
accelerating the water that is close to the hull
(boundary layer). Next to the hull, the water has
the same speed as the hull and a little farther out it
has the speed of the surrounding water. The area
with a change in speed is the boundary layer. It
takes energy to accelerate the water in the boundary layer. In the rear part of the boats just in front
of where the water is pulled up to make a wave, a
suction forms. It is this area that we fit a slot with
tubes usually going up to the cockpit area so that
air can be ventilated, by the suction, down to the
underside of the hull. Water is about 840 times
heavier than air, and therefore it takes more
energy to accelerate water than air. At the same
time we think it changes the wave resistance, and
in the near future we hope to be able to study and
test the air slot so we will better understand and be
able to optimize the size and position of air slots.”

Owner’s Comments

When you have a design this new, it is always a
good idea to talk to the folks who sail it. If they’ve
done some miles, so much the better. It gives you
a real-world look at how well the boat achieves its
design objectives. Bill and Mary Whitmore live
aboard Route 66 full time and have put 22,000
miles under her keel since she was launched,
including two trips back and forth across the
Atlantic.
So when Bill returned my call from a phone
booth in Norfolk, Virginia, I was really interested
in his comments on how the design has stood up
to cruising.
My first question was about the average passage times at sea. Obviously this design has
The tripod suppor t for the main mast is extremely high speed potential, but just what can
clearly visible here. It takes some getting used
to visually, but it makes a lot of engineering Bill and his wife get out of the boat when they are
cruising?
sense. (Lars Bergstrom photo)
“Two hundred miles a day is a really bad day
for us” was Bill’s comment. “We mostly average 230 to 240 miles per day. Our best day’s run is
341 miles in 24 hours. We did this along the coast of Portugal. The wind was 110 to 115 degrees
apparent and blowing about 30 true. When my wife and I are sailing alone, we don’t push it. At
night, we slow down. If we’re hitting 15 or 16, at night my wife gets nervous, so we ease off.”
When I asked about the autopilot control at these speeds, Bill indicated there were some problems with the way the Alpha pilot steered the boat at higher speeds. “Sailing along at 14, 15, 16
knots, everything is fine. Then, if we get a strong gust and we start sailing at 21, 22, or 23, the boat
starts to slalom back and forth. It’s very uncomfortable. So when we’re sailing fast, we steer by
hand.”
Bill continues, “The problem is really more the Alpha pilot than the speed. We set it for a certain
speed, fast or slow, and everything is fine. But when the boat accelerates, it starts to oversteer.”
Since Route 66 has a very aggressive liquid-ballast system, I was interested to hear how Bill
used this feature.
“The water ballast takes 30 to 40 seconds to transfer from side to side. There are two 4-inch
(100mm) diameter pipes for this task. It takes about three minutes to fill the tanks using a 200gallon (760 liters) per minute Pacer pump that is belted to the engine. We also carry up to 550
gallons (2,081 liters) of diesel fuel in two side tanks and a day tank. What I usually do is keep the
day tank filled and keep another 200 gallons (757 liters) of fuel to windward. This is pumped electrically at 12 gallons (45 liters) per hour. If we are short tacking, we do not transfer the fuel, just
sea water.”
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Deciding how much water ballast to use is a trade-off between
comfort and speed. Overballasting, sailing more upright, is typically slower than letting the boat
heel a bit more. But sailing
upright is much more comfortable than heeling.
Bill says that “off the wind we
rarely allow the boat to heel more
than 10 degrees. Upwind and
reaching heel angle will vary
between 15 and 20 degrees. At
night we increase ballast or
reduce sail to ease up on heel
angle.”
Bill loves the fixed-vang effect
on the boom. This means that the
mainsheet only adjusts angle of
attack on the sail, the uploads
being taken by the fixed vang.
This reduces trimming loads and
allows a faster gear ratio between
winch and sheet. They adjust
draft with luff tension and the
outhaul, very much like you
would with a headsail.
Downwind in the trades they
have a large reacher that they
Lars sent us this very interesting stability curve for Route 66.
attach to the outer headstay. “The
The righting moments are found along the left side, while heel
spinnaker gets a lot more use than
angle is at the bottom.
The lowest figures are for the keel up, shallow-draft configI thought it would,” Bill continuration with no water ballast. Notice how little diffrence there
ues. We’ve carried it up to 28
is between this configuration and when the keel is lowered.
knots true-wind speed with just
Where the stability really starts to jump is when the water
the two of us aboard. But we usuballast is added.
ally just carry it to 14 knots true,
The impact on Route 66 of the water ballast is far more
and then switch to the big jib.”
than any other cruising yacht we’ve seen, an increase in stabilI asked Bill what he thought
ity of almost 40 percent!
about the pivoting rudder. “Short
tacking we just leave it on the
centerline. Offshore it is very easy to adjust it to vertical. We unload the steering and crank it over.
The in-transom storage that this allows for the dinghy is great. We never leave our dink in the
water as a result.”
Under power Bill reports that they do 7.5 to 8 knots with the 50-horsepower Yanmar in smooth
water. Motorsailing they can get up to 12 knots very quickly with just the main up and a fair
breeze. They tend not to power upwind, finding they can sail faster and more comfortably. Offshore, Bill says they typically reach between weather systems, avoiding beating as much as possible.
Bill says that they tack through 80 degrees and the boat typically does not slam when going
uphill, unless they are in very short seas.
When I asked Bill what he would change if he were doing the boat again, there was a long
pause. “I think I’d go with a 75-horsepower engine so we had better speed upwind. We’d add a
washer/dryer and a small genset.”
That’s a pretty short list!
(We are saddened to report that as were going to press we learned that Lars had lost his life
while testing a prototype for a motorized glider he was producing. The glider was a radically new
design with exciting performance potential. Right to the end, he was pushing the edge of the
design envelope. Everyone in the marine industry will miss his creative drive.)
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We met Angelo Lavaranos back in 1979 on our first visit to Cape Town, South Africa. He had
started in yacht design in the UK with Angus Primrose, then moved on to the Sparkman &
Stephens in New York, before starting out on his own.
By the time we’d gotten together he had a string of very nice-looking cruising boats and winning racers to his credit.
Linda and I were Angelo’s first big cruising-boat client. As we worked together on the design
on Intermezzo II, I became more and more impressed with his range of talents. Not only was he
able to draw a variety of design types, but he was an engineer as well (a combination not often
found in a yacht designer).
At the time we did Intermezzo II, Angelo had on his board the preliminary designs for a very
interesting singlehanded racer which went on to become Voortrekker II. This BOC and OSTAR
racer started many design trends at the beginning of the singlehanded racing phenomenon.
When I looked at those plans I just about started over on Intermezzo II. It was obvious the shortoverhang approach was the way to go. But we were committed to a tight time schedule and were
working on a very tight budget. In reality, at the time the Vortrekker approach was just a little too
risky for us in terms of resale.
In the ensuing years Angelo became very well known for his innovative cruising and racing
designs. In 1990 he pioneered the “aircraft carrier” approach to singlehanded design with Allied
Bank. This was the first of the super-wide, elliptically shaped hulls with twin rudders to come onto
the racing scene. In 1990 she won the Twostar transatlantic race, beating the next two boats by
over two days. Not only did she sport the hull-design approach which the French were to copy so
successfully, but she had one of the early large-mainsail, small-forward-triangle rig layouts. And
below the water Allied Bank sported a keel molded partially from spent uranium for a low VCG!
In the BOC around-the-world race in 1991, Allied Bank was leading the pack by almost a day
when she fell to grief in a collision with ice near Cape Horn.

Keel Design
I asked Angelo how he approached the keel design issues of this innovative BOC design.
“Allied Bank had a normal elliptical fin (as opposed to a bulb) because we used depleted uranium,
which we cast into three different 400kg pellets that stacked solid in the fin, with the same VCG
as a bulb. They could not manage a big casting for a bulb. With the high-aspect fin (whose chord
would have been shorter on the bulb version), the platform could well have had a straight taper
and still had the right spanwise loading, etc. It would not have looked as good, though!”

Allied Bank at speed, planing on a beam reach. Angelo Lavaranos pioneered the widestern approach to the singlehanded racers, showing the way to the French with this development. (Angelo Lavaranos photo)
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Twin Rudders
And on the question of steering one of these hulls, Angelo reports, “We have found twin rudders
well-suited to the BOC type. Indeed, a single rudder would present a real problem [ventilation
when heeling] on the more extreme ones like Allied. These boats are so light and high-powered,
they can have very full [almost powerboat] sterns with not much curvature or rocker, and no drag.
The lee rudder increases immersion and does not ventilate. Allied, with the two rudders equalling
1.25 times the area of a single rudder, was broachproof and stable when driven hard under autopilot. With one rudder out [of the water], there is less drag. We have used twin rudders quite a lot,
and on some cruisers where shallow draft is a problem and in one case where redundancy [on a
high-latitude 50] and broach proofness was wanted.
“Theoretically they have to be more vulnerable to collision, although in practice I have had no
negative experience in that respect. Maneuvering with a single engine [on some I have used twinengine installations] like Beluga is a pain. You have to maneuver at speed to keep flow over the
rudders! At times this leads to good spectator sport!”

Prismatic and Heel
There is a lot of debate about prismatic coefficient [the distribution of volume in the hull] and
heel angles. Angelo’s comment on the Allied Bank type of shape is interesting. “What happens to
the PC when heeling is more affected by the characteristics of the midsection. My boats tend not
to ‘bulge’ on mid-topsides, like an old IOR boat, when the PC would drop on heeling. The wide
stern would equilibrate the volume [neglecting any rig-generated trimming moments] it would
have had upright, and so [usually] trim a little by the bow on heeling. [As a result]...the prismatic
would not change much [with heel].”

Water Ballast
I asked Angelo his opinion on water ballast for cruising. “Water ballast has a good, if muted,
application on cruisers. On a boat like Allied it is 40 percent of the lightship weight acting a long
way off center. Phenomenal improvements, not only upwind but reaching, are also to be had. The
wider boat theoretically loses something dead downwind [with due allowances for bigger rig],
which is more than made up for by the more stable [non-rolling] platform. They always reach anyway, there are no pluses to dead running.”
And about the wide beam, Angelo says, “The large beam is misleading. They are dish-shaped
because they are light and have no depth. The amount of flare is terrific, and while not unusually
narrow, waterline beam is actually normal. So are the penetration and entry angles. We tend not
to use the ballast for fore-aft trim, even though Voortrekker II had three tanks per side and Allied
had two. For beamy light-displacement cruisers, you can have more rig and have the same power
as a full crew sitting on the rail. Even on heavier boats, the improvement is 5 to 10 percent upwind,
and better penetration in a slop.”

Beluga
If you take the type of experience that a designer like Angelo has and turn it loose on a no-holdsbarred cruising boat, the outcome is bound to be intriguing. That’s certainly the case with this
49 1/2-foot (15.13m) design. She’s got a powerful, plumb-bowed hull shape with the beam carried well aft. This adds stability and room to the boat.
You can get away with this in heavy weather if you have twin rudders, which Beluga does. This
design displaces 24,000 pounds (10,700 kg), quite reasonable for a boat with a 44-foot (13.5m)
waterline and 14.7-foot (4.5m) beam.
The half-entry angle is 17 degrees at the waterline, fine for a boat with this sort of beam-tolength ratio, so she should do reasonably well upwind against tradewind headseas.

Lifting Keel
The really interesting part of this design, however, is the lifting keel. With the keel up, the draft
is just 3 feet (0.9 m), and with it down draft is 8.5 feet (2.6 m).
The trade-off is in the interior space. The keel casing comes right up to the deck. It takes a whopping big visual chunk out of the main saloon. Still, when you think about a 3-foot (0.9m) draft,
maybe it is not such a big price to pay.
Another potential advantage of the lifting keel approach comes in a stranding. If you have the
mechanical ability to raise the keel when you’re aground, the escape back to deep water is going
to be a lot easier.
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Beluga is an extremely interesting cruising design. She is
plumb-bowed, with a powerful aft hull shape then lends stability as well as interior room to the hull.With a centerline rudder
she’d be very difficult to handle due to rudder ventilation
problems. Angelo solves this problem with twin outboard rudders, á la his BOC designs. (Angelo Lavaranos photo)

I asked Angelo about
range of stability and how
the boat handled with the
keel retracted. “The boat is
positively stable to 110
degrees keel down. She was
not intended to sail with the
keel fully up, only motor
into shallow anchorages.
There was a half-up position. Fully up, the stability
is still better than 90. With
the keel right up and sailing
hard, I suspect steering
could be a problem.”
Angelo goes on, “She
went very well reaching
and running in light and
moderate airs with the keel
half up. Theoretically she
would motor a little better
with the keel up, but the
slim fin was not a high proportion of the drag. The
bulb was still out there.”
The keel is raised with a
heavy-duty cable winch.
There is a hydraulic locking
m e c h a n i s m t o p r eve n t
vibration, plus a mechanical lock to ensure the keel
stays in place when down.
In order to improve stability and carry more sail,
the Beluga design is fitted
with ballast tanks under the
deck edge.

Two views of Beluga before launching. Left: You get a good feel for the bow shape. Look back
toward the middle of the canoe body and you will see the keel bulb in the raised position.
Right:The relationship of the twin rudders and propeller are quite apparent.With the rudder offcenter like this, the leeward rudder will always be operating at 100 percent efficiency. No loss due
to heel angle with a full end plate over the rudder at all times.This is a broachproof steering system,
the only way you can get a powerful stern to behave in heavy going. (Angelo Lavaranos photo)
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I love the looks of this boat in profile. The almost
plumb bow, nicely sprung shear, and heavily raked
transom seem to work together.With the keel in the
retracted position, performance under power is
going to improve. The negative is in the keel casing
bisecting the main saloon.

Beluga was originally fitted with a
masthead rig. The current version of
the boat is drawn with a fractional sailplan (above). The large main and
smaller headsails are more cruisefriendly.There’s also a better chance of
being able to sail under mainsail only
with this rig.

Look behind the mast in this photo (above) and
you’ll see a hatch in the deck, through which the keel
protrudes when it is in the raised position.

The big question is how to deal with the keel casing. Angelo has used it as a divider
between galley and the salon/nav area.
Notice the large beams at each end of the keel casing to stabilize the containment area
and tie the deck and keel together. (Angelo Lavaranos photos)
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In the USA the name Roger Martin
comes up when you think of performance cruising and especially the
BOC. Roger has been drawing innovative, high-performance cruisers for
years. BOC boats like Airco Distributor, Duracel, Grinnaker, and Coyote
have done better competing with the
French than any other boats from the
USA.
When I called Roger about contributing to this section, he immediately suggested we look at Cetacea, a recent 45foot (13.8m) design. Cetacea was
designed for Geoffrey Palmer, a practicing architect with many years of
cruising, including a circumnavigation,
in his past.
About the design brief, Roger says
“An integral part of this philosophy was
that the boat be simple. The owner’s
understanding that simplicity is only
achieved by working through complexThese two views of Cetacea give you a good feel for the
ity, was an invaluable asset. It is surprissoft shape Roger Martin has drawn.The effect of the foreing how few people in any field
and-aft rocker and moderate displacement in the stern
will make for an easy motion as the boat works its way
understand this!”
through the waves.
Simplicity is a relative term. A generThis is very much a function of the displacement and
ator
or air-conditioning can be considlength of the hull. Roger feels that as beam is reduced, you
ered
simple! When Roger drew the
can get away with less rocker and relatively more powerlines for this boat, he allowed a bit of a
ful hull sections in the ends and still have a soft motion.
fudge factor, for later use by the owner,
and worked toward a cruising displacement of 26,000 pounds (11,800 kg) The boat floats a little
high on her lines at this point, as she really has been kept simple.

Hull-Design Philosophy
Cetacea is a moderate-displacement boat by Roger’s standards. She has lots of freeboard, a
generous beam, conservative scantlings, and a powerful hull shape. When you couple this with an
aluminum mast and cruising draft of just 5.6 feet (1.7 m), keeping the vertical center of gravity
low enough requires lots of lead.
As this is a cruising design, the key objectives in the hull shape, according to Roger, were to
come up with a comfortable motion, moderate heel angles, and good performance (in that order).
Roger starts out with a boat that has a fair amount of beam for its length, 14 1/4 feet (4.4 m) for
a length-to-beam ratio of 3.15. This immediately raises the question of hull balance and steering
control. Roger deals with this by drawing a hull that has very little change in trim with heel. Part
of this is accomplished with a full bow (half-entry angle is 20 degrees) and part with a soft stern
shape.
If you combine a beamy hull with powerful ends, you can end up with a very quick, unforgettable motion. To mitigate this, and to improve steering control, Roger has drawn a lot of curvature
to the bottom (when looked at in profile). The bow is barely immersed at the cutwater, and the
stern sections are very modest in volume.
This allows the boat to give to the waves as it moves upwind or on a close reach.
Roger says that Cetacea has an extremely soft motion.
He comments that “this Cadillac motion can be attributed to several special features of the hull
design such as appropriate displacement, soft stern sections, a balanced waterplane in both foreand-aft and athwartships axes with little angle or no shape change when heeled, sufficient rocker,
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shallow forefoot, an
‘end plate’ bulb on the
keel, generous freeboard, short overhangs,
and a beamy hull that
sails at low heel angles.
The hull has round sections forward and sails
upwind very well without slamming.”
He continues, “These
features are serendipitously interrelated. For
Roger sent us this very interesting drawing to explain some of the perexample, you cannot
formance and steering issues that arise with heel.The hatched area represents the waterplane area of this hull when heeled 15 degrees. This
easily have a balanced
shape is quite close to what it looks like upwind. The centerline of this
waterplane with hard,
shape would ideally be parallel with the upright centerline. But this is very
dinghy-like stern sechard to achieve unless the boat is quite narrow.The 5-degree divergence
tions, or certainly one
between upright and heeled shape is very close.
that keeps an angle
The photo below shows a simple, no-nonsense approach to the rig.
(Mauricio Barreto photo)
close to the hull’s centerline with a ‘hard’
stern — a shallow forefoot encourages you to
give generous rocker
[the curvature of the
canoe body in profile].”
Roger feels that
“generous freeboard
and short overhangs
keep the boat dry and
provide great buoyancy. They also give a
more spacious, betterventilated interior.” I
agree totally.
This design has a moderately high prismatic of 0.56. This gives the boat an effective waterline
of 42 feet (12.9 m), about a foot (0.3 m) longer than the actual measured waterline. The displacement-length ratio is 146.

Keel Shape
Cetacea has a bulbed fin for a lower center of gravity. Roger has some interesting thoughts on
this as it applies to cruising motion.
“A moderate-draft keel with a flattened end plate bulb ‘entrains’ the water-flow and dampens
heaving and rolling motions.”

Rig
Roger’s client did not want to deal with overlapping headsails. For spars, he wanted to stay with
aluminum for the simplicity and strength of a known material.
“(The mainsail is ) large to make up for the lack of overlapping headsails and to give adequate
sail area in light air without the necessity of extra sails [another work-boat philosophy], the main
is fully battened, the headsail roller-furling, and the staysail hanked. An asymmetrical spinnaker
with an ATN sleeve can be flown from the stem” is the way Roger describes this rig.

Interior Layout
The more experienced the client, the easier he or she is to work with. If you add in professional
training in architecture, the results are bound to be interesting.
I’ll let Roger tell you about the interior.
“The boat is designed for a couple to cruise aboard, with a few extra berths for short visits by
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friends and family.
Galley and nav/drafting table area are
raised for good visibility and space for tankage and batteries is
below the sole. Head
and quarterberth (with
storage beneath) are
also on this level.
“The saloon is 9
inches (228 mm)
lower, clearly lit by
both natural and incandescent lights. It is
especially cool and
airy, even in the tropics, and is open forward to the owner’s
cabin. There is a watertight bulkhead [BOC
genes
s h ow i n g ]
between this and the
forepeak, which is fitted for two pipe berths
and anchor stowage.
“Aft, a large engine
space has four-side
a c c e s s a n d ve n t s
through a dorade-type
use of the winchisland above.
“For maintenance
jobs, the lid of the
cockpit seat above
gives plenty of light
and air. In the extreme
stern there is a flammables locker, watertight
This is a very generous sailplan, with a sail area-to-wetted-surface
to the rest of the boat
ratio of 2.49. In light airs she will move right along. The cutter stay
with cooking gas and
lends support to the mast and provides a convenient place to fly
storm canvas when it is blowing. I suspect with double-reefed main
outboard fuel tanks,
and heavy staysail Cetacea is a delight to sail.
draining to the sea.
“There is no refrigeration, as the owner likes to buy local foods daily while in port, and serves a rum-punch which
soon numbs you to the lack of ice. Water is by foot pump in the head and galley. Simplicity.”
I like this interior a lot. The galley provides an enclosed area in which the cook can work without being in line with the stove, a major safety issue at sea. The single head aft will also be easy to
use at sea. Isolation of machinery in its own compartment makes it easier to live with your systems.
The drafting table is a compromise. Running the large dimension fore-and-aft is the only way
to get a good-sized table, and this works well in port. But at sea, this will not be as efficient for
watch standing as would be a smaller, athwartships table at which you could sit facing forward.

Deck Design
It’s obvious by now that there are going to be interesting features wherever you look on this
boat. The deck layout is no exception.
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Roger comments, “In warm climates, most of the time is spent on deck, so the cockpit is huge,
with a permanent dropleaf table and full awning attached to the dodger. In the tropics, the boat is
sailed with the awning up. Cetacea’s great beam (14.3 feet/4.4 m) allows broad side decks. Overlapping jibs were eschewed on day one, so chainplates attach to the hull and do not obstruct the
deck. The main sheet is on the housetop to keep the cockpit clear.
“Rainwater is collected on deck, with special dams abreast the winch-islands allowing the
water to be diverted from the scupper drain directly to the tanks once it has passed the taste test.
A gate in the stern rail leads to a transom ladder. A barbecue is mounted to the rail in one corner,
GPS antenna to the other. The Monitor windvane is an integral part of the design, and the life raft
is below the helm seat.
“At the other end, a broad foredeck with a large bow radius makes anchor handling easier.
Stainless-steel handrails (through-bolted to matching ones below) run down the sides of both
upper and lower deck houses.
“In another workboat vein, there is no wood on deck. Full-length glass-and-foam toerails are
integral and stanchions are set into 6-inch (150 mm) sockets. These are BOC-boat features that
avoid leaks and maintenance.”
Cetacea is the creative blend of an experienced owner and talented designer. She is going to be
a lot of fun to cross oceans aboard.
The deck view (top) shows wide side decks
and a significantly large cockpit for a vessel of
this size.
The two interior views show a very functional use of space.This will be a great boat to
cruise aboard for a couple.The quarterberth
aft and the saloon berths can be used for
occasional guests, but most of the time the
owners have the entire interior to themselves. Of particular note is the single, compact head. The tight space makes it easier to
work in at sea. Location aft keeps motion to
a minimum, and the bulkhead, alongside the
companionway makes is a lot easier to go up
or down the ladder when the boat is rocking
around a bit.
A nice detail on
deck for capturing
rain wate r. T he
small dam just forward of the deck
fill catches dir t
before it gets into
the tank. (Roger
Martin photo)

A good shot of the stern shape. The circular shape
reduces wetted surface and volume aft. This helps keep
the boat in trim when she is heeled. If the stern were more
powerful, it would force the bow down and skew the boat
on its axis, creating steering difficulties. (Roger Mar tin
photo)
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This hull shape has what would be called “sweet” lines in the olden days. She has quite a bit
of flare forward, a moderate amount of fore-and-aft rocker in the hull, and a nice flat run aft
for good downwind speed.Wetted surface is minimized at the same time there is good form
stability to keep the boat on her feet when beating and reaching. This shape will develop
more stability for less wetted surface than if she had a full waterline — i.e., no overhang. In
light airs, this will be a quicker configuration.

CARL SCHUMACHER
Carl Schumacher is probably the dean of California cruiser/racer designers. Over the years,
he’s done a series of moderate-to-light displacement performance-cruising yachts that have done
themselves proud on both the racing and cruising circuit.
My favorite was his Express series, especially the Express 37. To my eye, this design achieved
just the right balance between simplicity, functionality, cruising amenities and performance.
When I discussed with Carl which of his designs he wanted to use as an example, Heart of Gold
was his immediate answer.
Heart of Gold is a moderate-displacement design with some overhang fore-and-aft. She has a
43-foot (13.2m) waterline and a 50-foot (15.4m) length overall. Her beam is 13 2/3 feet (4.2 m)
for a length-to-beam ratio of 3.66. Her displacement in lightship trim is 22,000 pounds (9,977 kg)
of which 10,000 pounds (4,535 kg) is ballast.
Like most good cruising boats, this one is the result of a creative partnership between experienced owners and the designer.
Carl puts it this way: “Heart of Gold, named after a fictional spaceship that runs on ‘infinite
improbability,’ was designed for Jim and Sue Corenman of Oakland, California. Having gained a
great deal of ocean and coastal sailing time in their previous boats, a Catalina 30 and Nordic 40,
the Corenmans decided to utilize that experience in a custom yacht. The preliminary work began
with notes generated while delivering the Nordic 40 back from a second place finish in the 1988
Pacific Cup. They had very explicit ideas about the boat’s systems and interior layout, while I was
given total freedom in establishing its performance, styling, and deck layout.”
Carl goes on, “The design brief was for a larger, updated version of the Express line of boats
that this office had designed for the now-defunct Santa Cruz boatbuilder. This concept called for
a boat that is as light as practical, with an open yet comfortable interior, and without sacrificing
strength. State-of-the-art construction methods were to be used, utilizing a core with unidirectional reinforcing. Above decks, the styling was to be clean and simple with much effort made to
keep the profile low and sleek. Because the Corenmans do a lot of doublehanded cruising, the
light weight would allow the boat to perform well with a smaller, more manageable rig than
heavier 50-footers.”

Hull Design
As you are aware, all hull shapes are a compromise. Carl went about his shape by looking at
several possibilities.
“The hull shape was developed by first generating two different forms. The first was a long
waterline, free-form shape that is a development from the Express series. The second was a
shorter waterline hull similar to a rating rule boat. These shapes were analyzed by the Design Sys-
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tems Velocity Prediction Program and
‘raced’ on a typical Hawaii Race. The
results showed the ‘free-form’ shape to finish first and save her time. This sort of testing is easy and quite cost-effective when
developing a new design.”

Deck Layout
As you can see from the drawings, the
deck is laid out for short-handed cruising
and ocean racing. All the halyards and reef
lines lead back to the companionway. The
mainsheet leads forward along the boom,
out to the chainplates and back along each
side of the house to winches in the cockpit.
Carl engineered this so that “by utilizing
sheet stoppers, these winches can be used
for spinnaker sheets, as can the secondary
winches at the back side of the house.”
Heart of Gold has large primaries for a
cruising yacht of this size: three-speed Lewmar 700s. The forward part of the cockpit
has conventional seats with backs; the aft
end is a shallow, wide well that is raised and
sports a 6-foot (1.9m) wheel.

Here are two shots of Heart of Gold
(above and below) trucking along on a
reach with the spinnaker pulling her
along. The wake is nice and clean, as
you would expect from that flat run aft
that shows up in her lines plan. The
bow and stern wave magnitude is a bit
greater than some of the other designs
presented, due to the somewhat
heavier displacement. (Carl Schumacher photos)

Rig Design
Given the dual nature of this design, you
would expect the rig to be lofty — and it is.
The way Carl puts it, “The Hall Spars threespreader rig is designed to be flexible
enough to shape the sails, but not too fragile
for ocean sailing off rugged Northern California. The foretriangle is small for a masthead rig, and the main is large. This is done
to keep the size of the headsails down and
add a better balance to the sailplan.”

Fins in general, and keels in particular, are
a real trade-off on cruisers. In this case, the
Corenmans went for a draft of 8 1/2 feet
(2.6 m). That’s quite deep for a lot of cruising. However, for the West Coast of the
U.S., Mexico, and Central America, and
most of the South Pacific, it is not going to
be a problem. And with that draft comes a
huge increase in upwind and reaching performance.
The notch in the keel serves two purposes. First, it provides a sump for collection of bilge water. Second, it acts as a stop
when the owners run aground. This helps
to reduce the shear loading on the keelbolts.
The Corenmans say that so far they’ve only been denied access to one harbor
the might have gone into, and that one required a 5-foot (1.5 m) draft.
The rudder is a balanced spade, set on a carbon-fiber rudder shaft. (Carl Schumacher photos)
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The fact that the rig is still in the
boat after many thousands of miles of
sailing indicates the engineering was
pretty good.
Mainsail area is 523 square feet
(49.5 square meters), while the forward triangle has 579 square feet (54.8
square meters).

Owner’s Comments

This is a good two-person layout (above) , with
lots of room aft for that racing crew or a bunch of
friends. However, most of the time the aft space will
be used for storage, as it is a bit tight for sleeping in
the tropics.
By not trying to cram a bunch of full headroom
spaces into the boat, Carl and his clients were able
to reduce freeboard, and have a large, open cockpit
(which would have otherwise interfered with the aft
accommodations).
The rest of the layout has the owner’s suite forward (as you would by now expect) with a large
forepeak for sails and ground tackle in the bow.
One feature I don’t like is the stove opposite the
sink. There’s some risk of being thrown against it
when working in the galley.

This is probably the most aggressive rig we’ve
shown you, in a cruising context.There are running
backstays and check stays to the middle of the spar.
These control bend, so the mainsail can be shaped
nicely, and minimize mast pumping. Of course, they
also require a certain amount of diligence from the
crew.

Carl has been kind enough to pass
along to us a few of the comments the
Corenmans have made to him about
this boat. After two Transpacs, a couple of Mexican races, and now several
years in the South Pacific, their experience has been interesting:
“The more we sail this boat, the happier we are with her. The versatility is
just incredible and is a powerful asset
when the conditions are as changeable
as they have been. We wrote about
beating around the west end of Nuku
Hiva (in the Marquesas Islands) in 25
to 30 knots, #3 jib, and one reef. The
boat was a little over-canvassed for the
conditions, but we bladed everything
out, sailed her very high on the breeze
with 15 to 20 degrees of heel, and were
tacking through 70 degrees on the
compass. Our friends in the Norsemen
447 — a decent boat and good sailors
— turned back and went around the
leeward side, a much longer trip.”
“A week or two later, we did an
overnight beat from Ua Pou to Hiva
Oa, in winds anywhere from 8 to 22
knots. With the #3 again, and a reef
for the windy stuff, the boat did great,
tacking through 90 degrees, doing 7 to
7.5 knots with a VMG of around 5
knots. Our friends in a Perry-designed
Cheoy Lee 35 couldn’t get there at all
and returned to Ua Pou.”
Jim then goes on to describe their
500-mile trip from the Marquesas to
Tahanea in the Tuamotus. They
crossed a weather front, and the narration continues:
“We averaged 8.5 knots made good
for the rest of the trip, with the #4 jib
and one or two reefs, no help from the
current (half a knot on the beam), and
did the 510 miles in 68 hours. In spite
of the speed, the motion was good as
reaching into 6- to 10-foot (1.9m to
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3.1m) seas can be, and the trip was generally quite comfortable. The autopilot drove the whole
thing and did just fine. As long as we don’t pile on too much main and keep the standing rudder
angle down to maybe 10 degrees or less, she does a great job on any point of sail. I’m convinced
that the balance of the boat and responsiveness of the helm is a tremendous advantage for the
autopilot. The folks with the Norsemen 447 had a slower trip, but did fine; the Cheoy Lee 35 got
stuck running off in the trough (weather) as they couldn’t reach up enough to get out of it and
spent 10 days getting carried right past the Tuamotus altogether before conditions moderated and
they limped into Papeete.”
“The trip from Rangiroa to Papeete was another great sail. The trades were up, 15 to 20 knots,
as we went tearing out of the anchorage at 7 knots under main alone. We thought it would be a
little reachy and breezy for the blast reacher, so we set a baby blaster [a Dacron 110% reacher.]
Reaching past the west end of Rangiroa, in the lee of the atoll, was a great piece of sailing. We
caught and passed Anaho, a big French cruising cat that had left a half-hour earlier (something
called a Fontaine Pajot 57 that looked like a big Lagoon cat.) It wasn’t a fair contest as we passed
them when they luffed up to reef (sticky sliders on a full-batten main.) But even after they got
straightened out they never gained on us, and we got to Papeete two hours ahead of them. They
weren’t pressing, but we weren’t either. The trip across was great, 12 to 18 knots and shifty, anywhere from 70 to 120 degrees magnetic (50 to 75 degrees apparent wind angle). We reefed for a
while when the wind was up and forward, and Goldie just ate it up, doing the 195-mile trip in 23
hours.”
In conclusion, Jim says, “We honestly haven’t seen another boat out cruising that is even in the
same class with Goldie, and I don’t think there is another boat, of any size, that can be sailed as
quickly (and as easily) by two people. We hate to keep going on like raving lunatics, but she has
exceeded our expectations in every respect, in every condition, and on every point of sail that we
have encountered so far.”
Does this sound like a happy owner to you?
Heart of Gold frequently turns in 200-mile days when she passages. Her performance allowed
her to outrun the infamous Queen’s Birthday Storm on a New Zealand-to-Tonga passage in June
1994.

The racing influence on this design is clearly seen in the cockpit layout and rig.This cockpit
provides maximum flexibility for a good-sized crew.The large-diameter wheel makes it possible to steer from either side deck with a good view forward.
There are some negatives from a purely cruising perspective. Lack of back support is one,
but this can be cured with removable seat backs, with their support posts set into flush deck
sockets. The big wheel impedes access aft, but I’ll bet she’s so much fun to steer that the
Corenmans wouldn’t trade it for a smaller helm, and besides, you can always fit a smaller
wheel if you feel the urge. (Carl Schumacher photo)
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Chuck Paine is a traditionally trained yacht designer who made his early reputation on very
conservative cruising designs. In 1989 he began to design yachts along the lines of our early Deerfoot series, only with longer overhangs and somewhat heavier displacements. To date he has 15
of these vessels sailing, ranging in length upwards from 42 feet (12.9 m).
I should tell you at the outset that although we are friends, we also frequently compete for clients. There are many areas where I agree with Chuck on design issues. But there are also lots of
areas where we disagree.
His body of work in this area is substantial, and his concepts worth considering.
Chuck has sent us data on one of his current designs, a 66-foot (20.3 m) yacht named Evolution.
Chuck feels that “a custom design is the creature of two parents, the designer with his own predilections, and an owner who brings a lifetime of personal experience to the drafting table. Usually the naval architecture is left to the designer, while the particular character of the individual
yacht is the province of the owner. A healthy tension develops, with the designer attempting to fit
the design as closely to his database of past successes as possible, and the owner trying to create
a yacht that is unlike anything ever built before, uniquely reflecting his personal taste.”
Chuck goes on to say, “A highly successful design office gets that way by avoiding failure at all
costs. The history of sailing-yacht design is rife with highly creative, breakthrough designs —
usually of light displacement — that become instant white elephants, built at enormous expense
and immediately worthless upon launching. The enduring design offices never stray too far from
the center, while the upstarts, in shooting for the stratosphere, invariably crash and burn. In developing the Bermuda series, the Paine office recognized the brilliance of the Deerfoot concept, but
pulled it halfway back toward the center. In comparison with Deerfoots, the standard model Bermuda series is not quite so narrow, has a shorter waterline owing to its elevated transom, has a keel
that is more windward-oriented, is considerably heavier, [and] has a larger sailplan.”

Evolution
“The first thing a designer must know about a new design is its target displacement [weight].
From the outset, Evolution was to be built in aluminum. Her owner was a resident of Holland [he
now lives aboard the boat and travels the world], and the Dutch are the world’s finest metal-yacht
builders,” says Chuck — although he’d get some argument on where the best hulls come from in
New Zealand, Denmark, Canada, and even the USA. “This influenced her weight,” he goes on,
“for an aluminum yacht cannot be built as light as a composite one.”
“Furthermore,” says Chuck, “initial owner/designer discussions revealed that the owner was
unwilling to sacrifice quite a number of heavy creature comforts, insisting upon central heating
and the extensive insulation that goes with it, hull subdivision using watertight bulkheads, full
damage-control pumping, a
luxurious interior, spares for
everything well
b ey o n d t h e
n o r m ( wo u l d
you believe a
spare propeller
shaft in the
b i l g e ? ) e n o rmous anchors
and
chain,
rebuildable diesels
with
sleeved cylinders — heavier
than the usual
Evolution, a Chuck Paine–designed 66-footer (20.3 m), is reaching in 20 knots
of beam wind. She’s carrying a blade jib with reefed main and doing about 10
engines — a
knots in this photo. (Chuck Paine photo)
12kW genera-
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Chuck’s hull has a lot more beam than we are used to below the waterline, as well as a bit
more depth to the hull.This, in turn, allows him to support his greater displacement on a design
with long overhangs. Note the counterbalance portion of the rudder (at the bottom of the
skeg).This is a tried-and-true method of reducing rudder load.The only problem is with nets.
They tend to hang up on the leading edge below the skeg.

tor, and fully convertible paralleling electrical panel for use within both European and American
alternating current environments. The yacht was to be sailed in the high latitudes, requiring the
bow and areas around the waterline to be strengthened against ice impact. Weighed against this
(pun intended) was the owner’s willingness to invest whatever money it might take to buy the
lightest hull-construction techniques obtainable. The more money you are willing to spend, the
lighter a yacht may be built. The result was a displacement-length ratio at half load of 177 — the
upper end of the Bermuda series scale, which runs from a low of 125 to that number. Compare this
with displacement-length ratios of 250 to 325 for fully modern oceangoing designs of the traditional, shorter waterline type, and well below 100 for some of the Dashew designs.”
So far, Chuck’s clients sound like ours; they want to carry a full cruising payload and have all
of the conveniences of home.
Now we get to where we really disagree, the design details.
Chuck feels, “Virtually any boat built to a displacement-length ratio of 125 to 177 will sail
beautifully off the wind, for hulls of such a light weight are capable of semi-planing. The trick is
to make them go the other way. This requires a sharp bow, high transverse stability, an effective
keel, a transom that does not drag water, good helm balance so the rudder does not act as a brake,
and a windward-oriented sailplan.”

Bow Shape
“Here is one area where the demands for upwind and downwind performance are not in severe
conflict. The sharper the bow in plan view, the better going both ways. One way to achieve this is
to make the stem profile vertical, since this brings the cutwater further forward, and the present
IMS, Whitbread, and BOC fleets illustrated the result — a vertical straight stem. The sharpness
of the bow is typically measured by its half-entry angle at the designed waterline. This angle, for
the entire fleet of our sailboat designs, from which over 750 yachts have been built, ranges from
15.75 degrees to 25.5. Among the Bermuda series designs, the range is 15.75 to 20.5 degrees, with
Evolution’s half-entry angle at 16.5 degrees.
“But liveaboard owners have to spend their lives looking at their boat, it being their home, and
few will tolerate the look of a vertical stem. The 20-degree stem angle on Evolution was specifically stipulated by the owner, and its the man who pays the piper calls the tune. Offwind-oriented
designs have ‘flatter’ bows — more U-shaped than V — which makes them easier to steer and
quicker to get up on a plane. Evolution’s bow was modeled with the V-shape fairing further aft
than many, so that she would not pound as severely to windward as the more downwind-oriented
shapes.”
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Chuck’s hulls require more canoe-body depth than we use to support their greater displacement
on a shorter waterline. Because there is less depth available for the keel within a given amount of
draft, the fin is elongated in a fore-and-aft direction to fit in the required ballast and sump.
The interior layout is dominated by the need to generate headroom under the hard dodger
while keeping the overall profile low.This cuts into the volume of the aft cabins.They’re somewhat
on the tight side for a vessel of this size, but then this boat is designed to be sailed by a couple. If
you give the guests too much space, they’ll get comfortable and extend their stay. Better to keep
them on edge so they go home early!

Chuck’s rigs are a lot taller than
what we like to use.This will be a
very quick boat in light airs, but in
a breeze it will be more difficult to
handle than one of our designs.
The crossover point in performance is going to come in about
9 to 10 knots of breeze.

CHUCK PAINE
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Chuck goes on to say, “All these light and long designs — Deerfoots, Sundeers, Bermuda
series, and the lot — pound harder when on the wind in heavy airs than traditional types — their
most serious design compromise.”
This is another area where we disagree. The only way to find out who’s right is to make a voyage on each type!

Transverse Stability
“All other things being equal, stability is directly proportional to weight — a boat that is twice
as heavy is twice as stable. So it should surprise no one that light-displacement designs tend to
lack sail-carrying stability. In compensation, most light boats tend to be beamy, so as to gain back
some of the stability lost. In the case of the narrow Deerfoots and Sundeers, very small sailplans
do the compensating. The overriding objective of my Bermuda series has been to develop a light,
narrow type that, owing to other factors, is very stable and can carry a “normal” sized rig to windward in heavier airs.
“The other factors are: Seeking out owners who are willing to build to high specifications at a
high price. The more money an owner will spend on better construction materials and techniques,
the lower the center of gravity and the stiffer his sailboat. One can easily build an aluminum boat
cheaply, by using thick plating and relatively few frames to support it, and by avoiding longitudinal stringers. Evolution is just the opposite, plated with 5-millimeter topsides and 6-millimeter
plate in the bottom, backed up with closely spaced longitudinals and a large number of lightweight frames whose section and spacing varies to match the applied loads. With all members
computer drawn and plasma cut, the fit-ups are, in a word, perfect, so very little fairing putty was
required in the finishing stages, further reducing weight. Both the design cost and the fabrication
hours are probably double those for cheap construction, but the hull and deck are far lighter and
stronger, and the VCG far lower, as a result.
“Using bulb keels: Putting some or all of the ballast in a voluminous bulb at the bottom of the
keel vastly increases the stability that can be gained from each pound of lead. The keel that has
developed is a highly sophisticated shape that combines a low center of gravity with low resistance, tolerable wetted surface for a bulbed keel, and minimal vulnerability to damage.
“Hull shape: The Bermuda series yachts are always of minimal freeboard, to lower the weights,
and have a flatter hull shape, especially aft, than others of the genre. Evolution uses such devices
as welded-in piping troughs in the tops of the floors and very elaborate, low-profile tanks in order
to lower the freeboard while still retaining adequate headroom belowdecks.”

The Keel
Chuck is quite specific about his keel requirements. He feels, “If one development has made the
advent of the Bermuda series possible, it has been the bulb keel. None of this series of designs
would perform very well to windward without it. A properly designed, flattish bulb will not only
markedly lower the center of gravity, but will also act partially as an endplate to prevent leakage
of the high-pressure fluid on the leeward side of the keel around the bottom to the low-pressure
windward side, so the bulb does double duty. Unfortunately, bulbs are trendy, so if you go to a boat
show you will see every conceivable variation of bulb keel on offer, many of which look pretty
improbable.”
“Evolution’s owner insisted upon quite shoal draft for his yacht — just 6 1/2 feet (2 m) at half
load. Thus her keel is quite long in profile, in fact the lowest aspect-ratio (ratio of depth to length)
of all the Bermuda series yachts. But probably owing to the endplate bulb being very effective, the
keel works brilliantly, with no detectable sideslipping and brutal stability.”

The Stern and Transom
Now we get to the back end of the boat. Chuck’s current designs are quite reminiscent of what
we did with our Deerfoot series almost two decades ago.
He states, “Herein lies the greatest difference between my Bermuda series and the Sundeers.
We have had lively debates over this. If you accept the argument that gentlemen never sail to
windward — that the engine will always be used to go into the wind or to make progress in light
airs — then the transom edge ought to be immersed. No planing powerboat worth considering has
its transom edge out of water. When sailing offwind, the depressed stern encourages the onset of
planing and maximizes the waterline length.
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“If, however, a yacht is to sail well to windward, it must have an elevated counter and the lower
transom edge 4 to 8 inches above the water when at rest. Otherwise the transom will drag water
when not planing, adding significantly to resistance, and will prevent the bow lifting to each
oncoming wave when punching into the wave train as it does when sailing to windward. When a
yacht is moving at over, say, 5 knots, the quarter wave travels up the counter to the transom edge
anyway, so the elevated counter yacht has just as long an effective waterline as the immersed transom one whenever it is moving at even this modest speed. Evolution’s transom edge is 6 inches
above the waterplane when loaded with extensive liveaboard effects and tanks nearly full, which
is about right for a boat that will be normally sailed to windward rather than motored.”

Steering
Chuck states, “High-speed yachts need more careful attention to steering than slower ones. The
question of helm balance is also more critical. A yacht that is slow and a little out of balance might
develop a mildly annoying bit of weather helm. But since the force developed by a rudder varies
as the square of the speed, the same amount of imbalance on the faster yacht would pull the wheel
right out of your hands. Only spade rudders or high-aspect-ratio, partially balanced skeg-supported rudders are appropriate on boats of this type, since the rudder’s center of pressure in either
case can be designed to be very close to the pivot axis. Evolution uses a small partial skeg in order
to lower the bottommost bearing and thereby relieve the loads on the ruddershaft. The fairing of
the skeg and rudder to the computer-generated airfoils is Dutch perfection, and the matching of
the rudder radius to the skeg cove is accomplished to very tight tolerances so as to minimize the
discontinuity at the slot, reducing the possibility of flow separation at this juncture.”
He goes on, “The balance of the sailplan’s center of effort versus the hull’s center of lateral
resistance is absolutely critical to windward performance. If done perfectly, the helm will be dead
in light airs when steerage way is just barely established, and weather helm will result in about a
4-degree rudder deflection at the point where a reef must be taken to keep the rail out of the water.
This is achieved in the Paine office by computing the juxtaposition of the two centers in three different ways and tracking the results on the spreadsheet database. After hundreds of boats, we’re
just fine-tuning, and a perfect result just spits out of the process with little effort.”

The Rig
And what about the rig? From Chuck’s viewpoint, “Once again, with the emphasis upon retaining windward ability, the sailing rig must be oriented in that direction. What is required is that the
sailplan be large enough in sail area to drive the boat even in light airs, the leading edge of the
leading headsail be as long as the stability of the hull allows, and the mast be of a small enough
section to not overly disturb flow into the mainsail. And the weight of the rig must be kept as light
as prudent engineering will allow.”
Chuck feels, “The best measure of the power of the rig is the sail area–displacement ratio. That
ratio for all Bermuda series designs, using the displacement at honest liveaboard halfload and
neglecting all mainsail roach and headsail overlap, ranges from a low of 16.55 to 20.66. Evolution’s sail area–displacement ratio is 16.58. Note that since this number is used in sales efforts, it
is widely abused. Many designers and probably all boat salesmen abuse the denominator, using
for displacement the IMS measurement displacement, which assumes the boat with virtually
nothing aboard, or worse still, the as-built weight. Likewise, many include the mainsail roach
and/or headsail overlap in the numerator. Turn a jaundiced eye towards figures of 18 to 20 on purported ocean cruisers — the 3 to 5 tons of personal effects and fuel and water are most likely not
included in the displacement when such figures are quoted.”
I could not agree more. In a cruising boat, looking at any displacement other than the one at
which the boat is going to be sailed is a waste of time.
Chuck concludes, “In order to keep the weight of the rig down, the mast of Evolution is of a
small and therefore light section. This is permitted by a combination of the triple-spreader staying
and the abnormally wide staying base. The upper shrouds come right out to the gunwale, which
significantly reduces the loads in the stays (and consequently their size and weight) and the compression load in the mast. As a result of the wide staying base, no genoa jibs can be carried, at least
to windward, but this was one of the owner’s unalterable requirements when the design was commissioned. No overlapping headsails means easy tacking and allows the sheeting angles of the
headsails to be narrow, allowing the yacht to point very close to the wind.” Again we agree, this
time with the owner. Overlapping headsails are both inefficient and a pain to deal with in a cruising context.

TED BREWER
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Ted Brewer has been around the yacht-design business about as long as anyone I know. His
designs tend toward the heavy, with long overhangs (by our standards). When I talked to him
about this section of the book he sent us data on a 60-foot (18.4m) steel-schooner design that has
been cruising on the West Coast of the U.S. and Mexico for the last couple of years.

Millenium Falcon
Millennium Falcon is designed as a go-anywhere, do-anything, bulletproof-steel cruising
yacht. For a boat of her type she gives little away in terms of overhang.
Check out the lines plan and outboard profile. They show a slippery-looking shape that ought
to move quite nicely in the trades.

These views of the accommodations also give you a sense of hull balance. Notice how the topsides flare forward. As the boat heels, this will tend to balance the volume aft. Given the hull shape
and length-to-beam ratio, I would expect this design to track very nicely.
There are a lot of cabins worked into this interior. And she’ll sleep a bunch of people. For charter
work, or for sailing with a large family, this will work out well, with three nice double cabins, each
separated from the other by some intermediate bulkheads.

Here’s a look at this design from the builder’s perspective. This is what we call a preliminary set
of lines. Enough to give you a feel for the shape, but not so much that you could copy the design
without paying the designer his fee!
As mentioned above, this hull shape will be well behaved with heel.The entry angle is 19 degrees,
which by a lot of standards is quite fine.
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The rig is a variation on L. Francis Herreshoff’s Marco Polo design (I’d prefer to see her with a
ketch rig).What’s so interesting about this boat is that she appears to be a very traditional design
when you first look at her — and indeed she is. It is just that she is traditional in a pre-handicap
rule sort of way. Short overhangs, modest beam-to-length-ratio, and a very moderate displacement-length ratio, even though she’s heavily built of steel.
In any sort of a breeze, this boat is going to be a real mover, especially on a reach.

Here are two photos taken
during construction. These
give you an idea of what the
bow looks like as well as the
stern.
Notice the flair in the topsides.This helps keep the boat
balanced with heel. However,
it also produces a lot of drag
when trying to push that volume through waves beating
and reaching. It is one of
those trade-offs that makes
yacht designing so interesting.
(Ted Brewer photos)

Millenium Falcon at anchor. A purposeful-looking design with a very nice shear.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
As we’ve said before, there is nothing new in the field of yacht design. Everytime you hear
about a major innovation the odds are someone before has used it.
Take balanced hull shapes, about which you’ve been reading a lot in this book. Prior to the
1960s, these were the rule rather than the exception.
Narrow length-to-beam rations and hollow-forward waterlines? They were very controversial
at the start of the clipper ship era. In fact, the same criticisms that were leveled at some of Donald
McKay’s clippers — that they would nose-dive in heavy going — have been thrown at our boats.
In both cases, the accusations were wrong.
A thousand years ago the Chinese were building highly efficient hull shapes, with high aspectratio daggerboards, and sails that carried lots of area up high, precursors to our latest thinking.
In more recent times, much of what we are doing today was anticipated in the 1950s. Skip
Caulkins designed a series of light-displacement fliers that decimated the racing fleet and were
quickly legislated to the backwaters. That these boats had much better interiors, were faster, more
easily driven, and safer than the “normal” CCA designs of the era had little impact on the establishment. As is almost always the case, the establishment wanted to protect its base, and if that
heeded progress, well, the new boats were “ugly” anyway.
In the same time frame, Bill Garden was designing light-displacement cruisers that had the features to which we aspire today. Narrow entries made for soft motion uphill. Easily driven hulls
meant a smaller rig could be used, more easily handled by a couple. In an era when a cruising
couple was thought to be stretching the limits of seamanship with a 38-foot (12m) yacht, he and
his wife were cruising aboard the 60-foot (18.5m) Oceanus.
When Skip Caulkins and Bill Garden were doing there early work, my interests as a teenager
were elsewhere. I was into hot dinghies, fast cars, and the pursuit of the fairer sex (not necessarily
in that order). It wasn’t until after a string of multihull designs and the initial cruising aboard
Intermezzo that I began to think about the
ultimate cruising boat.
I understood the basics, knew what was
wrong with the CCA-era boats, aboard
which we had sailed many thousands of
miles, but didn’t have the urge to do anything
about it.
Until the day Bernie Schmidt invited us to
go for a sail on Innismara in 1977.

INNISMARA
We had been berthed in Auckland, New
Zealand’s Westhaven Marina for several
weeks when a long, sleek, radical-looking
boat pulled into her berth astern of where
we’d moored Intermezzo.
I was immediately attracted to the radical
look of this 67 1/2-foot (20.8m) boat. Virtually no overhangs, very modest beam (just 10
feet/3.1 m), and a rig that seemed quite small
in proportion to the boat, although it was
large in an absolute sense.
Bernie and his family were just returning
from a few weeks of cruising, and while they
were all anxious to get home, he patiently
answered my many questions.
“Why don’t you come for a sail with us
tomorrow?” he asked.
The next day Linda and I walked over as
soon as we saw Bernie on board. The breeze

Innismara driving to weather in a fresh
breeze. She has a beautifully clean wake, no
stern wave to speak of, and a very small bow
wave. Look at how little fuss her hull makes
going through this afternoon chop. She is sailing with a full main and staysail, in effect an
extreme fractional rig (although she had a
masthead headstay for light airs). This is a rig
configuration that the French “invented” 30
years later for their BOC boats. (Sobstad
New Zealand photo)
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was from the north, about 15 knots, making the passage up and down Auckland Harbor a beam
reach.
As is the case with many Kiwi sailors, Bernie had spent most of his life tinkering with sailboats.
He’d designed and built a series of dinghies, mostly 18-footers (5.5m), while studying to be an
optometrist.
He’d spent five years designing and building Innismara, and when she went into the water in
1968 she was the terror of Auckland harbor.
With a waterline length of 60 feet (18.5 m) and a displacement of 27,000 pounds (12,244 kg),
you can see how she might be quick. Add in a 10-foot (3.1m) draft and 1,600 square feet (152
square meters) of sail, and the fun factor climbs to the top of the meter.
The keel was a fin type, and she had a spade rudder mounted well aft. The hull, by itself, drew
just 18 inches (457 mm) of water.
Once clear of the marina, we hoisted the large main and then set a small staysail. As the sails
were sheeted home, the boat accelerated like a rocket. Within the blink of an eye we were hitting
a steady 10 to 11 knots. The boat was easy to steer, the sails were a dream to handle, there was little
tendency to round up in the puffs, and as we’d hit the wake of a passing launch or ship the bow
would slice through with hardly a quiver.
Below, the space was very limited. The combination of low freeboard and trunk cabin, with
wide side decks, really closed things in. Yet there was much more storage and visual space than
we had aboard Intermezzo.
Immediately apparent was the fact that by making this a flush-deck design, doing away with the
trunk cabin and raising the topside height, you would have an enormous interior for very little
increase in structural weight.
That sail started the two of us thinking. What could we get for Intermezzo if we sold her? How
much would it cost to build a new boat? Should we interrupt our trip and start now?
During the next couple of months every spare moment was spent sketching, thinking, and
checking the piggybank.When my folks came to visit, I showed my Dad what we’d been working
on, took him to see Innismara, and did a round of visits to local boatyards. His reaction was the
same as mine, and being without a boat at the time, we decided to joint-venture a mold and build
a couple of boats. We didn’t think about this as a business. We just wanted to build ourselves a
couple of good cruising boats. The rest, as they say, is history.

Bill Garden’s Oceanus was a design that was ahead of her time. She was 60 feet (18.5 m)
overall, with a 12-foot (3.7m) beam, a 48-foot (14.8m) waterline, and a draft of just 6 3/4 feet
(2m). She displaced 36,000 pounds (16,326 kg) and had a displacement-length ratio of 145.
Bill designed her to be easy to sail for himself and his wife. Oceanus was built in 1954!

MULTIHULLS
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We’ve saved the multihull-design
issues for last. They are such a controversial subject that they deserve a
section of their own.
Nowhere does internecine warfare in the cruising community rage
as fiercely as between monohull and
multihull cruisers. The specter of
lead-filled bubbles bursting their
seams and going to the bottom like
rocks is held up by one group, and
the nightmare of floating upsidedown in mid-Atlantic, or off the
Cape of Good Hope, is raised by the
other.
Well, I’m here to warn you to consider all aspects carefully in reference to your own skills and your
proposed cruising area before taking off in a multihull.
Before I jump into this discussion, let me give you a little of my
own background. One day, way
back in 1958 at the One-of-a-Kind
Regatta in Newport Beach, California, I saw an ugly monstrosity with a
birdlike sail whip the tar out of a sister to my beloved 17-foot (5.23m)
In 1958 (the olden days) my dad started design and conThistle — in light airs and to
struction work on the first large cruising cat built in the
weather, no less. Repulsed by the
U.S. The Hu Ka Makani was 58 feet (17.8 m) overall and
ugliness of this “thing,” I was none20 feet (6.15 m) wide. She served the family well for over
theless overcome with curiosity
a decade, cruising up and down the coast. But both my
about its origins. I wandered over to
Dad and I quickly realized that she was not a good offthe beach where the boats were
shore choice. Fast for her day and very stable, she had the
hauled between races and met Dan
typical cat problem of pounding her wing. We treated her
very cautiously when cruising.
Sanderson and Roy Hicok, the
builders and sailors of Wildcat.
They offered her to me for a sail. “No thanks,” I said. “I just wanted to take a look at it.”
But curiosity soon got the better of me, and it wasn’t long before I was screaming around the
bay in Wildcat, out of my mind with enthusiasm. I put the boat back in Dan and Roy’s hands,
ordered one, and never looked at my Thistle again.
For many years after that I raced, then designed and built a series of catamarans (eight in total).
Along the way, we won a few races, set a record here and there, and generally had a good time.
My dad got the bug and built a luxurious 58-foot cruising cat, one of the first big cruising cats in
the USA.
Our boats were lightweight and high-strung, and their sheets were never cleated — even daysailing in light airs. It was our last boat, Beowulf VI, a 39-foot (12m) cat with a small cabin, that
gave Linda and me the idea to really go cruising.
As a designer, the problem I continually saw with cruising multilhulls was weight. They
wouldn’t carry a big enough payload to cruise at speed. And speed, after all, is the name of their
game. Their other problem is lack of ultimate stability. Multihulls have high initial stability, but
once one hull is out of the water, very little besides quick reflexes separates you from getting wet.
I couldn’t see exposing my family to a potential capsize in an offshore environment, brought on
by a lapse in clear thinking. (We did take Elyse and Sarah “cruising” on our cats from the time
they were babies, but it was always within sight of land and during daylight.)
We wanted to sail without crew, and the boat would have to take care of herself from time to
time, which is simply not possible with a multihull in heavy weather.
As a result, we bought a “lead mine,” and while Intermezzo was faster than most cruisers in that
era, her top sustainable speed in the 8-knot range didn’t begin to compare with the steady 28 to 30
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Linda, Sarah, and Elyse when life was a lot simpler and the cruising
was a good deal faster. Beowulf VI gave us our first real taste of cruising,
enough to let us know we should sell the house and business, get a lead
mine (monohull), and head for the South Pacific.
The “interior” of our cruising cat had two single bunks, a PortaPotty,
a stove, and a small icebox, plus a bit of room for a couple of small duffles.
This boat would cruise at an easy 1.8 to twice windspeed in moderate conditions. If there were moderate whitecaps, we would average
better than 20 knots.

Beowulf VI here in cruising trim, heading south in the 1974 Ensenada
Race, during which she set a course record. She is sailing with the wind on
the aft quarter, averaging 26 knots in 14 knots of wind.The reaching jib is
being flown, since apparent wind is too far forward to carry lighter sails.
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knots Beowulf VI was
capable of doing in the
open ocean (sea conditions permitting).
After the first half of
our shakedown cruise in
Intermezzo, I was ready
to bring her back, sell
h e r, a n d s t a r t o n a
5 5 -f o o t ,
high-performance mult i h u l l c r u i s e r. T h i s
would be a boat with an
interior similar to perhaps a 30-foot monohull, light on her feet,
that would fly. Sailing
downwind at 6 knots in
10 knots of wind aboard
Intermezzo when I could
have been moving at 14
or 15 in a high-performance cat was just too
much to take.
On our way back we
stopped off at Cedros
Island, just off the Baja
California coast. We
were anchored off the
northern end in a small
open bight close to the
beach. The seals and sea
lions made inquisitive
forays into our territory,
a n d w e ex c h a n g e d
pleasantries with some
fishermen anchored to
the north of us.
It was a clear night
and the barometer was
high — good conditions
for a northeasterly gale
to develop. When the
barometer started moving up and the stars
began to twinkle, I set an
anchor watch. Then we
saw the fishing boats
head out to sea. An hour
later, a swell from the
northeast began to roll
in. There was no doubt;
a northeaster was about
to hit. We hurriedly got
the hook up and worked
our way off what would

soon become an extremely dangerous lee shore.
It wasn’t long before 60-knot gusts of wind were blowing across the deck. I decided it was foolish to try to go uphill in these conditions, so we turned Intermezzo around and ran off before the
storm toward Bahia Sur on the southern end of the island, where we would find shelter from the
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sea. By the time the sun was up, the true
wind was steady in the 60s and Intermezzo, under her double-reefed main
and storm staysail, was wildly surfing
down the short seas that had built up.
Nearing the southeast corner of the
island I realized that the shape of the
land would create a downslope condition to accelerate the wind, and that
we’d get some pretty good gusts. We
pulled the main down to the third reef,
put both kids in the pilot berths below
with their leeboards up, and put in and
locked the companionway slides.
The main was jibed to port and we
were ready to turn the corner. All during
this procedure I’d been thinking how it
would be to be out here in the new multihull now forming in my mind’s eye. I
figured we would be having one heck of
a ride, but that it would be safe.
As I eased the helm up on Intermezzo
and allowed her to come under the land,
we could see the first gusts heading
toward us. The water was absolutely
white and spray was everywhere,
although the sea was essentially calm in
the lee. As the first gust hit Intermezzo,
it heeled her down until her spreaders
were in the water, and held her there.
Intermezzo, of course, put her 7 tons of
lead to work and came back; we continued on and were flattened once more
before we were able to beat our way
slowly into the protection of Bahia Sur.
Had we been in a multihull I would
have used the same tactics. Only we
would have been capsized and blown
out to sea 400 or 500 miles.
A week later we were beating up the
coast toward Ensenada in the teeth of a
northwesterly gale, common at that
time of year. The crew was a bit under
the weather, but, shortened down comfortably, Intermezzo was driving herself easily uphill. Occasionally a squall
would bring gusts in the low 50s, and
she would be momentarily overpowered. By this time I was worn out and
had to let her fend for herself. I never
could have done that in a multihull.
As a result of these two experiences
we kept Intermezzo. I came to realize
very quickly that in spite of all my previous experience in multihulls, if we
were to go offshore in one I would have
to stay continually alert and could not
afford a mistake like turning the corner
of Cedros Island.
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Beowulf VI was a big step up from the open trampoline boats we sailed before. She was 39 feet (12 m)
long and weighed just 2,140 pounds (970 kg) all up in
cruising trim! She had a displacement-length ratio of
20 and could carry 10 square feet of sail for every
square foot of wetted surface!

There are two ways to look at these photos. Isn’t it
wonderful that the boat didn’t sink when it flipped?
On the other hand, maybe it would be better to have
a self-righting monohull design. I suspect this argument
will rage for some time to come. There certainly are
good arguments in each direction.
If you do consider a multihull, do so with your eyes
wide open. This could happen to you (but then you
could also sink in your monohull, too!).
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Actuarial Statistics

The Joe Quig–built Hokulea has spent years
cruising the rigorous waters of the Hawaiian
Islands. She’s even had a passage down to French
Polynesia.The very long hulls, high wing clearance,
and small, light accommodations plan are the way
to go if you want safety and performance in a multihull. (Why have one if you don’t go fast?)

Four years later, sitting in beautiful Gran
Baie on the island of Mauritius in the
Indian Ocean, I was discussing just these
experiences with Sally and John Wishovich on their Pivar trimaran Windrose. Sally
had kept track of multihull disasters during
the four years they had been cruising. It
appeared that eight percent of the multihulls they were aware of had flipped or
been reported missing during their journeys in the Pacific Basin. They thought it
might be a leadmine for them the next time.
The gigantic offshore multihulls now
making such incredible voyages back and
forth across the Atlantic are wonderful
speed machines and, for the most part, are
obviously able to cope with the sea. If I had
been born 15 years later there’s no doubt I
would be out there on one of them myself,
scared to death but loving it just the same.
But these animals do get into trouble, usually by being overpowered by heavy
squalls or “rogue” waves. And sometimes,
as in the recent singlehanded Atlantic race,
they flip in moderate conditions when a
slight change in true-wind velocity or
direction, or an autopilot problem, catches
them unawares.The men who go to sea in
them are occasionally lost, and recognize
the risks they are taking.

They Don’t Sink
But there’s another side to the story.
Multihulls offer several real advantages.
The first, of course, is that they are virtually
unsinkable. And while I think that the
chances of sinking are remote in a monohull if she has a collision bulkhead, good
pumps, and keeps a reasonable lookout, it
remains a factor to consider. Gerard Eaton,
an old sailing buddy of mine from way
back, told me years ago about an experience he’d had setting out in a trimaran from
This 55-foot (16.9m) English cat, Sonodora,
Puerto Vallarta for the Marquesas Islands.
crossed the Indian Ocean at the same time as
Several days out from the coast they spotIntermezzo. In spite of the much faster theoretical
ted a school of killer whales. As the whales
speed of this powerful multihull, they were a
played around their 40-foot (12.3m) tri,
week slower in total crossing time, and this was in
Gerry and his friends tried to communicate
strong broad-reaching conditions.
by whistling. Apparently they hit the
wrong note, because the next thing they
knew one of their black-and-white “friends” had poked his head up through the main hull, leaving
a gaping hole that rapidly filled with water. Supported by their amas (floats) until a patch could be
made and the main hull bailed out, they returned promptly to Mexico somewhat the worse for the
experience, but still floating. Had they been on a monohull they’d have taken to their life raft.
Another advantage is draft. The shallow draft inherent in the multihull concept has a major
safety side to it. On average, one in 12 boats that spends more than two years in the Pacific Basin
ends up on a reef, permanently. I know of three instances in which multihulls hit reefs and escaped
with scratches. On each occasion a monohull would have been a total loss. While this is not usually a life-or-death situation, it’s still a major factor to consider. Today, with the capability of
406MHz EPIRBs to bring rescue, the capsize issue is not as great a factor as a few years ago.
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Advantages
There are some advantages that I’ll grant to a multihull. First is lack of heel. Yes, they do sail
upright. Of course, with their high initial stability, motion is quick, but they get rid of that lean
which monohull sailors have to accept.
Second, they have lots and lots of deck space. This is nice for spreading out, and if you are into
solar panels or rain collection or even wind mills, you’ll find them all easier on the multihull.

Performance
Speed? Those dreams of dashing here and there are hard to come by in the real world. I have
seen only one cruising multihull of any size that was remotely capable of keeping up with Intermezzo on a passage-by-passage basis. This was the beautifully executed 42-foot (12.9m) cat Ned
Kelly, whose Australian crew watched weight like hawks. But even her times were at best equal
to ours, and usually a few miles a day less. The average multihull found cruising is slower on
tradewind passages than a comparably sized monohull. Yes, they will have some exciting daysailing speeds to brag about, but loaded down with gear, sailing in a good sized sea, and prudently
shortened down, the knots just aren’t there.

Costs to Build
Now let’s take a look beyond the basic points. Contrary to what some people say, multihulls are
relatively expensive for the amount of interior room and payload they carry. If you’re thinking
about home building, they will take more time to build and require higher skills to be successfully
completed than comparable home-built monohulls.
If you start out with a bucket of money and ask the question, how do I get the most payload
carrying capacity, the best passaging speed, and the most interior space for those funds, the
answer will be with a monohull.

In Heavy Weather
If after all these words of caution you are still hot for a multihull, there’s one last thing you
should do. Buy a copy of Adlard Coles’s Heavy Weather Sailing, and study the photographs carefully. Then consider if you want to be out there in these sorts of conditions with your multihull.
Keep in mind that 95 percent of the damage inflicted on cruising yachts comes from the sea, not
the wind. You can deal with the wind by using small sails or cracking a sheet at a critical moment,
but when the right sea catches you at the wrong angle, no amount of seamanship or alertness can
prevent disaster in a multihull.

Cruising-Design Criteria
Multihulls, to take advantage of their design, must be light. There’s really no way to keep a reasonable size multihull from getting too heavy when it’s fitted out with all the gear you need for
long-distance cruising, unless you’re willing to put up with a totally spartan lifestyle. If you want
performance, be sure that the vessels you are looking at have a total all-up weight including payload, that does not exceed a displacement-length ratio of 80.
Second, don’t have more sail than can be safely handled with a beam-length ratio of 2 to 1.
Increasing beam beyond this ratio adds weight to the boat at a very fast clip and makes you more
subject to pitchpoling.
Next, make sure your rudders are strong, deep, and capable of handling your multihull at a
speed-length ratio of at least 4 without ventilating. In a trimaran, the main hull should have a collision bulkhead as far forward as possible, with a watertight bulkhead just aft of that. The amas
should be segmented into compartments so that a puncture in any one of them will not disable you
with water. A catamaran should be bulkheaded the same way.
Your sheet loads and winch setup must be such that you can quickly cast off any sails if you start
raising a hull. Provision must be made for access to your vessel if she is upside-down, so that food,
water, and shelter will be available. If possible, the hulls should each have solid foam in their bottoms up to their load waterlines, so that if you’re holed, the watertight section that is breached will
not hold a significant volume of water.
Wing clearance is a major issue. There will always be conditions in which your wing or area
between amas and main hull collide with sea tops. This is noisy and, over time, debilitating to the
crew. You can reduce this by having more wing clearance. This, of course, adds weight, as the
freeboard of the hulls must go up.
What is an acceptable wing clearance varies from person to person. There are no hard-and-fast
rules of which we are aware.
Talk with experienced multihull sailors and see what they’ve found about slamming with their
own boats, and then make up your own mind as to what you will tolerate.
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Finally, don’t take chances with the hurricane season, try to avoid sailing in regions such as the
Tasman Sea or off the bottom of Africa. And always have a hand on the sheets.

Capsize Preparations
And finally, make sure you have made preparations in advance for dealing with a capsize. This
means access to the interior supplies, and a place to rest out of the weather, which is relatively dry.
A thorough read of Capsized by James Nalepka and Steve Callahan (about spending four months
on an overturned trimaran) will help with your planning.

CONSER CATAMARANS

Here’s one of John’s 47s at play off Maui in the
Hawaiian islands. An indicator that these boats
have some seakeeping ability is the fact that the
Hawaiian boats have been U.S. Coast Guard–
certified to carry passengers.They’re regularly
sailed at 20 knots with a deck load of guests in
the brisk trades. (Jeri Conser photo)

John Conser has been playing with catamarans almost as long as I have. His first was
an interesting amalgam of two surfboards
and an Aquacat rig (over three decades ago).
We’ve raced against and with each other in
many venues.
While John was playing with cats he was
also developing a successful sail loft in
Southern California. When we started building lead mines (monomarans), John was a
natural choice to work with in the development of full-battened rigs.
While I decided against multihulls for
cruising, John has swung both ways (he’s a
little kinky that way). With thousands and
thousands of sea miles, in all sorts of
weather, in everything from heavy CCAtype lead mines, to the very hottest ULDB
sleds, and lots of offshore multihull experience, if anyone is qualified to build this type
of boat, John would be the guy.
He has sailed both the Atlantic and Pacific
on cats, including a record passage to
Hawaii, and spent the better part of the day in
a survival suit in the North Atlantic, wondering if he’d see another sunrise (sitting on the
hull of a cat that had slit her leeward hull).
After a series of smaller designs that saw
commercial success before multihulls were
in vogue, John’s latest offering is of interest.

Conser 47

The Conser 47 looks to me the way a cruising cat ought to appear — nice long waterline, moderate beam, with reasonable
although not excessive accommodations.
And check out the rig — a fully rotating carbon-fiber wing mast.
With a waterline of 45 feet (13.8 m) and a displacement in light trim of 12,000 pounds (5,440
kg), this cruising cat has a displacement-length ratio of 58. Combine this with the wing mast, and
the initial stability of the 24-foot (7.4m) beam, and you can see where the speed comes from.
Wing clearance in cruising trim is 32 inches (812 mm), which is enough to keep the wing from
pounding in moderate conditions.
Power is offered with outboard or inboard propulsion. With a 50-horsepower four-stroke outboard the boat cruises at 10 knots (and a very comfortable 8 knots at 1.5 gallons (5.8 liters) per
hour).
This boat will cruise in the high teens and low 20s in moderate trades (say, force 5 or above) as
long as you are paying attention to the trim.

LAVARANOS CATS
It is not often that you find a designer who swings both ways, doing mono- and multihulls, but
Angelo Lavaranos does just that. Since his boats have been influenced by the “cruising” conditions to be found off the South African coast, we thought one of his multihulls would be worth a
look. I asked Angelo to comment on the background behind this design.

LAVARANOS CATS

The standard layout for the Conser 47 has the
saloon and galley on the bridge deck, with staterooms and heads in the hulls. Quite a bit of
space is leftover fore-and-aft of the accommodations on the wing, compared to a lot of production cats.That is how to save weight, as well
as how to get the boat to sail well. And after all,
if it doesn’t sail well, what’s the point of having a
multihull?( The layout shown would work quite
well for a couple with occasional guests.)
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Feel ambitious? John has a kit-boat package
that allows you to save between a quarter
and a third of the total cost, in trade for a year
of devoted weekends, nights, and holidays. If
your devotion wanes, figure a year and-ahalf. (Jeri Conser photo)

Via E-mail (the computer revolution has done wonders for us in the publishing mode!) from his
new base in Auckland, New Zealand, Angelo says, “I have personally put in many miles (including the 1993 Cape-to-Rio Race) on an earlier design (1986) of mine, the St. Francis 43, of which
25 are built, and which has been a very successful boat. They have sailed all over the place —
there is even one here at Gulf Harbour at Whangaoroa, New Zealand — and have been very popular chartering in the Caribbean.”
Angelo goes on, “Modern catamarans have come a long way. On the Rio race we had six days
of no wind and six days of light winds, yet we did it in 20 days and easily managed 200-plus miles
a day in the proper trades. That’s as good as old Intermezzo II! We finished second in the St. Francis class (by an hour) and among the 50-foot (15.4m) cruiser-racers.”
“We had all our meals spread out on the saloon or cockpit table — glasses, pickle jars, etc., no
problem. Agreed, the performance profile is more varied than a mono, and overall performances
similar. Downwind they are pretty average. With the shallow stub keels they are equivalent
upwind velocity-made-good to an equivalent modern mono-cruiser. Reaching, they are pure
vanilla and duck soup! What else do you want for cruising?
“Sit there like driving a car, with the asymmetrical chute up and 26 knots across the deck and
the clock never less than 12 — with 14 and 16 often down the waves. All with four ensuite doubles, 360-degree visibility, inside/outside living saloon cockpit area, shallow draft, excellent lowaltitude motion, no slamming upwind, nonsinkability. Also they don’t often capsize these days.
In bad weather upwind, you need to shut up shop sooner than a mono, either because you are
ramping off the waves too fast or because you have reduced sail to avoid aforesaid ramping and
are no longer making progress! I think a lot of multihulls are poor performers because they are
overweight due to over-equipping or cheap construction. Then they can’t accelerate when cracking off (hence no velocity made good) and are underpowered at all windspeeds.
“With decent beam (and a decent rig to match!) and careful construction they definitely are a
great way to go and deserve a place in the sun! A lot are too voluminous and greedy and nothing
better than medium-speed houseboats. While I would not especially choose one to go round Cape
Horn, they are an excellent tradewind cruiser. With a good para-anchor and sea room, they are as
safe as anything else in the terminal stuff.
“According to the builder of the St. Francis (who has deliveries all the time up and down the
South African coast), she surfs big-breaking waves just as easily sideways or backwards when
hove-to trailing nothing.”

Admiral 47
The catamaran which Angelo has sent us for this section has been sailing now for a couple of
years. The first of these designs sailed up the Indian Ocean to the Seychelles and Comoro Islands
from Durban. Two of the boats did the Cape Town–to–Rio race and one of these returned to Cape
Town via the Southern Ocean and Tristan da Cunia — rugged sailing, indeed!
The rig is stayed in small catamaran fashion with swept spreader angles, so no standing backstays or runners are required. With triple-diamond stays on the spar, it is self-supporting in column.
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Twin 20kW sail drive motors provide the power.
The wing section is held back from the bow as it is in the Conser 47 which reduces the slamming
that is so prevalent in a lot of cruising cats.
Angelo has shaped the hulls so that the longitudinal center of buoyancy is somewhat forward
from the norm. This means that as you add cruising payload, rather than trim down by the bow (as
so many multihulls do), this design will stay on her lines.
Beam is 27.5 feet (8.5 m), while draft is just 4.25 feet (1.3 m). There are twin shallow keels
(which are used for tankage). These provide enough lift “provided the boat is kept footing while
on a beat,” according to Angelo.
I like the looks of this boat. She has a clean, no-nonsense way about her. The rig is conservative,
and the wide beam is certainly going to keep her upright with side wind and wave loading. Given
the Southern Ocean pedigree, she certainly must be considered seaworthy, in multihull terms.

How could you not like the looks of this
catamaran? She’s got that low-windage
“Eurostyle” which fits form and function
together so nicely. Check out the twin
swim steps and moderate size of the cockpit area. (Angelo Lavaranos photo)

The Admiral 47 at play, and
moving right along. She is 46.5
feet (14.3 m) long and weighs
23,000 pounds (10,500 kg), for a
displacement ratio of 100.
(Angelo Lavaranos photo.)

This profile and plan view offers a good idea of the
interior layout.There is definitely some space to live in
on this design. Four double cabins with heads ensuite
are in the hulls.The saloon and galley are on the bridgedeck for best ventilation and visibility.
This is very much a dinghy-like rig. The swept-diamond stays will keep the mast in column, while the
widely spaced cap shrouds keep the headstay tight
without runners. The highly raked spar will move the
reefed center of effort forward, easing steering chores
when the boat is pressed. There are also some theoretical aerodynamic advantages. Besides, it looks good.

THE TRIMARAN QUESTION
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THE TRIMARAN QUESTION
In the olden days, when we sailed cats, there was quite a debate between trimaran aficionados
and catamaran fans. In a racing context, the issue was quickly settled in favor of the cat. Today
the performance issue is much more clouded. The French maxi-tris are formidable machines of
unparalleled power upwind and reaching. It appears the big cats still have a bit of an edge downwind.
But in a cruising context — in the production-multihull business anyway — the cat is king. This
is probably due as much to the higher cost of producing a tri as anything else.
However, when you start hitting the remote anchorages you will see quite a few cruising trimarans, most of which have been home-built to Piver, Cross, and Jim Brown designs.
Many of these boats have long ocean-cruising histories behind them. And some of them have
been through the cruising wars, so to speak.
Our friends, the Sandstroms, on their 40-foot (12.3m) Brown-designed tri Andural, for
instance, found the Wallis Islands the hard way, by running into the fringing reef. They bounced
over the edge and sat, just out of reach of the breaking sea. As the tide came up, they made their
way into the lagoon, minus most of their rudder. Still in one piece, they eventually completed their
circumnavigation via the Suez Canal. After a hiatus ashore, they went out and did a second circumnavigation.

In spite of my misgivings,
both of these completed their
circumnavigations. The Piver
design on the right was one of
the real pioneers, while the Jim
Brown design on the left represents the second generation.
A lot of both types are cruising
right now.
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Big steering wheels
work well if you want
to finesse a boat to
weather when sitting
on the rail — but the
ergonomics are not
always the best when
standing at the helm,
especially for shor ter
crew members.
Linda is at the helm of
Intermezzo II. She holds
onto a 48-inch-diameter (1.2m) wheel, the
bottom rim of which is
mounted 2 inches (50
mm) off the cockpit
floor. She is 5 1/2-feet
(1.7m) tall; this is the
maximum arm height
at which she can efficiently exer t pressure
when steering in heavy
conditions.

STEERING SYSTEMS
On a yacht bound offshore, the steering system should be designed so that the weakest crewmember can handle steering if necessary.
An efficient steering system is a key ingredient in how easily your boat handles at sea. It affects
power consumption for the pilot as well, and also affects how well you cope with changing conditions in heavy weather.
Obviously, reliability is a key issue.

STEERING STRUCTURE
There are all sorts of ways to decide how to go about engineering a steering system. The typical
approach is to allow for the sailing loads, with a factor of safety thrown in.
These loads are transmitted from the rudder blade to the rudder shaft, then distributed with
bearings into the hull. How the loads are dealt with varies with builders, construction materials,
and rudder configuration.
When rudders fail under sail, it is typically in one of three weak areas. The first is the outer shell
of the rudder itself. Although the shell is not highly loaded, it is made from two halves that are not
always bonded well together. Failure typically starts with a small, innocuous-looking crack on
the leading edge. With water pressure, it begins to open. Once there’s enough surface area on the
crack, the water pressure just peels the skin off.
The second weak spot: Most fiberglass rudders transfer skin loads to a stainless-steel frame-
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work, which is welded to the
rudder stock. As contact
points with the rudder stock
are highly loaded, the welds
can gradually fail over time.
The first failures are not
noticeable, since the other
welds carry the load. Soon,
however, they are overwhelmed, and a catastrophic
failure occurs.
The third area for problems
is the rudder shaft itself. If
this is undersized for the
loads, or if there is a local
stress riser (such as a hole or
bearing crease), the shaft
begins to deflect so far that
the elastic limit of the rudder
stock is exceeded and it does
not return to its original
shape.
Fortunately, steering failures at sea are relatively rare.
Where they are more common, and where the loads
really build up, is when you
are aground. Here, impact
and bending loads come into
p l a y, d e p e n d i n g o n t h e
grounding situation.

Factors of Safety
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The rudder is one of the areas in
which a high-tech approach sometimes makes sense. Using carbon fiber,
as shown in the finished blade on the
left, allows the rudder-shaft diameter
to be reduced. This in turn allows the
top of the blade to be thinner and
more efficient. The very high aspectratio plan form shown here will generate lots of lift from a relatively small
blade.This means reduced wetted surface.
This approach has two negatives.
One is cost.These rudders are expensive to fabricate, although they provide
a lot of joy when hand-steering.
The second issue is the damage
resistance of carbon fiber. It is
extremely strong but does not have
much elasticity, and so is not good at
taking shock loads when you go
aground.
The illustration above shows a typical
Advanced Composites rudder and
bearing system.
(Photo and illustration courtesy of
Advanced Composites.)

Over the years we’ve based
our rudder-design calculations on the ABS formulas.
However, in general we feel
they are too light for longterm use, where you need a
bit of abuse tolerance.
We’ve found that using
twice the ABS recommendations works quite well. With
the exception of a sheared key
on the 69-foot Wakaroa’s quadrant (after hitting a whale) I can think of no failures using this
approach.
This probably means we’ve beem a little over-cautious — but then, losing your steering is a
good way to ruin an otherwise lovely passage.
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There’s an argument to be made for the use of
heavy-wall rudder shafts which have a certain
amount of flexibility. These take impact better,
than a smaller diameter shaft, especially one
which is built up from a very stiff material like carbon fiber.
Our preference has been to use “S” glass reinforcements in laminated shafts.
This drawing shows the basic details of the rudders made for the Sundeer 64. The rudder
“flares” at the top to allow the rudder shaft extra
width.This helps to strengthen the shaft where it
enters the lower bearing at the bottom of the
hull — the point of maximum loading. The drag
on this shape is a little higher than on a thinner
shaft. But these are cruising boats and the most
important issue is keeping the rudder shaft in
one piece, even after a moderate collision.

Rudder-Shaft Construction
There are several approaches to rudder shafts. Stainless steel is frequently used and has the
advantages of being weldable and moderate in size for its stiffness. Being reasonably corrosionresistant, it provides a long-term, clean-running surface for your bearings. It’s important to be
sure that the rudder-skin loads are evenly distributed into the shaft and that welds on ribs are wellmade and of a large area.
Of course, with aluminum yachts, the norm is to use an aluminum shaft. The shaft will be larger
in diameter than stainless, since aluminum is around one-third as stiff as stainless. However, it is
also lighter. You’ll probably end up a little lighter on the shaft —and you won’t have a problem
with electrolysis between dissimilar metals.
Carbon fiber is the ultimate rudder-shaft material. Very stiff and light, it offers the best shot at a
moderate-sized shaft for reduced rudder thickness. Of course, a carbon-fiber rudder shaft will run
two to three times the cost of aluminum or stainless steel.
You’re probably wondering about reliability with carbon fiber. If properly engineered, it is just
as reliable as any other material. Jay Hlavety’s company, Advanced Composites in Santa Cruz,
California, has been making carbon-fiber rudder stocks for racers and cruisers for over ten years.
In the more than 450 rudders he has supplied, he hasn’t had a failure.
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These two Beowulf photos were taken in New Zealand, where line boring is a common practice.
When the hull was built in Truckee, California, the builder had never heard of this process.Trying
to weld bearing carriers in alignment is almost impossible. We ended up trying to put the bearing
carriers in place with epoxy, but they were not very well aligned.
Notice the temporary welded lugs in the right photo, supporting the machinery base. In the left
photo you can see a mid-span temporary support as well.The bottom support is not visible.
Line boring is the only certain way to get the rudder and prop shaft bearing carriers in line.The
process involves what is in effect a portable lathe. A base is set up, usually on top, and a shaft is run
all the way to the bottom of the hull. This shaft is fixed at the same angle as the rudder shaft. A
cutting tool is then used to mill out the interior of the bearing carriers, as well as any flanges which
may be in use. (Kelly Archer photos)

This is an aluminum bearing carrier
welded to the bottom of one of our
hulls.The hull plating in this area is double
the rest of the hull bottom, and the aluminum carrier is slipped down and
through the hull.This makes it possible to
weld both inside and out. The gussets
spread the load into the hull plate.
The same logic is used on fiberglass
hulls. Core, if any is present, is left out in
favor of a beefed-up solid laminate. Gussets are used to spread the load.
The thin bearing shown is Turcite.
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Rudder-Shaft Alignment
For a rudder to steer easily under load, the rudder shaft must be carefully aligned with the bearings through which it passes. Imperfect alignment causes tremendous amounts of increased friction between the rudder shaft and the bearings in which the shaft is carried.
When a fiberglass vessel is laid up, the rudder-bearing carriers are typically inserted with a steel
aligning jig. This jig is removed once the secondary bonding that holds the carriers has set.
If the hull and/or deck don’t change shape when the boat is launched, and if the job has been
done correctly, everything will be fine. Unfortunately, this is frequently not the case.
In metal boats, where bearing carriers must be welded into place, virtually nothing can be done
in the way of jigging to keep things in alignment.

Potting in Bearings
One approach to this alignment conundrum is to make the bearing holders oversize. The bearing and bearing holders are then coated with a resin and microballoon mixture. Next, the bearings
are slid into place, using the rudder shaft as an alignment jig. The bearings will be in alignment
once the resin matric cures — assuming the bearings have a close fit on the rudder shaft.

Line Boring
Line boring is a much more accurate approach. With this technique, a long boring tool is used
to cut away a small amount of the lower and upper bearing holder. The cutting tool is held in alignment by a long rod running the distance between bearing holders. This ensures everything will
be correctly aligned.

Rudder-Shaft Deflection
It is not at all uncommon for a rudder shaft to deflect (bend) under load. As you can imagine, it
doesn’t take much of a deflection for carefully installed bearings to be out of alignment
With a used boat, there’s not much to be done about this, besides being aware of the risk. With
new construction, however, you can do away almost entirely with deflection by specifying higher
strength rudder shafts.

RUDDER BEARINGS
The next key to efficiency is the rudder bearings. The difference between efficient and inefficient bearings can mean a factor of three or more in steering effort.
The impact of bearings on your steering system is also a function of rudder loads. On a spade
rudder, the loads will be very high. A skeg- or keel-mounted rudder will have lower loading on the
bearings.

Compressive Yield
When looking at bearing materials, there are five properties to check. The most important by far
is compressive yield. This is the ability of the material to withstand pressure before it begins to
deform. With plastics, this deformation leads to what is called “cold forming.” The material
changes shape, allows the bearing to become misaligned, and dramatically increases friction.
This is a real problem with many commonly used plastics under load. Compressive yield is also
directly related to the ability of a bearing to wear over time.

Hydroscopicity
It’s also important to determine hydroscopicity, or the tendency of the material to absorb water.
Most plastics absorb small amounts of water when immersed. This causes the bearings to expand
and bind on the rudder shaft.

Thermal Stability
Thermal stability is another issue. Most plastics move around as the temperature changes. If
bearings have been machined in cold weather, and you’re cruising in warm weather, the expansion may be enough to bind on the rudder shaft.

RUDDER BEARINGS
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John Newton at Tides Marine in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, was kind enough to send us this
chart showing the different properties of various plastic materials. The two plastics most commonly used in the marine business are Nylatron GS and UHMW.The Nylatron has much better
mechanical properties than those of UHMW. However, the coefficient of friction is only half as
good.The biggest problem with all forms of nylon is the fact that they absorb water, causing them
to expand according to temperature. A nylon-based bearing needs a lot of slop going into the
water to allow for clearance after it has absorbed its share of water.

Coefficient of Friction
Last, look into coefficient of friction. All other things being equal, you want this to be as low as
possible. The problem is that some of the materials with the lowest coefficients of friction also
have problems with compressive yield, hydroscopicity, and thermal stability.

Engineering Issues
Once a rudder has been designed and the shaft size has been decided, it is time to look at what
sort of bearing system to employ. Calculate a total load for each bearing, then check the characteristics of various materials available.
The stronger the bearing material in terms of compressive yield, the shorter the bearing can be.
A shorter bearing has less surface in contact with the rudder. Since total friction is a function of
the coefficient of friction, load, and contact surface area, sometimes a harder bearing material
with a higher coefficient of friction will actually have less overall friction than a softer, more slippery material.
One caveat: Avoid the tendency to make bearings longer than necessary. Too much bearing surface increases friction.

Bearing Clearance
Another factor to determine is bearing clearance. Requirements vary with the material characteristics. With many plastics, it is more of an art than a science to know just how much allowance
to make for hydroscopicity and thermal expansion.
The ideal situation is to start on the tight side and, after a period of time, use a cylinder hone to
ream out the bearings to the right tolerance. The only problem with this approach is that the boat
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must be hauled and the rudder
dropped before the process can begin.
Why not just make the bearings
oversize in the beginning? The
answer is that beyond a nominal
amount of clearance, the bearing
begins to lose its precise fit to the rudder shaft, increasing friction.

Bearing Materials

Self-aligning bearings allow for misalignment
between the top and bottom bearing, as well as
for deflection of the rudder shaft under load.

Over the years we’ve used all sorts
of materials for bearings. Bronze is
common in older boats. While stable
and wear-resistant, it has a high coefficient of friction.
Nylons, Teflons, UHMW (ultrahigh molecular weight), and Delrin
are also commonly used. All of these
suffer in a variety of ways from the
engineering problems discussed
above. Of the four, UHMW has the
best track record.
Jay Hlavety of Advanced Composite Concepts has been supplying us
with rudder bearings for years. Whenever we are doing a new boat project,
I always check with Jay to find out the
best material available.
For the last few years he’s been
supplying us with a material called
Turcite. This is a filled, reinforced
polyester, with excellent mechanical
properties and good friction characteristics to boot. For example, the
compressive yield on Turcite is
15,000 psi — compared to 2,000 psi
or less for most plastics and 5,000 psi
for Delrin. Turcite is relatively stable
thermally and has almost no tendency
to absorb moisture.

Fixed Bearings
The simplest and most common
bearings are sleave-like in configuration. These will be held in place in the
bearing holder either with set screws
or with a small amount of adhesive.
Fixed bearings are the simplest to execute in terms of machining, but as
we’ve been discussing, must be
installed to very close tolerances.

RUDDER PACKING GLANDS
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Needle Bearings
On many of the yachts we’ve built over the years we’ve used needle bearings. In this case, a
series of vertical rollers is held in a cage between rudder shaft and bearing housing. Needle bearings are typically very efficient in terms of steering loads.
However, they do take quite a bit of space around the rudder shaft and require a lot more maintenance. In recent years we’ve stayed with either UHMW or Turcite.

Self-Aligning Bearings
One of the ways around the alignment problem is to use self-aligning bearings. In this case, the
bearing in contact with the rudder shaft is spherical in shape on its outside edge, and is held in a
carrier that allows the rudder bearing to move as required for alignment.
This is particularly helpful where the rudder shaft itself is deflecting — a common problem in
racing boats.

Bearing Longevity
Where we’d expect a Delrin or UHMW bearing to last perhaps 8,000 miles, needle bearings
typically last less than 5,000 miles before needing work. On the other hand, we’ve had Turcite
bearings go 20,000 miles.
Regardless of what type of bearing material you use, when you are having a set machined for
the first time (or as a replacement), have a spare set made at the same time. Most of the machining
costs are a function of setup. The actual costs for a second set are negligible compared to those of
the first set.

Bearing Cleanliness
Before going further we should chat for a minute about bearing cleanliness. Nothing ruins a
bearing faster than dirt. The dirt can come from the air, from something kicked up in the water, or
more commonly from chips of metal or plastic that find their way into the bearing during boatbuilding or maintenance procedures. Whenever possible, make sure your bearings are covered or
sealed.

Bearing Lubrication
Some bearing materials require lubrication, while others do not. If a lubricant is desired, make
sure that what you use matches the needs of your bearing material. In many cases, the wrong
lubricant will turn into a sticky gum, increasing friction.

RUDDER PACKING GLANDS
The last item which bears on the rudder shaft and is therefore a consideration for friction is the
packing gland. This device keeps the water from coming up the rudder shaft into the boat.
With a modern canoe-body style of hull, the odds are the gland will be above the at-rest waterline. However, dynamic pressure generated by the rudder and prop wash will quickly find any
weaknesses in the gland once you are up to speed. On most older designs, the top of the bottom
bearing is below the waterline
Rudder glands vary from bronze with a square packing (just like on your propeller shaft) to
devices that depend on O-rings or lip seals.
In all cases, it is important to provide just enough pressure on the adjusting nut to prevent the
ingress of water. Remember, the tighter the packing gland, the more friction on your steering.
To find out how much of a difference this makes, try your steering with the gland backed off,
and then again with it really tight. You will be amazed at the difference.
If the top of the bottom bearing is above the waterline, you can eliminate the rudder gland by
clamping a rubber boot around the bearing carrier. This provides a dam to retain any water that
comes up the rudder shaft, allowing it to drain back out when pressures are reduced. We’ve used
this system on many of our boats — it works well, causes no friction on the rudder shaft, and
there’s no maintenance.
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A classic-looking cutter with a traditional long tiller attached to a keelhung rudder (upper left).
With no counterbalance possible
on the rudder, steering forces can
become very high — hence the long
tiller, which provides additional
leverage. Equally important in this
equation is the ability to comfortably
brace your body. This is necessary in
order to be able to exert force on
the tiller, pulling it to weather (it will
go to leeward all by itself!) and to keep your body jammed into position if the boat rolls.
In the lower left photo you can see a number of good possibilities for bracing your feet to leeward. But
the coamings will be hard on your back after a while. A coaming twice as high would be more comfortable to lean back against.
Sometimes the rudder shaft is not in the ideal spot to attach a tiller. The upper right photo shows a
very simple method of transferring the load.
The bottom right photo shows the rudder head, with a short tiller (or more properly, a bell crank)
bolted to the top of the rudder stock. A rigid rod connects this to another bellcrank further forward.
This is in turn attached to another vertical shaft, to which the tiller is affixed in the cockpit.

TILLER STEERING
The simplest and most elegant solution for steering is the tiller. You get rid of a whole bunch of
potential problems, eliminate all of the friction inherent with wheel steering, and most important,
get to feel the boat. When the tiller is not being used, it can be stored in a vertical position, leaving
the cockpit more open.
Of course there are some negatives. The first comes with steering load. The amount of leverage
a tiller can exercise on the rudder is limited by tiller length — as opposed to wheel steering, which
has a geared ratio. This in turn limits the size of vessel in which a tiller is effective — typically

CABLE STEERING
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This bronze quadrant
was custom cast for our
production Sundeer
series by Edson. For
cable-steering loads, the
bronze is overkill, but
when the quadrant has
to act as a rudder stop it
begins to make sense.
Note the hydraulic ram
fo r t h e a u t o p i l o t
attached to a lug on the
back side of the quadrant.Triple cable clamps,
attached to a threaded
eye bolt, provide connection for the steering
cables.

something under 40 feet (12.3 m), although
steering characteristics bear directly on the
size of vessel that can use a tiller.
In a cruising context, you need to look at
the tiller as it links to the self-steering
device. The tiller is much easier and more
efficient to connect to a wind vane than is a
wheel system.
The pilot has two possibilities. The first is
an external system. The alternative is to fit a
short tiller arm to the rudder stock and connect this to your pilot drive. This latter
approach, if coupled with a powerful pilot,
makes the most sense to me. This makes the
tiller available for fun and for emergencies,
even though most of the time it will be vertical and you’ll be steering with the pilot.

CABLE STEERING
Obviously wheel steering is more complex than a tiller-based system. The problem comes with all of the pulleys, gears,
corners, bearings, cables, and chains. Each
element has separate maintenance issues,
and the failure of any single item can lead to
embarrassment or worse.
Cable steering is by far the most common
system found on smaller cruising yachts.
There are a series of issues affecting
steering efficiency and maintenance.

The Quadrant
Quadrants carry a substantial amount of
reversing load over long periods of time.
This means that unless the quadrant is engineered conservatively, fatigue can become a
problem.

This quadrant has been prefabricated from
aluminum plate. There are four 1/2-inch
(12.6mm) bolts on each side, holding it to the
stainless-steel rudder shaft.
A turnbuckle has been used for cable adjustment.This looks quite neat but severely reduces
the amount of flexibility in cable length, as the
turnbuckle body takes up so much room compared to a threaded-eye bolt.
This quadrant is sitting right on top of the rudder-packing gland. Some clearance would be
better.This would make it easier to keep an eye
on the quadrant.
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Points that need attention are the flanges that clamp on the rudder shaft and the attachment
points for the cables. Pay particular attention to the alignment of cables with their eyebolts.
The pull should be directly in line. Avoid any bending, as this will, over time, lead to a failure
of the eye bolts.
Where the cables run over the quadrant, the surfaces should be smooth and fair. If there is going
to be a problem, it typically occurs where the cable makes its bend to attach to the eye bolts. Watch
for broken wire strands. These are an indicator of a cable that has begun to fail.

Turning Blocks
The cables will probably run over a series of four or more turning sheaves — two at the base of
the steering pedestal and two outboard that lead back to the rudder quadrant. These sheaves
should be a minimum of 25 times the diameter of the steering cables.
Since they are a significant source of friction, ideally they will have needle bearings to reduce
energy loss.
Some of these bearing require lubrication. If they are easy to reach, you’ll want to make sure
that the grease nipples are placed so they are handy. If they are difficult to reach, running a remote
grease-gun attachment point may make sense.
Because of the high loads and the fact that the loads are reversing, the bolts that fasten down the
sheaves tend to work with time. Keep a close eye on them.
Finally, you will want to be sure that your steering sheaves are aligned with the cables and with
the grooves in the steering quadrant.

Cables
Steering cables are the weak link in the steering system, due to fatigue over the years. If the
turning sheaves are not large enough, the inner wires on each turn tend to compress, while the
outer wires are stretched. After a few thousand cycles around a sharp corner, the individual wires
start to fail, creating “meat hooks.”
The best way to get around this problem is to use larger-than-normal cables with commensurately oversized sheaves. However, going up in size on the cables without increasing sheave size
is counterproductive — the new, larger wire will be under greater stress due to the smaller relative
diameter of the existing sheaves.
Stainless-steel 7x19 wire is the typical choice for steering cables. Cable clamps are usually
used at one end (typically three) with a swaged fitting at the other end. It is always a good idea to
carry a spare set of steering cables.
If your steering pedestal is some distance from the quadrant, and if the cables become longer
than normal, you will need to increase size to compensate for stretch.

Steering Chain
To connect the efforts of the helmsman turning the wheel to the rudder, use a piece of stainlesssteel chain, running over a toothed sprocket (see below). Stainless is a must for the compass to
read with any degree of accuracy.
The chain needs to match the sprocket carefully, or the links will tend to break down.
Over time, you may find that cracks begin to develop in the side plates of the chain. Keep a careful eye on these. You can always replace an individual link once a single link has begun to fail, but
this is a good indicator that the rest of the chain is tired as well.

Chain Sprocket
The shaft to which the steering wheel is attached transmits steering energy to the chain with a
toothed gear called a sprocket. The number of teeth on the sprocket are one of the key elements in
your steering ratio.
In most cases it’s easy to exchange the sprocket for one with more or less teeth. Having more
teeth decreases your hard over to hard over turns, while having less teeth increases the turns,
reducing steering loads.

CABLE STEERING

Each time the steering cables change direction (above left), friction is added to the
system. Using large-diameter sheaves reduces the wear on cables and helps cut down
on friction. Equally important is the bearing material between sheave and its axle (above
right).
Most sheaves have an oilite (impregnated bronze) bearing. If you upgrade to needle
bearings, friction will be reduced by as much as 50 percent.
Always be sure the bearings are well lubricated.

With dual steering wheels, you must connect the two wheels together. This necessitates an extra idler gear for each helm, over which a piece of chain (or in some cases
cable) runs. The top left photo shows the port helm idler, while the photo above is of
the starboard idler. At the top of the photo you can see the backside of the helm
sprocket and bearing.
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Meat hooks (broken cable strands) typically form where the steering
cable runs over sheaves. How long before this happens is a function of wire
diameter and loading and the pulley diameter over which the wire must
run.The cable sheaves should be at least 25 times the diameter of the wire.

Nicopress fittings can also develop broken strands, especially if they are
subject to bending back and forth. It’s a good habit to periodically check
each side of the Nicopress ferrule for broken strands.

Of all the parts in the steering system, the one most subject to failure is
the chain that runs over the helm gear. Chains usually fail by small cracks
turning to large cracks over time. The cracks normally form on the links
where they join the various segments. You can spot these when they first
start, if you are looking.

HYDRAULIC STEERING
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HYDRAULIC STEERING
Hydraulic steering has a series of advantages. Gone are all of those cables, pulleys, and chains,
so it is probably more reliable than cable. The helm can be located a long way from the rudder
without worrying about how to route the cables. It’s easy to tie in an autopilot, and installing a
second inside steering station is simple. The wheel will not turn when the pilot is operating, and
feedback (the tendency for external forces to turn the helm) under power or in big seas is eliminated.
On the other hand, there are some serious disadvantages. All feel is lost. If the boat has excessive weather helm and needs a change in sail trim the only way you’ll know is by looking at an
electronic rudder-angle indicator (or by taking a look aloft).
Even more serious, there is no “king spoke.” Since there is always a bit of slippage you cannot
mark the wheel on center and expect that to be the center the next time you use the wheel.
This becomes a major problem when you are trying to steer aggressively with a spinnaker up or
when sailing in storm conditions.
I have had hydraulic steering on several of our own boats, each time swearing it would be the
last. Beowulf, our most recent creation, has hydraulic steering!

Helm Pumps
The first element in the hydraulic steering system is a helm pump to which the steering wheel
is attached. Each turn of the helm pump pushes a certain amount of hydraulic fluid through the
lines to the steering cylinder. The bigger the helm pump, the faster your steering response will be.
Helm pumps are available with variable displacement. You can actually change the amount of
fluid displaced with each turn so that gear ratios are adjustable.
Helm pumps are typically very reliable. The only thing you need careful about is bearing and
seal wear from large wheels. From 36 inches (900 mm) and down, this is typically not a factor.
With larger wheels it is. You may want to go to a larger sized pump so there is a larger bearing in
the pump to take wheel loads.

Cylinder Size
Cylinder size is based on the rudder loads. With most systems you do not want to exceed a
working pressure of 900 pounds per square inch (psi) as the maximum operating pressure. Once
your steering loads are calculated you can then pick the correct cylinder to do the job.
It never makes sense to scrimp on cylinder size. There’s not a lot of difference in cost or bulk.
However, the larger the cylinder, the slower the steering response (unless helm pump capacity
is increased). You feel this as more turns of the wheel for hard over to hard over. This does have
the advantage of increasing your leverage over the rudder.
The base of the steering cylinder carries the full load of your entire steering system. This is usually four 3/8-inch (9.6 mm) or 1/2-inch (12.6 mm) bolts. With the load reversing thousands of
times on a passage, these bolts and the base to which they are attached are going to get a real workout.
That base needs to be extremely stout. The bolts must be torqued right to their limits. Be sure to
use lock washers, lock nuts, or some form of Loctite. And check the bolts before every passage.
You will want to make sure that the cylinder is carefully aligned with the steering arm and that
you have equal movement of the rudder either side of center.
We have installed systems where we used two hydraulic cylinders working in parallel to carry
the full load. If you have a shut-off valve on one of the cylinders, in light airs and/or in tight quarters in which fast helm response is desired, shutting down one of the cylinders cuts the steering
ratio in half, giving you a helm repsonse that is twice as fast (but with half the mechanical advantage).
How do you figure out the correct size of cylinder for your boat? There are a variety of formulas
that various manufacturers use that can give you a starting point. Speed, rudder efficiency, counterbalance on the blade (or lack thereof), rudder size, and vessel displacement all enter into the
equation.
The best approach is to find a boat similar to yours and ask the owner how his system works. A
good indicator of sizing is if the operating pressure is below 900 psi in all but the worst of load
situations.
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Over the years we’ve typically used Hynautics K-3 cylinders on our larger boats (ranging from
Intermezzo II, to the Sundeer 64 and 67, and including the 79-foot Beowulf). On Intermezzo II and
Beowulf the cylinders were used for both wheel and pilot steering. The other vessels were for
pilots only. The Sundeer 56 was fitted with a K-2 cylinder for the pilot.

Steering Tiller
The force of the hydraulic cylinder is delivered to the rudder shaft via a short tiller arm that is
clamped to the rudder shaft. The length of this arm and the length of the hydraulic cylinder’s piston combine to determine how far the rudder will travel before the steering reaches its maximum
angle.
Shorter tiller arms give you more rudder angle. We always try and have several holes so that the
amount of rudder angle can be adjusted (a longer tiller arm also gives you more leverage).
On most of our hydraulic systems we’ve typically used an 8-inch (200mm) tiller arm.
This tiller obviously must be immensely strong, with large bolts and heavy clamping flanges.
Keep a close eye on the clamping bolts.

Plumbing
With operating pressures at or below 900 psi, you have a wide variety of plumbing materials
from which to choose.
High-pressure copper tubing (not refrigeration tubing) can be used if you are careful with the
end fittings. However, we prefer to use stainless tubing if the system is going to be hard plumbed,
as it has a much longer life.
If you do hard plumb, you will need some flexible hoses between the hydraulic cylinder and
hard plumbing. If the hoses are short, you can get away with material rated at 2,000 psi (which
typically has a burst strength of 6,000 psi). The issue here is not the strength of the hose but how
much it expands under load.
If there is much expansion going on then the steering will be mushy.
For longer runs we typically specify 5,000-psi hose.

Hydraulic Fluid
The use of the correct hydraulic fluid is critical to the long-term well-being of the many seals in
the system. Be sure and follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. And just in case there’s a
leak, carry an extra gallon of hydraulic fluid.

Accumulator Tank
Most hydraulic systems include an accumulator tank or reservoir. This should be mounted as
high as possible in the system, where the fluid level is easy to read with the sight glass, and where
it is easy to fill. Remember to leave enough space between the filler and top and deck head for
small funnel and a quart (liter) container of oil.

Relief Valves
All hydraulic systems incorporate a relief valve to relieve pressure in the event they are overloaded. These are typically set at around 900 to 1,100 psi. Although the cylinders typically will
not fail until four times this rating, the manufacturers like to have a high factor of safety.
If you are steering in heavy weather or maybe making a fast turn under power, you may feel the
wheel get unresponsive if the relief valves are popping. They also typically make a slight screeching sound.
If this occurs frequently, your hydraulic cylinder is undersized. If it happens on occasion, most
relief valves can be adjusted upwards. We’ve set our own at 1,200 psi.

Bleeding
To operate properly a hydraulic steering system must be completely free of air or the air will
compress under load, making steering mushy. You can tell if you have air in the system by turning
the wheel until the rudder hits the stops. The wheel should then be firm. If you can move it more
than an inch (25mm) or so there is air somewhere in the system.
Getting rid of air takes time. It will move around the system, becoming trapped at high spots
and fittings.
The solution is to bleed each of the fittings in turn, while someone keeps a load on the steering
wheel. It’s not unusual to have to go around the entire system four or five times to get rid of all the
air.

MECHANICAL STEERING
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Hydraulic Leaks
Over time there are going to be some leaks. These will most likely be at the helm pump and
hydraulic cylinder from seal wear. Plumbing fittings should not leak if they are properly tightened.
You will want to keep the areas where leaks might occur clear of anything you wouldn’t want
hydraulic oil to drip on.

Installation Issues
The most important issue with hydraulic systems is keeping them clean. Even a tiny piece of
dirt can lodge in a check valve, causing the system to malfunction. When you are assembling or
maintaining the system, make sure all pipes and fittings are kept sealed. As each section is assembled, blow it out with compressed air.
Do not use Teflon tape with fittings. Pieces of it can break off inside the system. If you do need
a thread sealant, use one specifically made for hydraulic systems.

The Mamba mechanical
steering system, made by
Whitlock in the UK, is a very
efficient way of transferring
torque from helm to the rudderpost.
The wheel, via torque
tubes, turns a gear mounted
under the helm, which, in
turn, rotates a torque tube
running back to the rudder
post, at which point another
g e a r ( o r t ra n s m i s s i o n )
changes this into a radial
motion and adjusts a short
tiller bolted to the rudder
post.
For difficult installations,
where cables would have a
problem with slack or directional change, these systems
work really well.

MECHANICAL STEERING
A number of companies offer mechanical steering systems where gears and torque tubes take
the place of chain and cable or hydraulics.
These systems can be very efficient and can in some cases help with installations where cables
would be impractical.
While we’ve never used a mechanical system on one of our projects, we have looked at it several times.

WORM GEARS
Worm-gear steering systems were quite common 30 years ago, especially where barn-door
rudders attached to keels were used.
Worm gears have two advantages. First, they are compact. Next, they do not transmit rudder
loads to the helm. With a barn-door rudder (keel attached), this can be a major issue in heavy
weather.
They do suffer from significant friction and are quite costly, so it is rare to find this type of steering on a modern yacht.
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STEERING DETAILS
Regardless of the steering system you
decide to employ, you will need to look at a
series of details that are common to all systems.

Tying in the Pilot

This is an interesting quadrant system — a small
steel center that clamps onto the rudder shaft.This
is enlarged to an appropriate diameter with a fiberglassed plywood spacer. Steel roller chain is then
used to transfer torque from a drive gear to the
quadrant. This drive gear is in turn connected to a
chain from the steering wheel, which makes a 90degree bend over gears housed in the black box at
the bottom of the photo.
On the right you can see a small white hydraulic
cylinder attached to the steel center section.This is
the autopilot drive.

The first issue is tying in the autopilot.
Cable steering typically allows for two
approaches. One is to lengthen the steering
chain so that the pilot drive motor engages
the chain. This is quite common and easy to
execute. Unfortunately, it means using the
same steering system for manual and autopilot, so that one cannot back up the other.
We prefer to design the system so that the
autopilot drives the rudder shaft by means
other than the cable system. Hence, each
backs up the other. This can be achieved by
using a separate tiller (e.g., the hydraulic
cylinder tiller), or, alternatively, by tying
directly to the quadrant (only if the quadrant is quite robust).
With a hydraulic pilot, you also have two
choices. One is to “T” into the main
hydraulic system. This is quite simple to do
and relatively efficient but, again, puts all
the eggs in one steering basket. If you take
this approach, we suggest mounting a second cylinder that can be attached to the
opposite side of the steering tiller. If the
main system fails, this cylinder can then be
used with a backup pilot.

Combination Steering

The most powerful pilots are hydraulically driven. If you have mechanical or
cable steering, how do you integrate the
two?
The solution is two-fold. First, connect
the cylinder to the quadrant or a steering tiller. Then, allow for a “bypass” valve in the hydraulic
plumbing. When you want to hand-steer, this valve is opened, recirculating the hydraulic fluid in
the cylinder. The valve is closed to use the pilot. Note that in the closed position the manual steering will not work.
Obviously you will want the bypass valve located where it is convenient to operate. If this is not
practical, you can operate it with a remote cable.
Electrically operated solenoid valves are available but add to power consumption and unnecessarily increase complexity.

Steering Ratios
The correct steering ratio is a bit of a conundrum. A fast-acting helm is best for good feel in light
airs, as well as for maneuvering under sail or power in tight quarters. On the other hand, when
steering loads are high, and when you are steering for hours on end, more leverage is going to be
required.
Assuming for a moment that you have to pick a single steering ratio, how do you decide?
The first thing is to decide which is more important — offshore or close-in work. Smaller vessels with good maneuverability will probably be less concerned with tight quarters work and

STEERING DETAILS
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Another Sundeer quadrant and pilot installation. The small bronze arm attached to the fiberglass rudderpost is for the rudder-angle sensor. The hydraulic ram (a Hynautics K-2 cylinder)
drives the back of the quadrant.The attachment of the base of the ram must be very secure. As
the boat travels, the load reverses itself every time the pilot tells the rudder to change direction.
This reversing load tends to loosen bolts. The steering-system bolts (including quadrant, pilot
connections, and cables) must be continually checked for correct tightness.
If you look at the forward center of the quadrant you will see a block of aluminum connected
with five bolts.This acts as a rudder stop, limiting how far the rudder can travel. It is designed to
impact two hard rubber pads mounted to the fiberglass gussets (port and starboard), one of
which is visible in the closest corner of the quadrant.

more worried about offshore conditions. On the other hand, with larger vessels frequently what
happens in tight quarters is of major importance.
The larger the wheel, the more leverage you have, so fewer turns are needed.
The bearings are another issue. Do they stick under load? If so, you will need more leverage
when sailing in order to get the rudder to move that first fraction of a degree — after which it
should move much more easily.
There are no hard-and-fast rules.
On our 50-foot (15.4m) Intermezzo, we had a 36-inch (900mm) wheel and 3-to-1 cable steering.
Intermezzo II, at 62 feet (19 m), had hydraulic steering with a 4-to-1 ratio, with a 4-foot
(1,200mm) wheel. This made steering easy but really slow in port.
Sundeer, at 67 feet (20 m), was steered with a 1.75-to-1 ratio and a 4-foot wheel. The logic here
was to maximize the ability to handle the boat in tight quarters. In light-to-moderate sailing load
conditions this was fine, but in a real breeze could be a handful for Linda. In this case, we really
relied on our dual autopilots to steer the boat offshore.
With Beowulf, at 78 feet (24 m), we went with hydraulic steering. Using a 40-inch (1,016 mm)
wheel, she had a 4-to-1 steering ratio. Although this was the best we could do with hydraulics, it
was far too slow for maneuvering. As a result, we always used our pilot when docking.

Rudder Stop
Some form of a rudder stop is required to take the load of the rudder, in case you lose control of
the wheel in reverse or get thrown backwards by a big sea.
Since this typically happens quickly with high shock loads, the rudder stop must be extremely
strong and heavily attached to the boat — it will see potentially higher loads than anything else in
the steering system.
The stop itself works best with some form of hard rubber bumper between it and the quadrant
or tiller arm.
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Sarah (left), at age eight, surprised a lot of older folks with her feel for the boat, especially surfing with
a spinnaker set. By standing on the deck just behind the wheel, she had a good view of the seas ahead,
and could get her body strength into the wheel rim.
Having a place to step up onto for better visibility also works for older folks. This is particularly true
when entering crowded harbors.
Lisa Miller (right) at Locura’s 5-foot (1.53m) wheel on a cold California day. In order to keep the rim of
the wheel down at a level where the helmsman can get some armpower into it, the helm is sunken into
a trough in the deck.

Wheel Diameter
Large-diameter wheels are very much in fashion. In some cases they make sense — for example, on racing boats where you want to be able to sit on the weather rail and watch the waves. But
for cruising, the priorities are different.
Number one, the wheel needs to be efficiently sized for the shorter members of the crew. He or
she should be able to comfortably hold the rim with arms bent at right angles at the elbow. With
an excessively large wheel, you end up steering with your hands held high, making it tough to get
good leverage. Large wheels also take a lot of cockpit space, are difficult to maneuver around at
sea, and become a real nusiance in port. Of course, you can always remove the wheel in port.

Wheel Construction
The steering wheel should be constructed with enough strength so that it can survive even if a
crewmember is thrown against it. With most destroyer-type stainless-steel wheels, strength is not
a problem. Some of the higher-tech carbon and aluminum wheels do not take so well to abuse.

Wheel Brakes
Some form of a wheel brake with cable steering is helpful when anchored. This can be as simple
as a piece of line tied to a winch or shroud, or it may be a built in friction break.

Single or Dual Wheels?
Single-wheel steering is lighter, simpler, less expensive, easier on maintenance, and has much
less friction than dual-station steering.
However, dual wheels look neat, provide a pathway through the cockpit, and give better visibility when sailing and docking as you move to the side deck.

WHEEL ERGONOMICS
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Compare the ergonomics of this
wheel with that on Locura’s wheel on
the preceding page.They are both the
same diameter, the difference being
the amount of sinkage into the cockpit
sole.
If you spend many hours at this helm
your arms will be much more fatigued
than if the wheel were a bit lower.

When the helm almost touches the
deck, a block can be incorporated to keep
your feet out of the way.

When a wheel is let into a trough or comes close
to the deck, some means of keeping feet from jamming beneath is a must. If the
trough is done properly, there
will be no way for the helm to
get a good bite on a foot and
drag it.

The drawing to the left gives a
feel for the ergonomics of steering.The helm should be set up so
that the weakest member of the
crew can deal with steering
chores in heavy weather.
If the helm is too large in diameter and therefore too high off
the deck, you cannot get your
shoulder muscles into action
efficiently.
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Pedestals
When sailing in big seas and hanging onto the edge of a large-diameter wheel, the loads on the
pedestal will be substantial. This is why the pedestal should be heavily constructed, with plenty
of support under the cockpit sole.
Next comes the issue of engine controls. If you can reach over the wheel (not through it!) to
work the controls, they can be mounted on the pedestal. My preference, however, is to mount
them so that they can be operated by your foot, leaving your hands free to spin the wheel when
maneuvering in tight quarters.
You will see many boats with all sorts of electronics and electrical controls clustered around the
pedestal. This looks nice, but we’ve found it much more practical to keep electrical gear out of the
weather if at all possible. Sailing instruments are much better mounted forward in the cockpit,
where they can be seen by the crew as well as by the person steering.

Corky Aucremen designed this clever guard rail/note
board (above)for his Deerfoot 58 Terra Nova. The guard
rail is about twice as high as the norm.This provides something better to hold onto and gets the note board up
where it is easy to see. For writing down compass courses,
bearings, times of hide tide, etc., this is ideal.

Pedestal development was pretty much static until a few
years ago.Then someone came up with the idea of dishing
the wheel and connecting it on the forward side (above).
This allowed you to reach all sorts of buttons and controls
without reaching around or through the spokes.

If you take this wheel-forward
approach, be sure that the
wheel projects far enough aft of
the pedestal so that you can
comfor tably turn it without
leaning forward (above).
T h e w h e e l s h ow n h e r e
(below) is just a bit shy. The
helmsman has to lean forward
— a very uncomfortable position if you have to steer for any
length of time.

EMERGENCY TILLER
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Emergency tillers can be
subject to extremely heavy
loads, especially if in use for
any period of time.
These three shots show
the system for a Sundeer 64.
A heavy chunk of schedule
40 aluminum pipe has a long
gussett on each side for
additional strength (top
right and bottom left photos).
W h e r e t h i s i s r e a l ly
needed is right at the rudder head. Note the holes at
the tiller end for relieving
tackles.
The upper left photo
shows the top of the rudder
shaft, typically hidden by a deck plate.The emergency tiller fits over the rudder shaft and engages the horizontal pin.That pin also carries the vertical weight of the rudder and is fitted with roller to reduce friction.

Emergency Tiller
Every vessel must have the means of fitting an easy-to-use
emergency tiller. When evaluating this vital piece of gear,
imagine how a sheet-to-tiller arrangement would be devised
for self-steering. Be sure the emergency tiller can be rigged on
short notice. Some set-ups require the removal of the binnacle
before the emergency tiller can be shipped. Consider its
strength as well. Emergency tillers are frequently too weak for
the high loads they must withstand.
There should also be a means of rigging tackles to the end of
the emergency tiller. The lines from these are then led to a convenient spot in the cockpit from which to steer. “Relieving
tackles,” as these are called, are just that — they relieve the
strain of steering. We carried pre-rigged 3-to-1 tackles for both
Intermezzos and 5-to-1 for Sundeer and Beowulf.

Rudder-Angle Indicators
It is important to know the angle of your rudder, especially in
heavy going. The simplest way to tell is to have a tactile indicator of when the wheel is at center. This is usually done with a

If your rudder head is
exposed to view, it can
make an excellent rudder
a n g l e i n d i c a t o r. K e l l y
Archer came up with this
detail on Wakaroa.
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RUDDER-ANGLE INDICATORS

Emergency tillers are usually constructed to get you home from a weekend sail.They are typically built
way too light for the rigors of a long passage, especially one which takes place in heavy airs.
The drawing above gives you the basics. First, a strong connection to the top of the rudder shaft is essential.The first place these tiller typically fail is where the vertical pipe comes off the attachment hardware.
Gussets should be welded on four sides to reinforce this obvious weak spot.
Next, where the tiller makes a bend to face aft (as shown here) or forward is another weak point. Large
angular gussets at this conner will help a lot.
Steering loads with such a short tiller are going to be very high.To handle these loads you need a set of
relieving tackles, attached to the end of tiller, and then run down to the deck and forward to winches in
the cockpit area.
You will want your emergency tiller to have welded lugs for these tackles to attach onto. The tackles
should be handy.They don’t always have to be used for this purpose, but you need to know where they
are kept or being used, in case they are required quickly.

lashing of some sort. This way, when it is dark, and you are keeping an eye on the waves, you can
feel where the helm is relative to center with the lashing passing under your fingers.
If you have hydraulic steering this tactile approach will not work, as the wheel loses its correlation to center with time. In this case, some form of a meter or the ability to look at the rudder
head itself will do the job.
However, in really heavy going having to take your eyes off the path in front of you can be
unnerving!

HOW LOAD IS DEVELOPED
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
You may think that engineering is a scientific, easily quantifiable discipline. But with most
engineering — and with yachts in particular — we learn by our past failures. Yes, there are principles by which you can interpolate. It is possible to say that if a certain structure works on a given
vessel, we can scale the loads with smaller and larger yachts. However, if you venture far from
the norm, you will either over- or under-build. To get it exactly right, you must first fail, then beef
up. Still, some basic principles are universal and worth knowing.

HOW LOAD IS DEVELOPED
Sailing-yacht engineering is tricky with so many different types of load to be dealt with over
time.

Righting Moment
In the end, however, the load factors are almost always in proportion to righting moment, or the
stability of your yacht. As righting moment goes up, structural loads usually follow in tandem.
This applies to rigs, keels, hardware, standing and running rigging, and to the structure to which
all of this is attached.

Size
In many — but not all — areas, size plays a part. Size affects hull loads to some degree in large
waves and also how loads are developed when your boat is hauled or aground.
On the other hand, it is possible to have a long, light boat with a more lightly loaded structure
than on a shorter, heavier design.
Size usually only affects hull component loads on a direct basis.

Displacement
Other loads are based on the displacement (weight) of the boat. This is related to stability and
to the speed-related forces the hull will encounter. You can have a heavy structure which does not
see a lot of load and a light structure which is heavily loaded — or just the opposite. What is
important is how the displacement interacts with speed and motion.

Speed
Speed, or forward velocity, is a powerful load-producing characteristic. Impact loads increase
with the square of your speed. Therefore, if you hit something going 8 knots and generate a certain amount of force, you’ll generate 1.56 as much impact force at 10 knots (8 squared is 64; 10
squared is 100; 100/64=1.56).
This is why high-speed vessels need such strong structures in their bows for wave impact.

Motion
Motion also contributes to load, as well as to material fatigue over time. The more motion there
is in a given seaway, the more materials will fatigue. This reduces life span. Knowing that this is
going to occur, factors of safety have to be increased. High polar moments (lots of weight aloft)
in rigs and in the ends of the boat, combined with long overhangs, exacerbate the problem of
motion.

G-Loading
G-loading occurs primarily while slamming into head seas, when hitting objects with the keel,
and when being rolled or dropped off waves. It is very difficult to predict.
For a given set of circumstances, it is directly proportional to weight, as well as proportional to
the square of boat speed.
G-loads are something designers learn about over time, as they are related to fatigue. What
seems to be enough structure today may be a bit on the light side after several thousands of miles.
A historical database on what works and what doesn’t can come in handy.

SCALE FACTORS
If you’ve sailed on or designed a certain size of boat, and if you know how the loads worked out
(for better or worse), it is relatively simple to interpolate these to other vessels by scaling.
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Dimensional Scaling
If you take a given design and blow it up, say, ten percent, all the dimensions increase — length,
beam, and depth all go up in proportion. In this case, displacement typically increases with the
cube of the dimensional change — i.e., by a factor of 1.33.
Sail area and surface area usually go up with the square of the increase (1.21).
Stability increases as a squared function, and polar moments go up with the fourth power
(1.46).
Since sail-handling loads are typically related to stability, these increase with the square of the
size increase. This affects deck hardware, running and standing rigging, spars, and how hard you
have to work to trim sail.

Length Scaling
If all you do is increase the length of the vessel, keeping all other factors the same, then load,
weights, and surface areas go up in direct proportion. A ten percent increase in just length only
means a ten percent increase in all these other factors.

Displacement
How displacement actually scales on a cruising yacht is a little more complex than what we’ve
just discussed. Basic structure is a function of the size-related functions. Payload, however, is typically an absolute number determined by the owner.
How much payload and where it is located affect stability (and, therefore, required structure).
If you simply increase payload in scale with size, then it goes up, as do the other elements in
displacement (i.e.,with the cube of the size increase, if doing a three-dimensional scaling, and in
proportion to the increase, if you are just scaling length).
However, what you typically find on shorthanded cruising boats is that the payload as a percentage of total displacement drops as boat size increases.
A couple setting out on a long cruise will have a certain amount of dinghy gear, safety equipment, electronics, pumps, fridge equipment, scuba, etc. — regardless of vessel size. Quantities
tend to increase as boats get larger, but not nearly as fast as the load-carrying ability of the hull.
At the same time, some items do go up in scale, such as ground tackle or running rigging and
sails.
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The stiffness of a solid section goes up
with the cube of the increase in thickness. A half inch
(12.6mm) of material would be almost eight times as
stiff as one which is a quarter of an inch (6.3mm)
thick.
A sandwich structure increases stiffness with the
square of the change in thickness. Using the same
comparison as above, except in a sandwich structure, the stiffness would increase by four times.

It’s quite simple to understand the basic
principles of how structures work. Even
though you may never engineer anything
on your own boat, understanding the basics
will put you in a much better position to
judge how different details have been executed. If you need to do some jury-rigging,
your understanding will prove invaluable.
Almost all hull and deck engineering
issues come down to stiffness of area in
question. First, you have a skin of the hull,
deck, or house. The member in question
must be stiff enough to transfer the small
load it carries to some form of supporting
structure — perhaps a beam or structural
floor. That supporting structure in turn
picks up a percentage of all of the areas in
which it has contact, called the tributary
area. As this load is collected, it is transferred to some other point — perhaps the
deck edge.

STRUCTURE
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Span is measured as the distance between two support points, with the load applied
between the supports either evenly or in concentrated form. The stress on the structure increases with the square of the span, so anything you can do to reduce the span
increases the structural efficiency (and reduces the loads on the structure).

Stiffness
Stiffness is an easy concept to understand. It is a function of the material being employed (or
the modulus of the material, in engineering terms), and the thickness of the material (expressed
as the moment of inertia).
Once you know the modulus of the material being used, you then look at the thickness. Stiffness
increases with the cube of the thickness of a given solid structure and with the square of the distance between skins in a sandwich structure.

Span
Each structural element, whether a chunk of hull skin or a deck beam, has a span defined by the
distance between the two supporting points. The load on the structural member increases with the
square of the span, so anything you can do to reduce span pays big dividends in structural weight.
However, with stiffness going up by a cube factor with thickness, it sometimes is more efficient
to simply increase beam size a bit (which nets an increase in load-carrying ability to the third
power) and take the increased span penalty (just a second power function).

Tributary Areas
A tricky part of the engineering question is figuring out just how much load is going onto a
given structural member. Typically, a series of different structural elements act together. If some
of these are stiffer than others, they’ll carry more of the load. The nearby members will not see
any load until stronger member deflects enough for them to start picking up some tributary area.
This is a complex way of saying you need to look at all structural elements as a package — not
just one by one.
The direction of load also needs to be considered. Loads that come in at an angle have to be
treated differently than loads encountered straight on.
Any bending (moment) to the load must also be accounted for. Otherwise, the bending load
tends to rotate or capsize the structural member.

Deflection
When you design a beam to carry a load, assume it will deflect a certain amount. The amount
of deflection that is tolerable directly affects how much stiffness (and therefore weight) a structure will require.
Deflection is normally stated in terms of allowable deflection divided by the span. You might
allow the mainsheet traveler to deflect up 1/4 inch (6 mm) in a 6 1/2-foot (2m) span.
In most cases a certain amount of deflection is acceptable. However, the deflection causes flexing — some materials and structural connections are better than others.
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Beams come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. The most efficient is a balanced or “I” shape (left).
However, these are not always practical to work with in a boat. Angles are a form of beam, as are T’s.

When a beam is loaded the top flange goes into compression while the bottom sees a tension load.
The connection between the top and bottom, called the shear web, transfers the load between the
two flanges. In fiberglass sandwich structures different materials are sometimes used in the top and
bottom laminates to optimize them for the intended load. While the flanges are highly loaded the
center or shear web does not carry much load at all.This is why sandwich structures work so well.

Structural Beams

The keel-stepped mast is a good example of a bond beam.
The bond is formed by connecting the beam (in this case the
mast is the beam) in two places — at the deck and at the top
of the keel.To work properly the mast has to be tightly held at
the deck in the mast collar.

A structural beam is more efficient at carrying load than a flat
plate is. The beam is made up of
either one or two flanges, with a
web between the members. A
cored fiberglass laminate is a
beam structure, with the fiberglass acting as the flanges and the
cores acting as the web.
In metal you can have H-, T- or
angle-shaped beams. In the case
of the H (sometimes called an Ibeam), the top and bottom members are the flanges and the connecting member the web.
The stiffness of a beam is a
function of its modulus and the
distance between the “extreme”
fibers. As already discussed, the
distance is a cube function with
solid structures, and a square
function in sandwich structures.
It is easy to see that small
increases in depth make for big
improvements in stiffness.
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A beam under load will have the top flange in compression, while the bottom flange is under tension.
The stiffness contributed by the connecting web is
negligible. The loads carried by the web are also light,
and it is not unusual to make cut-outs in the web to save
weight.

Bond Beams
Bond beams are formed when one end of the beam is
held tight. This stabilization increases the stiffness of
the total structure. A keel-stepped mast is an example.
The mast step and deck lock the mast in and form a
bond beam in the lower panels of the spar, typically
increasing the overall spar stiffness by around 20 percent, compared to a deck-stepped mast.

Load Path
The load path in a beam is a function of where and
how load is applied and the span over which it is carried. In the center of the beam, the loads are the highest,
while at the ends of the beam they are substantially
reduced. As a result, beams are frequently tapered to
match their loads where weight savings are critical.

Stress Concentration
Stress tends to build up in the extreme fibers, at the
ends of the beam, and in the edges of beam flanges.
There isn’t much you can do about extreme fibers, but
you do need to be careful with how the load is transferred out of the end to another member.
For example, if you are fiberglassing a support knee
in a chainplate area, you would want to taper the edges
of the knee to avoid a hard spot (stress concentration) at
the ends of the knee. If the knee wasn’t tapered, the
odds of a failure at the edges would increase over time.
Stress concentrations are also reduced by using gussets to taper a load away from an intersection point.

Stress Risers
If you take a highly loaded member like a beam
flange and drill a tiny, smooth hole in the flange, the
stress around that hole will increase by a factor of three.
If the hole is rough, the stress could increase by a factor
of up to five. Thus, a beam designed to carry 3,000
pounds (1,333 kg) would only carry 1,000 pounds (444
kg) after you drilled that hole.
M o m e n t a rm s a r e
important for everything
from steering to winch
handles to the way your
boomvang wor ks (or
doesn’t work!).
Take the load, times the
distance, and you have
the moment. It is really
quite simple.

In most cases
you can drill a hole through the center of
a shear web in a beam without creating a
problem.The one caveat here is that the
hole must be on or near the “neutral
axis” of the web (the neutral axis is
where the loads are minimized between
the two flanges of the beam).
On the other hand, a hole in the flange,
especially one which is near the edge of
the flange , will reduce the over all
strength of the beam by as much as 66
percent.
If that hole is rough, perhaps with burrs
left over from the drilling process, the
strength in the beam can be reduced as
much as 80 percent.

All holes form stress risers. A jagged
hole or a crack typically concentrates
stress by a factor of five. A smooth,
round hole builds up stress by a factor
of three. If the hole is elongated (ideally elliptically shaped) the stress concentration can be reduced to a factor
of two.
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Stress risers are also created with welding and bends. This means that if you want to maintain
full strength in the beam and need to make an attachment, you must drill into the web or glue onto
the beam to avoid the stress riser.
There are some occasions when because of access you must cut drill or cut into a beam. To keep
strength at the designed levels, a doubler plate must then be attached to reinforce the area around
the stress riser.

Moment Arms
If you put a load at the end of a lever arm, you have a moment arm. A simple example of this is
a diving board. If the board is 6 feet (1.85 m) long and you put a weight of 200 pounds (90 kg) on
the end, you have a load of 1,200 foot-pounds (168kgm). Increase the weight or the length of the
arm, and the load goes up. Reduce either element, and it is reduced. These sorts of calculations
are important in mid-boom sheeting arrangements and when looking at cabin or pilothouse structures in a knockdown.

Balance
It is necessary to balance all of the structural elements with each other. You don’t want any weak
links. At the same time, it doesn’t make sense to have one element oversized, as this just throws
away weight and cost.
What you want, ideally, is for everything to work together, in a balanced, harmonious manner.

FAILURE MODES
When you design a structure to go to sea, always look at the likely failure mode. Some are definitely more desirable than others.
Evaluate the various structural elements; see how the loads cascade from one to the next; and
look for the weak point. You want the failure to occur in an non-catastrophic area. It is preferable
to be able to use the failure as an early warning sign, allowing you to unload the boat and make
temporary repairs until you can develop a permanent fix.

Cored Structures
In cored structures, for example, the typical failure mode is for the core to shear, allowing the
extreme fibers (skins) to float. This keeps the hull shell intact and allows you to make repairs. If
the skin were to fail, then you’d have a breach of watertight integrity.

Beam Failures
Beams typically fail in a buckling mode, where the flanges start to collapse. Once this process
starts, the web between the flanges usually collapses or tears, and the entire structure falls down.
How the beam goes through this process is important. For example, with a balanced member
like an H-beam, the failure will generally be parallel to the load — in other words, the beam will
buckle directly under the load. Unbalanced members, like angle, however, tend to rotate out from
under the load.
It is more difficult to temporarily repair a rotated failure than one that has failed in line with the
load.

Fatigue
Fatigue is one of the most difficult factors to quantify. How much time, at what load, starts to
age a given material? How do you even define fatigue — in terms of time under load, number of
cycles, or just plain years?
We do know that some materials resist fatigue better than others. Metals that have been heattreated or work-hardened are more subject to fatigue failure than those that are used in a weaker
initial condition.
Fatigue failure is very much a function of the percentage of ultimate load that you work at. A
structure might last indefinitely at loads of 30 percent — but bump that figure to 50 percent, and
you might see a failure after a few thousand miles of sailing.
On a racing yacht the structure is engineered close to the limit. The designer and owner know
that there is a limited useful life to the hull and related structure. On a cruising yacht, on the other
hand, we expect the vessel to go on forever. Plenty of allowance for fatigue has to be made.

FAILURE MODES
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Reverse-Cycle Loading
Equally degrading is reverse-cycle loading. This is where a load is off, then on again. An example of this is a boat at anchor in a rolly harbor. As the boat rocks from side to side, the shrouds are
alternately loaded and then unloaded.
Another example would be a boom bail or mainsheet attachment point on the deck. On one tack
the load is in to port. The next thing you know it is to starboard. That’s why boom bails have such
a high failure rate.
Reverse-cycle loading of this nature can be harder on a structure than a much higher but consistently applied load.

Exceeding the Elastic Limit
When a structure starts to deflect and/or fail, the material in the structure is stressed until it
reaches its elastic limit. Once the elastic limit has been reached, you cannot bend it back into
place.
If the failure occurs (and you catch it in time) and the elastic limit has not been exceeded, then
you can usually shove, jack, or pull the deformed member back into position.
Stainless steel, for example, typically yields (starts to deform) at about 65 percent of its elastic
limit. As a result, it can be brought back from the edge of disaster quite easily.
Aluminum, on the other had, only has about a 10-percent difference between its yield point and
its elastic limit. If a failure starts to occur with aluminum, it must be caught much earlier in order
to be able to reuse the materials involved.
These characteristics are known. Make allowances for them in the structure you are designing.

Section Modulus and Moments of Inertia
One way an engineer defines the stiffness of a given structure is with moments of inertia.
Another way is with section modulus. There are important differences between the two methods,
however.
If you think about the cube function and stiffness, you quickly realize that a very stiff, lightweight member can be made by pushing the extreme fibers (flanges) as far apart as possible. At
the same time, you can make a beam of the same strength by having thicker materials closer
together. Both will carry the same loads in bending or compression. The thicker, smaller beam
will have a higher section modulus. The thinner, lighter, and deeper beam will have a lower section modulus. While both do the same
work, the smaller, thicker beam has a
higher resistance to damage when failure
occurs. It may deflect a little too much, and
then stop, more or less in good shape —
whereas the low-modulus, lightweight
beam buckles abruptly when its designed
parameters are exceeded. One way to check
this is with Euiler’s formula. This predicts
localized buckling due to excessively thin
skins. (These factors are all considered in
more detail in the chapter on mast engineering.)

At Stress Risers
A stress riser is a hole, crack, bend, or
perhaps weld in the loaded member. Anything that causes a discontinuity can cause
a stress riser.
The stress riser concentrates the load
around its edges. Depending on the type or
shape of the stress riser, the localized loads
can increase by anywhere from three to five
times.

You often see chainplates bolted to the outside of
the hull. Just above the last fastener they are bent to
the angle of the shroud. Between the hole and the
bend, you have a major concentration of stress. The
only way to make this work is to increase the size of
the chainplate by a factor of three or more over
what would be required for one which could be
bolted without the bend.
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You can often stop a crack which is moving by
drilling a small hole at the very end of the crack.
By reducing the stress concentration at the end
of the crack there is often enough material left
to carry the load until you can properly repair
the area in question.

This means that if a member is loaded to
half its ultimate capacity, and if a stress riser
is introduced, the load at the that point will be
1 1/2 to 3 times the ultimate capacity of the
member — and it will fail.
If you have a stress riser in a highly-loaded
member, failure will start at that stress riser.
If it is a hole, failure will start as a tiny crack,
across the direction of load. This is a sign that
you’ve exceeded the yield point of the material where the crack has started (at the edge of
the hole).
To reduce the chances of the crack continuing to move, drill a small hole at the end of
the crack. This reduces the crack from a 5-to1 to a 3-to-1 stress riser, affording time for
corrective action.
Common examples of this type of problem
occur in chainplate holes and in the slots
sometimes cut into a boom for a mainsheet
bail.

Factors of Safety
All structures have some factors of safety applied. These are to take care of fatigue loads,
reverse-cycle loading, building mistakes, variations in quality of material, and changes in use by
the operators (as compared to what was allowed for in the design).
The factors of safety reduce the everyday stress level of the structure, and in so doing substantially improve its ability to withstand usage over time.
It is usually the case that very small increases in structural weight can yield big increases in
factors of safety. Sometimes adding as little as 10 percent to a total structure weight can double
the factors of safety.
This makes a lot of sense in a cruising context. However, the increases have to be balanced
throughout the structure. It makes no sense to build one element with such strength that the failure
point is merely moved to the next weakest element.
It’s also important to take hard spots into account. Don’t abruptly terminate a load in a rigid
structure — taper off instead.

MATERIALS
Each structural material, from wood to carbon fiber, has a series of quantifiable properties that
are easily tested to ensure the values being used are correct. When you engineer a structure, consider how these properties react in the conditions being dealt with. Some materials may be stiff
but brittle. Others may be strong and light, but subject to fatigue.

Modulus of Elasticity
Modulus of elasticity defines the stiffness of a material. The higher the modulus, the stiffer the
material for a given amount of cross-sectional area. In a boat structure, where weight is always an
issue, the designer looks at the modulus and weight of the material.
For example, stainless steel has a modulus of 27.6 (for 18-8 material), while aluminum’s modules is down around 10. (Both numbers are in millions of pounds per square inch.) Since the
density (or weight for a given area) of aluminum is slightly less than one-third of that for stainless,
it is actually a hair stiffer for the weight.

Tensile and Compressive Strength
Compressive strength is how much you can compress a material before failure. This is important in column loads (like masts) and on the top side of beams (directly under the load).
Tensile strength relates to the capability of a material to handle linear loads where the ends are
being pulled in opposite directions. With mast shrouds, we are concerned with tensile loading.
The bottom side of a beam is also loaded in tension.
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Elasticity
Elasticity is an extremely important characteristic. The more elastic a material is, the more it
will give and return to its shape before failure occurs. However, once the elastic limit has been
exceeded, as we’ve already discussed, the material will not return to its former shape.
Generally speaking, the stiffer a material is (the higher the modulus), the less elasticity it has.

Heat-Treating
Many materials are heat-treated to improve their physical properties. This tends to harden the
material and reduce the difference between the yield point and the load where ultimate failure
occurs.
On the other hand, materials that have been heat-treated to improve their physicals will lose
strength if heated improperly. Heat-treated aluminum extrusions, for example, will lose as much
as 50 percent of their strength when welded. If this creates a structural problem, the welded item
in question (perhaps a gooseneck or spreader base) can be re-heat-treated to bring it back to its
original strength.

Work-Hardening
Materials work-harden when drilled, bent back-and-forth, or stressed under load on a longterm basis. Depending on the characteristics of the material (usually the difference between ultimate failure and where yield is exceeded), this may or may not create a problem.
With stainless steel, for example, as you drill a hole, you are hardening the area around the hole.
This is why you need to get the hole punched through on the first go, before it has a chance to cool
down. Once it cools, the surface of the hole you’ve started will be work-hardened — and the job
of drilling will be a lot harder.
Work-hardening under load, with age, should be watched with care on lightly built, highly
loaded structures.

Manufacturers’ Factors of Safety
Physical properties of materials as published by manufacturers typically include a fudge factor
of 10 to 15 percent. This is to cover them in litigation and allow for manufacturing tolerances.
If you are engineering to tight tolerances, and do not want to put your factors of safety on top of
theirs, you can usually ask for physical property certification. If this is not easily available, testing
labs can evaluate specimens, so that you may know exactly what you are dealing with.
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While you may not be an engineer, and while you may have slept through high school algebra,
you should know a few simple calculations for checking things aboard your boat. Use a regular
hand calculator and follow these directions to develop a feel for the safety factors at play in various parts of your vessel.
This may not be important right now, but one day you may be faced with jury-rigging a bit of
gear in a faraway location, without an engineer to advise you.

Tension Calculations
In cruising, when engineering is required, chainplates are usually involved. You may have
excessive wear, see a hole starting to elongate, or notice a crack. Since most chainplates are stainless steel the easiest thing to do is replace it with another of the same general design, just a hair
larger — or weld a bearing washer around the perimeter to build up bearing surface.
However, stainless is hard to find in many parts of the world, and even harder to cut, drill, and
especially weld.
If you are replacing one material with another you might just get away with using a stronger
material and adopting the basic shape of the failed piece of gear. Substituting a chunk of highcarbon steel for stainless, for example, will give you a much stronger finished product (although
there may be some rusting problems). But what if you can’t find the same thickness, or what if
only a piece of bronze or aluminum is available? Knowing the basic math that goes into the calculations may pay some dividends at some point — it has for us.
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Lets take a piece of 3/8-inch type-316 rigging wire, 1 x 19 construction, and see what we need
for a tang.
The wire breaks at around 17,500 pounds. Let’s use a factor of safety of 2 for the chainplate in
this calculation (the wire already probably has a factor of safety for rigging loads of 2.5-to-1 or
more).
So, our total load is 17,500 x 2 = 35,000 pounds. The standard pin size on a turnbuckle for this
size wire is usually 0.625 of an inch. We want to solve for bearing strength of the chainplate. To
find out the thickness of chainplate required for the pin to bear
against, we take the load and
divide it by the pin diameter
multiplied by the bearing
strength of the material being
used at yield.
Let’s assume we are going to
use a piece of 5086 aluminum,
H-34 grade. The bearing yield
on this material is 66,000 psi.
So, take 35,000 (load on wire
with factor of safety), divide
by 66,000 psi (bearing yield of
the chainplate material) times
0.625 (the pin diameter at the
bottom of the turnbuckle), and
you get 0.848 inches. Since we
can’t ordinarily find aluminum
this thick, we’d use the next size
up, or 1-inch.

Minimum Metal Around
a Hole

The chart above gives some very basic values for common metals.
Note that for aluminum there is very little difference between ultimate strength and yield strength, whereas for the steels and bronze
there’s about a 2-to-1 factor. As mentioned earlier, if you see an aluminum structure starting to elongate (yield) you are very close to
failure. Hence, you work with higher factors of safety relative to
yield on aluminum. With the steels, and especially stainless steel,
working the material (cutting, drilling, etc.) hardens and thereby
increases the structural capability.
You will notice that the chart gives welded and unwelded values
for the aluminum but not other materials. Aluminum tends to lose
strength when welded; the others stay pretty much the same.
The data in this chart is assembled from a number of different
sources. The data is close enough for rough approximations and
where you are using high factors of safety. However, if factors of
safety are cut down in the interest of saving weight, you would then
want to check carefully with the supplier of the particular materials
for certification of structural values. In the case where welds are
part of the design, samples should be welded by those in the shop
who will be doing the work, and then tested to failure, just to be
sure.

In the real world there are
some generalized rules about
metal around a hole. With aluminum, the norm is to allow at
least one pin diameter on each
side of the hole. One-and-a-half
times is more conservative. For
the example above, with a pin
diameter of 0.625 inch and
using a a single pin diameter on
each side of the hole, you would
have a total width to the chainplate of 0.625 + 0.625 + 0.625
or 1.875 inches.
With stainless steel, one usually leaves at least three-quarters of the pin diameter on the
sides.
At the top of the tang above
the pin, the norm is more like
twice the pin diameter for aluminum and 1.5 times the pin
diameter for stainless steel.
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Structural connections are the key to holding things together. And since the loads are usually
quite high and stress risers are usually present, if a structural problem occurs, the odds are it will
be at a connection. It may be a screw that shears or pulls out, a bolt that fails at its threads, or a
weld that starts to crack or pulls out totally.

Welding
With metal structures, welding is the most efficient method of jointing structural members. If
the welds are done correctly,the connection will be as strong as the surrounding area — unless the
material has been heat-treated, in which case
you’ll need to re-heat-treat after welding.
The welding process is supposed to accomplish two things. The first one is to get the two
pieces of metal hot enough to fuse together. The
second is to deposit a fillet of weld rod or wire
to help connect the structure.
There is a relationship between material
thickness and the size of the weld bead. To
some degree, the more weld bead you have, the
better the load-carrying ability. However, there
are definite limits.
Take care with how you end a weld, so as not
to create a stress riser. In many situations, the
norm is to stop the weld before a corner, or to
pull a weld bead off at an angle rather than
keeping it in line with the load, in order to avoid
stress concentrations or risers.

Welds in Shear
Regardless of how strong a weld is, or how
good the welder is, it’s always better to take
structural loads in shear, where the load is parallel to the weld bead. This means that the
entire weld has to fail before any of the weld
can begin to move. This is especially important
where the loads are cyclical.

Welds in Tension
On the other hand, welds in tension should be
avoided, as any quality problems could quickly
lead to catastrophic failure.
A common example of tension welds can be
found in headstay tang attachments. You will
sometimes see a plate in line with the centerline
which has been welded to a bow strap. These
are a common point of rig failure. If you have
such a condition on your own boat, keep a close
eye on the weld edges — this is typically where
welds in tension begin to fail.

Welds Subject to Bending
Also avoid welds that are subject to bending
loads, especially if they are reversing. The flexing back and forth, even if the loads are moderate relative to the capacity of the weld, will lead
to failure over time.

The right and wrong way to use a weld. The
top drawing shows a mast tang, with the welds
taking their load in shear. This means the entire
weld has to fail all at once before any individual
part can begin to fail.
The bottom drawing represents a weld working in tension. This is a typical headstay detail
which is guaranteed to fail with age.
Because the load is pulling up against the weld,
rather than along it (as in the top drawing) the
ends of the welded tang can begin to lift before
the center. This means that even a small weld
fault will begin a tearing process all along the
length of the weld.
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Occasionally there is no way
around bending loads on
welded structure. If this is the
case, working in a welded gusset will prevent the welded
member from moving and will
preserve your structural integrity over time.

Calculating Weld
Properties
Some engineering calculations can be quite cumbersome,
requiring lots of math and
training. Welded connections,
however, are actually pretty
simple to work out.
To figure out how hard a
weld is working or how much
If there is a reversing bending load on a weld, the weld will
weld bead is required, you
eventually work, harden and then crack. Sometimes it is imposmust first calculate the actual
sible to avoid these sorts of loads with running rigging. When
this is the case, a reinforcing gusset which prevents the loaded
load, plus a safety factor. Let’s
member from moving can solve the problem. Or, you make the
say you want to weld a tang on
structural member much stronger than needed for day-to-day
your mast for a cutter-stay
loads to account for the fatigue which comes with time.
attachment. Start with the wire
size and its breaking load. The
wire will already have a factor of safety built into it from the rig
designer’s calculations — typically around 3-to-1. On top of this,
you have an additional factor of safety from the wire manufacturer
— wire is typically rated at around 85 to 90 percent of the actual
break point. In addition, you might want to add some fudge factor on
top of all of this for weld quality, aging, and unknown bending loads
which might occur. The norm is around one-and-a-half times wire
size.
In this example, the load for which you engineer the tang weld will
be about five times the actual working load.
Say you have a piece of 3/8-inch (9.5mm) 1x19 stainless-steel
wire rated at 17,500 pounds (7,900 kg). You would then multiply this
by 1.5 for the extra factor of safety, giving you a figure of 26,250
pounds for the weld load.
The next step is to decide how long the weld will be. Assuming the
tang is welded both sides, if it were 6 inches (150 mm) long, you’d
have 12 inches (300 mm) of total weld length. Divide the total load
by the weld length (26,250/12), and you get a figure of 2,180
pounds-per-inch of weld.
The next step is to look at the thickness of the mast to see how
much load you can transfer to it per inch of weld bead.
Al Ligget sent this
photo of a piece of
Skip Chetelat, chief engineer at Forespar suggests a figure of 930
chain, the weld on
pounds
(421 kgs) for each 1/16-inch (1.53 mm) of thickness of 6,000
which had failed in
series aluminum. So if the leading edge of your mast extrusion were
tension during a blow
in Guam.
3/16-inch (4.5 mm) thick — a pretty normal number — it could hanWelds in tension are
dle 2,790 pounds (1,265 kgs) per inch (24.6 mm) of weld.
generally not a good
The next step is to look at the weld bead required to transfer this
idea, but for chain
load
between the cutter-stay tang and the mast extrusion. Generally
there’s not much else
you can do.
speaking, to transfer load, the fillet weld should be three-quarters the
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thickness per leg of the weld that the tang
Stainless is not a good
material for structural
is, assuming that you can weld on both
connections that carry
sides. If only one side of the plate can be
lots of load. Crevice
welded, the weld bead should be doubled
corrosion can star t
in size.
where the bolt passes
through a hole (due to
This situation becomes a little more
a lack of air) — and you
complex when you get into really thick
can’t see the corrosion
materials where welding heat is absorbed.
start. Finally, a small
In this case there are specific recommendacrack begins, and eventually catastrophic failtions depending on material thickness and
u r e o c c u rs . W h e r e
type for making sure the welds are properly
stainless fasteners are
done. These can range from a larger bead to
used for primary strucpreheating with a torch before laying in the
ture, they should be
significantly oversized
weld bead.
and checked on a periFor different aluminum alloys, there are
odic basis.
different welded properties. The same
applies to steels, bronzes, etc. Heat-treated
materials (like 6,000 series aluminum extrusions) have much lower physical properties after
welding. However, if the welded part is re-heat-treated, the original properties can be attained
after welding.
The main thing we are trying to convey here is a feel for the basics of the process — so if you
need to have something welded, you’ll have some idea of what is going on.

Secondary Bonds
With fiberglass laminates, structural connections are typically made by gluing bits and pieces
together using resin and various types of reinforcements. How these secondary bonds are made
is of course critical to the structure’s ability to perform.
Proper surface preparation is critical, correct resins must be used, and the amount of time
between basic laminate and secondary bond must be within the correct time frame.
Because these variables are difficult to consistently control, secondary bonds are designed very
conservatively with high factors of safety. In areas of high stress, such as chainplates, we prefer
to bolt the chainplates rather than depend on a secondary bond.

Tapped Connections
Along with bolting a connection, you can also tap into metal to make a connection where
you don’t have access to fit a nut. Tapped connections work fine in shear, but should not be
used for tension loads. The load carried by a tapped connection is a function of the inherent
strength of the metal, the thickness of the metal, the diameter of the bolt, and the number of
threads engaging the metal. Note that in order to get good load-carrying ability, the threads
must be well made with the bolt having a correct (not sloppy) fit.
The most common usage of tapped connections is fastening hardware to spars and toerails.
Here are some values that Bruce Marek developed based on real-world tests for 316 grade stainless steel bolts in tension.
1/8 inch-thick (3 mm) material
1/4-20
1,720 pounds
5/16-18
1,856 pounds
3/8-16
1,972 pounds
3/16 inch-thick (4.5 mm) material
1/4-20
2,204 pounds
5/16-18
3,480 pounds
3/-16
4,176 pounds
It is surprising to note that just a 3/16-inch-thick (4.5 mm) aluminum plate is enough to create
enough hold on a threaded connection to exceed the yield point on these bolts.
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DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS AND TAP DRILL SIZES
Frac./
Drill
Size

Decimal
Equiv.

80
79

Frac./
Drill
Size

Decimal
Equiv.

.0135

7/64

.0145

35

1/64

.0156

78

Frac./
Drill
Size

Decimal
Equiv.

.1094

H

.2660

.1100

I

.2720

34

.1110

J

.2770

13/16

.8125

.0160

33

.1130

K

.2810

53/64

.8281

77

.0180

32

.1160

9/32

.2812

27/32

.8438

76

.0200

31

.1200

L

.2900

55/64

.8594

75

.0210

1/8

.1250

74

.0225

30

.1285

73

.0240

29

72

.0250

28

71

.0260

70
69

Tap
Size

Tap
Size

Tap
Size
5/16-24

Frac./
Drill
Size

Decimal
Equiv.

25/32

.7812

51/64

.7969

M

.2950

7/8

.8750

19/64

.2969

57/64

.8906

.1360

N

.3020

29/32

.9062

.1405

5/16

.3125

9/64

.1406

O

.0280

27

.1440

.0292

26

.1470

68

.0310

25

1/32

.0312

67
66

6-40

3/8-16

59/64

.9219

.3160

15/16

.9375
.9531

P

.3230

61/64

21/64

.3281

31/32

.9688

.1495

Q

.3320

63/64

.9844

24

.1520

R

.3390

1

1.0000

.0320

23

.1540

.0330

3/52

.1562

65

.0350

22

64

.0360

63

.0370

62

.0380

61
60

8-32,36

3/8-24

Tap
Size

7/8-14

1-8

1-12

1 1/8-7

11/32

.3438

1 3/64

1.0469

1 1/8-12

S

.3480

1 7/64

1.1094

1 1/4-7

.1570

T

.3580

1 1/8

1.1250

21

.1590

23/64

.3594

20

.1610

U

.3680

19

.1660

3/8

.0390

18

.1695

.0400

11/64

.1719

59

.0410

17

58

.0420

57

.0430

56

.0465

3/64

.0459

55

.0520

0-80

10-24

1 11/64

1.1719

1 1/4-12

1 7/32

1.2188

1 3/8-6

.3750

1 1/4

1.2500

7/16-14

V

.3770

1 19/64

1.2969

1 3/8-12

W

.3860

1 11/32

1.3438

1 1/2-6

.1730

25/64

.3906

1 3/8

1.3750

16

.1770

X

.3970

1 27/64

1.4219

15

.1800

Y

.4040

1 1/2

1.5000

10-32

14

.1820

13/32

.4062

13

.1850

Z

.4130

3/16

.1875

27/64

.4219

12-24

7/16-20

1 1/2-12

1/2-13

The most important factor in getting a good tapped conection is having the proper sized hole
for the tap. If it is too large, strength will be lost. If it is too small, the tap will bind and break. The
table above gives the appropriate size hole for various taps. It also includes decimal equivalents,various number and fractional drills together with their decimal equivalents.

Bolted Connections
Bolted connections are easy to engineer and quite secure as long as the bolts are tightened
(torqued) to the correct levels. If your bolted connection is in a working area — say, a rudder
quadrant or shaft coupling — you will want to check that the bolts are properly tensioned on a
periodic basis.
A variety of grades of bolts are on the market. These vary from mild steel (low strength) to specially heat-treated high-strength alloys. Bolts normally have the grade stamped on the head, so if
you are replacing a failed bolt, take a look at the grade and go up a level.
Take care with stainless-steel bolts, as these are usually much weaker than even medium-grade
steel bolts.
Bolts are typically marked on their heads to indicate strength level. Anything below grade 5 (the
minimum commercial grade) should not be used for structural loads. Grades 6 and 7 are normally
used for medium-load situations, while grade 8 is the strongest and is used when maximum
strength is required. Note that for each grade and size of bolt, there is a correct torque.
However, don’t overtighten — this can cause an internal failure in the bolt which you may not
find out about until later. In situations where strength is critical, use a torque wrench.
In the following tables you will find various grades and sizes of bolts, in both coarse and fine
threads. This will give you an idea of the structural capacity of different types of material. Note
that each type has a stamped identification marking on the head.
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Coarse Thread
Grade

I.D.

1

none

Nominal
Bolt Size
1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2

Proof
Load, lb
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Tensile Strength
Min, lb
1,750
2,900
4,250
5,850
7,800
10,000
12,450
18,350
25,400
33,350
41,950
53,300
63,550
77,300

Fine Thread
Proof
Load, lb
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Tensile Strength
Min, lb
2,000
3,200
4,850
6,550
8,800
11,150
14,100
20,500
28,000
36,450
47,100
59,000
72,350
86,950

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2

1,750
2,900
4,250
5,850
7,800
9,450
11,750
17,350
12,900
16,950
21,350
27,100
32,300
39,300

2,200
3,600
5,350
7,350
9,800
11,650
14,450
21,400
25,400
33,350
41,950
53,300
63,550
77,300

2,000
3,200
4,850
6,550
8,800
10,550
13,300
19,400
14,250
18,550
23,950
29,950
36,800
44,000

2,500
4,000
6,050
8,200
11,050
13,000
16,400
23,850
28,000
36,450
47,100
59,000
72,350
86,950

3

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8

2,700
4,450
6,600
9,050
12,050
14,550
18,100

3,500
5,750
8,550
11,700
15,600
18,200
22,600

3,100
4,950
7,450
10,100
13,550
16,250
20,500

4,000
6,400
9,650
13,050
17,550
20,300
25,600

5

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2

2,700
4,450
6,600
9,050
12,050
15,400
19,200
28,400
36,050
47,250
56,450
71,700
85,450
103,950

3,800
6,300
9,300
12,750
17,050
21,850
27,100
40,100
53,150
69,700
80,100
101,750
121,300
147,550

3,100
4,950
7,450
10,100
13,600
17,250
21,750
31,700
39,700
51,700
63,350
79,400
97,300
117,000

4,350
6,950
10,550
14,250
19,200
24,350
30,700
44,750
58,550
76,250
89,900
112,650
138,100
166,000

2

none
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CONNECTIONS

Coarse Thread
Grade
5

I.D.

Nominal
Bolt Size

Fine Thread

Proof
Load, lb

Tensile Strength
Min, lb

Proof
Load, lb

Tensile Strength
Min, lb

6
8
10
12

770
1,190
1,490
2,060

1,090
1,680
2,100
2,900

860
1,250
1,700
2,190

1,220
1,770
2,400
3,100

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4

3,500
5,750
8,550
11,700
15,600
20,000
24,850
35,050

4,450
7,350
10,850
14,900
19,850
25,500
31,650
44,400

4,000
6,400
9,650
13,050
17,600
22,350
28,150
39,150

5,100
8,100
12,300
16,600
22,400
28,400
35,850
49,600

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2

3,400
5,500
8,150
11,150
14,900
19,100
23,750
35,050
48,500
63,600
80,100
101,750
121,300
147,550

4,250
6,950
10,300
14,150
18,850
24,200
30,050
44,400
61,450
80,600
101,500
128,900
153,600
186,850

3,800
6,100
9,200
12,450
16,800
21,300
26,900
39,150
53,450
69,600
89,900
112,650
138,100
166,000

4,850
7,700
11,700
15,800
21,250
27,000
34,050
49,600
67,730
88,200
113,850
142,700
174,900
210,250

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2

3,800
6,300
9,300
12,750
17,050
21,850
27,100
40,100
55,450
72,700
91,550
116,300
138,600
168,600

4,750
7,850
11,650
15,950
21,300
27,300
33,900
50,100
69,300
90,900
114,450
145,350
173,250
210,750

4,350
6,950
10,550
14,250
19,200
24,350
30,700
44,750
61,100
79,550
102,700
128,750
157,800
189,700

5,450
8,700
13,150
17,800
24,000
30,450
38,400
55,950
76,350
99,450
128,400
160,950
197,250
237,150

6

7

8

“STAINLESS” STEEL
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“STAINLESS” STEEL
If you’ve spent much time around salt water, you’ll know that the term “stainless steel” is an
oxymoron. It isn’t stainless, nor is it a steal. The good stuff costs a lot of money to purchase and
fabricate.
Nor is stainless always good in a saltwater environment. So why do we use it? Because it takes
less maintenance than other choices and has good forming characteristics. Another factor is the
ability to reform it after it has been bent out of shape.

Stainless Alloys
There are all sorts of stainless-steel alloys. The two that are typically used in the marine environment are 304 and 316. The 304 tends to rust more, but has about 15 percent higher physical
properties. We used to specify 304 rigging because it is stronger. Today, 304 it is difficult to find,
so we use 316, which contains more nickel and molybdenum. The molybdenum sharply
increases corrosion resistance to chlorides and sulfates

Crevice Corrosion
Stainless steel depends on a super-thin layer of chromium oxide for its chemical resistance.
This layer is formed by a combination of the chromium in the stainless steel and oxygen in the
atmosphere. As long as oxygen is present, the layer will be quickly reformed any time the surface
of the stainless is scratched.
However, if the stainless is encapsulated — or buried in a bedding compound or a laminate in
an anaerobic state (no air) — then it becomes susceptible to corrosion. Toss salt water into the
brew, add a bit of welding or scratching, and you are ripe for what is known as crevice corrosion.
If this occurs on a highly loaded member, such as a bolt making a structural connection, over
time, it can lead to a failure.

Pitting Corrosion
Pitting corrosion develops from impurities in the alloy, weld splatter, or surface impurities
imparted during the manufacturing process. An example of pitting corrosion is if your lifeline
stanchions continually bleed, starting with a small dot of rust and then streaking.
Pitting indicates deep corrosion in localized areas. Dirt or grease may block oxygen from that
surface, thus impeding the passive film that protects stainless from corrosion.
On an exposed surface, this is mostly a cosmetic issue (an annoying one at that!). However, in
a bedded fitting, pitting corrosion can lead to more serious problems.

Buffing
Any surface contamination or surface crevices eventually lead to rust stains. If the stainless
steel is buffed after fabrication, it removes the
surface contaminants and scratches. A good
buff job is like an insurance policy against rust.
However, buffing tends to be labor-intensive, so
it is not always done as well as one might hope.

Passivating/Electropolishing

The outer wires from 1x19 rigging wire, from inside a Norsema n t e r m i n a l . T h i s i s m o s t
probably type 302 stainless steel.
While the terminal did not fail, I’m
not sure if I would trust my rig to
something that looks like this!
Over time, corrosion would be
bound to significantly weaken the
wire.

These are confusing terms, since the common
usage has taken on a different meaning that the
technical definition. Technically, passivating is
not cleaning, but rather a process of dipping
stainless into a nitric-acid solution to rapidly
form chromium oxide on the surface of the
material, creating a passive film that protects
stainless from further oxidation. The purpose of
passivating is to remove both grease left from
manufacturing and traces of steel particles that
may have rubbed off manufacturing tools onto
the fastener.
In common commercial parlance — meaning
nonmilitary and aerospace — passivating
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means cleaning , and the terms “passivating” and “cleaning” are used interchangeably. A wide range of cleaning
methods using different mixtures containing nitric, phosphoric, and other
acids, or simply exposing cleaned stainless fasteners to air for a period of time
will result in a “passivated” condition.
For fasteners that have been properly
cleaned, it is impossible to determine the
method of cleaning or passivation that
was used.

Welding Issues
Stainless is easy to weld. However,
welds should be carefully formed and
buffed or electropolished after fabrication so they don’t start a corrosion process, eventually weakening the weld.

Living with Corrosion
To some extent you just have to live
with stainless-steel corrosion. Knowing
it will be a problem, start out with oversized fasteners. It also helps to choose
the best-grade alloys, especially in an
anaerobic situation. If failure could
cause a chain reaction of problems, the
fa s t e n e r s s h o u l d b e p e r i o d i c a l l y
removed and checked.

OTHER MATERIALS

Four interesting photos from Al
Ligget — the result of his recent
re-rigging of 20-year-old Sunflower. All of these stainless-steel
items, made in Taiwan from
unknown types of “stainless,”
show severe forms of crevice
corrosion. The toer ail tr ack
(upper left and right) has a crack
emanating from the fastener
hole. The plunger holes, without
fasteners, show no sign of corrosion. The shackle (middle left),
with a small visual crack, could be
broken by hand.
Most interesting is the pulpit
photo (below). Note how there is lots of cracking in the
tubing — but the tang and weld bead are fine (obviously
a better stainless-steel alloy).

OTHER MATERIALS
A variety of other materials commonly used on cruising yachts are listed
below.

Naval Bronze
This is basic brass, with a small addition of tin added for corrosion resistance
against salt water. Naval bronze used to
be used for castings for deck and spar
hardware and plumbing fittings.

Monel
Composed basically of two-thirds
nickel and one-third copper, monel is
strong, has excellent corrosion resistance against salt water and in high temperatures, and is very expensive when
compared to stainless. This is generally used for prop shafts and keelbolts.

Titanium
Titanium is a wonderfully strong, light material. It has been used extensively on racing boats,
often to save weight on spars. It is very difficult to machine, due to its hardness. However, drilling
and cutting — especially with laser cutters — is possible. On the other hand, welding titanium is
very difficult — and if the welds are not done correctly, failure will eventually occur.
A number of people have been badly hurt by failing titanium welds. Our feeling is that if you
plan to use this material, stay with designs that can be fabricated by drilling, cutting, and bending.
Avoid welding.

SCANTLINGS
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Brass
The most common alloy of copper, brass is basically two-thirds copper, one-third zinc. It is
nonmagnetic with good strength and toughness, high electrical conductivity, and an attractive
lustrous finish. It has good corrosion resistance against certain chemicals and acids, but weak
resistance against other elements such as seawater.

SCANTLINGS
We should talk for a moment about what is an appropriate level of hull-construction scantlings.
For the yacht voyaging close to shore, where navigational dangers are modest and there’s help
close by, conventional scantlings are fine. But if you’re going farther afield and insurance is an
unpalatable financial burden,
it makes sense to consider a
little more beef in your hull
structure.
Let’s examine a few of the
structural risks you have to
think about.

Grounding
There’s no question that
you’re going to be aground if
you do much cruising. If it’s
just a mud bank, the loads are
not significant. But if the
rocks or coral have a grip on
your keel, and if seas are running, the loads on the hull —
both impact and abrasions —
will be significant. Situations
vary, but over the years we’ve
found that a multiple of four
times the ABS rule requirements for keel and floor structure seems to work pretty
well.

That load of containers is the best reason I can think of
for a strong hull and watertight bulkheads!
Unfortunately, when the insulated containers fall overboard, they float — especially when empty..

Abrasion Resistance
If you mess up and put your
boat hard on the bricks, and if
it sits on rocks or coral for
awhile, abrasion resistance is
going to have a lot to do with
how well the boat does.
With metal, this is typically
not as big an issue as with timber or fiberglass vessels.
We’ve typically specified an
abrasion patch around the
waterlines of our fiberglass
yachts, concentrated in the
turn of the bilge between the
forward and aft watertight
bulkheads.
In the old days we’d typically add somewhere around
one-half inch (12 mm) of
woven roving and matt. Now,

Logs (left) and deadheads (right) are an ever-present
problem in the Pacific Northwest, Canada, and Alaska.
Keep a careful watch when running, and avoid traveling
at night.
Stout hull construction is necessary to deal with the
occasional thump.

What do a flock
of birds standing
on the water indicate? Either a log
or a sand bar. In
both cases, give
the birds a wide
berth.
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Accidents happen.
This powerboat (right)
hit some debris, which
started the outer fiberglass skin peeling back
from the plywood hull.
By the time they had
made it back to shore,
most of the fiberglass
on the starboard side
had pulled loose.

Intermezzo II had the misfortune of being “T-boned” by a Sunday-afternoon sailor in heavy traffic off Newport, Rhode Island.
The other boat almost sank.We were a bit more fortunate.The
toerail was “straightened “ with a big sledge hammer. Then the
damaged plate was cut away. Finally, new sections of plate were
welded into place.
The entire process took about eight man-hours. When we
got back to Florida, we re-finished the damaged area of paint.
If we had not been stoutly built, the damage would have been
far more severe.

SCANTLINGS

with GPS doing a better job of keeping
people off the bricks, we go a little
lighter. On the Sundeer production
vessels we offered an option that was
the equivalent of doubling the exterior
laminate in the abrasion area. Almost
all our owners went with this. It is
cheap insurance!

Collision With Another Vessel
There are two forms of collision to
be concerned with. The easiest to deal
with is another vessel. Here, most of
the loads are going to be concentrated
in the hull-to-deck joint (sheer) or the
bow, depending upon whether you’re
getting hit or doing the hitting.
Because collisions happen, we like
to heavily reinforce our boats, and
have a watertight collision bulkhead
forward. Glass laminates will typically run three to four times as thick
down the bow stem as on the hull itself.
In our aluminum yachts we add extra
frames and/or longitudinal stringers in
the bow to handle impact loads. The
cutwater area and up at least half the
topsides and sometimes all the way up
frequently has a large plate stiffening
this area running aft.

Deadheads and Containers

Collision with an underwater object
— whether a large log (deadhead) or a
refrigeration container barely awash
— is more difficult to deal with. In this situation, the impact is lower in the hull, typically in the
forward area.
It’s hard to engineer for this problem, as it’s impossible to anticipate speed, angle, the shape of
what you are hitting, or how or even where on the hull the impact will occur.
That’s why we like watertight bulkheads! An abrasion patch will help a lot in case you take that
impact aft of the watertight bulkhead.

Head Seas
Pounding to windward over a long period of time puts substantial stress on the forward hull
sections. They tend to flex as waves impact. As a result, yachts are typically built with heavier
skins and closer framing in their bows than elsewhere.
The issue here is weight (trying to save as much as possible) as well as the size and shape of the
seas, your angle to them, and how fast you are going.
The problems you’ve probably read about that some BOC and Whitbread race boats have had
are nothing new. Twenty-five years ago aluminum race boats were bending their forward frames
when slamming into big seas at speed.
There are two answers: One — put deeper, more closely spaced frames in the forward part of
the boat. Or two — slow down and drive more carefully.
In our case, we build up the structure to multiples of the ABS rule, since the rule has been too
light for slamming loads since its inception.

WATERTIGHT BULKHEADS
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Starting with the very first boats we built for ourselves and others (back in the late 1970s), we’ve had
fore-and-aft watertight bulkheads.The aft bulkhead cordons off the engine room. If we’ve used a center
engine room, it blocks off the lazarrette, steering gear, and prop shaft support bracket.
The forward bulkhead isolates the forepeak. This has the extra advantage of keeping the smell of
damp, grungy ground tackle and mildewed sails out of the living area.
The bow and forefoot areas always have lots of extra reinforcements in case of a collisions.This added
reinforcement runs aft a short distance beyond the bulkhead, so as not to create a stress riser where
the extra material ends.
Once past the bulkhead, the thicknesses are tapered, once again so as not to create a stress riser.

WATERTIGHT BULKHEADS
At some point, in spite of everything you do in terms of building a strong boat, you may end up
with a collision that results in a breach of the hull. If you have a watertight bulkhead forward, this
will be nothing more than an annoyance. If not, you will be probably looking around for your
abandon-ship kit and getting the life raft ready to go over the side.
The bow is obviously the most vulnerable area. Another area that can lead to real problems is
the stern of the boat. Rudder damage in a grounding is not that uncommon — nor is ripping the
prop support bracket off, usually with a sheet wrapped around the prop with the engine in gear.
And aft watertight bulkhead contains the water in the back part of the boat.
We feel so strongly about this that every boat we’ve built since starting in this business has had
watertight bulkheads at both ends.

New Construction Issues
Watertight bulkheads are quite easy to install when you are building from scratch, although
there are some planning issues which should be taken into account before starting.
Structurally, the forward bulkhead can be subjected to high dynamic loads if water is surging
back and forth. We’ve found that reinforcing the bulkhead with vertical stringers is an efficient
way of obtaining the required strength. The ABS’s rules for watertight bulkheads seem to work
well.
Next, look at how you will deal with plumbing. There will be a requirement for separate bilge
pumps and perhaps a deck wash in the watertight areas. If there’s a damage-control pump, allow
for that, too. There may be hydraulic lines from a steering system, perhaps a propane gas line, and
maybe fresh water for an aft deck shower as well. We find the way to plumb all of this in a fiberglass boat is to glass a series of pipes through the bulkhead and then hose clamp on each end.
With metal construction, use the same approach, except the pipes are welded in place, rather
than glassed. Or you can weld a coupling with a proper female pipe thread at each end, and connect through this.
With lines that must remain continuous, such as a propane line or a steering hydraulic — these
can be run inside of tubes and then sealed in or run through watertight glands.
The same allowances must be made for wires. A number of single- and multi-cable waterproof
glands are on the market. Or you can use a large pipe sealed with silicone.
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WATERTIGHT BULKHEADS

Retrofitting

Here are three different approaches to taking
plumbing through a watertight bulkhead. Above,
left: A threaded pipe, welded to a metal flange. A
composite fiberglass bulkhead has been bonded
and bolted to the flange as well. Plumbing fittings are
threaded to both sides of these pipes.
The upper right photo shows an extended pipe.
With these, hoses will be clamped to both sides of
the pipe, or will be run through the inside.
A sealing gland of some sort (lower right photo)
will keep the connection watertight.

Most cruising sailboats have a
lazaret bulkhead at the aft end of
the boat, forward of the rudder
shaft and prop support bracket. By
sealing all of the penetrations, and/
or re-routing them to the top of the
bulkhead, a watertight compartment can be easily made. You then
need to add a small bilge pump, as
this area will no longer drain to
your sump.
At the bow, things may be a little
more difficult, but not insurmountable.
There is almost always a bulkhead for stowage of sails and
ground tackle. The base of this can
be made watertight quite easily.
You then need to deal with the
doors. These always open aft,
which means they naturally want to
burst open from any hydraulic
pressure.
If you work up a gasket around
the edge of the doors, where they
overlap the bulkhead, and then
fashion a bar across them for locking — like an old-fashioned door
brace — you will have something
that is both strong and simple to
execute. The hardware holding the
bar should be through-bolted, and
the bar needs to be very strong.

Full Compartmentalization

A typical watertight bulkhead detail from one of
our boats. This one is for an engine-room bulkhead, so if there is a leak, the hydrostatic loads will
be quite low.The bulkhead is made from 5/32-inch
(4mm) plate with ver tical stiffeners every foot
(300 mm). The stiffeners are 2 inches by 2 inches
by 1/8 inch (50 mm x 50 mm x 3 mm). A welded
bulkhead like this will be quite unfair and will
require quite a bit of “furring” to straighten it out
enough for interior surfaces to look reasonable.

If you breach the hull between
your watertight bulkheads, you
will still sink. It is certainly possible to get around this with additional watertight bulkheads, but
this solution is quite a bit more difficult — and really only practical
with a new build.
The same construction issues
apply in terms of bulkhead penetration — only now you need to add
watertight doors through each
bulkhead.
It generally takes five separate
compartments to ensure that no
single flooding will significantly
affect stability and trim.

WATERTIGHT DOORS
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Watertight Doors
If you have watertight bulkheads, you will need some way through or into the isolated sections
of the hull.
With forward areas, the easiest access is via a deck hatch. There are no leaks to worry about and
the structural problems that come with hydrostatic pressures forward are never an issue as far as
the door is concerned.
Our approach with watertight areas aft has always been to try to work with deck hatches too.
However, eventually an aft engine room becomes large enough to allow access from the interior.
At this point, a watertight door comes into play.
You have similar issues with which to deal when the central part of the boat has been bulkheaded.
Watertight doors are not easy to execute well. They need to be strong, watertight, fast acting,
and blend with the interior. In general, they are hinged so that the expected water pressure will
tend to keep them closed. In most cases metal frames are used for both the door frame and door
support.
You can fabricate the doors on your own or buy them commercially made.

I n t e ri o r w a t e r t i g h t
doors are difficult to execute and make look good.
These two shots were
taken aboard the Farr 46
Beach Party, a Kiwi-built
yacht full of interesting
details. A hollow rubber
gasket surrounds the door
and provides a seal. There
are two doors. The forward door is the watertight unit, and is normally
open. Aft, there is a second aesthetic door which
also provides privacy.
The watertight door has
a simple series of handles
which engage a large
stainless striker plate.

Dogging a watertight
door should be fast, and
should provide a secure
clamping pressure so that
gaskets are compressed.
This detail is quite simple
to execute. It is an aluminum handle which runs
up an aluminum ramp,
pulling the door tighter as
the handle ascends the
ramp. Four such handles
are on this door — one at
the top, one at the bottom, and two along the
edge opposite the hinge.
Hinges are placed
slightly off-axis, so that as
the door closes, the hinge
provides clamping pressure as well.
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WATERTIGHT DOORS

With moderate-to-light displacement designs, the head pressure that a
watertight door has to withstand is
not as great, since the hull is not as
deeply immersed in the water. This
allows the use of par tial bulkheads.
The upper left photo shows a system
we worked out for Wakaroa, where a
section of floorboard can be lifted in
the middle of the main saloon to bulkhead off the middle of the boat.

A prefabricated cast watertight hatch
for access to a lazaret or engine area.

Above: A crude but effective watertight
door into the pilothouse of this rugged
cruiser.This is really more of a hinged set of
washboards than a door, since the height is
low.
However, by grabbing the roof and
swinging your legs in fir st, you soon
become accustomed to entering.

Another round, water tight door,
except this one opens into a pilot
house. Note how all three dogs are
connected to the center handle and
are operated with one rotation.
If a watertight door is going to have
a lot of traffic, as on a commercial vessel, linking the dogs makes sense.

FIBERGLASS
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CONSTRUCTION
There are so many choices of materials in both new and used boats that it can be difficult to
know where to begin making a choice. For some, there will be an emotional bond to one sort of
construction over another.
Linda and I have owned one or more of just about every type; each has its advantages and disadvantages.
And what about all those construction details? Questions of tankage, ballast, and rudder construction?
The issues to be considered and integrated into a cohesive decision-making process can
become overwhelming. But if you take them step-by-step, evaluating each of the many questions
to be considered, in the end a line of reasoning that is correct for your own needs will emerge.

FIBERGLASS
Fiberglass offers many advantages, not the least of which is low production cost and modest
maintenance. We now have a historical database to suggest what works well and where the problems lie.
Modern race boats have taught builders, designers, and owners the ultimate limits of composite
structural design. A plethora of real-world data has shown that designers and builders using hightech materials and the latest analytical data have made craft just a bit too light in construction.
They have shown that one can construct an around-the-world boat or a high-tech daysailer for
professional sailors of exotic and expensive materials.
These design parameters are used for mass-produced cruising yachts, where many of the same
engineering disciplines apply — except that more common (and less costly) composite materials,
with a huge practical database, are used.
Building production boats is a very competitive business, and the industry has a sense that it is
a price-driven business at the retail level, so builders are always looking for ways to cut corners
while delivering a boat that suits its owner’s needs. The majority of cruising yachts never leave
their moorings, and when they do venture forth, it is usually within protected waters. If the boats
rarely leave the slip, they can be built with less structure in order to save money and weight. The
owner who uses his boat for local cruising gets a lower-priced product (which makes him happy),
and the boat is a hair faster because it is lighter.
Now along comes someone who wants to go cruising. This means the boat is bound to see some
stress and strain, whether from the sea, from plain old miles sailed, or from an unforeseen mistake
— such as running aground — which would be considered abuse by the average boatbuilder.
Since a boat tied to the dock can’t run aground, the odds are greatly diminished that its keel will
push the back end of the hull up, breaking floors and furniture in the process.
In addition, if you are trapped on a reef for any length of time your boat will probably have damage to your topsides as well.
We’ve always felt that the
industry was shortchanging
itself and its customers by cutting too many corners. For a
few percent more in hardware
costs, it could deliver relatively
bulletproof boats, with foreand-aft watertight bulkheads,
and a heavily reinforced keel
structure. When we’ve offered
this, the market has responded
favorably.
Okay, I got that off my chest.
The hull of a Sundeer 64 after molding has been comLet’s take a look now at the
pleted. You can see the solid area of laminate around the
basic engineering that goes
keel.The long rectangular patches in the turn of the bilge
are where the water tanks will be bonded in.
into a fiberglass hull.
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REINFORCEMENTS

Balancing Components
To begin with, as with any structure, the components should be balanced so that they all work
together and so you have a predictable mode of failure.
This means that resins and their physical properties should be tailored to match those of the
reinforcements being used. Cores, where they are used, need to be able to transmit the ultimate
sheer loads between the skins without failing.
Secondary bonds, used to integrate primary and secondary structures, must be carefully made,
with high factors of safety to allow for variables inherent in the manufacturing process.

REINFORCEMENTS
It wasn’t long ago that all fiberglass yachts were produced using pretty much the same reinforcements. Today, however, this is not the case. Manufacturers — driven by the need to cut costs,
reduce volatile emissions (for the EPA) and trim weight — are building with an array of new types
of materials.
Regardless of whether you’re buying a new vessel or a used one, you will want to consider the
lay-up schedule used in its construction.

Woven Rovings
Traditionally woven fiberglass reinforcements called woven rovings have been used for the
bulk of structural laminates. These materials are made up of large bundles of fiberglass rovings.
Relatively easy to work with, they conform to curved shapes and are simple to impregnate with
resin.
Because each of these roving bundles of fiberglass is rather thick, there is a lot of contouring
between the rovings as they weave over one another to create this material. The thickness of the
fabric makes it difficult to get any two layers of woven roving to stick together, as there’s not a lot
of surface area touching and there are many void areas which are filled with resin.
However, woven roving enables one to apply a large mass of reinforcement to a laminate
quickly. Since it is relatively efficient to weave, the laminate costs are quite reasonable.

Mat
To solve the interlaminary bonding problem, a layer of chopped strand mat is used to fill the
voids between the layers of woven roving. The fibers are typically about 2 inches (50 mm) long
and laid down in a random pattern by the manufacturers.
Mat is not really a structural material, per se, but rather a tough filler that also enhances the
impact strength of the laminate. In a resin matrix it is reasonably strong and provides the bulk to
bridge the gap between the woven undulations of the two layers of woven roving. The mat also
adds thickness to the laminate, and by so doing, helps the stiffness of the structure by increasing
its moment of inertia.
The big negative with mat is that it holds lots of resin and, for its weight, is relatively
weak.Where weight is not a major concern, mat and woven roving combinations can create an
extremely strong structure at a moderate cost.

Unidirectionals
Unidirectional (UDR) reinforcements eliminate the weaving process and the need for a mat
interface between layers of the laminate.They consist of much smaller bundles of fibers running
in one direction in a single plane in the laminate. These bundles are layered together by knitting
or are fused together with lightweight fibers to hold them in place until the laminate has cured.
The advantage of this material is that it can be oriented in the most efficient direction to accept
the design structural loads. Orientations commonly used are layers at right angles to each other
for longitudinal and hoop strength and off-axis 45-degree angle layers to resist torque loads.
The UDRs offer a series of advantages: Because the weave, and its attendant strength reducing
crimp has been eliminated, these reinforcements pick up the load much more directly and efficiently than woven roving/mat laminates. (Woven roving has a spring effect from the over-andunder nature of the material.)
As there is no weave thickness, multiple layers can be built up without the use of mats, or if mats
are used, they can be much thinner.
The result is a laminate that is stronger for the same weight, or lighter for the same strength.
However, because the UDR laminate is much thinner than the mat and woven roving laminate, it
does not have as much moment of inertia and panel stiffness in a solid-skin laminate case (as this
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is primarily a function of
laminate thickness). As a
result, UDR laminates are
typically only found in cored
structures.
In a cruising context, an
important issue to be
addressed is localized impact
resistance. Because the layers of UDR are thinner, they
can’t withstand as much
impact load as the solidskinned mat/woven roving
laminate. This means that a
laminate, developed to take
basic seagoing loads in conHere’s an interesting chart from Kozloff Enterprises, comparing
various materials on a strength-to-weight basis for tension strength.
junction with a core, may not
The key figure is the right-hand column, which indicates the
have enough strength to adeamount of material required to bring a given material to failure.
quately resist the impact
encountered on an exotic
reef.
For cruising, when using a UDR reinforcement system, it is usually advisable to add additional
thickness (and weight) to the areas that might hit things.

E-Glass
E-glass, which was developed in WWII for electrical circuit boards (hence, the designation
“E”) is the standard fiber used in most boats. It has reasonable mechanical properties and is relatively easy to work with.

S-Glass (R-glass)
S-glass and its close cousin R-glass, were developed in the late 1950s for aircraft use to provide
a structural (hence the “S”) glass material that was 5% lighter but with 25% more elongation,
strength, and stiffness than E-glass.
When combined with higher performance resins, it can produce very light, tough structures.
You will sometimes find S-glass used in rudder stocks and around the structural floors supporting
keels.

Kevlar
Kevlar is another notch up the exotic scale because of its low density. It is much more difficult
to work with than E- or S-glass and much more costly. It has better abrasion and tear resistance
than carbon, E-glass, or S-glass — but, as can be seen from the attached table, it is not as strong
as some of the others.
If this material is used by itself, as a protective layer, it can deliver an extra margin of safety.
However, there are a number of commercial hybrids of Kevlar and S-glass that are stitched
together, with the Kevlar having only a token presence.
Some builders use these materials and tout the fact that they thus have an exotic Kevlar-reinforcement material for your vessel. However, the small percentage of Kevlar in the hybrid indicates that it will have a small, if any, impact on the structural equation.

Carbon Fiber
Carbon fiber is king of the hill in terms of strength and stiffness-to-weight ratios. Matched with
the correct resins and/or sandwich cores, the performance gains that can be achieved are truly
remarkable. In some instances, the judicious use of carbon fiber in conjunction with conventional
laminates makes economic sense. Two examples are in a mast step, or in the reinforcement at the
aft end of the keel — both of which are subjected to high bending loads.

RESINS
Holding all these fibers together are various forms of resins. While there are many chemical and
physical properties to evaluate, we’re mainly concerned with one — tensile elongation, or brittleness. This fancy engineering term is a measure of how far a resin will stretch before it fails. Ide-
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ally, the resin will stretch to the point where the fiberglass reinforcements can carry the full load.
However, this isn’t usually the case, leading to the milky-looking fractures typical of damaged
fiberglass.
Finally, we get to the really good stuff. Vinylester and Acrylic-Modified Epoxy (AME) resins
are stronger than the common polyester and isothalic resins, and also have a tensile elongation
more closely matching the fiberglass reinforcements. They’re highly resistant to blistering and
have excellent secondary bonding characteristics — which means the attachment of bulkheads,
chainplates, etc., to the main hull structure.
While they’re somewhat more expensive than polyesters, this cost adds up to a small percentage of the total cost.
If I were building a new fiberglass boat today, I would use one of the above resins.

Orthothalic Polyesters
The most common form of polyester resin is orthothalic. These have the lowest structural properties and the least elasticity before failure. Typically they fail at less than 1.5 percent elongation,
whereas the fiberglass reinforcements will go to 4 or 5 percent before breaking. Orthothalics are
also subjected to chemical attack from base materials which leads to blistering, or the pox.

Isothalic Polyesters
Next up the scale come the isothalic polyesters. These have better than twice the tensile elongation and much better structural and chemical properties. Better-quality yachts are built with
these isothalics, typically having fewer problems with osmosis, since the isothalics are more
chemically resistant.

Vinylesters
Vinylester (VE) resins have been with us since the 1950s, when they were first used in building
fiberglass structures that required chemical resistance. However, along with being expensive,
they were difficult to work with due to specialized catilization procedures.
About ten years ago we started to see VE resins with handling properties like the normal boatbuilding resins, so the only issue remaining was the 100% cost premium.
Expensive? Yes, but look what you get:
1. The resin itself is about 12 percent lighter than polyester, yielding an easy 7 or 8 percent
laminate weight saving. It is chemically resistant, especially to petroleum products, and is not
subject to osmosis.
2. Secondary bonds are easier to accomplish and are of higher strength. More important are
the physical properties. Tensile strength is about 15 percent higher than polyesters — 25 percent
if you consider strength for weight.
3. Most critical, however, are the tensile-elongation properties. Where orthothalic resins begin
to fail at around 1.5 percent tensile elongation (typically before the reinforcement starts to play
much role), the VE resins can go to 5 percent elongation before failure. In an impact situation, this
will have a huge impact on the survivability of the laminate.
In the last ten years or so, we’ve specified all our production yachts to be built with VE resins.

Epoxies
Epoxies have the best physical properties of all resins, with strength-to-weight ratios as much
as 10 percent better than even the VE resins. However, they tend to be more difficult to work with
and are incrementally more costly.
If you are looking for the ultimate structure, epoxies are the way to go. But the weight savings
in a cruising context are not significant enough to justify the added expense.

CORES
Because most solid-fiberglass laminates typically have a low modulus of elasticity, it takes a lot
of laminate thickness to get a hull panel stiff enough to accept sailing loads. Such a hull laminate
must be very thick (and therefore heavy) to develop the proper moment of inertia, which, when
multiplied by the modulus of elasticity, results in the panel stiffness required. The alternative is to
use much lighter skins, separating them with a core. Because stiffness of a sandwich panel goes
up with the square of the distance between the faces, very stiff panels are generated for low
weights.
From a structural standpoint, the outside sandwich skins are considered to be loaded in com-
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pression, the core transfers the outer skin load to
the inner skin in the form of shear, and the inner
skin picks up this load in tension. Because FRP
laminates are typically stronger in tension than in
compression, the outer laminate usually ends up
being 1.5 times thicker than the inner laminate.
Cored boats have some other advantages. First,
they have a natural insulation value (which varies
depending on the core). Second, the panels are
almost always stiffer than their solid FRP counterparts, reducing hull-flexing and scantling requirements and improving the performance and
longevity of the hull.
However, to be successful, the builder using a
cored laminate must maintain higher quality controls than those of solid FRP construction. The
materials must be properly sealed and bonded.
Obviously, make sure that the FRP skins are well
adhered to the core!

Physical Characteristics

The core acts as a “sheer web” trans-

It is the sheer properties of core materials that
ferring load from one skin to the other.
The thicker the core, the stiffer the panel.
are of greatest interest. The better these are, the
better the job the core material will do in resisting
loads.
Sheer value varies between core materials with density. The higher the density (heavier) of a
given material, the better shear strength it will have.
Compressive strength is interesting. This helps to deflect localized loads, such as bolting of
hardware or the tip of an outboard fin. With end-grain balsa cores, except for highly loaded deck
fittings, compression is not usually a problem. However, it is something that needs to be watched
with plastic foams.
Since cores are available in different thicknesses and densities, there is a considerable amount
of “what if” engineering done with each structure.

Stiffness for a
s o l i d l a m i n a t e,
using standard Eglass hand-laminate,
with orthothalic
resin. This is based
on a 50 percent by
weight volume of
glass to resin (29.5
percent by volume).
The chart on the
next page shows
the same data for a
cored panel. The
same materials are
used, but with substantially less laminate, as you can tell
from the weights.
The core material in
this example could
be balsa or PVC.
(Kozloff Enterprise charts)
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If you go with thicker cores, thinner skins can be used. However, these structures are very rigid
and thus more damage prone in a collision, especially when their thin skins are taken into account.
For cruising, it is usually better to specify an outer laminate that has the local impact capability
you are looking for, and then work the core to be efficient with this somewhat thickened outer
laminate.

Balsa
End-grain balsa makes a wonderful core material. It has very high sheer properties, is moderate
in cost, and easy to work with.
One of the big advantages in the shop is that the end-grain tends to suck in the resin, making a
good bond to the fiberglass laminate easier.
This is, however, a two-edged sword. If not handled correctly, it will suck in excess amounts of
resin, thereby increasing your weight. To get around this problem, the balsa supplier can pre-coat
the surface of the balsa so that only a modest amount of resin will be aborted — or the builder can
pre-coat the balsa with resin himself or herself.
Several densities of balsa are available. The least costly and most commonly used is about 10
pounds per cubic foot. The lighter, aircraft-grade is about 7.5 pounds per cubic foot.
We typically specify the lighter density for use in decks, and the heavier for the hull.
There’s been a question about the longevity of balsa core. What happens if it gets wet? How
does it stand up to aging? Our experience is that long-term viability is not an issue — as long as it
is properly installed in the laminate, and any penetrations for deck hardware are done so the edges
are sealed.
Moisture migration does not seem to have been a problem for us, or on many of the boats we’ve
looked at that have been built with balsa as a core.
Some builders leave it out of the hull below the waterline. We haven’t had problems with using
balsa below the waterline. However, we do not put it in the keel sump.

PVC Foam
PVC foams come in two varieties — stiff, cross-linked foams like Divinycell and Klegecell,
and non-cross-linked flexible foams such as Airex and core-cell.
The cross-linked foams are often used in racing boats (as well as many cruising boats) because
you can develop a stiffer laminate for a given weight. These cores tend to be lighter, although
more costly, than balsa.

PRODUCTION PROCESSES
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Airex and core-cell tolerate more abuse. They will allow the outer laminate to deform, while
keeping the laminate-to-core bond intact, under conditions in which the same bond would fail
with cross-linked foams.
Foam-core materials can be purchased in densities ranging from a couple of pounds per cubic
foot up to 18 pounds per cubic foot. Most boatbuilding takes place in the range of 5 pounds per
cubic foot density. The higher-density materials are used where loads are high — perhaps around
the rudder shaft or chainplates. The highest densities are used where hard spots have to be created
for deck hardware.
While foam cores are common in the decks of race boats, for cruising you need to consider the
long-term effects of heat load, as well as resistance to impact damage.

Honeycomb
Honeycombs have long been the staple of the aircraft business, both for structure and furniture.
They are available made from materials ranging from paper, to aluminum, to Kevlar-based materials such as Nomex.
Using honeycomb takes sophisticated vacuum-bagging techniques. It can produce very light
structures, but their longevity in a cruising context is suspect.
Most racing boats with honeycomb-panel interiors do not stand up to abuse and are typically
pretty well shot after a few years of working.

Hard Spots
With any structure — whether solid glass or cored — be careful with areas of load concentration such as winch bases, prop shaft and rudder-bearing connections, chainplates, and windlasses. The concentrated loads from these devices and the fasteners that hold them in place should
be carefully spread into the surrounding structure.
With cored laminates it is common to substantially increase the core density, substitute some
form of timber, or go to solid laminate.
Where bolts are involved, take care to deal with thread loads.

Delamination
When using a core material, be concerned with delamination — where the skins separate from
the surface of the core material. While this is not a widespread problem, it does occur.
Delamination is easily found (in new or old hulls) by simply tapping on the laminate. You will
hear a distinct change in tone if you find an area free of the core. If this occurs in a moderate-sized
area, the offending skin can be removed and reglassed. Nevertheless, it’s better to do it right in the
first place!

PRODUCTION PROCESSES
All sorts of crude and sophisticated methods are used today in the production of fiberglass laminates. All have various forms of mystery associated with a successful outcome. Adding the variables of climate (temperature and humidity), time, the working characteristics of the material,
and human error, you can see that a successful track record with a given technique is important.

Room-Temperature Laminates
By far the most common form of production takes place at room temperature. Since climate
control is costly in terms of capital and operating budget, most builders work in ambient weather
conditions. The characteristics of the resins being worked with are adjusted by both the resin supplier and the builder to meet the weather requirements of the time in which the hull is being laid
up. Room-temperature-cure resins have a catalyst injected or mixed with them just before application. This starts a chain reaction, leading to cure. There is limited window of workability during
the catalyzed stage, during which the laminate must be completed.

Heat-Curing
The use of heat for curing opens up a series of chemical possibilities. One is a much longer
working period, allowing larger parts and possibly more layers in one pass. With higher levels of
heat, a temperature-sensitive catalyst can be used. This will not start to react until the heat threshold has been reached, allowing the builder to use pre-impregnated materials, unwound from a roll
and laid into the mold as required.
Heat also can be used to substantially improve the physical properties of the resins used.
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Vacuum-Bagging
Vacuum-bagging is a relatively inexpensive means of substantially improving a fiberglass laminate, especially if cored materials are involved.
The process is simple enough. Once a part has been laid up in a mold, a plastic sheet (or series
of sheets taped together) is laid over the molding surface. The edges of the sheet — or bag, as it is
referred to are then taped down to the perimeter of the mold. Finally, a series of hoses are led from
different areas under the bag to a manifold, which is in turn connected to a vacuum pump. As air
is removed from under the bag, the outside atmospheric pressure begins to push down on the surface. Eventually pressure as high as 7 to 10 pounds per square inch is achieved. This squeezes the
laminates closer together, and in the case of cored structure, ensures that the core is forced into the
bedding putty/resin matrix. The amount of resin that needs to be used is reduced, yielding a
lighter structure — with no sacrifice in structure.
A few years ago vacuum-bagging was considered a technique for racing vessels only. Today,
however, it is used quite commonly by production builders just trying to make a high-quality
product. Over the years we’ve insisted that all our cored yachts be bagged during the installation
of the core materials.

SCRIMP Process
The SCRIMP process takes this one step further. The entire laminate, all the reinforcement
materials and cores are placed in the mold dry. A very high vacuum, typically twice that used in
the conventional process, is then pulled on this dry assembly.
When the proper point is reached, suction valves are opened to pails of resin placed around the
mold, and the liquid resin is sucked into the laminate.
The technique is a mixture of art and science. The resin has to be specially catalyzed, and the
location of the resin injection hoses obviously takes some trial-and-error.
Because this process uses both atmospheric pressure and vacuum while the reinforcements are
dry, the final laminate ends up with a minimum amount of resin, saving weight and improving
structural performance.
Interlaminary bonds are no longer a problem, as the entire process is done at one time. Also,
the cores are really well bonded within the areas between core blocks (if they’ve been scored)
filled with resin.
We used this process to build the Sundeer 56 and 64 and found that we achieved glass-to-resin
ratios on the order of 65:35 by weight. We saved considerable weight in resin, most of which was
put back in the form of additional reinforcing fibers.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
As they say, the devil is in the details, and this is nowhere more accurate than when you are
talking about fiberglass construction. Frequently the details that make a difference have a small
impact on cost. Getting them right is more a question of understanding the problem of an offshore
cruising vessel, and then using your head to come up with the right approach.

Hull-to-Deck Joints
This is probably the most important construction detail in the boat. If done correctly, you will
never even have to think about it. However, any problems will quickly manifest themselves in the
form of leaks that are difficult to trace and devilish to stop.
There are two types of loads on the hull-to-deck joint. The first is the structural interaction of
the hull and deck. The deck acts as a web in a beam, the hull sides being the beam flanges. This
helps keep the hull from moving under load.
The difficulty with the hull-flexing loads is that they constantly vary in intensity and direction,
with frequent load reversals. All of this makes it tough for the hull-to-deck joint to handle the
loads over time.
The second type of load is more transitory, but of much higher magnitude. This occurs when
you smack into a piling or have a collision with another vessel. If you do much cruising, your boat
will be subjected to this type of abuse. Hopefully your hull-to-deck joint will take the load. There
are several key factors in making a good connection between hull and deck. The first is contact
area between the two structures — the more, the better. The various scantling rules have recommendations in this regard. We normally like to see 4 inches (100 mm) on a 50-foot (15.4m) vessel.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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The second factor is fit between
flanges. The better the fit, the better the
bond between the two surfaces. Third
are the structural fasteners. These
should be engineered to carry the full
load, regardless of what sort of adhesive is used in the joint itself. The size
and spacing of the bolts is a function of
the thickness of the toerail or jib track
through which they pass. This member
spreads the load of the bolt.
Hull-to-deck joints used to be
assembled using a mix of fiberglass
mat and resin. Today structural adhesives are more effective, providing
resilience to maintain the weathertight
integrity of the seal in case of any localized movement.
The assembly bolts are frequently a
source of leaks over time. Only careful
bedding will prevent this.
Another approach is to place a laminate along the hull-to-deck joint on the
inside after the bolts have been tightened.
Hull-to-deck joints that are stiffened
with an angled gusset are the strongest
and most efficient over time at dealing
with hull flexing and localized impact.

Furniture as Structure
Furniture is frequently heavily
bonded to the hull and used as local
stiffening. This makes sense weightwise. However, what you are doing is
taking weight from the hull laminate
and putting it into the furniture so it
will carry loads, then increasing the
bonding of the furniture to the hull so it
will transmit the load. In an offshore
cruising context we prefer to see the
hull structure engineered to work without the furniture. The lighter furniture
weight is then put into the hull where it
will do a better job against abrasion
and impact. It does, however, cost
money and add weight to the boat.

Integral Tanks
Integral water tanks can be built
where the hull forms a part of the tank.
There will be some taste and odor with
glass tanks for several years after manufacture, but this can be dealt with by
using a charcoal filter. Having a small
stainless steel tank for drinking water
also makes sense.

Here’s a typical detail (above) from one of the fiberglass
hull-to-deck joints on one of our production boats. The
deck sits on a wide flange that is formed by an inward
projection of the hull.The core necks down to solid laminate in this area, as well as around the window detent.
With one-off projects we usually specify the hull to
deck joint be glassed inside and out. This is not only
strong, but totally leak proof (lower illustration).
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Diesel fuel should never be
stored in integral tanks. Diesel has a much lower viscosity than water, and in a tank
that appears to hold water
you will find diesel leaks
everywhere!

Hull Windows
Hull windows in fiberglass
hulls should be carefully
done so that the stress risers
created by the openings do
not become the source for
cracks in the hull laminate.This means substantially increasing the laminate
in the area of the opening, and
removing any nearby core.

Hatches

On both of our production yachts we molded in long
fiberglass watertanks outboard of the furniture from the
saloon bulkhead aft to the engine-room watertight bulkhead. In the saloon these tanks formed the bases for the
seating.
It gave us lots of volume in an area in which storage was
difficult and had the advantage of being well outboard so
that water could be carried to windward on long hauls.
In addition, this tankage, taking place in the turn of the
bilge, added an extra layer of protection in case of a
severe grounding.

Whenever you cut a hole in
the deck, you create a stress
riser, concentrated around the
corners of the cutout. If the
hatch frame is structurally
adhered to the fiberglass
hatch coaming, it will provide some reinforcement.
Typically, however, not much
load is taken by the hatch.
The best thing to do is to run
some extra laminate or unidirectional reinforcement
around the hatch corners.

On fiberglass hulls
we’ve found that
creating a fiberglass
flange onto which
the Lexan window is
placed works well.
These windows sit
on a special rubber
gasket and are held
in place by the aluminum bearing ring.
In the area of the
fib e r g l a s s fl a n g e
core is removed and
laminate thickness is
beefed up, so that
there is extra material to deal with the
stress riser created
by t h e w i n d o w
opening.
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Robb Ladd drew the bulkhead attachment above for a project we were thinking about
building in Taiwan (on which we didn’t proceed). It shows the basics of how to bond in
a bulkhead to reduce the chances of print-through on the topsides.
A section of core material should be placed between the bulkhead edge and the hull
laminate.Then, lay up the tabbing between bulkhead and hull in a cool manner, keeping
the heat generated in the curing process to a minimum.
Using a high-solids resin with low shrink characteristics will also help to reduce transfer.

Bulkhead Attachment
Bulkhead attachments are not only structural issues but aesthetic ones as well. If done correctly,
the bulkhead will stay in place regardless of the load and you will never know from the inside or
outside that it is there.
Done incorrectly, the bulkhead will show right through the gelcoat as a vertical crease. To get
around this problem of print-through, several things are done. First, the hull laminate needs to be
fully cured before the bulkhead is installed. Second, some form of a pad is placed between the
edge of the bulkhead and the laminate. This is typically a thin piece of core material to absorb
some of the pressure of the bulkhead as the secondary bonds cure and begin to shrink. Third, the
secondary bonds are done with resins which have low shrinkage factors, and are done over time
so excess heat buildup (which increases shrinkage of the resin) is minimized.

Chainplates
Chainplates, where rig loads are taken into the hull, represent the highest load concentration on
the boat. If the chainplates are inboard, for tight sheeting angle to windward, the load needs to be
transferred out to the hull. Inboard chainplates are typically bolted to heavy knees or bulkheads,
which in turn are heavily glassed to the hull.
The area where the chainplate penetrates the deck should be solid laminate, as chainplates
almost always leak at some point in their career. You don’t want this water getting into your deck
core.
We prefer to use a wide staying base, which reduces rigging loads and allows us to attach our
chainplates directly to the hull sides. This is much more efficient structurally and less prone to
leakage over time. The laminate in the area of the chainplates should be increased to handle the
bolt loads. A common practice is to use long tows of unidirectional reinforcement around the
areas where the bolts come through the laminate to spread the load.
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With chainplates attached directly to the hull
the connection is quite simple. The laminate is
beefed up to absorb and spread the load. With
external chainplates they are simply bolted
through the topsides. Or a knee is laminated to
the hull to which the chainplate is bolted.

Working with Clive Dent at TPI we adopted this stye of chainplate on our production vessels.
It is enormously strong and tied, as you can see, to a heavily reinforced section of hull. With ten
bolts to spread the load, you can be sure that these chainplates are not going to move.

CRUISING REINFORCEMENTS
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Certain key areas of the hull need to be extra heavily built for cruising:
(A)The turn of the bilge for strandings and the aft end of the keel for taking the ground;
(B) The area around the mast for mast compression and chainplate loads;
(C) The bow for collisions.

CRUISING REINFORCEMENTS
We’ve already discussed cruising reinforcements, but the subject is so important, we feel a second look is worthwhile.
If you are building new, you should know that for a very small increase in cost and weight you
can tremendously increase your factors of safety in the vulnerable areas of the hull. This offers a
much better chance to survive an otherwise damaging incident unscathed. It makes so much
sense to me, I don’t
know why all builders
d o n ’t t a k e t h i s
approach from the
start and market the
fact that they are building bulletproof boats.
Working with TPI
on the Sundeer production series gave us
a real insight into how
to efficiently build a
strong, moderate-displacement cruising
yacht. We started out
using vinylester resin
because of its superior
structural properties,
lighter weight, and,
most important, its
ability to stretch under
load (tensile elongate)
in such a way as to
Under normal sailing loads, the bow sees a moderate amount of
match what was hapload. However, in a collision the forces escalate dramatically. In fact,
we don’t even know how to model collision forces. However, since
pening with the fiberthe total potential surface area of impact is not that great, you can
glass reinforcements.
afford to put some real beef into the bow to deal with extra loading.
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Section (A) is the basic
laminate we used on the
Sundeer 64 (and in scale on
the 56). The basic layer,
called 5605, is a 56-ounce
quadraxial layer of unidirect i o n a l r ov i n g s s t i t c h e d
together. These layers by
themselves are the equivalent of what ABS requires for
a vessel of this size. In addition there is a 3/4-ounce
mat between the 5605 and
b a l s a c o r e, a s w e l l a s
between the 5605 and the
hull surface gelcoat.
One layer of 5605 is the
equivalent of three layers of
24-ounce woven roving.

Section (D) is used in the
forefoot area.. In addition
to the basic laminates in
hull and bottom as shown
in (B), this adds another
layer of 5605 for collision
resistance!

Section (B) is the same as
the basic laminate, but with
an additional layer of 5605
that runs below the waterline for the entire hull.

Now we get to the serious
bow reinforcements!
Take everything you’ve seen
in section (D) and add seven
layers of 1708 biaxial UDR at
17 ounces per yard, and you
have a laminate that is the
equivalent in impact strength to
3 inches (75 mm) of solid conventional laminate.
These extra layers of biaxial
material actually run down the
entire centerline of the hull,
with additional layers in the
area of the keel loading, as you
can see in the drawing in the
middle.
The right drawing shows the
effect of the centerline materials together with the two layers
of 5605 in the bottom.

Section (C) is the
same as (B) except that
an additional layer has
been added in the topsides around the waterline to provide puncture
resistance. The extra
bottom 5605 and the
waterline 5605 overlap
below the waterline to
form a doubled area of
extra reinforcements.

EXTERIOR FINISH
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Here is another
approach we’ve used to
bow reinforcement. As
you get close to the
potential impact area of
the bow the core material is tapered off and a
solid laminate is used.
However, about half way
up the bow a high-density core is used
between heavy inner
and outer fiber glass
skins to reduce weight.

When we looked at the types of reinforcing materials to use, it was immediately apparent that
unidirectional E-glass was most efficient. Because we had the capabilities of TPI’s high-vacuum
SCRIMP process, these UDRs could be laid up in a single pass of heavily knitted material for
most of the topside and hull areas. Additional material was added, as per our standard practice in
the bow for collisions, down the centerline, around the keel, and around the rudder shaft. We used
CK-10 balsa for the hull and CK-7.5 for the deck.
While the overall laminate, in conjunction with the vinylester resin, was extremely tough by
any normal standards, it was a hair thin for extended stays on a reef in the turn of the bilge. You
could argue that the hull-side freshwater tanks gave lots of extra protection in the event of a puncture, but after considering the issue we decided to offer the owners an upgrade in the laminate
schedule around the waterline.
This was a second complete layer, narrow at the bow, roughly 4 feet (1.2 m) wide at the turn of
the bilge, tapering back towards the transom.
This doubling of the exterior laminate offered an enormous increase in physical and emotional
security. The cost was about 0.5 percent of the total cost of the boat, while the increase in weight
was about 0.75 percent.
All of the boats were built this way.

EXTERIOR FINISH
The exterior finish on your boat has a big impact on your cost of ownership. Done properly, the
finish should look good for years. But once you start to repaint it can get costly very quickly.

Colors
Any color other than white is subject to fading. The darker the color, the faster it will fade, and
it will be more difficult to match for repairs. In addition, dark colors absorb heat like crazy, making the interior less comfortable and creating potential problems for foam cores.

Gelcoat
Production fiberglass vessels are always finished with a special resin, called gelcoat, which is
sprayed into the mold before the first laminate. Done properly, with good quality gelcoat in white,
it will last decades if cared for.
The gloss that gelcoat achieves and then holds over time is moderate, which is an advantage in
hiding unfairness in the molds, bulkhead transfer through the laminate, and dings you will incur
with time.

LPU
Most custom yachts are painted with linear polyurethane (LPU). This is applied after the hull
has been laminated, removed from its plug or mold, and faired. Because the gloss of LPU is so
high, it shows every little defect. The surface finish must be to a much higher standard than that
of gelcoat.
LPUs typically do better with sun degradation than do gelcoats, and they are a little lighter, as
they are not as thick (allowing for fairing).
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CHECKING A USED BOAT

Deck Nonskid
Nonskid should be looked at as a safety issue first and in an aesthetics context second. In order
to do its job when the boat is heeled and the deck is wet, the nonskid needs to be very rough. It
should be rough enough so that if you fall it will scrape your knees and hands, and so that you are
worried about it wearing through your foul-weather gear. Anything less than this will be slippery
when you least expect it.
The typical method of adding nonskid to a mold surface, or when post-finishing a one-off deck,
is to use a sprayed glass or plastic bead held in a resin or LPU matrix.
Anything other than the largest glass beads will be too slippery. And even the large glass beads
are marginal.
Course sand gives the best surface (it must be pure, without iron contamination, or the iron will
eventually bleed through). The problem with sand is that it is difficult to get an even, good-looking surface and, when used on one-offs, tends to be heavy.
If you are laminating the deck in a female mold, care must be taken that the nonskid surface of
the mold does not become filled with mold release. After several cycles of the deck tooling, there
will be an accumulation of release agent in the nonskid pores that must be removed.

Molded-In Antifouling
Ferror Corporation has been promoting a molded-in antifouling called Copper Coat. Basically,
this is a copper powder that is sprayed into the mold like a gelcoat. The bottom is then sanded
before launching to activate the copper.
It does work keeping barnacles at bay. However, the experience of our owners who have used it
is that it does not work well with grass and algae and that you must keep after the barnacles and
dive periodically.

CHECKING A USED BOAT
Fiberglass is by far the most popular material in today’s cruising fleets. It’s relatively inexpensive, easy to maintain, and generally makes for good resale value at the end of the voyage.
A majority of boats rarely leave the marina for very long and are seldom subjected to heavy
loads at sea. As a result, it’s unusual to find a heavily built, modern mass-produced boat. For this
reason, it’s usually better to look for a fiberglass boat built before 1973. That was the year that
resin prices first shot up. Before that, with resin going for under 20 cents a pound, manufacturers
could afford to throw in extra laminate here and there.
When I worry about the scantlings of a fiberglass vessel, it’s not the sea that concerns me. The
loads of heavy weather can be substantial, but hull failures under sea loads are rare even in the
skinned-out racing boats of today. It’s when the boat meets the ground that problems arise. A
lightly built hull, with hard spots at poorly bonded bulkheads, will last a fraction of the time of a
heavily built hull when lying on a reef.
When examining a fiberglass hull, look carefully at the bonding of bulkheads and the extra
glass at the hull-to-deck joint. If the boat has had some hard sailing, you’ll be able to see if she’s
working. If you can’t see all the structural joints because permanent cabinetry is in the way, or if
the hull-to-deck joint is hidden, stay away from the boat.

“Old” Boats
It used to be thought that fiberglass boats would live forever. And this is possibly true for some
of the earlier, heavily built boats. Because the industry did not understand the physical properties
of this new “miracle” material, most builders erred on the conservative side. The first Bounties
built by Coleman Boatworks in the late 1950s were over 2 inches (50 mm) thick!
But as the industry learned more and more about what fiberglass would take, they reduced laminate schedules (both to save weight and improve performance).
When you add in the loss of strength created by moisture absorption, easily a 25 percent (or
more) hit, some of the more modern vessels do indeed have a finite life-span. That life-span is a
function of time (due to moisture) and load cycles (due to sailing in waves).
Just where the limits lie in an offshore cruising context, no one really knows. That’s why if
you’re buying an used vessel, you need to pay close attention to how the sisterships that have seen
some sea miles have done.

ALUMINUM
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ALUMINUM
Advances in aluminum alloys, welding techniques, and paint finishes have dramatically
changed the cost of using and maintaining this lightweight hull-construction material. The cost
of working with aluminum is similar to any other custom yacht-building material.
Aluminum offers a host of advantages over other custom yacht-building materials — all structural connections welded; low center of gravity for better sail-carrying ability; lighter displacement for a given level of strength; virtually unlimited tankage built right into the hull; easy
attachment of brackets, engine beds, and stringers; simple installation of watertight bulkheads;
and ease of repair or modification. If used properly, aluminum is a superior yacht-building material.
Now if all you are talking about is keeping out seawater, a medium-tech cored fiberglass hull
will be lighter than aluminum. But the minute you start to think about reefs and containers, and
add in lots of tankage, our experience is that aluminum will be the lightest structure.
If you find yourself in the unhappy circumstance of being stranded on a reef, aluminum will
survive severe, prolonged pounding under the same conditions in which a fiberglass yacht would
be destroyed, unless it was built very heavily.
But to me, the ultimate advantage of aluminum is having an absolutely dry interior. With an
aluminum deck, all fittings can be welded or blind-fastened to prevent any leaks. You will never
open a locker to find your gear damp and mildewed after a hard reach or beat.
In addition, aluminum is the only boatbuilding material that affords the option of not painting
the exterior. This saves on initial costs, maintenance, and nerves — no need to worry about
scratching that fancy paint job!
And now I have a surprise for you. The final advantage of building in aluminum is noise. Done
correctly, an aluminum vessel will be quieter than a fiberglass under sail or power. We’ve seen this
numerous times when going from one of our fiberglass to aluminum designs, where the noise
generation potential was constant.

Alloys
Aluminum hulls are constructed of a series of different alloys. These are blends of aluminum
with traces of manganese, magnesium, and silesium added to improve strength and handling
characteristics. For hull and deck plating, 5083 and 5086 alloys are used. They’re ductile, easily
welded, and extremely corrosion resistant. They have the further advantage of achieving their
strength without heat-treating, meaning that when welded they maintain most of their mechanical
properties. Of the two, 5083 is the stiffer, favored for decks and topsides, while 5086 conforms
more easily to compound curves on the underside of the hull. The 6061 alloy has silesium added
and is extruded in the form of structural T’s or angles for use as stringers and frames. (It’s also
used for masts and booms.) The major difference is that it is heat-treated to help its strength. As a
result, after welding, the metal loses its temper and becomes weaker, although over a period of
time some of the temper returns. It is somewhat less corrosion-resistant than 5000 series metals.
5000 series alloys are more corrosion-resistant than 6000 series alloys. While classifications
societies allow the use of 6000 series throughout the boat, practice indicates that only 5000 series
should be used below the waterline.
5005-H34 5050-H34
Principal alloying elements

5052-H34

Mg05-1.1 Mg1.1-1.8 Mg2.2-2.8%
0.15-0.35

Resistance to seawater corrosion

Good

5083-H321,
H116, H117
Mg4.0-4.9%
Mn 0.40-1.0

5086-H34

5086-H116
H32

6061-T6

Mg3.5-4.5% Mg3.5-4.5% Mg0.8-1.2%
Mn0.20-0.7 Mn0.20-0.7 Si0.40-0.8

Excellent

Excellent

Good

PARENT METAL PROPERTIES
Min. ultimate tensile strength (psi)

20,000

25,000

34,000

44,000

44,000

40,000

42,000

Min yield tensile strength (psi)

15,000

20,000

26,000

31,000

34,000

28,000

35,000

21,000

27,000

27,000

25,000

30,000

5

5

7

12

6

8

10

68

82

82

75

95

Typical shear strength (psi)
Minimimum elongation (% in 2”)
Brinell hardness (500 KG, 10 MM)

The mechanical properties of aluminum vary with the blend of ingredients; how the material is
produced; and the heat-treating (if any) of the material in question. For plating, the most commonly used alloys are 5083 and 5086, in H-32 and H-34 condition. Masts, booms, angles, and
tubes are generally made from 6061 in a T-6 condition.
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WORKING WITH ALUMINUM

One of the keys
to a proper aluminum hull is the
quality of the
we l d i n g . W i t h
modern equipment, a dedicated work force,
and the correct
e nv i r o n m e n t
we l d i n g , g o o d
quality is not difficult to achieve.
This photo was
taken in South
Africa. We’ve gotten good results
in Europe and
New Zealand
too. In fact, the
o n ly c o u n t r y
where we’ve ever
had a problem
was the U.S.A.!

Working with Aluminum
One reason aluminum has
enjoyed such a surge in popularity around the world is that it can
be cut, ground, and routed with
the same basic tools used for
wood. The structural systems
used for framing hulls are similar, too. As a result, yards with
experience in wooden boatbuilding convert readily to aluminum.
For bending frames, stringers,
and plate, equipment can run
from home-made roll presses
and small hydraulic rams to
sophisticated
c o m p u t e r- c o n t r o l l e d
multi-headed formers. The main
difference is capital investment
and
production
time.
High-quality results can be
obtained with either approach.

The mechanical properties of most concern are those left after welding. Alloys
with a high degree of heat-treating, such as the 6061 alloys, lose a significantly portion of their mechanical capabilities when welded, as the welding draws the heattreating out. For small parts like spreaders and gooseneck fittings, which are done
in 6000 series materials, these properties can be brought back by heat treating the
parts after they have been welded.

WELDING
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Welding
Proper welding is obviously a key factor in getting a strong, quality hull. The welding process
is pretty straightforward today, as wire-feed “pulse arc” guns do a good job very quickly.
The welds are pretty uniform and, subject to certain caveats, are normally done without difficulty.
When you weld aluminum, the welded areas must be clean and free of any form of outside
material. Weld areas are prepared by grinding them. The weld process takes place in an inert
atmosphere of argon, or argon and helium gas, which the welding gun sprays over the weld area.
If the gas is disturbed, perhaps by a gust of wind, the weld will be porous and of low quality due
to contamination by surrounding atmosphere. This makes welding outside difficult and means
that on hot, windy summer days the shop doors must be kept closed.
Weld quality can be checked with visual inspection and X-rays.
When a weld is ground back, if it is porous because of contamination, this will be readily apparent.

In this day of computer design
it is rare to see a builder who still
uses (or knows how to use) a
conventional loft for boat building. Scott Carr, a Kiwi builder, is
holding (above) the layout
model for an 80-foot (24.6m)
design of ours.The model is used
to define hull plates and determine quantities of materials.

Scotty and Kelly Archer (Kelly is running this
project for us) are working on the full scale loft
(above) to determine the exact position of the
stern tube through which the propeller shaft
runs.This is very difficult to do on the computer
with any degree of accuracy. There are literally
hundreds of these details, which is why some
builders still prefer to loft boats in the traditional
manner.
One of Scott’s builders is bending a soft piece
of aluminum (left) to the shape of the frame,
picked up from the lofting. This template will
then be used to compare to the frame as it is
run through the bending machine.
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FRAMING

Framing
There are several ways to frame an aluminum hull. The final choice depends upon what the yard
and designer are familiar with, and the type of service the yacht is likely to see. One approach is
transverse framing. Lightweight frames are placed every 12 to 18 inches (300 to 450 mm). Stringers, usually made of flat bar, are placed longitudinally (fore-and-aft) on about 12-inch (300mm)
centers. With this close spacing of both frames and stringers, the hull plating can be very thin:
1/8-inch to 1/4-inch (3 to 6 mm) on topsides and bottom. Overall, a transversely framed yacht will
be 5 percent lighter than other systems, so it is favored for racing boats.

Most frame-bending
equipment is surprisingly
simple, typically put together
by the builder himself. It usually consists of a hydraulic
ram and some easily adjustable jigs.
T-bars are the most efficient to bend. With a balanced shape, they tend to
stay flat as they take on their
curve. Angles can also be
used, albeit with a bit more
care from the workers operating the bending equipment.

As frames are
bent, they are
compared to
te mp late s o f
the hull shape.
T h i s m ay b e
computer-produced paper
drawings glued
to plywood, or
a traditional set
of lofted lines
as shown here.

Linda stands in front of the beginning
of one of our boats. These frames will
form the bow section, back to about 20
feet (6 m).

Sundeer was framed at roughly 39
inches (1 m) on center.
Note the conduit running under the
deck longitudinals.This will later be buried in foam insulation.

FRAMING
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Longitudinal framing offers some advantages for cruisers. In this system the frames are spaced
farther apart, perhaps 3 to 6 feet (0.45 m to 0.9 m) on center. The stringers are made from angles
or T’s, and both frames and stringers are substantially stiffer than the transverse framing system.
As the spacing is wider, the hull plating must be heavier, although the increased weight is offset
somewhat by fewer frames. The combination of fewer welds to frames and thicker plates means
the hull is smoother. Less fairing compound will be required, and the increased plate thickness
counteracts punctures in a collision or severe grounding.
We’ve used both types of systems. Many of our earlier boats, like Intermezzo II and Deerfoot
II, were done with widely spaced frames and heavy longitudinals. Sundeer was somewhere in
between, and Beowulf was done with closely spaced frames.
There is little if any cost difference between the systems. Any variance is typically the result of
what a given yard is used to working with, rather than an inherent advantage one way or the other.

Most builders start framing with the hull upside-down. After plating is completed, the hull is rolled right-side-up. (bottom left).
However, you can start with the frames right-side-up (above) and plate
right-side-up. Either system can be efficient, as long as the builder has been
trained in that approach.

Corner connections between deck
beams and hull
frames can be made
in a number of ways.
Sometimes they are
s i m p ly
butted
together.
The next step is to
add a triangular gusset to reinforce the
corner.
What you see here
(right), on one of our
74s built in Denmark,
is the ultimate system. What a shame it
is to bury this beautiful work behind foam
and hull liner panels.
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Plates over 1/8 inch (3 mm) in thickness are
usually run through a roller of some sort to
stretch the metal into the curve of the hull.The
more pre-forming of this type that is done, the
less stress there will be in the finished hull.

There are all sorts of ways of getting plating
to conform to the hull shape.Where moderate curves are involved you can use a temporarily welded C shape to the plate, and then
drive a wedge between it and a local frame.
This pulls the plate in and holds it until it is
tacked welded in place, after which the C
shape is removed and used elsewhere.

PLATING

How plates are cut depends on the hull shape,
what is available in plate sizes, and the techniques the builder likes to use. These photos of
one of our boats being built in Europe shows
relatively small plates. In the aft sections, with
less radius, the plates will be larger.

The most diffic u l t a r e a t o
form is the bow
w i t h i t s ve r y
tight radii. The
closer the bow
is to a cone
shape or a cons t a n t ra d i u s
(where a pipe
can be used for
the leading
edge), the easier it will be to
form.
We ’ v e f r e quently had our
bows for med
by outside vendors with large
presses.

Plating
Metal-hull plating is a great mystery. Every builder we’ve worked with has a different
approach. Some like to build their frames right-side-up and then plate from the bottom up, while
others swear the only way to work is to start with the hull upside down. Some builders prefab large
sections of hull and then assemble them, while others prefer to stand all frames up and then begin
the plating process.
On long, shallow-bottomed hulls like we tend to design, the plating is a pretty straightforward
affair for most of the hull. Plates can frequently be laid down, tacked in place, and then forced to
conform with cable winches and wedges. In the turn of the bilge and bow sections, more forming
with a hydraulic press of some sort will be required.
Hull shapes with some curve are easier to get fair than those which are quite flat. There is a certain amount of distortion that takes place from the heat of the welding, and this is better held in
check and visually hidden with curved surfaces.

ENGINEERING
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Engineering
Two advantages of working with aluminum are the ease of predicting weight
and the ease of engineering for stress.’
Since the properties of the material are
known and constant, and since welds
have predetermined values, the designer
doesn’t have to rely on intuition or “feel”
as much as when working with plastics.
In the area of the chainplates, for example, it’s easy to insert thicker plating for
distributing stress. If you’re concerned
with noise and vibration in the engine
room, the plating can be thickened there,
too. Weight calculation is simply a matter
of determining surface area and plate
thickness. A large collection of engineering data is available to the designer from
the Aluminum Association and major
suppliers such as Alcoa and Kaiser. The
American Bureau of Shipping also issues
standards for aluminum-yacht construction.

One of the most difficult things to engineer for is
impact load in a collision. Our tendency is to go
overboard and make the bow bulletproof. In this
case (above) there is a centerline girder of 3/8-inch
(9.6mm) plate, backed by a heavy flange which is
designed to take the initial impact. Note the very
close spacing of the longitudinal stringers in this area.

Quality Control
One of the questions that always arises
is quality control. The first concern is that
you have received the proper material.
It’s standard for the alloy and batch number to be stamped on each plate or extrusion, but you can go a step further and ask
for mill certification of materials. A
chemical analysis is then done on each
batch to be sure the alloy is correct. Next
is the welding. Most classification societies require a series of specimen welds
from each person working on the boat,
and these are tested for failure.
As indicated previously, it’s customary
to request X-rays of a representative
number of welds. I like to have them
taken of highly stressed areas such as
If you have an aluminum boat, check with your
chainplates, keel-to-hull joint, and prop
local
welding supply house for a portable welder.
struts, along with a few hull-plating
A number of wirefeed units that will run on batwelds. The X-rays will show internal
tery power are on the market.
quality, although with the welding equipment and alloys available today, problems are rare.
This is a critical step, not to be missed. I have only once not insisted on this process — with a
builder in whom I had a lot of trust —and that turned out to be a very costly mistake. Midway
through the project his interests shifted to other things, and quality went to hell. We didn’t find out
until we were sea-trialing the boat that many of the welds were porous. In the end, we spent more
than a third of the original hull contract repairing the problem!
The sequence of welding is critical in maintaining a fair hull shape. One approach is to temporarily tack-weld the plating and, after the entire hull is assembled, weld up the seams. Another
method used with longitudinally framed yachts is to weld plates as they are applied. With the correct application and welding pattern, this results in smoother plate intersections.
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INTEGRAL TANKS

A key to easy fuel-filling is to have large fill pipes
that run to the bottom of the tank (top two photos). We typically specify 2-inch (50mm) fills on
our larger boats. These project through the forward watertight bulkhead. Thus all of the visible
fuel plumbing is in the forepeak, where it does
not interfere with interior furniture.

Sometimes there isn’t room to get plumbing
from under the shower soles to a pump. In this
case (above) you can weld in a drain through
the tank top. This process must be star ted
before the tank tops have been welded down.
There are two approaches to integral tanks.
One is to have the top plates welded to the
structural floor (left). This reduces volume (the
tank top is below sole level), and requires a secondary support grid for the cabin soles.
Our preference is to bring the tank tops right
up to the top of the structural floors, increasing
capacity. The sole is then laid directly on top of
the tanks so no support is required.

Integral Tanks
One of the major advantages of metal boats in general is the ability to weld tanks integral with
the hull where the hull forms the outer skin of the tank. This provides tremendous volumes of liquid low in the hull, as well as the security of a double bottom in case of a holing, and a base for the
cabin soles.
Many builders leave tank tops down a couple of inches (50 mm) from the finished sole height
to allow for a stringer system to support the soles. My preference is to bring the tanks right up to
the underside of the soles, then epoxy insulation onto the tanks tops and epoxy the soles to the
insulation. This removes an air space that can accumulate dirt or moisture and maximizes tank
capacity.
There is sometimes a debate about tank clean-outs or access. Our practice is to have a single
clean-out at the low spot for each fuel tank. Our reasoning is that if another access point is ever
required, it is easy enough to cut one in when required, and in the interim you don’t have to worry
about leaks.
Clean-outs should have tapped plates blind-welded for fastening down the clean-outs, so that
no fuel ever gets to the threads of a bolt. If for some reason this has not happened then the bolts
must be of the type that are designed with an indent under their heads for a diesel-resistant O-ring.
If no O-ring is used and diesel gets to the bolt threads, regardless of anything you do, the diesel
will leak out along the threads.

CHAINPLATES
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Chainplates
There are many ways to make chainplate attachments. The key issue, design-wise, is to avoid
creating a hard spot on the hull, and to be sure of a high enough factor of safety so that in the event
of a collision in the chainplate area, there is a good chance some integrity will be left to take rig
loads.

If your rig has inboard shrouds, then you will
need a way to get the load into the hull. In this
photo (above) a heavy piece of plate is
welded between three floors. These floors
also form the support for the mast step.

Above: Another way to deal with chainplates. In this case a thick plate has been
welded to three frames. The frames in turn
spread the load to the hull plate.

This detail of the mizzen chainplates on
Beowulf shows attachment T-points for the
cap and intermediate shrouds, as well as the
lower (the diagonal chainplate to the left)
and the main mast runner (above).

If you have a wide staying base, with
chainplates on the hull, the connection
to the skin plating is quite simple.
In the above photo there is a frame
onto which the mast is stepped (left
side of photo), and then the chainplate
is slightly aft allowing for a bit of
spreader sweep.
The hull plate has been thickened in
this area to spread the chainplate load.

This is a headstay tang (above), with
allowance for a tack shackle on the aft side
of the chainplate.
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THE MAST STEP

The Mast Step
Mast steps need to be engineered so that wiring can be brought through the bottom to a suitable
location, and so that any water draining down the mast will have a clear path to the bilge.

We typically make our mast steps in the form of a giant beam (upper left), running forward and spreading the compression load of the mast over a number of floors.This beam is usually formed by: a thick top
plate onto which the mast step is bolted or welded; a thickened chunk of hull plate below; and a shear
web formed by the centerline girder of the hull. One of the things we’ve learned is to make allowance
for the mast to drain into the keel sump, as is shown in the upper right photo.To be sure of a good seal,
we usually set the mast heel onto a medium-density rubber into which a drain hole has been cut.

Keel Construction
The big decision with the keel is inside or outside ballast. We normally create a large aluminum
tank into which the lead is poured. This has the advantage of eliminating keel bolts and the maintenance associated therewith. It allows you to use pure lead, that is about three percent more dense
than lead with has been alloyed with antimony (which you will need if the lead is outside).
The negative is that lead and aluminum, in the presence of water, do not get along. So you need
to be sure that the keel is well sealed.
Scantlings obviously vary with keel weight and shape, but our keel sides usually run from 1/4
inch to 3/8 inch (6 mm to 9.6 mm) in thickness, with keel bottoms usually around 1/2-inch
(12.6mm) thick.
The other approach is to use a conventionally cast keel and keelbolts. The lead-to-aluminum
interface must be isolated in this case. External lead will absorb some impact on a grounding.

The keel structural system is a
function of keel shape. With a simple 0000 NAC A foil, it can be
formed with vertical floors, around
which plate is wrapped.The bottom
plate (above) for this 67-foot (20.6
m) design is 1/2-inch (12.6mm)
thick. The shape shown is a 15-percent NACA foil section.
The next photo (right) shows one
keel side tacked onto the floors.

Drainage in the keel sump should be
enhanced with a sloped bottom (top of the
lead) and a pick-up sump as shown above.

KEEL CONSTRUCTION
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Sometimes height
restrictions make it
necessary to weld the
keel on in two sections:
first, the sump, which is
attached to the hull,
then, the bottom portion, which contains
the lead.
Once the hull has
been moved, the two
sections are then
joined.

Where the keel shape
is more critical, ribs can
be cut on the bandsaw
and welded to notched
floors (right). The ribs
help to hold the shape in
tolerance.
Regardless of the shape
and how you achieve it,
there is always the issue
of welding the closing
plate. The first plate is
easy, as you have access
to the inside. But what
about the second plate?
The solution is to carefully mark
the plate in each area to be
welded. Then, cut out slots
where the welds occur. Tackweld the plate in position, and
fully weld the slots to the floors
and ribs.
As welding takes place, the
plate tends to change shape from
the heat and from the gap
between the plates tending to
close. Sometimes a hydraulic jack
is used to wedge things back into
the correct shape (right).
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RUDDER CONSTRUCTION

When possible, we like to have the
lead poured directly into the keel cavity, as shown here (above and top
three right photos). Take care with
the height of the liquid lead (head
pressure), as excessive height in conjunction with heat can cause the keel
side plates to bulge.
Wetting down the outside of the
keel cavity (right) helps to reduce
heat build-up. After the lead has
cooled, a covering plate is welded to
the top of the cavity. The keel cavity
should then be pressure-tested to
make sure it is watertight. It’s important to know that no liquid can mix in
with the lead and aluminum.

Rudder Construction
We’ve always used aluminum
rudders on solid aluminum shafts
for our metal boats. They are
somewhat heavier than a glass rudder with a carbon-fiber stock.
However, there are no electrolysis
worries, and we know that if the
rudder starts to work on a coral
head, it is going to come out okay.
We have lots of real-world experience in this!
We like to have the rudder stock
stop about one-third of the way up
from the bottom so that in the event
of a really severe grounding, the
bottom of the rudder can be bent or
broken but the stock and the rest of
the rudder is left to steer with.

Metal rudders
a r e t y p i c a l ly
for med like an
airplane wing (left
photo). A series
o f ri b s a r e
welded to the
ru d d e r s h a f t ,
which in this case
acts as a wing
spar.
With modern canoe bodies you can sometimes do
away with a rudder packing
gland by simply extending
the height of the rudder
bearing housing, as shown
here (lower left). The flat
flange will accept a mating
flange that clamps around
the rudder shaft and prevents the rudder from slipping down.

RUDDER CONSTRUCTION

Top two photos:This rudder shaft and matching collar will later be welded
into the hull.The slot in the rudder shaft is at the bottom and will accept flatplate extension of the shaft, forming a structural spar to which the ribs and
plating of the rudder are eventually welded.
Right: We typically
stop the rudder shaft
about 2 feet (610 mm)
up from the bottom.
This allows the bottom
plate to absorb damage
without affecting the
integrity of the stock
itself. So if damage does
o c c u r i n a s e ve r e
grounding, you only
damage the bottom
plate, and you can still
control the boat with
what’s left of the rudder.

You may want the rudder to have its own zinc. If
this is the case, it should be let into a recess, as shown
here (above), so that it is flush with the surface.
We’ve built rudders with and without.
The impact from groundings will hit the bottom of the leading edge of the rudder. There are two engineering approaches. One is to make it bulletproof — but then you put the shaft at risk.The other is to make
it “frangible.” This means that the tip fails before the rest of the rudder. Curved leading edges like this
(above left) are frequently formed with pipe or a solid bit of rod.
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Engine mounts (above) are typically set on flanges that have
been welded to girders running
fore and aft. These girders frequently block access beneath the
engine for repairs and cleanup. If
access is restricted, we prefer to
keep the girder height low and tie
the engine mounts to bases
which have been welded to
athwartships floors.

ENGINE ROOM DETAILS

The propeller shaft
log is welded in place.
The prop-shaft stuffing box is clamped to
t h e t u rn e d e n d
(above).
Prop-shaft support
brackets are best
brought up through
the bottom some distance, so that the
inner leg can be supported off surroundi n g flo o r s . T h i s
reduces vibration and
the chances of welds
cracking over time
(right).

Benches for pumps, bases for machinery,
and in this case a water heater (left), are all
easily welded in place with metal construction. This saves time over what is required
with a fiberglass vessel, and is easily modified if required in the future.

Engine Room Details
One of the joys of a metal boat is the ability to weld in all sorts of brackets, in the engine room
and elsewhere. It is fast, efficient weight-wise, and can be quite attractive.
We usually mock up everything in place with light-angle temporarily welded in place. Let all
the bits and pieces sit for awhile, and then come back at it a second time. With any engine-room
layout, utmost care needs to be given to how plumbing and wiring will run. Access to equipment
is also critical — both for building efficiency and later maintenance by the owner.

Through-hull Plumbing
Over the years we’ve found that welding pipe stubs to the hull (with welds inside and outside
of the hull plate) and then threading the inboard ends works well for through-hull fittings. You will
want to use a valve which is plastic in most cases. We’ve had good success with Forespar Marellon valves.
If you are careful with your plumbing plans, you can limit your through-hull fittings and the
valves required. We normally use a single incoming pipe for all seawater needs, along with standpipes that have been welded to the hull and that extend above the waterline for all exhausts.

DECK HARDWARE
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Deck Hardware
With the exception of where the mast penetrates the deck, there should be no holes anywhere
over the living areas. This prevents leaks.
How do you fasten all your deck hardware? With tapped plates fitting the bottom of the gear in
question, and then welded to the deck. For example, think about an inboard genoa track. We’ll
take a piece of 3/8-inch (9.6mm) plate the same width as the underside of the track, tap it to match
the track’s bolt pattern, and then weld it in place.
Lifeline stanchions are most often aluminum sockets welded to the deck surface for pushpits
and pulpits, or let through the deck and welded to a frame or gusset for stanchions. The aluminum
socket then has a nylon or PVC sleeve between it and the stainless-steel stanchion.
If you take this approach, list all your hardware and tie-down points in advance. Then they can
be laid out and welded when the coamings are finished.
This includes allowance for dinghies, docking cleats, life rafts, staysails, jackstays, helm foot
racks, spray deflectors for hatches, awning tie-down points, anchor storage, windlass drip strips,
handrail sockets, handrail bases, storm-cover tie-down points for hatches, stowage for spinnaker
and jockey poles, special sports gear like outboards, windsurfers, and jet skis.

Here are a couple of views of a turning-block base
(upper left and right). The side plate has been lightened with cutouts.

These jib-track
bases (left) are
3/8-inch (9.6mm)
plate that have
been drilled and
tapped to match
the mounting
holes in the jib
track. These plates
have been welded
to the top of the
deck in order to
prevent leakage
between the faste ne rs and the
interior.
The jib tracks
are set onto neoprene rubber gaskets to keep the fasteners sealed where they enter the threads of the tapped plate.
The mast area before the deck collar (which matches the spar shape) has been welded in place. The
bales on each side and aft are for attachment of blocks that will be used to direct halyards and reefing
lines to winches (far left photo).
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HARDWARE ISOLATION

Hardware Isolation
Hardware with bases made from materials other than aluminum need to be isolated. This typically applies to winches that have bronze bases. A layer of plastic will do the job. However, our
preference is to use a moderately hard rubber, typically with a Shore hardness of around 40, as it
tends to dampen sound transmission.

Two views of a lifeline-stanchion socket (above and left)
— welded to the deck and to a frame below the deck. A
nylon insert isolates the stainless stanchion from the aluminum socket.

The aluminum toerail (above) is welded
onto a high toerail. It projects beyond the
topsides a little and has a hard rubber extrusion placed over the edge to protect it and
neighbors from the aluminum.

An interesting detail for attachment
of turning block to the deck (above).
Note the shape of the U-bolt. The aft
leg is angled to help restrain the entire
structure against forward pull.

Deck Hatches
There are two ways to go with deck hatches. One is to use extruded hatch frames and bolt them
down to the deck. This means you have a potential source of leaks and will need to form up a flat
base on which the hatch can be bedded.
The second approach, is to go with cast hatches, such as those made by Atakins & Hoyle or
BOMAR. With cast hatches you can weld the bases directly to the coamings.
These hatches normally come with painted bases into which holes have been drilled. We order
ours with unpainted bases without holes so they are ready to weld down when we get them.

WINDOWS
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The tricky part in this equation is prewelding the hatch base to the coaming.
This is usually best done in a jig, in advance
of welding it to the deck (right). Lots of
clamps are necessary, and a series of tack
welds are used to get everything aligned.
The heat buildup needs to be watched.
Excessive heat (or excessive weld bead)
will lead to warping.
The hatch and gasket will tolerate a certain amount of misalignment, but it is best
to keep the surfaces fair.

The ideal solution is to
we l d h a t c h b a s e s t o
coamings (left). The hatch
base helps reinforce the
deck opening by forming
a beam with the coaming
as the web and deck and
hatch bases as the flanges.
This is also a waterproof
base that never needs
maintenance.

Windows
With widely spaced framing, windows are typically placed between every other frame. A
larger-than-normal angle is run longitudinally above and below the cutout to spread the load
between frames.
With closely spaced frames, it is sometimes necessary to cut a frame to get a proper-size window. In this case the longitudinal angle will have to carry the load from the cut frame out to those
frames on each side.

Left: Paul Oeland, one of Denmark’s master craftsmen, prepares to weld in a window frame. Since this window does not
break any frames, the structural loads are easily dealt with.The
Lexan glazing will lie against the flat formed by the flat plate,
which he is about to weld into place. A detail shot of this landing can be seen in the right photo.
When you break a beam (right photo), the top and especially
bottom longitudinal must carry the load from the cut frame to
those on each side. Because the load comes in at the end of the
sister frames, it is easily dealt with by the structure.
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MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS

There are two ways to mount windows, both of which have their advantages. If the windows are mounted
on the inside (as they are in these three photos), they are then inset from the topsides several inches (50 mm)
so that they are protected from pilings and vessels rafting alongside. Being on the inside, they can be maintained at sea — for
example, you can adjust the bolts, or even replace a window
from the interior.
On the other hand, this is inefficient structurally, as the
water load is trying to separate the window from the hull.
When the window is mounted on the outside, water pressure
tries to push the window against its gasket. Another negative
comes with heel, if your windows are close to sea level at normal heeled angles. Waves running in and out of the windows
can be quite noisy, and drag is high.
We’ve used both systems. Where window drag is not a
problem we prefer to mount them on the interior.

Miscellaneous Details
One of the pleasures of building a metal boat, especially when working with a real craftsman,
is the ingenuity that can be found to solve various design problems. Following are a series of interesting details which we’ve used over the years.

Getting ventilation into
the pilothouse is always difficult. We frequently specify
a conical shaped fairing to
be welded to the coaming,
onto which a vent cowl is
attached.
When anchored head-towind, these work quite well,
as do those on the windward side when sailing.

Sometimes it is necessary to cut a hole through
structure for plumbing or
wiring. A simple way to
keep the structure intact is
to weld into the hole a
piece of heavy walled pipe.
Another (not shown) is to
weld a doubler plate.

MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS

A metal boat provides all sorts of opportunities to get creative with bow roller assemblies. In both of these, the center divider also provides an attachment point for the headstay
(or bottom of the roller-furler drum). If roller-furler drums are close to the anchor, look at
the pivoting action of the anchor to see if it will clear the drum when winched home.

Not all our ideas work
out so well. These two
shots show a well welded
into the transom (lower
left corner) which was to
be used for life-raft stowage — low, out of the way,
and easy to launch. The
problem came in the occasional wetting the transom
would get in sloppy conditions. Life rafts are not
designed for immersion
when stored. We had ours
serviced after 18 months,
and it was a mess inside
from water damage. We
welded the door shut and
used the space for engineroom storage. Thereafter
the raft was stored on
deck.
Another mistake was the
oblong exhaust through
the transom. This looks
good and works well in
smooth water. But when
motoring in a chop, it dips
into and out of the waves,
making annoying changes
in exhaust noise. We
eventually welded this shut
and raised the exhaust
pipe so that it was always
clear of the sea.
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MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS

Here’s an idea that
wo r k e d r e a l l y w e l l !
Rather than use roller
furling on Sundeer, we
developed a system in
which our hanked-on jib
could be stowed in a selfdraining locker below
deck. Bottom and aft
bulkheads were welded
into place. A removable
forward bulkhead bolted
against a gasket, and
hinged doors closed to
protect the jib from sun
and sea.
When the time came
to hoist, we simply
opened the deck doors,
attached the halyard, and
hoisted away. Putting the sail away, we did a rough flake against the
headstay, then rolled it down the deck until it dropped into the storage area.
This was not as fast as roller furling, but consider the advantages:
No extra weight aloft when sailing or when the sail is stowed, easy
changing of headsails due to jib hanks — whenever we changed
down in size, the big jib remained stowed, and the smaller jib was simply hanked on deck. Finally, the sail could be cut low on the foot; with
a batten in the head, it was much more efficient.

HULL INSULATION
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Spraying polyeurethane foam is the
most efficient way to insulate a metal
hull. Usually you spray an inch (25 mm)
or so. For the most part, it requires little clean up.
On this project, the foam was
sprayed to a thickness of 3 inches (75
mm), which is just about even with the
depth of the frames.
The guys in the yard then had to trim
off the excess, so that furniture, hull,
and headliner panels would fit well.
Once the skin of the foam has been
broken by cutting or sanding,
i t mu s t b e
sealed to prevent moisture
absorption.
In this case,
the entire foam
surface was
sealed with a
water-based,
fire-retardant
paint.

Hull Insulation
There are various theories about insulating aluminum hulls. Although we’ve tried a variety of
systems, we usually come back to sprayed poleurethane foams. These are easy to apply, modest
in cost, and do a good job as both thermal and sound insulation.
There’s a debate about whether or not the hull should be primed before foaming. I’ve listened
to argument on both ends of this, and it seems to come down to the kind of chemical blowingagent that is used in the foam. If it reacts with aluminum, you’ll need a barrier coating, typically
a strontium chromate-type of paint. If the blowing agent is inert, a barrier coating is not required.
Foam quality varies. Be sure to get the best-quality, most-stable material possible. All foams
absorb moisture with time, and this adds considerably to their weight. You can reduce this tendency by making sure the foam is sealed — either with the natural skin that forms during the
spraying process, or with a paint film applied wherever the foam has been cut or abraded. Foams
should be self-extinguishing once a source of flame has been removed.

Anodizing
It often makes sense to hard-anodize any aluminum structure subject to corrosion, such as
plumbing fittings and chainplates. If you take this approach, be sure this is a hard-anodizing of at
least 15 microns in thickness. The anodizing is ground off where these bits have to be welded.

Electrolysis
The one negative to owning an aluminum yacht is the potential problem of galvanic corrosion.
The best way around this is to build, paint, and wire your yacht properly. This will be discussed
in more detail in the electrical chapters.
Most serious corrosion problems originate in the DC electrical system. To minimize this risk,
the DC electrical system is kept isolated from the hull. Each piece of DC gear is also isolated in
case leakage occurs between it and the hull. This is known as a “floating ground.” As an example,
pumps are often bolted to fiberglass bases, which are in turn fastened to the hull.
All wiring should be protected from abrasion with the hull.
Last, the hull should be protected with sacrificial anodes. These are made from zinc and, in the
presence of galvanic corrosion, will break down before the hull is attacked. On most cruising
yachts these are attached on the hull, keel, and rudder, as well as inside sumps.
The hull zincs can be welded to the hull or attached at various points around the hull perimeter
with wires to the toerail. In the latter case, they are pulled up when you are under way.
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If the electrical system is dealt with correctly, and if
you have sacrificial zincs, electrolysis will not be a problem. But you do need to take care.The aluminum mast
(upper left) was sitting on a steel base in a damp bilge.
The aluminum was gradually eaten away, as you can
plainly see. Had the two materials been isolated from
each other, this would not have happened.
There are three approaches to hull zincs. The first
two involve welding zincs to the hull, either proud
(above right) or flush (lower right). Periodically brush
the zincs to keep their active surface clean, and never
paint them. Of the two approaches, the totally
exposed is the best, as it has more surface area in contact with the water and is easily cleaned on the
exposed sides. However, a series of these will increase
drag.
On some of our boats we hang the zincs over the
side when at anchor or in port.This way they are easy
to change, clean, and generally keep an eye on. However, this does not provide protection at sea. We keep
a zinc in each wet sump to help out when the on-deck
zincs are stowed.

Noise
You’ve probably heard stories about noisy aluminum yachts. This is true for stripped-out racers, but once you add an interior, insulation, hull and headliner panels, and bulkheads, aluminum
is definitely quieter than fiberglass, with its hard surfaces bouncing noise around.

Fasteners
Fasteners are always a problem with aluminum. They are typically made of stainless steel —
and stainless and aluminum don’t get along well. Fasteners should be avoided whenever possible. It is possible to make attachments based on welding, which eliminates the need for the stainless bolt in the first place.
While this won’t work for winches or jammers, it can often work with cleats where you can use
aluminum cleats and weld them down, with pad eyes, and other tie-down spots.
When the time comes to use a stainless-steel fastener, if the aluminum is unpainted, a simple
barrier coat like Alumalastic or NeverSeize works quite well at avoiding corrosion. However, on
a painted finish, corrosion will eventually start at the bolt threads and spread under the paint,
regardless of what coats the bolt!
There are two ways around this. The first, which is partially effective, is to have the stainlesssteel bolts coated with a very hard finish called Sermatech. There are licensees of the Sermatech
company around the U.S. The coating keeps most of the stainless isolated from the aluminum.
However, this method is not foolproof and will eventually break down.
The better approach is to use an oversized hole for the fastener, then sleeve the hole so that a
plastic sleeve is placed around the bolt, between it and the aluminum paint finish.

PAINTING
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Note that the paint finish must go all the way into the hole so there are no edges to the paint
system. This means deck hardware should be positioned and fastening holes should be drilled
before painting starts.
Sometimes there is lightly loaded gear which needs attachment and that you forget about or is
impossible to position before the boat is launched. If loads are low enough, you can purchase
nylon bolts that work well for eyestraps and related hardware. For slightly higher loads, high-tech
aircraft bolts made from epoxy laminates are also available.

Painting
For finishing the hull, there are several highly successful, low-maintenance systems on the market. As with any paint job, the key is preparation. Exterior surfaces of the hull are ground or sandblasted to remove any impurities and to provide a mechanical “tooth” for the undercoats. Then the
hull is washed with Alumiprep 33, a chemical that removes oxidation. The Alumaprep is hosed
off with fresh water before drying, and immediately a second chemical, Alodine 1200, is applied.
This is an acid which temporarily protects the aluminum skin and makes it receptive to undercoats. A high-solids epoxy undercoat is subsequently applied. This forms the base for holding the
rest of the paint system to the aluminum skin. From here on, the finishing process is the same as
with any other custom yacht. Microballoon-filled epoxy resin is used for fairing the hull, followed
by high-solids epoxy primer. When the hull is smoothed to the desired quality, a linear poleurethane top coat is applied.
Painting aluminum is covered more thoroughly in succeeding chapters on paint systems.

Paint Protection
Properly applied paint films protect the surface to which they are applied from the electrolytic
corrosion process as long as they are impermeable (i.e., moisture proof). However, if the surface
becomes porous and allows moisture to enter between it and the metal underneath, the situation
is much worse. There is an electrolytic potential while the paint film keeps the healing oxygenrich atmosphere at bay. This can lead to consequences far more serious than if no paint film had
been applied.
Paint companies frequently use zinc or other less noble metals in their undercoats so that if
there is failure of the paint film, the zinc is what is eaten away rather than the structural metal
underneath.

Going Bare
Bare aluminum (above the waterline) is an alternative that has been popular among workboats
for some time and that is now starting to gather favor with yachtsmen. With paint accents for
waterlines and cove striping, it can be quite attractive, while saving cost and maintenance. Marine
alloys turn a flat gray after prolonged exposure to salt. They form a small amount of oxidation,
then maintain this appearance. Of course, they can be periodically buffed or polished to restore
luster.
When we put Sundeer into the water we thought we’d try her bare for a year or two. The reasoning was we could always come back and paint later on. At first we had a difficult time adjusting to
the “workboat” look. But within a few weeks the subtle, non-flashy appearance began to grow on
us. After we’d cruised for a few weeks, and docked in some very tight spots without worrying
about a fancy paint job, we were absolutely ecstatic!
As time went on, we grew to love the bare appearance more and more. If people anchored too
close, we didn’t care. If a friendly local came by in an outrigger canoe, we sat and talked rather
than running for fenders. The bare aluminum finish gave rise to a more laid-back, not to mention
inexpensive cruising lifestyle.
We now feel that the ability to go bare is one of the major advantages to aluminum!

Cost Comparisons
There is generally very little difference in the cost of a custom fiberglass or aluminum hull. Aluminum is more expensive to paint, but it is less costly to install engine room gear and tankage and
to make structural connections like chainplates.
The final cost differential depends more on the skills and efficiency of the fiberglass and aluminum builders themselves than on the material.

Welding after Completion
It is invariably necessary to do some welding after the boat is partially (or sometimes totally)
completed. If a self-extinguishing insulating foam has been used, you can weld over it, as long as
a careful fire watch is kept below. However, weld areas should be moderate, and weld heat should
be as low as possible. Rather than welding large areas at once, it is best to do a small area, let it
cool, then return to do another small area.
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One thing you
can say about
steel — it lasts a
long time. This
is the skeleton
of a sailing ship
that went up on
the reef of
Takaroa, in the
Tu a m o t u s i n
1906. Seventy
ye a r s l a t e r i t
was still there!

One practical problem with steel is the
fact that it is magnetic,
and therefore affects
the compass.
Compasses are thus
mounted as high as
possible and should
be heavily compensated, as shown here
with two large iron
balls. The problem is
deviation changes
when you heel. One
way around this problem is to use a gyrocompass which is not
affected by local magnetic influences.

STEEL
Steel is another good material for cruising boats — strong, easy to work with, and virtually
indestructible on a reef. If you collide with a log or another small boat, there’s no question who
will come out second best. A steel boat over 40 feet (12.3 m) can be moderate displacement. The
negatives come in maintenance and resale. For some reason, steel boats are not popular in the U.S.
It’s possible to pick up a good steel boat for half the price of its fiberglass counterpart.

Weight
Small steel boats typically weigh about 30 percent more in the hull and deck than comparable
designs built in aluminum or fiberglass. Since much of this weight is in the topsides and deck, the
basic metal work has a higher vertical center of gravity than with aluminum.

STEEL
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To maintain an acceptable range
of positive stability, therefore, you
must either add lead in the keel,
increase draft, or some combination
thereof.
With displacement up for the
same range under power, you need a
larger engine, prop and prop shaft —
as well as more tankage and diesel
fuel — for the same amount of
range.
Finally, if you desire a certain
level of performance under sail, you
must increase rig height and sail
area. But this raises the center of
gravity, which calls for more keel...
You probably get the idea that I
don’t care for steel. This is not the
case at all. I think properly built steel
cruising yachts have a lot to commend them. However, they typically
end up costing the same as aluminum, draw more water, and are more
costly to maintain, especially if you
consider leaving an aluminum boat
bare.

Maintenance
Without question, steel presents
maintenance problems, especially
from a cosmetic standpoint. But
with modern paint systems, properly
applied, these are not insurmountable. The only way to ensure a good
finish is to take the hull down to bare
metal, sandblast well, and build
back up with a quality epoxy-paint
system. The hull should be well
painted inside, too.

Flame Spray Coatings
Many commercial boats have
areas of deck or bilges which see
hard work flame-sprayed with either
aluminum or zinc (the same as galvanizing). In this process the metal
is sandblasted. Then, a rig that looks
like a spray gun with a torch and
wire feed mechanism, creates a fine
stream of molten metal, which is
sprayed onto the steel. The coating is
usually thicker than normal galvanizing. Commercial fisherman
swear by it — as opposed to swearing at it, which they frequently do
with paint.

Construction details for steel are similar to aluminum
except that care should be taken to make sure no moisture
can accumulate that would eventually lead to hidden rust
pockets.
Also, specify extra metal thickness to allow for loss of
strength over time, as some metal is lost to rust.
For deck hardware, stainless is frequently welded to
underlying steel to prevent chafe on deck hardware from
eating through the protective paint scheme.
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This process is not as abrasion-resistant as hot-dip galvanizing, since surface preparation is not
as good. (Hot dip parts are taken through an acid bath before galvanizing.)
As you can imagine, the process is slow and expensive. When large surfaces are involved, sandblasting must start and stop periodically so that a nominal amount of time elapses between clean
metal and when the hot coating is sprayed.
It is, however, the ultimate finish for steel.

Insulation
Most steel boats are foamed on the inside to help protect the skin, prevent condensation, and
reduce noise.

Long-term Considerations
If you buy a used steel vessel, call upon a qualified marine surveyor. Make sure he or she uses
electronic gauging equipment to verify plate integrity.
The advantages of steel include built-in tankage, watertight bulkheads, and the ability to have
fittings welded to the decks (thus eliminating possible leaks).
From a construction standpoint, the same details that work well with aluminum also work with
steel — except that you don’t have the galvanic corrosion problems with stainless. This makes it
practical to weld stainless-steel handrails and deck fittings right to the mild steel hull — very
helpful with maintenance.

TIMBER
Until Intermezzo, we owned wooden boats exclusively. We loved the feel of the wood, the smell
of it, and the sense of communion with nature that it gave. But cruising is different from keeping
a boat stored in a marina and using it occasionally. It entails running aground and going for
months without hauling. With wood, there are lots of maintenance chores to perform beyond
problems with the hull.
Older wooden boats are cheap to buy because they are maintenance headaches. If you want to
get a lot of boat for the money, buy a woody. But it will be difficult to recover any funds you may
invest in rigging her for cruising. Once underway, a disproportionate amount of time will be spent
on hull maintenance. If you’re good with your hands and enjoy working with wood, okay. But if
you need others to help out, the initial cost advantage of an older wooden boat will rapidly evaporate in shipyard bills. Wood also has problems in the tropics, between opening up from the heat
and being attacked from within by dry rot. When it comes to a reef, there is little chance of rescue.
Whereas fiberglass and metal slide reasonably well over coral, wood is too soft to resist the abrasion.

Saturated Epoxy Technique
If you’re still entranced with the concept of a woody, there’s one form of construction that is, in
our opinion, superior to others — double diagonal planking, with an epoxy-saturation system,
such as Meade and Jan Gougeon’s WEST System. Hulls built in this manner are light, strong, and
resistant to rot. As a result they’re easier on the maintenance bills.

DuraCore
DuraCore is a composite timber material made of balsa core with a thin veneer of timber on
each side — in effect, a wood sandwich structure. The system was developed by Kiwi boatbuilder
Arnie Duckworth back in the 1980s and proved so successful that it was picked up by the Baltek
folks.
There are several advantages. For one, you can form the hull with a lightweight series of ribs,
then “plank” over this using DuraCore. The DuraCore strips come in a variety of widths and are
locked together with a mating edge detail. Epoxy adhesives keep the strips permanently bonded.
Once the hull is assembled, interior fiberglass reinforcements are added as necessary. The exterior of the hull is then faired — a big job — and fiberglassed.
The end structure can be quite strong, and is quick to build.

FERROCEMENT
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FERROCEMENT
Lest you think I have finished listing my prejudices, let’s go on to stone boats (ferrocement). Of
all the materials we’ve seen, it’s the most unsuitable. Chosen by neophytes because of its supposed ease of construction, it was at one time considered the “people’s” material. A little experience has convinced most insurance underwriters not to touch concrete. That should tell you
something.
There are two major problems with this material. The first is resale. You might save 10 percent
on the overall cost of a cement vessel compared to that of metal or fiberglass. But when it comes
to selling the boat, your materials and labor have been invested in something that doesn’t have a
ready market. Even if she’s beautifully fair, a comparable boat in another material will bring a
much higher price. Second is those old reefs. Concrete does not have the impact resistance of
other materials, and when the reefs get at ferroconcrete hulls, the hulls go so quickly it’s unbelievable.
John Nichols and his beautiful Heart of Edna provide a good example. Heart of Edna was
meticulously crafted to extremely heavy scantlings. One late afternoon in the Louisidad Archipelago in southern New Guinea, John was faced with a no-win situation. With a low sun angle, he
was forced to try to find his way into the lagoon. To stand offshore until the next day would have
been equally dangerous in those treacherous waters. He missed the pass, and Heart of Edna went
fast aground on the fringing reef. Unable to free her right away, they left her for the evening and
joined two other yachts inside the lagoon. They returned at first light to try to pull her off on the
rising tide. They found three gaping holes in her bow section, and there hadn’t been much of a sea
running during the evening. John’s new boat is aluminum.
Near Kieta, on Bougainville Island, also in New Guinea, lies what’s left of a beautiful, heavily
built ferrocement junk. Caught on a lee shore in a northwesterly blow with a very short fetch, she
was driven ashore. The beach was mainly sand with an occasional rock. The short fetch prevented
much of a sea buildup. Yet within hours the boat had started to disintegrate.
Everywhere one cruises, stories abound of ferro boats not standing up to groundings that even
a wooden boat would have survived. What do you do if you already have a ferro boat? Be damned
careful!

TEAK DECKS
For a composite-framed timber vessel, teak decks make a lot of sense. They’re resistant to rot,
hard enough to last years, and more dimensionally stable than decks made with other timbers. But
on a metal or fiberglass yacht, teak is an aesthetic detail with no real practical function and a lot
of negatives.
How can a beautiful teak deck have anything wrong with it? Easy. To start with, we take a nice,
watertight deck, and drill it full of hundreds of holes, each one of which is a potential leak. Next,
we add a layer of dark timber to an otherwise light-colored deck, which means in the sun it will
be very hot. Of course, this heat transfers itself below. In the tropics, shoes have to be worn at midday because the decks are so hot.
Then there are the maintenance aspects. Newly bleached and oiled teak is lovely to gaze upon.
But within a week, two weeks at the most, it will be grungy again.
But the worst aspect of teak is its weight. A 1/2-inch-thick (12.6mm) teak deck on a 40-footer
(12.3m) can easily weigh over 700 pounds (317 kg) by the time bedding, seam compound, and
fasteners are added in. That weight, 5 or 6 feet (1.8 m) above the vertical center of gravity, has a
substantial negative impact on sailing stability. Either you must add a ton of lead to the keel,
increasing draft in the process, or suffer additional heel and slower, less comfortable progress to
windward.
Still, for some, the aesthetic considerations will outweigh the practical. Goodness knows, I’ve
been guilty of making that trade-off myself in other areas. If that’s the case, here are a few factors
to consider.
First and foremost is the thickness of the deck. Three-eighths of an inch (9.6 mm) is an absolute
minimum, and will probably cause lots of problems after a few years. A better bet is 1/2-inch
(12.6 mm). Next, teak plugs over fasteners should be at least 3/16-inch (4.5 mm) thick.
Use the very best adhesives, with the teak properly degreased before laying.
Stay away from teak-faced plywood. Ply under teak in a deck is just asking for rot problems.
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It’s surprising how fast grass will accumulate on a bootstripe that is too low. All it takes is a
little wave action, or gentle rocking to-and-fro, to keep the area above the antifouling wet
and let grass start growing. If you don’t clean the grass off right away, it becomes progressively more difficult to remove. When you’re sailing, the drag from this grass is substantial.

PAINT
For most cruisers, the paint and varnish brush represent more maintenance time than any other
aspect of life aboard — and a considerable investment as well. However, there are a few things
we’ve learned to reduce the efforts and make life aboard more efficient.

Bottom Paint
Most bottom paints are formulated for the marine organisms found in a specific area. A paint
system that works well in colder waters may not be quite as efficient in the tropics, and vice versa.
Since most of us try to stretch the time between haul-outs, this means that from the middle toward
the end of a bottom paint’s life we’ll be spending time in the water cleaning the bottom. As a
result, the harder finishes are more desirable, as they can be cleaned with the least removal of
paint. With soft bottom paints, every time the bottom is scrubbed, you take off a large percentage
of what’s left of the paint film.
The best systems we’ve seen for cruising are the “self-polishing” paints. Originally developed
for commercial ships with tin-based biocides, these are now available in a variety of copper-based
paints. The surface is continuously leeched away as the boat moves through the water, exposing
fresh biocide at the surface.
Most of these paints are efficient with barnacles, but leave something to be desired with grass
and algae, especially in colder waters. That’s where diving comes in!
Some years ago I read a story in Yachting World magazine about a fellow who had used tetracycline-treated bottom paint on his boat in the Med. It worked for him, so when we hauled Sundeer the next time I decided to give this stuff a try. The formula called for using 2.5 grams of
tetracycline powder per quart of bottom paint.
You mix the tetracycline in a small amount of paint or thinner first, then start into the entire
batch.
We have found that this substantially cuts down on grass growth. My dad tried the same thing
on his boat with similar results.
The best place to buy tetracycline is at a farm-supply store, where it is sold for inclusion in animal feed. I’m told that it is possible in some areas to buy pure TBTF to add to your bottom paint.
This would be the ultimate biocide.
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Boot Stripes
In calm marina waters, barely
anything above the floating
waterline is wet. But at anchor
t h e r e ’s a lwa y s s o m e wave
action, which tends to keep 3 to 6
inches (75 to 150 mm) above the
waterline damp. If this area isn’t
coated with antifouling paint,
there will be a grass line all the
way around the waterline,
requiring a monthly scrubbing.
To avoid this problem, we
always bring our bottom paint 4
inches (100 mm) above the
waterline amidships at full cruising load, curving to 6 inches
(150 mm) above at the bow and
stern.
Boot stripes, if you have them,
should be above this point.

External Paint Systems

Working with paint can be tricky. It requires good preparation,
cooperative weather, and quality materials. If any of a number of
things goes wrong, you end up with a costly, unappealing mess.
The blue boat (above) obviously has an adhesion problem
between undercoat and top coat. This could be due to surface
contamination or to a bad batch of paint. When a problem like
this arises, make sure you know what went wrong before starting
the repair job. You don’t want to have the same problem twice.
The paint problem below was caused by a combination of an
aggressive dinghy (over time) and a damp day when the undercoating was applied.

The most important thing with
outside paint is using something
you know works. Stay away
from new “miracle” products. In
addition, stick to companies
with good reputations amongst
commercial yards. This doesn’t
necessarily mean those that
advertise most heavily. If a given
product has been on the market
four or five years, showing good
results over that time period, one
can assume it is probably okay
— as long as the formulations don’t change.
Linear polyurethane (LPU) has proven remarkably durable, as long as the pre-LPU preparation
is right.

AVOIDING PAINT PROBLEMS
Over the years we’ve seen all sorts of paint problems, mostly on other boats. We’ve had a couple
of minor problems on our boats, as well as one major problem — but more on this later.
We’ve learned that having a clear chain of responsibility, in writing, is the only way to ensure
that a job is done right. That way, if something does go wrong, you have a chance of getting it
fixed.
The painting process is full of variables and traps for the unwary. As we’ve already mentioned,
there can be weather-related problems, surface contamination, difficulties with compressed air
(oil- or moisture-entrained), and variations in paint formulations.
Something as minor as using the wrong type of rag can ruin a paint job. Tack rags, masking tape,
spraying equipment, thinners, not to mention the paint system itself must be right for the job.

Choosing a Paint System
The first step in your paint job is to choose the paint supplier. This should be based on local
experience and representation. Talk to a number of painters and yards to see whom they recom-
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mend, and whom they say to stay
away from. On a major job, be sure
that whomever is chosen to supply
the paint has local technical representatives.
And never use a new system. Use
only systems with a proven track
record.

The First Step

When the first coat of a paint system is bad, everything that
happens afterwards is wasted. This photo shows a well-prepared surface with good tooth marks from the pre-paint
grinding. The problem seems to be with the undercoat, an
Interlux (International Paint) wash primer.This paint job is currently the subject of litigation.
The products and symptoms appear to be similar to the
problems we had with International Paint, for which they paid
a $175,000 settlement after a couple of days of trial. However,
several years of time and frustration went into getting to that
point of recovery, not to mention horrendous legal costs.

The first step in a paint job is to get
a written paint specification from the
company. This specification will
detail surface preparation, types of
paints for each coat, thickness of
paint, drying time (and probably temperature range), and special instructions such as types of thinners to be
used.
Make sure you and your painter
understand the specs. Don’t allow
anyone to take shortcuts.

Inspection

We like to have a clause in our paint
contracts calling for the paint company to inspect and approve the system at various critical stages. This
acts as a quality control check for you
and the painter, and helps define a line of responsibility should a later failure occur.
Inspections normally take place before the first undercoat is applied, during the applications of
several subsequent coats, and usually prior to the final coat.
Paint companies usually will not do this for small jobs. But if you have a choice between a company that will and one that won’t, go with the guys that will inspect the system.

Warranties
The written warranty you get with your paint system from the paint supplier should be carefully
evaluated. If there is a quality problem, do they repaint the boat for you, or do they simply supply
materials and expect you or the yard to pick up the labor bill? As labor is typically 80 percent or
more of the total cost, this is a significant issue!
The most important factor in the warranty, however, is the company behind it. All paint companies have problems from time to time. Some stand behind their product and will take care of
repainting. Others try to hide behind the fine print or simply take the approach of “sue us and see
what you get,” knowing that the costs of the lawsuit outweigh any possible recovery.

Preparation
Preparation is the single most important factor in a good paint job. Everything else you do
depends on this foundation. Each step must be executed correctly — starting with the surface of
the bare hull, whether metal, raw fiberglass, or old gelcoat. The surface has to be dry, at the correct
temperature, 100-percent free of surface contaminants and/or corrosion, and must have a
mechanical tooth from sanding, grinding or sandblasting.
The very first coat is the most critical in the entire paint system. This is what bonds everything
which comes later to the hull. The most examples of paint failure occur between the first coating
and the bare hull.
If painting over an existing job, be certain that what lies under the new paint is well adhered.
There are a variety of easy-to-run tests to determine adhesion.
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Fairing
The final visual quality of your paint job is determined by those fairing and intermediate undercoats that occur before the top coat. The higher the gloss and/or darker the color, the more imperfections that will show up in your fairing job.
Where a gelcoat surface with moderate gloss may look good, put a high-gloss LPU finish on top
and it will suddenly look terrible. All sorts of waves, nicks, and pits you could not see before will
now be embarrassingly visible.

Final Coats
The top coat or coats seal whatever is underneath and provide the final finish. As indicated
before, the material of choice today is LPU. Formulations for brushing and rolling are available
that are relatively easy to use and give a wonderful final finish.
However, the brushable LPUs have a long “tack time” to allow you to work them with brush and
roller. This means they also have time to accumulate dust and bugs once you’ve finished. Thus, a
calm day with minimal participation by winged critters is a must.
Spray finishes go on faster and have a very short tack period, typically less than a minute, so
dust and bugs are not such a big issue. Overspray is an issue, so cover everything you don’t want
painted — including all your neighbors.

Handling Hazardous Materials
Most materials in modern paint systems are hazardous to your health. When sanding, and especially when brushing or spraying, use good breathing protection. Charcoal filters with new, active
charcoal are a must when fumes are about. If working in a closed area, you may need a fresh air–
supply mask.

A Job that Went Bad
Now I want to tell you a horror story — a situation where we did everything according to the
book, had a problem, and had a paint company tell us to go fly a kite when a problem occurred.
This started in the early 1980s, when we were building a large yacht in Denmark. We had used
U.S. Chemical’s Awlgrip with success on previous aluminum yachts, but the folks at International Paint did a sales job on us and we decided to give their system a try.
I spoke with their head technical chap in the main office in New Jersey. He said that yes, as their
distributor had told us, they had an excellent system for painting aluminum yachts.
I asked him for a specification to be sure we got the correct material from the U.S. distributor.
He in turn suggested we contact International Paint in Denmark where the yacht was to be built,
to buy the material directly from them. He indicated that we would save money doing this, and
that the formulations were the same in Denmark as in the U.S.
So we instructed our builder in Denmark, Paul Oeland, to get a detailed spec from the local
International Paint people.
In due course, on one of my visits I met with the IP Denmark manager and discussed the job,
emphasizing that we wanted to use only a tried-and-true system. He followed up with a written
specification via telex.
I then sent this telex on to my contact at IP in New Jersey — the head technical man — to make
sure the Danes were specifying the correct materials.
The U.S. folks said they could not understand the paint system numbers and asked for us to have
the Danes provide the U.S.-equivalent numbers. After a flurry of telexes back and forth, the Danes
replied with U.S. equivalents and IP in the United States said, yes, those were okay.
As part of our agreement, IP Denmark agreed to inspect the paint job at critical intervals and to
give us a written report that the job was satisfactory. We asked them for an approved subcontractor; they supplied us with the name of a company they said was the best in their area, and familiar
with their products.
The job progressed uneventfully until one day I got a call from the yard. They had been cutting
out a section in the coaming to install a ventilation grill, and a large section of undercoat had
popped off.
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They sent me a sample and called in International Paint. The sample that I received showed that
the paint system had failed at the wash primer (the first coat) — at least, that’s what it looked like
under my magnifying glass.
I was very concerned and told the yard to have IP come out to check. They came out, looked at
the broken paint area, and said it was caused by the vibration of the sabre saw that had been used
to do the cutting.
That did not make sense to me, and I expressed my concerns. The yard told us that the IP representatives had given them a letter stating that the paint was okay and they could proceed.
I was very uneasy about this whole state of affairs, but assumed that International Paint knew
what they were doing, so we proceeded with the final coats and fitting out the yacht.
Several months later we launched the boat and commenced with sea trials.
Prior to this vessel leaving Denmark for her voyage back to the U.S., a large section of paint
lifted off at the swim platform.
The word we got was that it was a small contaminated area and should not be a further problem
once it was fixed.
This was to be the first of many such incidents. By the time the vessel reached California a few
months later the paint had failed in numerous areas.
We notified International Paint in New Jersey, who referred us to their office in San Francisco.
The local reps came down to look at the boat, took samples, and promised to get back to us.
At this point everything was very friendly, and I assumed that they would take care of what
looked like a major problem.
Since we had their written approvals at each stage of the work by their approved subcontractor,
we couldn’t see where we had any exposure.
A few weeks later we received a telex from the International Paint in Denmark. They said they
had analyzed the paint specimens that had been sent to them by IP in San Francisco. Their laboratory reports stated that the surface preparation was okay, the paint film thickness was okay, and
that in effect the paint job was fine. In other words, the Danish subcontractor who they had recommended and supervised (in writing) had done his job correctly.
The problem, they stated in the telex, was that the paint system was no good. However, they
declined to make good on the paint job because, they said, they had advised us not to use this system. They went on to state that there had been problems with this material in the past, but that we
had insisted on it, so the problem was not theirs, but ours.
Now, I grew up in the construction business, before turning to the more gentlemanly pursuits of
yachting and writing. The first thing you learn in that business, if you want to survive, is to keep a
paper trail of responsibility with vendors and subcontractors. We went back into the files and
found the original specifications from IP in Denmark, our telex back asking for the U.S. equivalent numbers, and their reply with that data, which we had forwarded to IP in New Jersey.
Armed with this data, I assumed that International Paint somewhere — it seems the home office
was in the United Kingdom — would make good on a paint job that we now knew had gone bad
due to a poor material choice, which had been made by International Paint personnel in writing.
Nothing could be further from reality. The U.S. office referred us back to the Danes who offered
only to replace materials, leaving us with several hundred thousand dollars in labor costs.
In the litigation that followed, we found International Paint (now called Cortaulds Coatings)
trying to hide behind Danish law, as this did not provide for our recovery of labor costs even after
they had admitted to the problems with their materials in writing.
We sued them in the United States, and after a long preliminary process finally got into a court
room with a judge.
It appeared to us that the main defense offered by the company was that we had dealt with a
Danish company and so should be governed by Danish law. If they prevailed on this it meant starting over with the hope of recovering only a fraction of what the legal costs would be, since Danish
law apparently only allowed for material recovery, not labor.
When the judge ruled that the trial could go forward, we began to hope that our long fight might
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end in victory. A day or two of preliminary proceedings took place. When we were about to get
into the serious part of the trial, the International Paint attorneys approached us and asked to talk
settlement. In the end, they paid U.S.$175,000 — not our total damages, but about ten times the
value of what had originally been offered. This was after a huge expenditure of effort and legal
fees on both our parts.
The moral of this story? Check out your paint supplier carefully, and make sure they stand
behind their products. Beware!

SPECIFICATIONS
As we said at the start of this paint section, having
the correct paint specification is the first key to a good
paint job. The question is, on whom do you rely? For
many years now Doug Templeton at Coatings Consulting Group (CCG) in Newport Beach, California,
has been our paint guru. Doug acts both as a consultant
and supplier and has seen just about every type of
problem you can imagine. He often consults on solving problems.
We asked Doug to share a sample specification with
us for the three typical marine situations: aluminum,
steel, and fiberglass. Each requires a totally different
approach to surface preparation and undercoat.
The specifications are quite detailed and you will
find them in the appendix at the end of this book.

AESTHETIC ISSUES
With so many design issue affecting aesthetics, you
could write a book on this subject alone. It’s best to
start off with a design goal, a certain look you are after.
Remember, what you see on paper is not what you will
see on the water. As the design is blown up to full size,
the relationship between the viewer and the yacht
becomes very different from that which exists looking
at a drawing pinned up on a wall.

Boot-Stripe Design

The hull surrounding this doorway
has been properly prepared. However,
the doorway itself, where the rust is
showing through, was not sandblasted
before application of the undercoat.
(Doug Templeton photo)

Designers use a series of visual tricks to enhance the
appearance of their yachts. However, as we’ve already mentioned, what looks good on paper
rarely works in full scale on the water. Take boot stripes, for example. A dead-straight boot stripe,
parallel to the water, will appear at some viewing angles to be hogged (i.e., humped) in the middle
and low at the ends. For this reason, boot stripes are typically raised a bit on each end in order to
look straight.
In addition, as we’ve mentioned before, lifting the ends of the bottom paint helps to keep grass
off the bow and stern. The thickness of the boot stripe, and the question of using a series of thin
lines or one thicker line, is quite involved. The further up you bring your bottom paint and bootstripe — assuming both are dark in color — the more sleek your topsides will appear. In effect,
raising a dark line on the bottom reduces the visual bulk of light-colored topsides. As long as
there is no pilot house or high coamings to deal with, this usually pays aesthetic benefits. On the
other hand, if there is a lot of structure sitting on top of the deck, you should emphasize the height
of the topsides so as to have a balancing effect low for what is riding on top.
Complex striping schemes in the bootstripe may look great in the marina, but unfortunately,
they are difficult and costly to duplicate when cruising. Generally, cruising boot stripes are better
left as a single stripe.
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Boot stripes are commonly made thicker at the ends than the middle. Fifty to 75 percent
increase is quite normal. At the stern, little of this will be noticeable, as the boot stripe runs under
the counter.
Finally, you might consider not having a bootstripe at all. If you bring the top of the bottom
paint to the topsides’ paint line, there will be no bootstripe to worry about cleaning. This is the
approach we take on our own yachts.

There are as many paint schemes as there are hull types. The first question to address is what
exactly you are trying to accomplish. Once there is a clear aesthetic objective, you can then work out
the approach to be taken.
In general, most yachts benefit more from a simple, strongly stated set of stripes than from a fancy
set of graphics.
These five examples are each a little different. “A” is a classic modern design, with moderately
sprung sheer and reverse transom. A medium-width cove stripe will accentuate the shear line, which
is an advantage. “B” is a classic shape, with lots of spring in the shear and long overhangs. Fancy cove
or boot stripes would detract from the simple, elegant lines. A thin cove stripe to lightly accentuate
the shear line is all that is called for. “C” and “D” are hulls with more visual height than might otherwise
be desired from an aesthetic standpoint.You can reduce the visual topside height by using a thick cove
stripe from the shear down a ways, as well as a thick boot stripe. In “E” (at the bottom) you have a
cove stripe that diverges from a flat shear to try to give it some visual shape.This is very tricky to get
right.The best approach is to experiment with paper and tape before picking up a paint brush.
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Cove Stripes
Cove stripes, typically a thin line just below the sheer line, are an efficient way of enhancing the
appearance of the sheer, especially if your deck edge is not capped with some form of rail (usually
teak) of a different color than the topsides.

Hull Stripes
Hull stripes are an efficient method of reducing topsides bulk. The same rules apply as with big
boot stripes — it makes sense if you have little deck structure to balance.

With very little structure on top, Deerfoot (above) could easily get away with a large hull stripe.
The stripe is parallel to the sheer until midships; from there forward it diverges slightly to emphasize the spring in the sheer, which in reality is very flat.

Here is an example of what not to do on one of our own designs (above). This motorsailer
has lots of structure above the shear line.To offset that bulk she needs plenty of topsides height.
The complex striping scheme on its own looks great, but it also makes the pilot house look
larger, which in my opinion is a big hit.

An interesting graphic (right)
on the topsides of another one
of our boats. This owner developed the design on his Apple
Macintosh computer.
It was ver y, ver y difficult to
transpose from the small screen
to the real world.
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Topside stripes are generally quite thick and typically look better if made up from a series of
smaller stripes, generally close in color.

Deck Structure
Pilothouses are wonderful to live in, but usually ugly in the extreme when viewed from a dinghy. In fact, any sort of structure above the shear line is generally ugly. The real design question
is how to mitigate the effect.
There are several rules that work just about all the time. First, reduce the bulk of the deck structure and enhance the base onto which it sits (i.e., make the hull look bigger). The easiest way to
do this is with color. The deck structure and/or pilot house should be darker than the topsides.
When we paint our motor-sailors, we typically specify the house to be several shades darker
than the coamings, which are in turn somewhat darker than the topsides.
There is a limit imposed by climate. Dark colors get hot in the sun, so we are usually talking in
terms of subtle shadings as opposed to extremely dark colors (unless you don’t plan to be cruising
in the tropics).

Graphics
Graphics are very difficult to design, as it is hard to predict what they will look like when
painted full-scale. Computer designs, models covered with tape, or large scale drawings will not
convey what a given design will look like on the water.
Whenever possible, use vinyl tape of correct thickness on the boat itself, and then move back a
ways and have a look. Once you come up with the logic of the scheme, the details can then be
worked up in detail on paper.

Two views of Intermezzo. She had a very high freeboard and not much shear. We started out with
just the rubbing strake painted, but soon enlarged this to an 8-inch-thick (200mm) window stripe.This
stripe was painted in three shades of blue, significantly reducing the topsides bulk, as you can see in
these photos.
The stripe was first done full width in the basic blue color. The shading (lighter in color) was then
added to the bottom afterwards.The difference between the single thick line and that broken up by
a couple of lighter shades of blue was dramatic.
In the lower photo you can see how much the bottom paint and bootstripe are raised at the ends.
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Aluminum bearing rings help to
d i s t ri b u t e t h e
clamping load of
the bolts. We’ve
found that 2-inchwide (50mm)
rings, about 1/4inch-thick
(6.3mm), with
bolts at 3-inch
(75mm) centers
wo r k w e l l f o r
m o d e ra t e t o
large-sized pilothouse windows
(with 1/2-inch/
12.6mm thick
Lexan).

WINDOWS
Before we leave the topic of structure, we should spend a few more minutes talking about windows. Cabin and hull windows provide more enjoyment, light, and ambiance while cruising than
just about anything you can think of.
Not only does light make life aboard more pleasant, but the very act of being able to see outside
is a real psychological lift. If you’re prone to a queasy tummy, windows are about the best preventative of which we’re aware.
The problem comes with the structure of the hull. Hull and cabin windows can be subject to
huge stresses when the hull falls off a wave. The hull may be reinforced to take this load, but what
about the window itself?
And if the window starts to crack, or needs maintenance mid-passage, how do you handle this?

Glazing Materials
There are two basic approaches to glazing. The first is to use a laminated, structural glass. This
can be extremely strong, but is also quite heavy, not to mention expensive. Glass has the best optical characteristics and is not prone to scratching. In short, once installed, if the gasket system
holds up, there will be no further maintenance.
We tend to use plastics because they are so much lighter, but you have to watch carefully that
they don’t get scratched.
Of the various materials available, polycarbonates (such as Lexan) work best. The problem
with polycarbs is that they are very soft and can be scratched quite easily with a paper towel or a
slightly dirty rag. Nevertheless, two major manufacturers, General Electric and Rohm and Haas,
sell a polycarb with scratch-resistant plastic.
If you plan to use plastic windows, there are several issues of which you need to be aware.

Thermal Expansion
Plastics have a high coefficient of expansion. This means they expand and contract a significant
amount with temperature changes. The size of the window, the area onto or into which it fits, and
the fastener holes all should allow for this movement.
Without enough allowance, stress cracks will start to form within the window, usually around
the fastener holes or under the clamping ring.
If you use fasteners, the holes need to be substantially oversized. For example, with 1/2-inchthick (12.6mm) Lexan, on hull windows which are approximately 3 feet (0.9 m) long and 8 inches
(200 mm) high, we use 7/16-inch-diameter (11 mm) holes for 1/4-inch (6.3mm) bolts.
Note that fastener holes should have smooth edges, on the inside of the hole and on the surface
of the window. It helps to use a sharp, stepped drill. If you don’t have a stepped drill, use several
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smaller sizes as starters before finishing off
with the final size. Remove any burrs
around the edges of the holes.
The actual relationship you will need
varies with the type of plastic, shape of the
window, thickness, and heat range for
which you want to allow.
For polycarbonate sheet, here is the
expansion formula: multiply the dimension in inches times the temperature differential in degrees Fahrenheit times the
constant 0.0000375.
An example would be as follows: 96
inches (length of a given window) times 50
degrees Fahrenheit (the difference
between a 70-degree day and a 120-degree
day) times 0.000037 = 0.18 inches in
dimensional change. When looking at the
high temperature, bear in mind that the surface of shaded plastic absorbs heat and so
gets much hotter than the surrounding air
temperature. This is not a problem with
clear.

Gaskets

General Electric, the manufacturer of Lexan,
suggests these suppliers for gasket materials.

If your window is to be bedded on gaskets, there are several issues with which
you have to be concerned. The first is the
type of material being used. Many gaskets
have PVC plasticizers used to keep them
soft. These eventually migrate to the surface of the gasket and interact with the window, causing loss of strength, cracking,
and crazing. The answer is to use a gasket
material like an EPDM or pure neoprene.
You’ll get the best results if you use a
large sheet of gasket rather than a tape. The
large sheet means no joints can leak. If you
do use a tape, be sure the joint is carefully
fit together. If a bonding adhesive is available for the gasket you are using, bond the

tape edges together where they meet.
We typically use 1/4-inch-thick (6.3mm) gaskets, usually of EPDM rubber, with a Shore
durometer of 25 to 45 and a density of 8 to 12 pounds per cubic foot.

Adhesives versus Fasteners
Lots and lots of windows are held in place with adhesives. We’ve used them with success on our
pilothouses, but only where the cockpit area inside of the pilothouse was watertight.
If loss of a window in a knockdown could flood the interior, use mechanical fasteners. Although
these are more costly, heavier, and less sleek, you can be absolutely sure of your structure.
Holes should be at least one diameter in from the edge of the window. This means for a 1-inch
(24.6mm) hole there should be 1/2-inch (12.3mm) clearance between the extreme edge of the
hole and the edge of the plastic.

Bearing rings
If bolts hold the windows in place, they should go through a bearing ring to distribute the
clamping pressure of the bolt to the surround plastic. Our rings are typically about 2 inches (50
mm) wide and of 3/16-inch to 1/4-inch (4.5mm to 6.3mm) thick aluminum.

WINDOWS

One of the toughest details to get right with plastic structural windows is how they are
held in place. We have had good success over the years with wide bearing rings (usually
about 2 inches / 50 mm in width) made from 1/4-inch (6.3 mm) aluminum.
The window sits on a high-quality 1/4-inch-thick (6.3 mm) gasket, which compresses by
about 50 percent when the window is snugged down.
The most critical factor is providing enough room around the bolts for the window to
expand and contract without ever touching the bolt. If you mis-drill the hole, or use one that
is too small, a crack will result in a short period of time.This crack does not necessarily indicate that the window is structurally unsound, but it is unsightly, and over time will probably
leak (although cracks in thick plastic seem quite resistant to leakage).
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WATER BALLAST
Years ago — I think it was in the early 70s — Eric Tabarly did a singlehanded race across the
Pacific in a 35-foot (10.8 m) sloop that used seawater in side tanks for additional stability. “What
a clever idea,” I thought at the time. You could reduce your total displacement, but add substantially to stability. The result would be faster and stiffer performance upwind and reaching.
Tabarly won the race (he almost always did back then), and I heard nothing more of this concept
for many years.
Then, a decade ago, monohulls in the singlehanded OSTAR started using water ballast to try to
compete with the big multihulls. Warren Luhrs’ Thursday’s Child, which I saw at the Annapolis
Where to put water ballast is
always an issue. If the boat is large
enough, you can bury it inside of
furniture, keeping tank tops below
counter level. If this works out,
you lose some storage space, but
without visual impact.
On the Sundeer production
boats we used fiberglass tanks
from the main saloon bulkhead aft
for freshwater tanks (left). The
theory was that on passages you
would carr y just the weather
tanks filled, then top off once you
reached your cruising grounds.
The reality seemed to be that
most of our owners preferred to
passage with both tanks filled,
negating the advantage of carrying
the water to windward.

On race boats, water-ballast plumbing tends to be large and bulky for rapid transfer rates. However, for cruising, where water ballast is more of a strategic longrange issue, smaller plumbing can be used. We’ve found that a single 2-inch
(50mm) line will allow us to transfer 4,400 pounds (2,000 kg) in about ten minutes.
The photo below shows selector valves for Beowulf ’s forward and after tanks.
The aft tank is normally used. The forward section is only used when the boat is
light and we are looking for maximum performance.

WATER BALLAST
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Boat Show, startled the sailing
world with her performance,
almost beating the first multihulls and massacring the monohulls in the fleet. By the time the
second BOC racers hit the starting line in Newport, Rhode
Island, most of the serious competitors were using thousands
of pounds of water ballast.
Always thinking about a
more comfortable, faster way to
go cruising, I started looking
into adapting this concept to a
serious cruising yacht. The
advantages were obvious:
speed, as much as a 15-percent
increase in beating and close
reaching performance, and/or a
lot less heel. If we heeled 24
We’ve found this Scott self-priming 3/4-horsepower
degrees going to weather at 9
pump to do a reasonable job of filling ballast tanks. At
knots, we could reduce heel to
60 gallons (230 liters) per minute, it fills our aft ballast
16 degrees and maintain the
tank in under ten minutes.
same speed, or carry much
The selector valve on top of the discharge sends the
salt water to either side. By taking this to the top of the
more sail and go faster at the old
tank, we need not worry about check valves for backangle of heel. From my perfeeding. When we need more ballast, we simply turn
spective, the reduction in heel
on the pump and wait until heel has flattened out, or
angle was the most intriguing.
until we see the vents overflowing.
Athwartships, rolling would
be substantially reduced and
softened when at anchor, when powering in a sloppy sea, and when sailing downwind in the
trades. Why? Because putting all that weight into the hull sides would increase sideways polar
moments tremendously, and that would help soften or reduce the motion. Water ballast can also
be used to trim the boat to leeward in light air to help sail shape and reduce wetted surface.
Intriguing concept, isn’t it? But water ballast isn’t a complete plus. There are a few negatives.
What do you do with the tanks? How much space is lost? What about the noise of that liquid sloshing around if the tanks aren’t full and you’re pounding uphill? Then there’s the complexity of
additional through-hull fittings, pumps, plumbing, and maybe a leak or two along the way.
Intrigued with the concept, I started to do some research. Who better to check with than the racers with experience? The first person I reached was Tony Lush, a singlehander with many offshore
miles to his credit.
Tony had fitted a J/35 with hull side tanks for an OSTAR race across the Atlantic. He figured a
net 15-percent gain upwind with his modest 1,800 pounds of water ballast. (Against the
11,000-pound displacement of his boat, this was like having nine crew sitting on the rail.) Even
more important was his ability to drive upwind in heavy air with his lightish displacement. Tony
said he could make 6 to 7 knots with storm jib and double-reefed main in 45 to 50 knots of wind
(moderate seas running at the time). That’s phenomenal in an 11,000-pound (4,988kg), 35-foot
(10.7m) vessel. I asked Tony how he had gone about installing the tanks. He said they had been
built right into the boat, using the deck and hullside as part of the tankage. He started at the forward bulkhead, near the mast, and worked aft to the start of the cockpit area, about the same as
where a crew would sit.
One of the key issues Tony stressed was proper baffling. Allowing any sort of liquid movement
in the tanks would not only slow the boat, but would be annoying as hell to the occupants. He used
vertical baffles every foot in his tanks. Even with these he still had to keep the tanks full to avoid
sloshing.
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I also checked with Steve Pettingel, a professional sailor who has designed a number of waterballasting systems for race boats, and who recently came second in the BOC. Steve echoed
Tony’s comments. Saltwater ballasting is relatively simple to install, very efficient at generating
boatspeed, and is an excellent candidate for cruising.
Since these conversations many years ago, we’ve spent a lot of hours studying the concept, talking to people that have used it, and looking at boats equipped with water ballasting.
When Linda and I went through the design evaluations on Sundeer, in the end we decided
against using water ballast. We did not want to give up the storage space and didn’t care for the
complexity of the system we thought would be required.
But some more thought and observation led us to the conclusion with Beowulf that we’d give
seawater ballast a try. And after just a bit of real-world experience we’ve come to love it! I can
assure you that any future vessels we do will use this concept.

Stability and Performance
Let’s go back to the beginning and look at the rationale for this whole concept. In a monohull
sailboat, the single biggest issue in performance is stability. The more stability you have, the
faster you sail. Period.
You can also sail at a more upright angle, which is more comfortable for the crew. Keel and
rudder are more efficient, too, at an upright angle. Everything benefits.
As we’ve discussed before, there are several ways to generate stability. One is with hull form
(inertia). However, of course beamy hulls have steering, drag, and motion negatives. You can do
it with deep draft or by adding lead to the keel. Both are negatives in a cruising context. Or you
can do it by adding weight at the end of a lever arm — like 15 of your best friends on the weather
rail.
That’s where water ballast comes in. A weight at the end of a lever arm, it works to keep you
upright like the crew on the rail. But you can pump it overboard when it’s light — and you don’t
have to share your life with it.

How Much Water Ballast?
This is a trade-off between interior space, stability, the costs of that stability in terms of sail
weight, spar size, rigging and hardware impacts, and range of positive stability. In our own work
we’ve found that a 6-degree heel reduction works out about right.

Tank Geometry
The effectiveness of the water ballast depends on several factors. First is the distance off-center.
The further to windward, the more effective it will be. Second is height. The lower the water ballast, the more effective, and the less of a problem it will be in a rollover. Of course height and
beam are linked, so picking the right combination of tank shape for most efficient use of weight
requires some design work. Another issue is longitudinal distribution. The longer the tanks, the
more weight they will hold. Longer tanks can be further outboard but have more surface to construct, which is heavy and expensive. We’ve found that it works well to have the water ballast
weight well aft of the center of buoyancy in the hull. This depresses the stern, as the tanks are
filled, which improves the high-speed hull shape and helps keep the rudder covered when the boat
heels.
All of this theory is fine for race boats, but what happens in a cruising yacht? With cruisers the
big trade-off comes in the interior. With a raised saloon design, or one with a mid-engine room,
the tanks can be easily hidden and will show little or no impact on the interior. Or, they can be
fitted underneath and below the furniture, as we did on Beowulf.

Hull Shape
If you’ve decided to go for water ballast, and if you are building new, then hull shape should be
looked at from a unique perspective.
With water ballast in the equation, it sometimes pays to increase beam a bit so that the resulting
hull shape aft is more efficient at getting water ballast weight low and outboard. Of course, this
creates potential steering problems — but these are mitigated by the more upright sailing angle
and ability to depress the stern.

WATER BALLAST
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Range of Stability
Water ballast is a big negative on range of stability because of the higher center of gravity that
is typically the result. In our studies we’ve found losses of 4 to 8 degrees in LPS as a result of water
ballast (these were in non-aggressive situations). Be aware of this early in the design equation,
and make allowance to get the required range back either by lowering the overall vertical center
of gravity and/or increasing freeboard (or deck structure).
Whitbread 60 designers have raised an interesting concept about water ballast and capsize
resistance. If you end up in a capsize situation when fully-ballasted, the boat will have a heel
induced by the asymmetric ballast loading. This additional heel is going to reduce the wave
energy required to get the capsized vessel back on her feet. The theory makes sense to me. But
short of testing it, with and without water ballast, I’d prefer to maintain the appropriate LPS. Of
course, you could empty the tanks in heavy weather when capsize was a risk. This would get you
back to the better LPS, but then you’d have less stability and inertia with which to resist wave
impact.

Ballast Tank Construction
Ballast tanks carry substantial loading and need to be carefully engineered. Lots of baffles
reduce water movement and sloshing noises, while reducing panel spans inside the tank.
Beowulf had baffles every 24 inches (610 mm) on center, and noise was never an issue, even
when beating into steep seas.
You should test the tanks with a static head pressure of at least twice the maximum head they
will see when filled.

Plumbing
We look at the plumbing system in the context that the water ballast is a tactical element, typically used for long periods of time on a given tack (as opposed to a strategic element where ballast
would need to be rapidly filled, dumped, or transferred from side to side).
In a cruising context this means that smaller, less complex plumbing systems can be used.
Plumbing size becomes important if the plumbing is exposed in the interior. Where a 2-inch
(50mm) pipe might fit under the cabin sole, a 3-inch (75mm) pipe might create an ugly bump.
Our own experience is that ballast is rarely adjusted except when tacking or jibing. Where we
might want half-filled tanks at 11 knots of true-wind speed, and filled tanks at 13 knots (beating),
the performance hit for being overballasted is so small that we typically fill the tanks and forget
them (unless it gets really light).
There are three approaches to filling the tanks: opening a valve and letting gravity do the job of
filling a leeside tank (and then tacking once it is filled); using a forward-facing scoop to make
boatspeed force water into the windward tanks; and using an electric pump. The problem with
using gravity is that while this is going on, your heel increases substantially. In addition, with a
good head of speed, it may be difficult to get water to fill without some form of a hull scoop. It’s
fastest to use a large forward-facing scoop, as on the BOC race boats. However, this involves a
fair amount of structural and plumbing complexity and introduces another potential area for
leaks.
My favorite method is to say from the beginning that you are going to pump it in, which allows
you to pump the water to windward. We’ve found success using self-priming Scott centrifugal
pumps. The 3/4-horsepower model we’ve used gives us around 60 gallons (240 liters) per minute.
Dumping water ballast is quite simple. Gravity will do the job as long as the water is to windward. In fact, in many cases the water will be quickly sucked out by the venturi effect created by
the sea passing by the through-hull fitting.
Transferring liquid from one side to the other is most easily done with gravity. We used 2-inch
(50mm) PVC pipe, with the equivalent of six 90-degree bends between the two sides. Transferring 4,000 pounds (1,800 kg) from windward to leeward side takes about six minutes.
Be sure your air vents are of sufficient size to eliminate the possibility of any restriction when
the tanks are filled at the fastest rate. This helps with filling speed and ensures that no pressure
(aside from that associated with the “head” of water) is allowed to build up. If air vents are undersized or blocked (perhaps by a dip filled with water), pressure from the pump can build rapidly.
This can lead to leaks and/or structural problems with the tanks.
The air vents should be at the highest point of the tanks when the boat is heeled (typically an
outboard corner). If positioned where easily visible on deck, the overflow will indicate when fill-
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ing is complete. If you have long tanks, with lots of flat area on top, you may want to consider two
sets of breathers.
Also, be sure the baffles have breathing notches cut into the top inboard and outboard corners.
There are all sorts of ways to plumb up the ballast system to make it easier to use on a remote
basis. When we started with Beowulf we did everything with a series of manual valves in the center of the boat, behind the fridge box. After living with the system, we came up with a simpler
approach, which made for easy remote control as well.
First, the output of the electric filling pump is directed by a Y-valve to either port or starboard
tanks. The fill is at the top of the tank. Once the valve is directed to port or starboard, any time the
pump is turned on, it will pump water into the tank. The water cannot run back out through the
pump because the fill is at the top of the tank. Hence, when the filling operation is over, no valves
need to be adjusted. The only time it will be necessary to adjust this valve is if you want to fill the
opposite tank.
In the center of the boat, at the low spot of the tanks, there is a crossover pipe that serves both
to empty the tanks and to transfer liquid from windward to leeward side.
On each tank is a valve (inside a locker). In the middle of the crossover pipe is a Y-valve. This
central valve directs the flow to the leeward side in one direction or to the exhaust through-hull
fitting when in the other direction.
Normally it is turned in the exhaust direction. On the through-hull fitting is a conventional seacock as a safety device. Just after this we used an electrically operated valve made by Asahi (12volt and 24-volt models are available). To let water out, simply open this valve and away it goes
— assuming the Y-valve and tank valves are open.
Since controls for the pump and electric valve are in the pilothouse, the system is easily regulated without going below to mess with the manual valves.
When we tack or jibe, the Y-valves on the pump and crossover between the tanks are adjusted,
and the leeward tank valve is closed while the new weather tank valve is opened.

Using Fuel and Water as Ballast
When we started to work on the Sundeer production series, we talked to our builder about the
feasibility of putting fresh water into hull side tanks. This turned out to make economic and structural sense. The tanks acted as local stiffening and longitudinal girders, plus they formed the
insides of lockers and saloon seat-backs.
We were able to design in about twice the capacity we’d normally specify in fresh water. We
assumed that when passaging, the tanks would be left half-full (with all of that carried to windward), and that at cruising grounds, both sides would be filled.
The nice thing about this approach was that we were left with plenty of space under bunks and
seats for normal storage.
Fuel tanks were also done in this fashion, but they were built out of welded aluminum and
placed against the hull sides in the aft engine room. Again, capacity was doubled over what we’d
normally be able to fit.
Plumbing between the fuel and water tanks can be done in a number of ways. The simplest with
fresh water is to use a single crossover pipe for transfer (by gravity) with a T-fitting in the middle
from which the pressure pump draws.
Fuel is a little more complex. Various rule-making bodies are unhappy about placing a fuel tank
pickup where it exits the bottom of the tank (in case of a leak, they don’t want the diesel under a
head pressure on the plumbing system). If you adhere to this stricture, use a pump to transfer from
one side to the other.
Diesel fuel pumps are typically pretty slow, around 4 gallons (16 liters) per minute. So a single
normal-sized pump will take some time to move the fuel. The answer is to fit several pumps, go
to a large (and expensive) pump, or be patient.
When you look at using fuel and water to help with righting moment, consider the effect of various levels of liquid on fore-and-aft trim.

POSITIVE BUOYANCY
Surprisingly, there’s no reason a boat with a displacement-length ratio under 225 can’t be built
with positive buoyancy. If you’re willing to go to the expense and effort of filling the bilges and
some of the lower storage areas with foam and to build in watertight bulkheads, this goal is within
reach.
Consider the advantages for a moment. At sea there’s the obvious security and mental comfort
that comes from knowing your vessel is its own best liferaft. If you happen to be caught on a reef,

DOCKING

and the reef chews through the side of the
bilge, the rush of water and debris will be met
by a barrier of foam, allowing additional
time to try to float free.
It isn’t feasible to work toward positive
buoyancy unless you’re building new. If you
are, figure the weight that must be supported
by buoyancy. This depends first on the building materials. Wood is self-supporting in the
water. Fiberglass will support 70 percent of
its weight, so only 30 percent is left for buoyancy; steel is a surprising 15 percent buoyant. At the bottom end of the scale is lead,
which needs a 95 percent crutch. Once the
different weights are analyzed, take what’s
left in weight that needs support, and divide
that figure by 64 pounds (or the weight of one
cubic foot of salt water). This gives the
answer in cubic feet of foam required to do
the job.
The next question is where the buoyancy
can be installed versus where the weight is
that needs to be supported. The moments of
relative balances have to even out, or you
may end up floating with one end of the boat
pointing up.

DOCKING
It’s not uncommon in many parts of the
world to lay against pilings, or to have to tie
up to extremely rough docks. It makes sense
to allow for this before you leave home, especially if you are building new.

Rubbing Strake
The best bet is to build in a proper rubbing
strake or belting. This can be as simple as a 3/
16-inch (4.5mm) stainless-steel strap, 1 inch
(25 mm) high, fastened to your toerail. If the
toerail is well secured to the deck, this is
ideal, because it will project out from the topsides all the way around the boat.
Or a belting can be added to the hull side.
This will usually be a heavy piece of timber,
perhaps 2 inches (50 mm) thick and 3 inches
(75 mm) wide at the hull, tapering to 1 inch
(25 mm) or so, with a metal cap. Belting is
only useful as long as it sticks out beyond the
deck edge. For most boats this means that the
bow and stern sections won’t be protected.
One of the problems with belting is that it
introduces a series of holes into the topsides,
which may at some point leak.
Hulls are easiest to protect if they have
some flare from the waterline to the shear,
from forward all the way aft. Yachts with
tumblehome, where there’s more beam just
above the waterline than at the deck, are very
difficult to protect. In the early periods of the
IOR, this was a favorite design trick.
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If you don’t have rubbing-strake base molded
into the hull, the easiest approach is to start with a
teak backing block and then cap it with a stainless
or bronze rail (above).

However, with
a l i t t l e fo r e thought, the rubbing strake base
can be molded
right into the hull
mold (left and
below).This adds
a bit to the tooling cost, but in
the end you get a
mu c h b e t t e r
product.
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THE RIG
The best rig for a given cruising vessel depends on a variety of elements. First is the crew — its
number, age, physical capabilities, and experience. Next comes the physical size of the vessel and
the sail area required for adequate performance. The part of the world you plan to sail also plays
an important part. Performance in light versus heavy airs is a major ingredient, and the final determinant is the form of reefing system to be adopted.

DECISION LOGIC
Before getting into the different sailplans available, let’s look at each of the factors to be considered in some detail. Then we can apply them to various types of rigs.
To begin with, there’s one absolute truth. Under poor conditions, in heavy weather, shorthanded, you must be able to handle the vessel. Any form of modern convenience such as roller
furling or roller reefing is just that, a convenience. You must face the fact that it may not be functional when the chips are down. Have an alternate plan.
The size of a rig is not a major factor. Small sails can always be used on large rigs. Assuming
that your vessel has a reasonable underwater shape, moderate-to-low wetted surface, and an efficient rig, relatively small working sails, if properly cut, will give a reasonable turn of speed, even
in light airs.
So much has to do with the region in which you’re cruising. Trade-wind areas rarely surprise
you with violent squalls or aberrant long-term weather systems. And while even during the docile
months you may encounter some good blows in trades, they come on relatively slowly — you
generally have time to change down sails.
Sailing in the higher latitudes is another case entirely. Virtually every high-latitude region has
its “bad spots”— Cape Hatteras with its infamous storms that materialize without warning, the
Tasman Sea, even the coast of California in winter. Sailing in these areas, you have to use a different approach to your rig and the sails you carry.
As for absolute sail size, look at sailcloth weight versus overall sail size. The problem is not
hoisting or sheeting a sail — what causes difficulties for shorthanded crews is getting a sail on and
taking it off the headstay or main boom.
Factoring in your own experience, physical condition, and inclination is a difficult equation.
Without the experience to evaluate the situation, you’re at the mercy of the “experts.” My advice
is to remember that you can always use the small sails. Be sure the rig will accept good-size sails,
and then as your experience and self-confidence increase, more sail area can be used.

Rig Efficiency
A point to consider in rigs is their relative efficiency. The horsepower per square foot of sail area
varies tremendously from one rig type to another. With an efficient rig, you may get away with
carrying as much as one-third less area to produce a given speed than a neighbor with an inefficient rig. Efficiency becomes especially important on the wind and as the velocity of the wind
increases. You must calculate not only the lift a given sail produces, but also its drag. Once the
breeze starts to increase and you’re at your normal heel angle, drag becomes the overall concern.
A boat with a high-drag rig heels quickly, loads its keel, sideslips more, and requires shortening
down much sooner in gusty weather.
In absolute terms you can’t do better than a solid airfoil such as is used on some of the C-class
catamarans. Next come single-sail rigs as seen on many dinghies and small cats. An una rig of this
nature can generate as much as 30 percent more horsepower and/or less drag for a given area than
a conventional fore-and-aft rig. In other words, it’s less efficient to have more sails.
Rigging and spars contribute enormously to the depowering of sails and increase in drag.
Again, comparing a rotating mast or sock sail on a small boat to a full-rigged fixed spar, there can
be a 15-to-20-percent difference in drag. Even if you’re not that interested in speed, we’re now
also talking about comfort going uphill or reaching.
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In order to make informed decisions on sail design, inventory, and
rig type, you need to understand
the basics of how the rig and keel
interact.
Beating and reaching, the issues
are somewhat more complex.
Take the mainsail shown in section
(top down view) in the top drawing. You have the apparent wind
from the starboard side.The shape
of the sail causes the wind to accelerate over the longer leeward side
of the sail, while it slows slightly on the windward side.This difference in speed creates a pressure drop
on the lee side which results in a lifting force.
However, while you are generating lift you are also creating drag.There are three types of drag. Skin
friction (when the sail is low); form drag (which is a function of the thickness of the foils, spars and
rigging); and induced drag (the largest of all). The angle at which these forces, lift and drags, interact is
critical to your success. Form and skin friction drag always pull straight back. Induced drag, angle is a
function of the aerodynamic (or hydrodynamic in the case of the keel) forces. Different shapes in different conditions have varying angles.The less aft-facing the induced drag force vector, the less heel and
more forward motion you will experience.
In order for a foil to generate lift (and drag) it must have an angle of attack, i.e. it must fly at an angle
to the wind (or water in the case of a keel). Lift and drag are proportional to angle of attack, so an
oversheeted sail will generate more force. Conversely, if it is eased relative to the apparent wind angle,
it will produce less.Visualize the sail in the top drawing being eased out. Both the lift and induced drag
forces point more toward the bow, resulting in less heel. Of course, in light airs, speed may drop
because you’ve reduced the lifting forces. However, in stronger winds it is possible to go faster by flattening and easing sails as you reduce drag and lift. Lift can’t be used anyway since it overpowers the
boat.
The same issue is taking place with the keel and rudder. The angle of attack of the keel comes from
leeway. The same issues apply to it as to the sails, only a very small keel can generate a lot of force
because it is operating in a much denser medium — water.
The keel should lift in a direction roughly at 90 degrees to that of the rig. The result of these two
forces is forward motion.
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Compare the
airfoil shape of the
boomed mainsail
in this drawing to
the headsail that
has been eased
out for reaching.
The headsail has a
ver y thick, highdrag foil shape .
The main, with
the boom controlling the shape
of the sail, is much
more aerodynamic.The result is less heeling force and more net forward drive. Going to windward, where the jib’s
shape is held to a nice flat airfoil by the sheet, this is not the case. However, for cruising we feel you
are better off with as much of your total area in boomed sails as is practical.

This relates directly to the number of spars and how much rigging (and, heaven forbid, baggywrinkle) is involved.
Within the context of a conservative structural system, the less rigging you have waving around
in the breeze the better off you will be. This applies to standing rigging, roller-furled sails, mast
size, and the spars themselves.

Boomed Sails
Generally speaking, boomed sails are more efficient across a wider spectrum of wind angles
than headsails are. When reaching or running, the boom keeps the sail in an optimal airfoil shape
as opposed to the heavily cambered shape that a jib forms when sailing free.
Boomed sails also tend to last longer than headsails, especially now that full battens are prevalent.
Finally, you can reef a boomed sail, maintaining an efficient shape in the process. Reefing headsails are possible, but their shape always suffers.

Aspect Ratio

Aspect ratio is a tricky concept. In theory, a taller, skinnier rig is
more efficient. Certainly, in light airs this is the case. But as the
breeze builds, heeling forces come into play and sail loads increase
dramatically with the longer leech of the high-aspect-ratio sail. So,
like everything with cruising yachts, there are a lot of trade-offs to
consider. In general, our feeling is that moderate-aspect ratio rigs,
like that shown to the right and above, are more cruiser-friendly.

Aspect ratio is the heightto-width relationship of the
sail. The taller it is for a given
width, the higher the aspect
ratio. The higher the aspect
ratio of a given airfoil, the
lower the induced drag. In
fact, induced drag goes down
with the square of the
increase in aspect ratio.
With this in mind you
might say that sails with huge
aspect ratios are good. This is
only true to a point. The problem comes with sheeting the
sails, steering, trimming
them, and making them last.
As aspect ratio goes up —
i.e., as a sail gets taller and
skinnier — the loads on the

DECISION LOGIC
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Most folks think of the cutter (left) in a
traditional context — a small main set well
back in the boat, and a large forward triangle broken up into a staysail and yankee. If
the yankee tacks to a bowsprit, well, that’s
what we expect to see. However, when it
starts to blow, and that bowsprit begins to
poke itself through oncoming seas, it will
not be a favorite place from which to
reduce sail. (Port Townsend Sails)

At the other extreme, most of the
newer BOC racers (right) would be considered cutters.They have large mains set
well aft (sometimes dead in the middle of
the boat), and use a small staysail (more
like a staysail-proportioned genoa) for
going upwind in any sort of breeze.
The headstay is there primarily for
large, light headsails used upwind in very
light conditions, and mainly for reaching.
(North Sails RI)

leech and clue rise dramatically. This forces you to go to heavier weight cloth and/or take a hit on
the life of the sail. In addition, the sheeting angles are more critical. They can be sheeted efficiently to windward, but when reaching it becomes very difficult to get an efficient shape in the
sail. Finally, they are more difficult to steer for helmsman, vane, or pilot.
Our own experience is that anything much above 3.2-to-1 will be a problem. Whenever possible
we prefer to keep our aspect ratio for headsails at under 3-to-1, and the main at no more than 3.3to-1.
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A nice shot of a Deerfoot 63
(left) powering along in New
Zealand during sea trials. The forward triangle is about 44 percent
of the total area on the boat. The
headstay is set well back from the
bow, and the mainmast is somewhat farther aft than is the norm.
I feel that these rig proportions
offer some of the advantages of
the cutter — ease of working on
the headsail set back from the bow,
and wider staying base for the mast
— while retaining the performance advantages of the sloop. Of
course, there is a removable staysail stay for storm canvas.

A more traditionally proportioned
sloop (right) has the mast somewhat
further forward, as you can see in this
Frers 44. She is set up for a singlehanded transatlantic race. Note the
heavier jib on the second roller furler
set aft of the bow. (North Northeast
photo)

Headsail Area
Nothing is less efficient than a headsail that is too big and eased to spill some air. The drag created by such a sail, as opposed to a correctly sized sail, is enormous. That drag makes it difficult
to sail upwind and uncomfortable when reaching. For offshore work, if you have to make a
choice, it is better to head toward smaller sails. On the other hand, in light airs nothing will heat
up your performance quite as fast as a large, light headsail. The answer is to have several sizes of
headsails, for light and moderate airs.

TYPES OF RIGS
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Overlap
Once a headsail begins to overlap the shrouds, the increased area quickly loses efficiency. At 10
percent of overlap you are probably at close to 100 percent of power. But at 25 percent, the extra
area is probably not producing half of what the front of the sail does, and at 50 percent the numbers have tapered off to just a few percent. The harder the wind blows, the less the efficiency, until
at some point it begins to generate so much drag that you are better off with a much smaller sail.
In addition, sails with less overlap tend to set better in very light airs and are, of course, much
easier to tack. A 105-percent lapper can be just about hand-trimmed all the way in, if there is no
cutter stay. Even in moderate breezes, all that is usually required on the average cruising boat is a
quick turn of the winch for final sheeting, and you are done. Contrast this to what happens with a
large overlap, when you have to struggle to get the sail drawing properly. If you happen to be
short-tacking, the headsail overlap can make the difference between success and disaster.

TYPES OF RIGS
All sorts of rig configurations are used on cruising boats. Almost any of them will get you where
you are going. The differences really come into play with ease of handling and performance. And
while you might think these two desirable traits are mutually exclusive, this is not at all the case.

The Cutter
Properly set up, a cutter will have the sail-reduction capability of a ketch without the attendant
cost, complexity, or aerodynamic inefficiency of two spars. A good-size mainsail that can be used
when set full with a staysail, jib, or with both headsails at once makes a powerful, easily handled
rig. Additionally, a cutter should be able to sail under just her staysail in really heavy winds, even
when going to weather. Add to this a storm trysail, and you can take just about anything without
ever changing the headsails on their stays.
A cutter rigged with twin headstays can use either of two sizes of jibs — or both, when broad
reaching or running — and then shorten down to one jib and a staysail, then to a staysail alone.
The inner stay, or forestay, is ideal for carrying a storm headsail; it’s easier to work around, since
it’s placed well abaft the stemhead, and if you’re going upwind its sail is less likely to blow the
bow off in heavier conditions or when you’re cresting the tops of high seas.
Another advantage of the cutter is in her spars. The size of a yacht’s spar is determined by the
compression load, and this is a direct function of shroud angle (among other things). Since the
spar is farther aft than on other rigs, where there is more beam for chainplate attachment, the
shroud angles are not so extreme. As a result, rigging and spar sections can be lighter for a given
amount of stability. This saves weight aloft, which in turn makes for a stiffer vessel.
The negative in all of this is the fact that the mainsail is quite small relative to forward triangle.
And the overall efficiency of the rig is not as high as on a sloop.

Sloops
The most common rig is the masthead-rigged sloop. It’s initially cheaper than a cutter, because
it eliminates the running backstays, inner forestay, and related chainplates necessary on the cutter.
But it can carry only one headsail at a time, and under extreme conditions a small jib on the bow
must be balanced by a storm trysail. Contrast this with the cutter’s ability to sail upwind under
just a staysail. Running, with their larger mains and single large headsails, sloops are faster than
any of the other rigs. Sloops often set a staysail under a spinnaker or even with a jib in moderate
conditions, without using running backstays. But this is only a way to develop more sail area —
do not attempt this when the going gets rough.
If you’re buying a used boat, you’ll find more sloops available than anything else. If you already
own or plan to buy a sloop, consider adding an inner forestay and running backstays to increase
versatility and heavy-weather capability.
A removable inner forestay allows the efficiency of the sloop rig, while maintaining the heavy
weather capability of the cutter — the best of both worlds.
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Fractional Rigs
In smaller sloops, fractional rigs also
have a lot to offer. They provide the flexibility of mainsail draft control that is
available with the “bendy” spar inherent
in this rig, and also allow smaller headsails that are easier to handle. The large
main of a fractionally rigged sloop will
drive the boat well without a jib, making
it very handy for maneuvering under sail
in close quarters. In addition, that large
main does a great job of blanketing the
foredeck when the time comes to change
headsails. The smaller spinnaker that
comes with this rig is also easier to control than on a masthead cruising boat.
But there is one drawback. The fractional rig usually depends upon running
backstays to keep the headstay tight
when going to windward. That's an
acceptable compromise, as long as a
mistake with the runners doesn't cost
you the mast. A conservative spar system is recommended for cruising.

Bruce Farr has been putting fractional rigs on cruising
boats since the late 1970s.. Beach Party, a Kiwi-built 46-foot
(14.2m) yacht, has typical proportions for one of his boats.
Note how far forward the main mast is, and how large the
main is relative to the jib.
We used a conservative fractional rig on three of the Sundeer
64s. The working jib is just 650
square feet (61 square meters)
— very small for a vessel of this
size and power.
The main is 1,021 square feet
(97 square meters) which might
seem a bit on the large size.
However, it is easily handled
within the lazyjack system.
A halyard to the masthead
could be used for a spinnaker or
reacher. The reacher was tacked
to the end of the anchor sprit.
When the breeze star ted to
come up, the first reef was taken
in the main. Next came another
reef, after which you went to
work on headsail size.
The main was designed to
overlap the backstay a couple of
feet (0.6 m). In anything over 4
knots of apparent wind, it would
pop right through.
However, when short-tacking
in light airs, a reef is necessary to
get the sail to clear easily.
These rigs were not runner
dependent. In fact, headstay tension was achieved by adjusting
the backstay.

FRACTIONAL RIGS

Of course, if the main has its first deep reef at a point where the head of the sail is below the
runner tangs, then both runners can be permanently set up after a reef. At this point you're just as
secure as with a masthead rig. Some racing boats use cut-down mains, in effect reefed to the headstay, to make life easier on the crew during deliveries. The need for runners can be reduced or
eliminated by using aft-swept spreaders. By stiffening the mast section you can also accomplish
the same goal.

The fractional rig offers several big advantages for cruising. First, the headsail is quite
small and therefore easy to handle. Next, with most of the sail area in the main, it’s much
simpler to reduce sail as the wind increases. If you add a cutter stay, as shown here, the only
headsail you ever need to change down to is a storm staysail.
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The Yawl
I can think of a few good things to say about yawls. They tend to be good-looking. Also, the
mizzen is a great place to rig an awning, and makes a wonderful handhold and an excellent radar
platform. Some people tout the yawl's mizzen as a steering rudder when maneuvering under sail
in crowded conditions. But if the boat is designed correctly in the first place, that shouldn't be
required. The mizzen is so small relative to the rest of the rig ahead of it that it frequently operates
in a substantial amount of back wind. It does, however, provide a good riding sail at anchor. And,
in heavy weather, you can sail jib and jigger.
If you get a free mizzen on the back end of a boat, and if it looks nice to your eye, you might as
well leave it back there. But I wouldn't pay extra for one!

With the helm aft of the mizzen, some would argue that this
is a ketch rather than a yawl.
However, we’ve always felt that it
was the relationship of sail areas
rather than the location of the
wheel that determines rig type.
These rig propor tions were
very popular for a while during
the later 1960s through the mid1970s.

Close-reaching like this, the small
mizzen will generate some horsepower. But this boat would be
much better off with a slightly taller
mainmast and no mizzen. She’d be
easier to sail, less expensive to
build and maintain, and would
probably behave better in anything
other than light airs.
But the second spar does add a
bit of charm to the overall look of
the boat.

THE KETCH

Chiriqui was a 60-foot (18.5m) John Alden–
designed ketch that my family owned during the
mid-1950s. Her rig proportions were those of the
classic CCA ketch.While the mizzen added a bit of
drive off the wind, the main purpose was to balance the staysail when sailing in strong winds with
main and furled yankee. With today’s modern
materials, Chiriqui would be much easier to handle,
not to mention faster, if she had a single stick.
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A small yacht like this looks saucy with its
mizzen, and the proportions of the sails
are not too bad. However, in this size of
yacht a single-stick rig would be far easier
to sail and less expensive to build and own.
(Port Townsend Sails photo)

The Ketch
In recent times a substantial percentage of sailors have thought of the ketch rig as something
that looked cute on a Colin Archer double-ender, but not on a modern offshore cruising yacht. And
racers haven’t considered a split rig since Kialoa III and Windward Passage discarded their mizzens in the early stages of last decade’s maxi wars.
Well, times change, materials improve, technology creates new possibilities. And the split rig,
reincarnated in the form of a high-performance ketch, is making its comeback.
What are these new elements? First, stronger sailcloth and better sail-construction techniques
mean mizzens can maintain their shape over a wider range of conditions, a factor that is even more
critical in a split rig than in a single-sticker. Second, conservative spar bending to control mizzen
draft makes possible a range of sail-draft ratios, from flat to full. This allows the mizzen to be an
effective sail to windward and a powerhouse when reaching, as opposed to the old days when
most mizzens were furled upwind. Third, acceptance of full battens has improved the versatility
of the mizzen. When the design proportions are right, the resulting ketch is almost as fast as a
single-sticker uphill and substantially quicker off the wind, with a series of handling benefits
thrown in, too.
That the single-sticker is potentially closer-winded is a given. However, cruising yachts typically have shallow-draft keels that aren’t efficient enough to sail at tight-tacking angles. When
passaging offshore, sea conditions and comfort requirements usually make footing (sailing free)
a better option than pinching. So the potential advantage of the sloop or cutter is minimized in the
offshore and/or shoal-water scenarios.
Crack your sheets a bit and watch out. The ketch rig takes off. With more sail area, the ability to
generate higher lift coefficients when reaching, and a lower center of effort, the ketch will simply
create more usable propulsive force.
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Locura, a Deerfoot 72 (left), has close
to optimal proportions between main
and mizzen. The mizzen is such an integral part of this rig that it acts like a trailing edge flap on an airplane. By adjusting
the mizzen you can see a difference in
flow over the jib.
When sailing off the wind, the mizzen
is typically over tr immed a bit, to
increase lift on the forward part of the
rig. The same holds true in light airs
upwind. However, once the breeze
starts to build, the mizzen quickly flattens out and is eased down on the traveler — not because of helm pressure,
but to reduce drag on the entire rig
(since with increased wind pressure,
less lift and therefore less drag is
required.
This is similar to the way the wing on a
high-performance glider is used. Positive flaps are used when a glider takes
off, lands, or flies slowly in thermals. In
order to cover territory fast and reduce
drag to a minimum, the flap angle is
reduced — just like easing the mizzen.

In keeping with what we learned
with Locura (above and right) and the
Sundeer 67, when the time came to
develop a ketch rig for the Sundeer 64
(below) we put more area into the
main and mizzen and less into the forward triangle than what we had done
previously.
The rig on the 64 turned out to be as
powerful as we had hoped. This made
for a boat that was fast and easily handled when beating or reaching, especially when you consider the shallow
draft (6.5 feet/2 m).

MIZZEN AERODYNAMICS
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Mizzen Aerodynamics
There are a lot of misconceptions about just what the
mizzen does. Most folks
think that it acts on its own,
and not very well at that,
since it’s sitting in the backwind of the main and jib. But
the reality of a ketch rig is
something substantially different. We’ve found that if
you’re sailing a properly proportioned ketch to windward
and everything is trimmed
just right, with the jib telltales a little nervous, the jib
will start to luff when you
ease the mizzen sheet! That’s
the flap effect of the mizzen.
Its main function is to
improve the pressure distribution of the sails ahead of it.
If you go back a few years
The Sundeer 67 (above) with all her downwind finery.
to study the aeronautical litNotice the difference in the proportions of this rig and that of Locura
erature on biplanes, quite a on the preceding page. The mizzen on Sundeer is about 10 percent
bit of data is available. Of larger in scale that of Locura, and she was much faster for it. Since she
a better length-to-beam ratio and more efficient fins than Locura,
course, applying this in the had
helm balance was not an issue. She could carry a full mizzen long after
sailing world is something Locura would be starting to reef.
else again. Theory dictates
Sundeer is trimmed up for broad reaching in light winds.True wind is
that the ratio of mizzen area about 11 knots, from about 140 degrees.The mizzen is just off-center,
to forward sail area should be with the mizzen spinnaker sheeted in quite tightly. She would pull her
apparent wind forward so quickly that even at these deep downwind
proportional to the square of angles it was difficult to keep the mizzen chute drawing. Once the
the luff lengths. This means breeze came up, however, the mizzen spinnaker would become very
that if mizzen luff length is stable.
Locura is sailing in similar conditions. Since she is not quite as fast, her
75 percent of the mainmast
wind is further aft. She is flying a mizzen reacher rather than
height, the mizzen’s sail area apparent
a spinnaker — an easier sail to trim in light airs. (Jeri Conser photo)
should be about 50 percent of
the main and foretriangle.
But the forward spar has both
mainsail and jib areas, so it’s difficult to get near the ideal. In the end, it’s best to fit the biggest
mizzen practical.

Mizzen Headsails
Another advantage of the high-performance ketch and its tall mast is a big mizzen staysail.
Mizzen staysails can generate enormous amounts of drive in light or moderate conditions. When
this power is coupled with the somewhat smaller spinnaker a ketch carries, the total usable driving
force off the wind is substantially greater than on a single-sticker. When the breeze begins to pick
up, you can easily douse the mizzen staysail, leaving the smaller spinnaker up through a higher
wind range than would otherwise have been possible on a sloop or cutter.
A critical factor in using the mizzen staysail is the tack and sheet position. It’s most important
to keep the slot between the mainsail and the mizzen staysail open. This is achieved by moving
the tack position somewhat aft and toward the toerail. The ideal location will be found only by
experimentation. Be aware, though, that slight changes in tack position can have an enormous
impact on the total drive of the rig! The same factors apply between the mizzen and staysail
leeches. Once again, you don’t want to close the slot between these sails. This means sheeting the
staysail to the end of the mizzen boom when sailing free. Closer on the wind, the tack will move
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toward the center of the
boat, while the sheet will go
to the stern quarter.
For ease of handling, the
mizzen staysail can be built
with a snuffer, or sewn on a
wire or Vectran rope luff and
used with a roller-furling
drum at the bottom.
On most boats you’ll find
that the mizzen staysail only
begins to be valuable at
about 85 degrees apparentwind angle. Once you get to
135 degrees, it starts to blanket the main, so while it
does generate a lot of power,
the wind angles in which
this can be done are somewhat circumscribed.

Mizzen Rigging
The rigging of the mizzen
mast offers a number of
opportunities for enhancing
cruising safety and comfort.
Mizzen stays should be
totally independent of the
mainmast. This may require
a very flat mizzen headstay
angle, but since this is
lightly loaded, tight angles
are feasible.
With high-roach sail design it is much easier to develop optimal
If the mizzen cap shrouds
mizzen-sail areas. And when you get the proportions right, it
are taken right out to the
makes a huge difference in boat speed. A ketch rig like this on the
deck edge (which reduces
Sundeer 64 will generate as much power in the mizzen as the
mainsail. When the time comes to reef, you typically shorten
loading on the spar and rigdown the main first, and then the mizzen. This gets you ever
ging), an extra-high lifeline
closer to the optimal relationship between the mizzen as a flap
can be rigged between main
and the main/jib combination as the wing. (Billy Black photo.)
and mizzen mast.
Cruising in the tropics? The mizzen mast makes an ideal aft-end tie-down point for the main
deck awning.
If you intend to mount a radar on the mizzen, consider oversizing the bracket just a little. With
a few handholds or steps, you can have an ideal perch aloft to watch for low-lying landfalls or
coral heads.
There are some other aspects to consider. If you have an aft cockpit, designing a dodger will
conflict to some degree with the mizzen vang. The mizzen sheet has to be rigged so that chances
of entangling the helmsman while jibeing are minimized. Coamings have to be designed with
thought given to the lower mizzen shrouds, and to being able to walk down the deck without too
much interference.
There are a whole series of possible sail combinations with the high-performance ketch rig.

SHORTENING DOWN
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Shortening Down
Ideally you start reducing sail with the main and jib first. This gets you closer to the ideal ratio
between the forward and aft spars. Contrary to what you may think, sailing with an unreefed mizzen while sail area is reduced forward won’t necessarily increase weather helm. Reducing heel
angle makes the biggest difference.
The most efficient way to shorten down is to reef the main, go to a smaller jib, and then start to
reef the mizzen. Another approach is to drop the main entirely and sail with only mizzen and jib.
We do this quite a bit aboard Sundeer. Since the main is the biggest sail aboard, and easy to put
away, it frequently is the first sail down when the breeze starts to increase. While logic would indicate that the large separation between the two sails would reduce efficiency, a ketch sailed in this
manner can be very, very fast, while maintaining moderate heel angles, especially to windward.

Ketch Rig and Boat Size
How small a yacht makes a good platform for the ketch rig? The answer really depends on deck
and interior layout. The mizzen mast creates difficulties in these areas. And just sticking a spar on
the back end of a sloop where it’s out of the way won’t satisfy the aerodynamic requirements
enough to justify the problems associated with the split rig.
Ideally, the mizzen mast will be keel-stepped to increase its inherent strength and to reduce
weight aloft (since a smaller mast section can be used with a keel-stepped spar). But this interferes
with the interior layout.
Unless the mizzen is of substantial size, it is really not worth the trouble. From my experience,
the mizzen should represent at least 25 percent of the total measured sail area, and preferably 35
percent or more.
Bear in mind that a ketch rig is more complicated to sail than a single-sticker. Not only is there
a third working sail to deal with, but efficient use of the ketch rig means all the sails are interacting, so trimming complexity is greatly increased.
When we bought Intermezzo, she was yawl-rigged with a small mizzen well aft. It was in reality
a CCA “racing rule” sail. The mizzen was a waste of weight, windage, and money. But it came to
us free and it looked nice, so we left it there. Then came the opportunity to change the back end of
the boat and we moved the mast forward, allowing a much larger sail. It began to pay its way. Still,
if I were starting from scratch on a boat that size, I would not have used a mizzen.
When we did Intermezzo II we looked carefully at a split rig, but in the end opted for the cutter
configuration. We saved substantial money, and it simplified deck layout. But I felt after a lot of
sea miles that we were approaching the size limit a couple would feel comfortable with in a
single-sticker.
In the years that followed we had the opportunity to do several more ketch rigs. Both Wakaroa
and Locura proved to be substantially more efficient sailing upwind and reaching than we had
anticipated. This was in spite of the fact that the mizzen staysail seemed to be used less than we
thought it would be.
When the time came to decide on a rig for Sundeer, we carefully reviewed all the options. At 67
feet we felt she was a little big for a single-stick rig, although we could have managed with a large,
full-batten mainsail. The true deciding factor was that we wanted a clear aft deck for dink stowage
and in-port lounging. The ketch rig lent itself well to this scheme.
Using George Hazen’s velocity-prediction software we did extensive performance analysis on
split-rig sail-area ratios and ketch-against-cutter speeds. Adjusting sail areas and rig weights in
each case so that in a given wind the two computerized boats would have the same heel angle, we
were surprised to find that the ketch was only a few percent slower when beating. The expected
performance advantage off the wind was very apparent.
Computer prediction is one thing. The real world is something else. In trials against some of the
larger cutters we’ve sailed, Sundeer’s ketch rig has actually proven to be somewhat faster. Compared to my dad’s 74-foot Deerfoot II, we are faster upwind in all conditions. Not that I would ever
rub it in, mind you.
Does the ketch rig make sense for you? Obviously, that depends upon a lot of factors — size of
boat, what you feel about handling, aesthetics, and the type of sailing you will be doing. For most,
the answer will be no. Certainly, on vessels under 55 feet or so, the trade-offs don’t add up.
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Schooners

The 76-foot (23.4m) John Alden schooner Constellation
was the archetype of the fishing schooner reoriented
toward cruising. My dad bought her after World War II. In
1948 we left Michigan, sailed down the St. Lawrence
River (before the seaway), down the East Coast, and on
to California via the Panama Canal. Connie was lovely to
look at but a bear to handle. My dad always had four
crewmembers aboard in addition to our family.

For schooner aficionados ever yw h e r e, t h e s a i l
they love the most
is the gollywobbler
(there are other
names when the
wind comes up,
but these are not
printable in a book
designed for the
general public!).
Gollywobbler s
have two halyards:
one to the peak of
the mainmast and
a second to the
peak of the foremast. These sheet
through the end of
the main boom
and are extremely
powerful on a broad reach. Getting one down in a breeze
takes careful coordination on the halyards while running
off and blanketing the sail in the lee of the main. (Port
Townsend Sails photo)

We started by saying that a single sail
was the most efficient way to get horsepower from a given amount of sail area.
Well, you can imagine how I feel about
schooners (even though I grew up on
them) — two expensive spars and sets of
r i g g i n g , a n d a w h o l e bu n c h o f
postage-stamp–size sails. They look
great and go like hell on a broad reach if a
spinnaker and gollywobbler are used. But
we cruise shorthanded, and no shorthanded schooner sailor I know ever uses
his gollywobbler, which is the whole raison d’etre for schooners. So why bother?
Tradition, aesthetics...if that’s your bag
and you’re willing to pay for it in boat
speed, dollars, and difficulty in working
your way off a lee shore, okay. But as a
sensible rig on boats under 90 feet (27.7
m), it doesn’t make any sense with
today’s technology.
Still, if you are attracted to the schooner
rig for a new yacht, consider making both
spars and sails the same size. This offers
the advantage of moving mainsail to mizzen, and vice-versa should one sail be
damaged. The larger foresail and forward
triangle that come with this configuration
will be faster than a traditional schooner
rig. And you won’t have such a huge
mainsail to deal with.

Gaff Rigs

I have often thought about doing a
modern gaff rig. These are, after all,
potentially quite efficient if you can control the twist of the gaff to leeward and get
your sails shaped properly.
Folks who sail with gaffs site a number
of advantages. They have lots of sail area
in a relatively efficient planform, and
when the fisherman staysail is flying on
top of the gaff, they can be extremely fast.
The trade-off, as I see it, comes in handling the gaff. When hoisting the gaff,
you must coordinate the peak and throat
(the corners of the gaff).
My job as a 7-year-old was to call out
the alignment to the men hoisting these
on Constellation . That’s three bodies
handling one sail!
To be sure, the job on a smaller yacht can be done by one person, but it takes time. And dropping
the sail involves controlling the swing of the gaff, which can be a real hassle off the wind and/or
in a beam sea.
Still, set up with modern sailcloth, maybe carbon-fiber spars, and efficient winches, the performance of this rig might surprise many of those folks sold on the Bermudan sail concept!

JUNK RIGS
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Two views of lovely
gaff rigs (left). The
schooner (immediate left) has very traditional proportions,
right down to the
four small jibs. The
gaffs on the main and
foresail are about
the only way to get
sail area into this
short rig. In a breeze,
e s p e c i a l ly w h e n
reaching, this boat
rig will move right
along. But I suspect
in anything under 15
k n o t s o f b r e e ze ,
she’ll be pretty slow.
Contrast that to the gaff cutter (above, far left). Here we have a nice-looking main topped with a flat, efficientlooking fisherman staysail, together with staysail, yankee, and flying jib. That gaff-rigged main with the staysail on
top is as efficient as anything you see on a racing boat, provided you can control the twist to leeward of the gaff.
This photo is taken at the perfect angle to look at twist.There’s just a hint, and in a lot of cases with wind shear,
you might want even more. I doubt there are many rigs that would push this hull any faster in these conditions. A
single large jib would be faster, but not nearly so nice to look at. (Port Townsend Sails photo)

Junk Rigs

Blondie Hassler, one of the pioneers in singlehanded racing, loved
the junk rig. The shot (above) of his
boat leaving Capetown, South Africa,
was taken after she was re-sparred
— she had been rolled in a severe
Southern Ocean gale.
The owner told us that his foresail
had been damaged and that the
smallest reef in the main was too
large for the conditions, so he had
been forced to lie ahull. He knew at
the time this was a poor tactic, but
felt he had no choice.
The three-masted rig (upper right)
is often seen on larger junk-rig yachts.
This is very traditional in the Asian
context, and for a r ig without
winches offers versatility and ease of
handling the smaller individual sails.
Middle and bottom right show an
East/West combination — a jibheaded junk-rigged schooner. I suspect the jib helps to tack in light airs,
and adds a nice leading edge flap to
the overall rig. In light airs, it must
help significantly with progress, especially on the wind and close reaching.

The junk rig has
always intrigued me.
The simplicity (not to
mention low cost) of the
unstayed spars and the
apparent ease of handling, are cited as
advantages. Tom Colvin
has been an exponent of
the junk for years. We
have on several occasions met junk-rigged
vessels cruising, and
some have made amazing journeys in high latitudes. Of course, for at
least a thousand years
the Chinese have been
using elliptical tip
shapes that would look
good on a modern
America’s Cup yacht.
The major drawback
is light-air performance.
It’s difficult to get a
good shape to the sail,
and this is the most
important aspect of
light-air sailing.
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Modern Freestanding Rigs

Above: Richard Black sailing his
own Sparhawk design. The sails
are set beautifully. As the breeze
increases, the spars will begin to
bend, flattening the sails.

Eric Sponberg sent us these
photos of the Nonsuch 22 for
which he designed the freestanding rig. The wishbone boom is
particularly interesting. Because it
is angled down, it serves as a vang
as well as the boom, automatically controlling leech twist.

Freestanding rigs have quite a bit to offer, picking up on the
aerodynamic front where the Chinese left off a thousand years
ago, and taking advantage of modern high-tech materials. They
certainly offer more drive per square foot than a conventional rig,
if the spar is faired into the sail. Another probable advantage is
comparable or better reliability by reducing rigging components.
They’re certainly easier to sail than conventional rigs. And of
course, they are much simpler, in that you get rid of a lot of rigging. But for offshore work you must have more flexibility than
that offered by the basic sail inventory.
Richard Black, our computer guru, friend, and designer of freestanding cat ketches for many years, points out that all you have to
do to get around my heavy-weather concerns is fit extra trysail
tracks to each spar. You then end up with storm canvas ready to go
on each. Pretty simple.
Richard also makes the point that there’s lots of room for
light-air sails in the form of giant mizzen staysails and/or mainmast spinnakers.
To get more input on these rigs, Richard suggested I call Eric
Sponberg, a Newport, Rhode Island designer and engineer who
has done the numbers on a bunch of freestanding spars.
The first thing I found out is that freestanding rigs, when built
with carbon fiber (as most of them are), have a somewhat lighter
weight and much lower center of gravity than an aluminum mast
with all its wires and fittings. Less weight and lower CG means a
stiffer and more efficient boat. Eric echoed Richard’s comments
that there have been few structural problems over the years, certainly no more than with stayed rigs.
These spars also can contribute to range of stability when capsized, since they’re easily sealed or filled with foam, and all that
flotation so far from the hull’s center of buoyancy is like having
extra tons of lead in the keel.
One of the keys to performance with a freestanding rig is matching mast bend to the boat’s stability characteristics, then matching
the sailshape to the spar. With the right combinations, mast bend
will increase as sheet tension is applied, automatically flattening
the sail. At a certain point when the boat starts to be overpowered,
the tip of the mast bends off to leeward, allowing the leech to twist
open, depowering the rig automatically. This is standard fare in
most dinghy classes.
For a custom design, changing spar bend can involve a lot of
work. Four or five recuts with the sailmaker would not be unusual.
But with production builders there’s the ability to experiment with
prototypes until getting it right. When this is right, speed and comfort is the result in a breeze.
While I have not yet made any passages with this type of rig, I
remain intrigued by the possibilities.

AeroRig
The AeroRig, developed in the U.K. by Carbospars, incorporates a number of intriguing ideas. The basic concept is to simplify
sailing. The main and jib are sheeted to a long horizontal spar that
rotates around the freestanding main mast. A single mainsheet
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controls this boom, adjusting
both main and jib at the same
time.
The jib is sheeted to a
small athwartships track
attached to the spar, and
when beating it works like a
normal self-tacking headsail.
One advantage of having
jib and main forces coming
onto the same spar is apparent when jibing.
As the main tries to swing
across the boat, the forces are
partially balanced by the jib,
slowing down the travel of
the boom to which they are
both sheeted. This reduces
those slamming loads you
must deal with when a main
is sheeted all by itself to the
boom.
A second advantage comes
in the relationship of jib to
mainsail. Because the luff of
the jib rotates to weather as
the main is eased, the slot
b e t w e e n t h e t wo s a i l s
remains constant. This
means that when sailing free
of the wind, the jib is in a
wonderfully efficient posiOne of our Sundeer 56 owners, Mike Arthur, decided to give the
AeroRig a try. While the aesthetics took a little getting used to, the rig
tion to influence flow over
apparently works quite well. We hoped to hold a sail-off between
the leading edge of the mainMike and one of the conventionally sparred sisterships. However, this
sail. In effect, it acts like a
never happened.
Judging by the wind on the water and by the bow and stern waves,
Fowler flap on the leading
this AeroRig has the Sundeer 56 flying right along.
edge of a jet.
If the engineers get lucky, the tip of the mast will begin to deflect to
The increase in lift coeffileeward as the boat reaches its optimal heel angle, automatically freeing up the leech of the mainsail.
cient, theoretically at least,
The AeroRig is being built in the U.S. by Forespar, under license from
could be on the order of 100
Carbospars. (Forespar photo)
percent.
Years ago, when I was
fooling around with catamarans, we tried to come up with a leading edge flap and could never
solve the engineering problems. Carbospars, together with carbon fiber, has done just that.
There are a couple of potential negatives. One is cost. Today, the cost of one of these rigs is several times that of a conventional rig. That will probably come down as more are built. However,
in strictly financial terms, that extra money could be spent more efficiently if what you are looking
for is performance. On the other hand, the theoretical ease-of-handling of this rig cannot be duplicated.
The other issue is sailing downwind in the trades in a rolling sea. Some users have reported a lot
of crashing and banging downwind. There are probably ways to prevent the rig from doing this,
but it is an issue that should be carefully evaluated.
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Spar engineering is an interesting combination of numbers and (hopefully) real-world experience.
Because weight aloft is such a critical factor in comfort, performance, and range of stability,
there is a continuous force pushing the sparmaking industry toward ever more efficient engineering solutions.
Most of this push comes from the racing set. While you never want to lose a rig in an important
regatta, if you aren’t dropping rigs now and then, you are making them too heavy.
The racing rig failures tell the engineers where the edges of the structural envelope are located.
A “gravity storm,” as losing a rig is called in the business, is a good opportunity to find out what
went wrong (not to mention a chance to sell a new rig).
Of course in a cruising context the issues are somewhat different.
While we certainly want performance and a good range of positive stability, we don’t want to
consider losing a rig. In addition, where racing rigs have to be carefully tuned and used with a
degree of caution, and where an accidental jibe is expected to result in a dismasting, some abuse
tolerance is necessary in a cruising context.
Still, unnecessary weight aloft in a cruising rig is a huge hindrance to performance. In severe
weather, perhaps trying to beat off a leeshore, unnecessary weight and windage in the rig might
make the difference between success and failure.
How do you know if the engineers are on the mark for your own needs? It’s very difficult to tell.
You also have to beware of the spar-extrusion inventory on hand. It may be that they’ll try to sell
you a section that isn’t quite right, but has been sitting around for a while. The best approach is to
work with a company you trust and to get several quotes comparing the various factors discussed
in this section.
Before going on, let me tell you about an experience I had years ago with some of the engineers
at Sparcraft. We were sitting in their offices in Southern California, looking at a huge computerized spread sheet with all sorts of data. It was a scientific-looking piece of work, something on
which a programmer had spent many weeks. As we were looking at rigs for two large sisterships,
and I wanted to get them as close to optimal as possible, I had the engineers walk me through the
various factors in their spreadsheet, showing me how they were applied. What I was looking for
was the logic of their engineering approach. When they had apparently finished, there was a
pause. At the bottom left-hand corner of the spread sheet was a cell named “B-Factor” that had
not been explained. This cell was a variable affecting the results of the entire spreadsheet. I
pointed to the cell in question and asked what it was for and how it was used. The engineers
exchanged uncomfortable glances. “Come on, guys,” I said, “I’m not going to consider you for
this order until you tell me what the ‘B-Factor’ is all about.” After some hemming and hawing, the
answer came back. “That’s the Bozo factor.”
Bozo?
After all of this scientific analysis, the guys in engineering would input a number that reflected
their analysis of the capabilities of the crew. This could have as much as a 60-percent impact on
overall design, if memory serves me correctly. Obviously, spar “engineering” is very much based
on guesswork, experience, and an evaluation of what sort of crew-induced loads the rig will see
(although today some spar builders are starting to use finite element analysis for rig design).
While the details of rig engineering are quite complex, the basic principles are not. What follows is a basic overview of the process engineers go through to determine the correct rig size.

Stability
The stability of the hull as it fights to keep the boat upright against the force of the wind is what
puts most of the load on your rig. So rig loads are directly proportional to the stability of your boat.
If stability goes up, say by increasing payload in the bilges, the rig loading goes up in proportion.
Generally, most spar engineers will take the stability of the boat at 1 degree of heel, then multiply this figure by the angle of heel at which they expect the boat to sail most of the time. If you
have a righting moment at 1 degree of 2,000 foot pounds and you are assuming the maximum heel
angle would be 30 degrees, the total load on the spar is assumed to be 60,000 foot pounds.
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With many cruising yachts, stability increases more or less in a linear fashion with heel angle.
This being the case, the approach just outlined above works fine. But if you have a hull shape with
high initial stability, and maybe water ballast, the stability at moderate angles of heel, say 18
degrees, will be much higher than what you find at 30 degrees. In this situation the rig engineering
loads must be modified.
On most yachts stability continues to increase up to around 60 degrees of heel before it starts to
taper off. If you suffer a wind-induced knockdown, your rig must cope with the higher stress levels coming from these greater heel angles.
In the olden days, before computers, everyone guessed at the stability curve of a given yacht
after testing for initial low-angle stability. Today, however, most designers can develop a stability
curve to use in conjunction with an inclining test to determine just what the loads on the rig will
be. If your sparmaker does not already have this data, it is worth calling the builder or designer for
the curve. If this fails, go to the U.S. Sailing Association for a performance package on a sistership, or contact Peter Schwenn at Velocity to develop this data from a set of your hull lines.

Factors of Safety
An initial factor of safety is placed on the righting moment at the maximum normal heel angle.
This allows for an increase in load from heavy weather, and also accounts for the crew’s abilities
(or lack thereof!), as well as the desired longevity of the rig and rigging.
This factor of safety, multiplied by the real righting moment, creates a basic load that is used
throughout the rest of the formulas. In many cases engineers will take the actual righting moment
at 30 degrees, then multiply it by 1.5 or 2. This basic number is then used to determine the compression load on the mast and tension load on the rigging. In each of the subsequent steps, additional factors of safety are added on for each component so that you have factors of safety
multiplied by factors of safety.
In real-world cruising you normally only sail at, say, 20 degrees. The righting moment at 20
degrees is much less than at 30. Thus, the normal factor of safety that your rig really has is usually
more like 2-to-1.
It is important to keep an eye on the various factors of safety and how they relate to the way the
boat is to be (or has been) used. You don’t want to be too low or too high. Be realistic.

Shroud Angle and Beam
With a conventionally rigged mast, where side loads are
taken by standing rigging, the tension on the shrouds is
proportional to the cosine of the angle that the shroud
makes with the mast.
As a result, the further out your chainplates are located,
the lower the rigging loads. When the tension in the standing rigging goes down, the compression load on the mast
is reduced. Both the rigging and the mast can be lowered
in size, reducing weight and windage aloft. Having a wide
staying base almost always pays dividend for cruising.
The only negative comes with sheeting overlapping headsails when sailing hard on the wind. However, in a cruising
context this is not such a critical issue.

Mast Compression Load

The heeling force on the mast is
reacted by the sidestays. The load
they see is a function of the angle.The
wider the staying base (and therefore
the wider the angle), the lower the
shroud load. (Forespar drawing)

With the righting moment established and factors of
safety allowed for, you now have a load that can be applied
to the mast. Each shroud puts its load into the mast on a
basis of the cosine of the angle it makes with the spar, so
the more open the angle, the lower the loads, as we’ve
seen. Spreader width affects this, so within certain limits
(discussed later in more detail under spreaders), the wider
the spreader, the better in terms of mast loading.
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Skip Chetelat at Forespar was kind enough to share this chart showing the relationship between shroud
angle and load.You can see, for example, that between a tight shroud base with a 6-degree angle and one
that is at the rail with a 10-degree angle there is a 66-percent difference in tension load on the wire and,
therefore, compression load on the mast. (Six degrees has a load factor of 9.567, and 10 degrees has a
load factor of 5.759). In the old days designers specified very tight shroud angles. However, it is now common to use 9 to 10 degrees as a minimum on many racing yachts, and even more on cruisers.
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Engineers add up the total load each wire puts onto the rig. This includes side shrouds, head and
backstays, runners, and cutter stays. In addition, if they are doing things carefully, allowance will
be made for halyard loads on each sail flying.
Finally, a figure is sometimes added for the amount of pre-tension in the rigging wire, which is
present in addition to the actual sailing loads.
The sum total of these, factored by the cosines of their angles, adds up to the total compression
load on the spar.

Ambient Loading
How a rig is used has a big impact on how it should be designed. For example, a racing yacht,
sailed by an experienced and skilled crew, can be successful with a rig that has very low factors of
safety. If someone makes a mistake, the rig comes down, but while it is up they are very fast.
Besides, some folks get an adrenaline rush from sailing at the edge of the envelope.
A cruiser who spends his time on Long Island Sound or sailing between Southern California
ports will be able to use a much lighter rig than someone who sails on San Francisco Bay, in New
Zealand, or in the English Channel areas.
It’s important to be realistic about how you plan to use your vessel when designing or evaluating the rig. And be sure this is clearly communicated to the folks with whom you are discussing
your rig.

Cyclical Loading
Cyclical loading is the most difficult factor to analyze. As loads on your rig rise and fall, as the
boat rolls back and forth, everything on the rig goes into varying degrees of tension and compression. Constant loads would be better for the rig in terms of longevity, but this is not the world we
sail in. Throw in environmental issues like temperature range and salt-water corrosion, and you
end up with a very difficult brew indeed — something that could be impossible to engineer on a
numbers basis. All you can do is establish the type of sailing likely to be done, then understand
that the higher the factors of safety, the longer a given structure will go before fatiguing.
What is important to recognize in all of this is that the lower the stress level at which a given
item operates, the longer it will survive. This is more of an issue with tangs and standing rigging
than with spars.
So, starting out with a very scientific numbers-oriented approach to spar design, we are reduced
to a verbal description of how and where we will use our rig, hoping that the engineer listens and
uses the correct factors of safety for what we need.
Obviously, real-world experience is a critical part of this entire equation!

Worst-Case Loads
With all of the basics now covered, the next step is to look at how the mast will be loaded in a
variety of conditions, then choose the appropriate forces to use on the mast extrusion.
Take the cap shroud going to the masthead. Typically, the worst-case scenario for a cap shroud
is a spinnaker knockdown. The load placed on the cap by a flogging chute trying to refill, then
knocking you back down, are typically far higher than anything a jib would generate.
Intermediate stays are another example. With the full sails, the intermediate on a doublespreader rig carries only a fraction of what the cap and lower shrouds carry. But what happens
when you reef the main and fly a storm staysail? The intermediate is now feeling almost as much
load as the caps had felt, while beating with a full jib and main. So, on a cruising yacht the intermediate shrouds must be sized for reefed sailplan loads.

CHOOSING A MAST EXTRUSION
Armed with the total compression load on the mast, together with appropriate safety factors, we
now get into the interesting part of the engineering — choosing an extrusion.
There are several factors to look at. One is the total compression load at the bottom of the spar
and how much metal there is to absorb this load. If you know the load and know the properties of
the metal with which you are working, it is quite easy to calculate the stress level at the bottom of
the mast. This is usually expressed in terms of psi of stress on the aluminum extrusion.
The second issue is buckling. If you take a light wooden dowel and push down on the top, the
middle bows in one direction or the other. The dowel is buckling under the compression load of
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your hand. Continue to press, and at some point
it will no longer be able to absorb the load. The
dowel will break, generally in the middle, if the
cross-section of the dowel is constant.
If you try the same thing again, with only half
of the stick, you will find that you have to push
much harder to get the deflection, and that the
same amount of force originally used will yield
only a fraction of the original deflection.

Unsupported Length

Here is a comparison of two different philosophies of spar design. Both mast extrusions have the same moments of iner tia
(stiffness). However, the Forespar 6210
section weighs 5.18 pounds/foot (7.63 kg/
meter) while the smaller, thicker walled section weighs 6.734 pounds/foot (9.92 kg/
meter.That’s a difference of 30 percent.
The windage of the lighter section is a little higher and has less resistance to out-ofcolumn deflection, but that huge difference
in weight aloft is hard to overcome.

The key in this experiment, and in your rig, is
the length between support points on the mast
(the support points being where shrouds attach,
deck, and keel). The column load on the spar is a
function of the square of the distance between
support points, so a small change can go a long
way toward reducing the buckling load.
Look at the fore-and-aft support. If you have
just a head and backstay the entire length of the
mast, from the deck to the masthead is unsupported by any intermediate shrouds. On the other
hand, look at the sides of the spar. Here you have
a series of short panels between each spreader.
Obviously the load is much bigger in the foreand-aft direction. That is why masts tend to be
longer than they are wide. Of course this “aspect
ratio” on the spar section also helps reduce wind
resistance.

How Many Spreaders?

It is obvious that the more spreaders you have, the smaller the unsupported panels will be, and
therefore the smaller the mast can be in a sideways dimension. Of course, you have the extra
weight and windage of additional spreaders and rigging to consider, not to mention cost. Weighing the most efficient quantity of spreaders is something done with great care on racing boats.
Simplicity, ease of tuning, and cost are typically more important for cruising yachts than wringing the last ounce of weight and windage from the rig.

Runners/Cutter Stay?
You can break up the unsupported span in the fore-and-aft direction with running backstays and
cutter stays. However, if you depend on your runner system for support and you make a mistake
with those runners, down comes the spar.
While most of our rigs have runners and cutter stays for use with heavy-weather canvas, the rigs
themselves are not runner-dependent. In other words, we typically ignore their presence in determining the extrusion fore-and-aft requirements.

Inertia
Once you finish deciding on spreader layout, and once you make up your mind about runner
dependency, the next step is to calculate just how much stiffness the spar requires to resist the
deflection that the compression loads are trying to inflict upon it. This is called “inertia,” or stiffness.
Inertia is the result of the stiffness of the metal being used (called the modulus of elasticity), the
thickness of the metal, and the distance separating the various bits of material.
For a given amount of material, inertia increases with the cube of the distance from the other
sides of the shape. Therefore, as the spar cross-section gets bigger, stiffness quickly increases. A
mast with a given weight per unit of length that is 6 inches (150 mm) wide will have 30 percent
more stiffness than one that is only 1/2 inch (12.6 mm) thinner.
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If you think about the cascade of load on the mast, you will see that at the masthead the loads
are lightest — the only tension loading the spar comes from halyard, head, back, and cap stays.
As each shroud attaches coming down the mast, compression load keeps adding up until you
reach the lower shrouds, which carry the sum of everything from there down.

Internal Stiffening
One strategy for dealing with a differing load pattern is to pick a basic extrusion that is strong
enough for the upper panels, then stiffen it by bolting, riveting, welding or gluing additional material where needed. This shouldn’t be excessively expensive.
Even better is to put the stiffening external to the extrusion. It is more efficient as it is further
from the neutral axis of the spar and much easier to install.

Chemical Milling
Another approach, used on racing boats, is to start with a thick section, then chemically mill the
aluminum to taper the thickness. You end up with thick spots where local loads occur, such as at
tangs and spreader routes, and exactly the right amount of material for stiffness — an elegant but
very costly process. This is less expensive in many cases, however, than internal stiffening.

Euiler Buckling
As you go through this process, it is possible to come up with an extrusion that has the correct
inertia for the column compression loading, but with a very thin wall that that is subject to damage.
By looking at the Euiler buckling formula, it is possible to determine what the minimum wall
thickness should be in any given situation. Typically, engineers stay well away from the Euiler
minimums, as behavior of the extrusion when highly loaded relative to its Euiler capability is
sometimes hard to predict. The edge of the cliff is not that distinct.

Extrusion Choice
Once you have established the shroud layout, and if you plan to use internal stiffening, then
look at available extrusion choices. Rarely will you find one that is just right. One may be a hair
too big, while another may be too small — although you can always beef it up with internal stiffening.
The relationship of fore-and-aft requirements to side-to-side needs will be critical. The taller
your rig is, and the wider the side-shroud staying base, the more fore-and-aft stiffness will be
required when compared to side-to-side stiffness.
This is where spreader choices ultimately are decided. A given section may have plenty of inertia fore-and-aft but could be shy side-to-side. In this case, reduce the side-to-side requirements by
adding another set of spreaders and reducing the unsupported span.

Section Modulus
We need to discuss one more engineering concept before we can complete our choice of extrusions. Section modulus is a function of stiffness and how it is achieved. For example, it is possible
to make extrusion light, yet stiff, by extruding the walls very thin but far apart. Remember that
cube function! Alternately, you could have a thicker-walled shape, which weighs more and has its
walls close together. Both shapes could have the same stiffness.
However, the thin-walled lightweight extrusion would have a lower section modulus than that
of the heavier, smaller shape.
This becomes important when unexpected loads occur, such as rolling a spinnaker pole into the
water or loosing a shroud. The higher modulus spar (the heavier, smaller section) has a higher
ability to absorb load before becoming subject to local buckling (the Euiler formula discussed
above). In short, it is more abuse-tolerant.

Final Decision
So how do you make the final choice? In most cases it is a series of what-if games, playing with
different quantities of spreaders, rigging sizes, spar weights, and stiffening to come up with the
best solution.
Assuming that you have covered yourself on the Euiler buckling issue, the final decision comes
down to cost versus weight and center of gravity.
If cost is not an issue, always go for the lightest solution with the lowest vertical center of gravity to meet factors of safety.
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The loads that
build up on a rig
come from many
sources, and are
constantly varying
a s yo u m o v e
through the water
and heel to variations in wind
strength.
They start with
the stability of the
b o a t t ry i n g t o
resist the inclination of the sail
plan to heel with
wind pressure.
The restraining
force is transmitted to the rig via
the side shrouds.
T h e h e a d s t ay
adds load if the jib
is flying, and this is
opposed by thebackstay, so you
have almost double headstay load
acting at the masthead.
Then you have
the halyard loads.
These can add up
to as much as 15
percent of the
total compression, with modern
sailcloth doing its
job.
The spreaders
are also working
quite hard under
compression as
they “react”: the
load of the side
shrouds. In addition, the spreaders also have to
take the force of
the mainsail pushing against their
t ra i l i n g e d g e s
w h e n ru n n i n g
downwind.
Many of these forces are difficult to predict without some serious instrumentation (which is beyond the means
of just about any designer or builder, unless involved in a flat-out racing program).That is one of the reasons such
high factors of safety are used with cruising boats — to allow for all of these “unknown” loads!
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CONSTRUCTION
The basic engineering we’ve
been discussing is the foundation for your rig. In spite of the
black art, or perhaps because of
it, failures rarely occur in the
extrusion. When a spar comes
down, it is almost always precipitated by the failure of a small
detail leading to a chain reaction.
A ver y elegant, lightweight masthead crane
on a Whitbread Roundthe-World Race boat.

Welding
Any time you weld a 6,000
series extrusion alloy, at least
half of the strength is lost due to
the heat generated by the welding process which removes the
heat-treating of the extrusion.
In many areas, such as masthead design, you allow for this
and accept it. However, in other
areas, where stresses are concentrated and difficult to deal with,
such as in a gooseneck fitting or
spreader base, the parts in question can be heat-treated after
welding to bring them back to
their original strength.

Masthead Design
We’ll start off at the top of the
spar, with masthead design, as
this is the most complex part of
most spars.
In a cruising context there are
several key issues. The first is
coming up with a backstay
attachment that meets the needs
of the owner. Structurally, the
closer the backstay is attached to
the extrusion, the less bending
load there will be. This is good,
as long as you never intend to use
the backstay to bend the spar for
mainsail control.
However, if you do want to
bend the spar, unless you have a
fractional rig with the headstay
well down the mast, you will
need a crane sticking out behind
the mast so the backstay pressure
can induce a bend into the spar
(although a small amount of “pre
bend” can be induced with static
shroud loading and shoving the
mast forward at the deck.

The masthead above has
the backstay at the end of a
long crane so that it can be
used to pull some bend into
the spar. There are a series
of holes for the backstay so
that the bend characteristics can be varied. Note the
long crane to reduce chafe
on spinnaker halyards
The masthead below has
both headstay and backstay
closely integrated into the
spar. This reduces load, but
also makes it impossible to
use the backstay to induce
mast bend for sail control.
The top of Beowulf ’s
masthead crane (above).
Since there is no masthead backstay (except for
runner s) the cr ane is
quite short at the aft end.
The reinforcements you
see here are in case we
want to rig a permanent
reacher headstay to the
end of the crane on the
front of the mast.

Another view (right) of the masthead on
Beowulf. The runners can be seen attached to the
sides of the mast just below the top of the mast.
If they were attached to a crane, they would
interfere with the headboard of the mainsail.
The cap shrouds are mounted a moderate distance below the top of the spar, reducing the
internal clutter at the top and shor tening the
required wire length. This has the additional
advantage of starting the compression load from
the caps at a lower point on the spar.
To get away with this as far down the spar as on
Beowulf, you need very wide stay angles.
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Masthead Sheaves

The stainless-steel chafe
guard around this jib-halya r d s h e a v e ( a b o v e )
ensures that the halyard
can never chafe against the
edge of the sheave or a
rough spot on the mast.

Skip Chetelat at Forespar
talked me into using this vertical roller setup (right) on
Beowulf ’s masthead. In theory, it was lighter and would
have less chafe. In case it
didn’t work, we put on a
conventional crane for later
attachment of blocks (and
potential use with a
reacher).
However, we found that it
worked far better than any
other system we’ve used. In
4,500 miles of sailing with
spinnaker and reacher, we
only had to shorten the halyard twice due to chafe.
With a more conventional
setup, it would have been
more like every 500 miles at
the most.

An interesting spinnakerblock detail on a fractional
rig (above). The blocks are
pinned to a universal joint
that is attached to a heattreated weldment.This is in
turn bolted to the mast
face rather than being
welded. The use of bolts
eliminates the possibilities
of stress risers around the
perimeter of the fitting that
would occur with welding.

Masthead detailing is quite important to the loading on the spar and longevity of the halyards. Sheaves should
run true on their axles. If they lay over
to one side, there will be tremendous
amounts of friction between the side of
the sheave and the sheave box. Bronze
oilite bearings on stainless axles are
okay on boats up to about 50 feet (15.4
m). Above this, consider needle bearings or graphite-lined fiberglass. Both
Harken and Lewmar make high-tech
halyard sheaves with very low friction.
Sheave exits in the spar need to be
carefully rounded to avoid chafe. Even
better is a stainless chafe guard on the
edges of the sheave box.
In case it's necessary to remove a
sheave at sea, it’s a good idea to have a
small hole drilled opposite the axle-pin
cover plate. A drift or small screwdriver can be hammered through this to
push out a balky pin.
Another good idea is to tap a small
hole right into the groove of the sheave.
A threaded rod can then be screwed
into the hole and used to hold onto the
sheave after the pin is removed. This
reduces the chances of dropping the
sheave down the mast or overboard.
Phil Garland, at Hall Rigging, points
out that you can also tape a messenger
line around the halyard sheave to keep
it from dropping down the mast.

Spinnaker Halyards

The main issue with spinnaker halyards is chafe. There will be many situations in which the spinnaker is off to
leeward, pulling at right angles to the
boat. It needs a clean leadaway from
the block, or it will quickly chafe on
the side of the block. Before you know
it, the chute will be in the water.
Be sure there are carefully executed
chafe guards where the spinnaker halyard enters the mast. Any rough spots will quickly eat
through a halyard under tension.
On Transpac Races some of the boats use a wire strap with a snapshackle permanently attached
to the masthead to take the chute load. This eliminates chafe, but you do have to go aloft to attach
or unattach the halyard (they do use tripping lines from the shackle to the deck, but they rarely
work under load), so it may not be too practical for cruisers!

Spar Tapering
Tapering the masthead looks nice and saves some windage and a very small amount of weight.
This used to be a costly option, but today most sparmakers can do it for just a few hundred dollars.
It's worth the investment. Just be sure there's plenty of space left in the masthead to install halyard
sheaves of the correct size.

MAST WIRING
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Mast Wiring
Nothing is more annoying than a loose wire slapping
the inside of a mast extrusion when you're rolling
downwind or bouncing a bit at anchor. To avoid this
problem and to protect wiring from chafe, aluminum
or PVC conduit should be run inside the spar into
which the electrical cables are placed. Yes, this electrical conduit does add some weight, but if very
thin-walled tube is used, its weight is an acceptable
trade-off (Hall Spars has an interesting approach to
this. They use a light weight Dacron sleeve which fits
in a bolt rope. The bolt rope in turn fits into an extrusion inside the mast).

Attaching Hardware
Every time you cut a halyard slot or drill a hole to
mount a winch or cleat, the spar is weakened slightly. A
series of weak points concentrated in one area can lead
to trouble. As a result, slots and holes should be staggered so that they occur over a large vertical area,
rather than all at once.
Where the stress in the extrusion is high due to compression loading, it may be necessary to sleeve or reinforce around the stress risers and load concentrations
caused by hardware attachment.

When spars are stepped on deck, getting
the wiring below in a watertight fashion can
be difficult.
This spar builder used pipes welded to
flanges, which were in turn gasketed to spar
and deck. A piece of clear hose clamped at
the end made an excellent seal.

Electrolysis
To avoid cosmetic and structural problems with electrolysis, use rubber pads under all stainless or bronze
hardware that touches the mast. In addition, put Never
Seize or Duraloc compound on all fasteners.

Mast Doublers
There are significant loads in the bottom panel of the
mast from the boom gooseneck, boom vang, and spinnaker pole. When the boom or spinnaker pole is rolled
into the water with foreguys attached, stress rises dramatically. One way to deal with this is to add a doubler
to the bottom panel of the mast. We frequently have
these running from 3 feet (0.9 m) or so below the deck
to above the highest point of the spinnaker pole.
In some cases it pays to take these doublers right to
the heel of the mast. When this is done, the additional
stiffening, held at the heel and the deck, significantly
stiffens the rest of the spar in both directions. Since the
weight is low, a doubler is a good way to beef up a spar
and maintain center-of-gravity efficiency. Doublers
are usually attached with epoxy and structural rivets.

A typical setup for a mainsail held onto the
mast with a luff tape (left).This works much
like a roller-furler.The sail is slipped into the
feeder at the bottom, which aligns it for the
slot above — not a good system for shorthanded cruising, but very efficient in aerodynamic terms.
An old-fashioned external track (right).
Note how closely the fasteners are spaced
at the top of the trysail track. You will want
the same type of spacing at each the location of the mainsail head for each reef.

Mainsail Track
Three basic types of mainsail track are in use today. Racing boats go with a boltrope slot, and
this is certainly the most efficient. However, hoisting and/or reefing with a boltrope is a
multi-person project, making slides a better bet.
With slides you can have a C-shaped track with a flat slide, which is most common on aluminum spars, or an external flat track with C-shaped slides, as is commonly used on wood spars. In
either case, be sure at each reef point and at the head, that the track is attached extra strongly. If
possible, my preference is to stitch-weld the track at reef points.

External Tracks for Full-Batten Sails
We’ve already discussed this under full-batten hardware. It’s important to remember when considering this option that it is typically very heavy (although it does add some stiffness to the spar).
Before paying the weight penalty and the significant costs associated with such a system, be sure
that you really need it. We’ve done without for years on some very large yachts.
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Headboard Connection
The headboard (at the top of the
mainsail) is where all leech and
luff loads are concentrated. If you
think about how much force is on
the sheet and on the tack adjustment, and then add some to this,
you will get a feel for just how
highly loaded this part of the sail
is. So the headboard, and how the
load gets into the rig, is an important issue to review.
When the mainsail is fully
hoisted, there is very little load
between the headboard and the
mast; almost all is being taken
Two very sophisticated approaches to headboard
directly by the halyard. But as
attachment. The system on the left incorporates a
you begin to reef, the leech load,
sheave for a 2-to-1 halyard. In both cases the headboard
trying to pull the headboard aft
is pinned at the top and bottom of the carrier.
and away from the mast, must be
totally resisted by the headboard connection to the mast. The more roach your sail has and/or the
deeper the reef, the higher the loads. When the main is in a reefed condition, the halyard can react
only to the luff tension on the sail.
If your headboard-to-mast connection fails while you are reefed, the head of the sail pulls back,
placing a high stress on the first slide down the sail. This in turn will quickly fail, followed by the
next slide. It’s not unusual to end up with all the slides broken and the mainsail flying free at the
head, held only by the tack and clew on the boom.
Obviously the connections between the headboard and sail track need to be robust! On most
boats this takes the form of a metal slide, usually attached onto the sail with nylon webbing. Keep
an eye on both the slide and the webbing, which will eventually fail from chafe. Note that sometimes the chafe is internal where you cannot see it.
As the mainsail loads become larger, you need to use a more sophisticated means of distributing
the load.
Most of the recent sails made for our designs have used a heavy stainless D-ring at the head
instead of a traditional aluminum triangular headboard. These rings are attached with Spectra
webbing, which is extremely strong and chafe resistant. The rings are then attached to a metal
slide or slides with stainless shackles.
Or, for an external track, there are several types of cars featuring roller bearings (like sheet-led
cars) into which a special headboard is clamped or bolted.
Regardless of the system the load from the sail through the headboard must be evenly spread
through the attachment mechanism and onto the track. If the load is uneven, there will be problems with the longevity of the hardware and with raising and/or lowering the sail. Uneven loads
can cause the slides or cars to which the sail is attached to rack and bind as the sail is being hoisted
or lowered.

Spreaders
Spreaders act to enhance the angle between the chainplates on the hull and where the shrouds
attach on the mast. The longer the spreaders are (within reason), the lower the rigging loads and
resulting spar compression will be.
On a cruising yacht, the spreaders should be as wide as practical. However, the widest spreader
should not overhang the width of the boat, lest it be damaged while rafted or lying alongside a tall
wharf. To avoid damage from wakes, it is always advisable to tie up and/or raft with spreaders
and rigging out of line with pilings or other yacht’s rigs. This lets you rock a few degrees back and
forth without hitting the spreaders.
Spreaders are normally angled up slightly so that they almost bisect the angle between the vertical wire component and that which runs from spreader tip to the mast.

MULTIPLE SPREADERS
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Okay, I admit it. I have a
spreader fetish. I love elegant
structure, and a well-detailed
spreader is a thing of beauty,
not to mention strong and
light. Generally speaking, for
really high mainsail running
loads and lightweight construction, the best design uses
leading and trailing edge
tubes, joined by fore-and-aft
webs of some form.
Of course, this shape adds windage, compared to a straight airfoil extrusion. If the tubes are optimized for
the load, the forward tube, which sees most of the compression from the mainsail, will be somewhat larger
than the aft tube. If you then add a light covering (like an airplane wing) between leading and trailing edges,
the drag will be significantly reduced. And the spreaders will look really cool!

Cruising spreaders take very high loads, especially when running (from mainsail pressure), so
they need to be strongly made.
They also see high loading when you are in a severe knockdown and the rig is under water. I
suspect (but don’t know for sure) that many of the rig failures that occur during a severe knockdown are the result of spreaders collapsing from the dynamic water pressure.
Almost all spreaders are made from aluminum extrusions, usually in an airfoil shape, with most
of the material distributed in a fore-and-aft direction to resist bending loads from the main. If you
happen to have round spreaders, keep a very close eye on their bases.
Wooden spreaders can be quite light and elegantly shaped. However, over time they tend to suffer at their bases and are frequently subject to dry rot.

Multiple Spreaders
A series of factors influence how many spreaders is best. If you are looking at fault tolerance,
the more spreaders you have, the better your chances of saving the rig should a side shroud let go.
It also can help with the different load pattern caused by a deeply reefed mainsail and storm jib.
On the other hand, having more spreaders means more complexity, as well as added wires and
fittings and more things to go wrong.
Generally, the decision is made based on the lightest rig at a given level of safety, depending on
the choices you have for mast extrusions. The narrower the width of an extrusion, the shorter must
be the unsupported panels between
spreaders. So, if you are trying to
make a very long, narrow, lowwindage section do the job, you may
be forced to add spreaders to break
up the panel length.
In a strictly cruising context, one
of the issues to factor into the equation is replacement wire. Adding or
subtracting spreaders may make it
easier to have one or two sizes of
A simple tapered aluminum spreader with a
wide base for spreading running loads. The
wire as an at-sea replacement in an
black tape is for trimming the jib leech.
emergency.
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Swept Spreaders

Both the Sundeer ketch rigs and the one
on Beowulf depend on 25-degree swept
spreaders to hold the mast up and the
headstay tight.We have masthead running
backstays, but these are primarily to adjust
headstay tension for controlling the shape
of the jib and to create a bit of mast bend
for flattening the main and mizzen.
We do lose some angle on the boomed
sails when running. However, the lost projected sail area, proportional to the cosine
of the angle, is about 6 percent. When you
compare this to the gains from the large
main and mizzen roaches, you will find that
we are way ahead.

Sweeping the spreaders aft a few or more
degrees has several beneficial effects. First,
the spreaders generate a forward thrust component, equal to their compression load from
the wire, which passes over the spreader tip,
multiplied by the cosine of the angle between
the spreader and a line perpendicular to the
centerline of the boat. While this is typically a
small force, it is enough to keep the mast from
inverting (curving aft). This force that the
spreader creates forward is reacted to by an
opposite force pulling aft from the shroud
attached to the tang below the spreader. The
two opposing forces, one pushing forward
and the other pulling aft, tend to lock the mast
into place. The forward thrust is enough to
prevent the mast from inverting in an afterward direction. Since spar inversion usually
results in the mast coming down, this is an
excellent feature.
Next, swept spreaders interfere less with
the leech of inboard-sheeted headsails, adding valuable sail area to the staysail and blade
jib.
The negative in all of this is that the swept
spreaders interfere with how far you can ease
the main boom when running. We think it is a
penalty well worth paying and have been
using swept spreaders on our boats for the last
decade.
How many degrees of sweep? Most sparmakers feel about 8 to 12 degrees is about
right. As you begin to increase the sweep
angle, the windward shrouds pick up the
headstay load from the backstay. At around
20 degrees of sweep, it is possible, with runners, to totally eliminate the standing backstay. However, when sailing free in a strong
breeze, don’t make any mistakes with the runners! Come back another notch to 25 degrees,
and the side shrouds will carry the headstay
load without help from runners — although
you may want runners for mast-bend control
(this increased angle results in very high cap
shroud loads, so your engineering has to be
spot on).
This is the approach we’ve adopted on our
ketch rigs, when we want big roaches on our
main and mizzen and a free space in which to
fly the mizzen headsails.
Because the aft sweep stabilizes the spar in
a fore-and-aft direction, the required
moments (stiffness) can be reduced and still
have the same factors of safety. On racing
boats this reduction in weight and windage is
commonly taken. However, we have always
left our fore-and-aft moments the same, preferring to take this bonus as an extra factor of
safety.

SPREADER BASES
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Spreader Bases
Spreader bases are more prone to failure than just about any other part of the rig. This is due to
high loads from the mainsail pushing while broad-reaching or running. Keeping the main well
vanged will mitigate this slightly, but in the end you need a strong spreader for long passages.
There are lots of ways to accomplish this, as shown on this page and the next one. The main
thing is to be sure the base is strong, with the load well distributed over a wide area into the spar.
The spreader should be built so that no stress risers are near the base.
We almost always specify that welded spreaders be heat-treated to bring the aluminum back to
pre-welded structural properties.

A series of different approaches to the spreader base problem (above and below). All have one thing
in common — the widest possible base to react to mainsail pressure when broad-reaching or running,
and to spread the load into a wide area of the mast.
The closer to the mast corner you come with the attachment point of the base, the less internal
reinforcing between the sides of the mast extrusion will be required.

What not to do (right). A narrow timber
spreader (far right), with a few bolts to hold it
in place against the pressure of the mainsail.
This will work for coastal sailing, but the
spreader will quickly fail offshore.
The detail on the adjacent right has a casting
that accepts the spreader, intermediate stay,
and cutter stay. The casting has been welded
all around the perimeter. This is another “cut
here” detail, and in the event of a rigging failure will precipitate immediate problems.
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Spreader Tips
With 1x19 wire rigging, the main issue regarding spreader tips is to be sure the wire remains in
place when slack and heeled to leeward. Otherwise, the shroud or shrouds can come loose. If you
tack or jibe, causing whatever is loose to become the windward side, down comes the rig.
The solutions are not complex. Usually, careful seizing with multi-strand seizing wire does the
job.
With rod rigging the issues are more complex. Very careful attention needs to be paid to how
the rod bends as it passes over the tip, or stress risers will eventually lead to failure.

This unusual spreader tip was fabricated for us by
Forespar, and is welded to the tubular spreaders
they supplied for Beowulf. The cap shroud is held in
place by an undersized piece of seizing wire, which
was later changed to a piece of 3/32-inch (2.5mm)
stranded wire.

It’s impor tant
to be very careful
with how rod rigging is treated.
The norm used
to be what you
see here (immediate right) — a
careful bend over
the end of the
spreader. After
numerous failures, a stem-ball
system (three
lower photos) was developed. If you
have continuous rod to the deck, be
sure to check it periodically where it
runs over the spreader ends.

When you have
discontinuous rigging, with the intermediate and cap
tying together at a
l ow e r s p r e a d e r,
some form of integrated tang arrangement is required
(left). This is usually
done in stainless
steel and fits over
the end of the
spreader.

Three different ways to approach discontinuous rod rigging. All employ an articulating joint, so no bending stress can occur in the rod itself. If you are thinking
about rod, this is the only way to handle this detail for cruising.
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Keel-Stepped Spars
When the mast is held firmly with wedges on top of the keel and at the deck, a structural couple,
called a bond beam, is formed. This structure is made rigid by the fact that the two ends are
securely held.
The part of the bond beam projecting upward from the deck is also stiffened by this couple. The
result is that the bottom section of the mast from the deck up toward the first spreader is much
stiffer than if a pin connection were made, with the bottom of the mast held only at one point as in
a deck-stepped spar.
A keel-stepped spar can get by with moments of inertia that are from 20 to 25 percent lower
than on a deck stepped spar. As a result, the keel-stepped spar will be around 10 percent lighter
with a lower vertical center of gravity.
In addition, if dismasted through the loss of a backstay or lowers, you’ll normally be left with a
stump perhaps a third of the distance to the lower spreaders, to which you can attach a jury spar.

Deck-Stepped Spars
A deck-stepped spar has no additional stiffening from the keel and deck, so the spar needs to be
heavier and stiffer to take the same load for which the keel-stepped spar is designed. The partial
exception to this is when you have a very strong tabernacle into which the mast is placed. This
tabernacle can bond the bottom of the mast, but it is not nearly as effective as a true keel-to-deck
couple. Deck-stepped spars are typically used when a mast often needs to be unstepped — i.e., if
low bridge divides your dock from the ocean.
With no spar penetration of the deck, there is no mast boot to leak. On the other hand, a rigging
failure from which you could recover with a keel-stepped spar will lead to an immediate dismasting with a deck-stepped system.
Some deck-step aficionados point to the fact that you are likely to suffer less damage when a
deck-stepped spars goes over the side. True, this is easier to clean up after, but in an oceangoing
context it’s a small compensation for very real negatives.

Deck Wedges
In order to gain the most benefit from a keel-stepped spar, the mast must be carefully wedged
at the deck. On modern yachts with aluminum spars, wedges can be made from hardwood or from
a very hard rubber. The spar is first centered from port to starboard, then positioned fore-and-aft.
Next, wedges are driven in until the mast is held securely in the deck opening.
With some spars it’s a good idea to have a little “pre-bend,” perhaps an inch or two. This will
be partly accomplished by some “kick” at the deck with the wedges.

Spartite
One of the problems with mast wedges is getting a good fit. At sea, with the boat jumping
around, the wedges tend to work, often cracking and working their way out at the most inconvenient times.
The movement allowed by many wedge systems is not only bad structurally, but it makes it
much more difficult to keep a mast boot watertight.

The traditional mast collar (left) required a series of wooden or hard rubber (typically 40Shore hardness or above) wedges.The wedges need to fit securely between mast and collar
and be evenly spaced on all four sides. The corners are not as important.Wedges should have
a notch at the top to prevent them from dropping down below.
An alternate approach (right) is to have a tight-fitting deck collar, then use a hard-rubber
grommet of constant dimension between deck collar and spar.This approach typically leaves
1/2 inch (12.6 mm) or so of space. The top can then be caulked and, if you are lucky, may
remain watertight. However, it’s best to have an external boot as well.

THE MAST BOOT
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The Spartite system is quite easy to use. When I re-did Beowulf ’s main and mizzen
mast I was able to make both sets of wedges in a little more than an hour.
Start off by taping the mast, then putting Vaseline as a mold release on the spar and
deck collar. Foam rubber is then pressed down to the bottom of the cavity formed
between the mast and collar.To seal the foam, Spartite supplies some modeling clay.
Work this down on top of the foam, and seal it to the mast and deck collar.
Run a band of tape around the perimeter of the mast collar. This will form a dam
which allows the Spartight to run over the upper edge of the collar.
The two components are then mixed together, allowed to stand for a few minutes,
and poured into the space between the mast and collar. It sets quite quickly, and you
can begin to clean up. After a few days of curing, you are ready to go sailing.
Spartite says it is possible to use their molded wedge as a water seal. However, we
sealed the edges with SikaFlex, then put a conventional boot over the mast collar.

This is where the Spartite system comes into play. This is a two-component synthetic resin with
a modest amount of flexibility. It is cast as a solid plastic insert between the mast and the deck
collar. This forms a perfect wedge all of the way around the mast, provides an excellent wedging
action, and minimizes mast movement.
We tried the system on Beowulf ’s main and mizzen, and I really like it. The kits are complete,
come with easy-to-understand instructions, and in less than an hour you can have yourself one
very tight-fitting cast mast wedge.

The Mast Boot
One of the most difficult — perhaps I should say nearly impossible — things to execute properly is the deck-to-mast boot, which prevents seawater and rain from leaking below.
I have never seen any form of mast boot that did not eventually leak!
There are several problems. First of all is the difficult physical transition from a large opening
in the deck to a smaller mast. Then sun and pollution eventually take their toll. Add in some degree
of mast movement at the deck (which you hope to eliminate but won’t entirely), and the result is
a series of problems calling for ingenuity.
The first ingredient in a successful scheme is the mast collar. Ideally, this provides an upstand
of 2, but preferably 3 or more inches (50 to 75 mm) onto which the boot is attached. Next is the
primary boot. This can be made of wetsuit material, PVC, neoprene-coated cloth, or a section
from the inner tube of a truck tire.
It’s best to slip a pre-made boot over the mast before it’s stepped. This way you can be sure that
the circular boot is well glued and sealed.
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Three variations (above) on the same theme. From left: A Forespar molded boot matches the mast
section and adjacent deck collar. Next, a neoprene-rubber boot has been stretched around the mast and
deck collar for a tight fit, then “welded” together. Finally we show a traditional duct-tape boot, one of the
best forms of waterproofing known to man.

A mast boot will last much longer if
shielded from the sun (above and left).

If the mast collar has a flange at the bottom, or if
your deck is exposed on the underside, you can take
a mast ring (right), fit a soft rubber gasket to it, and
use it to seal off any leaks that may get into your
boot. Then drill a hole on each side of the mast,
about 1/4 inch (6 mm) in diameter, letting the accumulated water drain through the mast into the bilge.

This boot must then be fastened to the deck collar and the spar. Long stainless hose clamps are
best. In order to ensure a good seal, we use a layer of 1-inch-wide-by-1/4-inch-thick (25mm x
6mm) neoprene tape between boot, spar, and upstand.
If you’re paranoid about the mast leaking — as I am — a second boot can be added over the first.
Finally, some form of a decent-looking sun cover has to be made, usually from an awning or
cover material.
What about eventual leaks? Silicone may help. A roll of duct tape never hurts. Or, you can take
the finishing ring belowdecks and make it into a seal. Suppose you have a tight-fitting teak ring
around the mast fastened to the headliner or deck head. If this ring is routed on its top and edge
where it interfaces with the headliner and mast, a soft neoprene gasket (such as is used with deck
hatches) glued in will seal the mast leaks. Drill a small hole right at the top of the gasket on each
side of the mast, and any accumulated leakage will drain down into the mast.

THE BOOM
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THE BOOM
The boom on an offshore cruising boat will ideally be one or two
sizes heavier than one used for
inshore work. This beefing up permits accidental jibes, as well as the
occasional roll into the sea when
power reaching. With little difference in cost, the weight increase is
typically less than 10 percent for
an increase in stiffness of 50 percent.

Goosenecks
There are probably more problems with the gooseneck on offshore yachts than any other piece
of rigging. It has to take tremendous compression loads at all sorts
of uncomfortable and structurally
inefficient angles. Then the load on
it reverses each time the boat rolls.
As the fittings wear with age,
they jump around more and more
in a seaway, leading to more wear.
So the gooseneck needs to be sturdily made. Also, be careful with
how it’s attached to the mast. Aluminum lugs welded to the mast are
not as satisfactory as a separate
aluminum fitting bolted and
epoxied into place. Welding
directly onto the mast extrusion
can cause critical weakening.
Because of the reverse cycle
loading on the gooseneck (and
vang attachment), the bolts tend to
come loose. If a couple work
loose, the load shifts to the tight
bolts. Pretty soon one or two of
them crack, leaving the remaining
bolt or two to take the whole load.
During the next squall —which
will of course occur during the
middle of the night — the remaining fasteners will fail and the boom
will be adrift.
The epoxy bond between the
gooseneck fitting and mast helps
to prevent movement. As long as it
is intact, the fasteners should stay
tight. Eventually the epoxy bond
will fail.
Test your gooseneck and vang
fasteners periodically to be sure
they are tight.

These four gooseneck fittings (above) share a common
theme — all are heat-treated aluminum weldments bolted
and epoxied to the mast.The two on the right are from 67foot and 56-foot (20.6m and 17.5m) Sundeers.They are way
oversized, larger than a maxi yacht would use. The lugs and
pins are huge.Yes, they are heavy — probably an extra couple of pounds (1 kg) — not much for all the added security.

The lugs on the front of the boom also have to be sufficiently strong.The ideal situation is to weld the lugs through
slots in the boom extrusion. If this is not possible, then they
should be welded on both sides to a heavy end cap. Be sure
both sides are fully welded. If there is room for a gusset on
the outside to resist bending, that is even better.
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Internal Jammers

Compare the
jammers’ handles
o n t h e s e t wo
booms. The handles to the left are
long and beefy
enough to enable
the crew to
release the jammers under load.
The boom above
will require a
winch to relieve
t h e j a m m e rs
when loads are
high.

Boom rails (right
and below) are convenient handholds
when working to leeward. They also provide a good place to
hang gaskets and halyards.

It has been common practice now for a number of
years to build a series if
internal jammers into the
front end of the boom.
These typically handle the
clew reefs, the outhaul, and
perhaps a topping lift.
In order for these to work
properly, the jammers need
to be of good size with reasonably sharp teeth. Generally, they only work with
high loads while transferring from one winch to
another.
However when they do
hold, they can be very difficult to unjam. This requires
a long handle to generate
some leverage.
Alternatively, you have to
take up the load on a nearby
winch, then release the jammer and hold it open while
the line in question is eased.
The jammer will take
some maintenance from
time to time, so it should be
easily disassembled. The
problem usually comes in
withdrawing the shaft onto
which they fit. It is not
unusual to have it frozen to
the aluminum in the boom.
Using a liberal dose of
Never Seize or Lanocote
will ensure that it comes
apart when necessary.

Boom Rails
Boom rails can be very
handy when working on
deck, especially if you have
to work to leeward of the
boom. They also make a
good tie-down point for sail
gaskets, covers, and loose
lines.
We’ve seen them on a
number of Whitbread boats
and have recently started to
fit them to some of our own
designs.

BOOMVANG
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Boomvang
Boomvangs are an absolute
necessity for controlling
sailshape downwind. The vang
must be powerful enough to
keep twist out of the leech and
the main off the lee rigging. It
should be weaker, however,
than the boom to which it is
attached. If you end up rolling
the boom under a wavetop when
reaching in strong breezes,
something may give —it’s best
if it’s the vang.

Rail Vangs
We have found that by taking
the vang to the lee rail instead of
the mast base when running or
broad-reaching, it does doubleduty as a preventer. This has
been tested several times, when
we have jibed unintentionally in
heavy going. However, for this
to work you need a heavily built
boom. Otherwise, the preventer
should be led to the end of the
boom where the risk to the
boom structure is less during a
jibe.
When vanged to the rail there
should be about a 45-degree
angle leading out so the attachment point on the boom is well
outboard. This reduces bending
loads on the boom.
The control end of the vang
should always lead to the cockpit where it’s easy to adjust
(without going forward and getting wet!) and ready to cut or
throw off in an emergency.
The loads at the deck end will
be enormous, so be sure that
whatever the vang is attached to
i s ex t r e m e l y s t o u t a n d
through-bolted with heavy
backing plates. Don’t use a stanchion base!

We developed this
e a rly ve r s i o n o f a
mechanical vang for
Intermezzo II in the late
1970s. It was a pipe
within a pipe, so that it
limited how far the
boom could drop. We
then had an external
tackle for controlling
tension. It worked well
for reaching as well as
for jibing back and
for th in close quarters. However, when
offshore and broadreaching or running,
we also used a vang to
the rail.

The attachment of
the vang at the mast
base is almost as highly
loaded as the gooseneck fitting. This one
was built for one of
our Sundeer 64s.Yes, it
is very oversized, but
you won’t see it failing.
The vang attachment should be as low
on the mast as possible to improve the
vang-to-boom angle.
However, leave room
for the mast boot.

Hydraulic or Mechanical
Vangs?
Mechanical vangs are available for yachts up into the 60foot (18.5m) range. Where they
can be used, they have several
advantages over a hydraulic
unit. First, they are easy to
install, since they do not require

A number of companies now make mechanical vangs. For
offshore work it is best to buy one a size or two larger than
what the books claim you need.You can limit the restraining
force by using control lines with a bit of stretch.
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plumbing. Next, if moderate-stretch control lines are used, they will give a bit under shock load,
helping to reduce the impact on the boom and hardware. Finally, it is typically easier to dump a
mechanical vang in a hurry should the need arise — in a broach, for example.
Hydraulic vangs make sense on larger yachts, especially if a hydraulic system is already in
place for the backstay and cutter stay. They allow you to develop high forces over a period of time.
Hydraulic system are always fitted with pressure-relief valves on the back side of the pump
panel. Make sure your relief valve is set to pop before the vang can damage the boom when the
boom is being dragged through the water in heavy-reaching conditions.

Four examples of vang
doublers. In all cases the
reinforcements extend
well forward and aft of
the vang attachment
point.
N o t e t h e e x t e rn a l
attachment hardware
(right). This is the ideal
attachment solution, as a
stress riser isn’t created
by a slot in the bottom of
the boom.

VANG DOUBLERS
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We always specify a vang doubler for our booms, adding some needed “beef ” where the
boom encounters the highest stress. Over the years, we’ve found that a ratio of eight times
boom height works well for length. Be sure to taper the ends of the doubler, so as not to
cause a stress concentration at the end.

Vang Doublers
I like to use a boom doubler for the vang attachment on the boom. We typically make these
about eight times the boom height in length (i.e., for a 8-inch/200mm deep boom, the doubler
would be about 64 inches/1.6 m long). This not only reinforces an area of high stress from the
vang loads, but it helps to replace the strength lost when a vang attachment slot is cut into the bottom of the boom.

Topping Lifts
The topping lift is the most cantankerous piece of running rigging aboard. They love to wrap
themselves around backstay insulators and chafe on the leech of the mainsail. The only solution
is to use a long, heavy piece of shockcord to keep them tight when the boom lifts. They should be
heavy 7x19 stainless-steel wire, plastic-covered to minimize chafe, with a rope tail. A high tech
alternate is Spectra or Vectran rope. It is lighter, and does not chafe the mainsail leech as does
wire.
The only advantage of a topping lift is that if rigged properly, it can be used as a spare main
halyard.
Using a compression strut like on Intermezzo II, a new “Quik Vang,” or a hydraulic kicker will
eliminate the need for a topping lift, since these all support the boom.
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Clew-to-Boom Connection
The connection of the mainsail to the boom receives one of the highest concentrations of working loads on the rig. On a long-term cruising yacht, thousands of sailing miles will probably put a
great deal of wear and tear on this gear. In addition, you must be able to adjust the outhaul tension
to ease draft into or take draft out of the mainsail. There are all sorts of ways to achieve this. The
traditional system is to use a stainless or bronze car attached to a track that is bolted to the boom.
The connection to the sail needs at least 20 degrees of movement on each side of the boom to
allow for a fair lead when the outhaul is eased. Otherwise, hard spots will develop in the sail
around the clew hardware, which can eventually lead to failure.
Today it is common to use high-tech ball-bearing or slide-rod lubricated cars to make the
adjustment process easier. Another approach we’ve used with surprising success is to do away
with the car and track and use a Spectra webbing strap wrapped around the boom and through the
sail instead — usually two or three wraps do the trick. The strap has Velcro sewn to one side. The
Velcro actually carries the load, but we stitch the end closed before we head offshore just in case.
When you want to adjust the outhaul, the strap slides along the boom. This works so well that it
will be standard on all of our future designs

We’ve seen a number of Walder
Boom Brakes (above) on cruising
yachts. By adjusting the tension on
control lines, these devices limit
the speed at which a boom can
swing across the deck during a jibe.

A traditional outhaul car, welded from stainless steel, with a built-in outhaul system (upper left). If you
use this sort of car, be sure that the clew ring can swing easily from side to side to align itself with the sail.
An interesting approach (lower left) on a large yacht.The black lever is connected to the clew with a
shackle. It rides on a pivot point inside the boom. A hydraulic cylinder is attached to the bottom of the
lever. As the lever arm is adjusted forward or aft, the clew of the mainsail is eased or tightened.
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Mainsheet
Attachment
You would think that
something as innocuous as
a mainsheet attachment
would be pretty simple to
get right. Yet we have had
more trouble with this
detail than just about anything else in our own rigs.
First, the mainsheet bails
are highly loaded. If they
happen to be inboard from
the boom end, the mainsail
increases the load with a
long lever arm. The load is
always changing direction.
When beating, it is more or
less in line, heading
straight down. But when
broad-reaching, it pulls
from the side. The angle
fore-and-aft also changes.
Over the years this flexing
back and forth tends to
fatigue the fittings. The
bails themselves and the
boom to which they are
a t t a c h e d o f t e n h ave a
l o c a l i z e d fa i l u r e a s a
result.
On a number of occasions, sparmakers have
told me that our requests
for heavier mainsheet bails
were way out of line with
what they normally supp l i e d . E ve n t u a l l y w e
would find that even our
heavier requirements were
not enough.
What can you do? Keep
a close eye on fittings,
watching for telltale stress
cracks. If the blocks can
articulate easily, and if the
load has a flexible alignment path so the bail has
minimal bending, you
have a better chance of a
long life. Also, keep a
piece of line handy to lash
the sheet to the boom. Or
better yet, keep a safety
line through the shackle on
the sheet block and around
the boom.

These three main sheet attachment details
have similar positive characteristics. (left and
above) The mainsheet block can easily move
about in both directions. Also, the boom
bails never see a bending load as the boom is
eased, because the shackles attaching the
blocks can slide along the bail, keeping itself
in alignment with the load path.

Mid-boom sheeting on pilot-house yachts
(above) often finds a conflict between the
companionway hatch and the mainsheet.
With a hatch garage in the way, it is difficult to
transfer the load of the sheet efficiently into
the house structure . We’ve used the
approach in this photo on several large
motorsailers. The mainsheet has two attachments points, one on each side of the hatch
garage, with the sheet coming back to the
winch mounted on the aft end of the house.

This is a more efficient structural connection (above and
two right photos),
especially for midboom set-ups. Using
a strap allows the
sheet to always pull
in a fair direction to
the boom, without
creating any bending load on fixed bails. With a fixed bail,
a bending load most often results in failure. In addition,
there are no holes around which stress concentrations
(and eventually cracks) can form.
On our own boats we’ve simplified this by substituting a piece of line
wrapped several times around the boom and through the mainsheet block.
With strap or line you need some method of keeping the attachment system from sliding forward when the boom is eased.This can take the form of
a metal strap fastened to the top of the boom, or a line pulling aft along the
boom to keep things from sliding forward.
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Boom Gallows

Tim Traill demonstrates how his boom
gallows provide security and support for the
helmsman. They are
relatively easy to execute — just be sure
you have a sturdy diagonal brace (right) to keep
the structure from sagging side to side.

Boom gallows can serve a
number of functions. First, they
provide a secure resting place for
the boom, relieving the topping
lift and keeping it from swinging
back and forth when you are
working on it (or at anchor in a
rolly anchorage). Should the topping lift fail or release suddenly,
the gallows will prevent the
boom from dropping below a
certain point, protecting those in
its shadow.
They can provide an excellent
spot for the person steering to
hang onto and/or brace himself.
Finally, they provide an excellent
aft support for a cockpit awning.
On the other hand, they tend to
clutter the cockpit, make it diffi-

cult to get to the stern, and add weight and windage.
If you have a mechanical or hydraulic vang that supports the main boom, gallows probably
don’t make sense. But if a topping lift provides sole support for the boom, they may be a good
addition.

STANDING RIGGING
Now let’s look at some of the details in rigging. The first thing to do is to establish a basis for
the size of the various elements in the rigging system. To do this you have to look at working,
ultimate, and cyclical loads. Like so many things in sailing, the hard engineering is based on experience rather than on pure numbers. Miles at sea, reverse-cycle loadings, temperature, and even
variations in water salinity play a part in determining these figures.

Basic Rig Engineering
Having the correct size of standing rigging is critical for the long-term safety of your spars.
Because so many engineering factors go into projecting these requirements before a boat is
launched, it’s not unusual for designers and builders to be somewhat off the mark. However, there
is a simple means by which you can check the rig loads and establish the factors of safety working
for you.

Righting-Moment Tests
The primary information needed to calculate the proper size of the rig and its elements is the
actual righting moment (RM) of your vessel in its normal cruising trim. I like to do our RM tests
at full load, since we usually seem to cruise loaded to the gills with gear, much of which is stowed
low in the boat, where it contributes to stability.
It’s really very simple to do an RM or inclining test. Start on a windless day. It must be absolutely calm, with no surge or chop. The boat should hang free from the dock, and docklines should
be slacked off.
Rig the spinnaker pole, and square it up perpendicular to the centerline so it’s extended as far
over the side as possible. If you don’t have a spinnaker pole, use the main boom. Next, add weight
to the end of the pole to heel the boat. Measure the heel angle, and calculate the weight on the end
of the pole.
We usually use the dinghy, loaded with spare anchors, outboard, gas cans, and a body or two.
Each item is weighed. To measure the angle we take a plumb bob on a light line and suspend it
from the overhead inside the boat.
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If you have the height of the string attached to the plumb bob and the distance offset from center, it’s easy to derive the angle with a calculator. Say the height is 6 feet and the offset of the
plumb bob is 10 inches, or 0.83 feet. Divide the base by the height or 0.83/6 = 0.138. Then use
shift (or inverse) tangent (Tan) on the calculator, which will give you the angle, in this case 7.9
degrees.
Let’s say the total of weight on the end of the pole is 1,000 pounds and the distance from the end
of the pole to the mast is 16 feet. Multiplying distance by weight gives you moments, so 16 x
1,000 = 16,000 foot pounds. The pole also has to be added in. If it weighs 40 pounds, this is multiplied by half its length, or 40 x 8 = 320 foot pounds. The total moments then are 16,000 + 320 =
16,320 foot pounds. Divide this by the measured angle to find righting moment at 1 degree:
16,320 / 7.9 = a righting moment of 2,106 foot pounds.

Rigging Loads
Armed with the righting moment at 1 degree, we’re now ready to calculate the actual loads on
the standing rigging. There are many sophisticated ways of doing this, as well as some simple
approaches to get a ballpark figure. What follows is the approach used on a majority of yachts
rigged before the middle of the last decade.
We start with the righting moment at 1 degree of heel; multiply by 29.5 (to get the RM at 30
degrees); then multiply again by 1.5 for a margin of safety. Take this total and divide it by the distance from the center of the mast to the center of the chainplates at the deck (in one direction
only). This provides PT — the total load on the chainplate if all the side shrouds came to a single
point. This load is then divided according to your rig into a variety of wires.
There are lots of different thoughts on how the loads are actually spread. One approach used for
years by many designers estimates for a single-spreader sloop or cutter, the cap shrouds (to masthead) carry 45 percent, while the lowers (divided by 2 if they are fore-and-aft) get 55 percent. For
a double-spreader rig the caps get 30 percent, intermediates 30 percent, and lowers 40 percent.
Let’s try an example. Assume an RM of 2,500 foot pounds at 1 degree, with a chainplate width
of 5 feet, on a double-spreader sloop. For example, 2,500 x 29.5 x 1.5 = 110,625 / 5 = PT of
22,125. So, for the cap we get 0.3 x 22,125, or 6,637 pounds; for the intermediate the same thing;
and for the lowers, 0.40 x 22,125 = 8,850 pounds for single lowers, or half this if there are
fore-and-aft lowers. These are (theoretically) the actual loads on the wire. Later on, we’ll add in
factors of safety.
If you have a rig with aft-swept spreaders, increase the rigging loads by the cosines of the angles
of the spreaders.

Ketch Allowances
Calculations for a ketch rig involve some additional logic. The mainmast is always assumed to
carry full load, in case the mizzen is furled. The mizzen, on the other hand, is assumed to carry
somewhat less. That 1.5 factor in the formula is usually dropped to 0.5, effectively reducing the
load by two-thirds. But what if you have a really large mizzen, and you start reefing the main first?
In this case the loads will be higher. How you treat your mizzen calculations depends on its proportions and how you intend to use it.
With our very large mizzens we tend to shoot for a spar and staying system that will carry 100
percent of the righting moment without a factor of safety. This means that normally with a jib or
staysail set, there will be a normal factor of safety. However, if the boat were caught by a sudden
gust with only the mizzen set, with everything tuned correctly, the mizzen would stand.

Factors of Safety
If we went sailing with rigging sized as above, only allowing for stability-induced loads, everything would work fine until the first wave hit the bow — at which time the shock loading could
send the rig tumbling over the side. Therefore, we add in a safety factor.
How safety factors are determined can vary tremendously. As a general rule, most naval architects develop safety criteria for a boat’s spars at a stability figure based on the vessel carrying half
her intended payload. Yet many cruising boats carry full-designed payload and then some. The
result is a reduced factor of safety. However, if you know your own boat’s loaded stability, you
can calculate more precisely.
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There are a number of reasons for a healthy safety factor, all related to real-world experience.
As we’ve already briefly discussed, the first is the fatigue that comes from extended usage and the
corrosive atmosphere in which most of us sail.The next thing is reverse-cycle loading. This is
caused by the rigging loading up and then easing off as a boat heels when sailing upwind or rolls
downwind. This is potentially much more fatiguing to the rigging elements than the basic sailing
loads.
Another damaging factor is sloppy rigging. This is particularly relevant to lower shrouds,
which are usually left looser than the caps or intermediates, and which end up slatting back and
forth. All that slop works the wire terminals, prematurely fatiguing them. (One way to mitigate
this problem is to use well-lubricated double-action toggles on your turnbuckles. Another is to
use shock-cord restrainers on the lee-side rigging.)
Shock loading is another consideration. The stiffer the hull structure and the heavier the spars,
the more shock load from wave impact will be transmitted to the rigging. A decade or two ago,
this wasn’t the significant factor it can be today, because today’s hulls are stiffer and the rigging
has less stretch.
Shock loading is a two-way street. Stronger, less stretchy wire also transmits shock to the
chainplates, spars, and hull. On older yachts with timber construction, it’s necessary to consider
this factor when re-rigging. “Traditional” rigging was very stretchy and helped dissipate loads
before they damaged the hull.
All of these additional loads are covered by the factor of safety.
Normal practice among naval architects is to use a factor of safety between 2.25- and 2.75-to1 on standing rigging. For offshore work, my preference is to stay at the higher end of this range.
The next step in our procedure is to multiply the load in the wire by the appropriate factor of
safety for your intended cruising — say 2.75, the example we’ve been using. For the cap shroud,
2.75 x 6,637 gives us a wire with a required breaking strength of 18,251 pounds.

Choosing Wire Size
Then you see what wire strengths and sizes are available. In our example we could use 3/8-inch
1x19 stainless wire with a breaking strength of 17,500 pounds, a little under our needs, or jump
to 7/16-inch at 22,500 pounds, quite a bit on the high side.
If the boat were heavily loaded when we did the inclining test, I think I’d stay with the 3/8-inch
wire. Excessive weight aloft quickly robs us of stability and comfort when sailing upwind. But if
I expected a lot more gear on board, I’d be tempted to go with the heavier wire.

Tang Factors
In order to be sure the entire system is working together, the turnbuckles, toggles, hull tangs,
and mast tangs must all be sized to carry the full strength of the wire, plus an additional factor of
safety. One thing to examine carefully is the bearing and shear on mast chainplates. If you see a
gigantic chainplate at the gunwale and a featherweight on the mast, you know that something is
out of balance. It’s the norm for tangs to be designed to carry at least 50 percent higher loads than
the rigging wire and fittings.
Another danger to watch out for is stress risers. Any sharp edge, corner, or change in direction
structurally is a potential stress riser. If located where load can occur, this will usually concentrate
and increase local stress as much as 300 to 500 percent. An example of this could be a chainplate
bent at an angle, with a hole right through the bend. The stress around the edges of that hole will
be five times what the rest of the chainplate is taking. If it’s going to break, guess where the failure
will occur?
Always make sure the lead from the chainplate through the turnbuckle and up the wire is fair —
no kinks, bends, or hard spots. If there are fore-and-aft lowers hanging on a common tang on the
mast, be sure that the pins rotate freely so that when the mast moves its load from the forward to
the aft lower, the pins can rotate and the swages aren’t bent back and forth.

VCG and Displacement
If you now measure the freeboard at the bow, stern, and several intermediate points, you can call
the designer to give him the freeboard data together with your RM calculations. He can then very
simply develop your vertical center of gravity, total displacement, and range of stability.
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Wire Materials
Virtually every vessel we’ve seen cruising uses stainless-steel wire for standing rigging. Some
“stainless” steels are not quite stainless. Type 316 is by far the best, but some wire and swage fittings are made of type 302. This is more subject to staining and stress corrosion than type 316, but
it is also about 15 percent stronger.
Another approach is to use Nitronic 50. This hybrid material is noncorrosive and somewhat
stronger than normal stainless, although it costs about 50 percent more.
Brion Toss, a professional rigger (and marvelous writer) pointed out to me that galvanized wire
offers several advantages for standing rigging. For one, it’s about a third the cost of stainless, and
for size or weight is a little stronger. That can add up to a pile of savings when rigging a spar. To
get around the maintenance issue, Brion suggests either painting or a periodic wipe-down with a
mixture of anhydrous lanolin and mineral oil. The same end terminals can be used, too.

Wire Construction
There are a variety of wire constructions. Most popular is 1x19, which has 19 strands wrapped
around a single core, with relatively low stretch characteristics. On some boats 7x19 (with a core
of 7 strands), is also used for such rigging as runners. It’s more flexible but also stretchier than
1x19. Halyards are often made up of 7x19 wire, which has smaller multiple strands and is very
flexible but is too stretchy for any standing-rigging requirements.
There’s a relatively new wire out called Dyform, made by British Ropes. Dyform, which is
made from type 316 stainless, is somewhat stronger for its diameter and/or weight than conventional wires and has substantially less stretch. It looks like it could be the material of the future.

Yield Strengths
One thing to bear in mind when selecting materials and sizes for rigging is the yield point of
what you are using. You will always want a rig to operate below the yield point under its highest
loads. Exceeding the yield point will result in a permanent stretch factor in the rigging and loss of
strength.
With 1x19 wire, the yield point is typically reached at 50 percent of the ultimate listed
strength. With rod, it’s usually around 80 percent of ultimate.
CONVENTIONAL
316 1x 19
NOMINAL
DIAMETER
INS
3 / 16
7 / 32

APPROX.
WEIGHT

LB / KG /
MM 100 FT 100 M

MINIMUM
BREAKING

DYFORM
316 1 x 19
APPROX.
WEIGHT

LOAD
LB / KG /
LB
KG 100 FT 100 M

CONVENTIONAL
302 1 x 19

MINIMUM
BREAKING

BREAKING
STRENGTH

LOAD
LB
KG

LB

KG

4,700

2,131

4.76

7.12

10.6

3,960

1,800

8.5

12.7

4,928

2,240

5.00

8.20

12.2

4,400

2,000

9.1

13.5

5,368

2,440

7,810

3,550

5.56

10.1

15.1

5,295

2,470

6.00

11.8

13.4

6,336

2,880

13.0

19.4

6,300

2,857

CONVENTIONAL
316 7 x 19
APPROX.
WEIGHT

MINIMUM
BREAKING

LB /
KG /
100 FT 100 M

LOAD
LB
KG

5.65

8.41

2,827

1,285

6.24

9.29

3,124

1,420

7.73

11.5

3,857

1,753

9.00

13.4

4,488

2,040

1/4

6.35

13.0

15.0

7,084

3,220

14.8

22.0

8,844

4,020

8,200

3,719

10.1

15.0

5,031

2,287

9 / 32

7.00

16.1

18.2

7,810

3,550

17.4

26.0

10,802 4,910

10,300

4,671

12.2

18.2

6,116

2,780

5 / 16

8.00

20.9

23.8

10,208 4,640

23.2

34.5

13,530 6,150

12,500

5,669

16.0

23.8

7,986

3,630

9.00

26.5

39.5

12,914 5,870
17,500

7,936

3/8
7 / 16

9.53

29.0

43.2

14,476 6,580

32.7

48.7

19,272 8,760

10.00

32.8

48.8

15,950 7,250

36.3

54.0

21,494 9,770

11.00

39.7

59.1

19,294 8,770

45.7

68.0

26,620 12,100

12.00

47.2

70.3

22,880 10,400

54.2

80.7

31,746 14,400

1/2

12.70

53.3

79.3

25,630 11,650

59.5

88.6

9 / 16

14.00

64.3

95.7

31,196 14,180

77.3

5/8

16.00

84.0

125

40,832 18,560

98.8

3/4

19.00

118

176

47,564 21,620

138

22.6

33.7

11,330

5,150

25.0

37.2

12,474

5,670

23,400

10,612
35.9

53.5

17,952

8,160

34,833 15,800

29,700

13,469

40.2

59.9

20,123

9,147

115

42,460 19,300

36,500

16,553

48.9

72.8

24,420 11,100

147

56,320 25,600

44,000

19,954

66.53

99

29,988 13,600

206.6 70,400 32,000

Here are manufacturers’ values for various types of rigging materials.This data typically
includes a built-in “fudge” factor. Notice the difference between 302 and 316. The 302
is quite a bit stronger although more prone to rusting.The 7x19 is used for halyards.
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CONVENTIONAL 1 x 19 316 GRADE
NOMINAL
BREAKING
STRENGTH

SIZE

DYFORM 1 x 19 316 GRADE

NOMINAL
YIELD
STRENGTH

NOMINAL
BREAKING
STRENGTH

NOMINAL
YIELD
STRENGTH

INS

MM

LB

KG

LB

KG

LB

KG

LB

KG

3 / 16

4.76

4,062

1,846

2,640

1,200

5,054

2,297

4,043

1,838

5.00

4,513

2,051

2,933

1,333

5,506

2,503

4,405

2,002

6.00

6,498

2,954

4,224

1,920

8,010

3,641

6,408

2,913

1/4

6.35

7,266

3,303

4,723

2,147

9,070

4,123

7,256

3,298

9 / 32

7.00

8,010

3,641

5,207

2,367

11,079

5,036

8,863

4,029

5 / 16

8.00

10,472

4,759

6,807

3,093

13,877

6,308

11,102

5,046

3/8

9.50

14,847

6,749

9,651

4,387

19,766

8,985

15,813

7,188

10.00

16,359

7,436

10,633

4,833

22,045

10,021

17,636

8,017

7 / 16

11.00

19,789

8,995

12,863

5,847

27,302

12,410

21,842

9,928

12.00

23,466

10,666

15,253

6,933

32,560

14,769

26,048

11,815

The data in this table is based on actual breaking strengths, as opposed to the previous table
that includes a fudge factor. The yield strength is also included here. You should always be
below yield when you reach your point of highest load (before factors of safety are applied).

NAVTEC NITRONIC 50 ROD PROPERTIES

ROD
SIZE

DIAMETER
IN

CM

MININIMUM
BREAKING
STRENGTH
LBS

KGS

WEIGHT
LBS/FT KG/M

PIN
DIAMETER
IN

MM

CHAINPLATE
THICKNESS
316 STAINLESS STEEL
IN

MM

CHAINPLATE
THICKNESS
6061-T6 ALUMINUM
IN

MM

-4

0.17

4.4

4,900

2,227

0.08

0.12

0.31

7.95

0.17

4.42

0.28

7.10

-6

0.19

5.0

6,600

3,000

0.11

0.16

0.38

9.53

0.20

4.97

0.31

7.98

-8

0.23

5.7

8,500

3,864

0.14

0.20

0.44

11.13

0.22

5.48

0.35

8.80

-10

0.25

6.4

10,700

4,864

0.17

0.25

0.44

11.13

0.27

6.89

0.44

11.08

-12

0.28

7.1

13,000

5,909

0.21

0.32

0.50

12.70

0.29

7.34

0.46

11.79

-17

0.33

8.4

18,100

8,227

0.29

0.44

0.63

15.88

0.32

8.17

0.52

13.14

-22

0.38

9.5

23,300

10,591

0.38

0.56

0.63

15.88

0.41

10.52

0.67

16.91

-30

0.44

11.1

31,000

14,091

0.51

0.76

0.75

19.05

0.46

11.67

0.74

18.75

-40

0.50

12.7

37,300

16,955

0.67

1.00

0.88

22.23

0.47

12.03

0.76

19.34

-48

0.56

14.3

47,600

21,636

0.85

1.28

1.00

25.40

0.53

13.43

0.85

21.59

-60

0.66

16.8

60,900

27,682

1.17

1.74

1.13

28.58

0.60

15.28

0.97

24.55

-76

0.71

17.9

76,000

34,545

1.34

1.99

1.25

31.75

0.68

17.16

1.09

27.58

-91

0.77

19.5

90,000

40,909

1.58

2.36

1.38

34.93

0.73

18.47

1.17

29.69

-115

0.88

22.2

117,000

53,182

2.06

3.06

1.56

39.70

0.83

21.13

1.34

33.95

-150

1.00

25.4

150,000

68,182

2.69

4.00

1.75

44.45

0.95

24.19

1.53

38.88

-170

1.07

27.1

170,000

77,273

3.05

3.54

1.88

47.63

1.01

25.59

1.62

41.12

-195

1.13

28.6

190,000

86,364

3.40

5.06

2.13

53.98

0.99

25.23

1.60

40.56

-220

1.19

30.3

217,000

98,836

3.81

5.67

2.25

57.15

1.07

27.22

1.72

43.74

-260

1.31

33.4

260,000

118,182

4.63

6.89

2.44

61.93

1.19

30.10

1.90

48.37

-320

1.50

38.1

340,000

154,545

6.04

9.00

2.50

63.50

1.51

38.38

2.43

61.69

-400

1.75

44.5

470,000

213,636

8.23

12.25

2.50

63.50

2.09

53.06

3.36

85.27

-760

0.71

17.9

76,000

34,545

1.34

1.99

1.25

31.75

0.68

17.16

1.09

27.58

Skip Chetelat at Forespar uses this table for calculating chainplates. Navtec rod sizes and
properties are given on the left. He then solves for chainplate thickness.To arrive at the width
of the chainplate for aluminum, a good rule is to multiple the pin size by 3. If you had a 1/2inch (12.6mm) pin, the chainplate would be 1 1/2 inches (38 mm). To get the distance from
the pin center to the top of the chainplate, multiply the pin diameter by 2. For stainless-steel
chainplates, use the same approach for chainplate width. However, for height above the center of the hole, this can be reduced to 1.75 times the pin diameter.
These are general guidelines. If you are installing new chainplates or building new, your situation should be checked by a qualified engineer.

STANDING RIGGING

Doing an inclining test to find out your righting moments is surprisingly simple.
Once you have the data, all you need is a calaculator with basic trig functions.
As righting moment is the key to all structural decisions on your rig, this data will
enable you to judge for yourself how conservative (or skinny) your factors of safety
actually are, and what, if anything, needs to be done for the future.
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Terminals
End fittings are very controversial. Swages, if properly done, are excellent and give reasonable
service. But as with anything in the primary structure chain, you must keep an eye on them.
Rarely will they fail without ample warning. We met only one boat on our circumnavigation that
ever had a complete failure underway with a swage fitting. On the negative side, some people feel
that in the tropics they deteriorate rapidly due to salt-water corrosion. Intermezzo’s rigging, for
the most part, was eight years old when we left, and had seen quite a few miles. With the exception
of one lower shroud that started to strand, we never had a problem in the additional 30,000 miles
we put on it.
The other approach is the StaLok/Norseman type of terminal. These work well and have the
added advantage of being reusable if you carry spare cones. A good compromise is to use swages

The StaLok terminal (far left) is a little easier to install than the Norseman (middle two
photos). But in either case, you can deal with them on your own, as long as you pay attention to the instructions. It’s a good idea to do the first couple of fittings with the help of an
experienced rigger, just to be sure you get it right.
Both of these systems work on a similar principle. The central core of the wire goes
through a hole in the center of a cone (above right).The outer strands of the wire then go
over the outside of the cone and bend over the angled head. The clamping pressure
applied by the outer housing, as it is tightened on its threads, keeps the wires from slipping.
There is a debate about whether or not to seal these fittings.The norm is to put a dollop
of sealant in before final assembly so that it squeezes out the ends and through the wire.
In theory, this keeps out salt water and other contaminants. On the other hand, stainless
needs oxygen to maintain its anticorrosive properties. If salt gets to it and no air is present,
corrosion will start. If you do use a sealant, use a gray silicone made for metal. Bathroom
sealants have a mildew retardent which will attack the metal.
I don’t know the answer to this argument. However, we’ve always sealed our fittings and
so far have not had a problem.

How well does the Norseman
type of terminal stand up over
time? Al Liggett sent us the photo
to the left of a cap-and-lowershroud terminal from Sunflower.
These terminals are 20-year-old
Taiwanese copies of the real thing,
and have significantly more than a
circumnavigation’s worth of miles
on them. It would be pretty hard to
improve on this performance!

TERMINALS
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on the mast-end of stays and the StaLok fittings on deck, where they’re subject to more corrosion.
We’ve used this approach when we’ve been able to have properly made rolled swages on the top.
However, as wire size increases, it becomes more difficult to have swages properly rolled, especially outside of the U.S.
Typically, 3/8-inch (9.6mm) is the most riggers go with their roll-swaging equipment. Beyond
this point, it is better to use the Norseman-type of fitting on both ends.
One thing to check carefully with any swage is that it comes out of the dies nice and straight. If
it doesn’t, the wire should be discarded and a new swage affixed. Do not let a rigger straighten a
bent swage with a hammer or vice. This creates stress risers and will eventually end in a failure.
Don’t discard the concept of splicing wire for terminals. Properly done, a splice, even in 1x19
will be as strong as the wire. Note — the emphasis here is on who does the splice. Tests from
around the country show a variety of breaking strengths with wire splices. They can be as low as
65 percent, or right up to the wire limit.
Traditional rigging
is pretty much a lost
art. When you find
someone who
knows how to do
the job right — like
Brion Toss in Por t
Townsend, Washington — seeing
t h e wo r k i n
p r o g r e s s i s l i ke
watching a maestro
conduct an orchestra.
7x19 wire is relatively easy to splice.
I even used to know
how to do it myself.
But 1x19 is a real
bear.
A key factor for long life is the proper type
of thimble. If loads are high, use a solid or
braced thimble A plain thimble is liable to
compress with age, and the load will eventually force the wires into a tighter radius than
they can tolerate.

In the olden days, the precursor to
the StaLok/Norseman fittings used hot
lead (which melts at a relatively low
temperature) to hold wire ends in
place.Today we use a catalyzed epoxy.
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Turnbuckles
Many kinds of turnbuckles are on the market today. Those with a double-acting toggle are best.
Only open-body turnbuckles should be used on an offshore boat. The closed-body turnbuckles
don’t allow you to see what’s going on inside, and are subject to various corrosion problems. If
there’s a choice of bronze or stainless, bronze is better — it’s less subject to fatigue failure than
stainless. Never use stainless bodies with stainless screws, because they’ll eventually gall and
seize.
Turnbuckles should be carefully greased with anhydrous lanolin or a dry form of molybdenum
disulfide before rigging. This makes them easier to turn when you tune and retune the rig. If for
some reason you do not have double-acting toggles on both ends of the turnbuckle, you can
achieve the desired effect by adding one or two toggles at the ends of the clevises.
Be sure that the clevis pins between shroud and turnbuckle and between turnbuckle and deck
tang are lubed and turn freely. If they bind at all, they may be difficult to remove in an emergency
and may restrict toggling action.
Note: When you periodically inspect your turnbuckles, be sure to check the threads carefully
— they can cause stress risers. If a failure, occurs it is typically at a thread.

Four different turnbuckle configurations. Going from
left to right, the first photo shows an open-barreled
turnbuckle with a Norseman fitting integrated into the
top screw. This system eliminates one set of connection elements, but does not provide toggle action at
the top. You will want to be sure that the leeward rigging does not go slack, flogging the wire back and forth.
The turnbuckles with the black toggles were made
for us by Navtec (the toggles have been powdercoated with Sermatech ceramic coating to resist corrosion with the aluminum tangs). The toggles are two
sizes larger than normal, so that the oversized pins have
enough bearing surface in the aluminum chainplates.
Next is a Norseman turnbuckle.These units are handsome and sturdily made, but do not have toggles
— hence the external toggle, part of which you can see at the bottom of the photo. Note the small bolts
used in lieu of split pins to keep the body from unwinding. A much cleaner and sail-friendly approach than
split pins.
The last (right) photo is a Graham Screw from New Zealand.This clever design is quite lightweight and
does not require a split pin for security. It uses a small set screw.

BACKSTAY ADJUSTMENT
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Backstay Adjustment
The backstay keeps the headstay tight. As you increase tension it pulls the masthead aft, tensioning the headstay. Sailing upwind on a reach or in windy weather, a tight headstay minimizes
sag and in turn helps to keep the jib flat. Off the wind and in light airs you want just the opposite
— an eased backstay, soft headstay with sag, and more shape in the jib. There are all sorts of
adjustment systems, from sophisticated hydraulics to simple wire bridles with a block and tackle
between two legs.
In port, on most boats, you will want to ease off on the backstay to reduce rig and hull loading.

There are many ways to tension the backstay,
depending on the loads involved and how fast you
need to do the job. The simplest, if loads are light
enough, is shown in the left-hand illustration
(courtesy of Harken). With a wire bridle at the
bottom of the backstay forming a ramp, you can generate substantial force by pulling down on the two
blocks riding on the bridle.The system is failsafe in that if the adjuster ever fails, bridles are still intact.
The rest of the photos show mechanical adjusters and one self-contained hydraulic unit.Variations on
each of these themes are available from your local rigger. When space allows, I prefer the unit with the
large-diameter handle, since it is always ready to use. However, you need enough space between it and
the pushpit to be able to swing the wheel.
Self-contained hydraulic units make sense once the rigging loads require 3/8-inch (9.6mm) wire sizes
and above. While slower acting, they offer a far higher mechanical advantage than is available with
geared units.
When looking at a hydraulic backstay adjuster, be sure there is enough turnbuckle adjustment
between wire and cylinder so that in the event of a total hydraulic failure, the backstay can be tightened
the correct amount with the turnbuckle.
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TWIN HEADSTAYS

Our first Intermezzo came to us
with a single headstay. In New
Zealand we added a second stay,
with its tack 3 feet (0.9 m) aft of
the headstay and down 6.5 feet (2
m) from the masthead. Our #3 jib
fit nicely on this stay.

When we built Intermezzo II,
we installed twin side-by-side
headstays (left), set 1 foot (0.3
m) apart at the deck. They were
opposed by twin backstays at the
masthead, so that the off-center
load of the headstay into the
masthead would not cause a
twisting action.
We spent a good chunk of our
first long trade-wind passage
with a light jib to weather on a
pole and a balloon jib sheeted
through the end of the main
boom to leeward. We eventually
found that carrying the main paid
dividends and gave us a sail
behind which we could blanket
the headsails when dropping
them during squalls. By heading
up a few degrees
o n c o u rs e w e
were able to keep
the leeward sail
filled.
However, you
do not need twin
headstays to fly
twin jibs downwind. A light headsail can be flown
with its luff free,
like a triangular
spinnaker. If you
add a roller-furling
drum to the syst e m, y o u h av e
most of the
advantages of
twin headstays
without the extra
weight and windage aloft that
comes with twin
stays.

TWIN HEADSTAYS
Twin side-by-side headstays offer some advantages, along with a host of problems. They allow
you to set twin jibs downhill and — of more significance to me — offer two different-sized headsails hanked on and ready to go when reaching or beating. To be successful they must be on a
structurally stiff boat with fore-and-aft stays set up very tight. Otherwise, the weather stay, if it’s
working, will sag onto the leeward stay and the jib hanks will foul each other. Naturally, it will
happen to a hank halfway up the stay, which will then jam on the way down. Another problem
often arises when you’re sailing free with the headsail hanked on the weather stay — the luff of
the sail rubs against the leeward wire, causing serious chafe. Chafe between roller-furled headstays can also cause problems.
The other approach is to use two headstays, one abaft the other (as on Intermezzo), with the
outer stay carrying the light headsail. This necessitates rolling up the outer sail for tacking or jibing, but that isn’t too big a price to pay. The distance apart can vary from 1 foot (0.3 m) to several,
depending on rig and sail size. The more space, the easier the tacking or jibing of the outer headsail.
Be careful with the relative tension of the two fore-and-aft stays. The aft stay, which carries the
heavier jib, must be the tighter of the two.

TWIN HEADSTAYS

There
are
t wo
approaches to twin headstays (right) — side-byside and fore-and-aft. Of
the two, the fore-and-aft
configuration is easier to
work with at sea. If you
have side-by-side headstays, make sure you have
the maximum possible
s e p a ra t i o n b e t w e e n
them at both the masthead and the deck.

Three views (above and right) of the original triple headstay
on one of our 74-foot (22.8m) motorsailers.The middle of
the three headstays was considered the structural headstay
and was quite heavy (5/8 inch/16 mm).This carried the working jibs. The outer stay was designed for light-air sails and for running and was only 3/8 inch (9.6 mm).
Because it was so much lighter than the structural headstay, it would stretch a bit as the backstay was
used to tension the heavy headstay for upwind work.Thus we didn’t have the typical problem of having
to split the backstay load between two equal headstays (with the result of excessive sag in both).
The inner shroud is for staysails and storm jibs.
We eventually removed the outer headstay and set this light-reaching jib as a free-flier, on the same
roller-furling unit that had been used before.This reduced windage and weight aloft when the sail was
put away and allowed us to use a much lighter sail without sun cover, which set much better off the wind
in light airs.
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TWIN BACKSTAYS

TWIN BACKSTAYS
Twin backstays, one to each quarter, are frequently seen on cruising boats. With twin
side-by-side headstays, twin backstays are necessary to help counteract any eccentric load that
may be put into the masthead crane by the off-center headstays. With a single headstay, twin backstays make little sense structurally. If you want a higher factor of safety, take a small percentage
of the weight of the second backstay and add it to the first.
When a centerline backstay interferes with headroom at the helm, it may be desirable to have
twin backstays or a split backstay to generate headroom for the helm area.

RUNNING BACKSTAYS
If sailing a cutter or a double-headed rig of any sort, you’ll need running backstays to offset the
pull forward of the cutter stay. They’re a nuisance, but rigging them properly can make life easier.
To begin with, rope tails directly from the 1x19 backstay wire to a winch in the cockpit area are
the easiest way to control them. Usually a 2- or 3-to-1 tackle is used. Remember that the blocks
and their attachment points must have a breaking strength equal to or greater than the 1x19 wire.
For pulling and holding the unused backstay forward, I use a piece of 1/4-inch (6mm) braid run
through a block positioned on deck so the retrieving line will hold the wire just clear of the aft side
of the lower spreader. The line is led aft to a jam or camcleat in a convenient spot.
Aside from supporting the mast, running backstays have several other advantages. If you’re
running free and have to turn the boat quickly with a jibe, the main boom will fetch up on the set
runner and drive the boat quickly into the wind, stopping way almost instantaneously.
Runners are also great as a midpoint attachment for deck awnings, especially if you have a
single-sticker. And, of course, they make a nice handhold.

STANDING INTERMEDIATE BACKSTAYS
One way to get around runners is to use a permanent intermediate backstay. In this system, a
chainplate is placed a little way aft of the after lower shroud, which carries the cutter-stay load. It
requires a much heavier wire and adds considerably to compression load on the spar, since the
staying angle is so tight compared to what you normally find with a runner.
When the time comes to run downwind, there’s another drawback. There will be considerably
more chafe on the mainsail from this wire, and the boom angle will be somewhat limited. Still, in
some cases these make sense, especially for onshore work where a lot of tacking is done and runners are a bother. Offshore there isn’t much sailhandling to be done anyway, and there’s plenty of
time to deal with regular runners.
With a new design, remember that runners can be done away with if a bit of spreader sweep
angle is incorporated into the rig. The forward thrust of the swept spreaders opposed by the diagonal shrouds just below the spreaders tends to lock the stays in position.

LOWER SHROUDS
It used to be common for all cruising boats to have fore-and-aft lower shrouds. These provide
side support, more or less split between the two wires, as well as a fore-and-aft lock on the mast
due to the angle between the two wires. Additionally, the two shrouds, in conjunction with the cap
shroud, provide a nice base for a series of steps up to the leeward spreader.
But there are some negatives, mainly regarding sail interference. Any sail that sheets inboard of
the shrouds will have its leech interfered with by the forward lower. And the main boom will come
to rest against the aft lower. Additionally, because these stays pretty well lock the mast in place in
a fore-and-aft direction, it is difficult to get any spar bend below the middle of the mast.
On older yachts, on which spars are engineered to depend on fore-and-aft lowers, they are better left in place. My feeling is that for new rigs, a single lower is far better on sail trim. It is better
to pay a slight weight penalty in the mast than to have inefficient sails.

CUTTER STAY
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CUTTER STAY
The cutter, or intermediate, forestay adds a potent weapon to the offshore arsenal. It provides a
means of bending-on storm canvas that does not need the crew going all the way to the bow. By
bringing the center of effort aft, it works better in extreme conditions, especially when flying a
deeply reefed mainsail or trysail.
No vessel should head offshore without a cutter stay unless it is a fractionally rigged sloop with
small headsails to begin with.
The problem with cutter stays is that they are in the way of the big jib when the time comes to
tack. Not only does this significantly slow the tacking process, but every time the jib has to bend
its way around the cutter stay, the life is shortened. This is bad enough with Dacron sailcloth, but
if you happen to have laminated sailcloth, the effect is even worse.
The answer lies in some form of quick-release mechanism, several of which are shown nearby.
The alternative is to use a fast pin at the top of the turnbuckle, then unwind the turnbuckle when
you are close to land and likely to be short tacking. Or, you can roll up the outer jib before you
tack. This is the approach many of the BOC boats take.
A word of caution. Although it is not a good idea for cruising, some rigs depend on their cutter
stays for intermediate fore-and-aft support of the spar. If you have a cutter stay and it is not fitted
with quick-release gear, you may want to check with your local spar maker or rigger about the
conditions in which the stay can be safely removed.
Over-center Highfield-type
levers are neatest if they are
let into the deck. This allows
you to have the tack of the
staysail or jib right down at
deck level. Allow for the
troughs to drain overboard.
They can also be mounted
above deck. This is a much
simpler installation. The only
negative is the fact that a
hanked-on headsail will now be stowed several feet (0.6m)
above the deck. This may cause a visibility problem from the
cockpit and should be checked when you are sitting under the
dodger.
Some form of “fast pin”
(left) will help in removing
and replacing the cutter stay.
These are available in most
marine stores in a variety of
sizes.

When we have hydraulics aboard our designs, we fit a
hydraulically tensioned cutter stay. The stay or tang (left)
runs through the deck and is attached to a hydraulic cylinder mounted on the centerline of the forepeak.
By slacking off the hydraulics, the stay is easily removed.
With this system it is important to have the relationship
between the cylinder and the pennant such that when
the cylinder is fully retracted, the end fitting on the pennant cannot bear against (and possibly collapse) the deck.
Sometimes it is necessary to put a stop of sorts on the
cylinder piston to limit its ability to retract.
Another approach that is deck-mounted but still has a
low profile for stowing a hanked-on headsail is shown
here.The handle is forward and down when the stay is in
position and tensioned. Make provisions to keep the jibsheets from catching on it.

When the cutter
s t ay
is
removed, it needs
to be stored so
t h a t i t d o e sn ’ t
bang the mast. A
gently radiused
stainless guide can
be used to transition the stay to where it is
facing horizontally. A small
tackle is then attached to
the end of the stay and is
snugged down tight. This
change of direction will
need to be far enough forward of the mast, so that in
a chop the cutter stay cannot hit the mast when it
starts to whip.
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Any time you assemble a rig with components from a variety of sources, odds are some piece
will not fit correctly. Pin sizes might be too small or too large, or some of the pre-swaged wire will
be too short.
Take every precaution in specifying pin sizes. Most turnbuckle and end-fitting suppliers offer a
variety of pin sizes for their products, so specify pins that will work between elements. However,
there is almost inevitably a screw-up. This occurs even when a single rigger has the job of supplying everything. Allow a couple of extra days for a bit of machine work making new or turning
down oversized pins when the rig first goes into the boat.
Mistakes happen.
These link plates (left)
are on my dad’s boat.
Note the difference
between the upper
and lower clevis pins.
We were supplied
with the wrong size
Norseman fittings and
could not get correctsize ends for three
weeks. Needless to
say, we all wanted to
go sailing, so these link
plates were created in
order to bridge the pin
diameter difference.
H a d we u s e d t h e
smaller pin of the
Norseman in the turnbuckle toggle, the pin
wo u l d h av e b e e n
working at close to its
yield point — not a
healthy situation for
long-term rig security.
In an emergency you can substitute a bolt for a clevis pin (center), but never allow the threaded portion of
the bolt to carry load.The threads create stress risers and reduce the working diameter of the bolt.
Sometimes the problem is in the width of one of the jaws (right) through which a clevis pin must pass.There
should be very little free space on the pin. Otherwise, it will eventually bend, increasing stress on the pin and
making if difficult, if not impossible, to remove.
If there is an unavoidable gap, fill it with washers, as shown here, to reduce the tendency to bend. However,
there will still be some tendency to force out the jaw of the toggle. In this case the split pin becomes loaded
in shear. If you take this approach, use a stainless split pin as large as possible. And make sure the jaw of the
toggle is not being bent out of shape.You can also sometimes force the toggle closed with a vice grip, vice, or
a hydraulic press if there is one in the neighborhood.

ROD RIGGING
Not many years ago a conservative cruiser wouldn’t consider rod rigging for serious offshore
voyaging. Sure, Whitbread, BOC, and lots of inshore racers used it, but these were win-at-all-cost
sailors. From a cruising perspective, we’re concerned with longevity, repairs in foreign waters,
budget, and the ability to jury-rig in case something happens offshore. Of course, performance is
a factor to cruisers, too. If rod rigging can compete with conventional wire cost and reliability,
while reducing windage or weight aloft, then it ought to be considered.
With these factors in mind I’ve been watching the development of rod rigging as it applies to
cruisers for the past two decades. I’ve talked with riggers and sparmakers in various parts of the
world, cruisers who’ve used it, and the folks at Navtec who pioneered rod rigging. Here’s what
I’ve learned.
Rod has three factors to commend it. First, the typical everyday rod is made of Nitronic 50, a
special steel alloy that is highly resistant to salt-water corrosion. Since the best conventional 1x19
rigging wire is only available in type 316 stainless steel, score one for rod. More on this later.
Second, rod typically stretches 30 to 35 percent less than 1x19 wire under load. This means that
initial rig tension needn’t be as high with rod as with 1x19 (creating less static load on the hull —
especially important with wood boats). Stretch can also affect the size of rigging required.
Finally, the terminations or end fittings on rod are more efficient at transmitting load and avoiding stress from bending than with swages or the Norseman/StaLok fittings used with 1x19 wire.

ROD RIGGING

Two typical cruising-style
upper terminations from
Navtec. Both depend on a
cold-formed head.The rod
is placed in a powerful
hydraulic press into specially shaped dies, then the
metal is drawn into the
button shape that holds it
in place in the end fitting.
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These are three pretty powerful advantages. However, rod also
has some drawbacks. It’s difficult to stow spare sections of rigging. Rod should be stored in a coil 200 times its thickness — a 3/
8-inch diameter rod would take a 6-foot coil. The proper connection of tangs and spreaders is critical. And there’s no prior warning if rod is going to fail. With 1x19 you might detect a swage
crack or broken strand in time to make a change.
On balance it appears as if the rod-rigging system has matured
enough to warrant consideration from the serious offshore-cruising community.
Of course, if rod is out of the ballpark price-wise, we can forget
the rest of the story. To get a handle on comparative pricing I
called Frank Colaneri, chief engineer and owner of Bay Sailing.
Frank deals with many kinds of rigging materials — conventional
1x19, Dyform wire, and rod. He told me that when you get to 1/2inch wire or -30 rod (the equivalent size,) the costs are about the
same. You hit this point at 45 to 50 feet of boat length. Above this
size, rod offers a savings. Below it, there’s a premium.
For a Bristol 41 he’s about to re-rig, the price for rod rigging,
including new turnbuckles, comes to $3,500. Using 1x19 with
swaged terminals, this would run $3,200. Any performance or
longevity benefit makes the cost differential (50 percent on a 30footer) become insignificant.
Let’s examine some of the issues further.

Corrosion

One heavily pitched aspect of rod is the fact that it’s made of
Nitronic 50, an unusually strong and corrosion-resistant material. This means you can pretty
much dismiss corrosion as a long-term concern. Of course the importance of corrosion resistance
varies with your cruising plans. In higher-latitude sailing it doesn’t seem to be an issue. For longterm cruising in the tropics there have been occasional problems with 3/16 stainless-steel wire
and swaged end fittings. However, using Norseman/StaLok type fittings at the bottom (you can
use regular swages at the top) seems to pretty much take care of this issue. We’ve yet to have a
serious corrosion problem with 1x19 used this way, despite plenty of tropical cruising. Still, the
thought of a noncorrosive Nitronic 50 rigging system is comforting.

Stretch
Two types of stretch occur in rigging under load. The first is the inherent elasticity of the material. In this case, rod and 1x19 come out about the same. Because of the construction of 1x19 wire
— a series of wires wrapped around a core — the wrap tries to tighten when the wire is loaded.
There will be some give, of course, leading to additional stretch. If you took a 100-foot piece of
5/16-inch 1x19 and -12 rod, and tensioned each to 25 percent of breaking strength (about 4,000
pounds), the wire would stretch 3 inches while the rod would stretch 2.11 inches. If your longest
side shroud (the cap) is 50 feet long, the difference would be just under 1/2 inch. Is this important?
That depends on your type of rig and its structural requirements. Steve Loutrel, chief engineer at
Navtec, explains it this way: “If you have a short to moderately tall rig, the odds are the rod or wire
sizes will be determined based on strength requirements. A narrow shroud base and/or narrow
spreader widths also tend to orient the need toward strength.” In this case, stretch isn’t as much of
a factor.
On the other hand, Steve points out that “taller rigs and those with wider chainplate locations
or wider spreaders can typically have lower loads. Smaller diameter rigging can be used if the
stretch of the rigging material is not a factor.”
This is where rod really comes into its own. The lower stretch characteristics mean a lighterweight rod can be used than would be the case with wire. That means less weight aloft and lower
windage as the rod is inherently smaller in diameter than 1x19. However, you do have to be careful with fatigue if the rod is going to be used at a very high percentage of its breaking strenght
during much of its life. In a cruising context this means not reducing rod size as would normally
be allowed by the stretch characteristics
Even where stretch isn’t critical to keeping the rig in tune, it does play a part in loading your
hull. Wire must be set up tighter initially to preload it (to get rid of the initial stretch). This preload
factor adds to the strain on the hull at rest and to the total compression loads on the mast when
sailing. Rod is set up more loosely.
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Attachments
What has made rod rigging a commercially viable and seagoing material is the cold-heading
process, an efficient means of terminating the ends of each piece of rod. It works like this: The end
fitting is slipped over the rod. The rod is then put into a hydraulic press which cold-forms a mushroom shape on the end of the rod to keep the fitting from slipping off. This mushroom shape transmits the tension in the rod to the attachment fitting, which in turn connects to the chainplate. The
process takes less than two minutes. Compare this to the time it takes to put on a Norseman or
Stalok fitting! In the process of cold-forming, the end of the rod is work-hardened, dramatically
increasing its strength.
There are lots of different attachment systems for the ends of the rod. Race boats use a special
tang assembly in conjunction with a fatigue indicator. According to Steve Loutrel, flexing is what
weakens the rod, and that is what these fatigue indicators show. After half the life of the rod is
used, the indicator breaks off and falls down. When you see this, you know it’s time to make some
rigging changes.
Frank Colaneri, however, feels that it is better to use a marine eye fitting at the end of the rod.
This way, conventional tangs, turnbuckles, and spreader attachments can be used. The advantage
of this system is that it is user-serviceable. If you have a problem at sea or in a faraway port, you
can remove the offending section without disassembling the rig. This approach is heavier and
adds some windage, but he feels it makes the most sense for cruising.

Spreader Connections
If you’re interested in using rod rigging, the most important question is how to handle the rodto-spreader intersections. There are two ways to go. The first is to use a single, continuous section
of rod from the tang on the mast to the turnbuckle at the deck. With a two-spreader rig, both your
cap and intermediate shrouds would end up at deck level. With both turnbuckles on deck, the rig
is somewhat easier to tune.
If this approach is taken, make the bend in the rod precise, usually plus or minus 1 degree. A
reinforcing tube is placed over the rod where it meets the spreader. This bend is the weak link in
the rod system. In the early years of rod, many failures were due to improperly angled spreader
bends.
Discontinuous rigging is the second method. In this case there is one heavy leg from deck to the
tip of the lower spreader. The intermediate then goes from the mast at the upper spreader to the
lower spreader tip, where it is joined by the cap shroud, which goes to the masthead. With this
system, the large angle over the spreader end is made with stainless toggle plates or a special ball
fitting so the rod doesn’t have to make the bend. This is the more reliable of the two approaches.

Repairs While Cruising
What happens if you need to replace a section of rod at sea or in a distant port? The best
approach is to carry a section of 1x19 wire, made with a swage fitting on one end, then use a
Norseman/StaLok terminal to get the length right for whatever needs replacement. With marine
eyes on your rod there’s no mating problem. However, if you’ve chosen to go with specialized end
fittings, you’ll need a short piece of rod with a jaw on the loose end to make the transition from
rod to wire.
What happens if you accidently bend a piece of rigging against a dock? It appears that rod can
be bent back into shape more easily and with less fatigue than 1x19 wire. Of course, at some point
the bend becomes severe enough with either material that the section of rigging must be replaced.
Does rod make sense for your cruising plans? From a cost standpoint, the noncorrosive properties of rod mean you’ll get more service life than you might with 3/16-inch wire, especially in the
tropics. And that extra life will more than offset any initial higher costs. There’s a definite advantage in reduced windage and a potential reduction in weight aloft if your current wire size is
stretch-limited. The smooth, round shape also reduces chafe on your sails.
And reliability? It appears that if you apply conservative cruising factors of safety when sizing
the rod, if you make sure the cold heads are properly done, and if you take care with how the rod
interfaces with the spreader tips, you’ll end up with a good cruising rig.
While we’ve looked at rod many times for our designs, we’ve used it on only one of our rigs, the
72-foot (22.2m) ketch-rigged Locura. She had quite a tall rig, and the owner really wanted rod.
After the first owner put on quite a few thousand miles, he sold her to a couple who did a westward
circumnavigation. As far as I know, she has had no major problems with her rig.
In most cases, however, our rigs are quite short and not stretch-limited in terms of rigging. So
there’s no real structural advantage to the rod.

HYDRAULIC RIG CONTROLS
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Hydraulic rig controls used to be equated with high-tech racing boats. Cost and lack of reliability kept them far from the cruising fleet. But with costs dropping and reliability increasing,
they’re beginning to find their way on board serious cruising yachts. Since the latter half of the
1980s, we’ve been using them with a very small incidence of problems.
Why hydraulics at all? Because hydraulic rig controls offer an effective means of controlling
backstay tension and boomvang, and help perform a number of other chores aboard that would
be difficult or impossible with any other approach.

Hydraulic Theory
The systems work in a relatively simple manner. A hydraulic pump — either in the cockpit
area or mounted directly on the cylinder — sends hydraulic fluid, under pressure, to the cylinder
in question. With a very high degree of mechanical leverage at the pump, enormous forces can
be built up and transmitted efficiently to the hydraulic cylinders via high-pressure hoses.

There are two major concerns when
installing a hydraulic system. The first is the
ergonomics of the pump handle. Ideally, you
will be able to get your chest into the pumping action. However, since the height of the
panel is usually limited by cockpit height, the
ideal location is rarely achieved.
The second issue is access to the plumbing
behind these panels — one connection for
each cylinder, plus the hydraulic-fluid expansion tank. (The expansion tank must be the
highest element in the system, and you’ll
need access to the top for checking fluid levels and re-filling).
You will want the system installed so that
you can reach it easily and keep an eye out
for leaks.
Sometimes the expansion tank is impossible to mount so that the top is easily accessible from inside. In this case it may be
possible to have a small plug on deck and fill
from above.The small panel (left) has a single
pressure gauge and selector valve to allocate
pressure to any of four functions.
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Scott Trask, a design engineer with Navtec Hydraulics, explains, “The fact that the system
is being used just for force transmission, as opposed to transmitting power, means friction losses
are almost negligible — typically 5 to 7 percent.”

Sizing Hardware
The first factor is how big a cylinder to use. Step one is to make sure the cylinder and its hardware are at least equal to the breaking load of the wire to which they are attached. The next consideration is mechanical advantage between the pumper (you or your crew) and the load on the
wire. Leverage is a function of pump-handle length, the pump design itself, and the
cross-sectional area of the hydraulic cylinder. Engineers state this as a formula — handle force
equals mechanical advantage of the pump, multiplied by the force in the wire, divided by the
cross-sectional area of the cylinder, minus the piston cross-section.
Since the piston area of the hydraulic cylinder naturally gets larger as rig loads increase (because of the higher breaking loads required), your mechanical advantage increases to keep pace.
It takes more strokes on the handle to get the same amount of length adjustment from the cylinder. For example, if you have a 7/16-inch (22mm) backstay wire, with a breaking strength of
22,000 pounds (9,977 kg), the normal Navtec 22-cylinder size would offer a mechanical advantage of 230-to-1. At 230-to-1, if you put 25 pounds (11 kg) of force into the handle, you would
be able to tension the backstay to a force of over 5,000 pounds (2,267 kg) after making some
allowance for friction.
A single independently mounted pump can be used to control backstay, cutter stay, boomvang, and other functions such as outhaul or flattening reef, if its pressure to the individual cylinders is controlled by a series of valves. Since the main control panel is a major investment and
cylinders are pretty inexpensive, once you have decided to go with a basic system, it makes economic sense to investigate all the options.

Many larger yachts go with two-speed pumps, the gears on
which are changed by twisting the handle.
Having an individual pressure gauge for each cylinder makes
it easier to keep an eye on the various loads in the rig.

A self-contained
backstay cylinder by
Navtec.
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Backstays
Let’s consider a typical installation on a backstay. This is an ideal application because you
need a very large amount of force to tighten the backstay and flatten the headsail when sailing
to windward. Off the wind, being able to ease the headstay means more luff sag and more draft
in the jib. At anchor, easing the backstay all the way off reduces rigging load on the hull.
One option is to go with a self-contained unit, in which the pump is mounted right on the
cylinder. This makes installation a snap. However, you cannot drive any additional functions
from this pump. If you have a mechanical vang and some other means of adjusting your cutter
stay, this may make sense.
With twin backstays or a bridle, two cylinders will be used with a T between them to equalize
pressure.
Below 7/16-inch (11mm) wire, we prefer to stay with mechanical adjusters. From this size
up, we go with hydraulics, due to the loads.

Vangs
On a typical cruising boat, after the backstay system, the boomvang is the next candidate for
hydraulics. Aside from doing an efficient job at controlling boom lift, a hydraulic vang will also
hold the boom up in light airs to reduce leech tension, or when the sail is dropped — thereby
eliminating the need for a topping lift. Nitrogen gas is used to force the cylinder out, supporting
the boom when the hydraulic pressure is eased. Typically the nitrogen is charged at between 500
and 900 pounds per square inch. Even better is the practice of choosing the hydraulic vang
length so that when it’s all the way compressed, it holds up the boom mechanically. This way
if you have a hydraulic failure, or if nitrogen gas escapes, you still have a built-in topping lift.
If you can’t get the vang length just right for this, have a piece of plastic machined to clamp
around the piston. This prevents the vang from dropping too far.
One of the things to watch with a hydraulic vang is the load on the boom gooseneck and vang
attachment point. The forces can be enormous, typically several times higher than you will see
with a stretchy rope vang, which tends to relieve itself under shock load. Connections to your
spars (goosenecks fittings and vang bales) that work well with rope may be somewhat undersized for a hydraulic vang.

Cutter Stay
As we’ve already mentioned, the next spot to look at using a cylinder is on your cutter or
staysail stay. Being able to adjust the tension here means a nice straight luff for the staysail under load, and an easy time removing the cutter stay for short tacking. But you do have to be careful not to stress the spar by over tightening the stay. A wooden or plastic block on the hydraulic
cylinder can be used to limit travel, eliminating this risk.

Operating Pressures
One of the reliability concerns in any hydraulic system revolves around operating pressures.
While hydraulic systems become more efficient as pressure increases, they are also more prone
to trouble. Higher pressures put more load on pump and cylinder seals and work hoses harder.
So keeping pressures low makes sense on a cruising yacht. Backstay pressures should be in the
range of 1,000 to 2,000 pounds per square inch, while vangs can be somewhat higher — although on race boats, pressures as high as 4,000 psi are often experienced. Since pressure is a
function of the load and cylinder cross-section, it follows that the larger the cylinder used for a
given load, the lower the working pressure. Going up a size, especially on the boomvang,
doesn’t cost very much extra and yields benefits in maintenance

Plumbing
Next you have to look at plumbing the installation itself. The plumbing of a modern system
is simpler than you might suppose, with only one hose to each different cylinder.
Two basic plumbing materials are in use — stainless-steel pipe and Kevlar-reinforced hose.
Of the two, Kevlar hose is by far the easier to work with. End fittings are swaged onto the hose
with a portable tool. With a moderate degree of care, they will last indefinitely. Any fittings that
are exposed should be stainless steel. Cadmium-plated fittings can be used if protected from salt
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water. Most fittings are simple high-pressure flare-style equipment, available from industrial
supply and/or hydraulics houses worldwide.
Watch out for hose chafe. The hose moves slightly as pressure changes, and over time this
can cause problems wherever the hose touches something hard. Bulkheads are particularly troublesome in this regard. Be sure that chafe grommets are used at each tie-down point and through
each bulkhead.
Another reliability concern is cleanliness. A small particle of dirt lodged in a check valve will
render the system inoperable. Taking care to keep hose ends covered during installation will
eliminate this source of trouble.

Backup
If you’re heading offshore with hydraulics, it’s prudent to look at various forms of failure,
how they’ll affect your ability to manage your yacht, and what must be done to cope with the
problem.
On deck I always assume that the worst is about to happen — in this case total hydraulic failure. As a backup we use extra-long (Fail-safe) turnbuckles between cylinder and rigging wire.
Thus if a failure occurs we can tighten the turnbuckle by hand to regain rig tension.
You can also purchase mechanical locks that prevent the cylinder from easing past a certain
point. In fact, if you run the lock down and then ease off the cylinder against the lock, you will
eliminate the hydraulic load on that cylinder. This is a technique frequently used aboard longdistance ocean racers.
Of course, you’ll want to carry spare hydraulic fluid. Hydraulic oils are color-coded to indicate additives. Matching the right oil to the chemical makeup of your seals is important to the
seals’ longevity. Most marine systems use No. 10 yellow non-detergent oil. In a pinch, almost
anything can be used for a short period — even automatic transmission fluid. However, number
ten motor oil is a better bet for a temporary substitute.
When you start up the system, it’s necessary to bleed excess air from the lines. This is accomplished by cracking the plumbing connection fittings at each cylinder and the pump, and by
pumping up a bit of pressure to let the air bleed through. Even if this is done for you at installation time, you should still know how to bleed the system in case of an air leak later on.
The last area of concern is with the seals between the cylinders and pistons. The key here is
to keep the piston rods clean and scratch-free. If they’re smooth and shiny, nothing will affect
the seals. But a nick or scratch can cause the seal to wear and begin to leak. Changing seals requires special tools. If headed offshore, it’s wise to carry the tools required — and be sure to
have spare seals for each size piston.

Pressure-Relief Valves
Most hydraulic systems incorporate a pressure-relief valve in the control panel that you can
adjust. These are typically set at 3,500 psi at the factory. If loads in the system exceed this level,
the hydraulic pressure automatically bleeds off the pressure. Pressures on a cruising yacht are
usually 2,000 psi or less. In this case, you may want to adjust the pressure-relief valve to reflect
this value.

Do You Really Need Hydraulics?
Now we get to the critical question — how essential are hydraulics? If you want to be able
to adjust headstay tension, and thereby the shape of the headsails and mainsail, and if the backstay wire is above 3/8 of an inch (9.6 mm) in diameter, odds are you need hydraulics at this position.
For the vang there are many other options, ranging from the integral mechanical vangs like
those sold by Forespar and Hall, to good old-fashioned rope vangs between boom and mast and
boom and side rails.
As boats get larger, hydraulics become the norm. However, we designed Beowulf’s rig in
such a way that we wouldn’t need hydraulics. Mast bend and headstay sag is controlled with
secondary winches in the cockpit, and vang loads are taken by the large travelers and tackles
between boom and toerail.

BENDING THE CRUISING RIG
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Of all the concepts to make their way from the racing fleet to dyed-in-the-wool cruisers, none
has the potential to increase performance and comfort as much as using mast bend to control
mainsail shape.
“A bendy rig on a cruising boat?” you ask. Sure, and a conservative one at that.
First, the basic advantages. Bending the center of your mast forward in a smooth curve pulls
sailcloth from the middle of the sail, making the sail flatter and moving the point of maximum
draft forward where you want it as the wind picks up. Both of these factors reduce your boat’s
heel, makes the boat faster, and keep the crew a lot more comfortable.
Before you run for your hard hat and start worrying about falling spars (what sparmakers refer to as a “gravity storm”) rest assured that, properly engineered and tuned, a spar design which
allows for a modest amount of mast bend can be as safe as a rigid mast system.
The key structural issues are simple. First, most spars can tolerate a modest amount of forward mast bend without difficulty. The reverse, as we discuss in the chapter on spar engineering, is not the case. Second, it’s possible to set up spar bend controls so that the risk of damaging
the rig through operator error is reduced to an absolute minimum.

Conservative Bending
The conservative approach to mast bend useful in a shorthanded cruising context varies considerably from that found on fully crewed racing yachts. Let’s talk about the amount of spar
bend first. By “cruising mast bend” we mean deflecting the mast only about one spar diameter
forward. Thus, if your mast measures nine inches fore and aft, you would bend it, at the maximum, that same nine inches (a racing yacht might bend the same spar three times this amount).
When the mast is at its most relaxed position you might have a nice full mainsail with a camber
ratio of perhaps 14 percent. The camber or draft ratio is the depth of the sail divided by the horizontal or luff-to-leech dimension. Crank up to maximum bend and that sail goes to six percent.
Thus you have a powerful sail off the wind or in light airs and a flat efficient shape when the
wind picks up and for use to windward.

Creating The Bend
The key to this concept is how you achieve the mast bend. On a racing yacht, bend is forced
into the spar by using eccentric loading on the masthead crane. The headstay terminates at the
front of the masthead (or lower on a fractional-rig spar) while the backstay attaches to the aft
end of a cantilevered horizontal crane. Because the backstay has a long lever arm it tends to
force the mast below the top to bow forward when the backstay is tensioned. Running backstays
or checkstays are then used to keep the mast from bending too much. A little bit of eccentricity
in the masthead crane is a good thing because it always keeps the mast bowed slightly forward,
but a system which has so much eccentricity that checkstays are required to prevent too much
bend means that if a mistake is made with the checkstays the mast may crumble. And that’s a
concept which leaves a lot to be desired on a cruising boat!
Ideally, on a cruising boat the masthead crane should force about 75 percent of the desired
bend into the spar at maximum backstay tension. The final bend is then pulled in with a cutter
stay.
The means of adjustment of the cutter stay and permanent backstay will vary with the size of
your yacht. On smaller yachts, splitting the backstay eight or nine feet off the deck and putting
a bridle between halves with a modest block and tackle can exert enormous force — quickly,
simply, and inexpensively to tighten the permanent backstay and induce that initial bend. If the
bottom of the cutter stay is attached to a car on a centerline track, a tackle can be used to pull it
forward. This will in turn, pull in your mast bend. Larger yachts will probably opt for hydraulic
cylinders to do the work.
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Safety Limits
By properly setting maximum and
minimum limits on
these stays you can
substantially
improve the safety of
the system. The
backstay should be
adjusted so that
when it’s fully released you still have
When the headstay sags off to leeward the sail cloth in that sagged
the minimum dearea ends up as draft in the body of the jib (top drawing). If you can
sired amount of
control headstay sag with rig tension, a flat jib can be shaped; while in
prebend in the spar.
lighter airs, the headstay can be eased off putting draft back. Other(Most sparmakers
wise, you have to guess at sailing conditions with your sailmaker and
suggest that one or
hope you aren’t too far off with your sail shape most of the time.
two inches of initial
The same thing happens with mast bend, but in reverse. Backstay
tension, used to keep the headstay tight, bends the mainmast center
forward bend be left
forward because of the eccentric loading of the masthead crane (this is
in the rig when the
also helped by cutter stay tension). The forward bend pulls cloth out of
backstay is eased.) If
the mainsail, flattening it in the process.
the masthead crane
eccentricity is correct (and this is usually adjustable by
moving the backstay
forward or aft along
the crane) overloading mast bend with
too much backstay
tension will not be a
problem.
When you tune up
the cutter stay it
should be adjusted
so that at maximum release, the spar still has its minimum prebend. At the other end, you have
a stop for maximum tension (or forward travel if on a track) so you can’t pull the spar too far
forward.
If you’re using hydraulics for spar control, by adjusting the turnbuckle on the backstay you
can induce initial minimum bend while a safety lock to limit maximum travel will keep the cutter stay in position. With the system set up correctly, even a total hydraulic failure will not affect
the safety of the spar system.

Lower Shroud Factors
Many modern yachts are equipped with single lower shrouds. Rigged in this manner your
spar will bend from the deck to the masthead in a continuous fair curve. If you have fore-and-aft
lower shrouds, and many cruising yachts do, almost all of the bend will take place above the
intersection point of the fore and aft lowers. You can accentuate the bend slightly by carrying
the after lower somewhat more loosely than the forward one. Spars with double spreaders will
benefit from this approach. But if you have just a single set of spreaders, with fore-and-aft lower
shrouds, bending your mast is not feasible. You can apply some backstay tension to flatten your
main a bit while sailing upwind in moderate to heavy air, but these systems are essentially meant
to stay in column.

BENDING THE CRUISING RIG
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Reefing
One area where bend control can improve safety is when you are deeply reefed. As long as
the head of the mainsail is above the staysail stay the mast will naturally tend to have forward
bend as leech tension pulls the mainsail headboard aft. But when the head drops below the staysail stay it is trying to pull the lower panels of the mast aft. If the mast inverts as a result, certain
disaster will quickly follow. If weather conditions dictate a deep reef, by keeping backstay tension high you can ensure that the mast bend stays forward even with the mainsail headboard
pulling aft.

Using Spar Bend
The control of mainsail shape offered by the bendable spar opens up a whole series of possibilities for helping boat speed and sailing comfort while reducing weather helm. Let’s see how
these controls work offshore.
Starting from the dock or anchor, the backstay and cutter stay will be relaxed; no use in keeping unnecessary tension on the rig or hull when you’re not sailing. Not sure of what breeze the
day holds in store for us, we keep the backstay eased as the mainsail is hoisted and sheeted
home. In light airs the sail has a nice full shape with the pocket about mid-way aft. As the jib is
set and cranked in, the boat starts to accelerate and heel. With the backstay eased there is a considerable amount of sag in the headstay. Since we’re reaching in light airs the fullness of the jib
helps keep the boat moving, and the helm feels good with just touch of pull on the rudder.
Outside the entrance to the bay we head up hard on the wind. The jib is now too full and the
main is being backwinded as the jib is sheeted in hard. We tighten the backstay, taking sag out
of the headstay. This flattens the jib. The mast bends slightly from the backstay tension, taking
some of the pocket out of the mainsail. Pressure on the helm is eased and some of the mainsail
luffing is reduced. With 14 knots apparent wind the five inches of mast bend looks just right.
We sail along for an hour or so and the afternoon wind starts to build. It’s now blowing a steady
17 knots apparent with gusts to 20. We’re barely able to cope with the gusts as the boat heels
over and weather helm really asserts itself. Without a bendy rig, now would be the point at
which we would have to reef the mainsail.
Instead, the backstay is cranked up to its maximum and we start to tighten the cutter stay. The
cutter stay efficiently pulls the mast forward. The mainsail is now almost board flat. The point
of maximum draft has moved forward and weather helm goes back to a tolerable level. Heel
angle is reduced substantially. The speedometer climbs perhaps half a knot, too.
We power along for another hour and the headland is rounded. Now it’s a broad reach to the
next anchorage. With sheets eased and the boat moving nicely off the wind, we decide the main
can use more camber (curvature). We ease off the cutter stay. The mast unbends itself back to
its initial position and the mainsail changes to a good off-the-wind shape.

Going Bendy
What’s your next step if you want to try out a bendable cruising rig? First, see your local rigger or sparmaker for his recommendations. Many older spars are so conservatively engineered
that they will adapt nicely. The next step is your sailmaker. You’ll want him to look at your
ideas and get a feel for how much mast bend he would like to see for your existing or new sail.
After this, be sure your spar is correctly tuned and that the backstay and cutter stay positions,
when they are fully extended, are such that the mast still has its minimum required fore-and-aft
bend towards the bow.
If a new spar is in the cards, things get a lot easier. You will want a good-sized masthead
crane with a variety of attachment points for the backstay. Next, consider using a large reinforcement or doubler from belowdecks to the lower spreaders. This will allow you to switch
from double lower shrouds to single lowers, as it will stiffen the bottom section and keep it from
pumping. Using a good-sized spinnaker-pole track from deck to lower spreaders also helps mast
strength and allows you to stow the spinnaker pole vertically when required.
Remind the sparmaker that this is a conservative bendy rig, and you want it set up so that
regardless of what mistakes the crew makes it will stay in the boat. It can be done.
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A schematic of the
B&R rig (above) as it
is set up on Route 66.
(B&R illustration)

Lars Bergstrom and his long-time partner Sven Ridder developed
their B&R rig in the 1960s. It is an elegant solution to the problem of
panel stiffness, mast cross-section, and reliability.
Basically, they added a series of reverse diagonal stays to a conventional rig. Instead of having just one diagonal from the spreader tip up,
they added a second from the tip down.
This allows rigging on both sides of the spar to be set up as a truss,
with the pull of each wire opposing its opposite member. The lee side
rigging stays taught, and because the mast is held more tightly, the
cross-section of the mast can be smaller. A smaller mast cross-section
means less windage and flow disturbance over the front of the sail.
When they started to work with BOC boats, they added some wrinkles. To begin with, spreaders were swept aft at 30 degrees. When you
take two 30-degree aft-swept spreaders and oppose them with a headstay, no backstay at all is required.
The next step was to incorporate a tripod at the mast base, above the
deck, to take the compression load of the rig and efficiently distribute
it into a wide area of hull — as opposed to a very concentrated load
with a conventional mast step on the keel or hull bottom.
When they worked up the rig for Route 66 they added a final neat
idea — a boom that was fixed in its horizontal plane so that no sheet
vertical loads were taken on the sheet, and the vang was a permanent
structure.

Thursday’s Child (right),
one of the first BOC
boats to use the B&R rig.
Elimination of the backstay not only unloads
the hull, but also makes
it possible to use a highroach mainsail that is far
more efficient than a triangular-shaped sail.

Route 66 from the
stern (above).

The B&R tripod (above)
spreads the mast load into
the hull and reduces the
required length of the mast.
(Lars Bergstrom photos)

One interesting feature of
the combination of swept
spreaders and reverse diagonals is that the mast can be
pretuned with a certain
amount of mast bend, the
amount of bend being
adjusted by the reversediagonal stay tension. Once
tuned, the shape is locked in
by the opposing forces of
reverse and normal diagonals. No intermediate stays
are needed to hold the mast
forward.
If you want to adjust
headstay tension with the
B&R rig, rather than
employ a backstay, you
adjust the headstay tension
(typically with a hydraulic
cylinder). The headstay
pulls against the two sets of
aft-swept shrouds.
The stiffness or inertia
required in a B&R rig is
anywhere to one-half to
one-quarter that of a conventionally-stayed rig,
according to Bergstrom.
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This makes for a huge difference in weight and windage aloft, even taking into account the extra
tangs and reverse diagonals.
One of the advantages of this type of rig is the greater degree of redundancy than other rigging
plans. You are not as much at the mercy of every piece of rigging on the boat.
In the last BOC race, Steve Pettingill was driving Hunter’s Child hard on a spinnaker reach
when one of his shrouds terminals failed. He was able to drop the chute and rig a temporary repair
than enabled him to finish the leg and the race, ending up second overall for the best American
finish ever. With a conventional rig, losing a weather shroud would have meant the end of the rig
and the race.
The trade-off in this rig is the increased complexity, and the restricted sail angle when running
before the wind.

CARBON-FIBER SPARS
For the past decade we have watched the development of carbon-fiber spars with a great deal of
interest. After all, who wouldn’t want to reduce weight aloft?
Consider the advantages of a major reduction in weight: Vertical center of gravity drops, range
of stability improves, sail-carrying ability gets better, less motion, and less pump in a seaway.
So far, so good. When carbon fiber was first being used for spars, the cost premium ran three to
five times that of a quality aluminum stick. Today, the premium is down to about 30 to 50 percent
more than a custom spar and shows signs of dropping even further.
Adding this much to the cost of your spar may not be a big overall increase in the total cost of a
boat. Will the benefits be worth the cost? Or is there a better way to spend the money to obtain boat
speed?

Although carbon-fiber spars are typically painted so you cannot tell them from their aluminum cousins, these black spars and their integrated fittings (above) look like works of art.

A typical spreader
bar detail (above). An
aluminum compression plate runs through
the spar, over which
sits the spreader.

Goosenecks (above) are detailed in a manner similar to what you would
find on an aluminum race boat rig — gracefully tapered reinforcements
with the actual connecting (or wear) surfaces built up in aluminum. Clevis
pins are stainless steel. (All photos this page courtesy of Hall Spars)
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An interesting mainsheet detail. This is a Vectran strop for
attaching the mainsheet block. It is used instead of a shackle
to eliminate the metal to metal wear of a shackle and boom
bale. Many BOC boats are using this approach as well. It also
makes sense for cruising.. (Hall Spars photo)
Vang attachment to the boom is done with an internal aluminum or stainless weldment, fastened in place with a series
of stainless bolts.
The laminate in this area will be built up to take the concentration of stress from the vang loads and the stress riser created by the slot in the boom. (Hall Spars photos)

Much depends on hull
design and rig height.
Older designs with long
overhangs and very tall
rigs will benefit more than
a short-overhang yacht
that pitches less going
upwind. A short-rigged
vessel will benefit less
than a boat with an
extremely tall rig.
If you are shy on lightair performance and want
to increase rig height, but
have a VCG problem or are
limited by range of stability, the only option may be
to put a taller carbon rig in
the boat. Or, if draft is a
major issue, an efficient
way of reducing keel depth
is to reduce rig weight.

Weight Savings
If you plan to spend a ton of money on a fancy lightweight rig, be sure of exactly what the
weight savings will add up to. As with anything to do with rigs, reality can vary from theory.
If you break your spar package into its various weight components, you end up with the following: Mast tube, hard spots (winch bases, mast head, halyards, spreader bases), spreaders, boom,

Using aluminum or stainless hard
spots on a carbon-fiber spar is less
costly and only slightly heavier. However, the metal must be isolated
from the mast laminate — especially
with aluminum. These details show
one of our older designs, a Deerfoot
2-62. The owner was looking for
more performance from reduced
weight aloft and a taller rig. GMT, the
sparbuilder, isolated the various
materials with fiberglass laminate.
(GMT photos)
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attached hardware (winches, cleats, sail track, spinnaker track), standing rigging, and running
rigging. Of the total rig weight, for the average aluminum rig, the tube itself weighs typically
between 40 and 45 percent of the total.
The most cost-efficient way to build a carbon-fiber rig is to use aluminum spreaders and an aluminum boom. If hard spots on the spar are made of stainless and aluminum, this leaves only the
carbon-fiber tube to you save on weight.
Tube weight savings range from 30 to 50 percent — depending on whom you talk with, the production process used, and the type of carbon fiber.
As more real-world cruising experience is gained with these rigs, I would expect to see even
better savings. The conservative rigs today probably have an extra fudge margin since the material is so new and the industry lacks a substantial historical database.

Fault Tolerance
When a mast tube fails — almost always in buckling, due to the failure of a piece of rigging
allowing the spar to get out of column — the failure mode is usually localized buckling of the tube
wall. The structural properties of carbon fiber are such that you can bend it much further out of
column without localized buckling than would be possible with an aluminum mast of similar
stiffness. This makes the rig more fault-tolerant. There are several amazing stories of rigs that
have stood up under load while being jury-rigged after a piece of rigging wire or an end fitting
failed.

Material Types
The structural capability — primarily the compressive strength and stiffness (modulus of elasticity) — of carbon fiber comes in various grades. At the low end of the scale, values are typically
80 percent of the very best stuff. Price, however, goes up geometrically, with the best grades of
carbon fiber costing two to four times as much as the more mundane grades.

Manufacturing Processes
Here is where the debate really heats up, literally and figuratively. The structural efficiency of
a laminated spar is a function of the carbon fiber’s inherent strength, the orientation of those
fibers, the strength of the resin bonding everything together, and the amount of voids (or air) in the
resin. Resin acts as a glue and is much weaker than carbon, so that any resin over the minimum
required to bond the fibers together is wasted weight. Both the strength of the resin and the resinto-carbon ratios are directly related to the temperature and pressure under which the laminate is
cured. Theoretically, the higher the heat and pressure, the better physical properties you can
achieve. Almost all carbon-spar builders use pre-impregnated carbon fibers with a resin system
that does not start to cure until it reaches a significantly elevated temperature. The use of pre-pregs
(pre-impregnated reinforcements) allows the entire laminate to be put into or onto the mold at
once, then vacuum-bagged together. The part is then placed in an oven and cured.
Hall Spars uses an aerospace-style autoclave for the curing process. This autoclave can reach
extremely high pressures and temperatures, and they claim significant advantages for its application. Not surprisingly, spar builders that do not use an autoclave say there is not a great difference
between the autoclave and spars laminated under a vacuum bag at elevated temperatures. There
are a number of major design firms which now require the use of an autoclave for carbon spars on
their designs.

Fiber Orientation
For pure compressive loads, a straight up-and-down mast orientation would be most efficient.
However, once a bit of bend gets into the equation, the fibers on the inside of the bend — those
that are in compression — try to pop out through the surface. If this happens, a total compressive
failure results. So, off-axis fibers are placed into the spar laminate.These also help to control twist
or torsion in the section. Some of these run at right angles, and some on the diagonal. The actual
mix varies with engineering philosophy and spar design requirements. Off-axis fibers generally
represent between 20 and 35 percent of the total.
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Hardware Attachment
Hardware attachment has been a problem for many spar builders. With aluminum bases or
mastheads, you have to worry about corrosion between the aluminum and the carbon fiber.
Because aluminum is less noble, it corrodes. Where aluminum is used, it must be isolated totally
from the carbon. Some builders use a fiberglass laminate between the two surfaces while hardanodizing the aluminum base.
Many builders today are doing away with metal parts almost entirely, switching to carbon fiber
for winch bases, halyard leads, and mast heads.
Where bearing is required, as with sheave axles, a stainless sleeve may be inserted into the carbon-fiber laminate.
Sail tracks are most often attached by drilling and tapping a metal track affixed on the inside of
the spar.

Lightning
Lightning is tough to handle even with a good conductor to discharge the static electricity
before a hit occurs, or to conduct it to ground (the sea) after it hits the mast. An aluminum spar
provides a good conductor, but what about carbon fiber? The carbon itself works pretty well.
However, a resin matrix creates internal resistance, so the transmission of the energy imparted by
a lightning strike is inefficient.
With resistance comes heat, and with heat comes potential failure in local areas — often difficult or impossible to detect.
I asked three spar manufacturers about the lightning issue and did not get a satisfactory answer.
Everyone agrees you need to provide an efficient ground path. Some recommend running a #4
AWG cable from masthead to ground plate. Others talk about bonding in a special metal mesh on
the aft surface of the spar to conduct electricity down the outside of the mast (this way if there is
a heat problem it is outside the laminate—leaving the internal, structural laminate undamaged).
I don’t know the correct answer. I only know that the issue troubles me. It would take some careful analysis of the data before I could accept any of the suggested approaches.
One way to get a feel for how strongly the spar makers feel about their solutions is to see if they
will guarantee your spar in the event of a lightning strike.
The last of the Deerfoots was fitted with a carbon-fiber spar from Eric Goetz’s company. They
have a traditional lightning rod at the top, with #4 wire running down the inside of the mast tube
and then to a keel bolt. This vessel has been hit twice by lightning. One of the hits was strong
enough to knock out all electronics, including unattached handheld gear. Visual inspection
yielded no signs of internal structural damage in the laminate.

Longevity
Let’s take a look at the other problem — longevity. We know anecdotally, on a short-term basis,
that carbon does work. It has a good track record in BOC around-the-world races, and it has
become the material of choice for mega-yachts in the last few years. Companies like Carbo Spars
in the U.K. and GMT and Hall Spars in the U.S. have been building carbon-fiber spars since the
late 1980s. Failures have been rare. But how well it does over decades of use is open for debate.
Only time will tell.

Decision Time
Does carbon fiber make sense for you? Forgetting budget for a moment, if your boat has a tall
rig and a problem with pitching or rolling, you can reduce total weight aloft by 8 to 20 percent,
with a huge impact on comfort and performance.
What about for long-term cruising? Here I get a little less comfortable. Certain spar makers
have a large database from which to engineer, and by now they ought to know what it takes. Still,
we are only at the beginning of the learning curve with this wonderful material.
As costs come down, and as the experience base for owners and builders to draw upon grows, I
suspect we’ll be seeing more and more carbon-fiber spars in the out-of-the-way cruising areas.

SPINNAKER POLES
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SPINNAKER POLES
Spinnaker-pole size should be conservative.
We’ve seen small-diameter poles often sold as
whisker poles for jibs. They work fine in bay waters,
but offshore, running before a good-size sea or carrying a jib at close apparent-wind angles, their failure rate can be high. Even if you don’t intend to
carry a spinnaker, the pole should still be sized for
these loads. It should be at least as long as the base
of your foretriangle.
The pole should be as light as possible. A
large-diameter pole with thin walls will be stronger
than a skinnier, thicker-walled pole of the same
weight. Intermezzo’s spinnaker poles were 6 inches
(150 mm) in diameter. Sitting on deck they looked
like they weighed a ton, but in reality they were
thin-wall tubes that had been chemically milled
even thinner. Substantial diameter made them
extremely strong but light. I could pick up their 25
pounds (11.3 kg) with ease and maneuver them singlehanded in a seaway.

Carbon Fiber
Another approach for larger poles is carbon fiber.
Pole weight can be cut 30 to 50 percent using this
material. It used to be that carbon-fiber poles cost
two or three times more than an aluminum pole. But
the day is drawing near where the costs will be
almost the same.
The drawback is with impact. Carbon fiber
doesn’t like to bang into the headstay — a normal
occurrence when sailing shorthanded. To mitigate
this problem, the end of the pole is wrapped in protective foam padding with a leather cover. Specifying an outer wrap Kevlar in the impact areas will
also add to longevity.

The biggest issue with any spinnaker pole is handling it. Having something built in that you can get your
hand around is a great help. Here are
two approaches.The welded-in handle is a nice detail and not too costly
to execute. The inboard end, however, will need to be carefully
detailed so as not to lose too much
metal where compression is at its
highest.
My favorite approach is sewn webbing — light, easy to execute, with
no impact in the pole strength.

End Fittings
A wide variety of end fittings are available today.
Simple piston ends and mast cars with rings are the
least expensive and work well, up through 35- to
40-foot (10.7m to 12.3m) boats. For larger boats,
it’s wise to investigate the articulated cup, male and
female inboard end arrangements.
When reaching with the spinnaker, the mast gear
Telescoping poles are usually more
on the end of the pole is in straight compression, but
trouble than they are worth. If you
when running with either chute or jib, you have to
are headed offshore you want a pole
contend with the compression load as well as a
with plenty of beef. It is hard to detail
bending moment. To carry this, the mast fitting and
a telescoping pole to be as strong as
one made from a single piece of pipe.
track have to be stoutly made and strongly attached.
The track should be tapped and bolted if possible.
Avoid rivets unless they’re structural, and even then use them as a last resort. If the spinnaker car–
track loads were in plain shear or sideways load, rivets would be fine. But there’s the possibility
of a combination of shear and a lifting type of load, as the car tries to rotate the track off the mast.
On the outboard end of the pole, a fitting with gently rounded shoulders is critical. Otherwise,
chafe on the afterguy is a major problem. You’ll want to be able to trip the outboard end fittings
from the mast as well as from the outboard end of the pole.
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One Pole or Two?
If you are set up correctly, with a long-enough mast track and removable cutter stay, single-pole
jibes are very quick and easy to accomplish when carrying a chute in light airs. However, as the
breeze starts to build, some sea begins to roll under the boat, and boat size increases, twin-pole
jibing begins to look quite attractive.
By rigging the spinnaker with two sets of sheets and guys, the leeward pole can be connected to
chute and guyed down before you jibe. There is no time pressure and the spinnaker is always
under total control. In fact, in sloppy running conditions, it helps to fix the chute between two
poles. This is such an effective means of limiting the risk of twists and reducing oscillations that
using two poles at once is banned in racing.
Of course, the second pole takes space on deck and costs money. Intermezzo came to us with
two and we sold one after the first year of cruising. However, we generally specify two poles on
our larger yachts, so that they are available in case sea and wind conditions dictate their use.

On smaller yachts, a simple plunger-type inboard end fitting and ring car will do the job nicely. Keep
the track well-lubricated and free of burrs, so the car can move easily (left).
We prefer to use clunky-looking bell-style inboard ends (middle photos).These have a higher factor
of safety than the piston-style fittings. When there is any misalignment between pole and mast car, they
help to reduce bending-load failures.
The length of the toggle between receptacle and car should be as short as possible.The shorter this
toggle is made, the fewer problems you will have keeping the attached hardware in alignment.The various pinholes need to be carefully drilled and kept to tight tolerances, so that slop is at a minimum.
If you stow your pole vertically, the toggle must be long enough to allow the receptacle to align itself
with the pole in the vertical position.
Twin spinnaker tracks (above) add reinforcement to the front of the mast, but also force you to use
twin poles when jibing, since you cannot square back a pole connected to the leeward track.
Note the piston-style connecting pin. These are of such small diameter that they have a pretty high
failure rate with time and must be watched carefully.
Generally speaking, the
easiest way to control the
height of the spinnaker
pole butt (mast end) is with
a continuous tackle. However, sever al different
forms of line drivers are
available around the world.
If you go for one of these
systems, make sure the
locking mechanism is
secure, easy to operate,
and not subject to accidental dislodging. A spinnaker
pole dropping on your
head from some distance
aloft will have a deleterious
affect on your health.

SPINNAKER POLE STORAGE ON DECK
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Sp i n n a ke r- p o l e h a r d w a r e
should be robust for offshore
work (above and left). A wave
sweeping across the deck will
exert huge amounts of force on
the pole. Mounting hardware
should be through-bolted, preferably with backing plates.
A ver tically stored
pole (above right) with a
nicely faired bottom bale
welded to the spar.
Two approaches to
capturing the pole on the
pulpit (left and right).This
will make handling the
pole in a rolling sea much
easier.

Spinnaker Pole Storage On Deck
The best place to store spinnaker poles is on deck. Here they are relatively low in terms of center
of gravity, and windage is not a factor. In terms of handling, properly set-up poles on deck are
almost as easy to handle as those mounted on the mast.
The key is to mount the poles fairly far aft. This way, when you attach the topping lift and push
to pole forward, the forward end automatically lifts up. You can fiddle with positioning of the pole
to find an ideal location, so that when the pole is ready to connect to the mast, the forward end rests
on the pulpit.

Mast Storage
There are several ways to store poles on the mast. With a single pole, use an extended centerline
track long enough to take the full length of the pole. Twin poles require two separate tracks placed
on the corners of the mast. The mast hardware should be heavily made, as there can be tremendous bending loads when walking the poles forward to get them into sailing position.
The cheapest approach is to use a fixed pivot point on the mast at the upper end of the pole. The
lower outer end is then hoisted up to sail clew height by the pole topping lift. The disadvantages
here are that the pole cannot be brought down to deck for storage, and that the clew of the headsail
to which the pole is attached must be very high, since the pole’s inner end can’t be adjusted down.
The next scheme is to pivot the bottom end of the pole at about shoulder or working height on
the mast. When stored, the outboard end of the pole is propped up into a chock aloft. The problem
here comes in properly securing the pole when it’s aloft. If you’re pounding into a head sea or
rolling around in light airs, it’s virtually impossible to stop the rattling of the poles completely.
And you can’t adjust the inner end of the pole to keep it horizontal when in use.

Chicken Stays
The chicken stay is a temporary support for the mast, used to offset some of the load of the spinnaker pole. Usually a short wire with a turnbuckle at the end is attached to the mast about 6 or 8
feet (1.84 to 2.2m) off the deck. The bottom end of this runs at a 45-degree angle from the centerline to the cap rail. In heavy going, it will add substantially to safety factors, especially if the pole
is rolled into the water. Of course if your cruising rig requires chicken stays it is probably a bit on
the light side for carrying a chute in any sort of a breeze.
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Having grown up with bowsprits I can tell
you that nothing is quite as adrenaline-rushing
as being stuffed through the face of a sea while
standing on wobbly bowsprit netting and trying
to hand an outer jib.
Today most folks use roller furlers for their
bowsprit-led headsails, so unless something
goes wrong, there’s little fear of getting wet.
If you are considering one of these devices,
look hard at the connections on the bow stay
and side stays. The lead of your anchors to the
water, around the bobstay is always a problem.
For tide against wind, and/or situations in
which the boat is oscillating on the hook, a
good idea is an attachment point for the anchor
rode below the bobstay at the waterline. This
lets the boat swing without fouling the rode.
If designing a boat with a bowsprit, examine
the cost issues carefully. Bowsprits are expensive to execute. In almost all cases you could
have a longer hull for the same or less investment, with additional waterline and a more stable platform from which to work on the
headsails.
Now here’s a bowsprit! This is my dad’s
first sailboat, a friendship sloop, on which
I was conceived (or so the legend goes).
The bowsprit on Duchess was almost
one-third of the boat’s length, right in
line with today’s sport boats. Except this
probiscus does not retract.

MODERN BOWSPRITS

It must have been about a decade ago when I
first saw the Ultimate 30 with its huge bowsprit.
I looked at this device — at least half as long as
the boat hull — and thought to myself, now
there’s an idea for cruising!
At the time, since Sundeer was new, I thought long and hard about adding a sprit. In the end, we
had so many other new things to learn that I didn’t pursue it — although we added one for her next
owner.
The potential advantages for beam- and broad-reaching are substantial. First, the asymmetrical
spinnaker shape flown from the bowsprit is much more efficient than a symmetrical chute for tight
apparent-wind angles. With the tack of the sail so far forward, the clew can be quite high, giving
a nice lead for close- and broad-reaching. With less mast overlap and a forward luff, there is less
(or no) tendency for the boat to round up in puffs. And since jibing is of course similar to working
with a large, light jib, sail handling is much easier.
When the time came to build the Sundeer production series, I sat down with the TPI engineers
to develop a retractable-bowsprit design that would work for daysailing and offshore.
They had a pretty good database, having built a whole bunch of retractable carbon bowsprits for
the J-Boats. In theory, scaling up in size to the larger Sundeer 64 should have been easy.
The first day we sailed with the bowsprit, we were flying a moderately-sized spinnaker John
Conser had made for us. The air was light, and the sail and bowsprit combination worked wonderfully. We noticed a bit of flexing in some powerboat chop, and when we came in I asked the TPI
engineers about the flexing. “No problem,” was the reply.
The next time we sailed the boat with a bunch of folks from a magazine. After messing around
with working canvas, we set the chute in 14 knots of true wind and took off like a shot. As we
headed out toward the sound, a series of seas swept in towards us. The bow blasted through with
only slight deceleration. That very light shock loading, however, was enough to do in our undersized bowsprit.

MODERN BOWSPRITS
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B a c k t o t h e d r aw i n g
board. Several weeks and a
great deal of weight later
we had a design that, after
further modifications, has
worked without difficulty
since.
The point I want to make
is that sprits that work for
sport boats will not necessarily stand the gaff offshore, with the boat blasting
through big seas and occasionally stuffing the bow.

Bowsprit Loading
Theoretically, bowsprit
loading can be calculated
by looking at the sail area
carried in the spinnaker and
the amount of wind in
which the chute can be carried, then adding a factor of
safety.
Most loading is in line
with the direction of the
luff, pretty much vertical,
with a small percentage of
load trying to bend the sprit
to leeward.
There also needs to be a
healthy dose of real-world
experience.

An interesting comparison of the same
spinnaker being flown
with and without the
bowsprit (above and
left). Notice how much
flatter and more open
the leech is when the
chute pulls the tack forward than when it is aft
at the stemhead fitting.
(Billy Black photos)

Cantilevered
Most modern sprits are
cantilevered, meaning they
are supported at the bow,
and aft some distance on the
deck, but the portion that
protrudes forward is not
supported.
In this configuration the
loads are primarily bending
in nature, much like a spade
rudder. The bow fitting has
the highest concentration of
the bending load. The buried (inboard) portion of the
sprit counters the bending
load.
The longer the inboard
portion is, the lower the
loads on the two connection
points.

We incorporated the forward
bearing for the sprit into the bow
weldment, which included the bowroller assembly for the 176-pound
(80kg) Bruce anchor. The inside of
the stainless pipe was lined with
teflon to ease the passage of the
sprit on its way in and out (above).
One of the sprits stowed (left).
The forward end is held in the stainless carrier, while the aft end fits into
a socket on the deck.You can see the
butt-end carrier just forward of the
hatch (and aft of the cutter stay).This
is about four times the strength of
what we started out with.
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Stiffness comes from the diameter
and modulus of the material, so a
cantilevered sprit is an ideal situation for a large-diameter carbonfiber laminate.
One way to substantially reduce
the bending loads is to introduce a
fixed bobstay, limiting the amount
the pole can bend upwards.

Retractable Hardware
Hardware obviously needs to be
robust. There is no problem getting
the load out in the bow area, since
plenty of structure is concentrated in
this area. However, the inboard end
of the pole, back some distance, will
fall in the middle of a large deck
area. Unless this sits on a bulkhead,
some form of internal stiffening will
probably be required to take the
compression load on the deck.

Negatives

Three different views of Sundeer 64 bowsprits.The projection
forward was just 8 feet (2.4 m) — not particularly aggressive.
However, the sprit ended up weighing almost 120 pounds (54.4
kg), so anything longer than that would have been difficult to
handle due to increased weight. Note the inboard end fitting
(lower photo).This turned out to be too light and was replaced
with something a lot stronger.

There are several negatives with
retractable sprits. The first is cost.
Second, they require a fair amount of
deck space for storage. Finally, for
daysailing you can put up with the
fact that you cannot run with a centerline-tacked spinnaker, but broad
reaching and running when cruising
will call for a pole — although you
could tack the chute to the bowsprit
and sheet the clew to weather
through a pole.
Many sport boats and all J-Boats
retract their bowsprits into the interior. This is clean-looking and does
away with exterior storage issues.
However, they are difficult to keep
watertight and in heavy down- or
upwind conditions, significant
amounts of water can find its way
into the hull. We do not feel this is a
good concept for cruising. If you
plan to have a retractable sprit, it
should be deck-mounted so that
water leakage is not an issue.
Another approach is to have a
sealed housing tube, with bowsprit
extender lines led forward and over
the bow. Pitching the tube slightly
down at the bow ensures it will selfdrain.
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The geometry of the
pivoting bowsprit is the
key to a system operating within moderate,
predictable loads.
A removable preventer wire keeps the sprit
from going past centerline, while the lazy guy
(leeward side) makes it
impossible for the sprit
to pivot too far aft to
weather.
When the pole is
close to the centerline
the bowsprit spreaders
act like a jockey pole
with a conventional
spinnaker pole, keeping the guy angle from
getting too tight.
When the pole is
angled aft, the guy has a
nice, wide, low-load
angle with which it can
control the sprit.

When we designed
Beowulf we thought we
would use conventional
s p i n n a ke r p o l e s w i t h
asymmetrical chutes. In an
offshore context, this
would afford the best of
both worlds. But when we
began to consider the
required pole size, we realized we would be forced to
go with carbon fiber, and
that two poles would be
required. Beowulf is a hair
big for two people to dippole jibe the spinnaker! As
you can imagine, the cost
— not to mention the
space taken by two 8-inch
(200mm) spinnaker poles
— was substantial. So we decided to take another look at the bowsprit, this time in an articulated
form so we could rotate it and bring the luff around to windward. We mocked up the concept, and
it looked feasible. The engineering was simplified by the fact that we’d have a bobstay and two
side stays, with rigging much like a mast. The bobstay took the upward forces, while the side stays
retracted the force, pulling the pole to leeward.
A number of BOC boats have tried this approach — the result being broken hardware. Investigating their problems, it seemed to us that mistakes with the after guys were the main culprit. If
the guy is eased too far, so that the pole goes past center, the loads build geometrically.

Construction Details
Rather than go exotic, we constructed the bowsprit from welded aluminum. For the 8-foot
(2.4m) sprit we used a 4-inch (100mm) schedule-40 pipe. We used 2-inch (50mm) pipes for
spreaders and constructed a heavy weldment just forward of the headstay to take the compression
load. For the bobstay we had a bit of a conundrum. It had to be able to support the sprit and my
weight when no sail was lifting the end. This meant the bobstay would have to take some compression load.
We looked at using a -30 piece of rod rigging. Not only was this expensive, but it looked marginal for holding up my weight, especially if the boat were to hit a wave, inducing any G loads.
We ended up using a chunk of solid 1 1/4-inch (32mm) aluminum rod. This was twice the diameter of the stainless rod, but would support my weight at one-quarter the cost.
For minimum loads the bobstay should come as low on the bow as possible. However, when the
pole is angled aft, the lower the bobstay is at the bottom, the more drag it would have. In the end
we compromised, bringing the base of the bobstay up one-third of the way from the waterline.
This was enough to keep it out of the water in light airs when the drag would be most critical.
The total weight of the bobstay, bowsprit, and control lines was about the same as two carbonfiber spinnaker poles.

Rigging
To control the angle of the sprit, we used guy wires attached to the end of the sprit and coming
back to chainplates on the rail, abeam of the mainmast for best angle when running.
When the pole was on the centerline, these guys would fit over the end of fixed spreaders. These
spreaders serve the same function as a reaching strut and keep the angle between the hull and end
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Here are two illustrations of Beowulf ’s bowsprit. At top you can see a side view of the sprit,
the dolphin striker (or bobstay) which prevents the bowsprit from lifting, and how this interacts with the anchoring gear — a tricky proposition.The anchor sprit is lower than the bowsprit. The top of the 176-pound (80kg) Bruce anchor is below the bottom of the bowsprit.
When the bowsprit is rotated over the anchor (to starboard) there is ample clearance.
The plan view (looking down) shows the bowsprit in the centered position, and when
canted at maximum angle (to starboard). Note the preventer line that makes it impossible for
the bowsprit to move past center by accident — a leading cause of premature death among
these moveable appendages. When the bowsprit is square back in broad-reaching position,
the guy has a very nice angle with which to work, reducing loads. We used 5-to-1 tackles led
to #40 winches in the cockpit to control angle. Even at the limit in wind strength for our main
spinnaker, this after guy-controlled bowsprit angles without a great deal of effort on the winch
handle.

of the sprit from getting too tight. The guys were made from 3/8-inch (9.6mm) galvanized 7x19
wire. We attached 5-to-1 tackles to the end of the guys, leading back to the cockpit area, where
they ran through a Lewmar rope clutch to a #44 winch. To control the tack, a 4-to-1 tackle was led
from the end of the sprit back through a jammer to a winch at the mast.
Wary of the accidents that had befallen the BOC boats with pivoting sprits, we added preventer
guys to the system. These were short lengths of wire with a heavy snapshackle on the end, attaching to a chainplate about 6 feet (1.8 m) from the bow. The weather guy is always attached as soon
as we have the pole in position after a jibe.
If someone were to ease the control line too far, or if it were to break, the preventer would make
it impossible for the sprit to go past center.
After 8,000 miles of passaging with the system, we have made two changes. First, the 4-to-1
tackle at the tack has been changed to fiddle blocks, because the side-by-side sheave blocks
tended to twist under certain conditions.
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Second, we added a retrieval line to the top of the tack-block stem, led through a block back a
bit from the stem, which goes to a mast winch. This allows us to pull the luff of the sail aft before
dropping it in strong winds (closer to the mainsail, where it is more efficiently blanketed).

In Use
We used the sprit with both an asymmetrical chute and a large reaching jib. The chute was jibed
just like a jib. The only trick to the maneuver is to be sure the sail is well-eased before heading
dead downwind, so that the clew is even with the headstay and ready to be pulled through. We
never had a problem with a wrap, and although we carried a spinnaker net aboard, we never used
it on the headstay.
With the reacher, which has its own roller-furling drum, we found that when the sail was
unrolled, the furler tended to rotate the tack blocks, wrapping the control line around the tackle in
the process. There are several approaches to this. One is to add a control stick (in effect a long
piece of pipe) to the roller-furler assembly, and bring the control line through a block on the end
of this stick. This makes it impossible for the whole unit to spin.
The second is to fix a piece of track to the top of the bowsprit, to which the roller furler is
attached, then control the in-and-out position of the furler the same way you would a mainsheet
traveler, with control lines to the traveler car. We found the control stick, although a bit cumbersome, worked fine.

Does This System Make Sense for You?
We love sailing with our pivoting bowsprit. It is truly easy to use, and very fast. The ability to
get the luff of the chute or jib that small distance to windward allows us to carry these sails as deep
as 155 degrees apparent (more if we put a reef in the main to allow air flow over the top of the
forward sail).
For a boat like Beowulf with the ability to pull its apparent wind forward, it is the ideal system.
However, if you cannot accelerate rapidly off the wind, odds are you will be better off with a conventional pole for running.
If you want to look at a system for your own boat, there are a couple of critical issues. The first
is the geometry of upper and lower pivot points. They must be in line for the tip of the bowsprit to
scribe a constant arc. By in line I mean over each other. If you have minimal overhang, as we do,
this is easily accomplished by bringing the pivot point on deck aft a bit. When you do this, the
bowsprit will swing through the area normally dominated by the anchor storage system and the
pulpit.
In our case, starting from scratch, we were able to integrate the anchor roller into the entire
weldment, carrying the anchor just below the sprit so the sprit rotates over the anchor when the
anchor is stored. Also watch interference between the head of the anchor and the bobstay. When
at anchor, we angle the bowsprit to port. This moves the sprit and bobstay out of the way of the
rode and the shank of the anchor when it is pivoting back aboard.
Finally, the front of the pulpit needs to be open in front, with no vertical support until aft of the
furthermost pivot point of the sprit.
While the loads of such a system are high, they are similar to those of a reaching chute. Any
good spar engineer should be able to develop the numbers and bits for you.
There are two negatives in this system. First, I don’t like the looks of the bowsprit and related
hardware sitting on the end of the boat. Some would say it enhances our short ends, but to me it is
plain ugly. The second problem is when you are docked or maneuvering in tight spots. Of course,
by pivoting the sprit away from the closest obstruction, you can significantly reduce the length
forward — but it takes us over an hour to remove the sprit. In reality, unless we have to fit in an
especially tight spot, this just isn’t going to happen.
Does this system make sense for you? If you are building new, I heartily recommend it, especially if you have a quick boat that can pull the apparent wind forward when sailing off the wind
in light to medium air. Retrofitting to a boat with a short overhang forward might make sense. But
if you have more than 1 or 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) of overhang, it will be very difficult to get the
geometry right.
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Roller furling has become so pervasive in the last decade that everyone seems to accept it as the
norm. That it offers benefits for daysailing is undeniable, but when you head offshore there are
some issues which need to be carefully looked at.

Vertical Center of Gravity
To begin with, almost all roller-furling systems add significantly to weight aloft, especially if
sails are furled in a hoisted position.
That weight aloft raises VCG, increases windage, reduces range of positive stability in a knockdown, and causes the boat to pitch more when beating.
Of course, you could drop and stow roller-furled sails at the onset of a blow, but few cruisers do
that.

Sail Shape
A roller-furled sail has a higher clew than you might otherwise use. Off the wind this is fine,
even an advantage, but upwind it is a big negative.
Because you cannot have battens in the leech, the leech must be hollow. For overlapping headsails this is the norm. But a modern mainsail-driven rig with non-overlapping jib will have significant loss in area and efficiency with a hollow leech and narrow head angle (compared to a fulllength upper batten).
Because of the roller-furling drum at the bottom and the swivel at the top, you will lose close to
3 feet (0.9m) of luff length with most systems — a huge hit in sail area.

Reliability
If you are dependent on the roller-furler system, what happens if — or maybe we should say
when — it fails? A control line chafes through or wraps around the bottom of the drum, or maybe
the sail splits leech to luff in a partially rolled condition and cannot be unfurled to be lowered or
rolled up.
Bearings fail, halyard swivels break, extrusions come apart. It’s essential to have an answer for
everything that can (and will) happen.

Changing Down
As the breeze starts to build, you want a smaller headsail in the forward triangle. If you try to
reef your jib, several things happen. First, the sail is subject to loads in an area that is not engineered to take them. Even if the sail has reinforcement patches at specified reef points, it will be
harder on the fabric than a sail designed for heavier wind loads.
A working sail heavy enough for strong winds will be too heavy for light and medium airs.
And in spite of all claims to the contrary, there is no such thing as a roller-reefed sail that looks
as good as a fully deployed sail. As you reef, the sail gets fuller — exactly what you do not want.
(For the third time writing a book in 15 years, we asked sailmakers for photos of roller-furled
headsails beating in a breeze. Not a single sailmaker responded with a photo. That has to say
something!)
The best thing to do
when the breeze
There are several
ways to go with
comes up is to change
the roller-fur ling
d ow n t o a s a i l
gear. Simple mandesigned for the wind
ual controls work
range in which you
best. However, on
large yachts the
are sailing. This
trend is to use
m e a n s fla t t e r c u t ,
hydraulic furlers.
heavier cloth, and
When loads get
smaller size as wind
this high, I prefer an
electric winch for
increases.
f u rl i n g .
This
Problems occur if
reduces cost and
t
h
i s c h a n g e t a ke s
weight compared
place on a bouncy
to adding a hydrauforedeck in a building
lic system.
breeze. Even with two
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people to handle the sail, one with halyard in one hand and the other working at the headstay, it
will be a real chore to get the sail down and secured without losing it overboard. It’s even more
difficult to feed in the new sail without it jamming in the feeder or going overboard.
Jib hanks make the job easier to perform. The key is to change before necessary and/or use a
working headsail that is conservative in size and weight — but this is, of course, too small and
heavy for light airs. Another approach is to have a good-sized staysail and change down to it early,
leaving you with the weight and windage of the roller-furled sail aloft. But none of these is as
efficient as a properly-sized sail.

When Roller Reefing Works
Most modern roller-furling systems can be used for reefing when sailing off the wind. Yes, the
sail will be fuller, but downwind this is not an issue.
Now that I’ve made the case for jib hanks, let’s take a look at some of the details of roller furling.

Hardware
To begin with, be sure to choose the best gear available with a reputation for reliability. There
are several hardware issues to address. One is bearings. How big are they, how easily serviced,
and how often do they need changing? Next is the connection of the sections of extrusion that fit
over the headstay. The method of attachment is the key to a long, trouble-free life. More problems
occur because of set screws coming undone than just about anything else. Drum design and how
the lines feeds on or off is another issue. I want to be able to see what is happening with that line.

Mast Issues
The lead between jib halyard and the roller-furler swivel mechanism is critical when the sail is
fully hoisted. Unless there is an anti-wrap device, such as the one used by Profurl, the halyard
needs to make a 15-degree angle to the headstay, or the jib halyard will wrap around the swivel
and foil when you try to roll the sail. This means that the halyard sheave must be down the mast
farther from the headstay tang than would otherwise be the case.
If you have small jibs that are short on the hoist, use a luff tape extension to get the halyard high
enough for the required angle.

Control Line
The line or wire controlling the roller-furler drum should be as large as you can use and still get
the desired amount on the drum. This is easier on your hands and tends to feed on the drum better
with less chance of overrides. The larger the diameter of the wrap around the drum, the better will
be your leverage when rolling up the sail.
The lead to the drum must be perpendicular to the headstay.
There are several ways to bring the line aft. We tend to go the simple route and bring it outside
the stanchions, accepting the friction of the smooth stainless stanchions as the line bends around.
At the aft end where the line comes across the deck to the cockpit, we have a turning block that
leads to a winch, with a rope clutch to take the load once you are finished with the winch.

Cutter Stay
Every now and then we see a boat
with a roller-furling cutter stay as
well as headstay. We feel this is a
mistake, as it makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to change the size of
heavy-weather headsails — in addition to adding another big chunk of
weight aloft.

Whose Gear?
Now we get to the tough question.
Because I have very little direct
experience, I hesitate to recommend
one company over another. However, in the last 15 years we’ve used
two companies on our clients boats
with good success. One is the Reck-

Two approaches to leading the
furler control aft. We’ve always simply run it outside the stanchions,
trusting that the smooth stainless
surface will offer minimal friction.
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man Company from Germany, and the other is Profurl from France. Profurl is quite a bit less
expensive and lighter and has been the choice for all our production boats. When the new owners
of Sundeer decided to go for a furling system, we fitted Profurl and they were very happy with it.
As much as I hate to admit it, we’ve now added a Profurl unit to the headstay of Beowulf.

Mariner System
Years ago — it must be close to 30 years now — Tracy Holmes developed one of the first production roller furlers. His system used a drum at the bottom and a hexagonal shaped tube at the
top, affixed to the headstay with set screws and epoxy. The jib was hanked on in conventional
fashion and hoisted until the head swivel was over the hex tube. When you rolled the bottom
drum, it forced the tack around, while the top of the sail followed a turn or so later. While you
could not reef with this system, for furling it worked great. We used one during our circumnavigation.
The gear is no longer made, but if you see some in a used marine store, grab it. It offers the best
compromise, since it is lightweight and makes it easy to change sails that are still hanked on. Hank
chafe inside the rolled sail does not seem to be a problem.

Free-Flying Headsails
We’ve already talked briefly about free-flying headsails on roller furlers. The technique has
been around for at least 50 years. We used it on catamarans in the 1960s. Basically, you take the
lower drum unit from a roller furler, and add a halyard swivel at the top. The headsail then has a
plastic-coated wire sewn into the luff, seized at close intervals. When the drum at the bottom starts
to turn, it forces the sail to roll up around itself. For downwind sails, this works quite well.
Recently, sailmakers have been using low-stretch lines like Vectran, Technora, or Spectra with
some success. Beowulf has Vectran luff ropes on the reacher and mizzen jibs. These sails can be
rolled up in 20 knots plus of apparent wind. When you drop the sail and are ready to stow, it will
flake or coil into a very tight space. For lightweight upwind and moderate-weight reaching sails,
the system works well.

Horizontal Roller
Furling

Sundeer’s working jib stored on the headstay, in a self-draining well on the foredeck. To make this work, the headstay at
the deck level was about 3 feet (0.9 m) aft of the bow tip.
The jib was easy to hoist and to put away and had the advantage of being attached with hanks. However, it was not as simple to use as roller furling.The subsequent owners changed to
a Profurl headstay-furling system.

When we designed Sundeer
we did not want to use roller
furling. Yet we wanted a system that would enable us to
easily stow the jib. We ended
up with a self-draining well on
the foredeck, into which the
headstay ran. The jib would be
flaked on deck, then rolled
horizontally into the well,
after which the doors would
be closed.
If we wanted to change
down in size, the smaller,
heavier jib would be hanked
onto the headstay on top of the
stowed working jib — a very
easy-to-use system.
This is not the sort of thing
that retrofits easily. It is better
to plan for it from the beginning. The headstay will be set
back from the stem a bit as it
has to intersect with the headstay tang at the bottom of the
storage well.
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MAINSAIL FURLING
SYSTEMS
There are several things that need to be
considered when thinking about a mainsail
roller-furling system. On the most basic level
is the type of sailing you do. The higher the
latitude and the further offshore, the more
reliable the reefing system should be. Then
there is sail shape itself. All mainsail-reefing
systems except old-fashioned slab reefing
have restrictions on sail shape. Windage and
center of gravity are other factors. Some systems increase windage and have so much
weight aloft that sailing stability and range of
stability in a knockdown are compromised.
Cost is certainly an issue as well.
What drives people to roller reefing for
mainsails is a desire to better control sail
size, to get under way more easily, or to
quickly put the boat to bed after a sail.
With a slab-reefing system, the sail has to
be uncovered, then raised and lowered,
furled, and finally covered. I suspect it is the
covering operation at the beginning and end
of the day that takes the most time.
Many sailors with thousands of miles of
experience will swear that their approach is
the only way to go. However, what is right for
you depends on how much performance you
are willing to give up, where you sail, and
how much budget can to devote to mainsail
handling.

Slab Reefing
Slab reefing is the simplest of all the reefing systems we’ve seen. It can be used without feathering the boat into the wind, in
virtually all conditions, and allows as many
battens and as aggressive a roach on the
mainsail as you desire. When combined with
lazyjacks, furling is straightforward.
The key issue that affects sailhandling —
and this includes covering and uncovering —
is access to the boom. If a boom is so high
that you need a stepladder to work with it,
then covering the sail will be a real pain. On
the other hand, if the boom is low, covering it
and attaching the halyard will be simpler.
In the days before mechanical and hydraulic vangs, it was common to have the gooseneck fitting attached to a heavy vertical track
on the back of the mast. When the sail was
lowered, the main boom would drop down on
the track so that it was easier to work on.
With rigid vangs, this is no longer used. On
our own designs, we try to keep booms from
crossing cockpit areas, then keep them very

Slab reefing is the simplest, most reliable, and
fastest of all reefing systems. “A” and “B” above
represent two approaches to tack control. “A” is
the traditional hook onto which a ring is dropped.
“B” is our preference, a continuous line that can
be used to winch down the luff when broad
reaching.
A new boom will usually have built-in sheaves at
the end for the reefs, as in “D.” However, there will
be one vertical leg, as in “C.” The only critical element is to get the lead on the clew aligned correctly. The average of the angle between the two
legs of the reef pennant should bisect the luff from
the clew.
You can add turning blocks on the outside of an
existing boom running the clew reef lines outside.
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low. This not only makes them easier to work on, it also keeps the center of effort in the rig and
vertical center of gravity low.
Where the boom does cross a cockpit area, we keep the gooseneck (forward end) as low as vang
geometry allows, and then cut the mainsail so that the clew is raised above head clearance in the
cockpit area.

How Many Reefs?
With slab reefing it’s important to decide in advance how many reefs are needed in the main.
We typically fit one good-sized bite for the first reef, a second really deep reef, and sometimes a
third reef that is sized more like a healthy trysail than a main.
The only negative with excessive reefs is that each one is a hard spot on the sail, adds bulk when
furling, and tends to make the sail set poorly in lighter airs. Having more reefs than you are likely
to use can be counterproductive.

Reefing Lines
The first big question with reef lines is whether to use a single line control, with both clew and
tack pulled down and led by a single line. This can work quite well on smaller yachts with moderate loads.
The major problem to deal with is the load on the tack fitting. Because you have a single line
system, the load from the clew runs through the tack. This tends to distort the tack.
If you do not intend to use a single line system, then you need to decide how the reef tack (luff)
is to be handled. There are two approaches. One is to put “horns” on the front end of the boom, to
hold the tack of the mainsail in place. The other, which we prefer, is to have a long line rigged
from one side of the mast, through the reef-tack position, and back down to the other side of the
mast. What you have, in effect, is a long cunningham adjustment. In moderate air-reefing situations, you simply pull this line to tension the luff of the sail by hand. After the clew is set, tighten
the halyard.
However, when you are sailing off the wind and/or in strong winds, where the main may not
come down on its own, you can winch the luff down with this over-length cunningham. The
attachment points for this line, on both sides of the mast, should be forward and down relative to
the final location of the reefed tack. Down helps oppose the halyard tension, and forward opposes
the load on the foot. A 45-degree angle usually works well.
We locate a set of heavy padeyes on each side of the mast, with cunningham lines tied to one
side and led through the other. The lines then go through a rope clutch so that they can be led to a
mast winch if required.

Internal or External
At the back end of the boom, you have to decide how to rig the clew reef lines. The most common way with new spars is to build blocks in to the aft end of the boom and then lead the lines
down the inside of the boom, past a built-in jammer, and over another sheave. Here the lines exit
in a downward direction, going to a reefing winch. This is a clean system but does not show chafe.
It must be done with care so the lines cannot chafe once inside the boom.
Or you can mount cheek blocks externally, lead them forward through a rope clutch, then have
a padeye to which you mount a snatch block (or another cheek block) to divert the reef line to a
winch.
In either case, for offshore work the reefing pennants should be heavy, typically two sizes larger
than the mainsheet. This allows for the inevitable chafe on the clew ring. Or, using a Spectra or
Vectran line can reduce the need for such a heavy reef pennant.
The positioning of the aft dead end of the clew reef line and the cheek block need to be done so
there is an aft as well as vertical pull. Usually an angle of about 60 to 70 degrees works well.
Remember that this changes with each reef, with attachment points moving forward on the boom
with each successive reef.

Behind-the-Mast Roller Furling
Starting in the early 1960s, headstay roller furlers were moved behind the mast and used to
roller furl mainsails.
These systems were set on offset weldments that put the sail 6 inches (150 mm) or so behind the
mast section. This offset at the head and bottom of the spar tended to induce eccentric loading, so
the mast sections had to be made heavier than normal to compensate.
These systems worked just like a roller-furled jib, with all the attendant disadvantages. The big-
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gest problem was in sail-shape control. As the breeze increased, the mainsail stay (or extrusion)
would sag to leeward, adding draft to the sail. To compensate, the main was cut with a hollow luff,
just like a jib. In light airs, the combination of the hollow luff and straight (unsagged) luff wire
created a board-flat sail — just the opposite of what was wanted. Between lack of shape control,
hollow leach, and weight aloft, I would guess that these systems at best generate 70 percent of the
power of a conventional main.
Both Wakaroa and my dad’s Deerfoot were originally fitted with these behind-the-mast systems — against my vehement protests. After a couple of years both systems were changed.
If you are thinking about using such a system, be sure to have a track fitted for a trysail or larger
Swedish mainsail, in case the roller furler fails.

In-Mast Roller Furling
The next step was in-mast roller furling. This worked like behind-the-mast systems, only the
rotating extrusion to which the main was attached was in a pocket built into the aft end of the spar.
This did away with the sag problem, since the aft edge of the extrusion would keep the sail from
sagging aft.
Over the years these systems have been made more reliable. However, they have to be used
carefully to avoid jamming the sail, and when sailing free in heavy airs you have to head into the
wind to feather the rig before freeing or furling. As with the behind-the-mast system, there are no
battens. This in turn forces you to use a hollow-leech sail that is not only smaller than normal but
that has higher induced drag due to an effective loss of aspect ratio with the narrow, pointed head
shape. The masts themselves are quite a bit heavier, with rig weight typically going up by as much
as 30 percent compared to a conventional spar. Windage increases as well with larger spar dimensions.
If you are retrofitting such a system, check your range of positive stability. This drops significantly with the increased weight aloft.

Roller-Furling Booms
Roller-furling booms have been making a comeback of late. Many of the new mega-yachts
sport them, and a number of sparmakers are pushing the concept. The basic idea has been around
for most of this century. I grew up on CCA racers, all with roller-furling booms. As you reefed,
the boom was rotated with some form of geared mechanism. The halyard was carefully eased, and
someone pulled on the aft end of the sail to try to keep the shape fair. It was a three-person job and
took some time. The logic behind it was that you could evenly distribute load along the foot of the
sail, and it was faster than carefully tying in a series of reef cringles. Once Dacron came on the
scene, with its strength, slab reefing became the system of choice.
The new systems use the same principle, except the roller furling takes place inside the boom.
There’s a rotating shaft, around which the sail is rolled. You can use full-length battens as long as
they are not too thick and are correctly angled. There is a critical relationship between halyard
tension, boom rolling or unrolling speed, and boom angle. We’ve talked to two experienced owners who have the new in-boom furlers. Both had previously sailed yachts with in-mast furling systems and went to the boom approach because of better sail shape, lower center of gravity, and less
windage. Both say that the boom systems require a higher level of skill to operate than the in-mast
systems. Nevertheless, they prefer the sailing performance of the new systems and would not
change back.

The Race
On our last cruise to Fiji aboard Beowulf we spent time cruising in the Yasawa Islands, along
with Mayer and Kathryn Page on their 60-foot (18.5m) Lady Kathryn.
As we both preferred sailing to powering, we liked to race at the beginning and end of each
short passage. The contest (unofficial, of course) was who could get underway more quickly and
who could get their sails stowed and be reading a good book sooner. Keep in mind that we were
operating under a slight handicap. Beowulf, being a ketch, had two complete rigs to uncover,
hoist, put away, and recover at the end of the day. Mayer and Kathryn had only one rig to deal with
and were using a fully automatic, hydraulically powered roller-furling boom.
Starting at the same time, we found that we could get our mainsail uncovered, hoisted, and
trimmed in slightly less time than the opposition. It’s true that we had to work a little harder, since
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A Laurie Davidson
Kiwi-built ketch we saw
in Fiji with roller-furling
booms on both main
and mizzen (right). This
boat used the Leisure
Furl system.The Leisure
Furl features a universal
j o i n t b e t we e n t h e
boom and a rotating
mechanism mounted
on the forward side of
the mast.

The Southern Spars system is a step up in sophistication, complexity, and cost. It drives the boom
with a hydraulic motor mounted in the forward end of the boom. Note how the mainsail track
projects aft of the spar at the bottom.The track is curved to keep the sail from bunching at the front
end of the boom. One of the negatives with this system is wear and tear on the mainsail luff.

we had to leave the cockpit to take off the sailcover while they just sat in the cockpit and pushed
buttons. Of course, the mizzen was a dead loss, but then we sailed so much faster that it was a
reasonable handicap.
We’d typically arrive at the next anchorage close together, albeit with Beowulf in front. We
would have our main dropped and gasketed in the same time as their mainsail. But we still had a
five-minute job (for one person) of covering the sail.
So the time issue came down to this: Is the cost and complexity of in-boom furling worth the
five minutes of effort covering a sail?
To be fair, let’s look at this in the context of layout. Beowulf’s boom was just 3 feet (0.9 m) off
the deck, very easy to work on. The boom on Lady Kathryn was at least twice this high and would
have been more difficult to work with.
When we did the design work for a sistership to Beowulf for some clients who had sailed one of
our earlier vessels (with slab reefing), we went through this exercise again. The owners had
looked at the in-boom systems. and they came to the same conclusion — that for the effort of covering the sails, it was not worth the cost and complexity of in-boom systems, not to mention the
difficult reefing when sailing free in heavy-going.
We are now working on a more easily deployed sail cover.

LIGHTING
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LIGHTING
There are a series of issues with
lighting the deck for working and the
sails for trimming. On one hand, you
need enough light to accomplish the
task. (The better you know the boat, the
less light it will take.) On the other
hand, the higher the light intensity, the
longer it will take to regain night
vision. Often a small amount of light
will get the job done, but certain occasions require significant amounts of
light.

Protect steaming lights (right)
from headsail
c h a fe . M o u n t
them just above
the cutter stay to
m i n i m i ze
reflected light.

Deck Lighting
Lights mounted on the lower spreaders are typically used for deck lighting.
If your boom hapThese are available in conventional
pens to overhang
floodlight form and in halogen bulbs.
the cockpit, having a
light built into the
We prefer floodlights, as they have a
bottom of the
lower intensity and the bulb filaments
boom is a clean way
to light the cockpit
seem to last longer. The lights are
at anchor (left).
mounted on the lower spreaders, usually in the middle. We like to aim one
side well forward, toward the middle of
the foredeck. The opposite side is usually aimed straight down. It is important to try to aim it so the helmsman is not directly blinded by the edge of the glare. Most deck
lights are 50 watts. Two deck lights of this strength are good for substantial lighting.
Frequently only a small amount of light is required. There are several ways to accomplish this.
One is to mount a much smaller light on the leading edge of the mast. The other is to drop the
voltage to the spreader lights, either through an electronic dimmer or by feeding the lights a
reduced voltage with a tap on the batteries. The dimmer is easier to wire.

Sail Lighting
Often illuminating the luff of the headsail at night is necessary for trimming. Of course, you
could walk forward with a flashlight. But then you would have to come back to ease or trim the
sheet, and then check again. Besides, you might get wet leaving the cockpit — we are cruising,
after all.
Our answer is to use the steaming light on the front of the mast that is required by international
regulations. This 120-point white light has plenty of power, even on small yachts, to light up the
headsails.
For this to be easy to use, the switch for the steaming light should be handy to the cockpit. This
way you can flick it on for a few seconds, then turn it off easily.

Cockpit Lights
Lighting the cockpit involves different issues. Here we are primarily concerned with nighttime
ambience, as well as the ability to see food and drinks, and the faces of our companions. Spreader
lights, even with a mizzen mast handy, are too harsh and far away. The simplest approach is a kerosene lantern — but then you must carry kerosene aboard. Another approach is a small light fixture on a long lead, temporarily attached to the boom or underside of the awning. If the boom
overhangs the cockpit, a low-intensity sealed light built into the boom may be the solution.
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GOING ALOFT
Whether you need elevation to see underwater obstructions, or are a bit short to get the main
halyard attached, every yacht requires a means of getting a short distance aloft. For working on
the cover or halyard, strategically placed winches, jammers, and mast bars will do the trick. Other
times, it is easier to add some retractable steps. Regardless of the system chosen, you need to be
able to use it with at least one hand free to do some work.
When the time comes to gain a bit more altitude for keeping watch, the issues change substantially. Security and comfort over a period of time become most important. It’s easy to spend an
hour or more on your perch while navigating through coral. In this case, a comfortable base for
your feet is important, along with a secure method of holding position while the boat moves.
Most cruisers work out a way to get to the lower spreaders, then sit or stand on the spreaders to
keep watch. The tricky part is transitioning from the steps to the spreader.

There are lots of ways to get aloft.
From a security standpoint I prefer to
have ratlines between the aft lower
shrouds and cap shrouds. This offers
plenty of hand-holds.
However, without fore-and-aft lowers, mast steps become more viable.
For traveling a shor t distance up the
mast to attach the main halyard or to
put on the sail cover, folding steps work
well.To get to the spreaders or higher, a
closed step will be required (middle
left).
Once aloft, if you are watching for
coral, it may be some time before you
can return to the deck. A comfortable
perch makes this job much easier. It can
be as sophisticated as an enclosed basket (middle left) or simply a platform
added to the top of the lower spreaders
(lower right).
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DECK GEAR
Today there’s so much nifty hardware to make cruising easier, it’s hard to know where to begin.
Much of this gear comes to us from our racing cousins. On a race boat, even with lots of hands to
pull strings, seconds count. On a shorthanded cruising yacht, the seconds are not quite so important, but then there are not nearly as many hands. So it’s just
as important for us to peruse the gear catalogues!

WINCHES
With so many types of winches available, it’s hard to know
where to begin. The “Cadillac” of winches, from a construction standpoint, used to be Barient. However, today Lewmar,
Harken, and several other companies make excellent gear.
Self-tailing winches are a fantastic invention; they’re great
for primaries, mainsheet, perhaps main halyard, and certainly for slab-reefing winches. Be aware that some
self-tailing systems have a size limitation on the line they’ll
accept. And if you don’t have self-tailers, don’t despair —
prior to 15 years ago, everyone sailed without them and got
along just fine.

Two- or Three-Speed?
Almost all modern winches are two-speed, going up or
down in gearing as you reverse handle direction.
You can also get three-speed winches, with a gear-change We’ve found Lewmar winches to
button. These come in handy when maneuvering in tight take less maintenance and be easier
quarters in light airs, and on the mainsheet when jibing.
to work on than other brands.

Winch Size
Winch size is related to time. The faster you want things to happen, the bigger the winch should
be, and the more efficient the gearing. The more oriented you are toward racing, the more important all this becomes.
In a cruising boat, one is more concerned with structural loading than with speed. Once you
have enough meat in the winch to stand the sailing loads, the rest becomes academic.
One area that needs further consideration, however, is the size of the primary cockpit winches,
as these may be called upon to kedge you off a reef or sandbar. In this situation, the loads will go
up dramatically. If you’re concerned about this, consider oversizing your primaries.

Self-Tailing Alignment
If you have self-tailers, you will want to experiment with a variety of alignments for the stripping mechanism. In general, the stripper should aim the line away from the line as it intersects
with the drum, so that the incoming line does not catch that which has been tailed, creating a mess
around the bottom of the drum. A second consideration is where you stand. It is better if the tailed
line ends up somewhere other than piled around your feet. If
you ever have to release a sheet in a hurry, this will be a safety
factor.
Both Harken and Lewmar winch-strippers are easily
rotated.

Drum Material
Aluminum is usually the best drum material on winches
because of its light weight. However, if using wire halyards or
sheets where the wire rides on the winch drum, you’ll have to
have to go to bronze or stainless drums.

Reel Winches
Vintage reel wire winches like this
Barient from the ‘60s are extremely
dangerous.They should be replaced
at the first opportunity.

Reel halyard winches should be outlawed. More people
have been injured on yachts by these devilish machines than
by anything else. If the winch-handle operator is constantly
attentive and the brake is in perfect condition, everything will
go fine, but if something goes wrong for an instant, watch out!
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I’m a sailor who likes to keep things simple — simple, of course, being a relative term. And
while I’ve installed lots of powered winches for clients on larger yachts, I’ve always considered
them something that could easily be left ashore for my own cruising.
Then the day came when I pulled a back muscle in the middle of a 6,000-mile passage. Yes, I
could still function, albeit with some discomfort, but it started me thinking. And when the time
came to specify winches for a new boat — you guessed it. That was some years ago. Today, power
winches are less expensive, lighter, and easier to install than ever before. Combined with jammers, a single winch can perform a myriad of functions. As a result, they’re showing up on more
and more yachts of smaller and smaller sizes.

Functions

Electric winches frequently have
larger bases than normal, raising the
height of the load coming onto the
winch. As a result, the bases to
which electric winches are bolted
must be strong enough to take the
bending load, as well as the load
which occurs in shear (a straight
line).
A Lewmar winch is shown below,
with a solid-state control box.

Deciding if one or more powered winches is worth the
cost comes down to how many useful functions the
winch(es) will perform. Having installed and sailed
with powered winches for the better part of a decade,
here’s how I rate their usefulness:
1. Kedging. If you’re fast aground and speed is
imperative in the effort to free yourself, a powered
winch is worth its weight in insurance premiums. And if
you use a 2-to-1 purchase, a small powered winch has
the ability to drag even the most recalcitrant hull into
deep water.
2. Anchoring. Assuming there’s not already an
anchor windlass aboard, an electric winch set up for sail
handling can be used to hoist the anchor (or serve as a
backup in case the anchor winch fails). By keeping the
chain pennant slightly shorter than the distance between
the bow roller and the winch, you’ll just have anchor line
to deal with on the winch drum.
3. Going aloft. Making frequent inspection trips aloft
is the best way to prevent rig and chafe problems. If it’s
easy to go aloft, you’re going to make more inspections.
4. Reefing. Speed is essential when the reef clew is
being pulled down to the boom end. The longer it takes
to get the sail snugged down and to stop its flogging, the
more probability there is of tearing the sail. An electric
winch does wonders here not only in speed, but also by
making it easier to reef, so there will be less of a tendency to procrastinate reducing sail area as the breeze
makes up.
5. Hoisting sails. This is a convenience, and the odds
are you’ve gotten along without a powered assist for
years. Why do you need it now? You probably don’t, but
it is a bonus. And, if your sails are heavy like ours, easier
hoisting leads to more frequent daysails. Offshore in
light and sloppy conditions, you’ll be more apt to drop
and then rehoist sails as conditions warrant.
6. Sheets and guys. Bottom of the list. I like to crank
my sheets in by hand. It’s one of the few forms of exercise available offshore. But as I get older, I feel that
maybe it’s a good idea to have a backup for Linda to use,
in case I’m incapacitated (not that it will ever happen,
mind you).
Okay, so you’re intrigued. What’s the next step? First,
give some thought to what type of winch or winches to
choose. Following are the major factors to consider.
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Which Winch?
Even the smallest powered winch will do most
of the jobs necessary on medium to large sailboats. What is more important than winch size,
per se, is the line speed at which the winch performs its duties — you need to look at both
loaded and unloaded speeds. This is a function of
gearing, winch-drum diameter, and the electrical
(or hydraulic) power available.
For some functions, line speed is not that critical. Kedging or anchor hoisting doesn’t need to
be done quickly. But hoisting a headsail or pulling down a reef uses all the speed you can get.
Where winch size does come into play is in the
difference between unloaded and loaded line
speed. With light loads, as in hoisting a sail, the
average-speed winch will be two to three times
that which you will find under heavier loads. At
the mast this probably isn’t a major factor, but aft,
when used for trimming sheets, it has to be taken
into account.
To give you some perspective, I’ve sailed on
several 70-plus footers (21.5m) that used the
smallest power winch available at the mast (Barient 28s) quite successfully.
On Sundeer we started out at the mainmast
with a two-speed Lewmar #55 winch, which gave
us an unloaded speed of 38 feet (11.7 m) per
minute. It would take almost two minutes to hoist
the working jib or mainsail. We found that in
heavy going, more speed was warranted to
reduce hoisting time and wear on the headsail
while it luffed. By changing to a three-speed
winch with an oversized drum, we were able to
reduce hoisting time to just under 45 seconds —
much quicker than I could do myself.
When you consider tacking and jibing with
power winches, line speed becomes more critical. Yes, you can still pull the slack sheet by
hand, but when the load comes on a two-speed
winch, especially one on the small side, it will be
much slower at grinding than you are (unless
you’re tired).
As a result, where budget is available, I prefer
to see three-speed power winches in the cockpit.

Hydraulic or Electric Drive?
All three winch manufacturers offer hydraulic
as well as electric power options. If you’re just
using a single winch, or even one at the mast and
two in the cockpit, electrics are a better bet.
As additional hydraulic functions are added
elsewhere, however, switching to hydraulic
winch drives bears investigation. A single power
pack can take care of the anchor windlass, deck
winches, and roller-furling.

Four different winch installations. In the
top three photos, halyards lead off the base
of the mast directly to an electric winch, or
via a manual winch, which is used to change
the line direction. Once the electric winch
has done its job, the load is taken by the
manual winch or by a jammer on the mast.
The bottom photo shows a winch in the
cockpit area used to raise halyards, trim the
main sheet, and reef. The lines not being
winched are held by jammers.
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Costs for hydraulic systems are typically much higher than for
electrics. Weight savings are illusory, as the oil-filled hoses more
than make up for the lighter weight of the hydraulic winch
motors.
Personally, I prefer electric drives, keeping each winch an
independent unit.

Installation Considerations
The first installation consideration must be space for the drive
unit. If the winches are aft, a vertical drive usually gets the job
done since the motor fits into the lazarette or cockpit lockers. But
further forward, or where the cockpit coamings may be over living areas, an angled drive will be necessary.
If you want to install a winch at the mast, having the drive
intrude into the main saloon may be less than acceptable. In this
case, a moderately sized deck box can be built, onto which the
winch is bolted. The box provides space for the drive unit without penetrating the deck.
Powered winches can develop substantially more force than
arm power. Make sure that whatever structure a powered winch
is attached to is plenty strong!
With electric winches, there are three critical factors: Electric
cables must be large enough to prevent more than modest voltage
drop at maximum loads. Since motor speed and power are proportional to voltage, making sure the wires are adequate means
you’ll get your money’s worth of performance. Second, electrical connections must be kept dry. After connecting winches to
power leads, seal the connections. Finally, be sure that the circuit
breaker used to protect the winch circuit is up to the full stall
capacity of the winch motor.
Hydraulic systems have a centralized pumping system. This is
heavy, noisy, and requires periodic service. Ideally, it should be
located where access is good and the noise doesn’t bother the offwatch.

Controls

Air switches make the
most sense to us, as they
are much more reliable in
the marine environment.
However, you do need to
make sure that changes in
air pressure or temperature cannot accidently
trigger the winch (as happened with some early
models). The bottom
photo shows a WH Pilot
remote made for us by
Will Hamm. The buttons
on the side control the
electric primary winches,
mast winch, and windlass.

All winch systems use some form of electrical solenoid to
switch on and off. Since the trigger current for the solenoid is
very low, almost any form of switch will do the job. Manufacturers offer air-actuated switches as well as sealed electrical contactors. We’ve had success with both, but prefer air switches.
You may also consider using a portable remote. On Sundeer,
our production yachts, and Beowulf we’ve installed control buttons for electric winches right on the autopilot remote control (in
addition to the controls located at the winches). This allows the
user to handle sails or a tail while operating one or more of our
winches. In a spinnaker set, I can hoist then trim the afterguy
while pulling in the sheet, all from the foredeck where I can see
what’s happening with the sail.

Electric versus Air-Remote Switches
There are trade-offs in both types of controls. The biggest
problem with the electric switches is that they tend to get wet
over time in the marine environment. The wetter their location
and/or the wetter your boat, the more problems you will encoun-
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ter. When the switch shorts out, it may accidently trigger the winch, leading to all sorts of expensive consequences.
Where an electric button might work fine in a relatively dry cockpit, there could be problems on
the foredeck.
If you use electric switches, it is best to have a large, separate membrane (as in the nearby photos) to cover the switch itself.
Air switches are far more reliable. These have a button that sends an air jet to a micro switch,
which triggers the solenoid that makes the winch go. However, you do have to watch some of the
older model air switches, which occasionally trigger due to changes of air pressure or temperature.

Power Consumption
Surprisingly, powered winches consume a small percentage of the total electricity used at sea.
They’re used infrequently and for short periods of time, so that while the amperage draw is
momentarily high, the total amp hours per day don’t amount to much. We’ve actually tracked
power consumption with amp hour meters and find that in a 24-hour period offshore, the winches
consume less than 5 percent of our total electrical needs.

Circuit Protection
You have a choice between fuses or circuit breakers to protect the winch wiring. I prefer fuses,
which offer the ability to fine-tune the amperage the motor can draw. You may want to have a lowrated fuse for everyday use and a higher-rated fuse for kedging.

Safety Factors
Between powerful drive motors and low winch gearing, a power winch develops huge forces.
Those forces can do a lot of damage quickly, especially to sails. When operating a power winch,
you need to be alert to changes in sound, which indicate load changes. If the winch slows down
more than normal, it probably means something is hung up. When in doubt, stop and investigate!
I like to have a cutout switch in the winch-control circuit. Ours is located at the forward end of
the cockpit. When we’re not using our electric winches, the switch is off, disabling the system.
This prevents accidental triggering of any of the winches — especially important if children are
aboard.
If you’re hoisting someone aloft, remember that it will be difficult to hear the person aloft over
the winch noise. Be careful not to pull them beyond maximum halyard point. In fact, it is a good
idea to have all halyards marked with maximum hoist points.

Do You Need Power Winches?
A power winch represents a considerable investment. A smaller winches costs at least as much
as a radar or a new headsail on most 35- to 40-footers. Does this make sense for your needs? If
you want back up in emergencies, the answer on many boats is yes.
And, as your vessel becomes larger, powered winches may get you out for that quick daysail
more often. With Sundeer, they’ve turned a yacht designed primarily as a passagemaker into a
daysailer.

Winch Minimums
Before we leave this subject, a word is in order on how little you can get away with.
If you’re careful with deck layout, the quantity of winches can be substantially reduced. By
judicious placement of gear and use of stoppers, it’s amazing how few winches are really needed.
When we did Intermezzo II’s deck she had just a single primary winch behind the helm, with
two secondaries on the coamings for staysail and runners. There were two more winches under
the dodger for vang, mainsheet, main halyard, and reef lines. Two additional winches on the mast
completed her gear. Pretty simple and inexpensive for a 62-footer, yet she was a dream to sail.

Noise
Winches, especially powered winches, can be very noisy. To minimize noise transfer below we
use a hard rubber pad, 1/4-inch thick, under the primary winch bases.
When doing a cockpit layout, try to locate primaries where the off-watch won’t hear the noise.
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Sheet jammers are an interesting hand-me-down from the racing fraternity. In certain applications they can save time and the expense of an extra winch. The new “rope clutch”–style jammers,
with their flat jaws, have excellent holding power with very little abrasion on the rope, and are easy
to disengage under load. We’ve used them for halyards and all sorts of other jobs with great success. Just be sure to make them big enough for the job intended.
To increase halyard longevity it’s usually a good idea to keep a few turns on the winch after the
jammer, except when the winch is being used for something else. If you have rope-to-wire splices
on your halyards, try to keep mainly rope in the jammer clutch. The wire doesn’t compress and
makes the jammer’s job more difficult.

Spinlock jammers (left/
right photos) work well on
medium loads. They also
allow you to release the line
under load. However, our
experience is that they do
not hold up to their full
rated loads.

We’ve been using the
Lewmar Superlock jammers now for a couple
of years with excellent
results. They are not as
hard on the rope as
some other jammers
and seem to hold up to
their ratings (left).
Using several jammers to a single winch
means that not all of the
leads to the winch will
be fair unless there is
some sort of a diverter
(left, right, and above
right).
Where
no
diverter is used the
highest loads should
have the fairest lead.

An early Schaefer jammer (left). These would hold line for transfer to a winch, but they were not
good for long-term loading as they were very abrasive. The clam cleat (middle left) is great for light
loads and for holding lines that are not in use. The traditional camcleat (middle right) has been around
for several decades and is still good for light loads, especially if you want to be able to release quickly.
The right photo shows the layout we used on Intermezzo II for our reef lines and main halyard.
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Today, almost all moderate-quality blocks have roller or needle bearings. This is a great boon to
cruising as it lowers the friction to a negligible amount, whereas before you could count on having
to double (or worse) your winching efforts due to friction.
The key is to size blocks so their normal working load is in the 20-percent range of rating for
maximum bearing efficiency. Next, sheave size relative to line diameter is important. The bigger the
sheave, the lower the friction of the line. Eight times line diameter makes for a nice sheave.

Snatch Blocks
Be careful when sizing snatch blocks, and never use them to change line direction more than 30
or so degrees. Snatch blocks are typically somewhat weaker than fixed units.
Since they’re probably going to bang around, those with soft rubber cheeks will give the
best service.

Two different styles of blocks from Lewmar. Their “Racing” series (left) runs on a combination of needle and round bearings. The blocks have hollow centers for lighter weight and are very efficient. The
Solent blocks (middle and right) are a fraction of the cost of the Racing blocks and typically use just needle bearings. These give fine service for cruising (we’ve used them for years on most of our yachts).
Note the spring on the right block for keeping it upright.
Keeping blocks upright
(left) is necessary when
they are attached to the
deck. Otherwise, as the
load changes, they tend
to bang the deck, making
noise and ruining the finish. You can usually use a
short piece of hose
around the shackle to
accomplish this.
The
right
photo
shows a safety wire
through mast blocks on a
maxi-yacht.

Pad eyes with removable eye bolts (left) are an excellent means of
attaching deck hardware. When the block is not needed, the eye is
removed — providing a more toe-friendly environment.
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TURNING BLOCKS

Turning Blocks
Turning blocks are a must at the end of your genoa travelers in order to redirect sheets and guys
to primary winches. These should be sized for at least double the working load on the sheets, since
with the line making an almost 180-degree turn, loads will build up very quickly.
A stacked turning block with upper and lower sheaves allows two sets of sheets to be led. Turning blocks with stoppers incorporated right into them can save on your winch requirements.

The more of a bend around a turning block that a sheet makes, the higher the load.The worst case
is where a 180-degree turn is made, in which case the load on the block is double that on the sheet.
(Harken chart)

The upper left
p h o t o s h ow s a
Schaefer tur ning
block with built-in
dual jammers. These
are great for keeping
lazy sheets snug, and
fo r
changing
winches when loads
are light. The lower
left photo is a new
Lewmar racing turning block.
To the right is a
n i c e d e t a i l C l i ve
Dent came up with
for attaching runner
blocks on the Sundeer 64. The runner
bale ties to the turning block base.

Don Sure worked up these clever details for getting the jib and staysail sheets to his primaries on the Alden 77 Galatea. Very simple diverters and/or turning blocks direct the sheets through aluminum tubes,
toward the bases of their respective winches.

GENOA TRAVELER
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GENOA TRAVELER
Having the correct sheet lead (fore and aft) on your headsails is critically important to good performance, comfort,
and heavy-weather safety.
As the wind lightens and/or moves forward, the sheet lead
on any given sail will have to move aft. As the breeze
increases and/or moves aft, the lead moves forward.
In both cases you are controlling twist in the head of the
sail and the way your telltales break along the luff of the sail.
Leads that are too far forward cause the top of the sail to
curve into the main, increasing drag. They also tend to make
the sail too full for the conditions. On the other hand, leads
that are too far aft allow the upper part of the sail to luff.
Unless you are trying to ease off on drive, this is slow and
hard on the sail.
Obviously you need to be able to move the lead. If you
have
a low-friction system, the position of the car can be
Two adjustable cars for T-track.
adjusted from the cockpit with a simple control line. We like
The upper photo shows a custhe cars that have Teflon or UHMW sliders better than those
tom design for one of our 74s. It
incorporates a jammer operated
with balls. The sliders are a little harder to work, but over
by a winch handle. The lower car
time those with balls tend to have their bearings deform and
is a standard Lewmar product.
require a bit more maintenance.
If you don’t have an adjustable car, you can use a barberhauler. This is simply a loose block through which the sheet passes. The control line on the loose
block leads forward, then aft to a winch. When you pull this block, it pulls the sheet forward. The
negative with this system is that the block can bang
around.
With fixed cars, or a punched toerail and snatch
blocks, to move a lead you need to bring the lazy
sheet from the weather side down to leeward, lead
it through the new block position, and then ease off
on the old sheet. On long reaches it sometimes
makes sense to leave the sheet bridled between two
positions.
Finally, you need to look at noise issues. Snatch
blocks tend to bang around when you are off the
Two approaches to spanning the companwind, making a hell of a racket down below. Someionway hatch. Above: A track in the form of
times tying a bit of bungee cord between block and
a girder can be used. Many hardware manulifeline reduces the noise.
facturers now have standard pieces from

MAIN TRAVELER
The importance of the mainsheet traveler varies
with your boomvang arrangement. If you have a
powerful vang that controls twist in the sail except
when you are beating, then the traveler can be quite
short. The main function in this case would be to
hike the traveler to weather when sailing in light
airs or when motorsailing.
On the other hand, if your vang is not really powerful, or perhaps you are using a rail vang rather
than one connected to the mast, the mainsheet traveler becomes far more important as it allows you an
easy means of controlling leech twist.
Another major consideration is location. The
worst situation is where the mainsheet bisects the
cockpit. This means you have to be careful during

which such a rig can be assembled.
The lower photo shows sheet attachment
on one of our large motorsailers. With a
powerful vang to control sail twist, a traveler
was not required. Eliminating the traveler in
this case improved sight lines from the helm.
A solid traveler would have added significant
height to the house structure.
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MAIN TRAVELER

tacks and jibes. Getting caught in the sheets at the wrong time
can be hard on your health!
The ideal location for the sheet is forward of the cockpit
area, usually on a structure spanning the companionway
hatch. This gets the sheet out of the way and, since the connection point to the boom has moved forward, allows a traveler to
cover a wider angle of main boom position.
Alternately, the sheet should be right to the end of the cockpit, far enough aft of the helm so that the person steering does
not have to worry about entanglement during a jibe.

Changing End-Boom to Mid-Boom Sheeting
A lot of older yachts were built with end-boom sheeting,
where the sheet makes a mess of the cockpit. It is often possible to move the sheet forward to a traveler newly mounted over
the sliding hatch.
There are, however, several issues to consider. The first is
the bending strength of the boom. The further forward the
sheet is attached, the more leverage the mainsail clew has to
try to bend the boom, and the harder you have to work on the
sheet. So the boom should be stiff enough to carry the loads.
Next, the traveler to which the sheet attaches will probably
be bolted to the cabin top. This is going to put quite a bit of
loading into the structure. If there is a bulkhead nearby, this
will probably be okay. But if there isn’t, you will need to watch
the cabintop for excessive deflection, which will eventually
cause windows to leak.
One way around the deflection problem is to take a tension
member from the top of the cabin down to the hull.

Full-Width Travelers

You need to
think through
how the traveler will be controlled. The
normal system
is to have two
sets of control
lines, either of
which pull the
traveler up to
center or above.

As loads increase, it sometimes makes sense to use dual
travelers, linked together with
a stainless plate or simply tied
together, as they are here.

The ideal traveler situation, if you have room on deck, is a
full-width or almost-full-width design, with the traveler well
forward. When you get the geometry correct, most of the time you are sailing you can use the traveler control to set the angle of attack on the mainsail. A vang is only required when you are running and when the boom is eased off past the traveler.
The mainsheet is then used to adjust twist in the sail, but not the angle of attack.
Using the traveler in this manner reduces the loads you have to handle — traveler loads are
about one-third of sheet loads — and makes for faster and more controlled jibing.

These two photos show the full-width traveler
aboard Intermezzo II. Note how halyards and reef
lines from the mast run under the traveler and into
the cockpit area. Traveler control lines are led aft
from each end of the traveler structure.

RUNNING RIGGING
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RUNNING RIGGING
It used to be easy to decide on running rigging. Halyards were made of stainless wire with rope
tails, and sheets were made of Dacron. The only question was size, and for cruising we normally
recommended one or two sizes over for chafe and longevity.
Today the story is different. There are many types of raw material as well as different ways of
constructing the rope. Choices are varied, and it is not unusual to have three or four types of lines
on a modern yacht.

Handling
Our first consideration in sizing running rigging is how it handles. For anything requiring real
effort on the part of the crew, the diameter of the line needs to be a minimum of 3/8-inch (9.6 mm).
Another consideration is surface area in contact with winch drums. As the diameter of the line
shrinks, there is less friction between it and the drum, so more turns are required. If the winch
drums are old and maybe worn somewhat smooth, a larger diameter or softer line will be required.
Finally, if you are using jammers, check the line diameter against the jammer ratings. Generally, as the line size drops, so does the ability of the jammer or rope clutch to maintain its grip.

Working Loads
You should design for a number of factors relating to working loads. To begin with, the higher
the factor of safety, the less problem you will have with chafe and stretch — chafe and stretch
being directly related.
Most rope manufacturers rate their working loads at 20 percent of average breaking strength.
This is as much a legal issue as a practical one. But there’s also a modicum of sense to this. Certainly anywhere that a catastrophic failure could lead to physical harm to the crew, this should be
observed.
You then need to look at how you interpret “working” load. In general, the average working
load — say, what you see in 15 knots of breeze — is only a quarter of what there would be in 30
knots of wind. (The force in the wind goes up with the square of the windspeed.)
If most of your sailing takes place in light winds with only an occasional blow, it’s safe to rate
your working loads much lower. However, for offshore work, this usually is a false economy.
Finally, consideration must be given to the materials being used and what sort of fatigue characteristics they have.

Comparing Manufacturers
Comparing rope manufacturers can be difficult. Test procedures vary, construction methods are
different, and where high-modulus fibers are used, the amount of these in the rope has a huge
impact on cost and strength.
With so many variables you need to look closely at the test data to see which materials truly
offer the best value (and will do the job).
If you are looking at high-modulus ropes, you will want to compare the diameters of the inner
and outer layers. The inner layer is where the big bucks reside, as this is the high-modulus core.
For a given diameter, if the outer layer is thicker, the rope will have less structural capability and
be cheaper to produce.

Test Results
There are three types of test data: minimum breaking load, average breaking, and maximum
break. Of the three, the only one with which we are really concerned is the minimum, as this is
what you know will be the worst case. However, data is often shown as breaking load — whether
it is the minimum or average is left to your imagination. Another factor that has to be considered
with high-strength ropes is their life cycles. What you are after here is the lost strength with
repeated use.

CONSTRUCTION
There are several basic types of construction. The most common is called double braid. Here
you have an inner and an outer layer of braided fibers. The orientation (helix) of the fibers is one
of the major factors in stretch characteristics.
Many low-stretch lines are made of an inner core of unidirectional fibers (with no braiding) and
then an outer braided cover.
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Where different materials are used in the
same rope, such as a Vectran/Dacron combination, you need to watch interlaminary
chafe. In some cases the inner core will be
coated with an abrasion-resistant material.

Dacron
Dacron — or more properly, polyester —
is the most common form of running rigging.
It is generally easy to handle, and with lowstretch construction can be suitable for halyards on smaller yachts. Working loads are
typically limited to 20 or 25 percent of minimum breaking strength.

Spectra
Physical properties for Yale double-braid polyester.

Spectra is one of the high-modulus miracle fibers. Incredibly light and strong, it has
very low stretch. It also has very high abrasion reistance. Multiple wraps of small
diameter line can be substituted for shackles
in many situations. For larger yachts, it
makes good halyards, sheets, and guys.
However, Spectra has one drawback. If
loaded to much more than 25 or 30 percent of
breaking load, it quickly fatigues.

Vectran

Physical proper ties for Yale double-braid Spectra
core with polyester cover.

Vectran is a step up from Spectra. It is 10 to
15 percent stronger for a given weight or
diameter. Most important, however, is that it
has much better fatigue characteristics. It can
be operated at up to 50 percent of its ultimate
strength without major fatigue problems.
Vectran is somewhat more costly than
Spectra. However, when longevity is taken
into account, it costs less over time.

Aramid
Kevlar — or the Japanese version, called
Technora — has the lowest stretch-to-weight
raio of any of the high-modulus materials.
However, it is very sensitive to bends, block
diameter, kinking, and ultraviolet degradation. So, unless you are racing and looking
for the last little bit of performance, it does
not make sense.

Halyards

Physical properties forYale double-braid Vectran core
with polyester cover.

There are two main issues with halyard.
The first is stretch. If the halyard’s length
changes with load, it becomes very difficult
to keep the sail properly trimmed and the luff
tension correctly set. The stiffer your sailcloth, the bigger an issue halyard stretch
becomes.
The other factor is chafe. This primarily
affects spinnakers, but will also impact jib
and mainsails if the sheave detailing is not
correct.

CONSTRUCTION
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Rope-to-Wire Halyards
For many years, wire with a rope tail has been the standard
and in reality is a good compromise for offering low stretch,
moderate cost, and ease of handling. Virtually any size of rope
tail can be spliced to wire, but if the rope is too small you’re
forced to put the splice on the winch. When the time comes to
reef there will be structural problems. It’s better to go up a size
or two from what’s recommended for the rope tail, so the
rope-to-wire splice will be the strongest part of the system.
This allows the splice to be above the winch, preventing the
wire from scoring the drum and ensuring lots of strength in the
halyard when reefed.

Wire Longevity
Wire halyard sheaves should be at least 25 times the diameter of the wire and, if there’s room, preferably about 40.
Large-diameter sheaves prevent “meat hooks” from developing right after the Nicopress thimble.
If the wire itself is oversized a bit, perhaps one size larger
than normal, it will last substantially longer. We have never
(yet) had a wire halyard or rope-to-wire halyard splice fail.

Adding a “Flemish eye” to
the end of your halyards
makes it a lot easier to
replace them when the time
arrives. Simply tie on a light
messenger line, and you are
ready to go.

Galvanized?

Stainless is a bit easier on maintenance, although galvanized is less expensive and somewhat
stronger. Most race boats use galvanized wire, if they’re using any wire now because of the
strength-to-weight issues. Seven-by-nineteen construction is preferred for its flexibility in either
material.

Using Rope
Many of today’s boats are rigged with all-rope halyards. The variety of low-stretch materials
available make this a reasonable approach. Of course, the key issues are stretch and cost. Lowstretch Dacron will work with a lot of sails, especially those on moderate-sized vessels, where
Dacron is the sail fabric of choice. However, as size increases, and/or the modulus (stiffness) of
sailcloth improves, you need to look at Spectra or Vectran due to the better stretch characteristics.
When we rigged Beowulf, which has very high halyard loads and all Spectra working sails, we
used Spectra halyards. In order to keep working loads on the halyards low, her main, mizzen, and
jib halyards are all 2-to-1. The sistership to Beowulf is rigged with Vectran, which allows us to do
away with the 2-to-1 halyards.

Rope-to-wire
splices will carry
the full wire
load. We’ve yet
to have one fail.

If a long lanyard is
used to pull the shackle
pin, it can also be used
to secure the pin against
accidental opening.

A Spectra mizzen spinnaker halyard that met an
untimely demise
on Sundeer.

On running rigging subject
to chafe, especially spinnaker halyards, it makes sense
to add an extra sleeve to the
outside for 10 feet (3 m) or
so at the top of the halyard.
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SHEETS

Wire Pennants
Sometimes with a rope halyard there tends to be quite a bit of chafe right at the top sheave, especially if it’s a spinnaker halyard. To reduce chafe problems, a wire tail — perhaps 2 or 3 feet (600
or 900 mm) long — can be spliced onto the end of the rope. The shackle is attached to the wire tail
and the wire takes the chafe.

Inside or Outside?
I prefer internal halyards for their neatness, lower windage, and ease of arrangement where they
exit the mast. However, for offshore work, spinnaker halyards are best left external, unless you
have a very low-chafe masthead design. This allows them to be end-for-ended when chafe
becomes a problem and reduces the chafe that inherently occurs where they enter the mast.

Reaving Halyards
If you ever lose a halyard at sea and have to re-reeve one, a little preparation will yield big dividends.
First, see if you can work a messenger line (or better yet, a light piece of wire) from top to bottom of the mast. If a small-access plate is left at the masthead, a new halyard end can be fed over
the sheave, and then it and the messenger wire are hooked out and joined together through the
access area. A bent hanger works fine for hooking.
Another approach is to use a piece of bicycle chain, or series of small fishing tackle weights to
feed over the halyard sheave and act as a weight to pull a messenger line down the spar.

Internal Chafe
If periodic inspections of the halyards turn up chafe in the standing part of the halyard (the section inside the mast), odds are the halyard is chafing on spreader bars or perhaps a bolt or screw
thread. Conversely, if a metal halyard shows signs of aluminum worked into the lay of the wire,
it’s chafing on some part of the spar, a spreader base, or perhaps a tang compression bolt. In either
case, it will be necessary to find the problem and relead the halyard to prevent additional damage.

SHEETS
Sheets are so mundane that we rarely give them much thought. Yet on a long passage they can
be the source of all sorts of frustration.
First, make sure that the leads are fair. Sheets must not touch anything after they exit the lead
block. If they rub on a lifeline stanchion, a shroud, under the boom, or across another line, you
will soon have a severe chafe problem.
Next, the lead out of the lead block must be fair, with no part of the sheet touching the cheeks
of the lead.
A key factor in chafe is stretch. The more a sheet stretches under load and then contracts when
loads are eased, the more it will chafe on anything it touches. Larger diameter sheets, or those
made from low-stretch fibers, will chafe much less than stretchy cordage.

Attachment
Sheets are best attached to the clew of a sail with a bowline or splice. Snapshackles will do okay
on spinnaker afterguys, but they are susceptible to opening when the headsail clew flogs during a
tack. They can also knock out teeth or break fingers.
As loads increase and you go to high-modulus fibers, you must have an eye splice in the end of
the sheet, as a bowline will weaken the material excessively. The problem comes in attaching the
bowline to your headsail. If you use a shackle, it will be heavy and extremely dangerous when
flailing.
The answer we’ve adopted on our larger yachts, suggested to us by Phil Garland, is to use halfa-dozen turns of lighter Spectra or Vectran between the spice and the clew of the sail. This soft
connection is not as easy to undo as a shackle, but it is much kinder to body parts should it every
come into contact during a tack or jibe.

Light Airs
While oversized sheets are the order of the day for normal sailing, heavy sheets in light airs will
really make a mess of your sail shape. We usually carry a set of light sheets that will work for
either the spinnaker or the jib. These are typically about two-thirds the diameter of the normal
working sheets.

LEADING CONTROLS AFT
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LEADING CONTROLS AFT
I’m a great fan of leading some of the halyards and reefing lines to the cockpit area, as long as
this doesn’t create a rat’s nest. Being able to handle a vessel from the security of the cockpit is a real
blessing. But people often try to do too much in this regard, and the result is chaos, with lines and
coils in a frightful tangle. By leading the main halyard, spinnaker halyard, foreguy, topping lift, and
the slab reefing lines aft, you’ve covered 90 percent of your needs. (When lowering or breaking out
headsails, you’ll probably have to go forward anyway.) The critical thing is to do this in a manner
which allows some organization of the tails.

On the Sundeer 56 we brought the vang, main halyard, mainsheet, and mainsail tack and clew
reef lines to the cockpit. The halyard, reef clew, and sheet were led to starboard to an electric
winch while the other lines went to port (shown here) to a manual two-speed self-tailer.

An important part of leading
lines aft (right) is figuring out what
to do with the tails that are not in
use. If you don’t have a good way
to deal with these, it may be better to leave some of the functions
at the mast. Coaming pockets or
canvas bags (left) can provide a
place to stow rope tails.

The more lines you bring aft,
the more space on deck will be
required to spread them out
(left). The blocks at the base of
the mast will need some form of
support so as not to fall over
when the line is unloaded.

It is sometimes necessary to change direction of the lines by a small
amount. This can be accomplished with blocks or organizers, or by using
rubbing strakes or stainless or UHMW plastic diverters.

If sheets or runner controls led aft
tend to slap the
deck, you can hold
them up with hooks
tied to the lifelines.
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems are some of the most intriguing aspects of evaluating, equipping or designing a new cruising yacht. There are so many ways to go — different
choices, combinations, direct and indirect relationships to consider.
The outcome of this decision-making process will have a substantial impact on your cruising
success, the resale value of your vessel, and costs of ownership, not to mention your frustration
level.

BASIC RULES
A few rules to bear in mind:
Be clear about needs. Try to get the job done with the minimum required gear. Keep everything
as simple as possible —although, as we’ve said, simple is a relative term!
Don’t crowd equipment into tight spaces. This leads to enormously increased installation costs
and future maintenance problems. If it can’t easily be seen, touched, and removed, think twice
about the installation.
Consider carefully the integration of the various bits and pieces. How does all of this gear work
together? Can you scavenge a pump from the saltwater washdown system to use with the fridge
compressors? Will the DC alternator on the genset fit on the main engine?
The last thing to weigh is changing technology. The marine industry keeps growing, with new
and better ideas always coming forth. What seems like a great way to go this year may be antiquated in a year or two. Stay alert to
any changes that might bring aboard
more efficient, easily maintained lifestyle-enhancing gear.
At the same time, be wary of the
traps posed by untested equipment,
and by the normal desire to have the
newest and best aboard. Nothing is
more frustrating than spending part
of your precious freedom chips on a
new gadget that doesn’t work as
advertised, takes up valuable space,
and worse, keeps you at work in
unpleasant conditions trying to effect
repairs, while your anchorage neighbors are having a good time ashore. If
you have an already-equipped vessel
An efficient engine room needs plenty of space
and are thinking about making
around all machinery so that you can see what is hapchanges to enhance cruising plans,
pening and deal easily with maintenance.
Hoses and wires should be carefully supported to
hold off until you’ve had a chance to
avoid chafe. Aesthetics are important as well. It is much
use the boat for a while. Whatever
easier to spot trouble early in a clean, neat engine room.
you think you want to do today will
change once you have had some real
cruising experience.

Aesthetics
This may sound like a funny topic
in an engine-room section, but it’s
important. A good-looking engine
room or engine space not only makes
you proud, but is an indication of the
care with which things are installed
and maintained.
Equipment placed in a neat, functional manner, with hoses and wires
aligned and protected against chafe,

BASIC RULES
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is easier to work on. Keeping equipment clean is another part of the equation. A clean engine and
engine compartment minimizes noxious odors and dangerous fumes, keeps the bilge clean, and
makes it easier to spot incipient trouble before it reaches the crisis stage.
Keeping gear (especially the engine) painted is a simple chore if done on a timely basis. With
metal, the thicker the paint film, the longer it will last, preventing rust in the process. Taking an
hour or so, three or four times a year, to touch up bad spots really pays dividends.

Fasteners
One of the major battles to be fought with moving machinery is keeping the nuts and bolts tight.
This can be achieved in any number of ways.
The simplest is with brute force. Put plenty of torque on a nut and flat washer — say, 120 foot
pounds — and it will probably stay put until hell freezes over. But I’ve always been a little leery
of this approach.
The next step up is the lock washer. In many areas, if used with lots of torque, these will do a
good job.
Then there are lock nuts. These are nuts that have been scored or that have nylon inserts. The
one drawback is that it takes forever to back them off,
since a wrench must be used all the way.
In some applications, adhesives such as Loctite will
be valuable. Here, it’s essential to be sure the bonding
surfaces are clean and the proper type of adhesive is
used. Be careful not to use permanent adhesive if you
expect to remove the nut without a major hassle.
About the only way to break Loctite is with a torch.
Finally, critical fasteners can be drilled and wired
or fitted with cotter pins. This is the usual approach on
prop-shaft couplings and the prop itself.
On the other side of the coin is removal of fasteners
during maintenance procedures. Items such as
pumps, which may require frequent service, should
use fasteners that are easy to remove. My preference
here is sheet-metal screws with large, quick-acting
threads.
It’s a good idea to use Never Seize compound on all
metal-to-metal fasteners, as well as any that will see
moisture. This ensures your ability to break them free
years down the road.
A light gray or light blue is the best choice for color,
as it won’t show much of the normal oil film, yet will
show leaks of fuel or oil. Dark colors should be
avoided, as they make it more difficult to spot leaks.
We make it a habit to start and
Chrome plating and galvanizing not only look
stop the engine in the engine room,
great, but also reduce paint chores. I like to chrome
with control buttons mounted right
on the engine. This allows us to give
valve covers, air cleaners, and any other easy-tothe engine a once-over, checking oil,
remove, large covers. However, avoid the temptation
coolant, belts, and generally looking
to do the fuel lines or other bits of plumbing. Otherfor incipient problems.
wise, repainting around the chrome will be a
We mount mechanical “switch”
time-consuming chore. Large steel brackets made up
gauges, manufactured by the Murphy Gauge Company, in the same
for mounting accessories can be galvanized to prelocation. These not only tell us how
vent rusting. Both chroming and galvanizing are costthe engine is running, but are used
effective.
to trigger an alarm if the engine
Finally, look at the possibility of putting drip trays
starts to run outside closely set
parameters.
under the diesel engine, as well as under fuel and oil
These gauges allow you to adjust
filters. A good drip tray will save hours of work in the
the exact temperature and oil presbilges and will keep them smelling fresher in the prosure at which they will send a signal.
cess.
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THE ENGINE
The first consideration in choosing or evaluating an auxiliary diesel engine is the horsepower
requirement. This is a complex question, since horsepower needs change so dramatically with
wind and sea conditions.
If the wind is calm and the sea is smooth, you’ll require very small amounts of horsepower to
run at low speed-length ratios. Aboard Intermezzo we used about 15 horsepower to cruise at 6
knots (with her 36-foot /11m waterline, this was a speed-length ratio of 1). But as the wind starts
to build, so does resistance. Ten knots of wind can increase your horsepower requirements as
much as 30 percent. Throw in 3 or 4 feet of chop and another 10 knots of wind and you’ll increase
horsepower needs 150 percent to 200 percent.
In smaller yachts, and when the engine is installed where its noise, heat, and vibration are
obnoxious — like right in the middle of the main saloon, as it was on Intermezzo — you’re going
to sail whenever there’s a breeze. This being the case, the weight and expense of an overly large
diesel doesn’t make sense to me.
Intermezzo was quick enough in light airs that we didn’t need to use the engine unless it was
almost flat calm. We weren’t trying to keep a tight schedule — just stay out of the way of bad
weather and get passages over with as expeditiously and comfortably as possible. From this experience I decided that engines were useful primarily as generators, and secondarily for use in propulsion. After all, if there’s a breeze, even dead on the nose, we’d rather sail than listen to the
bloody engine roaring right under our feet.
When we specified the 85-horsepower Perkins 4-236 for Intermezzo II’s aft engine room, we
did so because of resale value. I figured a 30-horsepower engine would do just fine but didn’t think
anyone would agree with me when the time came to sell her. The first time I had cause to think
differently was on the New River in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. We were heading back to our dock
from the boatyard, running downriver with the ebbing tide through a series of narrow bridges.
Under the Inland Rules of the Road, vessels running downtide always have right-of-way, but as
we began to head through a just-opened bridge, a sport fisherman on the other side decided he
would speed up and try to beat us through. There wasn’t enough room for both of us between the
bridge pilings, and we were headed for a collision. I jammed the wheel hard over to starboard and
gave Intermezzo II full throttle. We just barely made the turn without being pinned by the current
against the bridge. Without extra horsepower available, we would not have made it.
I figured we’d just saved ourselves enough damage to pay for the extra iron in the engine room.
Our next lesson started in Acapulco, Mexico, on our way home from Panama. We put in 365
gallons (1,414 liters) of diesel fuel for just US $75. That $75 was enough fuel to get us all the way
back to Los Angeles, and with a long beat ahead — with all the attendant coastal-navigation problems, not to mention relative discomfort — it was easy to say, “Let’s power all the way home.”
Well, we did — we made the trip quickly, painlessly, and managed to finish a book manuscript in
the process. This was made possible by the extra horsepower, coupled with isolating the engine
in our aft engine room, where its noise and heat couldn’t annoy us.
When we decided to build Sundeer, we concluded from the beginning to make her as efficient
as possible under power, with the ability to punch our way through just about anything going
uphill. That last trip up the coast on the old boat had really opened our eyes. We ended up with a
150-horsepower Isuzu engine with enough muscle to allow us to do whatever we wanted.
Smaller cruisers don’t usually have fine-enough hull shapes forward or enough displacement
to fight their way upwind against adverse seas with the engine only. This was the case with our
50-foot (15.4 m) Intermezzo. If this is your situation, putting lots of power under the floorboards
may not make sense. Another factor to consider is your boat’s handiness under sail. If she’s a good
sailor in light airs, weatherly, and able to tack out of a tight spot in plenty of wind, you won’t use
your engine as much as a less-efficient vessel would.
Next is handling in port with a small crew. Here, the larger the vessel and the smaller the crew,
the more important it is that you can force the boat to do your bidding, as opposed to finessing
things. Maneuvering in a tide-against-wind situation can call for lots of reserve horsepower, typically more than under normal passaging. Of course, when in doubt about a tight squeeze, you can
always anchor out and move in close later when conditions are more favorable.
How do you know what size engine to look for? The best bet is to try a comparable boat out and
see how its setup works. Check performance in smooth water, then in adverse conditions. The
same holds for maneuvering in close quarters. You can also calculate, with modest success, what
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will be required. There are formulas in Skene’s Elements of Yacht Design, or a good prop shop will
be able to do calculations for you. But be clear about what speed you want to make under what
conditions. Finally, as discussed in the next section, propeller choice and efficiency will play a big
part in your power requirements.

Horsepower Ratings
Most marine engines come with several different ratings. There will be brake horsepower figures, which indicate what the bare block, without accessories, will do; and shaft horsepower,
which is what the engine will net out at after deducting for a water pump, alternator, and transmission.
Then there will probably be an intermittent rating as well as a continuous
rating. While it’s nice to know what
the short-term usable power is, you’ll
want to do your calculations based on
the continuous rating.
Finally, many marine engines carry
service ratings. Typically these are for
high-speed yachts, heavy yachts, and
commercial vessels. In each successive case the engine is de-rated, so that
the top rpm is limited. Sometimes the
fuel pump settings and/or injectors
tips will be modified as well. The
lower the rating, the longer the engine
will last.

Detuning
If you happen to find an engine you
really like, but it has far more power
than necessary, it may be possible to
get the factory to detune it for you.
There will frequently be special settings for the engines used in generating sets or other auxiliary
applications. The fuel pump will be
removed and reset to lower the engine
rating and injectors or injector tips
may be exchanged. The advantage of
this approach is a better torque curve
at low rpm and lower fuel consumption.

Two-Cycle or Four?
In diesel engines you have a choice
between two-cycle (where each piston
fires every second revolution) and four
cycle. I prefer the four-cycle since it’s
quieter and somewhat more efficient
on fuel. GM diesels, known as
“screaming gimmies” (for good reason — you can hear one coming miles
away on a calm day!) are the only
two-cycles available nowadays.

Injection Systems
There are two styles of injection
systems. You have direct-injection
engines, where the fuel goes directly

Here are a set of performance curves for an 88-horsepower Yanmar four-cylinder diesel.This is a quiet, smoothrunning engine available in 50- to 100-horsepower configurations.
The top graph indicates fuel consumption based on
horsepower taken per the bottom curve of usable propeller curve. If you are using more power, the engine will
be somewhat more efficient.
Engine torque is shown on the middle graph. Note how
it is relatively flat between 2,400 and 3,100 rpm’s.This corresponds to the best spot on the fuel consumption graph.
The bottom graph shows available power. Ignore the top
curve as this is without transmission losses.
The bottom curve is indicative of the amount of power
you can put into the water with a prop that is small enough
to allow the engine to come up to maximum rpm. For a
powerboat, most of which operate at around 80 percent
of available power, this works well. But for sailboats, where
powering loads vary so widely, this is not very efficient.
However, if you want to have a warranty on your engine
you must follow these recommendations.
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into the cylinder, and indirect injection, where it goes into a pre-ignition chamber. In the latter
case, some claim a smoother running engine, and until a few years ago most marine conversions
of auto diesels fell into this type. However, they’re somewhat less efficient on fuel and require the
assistance of glow plugs when starting.
Glow plugs can be a real pain if you’re in a tight spot and need the engine quickly, as they typically take 15 to 20 seconds of preheating before the engine will catch. On several occasions I
have wanted the engine in a hurry, and that 20 seconds of waiting seemed like forever. We learned
to pre-start the engine and let it warm up if we thought it might be needed later. Once a glow plug–
equipped engine runs for a few minutes, it will crank right over without the glow plugs the next
time.
Today, a number of small direct-injection marine engines are on the market, so the choices are
getting easier. I would definitely choose a direct-injection engine whenever possible.

RPM Range
Next, consider the rpm range of your engine. High-speed engines develop more horsepower per
pound than their slower counterparts, but they tend to be noisier, use more fuel, and don’t last as
long. A typical high-speed engine will turn 3,600 to 4,500 rpm at peak output, while
moderate-speed engines turn over at about 2,800 rpm. Slow-speed diesels run at 1,600 to 2,000
rpm.
Longevity isn’t a major factor on most cruisers — it’s rare to use an engine more than 500 hours
per year. At this rate, with good maintenance, a high-speed engine will last 10 to 15 years.
Of course you have to look at the engine’s horsepower curve to see at which rpm you have the
needed horsepower and torque. Ideally, the engine should develop the horsepower you’ve
decided upon at its maximum torque point, which usually corresponds to minimum fuel consumption. This will usually be about 20 to 25 percent under the max rpm/horsepower point on the
curve, so you have some reserve left and aren’t pushing the engine to its limit all the time. While
looking at the horsepower and torque curves, try to pick an engine with a flat curve that’s efficient
over a wide range of rpm settings. This makes for better fuel efficiency since it will be difficult to
predict the exact rpm at which you’ll be running.

Boosting Power
You may also be looking at turbochargers and aftercoolers that increase efficiency and available horsepower from a given size engine block. The turbos used to be a lot of trouble, but today
they seem reasonably reliable. The only major hazard is with fire, and that seems to be pretty rare.
If the turbo fails, the engine still runs, just at a slightly lower efficiency level. A nice factor with
turbos is that they quiet the engine somewhat. Intercoolers are pure net gain. These cool the
incoming air with a heat exchanger run off the seawater cooling system. A good intercooler can
increase horsepower 10 percent or more, with almost no gain in fuel consumption.

Parts Availability
Availability of spare parts is certainly a consideration, although not as big a consideration as in
years gone by. Since most marine engines are reincarnated truck, tractor, or taxi engines, parts
today are pretty well-dispersed worldwide.

Marinization Details
Look carefully at the marinization package. The heat exchanger on the engine and transmission
should be made from Cupro Nickel, which doesn’t corrode as fast as plain copper. Easily reached
sacrificial zincs should be in all heat exchangers, including the exhaust manifold. The saltwater
pump installation should be scrutinized for maintenance and type. Some engines use belt-driven
impeller pumps, while others are gear-driven. V-belts are a pain, but if a leak develops on the shaft
it won’t fill the crankcase with salt water, so they’re my preference. With a gear-driven pump, if a
leak develops in the shaft seal, you can’t run the engine — period. Yet if your belt-driven pump
fails for some reason, it’s usually possible to jury-rig something to keep going.
Location of the starter and alternator is important. Hopefully they’ll be up high, away from
bilge water. Then you need to think about bleeding the injectors, changing fuel and oil filters, and
adjusting belts. One engine design may be a lot better in this regard than something else. Also,
ask about the ability to take horsepower from the front of the crankshaft to run accessories. Most
engines allow about 25 percent of the rated horsepower at any rpm to be taken off in a sideways
direction. But some, because of front-bearing limitations, restrict belting on accessories.
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Spares
While you’re thinking about the cost of the engine, also consider the spare-parts inventory. It’s
not unusual for a good set of spares to run 20 percent of the cost of the engine itself, and pricing
policies vary from one manufacturer to the next.
Here’s what we carry for offshore work, where I want to be able to deal with almost anything:
A full gasket set, shop and overhaul manuals, complete injector set, high-pressure fuel lines, four
sets of sacrificial zincs, V-belts, two salt-water pump impellers, pump-overhaul kit, and occasionally a complete salt-water pump, starter solenoid, thermostat, set of glow plugs, freshwater-overhaul kit, set of freeze plugs (if the engine is a few years old), fuel lift pump, alternator, and
regulator. Fuel and oil filters will vary with the secondary systems, but I like to have at least a
year’s supply aboard.

Making Choices
The true marine engine used to be a rarity. Almost all of our choices were converted industrial
engines. We’ve used a variety of engines with success. These include the Perkins 4.236, Isuzu
QD150, and Mercedes 120-horsepower marine engine. In the last few years, however, we’ve been
using Yanmar engines from 88 to 170 horsepower.
These are definitely high-speed engines, although amazingly well-balanced and quiet. We’ve
had a minimum of warranty issues with them, and from a maintenance standpoint they are nicely
designed.
Finally, they’re amazingly compact and lightweight. We haven’t used them long enough to
know firsthand how much time between overhauls we’ll get, but from what we’ve been told by
other users, we can expect 5,000 to 10,000 hours, if they are well maintained.

THE DRIVE LINE
The drive line is made up of a series of elements connecting the engine to the propeller. This
gear sees tremendous load — abuse in many cases — and the failure of any element in the system
will quickly turn you into a sailboat.
Design issues used to be clear-cut with limited choices. Now we have a whole collection of gear
to choose from, so the decision-making process is more difficult.

Overall Efficiency
There’s a certain amount of loss from every element in the drive line. The greatest will be at the
transmission, each bearing, and even the packing gland rob you of power. When we realize that
this loss is multiplied by the prop efficiency (or lack thereof), it takes on added significance.
Let’s assume you have a prop efficiency of 40 percent — not too bad. If your drive-line losses
are 10 percent, about average, you’d have a total propulsion efficiency of 0.40 percent less than
10 percent drive-line loss, or 36 percent. If you have an average 40-footer with a 32-foot waterline, odds are you will need about 14 horsepower in the water to move at 6 1/2 knots. That doesn’t
sound too bad until you realize that you must divide the 14 horsepower by the 0.36 efficiency. This
means the engine has to deliver 38 horsepower to the transmission in order to net out the 14 you
need to push the boat!
Obviously, you want to be as efficient as possible all the way down that drive line.

Reliability
Reliability in the drive line is typically a question of proper installation, timely maintenance,
hours of use, and how hard a given piece of gear is working relative to its rating. The importance
of this will depend on where you cruise and how dependent you are on the engine.
For most cruising, with low hours of usage, close to home where expert assistance is available,
you can operate near the top of the allowable load range. But as you journey further afield, it
becomes prudent to reduce working load levels.

RPM Versus Torque
A key element to understand is the relationship between rpm and torque. For a given amount of
power, the higher the rpm, the lower will be the loading on the various elements. If a 50-horsepower engine runs at 3,000 rpm with a 3-to-1 reduction gear turning the shaft at 1,000 rpm, you
might do well with a 1 1/4-inch (32mm) prop shaft. If that reduction gear changes to 2 1/2-to-1,
and prop shaft rpm goes up to 1,200 rpm, a much lighter one-inch (25mm) shaft would do the job.
This relationship holds true all the way down the drive line.
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With transmissions, a variety of configurations, ratings, and design philosophies are available.
As you look into this field, you will want to consider several issues beyond those initially discussed.
Most important is the desired reduction ratio. This is a complex issue involving the drag characteristics of your vessel, the engine you want, propeller options, and your evaluation of the various trade-offs in powering versus sailing performance. Each time you change one element, it
affects everything else.

Mechanical versus Hydraulic
One of the early decisions you will make is whether to use a hydraulic or mechanical box. In
smaller engines, typically below 80 horsepower, there are a number of mechanical options, the
best known made by Hurth in Germany. These boxes are very efficient, typically costing less than
one percent in loss through most of their operating
range.
The only negative with mechanical boxes is they
are more difficult to shift than their hydraulic counterparts. However, with smaller engines, this is not
an issue.
With a hydraulic transmission, a hydraulic pump
creates hydraulic pressure to operate a series of
clutch plates. These clutch plates transfer the power
of the engine to the reduction gears and handle the
shifting between forward, neutral, and reverse.

Transmission Efficiency
Mechanical boxes typically lose one to two percent of their power to friction. These losses are constant across the entire rpm/horsepower range.
Hydraulic boxes are less efficient. First you have
an “overhead” figure required by the pump, whether
or not the engine is doing any serious work. This figure can be as high as 4 or 5 horsepower on some of
the older transmission designs. To this you have to
add more loss that occurs as the transmission starts to do work. These losses will run from 7 to 15
percent.
The killer, though, is that initial loss. Look at it in the context of the 14-horsepower example we
used earlier. There would be another 5 or so horsepower down the drain, and that’s a huge chunk.
If you are looking to make your overall system more efficient, or replacing an existing transmission, look at the efficiency figures carefully.
A cutaway drawing of a Hurth mechanical
transmission. Mechanical transmissions are
always more efficient than hydraulic designs
within the horsepower range where they
can be utilized. In larger boxes, however, be
sure to check the force required to shift the
transmission in and out of gear.

Power Ratings
Transmissions typically have pleasure-boat and work-boat ratings. Pleasure ratings are okay
for short-term use close to home, but for long life and or hard work it is better to use the commercial ratings.
Also make sure that the transmission can handle your reverse loads, as some gears have a lower
rating in reverse than forward.

Reduction Gear
Once the transmission has transferred power from the engine through its clutch mechanism, the
energy travels through a reduction gear where the engine rpm is reduced by something between
1.5- and 3.3-to-1.
Optimizing the reduction ratio is a key element in making your overall propulsion system as
efficient as possible. In general, if you have the room to swing a good-sized prop, the deeper the
reduction ratio (the slower the prop will turn), the more efficient will be the propeller. Of course,
as you slow down the prop shaft, the torque goes up — so the prop shaft, prop hub, and couplings
all have to go up in size.
When researching transmission choices, be sure to look at available reduction ratios, as some
companies have a better selection in your horsepower range than others.
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In-Line Configurations
There are three typical in-line transmission configurations. The first set of choices deals with
the relationship of the output coupling to the crank shaft of the engine. There is typically a moderate amount of offset, the transmission output being lower.
Dropped-output configurations are also available where the output flange of the transmission is
as much as 8 inches (200 mm) lower than the engine’s crankshaft.
Angled outputs, typically 7 degrees, are also available.
Both the output angle and the output flange height should be matched to where the propeller
shaft is located, if you are repowering. When building new there is more flexibility, and the decision on what configuration to use will typically be made based on keeping the engine as low as
possible in the bilge.

V-Drives
If your engine ends up fairly far aft, a V-drive is unavoidable. This
allows you to have the transmission facing forward, with the engine
facing aft, and to then bring the shaft all the way under the engine for
attachment to the transmission.
Watch for several problems:
First, access to your shaft coupling and stuffing box. Since they’ll
be under the engine, be sure to get to them for general inspection and
repair work. There will frequently be structural engine bearers running fore-and-aft in close proximity to the engine pan. Generally,
there is little room between these two elements to get at the gear
under the engine.
Next, make sure there’s plenty of space for proper alignment.
Nothing will ruin a transmission faster than a misaligned shaft. I
prefer to avoid a V-drive where possible because of the increased
friction represented by changing direction and the access problems,
but sometimes the trade-offs in other areas make this unavoidable.
We used Borg Warner CR72 Vs on both Intermezzo II and Sundeer
because of their aft-engine-room layouts. At the time these were the
only boxes available in the horsepower range we required. Today I’d
use a Hurth 600 series V, which is more efficient and reliable.
If you have a special situation and need to remotely mount the
engine from the V-drive, check out the Walthers transmissions.

Sail Drives
Sail drives have been around in one form or another now for 20
years. In that time they’ve had their share of problems, but currently
seem to be okay for smaller engines. They offer advantages in
underwater drag, vibration isolation, and installation cost.
Be sure they are properly installed, and keep a very close eye on
the zinc anodes.

Cooling
Almost all transmissions generate heat while working and so have
an oil cooler, typically plumbed in series with the engine’s heat
exchanger. It is not uncommon to have pin holes develop after time
in the heat exchanger. This leads to a loss of coolant (you’ll see an
oily slick in the exhaust water). It may also allow the incursion of sea
water into the transmission, creating an awful mess with the oil. It
turns to a Vasoline-like substance and you have to tear down the box.
The best way to avoid these problems is to keep a close eye on
heat-exchanger zincs. Checking the transmission oil each time you
check the main engine also helps to avoid problems.

Get-Home Capability
Some transmissions also have a “get home” option that allows
you to lock the box into forward in the event of a general failure —
an excellent feature. If all other things were equal, I’d go for the
transmission with this option.

The Borg Warner Vdrive (above) has been
a standby for year s.
H ow e v e r, t h e y a r e
heavy, relatively inefficient, and expensive.
We prefer Hur th Vdrives where we can
use them. Note the
fle x i b l e c o u p l i n g
between the output
flange of the tranny and
the prop shaft input
flange.
The Stillet Sonic Sail
Drive (below) has been
used on a number of
race boats. It will accept
mechanical or hydraulic
input and is very clean
in terms of sailing drag.
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Power Takeoff
Another consideration is the availability of a power takeoff option on the transmission, typically for a hydraulic pump. This is common with some larger gears. There is typically a standard
mounting to which many different types of pumps can be easily mounted.
This is a simple way of getting power off the engine, although it involves the use of hydraulics.

Propeller Impact
When you shift from ahead to astern, there’s a significant impact on the drive line from the
change in direction of the propeller. If you happen to have a feathering propeller like a Maxi Prop,
the shock loads get even higher.
This needs to be taken into account when choosing a transmission and other drive-line components.

Dampener Plates
While diesel engines appear to rotate smoothly, in reality the rotation of the crankshaft is a
series of explosive jerks as each cylinder fires. If this motion were transmitted directly to the
transmission, the transmission wouldn’t last more then a few hours.
When you shift the transmission, especially when a feathering prop is involved, there are other
shock loadings to be absorbed between engine and transmission.
As a result, almost all diesels have a dampener plate bolted to the flywheel, which is connected
to the transmission with a spline gear. This dampener plate has a series of springs around the
perimeter to smooth out and absorb the shock loadings.
Now to make things complicated, different engines have different pulsation (or “torsional,” as
the engineers refer to them) characteristics. Of course, so do transmissions. So the choice of the
proper pressure plate can get quite complex.
If you’re using an engine/transmission combination that’s been in use for a long time with a
similar propeller, everything should be fine. But once something changes, a new engine, different
gear box, or different type of prop, the dampener characteristics may need to be modified.
I am sorry to report that this frequently requires trial and error.
One caveat: Bigger is not necessarily better. If you’re having problems with the pressure plate
failing, it doesn’t automatically follow that you need something “stronger.” By simply going up
in size to cure the problem, you’ll pass it along to the next weak link — something in the engine
or transmission. When you’re changing dampener plates, keep capacity in the proper horsepower
range, then work on the dampening characteristics.

Engine Mounts
Your engine mounts play an important part in keeping the engine aligned with the prop shaft,
while isolating some of the noise and vibration from the hull. If they’re more than five years old,
you should think about replacing them, as the rubber tends to wear with age and exposure to oil
and diesel fuel.
Ideally, your mounts will be as soft as is allowable while still keeping
the engine within alignment tolerances. The softer the mount, the quieter
the engine.
Some engines, such as Yanmar, require specialized mounts. In some
cases Yanmar engines come with three different mounts.

Flexible Couplings
One way to increase mount softness and reduce required shaft alignment tolerances is with a flexible coupling between the prop shaft and
the transmission. There are many types on the market. If you go this
route, remember to buy the best quality coupling available, and still try
to keep the engine aligned right on the nose. Carry a spare — preferably
two —and be sure you have the tools to change the coupling.

Prop Shafts
First, some basic prop-shaft engineering. Stiffness is a function of the
cube of diameter. A very small increase in shaft diameter has an enormous impact on stiffness. Shaft stiffness has a lot to do with cutlass-bearing wear and shaft noise transmitted into the boat. When in doubt, go
bigger.
If you’re limited in shaft size, you can improve the situation by using
high-strength alloys like Nitronic 50 or something in that range. This
won’t have a major impact on stiffness, but it will on net strength.

Flex couplings will
reduce wear on your
transmission bearings and provide you
with a quieter running engine. However, they do not
remove the requirem e n t fo r a we l l aligned prop shaft.
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The connection of the shaft to the transmission, via the coupling on the end, has to be treated
carefully. There are tremendous forces at work on that coupling, especially when you go from
forward to reverse. If a keyway is used in the coupling, be sure the proper type of key is used, and
carry several spares. These will typically be a high-strength bronze alloy or stainless steel. With a
clamp-style coupling, as well as with keyway-style, check the bolts periodically to be sure they’re
tight.
If starting from scratch, consider going a notch or two oversize. This will reduce the possibility
of bending the shaft when you wrap a sheet around it. If we’re doing shaft calcs and see that a
1 1/4-inch (32mm) shaft would normally be used, we typically go up to 1 1/2 inches (38 mm).

Support Bearings
Your shaft will be supported in one or more places by a bearing, typically a cutless bearing, with
a fluted rubber or plastic inner liner surrounded by metal or fiberglass. Be sure you know how to
change this bearing, and carry several spares. It’ll be necessary to remove your prop, and having
a prop puller on board is a good idea anyway. If the bearing is in a P-bracket you’ll need a tool to
push it out. Otherwise, you’ll have to remove the shaft to do the job.
You’ll come out ahead on the cost of these tools the first time you’re sitting in the yard, paying
$60 an hour, while the mechanic messes around all day pulling your shaft because he doesn’t have
the right equipment!
If you have interior support bearings they should be split so they can be changed without pulling
the shaft. The halves are driven out and drop off the shaft.
Sometimes shaft length makes it necessary to have a bearing close to the transmission. In this
case, you’ll have to be very careful with alignment
between shaft and transmission. Otherwise, there
will be substantial transmission bearing and shaftseal wear. This type of installation will require
firmer motor mounts.
If you end up with two cutless bearings, have the
outer diameter of the forward bearing turned down
a hair, so it will slip through the P-bracket without
force.

Prop-Shaft Brackets
At the end of the prop shaft some form of support is necessary. Depending on horsepower and
prop diameter this will take the form of either a Por a V-bracket. The former is a single strut with a
casing for the cutlass bearing welded or cast on the
end. This is commonly seen on small sailboat
installations.
But as the loads increase it’s necessary to go to
the V-bracket, which offers greater stiffness,
except with a lot more drag. Most powerboats have
this type of bracket, and more sailboats should use
it to reduce prop-shaft vibration and noise.
Keep substantial reinforcements on hand in the
hull area where the bracket is attached. There are
enormous loads on the fasteners, as well as lots of
prop-wash vibration to be dealt with. If the area
isn’t well-reinforced, the shaft support bracket
will vibrate. This tends to enlarge the bolt-holes
over time, causing leakage and transmitting noise
to the interior. Ideally, along with a thickened hull,
several large frames will be worked into the area as
well.
Remember, the shaft support bracket needs to
handle the long-term torsional loads of the prop
and the short-term loads that occur when a jibsheet
or dinghy painter catches in the prop.

We’ve found that making the prop-shaft
support bracket substantially oversized pays
big dividends in reducing noise and vibration.
Our approach is to go three to four times
what is considered normal. The bronze
bracket above is on a Sundeer 64 and is rated
for a 400-horsepower engine — although
the 64 has a 140-horsepower Yanmar.
Below is a V-strut on one of our large
motorsailers. Once you reach a certain prop
size you are forced to use a V-structure.This is
good for the prop and shaft, but very high on
sailing drag.
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SHAFT-PACKING GLANDS
The prop shaft–packing gland is one of the major potential trouble spots on the boat. While it is
working correctly, you don’t think about it. If it starts to leak, however, it can make a mess out of
the surrounding area, as well as add significantly to the bilge-pumping load.

Common Gland Issues
All of the various forms of stuffing boxes (or packing glands, as some call them) serve to keep
water out of the boat, the shaft properly lubricated, and to give long life. How well they achieve
these aims is subject to several issues. First is shaft/engine alignment. If everything is properly
aligned, and the shaft is running true, you will see no apparent movement when the shaft is turning, other than the shaft rotation itself. If the gland or the hose attaching it to the stern tube appears
to be wobbling, this is an indicator of alignment problems. This will make the job of any packing
gland difficult.
All systems rely to some degree on the shaft being smooth. Scratches or scoring where seals or
packing material are in contact with the shaft promote wear on the seals or packing, and make it
difficult to achieve a good seal.
Good lubrication is another factor. This is typically achieved with water (although oil is occasionally used). If the lube system doesn’t function correctly, failure will quickly occur.
Finally, all packing materials have difficulty with dirt, especially with sandy grit. Keep an eye
on this when getting free of a grounding and when powering in water affected by river outflows.

Maintenance
There are several maintenance issues you will want to consider as you think about the correct
packing gland for your situation. The first is access. Hopefully the packing gland will be out in the
open where you can easily reach it. However, this is frequently not the case. If you don’t have
good access, consider what sort of routing maintenance your system will require, and how this
will be achieved.
Next, if the packing-gland system requires major maintenance, you will want to think about
how this is achieved in the space available. Can it be achieved with the boat still in the water, or
will a haul-out be required?
What about catastrophic failure? What elements in the system could fail in such a way as to put
your vessel in peril?
Finally, do you have the correct tools aboard to do whatever maintenance is required?

Shaft-Gland-to-Stern-Tube Connection
The shaft gland is connected to the stern tube with a piece of hose (which should be doubleclamped at each end with high-quality 316 stainless-steel hose clamps).
The more flexible this hose is, and the longer it is, the better job the shaft gland will do of working in a slightly misaligned situation.
Use only the very best quality hose. Stay away from hose with mild-steel reinforcing wire.

Conventional Stuffing Boxes
Conventional stuffing boxes use an impregnated flax-like material (or more modern material)
to form a seal between the prop shaft and stuffing box. An adjustable nut on the end presses the
packing onto the shaft, thereby limiting the ingress of water.
If this adjustment is correctly made, the shaft log will be dry when the engine is off and will
have a slight drip while the engine is running.
The drip is an indicator that the shaft is being lubricated by seawater. If that lubrication is not
present, the packing will be scorched (thereby losing its effectiveness) and there is a possibility
of the shaft being scored.

Lip Seal–Based Glands
The crankshaft on your engine and input/output gears on your transmission use lip seals to contain lube oil, so why not use them on the shaft to keep seawater at bay? In theory this makes sense.
However, over the years a variety of systems have been tried without long-term success on cruising yachts.
The maintenance problems with these systems have been primarily due to misalignment
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between engine and shaft. Any sort of whip in the shaft would quickly chew up the somewhatdelicate edges of the lip seals, after which the shaft would start to leak.
John Newton’s Tides Marine has partially solved this problem with a clever design. John’s
approach is to create a lip-seal carrier that also acts to keep the seal in alignment with the shaft.
Picture a long shaft bearing, floating with the shaft, to which the shaft seal is attached. As the shaft
whips or wobbles, the bearing and lip seal stay with it.
We tried one of John’s seals on Beowulf and have been pleased with the results.
The question then arises about maintenance. Seals are subject to wear, need lubrication (supplied by a tap on the engine cooling water), and are adversely affected by dirt and silt. The answer
is to slip a couple of spare seals over the shaft between the gland and coupling for future use.
When the installed seal goes bad, cut it out and press in one of the spares. John figures a seal is
good for several thousand hours in the average installation.

Oil-Lubricated Systems
The traditional approach with commercial vessels is to use two lip seals, and then fill the chamber so formed with oil. This has a major advantage if you are running in silty water, in that the oil
lubricates while keeping the dirt carried with the water outside.
However, these type of systems require perfect alignment. If running in silty water is not a problem, then water-based systems are a better choice.

Spring-Based Seals
The French developed a system in the 1980s called LASDROP that used a unique approach to
eliminating shaft leaks. The concept is pretty simple. Attach a stainless collar to the shaft using
an “O” ring seal between collar and shaft. This provides a sealing face or edge on the inboard side.
Then clamp a spring-loaded bellows to the stern tube, the forward end of which has some form of
low-friction long-life plastic clamped to it. The forward pressure of the bellows keeps the two surfaces in contact, theoretically eliminating any drips.
A number of companies now make these seals. We’ve used both the French seals and those supplied by PYI under the label PSS.
You will want to carry spare bellows, O-rings, and rub plates. Major maintenance may require
a haul-out or that the shaft be sealed underwater where it exits the hull.

There are all sorts of shaft seals, most of
which will do a good job. The LASDROP
and PSS seals (upper left and middle) are
quite trouble-free.The Strong Seal (upper
and lower right) uses a traditional lip seal
held in place with a spring.Where this system varies from the past is in the lip-seal
holder, which acts like a cutlass bearing
around the shaft, thus keeping the lip seal
always in perfect alignment with the shaft.
All shaft stuffing boxes will, at some
time or other, leak. It is better to face this
inevitability in front. Enclose the seal with
a self-draining box, with a plastic lid, so you
can see the leak when it starts.This keeps
the surrounding area clean and dry.
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The SCATRA system is the ultimate in flexible couplings. Developed in Sweden in the early
1980s, it employs a combination of thrust bearing at the forward end of the propeller shaft with a
CV axle (similar to a universal joint).
The thrust bearing takes the forward and reverse prop shaft thrust through a rubber-mounted
bearing, minimizing the prop-shaft vibration which is transmitted to the hull.
The CV axle has a ball-based universal joint at each end and can be angled up to 8 degrees.
Because of the CV axle’s ability to misalign, it reduces the problems associated with transmission-to-prop-shaft alignment.
This in turn allows you to use extremely soft engine mounts. These soft mounts do a better job
of keeping engine noise off the hull surfaces.

Alignment Issues
In spite of the fact that the CV axle allows misalignment, the better job you do in aligning the
engine, the longer the CV axle will last. There’s a direct relationship between alignment, angular
offset, horsepower, rpm, and longevity.
CV axles are frequently used to lower the engine closer to the hull. In many of the yachts we’re
involved with, we use a 7-degree-down-angle transmission and 8 degrees of angle on the CV axle,
to allow us to have an engine parallel with the waterline, hooked to a 15-degree prop shaft.
There is one key element, however. When aligning an engine and prop shaft with an angle taken
up by the CV axle, a line projected from the flanges of the transmission and prop shaft must meet
in the center of the CV axle.
This is actually much
simpler than it sounds.
The SC ATRA system
(left) includes a CV axle
You can make or buy a
between engine and prop
simple jig to facilitate this
shaft, and a large, rubberalignment.
mounted thrust bearing

Sizing SCATRAs

Sizing SCATRA units
is a function of taking the
drive-train characteristics, then looking at what
you consider an acceptable CV axle life. We find
that based on the normal
SCATRA data we get
around 2,000 hours of
running time from a CV
axle before it needs an
overhaul. We always suggest that our owners carry
a spare.

Maintenance
We’ve found over the
years that SCATRAs are
quite reliable. Keep a
careful eye, however, on
the bolts. Even when
installed with Loctite,
they tend to work loose
over time. We recommend checking the flange
bolts every 100 hours, and
before any use of the
engine where a drive-train
problem would compromise vessel safety.

that couples to the end of
the propeller shaft.
The CV axle can be
angled up to 8 degrees.
One key to a good SCATRA
installation is a secure location for
the thrust bearing. Considering
that a prop can develop as much
as 25 pounds (11 kg) of thrust for
each horsepower available, you
see that forces can get high. The
usual method is to weld or fiberglass in a structural floor, tied to
the engine stringers.
Another approach (middle left)
is to build a self-contained box
girder all the way around the area
where the prop shaft enters the
hull. A lid on this will also help contain any prop-shaft leaks.
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We started this section talking about how much power is needed for various conditions. What
we didn’t tell you was the propeller’s inefficiency at delivering the engine’s power to the water.
The typical sailboat prop is lucky to get 30 percent of the power actually into the water, and efficiency levels below 20 percent are not uncommon. So, if it takes 15 horsepower to actually move
you through the water, and you have a 25-percent prop efficiency, the engine must deliver 60
horsepower to the prop just to net out the 15 horsepower required for forward motion.
With this in mind it becomes quickly apparent that one of the best ways to improve powering
performance is not by increasing engine power, but by making the prop better. Going from a
25-percent efficiency factor to a 50-percent factor will have the same effect as doubling the
engine’s power, with the extra advantage of reducing fuel consumption and extending range at the
same time. It makes sense to do everything possible to have an efficient prop.

Propeller Engineering
A series of factors affect prop efficiency and cruising speeds. Foremost amongst these is blade
loading. Within certain parameters, the more blade area you have per horsepower of work you are
doing, the more efficient the propeller, since the blades are under less load.
The prop, however, must be able to slip a bit to do its job, and it must allow the engine to attain
enough rpm so that the engine can develop the horsepower required to turn the prop.

Propeller Matching
To get the right combination of prop and engine characteristics you also vary the reduction gear
ratios between engine and prop shaft. In some cases you may use a 2-to-1 reduction, in others
maybe 2.567-to-1. The key is to develop the correct relationship between the prop and the engine
output curve. A prop that is too large, putting too much load on the engine, can be as bad as one
that is too small.

Sizing
Blade diameter is a major prop variable. This is a function of the factors already discussed, in
addition to space available, and the form drag you are willing to tolerate under sail.
First, diameter is most important. The bigger the blade and the slower it turns, the more efficient will be your system. Sundeer and my dad’s Deerfoot II have the same engine. But while my
dad has room to throw a 32-inch, three-bladed prop using a 3-to-1 reduction gear, we’re limited
to 26-inch and a 2-to-1 reduction — our aft engine location just doesn’t allow the room for a larger
diameter wheel. As a result, he puts 25 percent more power into the water per gallon of fuel than
we did.
However, as we’ve already said, blade diameter has to be matched to the engine’s rpm and
torque curve and to the reduction gear. Having too big a prop, which will limit engine rpm, can be
just as bad as too small a prop, leading to engine damage.

Swept Area
Another consideration is blade area. Up to a certain point, typically 50 to 55 percent (of the circle swept by the blades), more surface area in the prop is better. Swept area varies tremendously
among manufacturers.

Pitch
The next consideration is prop pitch (or blade twist). The more pitch you have, up to a point, the
more the prop will push you ahead with each revolution. Pitch is limited by cavitation on the
blades, and by the engine’s ability to push the boat as fast as the prop would like it to go.

Blade Shape
Although there are as many debates about this issue as about anything else to do with boats,
there are a few generalities. Blades with a twisted shape, like a conventional prop, are more efficient than straight blades, like some of the low-drag racing props. The area close to the hub
doesn’t do much work, while that near the tips is highly efficient. Blade shape affects noise, cavitation, the ability to reverse easily, and of course, overall efficiency.

How Many Blades?
Two-bladed props are theoretically the most efficient configuration. However, it is tough to get
sufficient diameter to put enough blade surface into the water with just two blades, so three blades
often end up on the most efficient sailboats. On powerboats, five- and even six-bladed props are
not uncommon! Three-bladed props are better balanced, so are quieter underway as well.
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Tip Clearance

Feathering props without blade camber (twist) tend to be noisy, so require
greater tip clearance to reduce noise
coming into the boat.This Max Prop has
a heavily built support bracket, allowing
for a 30-percent clearance between the
edge of the blade and hull bottom.

Tip clearance — the distance between the hull and
the outer edge of the blade — is an absolute situation
in which more is better. However, the ideal minimum
varies with hull shape and propeller design. A flat bottom with a flat-bladed prop should have about 30 percent tip clearance, but the same hull with a more
efficient twisted blade might get away with a 15-percent tip clearance. A 30-percent tip clearance with a
24-inch (600mm) prop would be about 7.2 inches
(180 mm).
When you begin to cheat on tip clearance, two
things happen. First, the prop wash gets noisy, and
that becomes annoying inside the boat. Second, you
start to get cavitation off the prop tips, reducing efficiency.
Now, you’re sitting there thinking: I want the biggest possible prop, but need lots of tip clearance, and
I only have so much room — so what do I do?
Experiment. As we said in the beginning, it’s tough
to calculate all of this on paper.

Apertures
Another consideration is what sort of opening your prop sits in. If it’s a modern canoe body,
with the prop sitting happily in open water, you’re fine. But if you have a propeller that sits in a
cutout between keel and rudder, knock off a few more efficiency points. If the keel area ahead of
the prop isn’t faired to a nice clean edge, go back another couple of notches.

Overpropping
Engine builders typically want to see the prop/reduction gear setup allow the engine to come up
to its full speed. The problem is that with the typical cruising sailboat, you spend most of your
time running at a much lower spot on the rpm gauge. As a result, the engine spends most of its life
lightly loaded, which diesel engines do not enjoy.
One answer is to overprop — that is, use a prop/reduction gear design oriented toward a lower
operating engine rpm. This is much more efficient for the prop and the engine. Fuel economy
improves, the engine is happier running at a higher load, and the boat is quieter.
Sounds like a slam dunk, right? The problem is that if you try to run the engine higher than the
prop will allow it to turn, all kinds of bad things happen to the engine. The engine builders really
don’t like to see this type of approach employed. However, if you are careful with engine management, it makes a lot of sense. We’ve been doing it for years with our custom boats, as well as
on all our personal yachts.
The key is to be sure to always run at no more than 80 percent of the engine’s available power.
There are two ways to check this. One is by measuring exhaust-gas temperature, comparing it to
the published engine data (engine exhaust heat corresponds closely to the engine loading). The
second is to keep an eye on your exhaust color and rpm.
Here’s how this works. You want to momentarily find the point at which the engine begins to
“lug,” or becomes overloaded. The two indications of
this are sluggish response or no response to the throttle
and/or a dark smoke from the exhaust (unburned fuel).
Once this point is established, back off 20 percent on
rpm ,and you’ll be at about the 80 percent point on
available power.
When in doubt, err on the side of caution. Reduce
revs a little more.

Measuring Efficiency
Any time you see prop turbulence
at the surface like this, you know a
lot of power is going to waste.

How do you know how efficient your present setup
is? First, measure your fuel consumption in smooth,
windless conditions. Diesel engines burn about 0.4
pounds of fuel per horsepower per hour, or about one
U.S. gallon for every 18 horsepower used. Armed with
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your consumption/horsepower calculation, go to Skene’sElements of Yacht Design and calculate
the required horsepower to move you at the speed you were traveling. With that and the actual
horsepower the engine used, you can arrive at prop efficiency (plus or minus 5 to 10 percent). It’s
an excellent way to jump into this whole area and will give you a baseline for comparison when
deciding what, if anything, you want to do.

Cruising Considerations
There are a series of issues to be addressed as you figure out how to deal with this propeller
conundrum. First is the relative importance of sailing (and maneuvering under sail) as compared
to powering.
You may find youself where you want both at different times during your cruising. Since fixed
props are typically fairly reasonable in cost (especially reconditoned), some cruisers carry a sailing and a powering prop.
When you consider powering, you need to decide if speed or range is most important. If you
plan to short-hop, and schedule is important, then a prop allowing the engine to come up to full
rpm and to develop full power will be a better bet than overproping, which is more efficient but
limits top speed. If you expect to be powering to windward or motorsailing upwind, you’ll
require more prop efficiency than motorsailing downwind or powering in smooth conditions.
Also consider control under power. Some props have better stopping power than others, and
some display less stern “walk.”

Trade-Offs
Of course there have to be some trade-offs in all of this. On one hand, we are talking about sailboats — and the bigger and more efficient the prop is, the more drag it will have under sail. That
drag can be enormous, costing as much as 15 to 20 percent of boatspeed to windward, plus slowing down your tacking to a point that might get you into trouble in close quarters.
In deciding which way to go, there are some other considerations. If you have plenty of power
available in your engine, and lots of fuel capacity for your needs, prop efficiency won’t be as critical. On the other hand, if you feel your boat is underpowered in some conditions, or if your range
under power needs boosting, it may be a lot less expensive to work on prop efficiency rather than
adding tanks or a new, bigger engine.
Remember, going from a 25-percent efficient prop to a 50-percent efficiency is the same as doubling your range or engine size!

Fixed-Blade Sailing Props
The simplest and least exspensive solution to the sailing issues is to use a two-bladed prop of
cutdown area. This reduces drag, but prop efficiency suffers as well. In best cirucmstances, one
of these props will put maybe 25 percent of the engine’s power actually into the water.

Folding Propellers

Both Martec
Twenty-five years ago Walt Beck pioneered the
(top) and Gori
folding propeller at Martec. These were initially
(bottom)
used on race boats and gradually began to find their
make reasonway onto cruisers. These props fold into a streamably efficient
lined shape when sailing and open under centrifufolding props
gal force when the engine is on.
fo r f o r w a r d
We used a Martec folder on Intermezzo and
propulsion.
However, neifound that the sailing difference between it and our
ther of these
fixed three-blader, which we carried as a spare,
works particuwas about 20 miles a day in the southeast trades.
l a ry w e l l i n
We put the fixed prop on for better control running
reverse, a key
the passes in the Tuamotus, but Intermezzo felt so
handling consluggish under sail that we changed back right
sideration.
away. From a safety standpoint I felt it was better
to be able to sail and maneuver in tight spots at
maximum efficiency rather than be forced to depend on the diesel to get us out of a sticky situation.
But the Martec type of wheel doesn’t have enough blade area to be very efficient, and they are
not extremely strong in reverse.

Maxi Props
We saw our first Maxi Prop in the late 1970s in Cape Town, South Africa. It was streamlined
when feathered, and seemed to have enough blade area to offer some advantages under power. I
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particularly liked the feature that allowed one to disassemble the prop and change the pitch.
The only question I had in my mind was would it stand
up?
Well, that was 16 years ago. Since then we’ve used over
44 Maxi Props on boats we’ve owned or built for others,
and they’ve been remarkably trouble-free. We even once
had one of our 74-footers pick up a piece of 1/2-inch
(12mm) chain on the prop, wrap it around the hub, and
break the chain, with only superficial damage to the prop.
Because the blades feather and are symmetrical (i.e.,
there is no twist), they are as efficient in reverse as forward.
Maxi Props are now available with
This gives excellent stopping power, aiding maneuverabilan external pitch adjustment. All that
is required to change pitch is a quick
ity in tight spots. Because the thrust is symmetrical they
swim and a turn of the pitch collar
also exhibit less sideways torque, making it easier to conahead of the hub.This makes it possitrol direction in reverse.
ble to optimize pitch for likely condiWhere they fall down is in efficiency. That lack of twist
tions — more pitch for motorsailing,
reduces
prop efficiency in most cases to around 40 to 45
less for banging into head seas.
percent. You may hear higher numbers, but we’ve tested
Maxi Props extensively and have found that overall this is
about where they fall. Compared to a small-bladed sailing prop or a folder, this is quite good.
If you are looking at a Maxi or similar style of non-twisted prop, give your propeller-tip speed
careful thought. We’ve found that at up to 95 feet (30 m) per second they have reasonable efficiency. However, above this prop-tip speed, their efficiency diminishes rapidly and the prop
appears to cavitate excessively.
To keep tip speed down, you need the biggest reduction gear possible, so that the blade turns
slowly, and as much swept area as you can get (largest hub), which allows you to reduce diameter
a bit, thereby reducing tip speed. The smaller the engine you are using, and/or the less horsepower
you need to get into the water, the smaller the prop, and again, the lower the tip speed. As boats
and horsepower requirements grow, the Maxi Prop becomes a less favorable choice.
You will also want to look at the swept-blade area. For a given diameter, the swept area varies
with hub diameter. Larger hubs (with stronger gears) have more swept area and hence are more
efficient (but they cost more!).

Luke Propellers
Luke props
fe a t h e r a n d
offer the efficiency and
quiet running
of cambered
blades. However, they have
h i g h e r d ra g
under sail.

The original Hyde feather prop, made for the last 30 or so
years by Paul Luke, is also a feathering prop. However,
these props have twisted blades, so they are much more efficient. In the correct situation they can range from 45 to 55
percent in efficiency — with a couple of drawbacks. First,
they have a large hub, which when combined with the
twisted blades adds to sailing drag. They are not nearly as
draggy as a fixed prop, but neither are they as good under
sail as a folding or untwisted feathering propeller. They also
share the same (negative) traits as fixed props in reverse.
Still, if you want good powering and are willing to give up
some sailing performance, one might make sense for you.

Controllable-Pitch Props
Another approach is a controllable-pitched prop. You can get small CP wheels from SAAB, and
larger ones from Hundestadt. These have the advantage of allowing a large-diameter,
three-bladed wheel that can be feathered when sailing. Additionally, you can adjust propeller
pitch for conditions encountered — lots of pitch and slow rpm when motorsailing and more RPM
and a flatter pitch when punching into head seas.
These props can be very efficient under power. We’ve had real-world experience with a VP2
Hundestadt on Beowulf, averaging better than 60 percent efficiency.
In addition, the propeller pitch can be reversed so that when you put the transmission into forward, the prop pulls you astern (and vise versa). This in turn reverses the direction of prop “walk”
— a huge advantage. This stern torque can be used to pull the stern in either direction, allowing
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The Hundested gear is robust and heavy. This VP2 in Beowulf ’s
engine room (below) weighs almost 200 pounds (91 kg).The electric motor in the upperleft corner of the photo controls pitch setting. In an emergency you can easily crank in pitch by hand.

Beowulf ’s VP2 Hundested
(above) and the VP4 on Galatea
(below) — highly efficient under
power, but approximately 75
percent more drag under sail
than a comparable Maxi Prop
with streamlined blades.

One of the biggest
hurdles with a Hundestadt system is
the extra length
required for the
g e a r. T h e u p p e r
sketch shows the
engine/prop shaft
relationship in the
Sundeer 64. The
lower dr awing is
with the same
engine, and comparable rudder relationships, but using
the Hundested gear
(a VP3). In order to
fit in the Hundested
you need to add
almost 3 feet (0.9
m), plus raise the
engine.

you to pull the stern toward or away from the dock, going to
port or starboard. When trying to reverse directly out of tight
spot, reducing pitch also reduces stern walk, so that it takes
less distance before you are moving in a straight line. And, if
you are trying to use prop walk to rotate over, pitching
increases the prop torque and pulls you around faster. With
these abilities you can maneuver under power into some unbelievably tight spaces.
The one negative with CP props is the drag from their largediameter hubs and twisted blades. When we did the prop engineering for Beowulf we estimated that the sailing drag from
this prop would double compared to a Maxi Prop. We estimate
that this costs an average of a couple of miles a day. But, the
powering advantages — and more important to us, the maneuvering advantages — make it worthwhile.
Another negative with CP props is that they have a gearbox
that goes after the engine, adding substantially to the drive line
length. Also, they are heavy.
Still, if you want efficiency
and good control when
maneuvering, they are wonderful.
If you decide to go this
route, consider how to control
the pitch. If the transmission
is close by the cockpit, and
you are using the pitch control to optimize cruise efficiency, you can get by with a
manual control. This is typically a small-diameter handle
that can be rotated in one
direction or the other to control pitch. There is usually a
stop at the feathered position.
Keep track of how many turns
gets you to the normal pitch
setting, then optimize from
this using your exhaust gas
temperature as a guide.
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However, when you want to use the prop to help in
maneuvering, you need faster action. If this is the case,
Hundested offers an electric control along with analog
pitch meters. Mounted close to the helm, these make
handling a dream.

Autoprops
The Autoprop works on a different principle than the
rest of the propellers we’ve been discussing. The blades
are oriented around a pivot axis and automatically
assume a natural, theoretically efficient angle of attack.
The blades set themselves to the correct pitch for the
required sea state and boatspeed.
The reports we have read indicate that they offer a
large improvement over fixed props and folding props.
I suspect that they will power better than the Maxi Props
as well.
The Autoprop is a clever approach
to automatic pitch control and
appears to work well. However,
check relative noise levels with this
prop on your hull shape. Some folks
have found them to be quite noisy
under certain conditions.

Gori Props

Gori, a European company, has developed an interesting new design — a folding prop (for low drag) with
three twisted blades. On paper it looks excellent. They
also have an overdrive feature whereby the blades are
over-rotated for motorsailing or powering at slower
speeds.
We tested one of these props when doing powering
trials on the early Sundeer 64s, and found it to have forward ability comparable to the Maxi Prop.
Where it fell down in our trials was its reversing ability. It was not nearly as efficient going astern.
We were one of the early testers of the Gori prop and I’m sure they’ve learned a lot since then.
I’d seriously consider it and the Maxi for one of our future projects.

Getting It Right
If you are a little confused by all of this prop stuff, you’re in good company. Everyone else in
the marine field is, too — it doesn’t help to be the U.S. Navy, or to have the most powerful computer in the world. In the end, what works best for everyone is cut and try.
Do your engineering to hopefully get you into the ballpark — then test in the real world. This
provides a benchmark from which to do your fine tuning.
So, unless you are working from a known sistership, expect to do a bit of experimenting!
This is not as bad as it sounds, since prop pitch and diameter are easily modified by a local prop
shop. And in almost all cases, props can be easily changed in the water.

Propeller Protection
If you intend to spend much time powering in logging country, or where extensive fish traps are
used, some form of propeller protection may be in order.
On commercial fishing boats, various sorts of cages are constructed around the prop to keep
nets clear. This same approach is easy to execute on most yachts. Using steel or aluminum piping,
a removable cage can be fabricated for well under $1,000 on most vessels. The key is attachment
to the hull. If you have a metal hull, welding on a tab or two is quick. With fiberglass or timber, a
through-bolted mounting pad will be necessary. Usually the cage will run on each side of the prop
and under the bottom.
Another approach for repelling lines and nets is a set of spurs. This is like a Cuisinart blade
which slips on the prop shaft ahead of the propeller and just aft of the support strut.
There’s a penalty in form drag that needs to be weighed against the trouble of going swimming
from time to time to cut a sheet or lobster-pot pendant free.

Keep It Clean!
Having dug through all of this data on prop efficiency, there’s one more issue about which you
ought to be aware. Prop efficiency is drastically reduced by even a thin coating of slime. Six to
eight weeks after cleaning in the tropics, there will be enough growth on your prop to cost you an
easy 10 percent. Allow a light scale to build up and that loss will jump to 20 percent. If the prop
has been sitting around for a year or so, and there’s 1/4 inch (6 mm) of crustaceans along for the
ride, you will be lucky to get any forward propulsion. Keep it clean!
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POWER TAKEOFF
In most cruising installations, accessories are run off the front of the engine (the PTO pulley).
You may be turning a damage-control pump, fridge compressor, and one or more alternators.
Odds are you will want to turn these at a higher speed than the engine, requiring a large-diameter
pulley.
A whole series of factors should be carefully considered. Get them right, and you will have
years of trouble-free service. Otherwise, these accessories and their belt drives will be a source of
continuing frustration.

Brackets
Brackets are subject to many
hours of vibration and bending
loads and should always be
made from heavy-gauge steel.
Aluminum, although lighter,
does not stand up well to vibration.
The vibration is a function of
the engine balance, the natural
tendency of a diesel to create
“torsionals” with each power
stroke in the individual cylinders, and the load placed by the
accessories themselves.
The brackets need to be
strong enough not to bend
under load.
An example of the loads felt
by brackets: watermaker
pumps and fridge pumps use
between 1.5 and 2.5 horsepower each; and a good-sized
12-volt alternator will consume
6 to 8 horsepower, with 24-volt
alternators taking 50 percent
more.
Finding a place to attach
brackets is often a problem. It is
always best to find a dedicated
bracket mounting point, such as
an unused motor-mount pad on
the engine block. Avoid sharing
attachment points with other
accessories. Brackets mounted
off the engine are rarely successful, as they tend to transmit
noise to the hull — and since
they do not vibrate directly with
the engine, they put excess
loads from vibration on the
accessories.

Generally, the
best way to attach
a bracket to the
engine is to bolt it
onto the motor
mount pads on
the engine block
and then pick up
the edge with a
motor mount, as
shown here. (The
alternator is not
yet mounted).

The starboard-side bracket on the Sundeer 64 was a real challenge.
It had to deal with a large alternator that required up to 9 horsepower,
plus a heavy-duty damage-control pump that would take 4 horsepower. Needless to say, the bracket was a very heavy weldment.
Note the plastic drip shield between the damage-control pump and
alternator, just in case the pump springs a leak.

Alignment
After having a strong bracket, making sure that the drive and accessory pulley are exactly in line
is the next key issue. These two pulleys should be as close to exactly on as you can get. Even a
1/16-inch (1.5mm) misalignment will cause havoc with belt wear.

Belt Tensioning
Proper belt tension is critical to good performance. If the belt it too loose, slippage will create
heat (in addition to belt wear), and that heat eventually affects accessory bearings. In higher
power applications you simply will not be able to transfer power from the engine to the accessory
without proper tension.
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There are many ways to build in a belt-tensioning device.The simplest is to use a bolt to pulley the
alternator away from the engine (upper left illustration). If the device in question is base-mounted
(the way a fridge compressor is typically installed), then bolts can be used to push (top right) or pull
the accessory into the correct tension.
Or, as is shown in the two lower photos, a small turnbuckle can be worked into the mix.

The typical method of tension is to use a long screwdriver or chunk of pipe as a lever, then brace
yourself for a real effort. With lower power accessories, this will work. But as power requirements
increase, so does belt tension. At some point it becomes nearly impossible to attain the right
amount of tension.
This is where some form of screw adjuster comes into play. We have used a variety of schemes
over the years, typically employing a simple threaded rod with a nut bearing against the accessory
in question. These are easy to make up and save a lot of trouble over time.

PTO Capacity
You will want to check the PTO capability of your engine against the power needed to run your
accessories. The engine manufacturer will advise you of their limitations. PTO capacity is typically a function of how the PTO pulley is attached, engine rpm, crank-shaft size, front-bearing
capacity, along with the weight and size of the drive pulley.
Most small engines afford 3 or 4 horsepower at low rpm without complaint. As you get into
larger alternators, you need to watch these factors.

Engine Loading
No diesel engine likes to run for long periods in a relatively unloaded state. The bigger the
engine, and/or the higher the performance of the engine, the less it likes this situation. Running
the engine for long periods like this causes glazing of cylinder walls and rings, as well as excessive carbon buildup. Of course, this is exactly what most of us do for a majority of the hours on
the engine. So what can be done to mitigate the damage?
The first thing is to periodically run the engine hard under full load while powering. We typically try to get in 15 to 20 minutes of high-load powering for every five or so hours of charging.
This reduces glazing and blows out built-up carbon. Note that this means running the engine hard,
right up near max rpm, with engine heat up at the top end of the operating range.
The second thing to do is to adhere strictly to an oil-maintenance program. Using some of the
high-tech oil-treatment systems discussed later will also help.

Drive Pulley Design
The relationship of the PTO drive pulley to accessory pulleys is determined by several factors.
First, you need to determine what the ideal high speed idle rpm will be for your engine. Then,
look at what rpm range you want a given accessory to run.
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Say you have a fridge compressor that you want to turn at 3,000 rpm, and you want to run the
engine at 1,000 rpm at anchor. This gives you a 3-to-1 drive ratio. Since the clutch pulley on the
fridge compressor is probably 6 inches (150 mm), this would require a drive pulley with an 18inch (450mm) diameter. That’s not practical, so the fridge compressor will be limited to about 2to-1 at best.
Alternators are easier to deal with, however. With a 12-inch (305mm) drive pulley, the odds are
you’ll be using a 3-inch (75mm). This would give you a drive ratio of 4-to-1, so that at 1,000 rpm
the alternator would be spinning at 4,000. Since most alternators begin to hit their stride at around
3,500 rpm, this seems ideal.
However, you need to look at what happens when the engine is up to speed, as all accessories
have an rpm limit, above which they become very unhappy.
Since most alternators are limited to between 7,500 and 10,000 rpm, if you were using a highspeed diesel that cruised at 3,300 rpm, the 4-to-1 ratio would have the alternator turning at 13,000
rpm! The 4-to-1 would work with a low rpm engine, but with higher top speed, the drive-pulley
diameter would have to be reduced.
The more accessories you run on the front of the engine, the deeper the drive pulley will be. The
problem here comes with bending load on the crank shaft. The loads that are taken at the end farthest away from the engine’s PTO have the highest bending “arm.”
To minimize this load, arrange accessories so that the highest power requirements are dealt
with closest to the PTO, and lightest loads at the end of the drive pulley.
Pulley weight, balance, and finish are all important to belt life, engine front seal, and bearing
wear. The drive pulley should be as light as possible, polished carefully, and balanced perfectly.

Lay Shafts
Lay shafts sound wonderful in theory. The
PTO is used on the main engine to drive an intermediate shaft. To this shaft are connected a number of accessories like fridge compressors,
alternators, pumps, and maybe a dive compressor. To get really sophisticated, a smaller diesel
can be used to power the lay shaft from the opposite end, in which case clutches are required to
disconnect the engine not being used.
In the real world, however, there are some
problems. To begin with, lay shafts tend to be
heavy, expensive, and excessively noisy. It is
not uncommon for lay shafts to be noisier than
the engines to which they are attached. And,
heaven forbid, should a belt ever fail, you may
end up with a huge project to get new belts into
place.
On the other hand, they do allow a lot of accessories to be run of the main engine.
We’ve fitted lay shafts to a number of vessels
over the years, including one of our own (which
we later removed). My feeling is that once you
understand the true costs of the lay shaft, not to
mention the noise issues, other means of achieving the objective become more palatable. Perhaps a small genset, or changing a couple of
accessories to DC drive, will eliminate the need
for the lay shaft.
If you go with a lay shaft, there are several
issues to take into account. Alignment between
the drive and lay-shaft pulleys must be spot-on.
Belt engineering should be conservative. The
lay shaft and related brackets must be tied to the
engine mounts so that the two entities vibrate
together. Mounting the engine in one spot and
the lay shaft elsewhere — unless a CV axle is
used — will result in premature bearing and seal
failure on the driving engine.

The lay shaft on Sundeer lasted less than a year
before I changed to engine-mounted alternators and damage-control pump and put a 24volt DC motor on the watermaker. The new
system was lighter, more efficient, and left more
space in the engine room.
Jim Schmidt uses a lay shaft to drive all of
Wakaroa’s accessories. It can be run with either
the main engine or a small auxiliary engine.
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Next to pumps, V-belts cause the most annoying
maintenance problems when cruising. If they are the
right design for the job, properly installed, and correctly tensioned, they will give you thousands of
hours of trouble free life.
But since this is not typically the case, be prepared
with lots of spare belts!

How They Work
V-belts transmit power with their sides, not their
bottom. They depend upon a certain amount of contact area with the pulleys to get the job done. This
brings into play several factors.
The first is belt wrap. Under ideal conditions, with
a 1-to-1 pulley ratio, each belt will wrap around 180
degrees of pulley. However, with a stepped-up system, as we normally use on boats, the belt wrap will
be greater on the drive pulley and less on the accessory pulley. This degrades the performance of the
belt. One way to mitigate the belt-wrap problem with
Most cruising yachts today have
the smaller pulley is to move the two pulleys further
a large selection of accessories
apart, as this reduces angular change between the two.
attached to the main engine.The
Another way to make the belts more efficient is to
belts driving them are frequently
increase the size of both pulleys. There are, of course,
the weak link in the system.
some practical limits with drive-pulley size and
weight. Also, check on maximum allowable belt speed. Belt speed is a function of engine rpm and
pulley circumference. For a given rpm, as diameter and circumference increase, so does belt
speed.

Types of Belts
There are literally dozens of types of V-belts — all sorts of designs, constructions, power ratings, and configurations. Two similar-looking belts may have vastly different power ratings.
The typical automotive belt, which you’d buy in an auto parts shop, may be able to handle 3
horsepower. If you step up a grade and go to an industrial belt, such as the Gates High Power II,
for a couple of dollars more, you’ll double that rating. It’s usually necessary to visit an industrial
belt distributor in order to obtain higher rated industrial belts.
Belts are typically sold in cogged and smooth designs. Cogged belts generally have higher
power ratings and grip the pulleys better.
You can also buy adjustable belting, which can be used at any required length. This works great
in a pinch, but only for low-power applications.

Horsepower Ratings
If you consult an industrial belt engineer about your application, he’ll run your system through
a computer program. He’ll want to know the rpm at which the belt is expected to operate, required
power, pulley diameter, and the distance between the pulleys.
The engineer will then specify several belt types, In the process, he’ll predict how many hours
of operation to expect.
It is amazing just how much power you can transmit. With high-quality cogged belts, using a 2to-1 pulley ratio and belt life of around 1,000 hours, a single belt will handle close to eight horsepower. However, to do this, belt tension and alignment must be exact! We’ve found (the hard way)
that for most people, this situation is too aggressive, and it is better to de-rate the belts down to the
4-horsepower range.
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Belt Tension
We’ve now mentioned belt tension, which is critical to long
life, a couple of times. The problem comes in determining the
correct tension. Your engine manuals may indicate tension
requirements. Belt engineers can also offer figures.
Our experience with large alternators and their high power
requirements has been that a new belt should start life at around
75 to 80 pounds (34 to 36 kg) of tension. After the initial breakin period where the belt is stretching, this tension should drop to
the 50-to-60-pound (23 to 27 kg) range. Most industrial belt
suppliers have inexpensive and easy-to-use devices for measuring belt tension.
Before we leave this subject, be aware that overtightening can
also be a problem, leading to premature bearing failure.

It is usually possible to tie off a
second set of belts on the front
of the engine or at each accessory on a lay shaft.This makes it
much simpler to change a belt!

Dusting
All belts make a certain amount of dust when running. However, if the correct belt is being used, if it is set at the proper tension, and if pulleys are correctly aligned, dusting should be
minimal. More than a small amount of dust is cause to investigate.

One Belt or Two?
If you have a minimum of accessories, it makes sense to
transfer power with dual belts. Thus loads are split, and most of
the time, belts can loaf along.
With multiple accessories, however, using dual belts makes
for a large, heavy drive pulley. This puts more load on the engine
PTO, front bearing, and front oil seal. Over the years we’ve
found that with multiple accessories, it’s better to work hard to
make the single-belt systems efficient, thereby reducing PTO
loading.

When you cannot find the
correct belt length, or have an
inside belt that needs changing
and not enough time to do it
right, adjustable belting will provide a temporary fix. However,
watch tension carefully, and
reduce loads if possible, as these
belts don’t handle the same
horsepower as regular V-belts.

Multi-Belt Systems
Odds are you’ll have a bunch of belts on the front end of the
engine. When the time comes to change a belt, Murphy will
make sure it is the innermost belt — meaning you have to
remove all the outer belts to get to that inner belt!
The one way around this is to put on an extra set of inner belts.
Tie them out of the way so they are available when needed.

Dealing with the Unexpected
Over the course of cruising, all sorts of problems may crop off
with your V-belts and related accessories. It may be that you
cannot find the correct length of replacement belt, or that your
own belts are on their last legs. Perhaps the bearings are going
out on one of the accessories.
There are a variety of things you can do to keep going. One is
to carry some “belt dressing.” Available in solid and spray form,
it increases the friction between belts and pulleys. If a belt has
stretched too far to tighten properly, sometimes a little belt
dressing is just enough to get the job done — but do not make a
steady habit of using it.
If a bearing is going, reducing belt tension will often help
delay the point of total demise.
You can also reduce the power requirements of your accessories by reducing output. With alternators, cutting back on the
regulator reduces the load on bearings and belts at the same time.

There is a relationship
between pulley diameter,
horsepower, and rpm. When
the loads get really high, it may
be necessary to go to multiple
belts. In this photo, we are
turning a 9kW DC alternator
that requires 20 horsepower.
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Since much of the systems logic to be employed later in this chapter depends on engine reliability, a word is in order on how to start a balky engine.
The nice thing about a diesel engine is that there’s very little to go wrong with it. If you can get
fuel to the engine, and get the engine to turn over, it will start. The difficulty comes in cranking
speed. To get those first shots of diesel to explode under compression, a cold diesel needs a good
turn of speed from the starter to generate enough heat. When there’s a problem starting a diesel,
it’s usually electrical in nature. It’s possible that the batteries are low, or there may be a wiring
problem, or perhaps the starter solenoid or starter itself is bad.
Electrical difficulties normally develop over a period of time. The engine appears to take longer
to start each time it’s used. Perhaps there’s a bad cell in the battery bank and the entire bank is flat.
When you get to the point where there may not be enough punch left to get the engine to fire,
there’s a short-term solution. Give the engine a shot of ether. The ether speeds up the combustion
process, and a diesel that wouldn’t have a prayer of starting normally will fire right off with ether.
This gives you a chance to get the batteries charged and/or sort out the other problems.
But ether must be used carefully. Too big a dose can damage the valves or pistons. And a messy
dose, if sparked off, can damage you. You can hold a rag, soaked in ether, at the air vent, or give a
squirt from an aerosol can. A one-second burst from the aerosol can should do the trick. A diesel
mechanic I know also recommends using WD40. It’s less volatile and therefore less likely to damage the engine if too much is used.
If you have a mechanical transmission (as opposed to hydraulic), the engine can be started by
sailing. Many diesels will start at five or so knots of boatspeed (just like pushing a car when you
were a kid!). Some smaller diesel engines have the option of hand-crank starting. It’s really nice
to know that regardless of what happens to your electrical system, the engine (or generator set)
can be fired off with a little arm muscle.
However, there are a couple of major considerations to make this a feasible alternative. First,
you need room to swing the crank. As self-evident as this may seem, probably two-thirds of the
boats we’ve seen with hand-crank capabilities can’t benefit from it, as the crew can’t get into a
reasonable position to exert leverage. Second, there will usually be a pressure-relief valve for the
cylinders. Actuating this valve allows the crew to spin the engine, getting the flywheel up to speed
without having to fight compression. Obviously, access to the compression relief must be good.

Startwell Engineering in the UK make a spring starter that can be bolted onto the
engine when the batteries (or the electric starter) die. A small crank is used to wind up
the spring, using the shaft at the upper left of the photo.The red handle is then pulled to
release the spring and spin the engine. At around $700, this may make more sense than
carrying a spare starter motor.
A key consideration will be access to the starter motor.

FUEL SYSTEM
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Feed a diesel clean fuel and it will run forever. But let a
small amount of water or dirt get to the injection pump and
you’re in for some headaches.

Filters
Most fuel filters use paper cartridges to take out contaminants down to a 30- to 40-micron size, or about the size of
a typical blood cell. You can get even finer filters, but they
clog up more quickly.
The engine will usually have a fuel filter mounted right
ahead of the lift pump. You should have larger-capacity filters in the line to augment the system. Size and types vary,
but it’s best to go with large filters. The bigger they are, the
more capacity before they need changing, and the finer
screen size they can have.
You may want to use two filters with a “Y” selector valve.
This allows a quick changeover and a leisurely approach
when it is convenient to changing the dirty cartridge. Having a vacuum-pressure gauge mounted in line will let you
know when the fuel filters are dirty enough to change, but
before they begin to starve the engine. Racor and Dahl are
two of the more popular filters available today — both
wo r k w e l l . O n S u n d e e r w e ex p e r i m e n t e d w i t h
industrial-type filters made by the Electrolube Corporation. These are so efficient they get down to particles as
small as three to five microns. Using a hybrid filter material
with a variety of ingredients and more surface area than
other types, they don’t plug up as quickly. They even have
a biocide to kill diesel bacteria when it’s present. Conventional filters don’t tackle bacteria.
While we’ve rarely had problems with fuel over the
years, we still like to have as much protection for the engine
as possible. So, when the time came to specify a system for
Beowulf we went with a dual-manifold Racor system with
30-micron filters as a primary, and a 2-micron Racor filter
as a secondary, both ahead of the day tank. These get a single shot at the fuel. The engine’s fuel filter is continuously
working on the day-tank fuel as the excess fuel is recycled
back and forth between day tank and injection pump.
You’ll want to know if the fuel filters have a bypass to
allow fuel to flow when the filter itself is plugged. There are
two schools of thought here. One says you don’t want the
engine to quit, or be starved for fuel if the filter is plugged.
(In a diesel engine, the fuel actually provides a substantial
amount of the cylinder cooling, more so than even the salt
water in the heat exchangers — so running a fuel-starved
engine can lead to serious damage.) The other argument is
that you don’t want to let dirty or waterlogged fuel into the
engine, since it will do other forms of damage. I think the
best compromise is two filters, a selector valve, a vacuum
gauge with which you can keep track of filter condition,
and a non-bypass filter design.

The ideal fuel-filtering system is to
have two filters selectable with a Yvalve.Thus, when one unit needs to be
replaced, you can keep the engine running with the other.You can plumb this
yourself (top photo) or get a preplumbed system from Racor or Dahl.

Changing filter s can be
messy. Using a plastic bag
(above) or having a drip tray
(below) contains the spilled
diesel or lube oil.
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Filter Installation
There are several installation considerations on
fuel filters. First, if you spill fuel when removing
the filter, where does it go? Is there room for a
bucket or catch tray under the filter? If the spilled
fuel ends up in your bilge, you’ll be smelling it for
months! How about access to get the filters in and
out? It’s a good idea to install a shut-off valve
between filter and tank, and between filter and
engine, so that when you break the fuel-line suction, a minimum of air is trapped. This makes it
easier to bleed the system after you have replaced
the filters.
While most modern filters remove dirt and water,
some are specialized for one job or the other. Just
remember that you need to remove both!

Day Tanks
A lot of experienced cruisers like to have a day
tank in their fuel system, where several hours (or
more) of fuel is fed periodically into a tank that will
use gravity to feed the engine’s lift pump. This way,
you know that regardless of what happens with filAn aluminum
ters or the lift pump, there’s always a certain
day tank with
amount of clean fuel ready to be used (assuming, of
fuel filters and
lift
pumps
course, the low-level alarm in the day tank goes off
mounted alongwhen the clogged filters restrict fuel flow).
side. This tank
A day tank will typically be fed from your hull
holds 20 gallons
(77 liters).
tanks with an electric lift pump actuated by some
Either lift
form of on/off float switch within the day tank. Or,
pump can be
if you have a larger tank, you can pump fuel manuselected with
ally or use a toggle switch to turn the electric lift
the Y-valves.
pump on.
Where we’ve had a long lift from the fuel tanks to
the engine, we’ve always used a day tank. However, they do take up space and are an additional
system that can cause problems. If the engine isn’t too much higher than the fuel source, when the
fuel tanks are near empty I’d forget about the day tank.
If you do have an electric system to fill the day tank, actuated by a float switch, you can count
the pump cycles to keep track of your fuel consumption. Ideally there will be float switches to turn
the electric pump on and off, as well as to indicate high and low tank readings. This is usually best
handled with a series of reed switches on a single shaft.

Fuel Lift Pumps
You may also want to consider putting an electric lift pump into the fuel line between the tank
and engine. There are several good units on the market (made by Walbro and Stewart Warner) that
reduce the hassle of bleeding air from the fuel system. They also lessen the load on the engine’s
mechanical fuel lift pump. The design of these pumps allows the engine lift pump to pull through
them if they fail.

RANGE UNDER POWER
We should take a minute to chat about what “range under power” means. First, you have to
determine your usable volume of fuel. This will be less than the theoretical maximum due to filling difficulties, and the inability (or undesirability) of drawing the last of the fuel off the bottom
of the tank. With usable capacity in hand, we then proceed to consumption-per-hour at various
speeds.

RANGE UNDER POWER
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T h e o n ly t i m e w e
picked up dirty fuel during our circumnavigation
was in Bali, from these
drums. By leaving the last
couple of inches (50 mm)
in the bottom, you avoid
most of the muck.
A Baja filter (left) has a
series of very fine screens
that remove water and
dirt from diesel. However, since they do not
remove bacteria, a biocide should be used
whenever you pick up
suspect fuel.

Fuel-Consumption
Diesel engines are conveniently alike when it comes to fuel burned. They generally consume
about four-tenths of one pound (18 grams) of diesel fuel per hour for each horsepower produced.
(The actual figure will vary 10 percent one way or the other, depending on how an engine is being
used and its efficiency at that point). Assuming your fuel weighs in at 6.7 pounds per gallon, that
means for every gallon (3.875 liters) per hour burned, your engine is putting out 16.75 horsepower.
These consumption numbers are generally accurate, whether you’re plugging into a headsea
with the engine working hard or motorsailing along at a good clip with the engine barely doing
any work at all. This is due to the nature of the fuel-injection pump on the engine; it provides just
enough fuel for the engine to do the work required. If the load on the engine is less, fuel consumption will be less — although for any given rpm there is an optimum loading at which the very best
fuel efficiency will be achieved.

Speed-Length Ratio
The speed at which you travel, or more correctly the speed-length ratio, will have a big impact
on your range. The best mileage will be found at a speed-length ratio between 0.95 and 1.05 (to
find your speed-length ratio, divide boat speed by the square root of waterline length — thus 6.6
knots on a 36-foot waterline would be 6.6/6, or 1.1. As the SLR goes up toward 1.3, powering
range will drop as much as 70 percent.

Bottom and Prop Condition
While a small amount of growth on the bottom retards speed modestly, that same amount of
marine life on your prop will have disastrous effects. Even a slight scale, which will find its way
onto most props four to six weeks after cleaning, will knock efficiency by 10 percent or more.
Give the prop another couple of months and you can kiss 25 percent of your speed and range
good-bye.

The Right Prop
Most sailboat props will deliver between 20 and 40 percent of the engine’s efforts to the water.
If you’re not getting the speed or range that you think you should be, one of the first problems to
check propeller efficiency.

Measuring Consumption
The simplest measure of consumption is to check engine hours between refills, dividing quantity of fuel used by hours run. This is best done after a relatively long powering session with consistent apparent-wind and sea conditions. Obviously this can be done after a period of
intermittent use, but for truly accurate data it’s better to go out and run some tests.
Ideally, your test will be carried out first on a calm day. The fuel tank must be carefully topped
off beforehand. Allow plenty of time for the diesel foam to settle down, so you can get that last
gallon of fuel into the tank. Maintain constant rpm on the engine for a couple of hours at your
normal cruising speed. Then refill the tank right to the top. The longer you run, the less filling
variances will affect your final numbers. It many cases, it’s easiest to carry a couple of jerry jugs
aboard and refill from these.
To make shorter runs with better accuracy, disconnect the fuel line from the fuel tank and draw
directly from a jerry jug, measuring by sight fuel consumed. Be sure the jerry jug is well secured!
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Calculating Range
It’s obvious that if you divide your fuel tank capacity by consumption per hour, you’ll know
how many hours (and at what speed) you can power. The tricky part is knowing just how many
usable gallons of fuel there are.
To begin with, it’s always a good idea to leave the last inch (25mm) or so of fuel in the tank as
it’s more than likely your tank will have some water from condensation at the bottom. There’s
also going to be some sludge or dirt at the bottom, unless tanks are periodically cleaned.
To figure out how large your tank is in gallons, multiply the area of the top by the height to get
cubic feet. Then multiply the cubic feet of volume times 7.48 gallons per cubic foot for overall
capacity.
Let’s assume that there are 50 gallons of “usable” fuel in a 55-gallon tank. From our test run we
know we burn 0.85 gallons per hour at 6 knots. Divide 50 gallons by 0.85, and you get 58.82 hours
of running time. Multiply this by our speed, 6 knots, and you get 352 miles of range. Remember,
however, that this is in smooth water with no wind.

Different Conditions
If there’s a light breeze blowing and you can motorsail, it’s possible to cut consumption by as
much as 50 percent at the same or even slightly better speeds. On the other hand, just a 10-knot
headwind can increase fuel consumption (and decrease range) by 15 to 20 percent. Make that 20
knots of head wind and throw in a head sea, and consumption will go up 75 to 100 percent. On
the other hand, if you can motorsail to windward, using a flattened mainsail, perhaps reefed down
and sheeted somewhat to windward, with a 20-degree apparent-wind angle, you can get consumption back toward the smooth water norm (assuming seas are not holding you back).
Ideally, we’d like to test each condition and establish some hard numbers for each. But this may
not be practical. Still, if you keep your tank topped up as you find different conditions, and then
top up again, you’ll collect some valuable data. You can achieve similar results when powering
over long periods of time with an accurate dipstick.
Aboard Sundeer we measured a 10-percent increase in consumption between flat calm and 7
knots of wind in a calm sea. When we experience 12 knots of wind and 2 feet of chop, consumption almost doubles.
So, when you’re calculating your range, do it for calm as well as boisterous conditions.

Daily Charging Allowance
You’ll also have to allow for the daily charging cycle in range. This is a little more exact, as the
consumption on the genset or engine is pretty much standard, even though it will vary slightly
with refrigeration and electrical loading.
Most small diesels burn between 1/4- and 1/2-gallon (1 to 2 liters) a day during charging.

How Much Range Do You Need?
How much range is enough? You can (almost) never have too much. If the fuel is carried low in
the boat, well below the center of gravity, it will help stability so you won’t pay a penalty for having lots of it aboard. If it’s stowed under seats and bunks, you lose good storage space and add
weight to the boat without really helping stability. Another factor is how unpleasant motoring
really is. With a quiet, efficient engine room, you’ll want to motor a lot more than if you’re living
right on top of a noisy engine.
Range under power can be a safety consideration when you’re making long passages. If navigation is difficult or dangerous, the quicker you get through an area, the less time current and drift
can affect your course. And the faster you get a passage over with, the less chance a weather system will have of catching you.
Intermezzo carried 150 gallons (580 liters) of fuel, which gave us a range of about 900 miles (1
gallon, or 3.875 liters per hour, at 6 knots). This seemed to work well, but then she was very quick
in light airs and was unpleasant under power. Intermezzo II carried a little over 350 gallons (1,356
liters) of fuel and had a range of 1,700 miles (1.5 gallons, or 5.87 liters per hour at 7.5 knots). I
couldn’t imagine needing more fuel, but when we built Sundeer we went to 620 gallons (2,400
liters) of fuel. This allowed us to travel faster and farther — 2,500 miles at 8.5 to 9 knots or 1,500
miles at just under 10 knots. Beowulf carries even more fuel — 800 gallons (3,100 liters). At 10
knots she has a range of well over 3,000 miles.
On the other hand we’ve had many friends who have made do with a few hundred miles of
range. Is there a happy minimum medium somewhere? Yes. If you can power 400 to 600 miles at
4 to 5 knots, that’s probably enough to keep you out of trouble in really light airs and through
reef-infested areas.

RANGE UNDER POWER

The chart at right gives basic
horsepower data for several different types of vessels. Data is based
on the following: a clean bottom
and propeller, smooth water (no
wind), and moderate drag from
appendages (keel and rudder).
The data is presented for six different waterline lengths. The displacement (Disp) for each is shown
as well as the displacement-length
ratio (DLR). Horsepower requirements go up or down pretty much
in proportion to displacement, so if
your displacement is above or
below these number s, you can
adjust accordingly.
In the left-hand column of each is
the speed-length ratio (SLR) for
each of the speeds shown. As discussed in the design section, the
SLR is a key determinant of drag
(and thus horsepower needs).
Effective horsepower (EHP) is
shown in the third column from the
left. This is the force required to
propel the vessel in question delivered in the water (i.e., the actual
thrust with which the propeller can
push you forward, after allowing for all
inefficiencies).
To get engine horsepower you
need to adjust for propulsion efficiency. This includes transmission
losses, and the losses from any support bearings, along with prop efficiency.
The three right-hand columns
each show what hor sepower
would be needed based on propulsion efficiencies of 0.25, 0.325, and
0.4. For most sailboats with a feathering or narrow sailing prop, the
0.25 column is about right. If you
have a really good prop, you might
get to the 0.325 column. Very few
yachts will net out at 0.4.
Let’s say your waterline is 30 feet,
and you have a displacement of
20,000 pounds. At a speed of 5.75
knots (SLR of 1.05), the data indicates an EHP of 2.10. You need to
modify this for your heavier displacement (20,000/18,000=1.11).
So 1.11 times 2.10 gives you 2.33
effective horsepower. Assuming an
overall propulsion efficiency of 0.25,
divide EHP by PE. (2.33/0.25 =
9.32 engine horsepower required
to attain this speed.)
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Let’s take this a step further. Assume you have 40 U.S. gallons of diesel fuel, and want to know what
your range under power will be. Most diesels burn about 1 gallon for every 16 horsepower they use. So
first we need to convert horsepower to gallons-per-hour.
In this case, let’s go with the 18,000-pound displacement in the chart above. At an SLR of 1.10, or 6.02
knots, we see we need 10 horsepower at the engine if our propulsion efficiency is 0.25.
If you divide the power required from the engine by 16 to get gallons-per-hour, you will come up with
0.57 gph. Now take the fuel capacity available, in this example 40 gallons, and divide it by the fuel-per-hour
burned (40/0.57=70 hours). Next, multiply the hours by the speed (6.02 knots times 70 hours = 421
nautical miles) to get your range under power.
Keep in mind this is for optimized conditions, with the hull and prop clean as a whistle. It is also a smoothwater no-wind scenario, which is not very realistic.
The following step is to make a “guesstimate” of how much fuel consumption will increase and range
decrease should conditions deteriorate. For moderate conditions — say, 10 knots of true headwind and
a 1-foot wind chop — your drag and fuel consumption will probably increase 30 percent.To get the modified range, multiply existing range by 0.7. In rougher conditions — say, 14 knots of headwind and a 2-foot
chop — fuel consumption and drag will probably double. Therefore you multiply your smooth-water
range by 0.5.
It would be rare to find a boat that fit any of this data exactly. However, if you can find a single realistic
reference point for your own vessel, by checking fuel consumption at a given speed (and speed-length
ratio) you should be able to interpolate up or down based on the numbers presented here.
A few caveats: First, drag at higher speed is very much a function of displacement-length ratio.The data
in these tables is for moderate-displacement vessels. If you are much heavier for your length, the drag will
be higher at higher SLRs. Conversely, if you are quite a bit lighter for your length, drag will be less at higher
speeds.
Here’s another approach to calculating
required power. This will require some simple
math.
First, calculate the weight of your boat in long
tons by dividing total displacement by 2,240. If
your boat weighs 20,000 pounds, this would
make her 8.92 long tons (20,000/2240=8.92).
Next, pick a speed-length ratio. Let’s say that
your waterline length is 30 feet.The square root
of 30 is 5.47. And we want to operate at an SLR
of 1.1 or 6.02 knots (5.47 x 1.1 = 6.02 knots).
In the adjacent chart, find required thrust per
ton on the left-hand side for an SLR of 1.1, or 17
pounds per ton.The thrust required will be 17
times 8.92 for a total of 152 pounds.
The formula for required horsepower (EHP)
is resistance times speed in knots, multiplied by
0.003. For the example above, this works out as
follows: 152 pounds times 6.02 knots (at our
SLR of 1.1) times 0.003 or 2.74 horsepower.
Next, we have to calculate in the losses due to
the drive train and prop. We’ll assume a prop
efficiency of 30 percent. Therefore , for
required horsepower we take 2.74 and divide
by 0.3, for 9.15 horses. Then we have to make
allowances for the transmission at about 10percent loss, as well as for a shaft bearing with
another 2 percent in loss. So 9.15 divided by
0.88 gives a final requirement of 10.4 horsepower.
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Diesel fuel is extremely viscous, much more so than water. As a result, the manufacturing of
diesel tanks can be difficult. The sulphur in diesel fuel can combine with moisture in your tanks
to create real corrosion problems — just as with engine oil.

Tank Materials
As a result of these two factors, choosing the correct material for tanks is somewhat complex.
Black iron was favored for many years because of its apparent resistance to acids. But black iron
rusts and is difficult to keep looking nice. Stainless looks better but has to be used in heavy gauges
in order to last a reasonable length of time. Fiberglass should be ideal because of its resistance to
acids, but is difficult to really get tight enough to prevent minor diesel leaks. (Diesel will leak
through watertight surfaces!) Aluminum tanks, properly welded, seem to be more resistant to the
acids than stainless and don’t have the appearance problems of black iron.
You can see right away that you should be able to remove your tanks without tearing the boat
apart, should the need arise. The only time I would be happy with built-in tanks is in a metal boat,
where they’re welded to the hull.

Buying New
If you’re buying new tanks, they should be pressure-tested regardless of material. The procedure goes like this: Attach all fittings, covers, etc. (sealing off pipes where required), and apply 5
psi air pressure. Then go over all fittings, welds, and joints with soapy water and check for air
leaks. After these have been found and repaired, reapply the air pressure and check again. If the
leaks appear to be stopped, leave the 5 psi in the tank with an air gauge in the line. Turn off the
external air pressure. Come back in 24 hours to be sure you still have the 5 psi air pressure.
How can you check if the tanks that are already installed
are good? One way is with the air pressure test just mentioned. However, it may be that your tanks aren’t strong
enough to take the 5 psi pressure. Another approach is to
use a lot of head pressure. First, try filling the tanks right
up to the top of your fill, allowing time for all the foam to
settle out. This means it may take a couple of hours of
slow-filling at the end to get the fill pipe right up to the top.
Then, double-check fittings, access ports, etc., for leakage
or weeping.

Condensation
All fuel tanks have some condensation. Keeping tanks
filled all the time will reduce condensation, but not completely. To get rid of the condensation, there are two
approaches. The first is a small sump at the bottom of the
tank, which you can periodically drain from the bottom.
Since water is heavier than diesel, it will always be found
at the lowest point of the tank. The second approach is to
have a drain pipe through the top, leading right to the bottom of the tank, to which you can attach a small pump
from time to time.
Your fuel fill pipe should go all the way to the bottom of
the tank. This will reduce the fuel’s tendency to foam,
which can have a big impact on fuel capacity. I like to have
a 2-inch (50mm) fill pipe to help reduce filling time.
The fuel-draw pipe, which leads to the engine, should
have its pickup off the bottom a little bit. This way it stays
out of any water that may accumulate at the bottom.

Separating air from diesel foam can
be a headache. When we fill our
tanks, the air vent is led to a bucket, so
if there is any foam overflow it does
not make a mess on deck.
Racor makes this clever fuel/air separator that does the job in a neater
fashion, by returning the condensed
fuel directly back to the tanks.
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Air Vents
Getting air out of the tanks is difficult but necessary if you want
to get full use of your fuel capacity. The air vent should be at least
half the diameter of the inlet pipe, and led off the highest part of the
tank. If the top of the tank slopes somewhat, so much the better. It’s
critical that your air breather hose or pipe not have any dips in it.
It must run an upward slope to the vent point on deck. Any low
spots will trap diesel, which will in turn block air flow. If this happens, it will be difficult to fill the tank and impossible to top off.
Air vents must be placed
so that chances of getting
rain or spray into them are
m i n i m i ze d . C o a m i n g
sides, and even the transom, can occasionally
allow water into the tanks.
We’ve solved this problem in the past by bringing
the air vents up through a
lifeline stanchion (in this
case through the push pit).

Clean Outs
Having a small access point above the low spot in the tank is a
good idea for inspection and cleaning. The bolts holding this down
should be blind tapped. If not, then bolts with O-ring seals around
their heads must be used to prevent leakage up the threads. “Buna
N” rubber must be used for the gasket. Other rubbers, like neoprene, tend to deteriorate under the influence of diesel.

Bladder Tanks
Heavy-rubber bladder tanks can be used for augmenting your
fuel supply if they’re well-fastened, carried low in the boat, and
chafe protected. However, I haven’t seen any bladder tanks I
would be happy with for long-term usage.

Return Fuel Circuit
All diesel engines pump far more fuel than they burn. The excess fuel is used to cool the injection pump and provide a form of lubrication. As a result, there is a fuel-return plumbing circuit
running from the engine back to the tanks. You usually have the choice of returning the fuel to the
tank from which it was initially drawn, or to another tank. Be careful with this approach, as it is
possible to overfill the lazy tank, in which case the excess will overflow.

Fuel Transfer
If you wish to transfer fuel from one tank to another, the overflow from the engine (as mentioned above) can be used, or you can fit a fuel transfer pump.
Because diesel is so hard on rubber, you must choose a pump that has been rated for fuel service. While a water pump could be used once or twice, the rubber parts would quickly be eaten by
the diesel fuel.
Most fuel transfer pumps run quite slowly. A couple of gallons (8 liters) per minute is the norm
for the medium-sized units.

ENGINE OIL
There’s probably no aspect of diesel-engine maintenance more misunderstood than the importance of clean engine oil. If your engine oil is not treated properly, it will substantially shorten the
life of your diesel.
The problem comes with the normal usage that a diesel auxiliary gets in a sailboat installation.
The engine runs for a short period, maybe doesn’t even get hot, then is shut down for a day or even
a few weeks (this is especially true of lightly loaded gensets). This on/off short-cycling leads to
condensation in the engine. When the engine cools down, a vacuum forms in the crankcase and
pulls in the moist outside air. This condenses moisture, combining with the sulphur present in the
oil or with particles in the oil that are the residue of the combustion process, and forms sulfuric
acid. That acid then goes to town on the soft metal in your bearings, rubber parts inside the engine,
and even the block.
So, rule number one is: Don’t start the engine and then turn it off without letting it run for a
while. Let it heat up and burn off some of the condensed moisture.
Next, change your oil often — not based on how many hours the engine has run, but on time
between changes. Most experts suggest every six months. The less you run the engine, the more
acid there will be. Check the color of oil on your dipstick frequently. If it’s black and shiny, you’re
generally okay. But with any sign of moisture — usually a brownish tinge — change it right away.

ENGINE OIL
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Engine lubricating oil comes in a variety of classifications, grades, and viscosities. Using the correct type of
oil is important. The appropriate oil type varies with
temperature and engine operating conditions. Check the
owner’s manual for the correct oil to be using in your
conditions, and be alert to the changes required as you
move the boat to different environments or change the
operating conditions.

Classifications
CC: American Petroleum Institute (API) classification for lube oil to be used in heavy-duty gasoline and
diesel-engine operation. This is formulated to protect
engine from sludge deposits (from stop-and-go operation) and provide protection from high-temperature
operation, ring-sticking, and piston deposits.
CD: Designed for heavily loaded diesels, with extra
detergent to provided additional protection.
SC, SD, SE: Specifications designed by Automobile
Manufacturers Association that require a sequence of
tests for approval. Designed more for lower temperature
operation.
Right class for your engine? CC is usually used for
light-duty stop-and-go for naturally aspirated engines.
Turbo-charged engines need CC/CD and sometimes a
combination, since turbo operation is harder on engine
and oil.

Sarah checking the oil on Sundeer’s Isuzu diesel. We make it a
habit to check all liquid levels on
the engine before star ting the
engine each time, and every six
hours when powering for long
period.

Spectographic Analysis
For roughly $25 you can send a sample of your oil out
for spectographic analysis of what it contains. You will
get back a report on engine wear, moisture, and other
contaminants. The analysis can help you evaluate how
the engine is doing and catch small problems before they
become real headaches. This is also a good way to get a
handle on a used engine.

Bypass Oil Filters
Most marine engines use bypass filters to clean their
oil. These filters typically take out particles down to
Racor has come up with a fineabout 30 microns in size. They do so by passing oil over
screen oil filter, replacing the
a paper element. As the element becomes clogged, the
paper element. Periodically you
flow shifts to another (now smaller) area of the filter.
remove the screen and clean it.
This means you don’t have to
Eventually the filter becomes fully clogged, and the oil
carry spare filters or dispose of
simply goes through a pressure-relief valve in an
them. It also means the filter can
uncleaned state.
be remotely mounted in a location where it is easy to access!
Of course, the buildup of particulate matter in the oil is
one of the major causes of engine wear, so it is important
to change the oil filter on a regular basis, before it goes into the bypass mode.

Special Filters
You may want to consider some help for your oil filter. Several companies make special additional filters to attack the acid and dirt problems (Electrolube, referred to in the section on fuel
filters, and Refineco are two we’ve used). These have extremely fine filters (usually 3 to 10
microns, compared to the 30 to 40 microns of the normal engine-oil filter) and a heating element
to boil off the moisture in the oil. This latter aspect is especially important, as it gets rid of one of
the key ingredients of the sulfuric acid.
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These systems can add substantially to engine-oil life, but the filters
should be changed on a regular basis, as they help absorb and/or neutralize the remaining acids. In sailboat applications, with light loading, these type of systems can add greatly to engine life as well as
reduce the need to change your bypass filter since they have a much
finer element. However, the bypass filter should be changed at least
annually just to make sure the paper element doesn’t fall apart from
old age.

Centrifuges

We tested a centrifuge on Sundeer for a
while. However, the
oil flow was insufficient to get the unit
up to proper operating speed.

If you have enough oil flow and pressure, a centrifuge is the ultimate
oil-cleaning system. Centrifuges will remove contaminants down to 1
micron in size. But to do this they usually require an oil flow of around
10 gallons (38 liters) per minute.

Preluber

Mechanics claim that most wear on a diesel occurs in the first few
seconds after starting, before oil has had a chance to circulate through
the block. A simple solution to this is the Preluber. This is a highpressure oil pump that runs for a couple of minutes before the engine
is started, forcing the lube oil throughout the engine.
Equally important, it runs when after the engine is shut down, circulating the oil and allowing
it to gradually cool down. This minimizes “coking” (the creation of sludge from oil throughout
the block). The Preluber also acts as an oil-change pump.

Oil-Changing Systems
Having just lectured you (and reminded myself) about the importance of clean oil, I must admit
that of all the chores on a boat, the absolute worst is changing the engine oil. I used to do this with
a portable pump attached to my drill motor. It made such an awful mess that our interval between
changes was much longer than it should have been. As I learned the importance of frequent
changes, I decided to plumb in a permanent oil-changing pump to make life easier.
Groco makes a good pump, or you can use Preluber. I open a valve, put the exhaust hose into a
jerry can, and turn on the switch. Note — it’s very helpful to heat up the engine before changing
the oil. Hot oil pumps more easily.

AIR SUPPLY
If the engine and/or generator are in an enclosed engine room, a sufficient supply of air must be
provided. Otherwise, the machinery will smoke, lose power, and run hot. The problem is not so
much in allowing air in, as it is in keeping out water and reducing noise transmission through the
air ducts.
If the interior of the air duct is lined with sound-absorbing foam, noise transmission will be
reduced substantially. Another approach is to use a series of baffles, either in the air duct itself or
in the dorade vent on deck, to prevent sound from escaping.
The air intake should be placed in such a way as to minimize water incursion during a knockdown or rollover. This can be helped by running the duct deep into the bilge and to the opposite
side of the centerline from the intake. On most modern designs, if the end of the duct is positioned
properly, it will always be above the waterline, regardless of heel angle.

Air Cleaners
If the air cleaner isn’t kept clean, the engine will be starved for air and won’t run properly. Without a good filter, all sorts of dirt and abrasives will end up inside the engine. Furthermore, a good
air cleaner can substantially reduce engine noise, since about a third of all engine noise comes out
of the air-intake pipe. When there’s room, we like to mount an air silencer in lieu of a conventional air cleaner. These units have substantially more capacity than regular air filters and are
designed to reduce engine noise at the same time. Solberg and Donaldson are two of the largest
makers of air silencers, with a range of sizes and shapes available. For offshore work, consider a
washable filter instead of a paper cartridge. This saves a substantial amount of bulk storage space!

CRANKCASE PRESSURE
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CRANKCASE PRESSURE
During the combustion cycle in the cylinder, huge forces are built up as the fuel explodes. The
piston rings and valves are supposed to seal all of this pressure, which is relieved by forcing the
piston down, which turns the crankshaft. However, a small amount of pressure always escapes
past the piston rings and finds its way into the crankcase. This causes positive pressure in the
crankcase, which is vented to the outside, usually via a crankcase vent.
Two issues are raised here. One, with an open crankcase vent, as the engine cools, moist air is
drawn in, and as we’ve already discussed, the moisture eventually condenses inside the engine,
forming harmful acids. Second, the vented gases, called blow-by, are laden with oil from the
crankcase, and eventually create a fine mist of oil all over the engine compartment.
Many modern engines have a hose running from the crankcase vent to the air intake of the
engine. This is partially effective in reducing the blow-by.

Racor Crank Vent
Racor produces a device called the Crank Vent. This is connected to the crankcase, and acts as
a conduit for the blow-by pressure to release itself. Inside the crank vent is an oil trap. This precipitates oil out of the blow-by, which is returned to the engine oil sump. The exhaust from the
Racor unit is plumbed back to the air intake of the engine.

Walker Air Sep
Once your engine reaches a certain size,
approximately 140 horsepower, it is possible to use a Walker Air Sep unit.
This works somewhat like the crank
vent, but on a more sophisticated basis.
Crankcase pressure is taken across a lowpressure grid, and oil is precipitated out.
The low pressure is formed by the flow of
engine intake air over a special filter.
The Walker Air Sep has proven itself to
be extremely valuable in reducing engine
wear, cleaning up engine rooms, and
reducing noise. We’ve fitted these to a
number of our larger yachts with excellent
results.

We tried out a Walker Air Sep on Beowulf ’s
turbocharged 170-horsepower Yanmar. The
results were remarkable — almost no oil anywhere in the engine room.

ENGINE ROOM
BLOWERS
While the engine or generator is running, it’s constantly pulling the air from the
engine room and replacing it with cooler
outside air. But when the diesel stops, it
radiates heat from its block and there’s no
exchange of air. If an exhaust vent is added,
with a squirrel-cage blower, the hot air can
be removed. Another approach is to put the
blower into the incoming duct, reversing
its direction depending upon whether
incoming or exhaust air is required.
Squirrel-cage fans are extremely noisy
and require careful installation. Because of
this, and the fact that our own engine
rooms have always been sealed from the
living area, we haven’t used exhaust fans.

A Racor Crank Vent mounted on a 50horsepower Yanmar diesel (left). The drawing (right) shows the foam-like media used to
precipitate oil out of the crankcase emissions.
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Where tight bends are required on the exhaust
line, fiberglass elbows can be used. Double hose
clamps, of the highest quality, should be used on
all exhaust connections — not as shown here!

Long exhaust pipes help keep the transom clean from smoke and water staining.
However, you do have to take into account
the presence of a dinghy aft. A flapper valve
over the end of these pipes would make
them less susceptible to following seas.

EXHAUSTS
The engine exhaust system has to do several important things. Foremost is to keep following
seas from flooding the exhaust line and, hence, the engine.
If you have a deep hull and your engine is mounted low, this can be a serious problem, especially if the design of your vessel doesn’t lend itself to surfing — because larger seas will give
your transom a good pop now and then.
To protect the engine, you need a loop in the exhaust to the highest point possible in the boat.
Before this loop you’ll need a valve to shut off during heavy sea conditions, unless you have a
modern, high freeboard boat that surfs easily, in which case a valve may not be required.
Adding a flap to the exhaust pipe where it exits the transom will help reduce the tendency of
waves to find their way into the engine.
Excessive exhaust-line back pressure will reduce the horsepower of your engine and reduce the
engine’s life. Turbocharged engines are especially subject to back-pressure problems.
Any restriction in the exhaust line creates back pressure, as does the length of the exhaust itself.
Each radius, muffler, and Aqua Lift also contribute. Excessive back pressure can be reduced or
eliminated by going up in size on the exhaust hose.

Aqua Lift
Since most diesels today inject water into the exhaust at the end of the engine’s exhaust manifold (the water cools and quiets the exhaust gases), there will undoubtedly be an Aqua Lift in the
system. The Aqua Lift is a tank that traps the engine exhaust water and then uses exhaust gas to
force the water out through the exhaust line. (If the Aqua Lift is large enough, it will also collect
small amounts of seawater, which might otherwise run back into the engine if a following sea
catches you with your valve open. An oversized Aqua Lift, if there’s room, is therefore a good
idea.)
The exhaust gases are cool enough so that rubber, fiberglass, or PVC pipe can be used between
the Aqua Lift and through-hull fitting.
If it can be squeezed in, I also like to fit a muffler to help quiet the engine down even more.
If the engine is located below the waterline, you will want to bring the exhaust water pipe up
above the waterline in a loop, with a siphon break at the top of the loop. This loop should be at
least a foot (300 mm) above the waterline. More is even better.

Aqua Lifts come in all shapes and sizes. And, if you cannot find the
right configuration of inlet/outlet plumbing, they are easy to modify
(left). Finding space for mounting down low is sometimes difficult.
The middle photo shows an Aqua Lift installed below a prop shaft.
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Jacketed Exhaust
Some older boats, like Intermezzo, will have a
jacketed exhaust. Here a flexible stainless connector
between a steel pipe and the engine transfers the
exhaust gases. The steel exhaust pipe is kept cool by
pumping the engine’s salt water around it. The problem with these systems is that salt and minerals
gradually build up in the jacket, blocking the water
flow. As a result, they haven’t been used in many
years. If you have an older yacht and it has a jacketed
exhaust of any length, beware.

Hull Side Exhausts
With midships engine installations there’s a tendency to exhaust out the side of the hull. This should
be avoided if possible. The problem is in keeping the
topsides clean. No matter what, there will be a long
black smudge down the side after every passage.
Transom exhausts are much better. However, take
extreme care with the exhaust line — keep it insulated from the surrounding hull and furniture to
reduce noise transmission.

A substantial amount of noise and vibration can be transmitted from the engine to
the Aqua Lift, and thus to the hull. To
reduce transmission, we frequently use silicone rubber bellows (upper left) made by
Trident Rubber. Mounting the Aqua Lift on
soft rubber feet, such as the CalDyne
mounts (upper right) provides effective
isolation.

Mufflers
With naturally aspirated engines, which are not as
bothered by back pressure as turbocharged diesels
are, it is possible to fit a muffler in line after the Aqua
Lift. This reduces exhaust rumble. Make sure that
the muffler is not mounted — that vibration from the
muffler cannot get into the hull.

Vibration
We’ve already mentioned exhaust vibration several times. Any vibration in the engine eventually
finds its way into the exhaust system. To avoid
imparting this annoyance into the hull, be sure that
all exhaust elements, including the hose, are softmounted. If elements of the exhaust system lay on
the hull, putting a layer of moderate-density foam
beneath the items in question will sometimes do
wonders for your noise and vibration problems.

Exhaust Hose
Exhaust hose, to last, must be of high quality. In
many cases it is cost-efficient to use fiberglass pipe
between sections of hose. Fiberglass is lighter than
hose, lasts indefinitely, and allows you to see
exhaust water flowing.
When a topside
exhaust is underwater it creates
back pressure and
can be quite
annoying if r unning in and out of
waves. One way
around this is to
have exhausts to
both sides, as
s h ow n
here
(right).

Most wet exhausts have an injection
elbow just aft of the exhaust manifold
(above). The salt-water cooling flow is
pumped into the exhaust system at this
point and carried away from the engine
by the exhaust gases.
If you are cranking the engine without
starting it (as in the bleeding process),
turn off the incoming water so it can’t run
back into the exhaust manifold.

On Beowulf we used soft CalDyne mounts to attach exhaust
hose to the hull (above).
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FIRE CONTROL
Halon-type
extinguishers are
typically mounted
h i g h , a b ove t h e
engine, with the
fire-sensing device
and nozzle pointed
down.
At the bottom
left of this photo
you can see the
wiring, which sends
a signal should the
fire extinguisher
trigger. This signal is
used to energize
the engine stop
solenoid, providing
an
automatic
engine shutdown.

The only risk that really concerns me aboard
is an engine-room fire. While it happens rarely,
all the ingredients are there — heat, combustible materials, and the possibility of shorted
electrical wiring, probably the number-one
cause of engine room fires.
If a fire does start, a good fire-control system
will be necessary. It’s best to have an automatically discharging extinguisher with manual
override.

Carbon Dioxide
There are several choices for materials.
Originally, everyone used carbon dioxide.
This has a smothering effect, denying oxygen
to the engine as well as the flames. Unfortunately, carbon dioxide extinguishers are heavy
and very large. However, they can be filled just
about anywhere in the world and are extremely
effective. If you have a small, contained engine
compartment, carbon dioxide makes sense.

Halon
For many years halon has been the most
popular material. It’s an effective firefighting
agent but will not shut the engine down.
Instead, the engine will continue to run, ingesting the halon and eventually emptying the
engine room of it — thus reducing or eliminating firefighting capability. As a result, the
engine must be shut down whenever the extinguisher goes off. There are a number of automatic systems on the market that will engage
the fuel-shutoff solenoid upon receipt of an
alarm signal from the extinguisher.
A halon bottle takes less space and is lighter
than carbon dioxide. The only problem is that
it contains chlorofluorocarbons, which are
now banned due to the hazard they pose to the
ozone layer.
Several substitutes now on the market.
These are less effective, so they take a larger
bottle, and may not be refillable outside the
United States.

Manual Engine Shut-Down

Intermezzo’s engine was located under
the floorboards in the keel sump, so the
volume of the engine compar tment
was quite small. We used this portable
halon extinguisher, which could be easily
removed and used elsewhere should
the need arise. However, this unit only
worked with manual activation.

There are a number of good reasons for having a manual engine shutdown. First, it is usually necessary in the event of an engine-space
fire. Second, in the event of a failure in the
electrical solenoid (a not-infrequent occurrence), it provides a second means of shutting
down the engine. Most engines are stopped by
pulling a fuel lever mounted on the injection
pump. Others simply have a butterfly valve in
the air intake to shut off incoming air.
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One of the easiest ways to protect yourself, your machinery, and your boat against problems is
with good alarms. Many reliable, inexpensive and easy-to-install systems are now available that
will give you advance warning of engine trouble, fire, bilge level, battery condition, and other
potential disasters.

Basic Engine Alarms
Let’s start with a look at monitoring the engine. A low-oil-pressure alarm gives advance warning
of impending trouble. Several types are available. The most commonly used are normally closed,
or NC-type switches. Their contacts are closed if oil pressure drops below a set level, setting off an
alarm bell and/or a light wired into the switch circuit. These are available in a number of settings,
ranging from 3 to 20 pounds pressure. The 5-pound switches are most common, although some
prefer higher setting for more advance warning.
Actual installation is quite simple. The sending units come with an 1/8-inch pipe thread stub, and
most engines have a plug threaded into the pressure side of the oil system to accept this.
Monitoring the temperature of your engine is obviously important. A locked intake strainer or
faulty impeller can reduce water flow to the point where the engine may overheat and seize. Engine
temperature gauges have normally open (NO) contacts. When the temperature reaches the preset
mark, usually between 190 degrees and 220 degrees Fahrenheit, the switch closes, sending an
alarm. The sensing device can be installed into the freshwater side of the block at the hottest part of
the head, or attached directly to the outside of the block. Sensors that read water temperature are
quicker in signaling a problem.
While we’re monitoring the engine room, consider a coolant-level indicator. This is a sensing
device placed in the header tank to signal when engine water is low. There are pressure-differential
meters that will tell you electrically when fuel filters need changing, and water-flow indicators that
can be placed directly into the seawater feed to the engine’s heat exchanger. There are also inexpensive monitors for water in the fuel filters and fuel-filter back pressure.

Alarm Sounds
The actual signal that will indicate a problem requires careful evaluation. I like to have three
types of alarm sounds rather than a single, common one. If oil pressure is lost you have a few
moments before the engine seizes. An overheated engine, on the other hand, can run for some time
at reduced load without damage. Frequently, a diesel that has seized from overheating can be
restarted once it has cooled down. A loud bell for oil, moderate horn for heat, and soft bell for other
alarms will allow you to decipher what’s wrong and decide whether to proceed or shut down.

Automatic Engine Shut-Down
If you have an electrically operated fuel solenoid on the engine, consider wiring it into your monitoring devices. That way if the engine is being used as a generator or if you’re powering offshore,
when a fault triggers an alarm, it will also shut down the engine. Be sure, however, to have a cutout
switch to let you disable the shutdown system when maneuvering in tight quarters. If this last idea
appeals but you have a manual cutoff, there are a number of fuel solenoids on the market that will,
upon receipt of a signal, interrupt fuel flow and stall the engine.
The importance of this last feature was brought home to us some years ago in the Tuamotian
atolls of the South Pacific. We were in the difficult process of exiting the lagoon of Takaroa, heading for the copra wharf of the village. Intermezzo needed all the maneuverability she could get from
her engine as we battled a 35-knot wind with strong opposing current in the narrow confines of the
pass. The engine heat alarm went off a quarter mile from the wharf. Without time or room to anchor
we had no choice but to try to gain the security of the dock under engine. By reducing power and
turning on the fresh hot-water system (which acted as a heat exchanger) we were able to get close
enough to the wharf to throw a line. Our Polynesian friends lining the wharf had us secured quickly.
Without the warning and the time it gave us to take temporary corrective action, we would have lost
the engine and suffered serious damage against the coral walls of the pass. As it was, the engine was
mildly seized, and two hours later, after cooling down, it started right up — to our everlasting joy
and amazement.

“Murphy” Gauges
If you put a lot of hours on your machinery, or have generators that run without careful monitoring, you may want to consider “Murphy” gauges. These are analog meters that indicate the condition of your machinery while at the same time performing an alarm function. Their big advantage
is that the alarm levels can be preset by the operator. If your engine normally runs at 65 pounds oil
pressure, you can set the alarm at 55. This way you have early warning of any deviation from the
norm. If your engine begins to get low on lube oil, the pressure will drop, maybe not far enough to
trigger conventional alarms — but with these gauges you know right away something is up.
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Multiple Alarm Signals
If you add up all the potential alarms for engine, generator, bilges, explosion, fire, performance
instruments, and other electronics, it becomes quite an earful. All sorts of beeps, whistles, and bells
fill the air on many modern yachts. Not only can this be annoying, but in emergency situations it
may be difficult to tell which function is begging for attention.
One approach to dealing with this situation is to tie all the alarms into a single panel. Have one
sound and a series of warning lights. When you’re alerted by the buzzer, a quick glance at the panel
tells you the nature and urgency of the alarm. The various lights can be color-coded for faster identification (red for urgent action, yellow for attention required soon, green just to let you know
something is happening).
Tying one or more alarms to a single sound requires the use of diodes. These are small, inexpensive electronic devices that work like plumbing check valves — they only allow the electricity to
flow in one direction. A diode is required on each signal function output wire. They’re easy to solder in.
You may also want to have a switch in the circuit after each signal light to turn off the buzzer
while you deal with the problem. If you switch off only the single function and something else goes
off, the buzzer will sound again.

Intrusion Alarms
Most good cruising grounds are quite secure, especially in rural areas, and theft is rarely a problem. Still, you will probably venture to the big city from time to time. Here you may want some
form of alarm system.
The question arises as to what level of alarm you feel is prudent. I am not as concerned with the
sophisticated burglar as I am with the amateur. A professional will be able to defeat almost any
electronic system and will have little difficulty gaining entrance to the boat.
It is usually quite simple to fit “reed” switches to the companionway and other deck hatches. The
reed switch is a simple, sealed magnetic switch that closes when the paired magnet, holding the
switch open, is moved. If someone slides your companionway hatch open, a signal is sent to the
central control. When we install sliding screens on yachts, we typically fit reed switches to the
screens.
You may also want to have a pressure-sensitive floor mat in the cockpit.
Proximity alarms are occasionally tried on larger yachts, but they always seem to have a problem
with movement of sails and rigging, creating a lot of false alarms.
Once you have the signal, you then have a bunch of choices of what to do with it. The alarm
control can be as simple as a relay triggered by the reed switch (or floor mat), which turns on a siren,
horn, flashing spreader lights, or a masthead strobe.
Or the signal could be connected to any number of microprocessor-controlled systems. These
can get quite sophisticated, with some able to dial an alarm-monitoring service or your home number.
Consider two wiring issues. First, many systems suggest reed switches be wired in series, like
Christmas-tree lights. In this case, with a wire break or a bad reed switch, if you don’t fix the problem, the entire system will be out of order. If the reed switches are wired in parallel, where each
circuit has its own pair of wires, then you can disconnect a bad reed switch shorting the wires. This
keeps everything else operating.
Next, you may want to consider a panic button like those frequently found in homes. Panic buttons, nothing more than normally closed switches, are easy to mount as required.
Finally, you will probably want to have the security system circuit run through your main control
panel, with a circuit breaker to both protect the power supply and serve as an on/off switch. It’s
probably a good idea to label this something other than “burglar alarm,” in case you encounter a
persistent thief.

Flame Sensors
If a fire occurs on board, you only have a short period of time to get it extinguished. Once it
begins to spread, the smoke will drive you out of the interior quickly, whereupon the interior,
stores, and hull materials will provide plenty of combustion material.
Smoke detectors don’t seem to work well on boats, as they are easily set off by cooking or the
odd bit of warm oil vaporized by the engine or genset.
An automatic fire-extinguishing system for the engine won’t trigger until the unit feels its trigger
temperature. By this time the fire may be well established.
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It is far better to see the flame as soon as it starts. Fireboy and several other companies now sell
an electronic eye which can see a tiny flame at some distance. For an engine compartment or engine
room, this could allow valuable extra time to deal with the problem before it gets out of control.

Fire Control Circuits
If you use any form of halon or other inert-gas fire-quenching system, you will need to shut down
diesel engines and exhaust fans as the fire-control chemical is released. Otherwise, the engine, generator, or diesel heater will simply ingest the fire supressant through its air intake and spit it out with
the exhaust.
Fireboy makes a relay-control box that automatically shuts down devices to which it is attached,
once it receives a signal from the fire extinguisher that it has started to discharge.
The wiring is quite simple. Run a pair of wires out from the relay box to the fire extinguisher for
the alarm signal. Then, tap into the stop switch for each diesel. When triggered, a power pulse goes
to the electric-stop solenoid on the diesels, shutting them down. For a diesel heater it is easiest to
run the thermostat control through the normally closed relay on the control box. This will open
with an alarm, allowing the heater to go through a cool-down cycle, but shutting down the boiler
right away.

Carbon-Monoxide Alarms
Years ago, before we were married, Linda and I took a trip to Mexico with some friends aboard
my Dad’s catamaran, the HuKaMakani. We were tied up to the guest dock at the San Diego Yacht
Club prior to departing for Ensenada on a cold winter evening.
The plan was to eat ashore, then turn in early for a before-sunrise departure. Five of us were
seated in the main saloon. A lovely kerosene-powered Aladdin lamp provided heat and light. As
we sat in the soft glow of the light, everyone became sleepy. We all began to doze off. A couple of
minutes later a powerboat wake shoved us up against the dock, and I groggily got up to check the
fenders. When I stepped outside, the night air smelled so sweet and I felt so strange. And then I
realized what was happening. I rushed back into the main saloon, opened all the windows, and
began to shake my friends. One by one, everyone came around. They hadn’t dozed off for more
than a couple of minutes. If that powerboat wash hadn’t awakened me, we would have been on the
front page of the San Diego Tribune the next morning, as another carbon-monoxide-poison statistic.
Today you can pick up sophisticated or simple carbon-monoxide alarms at marine stores or at
your local hardware store. If you have any sort of open heat in the boat, or use your stove with
sources of ventilation shut down, the carbon-monoxide alarm could save your life.

Bilge Alarms
Most boats today have at least one electric bilge pump, usually controlled automatically. If the
pump is mounted out of the living area, or the engine is running, you may not hear it when it cycles.
Since a cycling pump normally indicates a leak, it’s a good idea to have some form of signal for the
pump.
This can be audible, or a light, or both. The wiring is simple. Connect a wire to the pump device
where it gets its current from the float switch. This wire is led back to the control panel and a signal
light or soft bell.
If using a relay or solenoid to control the pump (activated by the float switch), pick up your alarm
signal from the float switch trigger current — that is, the current used to turn on the solenoid or
relay. This way if the solenoid or relay fails, you still have an indication that the float switch has
been triggered.
Hooking a similar system into the freshwater pump lets you know when it’s running.
As a backup, mount a float switch in the sump, and wire to a buzzer and/or light to indicate rising
bilge water. If you have a modern, flat-bilged yacht, you may need port and starboard monitors.

Gas Sensors
Explosive-atmosphere sensors have become popular in recent years. These devices, with a sensing head mounted in the lowest part of the bilge, detect accumulations of gasoline or propane
fumes. They also usually give warning of high water, although frequently ruining the sensing head.
Check the sensitivity of the sending unit periodically with a propane lighter — and always rely on
your own sense of smell as a backup.
The sensing heads seem to have a short lifespan and don’t like to get oily from oily bilge water.
Carry a spare or two.
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Overvoltage Alarm
Finally, if you have a high-output DC charging system, you may consider some form of overvoltage alarm to warn you if the alternator regulator shorts and goes to full field. While stand-alone
alarms are available, many makes of sailing instruments have high/low voltage alarms built into
them.

ENGINE INSTRUMENTS
Most of us are used to “idiot lights” in our cars to warn us when something is amiss. On a boat,
you want to be able to monitor engine and generator vital signs continuously.
Engine-oil-pressure and water temperature are the two most basic instruments. Next would be a
transmission oil pressure gauge.
A pyrometer mounted in the exhaust manifold is the best way of telling engine load. These are
essential if you use a variable pitch prop.
While it’s obvious that the watch should be able to monitor these gauges, I also like to have
engine oil pressure and temperature instruments located where they’re easy to see below.

TWIN ENGINES
There’s something to be said for a dual-engine installation — and a lot of negatives, too.
On the plus side, is a built-in redundancy and the ability to use smaller diesels, resulting in better
loading of the single engine when powering most of the time. The smaller engines also do better
when used as a generator set. You also get a certain amount of increased maneuverability, although
in a sailboat the props are so close together that the small advantage of their separation is largely
offset by the lack of prop wash directly over the rudder.
The biggest drawback is lack of protection for the prop and running gear. A centerline wheel is
protected by the keel. Once you are off-center, the prop has to contend with all manner of flotsam
and jetsam. Nets and lobsterpot buoys are particularly troublesome. Then there is the problem of
dual sets of running gear, as well as the added complexity and costs of the equipment and installation.
We considered a dual engine installation briefly on Intermezzo II, but abandoned the idea when
I realized how little there was to be gained in our style of usage. The theoretical advantage of the
second engine just didn’t add up against our experience with reliable single-screw installations.
And, after all, we were not totally at the mercy of the engine — we did have a sailboat.
But on a powerboat, the issue of a get-home system is more acute. With a single-screw setup,
propulsion loss is much more threatening. Twin engines or some form of backup system could be
a better trade-off.
If you opt for twin engines, be realistic about projected performance. It is rare that a displacement hull will gain more than 8 or 10 percent in cruising speed with the second engine turning over
at full power.

GET-HOME SYSTEMS
There’s a certain amount of emotional (as well as practical) benefit to knowing that regardless of
what happens, you’ll be able to make it home under your own power, if need be. The question of
how to accomplish this, with a minimal complexity, takes some thought.
The first question is, at what speed and under what conditions can you expect the backup power
to perform? The less horsepower required to do the job, the easier the solution will be.
The most popular strategy is to drive the main prop shaft via the auxiliary generator. This can be
done mechanically with belts or with hydraulics. If you already have hydraulic capability, this is
the easiest answer.
Another approach, which is very easy to execute and makes a lot of sense, is to fit a transmission
to the generator and power a second prop. We first saw this on a motor yacht in Capetown, South
Africa. The owner had taken a Perkins 4-108 propulsion engine and installed it alongside his main
Gardner diesel. A feathering prop was fitted to the backup shaft to reduce drag. The AC generator
was mounted off the front end of the Perkins. For about half the cost of a hydraulic system he had
a very efficient get-home system. The little Perkins produced 4 knots of speed as compared to his
usual nine.
A better bet for the sailor is the dinghy outboard. With the dink tied alongside (using long,
flat-leading bow and stern lines), a small outboard can do wonders in port. The 4-horsepower
engine we had on Intermezzo would move us at 2 to 3 knots in smooth water. Elyse would sit in the
dink operating the engine, while Sarah or Linda would relay my commands via hand signals.
The Schmidts went one step farther with Wakaroa. They made a mount on the transom for their
20-horsepower Mercury outboard. That engine would easily move the 69-foot Wakaroa at 5 knots.

SOUND INSULATION
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SOUND INSULATION
Machinery noise is like water — it’ll squirt through
any opening between the engine space and interior. It
will also set the hull and bulkheads to resonating on difference frequencies, transferring the noise to the interior
in the process.
How do you mitigate the process? First, seal every
potential outlet. Be sure that bulkheads are tight to the
hull, and that hoses and wires go through sealed glands.
If the engine is installed under the floorboards, or in an
Numerous types of sound insulation are available. This one is covengine box under the companionway, use the stringers
ered with a mylar barrier, which
as part of the containment system and work up and
keeps the foam sealed from enginearound from there. It may not be possible to get
room liquids and is easy to clean.
100-percent containment, but the closer you get, the
lower will be the noise level inside the boat.
Next is the use of sound insulation materials. Today these take the form of a soft, open-cell foam
(usually PVC or neoprene), which absorbs the sound and prevents it from bouncing off all the
hard surfaces surrounding the machinery area.

When the time comes to insulate your engine space, the more room you allow for a barrier,
and the denser the barrier is, the better will be the sound attenuation. For a modern fiberglass
yacht, this illustration shows close to the optimum situation.
On one side you have a structural bulkhead — hopefully cored, which helps reduce noise
transmission. On the machinery side there is a sound-absorbing foam, a lead or barium liner,
and finally a “decoupling” layer of foam.
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This foam is frequently sandwiched around a thin sheet of lead or barium powder in a plastic
matrix. This high-density material acts as a barrier to prevent the sound from penetrating the
softer foam.
There are literally hundreds of types of materials and combinations available. The best for
marine use are self-extinguishing in the presence of a fire, resistant to attack by oil, and have some
form of protective cover on the surface of the foam. This protective barrier can be Mylar, or a vinyl
fabric, or sometimes even perforated aluminum sheet. The protective barrier reduces the effectiveness somewhat, but is essential for keeping the insulation clean.
The thicker the foam and the heavier the barrier, the more effective the insulation. Most commercial grades are 1-inch (25mm) thick and weigh about 1/2 pound per square foot (3 kg/square
meter) of barrier.
While we hate to give up unnecessary space and weight, over the years we’ve come to use
2-inch-thick (50mm) foam and 1-pound-per-square-foot barriers. It just does a much better job,
and noise reduction is an important part of happiness aboard.
Since these foams are open-cell, they’ll absorb moisture, at which point their effectiveness
drops dramatically. So they can’t be run into the bilge. However, there are other nonabsorbent
materials that can get wet and even be walked on. These do well in the bilge area, especially in
modern boats with flat hull shapes, which tend to radiate sound more.
If a complete job of sound insulation looks to be a major project, or not in keeping with your
plans for occasional use, consider just doing the engine box or floorboards over the engine. Putting 1-inch foam/lead insulation directly over the engine reduces interior noise levels by close to
50 percent.

Sound Isolation
In order to keep the engine and engine room accessories as quiet as possible, isolate them from
any surface that can transmit or resonate noise.
There are two approaches to this. First, avoid mounting noisy equipment on plywood bulkheads. If possible, mount it directly to the hull or topsides. If a bulkhead must be used, try to pick
one that doesn’t face an actively used living area.
Second, use the softest mounts available between the gear and the mounting surface. With the
engine, as we have already discussed, there are strict limits on mount softness. However, from the
generator on down there are some pretty squishy mounts available.
Some gear is annoying enough in its vibration to warrant a double set of isolation mounts. The
first set is placed between the equipment and a base plate. A second set is then used between base
plate and mounting point.
There’s one other aspect to this question — that of gear you do want to hear running. The freshwater pump and bilge pumps, for example, should always be audible, although they don’t have to
drive you out of the boat.

HYDRAULICS
Hydraulic systems work by the engine turning a pump, which then delivers fluid at high pressure to a motor, which turns the accessory in question. No electricity is involved, and in theory the
system is pretty reliable. Just run your outgoing and return oil lines, tighten the fittings, bleed
some air, and off you go.
In single applications, where the usage is relatively simple and straightforward, using a hydraulic drive can make sense. However, complex installations, where you are trying to do a lot of different things at once, tend to be heavy, expensive, unreliable, and generally difficult to live with.

Negatives
The first time I saw a marine hydraulic system, I thought, “Wow, this is the answer.” However,
now that I’ve put systems into a number of boats (and torn them out, too!) I am more realistic
about the trade-offs.

HYDRAULICS
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A hydraulics engineer’s dream — or nightmare, depending on how you look at it!
This system, on one of our 75-foot (23m) yachts, was designed to provide for an AC cruise
generator, a large DC alternator, a watermaker, bow- and stern-thruster, plus the windlass.
We, and the owner, would have been much better off with a nonhydraulic approach to all of
the applications, except for the thrusters.

To begin with, hydraulics produce a high-pitched whine that is almost impossible to isolate.
Whenever a pump is being turned, even if no load is on it, you have that noise level permeating
the boat. By putting a clutch between the pump and drive source, you can turn the system off, but
this is an added layer of complication. And when the hydraulic motor is engaged there won’t be
any question about its running.
In addition, hydraulics are heavy. Yes, the motors themselves are lighter than comparablepower electric motors, but the plumbing and connections weigh far more than an electrical system, and you generally end up with significant weight increases.
In spite of what everyone claims, hydraulic systems leak. On a big system, there will always be
a leak somewhere — which means hydraulic fluid, usually under pressure, making one hell of a
mess.
There’s typically a 15 to 20 percent power loss in the hydraulic equation, compared to the
power efficiency of electrics.
If I haven’t dissuaded you so far, read on.

System Balance
We’ve been involved in all sorts of sophisticated hydraulic systems, where everything from
bow thrusters to cruise generators, with lots of in-between gear, is combined on one circuit. In the
end there always seems to be a balancing problem between the needs of the different devices.
Most industrial hydraulic systems have one, or at the most, two, motors hooked to a single
pump. With a whole bunch, it becomes an experimental operation — even for the pros.
If several motors are running from one pump, the plumbing and relative loads must be balanced
carefully. Otherwise, one device under load will mess up the flow to the next motor. If automatic
balancing valves are used, it’s difficult to figure out what to do in advance. Be prepared to do a lot
of plumbing while you try new gear.
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Applications
What applications are good for hydraulics? First, I’d say single-element systems, where there’s
just no other means to do the job. Perhaps you want to install a large cruise generator or alternator
on your main engine and there’s no space — or you want to run a lay shaft, but away from the
engine. Okay, but keep it simple.
Lots of folks like to think about a hydraulic anchor windlass. The rationale is that you don’t
have to worry about the electrics up where they’ll get wet. Nonetheless, most electric windlasses
today are pretty reliable, and I don’t think going to hydraulics is worth the trouble, unless your
ground tackle is so large that you have no choice.

Operating Pressure
If you intend to use a hydraulic system, here are some things to consider: The higher the operating pressure, the smaller the hoses, pumps, and motors — but the higher the cost and the greater
the maintenance problems. The systems we’ve been involved with have typically been under
2,000 psi in operating pressures.

Miscellaneous Requirements
Make allowances for a large accumulator tank. Size will vary with the system, but it’s not
uncommon to end up with a 10-gallon (38-liter) reservoir. You’ll need a heat exchanger to cool
the fluid, and possibly a pump for the water flow. You have to decide upon fitting types — aircraft
grade, stainless, or mild steel (which are functional but rust quickly). Hose types vary all over the
place. You’ll want to have high factors of safety because a leak will cause a disastrous mess. However, high-pressure hose is really heavy.

Constant Speed Systems
Certain systems, which adjust oil flow, try to maintain regulated motor rpm as the main engine
and its attached pump vary speed. These have some degree of success where they’re only running
one motor.
Still intrigued? The next step is to talk with a professional hydraulics engineer who has experience in the marine field doing the type of system you want to use. Then get some names of people
using this gear, preferably commercial fishermen. If the fish boats are using it, you can be sure it’s
reliable.
We ought to mention one other application: Driving the prop shaft. If the engine ends up in a
location where it’s difficult to attach the prop shaft, a hydraulic drive may make sense. You lose
about twice as much efficiency as with a normal transmission (hydraulic transmission, that is), but
a flatter shaft angle, bigger prop, better reduction, etc., can all help to offset this. My dad used a
drive like this on Deerfoot. It has stood the test of time and some 30,000 sea miles.

THRUSTERS
More small cruising yachts, both power and sail, have been fitted with bow thrusters in recent
years. There’s no denying that a good system will aid in close maneuvering, but the costs in space,
weight, engine-room complexity, additional holes in the hull — not to mention greenbacks — are
substantial.
There seems to be some sort of emotional appeal to the thruster concept. As a result, they’ve
occasionally ended up on boats I was building despite my better judgement. Still, this gave me
some insight into their use, and some of the parameters to be considered in the decision-making
process.

Judging Need
How do you judge need? First, look at cruising grounds, the close-in maneuverability of your
vessel, crew size, and your alternatives. Even if the boat is somewhat of a pig in tight quarters,
you can always anchor out until conditions improve. In most cases, this is a better alternative to
the complexity and cost of a thruster. After all, if you only really need a thruster once or twice a
year, the inconvenience of anchoring and rigging out the dink is easy to swallow. However, if you
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have an extremely difficult crosswind home slip to deal with, that’s a different equation. The bigger the boat and smaller the crew, the more sense a thruster makes.
If you are thinking of far-off places, and worried about the unknown, fear not. With the exception of a few spots in the Mediterranean, plenty of space is available.

Thruster Power
Okay, if you’re still interested, here are some things to look at. Number one is power. If a
thruster doesn’t have the power to push you off a dock, or to rotate a bow against 20 to 25 knots of
wind, it’s not worth the trouble of installing it. This takes lots of horsepower. For a 74-foot pilothouse cutter, like the Deerfoot 74 Interlude, this means 30 horsepower taken from the generator
set via hydraulic pump.
Then you have to decide how to power the thruster. Electric motors are used on very small
thrusters, but the current draw is so high that special alternators are required to keep the batteries
topped up. Some electric systems have short allowable operating periods due to overheating
problems. However, assume the thruster will be in use for five or ten minutes at a clip for it to be
of value.
Hydraulics are more commonly used. However, this gets you into an expensive, heavy, and
bulky subsystem. A 30- to 40-horsepower hydraulic drive will end up costing more than the
thruster by the time it’s installed.
The next consideration is control. Most thrusters are a simple on/off, port/starboard affair. This
means in light-load conditions the power has to be pulsed on and off — a sometimes difficult
chore. At the same time the thruster is being maneuvered, the skipper will be dealing with the
shift/throttle control of the engine and the wheel. This can occasionally resemble a one-armed
paperhanger in action, and is the reason many thrusters, once installed, rarely see use. And if the
thruster is powered hydraulically, via a pump on the engine, then the engine rpm will have to be
coordinated with thruster needs. And if you have to slow the engine down to shift, thruster power
is lost. For this reason it’s better to power the thruster from the generator, if at all possible.

Controls
The thruster controls should be laid out so they’re handy to the helm and engine controls. The
best systems I’ve seen are run by foot-actuated switches (like electric-winch control buttons),
placed port and starboard by the wheel. These leave the skipper’s hands free for the wheel and
engine controls.
If the sophistication is taken one step farther, the thruster can have a speed control to vary side
force. This enables you to use a more deft touch in maneuvering, but adds a layer of complication
and potential trouble to the system.
Another factor to look at is the inefficiency caused by the thrusters’ hull openings. There will
be a very large water inlet and two smaller thruster holes, or a large hole on each side of the hull
in a tunnel thruster. These openings cause drag. It’s not uncommon for a ship to lose as much as 5
to 10 percent of normal cruising speed to thruster openings. Some tunnel thrusters are more efficient than others with smaller openings.

DOING WITHOUT AN ENGINE
Does an auxiliary sailboat really need an engine? The unequivocal answer is — it depends. If
your style of cruising requires a schedule, or if you sail in areas with light, undependable winds,
an engine is necessary. But as the horizon begins to beckon and timetables are left behind, the
engine’s relative importance slips.
On two occasions when we were cruising aboard Intermezzo we had transmission problems
that left us without diesel power at the prop. In each case we went a month or more as just a sailboat. True, trips required more planning and more work on the part of skipper and crew, but the
level of satisfaction from a well-made passage was never equalled when the engine was available.
Of course, doing without an engine means your vessel must be a handy sailer. Light-air performance and weatherliness are critical components.
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The location of engine controls is
always a trade-off between accessibility to your hands; foot operation
(frequently necessary in tight docking); and keeping vulnerable controlhandles free of sheet entanglements.
Controls are often mounted on the
steering pedestal. This works fine as
long as the wheel is not too large. But
if the wheel is of such a size that you
have to reach through it for the controls, look for a different system. In
difficult maneuvering situations,
where you are using short bursts of
power and flipping the rudder back
and forth, you need to be able to spin
the wheel while adjusting the engine.

Control Systems
The single-lever engine control is
by far the best choice. It puts shift and
throttle in one unit and allows quicker maneuvering in tight
spots. It also reduces shock load on the transmission, as
engine rpm are automatically cut when going from one direction to the other.
The problem comes if you want to have single-lever control at two stations. Unless you go to a complicated and
expensive control, you're forced to use separate shift and
throttle linkages.
Hydraulic systems bear consideration if your controls are
a long way from the engine room. These eliminate the hassle
of running flexible Morse cables throughout the boat, and
also eliminate noise transfer in the Morse-type cables. But
hydraulic shifting systems, such as those made by Hynautics,
are typically three to four times as expensive as mechanical
shifters.

Instruments
Engine instruments should be located where they are
handiest to the way you normally use the boat. If you usually
steer in the cockpit with the engine on, the instruments
should be easily visible from the helm.
The problem is that eye level is often quite far from the face
of the cockpit well, where instruments tend to be located.
There are two ways around this: One is to move the instruments some distance forward, to get some angle into the
view. The other is to angle the instrument panel itself.
In most cruising situations, you don’t steer with the engine
on. You may be charging the batteries, or powering with the
autopilot steering. When this is the case, the instruments are
better located where they can be seen from under the dodger
and without too much difficulty from down below.
For me, the ideal spot is at the forward end of the cockpit,
facing aft, so that the larger gauges are visible from the helm.

The ideal location for engine controls
is where they can be operated by foot,
leaving your hands free for the wheel.
Regardless of where they go, they
need to be kept clear of sheets. If this
looks like a problem, it may be possible
to work in a guard (upper left photo).
It isn’t unusual to find manual releases
on fire control systems, engine shutdown, and auto pilots in the cockpit.
These are typically controlled with
Morse cables. They should be located
where they will not foul sheets.

Hynautic
hydraulic cylinders for controlling throttle and
shift (above and
left). These are
very reliable, but
costly to purchase and install.

Here are a couple
of
approaches
(above and left) to
protecting engine
instruments from the
elements. My preference is above, using
an opening port to
be sure of an absolute watertight seal.
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PLUMBING
The basic rule with all plumbing
aboard is: Only use the best materials. If
there’s a budget constraint, cut corners
somewhere else, not in the plumbing.
While a variety of hoses are available,
you generally get what you pay for. For
pressure I like to use reinforced nylon,
although some high-pressure plastic
tubing systems with special fittings have
been used with success.
Hot-water pressure pipe should be
capable of operating at 180–200
degrees Fahrenheit.
Fuel hose will need to be heavily reinA plumbing leak can ruin your whole day! It
forced to resist chafe and — when used
pays to limit through-hull fittings, use double
in the engine room — heat and even fire.
hose clamps, and make sure that all salt-water
Remember, diesel takes a special type of
plumbing materials are of the best quality.
hose and valves.
For toilet exhaust, a special sanitation
hose should be used; otherwise algae will grow in the pipes, giving off a sulphurous rotten-egg
smell.
Anything plumbing connected with propane must be the best you can buy, heavily reinforced,
and in one piece from the gas locker to the stove. Your life may depend upon this hose.
Bilge pumps require the use of a ribbed hose to resist suction pressure. Don’t even consider the
very light varieties that are available. If you can’t stand on the hose without ruining the shape,
don’t use it.
Hose clamps should be made of stainless — 304 grade is the most common. The 316 grade
costs two or three times more and lasts a lot longer. Make sure the screw as well as the band are
stainless. Use wide, heavy-duty clamps. Any fitting below the waterline should be
double-clamped. Keep the clamps lubricated. PVC irrigation pipe also works well, as long as
heavy-duty stock is chosen (schedule 40 or schedule 80) and there’s plenty of allowance for
expansion and contraction in soft hose connections.
It’s common to have too tight a fit between hose and fittings. One school of thought says this is
good, since a tightly fitting hose probably won’t leak if a hose clamp fails — the hose is slipped
into place after being heated, either with a hair drier/heat gun, or by placing the hose end in hot
water. The problem comes when it’s time to redo some section of plumbing or remove a piece of
gear. Now the hose is frozen solid onto the fitting. It will take heat (or a knife) to soften the hose
in order to remove it. My preference is to avoid interference fits and make sure everything is easy
to take apart. If I’m worried about flooding, I use extra heavy-duty clamps.

Salt-Water System
The salt-water system and its various through-hull fittings require careful thought on installation and consistent maintenance. A mistake in this area can easily lead to flooding the boat.
The chief aim should be to simplify the basic system, minimizing plumbing connections and
through-hull fittings. Since there may be a conflict between these two issues, give priority to getting rid of through-hulls.
The above comments may seem self-evident, but what’s best for the boat and easiest for the
builder are two different things. The quickest way to plumb a boat is with lots of through-hulls.
It’s not unusual to find 10 or 15 holes below the waterline on a 40- or 50-footer (12.3 to 15.4m).
Of course, the fewer the through-hulls, the safer the boat.
Through-hull fittings are probably the most critical piece of gear aboard your boat, in terms of
keeping it afloat. If a problem occurs in this area, you will need some big bilge pumps or wooden
plugs in a hurry!
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How Many Skin Fittings Do You Need?
Most yachts are built with holes all over below the waterline — often one for each toilet, sink,
and bilge pump, plus a couple more for incoming salt water and deck drains. Every one of these
holes can sink your boat! It is much better to double up where possible and/or eliminate belowwaterline fittings entirely (by dicharging through the transom or at topside level). On most of our
boats we are able to reduce total below-waterline fittings to two or three. This works out as follows: one through-hull for all incoming saltwater, a discharge for each toilet (usualy in the form
of a standpipe), with sink and bilge exhausts through the transom or another standpipe.

Lightning Risks
Before going further we need to chat about the risk of a lightning hit. Lightning prefers a
straight path to the water. If there’s a through-hull near a chainplate, providing an easier path for
the lightning bolt than following the mast to the keel, the lightning will head for the underwater
fitting. The result is likely to be a large hole below the waterline. To reduce this risk if you have
bronze through-hull fittings, you will want a good lightning bonding system.

Electrolysis
You also have to be concerned with electrolysis, especially if you spend much time connected
to shorepower. Unfortunately, if you bond things together for lightning protection (not to mention
the AC ground) you are introducing a possibility of electrolysis.
There is no easy answer to this conundrum. Our preference is to tie everything together with a
bonding system, and then use an isolation transformer in the shore-power system to keep shore
power–related electrolysis off the boat.

Hull Penetration
Where you penetrate the hull, be sure there is an area of solid laminate, to eliminate risk of the
core getting wet. If you do have a cored hull, the core should be removed in the area of the fittings
and replaced with a resin/fiber putty.
The next question is: plastic or bronze for the fitting? Bronze is stronger and not a problem in
freezing climates. However, you have to worry about electrolysis and lightening. Structural plastics do not have lightning or electrolysis problems, but they do have a problem in cold climates.
If freezing is not an issue, my preference is for plastic.

Sea Cocks
There are three choices for through-hull fittings. The first is a bronze seacock, usually bolted
directly to the hull (the best way) but occasionally threaded on a tail piece bedded to the hull.
Bronze seacocks are almost indestructible but have potential problems with electrolysis and/or
lightning.
The next approach is to use plastic seacocks, usually glass-filled nylon in one form or another.
These fittings, pioneered by the RC Marine Company in New Zealand years ago, have received
general approval in the last few years. They offer a solution to both of the problems mentioned
above, but also pose a bigger risk if there’s a fire aboard. In addition, they’re not as strong as
bronze and are more subject to damage if frozen or abused.
We’ve used plastic valves supplied to us by Forespar on our aluminum boats — and more
recently on the Sundeer production yachts — for years without problems. We do, however, make
sure they’re installed so that it’s impossible to step on them.
Regardless of which type of valves you choose, they should be opened and closed monthly to
keep everything free. Keep wrenches aboard capable of servicing the valves, usually giant crescent or pipe wrenches. Each through-hull should have a soft, tapered wooden plug hung near in
case of a failure.

Gate or Ball Valve?
Before leaving the valve topic, we should make some comments on design. In recent years it
has been possible to purchase ball valves for virtually every type of application. In our experience, these are less prone to maintenance headaches than gate valves. Only slightly more expensive, they make the most sense.
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SALT-WATER FEED
Using the logic discussed so far, let’s
look at the ideal salt-water feed system.
First, there’s a single incoming saltwater through-hull for the entire boat.
This should be close to the engine
compartment, where it’s easy to get at
the valve to close it off when the boat is
left unattended.
The size of the fitting varies with
engine requirements, how many compressors there are to cool, if a genset
will be running at the same fitting, and
the length of the runs. When in doubt,
make it bigger.
On Sundeer we ran a
150-horsepower engine, a watermaker, two fridge compressors, and
the toilets from a single 2-inch
(50mm) fitting. The same approach
was used on the Sundeer production
series, and more recently on our larger
motorsailers.
Next there will be a large-capacity
sea strainer. It sometimes makes sense
to have double strainers, if you intend
to cruise in areas with lots of floating
weed or jellyfish. The strainers must
be easily accessible, and the water that
leaks when they’re cleaned won’t create any problems.
Next comes a distribution manifold.
This can be a stainless-steel weldment
or made from heavy PVC pipe. Bronze
pipe fittings are also usable. Keep in
mind two things here. One, it must be
easy to disassemble the system for
maintenance. This means strategically
placed soft-hose connections between
manifold and strainers. Second, it’s
vital that the plumbing be either level
or, better yet, plumbed with a slight
rise. This prevents air locks. When
there are dips or loops, water flow is
restricted and centrifugal-style pumps
don’t work well.
The manifold distributes the seawater to the various accessories. If the
e n g i n e i s t h e l a s t t a ke o ff , i t s
positive-action impeller pump will
pull out any accumulations of air.
If the engine is in a watertight compartment, having a shutoff valve on
the feed line to the interior makes it
possible to keep the seacock open
when you leave the boat. The interior
feed line then goes to the toilets, galley
sink, and to the deck-wash pump (if
it’s mounted forward). A 3/4-inch line
easily takes care of these four needs .

Three different approaches
(above and left) to PVC-based
intake manifolds on a salt-water
system. Two-inch (50mm) Ts and
elbows are used, then reduced
down to the needed size as they
run along the manifold. The PVC is
quite strong and not subject to
electrolysis. However, it does need
to be mounted where there is no
danger of being stepped on, as it
will not survive that sort of abuse.

It is sometime necessary to have a forward-facing scoop
to force water into
the salt-water system. Ideally this will
have some form of
grating or screening
to keep trash and
we e d o u t o f t h e
strainer.
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A number of good toilets are on the market, most of which are reasonably priced. We’ve succesfully used the Raritan PHll models for years.
The lip of the toilet bowl should be placed above the floating waterline if possible. Thus if
there’s a leak in the saltwater feed valve or check valve, it won’t overflow (unless, of course, you
are heeled). There should be an anti-siphon loop if the bowl is below the waterline. Check valves
on the exhaust side of toilets don’t work, as they always get plugged.
Good access for pump removal is essential, as this is a procedure with which you’ll become
very familiar. To make life simple, we always carry a complete spare pump for each head, along
with an overhaul kit. That way I can change the pump in question, get the head going again, and
then do the overhaul job at my leisure.
A major problem with the head components is a buildup of mineral deposits inside the pump
and exhaust hose. This is particularly troublesome behind the check valve and will often lead to
blockage of the head. Cleaning the exhaust line and pump twice a year it will usually prevent
blockages from occurring. (They always seem to occur at embarrassing moments.)
The toilet exhaust, ideally, will be above the waterline. That’s one less below-waterline fitting
to worry about. A compromise for the squeamish is to have the exhaust point just barely below
the waterline. This minimizes back pressure on the exhaust and reduces inflow should there ever
be a leak.

Above: Two simple yet effective approaches to
the marine toilet.The bowl on the left is emptied
with a medium-sized bilge pump — no choker
valves to clog, and very little to go wrong. This
type of pump is also much easier to operate than
a built-in pump with its tiny handle.
It’s easy to convert an existing marine head to
this approach by installing two pumps — one for
emptying, and a second for filling. You will find
that two inexpensive bilge pumps connected like
this cost less than a replacement toilet pump and
provide much better service.
Above right is a LAVAC head that works somewhat the same way. A bilge-type pump empties
the bowl, while a gasket seal is maintained by the
lid. Because of the vacuum created, clean water
is being drawn in as waste is being emptied.

A Y valve
(left), used to
divert the toilet exhaust
either overboard or to a
holding tank.
These require
some mainten a n c e, s o
should be
mounted
where access
is good.
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HOLDING TANKS
The city of Los Angeles can dump 25,000,000 gallons (100,000,000 liters) of partially treated
sewage per day into Santa Monica Bay, but let one yacht from Marina del Rey sally forth without
a holding tank and the bureaucrats come unglued. Of course there are only a few pump-out stations in the whole U.S.A. But we're an easy target for the pollution-busting politicos, hence these
laws. Now, don’t get me wrong. I want my anchorages and beaches to be pristine. But rules
should apply to everyone — governments, merchant shipping, industrial concerns, and yachts.
In any case, to be legal you do need to do something. The basic question to answer first is: Are
you installing a system just to keep officials happy, or do you want it to be functional for everyday
use?

Tank Capacity
Tank capacity is very much a function of the type of head system you have and how much water
it takes per cycle. For example, hand-pump heads require around 1 gallon (3.7 liters) per flush for
hard waste and about 1 quart (1 liter) if the head is just being used for urine. On the other hand,
systems like Vacu-Flush require only 1 quart (1 liter) for hard waste.
Once you’ve decided on the head system, the next question is: How many people, and for how
many days? In many situations, when the head only needs to take care of two people for a couple
of days, a small holding tank will get the job done. However, since the tank itself is not that expensive, and the plumbing and pumps are the same regardless of tank size, it is usually best to fit the
largest tank possible.

Tank Construction
Sewage is a smelly, toxic, and chemically active medium best contained in inert plastic. As a
result, rotationally molded linear low-density polyethylene is most commonly used.
Fabric tanks are used occasionally, but these tend to have more problems with leaks (usually at
the fittings) and odors (permeating through the fabric), and are not a good choice for long-term
usage. Metal is not a good bet due to corrosion issues.
In evaluating a tank, there are a couple of key issues. First is structural integrity — wall thickness is critical. Second is how fittings are attached. If there are nipples for the hose to attach to,
these should be round and smooth for a good seal. If there are connections made with pipe
threads, be sure the threads are well-formed and even. Test the threads with a PVC fitting to see if
they snug down smoothly rather than grabbing as you rotate the fitting.
It makes sense to have an access port in the top for visual inspection and eventually a thorough
clean out. (Yuck!) This port requires an O-ring for a seal.
After looking at a lot of tanks, we like
the units made by SeaLand the best.
They seem to have by far the thickest
walls.

Tank Plumbing
The top of the tank will have plumbing
fittings for the toilet exhaust, a breather
(which should have a fitted charcoal filter) and a tank-level indicator (although
you can usually see the level with most
tanks, if a section of side wall is visible).
The tank drains from the bottom. The
norm is to have a vacuum fitting to the
deck for shoreside pump-out, with a
diverter valve to a macerator pump for
pumping the tank overboard.

A SeaLand macerator pump for emptying a sewage
tank. Note the simple isolation mounts for noise reduction.This is nothing more than two pieces of hose to which
the pump is bolted — inexpensive and very effective.
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Shower and sink exhausts can have a major impact on the complexity of the plumbing system.

Head Sinks
The easiest and safest approach for head sinks is to have them empty into the toilet bowl. Then
use the toilet exhaust pump to get rid of the water. This is usually a small volume and can be
flushed in a few strokes, calling for no extra pumps or through-hulls and a minimum of hose.

Shower Sumps
Shower sumps, since they’re below the waterline, need some form of a sump pump, either
hand-operated or electric. This pump should exhaust above the waterline, either on its own or in
a manifold with other outlets aboard.
Once this pump is in the system, if a Y-valve is tied in under the sink, the shower sump pump
can be used to evacuate the head sink.
If the sump pump exits high up on the transom, there will never be a problem with back siphoning. However, if it is in the topsides or below the waterline, you will need a siphon breaker to
eliminate the possibility of back flooding.

Galley Sinks
The galley sink is a little more complex. With the prospect of food particles and lots of soapy
water in the works, it’s a little harder to empty out. If the sink is close enough to the centerline so
that it won’t flood when you’re heeled, then a straight drop to a skin fitting begins to make sense.
This same exhaust fitting can also be used for the various bilge and sump pumps aboard.
If the sink is outboard there will be a flooding problem when heeled. The same applies to head
sinks. On Intermezzo II we used a skin fitting, and then shut the sink off when we were heeled to
starboard. If Linda needed to drain the sink, I would ease off on the sails or change course. Maybe
not the most practical approach, but it kept the plumbing simple.
Another way to go is with a straight drop for use in port, and a Y-valve connected to a macerator pump (the type used to empty holding tanks) for use when heeled; or simpler yet, just a macerator pump and a vented loop to prevent back-siphoning. If this last method is adopted, carry
several spare pumps.

Gray-Water Tanks
There’s yet another approach. This is to take all head and galley sinks and showers to a single
gray-water tank, which is pumped out periodically. This has the advantage of minimizing discharges and the number of pumps. But to be successful, the plumbing has to be run very carefully,
with a constant downward slope toward the tank (this requires a moderate-to-heavy-displacement
hull shape with deep bilges. Dips in the piping must be avoided, which means using rigid pipe,
typically PVC. If you choose this route, allow plenty of soft hose connections so the pipes can be
opened up to clean blockages. There should be a float switch in the tank to signal when it’s time
to pump out.
A major drawback of the gray-water tank system is odor. In order to prevent this from permeating the interior, water traps, like those used in a house, should be employed at each sink and
shower. The tank has to be cleaned out periodically — a somewhat gruesome task.
A derivative approach is to plumb everything to a single macerator pump rather than to the tank.
This can be done in a boat with flatter bilges, with the pump connected where the tank top would
normally be. Even though there’s a constant drop, it will probably be necessary to close off the
shower sumps and unused sinks, to allow the one area being evacuated to get a good vacuum.
We’ve used this system ourselves with excellent results.

Fridge Drains
Cleaning the fridge is easier if it has a drain. But the drain needs a valve to prevent cold air from
leaking out. And, it should be tied into a gray-water tank or some form of pump. Allowing the
fridge drain to drop directly into the bilge is asking for a substantial dose of olfactory trouble.

DECK WASH
A good deck-wash pump makes anchor handling much easier. With a nozzle, either handheld
or built in to the anchor roller, the clingiest mud will cascade from your chain. There will be din-
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ghies to wash, as well as fish blood, and the normal debris that accumulates on deck from the skies
(even in mid-ocean).
If there is no shut-off valve on the nozzle of the deck-wash hose, you can dispense with a pressure switch on the pump. That’s a step towards reliability.
You can also adapt the deck-wash pump to other chores —i.e., a bilgepump with yet another Yvalve. Or pumps set up for other duty — say, a damage-control pump — can be plumbed to also
handle deck-wash.
Kelly Archer has a devilishly clever and simple system, using a large-scale engine-driven
impeller pump for his fridge system, which sends its exhaust flow forward out of the anchor
chock. In an emergency he can throw two valves and have a big engine-driven bilge pump ready
to go, killing three birds with one pump.

PLUMBING ODORS
As we briefly discussed in the Cruising Preparation section, nothing is quite as nauseating as
funky plumbing smells. It goes without saying that these are usually at their worst when beating,
with lots of motion and all ports shut due to water on deck.
A lot of folks consider this the norm. However, I am here to tell you that you do not have to live
with smelly plumbing.

Salt-Water Feed
The salt-water feed to your toilets and galley sink is a major source of odor. When the boat
hasn’t been used for a while, algae begins to grow and then die inside of the salt-water hose. When
you come back aboard after a week or so away and pump the head, a rotten-egg smell pervades
the interior.
There are several ways around this. The easiest is to tie all interior salt-water requirements to a
single line that starts aft. At the forward end of this line place your deck-wash pump (or the Yvalve for the bilge pump that is acting as a deck-wash pump. Then, when you first come aboard,
run the deck wash pump for 10 or 15 minutes. The pump will pull all of the bad-smelling water
out of the feed line.
Another approach is to have a T fitted to the salt-water feed so that you can flush the line with
fresh water before leaving. As long as you are leaving the boat for no more than a month or so this
works well, and also allows you to flush out various pumps and valves with fresh water.
If the engine is connected to this circuit, be careful not to flood the engine! Do not pressurize
the hose unless the engine is running.

Toilet Exhaust
The odors of human waste are not that difficult to contain in the toilet plumbing system. However, if the waste sits around in the pipes for a while, it changes to some really nasty bacteria with
the ability to slip through just about anything man has been able to devise.
However, there are a series of things you can do to reduce the problem. To begin with, the
shorter the hose run, the less problem you will have. On our own boats we’ve typically had a seacock or standpipe right next to the toilet, so odor has not been a problem,
Next, be sure that all connections are tightly made. We use double sets of hose clamps just to be
sure. Next, avoid low spots in the run that result in waste lying around and breeding.
A system in continuous use will have fewer problems than one which is used on occasion.
Hose quality varies. Use the best stuff you can get. We’ve found that SeaLand hose works quite
well.
Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations about what chemicals not to put into the toilet —
i.e., most hose has a problem with antifreeze.
If you have long runs in the toilet exhaust, use PVC pipe wherever possible. This does not pass
odor as readily as soft hose.
Finally, be prepared to replace the toilet exhaust hose every couple of years.

Gray Water
Gray-water plumbing and especially sump tanks can generate some nasty smells. A diluted
solution of bleach and hot water does a good job of killing bacteria and odor. However, take care
with the bleach around your plumbing fittings, as it will strip off their chrome finish.
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Cruising life has been characterized as going
from one pump repair to the next. That’s a pretty
accurate assessment. Therefore, make sure
access to your pumps is easy — they’ll take lots
of maintenance! Hoses should be easy to remove,
and electrical connections are best made through
a terminal strip or with plug-in connectors. In
either case, be sure to seal the connection with
waterproof tape or with a lacquer spray.
Also be sure there’s plenty of slack in hose connections and wiring, if it’s necessary to remove
the pump for maintenance work. Sometimes an
extra 6 inches of length makes all the difference.

Pump Capacity

Two separate bilge-pump installations
(above) with pumps bench-mounted.
Large strainers are located under the
pumps and are easily cleaned (without
dropping the contents on any critical gear!)

Above: A pump cabinet with a damage
control pump (far left), two bilge pumps
(middle), a freshwater pressure pump, and
a large expansion tank.

Always go with the largest practical pump. The
bigger the pump, the better the capacity, and the
less it will run for any given job. If you reduce
running time, you enhance the pump’s life and
reduce maintenance chores.
Electrical consumption is not affected, as DC
motors only draw current commensurate to their
load. A larger motor running for a short time will
use the same power as a smaller motor running
for a longer period.

Lift and Discharge Length
The farther a pump is from what it’s pumping,
the more difficult its job will be. This distance is
measured both horizontally and vertically. Vertical lift is obviously more difficult, and this
applies to both intake and discharge.
Where a diaphragm pump may lift 6 feet (1.85
m) easily, a centrifugal design might have a hard
time with 12 inches (300 mm).
Check pump specifications carefully against
the type of conditions in which you expect them
to perform. Since capacity is very much affected
by these factors, try to engineer the installation so
that lift and discharge loads are minimized.

Dry-Running Protection

Dry running can cause impeller-style pumps to
burn out quickly. (With diaphragm-style pumps
this isn’t an issue.) Some form of a safety system,
such as a heat sensor (which is standard with some water-pressure pumps) should be built into the
impeller pump. Larger impeller pumps may have a vacuum switch fitted to sense lack of water
flow.

Strainers
Most pumps are sensitive to debris — some more than others. Each pump inlet should be fitted
with a large strainer of appropriate fineness. The better the pump is at handling solids, the larger
can be the strainer mesh, and the longer it can go without cleaning.
Obviously the large strainers will also last longer between cleanings. I like to use strainers at
least the size of a large coffee mug (even with the smallest pumps), and then match the larger size
strainer bowl with finer sized filter screens for the best protection.
Since strainers may need frequent cleaning, they must be located for easy access, and where it
won’t ruin anything if you spill a little water in the changing process.
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Check Valves
In some applications, such as water-pressure or circulation
pumps, check valves (allowing liquid to flow in only one direction) may be necessary or make the pump’s job easier. However,
check valves are easily clogged and won’t tolerate any dirt in the
line, so good strainers are a must.
If the water being dealt with is fresh, bronze valves can be used.
For salt water I prefer plastic valves.
Try to avoid check valves in bilge-pump applications. Debris
can create too many problems.
Check valves take a lot of maintenance, so carry spares and
keep them accessible.

Anti-Siphon Loops
If a pump is located below the waterline with a discharge that
may become submerged when sailing, an anti-siphon loop — also
known as a siphon breaker — must be in the line. This can be as
crude as a pinhole at the top of a high loop in the discharge line.
The pinhole prevents a back-siphon from forming when the pump
shuts down, leading to flooding of the bilges. However, it is better
to have a proper siphon breaker that includes a small check valve
to minimize leaks. The loop should be located so that at maximum heel angle the top of the loop is still above the waterline. The
closer to the centerline this is, the lower it can be. There’s usually
a small cap at the top of the siphon breaker that can be removed for
cleaning, and to adjust the air flow. Remember that if the opening
becomes clogged, it will no longer function. In some situations
the air vent may bleed a little of the water, or whatever is being
pumped. If possible, fit an exhaust line from the cap to the bilge.
But make sure there aren’t any sharp bends or loops that can trap
water.

A b ov e : C h e c k v a l v e s
(shown here to the left of the
strainer) do not usually work
well in bilge-pump applications. Any little piece of dirt
that catches in the valve will
cause it to malfunction. If you
do have a check valve, make
sure there is a fine mesh
strainer ahead of it.

Diaphragm Pumps
The big advantages of diaphragm pumps is their ability to run
dry (very important in bilge-pump applications) and high lift
capability. The small models will lift 6 feet (1.85 m). This means
the pumps can be located where they will stay dry and be easy to
get at, and still do a reasonable job of pumping.
The only difference between the bilge-pump and pressurepump models is a pressure switch and the style of valve. This way,
spare parts inventory can be reduced.
In addition to bilge duty, diaphragm pumps work well for pressure fresh and salt water, and as gray-water exhaust pumps on
sinks and showers. They don’t work well for pumping fuel. While
they can be used for circulation duty with the fridge compressors,
they’re not really suited to that style of continuous duty.

Submersible Pumps
For basic bilge pumping, with high capacity, low cost, and low
maintenance as major issues, it’s hard to beat the submersibles.
Some of the pumps will move 60 or more gallons (230 liters) per
minute, while a diaphragm pump is hard-pressed to pump 7 gallons (27 liters).
However, submersibles have several major drawbacks. First,
they won’t pump out that last little bit of water, which a diaphragm
pump will get. In a shallow-bilged, modern design, this can be a
real headache. Second, in a metal boat there’s always a chance of
electrical leakage from the pump into the bilge water, which will
almost certainly cause electrolysis. Third, their capacity is very
sensitive to lift height. Last, the design of the pump and its location can mean severe back siphoning in the anti-siphon loop, so
careful installation is in order.

A toilet, the bowl of which is
close to the waterline, should
be fitted with anti-siphon
breaks on both salt-water
feed and exhaust. The closer
these are to the centerline,
the more effective they will
be. However, this usually
means the plumbing is
exposed. Plastic is a bit ugly,
but stainless pipes can be bent
and polished so that they are,
if not attractive , at least
acceptable.
You will want to periodically
check the condition of the
check valve at the top.
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A related problem occurs when these pumps shut down. There’s always a certain amount of
water left in the exhaust line, and it floods back into the bilge sump. This is okay with a large
sump, but if the sump is small, the pump can begin to oscillate on and off on its own exhaust-line
leakage. The longer the exhaust line, the worse the problem becomes. A check valve can be used
to stop it, but this creates the need for another strainer, which makes a nice, simple system much
more complex.
A compromise with small sumps and/or flat bilges is to have the high-capacity submersible for
big leaks and a diaphragm for everyday use and complete suction.

Centrifugal Circulation Pumps
A spinning impeller that doesn’t contact the pump housing provides the driving force in this
design. In concept it’s similar to the submersible bilge pump, but its flow rate is less, and it’s
designed for continuous operation. These pumps are more reliable than others since they have
only one moving part. The only maintenance problem comes if they’re allowed to run dry, in
which case the shaft seal will burn up. They also will push more water with less electricity than
diaphragm designs.
Centrifugal pumps must be installed below the waterline to operate, as they are not self-priming. The salt-water feed line must be a fair run from the seacock to prevent the air from being
trapped in bends or loops. If you have one of these pumps installed and it keeps stalling with air
when you’re sailing, the odds are you’ll find the problem in the feed line.

Manual Pumps
There are a number of good hand- and foot-operated diaphragm pumps on the market. Many of
the applications discussed for the electrics can be taken care of with a hand pump. In exchange for
a little exercise, you get a more reliable pumping system, and save a few bucks to boot.
The manual pump’s large-scale valves will pass all sorts of junk, reducing or eliminating the
need for straining. A 10-gallon-per-minute (38-liter) pump will empty a shower sump with half
a dozen strokes, a sink with just one. Makes sense, doesn’t it?
Of course, it’s important to choose the right pump for various applications. I would go with the
10-gpm units for all miscellaneous chores, and jump up to 25- or 30-gpm for the bilge. Install the
pump so that it’s easy to operate on both tacks.

BILGE PUMPING SYSTEMS

The Edson 30-gpm manual
pump is an excellent piece of
gear. It has a long handle, which
makes pumping much easier than
with some pumps you’ll find.
T h i s u n i t i s p e rm a n e n t l y
mounted in the bilge. They also
make board-mounted pumps
that can be moved from place to
place on board. (You stand on the
mounting board as you pump.)

If you haven’t yet fallen asleep, we need to finish this discussion with some thoughts on the overall bilge-pumping
system. There are two levels of consideration: First is everyday condensation or leakage from the stuffing box, a keelbolt, or the mast boot.
Here the choice is really one of convenience. Because
electric pumps are so inexpensive and offer some protection
when the boat is unattended, they’re really the way to go. My
preference, if there’s one central sump, is two electric pumps
— one a large diaphragm, and the second a submersible of
the largest size — operated on separate float switches with
manual overrides.
However, you cannot totally depend upon electric pumps.
There must be a manual pumping system, preferably operable from the helm, just in case the electrics go down the
tubes. My preference here is the Edson 30-gpm diaphragm
pump. It’s easy to service, has tremendous capacity, and can
be pumped for days on end if need be. (Be sure to carry spare
check valves and a diaphragm.)
Another simple back-up is to put a Y-valve on the intake of
the engine-cooling water pump. This can be plumbed to the
sump and used to suck the bilge dry. Just remember that a
strainer should be fitted, and if the pump runs dry the impeller will burn out. Keep a careful watch.
Every effort should be made to keep the bilges clean. This
will pay lots of maintenance dividends downstream and may
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have an impact on your survival in case a serious leak
develops. Remember that when the boat is bounced
around at sea, with a bilge full of water, all sorts of debris
will be dislodged. Give the bilges a thorough, periodic
cleaning with plenty of high-pressure water.

FLOAT SWITCHES
Pity the poor float switch. It has to live in a dark, damp
hole, be bounced around by all sorts of waves, and transmit
electrical energy under the most arduous conditions. Is it
any wonder then that a high percentage of float switches
commit suicide at a very early age? The pressure of modern cruising is just too much for them.

Mercury Switches
Conventional float switches, with capsules of mercury
as the switching agent, are okay for the occasional cruise,
but even the best won’t stand any sort of real punishment.
One of the problems, which you can do something
about, is switching current. It isn’t fair to ask any of these
switches to carry 10 or more amps of current in an on/off
cycling mode. But if a relay is employed to carry the load,
then the float switch is used to trigger the relay, and it only
sees a fraction of an amp. Reliability goes up an order of
magnitude.

A bit of PVC pipe makes an
excellent pump pick-up.

Reed Switches
Sealed-reed switches offer a much better approach. Here you have a reed switch, totally sealed
from the environment, activated by a floating magnet. This carries just a signal current to activate
a relay. This is the approach used in commercial shipping. National Magnetic Sensors makes
units based on this principle for the yachting trade. We’ve succesfully used these on most of our
custom yachts.

Electronic Switches
Switches are also available to sense moisture. However, the ones we’ve looked at to date have
problems with dirty bilges and splashing.

Using Relays
As already mentioned, using a small relay to transmit the power to your pump goes a long way
toward enhancing switch and motor life. Ten to 15-amp relays can be bought for around $10 that
work quite well for this purpose.

Timed Circuits
No float switch can read that last bit of water in the sump. To get it out, you need a manual override switch or a circuit timer.
The circuit timer simply keeps the pump running for a user adjustable time after the float switch
has given it the off signal.

Cycle Counters
Cycle counters, which measure how often your pump comes on, give an idea of what has been
happening with your bilges. Otherwise, if you have been away from the boat, you won’t know
how often the pump has been cycling (if at all).

Is Your Pump Running?
I like to know when my pumps are running, especially the bilge pumps. Mounting them on a
hard surface, without rubber mounts, helps to transmit their vibration when they run. Sometimes
pumps are just too quiet, or perhaps mounted where they cannot be heard. In this case, you can
connect a signal light to the float switch signal. When the float switch triggers, it turns on the light
(and perhaps a small buzzer or bell).
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Some provision must be made for a serious
leak, perhaps from a collision or grounding — or
maybe the starboard strake has started to open up.
Even a 1-inch (25mm) diameter hole will leak
much more than the capacity of the largest normal electric pump.
The solution is a substantial pump belted to the
main engine or generator set. If you have a choice
in mounting, choose the engine that will be
flooded last in an emergency, typically the genset.

Rubber Impeller Pumps
A Pacer gas-driven “de-watering”
pump. With a plastic body and impeller, it
is ideal for the marine environment. And
this unit will pump more than 150 gpm
(580 liters/minute).

There are two types of damage-control pumps.
The easiest to install are the large impeller
pumps, like the ones made by Jabsco. A 2-inch
(50mm) impeller pump running at 3,600 rpm will
pull 80 gpm (310 liters/minute) — that’s almost
two barrels full of water every minute. These
pumps are relatively compact and easy to mount.
However, the mounting must be beefy as they can
pull upwards of 4 horsepower.
The only negative here is the rubber impeller.
Run it dry for more than a minute, and it’s ruined.
This means a close watch must be maintained on
the pump, or it should have an electric clutch that
is float switch activated with a manual override.

Centrifugal Designs

A large Jabsco engine-driven rubber
impeller pump. These units can selfprime at very high lifts and can tolerate
small suction side leaks.

Even more powerful are the commercial-grade
self-priming centrifugal pumps such as those
made by MP Pumps in Tecumseh, Michigan. A
modest-sized MP will pull 200 gpm (775 liters/
minute) at 3,600 pump rpm! Obviously this is a
better bet in a dangerous situation. These pumps
have the further advantage of being able to run
dry. They can also eat all sorts of garbage, up to
about 1 inch in diameter. The negatives come at
the cash register and at installation time. They’re
about a third more money, and four or five times
as bulky. But where do you draw the line, when
floating or sinking may be involved?
With either style pump, one must decide on an
electric or hand-operated clutching mechanism. I
prefer electric because it’s so much easier to control, although it can be somewhat less reliable
than a hand-operated clutch mechanism.

Plumbing Issues

An engine-driven centrifugal pump by
Tecumseh. This is the ultimate damagecontrol pump. It will pass large bits of
debris and can pump 200 gpm (775
liters per minute).

Plumbing in a damage-control pump must be
done carefully, with heavy-wall tubing or pipe (to
withstand the suction), and with care at joints to
ensure there are no suction-side leaks. Even a
tiny leak will make it almost impossible for the
centrifugal pump to self-prime — although the
impeller design is not quite as critical in this
regard.
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A third approach that makes sense is to purchase a gasoline engine–driven centrifugal pump used for irrigation and
for removing water at construction sites. This eliminates the
hassle of brackets and plumbing and leaves you with a pump
that can help someone else as well. The only problems are
availability of gas, and convenience of use in rough weather.
If you do go this route, be sure the pump will handle saltwater corrosion. Some are made of non-marine aluminum
and won’t stand the gaff. However, several plastic encased
pumps, ideal in a salty environment, are available.
Pump prices, reliability, and suitability vary greatly. I
always like to try to limit brands, sizes, and types in order to
reduce spares inventory. This also makes it easier to cobble
up a jury rig when spares are at a premium. Certain types of
pumps are much better at some jobs than others. Try to pick
your pumps so they have an easy job.

Using the Engine
As we’ve already briefly mentioned, the engine-cooling
pump can be used to pump the bilges. All it takes is a T in
the feed line and an extra valve. If you close the seacock and
open the valve in the hose to the bilge, the engine will begin
to draw from wherever the end of the hose is placed.
If you are contemplating this route, there are several caveats. First, the suction line to the bilge should come up above
the water line and include a siphon break. Otherwise, if you
forget to close the bilge-pumping valve, and then reopen the
seacock, sea water will backflood!
If your engine salt-water supply is shared with other systems, you will need a valve to shut off that side of the plumbing circuit. Otherwise, the engine will try to pump from
those areas, reducing its effectiveness in your bilge.

If you have watertight bulkheads the odds are you will
bring all of your bilge pump suction lines to a central area, and
then tie them to a single pump.

On Beowulf, with three watertight compartments, we have taken a somewhat different approach. In
the engine room we use the engine-cooling pump as the damage-control pump (there are three diaphragm pumps — centerline, port, and starboard) for small leaks.
The forepeak is such a small area that when flooded it has little impact on stability. In that area we
have a single diaphragm pump. This is not enough to keep up with a breach in the hull, but since that
would have little noticeable affect we feel this is fine, and makes for much simpler plumbing.
The central portion (living area) of the hull has a double bottom in all areas except for the keel sump,
so the risk of flooding is quite limited. In this area we have two bilge pumps. A small diaphragm pump
(the same as in the engine room and forepeak) and a 3/4-horsepower Scott electric pump that pumps
60 gpm (232 liters/minute).
This electric pump has its own float switch (which also functions as the high-water alarm), or it can
be manually operated. It empties on deck, where you can’t miss the flow from the helm or pilothouse.
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MINIMIZING THE RISK OF SINKING
As we’ve mentioned briefly so far, every fitting installed near or below the waterline has the
potential to sink the boat. It therefore stands to reason that a worthwhile goal is to minimize the
number of fittings that could flood the boat. You must have at least one through-hull fitting for
incoming sea water. Beyond that, it is possible to do all exhausts far enough above the waterline
to avoid risk. This is, however, sometimes impractical.

Standpipes
One answer to this exhaust problem is to use a standpipe. Basically, a standpipe is a metal or
fiberglass pipe that has been welded (on a metal hull) or glassed to the hull skin. The standpipe
then becomes the vehicle through which all discharges find their way overboard.
The first discharge is connected well above the heeled waterline. In theory, you could remove
the various hoses connected to the standpipe, and no water will come into the boat. There are no
valves to worry about. We’ve used this solution on all our yachts for years.

Three different standpipe details. Left: A welded assembly on Sundeer.The 2-inch (50mm) pipe at the
top receives all bilge, sump, and galley sink pump discharges. The smaller welded pipe at the bottom is
the toilet discharge. There was some question if this would prove a problem, mixing the two types of
effluent. However, it never became an issue.The center and right photos show Sundeer 56 and 64 standpipes.These are fiberglass pipes, laminated to the hull skin, with PVC manifolds hose-clamped to the top.

Exhausts mounted on the forward areas of modern, flat hulls sometimes have a problem with water
being driven against pump check valves when slamming to windward. Whenever this has happened to
us, we’ve put a cover over the standpipe opening.The cover is larger aft than forward.This creates a Venturi effect, sucking the standpipe dry while at the same time protecting it from slamming pressure. Short
pieces of hose are often used to connect sections of hard plumbing. Each side should be double-clamped.

FITTINGS
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One of the keys to a good-looking and functional
plumbing system is the use of the proper fittings to tie
things together. When you first walk into the plumbing
supply store, you’ll be amazed at the variety and complexity of what’s available. There are pipe threads, gas
threads, plastic and bronze, brass and galvanized steel —
all sorts of connectors, reducers, angles, elbows, and
nipples. It’s hard to choose!
Here are a couple of rules I’ve learned the hard way to
help you along. First, try outlining your needs on paper.
Develop a plan that is as simple as possible, with the fewest feet of hose and the least number of fittings.
Next, avoid those complex assemblies of fittings that
develop when the right part isn’t at hand. Order what you
need to do the job right the first time, rather than Mickey
Mouse something up from what’s on hand.
Finally, minimize the amount of hose-clamped connections in the system. Each clamp is a maintenance
point, and its failure may cause additional problems.
Where possible I prefer to use plastic fittings rather
than bronze, which is subject to corrosion and electrolysis. In a pinch, galvanized steel can be used. Brass should
never be used in the
presence of seawater.
Plastic comes in a variety of qualities. Use
only the best.
Check the inside
diameter of fittings for
restrictions. The interior
design will vary, and
every time the internal
crosssectional area is
reduced, the water flow
of the entire system in
constrained.

A number of snap-together systems that use O-rings for sealing are
neat-looking and quick to install. This
is a New Zealand–made system.

Rubber hose
will not make a
tight bend.
Where that is
necessary, use
stainless, alum i nu m , o r
fib e r g l a s s
elbows.
Use double
hose clamps
when plumbing diesel fuel
or salt water.

Pump Discharge
Pump discharges can
usually be tied into a
common exhaust line,
saving space and plumbing. When this is done, if
an angled T is
employed, it will keep
the exhaust flow heading in the right direction.
(When a straight T is
used, the exhaust can
back into the check

PVC pipe and fittings work very well for both fresh- and salt water and for
toilet plumbing. The variety of fittings available allows all sorts of creativity.
White plastic typically denotes schedule 40 pipe, while gray fittings are usually schedule 80 (which is much heavier).
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valves upstream.) Damage-control pumps should always have their own exhaust because of the
very high back pressure created. Also, you may want to have separate fridge or air-conditioning
cooling water outlets so you can keep an eye on their water flow.

PVC
We’ve already briefly discussed PVC fittings. We’ve found them quite reliable and use them for
our salt-water manifolds, pump exhausts, toilet systems, and just about anywhere else they will
fit. A large irrigation fitting supplier will have the best prices and the best selection. When using
PVC, be sure to use the correct type of assembly cement, and take care to clean fittings before
coating.
Try to stay with one manufacturer, as fitting design and appearance varies. A system made up
this way will be much nicer-looking.
You will find two weights of materials: schedule 40 is typically white in color and for low-pressure work, and schedule 80 is usually gray and for higher pressures. In most yacht applications
schedule 40 will work fine. We typically specify schedule 80 if fittings in question are subject to
breakage from an crewmember falling or stepping on the items in question.
If you are watching your weight, keep a close eye on PVC fittings and pipe. They tend to come
in at about twice the weight of other materials.

SCHEDULE 40 PVC PIPE
Nominal
Pipe
Size

Nominal
Outside
Diameter

Nominal
Inside
Diameter

Nominal
Wall
Thickness

Maximum
Working Pressure
at 73.4º F

Approx.
Weight
Per 100 ’

1/2

0.840

0.622

0.109

600 PSI

16.5

3/4

1.050

0.824

0.113

480 PSI

21.9

1

1.315

1.049

0.133

450 PSI

32.5

1 1/4

1.660

1.380

0.140

370 PSI

43.4

1 /12

1.900

1.610

0.145

330 PSI

51.8

2

2.375

2.067

0.154

280 PSI

69.6

2 1/2

2.875

2.469

0.203

300 PSI

110.0

3

3.500

3.068

0.216

260 PSI

144.0

SCHEDULE 80 PVC PIPE
Nominal
Pipe
Size

Nominal
Outside
Diameter

Nominal
Inside
Diameter

Nominal
Wall
Thickness

Maximum
Working Pressure
at 73.4º F

Approx.
Weight
Per 100 ’

1/2

0.840

0.546

0.147

850 PSI

20.7

3/4

1.050

0.742

0.154

690 PSI

28.1

1

1.315

.957

0.175

630 PSI

41.5

1 1/4

1.660

1.278

0.191

520 PSI

57.0

1 /12

1.900

1.500

0.200

470 PSI

69.2

2

2.375

1.939

0.218

400 PSI

98.0

2 1/2

2.875

2.323

0.276

420 PSI

146.2

3

3.500

2.900

0.300

370 PSI

195.0
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Of all the systems aboard, none is more important to your physical well-being than the freshwater system. Even beyond the life-giving qualities of the water system, nothing makes you feel
good at sea like a quick hot shower, or just washing your face in fresh water.

Pressure Water Pumps
This pump will probably cause more headaches and frustration than any other problem
aboard the boat. However, pumps have
improved with the growth in the marine industry.
We’ve found Shurflo pumps to be quite reliable. We use one of their units on Beowulf —
which most folks would say required a much
larger pump — and it does fine.
H e r e a r e t wo
approaches to
s h owe r i n g . O n e
way is to use a quick
disconnect fitting
on the sink faucet
(top two photos).
An alternative is to
mount a hand-held
wand with its own
mixer valve (right).
The wand can be
adjusted in height
or used by hand,
which is more efficient with water
consumption.

Accumulator Tanks
There are a couple of things you can do to
help the pump out. First, use an accumulator
tank. This tank absorbs and builds up water
pressure, and dispenses that pressure when you
open the tap, reducing the pump cycles. The
bigger the tank, the better.

Pressure Switches

Next, replace the marine-style pressure
switch with a good old-fashioned industrial
pressure contactor. It will last many times as
long. Just be careful it’s not used anywhere that
needs to be explosion-proof, as these can generate a spark when cycling.
I like to have the pump mounted so you can’t
miss the noise when it’s running. That serves as
a deterrent to water usage, and if a line ever
breaks, you’ll know right away. Also, you can tell if you run out of water and the pump continues
to cycle (although most pumps are much quieter when running dry).

Electric Timer Switch
It makes sense to put a timer switch, similar to what is used with a jacuzzi, in the pump circuit.
We did this after a broken pipe drained a tank one day. Set it for 15 or 20 minutes, and you won’t
have to worry about forgetting to turn off the pump switch when you leave the boat.
Since water pumps seem to require so much maintenance, I like to carry one complete pump as
a spare, as well as an overhaul kit and at least one pressure switch.

Suction Side Leaks
Be certain that there are no leaks in the suction side of the plumbing,
between the pump and the tank. Even a tiny leak, which doesn’t drip but
does allow air into the line, can cause all sorts of problems with the pump.
This problem will be more noticeable when the tanks are low. The air-vent
hoses into the tanks should be on a fair, upward run to the vent. Any bends
trap water, which in turn blocks air trying to get into the tank to replace
water being drawn out. This causes suction problems at the pump.

Manual Backup
After all is said and done, the day will come when your pressure system
fails. Perhaps the pumps will go bad, or you’ll spring a leak which only
manifests itself under pressure. When this occurs, you will want a manual
backup pump installed at the galley sink.
This pump should have its own direct tap onto the tank (or tank manifold). Thus, if there’s a problem on the suction side of the electric pump,
the manual unit still works.

We typically fit a
1- or 2-gallon (4or 8-liter) accumulator tank in our
water systems.
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Freshwater Filters
There are three basic ways to
filter your freshwater supply. The
first is a simple activated charcoal filter. This unit is usually
installed at the galley sink in an
easy-to-reach spot, so the filters
can be conveniently changed. It
does a reasonable job with most
odor and taste. (Note that some
A swim-step shower is a great way
forms of rubber hose leave a defto get your feet clean and the salt off
inite taste in water.)
your body before it has a chance to
dry after you’ve taken a dip.
The next step up is a filter that
uses a combination of materials
to strain out taste, certain chemicals, and even bacteria. Capacity varies, but generally, the better
the filtering job, the sooner the filter will have to be changed. With extra-fine filters, it’s a good
idea to use the filter at a special spigot especially for drinking water.
The last approach is a low-pressure reverse-osmosis membrane. The home-style units that fit
under the kitchen sink can be used on board, perhaps with a smaller accumulator tank. The only
problem is the operating pressure. RO units like to see 45 to 60 psi of pressure, and most boats
operate in the 20-pound range, so a small booster pump is usually installed right before the membrane.
One problem to watch for is mineral intake, or lack thereof. Extremely effective filters and RO
membranes filter out minerals that the body needs to stay healthy. If you drink this water, increase
intake of fresh fruit and vegetables. If that’s difficult to do, as it often is when cruising, use vitamin supplements.

FRESHWATER TANKS
A variety of tank materials are available. Just about any modern
material, well-executed, does an effective job with fresh water —
although all have trade-offs.
As with all tanks, baffle design is something to consider. We like
to see baffles at a maximum of 24-inches (610mm) on center. This
limits sloshing, which can be quite noisy at sea, especially if you are
rolling in the trades.

Tank Plumbing

Each tank should tie
into a single manifold
with valves on leg.
This way you can easily select which tank to
draw on.
A lot of builder s
vent freshwater tanks
into the galley sink.
This is okay as long as
the sink has a direct
overboard discharge.

Tank vents must be mounted where they cannot be flooded with
saltwater. We usually bring our breathers to the centerline of the
boat, up to the deck head, and then down to the bilge. If the top of the
breather is above the fill, you will never have an overflow into the
interior. Once the tank is filled, it will overflow via the fill on deck.
Deck fills should seal with an O-ring, and you will want to make
checking them a part of the pre-departure list.
One caution when filling from a pressurized shore hose: Shore
water typically runs at about 50 psi. Most tanks are only designed for
5 psi. If the shore hose is stuffed down far into your fill, and if air cannot escape fast enough, the tank will eventually become pressurized
beyond its capacity. The results can be disastrous!
For efficient rain catchment, the deck fill should be at least an inch
and a half (37 mm). Two inches (50 mm) is better. Vents are typically
half the diameter of fills.
Some form of a crossover between tanks is helpful. This way you can run one tank until it is dry,
then split what is left of your water. Then you know that you have half a tank on each side. When
you use up that half, re-split the water, and you know you have a quarter tank on each side. This is
an effective way of managing water consumption.

FRESHWATER TANKS
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Stainless Steel
The preferred material for water tanks is 316 stainless. It is essentially inert as far as fresh water
is concerned and does not react badly when you introduce a bit of chlorine for water purification.

Aluminum
With an aluminum hull, aluminum tanks will be built into the boat. Aluminum is okay except
for two issues. One, it does not do well with chlorine. Clean tanks with chlorine only occasionally,
rather than routinely.
Second, there may be a link between aluminum and Alzheimer’s Disease. However, everything
we’ve been able to find on this subject indicates that aluminum as we use it in tank construction
is a non-issue with health problems.
Still, being more concerned with our health and/or mortality in middle age, we now fit a small
stainless tank for drinking water on our aluminum boats. The watermaker feeds the drinking
water tank first, and then it overflows to the main tanks after the drinking tank is filled.

Fiberglass
As long as fiberglass tanks are correctly done, they work fine. They should, however, be coated
with a potable water–approved coating. Even with this coating, there will still be a taste and odor
problem for some time after the tanks are built. The only way around this is to fit charcoal water
filters to remove contaminants.

Polyethylene
High-density cross-linked polyethylene tanks are excellent for water, as long as they are
heavily made, securely supported, and without hard spots to create cracks in later life. The tank
material is inert and will last indefinitely if of good quality.

Bladders
Bladder tanks can be just the ticket for backup water supplies, and
for installation in areas where a solid tank would prove troublesome.
However, they should be carefully secured, and any sharp edges
should be smoothed off in the tank vicinity.

Deck Catchment
In most cruising areas, an efficient water-catchment system can
keep tanks filled most of the time. There are many ways to catch
water, some of which are dealt with in the awning chapter.
If you have a trunk cabin, the cabin top can be surrounded with a
solid hand rail, with pipes or spigots let into each side. A hose is then
led from there to the deck fills.
An even better approach is to use the entire deck as a catchment.
Any chocks through the toe rail will have to be plugged. A rag will
usually do the job.
A small dam in front of the fill will trap silt which may have accumulated on deck.

Water Capacity

Bladder tanks need a
smooth, constrained
space. Although high,
the cockpit well makes
an excellent temporary location.

Water capacity is very much a question of trade-offs, vessel size,
and the area in which you cruise, as well as by your approach to watermakers. (For a preliminary
discussion of this issue see “Fresh Water” in the “Cruising Life” section.)
At a minimum you will need 1 quart (1 liter) of fresh water per person per day.
On Intermezzo we averaged right around 4 gallons (15 liters) per day for the four of us. This
included a quick shower each day for Linda and me, and every second day or so for the kids.
Showers, dish washing, and clothes were done in a combination of salt for primary wash, and
fresh for rinsing.
We rarely used more than half of our 210 gallons (813 liters) before we were able to catch rain
water or fill up on shore.
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Of all the systems to consider aboard the cruising sailboat, none is more important to civilized
life afloat than hot water! When properly integrated into the rest of your ship’s systems, plentiful
supplies of hot water can be taken for granted. With the right approach to plumbing, the domestic
hot-water supply can also keep your lockers warm and act as an emergency cooling system for the
engine. We’ll even show you how to take a long hot shower with limited tankage.
There are three major areas to look into when thinking about a new hot-water system or upgrading your present approach. The heat source is first, next is the storage system, and finally, the
approach to plumbing.

Defining Requirements
Before you can evaluate different approaches to making hot water, you need to evaluate your
requirements. If you are keeping things relatively simple, showers will be short, and a hot-water
cylinder that runs off of waste engine heat will be fine.
But if you want lots of hot water, for the dishes, multiple showers, and perhaps a washing
machine, then things get more complicated.

Sun-Based Systems
Al and Beth Liggett cruised and lived aboard for years with just a simple sun shower hung in
the cockpit. In the tropics, at least, this sort of system generates hot water for a couple of quick
showers with surprisingly rapid recovery time on the tank.
Another approach to this concept is to take a large black bladder tank, tie it to the top of the
cabin when anchored, and create plenty of hot water at once! The tank could then be gravity-fed
to the shower. You wouldn’t want this weight on the cabin top at sea, however.

Engine-Based Hot Water
Whenever the auxiliary or genset is running, a huge amount of waste heat is available from the
diesel’s cooling system. Tapping into this source, just as you would for a car heater, provides a
virtually unlimited source of hot water.
It is not recommended to run the engine only to make hot water. The short running time and lack
of load would shorten the life of the engine. However, if you use a diesel for daily charging, this
approach makes lots of sense.

Diesel Heaters
The minute you start to think about heating the boat, you introduce a diesel heater into the equation. (More about this in the chapter on heating and air conditioning.) Even the smallest waterbased system will have the ability to heat a large hot water tank in a matter of minutes.
Now you are no longer dependent on the engine for your hot water. If using solar or wind
energy for the rest of your needs (including refrigeration), then a diesel heater or a sun shower are
the only alternatives for hot water.

Propane Water Heaters
Propane water heaters make a lot of theoretical sense. However, the concept of an unattended
propane source, run more or less automatically, scares the hell out of me. On the other hand, if the
heater were isolated in its own vapor-proof locker, and used like a stove with a solenoid in the
gas line, it might make sense. These heaters are light in weight, and provide 1 gallon (4 liters) or
more of hot water per minute, on demand.

Hot-Water Tanks
With engine waste heat, a diesel boiler, or shore power, you will have some form of hot water
tank. How this is made, the type of heat exchangers, and the insulation involved will have a big
impact on how good a job it does for you.

Insulation
Let’s talk about insulation first. Most heaters have 1 inch (25mm) or so of fiberglass batting
around the basic tank. This is next to worthless as an insulator. Much better is a tank with polyeurethane foam. We look for tanks with a heat loss rating of less than 1 degree Fahrenheit per hour.

Size
Assuming you have good insulation and efficient heat exchangers, then bigger is better —
within the context of what you can fit into the boat. If you run the engine or genset for an hour for
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daily electrical/fridge needs, you have the capacity to make huge amounts of hot water. Why not
store as much as possible?
Once the hot water in the tank is up to engine temperature (typically 180 degrees Fahrenheit),
it will be necessary to mix it with cold to bring it down 60 or more degrees to a usable temperature.
This means that whatever you’ve got in the tank can be multiplied by at least 1.5 for usable hot
water.
We typically try to fit at least 12-gallon (46 liter) tanks. This is enough hot water, if you’ve got
good insulation, to last several days for two people — or one day for four people consuming lots
of water.
Assuming there is plenty of space for the heater, is there such a thing as too big a unit? Heaters
do take up space, and while the tanks themselves are light, the water is heavy. It is best to balance
the heater size against your daily charging cycle, if there is one. If the engine is run every day, the
tank only needs to be big enough for a single day’s needs. If you rarely use the engine for charging, the tank should span several days, so that each time the boat is moved, enough water is made
to last until the next move.
With a diesel-fired boiler tank, size can be minimal since you can heat water on demand. However, the tank should be large enough to avoid short-cycling the boiler. In this case, about 6 gallons
(23 liters) is about right.

Tank Construction
Stainless or ceramic/glass-lined steel are the materials of choice for tank construction, although
there can be corrosion problems over time. Of the two, I prefer lined steel, which doesn’t have the
corrosion problems sometimes inherent with stainless. If you do use stainless, it should be at least
1/10-inch thick (2.5mm).
With the tank subject to system pressure, it has to be round in shape to take the loads. Flat tanks
rarely hold their shape and tend to buckle with time, eventually leaking.
The cover should be plastic or stainless steel.

Heat Exchangers
Now we get into the critical part of the equation. How long the heater takes to make a tank of
hot water, and how quickly it recovers, is a function of heat exchanger size and capacity.
Most units barely handle 4,000 Btu per hour. Good units, on the other hand, have heat exchangers rated at 20,000 to 30,000 Btu. A heat exchanger like this will give as much as a 100-degree
Fahrenheit rise in water temperature at the rate of 3 gallons (11 liters) per minute! Now, that’s
some serious water heating.
The most efficient heat exchangers consist of large coils of finned cupra nickel tubing. The
combination of fins and length provide surface area, and surface area is what transfers the heat.
We typically fit several heat exchangers to a tank, one for each source. If there’s a main engine,
genset, and boiler, there will be three heat exchangers in the tank. You may also want one or more
electric elements. The norm is a single unit of about 1,200 watts. With an electric genset, it’s a
good idea to fit several large electric elements, providing a load for the genset to work against
when not many other accessories are being run.

Safety
All the diesel sources mentioned produce extremely hot water. Contact with water of 180
degrees Fahrenheit (or hotter) results in a severe scalding. For this reason, take care working with
and around this gear. A blown hose on a hot heater could lead to a serious medical problem.
At the same time, be careful in the shower. Warn crewmembers not familiar with the system to
start with the water tap in the cool range, and work it up to the required heat. Remember that
household hot water is rarely above 120 degrees Fahrenheit, and even that can scald you.

Hot-Water Plumbing Layout
Most boats are plumbed with hot-water service running in a straight line, from the closest faucet to the hot-water tank, to the one that is farthest away. You couldn’t pick a more inefficient way
to do things.
First of all, you need to wait for the hot water to arrive. If water consumption is an issue (and
when isn’t it?) you end up with buckets filled with cool shower or galley water to be dumped back
into the tank later. Also, as you are washing, turning the water off and on as needed, temperature
varies each time you turn the faucet back on!
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If this sounds familiar, there’s an easy fix. Find the end of your hot-water run — the last point
on the hose, farthest from the heater, usually in the forward head — and install a valve. The
exhaust from the valve goes back to the freshwater tank.
When you need hot water, open the valve and allow the cool water in the lines to pass directly
back to the tank. You’ll feel the water temperature rise right through the valve handle (use metal
rather than plastic). When things have warmed up proceed to use water in the galley or shower
without carrying buckets of slopping water through the interior.
There is a second significant advantage to this approach if the heat source is your engine. In
case you lose saltwater cooling due to a bad impeller or blocked water sea strainer, the heat
exchanger in the hot water tank will help cool the engine by opening the fresh water valve and
dumping water back into the tank. The smaller the engine, and/or the larger the heat exchanger
capacity in the tank, the better job it will do. We once ran the 50-horsepower engine on Intermezzo
for several hours this way!

Hot Water Circulation
The next step is to use a circulating pump to move the hot water in a circle from the heater and
back. We used this method on Sundeer, and it works well. This works as follows: Cold water from
the pressure pump enters the water heater through a one-way flow or check valve. It exits at the
top, as usual. The water flows in a circle around the boat, ending at the cold-water inlet, with
another check valve. (Both the cold water from the pressure pump and the end of the circuit come
together in a T.) A pump, usually a centrifugal model mounted near the heater, pushes the water
around in a circle.
If you’re moving the hot water far, keep the pipes insulated with 1/2-inch neoprene. Otherwise,
heat loss will be substantial.

Insulation
For the most efficient use of hot water, especially with a recirculating system, be sure to insulate
all hose. A stop at the local builder’s supply will yield inexpensive closed-cell foam piping, with
just the interior diameter you need. Try to cover as much of the system as possible, bringing insulation right to the mixer valves or faucets in your system.

Locker Drying
On the other hand, you might want to use your hot-water circuit for drying lockers. This may
be for a specific area, perhaps to keep crackers and cereals crisp, or the foul-weather gear locker
less damp. With the circulation pump turned on and the heat source (shore power, engine, or diesel heater) engaged, you can radiate heat wherever those hot pipes travel.
To increase heat radiation, insert a section of copper tubing into the circuit. This is good for
about 75 to 100 Btu per foot (300mm) of copper pipe. Most plastics radiate at less than half this
rate. In any case, insulation should be left off in these areas.

Long Showers
Twenty years ago, when we first started cruising, the one thing I really missed from shoreside
living was a long shower. This is where I had always done my best thinking. But with a limited
supply of water to last for four people on long ocean passages, the quick on/off treatment became
a necessity —that is, until the day our salt-water pressure pump (used to supply deck wash, galley
and shower water) gave out. When the time came to replace it, I decided to plumb the pump
pickup hose into the water injection elbow of the engine. This is the point at which the salt water
that has been used to cool the engine is injected into the wet exhaust system.
And guess what? That water is warm! From that point on we had warm to hot salt water for use
in the galley and shower. It is amazing what a difference this makes when washing greasy dishes
or rinsing soap off your body.
There’s another way to get long freshwater showers with minimal consumption. This involves
reusing the shower water. With a second shower drain or a T into the existing drain line, a new
pressure pump is installed (usually your spare pump). The output of this pump is divided into two
lines just as with the basic freshwater system. One side is ambient-temperature water (that which
is picked up from the shower sump) while the other goes through an in-line heat exchanger. If the
engine or a diesel furnace is being used to provide heat, and a circulating pump is used in the main
hot-water circuit, the heat exchanger can go right into the primary line. If a propane heater is
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being used, use a Y-valve to switch
the heater’s water supply from primary to the shower system.
Basically, you take a quick
shower in the normal manner. After
rinsing and draining the sump, allow
1 gallon (4 liters) or so of clean
water into the sump, switch valves,
and you can shower all day in hot
water.
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Two small units from
PUR. The electric models
(above and left) are very
efficient in terms of power
consumption. However,
maintenance reviews have
been mixed. Left: An alternative, for those who don’t
mind wor king for their
water, is a small hand operated unit (which also
works in the life raft).

I confess to some ambivalence on
the subject of watermakers. While
we’ve always fitted them to the
yachts we’ve built for others, I’ve
felt uncomfortable with their level
of complexity and so have shied
A panel-mounted Sea
away.
Recovery unit.This has all
In the early days of the waterthe bits out where you
maker industry, the machines were a
can see what is going on.
headache to maintain. But they’ve
improved. Now, the major consideration in keeping them operating is usage. Used on a regular basis, good-quality units seem to go
on for years, albeit with a high degree of maintenance in the process. Regular usage is at least once
a week. If the watermaker is laid up for a while, special chemicals clean and protect the membranes. Better yet is to flush fresh water through the system on a monthly basis.
Full-time cruisers with space and budget to devote to a unit will certainly find the abundant supply of fresh water a benefit to life on board. But if you only cruise in the summers, the maintenance, cost, and space hassles of a watermaker probably outweigh the time needed for an
occasional extra trip to the dock for a tank fill-up.

Drive Type
If you feel that a watermaker is in your future, the first decision is drive type. There are three
choices. Engine drives make sense where electrical power is already in short supply. The only
drawback is the allowable rpm range. Above this range, the overpressure switch will kick out.
Going below this range causes problems with the membranes. You have to pick an engine rpm
range that allows you to power and to charge batteries with the watermaker’s high-pressure pump
engaged. This is possible with slow-speed engines. But with higher speed engines it’s impossible,
forcing you to pick an unhappy compromise.
The advantage of engine-drive units is that they produce huge quantities of water very quickly
— typically 25 gallons (97 liters) or more per hour. So, running one hour every third day or so will
do the trick for most cruisers.
AC motor-driven systems used to be the most common. These generally take about 1.5kW to
run, and about twice that to start. This calls for a genset and a large inverter (with a big alternator
on the engine) or a cruise generator on the main engine to run the watermaker.
The advantage of an AC unit (compared to DC) is a lightweight motor, as well as a system independent of your engine rpm. With an AC genset, this is obviously the way to go.
A couple of small DC units are now on the market. These take 4 to 12 amps (12-volt systems)
and produce anywhere from 1 1/2 gallon to 5 gallons (6 to 19 liters) per hour.
Recovery Engineering and Village Marine Tech have been battling over this market for several
years. We prefer the Village Marine unit.
There is little difference in cost between these smaller units and a simple engine-driven system.
The small DC systems are easier to install, but it’s annoying to listen to them pumping away for a
long period of time every day.
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Filters
Having decided on the drive system, you then need to look at the filters. The better the filter
system, the longer the membrane and pump will last. It’s usually best to start with a 400-micron
(60 mesh) cleanable screen. If you cruise in areas rich in plankton — Alaska, the Baltic, or anywhere whales feed — a cleanable plankton screen of about 100 microns makes sense. Then comes
a 25-micron disposable paper cartridge, and then usually a 5-micron cartridge. Finally, if you
expect to use your unit in oily harbors, an oil/water separator with a 5-micron filter is a necessity.
Oil will ruin the RO membrane.
Pressure gauges at each filter to tell can indicate when it needs to be changed. Also, consider a
charcoal filter for use on the product-water side.

Booster Pumps
Most RO systems offer a booster pump to help push water through filters and to the high-pressure pump. The booster pump, typically a centrifugal-style unit, will lengthen the lives of the filter
elements. A self-priming booster pump can also help to keep a prime in the system when underway (which is sometimes a problem on modern, shallow-bilged designs).
We’ve had success using normal salt-water deck-wash pumps for this purpose. Be sure they
have a capacity equal to the needs of your high-pressure pump.

Ultraviolet Sterilization
Then there’s the question of ultraviolet sterilization. This kills salt-water bacteria that squeeze
through the RO membranes. If you plan to be use your system in harbors or anywhere near sewer
outfalls, UV sterilizers make sense. On the other hand, chlorinating the tanks periodically will do
the job, too.

Mounting Issues
The last consideration is the style of mounting. There are compact boxes with everything contained inside, kits which you assemble yourself, and panel-mounted systems — or combinations
of all of the above. The most important consideration is space. You must be able to change the
filters easily, adjust belt tension, check oil level in the high-pressure pump, and keep an eye on the
high-pressure hose fittings. Don’t be afraid of kit-style systems. The plumbing is usually quite
easy.
We started off by saying we hadn’t used a watermaker before. Well, when we were putting
together Sundeer, Steve Rollins at Sea Recovery sold me on giving the concept a try. He even
offered to take our unit back if I didn’t like the corruption of my simple lifestyle. By the time we’d
finished installing the unit in the engine room I had decided that as soon as we got back to Los
Angeles he would be the first person I’d call. Who needed this ugly monster, anyway? But then I
started to wipe down the hatches with fresh water at sea, and take long hot showers, sometimes
actually letting the water run over my body after I had finished rinsing! When we did Beowulf we
decided to try one of the small DC-based units. A Little Wonder from Village Marine did an excellent job. However, it seemed to be running three or four hours per day, and the noise, while slight,
was annoying.
When we finished the engine room in New Zealand, we added a DC genset of our own design.
To this we mounted a 50-gallon-per-day (193 liter) Village Marine engine drive system. This unit
makes all the water required with the genset running for an hour every third day. The small DC set
is left as a backup.

Frills
Watermakers come with all sorts of frills, a number of which we’ve discussed. There are also
very simple models on the market without automated controls. Our own feeling is the simpler the
better. Fewer automated gears means there is less to go wrong.
We prefer a high-quality high-pressure pump, good membranes, a product flow meter, and
that’s it. All manual. As simple as you can get. This is less costly, and far more reliable.
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Before we leave the topic of plumbing, we need to discuss the propane system.
While propane introduces risk of explosion, it is by far the most efficient cooking fuel. As a
result, this is what the vast majority of cruisers use in the galley. However, it is extremely important to carefully plumb, maintain, and use the propane (or butane) system.

Flammable Stores Storage
Store propane tanks either on deck, where a leak will not infiltrate the interior, or in a self-draining gas-tight locker. On most modern yachts a gas-tight locker is built-in. Hopefully it will be a
single-part molding, allowing no possibility of a leak. There will need to be drain holes at the bottom, through which water or gas can exit. Make sure that this drain hole, which goes through the
locker liner and then through the hull, is a gas-tight connection. Access to the gas locker should
be through the top.
Alternately, your propane tanks may be mounted on the stern deck, stern pulpit, swimstep, or
perhaps at the aft end of the cockpit.
Propane tanks should be well secured. Ideally, they will not share storage area with anything
else — and especially not with anything that could cause chafe or wear.
Note — these same issues apply to all flammable stores, including outboard fuel, paints, and
thinners, as well as portable propane cylinders used with torches.

Tank Types
Propane tanks are available in both horizontal and vertical configurations. The main difference
is how the gas is picked up. What you want is a situation where you get gas and not liquid coming
through the valve. Using a vertical tank in a horizontal mode (and visa versa) means you’ll be
getting liquid into the system any time the tank is more than halfway filled.
Old tanks were usually steel. These are still available, but aluminum tanks (most of which are
built by Worthington Manufacturing) are a far better choice for cruisers. These last indefinitely,
are much lighter to carry, and don’t have a problem with rust.
Aluminum tanks are typically left bare. Steel tanks must be painted to protect them from rust.
Be sure they are painted white. A dark color left in the sun will raise tank temperature and pressure, to dangerous levels.

Capacity
Capacity is a question of storage, handling, and how long
you want to go before refilling.
Most folks carry two 20-pound cylinders. In aluminum, this
makes the tank and gas when filled come in at about 30 pounds
— a too bit much to carry far, but a good compromise, considering capacity.
Over the years we’ve found that with four of us on the boat,
if we supplement stove use with a microwave and a toaster, a
single tank lasts 10 to 12 weeks.

Multiple Tanks
There is a temptation with two or more tanks to connect
both tanks to a manifold. Unfortunately, this significantly
increases the complexity of the system and doubles chances
for leaks. It is usually best to go with a single plumbing set,
then take a couple of minutes from time to time to check tank
capacity. This way you can change before running out.

Solenoid Valves
Immediately after the tank, you will want to install an electric solenoid valve. Locate the control in a convenient spot
near the stove. This is not just a convenience, but a significant
safety feature. Whenever the stove is not in use the valve is left
off, reducing any chances of leaks.

Two approaches to dual tank
storage. If you have a clear spot
on deck, you need only provide
a secure mounting, and eventually a cover.This is the safest system. A built-in gas locker must
be carefully sealed and must
drain overboard.
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Warning Lights
Install a big, clearly visible warning light — we typically use a 1/2-inch (12mm) red LED — as
a reminder that the propane solenoid is on.

Pressure Gauge
Immediately after the solenoid valve, install a pressure gauge. The chief purpose of this is to
check for leaks. With the stove turned off, note the pressure reading. Then turn the tank off on the
tank leaving the solenoid on. Come back in twenty minutes and recheck the pressure. It should be
the same. If it has dropped, you have a leak.

Pressure Regulator
The pressure at the tank is too high to be used in the stove, and dangerous to deal with in all of
the plumbing connections downstream of the solenoid valve. So the next piece of equipment is a
pressure regulator. This reduces gas pressure to a fraction of the native tank pressure.
Pressure regulators occasionally fail. Without one you cannot use the stove, so you may want
to carry a spare.
The pressure regulator is installed with its vent hole facing down, so that water does not accumulate inside.

Hose
From the pressure regulator to the stove, use a Coast Guard–approved section of 3/8-inch
(10mm) propane hose. This should be run in such a fashion that it does not chafe. Some form of a
grommet should be used to protect the hose where it passes through bulkheads or furniture. Make
sure that stored goods cannot chafe or cut into the hose.
Where the hose passes through the gas locker, you will need some form of a gas-tight seal. This
is most easily accomplished with a flange slipped over the hose before the end fittings are
attached. This flange is then fastened to the wall of the gas locker, using generous amounts of sealants.
Pay particular attention to chafe around the stove area. With the stove swinging back and forth
as the boat heels, you have a natural chafe condition. A generous loop of hose, well secured at
each end, needs to be in place. Carefully check how the hose reacts to movement of the stove.

Connections
Connections should be carefully made in good plumbing fashion to be sure they are gas tight.
Use wrenches of the correct size, rather than crescent wrenches. Pipe threads are usually tapered
and seat without the use of sealant or Teflon tape. However, if you are using untapered British pipe
threads, some form of thread sealant is recommended.
Always use soap and water to check connections for gas tightness.

Cold-Weather Considerations
As temperatures drop, pressure in the propane tank drops. After a while this affects gas flow
from tank to stove. The first sign of this will be when it becomes difficult to use more than one
burner at a time. With more drop in temperature, even that single burner gets low.
Aside from sailing closer to the equator, is there anything you can do? Yes — by insulating the
tank you can delay the onset of these problems.
With propane, as long as the tank’s ambient temperature is above -20 degrees Fahrenheit (-29
degrees Celsius) it will work fine. Butane, however, needs the ambient temperature must be much
higher or it will not flow through the regulator. Below 32 degrees Fahrenheit (0 degrees Celsius),
butane starts to have problems.

Electronic Gas Sniffer
An explosive gas sniffer in the lowest part of the boat is a good insurance policy. These are easy
to install and take negligible power. Take care with the probe to mount it low but also in a place
where it will stay dry. Since probes typically fail after several dunkings, keep an extra probe or
two in your spares kit.

Biological Sniffers
Propane and butane in their natural state are odorless. In most parts of the world a chemical is
added to give the gas a distinctive odor. Even if you have an electronic sniffer, periodically rely
your nose to check any closed spaces that could accumulate gas.
Although all the gas we’ve ever purchased has been odorized, we’ve heard stories about Third
World countries where this is not done. If you run into this situation, avoid using odorless gas. It
represents too big a risk.
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REFRIGERATION
While a lot of cruisers do without refrigeration, a
good system can work wonders for better morale
aboard. The longer a cruise lasts, and closer to the
equator the course is, the more important the fridge
system becomes.
The problem is that a cruising fridge system involves
more than just keeping food cold. It also involves
engine running time for the compressor (with direct
drive), or producing the amps required for an electric
system. The gear, operational costs, and maintenance
this entails frequently doubles or triples the cost of the
fridge system itself.
Of course, there are alternative ways to keep your
food and drinks chilled. Many of the principles that
apply to refrigeration also apply to ice, except, of
course, that ice doesn’t last on extended passages.

The key to an efficient fridge system is the box design. This includes
insulation quality and quantity, door
layout and gaskets, and the amount
of surface area for the entire box.

OBJECTIVES
There are several key objectives to be kept in mind with the fridge system. First, it must be reliable. In the event of failure, you either need to be equipped to handle repairs, or you need to have
a backup system available. (Learning the basics of refrigeration repair is pretty easy.) Next, the
system should be efficient. Running an engine or genset for two or three hours a day for the sake
of a cool drink gets old after a while.

Principles of Refrigeration
The principles of refrigeration are easy enough to understand. You start out with something
colder than the surrounding air, then insulate it via the fridge box lining to keep it cool as long as
possible. Because marine systems don’t have a continuous source of power, they usually use
holding plates to maintain cold. Inside these plates is tubing cooled by refrigerant chemical. This
material is in liquid form and enters the plates through an expansion valve (TX valve). Inside the
TX valve is a small, adjustable orifice. As the refigerant liquid squeezes past it begins to boil
inside the evaporator coil tubing. The boiling of the liquid changes to a gas, and in the process
absorbs heat from the surrounding area. This change of state, going from a liquid to a gas, is what
creates the cooling process. The TX valve regulates the flow of refrigerant into the plates by sensing the temperature on the outlet side of the tubing. It is designed to make sure that all liquid has
turned to gas by the time it has reached the sensing bulb. The cold is then stored in some type of
liquid, usually called a eutectic solution.
The gas is sucked back from the plates by a compressor, which takes the gas and compresses it
back into liquid form. This process generates heat, so right after the compressor you have a heat
Access into the box is usually in conflict with
the most efficient design. For access you want
front-loading doors. For efficiency you should
have top loading, to minimize heat gain when
the door is opened.
We typically make the fridge a front loader
— the fridge has lower heat-loss potential
than the freezer and is used more often.
The left photo is from a Sundeer 64. We
find it best to keep leftovers and drinks in one
section, and long-term storage in another
(usually the bottom).This minimizes the number of times you must open both doors.
The right photo shows Jos and Kelly
Archer’s Mistral. Note top and front access to
the fridge.The freezer is top loading only.
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exchanger. With your home fridge,
this is just a series of small tubes with
some fins and a fan blowing ambient
air over them. But on a boat, seawater
is used in the heat exchanger, since it’s
readily available and much more efficient than ambient-temperature air.

Running Time
Before getting into system detail,
let’s talk for a minute about running
time. It doesn’t make much difference
whether you use an AC electrical system running off a generator, an
engine-driven compressor, or a DC
electric system using batteries that
must be periodically recharged.
Whenever those diesels are turning
over (for charging batteries, making
AC current, or powering a compressor), on-board ambience suffers radically. Therefore, it’s important to
minimize running time for refrigeration needs if you intend to spend much
time aboard.
When we started cruising on Intermezzo, our supposedly first-class
fridge system required an hour of
engine time a day in California and
two hours a day in the Marquesas
Door hardware must be far more robust than what you find Islands. That appeared to be the norm
at home.You need hardware beef to compress gaskets evenly. among most of the boats we met. Well,
This leads to an aesthetic conundrum. Good-looking hard- if you have to listen to a bloody engine
ware is typically a bit light. Heavy, industrial-grade hardware running that long every day, you soon
looks clunky. We usually bite our tongue and go with the
begin to wonder if cold drinks are
heavy-duty gear since it works so much better.
Make sure that hinges and catches are adjustable.This is the worth the hassle.
only way to get the door gaskets to seal correctly.
But along the way we learned a few
Over time it will be necessary to tighten the hardware as the lessons, re-engineered the system, and
door gaskets take a set.
Door handles can be real bruisers if set on the face of a cab- cut running time by more than 50 perinet. We frequently inset the handle into the face of the door. cent. By the time we built Intermezzo
This looks nice and gets the handle out of the traffic pattern. II we knew how to limit time to under
There are two negatives: it adds man hours to the building an hour a day with much more storage
process, and you lose a considerable amount of insulation
capacity. On Sundeer and Beowulf
around the handle.
running time was reduced to about 20
minutes a day.
Obviously, a superefficient system won’t help much if you have to run the engine or genset an
hour a day for other reasons. One of the keys is to balance daily running cycle against the boat’s
other power needs.

The Box
Regardless of which of the numerous plumbing and compressor approaches is eventually chosen, the final efficiency of the system comes down to how well the fridge/freezer box itself is
designed. Cold leakage from the box is a function of several factors. First is surface area. The
more surface area, the more the cold dissipates. You want to have the most interior volume for the
least surface. Ideally your box will be cube shaped. While this isn’t often possible, beware of long,
slender designs (typically along the hullside) with small interior volumes and big surface areas.
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Then you have the loss that comes with opening and closing the fridge/freezer doors. Top loading is more efficient here, because with a front loader the cold air tends to spill out. But top loaders
are hard to use. Linda hated the top loader on Intermezzo (although she did look kind of cute with
half of her body inside the box). Spillage from front loaders can be reduced several ways. The first
is to have a deep lip at the bottom of the door. Next, shelves can be made of solid sheets of plastic,
possibly with hinged fronts, so that the air doesn’t drop down when you open the door. The fridge
doors should be as small as practical. Finally, a filled fridge loses less cold air when opened than
a somewhat empty box.
Usually the best compromise is to have a top-loading freezer, which isn’t opened that often, and
a front-loading fridge. Hopefully the freezer will have some form of a basket or inventory system
to minimize the time necessary to keep the door open. The Schmidts used a system of stacking
stainless baskets in their freezer aboard Wakaroa. Not only did this make it easier to find things,
but it reduced the heat load from the freezer door being open while the food hunt was underway.
On our boats, the fridge gets opened most often for drinks. I feel it makes sense to have a small
compartment just for drinks, if there’s room. Or, you can keep a cold-drink vacuum thermos
handy on the outside, which is reloaded on a periodic basis. We’ve also found that a cold-water
tank inside the fridge, with a spigot plumbed outside, helps reduce door openings.

The ideal fridge liner is smooth, with low
heat-transmission qualities, and tough
enough to take years of removing frost.
Stainless meets most of this criteria. It is
smooth, easy to clean, and will withstand
frost removal. However, it is a much better
heat conductor than fiberglass. On balance,
we prefer stainless for its advantages and put
up with the slight reduction in efficiency. Surprisingly, it is usually no more expensive to
use a stainless liner than one made from
fiberglass.
In the upper right photo, Cheryl Schmidt
proudly shows off Wakaroa’s freezer. The
interior and access hatch are coordinated so
that stacking baskets can be used to store
and separate food stuffs. The door into the
freezer has a single gasket, while the counter
lid (which she holds in her right hand) has a
second gasket.
With a top-loading freezer, it’s essential to
work out a system to keep spills from getting
past the gaskets.This requires a small dam or
fiddle around the perimeter, or, as in the case
here, a trough around the outside of the
counter gasket that drains to the bilge.
Temperature gauges are handy to keep
track of the fridge system. We like to install
them in each box.
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Gaskets
The last area of leakage is around the door gaskets. There are two problems here. One is heat
loss. The second, more serious, is allowing humidity to enter the box. This forms condensation
on the cold plates, which turns to frost and impairs their operation. Gaskets should be soft, easily
compressed, and form a good seal all the way around. Hinges and latches should be heavy-duty
so as to really put pressure on the gaskets. The fridge can get by with a single set of gaskets, but
the freezer should have a double set.

Gasket design is tricky. You want a material
that gives a good moisture seal and minimizes heat leakage. The gasket needs to be
soft enough to conform to irregularities.
Hollow gaskets are commonly used on land,
but, they allow quite a bit of heat leakage.
We tend to use soft solid gaskets and the heavy hardware necessary to compress the gasket material.
The freezer should have double gaskets as in the drawing above. Fridges are okay with a single gasket.
With a production boat you have the opportunity of creating recesses into which the gaskets can fit with
your tooling. However, on custom projects the norm is to have the gasket attached to a flat on the door.

INSULATION
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Insulation of the box is, of course, a key ingredient in overall efficiency. Until recently, the
only really functional material was polyurethane
foam, typically 2 pounds per cubic foot in density (the lighter the better).
In the last few years isocyanurate foam has
been available in sheet form with a higher “R”
value than PU foams.
Stay away from cheaper polystyrene or bead
foam — it doesn’t insulate well at all.
When building or re-insulating a box there’s
frequently a question about whether to use board
stock or pour the foam. Poured foam is nice in
that it fills all crevices and adheres to the sides of
the walls. However, the quality of the poured
foam can vary markedly and this has a big impact
on insulation value.
Over time, all foams try to absorb moisture. As
they do, they lose insulating values. After a couple of years an unsealed foam insulation will
have its “R” values reduced by half or more.
To get around this the fridge box should be
carefully sealed with some form of a barrier on
the outside. The foam should be sealed as well.
Some foams are more hydroscopic than others. Polystyrene foams are like sponges. Isocyanurates are more hydroscopic than PU foams.
We used the isos on Beowulf but sealed the
sheets with epoxy to keep them moisture-tight.
Poured foam tends to be more hydroscopic
than sheet foam.

Compressor running time and/or holdover time is
a function of box surface area and insulation.You can
generalize to an extent with box volume and use
the data above. As an example, a fridge with a volume of 8 cubic feet and 4 inches (100 mm) of insulation would have a heat leak of 2,400 Btu per day.
This is based on a sheet polyeurethane foam of
around 2.2 pounds/cubic foot density. Data courtesy of Marine Air/Grunert.

Foam Thickness
Foam should be as thick as possible; for tropical cruising, 3 to 4 inches (75 to 100 mm) on the fridge and 6
inches (150mm) on the freezer. If you’re only going to be
sailing in temperate climates, 2 and 4 inches (50 and 100
mm) would do the job.
Here we get into one of those trade-offs. Since space is
limited below decks, the fridge box has to fit a finite volume. More insulation means less net storage volume for
food. As you add to the insulation thickness the interior
volume is rapidly reduced. On the other hand, there is
nothing as nice as an efficient fridge system, running on
solar panels or requiring little engine time. We’ve always
gone for the highest insulation values. If a smaller box
was the result, we’ve felt that was a good trade-off.

High-Tech Panels
Now comes some very exciting news. There are two
new high-tech insulating systems on the market with
three to ten times the value of foam. The first is a system
developed in Europe. It involves plastic vacuum panels
filled with a special ingredient with “R” values around 20
for a 1-inch (25mm) thick panel (that’s the equivalent of 4

Here, sheet polyeurethane foam is
used to insulate a freezer (6 inches/
150mm thick). Note the foil moisture
barrier on the back side. Poured form is
used to seal the corners.The top edges
also need to be sealed with a film or
resin, or moisture will eventually find its
way into the foam, reducing the insulating value significantly.
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to 5 inches [100 to 125 mm] of normal
foam). The second is the Aura panel,
made by Owens-Corning. This is a true
metal vacuum panel with “R” values of
around 60! Both are available from Glacier Bay.
Think of the possibilities this brings.
Huge reductions in fridge running time,
to the point where four solar cells can
easily handle a medium-size box in the
An Owens-Corning Aura insulation panel. This is the
tropics. More net storage space is
most efficient insulation available, with “R” factor of 60
another factor.
for 1-inch (25mm) thick panels. (Glacier Bay Photo)
Our experience is that in normal
usage, about half of all heat load comes from opening the fridge or freezer and/or introducing
warm food to the interior of the box. This means that half the heat load comes through the insulation.
Cutting this heat load by two-thirds will reduce running time by about one-third. And, when
you leave the boat for a period of time so that the doors stay closed, holdover or running time is
reduced by two-thirds! This has enormous implications for the rest of your systems on board.
We’ll be using these panels on a boat currently under way. Our plan is to bury them in a poured
foam matrix, 3 inches (75mm) thick. This takes care of the corner leakage issues and leaves us
with reasonable insulation values if for some reason a panel were to fail.

Temperature
Cold loss (or, more correctly, heat load) is a direct function of the temperature differential
between the inside of the box and the ambient outside air. Bearing this in mind, the colder the
interior of the box is, and the warmer the outside surfaces, the longer the daily compressor running time.
This has an impact on the location of the outside of the box. Ideally, the entire box will be freestanding in the interior. If one side is up against the hull, or an engine room bulkhead (where the
ambient temperature will be higher) additional insulation should be allowed.

Temperature versus Food Longevity
The colder the boxes are, the longer foodstuff will last, but of course colder means more running time, so you don’t want the box any colder than is necessary. We’ve found that keeping the
top of the freezer at 25 degrees Fahrenheit and the bottom about 10 degrees F colder will keep
most frozen goods three to six months without deterioration. But for longer periods, colder temperatures are needed. In the fridge, a 45- to-50-degree temperature will work well if running time
is a concern. But a 5 to 10-degree-colder range will keep leftovers longer.
Fridge/freezer temperatures are controlled by the set point of the eutectic solution in your holding plates, the amount of surface area of the plates, and air movement over the plates. Along with
these factors goes heat load on the box. Temperature of the plates can be lowered by over running
the compressor, but this is very inefficient and can lead to long-term problems with the compressor.
The easiest way to keep track of box temperature is with external gauges. These can be purchased at any fridge supply house for under $20. We like to monitor each box separately. A simpler approach is an internal thermometer left inside and checked when the fridge or freezer is
opened.

Interior Volume
A major decision has to be made in space utilization, and this depends on cruising style. If
you’re close to sources of frozen goods, you’ll want more fridge and less freezer space. But when
you’re really out in the boonies, with lots of long passages in the making, freezer space becomes
more critical. Also, the freezer takes more running time because it’s colder, so having more
freezer than you really need is counterproductive.
On Intermezzo we had a 7-cubic-foot (net of holding plates) fridge and 2-cubic-foot freezer. In
those carnivorous days we could pack 80 pounds of meat (carefully) into that little freezer. Next
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we graduated to a 7-cubic-foot freezer and 12-foot fridge on Intermezzo II. On Sundeer we stayed
with the 7-foot freezer but went to a combination fridge/vegetable box, each of the latter being 7
cubic feet. The advantage here is with temperature. The vegetable box can be kept at a higher temperature than the fridge, reducing heat loss and compressor running time. Of course, not everyone
wants to devote the space or the machinery necessary to maintain such a large capacity. A 3- or
4-cubic-foot box, with perhaps 1 foot of freezer worked in, will keep you in very good shape most
of the time.
It’s also possible to have combination boxes. When we did the original Deerfoot there was a
section between the fridge and freezer that could be used as either by changing the temperature of
the plate.
You do have to be careful about getting the fridge too cold and freezing vegetables and fruit.
Also, if any of the stored items touch your holding plates they’re likely to freeze in the contact
area. So careful packing will be in order. (We usually put cheese, yogurt, butter, and other
non-temperature-sensitive items back against the plates to shield the fruits and veggies.)

Temperature and storage life are closely linked, as you can see in the data above
(from Glacier Bay). Note that there are optimum maximum and minimum temperatures given for a series of different items. The freezing temperature is also
important — below this temperature, the fruit or veggy in question will be ruined.
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HOLDING PLATES
When you have a constant supply of power, such as with a house fridge, the compressor can
run whenever required. In this case, the compressor works with what is called an evaporator coil.
The evaporator is cooled by the expansion of the refrigerant gas, and the evaporator cools the surrounding air. Sometimes a fan or two is involved to move air over the evaporator. Because the
evaporator/compressor combination runs often, the load on it is light. The compressor is therefore
smaller than what would be found on a boat.
A boat, without continuous power available, requires a compressor system that can be run for
short periods of time, typically when the engine is running. This being the case, some form of
storage for the cold created by this compressor is required. Here holding plates come into the
equation.

How Holding Plates Work
Certain liquids go through a change of state when they are cooled below a given point. Large
quantities of energy are required to achieve this change of state. Fresh water is a good example.
At 32 degrees Fahrenheit (0 degrees Celsius), water begins to freeze. In the process of freezing,
huge amounts of energy are absorbed, changing the water to ice, roughly 1,140 Btu per U.S. gallon (3.8 liters). Because it is a true eutectic solution, all of the water in a given area will freeze
before the temperature starts to drop beyond the eutectic point. When the eutectic begins to thaw,
the reverse happens. The same amount of energy is required to warm the solution up past the
freezing point. The temperature of the solution will remain constant until the last molecule of the
eutectic has had its change of state. This eutectic property is the key to storing cold energy in the
fridge system. With a true brine solution (salt-based) at a temperature of around 7 degrees Fahrenheit/-14 degrees Celsius, you have a holdover capacity of approximately 800 Btu per U.S. gallon.
Here’s a simple experiment you can conduct at home to prove this principle. Take a glass of
water with several ice cubes, and check the temperature of the water. After a while the water temperature will be at 32 degrees Fahrenheit/ 0 degrees Celsius. It will remain at this temperature as
the ice melts, as that is the eutectic point of fresh water. On your thermometer you will see a steady
temperature until the last of the ice has melted, at which point the temperature of the water will
begin to rise.
Unfortunately, there are few true eutectics. Fresh water, as you know, is one. Adding salt to
water maintains the eutectic properties but lowers the temperature at which the freeze/thaw point
is reached. Salt, however, is corrosive and cannot be used in plates unless the plates and plumbing
are made of stainless or galvanized steel. You cannot use salt solutions with stainless and copper,
for example, due to corrosion occurring in the copper plumbing.
Just to complicate this problem a little more, there is a mechanical problem with water-based
eutectics. They expand as they freeze. This can cause all sorts of problems with your plate and
plumbing, unless proper allowance has been made in advance.

Non-Eutectic Solutions
All sorts of other ingredients can be added to
water to reduce the freezing points. One is ethylene glycol, the antifreeze you use in your car.
Another approach is to use methylated spirits
with water. Both of these lower the freeze point
of the solution. However, because they are not a
true eutectic solution, several things happen.
First, there is no steady temperature point at
which the plate will sit on a stable basis for a
long period of time. This makes it difficult to
keep the fridge or freezer at a set temperature.
Second, because there is no true change of state,
there is a loss in holding capacity of anywhere
from 40 to 65 percent compared to a true eutectic. Finally, because the temperature continues to
drop as the solution is cooled (rather than sitting
at a fixed eutectic point until the whole plate is
frozen) the compressor operates at a lower average temperature. This reduces compressor efficiency.

Arne Adams (left) and Tim James (right)
calculate the results of the before-andafter plate tests aboard Sundeer.
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Super Juice
Tim James and Arne Adams, two rocket-scientists-turned-cruisers, saw the problems with the
two choices just discussed and set out to solve the problem. They came up with a patented true
eutectic solution with a capacity to absorb heat similar to that of salt water, but one that is noncorrosive and that contracts rather than expands upon freezing.
We built Sundeer’s fridge plates in the usual fashion in New Zealand — a combination of stainless liners, copper tubing, and a water/methylated spirits solution.
However, we made allowances for changing the solution when we got the boat back to the
States. Upon our return, Tim and Arne came down to the boat and connected a strip chart recorder
to the freezer. We tracked the holdover, temperature ranges, and amp hours consumed on a daily
basis.
We then changed the solution to their super juice and went through the same data again. Where
before we had a 36-or-so hour holdover, we now had a capacity of four days plus. And, compressor amp hours (or running time)
was down by 40 percent!
These results are typical for
any true eutectic solution.

Eutectic Temperature
Whether you make your own
plates or buy them already
made, you need to decide what
temperature eutectic solution to
go for.
The industry standard is 26
degrees Fahrenheit for fridges
and 0 degrees to –5 degrees
Fahrenheit for freezers. The
temperature at which the box
will run is a function of the surface area of the plate, air flow
over the plate, heat load on the
box, and temperature of the frozen solution inside the plate.
Two issues push us toward the
highest acceptable temperatures. One, the warmer the box
is, the less difference there is
between inside and outside air
and the lower heat load is on the
insulation. The lower the heat
load, the less compressor running time.
If the ambient temperature is
75 degrees Fahrenheit, and the
freezer is at 0, there’s a differential of 75 degrees. If you let the
freezer run at 15 degrees Fahrenheit, there is only a 60-degree
differential. That’s a difference
of 20 percent in heat load.
The other issue is compressor
efficiency. The higher the temperature at which it operates, the
more efficient it will be.

A comparison between methylated spirits/water plate solution
and “super juice” on Sundeer’s freezer. The bottom line is the meth’s
solution. Note how it drops to a lower temperature and takes more
power than the upper graph of Super Juice. A 15-percent difference
in amp hours is required to solidly freeze the plates.
The lower graph illustrates what happens after the compressor has
been shut down.There’s a 36-hour holdover with the meths and 105
hours of holdover with “super juice.”When you consider that just 61
amp hours were required to achieve the 105 hours of holdover time
versus 69 amp hours for the shorter holdover, you begin to realize
the inefficiency of anything other than a true eutectic solution!
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Surface Area versus Temperature
We mentioned plate surface area as having an impact on
temperature. For a given heat load and given box size, you
need a certain plate temperature to achieve your desired
results. By increasing the surface area of the plates you can
achieve a lower temperature in the box. Alternatively, you
can use greater plate area to maintain a given temperature
while raising the eutectic temperature (which means a
more efficient compressor).
Most stand-alone plates are held off the surface of the
fridge or freezer by about 3/4 inch (19mm), so that air can
circulate around both sides.
This helps plate efficiency, but it is impossible to clean
behind the plates.
In general, box temperatures run 10 to 15 degrees Fahrenheit above the surface temperature of the plates.

Use of Fans to Augment Air Flow
Since air flow is a key ingredient in the box-temperature
equation, you can lower the temperature of the box by
moving air over the plates with a small muffin fan. These
can be thermostatically controlled and have a tremendous
impact on box temperature. If you are shy on surface area
or want to use a plate with increased eutectic temperatures,
a small fan is the way to go.

Plate Location
Fridge plates are best located, when possible, at the top
of the box. This keeps them in the warmest spot, where
they are least likely to maintain a frost line, and where thermocyling of the air will be most effective over the plate.
This has the further advantage of removing the possibility of freezing vegetables that inadvertently sit against the
plate.
Freezer plates are also best mounted on the top, although
sides work well, too.
The very best approach, however, is to use the freezer
plate in a freestanding installation, where it is a divider in
the center of the box. This allows you to get at both sides to
clean. It also gets the best air flow around the plate.

Built-In Plates
Three different approaches to coil
installation and design. The upper
two photos show the Sundeer 64
freezer with a center-mounted plate
and a Glacier Bay “spider” coil inside
the plate.The centered location has
several advantages. First, it divides
the freezer. Second, both sides of
the single large plate are exposed to
the food. Third, the plate is easily
cleaned on the two largest sides
(and it is easier to remove accumulated frost).
The bottom photo shows a stainless liner with two sets of built-in
coils before installation aboard
Beowulf. There is 50 feet (15.4m) of
5/8-inch (16mm) copper pipe in
each coil. This is designed to work
with a 1/2-horsepower compressor.

In many instances it makes sense to use a built-in plate,
where the plate is actually a part of the fridge liner. You
start out with a stainless-steel liner for the box. This forms
the inner wall of the plate. An outer wall is then welded to
the inner to form an enclosed tank.
The advantage of this type of approach is that the inside
of the fridge is a smooth, easily-cleaned stainless-steel surface, with no hidden areas to collect grunge.
The negative is that only a single side of the plate is in
contact with the air, so more surface area is needed.

Plate Plumbing
As the liquid refrigerant is pumped out by the compressor, it flows down the liquid lines (small pipes) toward the
box. Just before the plate there is an expansion (TX) valve.
This TX valve has a small needle valve in a tiny orifice that
is operated by a temperature-sensing bulb,
As the liquid refrigerant hits the needle valve, it is turned
into a fine spray of extremely cold gas. As the gas flows
down through the plate plumbing, it absorbs heat from the
surrounding solution.
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The temperature-sensing bulb regulates the flow of gas. The proper setting of this, called the “super heat”
setting, is critical to efficient operation. Being off just a little bit can
reduce efficiency by 50 percent or
more.
The design of the plumbing run
after the TX valve, and how it absorbs
heat, has a major impact on your system’s efficiency.
The gas inside the tubing runs at 15
to 20 degrees Fahrenheit below the
eutectic point of the evaporator coil at
the beginning of the cycle. Eventually, this causes the solution closest to
The lower the temperature at which the compressor operthe tubing to freeze. This frozen mate- ates, the less efficient it is.This is a function of eutectic temperarial then forms an insulating barrier so ture in your fridge plates. The graph above illustrates the
that the compressor has to make even difference in watts required to obtain 4,000 Btu per hour from a
Glacier Bay system.
colder gas (and run at a lower, less
Between +20 and -20
efficient temperature) to freeze the
degrees Fahrenheit,
rest of the solution.
there’s almost a 2-toWith a true eutectic, all of the solu1 ratio.Add in the
tion theoretically changes state at the
greater heat load on a
same time. In reality, this is somewhat
box which is kept
colder, and you can
true, although there is always some
see why a system set
early change of state (freezing)
to run as warm as is
around the plumbing from about halftolerable is signifiway through the cycle.
cantly more efficient
The more surface area there is, the
on power needs.
better heat transfer. At the beginning
The left chart shows
of the cycle this is based on compresc o m p r e s s o r e f ficiency for a Danfosssor capacity, but toward the end of the
style 12V compressor.
cycle it is based on the capacity of the
semi-insulated plumbing pipes to absorb heat.

Coil Design
Coil design varies with compressor capacity. The ideal solution is to use an air-conditioning
evaporator coil of appropriate size. This coil has a combination of lots of tubing and interspersed
aluminum fins, so that there are large amounts of surface area in contact with the surrounding
solution. With this approach the partial freezing of the eutectic has much less impact.
The problem is that these coils use copper tubing and aluminum fins. Put all this in a stainless
tank and add some salt water, and you have a big battery. However, this approach will work to
improve the efficiency of the noncorrosive noneutectic solutions (such as ethylene glycol and
water).
Another approach, used by Glacier Bay, is what they call a spider coil. It uses 120 feet (37 m)
of 1/4-inch (6mm) stainless-steel tubing. If this were laid out in a single run, the pressure drop
would be too great and there would be a loss in efficiency. Instead, they have the tubing manifolded in a series of parallel runs. This results in good surface area with little pressure drop.

Oil Traps
Your refrigerant travels through the system carrying a mist of oil with it. When the plate is
designed, it must take into account this oil and make sure there is enough velocity (speed) of the
gas so that oil is carried along back to the compressor.
Plates have specific orientations to make sure the oil is pulled through correctly. You will want
to observe this when installing them.

Plate Capacity
If you are using an engine-drive compressor, you will want at least a 24-hour holdover time.
Twice this would be preferable. However, there are limits, since plates take up interior-storage
area.
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With electric-based systems, where you have large battery banks, plate size is typically determined by what is needed to make the electric compressor most efficient, the majority of the holdover coming from the battery capacity, which is then replenished by the engine.

Using Evaporator Coils
If you have a large battery bank, consider a system based on a simple evaporator coil. This is the
same as the approach used in home systems. You still have the cold gas running through the pipes,
only now there is no eutectic. The plates cool the air directly. The heat transfer, evaporator coil to
air, is more efficient than what happens in a holding plate where you first have to cool the solution
(with the freezing complications) and then the solution cools the air.
But there is no storage capacity with this approach except for what is available in the batteries.

Whose Plates?
There are all sorts of claims about plate efficiency, how they are made, and how they compare
to the opposition. Assuming you are starting from scratch, there are several basic choices.
Glacier Bay makes plates with very efficient spider coils that use a salt-water-based true eutectic solution. Another approach is available from Grunert. Bob Williams, of Sea Air Land Technologies was involved in the development of these plates, and Bob says they also have a true eutectic
solution. An alternative way to go is with galvanized steel plates made for ice cream trucks by the
Dole Company. The Dole plates use salt water. For some reason people don’t like the galvanized
steel. However, I think they are fine. You can frequently find them used.
Finally, you can make up your own plates. It’s not that big a deal, and while you will probably
not save any money, you might end up with something just the right size. If this is your approach,
I would aim toward plates using the “super juice” we mentioned earlier, with air-conditioning
finned evaporators.

Testing an Existing Plate
If you want to find out quite easily if your existing plates have a true eutectic, you will need a
recording thermometer, available from most refrigeration-supply houses.
Take the probe and tape it onto the middle of your plate. Use an insulating tape so that it only
reads plate temperature, not outside air temperature.
If the plate is eutectic, you will see the temperature drop or rise at a steady rate. When it hits the
eutectic temperature, the graph will flatten out until the solution has reached the change-of-state
temperature, at which point the temperature will again change. If you don’t see this flattening of
the temperature range, you do not have a true eutectic solution.

For the most efficient holding plates and pull-down, you need to combine an air conditioning–style
evaporator coil (right) and a true eutectic solution.The air conditioning coil has lots of copper tubing
manifolded with huge quantities of flat aluminum fins to conduct heat.This eliminates the efficiency loss
due to early freezing around the pipes carrying the refrigerant gas.
The problem comes in the eutectic solution. A true salt-based brine will cause electrolysis in the copper and aluminum evaporator coil. But Tim and Arne’s Super Juice is noncorrosive, and that, combined
with a properly sized finned evaporator, will perform significantly better than anything else.
The chart above shows how the freezer plate on Tim’s boat performed. Compare this to the curves
for Sundeer and you will see a much flatter pull-down and holdover.The eutectic is the same.The difference is that Sundeer had a plain copper evaporator, while Tim’s boat used the finned evaporator.
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The type of compressor chosen for the fridge system
has a major impact on your other systems approaches.
Therefore, carefully review all your vessel’s requirements against the compressor choice.

Engine Drive
Until recently, the most popular way to go was with an
engine-driven compressor. And in many cases, this is
still the best, especially with modest DC or AC electrical generating capacity. The engine drive system makes
use of the daily battery charging cycle for power, and it’s
All engine-drive compressors start life
pretty efficient, due to a direct transfer of power from as automobile air-conditioners.They are,
therefore, optimized for higher temperaengine to compressor.
than you find in a fridge/freezer sysThere are several direct-drive compressors, all from tures
tem. However, with so much power
the automotive business, where they’re used for air-con- available from the engine, this lack of effiditioning. Depending on the mounting flexibility of ciency is typically not a problem.
There are two basic types, both of
your engine and available space, you can choose either
a rotary or a straight-line compressor. Rotaries are a lit- which are shown above. On the left is a
conventional unit available from either
tle more efficient, but the old-fashioned Tecumseh and York or Tecumseh.To the right is a rotary.
York 10-cubic-inch models have greater capacity than Rotaries are somewhat more efficient
most rotaries — typically about 1.5 horsepower, com- but have less capacity.
Note the flexible hoses to isolate
pared to 0.75 horsepower. Mounting brackets should be
vibration.
All flexible hose is osmotic —
sturdy, with provision for adjusting belt tension. Most i.e., it allows
moisture into the system. As
of these compressors can be turned up to 5,000 or 6,000 a result, driers need to be changed more
rpm, so using a large-drive pulley to increase compres- often. Flexible hoses should be kept to
sor speed when the engine is idling will give you a faster the shortest length possible. (Marine Air/
Grunert photos)
pull-down on the plates.
The compressor must be connected to the rest of the
system with flexible hoses. If copper is used, there will be vibration cracks in a short period of
time. However, it’s important to minimize the amount of rubber used. Rubber refrigeration hose
is somewhat porous and acts as a semi-permeable membrane with moisture. In a warm, humid

This chart shows the relationship between compressor rpm, evaporator temperature, and Btu capacity for
the Tecumseh HGC 1000 compressor. It is also representative for York compressors.These make up the bulk
of engine drive systems. Note how quickly capacity builds with rpm, which is why you want a very large drive
pulley on the engine. Also note how fast capacity drops as temperature is reduced in the holding plates.
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Two Glacier Bay DC compressor installations.The upper is
on one of our production boats. Note the vibration isolators
between the compressor and plate plumbing in both photos.
The second photo is a dual compressor setup. Each fridge
and freezer has dual plates serviced by one compressor —
i.e., each compressor does a fridge and a freezer plate. This
offers a totally redundant system, so that if either fails, the
second serves as a backup.

An industrial Tecumseh freezer compressor with an AC
motor (although it could be DC driven). Note the large flywheel-effect pulley. The weight in this smooths compressor
operation, making it quieter and helping longevity.
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engine compartment, moisture will
be sucked into the hose, causing all
sorts of maintenance problems.
About 18 inches (457mm) is as
long as you should go with the rubber.
You may be asking what to do
with this system at the dock. It
would certainly be nice to avoid
running the engine when shore
power is available. Short of installing a second compressor, one
approach is to take an AC motor —
typically 1/2 horsepower and well
geared down via drive pulleys —
and mount it opposite the compressor. When you’re in port, slip off
the engine-drive belts and use the
electric motor for power.
The engine-drive system has the
advantage of enormous capacity
and parts readily available from
any junkyard in the world. The
main disadvantage is that you must
run the engine for cooling. If you
want to leave the boat for a few
days, either the box warms up or
someone has to come aboard every
day or two to run the engine.
In addition, engine-drive systems require more compressor
maintenance than electric systems,
and in general they tend to be a little
less reliable. If you do have an
engine-drive system, you need to
have a good knowledge of servicing your system.

Sealed AC Compressors
If a generator is aboard, then a
sealed, AC-powered compressor
bears looking into. Sealed compressors are inherently more reliable than automotive-style units
and will run off a genset, an invertor, or shore power. But with most
gensets, assuming other accessories are running during the fridge
cycle, you’ll be limited to a maximum of about a 1.5-horsepower
compressor. (Above this size you
have to jump to 220 volts.) You’re
still stuck with the problem of leaving the boat unattended. Someone
has to run the genset every so often
to provide power for the fridge system.
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DC Compressors
An old-fashioned approach, which I would have turned
up my nose at a few years ago, is now looking pretty good.
I’m speaking of a DC motor–powered compressor. In the
old days, with small DC alternators, it took so long to
make the DC power for these compressors that the engine
or genset ended up running for hours and hours to put
enough charge into the batteries to run the compressor.
This just didn’t make sense. But now, with high-powered
alternators available, the DC motor–powered compressor
A sealed AC compressor does not
is a more viable option.
have shaft-seal or hose-maintenance
The DC compressor is more efficient in power conproblems. However, it is 15 to 25
sumption than the AC system, as much as 15 to 20 percent
percent less efficient than a pure DC
system. (Marine Air/Grunert photo)
more penurious with the watts. With a DC-powered system, alternate sources of power such as solar, wind, or
water generators can be used to recharge the batteries. This opens up the possibility of leaving the
boat unattended for longer periods of time. If shore power is available, the battery charger can
take care of the daily power needs of the DC compressor.
However, there are a few negatives. First is cost. The normal DC system, say 1/2 horsepower,
is approximately twice as expensive as its AC counterpart. Next, you need a good-sized battery
bank with lots of charging capacity. Last, these systems are typically about 50 percent heavier
than any of the others mentioned.

AC or DC?
Why not use an AC compressor with an efficient inverter? Certainly if you have a genset aboard,
an inverter can be the means of running the compressor when the genset is down. If there’s commensurate charging capacity on the main engine, this also provides a backup. But there are two
levels of power loss here. First is the inherent disadvantage of the AC compared to DC motor. The
second is the inverter losses when it changes DC back to AC power.
Linda and I have debated all the above points more than once. In fact, I’ve debated them with
just about everyone I know.
Until a few years ago, in my
mind the hands-down winner
was the engine-mounted compressor. Then we went to AC
systems for a while when the
small Japanese diesels started
being converted to gensets.
Today we’re using the DC
motor–driven compressors.
We’ve found that these give us
the most flexibility for backup
and the shortest running time
for charging with the engine.
But, as we’ve already mentioned, the choice of the DC
approach is based on the ability
to have extremely high charging rates from our alternators.
Vibration in fridge fittings causes more problems than anything
With a more conventional
else to do with these systems. Generous loops of copper, with
secure clamping to limit harmonic vibration, helps (left photo).
charging setup, I’d go back to
The best approach is to use an isolation hose, but one that is
engine drive.
not osmotic, as shown in the right photo.
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Size and Efficiency
When looking at different compressor systems, consider size versus efficiency. For a variety of
reasons with AC and DC compressors, larger means more efficient at converting electrical watts
to refrigeration Btu. A 1/2-horsepower unit is up to 30 percent more efficient. Jump to 3/
4-horsepower and you get another increase. Bearing in mind plate capacity, which must be balanced, and electrical capacity, bigger is generally better.

Danfoss
I’ve left the sealed DC compressor for last. A few years back the Danish company, Danfoss,
began to market a small-capacity, DC-powered system with an internally driven compressor.
These have been used by many of the marine fridge marketers in “cold machine”–type systems.
For weekending, in very tight areas, or if the fridge budget is small, they can make sense. However
they have one major drawback — they’re very inefficient at converting watts to cold. These compressors take about 40 percent more power to do the job than the larger externally driven DC systems.
If you go with this approach, try to install a system with provisions for a water-cooled condensing coil. These are more efficient than air-cooled models. If you decide on air-cooled, make sure
there’s a good air flow to the coils.

Dual Circuiting
Many fridge plates come with two circuits of tubing. These can be plumbed in series, to put
them all on one large compressor, or used with two different compressors. The advantage with the
latter approach is backup. Engine drive for anchored-out use and a small DC or AC system for use
at the dock is a popular combination. Also, it makes sense to use two electrics in the same system.
However, using two compressors cuts down on the efficiency of the system, as only half the surface area of tubing is available for each compressor.
Another form of backup is to use the single large compressor with the dual plate coils plumbed
in series, and a second Danfoss-style compressor with its own cold plate for backup.

Heat Exchangers
The heat exchanger uses seawater to cool down the hot refrigerant liquid after it’s been through
the compressor. A common mistake is for a unit to be too small for the tropics. Be sure there’s lots
of capacity. There’s such a thing as too much capacity when you come back to cooler climates,
but you can control this by throttling down the water flow through the heat exchanger with a valve.
A typical automotive compressor with a 2-to-1 overdrive on engine rpm will need around a
“two-ton” heat exchanger in tropical waters.
Be sure your heat exchanger is made of cupro nickel.

Cooling Pumps
Fridge pumps are not typically self-priming. This means they’re sensitive to air in their saltwater feed line. Be sure they’re mounted below the waterline, and that the feed hose to them is flat
or at a slightly up angle. Avoid bends that can trap air. The routing from the pump to the heat
exchanger should also be fair.
If the compressor frequently kicks out due to overheating, the odds are the culprit is air in the
centrifugal pump. If this problem can’t be cured by replumbing, your bleeding job can at least be
made easier by putting a T at the pump with a valve for releasing air.
With modern shallow-bottom designs like our boats, it can be a real challenge to keep a centrifugal pump operating. To avoid this we typically specify a self-priming impeller pump — a little
less efficient, but much easier on the crew.

Hull Coolers
Years ago we had one of our boats hauled out for a few days with a full freezer. It seemed like a
big hassle to connect a hose to our compressor for cooling water. So, as an experiment, we put
about 100 gallons (385 liters) of water in the engine-room bilge. We then put a bilge pump in the
fridge-cooling circuit, set up so it would come on at the same time as the compressor. The bilge
pump cycled the bilge water through the compressor heat exchanger. The exhaust from the bilge
pump was run back into the bilge, so we were pumping the same water around and around. Guess
what? It worked great!
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Taking this the next step, when we built Beowulf we had a large tank welded to the hull in the
engine room. This tank is plumbed to a circulating pump for one compressor and has a coil of
aluminum pipe through which the second compressor runs its refrigerant directly.
The idea is to transfer heat to the water and then from the water in the tank to the hull, and from
the hull to the surrounding seawater. Both compressors work great. In the tropics, with both compressors running, compressor head pressures are normal.
The advantages? No problems with priming. No salt-water corrosion. And for one of the systems, no water pump.

Liquid-Side Subcoolers
As the refrigerant gas returns to the compressor, it is quite cold. At the same time, the gas that
the fridge has condensed into liquid is pretty hot before it has run through the heat exchanger. A
liquid subcooler runs the gas by the liquid, thereby using some of the cold in the returning gas to
cool down the hotter liquid.
Some companies offer liquid subcoolers as standard. With other companies, you have to ask for
it. For the most efficient system, be sure to get one.

Automatic Cycling
If you expect to be off the boat for long periods of time, it’s nice to have some form of automatic
control — with manual override, of course. You can use a temperature-actuated system, which
measures plate temperature, instead of box temperature, to trigger the compressor; or you can use
a timer cycle. The latter isn’t quite as sophisticated, but it seems to work well once you get the
hang of adjusting the time.
Digital thermostats give fairly accurate control but are much more expensive than a simple
manual system.
Whatever you use, understand how the system works. First, there’s a trigger point at which the
T-stat tells the compressor to turn on. Then there is a temperature range — how many degrees of
difference there is between the starting and finishing temperature.
Ideally, the system would come on just as the last molecule of eutectic thaws and turn off just
as the last molecule is frozen. Going past this point is very inefficient.
In practice, surface plate temperature never truly equates to eutectic points. The easiest way to
find this is with a strip chart recorder. Barring this, careful hourly logging of the plate temperature
can be graphed to approximate the eutectic point.

Dual T-Stat Systems
With an electric system that runs on demand, you really have two needs. One is for the system
to cycle when the plates have thawed. The other is for it to cycle if there is a source of power
present — if the engine or a genset is running.
Many T-stats have dual sets of controls. If this is the case, one can be set up to run on normal
automatic with the second set to turn on at a
given signal, such as an engine starting or the
push of a button.
Another advantage of this is that you can run
the system just before going to bed, so the compressor won’t come on in the middle of the
night.

Driers
Every system has a drier filled with a desiccant to remove moisture in the refrigerant. If
you see moisture through the sight glass, then
the drier needs to be changed. Valves should be
on each side of the drier so it can be changed
without opening up your system. If you’re having a system built, put in the biggest drier you
can find.

Driers should be mounted where they are
easy to get to, as they need frequent changing
on most systems. Having a valve on each drier
allows you to seal the system when putting on
a new unit.
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Refrigerant Receiver
A good system will have a large-capacity
receiver built into it. This does two things.
First, during pump-down, it’s a place to store
the refrigerant in the system. Second, if the
receiver is oversized, you can put extra refrigerant into the system, allowing you to keep
operating in the face of a small leak. However,
be wary of combination receivers and drier
systems. These make it impossible to change a
drier without recharging the system.

Oil and Gas Separator

If practical, we prefer to mount our expansion
valves outside the box so that they are more easily serviced.This creates a problem with condensation on the valve and is slightly less efficient.
However, the benefits are significant when the
time comes to replace an orifice or make an
adjustment. Insulation should be applied to all
fridge plumbing that runs outside the box. The
above photo has four solenoid valves at the bottom. These control the two sets of plates in the
fridge and freezer.

There’s always some oil present with the
refrigerant gas. This is necessary to keep the
compressor lubricated. In some large systems
this oil may puddle in the plates, starving the
compressor for lubrication. The oil separator
removes the oil from the refrigerant gas and
returns it to the compressor. You usually find
these on engine-drive systems.

High-Pressure Cutout
If you lose your cooling water or have too
much refrigerant in the system, the compressor
temperature and the pressure of the refrigerant
gas will rise dramatically. The high-pressure
cutout switch senses this and shuts down the
system. It’s essential in any system.

Sight Glass
The sight glass does two things. It tells you if
you’re low on refrigerant (you’ll see bubbles
and gas flowing through), and it indicates if
moisture is present in the gas by the color of a
small dot in the middle of the sight glass.
It is commonly assumed that the sight glass
can be used to determine the correct charge of
refrigerant when recharging a system. This is a
fallacy and can lead to overcharging and a
damaged compressor. It’s much better to use
pressure gauges to monitor the difference in
the high and low sides to find the right level of
refrigerant. It’s really quite simple to learn how
to do this. In a pinch, the sight glass can be used
with care. But gas must be added very slowly,
over a long period of time.
Typically, the sight glass starts out almost
empty, then begins to fill as the compressor
begins working the gas down. It is only at the
end of the cycle that the glass will be full.
Installing a system from components gives you a
chance to lay everything out in a neat, easilyaccessible manner.The approach I like best is a flat
panel where you can really see what is going on.

Expansion Valves
As mentioned earlier, these control the flow
of refrigerant into the cold plates, changing it
from liquid to gas in the process. They’re pre-
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set at the factory and rarely need to be adjusted. If it appears that adjustment is necessary, it’s usually symptomatic of something else being out of sync — usually moisture in the system. The
danger in adjusting the TX valve improperly is getting liquid refrigerant back to the compressor.
If you do adjust the TX valve, do it a quarter turn at a time and allow five minutes between each
adjustment for the system to balance out. (And keep a written note of what’s being done so you
can come back to the original setting if things really get messed up.) TX valves are usually
adjusted by temperature. This will vary with your system. Be sure you have the right data.

Super Heat Setting
The adjustment of the TX valve is called the super heat setting. The proper setting is critical to
the efficient operation of your system. Being off just a little bit can impact your running time by
50 percent or more.
The proper super heat setting varies with compressor and the type of plates being used. The
actual number will be established by the gear supplier.
However, checking it is sometimes difficult. This involves taking pressure and temperature
readings at the plate and compressor. A problem sometimes arises because of the long distance
between the compressor and the plates. A pressure reduction takes place on the suction side of the
system, which has to be estimated. If that estimate is off, your super heat setting may be wrong.
One way around this is to install a Schrader valve port at the outlet of each holding plate. This is
then used to accurately determine pressure on the plate without having to worry about losses due
to the plumbing run to the compressor.

Plumbing
The average shoreside fridge mechanic is accustomed to having that wall plug to power his system.
He or she is not as sensitive to the issue of running
time as you are and needs to understand that efficiency must be maximized and line restrictions must
be kept to a minimum. Every foot (0.3m) of piping
and every bend or corner restricts flow and increases
running time. It’s important to use the shortest runs
possible and to minimize bends. Nice, gentle corners
are more efficient than neat-looking soldered joints.
Pipe sizes should be maximized. I like to use at
least 5/8-inch (15.8mm) copper for the suction line
and 3/16-inch or 1/4-inch (4 to 6mm) for liquid
refrigerant. If the runs are really long, we’ll use 3/4inch (19mm) for the suction side.
Joints should be minimized, as each is a potential
leak point. Should a leak ever develop, you’ll want to
know the location of each joint in your system.
Chafe and corrosion are both potential problems,
especially where plumbing passes through bulkheads. Keep copper out of the bilge.
Both suction and supply lines should be run tightly
bundled together, inside of 1/2-inch-thick (12.6mm)
insulation. Every bit of pipe from the outside of the
fridge/freezer box to the compressor should be insulated. This makes the system more efficient and prevents condensation buildup in the bilges.
Expansion valves should be located outside the
box, where they’re easy to service. These should be
insulated, too.

The very best way to make a plumbing connection is to solder it. You will never have to
worry about leaks. You do, however, have to
use the correct solder and flux, and in the case
of some of the new refrigerants, purge the system with nitrogen gas after soldering.
The next best approach is well-made flares.
These are fairly easy to do, although care
should be taken with the flaring tools. Also, be
sure to use refrigeration-grade connections.
Finally, there are compression fittings, such as
those shown above.These use a copper compression ring for their seal. If done correctly
they apparently give good service. Some vendors say they are easier to do right than a flare.
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Now that we’ve taken you through the fridge cycle, here’s a recap drawing of an ideal
system. Start at the compressor, which sucks refrigerant gas from the evaporator (cold)
plate in the fridge or freezer. Notice how this comes through a suction-side accumulator and oil separator. This helps prevent compressor damage from loss of oil and/or
getting liquid refrigerant back to the compressor (due to a misadjusted expansion
valve).
The gas is quite cool when it returns to the compressor, but gets heated during compression. It then goes through a cooling device — in our example, a water-cooled heat
exchanger. This cools the gas, condensing it to a liquid. The next step is a liquid line
reciever, a storage tank for liquid refrigerant which can also be used to hold refrigerant
by means of shutoff valves during maintenance.
Next is a filter drier unit where any debris and moisture is removed. After this comes
a sight glass, which is used to check the level of refrigerant.
Finally, the liquid heads out to the expansion valve, which measures the flow of refrigerant into the cold plate by means of a sensing bulb placed just after the expansion
valve. During the change of state of refrigerant from liquid to gas, the refrigerant
absorbs heat from the holding plate, and then is drawn back to the compressor to start
the cycle off again.
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The Pump-Down Cycle
Whenever you work on the system or leave the boat for a long period of time, you’ll use the
compressor to pump all the refrigerant out of the system into a receiving tank. With really large
systems this is necessary to prevent liquid refrigerant from settling into the bottom of the cold
plates and then being drawn into the compressor itself. If liquid refrigerant gets into the compressor, it will ruin it in short order.
There are two ways to accomplish the pump-down. First, you can turn a valve on the receiver
tank or just after it. Or, an electric solenoid can be used to do the same thing, but from a remote
location like the control panel. The compressor is then turned on. You continue to pump until you
just start pull a vacuum on the suction side of the system. A valve on the other side of the receiver
tank is then closed, and the compressor is turned off. You have then captured all your refrigerant
in the receiver tank.

Maintenance
Ninety-five percent of the problems in a fridge system can be easily repaired by the owner. All
you need is a good refrigeration handbook, a few tools, and some modest spares. Spending a couple of hours with a fridge mechanic will help immeasurably. Also, some of the marine-fridge
companies offer maintenance courses for their customers.
It’s important to learn how to tell if the system has enough refrigerant gas in it and how to put
more in; how to tell if the drier needs to be changed (by observing the sight glass) and the process
involved in changing the drier itself; diagnosing expansion-valve problems (usually due to moisture); adjusting expansion valves, and clearing them of ice if there’s moisture in the system (using
heat); analyzing high-pressure shutdown of the compressor (water flow, too much refrigerant,
restrictions in the system); basic understanding of the use of refrigeration gauges; checking for
leaks with soap bubbles and a halide or electronic leak detector; use of copper flare tools and brazing with Mapp gas for repairs; how to evacuate the system using the compressor itself, after
repairing the system and before putting in new refrigerant.

Spare Parts
Here’s what we carry aboard: a 30-pound can of refrigerant gas, pressure gauges, refrigeration
wrench, leak detector, three driers, two TX valves, water pump, motor control solenoid, motor
brushes, and a moderate assortment of copper-pipe flare fittings and flaring tools. When we have
a mechanical compressor, we always carry a spare for it, along with an extra electric clutch.

Deciding on a System
Obviously this is a fairly complex subject. How do you know what is right for you? The first
step is to determine just what you want the fridge system to do, and what sort of ambient air and
water temperatures in which it will have to operate. Then you can put together your own system,
which I’ve done several times. A trip to the junkyard will turn up all sorts of nice old compressors.
Then it’s off to one of the refrigeration suppliers in your area for the rest of the parts. If you can
work a set of flaring tools, you have the required manual dexterity to proceed. Or, armed with your
fine-tuned definition, find a good marine-refrigeration mechanic. Figure out with him or her what
you can do on your own and what he’ll need to do for you.
The two best sources of package systems are Marine Air and Glacier Bay. We’ve had good
results with both. If you are checking on Marine Air, call Bob Williams at Sea Air Land Technologies in Marathon, Florida. Bob is the smartest overall systems guy we know in the business and
can help with a fully integrated system of fridge, solar, wind, inverter and charging gear.

Eutectic in a Jug
Holdover refrigeration systems work most efficiently when the fridge or freezer compartments
are nearly full. The contents actually add to holdover capacity and reduce the amount of free air
space.
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Ideally, you’d be able to adjust the size of your eutectic plates according to the load of the box.
Of course, this isn’t possible, but there is a simple alternative, making up extra eutectic solution
as needed and dropping it into the box to take up space and to add to holdover capacity.
There is a simple way to do this: Take salt water, fill a plastic jug 90 percent full (leaving the rest
for expansion), and place it in the fridge. Salt water freezes around 30 degrees Fahrenheit and provides 1,100 Btu of storage per U.S. gallon (3.8 liters)
For best results, place the jug directly against the cold plates for efficient heat transfer.

Testing Your Box
If you have an existing box and want to get a handle on the heat load, there’s a simple test you
can do. Start off with a block of ice, and leave it in the box until an equilibrium point is reached in
temperature.
Leave the ice in for another six hours or so. This will remove the latent heat build-up in the insulation so that you are ready for your test.
With latent heat removed and box temperature stable, remove the ice and any liquid from the
bottom of the box.
Then insert a known quantity of ice into the box. Close the door, and wait 24 hours. Note the
ambient cabin air temperature during the 24-hour test.
At the end of the test period, remove the ice and check the quantity left, or measure the amount
of water in the bottom of the fridge.
The amount of ice that has melted will tell you how many Btu it took to maintain the box for the
time period tested.
Let’s say that at the end of the period there were two U.S. gallons of liquid in the bottom (about
15 pounds). We know that frozen freshwater stores 1,140 Btu per gallon, so if two gallons melted
the heat load would be 2,280 Btu (2 gallons times 1140 Btu/gallon).
This gives you a start.
To interpolate to new conditions, try the following: If you did the test on a fall day and the ambient temperature was 60 degrees Fahrenheit and the box temperature averaged 40 degrees during
the test, there is a 20-degree temperature differential. Assuming that the ambient would be more
like 80 degrees in the tropics this would double the temperature differential. Since heat load is
proportional to temperature differential and we are looking at doubling the differential, the heat
load would double as well.
If the box is to be used as a freezer, multiply the heat load shown for the fridge by between 1.5
and 1.7.
If you then go back to some of the comparison tables for various thicknesses of insulation, you
can get a handle on how good a job your existing insulation is doing. If the boat is more than a few
years old, and the insulation was not properly sealed, the odds are you’re in for a rude surprise. It
is not unusual to find that insulation values are less than half of what is predicted when new.

Upgrading the Box
Sometimes it is not that difficult to remove fridge tops and install new insulation. One of the
keys is how easily the top itself comes off. Frequently it is possible to remove fiddle-rail plugs
and then take the fiddle rails off without damaging them. If this can be accomplished, getting the
top off is usually pretty easy.
The first question then is replacement of existing insulation. If the thickness is limited, and you
want a really efficient system, I’d call Glacier Bay about some of their new super insulation panels. The custom panels are available with a fiberglass lining and by getting the correct sizes you
have the basics of a new box. Run some fiberglass tape in the corners, put on a bit of gelcoat, and
you are ready to roll with a highly efficient box.
Alternatively, you can install new PU or isocyanurate foams, being careful to seal all exposed
edges.

AIR-CONDITIONING
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AIR-CONDITIONING
We had done plenty of tropical cruising without air-conditioning and didn’t feel the need to
even consider the topic, until the time came to build Intermezzo II.
Then, from the viewpoint of resale it seemed like a good idea, so we learned something about
the basics and put a simple system aboard, never intending to use it ourselves. But when we found
that Fort Lauderdale was to be home base for a year, our outlook changed. Tied up on 15th Street
behind an 8-story condominium that blocked any breeze in the summer, the air-conditioning was
a lifesaver! Since that time we’ve installed air on many boats, as well as having built boats,
including Sundeer, without.

Do You Need Air?
It is easy to define whether or not air is worth considering: A prime candidate — summer cruising areas where sand fleas or mosquitoes combine with high heat and humidity. Shutting the boat
up or blocking airflow with screens, with humidity in the 80-to-90-percent range and temperatures in the 90s, will not make for happy crewmembers. Many areas, such as the Bahamas in the
summer, are lovely cruising grounds, with the preceding caveat. Air-conditioning opens many of
these areas to consideration, when without it you wouldn’t even think of going. On the other hand,
if insects aren’t a major problem, if you can swing head-to-wind on your own hook, and if your
boat has awnings, good hatches, vents, and interior fans, you can skip the rest of this section and
go on to something more interesting. After all, we and lots of our friends have done nicely without
air-conditioning in places like the Marquesas Islands and Papua New Guinea during the summer.
The principles of air conditioning are very similar to those of refrigeration, which we’ve
already covered. The main difference comes in compressor design, type of freon employed, and
the fact that air is blown over the evaporator coils to cool it down (as opposed to freezing a holding
plate).

Capacity Requirements
If you want to consider air, the first question is how much. Realistically define your needs. A
small system will do the job if the boat is well insulated, you’re prepared to use awnings when it’s
really hot, and you can accept a worst-case interior temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit. On the
other hand, if the deck is solid fiberglass without insulation, you don’t want to bother with
awnings, and 68 degrees is a maximum allowable temperature, it will take two or three times the
capacity. Next, you must decide how much of the interior will be maintained at optimum temperature — the whole interior or just the saloon? What about sleeping cabins?
A marine air-conditioning contractor will look at your project from the worst possible angle
and will propose a commensurately large system. The bigger system will take more space, more
power, and more bucks. This is fine if you really need it, but most boats with air-conditioning have
more capacity than warranted. Defining needs for the contractor will help him develop the right
system for you.
There are some very generalized rules of thumb to roughly calculate capacity. Assuming you
want a 20-degree temperature difference (i.e., it’s 90 degrees outside, and you want 70 degrees
below), and you’re working without awnings, calculate the cubic feet of interior volume and multiply this by a factor of 17 to obtain basic Btu capacity. Then, add an additional factor for window
area and/or deck hatches — about 150 Btu’s per square foot. Kick in another 500 Btu’s per body.
To be truly scientific, add another couple of thousand Btu’s for mealtime heat from the galley.

Direct Expansion
The most common system uses a centrally located compressor with remote evaporators. Liquid
freon is pumped from the compressor to the evaporators, where cool air is generated. Two evaporators are usually the most that can be connected to a single compressor. At least one of these
evaporators must always be on, and there’s a minimum fan speed that has to be maintained; otherwise the evaporator coils will freeze, sending liquid freon back to the compressor with dire
results. The same result can occur with a dirty evaporator filter. Air flow is blocked and liquid
freon heads for the compressor. Most boats over 45 feet have two direct expansion compressors.
Recently, Marine Air has introduced rotary air-conditioning compressors. These are about 1/3
more efficient on power and much quieter. Instead of the low-frequency vibration of reciprocat-
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ing compressors, which is so hard to mask, these
compressors have fewer, faster moving parts, and
can be used in the interior without too much discomfort to the ears.
This can be a big advantage in installation cost
and allows for more zonal control of cool air than
was previously possible. It may be the wave of the
future.

Chilled Water
In larger systems it starts to make sense to use a
heat exchanger at the compressor to cool water and
to pump the cold water around the boat to various
evaporators. This way, an infinite amount of stations can be turned off and on at will and can run at
any fan speed. The obvious advantage is flexibility,
both in temperature control by zone, and in directing capacity where needed, in the saloon in the day,
for example, and in the staterooms at night. Also,
because the chilled water isn’t as cold as the directexpansion freon gas, the evaporators are larger and
use a slower speed but higher volume of air. This is
quieter and feels nicer.
If more than 16,000 Btu is called for, two compressors may be utilized on the same heat
exchanger. Both compressors can be used, providing some flexibility on power requirements and
backup. This also reduces starting loads on the
generator.
Before you race out to order a chiller system,
there are a couple of negatives. The evaporators are
As the boat gets larger and/or need for capac- around one-third larger, meaning more lost storage
ity increases, chilled-water systems begin to space. The cost, both in equipment and installamake sense. There is a centralized plant from tion, will be 30 to 70 percent higher. Finally, the
which chilled water is pumped to evaporator
coils set around the boat.The hoses are small in plumbing associated with the system is bulkier and
diameter. However, the evaporator coils end up more complex. Still, if you want the best and are
about 40 percent larger as the water tempera- willing to devote the necessary space, this is the
ture is higher than that of direct refrigerant.
way to go.
If you choose this route, be sure the plumbing is
carefully laid to eliminate bends and depressions, which tend to make air bleeding difficult. Then,
insist that each air-bleed valve (and there will be lots of them) has good access.
A direct-expansion system is the most compact way to air condition the interior — refrigerant passes through an evaporator coil, over
which air is blown and cooled. However, take
care to get air cleanly into and out of the evaporator. Make allowance to drain condensation.
Filters ahead of the evaporator (supply side)
need to be accessible for checking and changing.

Reverse-Cycle Heating
By the use of a simple valve at the compressor, the direction of freon gas is reversed, causing
the compressor to pull heat out of the water and put it into the boat. With 50-degree water you can
generate just about full capacity in the heating mode. For Florida winters or autumn in New
England or the Chesapeake, this is a nice feature. All direct expansion and some chilled-water
systems have this feature.

Evaporator Installation
The evaporator is a bulky piece of gear, to which you need good access. There also has to be
provision for a clean run of condensate drain hose — a 16,000-Btu system will generate 5 or 10
gallons a day of condensation during the Florida summer.
It should be mounted as high as possible, since cool air drops after it leaves the coil. There must
be a good supply of air as well as exhaust, and the supply should be picked up down low, where
cool air is sitting. Obviously, there will be some ducting, either down to the pickup or up from the
evaporator to the exhaust grill.

AIR-CONDITIONING

The larger the duct, the more efficient the system.
Also, having some duct between the evaporator and
the grill reduces fan noise level. Ducts can be either
light plastic tube or fabricated in light plywood.
Exhaust ducts, with cooled air, should be insulated for
best results.
You may want to install the evaporator where the air
can be directed to several locations at once or at different times. Thus one evaporator can do multiple jobs,
simplifying the system.
There will be an air filter on the intake side, which
ought to be easy to change.

Compressor Installation
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The supply and return air grills become
major aesthetic issues. The return air is
always mounted high. This means it is
readily visible, something that is less than
ideal. We always tr y to minimize the
impact by matching surrounding surfaces.

Air-conditioning compressors are pretty reliable,
so when the fight comes for which gear gets the most accessible spot, put this compressor at the
bottom of the list. The water pump that supplies cooling water, however, must be extremely accessible. Even with the magnetic-drive pumps now commonly in use, you can expect to be doing
some maintenance work on the pumps periodically.

Using the Fridge Compressor
If you have an automotive-style fridge/freezer compressor, there’s no reason why it can’t be
used to run your air-conditioning as well. The Schmidts used this approach on Wakaroa, and it
served them well, eliminating the space and cost of an AC-powered special compressor.
If you consider this route, the system won’t be quite as efficient, and your evaporator will have
to be sized for freon 12, as opposed to freon 22, which is normally used in air-conditioning. You’ll
also have to use a good oil separator to be sure the compressor isn’t starved for oil by the evaporator.

Electric Loads
Here’s where the equation starts to get tricky. If air is going to be used at anchor, and if the
genset has to handle it, you have to decide how much other gear will be running when the air is
on. This will dictate the size of the genset as well as your shore-power system.
In a smaller boat, if you can stay with a 16,000-Btu compressor (or smaller), then 110 volts can
be used. The typical running load will be about 15 amps, so on a simple, small genset and a single
shore-power line you can have air and one galley accessory. At dinner, if you need more electricity, the air can be shut down for a while.
Or, if you have a large inverter and engine alternator, the smaller compressor can be run from
the engine, whether powering or on the hook.
As your needs grow, however, the electrical loads multiply to the point where there must be a
genset aboard. Odds are, there will only be a separate shore-power cord for air.
Remember our comments about starting loads? Well, those really apply to air-conditioning
compressors! They take a big kick to get going — about 3 1/2 times their running current is
required for “lock rotor starting.” This affects shore and generator requirements. Hence there’s
an advantage to having several smaller compressors. They can be started one at a time, reducing
total starting loads — although the cumulative running loads will be the same.

Duty Cycle
The air conditioning–equipment vendors get nervous when you talk about running their equipment 100 percent of the time. While this can be done for long periods, it eventually leads to premature wear and system failure. They really like to see the system sized for a 50-percent cycle on
just half the time. If your cruising will be mainly in hot weather and the air is likely to be used a
lot, it will save money in the long run to keep a modest duty cycle.
But if the air is only used occasionally, it makes sense to let the compressor work full-time on
that rare occasion when it’s really hot out and you’re too lazy to set up the awnings.
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HEATING
Heating systems vary tremendously with cruising grounds and
seasons. For temperate latitudes, even in winter, you can get by
with the most rudimentary of systems. But as the latitude
increases and/or the cruising season is extended, better heating
systems become a critical category of cruising gear.

HEATING BASICS

Cabin heater s require
good air circulation to be
effective. They also need to
be installed so that if used at
sea you cannot fall into them
on either tack. Both of these
installations are out of the
traffic pattern. Note the use
of tiles as a heat sink to protect surrounding joinerwork.

Several factors determine the best type of heating system and
the amount of heat required. The first is outside air temperature,
then comes humidity. Water temperature plays a big part in heat
load, too.
Next is the insulation level of the vessel. A straight fiberglass
laminate, without core, requires perhaps double the Btu of a
cored boat. Metal hulls, with sprayed-foam insulation, are among
the most efficient to heat, and to keep cool.
In considering heat load, it’s also necessary to factor in the
amount of hatch area, size of companionway opening (and how
often it is opened), and the amount of outside air required for ventilation.
For a 36-degree temperature differential (i.e., maintaining 68
degrees inside the boat when the outside is freezing) a good rule
of thumb on sailboats is to multiply the cubic volume of the interior by 12 to get Btu capacity. On powerboats this goes up to 15.
If there are 2 inches of foam insulation on the hull sides and deck,
these factors can be cut in half.
If water is being heated, if dodger or pilothouse windows are on
a defroster, or if lockers are on a warming circuit, add these factors into the equation.

Condensation
Dealing with condensation is as important as heating, in our
opinion. Air holds more moisture at warm temperature than when
it’s cold. So the air inside the boat will have a higher moisture
content than that of the outside ambient air. To this normal humidity level will be added byproducts of cooking, showers, and even
body sweat.
The result is a high humidity level below. When this saturated
air comes into contact with a cooler surface — perhaps a hatch,
deck, or hullside — the air cools and can no longer hold its moisture. The result is a film of condensation, leading to drips over
your bunk, damp clothes and bedding, and mildew.

Safety
There are a number of safety-related issues with heat. First is
oxygen, or a lack thereof. If you’re using any form of flame inside
the cabin, without a dedicated outside air supply, that flame competes with you for oxygen. If the boat is closed up to keep out the
cold, eventually the oxygen will be depleted. Always keep a hatch
open when using unvented heat sources.
Next is the heat itself. Convection heaters (both burners and stove pipes on deck), kerosene
lamps, and other direct interior heat sources can all cause nasty burns and should be installed
where the risk of using them for a handhold is minimal. Even if you decide to use heat only at
anchor, the wake of a passing vessel might give you a lurch some day.
While many of the automated diesel heaters have a variety of failsafe systems, convection heaters and other open-flame sources should never be left on unattended.

HEATING BASICS
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Circulating Air
Since warm air rises, you’ll find that the air at the
deck is probably 15 to 20 degrees warmer that at bunk
level. The same fans that cool you off in the tropics can
be used to move air down from the deck, and to circulate it from the heat source — perhaps the stove or a
convection heater — to other areas of the boat.

Using the Stove
For years we cruised with nothing but the galley
stove to heat the boat. With a couple of the burners
going, it’s amazing how toasty the interior will become.
We have found that for California in the winter, New
Zealand in spring and fall, or Cape Town in fall, the
stove was fine. (An old-fashioned ceramic flowerpot
over the burners will help to radiate heat better).
This was on a solid fiberglass hull, with little insulation value. The negative with stoves is that they don’t
dry out the interior. Instead, the combustion process
adds moisture to the air. Still, for temperate work
they’re certainly an acceptable source of warmth.

Kerosene Lamps
Surprisingly, kerosene lamps give off a substantial
amount of heat. We used to have an amazing model
with a mantle to improve combustion. But along with
giving off moisture, they eventually leave an odor, and
if used for a long enough period they will begin to
darken the headliner. As a result, we use the stove more
than the lamps.

Convection Heaters
Diesel- or wood-fired heaters or stoves can provide a
simple, relatively inexpensive source of heat, using
inside air for combustion. Of course, they depend on
convection to heat the surrounding air, which then is
moved about the boat by natural processes or with a fan
assist.
Most convection heaters can be purchased with
water-heating coils. These allow you to keep the galley
and bathwater nice and toasty, and to circulate hot
water throughout the boat if necessary.
I remember walking on ice one winter to a 40-foot
steel yacht moored in Copenhagen, Denmark, and marveling at how warm it was below with the little diesel
convection heater. In this extreme climate, my hosts
lived aboard during the winter. They piped heated water
to the sleeping cabins to keep them temperate.
The most critical aspect of a convection heater installation is the smokestack. This has to draw well for the
heater to combust fuel properly. That is a function of
stack height, location (surrounding structures create
eddies), and apparent wind.
One of the major negatives with this form of heating
comes when the burner needs maintenance, or when the
stack draw is incorrect. Then, instead of a nice clean
exhaust, there are clouds of oily soot settling over the
deck, sailcovers, and neighbors.

This heater (above) is
located at the forward
bulkhead on one of our
old Deerfoot designs. It
should not be used at
sea as the exhaust stack
m a ke s a t e m p t i n g
handhold.
You can shield the
exhaust stack with an
open grill (left) to keep
body parts away, but
still allow good air circulation. Still, the safest
plan is to mount the
heater where it can’t be
accidently touched.

For taking the
chill off the cabin
on occasion, a
p o rt a bl e p r o p a n e - fir e d
heater will work.
However, take
extreme care to
have good ventilation so you are
not overcome by
oxygen star vation. An infrared
heating element
is more efficient
than the stove.
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A Webasto hot-air heater.These units work well on yachts
up to around 50 feet (15.4 m) in temperate climates and are
quite easy to install. The main negative is that the hot-air
ducts take quite a bit of storage room.

A 50,000-Btu Webasto hot-water heater installation.
Note the large expansion tank (1.5 gallons/7.8 liters) with an
air-purge valve mounted on top.This is a closed, pressurized
system.The Webasto is a real workhorse — low on maintenance and easy to fix when something does go wrong.

A new Teledyne hot-water heater. This 30,000-Btu unit is
computer-controlled and looks like it may be an improvement in some ways on the Webasto. We’ve tried one on
Beowulf. So far, it seems to run quite well without maintenance problems. It seems to be somewhat quieter and uses
less power than the Webasto.
However, the computer control, which allows you to
interrogate the CPU with a portable computer, is a concern
over the long haul. Only time will tell.

Forced air is a step up in cleanliness, heat
output, complexity, and cost. Now that the
bugs have been ironed out of many of the
systems, they've become very popular with
those who cruise in the higher latitudes.
The heaters have to use outside air for
combustion and a heat exchanger to heat
additional outside air, which is in turn
blown into the interior via large ducts. The
heater can be located anywhere that is dry
and convenient for service. Ducting runs
are limited to the 30- to 40-foot range,
although auxiliary booster fans can be
added. Typical systems take about 50 watts
per hour to operate.
The advantage in a forced-air system is
fast heating. All that hot air spewing out of
the ducts will turn the interior toasty in no
time. But therein lies a problem. Because
of the fast heating, the heater unit cycles on
and off rapidly. And, while on, there are
drafts from the ducts as well as fan noise to
contend with.
The ducting running through cabinets
will dry out the hull sides and lockers to
some degree.

HOT-WATER SYSTEMS
If you take essentially the same heater as
is used for air and put in an air-to-water
heat exchanger, you can now pump hot
water throughout the boat. This has a number of advantages.
First, the basic installation is probably
somewhat easier since you're using 1-inch
(25mm) pipe instead of 4- to 6-inch (100
to 150mm) ducts. Second, since convection radiators are normally used, the on/off
cycling and drafts of the air system are
eliminated.
Next, if you use copper pipe through the
bilges, under bunks, and in lockers, the
entire boat can be heated with dry heat,
rather than just the living areas.
The engine can be tied into the system as
well, helping to start in cold weather and
allowing the waste heat of the engine to
warm the boat when powering.
A t t h e s a m e t i m e , a n ex t r a h e a t
exchanger in the hot-water heater gives an
almost unlimited supply of hot water.
Of course there has to be a negative —
cost. Typically, hot-water systems are 30 to
50 percent more expensive than air systems.

HOT-WATER SYSTEMS
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Hot-water heating systems use finned tube convection
coils to radiate heat. Used passively, without fans, they
will give off from 500 to 1,000 Btu per foot (0.3 m),
depending on configuration and air flow. Passive coils are
quiet, since there is no fan noise to contend with, and
since they require no additional power. However, they
take up quite a bit of space.
If you add a fan to the equation (left middle photo) Btu
ratings jump exponentially. A coil smaller than a shoebox
can be used to generate 5,000 to 7,000 Btu’s.

With convectors you need an air source at the bottom
and an air escape at the top (convection will draw the cool
air down low over the coil). Your system’s efficiency
depends on the size of the slots and their orientation.
When you get it right, the result is plenty of quiet, hot air.

Here is a plumbing diagram for a non-pressurized
hot-water system from Jim
Schimke at Sure Marine in
Seattle.
Note the summer valves
that restrict water flow to
the domestic hot-water
tank (for shower s and
washing), keeping it away
from the interior radiators.
Each high spot in the system requires a bleeder
valve.
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Installation Issues
The first consideration is clean fuel. The fuel-injection nozzle in the heater will be most
unhappy with any foreign particles. We fit an extra dedicated fuel filter after the main filters for
the heater. Most heaters won’t draw fuel from much of a distance, so some form of day tank or
booster pump is usually called for. The heater exhaust needs a provision to keep it dry in rain, in
following seas, and for expelling condensation. There are flaps made for some exhausts, and a
plug or gate valve will be necessary in heavy weather.
Obviously, good access for maintenance is a major consideration.
With hot-water systems there’s a choice for radiating heat of using finned convectors alone or
in combination with fan coils. Since the convectors are a fair amount of work to install attractively, frequently a combination of the two approaches is in order.
With any of the dedicated heating systems, there are a variety of tricks to getting the system
right, as well as a host of small bits and pieces required to do the job (which really add up in cost).
It’s always better to work with a supplier familiar with the equipment you’ll be using. We’ve
found Sure Marine in Seattle to be extremely knowledgeable about most of the systems on the
market.

With a heater that exhausts through the deck, make sure that heat is dissipated into the surrounding air rather
than into the deck structure (especially if fiberglass). The “heat sink” in the upper left provides a finned mass
around which air can circulate.
Exhausts from hot air and water boilers need to be lagged with insulation to protect nearby body parts or
stowed gear from burns. Lagging typically is supplied in blanket form with hooks that are tightly wired together.
We use multistrand stainless-steel seizing wire.
While boiler units have internal fans to force combustion air into and/or out of the boiler, drip-fed diesel heaters and stoves rely on convection and ambient wind for their draft.The shape of the smoke hood is therefore
critical. Properly designed and installed, it will work well. Otherwise, the heater will smoke and operate fitfully.
This is very much a trial-and-error situation.When you get it right, the result is a clean flame (and clean decks).

PLUMBING DESIGN
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Plumbing Design

All sorts of copper fittings (above) are available for your hot-water system. Keeping the
bends a generous radius reduces the chances
of trapping air and makes it easier for the pump
to push the hot water around the system.
The lower photo shows an air-purge valve,
mounted at the very highest point in the system, usually right near the boiler.

There are two basic issues in plumbing a
hot-water system — heat distribution and maintenance. Because water is being cycled throughout
the system, it’s very important to get all the air out
of the pipes. Otherwise, the air forms blockages
that slow down or stop the water flow.
Good layout helps with water flow. The heater
should be at the top of the system. The plumbing
runs should be constant in angle, avoiding droops
and loops that could trap air. Of course there will be
ups and downs as the pipes enter and leave various
heat convectors. At each high point a vent must be
installed to allow for bleeding. Remember when
installing these that several times a year someone
will have to open the vent, bleed the air, and clean
up the liquid that comes out at the same time. If
access is limited, sometimes it makes sense to braze
on a piece of pipe or a fitting for hose and carry this
up to a spot with better access and drainage.
Next, a drain at the lowest point is helpful for
both emptying and reloading the system. I like to
have a combination pressure/temperature gauge at
the same spot. To make refilling easier, plumb in a
direct connection from the pressure freshwater system.
At the top of the plumbing loop, next to the
heater, will be located the circulating pump.
Regardless of pump type, eventually the seals will
go bad from the heat. To make it easier to change
the pump, put a valve on each side. This allows you
to open the circuit to remove the pump without
introducing air back in.
Next, there will be some form of an air-purging
device, a header tank or an expansion tank (if
you’re using a closed system). The air bleed should
be the very highest fitting in the system.

Piping

Air tends to accumulate at every high spot
in the system. The easiest way to deal with
this is to have little spigots at each high spot.
Just make sure they are easy to get to. Once
the air is out of the system, until it is used
again you should not have to access these.

Connecting all the fittings will be a combination
of copper pipe and (high-temperature) rubber hose.
What is used depends on heater capacity and how
much heating/drying is necessary between the interior and the hull side.
If pipes are insulated, all heating capacity is
devoted to the living spaces. But this probably
means condensation inside lockers and under
bunks.
If the heater has the capacity, leaving plumbing
exposed does wonders for condensation. Depending on how the plumbing is run, rubber hose radiates about 50 to 70 Btu per foot, while 3/4-inch
copper pipe radiates 100 to 150 Btu. If the plumbing is low in a locker and raised 1 inch off the furniture (so air can circulate all the way around and then
rise), it will be most efficient.
In the foul-weather-gear locker, 24 feet of pipe in
the shape of an M, with a pegboard covering to keep
foulies from burning, will dry out wet gear and
jackets. Twelve feet of copper under each mattress
(again with pegboard covering) eliminates condensation. Stainless pipe can be configured into ser-
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If you tie a towel rack into your
heater system (left), you’ll end up
with warm towels and faster drying
after a shower, together with a
toasty head compartment.
However, remember to put an air
bleeder at the top of the pipe. Care
must also be taken with protecting
your body from coming into contact.This photo is from one of Sundeer’s heads. When the heater was
on we had to be sure a towel was
always over the rack. Otherwise, if
you weren’t careful sitting down,
you’d get a rude surprise!

pentine towel racks to heat the head compartment and
provide warm dry towels. When this is done the towel racks
should be plumbed in parallel with the normal circuit, with a
T between circuits and a valve to adjust water flow and rack
temperature.

Btu Capacity
When the system is worked up on paper, the total Btu
requirements of plumbing, water heaters, interior fan, and
passive coils all must be added together. Ideally this total will
be less than the full capacity of the heater unit. For full-time
usage, the heating engineers like to see a 40- to-50-percent
duty cycle. So if there’s a total of 10,000 Btu in the heating
circuit, the heater should be about 20,000 Btu (although most
of the systems will run for long periods at 100-percent duty
cycles in really cold weather).
Wa t e r h e a t e r s w i l l h a v e a n a q u a s t a t — o r
temperature-sensing device — at the heater to turn it on and
off as the water heats and cools. These usually have a range,
turning off at about 170 degrees and on at about 135. The
greater the differential between the on-and-off point, the
more efficient the system will be on electrical consumption.

Windshields

An expansion tank is required as
the liquid in the heating system
expands as it heats up. To ease the
air-bleeding process and future
maintenance, some form of connection to the pressure water system is a help.
Note the temperature gauge
mount just after the heater.

There are two basic ways to deal
with the exhaust on diesel boilers.
One is corrugated stainless steel, as
shown here. However, over four or
five years with heat and salt air, it
w i l l s t a rt t o l e a k . T h e o t h e r
approach is to use mild steel
exhaust tubing, like on a car. Yes, it
does rust, but it seems to last as
long as the stainless and can be fabricated to your exact requirements.

Windshield defogging is a special art, requiring lots of air
movement (CFMs) and Btu to get the job done. Red Dot
makes several popular squirrel-cage blowers (designed for
truck cabs), frequently used on power- and sailboats. But
these babies take a lot of power! One of the larger units consumes 120 watts while delivering 26,000 Btu at 290 CFM.
Obviously this is something that’s run only occasionally
under sail. In moderately cold climates, natural thermocycling between the cockpit and interior can be used in lieu of a permanent defogger.
On Sundeer we decided to try the hot-water system, since we were planning some high-latitude
cruising, and both Linda and I have an aversion to being cold. We ended up working with Jim
Schimke and Sure Marine. He was most helpful in getting this tropical sailor up to heat, and while
I grumbled at the space we lost to all of the heating units — not to mention the added complexity
— the first time I stepped down into our toasty interior and slipped under warm, dry bedding, I
was seduced!

Electrical Consumption
The only big negative of this category of heaters is their electrical consumption. Added up over
a 24-hour period, it can be substantial. Considering that refrigeration needs will increase as you
heat, there’s a double hit.This means heating needs must be factored into battery-bank size and
charging capacity.

WIRE
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THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Most equipment related to the safe, comfortable use of your vessel has at least some vital ingredients that are electrical in nature. Combine this factor with the harsh environment found on the
water, and you’ll understand why 75 percent of all yachting-related frustration has to do with wiring. On the other hand, if good equipment is properly installed, and if wiring is well done and
protected as much as possible from the marine environment, then electricity can be a good shipmate.
A good electrical system needs a strong foundation. This is provided by the wiring harness. The
type of wire utilized varies widely, as do types of end fittings, insulation, and protection. Quality
is a function of time — all electrical systems get cranky with age. But better systems will operate
far longer before they start to give problems.

WIRE
The best grade of wire is
drawn through a solder bath,
leaving it in a “tinned” condition. Tinned wire is more
resistant to corrosion than
plain copper and is easier to
solder initially. Once untinned
copper has been in salt air for a
year or two, the entire length
of copper inside its insulation
will take on a greenish tinge.
Not only does this weaken the
wire and increase resistance to
electricity, but over time it
makes it almost impossible to
Here’s a chart showing wire size (left column); cross-secsolder should connections be
tional
area, which is helpful for calculating resistance; wire type;
required.
and the number of strands typically found in that construction.
Wire construction varies
much like rigging wire. The
more strands in the wire, the better the flexibility and the greater its resistance to vibration. Household wire is usually made of a single strand, while aircraft wire has dozens of extremely fine
strands. Good-quality marine wire falls somewhere between that made for the automotive market
and what is supplied to the aircraft industry. The number of strands varies with wire size.
Wire is covered with a temperature-related PVC plastic sheath. The higher this rating, the lower
the fire danger. Marine wire should be resistant to at least 105 degrees centigrade. (Household
wire insulating is typically rated at 70 degrees centigrade.)

Coaxial Cable
Coaxial cable is used to transmit radio frequency (RF) energy from radio to antenna and to send
incoming signals back to radios and navigational receivers. Since the wire is usually long, careful
consideration should be given to coax size in order to prevent signal loss.
Using small coax to a VHF antenna at the masthead can result in a signal loss of 40 percent or
more. However, the large-diameter coax adds quite a bit of weight aloft. On balance, over the
years we’ve opted for the lightweight cables.
Many quality levels of coax are on the market. All work well for the first few weeks, but most
coax cable starts to deteriorate rapidly thereafter. Use the best material you can get your hands on.

Wire Protection
Wire must be protected from chafe and kept out of low spots in the bilges where it might soak
up water. There are three approaches to this. The first is to bundle the wires together using plastic
wire ties, then wrap the entire bundle in a protective semi-rigid PVC plastic. Always have on hand
a large inventory of wire ties in a variety of sizes for rewiring and maintenance. These are inexpensive and easy to use. The “loom” is then fastened down every few feet.
With simpler systems it’s possible to use double-insulated twin flex wire. Here, two individually insulated wires are held together inside a plastic cover. The outer cover provides chafe protection. However, the extra weight, bulk, and cost of twin flex makes it impractical for a more
complex system.
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The third way to go is to put wiring into conduit, with removable covers. Many sizes, weights,
and junctions are made for industrial applications and are ideal for use aboard. Conduit is quick
to lay out and has the advantage of providing a channel for additional wiring that may be laid in
the future. Drill weep holes every foot or so in case the conduit gets wet from condensation or
some other problem.
Any time wiring is run in hidden areas, such as behind a headliner, it should be placed inside of
conduit. This way you’re sure it’s protected. If wiring needs to be replaced someday, the old wire
can be removed and new wire introduced in the same conduit.

Layout
A fastidious wire layout reflects on the electrician who did the work. Neat-looking layouts typically indicate a better-quality job. The opposite is also true.
If you plan to do some wiring of your own, take the time before starting to figure out how and
where to run your cables, and how they will be brought to the panel for final connection. If you
are doing a big job, odds are you will use lots of wire ties. Using them temporarily to assist with
routing makes it easier to do a neat job.

Providing for the Future
Whenever a new boat is wired or replacement work is done on an older boat, it’s important to
consider future needs. Pull through a few extra wires, because something always pops up later. On
our boats we allow an extra six pairs of wire to the forward section, three pairs to each mast, ten
pairs to the engine room, and two or three pairs to each interior section. This might add $100 in
wiring costs and 50 pounds in weight, but it saves thousands of dollars later in life.

Amp-Carrying Capacity
The amp-carrying capacity of a given wire is a function of wire size, insulation, and the ambient
heat it is likely to encounter. Ambient heat is an important variable, both in terms of cruising
vicinity and where the wire is located. When wires are bundled together, it is possible for the resistance-generated heat from one wire to affect the capacity of another, so bundled wires are typically de-rated as well. Fortunately, in the real world this is seldom a problem, as wires are almost
always sized for voltage drop. This forces you to go to a much larger wire with higher amp-carrying capacity so that de-rating due to temperature or bundling does not become a concern.

Segregation
Whenever possible, DC and AC wiring should be separated — even though this is not always
practical. Likewise, noise-sensitive antennae cables for equipment like loran, SSB, and VHF
should be separated from the rest of the wiring harness, in order to avoid electrical interference.

There is a maximum amperage rating for each type of wire insulation.This varies
with ambient temperature. In the chart above, if you look at #16 wire with 105C insulation, you will find that in the interior it is rated for a maximum of 25 amps.
In the engine room this is de-rated (due to higher ambient heat) to 21.3 amps.

WIRE
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Voltage Drop
The diameter of the wire is related to the electrical load it has to carry, and how much loss due
to friction you’re willing to tolerate. Friction creates heat — as the wire gets warmer, there’s even
more friction, creating more heat.
The net result of the friction is voltage drop. Voltage drop in a lightbulb just means a somewhat
dimmer light. But with electronics, particularly radios, voltage drop has a substantial impact on
performance range. Voltage drop in motors can be a real problem with maintenance. It causes heat
and greater arcing in brushes. The more heavily loaded the motor is, the worse the problem.
Ideally, all wires aboard would be sized for minimum voltage drop. However, that is not always
practical, nor is it always necessary. Since it is not unusual for a total wiring loom to account for
one or two percent of a boat’s displacement, and much of this weight is up high, keep wire weight
to the minimum necessary to accomplish the job at hand.
Wiring from alternators to batteries, between batteries, and from batteries to control panel
should be sized for minimum drop. Otherwise you lose charging efficiency and battery power,
and that doesn’t make sense. Starter cables, anchor windlass, electric winches, autopilot, and
invertor should also have maximum-sized cables. In the final analysis the output power of the
electric motors involved is a function of their operating voltage. No sense giving away line pull
because a wire size is too small. The same holds true for radio gear.
But from here on out, some weight compromise is in order. You can size lighting circuits based
on the average number of lights in use, rather than assuming all lights will be turned on at the
same time. Gear that runs on an intermittent basis, such as the water pump, can tolerate smaller
wire than continuously running gear like a fridge compressor.
How do you know what size to use? Look at the sample tables presented here, or use those
found in electrical handbooks for more detailed analysis.
In general, work toward a 3-percent voltage drop where you’re concerned, and 10 percent
where it’s not as critical.

Here’s a chart showing correct wire size for 10-percent voltage drop. Pick the
total current in amps from the left column, then measure the distance out to the
device being wired and back to the power source —e.g., something 10 feet (3m)
away has 20 feet (6m) of wire. Next, find the appropriate wire size in the matrix
below.The chart on the next page is for a 3-percent voltage drop.
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Many boats are wired with terminal blocks between the
panel and the wiring loom. This allows for a neater installation but adds two connections (a potential problem
source) to each circuit. Nevertheless, properly crimped
fittings are not usually a problem. The panel shown was
done by TPI on a Sundeer 64.

A detailed look at the terminal blocks from
the photo to the left. When you lay out an
area like this, leave space for ancillary equipment such as the alarm system to the left. As
a general rule, allow at least twice the space
wiring itself will take.

The two bottom photos (left and right)
show Beowulf ’s wiring. Note how the
cables are loosely bundled, run through a
large strap at the edge of the panel, then
dropped into a U-shape. This provides
slack for opening and closing the panel
door without binding the wires.

WIRE
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There are all sorts of terminal strips.This one is quite
c l e ve r, i n t h a t yo u c a n
remove individual clips to
make them easier to work
on. They can also be ganged
together for power distribution.

The wires that have been
twisted carry AC power from a
large alternator to a rectifier
assembly. They tend to be noisy
on some radio frequencies.
Twisting the wires helps to cancel
out the RF interference.
High-power-carrying cables are difficult to deal with.
They tend to be very stiff and take up lots of space. The
wires shown in these two photos (above and below) range
from 2/0 to 4/0.
The bottom photo shows a copper terminal strip to distribute power. On the right-hand side, just below the terminal strip, notice the row of fuses.

On most boats (but not metal
vessels) the ground system
(negative wires) are common. In
this case a drilled and tapped
brass or copper bar serves as
the terminal strip.
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The crimp tool at
the top of this photo
is a double acting
unit which will not
release until a complete cycle has been
made. This ensures
that proper pressure
has been applied to
t h e c ri m p . W i r e
strippers, shown at
the bottom, are a
real help with a
major wiring project.

END TERMINALS
There’s a debate on what type of end terminal is best. Soldering guarantees maximum electrical
conductivity, and when done properly prevents the wire from pulling out of the terminal.
However soldering, also creates a hard spot right where the wire exits the terminal. Add in a bit
of vibration and a crack is sure to appear.
Good-quality crimp connections, applied with the proper tool, also generate good electrical
and structural connections, without the hard spot at the end of the terminal. They are also a lot
quicker to do.
I’ve used both types and after many years of looking at the results have come to the conclusion
that I prefer crimped terminals for end connections. But, where two pieces of wire are joined
together I usually specify a soldered joint. (Try to avoid joints in wire between the control panel
and the end as these are almost always a trouble spot in later years.)

When terminals, fuses, or relays are located where they can get wet (from an outside
leak or perhaps a hose coming loose) making the connections in a watertight box pays
dividends. If the box has a clear cover, so you can see what is going on, so much the better.
A unit like this can be purchased for under $30 and is well worth the investment.

END TERMINALS
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Moisture Proofing
Once a terminal has been affixed or a joint made, some form of protection from the elements
will have to be provided. There are three ways to handle this.
The quickest is to use heat-shrink tubing over the joint. A section of heat shrink is slipped over
the wire before the connection is made. Then, once the joint is finished the shrink wrap is slipped
over, heated with a match, soldering iron or heat gun, and a neat, tight, semi-water-resistant cover
results.
Second, a dollop of silicone can be put over the ends of the terminal. This is somewhat messy,
but it will do the job.
Finally, there’s self-amalgamating tape. This is a 3M product which bonds to itself. It’s been
used for years in the telephone industry to make waterproof connections. You peel off a bit from
a roll, remove the protective cover, then stretch it (up to five times its length) as it is wrapped
around the wire. In the self-bonding process a very watertight joint is made. This tape is also ideal
for chafe protection on deck.

Wire Identification
Nothing causes more of a headache (nor runs up the electrician’s bill faster) than trying to figure
out which wire goes to what.
When a boat is being built it’s so easy to number each wire at the control panel and saves time
downstream that I’ve never understood why some builders resist the practice. We always do the
panel end, and the accessory end in the engine room. Then, all you have to do is dig out the master
list and/or refer to the schematic diagram to know what’s happening.
Even if your boat doesn’t have numbered wiring, start the practice as you add new circuits. Any
industrial electrical supply will be able to sell you stick-on numbers.
Different colors are used to differentiate functions. The actual system varies from country to
country. Whatever is in use on your boat should be continued. A common approach is to use black
for negative, and red for positive in the DC circuits. AC circuits use green for ground, white for
live, and blue for neutral.

The best way we’ve seen to I.D. wires was suggested to us by Skip Schroeder. By placing clear heat
shrink over the numbers you are assured that they will always stay in place. It is such a simple idea
you have to wonder why its never been done before (especially when you consider the very common problem of wire I.D. numbers falling off over time)
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The control panel is the nerve center of the electrical system. Its layout and location have a significant impact on its functionality. Obviously it should be installed so that it is easy to see and
use, with good access to the back for maintenance work. Ideally it will be on a protected dry bulkhead with full access to the back. If the panel is against the hull side, it should be hinged, with
enough slack in the wires to allow it to swing open.
It’s generally better to have several separate functions on the panel, rather than numerous items
on a single circuit. Isolating each accessory simplifies fault tracing later on. In addition, when one
accessory goes bad and trips the breaker or blows a fuse, it won’t shut down everything else. From
a wiring standpoint, most electricians say it doesn’t cost any more to take this approach. The extra
cost of additional breakers is offset by quicker wiring time.

The high-tech panel on the upper
right was on Intermezzo. It was one of
the few panels with circuit breakers
we saw when we first started cruising.
Compare that to what’s considered
the norm today.
The photo below shows Sundeer’s
panel.These are all double pole breakers — with any metal boat, always
break negative and positive to facilitate ground-fault tracing.
The middle right panel is a typical
Bass panel used with many production
boats today.

We’ve found that having a separate panel for the engine room makes wiring simpler, aids
the owner in maintenance, and makes it easier to add or change equipment as time goes
on. These two setups are on Sundeer 56 and 64s. Note the digital voltmeter, handy for
setting alternator output.The shield shown on the left protects the equipment from spray.

CONTROL PANEL
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Controls should be grouped by function. Keep all engine-related items in
one area, possibly with an engine master breaker. Nighttime gear should have
its own group — i.e., running lights, tricolor, windex, compass, chart lights. I
like to keep breakers used for passaging
— sailing instruments, pilot, navigation
gear — in another area. Also, there will
be a grouping of pumps. All AC breakers should be in one area, separated
from the DC gear.
The labeling system should be flexible and easy to change. Pop-in or
slide-in nameplates are ideal. Regardless of how careful you are with layout
the first time around, time will bring
changes. An engraved panel might look
nice at first, but when you add paper
labels, it starts getting shabby.
Certain switches, such as the pilot,
must remain on at all times. With these
switches, any accidental disconnect
could create problems. It makes sense to
fit a guard over these to prevent problems.

Visual Indicators
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) signal
certain control functions and help keep
you aware of what’s happening. They
look sexy, too. But, LEDs should be limited to where they really do a job. Used
indiscriminately, they just confuse the
operator, ruin night vision, and waste
power.
I like to see different colors in use,
such as red in areas requiring immediate
attention — bilge pump–running indicators, propane solenoid, or
damage-control-pump engagement, for
example. Amber is a not-too-serious
reminder that something has been left
on, such as engine-room lights or the
hot-water circulating pump. Finally, for
certain items that are supposed to be left
on for long periods, we use green to
indicate that they are indeed on. The
freshwater pump, diesel heater, and
fridge compressors are examples.

The top panel is typical of a modern custom-boat panel, in
this case for Beowulf. Fridge control circuits and digital thermostats are at the very top. In the upper right-hand corner
is one of Bob Williams’s SALT monitors for digitally tracking
of amperage, voltage, and power consumed in the boat.
Below this are the dimmers for controlling lights in the
saloon, office, and galley areas. Then you get to the DC
breakers.The two linked breakers on the left are the masters
for the 24-volt section of the panel. In the middle is a selector
switch for 12-volt sources. In this case, we can select from a
24 to 12-volt converter (normally used for all 12-volt electronics), a tap of the 24-volt house bank, or the engine starting battery (12 volts). Below this are the double-pole
breakers for each circuit. At the very bottom of the panel are
meters for the AC system; the selector switch (shore power,
large inverter, small inverter); and the dual-pole breakers.

Overcurrent Protection
Every circuit in the boat should have
some form of overcurrent protection.
Otherwise, a short may some day cause
a fire. A circuit breaker, acting as an on/
off switch at the same time, is a functional and cost-effective approach.
Fuses, sometimes found on older boats,

The brass bar at the top of this photo transfers power to
the fuse blocks below.These are fast-acting class-T fuses.
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make sense if you’re conscientiously trying to restrict overcurrent flows to a given piece of gear. Fuses are available in
lots of low ratings, as fast, normal and slow-blow configurations.
It’s a good idea to have a panel master breaker for each
voltage — i.e., 12 volts, 24 volts, and 110 volts.

Fuse Logic

There are two key factors in
sizing fuses. One is the interrupt
rating — the amperage at which
the fuse will no longer isolate the
short circuit. The second is the
time it takes the fuse to react.
Both of these factors var y
widely between fuse types.
The three charts above, from
Blue Sea Systems, show different
fuse designs.
The top is a “Mega” fuse, with
an interr upt rating of 2,000
amps. This is not that high for
heavy-gauge wire. However, it is
the fastest acting of the three
fuse types.
The middle chart is for “ANL”
style fuses. These have a 5,000amp interrupt rating, but are
considerably slower in reaction
time.
The bottom chart is for a classT fuse, with an interrupt rating of
20,000 amps. This is what you
would use for the primary feeds
of your battery bank and perhaps a large inverter. Since they
are slow acting, they must be
sized close to the working limit
of the circuits in question.

High-capacity fuses should be fitted to all heavy-load circuits on the boat, in addition to fuses on the battery-output
cables, and alternator-output cables.
Fusing is done for two purposes. First, to guard the circuit
from fire in the event of a short. Second, to protect the electrical device in the line from overheating with excess load.
Fire risks are relatively easy to quantify. A wire of a certain diameter has the ability to carry up to so much power
before it overheats. As long as the fuse blows before this
point, you are safe.
Motor protection is a more difficult job, since both time
and amperage are involved.
For a device like a pump or fridge compressor, running at
a relatively constant amperage draw, the fusing is easy to
work out. The situation with winches is more complex, as
the load varies substantially and the winches (at least the
sheet and halyard winches that are electrified) are used for
relatively short periods of time. However, you may find that
in some situations, such as kedging off a reef, you’ll need far
more power from the winch for short bursts of time. With a
fused system you can put in a higher-capacity fuse for this
emergency, bearing in mind that you will only run the winch
at high loads for a few seconds at a time.
Carry an inventory of fuses for each amperage on board,
with some variety in capacity to allow fine-tuning later on.
When you start to look at fuse ratings, you will find that
each comes with a curve representing amperage and time. A
fuse rated at 100 amps may require 2 minutes before it will
blow at a 150-amp load. On the other hand, at a 1,000-amp
load (representing a dead short) the time to blow might be
down to microseconds. This curve needs to be checked
against the amp capacity of your wire and the motor requirements. Different types of fuses have varying speeds of activation. Class-T fuses are an example of the fast-acting type.
It’s also good to check on the interrupt capability. This is
the highest capacity a fuse can handle before it will cease to
function (if this rating is exceeded it will continue to carry
current). We frequently use Blue Sea fuse blocks in the Ttype configuration. These have an interrupt capability of
20,000 amps.

DC Ground
The proper way to tie a DC ground together is with some
form of bus bar. This ensures a good connection back to
ground for every circuit. If this connection is not properly
made — for example, if terminals are corroded, loose, or too
small — voltage will drop substantially, leading to power
loss or increased electrical consumption. Certain vessels,
especially older yachts, use the engine block as a common
grounding point. This is not good practice, because the cast
iron or aluminum block is not an efficient conductor.

EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
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External Electrical Controls
The best way to deal with external electrical controls is not to have them. There is almost always
a way to mount outside switches in the protection of the companionway or under a pilothouse or
dodger. Anything left in the direct elements, no matter how well protected, will eventually fail —
sometimes when you need it most. On our own boats we never have electrical switches outside of
shelter. When gear is located under a dodger or near the companionway, we try to protect it from
moisture and spray. Still, if you have externally mounted gear, there are a few caveats.
First, keep it high off the cockpit sole. Look at it in the context of the cockpit being full of water,
then slowly draining. Will your gear stay dry in this situation? If not, you need to have a fast-acting way to disarm the damp circuits and to control critical items from a switch in the interior. Few
cockpit installations will pass this test.
The next step is a “waterproof” enclosure. Most are spray- and rain-resistant, rather than truly
waterproof. Still, they are better than nothing.
If you are using switches with rubber membranes, look carefully at how they are installed and
how fair the mounting surface is on which they lie. If this surface is anything other than perfectly
flat, fair it out or use a bit of silicone. Boots tend to deteriorate with age and should be replaced at
least every two years.

Meters
To monitor the performance of the electrical system you’ll want several different meters. A
decision will have to be made as to meter scale and size. Pick a scale (range) that corresponds to
what is normally shown on the meter. The larger the meter, the easier it will be to read, and usually
the more accurate its movement will be. Mirrored meters are even easier to read.
At the minimum there should be a meter for battery voltage, hopefully with an expanded scale
showing from 10.5 to 15 volts for a 12-volt circuit, or 21 to 30 volts for a 24-volt circuit. If a selector switch is used, this can be wired to each of the battery banks. The switch can be a rotary for
three or more banks, or a simple single-pole, double-throw, center-off switch for dual banks.
An amperage meter wired in to show consumption is very helpful, as well as, of course, a charging amperage meter.
Amp meters use “shunts” to measure voltage. Small meters, typically reading below 30 amps,
have the shunts built in. It is better to set up a meter for an external shunt. This way the shunt can
be installed in a convenient spot, usually right near the batteries. Sensing wires (which are light)
run from the shunt to the meter.
An AC system will call for voltage, amperage, and cycles-per-second meters.
The price of digital meters has come down to the point that they’re certainly worth considering.
Not only do they look cool, but they’re usually more accurate. For DC voltage and panel amperage, they make a lot of sense.
Integrated digital meters are also on the market and will tell you both amperage and voltage in
a single unit. Some models also display total consumption (in and out) in an amp-hour format.
However, take amp-hour readings with a grain of salt as an indicator of battery state of charge. It’s
much better to use a hydrometer.

For years, Swans have been fitted with veritable electrical panels in their cockpits. The enclosures shown protect gear from
spray and rain, but are far from waterproof.The photo at the left
is a “sealed” switch. These are usually good for a year or two of
outdoor service, assuming they don’t get too much spray.
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Sometimes the best way to check voltage and
amperage is with a portable digital meter.These
are simple to use and usually less expensive than
built-in meters. For measuring over 10 amps,
you will need a special shunt.The one at the left
clamps over the wire. Available for most digital
meters, they’re very handy for checking alternator output.
The photo above shows amperage and amphour meters.

Bob Williams at Sea Air Land Technologies has developed a microprocessor-based digital meter system
that does all sorts of nifty things.What
I like best about it are the “Hall Effect”
current sensors. These are placed
over the wire, instead of having to
break the wire like a common shunt.
Bob’s SALT Monitor can track four
circuits for daily current consumption.
Beowulf has these on both alternator
circuits to check output, as well as on
the total electrical system, and one
extra for checking fridge, pilot, etc.

THE DC SYSTEM
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THE DC SYSTEM
Of all the systems to be considered, nothing will have a bigger impact on your lifestyle than the
way the DC electrical system works. The key to cutting through the mumbo-jumbo that often
accompanies this entire subject is to understand exactly what is happening between batteries,
chargers, and the various accessories dependent thereon.
The difficulty is that DC systems engineering is more of an art than a science. Talk with four
experts, and you’ll get four different versions of what’s happening and what needs to be done.
Even the subject of batteries — how they work and how they should be treated — is a major topic
of debate.

Safety First
Before we get into the details of the DC system, a comment on safety. While we’re dealing with
low voltages here, it’s important to understand that batteries and alternators have the capacity to
do tremendous damage when in a dead-short condition. A moderate-sized battery bank can easily
chew a hole through a metal hull or tank if a hot wire to the alternator or starter is grounded. Likewise, the heat of a substantial short, unprotected by fuse or breaker, can start a fire quickly in insulation or surrounding structure. Finally, a shorted or overcharged battery has on rare occasions
exploded, spewing sulfuric acid and doing considerable damage in the process. If you’re working
with large metal tools around the batteries, be careful not to drop them between the battery terminals.
Minimize your risks by taking care with fuses and circuit breakers, watching for chafe on moving gear and at bulkheads, and shutting down the master battery switch when working on alternators or starters.
You probably know that most batteries give off hydrogen gas as they charge. This gas is lighter
than air, so it tends to float away. It’s also very explosive. (That was the problem with the Hindenburg dirigible.) Be sure batteries and/or the interior are well vented when charging.

BATTERY SWITCHES
A battery selector switch allows you to use the battery banks separately or together. These
switches must always be “make before break,” meaning that the new bank is switched on before
the old is turned off. This is important for electronics, and to prevent the alternator from running
on an open circuit for an instant. Should this occurs, the voltage spike will probably burn out the
alternator diodes, along with anything else currently turned on.
Some battery switches have a terminal for the alternator regulator feed, so
that in case the switch is turned to the
“off” position, the alternator field coil
is disabled, preventing the aforementioned voltage spike.
Battery switches are typically rated
in terms of momentary capacity for
engine starting and continuous capacBattery switches are not the
ity for everyday use. Higher capacity place to economize. Lowcosts a few bucks more but pays off in quality units tend to burn their
internal contacts with age, crelongevity.

Bilge-Pump Wiring
It’s often a good idea to have bilge
pumps on their own circuit, connected
direct to the batteries (with a fuse or
breaker in line, of course). This allows
you to shut down the main breaker
upon leaving the boat, with the bilge
pumps able to run in case a leak should
occur. It’s also a good idea to have the
radio on this circuit. In an emergency
— perhaps fire or flooding — everything else can be shut down, keeping
power available for a distress call.

ating a voltage drop. In severe
cases, they become impossible
to disengage under highamperage conditions (as in a
dead short).
With several types of battery
switches, the actuating handle
can be removed (top). These
offer an obvious security function.

The other photo shows Sundeer’s switches. There are positive and negative switches for both house banks, a crossover
switch to allow the 24-volt house bank to be tapped for 12volt engine starting, and a ground switch that ties the DC negative to the hull whenever a lightning storm is in the vicinity.
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The principle of batteries has been around since the nineteenth century, and guess what? Construction hasn’t changed much in the last 80 years except for the introduction of gel cells.
The most common batteries both then and now are made from a combination of lead-alloy
plates with sulfuric acid and water as an electrolyte. The exact shape of the plates, along with the
metals added to the lead, have a big impact on the life, capacity, and usefulness of a battery in
different situations.
When the battery is fully charged, all of the sulfuric acid is in solution — that is, in a liquid
form, evenly dispersed throughout the battery. As the battery’s capacity is used up, the sulfuric
acid begins to combine with the plates, creating a lead sulfate and leaving behind a much-diluted
battery acid (water is a byproduct of the reaction). This explains why you can tell the state of
charge with a hydrometer. The hydrometer simply measures the specific gravity or density of the
electrolyte. Since sulfuric acid is heavier than water, the higher the state of charge of the battery,
the higher the specific gravity, and vice versa (more about this later).
Charging the battery reverses the process. The lead sulfate is converted back into liquid sulfuric
acid, raising the specific gravity of the electrolyte as the lead-sulfate crystals break back down,
leaving a clean lead plate for the next cycle.
The tricky part is that you may not get all the sulfate back into solution. A small amount may
cling to the plates. That not only reduces capacity the next time around, and since part of the active
area of the plate is covered, unless you can get the plate cleaned by forcing the sulfate back into
solution, the battery life has just been shortened. If the battery is deeply discharged and allowed
to stay in that condition for a long period of time (typically four weeks in the tropics and six to
eight weeks in temperate climates), it becomes impossible to get the sulfate off. Hence it’s critical
to recharge a flat battery as soon as possible. To further complicate matters, some of the surface
of the plates themselves will slough off, forming a paste at the bottom of the battery. Not only does
this affect capacity, but if that paste builds up far enough off the bottom of the battery case, it can
create a short between some of the plates, eventually discharging the entire cell, battery, and battery bank. To offset this buildup, the plates stop a distance up from the bottom of the battery case.
This allows space for the paste to accumulate without shorting the plates. Better-quality batteries
have more space at the bottom.
How you and the battery manufacturer deal with the above difficulties is the key to the batteries’
capacity and longevity.

Starting Batteries
The battery in your car is designed to give high surges of power for short periods of time when
starting the engine. This will generally use one or two percent of the battery’s capacity. The rest
of the time, the engine’s alternator keeps the battery at a constant, happy voltage. To make this
task easy, the battery manufacturer puts in plenty of very thin plates. This gives the acid more surface area to work against, hence more short-burst power. But these plates are unhappy if they get
deeply discharged, and after a few deep cycles they will give up the ghost.

Deep-Cycle Batteries
Enter the deep-cycle battery. On a boat, the battery has to supply voltage for all sorts of gear,
sometimes for days on end, so it ends up going through a substantial discharge cycle before being
recharged with a generator, engine-driven alternator, or battery charger when connected to shore
power. Since a long, slow discharge is easier to deal with than a short, quick one, less plate surface
area is necessary. However, in the deep cycle the lead sulfate forms right through the plate instead
of just on the surface. This makes a denser, thicker plate necessary. The plates also expand during
this process, so more space is required between them. As a result of the extra thickness and density, they stand up to a deep cycle extremely well.
It seems obvious then that for most marine applications you want a deep-cycle battery. But
which one? You can go into your local discount store to buy a “deep-cycle” battery that won’t give
a year of decent service. And today there are literally dozens of brands touting deep-cycle and/or
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marine capabilities. The answer is to
go down to the local golf course to see
what they’re using. The electric golf
c a r t i s a p e r f e c t ex a m p l e o f a
deep-cycle application.
The Trojan Battery Company probably makes the best deep-cycle battery for the money. With their T-145
style battery you can expect a
three-year life and 600 or more deep
cycles.
If you have more budget and are
looking at a longer-term answer, then
consider the Surrette Group 400 batteries, or comparable ones made by
John Surrette’s new company, Rolls
Batteries. These have been the standard in deep-cycle batteries for years.
They claim the ability to go 1,400 full
deep cycles and 2,400 if only cycled
50 percent. Life-spans of 10 to 12
years are not that uncommon.

Traction Batteries
The ultimate battery, as far as we
are concerned, is the “traction” battery. These are extremely heavy-duty
industrial batteries used in forklifts,
diesel electric locomotives, and telephone switches for standby power.
Extremely rugged, with very thick
plates, they can be discharged more
deeply than any other form of battery.
We’ve been using traction batteries
manufactured by the Trojan Battery
Company for years and have found
them to be almost indestructible. In
normal marine service, with proper
periodic equalizing, they will last 15
to 20 years! They also have a very
high charge-acceptance rate (i.e.,
s p e e d a t w h i c h t h ey c a n b e
recharged).
Traction batteries can be purchased
as individual cells, or in banks of
three, six, or 12 cells, with literally
dozens of heights and cross-sections
available to fit different requirements.
We find that ordering the batteries
pre-installed in epoxy-coated steel
trays makes the best installation
sense.

A cutaway drawing of a Trojan traction battery.These
cells are typically taller than other types of batteries.
They can be installed as individual cells or in banks.
When you specify traction batteries, ask that the steel
trays be extended ver tically about 1 inch (25 mm)
(lower photo).This helps to contain potential spills.
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Two views of Trojan traction batteries. Above
shows what they look like before being dropped
into the boat.To the right you can see how they
fit into the keel sump on one of our designs
(where they form part of the ballast package).
Note the metal restrainers (to hold the batteries in place during a rollover) and Hydrocaps.

NiCad Batteries
Nickel cadmium batteries are another avenue. These batteries are designed for many deep
cycles and extremely long life. They’re frequently used in backup systems for hospitals, telephone switching systems, and railroad signals. Lifespans of 20 years are possible, with deep
cycles in the thousands. But there are several major drawbacks. First, they are inordinately expensive, even if you amortize the cost over the greater lifespan. Even if cost is no object, the fact that
they take about 40 percent more space and weight per given capacity is a real negative. They also
require a higher charging voltage, about 16 volts with a 12-volt system. This means electronic
gear may have to be shut down or run on a separate bank when charging. At one point I was very
excited about the possibilities of NiCads, but after a lot of research we came back to good old lead
acids.

Gel Cells
Some years ago a new type of battery made by the Sonnenschein Company was introduced to
the cruising market. These patented batteries use more or less normal plates, but they have a
double-acid system in a paste rather than liquid form. They’re totally sealed, which means no
hydrogen gas (normally) to worry about, and no watering problems. The double-acid system prevents the plates from forming lead sulfate. Hence they can in theory be cycled many, many times,
to a fully discharged level. They can also be recharged more quickly than conventional batteries.
These batteries came on the scene with much publicity. Some have worked very well — we
retrofitted a set on Wakaroa ten years ago that still works today. On the other hand, we’ve heard
stories of shorter life-spans.
Many companies now make gel cells. If you need to install a battery in other than a top-up mode
(they can be installed on their side because there is no acid to spill), or if you are concerned about
production of hydrogen gas, they make sense. Many builders use them today because they do not
require the same ventilation as conventional lead/sulfuric acid batteries.
One caveat — be very careful with overcharging. These batteries will be quickly ruined by
charging at more than the specified rate (usually 14.3 volts in a 12-volt system).
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Battery Life
Every battery has a finite life,
whether or not it’s cycled. Even
sitting at the dock with a perfect
float charge, the battery will die
in a certain amount of time —
usually one week after the guarantee expires! This is because
each day a small amount of
plate is sloughed off, regardless
of use. In fact, most batteries
will actually last longer with
occasional use than just sitting
around waiting for a load. Pulling the bank down 5 to 10 percent once a month will help
longevity when you’re tied to
A comparison between a good-quality golf-cart battery
the dock. The second
(above) and an industrial traction battery below. For the
golf-cart battery at 50 percent depth of discharge, you get
life-limiting factor is the quana little over 600 total cycles. The traction battery, on the
tity and depth of the cycle.
other hand, will go to almost 3,000 cycles at the same depth
Where you might get 300
of discharge! (Charts courtesy Trojan Battery Company)
cycles from a battery by drawing it down to 10.5 volts (from a
12-volt battery), if you only
draw it down to 12.2 volts it will
last for 700 or 800 cycles. So
you can see that when the time
comes to calculate battery
requirements you have to trade
off battery longevity for daily
capacity. More capacity means
shallower cycles, which means
longer life.
When deciding on a battery,
look carefully at depth of discharge versus life factors. A battery that can be more fully discharged
without excessively shortening its life will offer more capacity with which to work. Sometimes
the differences are startling. For example, Trojan traction batteries offer roughly 1,700 cycles at
the 80-percent discharge rate. This means you can use basically the total capacity of the battery.
Compare this to a more normal deep cycle battery that typically wouldn’t use more than 50 percent of capacity, and you see that for a given amount of usable amp-hours, the rated capacity of
the traction batteries can be 40 percent less. For example, to get 200 usable amp-hours at the 50percent rate, you need a 400-amp-hour bank. At the 80-percent rate, the same usable capacity
could be obtained with a 250-amp-hour bank.

Other Battery-Choice Factors
For most cruisers the battery selection debate comes down to golf-cart batteries, high-quality
deep-cycle batteries (like Rolls or Surrettes) or the Sonnenschein/Prevailer type of gel cells.
While the gel cells do not last nearly as long as the higher quality deep-cycle batteries, they do
offer some mitigating characteristics that will endear them to you. First, because they do not
require equalizing, they are not as sensitive to mishandling. Lead-sulfate batteries that are not
properly equalized on a periodic basis gradually lose capacity and suffer through a higher and
higher internal discharge rate.
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Gel cells have almost zero self-discharge when sitting around unused. Many lead-acid batteries
discharge anywhere from one to three percent of their capacity just sitting idle.
For me, the decision-making process comes down to this: Assuming you do not have space for
traction batteries (the ultimate cruising battery in my opinion), if you plan to live aboard and to
keep an eye on the batteries, I would go with the highest-quality lead-acid types. If you are not as
maintenance-oriented and don’t want to be bothered with equalizing and checking electrolyte
level, then go with the gel cells.

Cell Size
The batteries used in your boat are actually an amalgamation of smaller batteries or cells tied
together. A 6-volt battery has three 2.2-volt (at full charge) cells, while a 12-volt battery has six
cells. You can have a series of small cells wired together to form a small battery, or a series of
larger cells wired together for a bigger battery.
An alternate approach is to break the battery bank into two cell groupings, ending up with two
separate 12- or 24-volt batteries. This is a common technique on many boats. The theory is that
you always have one bank in reserve.
Now let’s go back to the depth-of-discharge concept for a moment. If you are working against
half of your total battery bank for a given amount of capacity, you will be discharging twice as
deeply, shortening the battery’s life in the process. This is not terribly efficient.
The same thing happens when charging. It’s much more efficient to charge one larger bank than
two smaller banks. Finally, capacity is related to the percentage of total amps drawn at any one
time. A 10-amp load on a 200-amp bank will last longer than a 10-amp load drawn from first one
and then a second, 100-amp bank. For this reason, we favor a single, large battery bank on our
boats.
If you are concerned with engine starting should the main bank become discharged, keep a second, small starting battery in reserve.

How Much Capacity?
You would think that battery capacity would be relatively easy to define. Guess again. There are
all sorts of amp-hour ratings, reserve-minute ratings, etc. To make matters more confusing,
capacity varies with temperature. Most ratings are run at 77 degrees Fahrenheit. But at higher
temperatures you get a bit more, and at lower temperatures you get less (at 0 degrees capacity is
a little less than half of normal). Capacity also varies with age. Most lead-acid batteries only give
65 percent of their rating at the end of their life. It’s not uncommon for one battery company executive to accuse his opponent of hyping the electrolyte to get better short-term performance in testing.
To further complicate things, you have to consider how deeply the batteries are to be cycled in
each period. The charging cycle — i.e., how quickly you can put back what you have taken out —
is also affected by capacity. Bigger banks accept a faster charge and hence less running time on
the engine or genset if you have a big enough alternator. It’s also important to think about engine
or genset failure and how much reserve capacity is necessary in this situation.
Against all of this you need a way to accurately project your own requirements. There are two
situations — on the hook, and passaging. Passaging usually takes several more times the power
of lying at anchor. On the other hand, you may be using a trolling generator to supply or supplement passaging power requirements.
The actual calculation process is pretty straightforward. Make a list of everything aboard that
uses power. Then figure how many minutes or hours a day you expect to run the item in question.
Total the figures, and that, more or less, is your daily requirement.
The biggest factor is refrigeration. If it’s electrically driven with an efficient system, in the tropics expect to use 40 amp-hours a day for a 7-cubic-foot fridge/freezer system. You can easily consume another 20 to 40 amp-hours for reading lights, anchor light, fans, inverter, etc.
Count on using a maximum of 30 percent of the 20-amp-hour rating in capacity calculations.
Let’s say that we figure 60 amp-hours per day consumption, and we want to have a two-day capacity. If we’re using just 30 percent of capacity, we need a battery bank of 400 amp-hours. But if
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Battery capacity is
best measured by
checking the specific gravity with a
hy d ro me te r. T he
actual state of
charge is a function
of battery cell construction, the specific gravity of the
original electrolyte,
and the temperature of the electrolyte.
This chart is for
two different types
of Trojan batteries.
The upper line is
their T-105 and L-16
designs, while the
lower is the 85 T-11.
The top two batteries are designed for golf-cart and floor-sweeper applications. They are deepcycle-type batteries, but optimized for a fast discharge over a matter of a few hours.The bottom unit
is a traction design (for forklifts), the type we’ve used over the years on our own boats.This battery is
designed for discharge over a full work day.The difference in the specific gravity readings is a function
of the active material on the plates and the amount of sulfuric acid in solution (the electyrolyte).
The key fact we want to point out is that every battery has a different specific gravity/discharge relationship. Be sure you have the correct data for the batteries on your own boat.

there is space, and if the batteries are
stored low in the boat where they help
stability, a bigger bank would be even
nicer.
For an engine-drive fridge system, you
will want to balance DC capacity (both
batteries and alternator) against daily
compressor running cycle. Having a huge
battery bank and alternator doesn’t make
sense if you plan to run the engine every
day for an hour or so just to charge the
batteries.
Another approach (discussed a little
later) is to supplement the bank with solar
or wind-generated power. Once again,
this reduces capacity requirements.

State of Charge

If your battery starts out with a specific gravity of
1.285 (fairly typical), this chart provides an idea of the
capacity denoted by the specific gravity and the corresponding cell voltage.

The best way to check battery condition is with a hydrometer. This measures
the specific gravity (density) of the electrolyte.
Now we come back to that lead sulfate on the surface of the battery plates. The more lead sulfate
left on the plates in a permanent state, the more resistance the battery will show to a charge. This
has the effect of increasing battery voltage. The charge controller senses this higher voltage and
begins to cut back the charge rate. The problem is that the battery is not really getting a proper
charge, since the lead sulfate is not going back into solution, yet the regulator thinks that everything is fine. This is why equalizing to get that leftover lead sulfate back into solution is so important.
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Regardless of the type of battery you install, it must be held in place in case of a severe knockdown or rollover.This can take the form of straps, a bar like the one shown, or metal angles.
Be sure to check your hold-downs on a periodic basis, since they can be corroded and weakened by the hydrogen sulfide gas given off by the batteries.

Installation
Batteries make relatively efficient ballast, so keep them as low in the boat as possible, preferably under the floorboards. Make sure they’re well secured. In the unlikely event of a rollover or
even a severe knockdown, it would be unpleasant to find them flying through the interior. Access
must be good, so you can keep the tops clean and check the water level occasionally. Have a way
to contain battery acid should a battery case crack. The best way to do this is to fiberglass in a
plywood case to take all the batteries in the bank. The fiberglass will resist battery acid. If this
cannot be done, each battery should have its own plastic battery box.
While it’s advantageous from a stability standpoint to store the batteries low, consider what
happens in the case the bilges flood. A charged battery, sulfuric acid, and salt water end up in a
mess of chlorine gas — a most unpleasant breathing environment. If you’re concerned with this
possibility, think about sealing the battery box to make it watertight, but be sure to allow for a
hydrogen gas vent to the outside. Even if you take this precaution, always have a battery somewhere high enough to allow a radio to be operated right to the last minute, in the event of a sinking.
With sealed batteries this won’t be a problem. But there will be fairly substantial shorting
across the terminals when they’re submerged. Sealing the terminals in anhydrous lanolin or various lacquer sprays has been suggested as a way to prevent or reduce shorting in a submersion.
Certainly this approach can’t hurt.
Another thing to consider is one-way battery caps. These have a miniature check valve in the
cap itself, allowing hydrogen gas to escape but preventing anything from flooding back into the
cell in case of submersion.
If your batteries are flooded and water penetrates the battery caps into the cells, it will float on
top of the battery acid, since it is lighter. It can then be removed with your hydrometer. However,
if this occurs, be sure to remove the seawater before charging. Otherwise, charging will mix the
salt water with the electrolyte, and the electrolyte will have to be changed.
To avoid the mess around terminals from hydrogen sulfide (the green yuckies), place
anti-corrosion pads at each terminal.
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Hydrocaps
These are a wonderful invention that
replace the normal battery cap. Inside the
Hydrocap is a catalytic converter that
turns the hydrogen gas back into water.
This reduces battery maintenance,
almost eliminates hydrogen gas from the
interior, and stops the formation of the
hydrogen sulfide on battery terminals.
The only negative is that they add 2
inches to battery height.
Note that when you are doing an equalizing charge, if the charge rate is very
high (commonly over a couple of amps
per cell), the Hydrocaps should be
removed.

Battery Temperature
Batteries are happiest when warm, to a
point. If the ambient temperature is much
above 90 degrees Fahrenheit, or if their
internal temperature rises above 125
degrees Fahrenheit, the battery life will
be shortened from sulfation or by the
plates themselves warping. If you expect
to be cruising primarily in the tropics,
and if the batteries are located in a warm
spot, you may want to reduce the specific
gravity of the electrolyte (your battery
acid) to around 1,250 from a norm of
1,265.
On the other hand, if you are cruising
in very cold climates, you may want to
increase the specific gravity of your batteries. This helps to improve coldweather capacity and reduces any chance
of freezing the electrolyte.

Specific Gravity of Electrolyte
Before leaving this, subject we should
discuss the type of electrolyte used in
your battery. Its specific gravity is a function of the temperature at which the battery manufacturer expects the battery to
be used. In colder climates, higher levels
of specific gravity are used to protect
against freezing, and to provide more
amperage capacity at the lower temperatures. However, these more dense concentrations of electolyte are more
corrosive and attack the grids and separators of the battery more quickly.
Batteries intended for tropical usage
typically have a lower specific gravity,
usually around 1.23 (as compared to
1.265 to 1.285 for cold-climate batteries). Their advantage is a longer lifespan.

To be accurate you
should correct your
specific-gravity reading
for the temperature of
the electrolyte (taken
with a glass thermometer).
The correction factors for various F and C
t e m p e ra t u r e s a r e
shown in the right hand
column.
For example, assume
a hydrometer reading of
1.200. If the acid temperature is 100 degrees
F (37.8 degrees C) you
would add 0.008 to the
hydrometer reading.
This would give you a
corrected specific gravity of 1.208.
Going the other way, if
the hydrometer reading
were the same (1.200)
but acid temperature
was 50 degrees F (10
degrees C) you would
subtract 0.012 from the
reading giving you a corrected specific gravity of
1.188.
B e c a u s e b a t t e ri e s
tend to heat up during
their charging cycle
these corrections are
best made a couple of
hours after you’ve completed the charge process.

Here is charge/discharge data for two different levels of specific gravity.The specific gravity shown on the left is frequently
found on batteries sold for use in temperate climates. That
shown on the right is for the tropics. Note that you can have
the electrolyte in your batteries changed if required by significant changes in usage.
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Temperature has a
major impact on battery capacity, as you
can see from this chart.
The higher the ambient
t e m p e ra t u r e , t h e
h i g h e r t h e b a t t e ry
capacity in a given situation. Most batteries
are rated at 77 degrees
Fahrenheit. In a cold climate, with standard
batteries and an ambient temperature of 60
degrees Fahrenheit,
battery capacity would
drop to just under 90
percent of normal.

As this graph shows, the higher the state of charge, the better the battery resists freezing.
If you intend to lay up for the winter, it is important to keep batteries fully charged so that they
do not get into a freeze/thaw cycle.
The specific gravity can be adjusted upward a bit to compensate for cold-weather cruising, but
there are limits beyond you’ll have a problem with sulfation and a resulting premature death.

THE CHARGING CYCLE
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The Charging Cycle
The more efficient your charging system is, the less you’ll have to listen to the engine or genset
run, and the longer you can go between cycles. This makes for a happier diesel engine and
enhances quality of life aboard. But defining what is required to develop an efficient charging system is a real challenge. There’s even more diversity of opinion about this topic than about batteries.
Let’s start by defining the parameters. What we’re after is an approach to battery charging that
allows us to recycle the batteries as quickly as possible without damaging the batteries, in keeping
with the other requirements for diesel power. Thus, with an engine-driven fridge compressor, as
we’ve already mentioned, the battery charge cycle should tie to the daily compressor running
time, at least.

Charge Acceptance Rate
We then get into the issue of how hard to charge the batteries. This is usually expressed as a
percentage of the bank’s capacity per hour. If you have a 500-amp-hour bank and charge at a
20-percent rate, that would be a 100-amp charge on the ammeter. Here’s where the experts disagree: Some say 10 percent should be the maximum. Others say it really doesn’t matter — the
battery is a self-regulating mechanism, and as the charge builds up in the battery, the internal voltage rises, causing the alternator or battery charger to cut back. The latter school of thought also
says you can charge up to half the battery’s capacity on an hourly basis.
My own experience tends to validate the “hit’ em hard” theorists. We’ve used high charge rates
for years without difficulty. At the start of the charging cycle the alternators may be going full
bore, but within 15 or 20 minutes (depending on battery state) the alternators cut back on output
as internal battery voltage rises.
Which brings us to the charge-acceptance curve. When the charging cycle starts, the batteries
will take everything the alternators give them. But as they approach the 75-percent-capacity
mark, internal voltage begins to rise and charge rate tapers off. This means you can really pump
the amps back in for the first part of the cycle, but getting that last 20 to 25 percent takes a long
time.
If you look at this in terms of amp hours consumed, between the 80-percent discharge level and
20-percent discharge level, almost 100 percent of what you put into the battery goes toward
charging the battery with an industrial battery. This number is closer to 90 or 93 percent with a
more normal golf-cart battery. When you get to that last 20 percent, which is required for a full
charge, the acceptance rate of the battery sharply decreases. At this point, as much as half of the
charge goes into hydrolyzing the battery acid (i.e., turning it into hydrogen gas, etc.). At the same
time, as part of the charging process, the positive plates are being corroded by the current that isn’t
going into the direct charge or the hydrolyzation. Eventually this corrosion will eat through the
positive plates — one of the limiting factors on the battery life.
With this in mind, it starts to make sense when cycling on the hook to forget about the last 20
percent of capacity. Bring the batteries up to where the alternator really starts to cut back, then
shut down. On the other end, by limiting the depth of the discharge to the 40- to 50-percent range,
you extend the life of the plates. (If you have traction or other super-heavy-duty batteries, you can
drain them further.) Hence the 30 percent of capacity figure mentioned earlier is a good starting
point when considering how big a battery bank to get, if you’re using conventional deep-cycle
batteries. This approach, leaving the bottom for reserve and longevity, and the top because it takes
too long to recharge, will yield the fastest recycling of the 30 percent of capacity used between
charges.

Topping Off
Every now and then, however, the batteries should be topped off. Otherwise, sulfation becomes
permanent and battery life and capacity is diminished. Topping off tends to occur naturally, since
most cruisers move every week or ten days. If you power for three or four hours during the move,
you’ll be right back up to top battery capacity.
When you try to figure out just how long it will take to put amps back into the batteries, assume
90 percent of the amps you see on the charging meter will stick to the battery.
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Charging Voltage
The situation starts to get complicated when you look at “proper” charge voltage. It varies. If
the boat is tied to the dock, a maintenance charge of 13.2 volts is about right. This is high enough
to keep the plates at their best, but not enough to heat the batteries and consume water. When the
shore-power cord is cut and diesel power is doing the charging job, things change drastically. On
the hook, 14.4 to 14.8 volts works well for a fast daily cycle. But this voltage is too high for long
periods of powering, as it will overheat the batteries and gradually consume water. For powering,
lower the voltage to about 13.8 volts.
Gel-cell batteries will not tolerate high charge rates. Check with your specific manufacturer,
but these typically charge at between 14.2 and 14.4 volts.
Note that charging voltage should be checked directly at the battery bank. At the alternator or
panel there can easily be a reading difference of 1/2 volt or higher, due to the voltage drop between
the alternator and batteries.

Equalizing Charge
Remember those lead-sulfate crystals messing up the plates for lead-acid batteries? Well, the
way to get rid of most of them is with an equalizing charge. In this case, after a full deep cycle,
bring the batteries up on a normal charge basis. Then, having topped out at that voltage, crank the
volts up to the 15-to-16-volt range for three to six hours. Do this every six to eight weeks in temperate climates, and somewhat more often in the tropics. (Be sure to check that the electronics
won’t suffer at these higher voltages.) The equalizing charge gets various individual battery cells
as close to each other as possible.
The first couple of times you do this, you’ll have to check each cell with a hydrometer. One cell
will probably be lower than all the rest, even at the end of the process. Once that cell has been
identified, you can go back and check it toward the end of each equalizing charge. This one will
let you know when you’re up to snuff on the entire bank.

ALTERNATORS
A few basics are in order. An alternator produces power when a wire breaks a magnetic field.
Since the design of the alternator inherently causes the current flow to reverse itself with each
alternator revolution, the power is in AC form. This doesn’t do much good for the batteries, so a
series of rectifier diodes are installed in line to smooth out the power pulse, producing heat and
direct current in the process. (In effect, half of the power goes up in heat.) The amount of power
produced, or the amperage, is a function of the strength of the magnetic field and alternator rpm.
A regulator senses battery voltage and regulates voltage flow to the field coil (and hence the
magnetic force of the field), in turn controlling output of the alternator to the battery bank. It does
this by cycling the power on and off in quick pulses, typically at 500 to 1,000 cycles per minute.
Most marine diesels are automotive adaptations, as are their alternators. Automotive alternators aren’t designed for charging, but rather for maintaining the battery when lights, radio, etc. are
in use. Therefore, they don’t do much of a job at charging your batteries. The job will eventually
get done, but in the process you might end up listening to the engine for hours a day.

Output Curve
The output curve of the alternator is crucial in our application. You want an alternator capable
of putting out lots of power at low speed, so that you get a decent charge when the engine is being
used as a genset at idling speed or just above. A typical automotive alternator doesn’t start to maximize output until reaching cruise rpm.
By varying the amount of wire and the ratio of the wires in the various parts of the alternators,
engineers can increase the amount of power at the low end. However, this is a zero-sum game.
Increase low-end output, and top output is reduced. The total power output of the alternator can
be increased by making the magnetic field stronger and cramming in more pounds of copper wire
into a given size of case.
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Heat Impact
Alternators are adversely affected
by heat, both internally generated
(which is tremendous) and engineroom ambient temperatures. If a
given unit puts out 75 amps at 80
degrees Fahrenheit, at 200 degrees
Fahrenheit this might drop to 50
amps.
The answer is to employ an alternator that puts out plenty of amps in
the heat and rpm ranges in which you
expect to operate. An output curve on
prospective alternators will help to
make an apples-and-apples comparison, as long as the curves are based
on the same ambient temperature.

This shows the difference in hot and cold output of a Balmar 91-150 alternator. The upper curve is based on 80
degrees Fahrenheit temperature. The bottom curve is a
more realistic 200 degrees Fahrenheit. (Courtesy Balmar)

Rpm Ratings
While output curve is being investigated, there are several other things to look at. One is the
permissible rpm range of the alternator. The higher this is, the more the alternator can be overdriven — i.e., geared up with a large-drive pulley. Suppose the alternator has a capacity of 10,000
rpm at the top end. If you normally cruise the engine at 2,500 rpm (tops), a 4-to-1 pulley ratio
could be used. This would keep the alternator within the maximum allowed speed, yet give a good
gearing-up at lower engine speed. In this example, if the engine were idling at 1,000 rpm, the
alternator would be turning at 4,000 rpm. Since most output curves begin to flatten out between
3,500 and 5,000 rpm, you would probably get close to full output at fast engine idle.
If you expect to use the engine at idle as a charging source, you will want the largest diameter
drive pulley and smallest alternator pulley practical. This is a more complex issue than at first
meets the eye (and is fully covered in the section on V-belts). Usually, 2 3/4-inch (70mm) is the
smallest alternator pulleys go. If you overdrive this with a 10-inch (254mm) power take-off pulley, you will have some serious output at low engine rpm.

Case Size
The bigger the alternator case, the more wire you can cram in and the higher the output you can
achieve. At the same time, bigger cases with moderate amounts of wire have more space for air
flow, run cooler, and last longer. Alternators typically come in three standard case sizes: 6-inch
(150mm), 7 1/2-inch (190mm), and 8-inch (200mm).

Engine-Mounting Issues
Alternators consume significant amounts of horsepower. Without friction, it takes 1 horsepower for every 750 watts of output. With frictional losses the figure is more like 550 watts per
horsepower. So, a 120-amp 14.5-volt alternator output means you are pulling 3 horsepower off
the front end of the engine.
Then there is the diesel power pulse. Diesel engines do not rotate smoothly. Rather, they jump
as each piston fires. You don’t notice this because of the rapidity of the firing sequence, the dampening effect of internal balancing, and the flywheel — but the alternator feels these pulses. The
combination of high horsepower requirements and this power pulse makes life tough on alternator brackets. Most automotive engineers design brackets that work well on cars but that fail after
a few hundred hours on a marine diesel. There are no hard-and-fast rules, except to make brackets
three times as strong as seems reasonable and to inspect them frequently.
Another issue has to do with the front bearing and oil seal on your engine. After 1,000 or more
hours of asymmetric loading, if the crankshaft and front bearing are not up to the load, the front
oil seal will begin to break down (or premature bearing wear). This can be mitigated by keeping
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the power take-off pulley as close the crankshaft bearing as possible. If several devices are being
driven at once from the PTO pulley, make sure the highest load goes on the inside. Even better, try
to balance the load between two devices pulling in opposite directions.
All engines have a PTO pulley rating that will indicate maximum load — usually based on the
PTO bolt pattern, or crank-shaft keying — as well as sideways pull on the crank shaft. There is
often a curve that relates power available to engine rpm. More rpm gives more available power.
Consult this data when designing or inspecting your installation.

Dual Alternators
It is quite common to find two identical alternators in use at one time. If you have this type of
system, they should be arranged as close to opposite each other as possible. This way the sideways torque of one cancels the other’s out. You still have to be concerned with total load, in terms
of the PTO capability, but at least side loading is no longer a problem.
If both alternators are charging the same battery bank, both must be run from the same regulator. Otherwise, once the charge cycle begins to taper off, one regulator (and its attendant alternator) will carry all the load. There is simply no way to set two regulators at the same voltage. Don’t
let anyone tell you different. Fortunately, dual-output regulators are readily available.
If your alternators are not matched — for example, if you have added a second larger unit to
supplement the stock
alternator that the
engine arrived with —
have the two alternators
charge separate banks.
This way you can use
two regulators.

Mega Alternators

The Sundeer production vessels use Lestec alternators marketed by Balmar.Their Brute series, with external diodes and remote-mounted voltage
regulator, works fine for 12-volt applications. However, we have found
them to be unreliable for high-powered 24-volt applications. After burning
up five of these on Beowulf we went back to Electrodyne!

On certain occasions
you may want to use an
alternator much larger
than your engine can
handle from a bearing
side-load perspective.
If this is the case, you
can add a pillow block
bearing to the front of
the engine. This pillow
block bearing, typically
supported by a weldement attached to the
front motormounts,
takes the side load of
the alternator.

Full-Field
Operation

Electrodyne makes the best high-output alternators. I would call this one
(above) a medium-output unit.The diodes are externally mounted and are
substantial in size (compare them to the Lestec). The output curve shows
almost 250 amps at 5,000 rpm, and the alternator will do it!
In a 24-volt application we use a similar unit, but with diodes remotely
mounted so the heat does not go into alternator windings. These 24-volt
units put out about 50 percent more power.

You must also ascertain if the alternator is
able to operate at full
field for long periods of
time. This occurs when
batteries are low and the
regulator, sensing this,
tries to boost output.

REGULATORS
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When maximum is reached, it keeps the juice flowing full-bore to the field coils instead of cycling
on and off as previously referred to. The alternator starts to really get hot then, since neither the
field coil nor the stator windings (where the current is built up) have that “off” period in which to
cool. This extra heat causes increased resistance, which reduces output, causing the alternator to
try to put out more, which makes it hotter. You get the point. The heat can burn insulation, melt
solder, ruin diodes, and make regulators very unhappy.
To build an alternator that will withstand heat, manufacturers increase wire thickness, use
high-temperature solder, employ extra thicknesses of insulation, and, for really high-output units,
remote-mount the rectifier diodes and regulators.
Very few alternator manufactures understand about the stress of full-field charging with marine
deep-cycle batteries. Many times we’ve asked if a given alternator will operate at full field.
“Sure,” the engineers always answer. We’ll run them for thousands of hours this way — then, a
few days offshore en route to the South Pacific, the alternators start to burn up!
The way around this is to oversize the alternator relative to the battery bank, so it spends most
of its life loafing.
Since the alternator is such a key piece of gear, you probably have a spare stored under a bunk
somewhere. Why not take this out and mount it right on the engine? This doubles the capacity,
reduces the load on both alternators, and probably lengthens their combined life.

24-Volt Alternators
Alternators designed to operate at higher voltages are subject to much higher operating temperatures than lower-voltage units. This is because they typically put out more total power or watts.
A standard-sized 12-volt unit might be rated at 100 amps at 14 volts for 1,400 watts. That same
casing might yield a 65-amp, 28-volt alternator for 1,820 watts. Since heat is a function of power,
the higher voltage alternators tend to run hotter. As a result they are more subject to heat failure
when they go to a full field.
This can occur inadvertently when engine speed is dropped as you’re maneuvering in harbor. If
the batteries are low when the engine rpm drops, the output potential of the alternator also
decreases. Although it might only carry the load of a low battery bank at a higher rpm, at the
slower speed it drops into full field. If you begin to smell burning insulation a short time later,
you’ll know why.

REGULATORS
The next factor is the regulator. Most automotive regulators today are inside the alternator.
They may be impossible to adjust and are substantially more prone to heat failure sitting on the
inside of the alternator. A better bet is an externally or remotely mounted regulator. This way it’s
easy to replace and not subject to heat damage.
There are a number of ways to improve regulator operation, in the process making it more
responsive to the varying needs found aboard a cruising yacht.
The simplest and least expensive strategy is to go inside the alternator to make a break in the
field-coil control wire from the standard regulator. With a switch, you then select either the normal regulator or a rheostat that manually controls the output. This works well as long as you don’t
forget the rheostat and overcharge the batteries, and as long as the alternator can withstand
full-field operation! Also, although this works on older alternators with lower output, don’t try it
with modern high-output units.
If the regulator is externally mounted, or if the internal regulator has an adjustment (a trim pot),
the unit can be regulated from time to time. Unfortunately, this is difficult. You have to keep running back and forth between engine and voltage meter to see how things are going (unless a voltage meter is mounted near the alternator).
We’ve been successful at putting a switch on our regulators to allow us to select from three trim
pots. One is set at a powering voltage, the second at the at-anchor rate, while the third is set for
equalization.
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When you adjust the regulator control voltage, do it with the batteries in a fully charged state,
with a light load — say, 5 to 10 amps on the alternator. This is better than when the alternator is
working hard.
A series of regulators that supplant normal units on the alternators are now on the market. These
can do all the above, as well as vary the charge rate logic within a given cycle.
Bob Williams of SALT has developed a Pulse Width Modulator–style of regulator that works
in conjunction with the digital processor on his SALT Monitor. This unit takes into account state
of charge, battery type, charge acceptance rate, and temperature to optimize the best and fastest
charge rate. Because it scans so much different data, it is not as easily fooled by the battery’s
counter EMF.

Alternator Sense Voltage
If you are using large alternators and have a good-sized battery bank, the charging rate will be
quite high. This creates a voltage drop in the wiring between batteries and alternator, unless they
are close together or you use large wire.
By setting regulator voltage when the batteries are pretty much topped off (the suggested
method), alternator output is low and voltage drop minimal. So the regulator senses the correct
battery voltage. But at the beginning of the cycle, when the amps are really pumping, resistance
and therefore voltage drop may be significantly higher. If the voltage regulator senses voltage at
the alternator (the norm), it will regulate the early part of the charge cycle based on a voltage that
is higher at the alternator than at the batteries, due to the voltage drop in between. This causes the
regulator to prematurely cut back on the charging rate. To avoid this problem, take both negative
and positive sense wires from the regulator directly to the battery bank, with a fuse for protection
at the battery end. This gives the regulator an accurate reading of battery condition during the
early part of the cycle.

Installing a Second Regulator
If you carry a spare regulator, why not install it with a double-pole double-throw switch to
select between it or the normal regulator? This way they can be set at different voltages.

BATTERY CHARGERS
It used to be that there was only one question when thinking about a battery charger — how big
does it need to be? Nowadays, all sorts of electronics are involved (if you want them to be), in
addition to the issue of stand-alone, voltage, cycles, or built-into-inverter models.

Capacity
Capacity needs depend on how you use the boat. Tied to the dock and living aboard with a DC
fridge system, even a 10- or 15-amp unit will get the job done. Remember, it is working 24 hours
per day. Larger battery chargers come in handy when you have a large bank and want it to do the
odd equalizing charge.

AC-Power Decisions
If you plan to stay close to home, you need concern yourself only with a single-input-voltage
battery charger. In the U.S., Canada, and parts of the Caribbean, this is 120 volts. Most other parts
of the world require 240 volts. Then there’s the question of cycles. Most battery chargers are
cycle-sensitive. This means 60 cycles for 120-volt systems, and 50 cycles where 240 volts is the
norm. Certain battery chargers work with both types of AC power but cost quite a bit more money.
Sometimes it is simpler to invest in a two-to-one step-up or -down transformer, as long as your
battery charger will operate on the different cycles. Typically, a charger designed for 50 cycles
will be okay on 60-cycle current. The opposite is not always the case, although many 60-cycle
chargers will work on 50 cycles if you reduce their output 20 percent or so. Check with your supplier.

Marine Construction
There’s a big difference between marine chargers and those sold at the local autoparts store.
They differ in the way they handle the grounding of the shore-power system. A land-style charger
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in a poorly wired marina can cause all sorts of problems for underwater metals. The marine
charger isolates the ground from the ship’s negative, reducing the risk of electrolysis. The isolated
transformer makes all transfer and modification of power via the coils of the transformer. There
is no direct contact between ship’s system and shore power.
Resist the temptation to use an automotive unit on your boat. They are too dangerous.

Ferro Resonant
The simplest chargers, and the ones that have been around the longest, are based on a carefully
wound transformer. The windings are set up so that without any fancy controls the batteries end
up at a specified float voltage, typically around 13.8 volts.
These chargers cannot be used for equalizing. Also, some people feel that for the long term, a
floating at 13.8 volts is a bit high.

Microprocessor Control
You can also opt for one of the new microprocessor-controlled sets. These have windings that
allow for a higher voltage, along with some form of circuitry (frequently an electronic “chopper”
circuit) that reduces voltage to required levels. These units are more expensive but will pay for
themselves in battery longevity — as long as you take advantage of the equalizing capabilities.
Microprocessor-controlled chargers start out with a bulk charge, usually at 100 percent of the
rated capacity. As voltage builds up in the battery, they cut back to what is called a “bulk” charging
rate. After a set amount of time at the bulk rate (typically 3 to 6 hours), they reduce again, this time
to the final “float” charge at which the batteries are held indefinitely.
For best battery life, the charger will shut down periodically, allow the battery voltage to drop,
then come back on with the three-step charge cycle.

Inverter Chargers
If you are installing an inverter, most of the better sets come with a built-in battery charger.
Some are quite sophisticated, allowing control of the three typical stages of charging, together
with occasional equalization.
You will frequently be financially ahead to buy an inverter with this capability, rather than a
simpler inverter and separate battery charger.

DC GENSETS
You may feel that an AC genset is overkill, but that you would really like some backup for the
engine on the DC side. Or, perhaps you don’t want to run your engine as a genset. If this is the
situation, you have a variety of small DC gensets from which to choose. Some are air-cooled, very
compact, and lightweight. Others are quite a bit fancier, with fridge compressors, alternators, and
even watermakers mounted.
When putting together Intermezzo II’s engine room, we took a 5-horsepower Yanmar diesel
and married it to a large DC alternator, a damage-control pump, and a fridge compressor. At the
time I figured AC was a luxury, but that without DC and the ability to cool the fridge, we would
someday be in trouble.
This little diesel was a hand-start model, saving a few hundred dollars and a small amount of
weight. What a mistake — we rarely used the unit because it was such a pain to start!
The alternator and fridge compressor were mates to what was on the main engine, so they were
interchangeable. If you plan to use the DC genset as anything other than occasional backup for
the main engine, make sure it is water-cooled. Air-cooled diesels are too noisy.

Backup or Everyday Use?
This is a tough question. On the one hand, you put lots of low-load hours on the main engine by
relying on it for charging, which is not healthy. It also forces you to carry more spare parts to keep
the engine running. In addition, over time your maintenance schedule will be more severe. You
could say that a good chunk of that extensive spare-parts list and maintenance schedule would go
a long way toward paying for the genset.
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Two views of a recent DC genset we built for Beowulf.
This unit is based on a 4-cylinder 50-horsepower Yanmar.
(The same block is used up to 100-horsepower with a
turbo.) There are two 166-amp (hot), 29-volt Electrodyne
alternators and a 50-gallon-per-hour (190-liter) watermaker.This gear is optimized for full output at 1,750 engine
rpm. The watermaker has a 10-percent rpm operating
range, so within a given pressure setting the throttle can be
varied a bit to optimize charging speed, and the watermaker will remain happy.
In normal cruising mode, on the hook, the two alternators kicking out their 332 amps only need to be run every
third day or so, for about an hour and 15 minutes.
In reality, water usage is what determines the number of
times the genset is run. Excluding clothes washing, water
consumption matches our charging cycle. However, the
genset is usually run when the washing machine is on (for
power and water).This seems to cover electrical needs for
the rest of the systems between washes.

Then you have the actual costs of
mounting alternators on the main engine.
If stock mounts are available, it’s easy. But
with custom mounts, the cost starts to
catch up with a small genset.
Engine drive fridge and watermaker?
These are more easily mounted on the
genset and can be engineered to run at a
more-or-less optimum rpm, as opposed to
the varying requirements of the propulsion
engine as you speed up and slow down.
On the other hand, adding a DC genset
takes space, weight, and cash, all of which might be better spent elsewhere.
How do you decide? Having gone both routes, here’s what we tend toward: First, if the electrical requirements are modest and you can accomplish half your goal with solar panels, I would
invest in a good-sized battery bank and solar panels, and use the engine as a genset — hopefully
only when moving the boat under power.
If the solar installation is a problem, if there’s plenty of room for the genset, and if you want a
big watermaker, the DC genset begins to look more attractive.

Doing It Yourself
Over the years we’ve built up a number of DC gensets for our boats. We prefer this to buying a
stock unit when we can’t find what we are after in charging capacity, and because we know in the
end exactly what we’ve got! It typically costs about the same in the end.
It’s better to spend a few extra pounds on the genset diesel, and get a unit that can be run more
slowly. More cylinders run more smoothly than fewer cylinders. The difference in noise and
vibration between a 1- and 2-cylinder diesel is amazing. And that continues up the line.
One-lungers are typically so obnoxious when running (to you and your anchorage neighbors),
they the engine is often used instead.
Look at all the diesels available — Yanmar and Kubota are two of the better-known. If the
choice is anywhere close, we go with Yanmar, as these are true marine diesels and tend to run
more quietly than other brands.
The same rules about brackets, PTO loads, and pulleys apply to gensets. Look carefully at the
load capability of the ends of the engine. Frequently you will be pulling power off the flywheel
instead of the PTO (the flywheel can usually handle more torque). Sometimes both ends are used.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
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The most exciting thing about the charging systems available today is the aspect of incorporating wind, solar, and water energy sources. How these sources are used varies with the overall systems philosophy of the boat. There are several basic approaches. The most ambitious is total
replacement of diesel or shore power without altering life-style. Sometimes it’s more practical,
however, to look toward a partial approach, supplementing perhaps 50 percent of the daily
requirement. This assumes that by doubling the batteries’ time between charges, you may naturally be running the engine every fourth or fifth day to move the boat. In this scenario, if the engine
fails, your life-style can be modified to meet the capacity of the alternate sources. Last, you may
just want to keep batteries topped off without depending on the costs and potential electrolysis
problems of shore power.
One key element in your analysis will be the fridge system. If alternative energy is to be seriously considered, you’ll want to be able to run the fridge/freezer compressor with DC power, or
with AC via an inverter (but this is much less efficient than DC).

TOWING GENERATORS
In the mid-1970s my dad sent me a prototype towing water generator developed by Hamilton
Ferris. A few previous units had been used in the OSTAR. What a difference it made aboard Intermezzo. This little unit would put out between 4 and 7 amps as we sailed along at our usual 5 1/2 to
8 knots, yielding an average of about 125 to 150 amp-hours per day. This was enough power to
cover the autopilot, radar (at night), and most other electrical gear. Now, of course, towing generators are a common sight, and a number are available with substantially increased output.
Enlarging propeller size and flattening pitch increases output at low speed. But if the prop is too
large or the pitch too flat, the generator will overheat, and the trailing prop will dance around like
crazy at higher speeds. It may take some experimentation to get the best compromise. Lengthen
the tow rope. Use a smaller prop, or one with more pitch. Add weight to the end of the tow rope.
We used to slide a piece of heavy pipe over the towing shaft to weigh it down.
Be aware that the trailing prop will torque itself to one side, usually to port. It should be
mounted so that it torques away from the centerline. This allows you to use a taffrail log and fishing line at the same time. If you ever get one of
these tangled with the taffrail generator, you’ll
understand Alexander’s solution to the Gordian knot!
A considerable amount of load is on the tow
rope at speed, so the bracket holding the generator should be through-bolted. Keep the gimbals well lubricated in order to let the generator
easily track the prop as it moves on the wave
faces. Choose an installation spot as far from
the cockpit as possible, so noise level will be
reduced. Allow plenty of room for the generator to rotate. It will swing an easy 30 degrees
from side to side. Wiring ought to be large
enough so that voltage drop is not a major problem and is sealed from moisture. You may want
to use a blocking diode to prevent backfeeding
in light airs. (Current flow will reverse and the
battery will begin to turn the generator at slow
The Ham Ferris rig shown here has provided
power on many passages. Just remember to
speeds.) However, a diode costs 7/10 volt —
mount it on the port side, so prop torque
that’s about 5 percent off the top. It’s more effiwalks the prop and line out away from the
cient to turn off a switch when going slow, so
boat. If it is mounted to starboard it will eat any
fishing lines or taffrail logs streamed from the
that the batteries don’t backfeed.
port side. (Sea Air Land Technologies photo)
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If you multiply the amps in the left column by 24
hours, you can see that it doesn’t take much boat
speed to generate some real power!
At left is a close-up of a typical towing generator.

Of course there will be fuses or a circuit breaker not too far from the generator. If you’re going
offshore, carry a spare tow line and prop unit.
Periodically check the condition of the tow rope at the prop as well as at the generator end. This
is easier said than done, as with any speed on, the prop is spinning. So, to check you need to heavetoo.
Dave Wyman has come up with a clever solution to this problem. Split one side of a large funnel, then slip it down the tow line. The funnel will shroud the prop, making it impossible for the
waterflow to rotate the prop and easy for you to pull it in with the boat still moving forward.
Now, this wonderful device does not come without its problems. We’ve already alluded to
noise, which can be very annoying. Then there’s drag. I figure that in moderate airs — say 12-knot
broad-reaching conditions — on Intermezzo our trolling generator probably cost 2 to 4 miles per
day. But then you have to weigh against this the ability to steer the boat more aggressively with
the pilot, which means you can carry more sail. So, in the end, I doubt it really cost us anything
significant.

PROP SHAFT POWER TAKE-OFF
If you have a fixed propeller or a variable-pitch Saab or Hundestadt-style prop, it’s possible to
use it for generating power. By combining a large drive pulley on the shaft with a small pulley on
the alternator, and a low-speed alternator such as is used in delivery vehicles (they spend a lot of
time with engines idling), considerable power can be generated.
There are several problems, however, with this approach. First, there’s a tremendous amount of
drag from the large fixed prop. Second, the prop has to overcome the drag of the transmission and
miscellaneous bearings before it will generate any power. Third, the constant spinning of the prop
is annoying as hell. You hear and feel this rumbling sound day and night. At least with a variable
pitch prop, the blades can be feathered most of the time.
Once the prop shaft gets up to speed, tremendous power is available to drive the alternator.
However, shaft rpm’s will be low, so you need a very substantial step up in pulley ratio. Go with
the largest shaft pulley you can mount, hopefully 10 or 12 inches (250 to 300 mm) in diameter,
with the smallest alternator pulley, something in the 1 1/2-inch (40mm) range.
A hybrid solution is available with a Max-Prop feathering prop. If the engine is turned on, and
the prop put into reverse, and then the engine shut down, the prop will stay locked in reverse. This
is substantially more efficient than forward for absorbing power from the water. Then, when
charging is finished, simply start the engine, drop the prop into forward, and allow it to feather.
Using a shaft alternator on a fixed prop is not a good trade-off, in our opinion. But using one
with a feathering or variable-pitch propeller can be a bonus.

SEPARATE CHARGING SHAFT
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SEPARATE CHARGING
SHAFT
For lots of power efficiently generated, go
with a totally separate prop shaft dedicated to
generating DC power. We started playing
with these years ago on Wakaroa and Intermezzo II and have subsequently fitted them to
a number of other yachts.
It will take some experimentation to get this
system right, but here’s the basic approach:
Install a second shaft, preferably facing forward and located so that the prop stays in the
water when the boat is heeled on both tacks.
Hopefully this will be aft, away from anyone’s bunk, as there will be a persistent noise
attached to the operation.
The prop shaft enters the hull via a shaft log
and stuffing box, just like the engine prop.
Use the low-friction LASDROP-style stuffing box. At the end of the shaft is a small P
bracket for support. If the shaft runs aft, the
bracket is ahead of the prop. If the shaft runs
forward, the shaft is still ahead, protecting the
prop from debris.
A large pulley is put on the inboard end of
the prop shaft, usually about 8 inches (200
mm) in diameter. A bearing, preferably
sealed, will be needed just before the pulley to
take side thrust. A soft-mounted low-speed
alternator is then belted to the shaft, using a
2-inch pulley.
With a delivery van–style alternator such as
the Electrodyne 80LC, you’ll generate an
easy 15 amps at 7 knots and 25 to 30 amps at
8 knots, using a 12-inch (300mm) diameter
prop with about an 8-inch (200mm) pitch.
Increasing diameter to 13 inches (325 mm)
will have a substantial impact. The charging
propeller is placed on the shaft in reverse —
i.e., opposite its normal direction. Don’t forget, the bigger the prop, the more drag. It’s
better to experiment to get a realistic usable
output at normal cruising speed, remembering that engineering requirements vary from
boat to boat. Generating heaps of unusable
power only makes for a slower day’s run.
With Intermezzo II we found that the charging prop worked great in the trades. It provided power to run fridge, inverter, and
everything else. However, for all other sailing
we would remove the prop to reduce drag and
noise. It seemed the engine was on almost
every day anyhow.
Today we go with bigger battery banks and
bigger alternators, using the engine when
powering to bring the batteries back.

This is the installation on Intermezzo II. It worked
like a dream, taking care of 100-percent-plus of all
power needs. A bonus was that we could tell how
fast we were going by the noise it made. At 16
knots, surfing off a wave, it would start to cavitate,
signalling us to take a look at the speed to see
some exciting numbers.

We put forward-facing shafts on several of our
motorsailers (this one is on the Deerfoot 74 Interlude). Facing forward positions the prop more in
line with the water flow and is probably 15 percent more efficient than facing aft.
The only negative is in hitting things, since the
prop is not protected by the P-bracket. However,
this has not seemed to be a problem.
A side benefit is that the alternator is relocated
aft to the back of the lazaret. This moves a large
noise source farther from living quarters.
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I have mixed feelings about windmills. On one hand, when they are cranking out that free
energy, they’re wonderful. On the other hand, they are very noisy, and that noise goes up and
down with the wind velocity.
What concerns me most, however, are the safety issues. A windmill can easily remove your
hand or slice open your head. There are several examples of people losing their lives to these
units.
If you plan to use a windmill, do so with the utmost care and caution. Treat it like a loaded gun.
Both the gun and the windmill can quickly kill.

Installation Safety
This means locating the windmill so that it does not swing over anyone’s head, and so that a
blade flying off will not come forward and harm a crewmember sitting in the cockpit.
This leaves the foredeck.
Most permanent installations are on the stern. We feel this is too risky, even if the odds of failure
are low.
The ideal location is right on the bow, perhaps on a pole fitting in a socket that has been welded
to the bow roller. Rotational angle would be limited by the headstay, but on the hook this should
not be a problem. The bow forward installation has the further advantage of keeping the noise as
far away from the living area as possible.

A Ham Ferris
towing generator
with a 60-inch
( 1 . 5 2m ) b l a d e
(right and below).
This unit starts
charging at a very
l ow
speed,
according to the
a c c o m p a ny i n g
graph, and has a
centrifugal overs p e e d b ra k e .
(SALT photo)

We first saw this variable-pitch
windmill (right) in New Caledonia in the late 1970s. With a
centrifugal pitch control, it
started producing power at a
very low windspeed — around 6
knots or so — yet could also be
flown in strong winds.The blades
would simply feather themselves
the faster they tried to spin.
Jim Schmidt ordered one for
Win’son, which is still aboard
Wakaroa 18 years later.
What stopped us with Intermezzo was our fridge system.
With engine-drive refrigeration
we still would have had to run the
engine every day.

WIND GENERATORS
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Use as a Towing Generator
Many of the windmills can also
be used as a towing generator
(where they are far more effective
at generating power under way).
This will involve a taffrail level
installation of the generating unit,
a long length of stiff line, and an
outboard prop on a metal shaft
(usually about three feet — (0.9 m
long).
It is usually best to mount the
towing generator on the port side of
the boat as prop torque will take the
line and propeller out to port (and
away from fishing or log lines).

These two photos show the over-speed brake on a
Four Winds windmill. This unit, like most U.S.-made
windmills, is based on a DC motor.

Output
Output varies with wind speed,
and as most areas of the world have
pretty light wind, the better the
low-end output, the more useful the
windmill will be. Getting better
low-end is achieved with larger
props — bigger is definitely better.
You’ll want the best-quality blade,
both in finish and balance, as this
has a big impact on longevity and
vibration noise.

Overspeed Issues
Look carefully at overspeed provisions. If a squall blows through,
does the unit have a reliable overspeed clutch, or do you have to go
forward, grab the tail, and feather
the prop to slow it down? Many
manufacturers offer centrifugally operated brakes.
A very clever approach to this was developed 10 years ago by Wardy Ward, an old California
sailing buddy turned New Zealand farm boy. Wardy’s windmills used a simple centrifugally operated counterweight to control prop pitch. As the prop accelerated, the weights forced more pitch
into the blades and slowed them down.
From time to time we’ve seen smaller windmills, 2 to 3 feet in diameter, that can be permanently mounted. The output of these units is so low because of their small blade size that I don’t
think they make a lot of sense.

Regulating Output
Sitting on the hook in a good breeze, many windmills on the market will generate 200 or more
amps per day. Unless you have huge electrical loads this will quickly charge the batteries. You
then have to look at some form of charge controller.
Because you are charging with a generator there is no field current to reduce to limit charge
levels. So you have to look to other means. The first and simplest thing to do is to simply turn the
windmill away from the wind. However, this requires your attendance. Too often the batteries are
fully charged and the breeze comes up on a dark, rainy night, just as you’re drifting off to sleep.
The alternative is to divert the output to a resistance shunt. The shunt simply turns the power
into heat. With an AC-powered water heater and an inverter, this can easily be accomplished, for
a while anyway, by turning on the water-heating coil.
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Several manufacturers now make automatic charge regulators that work in a three-step process,
just like the sophisticated battery chargers that work on shore power. At the end of the charge
cycle, excess power is diverted to a resistance shunt and worked off as heat.
You may be wondering, why not just open the switch to the battery? This does stop power from
going to the batteries. However, deprived of the battery load, the windmill has no restraint and so
can rapidly accelerate. This increases noise levels and can be dangerous as centrifugal forces
quickly build up.

We’ve seen many Aerogen windmills (above and right). For small
requirements, or to keep the batteries topped off on the hook, they make
sense. But for heavy usage, their output is too low and starting wind
requirements too high (10 knots or so). However, they reportedly do
well in high winds and are relatively quiet — a function of many smalldiameter blades.
Unlike U.S. models, which are usually generated-based, these models
use an alternator to produce AC current that is rectified with diodes in
the same manner as the engine alternator.

Two different approaches to
mounting. Far left: Pole-based,
attached to the mizzen mast. Note
the tail line for feathering the windmill in squalls. At first these seem
like a good way to go. However, if
you have a cockpit ahead of the
mizzen, the blades are directly
overhead. Also, any noise made by
the windmill is transmitted down
the mizzen mast and magnified.
The adjacent photo shows a foredeck installation, where the windmill is hung from the jib halyard and
bridled between headstay and
mast.

SOLAR PANELS
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SOLAR PANELS
Of all the alternative forms of energy available, the one I get the most excited about is solar.
With no noise, no maintenance, and very little hassle, you get lovely, clean watts from the sun.
When a solar array is cranking out power, there’s a wonderful feeling of getting something for
nothing. Of course, there are a few trade-offs. The panels are expensive and have to be mounted
somewhere, but in the end they’re usually worth it.

How Much Capacity?
The first question is how much power is really needed. For boats with simple systems doing
without refrigeration, a few panels will easily take care of your needs. But as things get more complicated, there will rarely be enough space aboard for panels to take care of all the requirements.
I think it’s more practical to use solar as a backup in case of loss of engine power and as a supplement the daily charge cycle. A battery bank capable of going two days without a charge (using
the 30-percent capacity discussed previously), together with a solar array providing half of what
is needed on a daily basis, will let the batteries last four or five days between engine charging.
Another way to define requirements is with the fridge compressor. If there’s enough solar
power to keep the fridge even, you can leave the boat unattended for long periods of time and not
worry about finding the freezer thawed when you come back. This also eliminates the hassle of
someone having to come on board to run the engine every day or two for fridge maintenance — a
real blessing if you want to get off the boat for a week to do some sight-seeing inland.

Solar Output
How much power can you get per panel? That varies with weather, declination of the sun (angle
of the panel to the sun), and the amount of shading. Siemens Solar has a program that allows you
to input various solar arrays and check output in different locales around the world. When we
were researching our system, we found that the data they gave us agreed with what our friends,
the Naranjos, had found with their four-panel system. And when we finally got the system going
aboard Sundeer, the results were as expected. With eight Siemens Solar M55 panels (their largest), we generated an average of 1,200 watts per day. The Naranjos, with half as many panels,
averaged approximately half the output. These figures are about 15 to 20 percent under the optimum without shading, true to the predictions of the Siemens Solar engineers.
To determine how power output varies
with angle, first calculate the angle of the
sun to the panel. This is done by finding the
difference between your latitude and the
sun’s declination. Say you’re in Baja California during the winter, at 20ºN latitude,
and the sun is down in the southern hemisphere at 20ºS latitude. Your difference in
angle is 40 degrees. Using a calculator
equipped with trig functions, key in the
angle (40 degrees), hit the “sin” function
key, and read the answer — in this case,
0.642. Multiply 0.642 by the flat panel output to determine available power. AlternaShading is not generally a major issue as long as you
tively, this predicts how much more power
are careful with installation. The chart above shows
is available if the panels are tilted at 40
what happens with shading. On the left side you have
voltage drop from the entire panel if one cell, or a pordegrees to face the sun’s declination.

Wiring
The wiring of a solar array takes some
thought. You can’t just wire it into the batteries and forget it. For one thing, there’s a
slight reverse current flow at night, so an
on/off switch or blocking diode needs to be
installed in the line. I prefer the simplicity
of the switch. Also, the blocking diode eats
up a fair amount of power, about 7/10 volt.

tion thereof, is shaded. It really hurts.
On the right is the same data, but spread over three
cells. One cell shaded at 75 percent is affected a lot
more than three cells at 25 percent each.
On Sundeer, with eight panels arrayed outboard of
and behind the mizzen mast, we were frequently
shaded by rigging. However, over the long term, net
reduction in output from the theoretical optimum was
in the range of 10 to 15 percent.
Solar arrays shaded by the boom or by a radar
antenna fare worse because of the thickness of the
shadows, compared to a relatively thin rigging shadow.
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This graph shows projected amp-hours per day from
a single Siemens M-55 panel in four different locations.
Power production drops as the sun heads away in the
winter. The drop is biggest in the high latitudes where
the sun’s declination is lowest in the sky in winter.
This data takes into account the Siemens computermodel analysis of typical weather conditions in each
location. (Courtesy Siemens Solar)

Batteries approaching full charge
must be monitored for overcharge.
This usually isn’t a problem when living aboard, since the panels will rarely
equal consumption. But if the boat is
left alone for a period overcharging
can become a problem.
There are solid-state solar regulators available to sense battery voltage
and burn up excess power as heat.
Unfortunately, they’re not very reliable, and they waste power. Once
again, the simplest route is the best.
Rather than using a sophisticated
charge controller, I prefer to disconnect several cells and leave just
enough to trickle-charge the batteries.
One way to control the cell output is
with simple toggle switches on each
unit. Simply turn on the amount of
cells that you know will be required to
keep things up while you’re away.
You’ll want to use extremely heavy
wire to connect the cells to the batteries. The distance may be 30 to 40 feet
to the batteries and back, and, for maximum efficiency, voltage drop should
be minimized, due to the length of the
run. I like to figure what’s required for
a 3-percent drop, then double the wire
size.

Mounting

Here is an interesting comparison between a flat
panel; one that has an angle but remains pointing north;
and a third that tracks the sun at the proper declination.
This sample panel is set up in Suva, Fiji, in August (southern hemisphere spring).
What is immediately apparent is that the gain of tracking over proper tilt hardly seems worthwhile. For the
same cost as setting up an autopilot-based tracking system (and with less complexity), you could add a panel or
two and be way ahead.The same is almost true of angles
compared to flat.
However, if you have a simple means of angling, this
might make sense. (Data courtesy of Siemens Solar)

Solar panels have some very particular requirements in mounting. For
one thing, they hate shadows. Even a
thin shadow line from a piece of rigging will substantially cut the output
of an entire panel. So locations all the
way aft, where shadows are a minimal
are ideal. Next, if practical, output can
be increased 30 percent or more by
being able to tilt the panels towards the
sun. Ideally they’ll be at right angles to
the sun’s declination. However, on
most boats it’s not practical to try to
work in the gimbaling mechanism
necessary for this. If space is available
it will usually be less expensive to buy
another panel to boost capacity.
Finally, it should be easy to fold
them out of the way for docking and/or
heavy weather.

SOLAR PANELS

The last time we came
through French Polynesia
w e s aw q u i t e a f ew
French boats with solar
panels mounted port and
starboard, on poles off the
aft deck. Each pole had a
gimbaling feature to
allow the panels angular
adjustment. These were
typically on 35- to
40-footers. It looked like
the approach would be
practical with two panels
per pole if necessary.
Another approach is to
mount the panels on top
of the dodger frame.
While this does subject
them to a bit more shading it’s easy to execute
and keeps the panels
inboard, where they’re
protected.
On quite a few boats,
fitting the panels to the
pushpit makes the most
s e n s e . We t o o k t h i s
approach on Sundeer,
with panels inside and
outside of the top rail.
Both could be folded
down when they were in
the way.
Finally, for those considering a solar installation aboard a powerboat,
the ideal platform exists
on top of the deckhouse
or flying bridge awning
— lots and lots of space,
with a minimum of shadows. The average 40-foot
motoryacht could easily
generate enough power to
run fridges, supply lighting, and handle miscellaneous needs with 12 to 16
cells, and 16 cells will fit
in an area 8 by 8 feet. The
cost of such an installation would be less than a
4-kW genset!
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Three adjustable installations (above). If space is limited
and you can’t find room for a third panel, it makes a difference to be able to tilt and manually track.

Here are two simple installations (above) that can be made to
manually track the sun as well as have the correct angle of declination. Both are simply supported on a single aluminum pole.
Note the simple attachment hardware in the right photo.
With this type of system you always have the option of leaving
the panels flat if you feel lazy or are off the boat for some time.

Three views of the eight panels on
Sundeer. (above and left) Over several
years of cruising we found that these
provided about 15 amp hours per panel
per day (at 12 volts). Four of the panels
would stay even with the fridge/freezer
if we left the boat. But opening and closing the fridge/freezer doors this would
jump us up to six panels.
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Dealing with Heat Build-Up
Regardless of the installation procedure, you do have to make sure of good
airflow around the panels. They tend to
get very hot in the sun, and the heat
reduces output. The cooler the panels
run, the more power you’ll get.

Self-Regulation

Above: When panels
are mounted on a radar
a r c h, t h e a n t e n n a
should be mounted
below the arch so that it
does not shade the
array (as it does here).
Davits (left) are an
excellent spot to mount
an array. Take a look at
the simple adjustment
mechanism here — a
couple of telescoping
aluminum poles.

These two photos (above) both show a brace that can
be tilted over the stern.The panel can then be rotated in a
single axis on this brace. Being able to move the panel outboard or inboard (in crowded harbors) is a help. However,
the single axis angle will not be very useful, as the stern
would have to point north to make it efficient.

Solar engineers have a rule of thumb
for self-regulating systems using the
higher voltage arrays: If you take the
amperage output of each array and
multiply it by 50, the result shouldn’t
be more than the deep-cycle amp hour
rating of your batteries. Thus, by conn e c t i n g a 3 -a m p a r r a y t o a
150-amp-hour battery, you needn’t
worry about overcharging.

Type of Panels
As this is being written, there’s really
very little choice for seagoing solar
panels. The problem is in the space
limitation aboard. We need the most
efficient panel-per-square-foot we can
get. That leaves us with the
crystal-based panels like those made
by Siemens Solar, AEG, Telefunken,
or Solarex. These are manufactured
from crystals and convert about 13 percent of the sun’s energy to electricity.
There are amorphous film-based solar
panels that are much less expensive per
watt of power, but these take too much
space to be practical, since their efficiency factor is about 5 percent. But
stay tuned. Millions of dollars are
being spent on research and development, and someday there may be a
breakthrough.
One of the keys to a good solar system is choosing the right voltage for
the panels. The manufacturers vary this
by adding or subtracting cells from an
array. Nominally, you need a solar
array that produces 14.5 volts. However, in the tropics, as the cells heat up,
they lose voltage. At 85 degrees Fahrenheit one volt is lost. At 95 degrees the
loss is one and a half volts. If any sort of
a blocking diode is employed, take off
another chunk. Pretty soon the batteries can’t get much boost.
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By adding cells to an array, however, the voltage is increased. For work in the tropics, arrays up
to 17.5 volts are available. That leaves plenty leftover for heat and diodes. Of course, in cooler
weather, with fully charged batteries, you’ll have to watch for overcharging.

In the Real World
Sundeer was our first significant experience with solar panels. We had two goals. First, we
wanted enough solar energy to handle the fridge system if we were off the boat so that we
wouldn’t have to worry about someone running the engine during our absence. The second goal
was to supply a high-enough percentage of our power so that the engine would only need to
charge the batteries only when we were moving the boat.
We used eight Siemens Solar M-55 panels, wired in a series/parallel setup to give us a nominal
24-volt circuit. We didn’t use a regulator as we felt our battery bank was large enough (over 1,000
amp-hours) that this would not be a problem. As you can see in the photos, these panels were
arrayed off the stern pushpit and so were shaded to some degree by the mizzen mast and shrouds.
Over several years of cruising we found that we averaged about 1,200 watts per day of power
generation. This was enough to cover about 65 percent of our total power needs. The batteries
easily supplied the rest of the requirements.
When we left the boat, power needs dropped. The fridge/freezer stayed closed and other electrical devices were not run. In this situation, if we left with the batteries already charged, we’d fold
down half of the panels. The four panels left would cover the fridge/freezer with something leftover for the burglar-alarm circuit.
There was a two-week period when we left the boat in Seattle, with its typically overcast
weather. In this case we left all eight panels in place. When we returned to the boat, the batteries
were fully charged.
Having lived with this system and watched the mizzen shadows play across the solar panels, I
now feel that an array off the stern, clear of the boom, would easily be 25 percent more efficient.
I feel that our target of providing two-thirds of total power needs with solar still makes sense, so
I would take this increase in efficiency back in the form of a smaller solar array.

Sharp corners on panels
(above and below) can be a
danger to crew and sails.
These need to be filed
down, or better yet, covered with a timber cap.

Above and left are installations that
have trouble with shading. The radar
and miscellaneous antennae will cut
output significantly.

These units (above) are available at electronics
stores for charging NiCad batteries. The solar cell
can be used flat on deck, or can be angled to the sun.
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The top three are all interesting installations.
Left: Four
angled panels,
which should
create enough
output to handle a small fridge
system as well
as lights and a
tape deck.

Ideally, you would like to be able to angle panels in any direction, depending on where the sun is and how you are laying to the wind. Here are three
simple approaches toward this aim.

Above and right:The correct installation over the dodger will require
the boom to be swung out of the way at anchor. Even so, this is one of
the best all-around places for a solar array. Note the handrail that has
been built into the stainless rack.

12 OR 24 VOLTS?
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12 OR 24 VOLTS?
As vessel size increases, it starts to make sense to consider higher operating voltages. While 12
volts is the norm in small- to medium-sized vessels, 24 becomes alluring from 50 feet and up.
Why? For one thing, 24-volt gear tends to be a little more efficient, especially with electric
motors and large inverters. Second, wiring size, weight, and bulk is cut in half. That may not
sound like much, but a typical 60-foot (18.4m) yacht today carries over 1,000 pounds of electrical
cabling! Reducing that by 50 percent is nothing to sneeze at.
Of course, there has to be a negative — in this case, availability. It is easier to get 12-volt gear
than 24. So if you go the 24-volt route, you’ll carry more spares in the electrical department. Also,
some gear is just not yet available in 24 volts. Included are ham radios, many SSBs, VHF radios,
cassette players, and certain forms of high-intensity low-voltage bulbs. This forces a dual-voltage
system onto the boat — an added complication. The necessary 12 volts are really a pretty small
draw and can be had in several ways. One is to use a solid-state “chopper,” which takes 24 volts
and cuts them down to 12. Choppers are pretty efficient, losing only about 20 percent of power
transferred in the process. Or, you can tap the 24-volt bank to pull out 12 volts. For minimal use
this is okay, but it can eventually lead to battery-life problems.
If you do tap a 24-volt bank, be sure that both 24- and 12-volt systems use the same negative
terminal on the batteries.
Another way to go is to have a separate 12-volt system with its own charging source. There are
alternators on the market that put out 12 and 24 volts for just this purpose. Or a 12-volt engine can
be employed, with the engine’s starting batteries also serving as the 12-volt source. Then the standard alternator on the engine (or genset for that matter) can do the charging chores.

AC POWER
There’s nothing like a touch of household-type electricity to make cruising life more bearable.
With modest amounts of power one can use a microwave, toaster, blender, or Cuisinart, not to
mention various power tools like drill motors, saber saws, soldering irons, and grinders. Then
there are the host of battery-powered devices that depend upon an AC source for charging. How
could you consider going to sea without a Dustbuster in this day and age?
If AC is aboard in reasonable quantities, other options for fridge/freezer systems open up, a
watermaker may find its way aboard more easily, and propane may be dispensed with as a primary
cooking fuel.

SAFETY
The major problem with an AC system is that it runs at 110 or 220 volts and, if your body happens to become a path for the current, the experience will shocking for sure, and possibly
life-ending. So it behooves anyone using AC power near the water to be extremely careful.
Rule one is always shut off all sources of AC power before doing any work on electrical gear in
general, and AC gear in particular.
Second, never use AC equipment in bare feet or damp shoes. Dry boat shoes that insulate you
from the potential ground of the hull or its equipment are essential.
Third, be sure that all tools and appliances in use aboard are double-insulated.
Last, when hooking up to shore power, connect the boat end of the wiring first, leaving the final
plug into the dock for very last.

AC BASICS
Let’s start at the shore-power generator. There are two primary wires, the hot lead, and what is
referred to as a neutral wire. The path of the power is similar to a DC system. The current starts
out down the hot wire and returns via the neutral leg. At the power station, the neutral leg is also
attached to a large plate buried in the ground. As you progress down the power lines and distribute
power here and there, in each case the neutral wire is grounded, typically by attaching it to a metal
stake driven into the ground. All of this works fine as long as your body doesn’t become part of
the circuit.
But say there is a problem in the wiring. Something comes loose inside, and a hot wire touches
the case of some device. Because no circuit has yet been completed, no current is used, and so a
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normal circuit breaker will not trip. However, if you touch the
case while you happen to be grounded (by water, standing on
the earth, etc.), the circuit will try to complete itself via your
body to ground. To avoid the problems that would obviously
occur with this scenario, the cases of all electrical devices are
typically connected by a grounding wire back to the ground
stake. With this wire intact, if a problem occurs where the hot
wire hits the grounded case, an immediate short circuit occurs
and a circuit breaker or fuse blows. If you were to happen to
get involved with this circuit, very little if any current would
flow through your body, as it would prefer the easier path
down the ground wire

On-Board Wiring
This is a “splitter” connection. It takes two-phase 220V
and splits it into two legs of
110V, each of which is single
phase.
The shore-power cord
should come off the boat in a
manner where it will not fall
into the water, and where
chafe is minimized or eliminated as shown below.

Your AC circuits throughout the boat should be wired in
what is called a “polarized” fashion. This means that each of
the three plug points on all receptacles are wired the same at
each receptacle. The neutral wire (white), hot wire (black)
and ground (green wire) are always tied to the same point on
the plug.
If you or anyone else does any wiring on the AC circuits, be
sure to be consistent with this approach. Your life could
depend on it!

Bonding System

All of the AC appliances and the electric plug receptacles
are bonded together electrically via the green ground wire.
This is in turn connected to the shore-power ground, unless
you have an isolation transformer aboard.
This AC ground wire is also connected to the negative DC
side of the vessels circuit and via the through-hull bonding
system to the water. This bonding system is important for a
number of safety reasons. First, proper lightning-protection
measures require that all electrical gear be connected via a
single bonding system so there is no potential between circuits during a lightning hit. Next, if there is an AC leak from a
faulty appliance into the DC system, without a proper ground
path through the water back to shore, anyone getting physically involved with the electrical leak is liable to provide a
ground path.
The problem comes with electrolysis in the underwater fittings. If there is a difference in voltage (or potential) between
your underwater fittings and those on a nearby vessel or dock, the “least noble” fittings will corrode away. Zincs will partially, but not totally, reduce this problem. The only 100-percent clean
way to avoiding this is to not hook up to shore power!

Galvanic Isolators
What you can do, however, is insert a galvanic isolator in the grounding circuit. This uses a
series of diodes to stop low-voltage DC current from passing through the ground wire, while providing a path for the AC current via a capacitor. It sounds pretty complex, but in reality it is very
simple. However, be sure that the unit you employ has a capacity equal to your shore-power system and that it is properly installed.
If you have AC leakage aboard which is above the threshold of the diodes, the ground path will
be made on the DC side and you will be back again with the electrolysis problem.

CONNECTING TO SHOREPOWER
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Isolation Transformers
Isolation transformers offer both shock and corrosion protection. They do this in a very simple
manner. Shore power feeds into one side of the transformer winding. A secondary winding magnetically induces power from the primary winding (which is connected to shore power), providing the power source for your circuits aboard. The shore-power circuit is grounded to the primary
winding shield (case). The ship side of the circuit, however, may float (be ungrounded), or may
be grounded to the secondary winding shield. In either case, any shorts or leakage to ground go
no further than the secondary winding. This isolates you from neighbors and shore power in general.
If your system does not float, then you will want to tie the DC bonding system to the ground on
the secondary side of the isolation transformer
The transformer will have to be rated to handle your largest loads. A 3-kW (25-amp/120-volt)
transformer will weigh about 75 pounds (32 kg).
If 220 volts is the common shore power in your cruising vicinity, consider having an isolation
transformer with two sets of windings. Use one set for low voltage (a 1-to-1 winding) and the second set for reducing the higher voltage (a 2-to-1 winding) back down to your normal current. If
you have a 240-volt system and are cruising where 120 is the norm, the step-down transformer
can be used to step up the voltage to your norm.

GFI Plugs
Each AC plug should have a feature called “ground fault interruption,” or GFI. The purpose of
this is to act as a circuit breaker in the event of a short. This is significant safety feature, one you
want to make sure is always operational. Your life could depend on it!
These GFI plugs are sensitive to moisture, and a buildup of moisture or salt in the plug or the
appliance to which it is connected may trigger the disconnect. There’s a “test” button and a “reset”
button on each GFI receptacle. Periodically trigger the test button. If the plug is working correctly, the red reset button will pop out. To reset the plug, simply push the red button back in until
it clicks and is held in the detente position.
From time to time you may find a dead plug (i.e., one in which there does not seem to be any
power). Assuming that you have power elsewhere on board, and the circuit breaker is on, odds are
the GFI will have tripped.

CONNECTING TO SHOREPOWER
This issue is so important that you should acquire a basic understanding of AC power in general, and your relationship to shore power when you are about to connect to it.
There will be occasions when problems with the shore-power system can cause severe electrolysis of underwater metal parts. And the possibility of severe shock to crewmembers and swimmers nearby is always a possibility.
We strongly urge you to have a qualified electrician run through the basics with you, and be sure
that you have them down pat. If you don’t fully understand the AC system, stay away from it.

Conventional Wiring
The green wire at the shore plug is supposed to represent ground. Whether it does, or whether
it is shorted out, is something that needs to be checked before connecting to shore power.
Because shore-power plugs vary, make sure that the green or ground on the boat side of the circuit is connected to ground on shore power. The black or hot wire on the boat should go to the hot
side of shore power, and the white or neutral wire of the boat should go to the neutral side of the
shore power.
If you understand AC power and have a multimeter, you can check to be sure the proper wiring
relationship exists. If you don’t understand how to check and/or do not have a multimeter, we urge
you to find a technician who can do this for you.
Assume that the shore power is wired improperly until proven otherwise, and you won’t go
wrong.
For maximum safety when connecting to shore power, one person should connect the plug,
while another keeps an eye on the polarity indicator at the main panel. Because your on-board AC
system is polarized, if you get a polarity warning signal when you connect to shore power you will
know that the problem is at the plug or in the shoreside system. If you get this signal, disconnect
from shore power immediately.
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Polarity Testing
We’ve discussed how your electrical system needs to be polarized on the boat. This also applies
to shore power.
At some point in the AC power grid, the neutral (white wire) and ground (green wire) are connected. If there’s a wiring screw up between this point and your boat, where the neutral and hot
wires get crossed, then you’ve got a potentially lethal situation on board the boat (not to mention
huge problems with electrolysis). Most shore-power panels come with a polarity tester built right
in. If yours doesn’t have such a feature, one is very simple to create. The easiest way to do this is
to take a light bulb and connect one terminal to the ground wire and the other terminal to neutral.
If everything’s okay, no circuit will be made and the light will stay off. If, however, there is a
polarity problem, you will have a completed circuit between neutral and ground, and on goes the
light.

Foreign Power
Most of the world runs on 220 volts and 50-cycle power as compared to 110 volts and 60 cycles
in the U.S. The voltage can be adjusted with a step-down transformer, but you are locked into the
cycles.
As previously discussed, it is possible to buy isolation transformers with taps that allow stepping or down voltage, so you can kill two birds with one stone.
Cycles are only a problem with some 60-cycle transformers and electric motors. The 50-cycle
system causes 60-cycle motors to run more slowly and heat up if under much load. However, as a
practical matter we have not found this to be a serious problem with most on-board appliances.
Many motors can be purchased today that run on either 50 or 60 cycles.
Foreign 220-volt dock power is usually configured similar to what we find at the 110-volt plug
in the U.S. There is a live and a neutral which together give you the 220 volts, plus of course the
ground wire.

AC SYSTEMS LOGIC
The simplest approach to using AC is to kick it in only when shore power is available. In this
case, what you allow for in on-board wiring will be a function of the power available on the dock.
In most cases service will be about 25 amps on a single line, or two lines at about 15 amps each.
This provides plenty of power for a water heater, washing machine, and various tools and appliances. The wiring and circuitry needn’t be particularly heavy for this sort of draw, although dividing a circuit-breaker panel into several sections makes sense from a maintenance standpoint. If
you do bring two separate shore-power circuits aboard, make sure they are wired the same. If they
have been “split” from a three-wire, 240-volt circuit, you will find the polarity different from one
side to the other.
When you start to consider using AC away from the dock, the best approach is to be modest in
the amount of power that will be needed. If you’re prepared to stagger usage, run only one large
appliance at a time. This lets you employ smaller inverters or generators, saving space and capital
cost. Managing AC power use is really not that big a deal.
Of course, you may want to have lots of AC power available and to use household-style appliances throughout. What is lost on the generating side in cost, weight, and space, is gained back by
the convenience of walking into the local department store to buy your appliances.

Capacity
If you investigate the capacity question in detail, you’ll find there are two aspects. The first is
running load, as we’ve just been discussing. The second is a little less straightforward. This is
starting load. When an AC motor starts, a substantial surge of power is used — typically two to
three times the normal running load. If you have a watermaker that takes 15 amps when running,
odds are there will be a 45- to 50-amp surge for a second when it starts. The AC power sources
will have to be able to handle this surge load.

Selector Switches
If you have more than one potential source of AC power, a selector switch is necessary. This
switch enables you to select from a genset, cruise generator, inverter, shore power, or whatever
configuration of AC you have aboard. The switches take up substantial space and are very expensive. But if they aren’t used, and by mistake two sources of power feed the same circuit at the same
time, sparks will fly!
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Picking an inverter that is the right size
for your loads has a big impact on efficiency. The curve above is for a Trace
Model 800, with a continuous rating of
575 watts. Notice how much more efficient it is than the model 2500 below,
which is rated at 2,500 watts continuous output. For smaller loads, the
smaller inverter uses much less battery
power. On the other hand, as loads
climb past 400 watts, the larger unit
comes into its own. (Trace graphs)

When we first left on Intermezzo in the mid1970s, inverters were somewhat of a novelty. After
two days of searching I tracked down a 300-watt
unit in an electronic-hobby shop. It might come in
handy with my power tools, I reasoned. While the
concept was correct the hardware didn’t live up to
expectation. It would barely start a small drill,
although it did run the electric mixer in the galley.
Two years later, lying at anchor in Rabaul in the
Solomon Islands, one of our neighbors mentioned
he had a 700-watt unit still in its original box. That
sounded like a real waste, so I traded him our
smaller inverter and some other gear. The larger
unit now allowed us to run our miniature washing
machine and, most important, a vacuum cleaner.
Of course these were inefficient pieces of equipment. We were lucky if we got away with a
50-percent loss in power conversion. So we always
ran the engine to maintain the batteries when the
inverter was in use.

MOSFET Efficiency

But technology marches on. And today, thanks
to something called a field-effect transistor, or
MOSFET, larger inverters are available with efficiency rates between 90 and 97 percent. It
becomes practical to consider a whole range of AC
equipment options with these inverters.
For starters, if a powerful DC alternator is belted
on the main engine to maintain the batteries, the
inverter can be used in much the same manner as a
cruise generator except that it isn’t rpm-sensitive.
That’s a big plus. This allows fridge compressors
and watermakers to be run from the inverter in case the genset fails, with the engine keeping the
batteries topped off at the same time. This provides an easy source of AC power whenever the
engine is running.
If the battery banks are big enough, large loads can be carried for short periods of time without
running the engine.
Several inverter manufacturers have units available that can be run in tandem, doubling capacity and providing a backup (at lower loads) in case of failure.

Defining Capacity?
In shopping for an inverter, the first question will be load. Load capacity is time-sensitive. An
inverter may handle 1,500 watts for five minutes, but only 1,000 watts on a full-time basis. Next,
check surge capacity. Most inverters are rated at two to three times normal capacity for starting
the motor. Check efficiency and note where the curve starts to really work for you. Some models
hit peak performance once they reach an operating load of 20 percent or so of rating. Look at the
idling current, or what is referred to as overhead. The newest inverters consume just a few watts
of power while waiting. This makes it reasonable to use them for charging battery-powered appliances.

Square Wave or Sine Wave?
Finally, a decision will have to be made on what type of alternating current output is needed.
The early inverters produced what is known as a square-wave oscillation. This worked well with
heating-type loads, but certain motors wouldn’t take to it, and most microwaves ovens would
barely work. Then along came modified square-wave inverters, which is what you normally find
in this day and age. These work with just about everything. However, some microwave ovens prefer one brand of inverter to another. Check with the inverter manufacturers for what works well
with their equipment.
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This efficiency curve is typical of a true sine-wave
inver ter. Compared to the modified-sine-wave
inverters shown on the preceding page, it is pretty
inefficient. Pick your operating range quite carefully, or you’ll be wasting a lot of battery power.

INVERTERS

Models are available with frequency stabilization, to maintain almost exactly the
required 60 cycles. This is important for certain record players, cassette decks, and test
equipment. However, we’ve always used
unstabilized machines without difficulty.
Some manufacturers are starting to market
true sine-wave inverters. This equipment
offers interesting advantages, such as the
potential of running in parallel with a genset
or shore power to augment capacity for starting loads. True sine wave will also run electronic equipment quite nicely, as well as
bread makers, which for some reason don’t
do well with the modified sine waves produced by most other inverters.
However, the sine-wave equipment so far
is still less efficient and substantially more
expensive than modified square-wave units.

Built-In Battery Charger

As we’ve already discussed, many inverters come with built-in battery chargers, some
of which are quite sophisticated. This makes sense as the same transformer that is used for stepping up the battery current also goes from shore power back down to DC power.

Installation Issues
When the time comes to install the inverter there are several things to keep in mind. First, the
efficiency and capacity of this equipment is related to its temperature, so a good flow of air will
be needed. Ideally, the inverter will be mounted somewhat in the open. If this isn’t possible, you
can duct air to the cooling fan, or provide large inlet and escape grills for hot air. Under smaller
loads, or when used for short periods of time, inverters may be installed in pretty tight areas.
The second question is distance from power source. Lots of amps are traveling from the batteries through the feed cables to the inverter. The resistance heat loss is a function of cable size and
distance. Keeping the inverter close to the power source reduces the need for extremely large
cables. If this isn’t possible, be sure to size cables for maximum load and 3-percent (maximum)
voltage drop.
With the ideal location defined as one with good air flow and close to the batteries, there is one
last consideration — operating noise. Some inverters have an annoying hum when inverting or
charging. Fans, which are also noisy, tend to be intermittent, triggered by temperature rises. So
for an ideal installation location, remember to think about noise. This varies between models and
manufacturers, so if at all possible, try to hear a unit in operation.

Crossover Switches
Many inverters come with built-in crossover switches. These switches sense shore power, and
when it is present, automatically switch the boat AC circuits to the shore-power source. Simultaneously they go into a battery-charging mode. Crossover switches eliminate the need for a selector switch on the main panel — an admirable feature.
Some crossover switches work faster than others. The best is to switch on the inverter fast
enough so that if shore power is interrupted (by someone tripping over your power cord, for
example), they instantly go into the inverter mode. This keeps the juice flowing. If you happen to
be at the end of a long piece of work on the computer, and it hasn’t been saved for a while, this
feature could save a few four-letter words.

What Doesn’t Work?
You will probably hear many stories about what does and does not work. Over the years we’ve
tried just about everything on modified-sine-wave inverters. We’ve run laser printers, a variety of
computers, TVs, VCRs, and even a sophisticated video-editing deck without difficulty.
Only two items have not been happy. The most important, as already mentioned, is the bread
maker. We’ve seen three boats with different models of breadmakers that could not get them to
work. Certain NiCad battery chargers, such as those used with video-camera batteries or portable
power tools, also seem to have problems. On our last cruise we burned out a Makita portable-drill
battery charger but found that the video battery chargers were fine.
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AC GENERATORS
In the olden days it wasn’t practical to consider
a generator on a yacht less than 50 feet (15.4 m)
in length. But now with compact, lightweight
gensets proliferating, one can be fitted on a vessel of almost any size.
Do you need a genset? That’s a tough question,
because there are lots of other ways to generate
AC power. If you want air-conditioning away
from the dock, an auxiliary genset is definitely in
your future. If you’re hooked on the concept of
AC gensets are best located away from the
using household-style appliances for cooking
living area. This one, under the saloon sole, is
and refrigeration, the answer will be the same.
going to let you know it’s running, regardless of
And, if you want another diesel aboard to back
how much insulation surrounds it.
up the main engine for maintaining lifestyle, an
AC genset with enough power to serve several large battery chargers may be the best bet.

Location
Having answered the question just posed in the affirmative, you then have to decide where it
goes. Location will dictate the size of the genset, and that will control a host of other considerations.
Gensets are noisy, regardless of the size, rpm, or sound enclosure. The farther away from the
living area they are, the more tolerable the noise level will be. It’s not unusual for a genset in a
well-insulated engine room to be noisier than the much larger main engine. Mounting well forward, perhaps in the bow area, is a good location — as long as you can keep the unit dry and get
reasonable access. Stern lockers are another approach, but then you’re right on top of the noise
when sitting in the cockpit, and cockpit lockers tend to leak. Of course, a proper engine room is
ideal, assuming the installation of the genset doesn’t ruin access to the main engine and other
equipment. Remember that you will need access to the various bits and pieces on the diesel, as
well as to the alternator itself for service.

Capacity
Some folks advocate adding up all the loads you’re ever likely to run at once, adding a safety
factor, then buying the biggest unit you can fit. However, as we’ve already observed, diesel
engines like to run under load. The norm with most AC systems is that 90 percent of the time, only
a few appliances will be running.
Of course, when considering capacity, you must look at starting requirements of the electrical
motors being used. I feel it’s far better to look at your average daily cycle, then pick a genset
capacity for the average, rather than for peaks. That way you can keep a reasonable load on the
genset most of the time.
Peak generating loads come at mealtimes. Even when cooking with gas rather than AC, the chef
will be using AC accessories during meal preparation. If the genset is going for this, you might as
well take care of the fridge, watermaker, and battery charging at the same time. We have used
8kW gensets on many of the larger yachts we’ve built, and as long as basic cooking was done with
gas, they have worked out well — even to the point of providing air-conditioning, albeit on a managed basis.
One of the problems with the logic that employs AC as the workhorse is that it forces you to
have a backup system with plenty of punch for generating power. This means another smaller
genset, a cruise generator on the main engine, or stacking inverters and a large DC alternator on
the main engine.

Impact of Air-Conditioning
Air-conditioning can force you up to the 20kW range, unless you say, “Okay, we’ll budget the
watts when we’re using the air-conditioning system.” If you’re prepared to do this, then the 8kW
will easily buy 60,000 Btu of air when other accessories are not running.
Of course, you can also go smaller on capacity, especially if the AC is used primarily as a
backup to the engine and for occasional AC draw. Then you could drop down to a 3kW genset
with ease.
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Diesel Considerations
Having decided on capacity you next must consider the genset itself. The first question is rpm.
Gensets come in 1,200-, 1,800-, and 3,600-rpm versions. The slower the engine, the quieter it will
be, the longer it will last, the heavier it will be, and the more space it will take. Slower-turning
gensets handle greater starting loads and are capable of delivering 220- as well as 110-volt service. If the genset is primarily a backup for occasional use, 3,600 rpm doesn’t hurt. But if you’re
going to be using it a couple of hours a day, every day, then 1,800 rpm is a max.
Next, give the basic diesel engine the once-over. Generally speaking, the more cylinders, the
smoother the engine. Note where injectors and fuel bleed points are located, how easy the fuel and
oil filters will be to service, and what’s involved in getting at the electrical circuitry. One company
may use a detuned engine with more potential capacity than another. This diesel will probably last
longer than one which is pushing hard to make its ratings.
All of the same issues that apply to the main engine for exhaust, air intake, and access are germane to the genset. You also need to look at how the generator end is coupled, controlled, and
maintained. Be especially careful about ease of diode replacement, and learn how to do it first
thing. Any time someone forgets and starts or stops the generator with an electrical load on, it
blows the diodes. It happens a lot, so be prepared.
Another thing to look at is the power take-off situation. With an AC generator it’s nice to belt on
a DC alternator and sometimes a damage-control pump (when the genset is mounted high, where
it’s the last thing to be flooded, the damage-control pump really becomes beneficial).
If the genset comes with a DC tap on the AC generator end, be sure it is regulated. Some gensets
have unregulated DC taps, which means they put out the same amperage all the time. It’s a good
way to cook your batteries.
Automatic shut-down in an overheat or low-oil situation is a good idea, too, and adding some
form of oil-treatment system will reduce engine wear.
The last consideration is a sound enclosure. These can have a tremendous impact on the sound
level throughout the boat. The heavier it is the better from a noise standpoint. But, you need good
access. If it takes half-an-hour to break open the sound box to check the oil and belts, guess how
often this is going to happen?
Remember that the genset prefers to run under load. Starting it up for five minutes to make a
piece of toast in the morning, then shutting it back down right away will shorten the life of the
diesel drastically. Try and plan your usage so there are lots of things turned on when it’s running,
and keep it going at least long enough to get up to normal operating temperature.
Spare parts inventory will vary with your perception of how important it is to get back in service
after a failure. The same spares as you carry for the main engine are ideal, plus lots of diodes.

Cruise Generators
Another way to generate AC power is by belting a large generator directly onto the main engine.
This is relatively simple to do and has just two problems. First, since voltage and cycles are rpmsensitive, there will be a finite range of engine rpm at which you can use the generator (and if rpm
drops when there’s an AC load, be prepared to replace some diodes). Second, the generators tend
to be large and heavy, so good-sized mounting brackets are going to be called for.
You will have to decide first what rpm generator to use. The high-speed 3,600-rpm machines
are smaller, lighter, and less money. And for occasional use and backup they’ll do a good job. But
if you intend to really work the cruise generator hard, then an 1,800-rpm design will be better.
A decision must be made on what engine-operating range will give you usable power. I find it
best to use pulley ratios that start to give us power at the lower end of normal cruising rpm. The
generator and electrical appliances will tolerate over-voltage, which results from higher engine
speed a lot better than the reverse. On Intermezzo II we set the generator so we could begin to use
it at 1,300 engine rpm, or about 7.5 knots of boat speed. If we increased speed to 1,500 or 1,600
rpm we might have seen 150 volts, but the electrical gear running seemed happy enough.
Over the years a variety of companies have developed cruising packages, including controllers
to cut out power if rpm or voltage are too high or too low. The problem with most of these has been
reliability and price. For a few hundred dollars you can walk into Sears and pick up a generator
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that will cost you several thousand if it has a marine label on it. Of course, you’re still stuck with
making the bracket, but the difference in price will go a long way toward solving that problem.
There are several hydraulic-drive cruising packages available. Typically these are constant
speed systems, so that when engine rpm varies, the generator maintains its normal operating
speed. If you don’t mind the hydraulic system and have the space and the budget, this approach
frequently makes sense.

Generator Wiring
There is a final decision that has to be made with your AC generating system. This is how the
field output is wired into the boat’s AC system. If you are using just 110 volts for your AC gear,
and have a 3,600-rpm genset you will have the option of either taking a single tap off the generator
and running everything on that one tap set or splitting the loads into two legs. With an 1,800-rpm
set there is a single tap on the windings. If the loads are split (with the 3,600-rpm set), then you
should try to balance them when the generator is in use — i.e., have comparable amperage draw
on both sides of the wiring.

110 Volts or 220 Volts?
The question will undoubtedly arise about operating voltages for heavy accessories such as
watermakers, fridge compressors, and air-conditioning. Higher voltages have a slight advantage
in efficiency, and the motors are much lighter and can be more powerful (110-volt motors are usually limited to 1.5 horsepower).
But using a split-voltage system means more complex wiring, extra meters on the control panel,
and additional costs. It also limits flexibility with inverters and cruise generators.
My own preference is to stay with a single-voltage system (110 volts) until the size of the electric motors forces me to adopt a 220-volt alternative.

Portable Generators
Quite a few cruising yachts carry a compact, gasoline-powered, portable generator as a backup.
They are reasonably priced and in some situations may make sense. However, remember that if
you lose the main engine the prime need will probably be for battery charging power. In order for
the gas generator to be of much assistance you need a very substantial battery charger.
If the DC charging side of the gas generator is of interest, check its capacity. Most units will
only put out about 10 amps. If that is being used to charge the batteries, be prepared to listen to a
lot of generator noise. The standard alternator on the engine (or genset for that matter) can do the
charging chores.

ELECTRICAL NOISE
Electrical noise or radio frequency (RF) interference can be a major headache, or not a problem
at all. If it is a problem it usually shows up at lower frequencies on the SSB, ham, or weatherfax.
RF noise can come from almost any piece of electrical gear aboard. However, there are several
items that tend to be the usual culprits: fluorescent lights, large alternators, inverters, and motors
with brushes (especially worn brushes).
Sometimes the noise is so constant, and at such a low level, that you don’t at first realize it is
there.
When we were first cruising with Beowulf we had a major noise source that interfered with our
reception on the SSB and weatherfax. It was so steady that we thought band conditions were poor.
One afternoon while we were anchored at Nieue Island we were visiting some friends on a
nearby boat. Their weatherfax charts were much clearer than what we were getting. It turned out
that a small computer was putting out all sorts of low-level RF energy.

Metal versus Fiberglass Boats
Metal boats tend to have less of a problem with RF noise. Their hulls seem to absorb quite a bit
of what is radiated. Glass boats, on the other hand, especially those without good ground systems,
tend to be much noisier.

FInding the Source
Finding the source of RF energy is a pretty straightforward task. Just start shutting down various bits of gear. Eventually turning off one switch will correspond to a noise reduction, and you’ll
know where your problem is.
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RF Suppression
Large alternators, especially those with external diodes, tend to be noisy. The problem starts out
with the AC current the alternators initially produce. This is three phase, from three sets of windings. If all of the wiring is within the alternator case, the case typically acts as a shield. However,
if you have a remote-mounted rectifier assembly, the wiring between it and the alternator may
radiate. Twisting these wires around each other and keeping them separated from other cables
will held reduce RF output.
In fact, where possible, it is a good idea to keep all AC wiring separated from DC to avoid RF
problems.
Other noise problems can sometimes be cleared up with a simple grounding of the case of the
device in question. By tying the case to the ship’s electrical grounding system, the noise tends to
be suppressed.
If this doesn’t work, the next step is to install an electrical choke between the noise source and
ground.
There are situations in which it is impossible to deal with the noise source in a satisfactory manner. If this happens you have two choices: turn the gear in question off when it affects operation
of other gear, or replace it.
To avoid potential problems it makes sense to ask your local electronics experts what gear
they’ve had problems with and what works. This will give you a start in the right direction.

METAL BOAT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Aluminum and steel hulls present special wiring challenges. Because of the risk of electrolysis
from stray currents and of shock from high-voltage AC sources, you need to take special precautions with the electrical system that are not required with fiberglass or timber construction.
Everyone agrees that stray DC currents, if they are positive and get to the hull, will quickly
wreak havoc with metal (this applies to the underwater fittings on all boats). The negative side of
the equation is open to debate.
The U.S. Coast Guard, for example, requires that the negative side of commercial vessels be
bonded to the hull. Most yacht builders and the U.S. Navy isolate their negative side from the hull.
I don’t know what the correct answer is, so we isolate, just to be sure.

Electrolytic Corrosion
So far we’ve touched briefly on electrolytic corrosion as it applies to aluminum, and steel construction, and stainless steel. Even if you own a fiberglass vessel this process needs to be understood as it affects all of your underwater parts (through-hull fittings, props, shafts, even the main
engine).
Different metals have specific electrical properties (called potential). When the metals are
immersed in a liquid, like salt water for example, and connected electrically (through a bonding
wire or perhaps the metal of a hull), they will try and equalize the difference in the potential voltage.
The flow of electrons is from the metal with the higher potential to that with the lower. Take for
example aluminum and copper, a deadly combination for hulls. Aluminum has a potential voltage
of 0.75 to 0.99 volts (depending on alloy) whole copper is down in the -3 to 0.6-volt region (both
voltages are based on a silver chloride reference cell).
Because the copper has a much lower voltage potential, the aluminum will try to equalize itself
to the copper taking metal in the process. The result is an eating away of the aluminum surface, or
corrosion.
Metals are sometimes rated in terms of their nobility. Those with the lowest voltage potential
are the most noble. Electrolysis always flows from the less noble to the more noble.
Another way this is expressed is that the least noble is the anode while the more noble is the
cathode.
You use zinc anodes on your prop shaft because they are less noble (the zinc, that is) that the
stainless prop shaft and bronze prop. This means that they will protect the other metals to which
they are electrically connected by degrading over time.
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To recap, for electrolytic corrosion to take place you
need metals in an electrical contact with one another,
an electrolyte (salt water), and a difference in nobility
or voltage potential. The rate of corrosion is a function
of the difference in electrical potential, the efficiency
of the electrolyte, the amount of surface area exposed.

Alloys
You can also have corrosion occur in an alloy,
where the different materials which make up the metal
alloy (for example, in brass, which is made up from
copper and zinc) start to react with each other.
This happens in the presence of an electrolyte and
can be accelerated by stray DC currents (we’ll discuss
more about this later).
If you’ve ever used a brass screw around the water,
The very best way to check for stray
current and the correct galvanic protecyou will know what we mean. In the salt air or water,
tion is to use a silver-chloride reference
the zinc will quickly be drawn out of the fastener and
cell and accurate voltmeter. By testing the
the screw will simply crumble.
voltage between your hull or underwater
fittings and this cell, you can tell if it is
Aluminum and stainless work a little differently (as
properly protected or corroding.
we’ve discussed above). They both form a protective
We’ve used the meter above, made by
coating when exposed to oxygen in the air. But if they
Engleheart Minerals, for the last 20 years.
are sealed away, such as under a paint film or in a bedded fitting, and become wet with salt water, they will start to corrode.

Avoiding Corrosion
There are several things you can do to avoid corrosion problems. First, be sure you are using the
correct alloys for the marine enviroment. Second, never mix alloys underwater unless it is
unavoidable (and if this is the case, make sure you have proper anode protection, typically zincs).
Keep different materials (like stainless and aluminum) physically isolated from one another
(on spars, always use some form of plastic isolator between winches or stainless hardware and the
mast. On fasteners, use a non-copper-containing isolating paste like Never Seize).
When you look at a hull or are building one, make sure that there aren’t tight areas that can accumulate salt or moisture. If salt builds up, it will attract moisture, at the same time it prevents the
area in which it has contact from getting a good supply of air.
In metal boats it makes sense to periodically rinse bilge areas with fresh water to keep them saltfree.

Paint Protection
Properly applied, paint films protect the surface to which they are bonded from the electrolytic
process as long as they are impermeable (i.e., moisture proof). However, if the surface becomes
porous and allows moisture enter between it and the metal underneath, you have a much worse
situation. There is an electrolyitc potential while the paint film keeps the heeling oxygen-rich
atmosphere at bay.
Paint companies frequently use zinc or other less noble metals in their undercoats so that if
there is a failure of the paint film, the zinc is what is eaten away rather than the structural metal
underneath. With steel this works quite well. With aluminum it is more of a chancy affair.

Bonding System
In order to have good protection from lightning and AC power shocks, all of the metal on board
is typically bonded together. It is also common to include the underwater fittings in this bonding
circuit.
“This doesn’t make sense,” you may be saying to yourself. “The bonding wire on the submerged fittings provides the connection for corrosion to start.”
This logic is correct. What we do to protect the underwater items is to wire in a zinc into the
circuit. This zinc is the least noble of the fittings, so it is the one that gives us metal, protecting the
items to which it is wired in the process.
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Stray Currents
If you measure the amount of voltage or amperage between a pair of anodes and cathodes, you
will find that corrosion can occur at hundredths of
a volt. Consider then what the consequences are
of a leak from your on-board DC system, or something coming aboard via a faulty ground wire
from shore power. With full amperes of power
available, it is easy to see where a lot of damage
can be done in a hurry, as the stray currents try to
find their way back to ground via the hull and
underwater fittings instead of through the correct
circuit.
Where typical galvanic corrosion takes place
over long periods of time, stray currents can
reduce a fitting to junk in a matter of hours.
Since the issue we are dealing with is mainly
DC negative currents trying to find there way back
to the negative terminal on the batteries, the first
defense is making sure you have properly sized
ground wires, with good-quality, sealed terminals. It is also important to be sure these fittings
have a good electrical connection to the electrical
device to which they are attached.
In the marine environment, where salt-air corrosion (not to mention the odd dunking) is an
ever-present problem, vigilence is required.

Isolation
All electrical gear must have an isolated
ground. Sometimes this can be a problem with
motors. Alternators and starter motors in particuThis periodic char t of common marine
lar can be a source of difficulty. Inquire with any
materials is a good indicator of how much of a
gear you’re buying to make sure it is isolated, and
corrosion problem will exist between materials. The further apart on the chart, the more
then check between motor terminals and the case
the potential for trouble. If a material is higher
to make sure (with a voltmeter).
on the chart than another, it is the one that will
Because isolation frequently breaks down with
give up material in a cathodic situation.
age or the build-up of salt inside a case, it is best to
physically isolate electrical gear where possible.
With light-duty motors, electronics, lights, inverters, etc., using rubber mounts or bolting the
gear in question to a piece of fiberglass or plastic, and then mounting that to the hull is a simple
procedure which will yield long term benefits.
With terminal blocks, fuse holders, battery switches, and related items you will want to be sure
that there is plenty of physical separation between them and the hull. What you have to be concerned with is the isolation breaking down as dirt accumulates and then allows stray currents to
wander into the hull.
Powered winches, because of their loads, are more difficult to physically isolate. You can use
the same procedure as with smaller gear, only in a more robust fashion. However, the engineering
has to be carefully done so that loads are adequately transferred between the isolation panel and
hull structure.
What we tend to do is to set each winch up in such a fashion so that if isolation fails, it can be
quickly identified and the wiring in question disconnected until the problem is corrected.
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Engines and Gensets
Very few diesels come with isolated
senders or starter motors. Most have
this gear grounded to the engine block.
With a propulsion diesel it is virtually
impossible to isolate it from the hull.
With gensets you can do a bit more, but
they are difficult as well.
There are two answers. First, replace
gauges and senders with models that
are isolated and then have alternators
and starters re-wired to isolate their
grounds. Or second, do nothing but
isolate the negative side of the diesel
Two different approaches to conduit. On the right,
circuits when they are turned off, leavconduit installed after foaming. This is a quicker
ing them connected to the hull when
approach since you do not have to penetrate the
webs of the frames. However, it is not quite as neat.
they are in use.
The top left photo shows the minimum. A PVC pipe
We’ve done it both ways and find
section to act as a chafe guard.
that the latter method seems to work
okay.
There are several approaches to wiring the negative side of the engine. The
simplest is to take it through a heavyduty battery switch, the same as with
the positive side of the circuit. When
you shut down, simply turn off the negative switch and you’re done. If you
use a switch that has an alternator-field
wire-disconnect terminal, this part of
the switch can be wired to an alarm to
Where we have wiring buried behind head or
remind you to turn the switch off.
hull liners, we usually put PVC conduit in before
Or, you can use a heavy-duty soleinsulating foam is sprayed.This keeps wiring isonoid, tied to the ignition key. When the
lated from any possible contact with the hull.
key is on, the solenoid closes, making
negative available to the various starter, alternator, and instruments.
Whatever you do, make sure it is good-quality gear. Should the ground disconnect fail while the
engine is starting or while the alternators are under load, the engine will try and complete the path
back to the battery through the hull. This means it will be looking for any circuits which are even
lightly grounded. Serious damage can result to anything not isolated, due to the high loads
involved.

Windlasses
There is no possible way to isolate a windlass, given the chain contact as well as the loads on
the windlass itself. So, we take a similar approach as with the engine. When the windlass is in use,
if the motor isolation fails it will find ground through the case to the hull. When it is off, both sides
of the motor are disconnected. Rather than use a single pole solenoid to trigger the motor, we use
a double pole and connect and disconnect both sides of the circuit at once.

Bilge Pumps
Because of the need to keep things isolated, especially in the bilge, you should never use submersible pumps. There is too much risk of stray currents getting into the bilge water and thus to
the hull.
The same applies to float switches. Use only the very best quality, and stay away from anything
which works with exposed contacts. We like to use sealed reed switches, or bellows systems connected to microswitches well out of the bilge.
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RF Grounds
All of your electronics are going to require some form of RF ground between the case and/or a
ground terminal. If you make this connection directly, you have broken the isolation. However,
you can insert a capacitor into the RF ground wire between the electronic device and the hull. This
capacitor allows RF energy to pass but blocks DC transmission, so the hull is still electrically isolated.

Circuit Breakers
The more your electrical systems are separated, the easier it is to find the source of any problem
and turn it off until it is fixed. So, having a breaker for each pump, piece of electronics, motor, etc.,
makes sense. The only areas in which we gang devices is with lighting.
Breakers should be double-pole; that is, they should have two sets of terminals and disconnect
both positive and negative when switched off. These cost about 50 percent more than single-pole
breakers (around $25 each) but are a necessity.

Electrical Fault Alarms
You will want to have some form of alarm on both negative and positive sides of your circuit so
that you are made aware when you have either positive or negative connected to the hull.
Our major concern is with positive, since even a few hours of positive connection to the hull can
do substantial damage.
We handle this with a very simple alarm circuit. It is set up as follows: There is an light-emitting
diode connected via a selector switch (the switch selects positive, negative, and off) for each side
of the system. The positive alarm LED has its positive lead connected to the hull and negative lead
connected to the batteries’ negative side (with an annoying alarm buzzer in parallel).
If positive current is detected in the hull, it finishes the circuit, through the LED to the negative
side of the batteries. Because the LED is a diode, no current can flow backwards from the batteries
into the hull (we put an additional diode in the circuit just to be sure).
The negative alarm is just the opposite. In this case, the negative wire from the LED is connected to the hull and the positive goes to plus on the batteries.
We typically leave the positive alarm on all the time and only check the negative from time to
time.

Shore Power
If you are connected to shore power, make sure it is done via an isolation transformer. Never
connect to shore power with a metal boat if you don’t have this isolation in your system.

AC Ground
Now we get to the tough question, do you tie the ship’s side of the AC ground to the hull, or
allow it to float? I don’t know the answer. There’s an argument for tying the two together from a
safety standpoint. On the other hand, with no connection to the shore-power grid, there’s an argument that says that you do not need to ground the ship’s side of the AC circuit, as long as it floats
free of shore power with an isolation transformer. If you further protect all outlets with groundfault receptacles, it seems reasonable that you can leave the ship’s AC ground isolated from the
hull. But the subject is so controversial that we suggest you check with your own experts.

Wiring Protection
You will want to be sure that there are no possible points of contact between the wiring loom
and the hull. Where wire passes through structure, rubber grommets need to be employed on the
metal to prevent chafe. Elsewhere, wire should be wrapped in chafe guard, placed in conduit, or
some combination of the two.
Leads to vibrating motors need special attention to make sure that they cannot touch any metal,
where, over time, abrasion of the wiring insulation would take place.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
If you've made it through all the detail in the preceding chapters, you're probably having nightmares thinking about all the possible combinations of equipment. You're not alone. With all the
boats we've done in the past, and with all the experience Linda and I have had using this gear, we
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still spend hours and hours agonizing over which way to go with the integration of our systems.
Technology marches on, and new gear becomes available. Its characteristics offer new advantages, but there are always some negatives in the equation. Our own objectives change, so past
experience doesn't necessarily fit the new concept. I guess that's why the perfect yacht is always
the next one!
There really are no hard-and-fast rules about how to go about integrating your needs into an
efficient, comfortable, easy-to-maintain set of systems. Every set of circumstances is going to be
different.

Decision-making Process
If you're new to cruising or haven't had experience with some of the more complex systems,
avoid rushing into the decision-making process. Do everything possible to build your experience
base before making up your mind. Equipment that seems essential now may be less important
after a summer's worth of cruising, while gear you wouldn't have dreamed of having aboard suddenly looks pretty good.
If you're purchasing an existing boat, use it first before making changes. There may be a valid
reason for some of the things the previous owner has done. Or it may be more economical to leave
things as they are, even though you planned to make changes. Perhaps the change budget can be
spent elsewhere with better efficiency.
A couple of the comments made at the start of this section bear repeating. First, don't try to do
too much in too little space. This is the cause of more frustration than anything else afloat. And it
applies just as much to a 75-foot (23m) yacht as to a 35-foot (10.8m) cruiser.
Second, try to be realistic about your needs and plans. If your boat is used primarily on weekends, with the occasional trip for a couple of weeks in the summer, a much simpler approach will
be better, even to the point of adopting a camping lifestyle.
Remember, one of the things that ruins marine gear faster than anything else is inactivity.
Third, as the need for a more sophisticated ambience increases, look to the simplest approaches
to gain your objective.
Fourth, balance your backup needs. Many folks who are serious about their cruising plans go
overboard in this regard. While I would be the last to recommend going unprepared, there are usually simple ways of repairing a broken system, or adapting yourself to its loss, and in many cases
this approach is more sensible than trying to provide a complete backup for every piece of gear.
Fifth, remember that with the exception of some of the safety gear covered so far, there's nothing that's absolutely necessary to the cruising lifestyle. The human animal is extremely adaptable,
and a lot of things you feel you just can't do without become a lot less important once you're away
from the dock. If you're contemplating going now with a simple boat, or working another few
years so you can afford more goodies, go now. If there's a budgetary compromise between a simple set of systems and more waterline length, or lots of gear and a smaller boat, go with the bigger
boat.
Finally, keep in mind that systems are best employed on a stepping-stone basis. Put in the foundation now, use it for a while, then go onto the next step, building on what's already been done.
This gets you sailing more quickly and helps build an experience base.

Simple Approach
Odds are you'll be starting out with a basic diesel engine, alternator, and a battery or two. Adding hot-water capability for showers will usually be first on the list (even if this is via a SunShower).
In most cruising, if you add two large solar panels (like Siemens M-55s), you will have enough
ower to cover your lights, VHF, and music while on the hook.
The next step involves upgrading the electrical system. If the boat has shore power available for
charging, then changing to deep-cycle batteries and/or adding to the battery bank capacity provides a good foundation.
Following this would be an alternator capacity upgrade.
Finally, for occasional AC power for tools or galley accessories I would add a small inverter,
something in the 300-to-500-watt range.
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Adding Refrigeration
The major question with refrigeration will be your daily cycle. For occasional use, a simple
Danfoss compressor-based system with its own integral evaporator (cooling unit) will be ideal.
For more serious cruising, adding a small heat exchanger makes sense. (Bringing down prechilled and/or frozen foods for the weekend and dropping them into a box that has already been
pulled down to temperature with shore power helps a lot.)
As your desire for more fridge capacity and/or cooler temperatures (and perhaps a
medium-sized freezer) come into play, the obvious choice becomes a mechanical compressor
belted to the engine. You then have lots of capacity and an engine running time of 30 minutes to
an hour per day.
It’s true that using the engine as a genset on a daily basis isn't the best thing for it, but with short
oil-change intervals, or by using some of the oil treatment systems already discussed, the average
engine will give you 5,000 to 7,500 hours of service.

Electrical Refrigeration
Using a larger, more efficient electrical-based fridge system now makes more sense with the
advent of large alternators and availability of high-quality deep-cycle and traction batteries. Properly set up, engine running time can be kept to the same range as if you had an engine-driven compressor. You now have the added advantage of being able to use solar/wind/water power to run the
fridge and do away with the engine.
However, this approach is more costly on an initial basis.
A major factor in the fridge equation will be your insulation. If you use the new high-efficiency
vacuum panels, you can then get by with much smaller battery and alternator capacity. Depending
on fridge size, two to four solar panels could do the trick without adding to electrical capacity.

Going with Air
The minute you start to get serious about air-conditioning, a generator becomes necessary.
Since the generator is going to be aboard anyway, why not use it for other things as well?
When Linda and I developed the specifications for the Deerfoot 2-62s we knew that each of the
owners wanted air. An 8kW, four-cylinder Nanni diesel (1,800-rpm) was specified. Staying with
110 volts for simplicity, the 25-gph Sea Recovery watermaker, 16,000-Btu fridge/freezer compressor, and two 80-amp battery chargers were all run from the genset. The battery bank was
made up from six deep-cycle Surrette EIG 262 batteries, giving us a little over 750 amp-hours of
capacity in the bank. Since all the major systems were run on 110 volts, and the generator was
going to run a minimum of one hour a day, the battery bank was really sized for the higher DC
passaging loads.
For backup to all the AC, the same generator end as used on the genset was belted to the main
engine. The problem here was sensitivity to engine rpm. If I were doing this again now, I'd go with
a large DC alternator and inverter. While there would be less capacity with the engine running, it
would not be rpm-sensitive.
Today there are some very interesting, compact, 3- to 4-kilowatt diesel gensets on the market,
which open further possibilities for the use of AC power on even smaller boats, even without airconditioning.
If you like the concept of air-conditioning but are scared off by its seeming complexity, let me
outline for you what we did on Intermezzo II.
Most engineers would have said she needed a minimum of 50,000 Btu to keep her cool in the
Florida summer. But there was no way we were going to invest that much space (or money!) in air.
We said we would take advantage of our insulation, keep the awnings up when it was really hot
to reduce heat load, and accept an 80 degree ambient temperature when it was in the mid-90s outside.
So we put in a single 16,000-Btu compressor that could be run by either shore power or our
cruise generator which was belted to the main engine.
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We used two evaporators, a 12,000-Btu unit mounted on the forward bulkhead of the main
saloon, where it could cool the main saloon or our sleeping cabin (which was forward), and a second 6000-BTU unit mounted at the aft end of the saloon, where it cooled the galley and/or the aft
starboard stateroom.
During the day all air was devoted to the saloon. Yes, the sleeping cabins were pretty toasty, but
we didn't sleep during the day, and the saloon stayed nice and cool.
In the evening, when the heat load was a lot less, the air-conditioning could handle the sleeping
cabins, too.
We never intended to use the air other than at the dock. But when we were sailing for Panama
our sailing generator went out and we'd developed such bad DC consumption habits that we were
forced to run the engine three to four hours a day for battery charging. It was getting pretty warm
below and Linda asked if we could use the air. Well, nobody was looking, so why not! I have to
tell you, one enthusiast of the simple cruising lifestyle was instantly corrupted.
On smaller boats, say 50 feet and down, the same approach we used with Intermezzo II will
work well even without awnings, and in many cases you can get away with a combination compressor/evaporator unit, perhaps with a bit of ducting.

Adding Hydraulics
If there's going to be substantial hydraulic capacity aboard for a thruster, then there's another
approach that can be looked at. If a second hydraulic motor is added to the circuit, this can be used
to drive a lay shaft onto which are mounted your various accessories. With a pump mounted on
the engine, a second diesel to drive the accessories is just a matter of a couple of T fittings and two
valves. This gives you total backup.
Adding a layshaft, with its bearings, pulleys, and belts, may seem more complicated than a
series of small hydraulic motors. However, as we mentioned earlier, balancing out a series of
hydraulic motors with varying loads when they're run off a single source can be difficult.
The major negatives with hydraulics are weight, noise, and leaks. We've fitted sophisticated
systems on a number of large motorsailers, using the best engineering and components, and I have
never seen a system that didn’t require a fair amount of maintenance and that didn’t have at any
one time at least a small leak going somewhere.

Our Next Boat!
We haven’t even finished the present boat, and I am already thinking about the next one! This
sailing stuff really is a disease.
Our systems approach has always been driven by technology. In the last year a couple of things
have changed, and the next time around this will affect what we do. The first is the availability of
highly efficient, compact vacuum-panel insulation for the fridge. Using the Owens-Corning
Aurora panels means we’ll be cutting fridge amp hour needs by 50 percent.
Couple this with a modest improvement in solar-panel output and we are in a position where we
can cover 100 percent of our daily living requirements on the hook without ever running a diesel
engine.
A six-to-eight-panel array of Siemens M55 panels should easily do the job. The minute this
happens we can back off on battery capacity, and if we back off on battery capacity we can reduce
the need for huge alternators. With the solar array and efficient fridge system we’d probably cut
our battery capacity down to two full days worth, with an alternator reduction to match.
The only problem this leaves is power when we’re sailing. The lifestyle electrical needs are way
down, but we still have the pilot, electronics, running lights, etc., to contend with.
If we had a boat with moderate performance we’d handle this with a trolling generator, as in the
old days. However, for the speeds we now sail at this is not really an option. This means we run
the engine a couple of hours a day at sea (smaller battery bank, and alternator make this a requirement) or add a small DC genset, perhaps a light, water-cooled, single cylinder unit (and put up
with the noise).
How will it work? I guess we’ll have to wait and see.
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DECK LAYOUT
Laying out a deck arrangement is a
function of how a vessel is to be used.
With three or four sets of hands to do the
work the main issues will be keeping
crewmembers out of each other’s way as
they handle lines. But for shorthanded
sailing the opposite is the case. We want
as much sail-control gear close by the
one or two crewmembers as is practical.
Then there’s the issue of dinghy storage. It’s always nice to be able to carry a
hard dink on deck or a partially deflated
rubber dinghy. This usually takes some
careful forethought in the design procedure.

COCKPITS
Aft cockpits are generally more comfortable since they’re lower in the boat
and not subject to as much motion as
those centered in the deck plan. The aft
cockpit is also substantially drier. Often,
the spray pattern from the bow will keep
a center cockpit almost continually wet
when beating or reaching in boisterous
conditions, where one would be nice and
dry a few feet farther aft.
On the other hand, visibility is better
from farther forward. It’s usually easier
to lay out the sheets and halyards with a
center cockpit, and it helps divide the
interior into separate sections, if such a
layout appeals to you.
The center cockpit makes installing
steering more difficult unless hydraulics
are used. The long distance and numerous changes in direction usually end up
with a sloppy-feeling cable system.
On balance, our preference is for an aft
cockpit, mainly because of the comfort
issues and the fact that it leaves the interior unobstructed.

Bridgedecks
A lot of modern yachts built in Europe
have the entry to the main saloon amidships, with an aft cockpit for sailing. This
leads to a bridgedeck between the saloon
hatch and cockpit area.
The basic problem is traversing the
bridgedeck in heavy weather. Generally,
there’s a lack of handholds, and you’re
totally exposed until the safety of the
hatch or cockpit is reached.
On the Deerfoot 2-62s we solved this
problem by extending the coamings from
the forward saloon hatch (which had its
own cockpit well) all the way aft, adding
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Intermezzo II had a
cockpit that was ideal
for singlehanding.
The seats were long
enough to sleep on;
there was a single
primary winch aft of
the helm, with secondaries on top of
the c o amings fo r
staysail, runners, and
jibing the spinnaker.
Mainsheet, main halyard, and reef lines
were all led through
the front end of the
dodger.
Look at the port
upper corner of the
transom and you will
notice a socket for
the man-overboard
pole. If there’s room
to bring this into the
i n t e ri o r w i t h o u t
messing up an aft
cabin, it makes an
ideal out-of-the-way
yet quickly deployable location.

The cockpit on the Sundeer 56 is my favorite of all the aft
cockpits we’ve done. There’s plenty of room for a group of
people to work the boat, yet she can be singlehanded with
ease. Reef lines, main halyard, traveler controls, and vang all
lead back to the end of the coamings, where they are easily
dealt with by the person at the helm. Most boats were fitted
with an electric winch on the starboard coaming. This handles
the main halyard, reef clew lines, and mainsheet.When docking
in tight situations a breast line is led here that allows the helmsman to pull the boat into the dock with the winch. Engine
room access is via the opening hatch under the starboard seat.
A traditional aft cockpit
on a split rig.The problem
here is that there is no
simple way to rig a dodger.
N o t e t h e p ri m a r y
winches on the coamings
back by the helm, allowing
one person to drive and
trim at the same time.
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stainless handrails all the way along the top. With this system the crew could work its way aft
within the confines of the coamings, with the security of a stainless handrail to hang onto.
If you end up with a bridgedeck, think about adding sturdy, high handrails to help the crew
make its way aft.

Cockpit Design
Cockpit design is an art in itself. Drainage must be substantial. If the cockpit is well aft, see if
drains through the transom or counter will work. They can be huge, and this eliminates two
through-hull fittings. Next, be absolutely certain that the water will drain fully when you’re
heeled and when sailing downwind in heavy going, with the vessel fully loaded. There’s nothing
more annoying than having your feet continuously in seawater, even if it’s only a small puddle.
The same goes for cockpit seats. They should be angled outboard as they run to the stern. If
they’re not, then inboard drains must be provided at the forward end, or else water will puddle up
to leeward with nowhere to drain when you’re heeled. The width of the cockpit well must be such
that you can sit to weather and brace your feet on the leeward seat edge.
A detail of the
steering station
of the cockpit
shown on the
preceding page.
The rounded
c o rn e r s a r e
lovely to look at,
but difficult to
brace against
when sailing at
high heel angles.

The steering station on one of
our large cutters (above). Note
the relationship between the
back of the footwell and the
helm. There is just 17 inches
(431mm) clearance. This is an
ideal amount, as it allows you to
brace the back of your legs and
lock your body between wheel
and footwell. It works even better
with a mizzen mast behind you.
Two views (left) of the aft cockpit on Locura, a Deerfoot 72. All
sail controls are lead aft to where
the helm is located so one person
can drive and pull strings if he is so
inclined. The dodger is a semipermanent affair that just clears
the hydraulic vang on the mizzen
book. The third athwartships rail,
at the front of the dodger, is to
control headroom when dropping down the companionway,
since the vang restricts what you
can do with the dodger shape.
The two handrails alongside the
companionway serve two purposes. One is to help going up or
down. The second is to keep you
in place when you are sleeping on
the weather side of the cockpit,
with your torso forward.
Note how the forward por ts
(into the aft cabins) are protected
by the dodger. This allows them
to be opened in all sea and spray
conditions.
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Remember that this dimension will vary with the length of your torso and legs. And factoring
in the use or lack of cockpit seat–back cushions will be necessary.
Cockpit seats should be long enough to sleep on. The backrest must be 12 to 14 inches (300 to
350mm) high and angled outboard 15 degrees. If the coamings are somewhat short, the discomfort can be overcome with seat back cushions stiffened with plywood.
When you’re mounting winches, try to position them so they can be worked without interference from people sitting in the cockpit area. Cockpit lockers should be eliminated if at all possible. If you can’t avoid them, a large up stand with good angles, a positive rubber or foam seal, and
a positive latch must be used. In heavy going, despite all your precautions, a substantial quantity
of water will find its way below through these openings.
The companionway hatch and slides obviously have to be heavily built. You must be able to

Center-cockpit designs (top/bottom photos) offer much
better sight lines forward as you are closer to the bow and
higher up. They also provide a means of separating the fore
and aft living quarters (most center-cockpit designs have the
galley down one side and the engine room taking up the rest
of the space). This interior approach makes a lot of sense if
you are cruising with other people and want privacy between
the sleeping cabins. On the other hand, the forward location
of the center cockpit is much wetter. The increased height
above the pitch center of the boat (compared to an aft cockpit) means side to side motion will be aggravated. Finally,
there are visual penalties to be paid in the interior since galley
saloon area is broken up by the bulk of the engine room.
The bridgedeck between the pilothouse and
cockpit on this Deerfoot 74 (top two photos)
is broken up with a large cockpit table. The
norm at sea is to have the wings folded down
and locked. In port, if it is in use, folding chairs
are used for sitting. With a bridge deck it is best
to have some form of guard rail (which purpose the table performs) or handrails as on the
Sundeer 64 to break up the space and give you
something on which to hang when offshore.

A great contrast in approaches
to cruising. The grease pencil
“blackboard” in the bottom photo
is a wonderful invention by Corky
Aucremen. Bearings, courses, etc.,
can all be noted with ease.
The helm station at right looks
great, and cer tainly has a lot of
data for the helmsman. However,
with instruments so close he has
to take his eyes off the sea ahead.
I’d rather have the sailing instruments mounted forward where they could
be glanced at without
loosing the view forward. The radar and
switches will last a lot
longer if they are
installed in a protected
area.

A shot of the bridgedeck on a single-stick Sundeer 64. The mainsheet traveler divides the
bridgedeck and cockpit area. I would have preferred to not have the sheet in this area, but it
was the only structurally plausible possibility
(the Deerfoot 74s above have the mainsheet
attached to the top of the pilot house). Note
the handrails on each side of the bridge deck to
help the crew as they move forward or aft.
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lock them from inside and outside. If they
aren’t locked, and you suffer a severe
knockdown or rollover, the odds are
they’ll drop out or slide open and allow
thousands of gallons of water below.
The compass binnacle support will need
to reinforced to take the load of a crewmember being thrown against it. Of
course, the compass will have a large
stainless guard/handhold over its dome.
Cockpit tables are a mixed blessing.
Linda and I have always disagreed, however, on the size. I prefer a small table,
hinged off the binnacle, sufficient for
drinks and snacks. She likes a full table for
eating. The problem I have with this latter
approach is that it blocks the cockpit
totally.
Where the engine controls are mounted
is a subject of some debate. I used to like to
have them right on the binnacle, but with
larger steering wheels it becomes impractical to reach around, and reaching
through it is too slow when maneuvering
in tight quarters. The alternative is to
mount the control an the cockpit side. If a
single-lever control is used, and it’s positioned so the skipper’s foot can actuate it,
the hands are left free for spinning the
wheel — an optimal compromise.
The steering well should allow the
helmsman to brace himself while sitting to
windward or leeward. If you expect to
spend much time standing at the wheel,
then some form of foot brace to leeward
becomes a necessity. Another approach to
this is angling the edge of the steering well
sole at 20 degrees or so. This provides a
comfortable spot for your leeward foot,
while it’s braced against the edge of the
cockpit well. A wedge like this can be easily fabricated from timber and moved
from side to side as required.
Some deck layouts isolate the steering
well from the regular cockpit. This usually
means that you have to climb over a short
piece of deck to gain entrance to the steering cockpit. For racing boats this may
make sense, but it becomes a hassle when
cruising.
We’ve already discussed wheel size, but
when thinking about this, consider what a
large wheel does to the cockpit access.
Sometimes dropping just a few inches in
diameter makes a world of difference in
the ability to move around comfortably.
Many of our friends go so far as to remove
their steering wheels in port.
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Four views of the aft
cockpit on the Sundeer
64, with a happy owner,
Chuck Matthews, demonstrating steering ergonomics.
The use of twin wheels
dominated the design of
this cockpit area. They
offer several advantages.
First, you can get to
windward or leeward for a really good view of the sails and
seas. Second, under power, you are a lot closer to the dock,
regardless of which side you are bring alongside.This makes
judging distances easier.
On the downside you have extra complexity, additional
cost, and extra steering friction. We spent a ton of money
and effort on trying to get the steering effortless, but in
spite of everything I was never totally happy with the way
the helm felt (compared to a single-wheel installation).
The primary winches are within reach of the helmsman,
as is the main and mizzen sheet winches.
The one big negative in
this cockpit layout is the
bridgedeck, which must
be crossed coming aft
from the pilothouse. If you
look carefully you will see
the 32-inch (812mm)
handrails on top of the
coamings to protect you
(along with the mizzen
mast) when moving aft.

The Deerfoot 2-62, of which we built four in the early ‘80s,
had a mid-cockpit over the centralized engine room. The
steering position and sail controls were all the way aft. This
is a great daysailing layout as it separates guests from crew
work. However, I have mixed feelings about the large
bridgedeck, which has to be crossed going aft to the helm
position.
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Cockpit ergonomics stay pretty much the same regardless of yacht size (unless the size of the sailors
changes).You need a 24-inch-wide (610 mm) seat for sleeping. If you toss a thin cushion, a couple of inches
thick (50 mm) behind your back, you will need a 24-to 26-inch (610 to 660 mm) footwell width to brace
your feet against.
A big variable is the depth of the footwell. Deeper provides better leg support when the boat is heeled
and you are standing with your leeward leg braced against the footwell side. I like to see 18 inches (457
mm) of depth—more is better. However, if you are sitting on a cushion this will make the seat too high to
comfortably put your feet on the sole. So, you either sit fore and aft, with your feet up, or brace them across
the boat.
A key factor in this is the drainage system for the cockpit.The best system, shown above, is to take drains
out the aft end right through the transom. These can be quite large, there are no seacocks involved, and
you will be sure of good drainage if pooped by a wave. The sole should slope aft to prevent water from
accumulating forward (even under bow-down trim). We typically specify an inch (25 mm) of fall for every
3 feet (0.9 m) of cockpit length.
The last issue is space around the helm.The ideal is16 inches (400 mm) between the aft end of the wheel
and mizzen mast or cockpit well. This enables you to snug yourself in-between fore and aft. Twelve inches
(305 mm) from the edge of the wheel to the side of the cockpit is pretty much a minimum.

COCKPITS
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Four different approaches to cockpit layout (all
to the same scale).The top drawing is a Deerfoot
58. This cockpit and the one below (a Deerfoot
72) have what I would call classic single-wheel
designs. In the case of the 58, the seats are just
long enough (6.5 feet/2 m) to sleep on. Notice
how the dimensions around the helm are almost
the same, despite the difference in the overall size
of the vessels shown.
The front end of the 58’s coaming is rounded
and there are two dorade boxes worked into the
forward corners. The round shape looks attractive and make it easier to fit a dodger without
making the back end of the boat too ugly.
The 72, having a mizzen to contend with and an owner desiring
large deck lockers, extends her
coamings forward in a rectangular
fashion.
The two bottom illustrations
show a contrast in approach. The
bottom drawing is the Sundeer 64
with an aft sailing cockpit and a forward watch-standing area with a
pilot house. There are twin wheels
(a necessity for seeing past the pilot
house) and all sailing controls are
located around the helm area all the
way aft.
The other boat (third down from
the top) is the original Sundeer (67).
Here the helm is just aft of the pilot
h o u s e,
leaving the aft deck
clear for dingy storage.
Sailing controls
are all clustered at
the back end of the
pilot house, where
they can be reached
from the helm or
from inside the pilot
house.
The 64 layout is
better for daysailing
and having a group
aboard. The twin
wheels are a definite plus. Having
designed and sailed
both I’d have to say I
prefer the original
(67) layout for our
own usage. I like
being able to reach
sail controls without
getting wet and the
dink storage aft is a
major factor with us.
Another issue is aft
engine-room
space. By virtue of
the flush aft deck
the 67 has a lot
more headroom
below the deck.
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Helm Chairs
Years ago, my dad bought a couple of fishing chairs and put them just aft and on either side of
his steering wheel. When I first heard about this, I thought, “What a dumb idea..” But after sitting
in one of those chairs and steering for the first time, I went right out and ordered two for ourselves.
If you have space on your afterdeck, they do make for a very comfortable place from which to
keep watch and to steer.

Helm chairs are marvelous for watchstanding and for steering
in moderate conditions. And while they do take some thought
to work into the layout, most yachts over 40 feet or so can usually fit them in. They should be placed as far outboard as possible to improve visibility down the side of the
boat and so you can see the headsail luff. While most chairs come with padded seats, we find that these
become a real maintenance headache after a while and prefer just plain plastic moldings.

We picked these cheap plastic
helm chairs up for $20, and they
lasted two years. Plus they were
more compact than the fancy ones
usually available in marine stores!

We eventually covered over Intermezzo’s large cockpit with a bridgedeck between the cockpit coamings,
making an aft cabin for the kids out the
space. From an interior standpoint
this worked well. But we then had to
cross a bridgedeck to get back to the
cockpit under the mizzen boom.
So we spent most of our time on
watch sitting in the companionway,
looking forward.

COMPANIONWAYS
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For steering you’ll want to place the chairs where you can comfortably grab the steering wheel
rim. Since most chairs have 4 to 6 inches (100 to 150 mm) of horizontal adjustment this is usually
easy to accomplish.
Another consideration is bracing yourself when the boat is well heeled. I like to have the chair
and lifeline or pushpit positioned so I can rest my arm (bracing it at the same time) against the top
rail.

Cockpit Volume
The actual amount of deck space devoted to the cockpit has been shortened on cruising boats in
recent years, and this is a good trend. Intermezzo was an example of the old-style weekend
cruiser/racer. She had a very long cockpit, set ahead of a lazarette, and as a result lost almost a
third of her potential interior volume to the cockpit area. Before correcting this in New Zealand,
Linda and I frequently looked longingly at that space, dreaming about what a nice additional
cabin it would make. The cockpit needs only to be big enough to hold you and a few occasional
guests. The smaller it is, within those parameters, the safer it is at sea for the vessel and her crew.

COMPANIONWAYS
The ergonomics of companionway design is a complex subject. On one hand, you want a small
opening to minimizing structural loading when a wave breaks against the washboards or when
you are inverted. On the other hand, you need enough space to work your way comfortably below.
Finally, the space should not be too large, as it very nice to be able to brace yourself in the companionway in heavy going to keep watch.
How wide should you go? Over the years we’ve found between 21 and 24 inches (533 and 607
mm) to be about right (and this applies to our largest boats as well as to smaller designs).

Offset Companionway Hatches
Offsetting a companionway hatch to the saloon can really free up the interior design layout. But
for offshore work this can be very dangerous, since the outside of the hatch will now lie below the
waterline when a knockdown occurs. And when (not if) this occurs, even if the hatch is closed and
locked, substantial leakage and/or flooding below will occur. So, for offshore work, I think a centerline location is by far the best.

Washboards
There are all sorts of ways of making washboards. The most common is from slats of teak. My
preference is to use Lexan polycarbonate plastic. It is tough and gives you a chance to look out
while allowing a bit of light below.
We typically use 1/2-inch (12.6mm) Lexan for the average hatch.
Regardless of the material used, you will want to be sure that the tracks into which the hatches
slide are strongly made, as there could be several tons of pressure on the structure.
Slides should be rebated, i.e., notched so they have an overlapping joint to reduce leakage. I like
to have the fit of slides in their tracks a bit loose to allow for warping (and, for plastics, expansion
in hot weather).
There should be some form of barrel bolt lock to hold the slides in place during a knockdown
or rollover.

Companionway Threshold
While your washboards are going to keep large quantities of water out of the interior, modest
amounts that fill the cockpit will seep around the edges of the washboards. Since the cockpit is
going to be filled from time to time the answer is to have a threshold high enough so that small
amounts of water will drain before they attack the washboard joints.
We’ve found that between 6 and 8 inches (150 and 200 mm) of height works for most boats
(with good-sized cockpit drains).

Sliding Hatches
There are a series of issues to consider with your sliding hatch. The first is the watertight integrity when the hatch is closed.
Imagine the crest of a wave breaking against the edge of the closed hatch. What keeps the water
at bay? It is the interface between the hatch itself and the track on which it runs. This is typically
a pretty loose fit, so it is not going to be very watertight in a direct hit.
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WORKING ON DECK

What we’ve found works
well is to have an outside
breakwater to deflect the
impact of spray so that it cannot directly hit the hatch or
the track on which it slides.
Then, realizing that water is
still going to make its way
past the track, we have a
coaming that runs all the way
around the perimeter of the
hatch opening, standing up
perhaps an inch (25mm).
This catches any drips (or
worse) and directs them back
outside.
Here’s a clever
system for dealing
The next issue is the slidewith companionrail system. Sliding hatches
way hatches and/or
tend to be large, heavy, and
washboards. In this
occasionally warped. There
case the hatch slides
are many ways of making
in tracks on the
inside of the comslides, and the good ones
panionway area,
have several features in comand drops down
mon.
below the cockpit
First, they need to have
level when open. In
this position the
some sort of over/under conwashboard
is
figuration which limits the
stored, ready for
squirting effect of wave hits
instant use. You will
so that it dribbles down and is
accumulate leakage when the cockpit is filled. However, this can be
contained by the inside
mitigated with gaskets.The bottom of the frame is then connected to
the keel sump so that whatever seawater does find its way below is
coaming edge. Next, you
quickly conducted to where it can accumulate without getting anyneed something that is slipthing else damp.
pery, with a low coefficient of
f r i c t i o n . We l i ke t o u s e
UHMW plastic for this. Next,
there needs to be enough tolIlluminating headsails is always a
erance for the hatch to warp a
problem at night. You want to be
bit and still slide easily.
able to see the luff shape, but not
The hatch itself can be
ruin your night vision. We normally
made from timber, a welduse our steaming light for this purpose. But on one of our boats we
ment, or plastic. I like plastic
installed a small halogen spotlight
best because it lets in the
into a dorade box.
most light. The hatch should
be fitted with a barrel bolt or
other locking mechanism
(operable from the inside) so you can keep it in place in heavy going.
Finally, you will want a secure stop so that the hatch doesn’t run all the way to the end, catching
your fingers in the process.

WORKING ON DECK
Being able to work your way around the decks at night, without deck lights, barefoot, and having to worry about broken toes, is another criterion. This means that obstructions such as padeyes,
cleats, and blocks should be minimized where they’re directly in the walkway.
Then there’s the issue of handholds as you work forward or aft on a pitching deck. Handrails on
cabintops, over dorade vents, around the mast, and especially on the foredeck are necessary. It
should be possible to go from one handhold to another without letting go.

STANCHION BASES

Stanchion Bases
The stanchion base needs to be heavily made in order to take both the normal working load of
the stanchion and the occasional extra load from misuse. A heavy base also needs lots of backup
under the deck. If done correctly, leaks will not be an issue. Otherwise, there will be more water
coming below through the stanchion base mounting holes than you can imagine.
One way of helping out the base is by taking a tab or strap to the top of the toe rail. This increases
the stiffness of the total base substantially.

Three approaches to stanchion bases (below
and right). Below, you have a flush-mounted
base with a piece of rod stock inserted into the
stanchion itself. This is not a good detail, as all of
the bending load on the base comes in at the
weld point of bar stock to base. Eventually it will
fail.
The upper right-hand photo shows a brace to
the top of the cap rail. This is a good idea as a
start. However, because there is no direct connection between the stanchion itself and the
brace, the angled brace only reinforces the
stanchion when it is pulled outboard (a good
idea). It would have been better to extend the
socket up from the deck to the height of the
cap rail, and to weld the brace to the socket.
The lower right photo shows a socket we
used on the Sundeer series. The base is bolted
to both the deck and toerail. The rod between
the socket and the base helps resist bending
loads on the stanchion socket/base connection
welds.
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T h e s e t wo b a s e
details (left) are
extremely strong. The
left-hand double stanchion forms a “couple”
between the deck and
top of toerail. It is going
t o b e bu l l e t p r o o f ,
almost to the point of
being too strong (in a
collision the damage is
going to be difficult to
repair). The right-hand
photo is a fairly common detail on r ace
boats and makes for a
very strong, lightweight
stanchion. You do have
to watch your toes at
n i g h t , h o w e v e r, o n
those inboard legs!

Lifelines should be a minimum of 30 inches (762 mm) off the deck. Another couple of inches (50
mm) is even better. Anything lower than this is almost worse than useless as it tends to trip you and
toss you overboard if you are thrown against the lower height.
The ideal height is very much a function of your body’s center of gravity. If you are over 74 inches
(1.9 m), even higher lifelines are in order. On the other hand, if you are short, you may be able to get
away with something lower than the heights specified.

GATES AND OPENINGS
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Gates and Openings
All openings in the lifelines are
going to need diagonal braces to
support the end stanchions. These
braces can be one size smaller in
diameter, typically about 1 inch (24
mm). They should go right to the
top of the stanchion to be most efficient. Otherwise, you’re likely to
have a bent top at some point in the
future.

Gate Location
Gates should be located close to
mizzen shrouds or running backstays so these can be used to help
pull yourself aboard. If there are
windows in the hull, and they have a
lip, one should be located near the
gate so the lip can be used as a step.

Pulpits
The pulpit needs to be large
enough to allow the crew to work
with some degree of efficiency
around the headstay and anchor
roller. It also needs to be, as much as
possible, out of the way of the foot
of the jib.
In some cases this means a split
pulpit will work best, with a slot
between forward and aft halves for
the jib foot to slip through. On Sundeer we had a single port and starboard pulpit open at the forward end
to facilitate getting ashore when
moored bow-on, and to make working on the anchor easier. We use a
removable wire between the two
sides for security when at sea.
If the pulpit has a couple of bales
for halyard attachment and a means
of capturing the spinnaker pole, it
will help your sailhandling.

Pushpits
The pushpit surrounding the
cockpit area usually ends up hosting
man-overboard gear, outboards,
boarding ladders, stern anchors, and
other paraphernalia. Having brackets welded on for each job is usually
not that expensive.
Consider taking the top rail and
extending it forward the length of
the cockpit, in place of the top wire.
A solid bar is much easier to hang
onto when first getting out of the
cockpit, and it makes an ideal spot
onto which you can mount solar
panels.

Lifeline boarding
gates should always
have their angle
supports run right
to the top (above).
T h i s p r ov i d e s
plenty of bending
resistance when
someone leans on
the lifelines and the
gate is opened.
Otherwise, as you
can see to the left,
when a load is
placed on the lifeline, perhaps even a
fender snubbing
t h e d o c k fo r a
moment, that
unsupported stanchion top is going to
bend easily.
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Wire Attachment
It’s common to use stainless wire,
bent into a U-shape, and welded to the
stanchions for attachment of the lifeline
wires. Because the wire tends to be
flexed back and forth, the welds on
these connectors are subject to early
failure, often when you least expect it.
It’s far better to take a flat piece of
stainless with lots of welding surface
for attachment tabs. A hole is drilled in
the tab for the lifeline shackles.

Wire
The top lifeline is better off being a
little oversized, primarily because of
the abuse the end terminals take. About
3/16-inch (5mm) is the right size.
Most boats use plastic–coated wire. It
provides a good grip and looks nice
(when clean). But you have to be careful with what’s going on under the wire.
If you start to see rust stains it’s probably a good idea to replace the wire.
We use a middle lifeline wire of about
1/8-inch (2 mm). From the shrouds forward there’s a bottom line as well. The
three lines then provide a base for our
foredeck lacing.

End Fittings

A series of wire-attachment details, all done with
flat-plate bails. Look at the amount of weld surface and
then compare this to the more typical wire bails.There
is probably 50 times more weld bead here. And these
types of tangs do not fail with age.
The middle photo shows one way of dealing with
gate openings. In this case a bail has been welded
turned to the inside, instead of facing forward or aft as
is the norm.This has the advantage of not catching on
your clothes when you are climbing through the gate.

The lower photo shows chafing gear to protect the jib
and the effects of an oversized pin (the chafe spot). If this
is not dealt with eventually, it will wear a hole in the bottom of the jib.

End fittings are usually swaged on.
Unfortunately, the turnbuckles available are stainless on stainless. To prevent galling in later life, use waterproof
grease or anhydrous lanolin.
At the gates a pelican hook will usually be employed. When you go to sea,
seize these shut with a bit of light line as
they have a habit of opening at inopportune times.

A Word of Caution
Even with brand-new, heavy gear,
don’t trust your lifeline system. Always
assume it’s going to fail at an awkward
moment. Use other handholds as much
as possible when working on deck.
To maintain maximum strength,
don’t tie fenders or dinghies to the lines.
Their flexing up and down will shorten
the life of wire and fittings. Rather,
secure these loads to the bases of the
stanchions.

A WORD OF CAUTION

Running lights are typically integrated into the
bow pulpit. When this is
done, caution must be
exercised so that the running light (or its mounting
plate) does not become a
catchment for spinnakers
and sheets.
In this unit (above)
there is a horizontal bar
across the bottom to support the base and keep
the corner protected.
Note the bail on the
lower forward corner. A
piece of line is tied
between this and the
deck to protect the forward portion of the base.

Lacing the lifelines (above) helps contain
foredeck headsails in high wind and seas.
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Two different approaches to gates. Above
is the opposite of the bail on the preceding
page, while the lower photo shows a “hard”
gate (i.e., one made from tubing and locked
in place with a fast pin). A hard gate provides
a nice secure handhold, and feels better to
leaning against than a semi-loose wire gate.
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Mast Bars

Mast bars not
only help when
you’re working
at the mast
(when heeled),
bu t t h e y a l s o
provide a place
to store rope
tails. In addition,
you can stand on
them when putting on the mainsail
c ov e r,
r e m ov i n g t h e
c ov e r,
and
attaching the
halyard.
T h e y g e n e rally work best if
mounted alongside the mast
rather than in
front.
N o t e h ow
both sets of
m a s t b a rs i n
these photos
have three vertical legs, the middle of which is out of plane with the outer legs.This helps to stabilize
the bars and prevent their bending when you are leaning against the
mast and pushing outward with your feet.
Another consideration is the use of the mast-bar bases for tying
down awnings and dinghies.
Mast bars are generally made from 1.25-inch (32mm) stainless
pipe.

Mast bars, if properly executed, contribute in a number
of ways to your foredeck
work.
To begin with, they offer a
margin of security when you
are working on the leeward
side of the mast.
They can provide a place
on which to attach halyards.
Frequently mast bars can be
used to gain the altitude
required for attaching the
main halyard and for dealing
with the top of the sailcover.
As long as there is an offset
bracing leg, mast bars can be
constructed from 1-inch
(24mm) tubing.
Height needs to be carefully evaluated and varies
somewhat with your own
body height. A minimum
would be 32 inches (787
mm). Better yet is a 36-inch
height (0.9m). Before making the final decision however, look at the height in
conjunction with handling
the main halyard and cover.
Sometimes just a hair more
will make it possible to get to
the very top of the sail or to
brace your foot on a convenient mast winch.
You will want to consider
headsail sheets and if they
can catch on your mast bars.
This problem can be eliminated by tying a line from the
forward upper corner to the
mast (or a halyard). This
requires a bail on the front.
When checking headsail
sheets, be sure to look at your
storm jib or storm staysail,
which may be flying on a cutter stay. This will tend to
catch more than your outer
jib.

HANDLING DOCK LINES

HANDLING DOCK LINES
With a timber cap rail you will need
some form of chock through or on top of
the rail to prevent chafing. This can be
elaborate or as simple as some ovalshaped stainless rub strips. As vessels get
larger it is sometimes nice to have vertical
roller at each end of the chock to reduce
the friction between large-diameter lines
and the chock edge. In any event, the
chock working surface must be very
smooth. Even small knocks, over time,
will chafe the lines.

Aluminum Toerails
With an aluminum toerail the issues
change a bit. If the toerail is smooth, you
don’t really need a chock. On our
unpainted metal boats we don’t bother
with chocks or rub rails. The line and
toerail coexist very nicely.

Catching Rain
One thing to consider with chocks is
catching rain. If this is in your plans, the
chocks will have to be plugged with rags
to contain the run off down your deck.

Positioning
The position of chocks needs to be
looked at in light of a variety of different
docking situations. For example, with bow
chocks, the bow line may be run out at
right angles to the centerline of the boat,
forward at a flat angle, or aft to be used as
a bow spring. In each case you will want
the chock to be positioned so that the lines
run clear down the deck to the closest cleat
or winch.
For spring lines you will want a chock at
the point of maximum beam. This can then
be used effectively for bow and stern
spring lines.

Cleats
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This top toe-rail
chock has edges
that are a bit sharp.
O ve r t i m e , t h e
dock line will break
d ow n w h e r e i t
goes around this
very tight radius at
the chocks edge.
H e r e ’s a v e r y
simple way of dealing with dock lines
and offering some
variety for leads at
the same time. The
base is 3/16-inch
(4.5mm) with 3/8inch (9.6mm) bails.

Look how nicely
rounded the rubbing surfaces are on
this chock, compared to that at the
top of the page.This
will not only minim i ze w e a r, b u t
m a ke t h e l i n e s
much easier to pull.
An interesting
cleat attachment
detail on an aluminum bulwar k. By
keeping the cleat off
the deck, the risk to
your feet is reduced.
A simple way to
reduce toe damage.
A couple of teak
chocks,
held
together with a bit
o f bu n g e e c o r d
ke e p s yo u r fo o t
from slipping under
t h e h o rn o f t h e
cleat.

Most people have what others consider
idiosyncrasies. I suppose I have more than
my share (I don’t like fat boats, abhor
A welded chock let into the
overhangs, and like big roached maintoerail. Notice the sections of
sails). One of my main pet peeves is dockpipe inside the chock to keep
ing cleats. Many boats have them strewn
the dock lines from chafing
on the edges. This type of
all over the deck, adding lots of places
chock is relatively easy to fabwhere you can break your toe, when there
ricate.
are other places where a dock line could be
secured.
The dock cleats you do have aboard
need to be substantial, both to provide a surface to create friction to control the dock line when
easing it under load, and to have a large enough base to be securely bolted to the deck. The bolts
typically should have a backing plate.
You will need two cleats at the bow. Using a single cleat can lead to all sorts of complications if
you have two bow lines or a bow line and spring line.
Most folks will want a pair of cleats amidships (port and starboard) for spring lines, although I
prefer to lead them to a winch aft so that I don’t have to worry about snubbing my toes.
Stern cleats are rarely required, as the primary or secondary sheet winches can do the job aft.
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ON-DECK STORAGE
For a vessel heading offshore you need to look at on-deck storage in a heavy-weather context.
Any weight on deck reduces your ability to carry sail and limits your range of stability. If a breaking sea sweeps the boat will it take your deck gear with it? If so, what secondary damage will be
done to the boat or crew by wave and loose gear in combination?
Of course, there are some items that simply cannot be avoided. Hard dinks, life rafts, and running rigging come to mind. Where you do have gear secured on deck, make sure the lashings and
the hardware to which the lashings are well secured.
One of the problems all sailboats face is what to do with the myriad of lines that collect around
the mast and in the cockpit. There are all sorts of ways of dealing with these, some of which are
shown here. The main thing to remember is that you need a system that allows you to react fast,
as the boat is being buffeted by wind and sea.
T h r e e d i f fe r e n t
approaches to runningrigging storage. In each
case the sheets and/or
halyards will be free to
ru n a t a m o m e n t s
notice.
The middle left
photo shows a simple
way of using coaming
lockers to stow running
rigging.

Here’s a simple way to tie
off a windsurfer mast (middle right).
The Velcro strap is quick to operate
and has substantial holding power.
This is a good set up for coastal work,
where the convenience of the Velcro
is a benefit. But for offshore you
would want to have a proper lashing
with light line.

We’d rather not see any jerry
jugs lashed on deck, but if you are
going to carr y them they do
need to be well secured. The
middle left two photos show a clever stainless
containment edge to keep the containers
from shifting when they are secured to the
handrail. However, in a serious knockdown
the odds are the handrail would fail from the
tie-down loads. It would be better to have
dedicated padeyes which have been through
bolted.
The bottom left photo shows another interesting approach to securing jerry jugs, this
time on deck, between two boards, which are
then tied to stanchion bases.

COCKPIT LOCKERS
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COCKPIT LOCKERS
Cockpit lockers which lead to the interior require very large upstands and good seals to try and
retain some watertight integrity. However, with most of these situations in heavy going, some
water is going to find its way below.
The ideal solution is to have no lockers from the deck, except for a lazzarette hatch that can be
dogged against a good gasket.
If you do have cockpit lockers, make sure the gaskets are in good shape all the way around and
have some way of easily locking them when they are not being used. Often a small jib hank will
get the job done (so that the contents stay put in a knockdown!).

RUNNING LIGHTS
We’ve yet to find any running lights which when mounted forward will stand up to the rigors of
heavy weather. They usually become a wet, corroded mess inside, regardless of make. We’ve only
found two ways around this: One is to solder the wire leads directly to the bulbs (which provides
some shock-absorbing capability and ensures a good connection). The other is to move the lights
aft to around amidships, where they are away from the motion and water of the bow area.

Running lights mounted
forward have to contend
with spray, motion, sheets,
and sails. It is a tough combination of foes!
Here are a couple of nice
installations in the pulpit
(left and right), where a
stainless protector has
been fashioned in which
the running light itself fits.

There may be times when
you want to bag a headsail
but are shor t of hands to
hold the bag open. If you
have a series of four hooks
mounted in the corners of
your foredeck hatch (left),
these can be used to hold
the sail bags open.

Attaching the halyard and sail
cover is always a problem, and
here’s a simple solution for a lot
of boats.The Carmines created
this step (above) so that they
could reach up that extra foot.

Mounting your saili n g i n s t u rm e n t s
where they can be
seen from the helm
and crew (without
adding lots of extra
readouts) is sometimes difficult. In this
case (left), we created a handrail onto
which the B&G readouts were hung.
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There’s probably no element more crucial to comfortable cruising than good shelter on deck.
We’ve covered dodgers and awnings in the first section of the book. Now let’s look at more permanent forms of shelter.

HARD TOPS
Hard tops offer some advantages, such as a nice place to stand on when looking for coral or
working on the mainsail. Hard tops, however, are heavy, expensive, raise the center of gravity, and
can’t be folded down.
Linda and I have debated this subject back and forth for years. We’ve looked at hard-top designs
on other boats, but always came back to the dodger until we did Sundeer. And from there on it has
always been some fixed form of shelter for us.
Still, our decision has been influenced by our cruising grounds — the tropics. As the temperature drops and latitude increases, hard tops begin to make more sense.
If a hard top is in your future, here are a few things we’ve observed to make them pay their way.
First, the sides and back of the top make ideal handrail locations. These can be invaluable when
getting into or out of the cockpit, or when going forward. Next, some form of ventilation, either
with opening windows in front or hatches in the roof, is essential, even in temperate climates.
Dodger-style windows are very difficult to keep watertight, especially if there’s a steep slope to
the front of the structure. There should be provision for getting up on top, usually by walking up
the mullions between the front windows. Some form of catches for your feet will be very helpful
here. The top should be painted with nonskid material or taped off with nonskid tape. Since the
top does make a good intermediate-level viewing platform when sailing in coral, having something to hold onto when standing there is a great help. If there’s a mizzen mast behind the roof,
you may be able to work out a bar between its headstays to lean on.
For additional protection, a removable back window to close off the cockpit area can come in
handy. These are easiest to store if done in flexible vinyl, as with dodgers. You may want to use
the same approach with the sides as well.

FIXED WINDSHIELDS
Quite a number of European cruisers are fitted with a fixed windshield around the forward part
of the cockpit. Under inclement conditions a top is then put into place. On some designs the top
is actually a removable hard top (similar to the removable tops on the original late ‘50s Ford
Thunderbird). But more often this is done with fabric. The windshields are usually broken up into
small rectangular sections, separated by and contained within an aluminum framework. As such,
they lend themselves to opening hardware and a reasonable degree of watertightness when
dogged down. This approach makes sense in a European weather context, but for the tropics,
where you want airflow and protection from the sun, you’re probably better off with a good
dodger.

A short hard
top like this is
quite popular on
European boats.
It does provide
good protection
for the companionway hatch, but
the crew is pretty
much left out in
the rain and spray
unless the hard
top is extended in
some form of top
and side curtains.
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If you want full standing headroom, aesthetics will need to be compromised. Of course, from inside
the boat, with all that lovely space in which to lounge, you can’t see how ugly your structure looks.
In the right-hand photo, note how the aft vertical support has been opened up with handrail slots.

The more freeboard
and coaming structure
you have onto which you
can set your roof structure, the less obtrusive it
will be. We took these
photos in Cabo San
Lucas. It’s pretty warm
(note shorts and no shirt
on the foredeck) yet the
cockpit area is still
enclosed. That’s an indicator of a pretty good
ventilating system for the
cockpit.
The front end of this
structure looks like the
typical, shor t European
windshields, except that
a long fixed roof has
been added over the
cockpit.
The edges of the roof
provide an attachment
point for the curtains on
the sides and back.
The fixed roof is a great
place to stand when furling and cover ing the
mainsail. Imagine doing
that job without the roof!
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There are all
sorts of ways of
executing pilothouses. The bigger
the boat and/or the
higher the topsides, the better
the house structure will look in
relation to the rest
of the boat. Sometimes, however, it is
n o t p o s s i bl e t o
make the house
unobtrusive. When
this is the case, it is
sometimes better
to make the house
a design feature, as
in these photos
(above and left).

pilothouses are wonderful structures at sea. However, they
are also heavy, expensive, and visually cumbersome (unless
you’ve got a really big boat). You could buy a very nice boat
for what a proper pilothouse will cost, all by itself! A welldone dodger will provide all the same functions. It will keep
you warm and dry, allow you to sleep under its shelter, for a
fraction of the weight and cost of a pilothouse.
And, if you really want to keep it simple, a plastic observation dome will allow you a good view of the surrounding area
with little cost, next to no weight, and insignificant windage.

Properly executed, a pilothouse can
add to the aesthetics, seaworthiness,
and usefulness of a cruising yacht. But
a good pilothouse is probably the single most difficult thing to design
aboard a seagoing vessel.
The first step in this equation is to
decide the function(s) of this structure.
In a basic pilothouse you would want
shelter from the elements in a design
that works well at sea with the boat
rolling around, as well as a nice outlook on life when anchored.
In the next step you might then
desire a little more floor space to
increase the apparent roominess: Nice
for entertaining, although it does complicate things below decks and at sea.
The last approach is a full-on raised
saloon, where your living room and
piloting area are, in effect, combined.

Ergonomics
The difficulty in designing the house
comes in several areas. From an exterior aesthetic standpoint the house
structure should be as low as possible.
Yet a low house will intrude into the
interior of the boat, causing problems
below. You need have 39 inches (1m)
of clearance between the seat bottom,
without cushion and the roof. This
allows room for an adult of over 6 feet
(1.8 m) to sit straight up on a 3- or
4-inch (75 to 100mm) cushion.
Next is headroom when standing. If
you go for full headroom, the sole area
will have to be depressed so that the
sole is perhaps 36 inches (0.9 m)
below the seat. This means your legs
won’t have direct support, but you can
have a support bar (hinged, preferably) built in, or you can brace your legs
across to the other seat front or a
divider bar if the spacing is worked out
correctly.
This design approach keeps the roof
reasonably low without having to drop
the seats below deck level. Seats can
be dropped down so that the distance
from seat to sole is more conventional,
but then the seat bottoms intrude into
interior space, which means losing
headroom in the interior or raising the
entire freeboard of the vessel, which is
an enormous hit on performance.
This trade-off with the rest of the
interior design must be considered
carefully. You need to make sure than
the pilothouse requirements in and of
themselves do not force compromises
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on the rest of the boat that
you may later come to
regret.
In our own struggles
with pilothouses, on a
number of designs, we
have always ended up
keeping the pilothouses as
compact as practical,
designed so that they were
o p t i m i z e d f o r wa t c h
standing (which means
keeping space tight so
they are easy to move in at
sea). In so doing, the rest
of the interior areas have
paid little penalty.
We’ve found in port that
the somewhat smaller
pilothouse still works
wonderfully for entertaining or just enjoying the
surrounding views.
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This
ve s s e l
started out as a
traditional 1950s
ra i s e d s a l o o n
m o t o rs a i l e r t o
which an ambitious
owner added an
enclosed pilothouse. If the height
we r e b r o u g h t
down a bit, and the
face were pulled
forward a modest
distance, it would
not look quite so
boxy.

External Sight
Lines
Another consideration
is sight lines from the
cockpit when conning
from the outside steering
station. Standing on the
centerline, you need to be
able to see either over
(preferably) or through
the pilothouse. You also
need to be able to see
along the side when sitting
to leeward and steering by
the headsail. Remember
that in this analysis there
will be more than one person’s height to consider.
If the pilothouse leads to
a cockpit area that is at
deck level, seeing over or
around it will not be a
problem. But if there is a
sunken cockpit, then the
sight lines from aft are
going to be problematical.
One way to mitigate
these issues is to use twin
steering wheels, in conjunction with a heavily
cambered pilothouse roof.
The outboard-mounted
steering wheel allows you
to move to the edge of the
boat, at which point when
you look over the house,
the camber has reduced its
height.

Both of these
yachts spend time
in the high latitudes
so the house first
and foremost must
be functional. I like
the straight, businesslike and unpretentious lines of
both. These vertical
windshields will
shed water more
rapidly than the
one that is angled,
and to improve visibility in difficult
conditions.

A small yacht like
this is usually better
s e rv e d w i t h a
dodger rather than
a pilothouse. However, this one does a
r e a s o n a bl e j o b
from an aesthetic
standpoint.
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Internal Sight Lines

The higher the latit u d e a ya c h t i s
designed to sail in, the
bigger you’ll find the
pilothouse. This rule
certainly applies to
the top two photos
(of the same boat).
There is full standing
headroom under this
house, with large side
openings that are
closable with dodgerstyle curtains.

This Kiwi design
(left) has a large
house on it for the
size of boat. However,
by dropping the sole
well into the interior
and tying the house to
a long trunk cabin, the
appearance problems
are mitigated.

The edge of the
pilothouse is the
perfect place for a
nice long handrail.
I f t h e h a n d ra i l
doglegs toward
the center at the
aft end, you can
walk all the way
d ow n t h e s i d e
deck and step into
the cockpit or
bridgedeck area
without ever letting go.

Visibility from inside the
pilothouse is typically a question of how close to the bow you
can see the water. Offshore, this
will not be an issue. But if you
are conning from inside the boat
in congested areas, or where
debris could be a problem, you
will want to be able to see the
water no farther than two or
three boat lengths from the bow.
Sometimes this is not possible without significantly raising
the height of the house, unless
you have a hatch in a strategic
location through which you can
poke your head to gain some
altitude. These needs to be done
in conjunction with a step or
seat strategically placed to give
you some support.

Sole Width
Pilothouse floor width must
be considered as well. The floor
width and seating can be laid
out cockpit-style, with just 2
feet (610 mm) of sole. This
means you can be braced to leewa r d w h e n s i t t i n g o n t h e
weather side. It also means an
easy-to-traverse area in bad
weather. The pilothouse sides
may still be quite far out, giving
lots of visual interior space with
this approach. An advantage of
the narrow sole is less intrusion
into the interior.
Or, you may want a wider
sole, which definitely enhances
the openness of the house but is
a negative in the interior. A
wider sole (say, 48 inches/1.2
m, or so) necessitates a removable middle bar for a foot brace
and handhold at sea.

Structure
Having decided on size, the next step is structure. If the pilothouse has unsecured openings into
the interior, then it must be considered primary structure. This means it must stay intact in a rollover or when the vessel is dropped off a large wave. That’s tough to execute: A heavy problem. On
a metal boat, things are simplest, as you can pick up the deck frames with the house structure,
welding everything together. But if this is a bolt-on situation in a timber or glass boat, it’s probably better to be sure the openings to the interior can be made watertight, just as you would with a
dodger.
When you are engineering toward primary structure, the house needs to be able to take high
impact loads on the side and support hydrostatic pressure when the boat is inverted.

Glazing
Glazing is another question. Plastics are best, either a polycarbonate with a hard finish, such as
GE’s Lexan or Rohm and Hass’ Tuff Act, or a good-quality acrylic. If you’re aiming for primary
structure, then the windows should be bolted into place with ring frames. Thickness varies with
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span. With a 24-inch (607mm)
span we usually go with 1/2-inch
(12.6mm) Lexan.

Window Shading
Shading of the plastics is a
function of how you intend to use
the house. The more glazing you
have, and the lower the latitude,
the darker it should be. Yes, you’ll
lose some visibility at night. The
darkest plastics will show well-lit
targets a mile or so off, but may
block the light of a small boat on a
stormy night. However, the heat
load from the sun is so high with
clear that I prefer to use dark plastic, and stand outside for watchstanding when conditions are
really bad, where I can hear,
smell, and see better.

Visibility Issues
Visibility through the forward
windows will be affected by your
distance from it and its angle. Ideally, you would stand right in front
of the window and it would be
tilted forward (as they frequently
are in fishing boats). But this
geometry looks like hell and
rarely fits in a sailing pilothouse.
Usually, just the opposite is the
case. A well-swept windshield is
necessary for aesthetics and
windage reduction, and you may
be 3 or 4 feet (0.9 to 1.2 m) from
the surface. This in turn affects
what, if anything, you do to keep
the windshield clear. With a
nearly vertical surface, where the
eye-to-window distance is within
a foor (0.3m) or so, a high-speed
“clear view” will keep a portion of
the window always clear, even
with continuous salt spray about.
Another way to go is with large
windshield wipers. However, if
you have plastic windows these
must be carefully installed to
avoid scratching the plastic, and
they must only be used when the
window is wet. A very practical
approach is plain fresh-water
spray, which minimizes salt
buildup, doesn’t scratch, and is
easy to install.
However, I don’t really see the
need for any of the above, as our
experience has been that the visibility isn’t that bad even with a lot

As the boat gets longer it is becomes easier to fit a pilothouse
in terms of the overall proportions.The heights are typically the
same as on smaller boats, but there is more hull and coaming to
balance out the structure.This is Interlude, one of our Deerfoot
74s. If you look carefully you can see the centerline sole brace
that breaks up the floor space to keep you tucked in at sea, and
provides a place to brace your feet when you are sitting.
There are opening panels on the port side to allow communication and airflow into the galley area.

One way to install pilothouse
electronics is to build everything in. The advantage is that
everything looks very finished.
However, you must be careful
to allow for good airflow to the
backside of your electronics.
The negative with this approach is that when the time comes to
change a piece of gear, the carpentry work to match up the new
face plates will cost far more than the electronics. Also, the furniture housing the electronics reduces your sense of space.
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Maya, a Deerfoot 75, has a pilothouse that provides an interesting contrast to the two 74s on the preceding page.The length and
width of this house is almost the same as the other two boats.
However, the sole space has been reduced to a more roomy cockpit-like dimension. When you are sitting on one of these seats, you
have the same visual feeling of space as the wider sole boats, and
indeed the square footage at eye level is almost the same. However, because the sole is narrower, there is a lot more space in the
galley with which you can work.This results in a very nice counter
running down the inboard side of the galley (as well as the larger
outboard counter, a very practical trade-off for a narrower sole.
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of salt water around; and when
conditions are really tough we’re
going to be outside anyway.
Heat load in the sun can be a
major problem, even with very
dark plastic. If much time in
sunny weather is planned, give
some thought to outside, easily
deployed window covers. A number of fabrics let in some light,
leave a little visibility, but cut
down most of the heat. Having
tracks or snaps built in around
each window with some easy
form of rolling the screens/shades
up when not in use will do wonders for the internal temperature
gauge.

Pilothouse Ventilation
S ev e r a l o p e n i n g h a t c h e s
should be strategically placed in
the roof. Hopefully these will be
clear of the mainsheet. Ideally,
one will be over each side at the
aft end of the seat, with the aft
edge of the hatch even with where
the middle of your head falls.
This gives you the best airflow
from the hatch when incoming
breezes are light. If the pilothouse
is built on a coaming, dorade
boxes can be incorporated into
the coamings with air vents from
the tops of the coamings angled
into the pilothouse.

Navigating from Inside

We find that often the
best pilothouse layout has
the seat level higher than
normal sitting height. This
means your feet cannot
touch the floor in the normal seated position. Some
form of support is required
for comfort. A hinged brace
(middle photos) will do the
job. A center divider bar,
helpful in breaking up sole
area at sea, also works well.

Being able to run the boat from
the pilothouse is one of the major
reasons for going through this
exercise. This means provisions
should be made for steering via
the autopilot manual control and
for controlling the engine. It’s
also nice to work in the basic navigational electronics used on a
minute-by-minute basis: radar,
GPS, VHF, depthfinder, and sailing instruments. Hopefully, the
radar will be visible from the outside helm station as well.
The radar should be visible
from both sides of the pilothouse.
Ideally, you’ll be able to sit with
your back against the aft side of
the house, facing forward, keeping an eye on instruments and
horizon, while in a nice dry, temperate environment.
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Aft Overhangs
The last thing to consider is an aft overhang on the pilothouse roof. If you have room in the
cockpit, extending the roof aft a couple of feet (600mm) will make a cozy nook in which to get
out of direct wind and spray, while remaining outside in the fresh air. The sides of the house
should be pulled aft as well, providing shelter from side spray well and lengthening the house
visually.

Night Lighting
If pilothouse lighting is handled properly, you will have enough light while under way to eat a
meal without losing your night vision. We have found that the best way to handle this is with a
low-power string of tube light (some folks call them Tivoli lights) run behind the valances, stopping even with where the pilothouse desks begin. This keeps the lighting behind you and off the
windows (so no glare is produced).
We typically specify half-watt bulbs spaced at 4 inches (100 mm) on center for this application.
This will not be enough light for entertaining in port, and for that purpose a few spots can be
inserted into the headliner if required.
Chart lights are typically required at the forward and aft ends of the pilothouse, forward for the
usual nav work, aft for reading on watch or at anchor.

Seat Design
We tend to make our pilothouse seats quite wide, with thick back cushions so they are not awkward to sit on. Seats usually run about 28 inches (688 mm), with back cushions that are about 5
inches (125 mm) wide at the base. This gives you a comfortable seat to sleep on at sea (with the
back cushion in place since you will be sleeping to leeward, and it makes a nice soft bunk edge)
or in port with the cushion removed.

The Hybrid Approach
When the time came to decide what to do on Sundeer, Linda and I were in a quandary. We went
through all of the arguments for and against a pilothouse, and we decided that a well-designed,
fully enclosable dodger really made the best sense; it cost less, weighed less, and was easy to execute. But just in case, Sundeer’s cockpit coaming was designed so that a pilothouse or hard top
could be worked in and look good at a later date.
Well, that later date came sooner than we thought: about midway through the hull construction
process. I’d been working with Ulf Rogeberg on an 86-foot design concept and asked him if he
had any ideas for Sundeer. He came up with a sleek-looking structure, of the same height as our
dodger. This gave us normal headroom for the seats, and something less than full headroom when
we were standing — the same as we’d always had with dodgers in the past. Since the windows
into the cockpit were watertight, and we’d already made provision for washboards and a sliding
hatch, we calculated the house structure could be built for under 400 pounds (181 kg). While this
was a big hit — 8 feet (2.4 m) above our center of gravity — it wasn’t the same magnitude as some
of the 1,000-pound (453kg)-plus structures we’d been involved with in the past.
We decided to leave the back of the house open, so as to have maximum ventilation and communication with the rest of the cockpit area. This would be enclosed with a removable back curtain if required. Two 24-inch (610mm) hatches were let into the roof for additional ventilation.
The net result of this compromise was a hybrid cross between dodger and pilothouse, with the
best of each concept.
Engine and sailing performance instruments and radar and autopilot control were all mounted
at the forward end, with the radar and pilot heads being easily removable for storage down below
when in port.
The forward windows were angled steeply aft to reduce windage. They also looked nice that
way. Since the cockpit area was watertight, with proper cockpit drains, the 1/4-inch (96.3mm)
acrylic-plastic windows are glued in place without the use of bolted compression rings.
How has it worked out? Visibility offshore at night was fine for watchstanding. Closer to shore,
with lots of small-boat traffic, we take a look outside every 10 or 15 minutes, the same as we
would with a dodger. When entering a port I want to be outside anyway, so the somewhat
restricted visibility doesn’t have a negative impact on the way we cruise. The ambience was very
nice. Surrounded by teak trim, with lovely cushions and soft lighting at night, the house was one
of our favorite places on board to sit at anchor as well as offshore. Was it functionally better than
a dodger? Not really. But there’s a certain emotional benefit from the solid structure that you don’t
get from fabric and stainless.
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Sundeer’s pilothouse was the first of our “hybrid” designs.We treated it structurally as a dodger
and had a self-bailing cockpit and washboards in case of severe flooding due to a structural failure. The aft end was open but could be closed off with removable curtains. There were large
ports through the footwell that did a marvelous job of helping airflow into the interior. Since
these ports were covered by the house roof, they could be left open in all weather conditions.
We mounted our radar, autopilot-control head, and VHF radio in the pilothouse area.The rest
of the gear was kept below in the nav station.When we were in port, the electronics in the pilothouse would be removed and stowed below (to remove temptation). With the back end open,
we had excellent airflow, even in the tropics.

Winch Location
Now we get to a tricky question, where do you locate the sail controls? On the original Sundeer
we had these within reach of the pilothouse. Main- and mizzensheets were both by the steps leading down into the pilothouse area. Primary winches were just aft of the end of the house.
On the 64s, with the aft cockpit, we made provisions for the winches to be mounted either all
the way aft in the cockpit area, or behind the house. When we mocked everything up, the consensus seemed to be for having winches close to the steering areas all the way aft. This means that
you would have to go all the way aft from the pilothouse to make adjustments, whereas before you
could poke your head out behind the house to trim or ease. Of course, when you were working the
boat from the aft cockpit everything was very handy.
Which is the best approach. I think it hinges on where the steering station goes. Now that we’ve
done both I really like each approach. However, my preference is to be able to trim in inclement
conditions without getting wet! So, on Beowulf, we brought the cockpit back contiguous with the
pilothouse, so the wheel was close by, and then arranged the winches in the same fashion as we
had done them on the original Sundeer.
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The pilothouse for the Sundeer 64s borrowed heavily from our experience with the original (67foot) Sundeer. We adopted a more aggressive styling with hard edges, doing away with the conical
corner windows in the process.This improved visibility through the corner windows, as the curved
windows would distort images quite substantially. For this pilothouse we installed four small Bomar
hatches, two per side, for good ventilation when sitting forward or aft in light wind conditions.

The aft end of the 64 pilothouse is
enclosed with dodger-like windows.
These can be rolled up to allow better
wind flow or visibility, or removed and
stowed below when you want full airflow all of the time.
Several of the owners decided to
have their electronics installed in custom-made cabinets. It does add a finished look to things but reduces the
visual space you have to work with.
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VENTILATION
Suppose you’re anchored in American Samoa’s unpleasant harbor of Pango Pango, and the
weather pattern is in its usual “swamp the dinghy” rainmaking mode (that’s on an hourly basis!).
You’re trapped in the unventilated main saloon by the deluge on deck, soaked with perspiration,
watching the mildew grow. Or perhaps it’s the Virgin Islands toward the end of the season; it’s
warm, with rain squalls about, forcing you to keep the deck hatches closed. Ventilation then
becomes the key to continuing to enjoy your cruise.
At sea, ventilation problems are even more difficult to deal with. The ventilation system has to
be able to cope with not only spray and rain, but also the occasional wavetop.
This was the situation we encountered aboard Intermezzo when crossing the Indian Ocean from
Cocos Keeling toward Rodrigues. The seas were moderate the second day out, with the wind at
Force 4 from the quarter. The main-saloon hatch, protected by a weather cloth, was open 3 inches
(75 mm) to allow some desperately needed fresh air. In the middle of the night an errant wavetop
just kissed our hull amidships, sending buckets of water through the hatch. Three bodies and four
sets of bedding under that hatch in the midships pilot berths all got a good soaking. Anybody for
sleeping in soggy bedding?
Of course, we immediately dogged the hatch, but the damage was already done.
As you plan your ventilation system, keep the following issues in mind: one, the system must
work well at sea, with water on deck; two, it has to work at anchor under rainy conditions; three,
be realistic about your needs. The tropics will make the biggest demands, although in other areas
summer cruising can also create challenges. Finally, the system must be flexible to respond to different climates, amounts of spray, and levels of rainfall.

BASIC ON-BOARD AIRFLOW
Understanding the somewhat strange characteristics of airflow in the interior of your vessel is
critical to making the right decisions about ventilation.
On an anchored aft-cockpit yacht, the situation is pretty simple. The breeze will enter aft
through the dodger and companionway and flow forward, finally exiting through a forward hatch
or vent. For this airflow to work the boat must have a foredeck opening hinged forward and facing
aft to allow the air to complete its flow. While this may seem counterintuitive, it is definitely the
case when the wind is from the forward quarter or right on the nose. In fact, the bigger the dodger
is, and the harder the wind blows, the better will be the breeze inside.
I won a bet from my cousin Jeff on this subject. We were beating into a 35-knot northwesterly
at the time, trying to get around Cape Hatteras, and Jeff wanted to smoke a cigarette. He said if he
went right back to the pushpit rail around the stern we wouldn’t smell his smoke. Not only did we
smell it, but we ended up with ashes all over the cockpit floor and interior.
Reaching and running, the ventilation situation varies, depending on hatch and vent placement.
Find the answers by experimenting. Since it will be difficult to duplicate all the situations that are

If you don’t believe this works, anchor out some breezy afternoon, open the
forward hatches (facing aft), and check the direction of airflow with a candle.
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likely to arise before leaving on
your cruise, it’s essential to have a
flexible means of approaching the
subject later on.
With a center-cockpit layout, or
w h e r e a l a rg e p i l o t h o u s e i s
involved, the flow will usually be
the same in the forward portions of
the boat, although it can reverse in
some situations, with air preferring
to enter forward and exit aft.
With either interior layout it’s
always difficult to get good airflow
into the aft part of the boat. There
seems to be a stagnant air situation
This very nice looking timber hatch is going to have a
aft that only large dorades and
devil of a time keeping water at bay if the hatch is not perhatches will overcome.
fectly aligned with its bed and if the gaskets aren’t in good
A good way to check airflow is
shape.The cast hatch below, on the other hand, can’t trap
with a candle. Walking around and
water and has a 1/2-inch (12.6mm) round gasket onto
watching flame direction when the
which it compresses.These cast hatches rarely leak.
candle is held at different heights
will go a long way toward helping
you uncover the mysteries of air
movement aboard.
There are several basics to keep
in mind. A hatch or vent opened
toward the wind creates a positive
pressure. Turned away from the
wind, a negative pressure is created, drawing air out of the boat.
The balance of positive and negative is important. Try to develop an
approach that generates positive
flow where there’s little likelihood
of getting water below, while keeping the negative sources for the wetter areas aboard.
Always have substantial airflow sources which aren’t subject to drips in rain and can be protected from spray. Many boats we’ve built feature a head all the way forward, over which a hatch
can be left open. Aboard Wakaroa this hatch is actually right over the shower compartment, so any
errant wave tops or rain that find their way below don’t create a problem. It’s frequently possible
to store a dinghy upside-down over a hatch to protect it.

Deck Hatches
The deck hatch has three jobs: to let in light, to let in air when open, and to keep out water when
closed. Hatches should be as large as possible for air and light and should be positioned to reduce
damage from spray that finds its way inside.
Positioning should also take into account condensation in colder weather. Even if the hatches
are dogged tight, the condensation will drip, and any bunk below the hatch will get a bath.
Each opening cut into the deck increases stress around the corners of the opening. If adding a
new opening, the frame of the hatch should be used to reinforce the cutout.
It makes sense to use double-opening hatches, which provide the most flexibility in directing
airflow.
Good-quality, soft gaskets are critical to the hatch staying watertight. The gaskets should either
be hollow, or of a 10-to-12-pound density neoprene rubber. A sharp edge that bites into the gasket
from the hatch top or bottom creates the best seal.
Remember that the base of the hatch may not always be perfectly level and that the gasket will
deteriorate with age. Some tolerance in the gasket system should allow for this.
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Maintaining airflow while keeping bugs out of the interior
takes some creative design work. Both of these photos show
the same principal. The sliding hatch (above) is replaced by a
sliding screen. Then, a hinged door fits in the washboard slot.
This makes access simple, yet gets the door screen closed
quickly behind you. Mistral (right) has a structural door for
security.

I was joking one evening with an owner about how nice it
would be if one could simply push a button and have all his
hatches close automatically when a rain squall passed (without
getting out of bed of course). The next thing I knew this joke
was on the to-do list! The air cylinder you see is actuated by a
small compressor, and, yes, you can close the hatches without
getting out of bed.

You may want to make up an extra hatch board with a screen
inserted to improve ventilation in buggy anchorages. This one,
aboard Wakaroa, has a heavy-duty stainless grid over the lighter
insect screen for intrusion security, to keep the dog from breaking through, and to make sure that the kids don’t fall down the
steps.

BASIC ON-BOARD AIRFLOW

Best results are obtained with dog
fasteners on all sides of the hatch.
This way the four dogs can really jam
the hatch down on the gasket. Using
only two dogs requires precise fitting
of hatch, gasket, and hinges; over a
long period of time a two-dog hatch is
going to leak. Dog handles should be
long in order to generate substantial
leverage and must be adjustable to
take into account the aging and compression of the gaskets.
Inside/outside opening hatches,
with handles on the outside as well as
interior, must be avoided where leakage can create a problem. Sealed with
O-rings, the shafts on these dogs will
eventually leak.
Hinges should be mounted external
to the frame, so that a leak that develops in the fasteners won’t get below.
Today most hatches are built with
aluminum extrusions and plastic
glazing. My personal preference,
however, is cast-aluminum frames
such as the ones that used to be made
by Goit or currently by Bomar. The
cast hatches don’t depend on a lot of
fasteners through the frames, each of
which can leak, and their stiffer
frames move less relative to the deck.
In glazing there are two choices of
plastic: polycarbonates such as
Lexan, which are extremely tough,
and acrylics, which are stiffer. The
polycarbs have two major problems,
however: They scratch very easily,
and the scratches can’t be polished
out. The material is so soft you can’t
even hit it with a deck brush without
marring the surface. You can get
around this by specifying a coated
material such as Lexan’s Marguard or
the Rohm and Hass Tuffact. Acrylics
aren’t as impact-resistant as the polycarbonates, but they can be polished
with an electric buffer and compound.
Treat very slippery plastic with
some form of nonskid. One approach
is to use nonskid tape over the support
bars so that it doesn’t show through to
the interior. A light sandblast or an
orbital sander can scratch the surface,
providing privacy below.

WINDOWS AND PORTS
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WINDOWS AND PORTS
Opening windows or ports must be
extremely strong to withstand the impact
likely to occur when a boat falls off a wave
into a trough in heavy weather. For offshore work this removes plastic frames
from consideration unless the ports are
small and storm covers are fitted before
you head offshore.
Condensation dripping off metal frames
can be a major problem. One way around
this is to have a self-contained shelf, which
can double as a handrail or for storage, running under the ports. This shelf can then be
sponged out from time to time.
Another issue is water accumulating outside. If the top of the port is angled toward
the centerline of the boat, water will collect
on the outside, ready to run into the interior
the minute the hatch is opened. However, if
the bottom of the port is angled outboard
about 15 degrees this can be avoided. Most
ports today have this feature built into their
castings or moldings.
If your cockpit well projects into the
interior, it makes an ideal place for several
large windows. These let in additional light
and are usable in adverse conditions since
in all probability they’re protected from
rain and spray by the dodger. For windows
let into the side of the trunk cabin, some
form of shade or eyebrow should be developed to give protection from rain and spray.
In spite of anything you may read in
manufacturers’ catalogs, there’s no such
thing as a 100-percent watertight opening
window, unless it is heavily made from cast
(not extruded) metal with dogs placed at
close centers around the perimeter. While
they may be okay most of the time in a
trunk cabin side, used in a hull side they’re
nothing but trouble.

Intermezzo came to us with these two lovely opening
ports. The only problem was that they opened to the
inside and trapped spray and rainwater when closed. So,
you had to sponge them dry before opening.We reversed
them, as shown here, which solved the water-trapping
problem, but forced us to go outside to dog or undog
them.They let in a lovely
breeze when on the
hook, something that
was especially important to the cook.
In New Zealand we
r e m ove d t h e l i g h t we i g h t a l u m i n u m
frames and installed
these 1-inch (25mm)
P l e x i g l a s w i n d ow s /
storm shutter s. The
scarred area inside was
covered with a teak
trim.

Size and Quantity
You can never have enough hatches and
ports. The more there are, the better the
interior lighting will be, the more open the
interior will appear, and the better the ventilation possibilities are.
At minimum there should be one deck
hatch for every cabin aboard. The saloon/
galley ideally will have two. Again, the
bigger the better. Use the very biggest that
will fit on deck without causing structural
or traffic problems.

Here are two other storm-shutter treatments. In
both cases heavy Plexiglas or Lexan has been fastened
outside of the original window frame. This is not
intended to be watertight; rather, they are designed
to carry impact loads when falling off a wave.
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Opening hull por ts pose
severe risks. If they are inadvertently left open, your interior can quickly become
flooded. However, if you are
going to have opening hull
ports this is a very clever system.
These are installed aboard
Galatea, an 80-foot (24.7m)
Palmer Johnson–built ketch.
The window opens by sliding
it along a track. When in the
closed position, clamping
pressure is achieved at the
bottom so a pressure-resistant, water tight seal is created. But what I like best is
the ability to easily remove
the window for servicing.This
means you can change or rebed a leaking or damaged
window and replace a gasket
that is past its prime. Of course, you do need a procedure to make
sure that these hatches are dogged before you put to sea.

SCREENS
The need for screens will depend on where
you cruise. The problem is that screens are difficult to execute in a functional way, tend to be
fragile, difficult to install, and a pain to stow.
Typically, just when everything is set, a rain
squall will come along and the hatches will need
to be closed, with the screens in the way. Screens
block a substantial amount of airflow, too. Normal fine-mesh screens will reduce air flow by 75
percent or more.
There are three basic ways to solve this tangle.
One is with a screen sewn into a fabric frame and
then fastened with either Velcro or snaps. Velcro
is more practical but has a definite case of the
uglies. If snaps are used, the frame will have to
have some form of a gasket to press against the
Ports that open through the sides of coamings
hatch coaming and seal between snaps. Sewn
or houses should have some form of eyebrow or
rain awning. This is a simple fiberglass molding
screens are easiest to stow. Just roll them up and
and will allow this port to be left open in modertoss them under a bunk.
ate rain (for more data, see the awning section).
Screens glued to timber or metal frames are
easier to install and look nicer, but they are difficult to stow. A specific spot in a locker or under a
deck head with a rack should be devoted to stowage. A timber frame can have a hinge in the middle to make it easier to reach in and adjust the hatch. However, the timber, which must be at least
3/4 inch (19 mm) thick, complicates stowage.
A metal frame made out of 3/16-inch (5mm) stainless-steel rod is a lot easier to stow. These are
held in place in the hatch opening with small protrusions (a roundheaded screw does nicely). To
install the screen, slip it into place, bending one side back by pulling on a short loop of monofilament line attached to the frame.

SCREENS
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If building from scratch, consider putting the screens right into the headliner. In this approach
the screens run in a track just under the deck, eliminating storage problems. Then, when you want
to use a screen, just slide it out into place. A second pullout screen can be added for privacy. A thin,
opaque sheet of plastic temporarily fastened on top of the bug screen serves the same purpose.
The companionway hatch will also need a screen. Although snap- or Velcro-fastened screens
will work, they’re really a pain when you’re moving in and out a lot. Sometimes it’s better to make
a hinged screen that opens aft and drops into the washboard slot. The companionway hatch can
then be opened and closed in conjunction with the washboard/screen unit.

If you have small children on board, you shouldtake a look at some form of hatch protection to
keep them from falling through. These “corbels”
(above) were installed in Wakaroa’s hatch after J.P.
(the Schmidts’ oldest) took a tumble and broke his
arm in the process. Removable stainless-steel rods
were installed when the kids were young.

Another way to go is to use a stainless
wire rod to which screen is glued.This is
held in place with a small fixed button
on the coaming. A light piece of nylon or
monofilament is used as a grab to
deflect the rod inward to remove the
screen, as shown in the above photo.

One way to deal
with screens is to
create a timber
frame, hinge it in
t h e m i d d l e fo r
access to the hatch,
and hold it in place
w i t h bu t t o n s o r
some form of turning hardware (left
and right).

Sliding screens are the ultimate answer to keeping bugs away.They are self-stowing, easy to operate, and
offer the additional advantage of providing a moisture barrier (if sealed with a bit of plastic in cold climates)
so that condensation does not form on the underside of the hatch.
In the right you see the under-deck runners that hold the screen.The left photo shows the typical screen
installation we developed for Sundeer.
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DORADE VENTS
The more efficient dorade
vents there are aboard, the less
your temptation will be to take
a chance with a cracked hatch
at sea.
The first rule is to make the
cowl on deck as large as possible. More cowl area means
better funneling of airflow.
Paul Luke has made some
nice-looking aluminum castings for years; they’re wonderful at scooping up the
breeze but are heavy and very
expensive. Vetus makes some
nice rubber vents, with reaThe Sundeer “throttle” system works really well at adjusting airsonable cowl area, which are
flow as well as sealing the dorade pipe. One fact to keep in mind
lightweight and relatively
is you need to be able to reach the nut holding the cap so that
painless at the cash register.
the cap can be removed to service the gasket every year or so.
The diameter of the cowl
base and the through-deck
pipe should measure at least 4 inches (100mm) in diameter, but 5 inches (125 mm) is even better,
since a 5-inch (125mm) pipe has 50 percent more area than the smaller diameter 4-inch (100mm)
unit!
The cowl should be mounted so that any water that finds its way into the dorade box can’t drip
into the inflow pipe. The edges of the two circles formed by the cowl base and inflow pipe should
be at least 1 inch (25 mm) apart, preferably 2 (50 mm). The inflow pipe is cut off 3 to 6 inches (75
to 150 mm) above the deck, preventing a solid wave from swamping the pipe and dousing the interior. A higher pipe is better. However, it should be kept 2 inches (50 mm) below the underside of
the box to allow for good airflow. Obviously, the larger the dorade-box enclosure, the better the
design of the pipes and resulting protection from waves that find their weay to the cowl.
Small cutouts in the aft corners of the box allow any accumulated water to flow out. Using
5-inch (125mm)Vetus cowls with an 8-inch (200mm) high dorade box, I like to see a triangular
notch about 3/4 inch (19 mm) per side.
In heavy weather the cowls should be removed and capped on the outside. There also should be
a means of sealing the inside, both to restrict airflow in cold weather and to make the boat watertight in the event of a severe knockdown. A fixed ring with a screw-in cap can do the job.
Another approach we developed for Sundeer is an adjustable closure on the outside of the pipe,
operable from the interior of the vessel. This is basically a threaded rod, with a handle at the bottom and a cap inside the dorade box to cover the pipe. As the cap is lowered, it throttles down
airflow, finally sealing the inflow pipe totally with a neoprene gasket. This worked out so well that
we’ve used it on all boats since.

Knockdowns
Every port, hatch, and dorade vent on deck has to be examined in the context of a mild or severe
knockdown. How the boat floats at various angles of heel has to be figured and compared to the
deck openings. With a lighter displacement, the boat will typically float higher when it’s heeled
down with the mast in the water. A design like Intermezzo, with her relatively low freeboard and
moderate-to-heavy displacement, would have water flooding the middle of the deck when she
was knocked flat. Sundeer floats a couple of feet (0.6 m) higher.
A more realistic look at a knockdown probably is a 65-degree heel angle. Here it’s likely your
decks will be awash. Hatches that lie outside of this point should always be dogged at sea, regardless of conditions. A surprise squall can send thousands of gallons per minute flooding below. To
prevent mistakes on smaller vessels, it’s a good idea to keep all hatches on centerline.

DORADE VENTS
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Storm Covers
A good storm cover protects
the hatch gaskets from direct
impact of boarding seas, as a
result extending the life of your
hatch gaskets substantially. Of
course, the cover will also protect the finish of the hatch.
A cover with a zipper side,
with a triangular cloth sewn
i n s i d e t h e z i p p e r, c a n b e
opened to provide protection
from spray if the hatch is
cracked.
Storm covers need secure
attachment. You can get by
with snap buttons, but a boltrope track or molded overhang
to tie under is better.

Creating a Plenum
Chamber
Conventional dorade boxes
act individually with the input
of the cowl going only to a single area. The problem is that
half the time that input is going
to waste. When you are sacked
out you do benefit from the vent
above your bunk, but those in
the saloon and galley are more
or less going to waste.
If you can create a structure
that also acts as a large dorade
box, or a plenum chamber in airconditioning terms, and couple
it with the ability to turn airflow
on or off at each down pipe, you
can then direct the total input of
all the cowls to a few down
pipes, thereby dramatically
increasing the available airflow.
We accomplish this whenever it is practical by creating
long structural coamings,
which span several interior
bulkheads and reduce deck
spans in the process. These
coamings act as long plenum
chambers, which in turn allow
the placement of as many cowls
as we desire on top. The bulkheads can be tapped as required
with vents to direct airflow to
wherever it is desired.

Two views of the
same dorade box
(left and above).
The aft two cowls
are split between a
h e a d c o m p a rt ment and sleeping
cabin. The forward
cowl ventilates the
forepeak. Inside
the box is a divider
so that odors stay
separated.

This “eyeball” is a giant version of
what you find above your jetliner
seat. This one fits into a 8-inch
(200mm) pipe. You can swivel it to
aim the airflow, and there is a builtin throttle mechanism to reduce
airflow or seal it off totally.This unit
cannot be made 100 percent
waterproof, but it will get you 98
percent of the way there. We’ve
been using these on some of the
production boats and on Beowulf
with good results. They are made
by Air Concepts in Tucson, Arizona.

Two different styles of our air-flow control. On the left it is
installed in an aluminum pipe that has been welded to the
aluminum coaming. On the right it is installed in a fiberglass
pipe that has been bonded inside to a fiberglass coaming.
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Paul Luke vents
may be heavy, but
boy do they funnel
in the air: a veritable
hurricane in any sort
of a breeze. If you
use a large cowl like
this, the size of the
dorade box needs
to be increased in
proportion to allow
for increased water
containment.
This cowl and box
have been placed
strategically close to
the mast so the
guards can also be
used for suppor t
when wor king on
the mainmast.

A stainless dorade cowl,
now available from Bomar
(left), compared to the Vetus
Yogi-style cowl (right). There
is probably twice the cowl
area for much better airflow. However, this unit costs six to
eight time more and weighs about five times as much. Both of
these units are on the foredeck, hence the three-way handrail/protector. Handrails like these should be optimized for
holding onto rather than for protection of the cowl, which
means they are typically a little bit higher than normal.
The coaming in front of
this dodger is
being used as
a giant plenum chamber/dor ade
b ox . T h e
s t a i n l e s ss t e e l g ri l l s
theoretically
circulate the
air around the front of the enclosure and back aft to the folks
sitting in the forward end. A more directional controllable
vent, like those made by Air Concepts previously shown,
would do a better job.

DORADE VENTS

Drainage Issues
These coamings in effect become
huge dorade boxes. As such, they have
much more ability to accumulate water
before it spills over the tops of the
down pipes and into the interior. That’s
a big advantage when there is lots of
water flying on deck.
However, because they span so much
deck geometry, you have to be careful
with how they drain at various angles
of trim and on different tacks.
For example, on our boats the forward part of the windward coaming
will drain forward rather than aft, so the
inside forward edge of the coaming
always has a drain point.
When the coaming is to leeward, all
water will drain aft, so an outboard
drain at the aft end is required. You will
also find some accumulation in the aft
end of the coamings on the weather
side, so we end up with inboard and
outboard drains aft.
If you take this approach you will
want to be sure that there are no low
spots with the boat upright which could
trap water. Otherwise, you may find
yourself with a smaller, stagnant pool
of water in the middle of your airflow.
Also, you need to bulkhead off the
coamings, where they are used to
exhaust areas like the head, for obvious
reasons.

Creating a Wind-Scoop Effect
One advantage of the long coaming
concept is that it forms a large breakwater that protects the hatches inside
from direct spray. They also form the
edges of a giant wind scoop if you connect an awning to the sides and back
edge. This awning traps the air moving
down the deck between the coamings,
forcing it into any open hatches. If the
awning is made to overhang the
hatches forward and aft, it will protect
them in rain and spray. If the awning is
quite low and secured on the edges, it
can be left up at sea in moderately boisterous conditions. This is one reason
why our boats have such a good reputation for ventilation in the tropics.

BREAK WATERS
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BREAK
WATERS

A hatch breakwater can be created from teak, plastic, or metal. On
an aluminum or steel vessel we weld them right to the deck around
the hatch. On our production boats they are a part of the deck
mold.
For existing boats the best way to approach this is with a bit of bare
teak and some 5200 sealant.

A spray guard or
breakwater around the
perimeter of a hatch,
standing an inch or two
(25 to 50mm) above
the gasket level, will go
a long way toward protecting the hatch gasket
f r o m d i r e c t wa v e
impact and the potential leakage that results
therefrom. Breakwaters also form an ideal
base for a storm cover
(which can be snapped
over the upstand).

The two photos to the above and left are the
breakwaters on the main saloon hatches for the Sundeer 64. Note in the left photo how the breakwater
does not go all the way across to the coaming. This
allows water trapped behing the hatches to drain forward. You can also see the drain pipe, which runs
through the coaming (so that water flooding this
deck area does not add to the water accumulation, if
any, inside toe coamings).
The opposite page, bottom, photo shows the
saloon hatches with surrounding breakwaters for the
Sundeer 56. The opposite top photos is a timber
breakwater on one of our custom yachts. Note how
the timber is shaped with a hollow.This is to help hold
on a storm cover.
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WIND SCOOPS
These are a definite mixed bag. A well-designed wind scoop will funnel large quantities of wind
below, but it also lets in rain and is difficult to throttle down. In a breeze they make an annoying
racket. Nonetheless, in light airs, especially where tied to a dock, they do have a place.
You’ll want to be able to douse the scoop quickly in the event of a rainshower or squall. The
scoop will need attachment points around the base, allowing the base to be secured in three or four
directions to prevent oscillation.

FANS
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A decision has to be made whether to go for an omnidirectional design or a scoop oriented
toward the wind. I prefer the latter, as they fly more quietly; we’ve usually been able to predict the
apparent wind direction.

FANS
As a supplement to natural ventilation, DC-powered fans are a must. A fan belongs at the foot
of every bunk. A remote-control switch wired to the head of the bunk (it can be conveniently
mounted in the base of the reading light) will save a lot of late-night moving around and arguments about whose turn it is to turn the fan off or on.
Fans are also essential in the galley and in one or two spots in the saloon. Note that a good fan
system also helps move hot air down from the overhead, increasing the efficiency of heating in
cold weather.
In the tropics during the summer you’ll want all the fan power you can get. But in more temperate climes, a fan going full bore may create too much wind and noise. Putting a resistor on a switch
in series with the fan circuit can reduce the speed to a more suitable setting. With a 24-volt system,
using a 24-volt fan on the 12-volt circuit will accomplish the same thing.

VENTILATING FURNITURE
Keeping lockers and their contents smelling fresh is a function of ventilation. Air needs a way
to get into and out of every space aboard. Louvered doors are one approach. The same thing can
be accomplished with door hooks to hold doors slightly ajar.
One approach we’ve used with success is to cut slots into the backs, bottoms, and sides of all
the lockers to promote airflow through the boat and bilges. Some of these, where we were concerned about losing gear, were covered with heavy screening.
The bilges, forepeak, and lazaret also need airflow to keep odor and mildew at bay. Remember
that this means airflow into and out of the area in question.

HEAD COMPARTMENTS
Special problems are connected with keeping the head well ventilated. Hopefully the natural
airflow will be out of the head and onto the deck. A lot of boats come with just a dorade vent, but
a small hatch, just 10 or 12 (254 to 300mm) inches square, does a much better job. You can augment the dorade with an extractor fan mounted inside. But these are next to impossible to keep dry
and operational over the long term. If you opt for this route, be sure the fan is easy to change, and
carry several spares.
The head door should have a hook to allow it to be kept open when not in use.

GALLEY ODORS
A vent which is arranged so that it sucks air out of the galley will help those with queasy stomachs. It’s also possible to work in an extractor fan and hood over the stove. Be sure the screen,
ducting, and fan cage are easy to clean, as they will become caked with grease after a while and
can pose a fire hazard.
Another approach is to have two dorade vents in the galley: one to blow air in, perhaps over the
sink, and a second over the stove to pull it back out.

AIRFLOW AFT
As we’ve already mentioned, traditionally, airflow in the aft part of the boat has been difficult
to achieve. This is a relatively stagnant area wind-wise, and there is usually a lot of windage in
front from houses and dodgers, which blocks airflow further.
However, our daughter, Sarah, recently discovered something unique. If you have a lazaret
hatch that opens on the forward edge (hinge line running across the boat on the aft edge of the
hatch), it will turn the lazaret into a giant plenum chamber, with the hatch acting as a large scoop.
If you then cut hatches into the lazaret bulkhead, it relieves the pressure and you have a wonderful flow of air coming into the interior.
Since the lazaret can typically get wet if there’s a bit of spray or rain around, it does not disturb
things, and the lazaret traps the water before it gets to the interior. Used with quarterberths or aft
owner’s cabins, this airflow will make an area which would be untenable in the tropics into something which is very livable.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
Developing the interior of a cruising yacht is one of the most interesting aspects of the entire
cruising-design process. Here the designer and owner can really get into the creative process, juggling an enormous mix of characteristics and coming out with the ultimate compromise. This is
also an area where you can easily, with modest investment in time and/or cash, customize an
existing yacht into something that better fits your perceived needs.
Of course, as with most of the topics covered in this book, there are trade-offs to be made. And
it’s essential to carefully evaluate how the interior is likely to be put to use. With a bit of effort,
almost any interior can be made to suit your needs.
There’s a wide variety of existing designs with which most of you will be working. Hence,
we’ve tried to keep the following comments general in nature. The basics of good interior design
apply to modern and classic yachts, both large and small.

DEFINING NEEDS
Two areas need to be defined. One is how many people will ordinarily be using the interior. If
you frequently sail with one or two other couples, a fixed number of bunks are required, with the
leftover space going to daily living needs. But if you sail primarilly as a couple, perhaps with children aboard and a family member or friend visiting now and then, it makes more sense to devote
most of the space to daily use. An example of this would be the saloon table. Why take the space
for a table that comfortably seats eight when two people use it 98 percent of the time? Better to
work out a system for the two of you, allowing space for one other couple at the table. When
guests are aboard, serve buffet-style and let people eat on their laps. Obviously, the same holds
true for sleeping accommodations, heads, and storage space.
The second area to define is anticipated offshore work (if any). Although most long-term cruisers spend less than eight percent of their time at sea, this time has a big impact on how the interior
is best laid out. On the other hand, if it’s mainly weekending and coastal work you’ll be doing,
then taking some of the offshore trade-offs doesn’t make a lot of sense.

Space
Visual spaciousness is more a function of design than physical interior volume. We’ll cover this
in much greater detail in a little while, but for now, here are a few basics.
The more open the interior is — i.e., the fewer bulkheads — the larger it will appear to be. Light
colors on vertical surfaces further open the space. This also holds true for joinerwork — the
darker it is, the more it closes in on you. Furniture above the countertop level reduces visual space
very quickly. If high lockers are required for adequate storage, try to keep them light in color.
Light is important, too. This applies to deck hatches, hull or cabin windows, and night lighting.
The more light you have, the bigger your interior will seem.

Coziness
Most people aspire to a visually large interior that is cozy at the same time. Because boat spaces
are so tight, even the most open interior can be made cozy. This has more to do with choosing the
right fabrics and accents than with layout.
One factor that can’t be avoided, however, is the ability to move comfortably and securely at
sea. This is a direct function of available space and the conditions you are likely to sail in. Larger
vessels have more space in which to move and or fall, yet motion is considerably less. Smaller
vessels must have furniture designed to contain the crew if you plan to head offshore.

Privacy
Look at privacy in the context of how you use the boat. Bulkheads and doors are required for
privacy. Unfortunately, these reduce airflow, add weight and cost, and reduce visual space by cutting the interior into smaller spaces. If you plan to sail by yourself most of the time, why bother?
On the other hand, if you have others with you most of the time, the ability to separate crewmembers into private space may be an integral part of a successful cruise. There is only so much
“togetherness” most cruisers can stand.
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Probably the biggest issue design wise in creating visual space is the type of deck structure used. If you have
a trunk cabin, as in the lower drawing your eye stops at the deck to cabin intersection, several feet (.6 m)
inboard of the widest part of the hull. If you happen to work in some lockers or a pilot berth below the deck
visual space is restricted even more.
The flush-deck design has a lot higher freeboard, which is visual problem in vessels below 40 feet (12.3
m) or so. However, a plus side of the freeboard is increased range of stability and better skid factors when
you are knocked down by a breaking wave. Another issue to be faced is location of liquid stores—fuel and
water. It is common to place these under saloon seats. But this has a negative impact on storage. One
approach which we’ve used with some success is to increase the keel volume and create a large fuel, water
(or both) tank in the upper part of the fin.
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STORAGE
The first step in evaluating
an interior layout is to have
some understanding of the
vessel’s storage requirements, and those of her crew.
You’ll want to determine right
o ff t h e b a t h ow d e n s e l y
packed things will be. The
more gear that is crammed
into a small space, the harder
it is to get anything out. And
what you usually need is
invariably at the bottom of the
pile. Linda and I hate to have
to tear a locker apart to get
something, so we tend to figure a maximum “stuff factor”
of 70 percent of capacity
(although somehow our gear
seems to eventually expand to
fill all available space).
You’ll also want to think
about center of gravity as gear
is stored. As you now know,
storing heavy equipment
lower results in better VCG
— and therefore better performance and comfort.
The most efficient storage
is usually the hardest to use.
Bulk space, without shelves
or drawers, will allow the
largest amount of gear to be
stored. We usually divide our
bulk space into three categories and assign storage to each
based on its ease of access.
The lowest category (in terms
of ease of use and VCG) is
under the floorboards. Here
we put long-term canned
goods, spare anchors, chain,
and heavy tools. Next is under
bunks. More canned goods,
spare parts, spare sails, charts,
and cold-climate bedding and
clothing all find their way
here.
The space under saloon
cushions is saved for frequently used items, since this
is usually the easiest to
access. The most frequently
used supplies, a vacuum
cleaner, some everyday tools,
a ditty bag, and special galley
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Hanging lockers make excellent storage areas for items other
than clothing. If you don’t need
the locker for clothing, add
shelves for other critical gear.
Elyse (left) is showing off the contents of the most important lockers aboard Intermezzo.
Locker doors can be used to
store small items like toiletries or
medicine. Shelves can be built in
timber or plastic (middle photos).
If space is available above or
below the hanging clothes, you
can usually work in a bulk storage
shelf (bottom left).
One of the problems with
access to locker shelves is the
restriction created by the fixed
fiddle rail. This can be overcome
by hinging the fiddle rail, using a
barrel bolt to lock it in place (bottom right).
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utensils will be found there.
Finally, if there’s bulk space under pilot berths or
behind lockers up high, we’ll stow paper goods and other
lightweight articles such as cereal, pasta, and cookies in
this area.
For the rest of the storage we’ll have shelves and drawers. Drawers are easiest to use, but the drawer hardware
usually costs about 20 percent of available volume for
overlaps and runners. As a result, I like to limit drawers
to one set for the galley and a few under each bunk. For
the rest of the storage we find shelving much more efficient.
Sometimes shelving is removable, so a locker can do
double duty. A good example of this is a hanging locker.
Perhaps there are several lockers aboard, and you find
you only need one. In this case, adding shelves makes a
lot of sense. They can always be removed.

The hinged fiddle concept is quite easy to execute. You
simply take a piece of timber (or plywood, although the edges
will be tough to paint nicely), hinge it at the bottom, and then
lock it in place with a barrel bolt on one end (or both ends if
there’s a heavy weight being stored or a long rail). The hinge
can go on the edge of the shelf, or on an upstand (if support
is required at the edge of the shelf) as shown in the drawing.

If visually practical, open storage areas
function better than those closed off with
locker doors. This is lighter weight, allows
you to see ever ything (which can be a
problem if you tend to be messy) and,
most important, provides good ventilation.
There are a number of ways to address
the finish of open lockers. It is quite common to trim the openings with timber.This
hides the end grain of the face plywood
and gives a finished look to things. Or, you
may simply use shelves with fiddles.
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Vessel Basics
At the minimum, your vessel is
going to have certain basic storage needs for ground tackle, sails,
fenders, docklines, hose, emergency gear, sheets and guys,
bosun’s stores, and an emergency
tiller.

Cruising Equipment
Next you’ll be adding some
special cruising gear: awnings,
dinghies, outboards and their
flammable stores, extra anchors,
diving equipment, and any other
form of sports gear you may be
carrying. The list can get rather
extensive.

Spares and Tools

Bookshelves that face
across the boat need
some form of restraint
at the bottom and in
the middle. The lower
fiddle should be kept
low enough to allow
you to get the tallest
books out of the case
without tilting them.
When the bookshelves
face forward or aft, fiddles are not required.
The bottom fiddle needs to be about 3/4-inch (19mm) in height.
It is also possible to use line for the same purpose. However,
the eye straps to which the line is attached must be strong
enough to take the occasional shock load that occurs when you
get thumped by a wave.

Stowage of spares and tools is
more a question of access than
bulk space, as most spare-parts
inventories don’t take that much
room. But you do need easy
access to some of this.
I divide my tools into four kits
— everyday tools, an electrical
tool box, a box with sockets and
wrenches, and finally a heavy,
h a r d l y - ev e r - u s e d ,
special-situation tool box. Basic
and electrical boxes are stowed
close at hand, and the rest wherever they are low and will stay
dry.
Most spares are rarely used, so
they go under one bunk, packaged
in baggies. I usually have one
shelf or drawer with pump parts,
bulbs, batteries, and other frequently used items.

Clothing
We tend to carry two sets of
wardrobes, one for the tropics and
something more substantial for
colder climates. Linda and I share
about 2 feet (0.6 m) of hanger
space for jackets and “nice”
things. Clothes not in use are
stored under the bunk in plastic
bags. A couple of shelves or
drawers are usually employed as
well, but we’ve found our cruising wardrobe needs to be surprisingly modest.
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Books
Book storage presents a conundrum. Most of us are used to looking at books as both reading
material and to provide aesthetic ambiance. However, in a performance context they are heavy
and ideally should be stored low in the boat, except for those currently in use.

Foul-Weather Gear
The need for specific foul-weather gear storage depends on where you cruise. We’ve always
ended up converting this locker to something else, leaving wet gear under the dodger to dry. Jackets are normally stored in our clothes locker, with boots and pants finding a home (between passages) under a bunk or far back on a shelf.

Galley Gear
Stowage of galley equipment and supplies is geared toward frequent use. So the galley gets the
best storage space for its day-to-day needs and initial storage or supplies. A big consideration here
will be the amount of space needed for special cooking gear (covered earlier in Linda’s chapter
on galley equipment). Lack of space will, obviously, tend to limit equipment.

Here are two interesting chart storage approaches. Top right shows a
locker built in under a saloon seat.This
keeps charts flat (although folded) and
easy to use.The left photo shows how
to use an odd space with sections of
PVC pipe let into the furniture.
Video and music storage can be as
simple as a plastic container or as elaborate as a built-in shelving system.The
middle photo is a timber shelf system
while shelves in the right photo are
made from clear plastic.
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Navigation Materials
Nav books, pilots, and charts can take an inordinate amount of space. Occasionally we see
proper chart drawers under a bunk, or behind a settee. However, we’ve always just rolled charts
together by region and stored them under a bunk. Pilots also find a home under a bunk. And to
minimize needed storage area when cruising extensively, we sent charts home every year or so
when finished with them (if they hadn’t been traded or sold).

Business Materials
A certain amount of business usually must be conducted from on board. This may be as simple
as tracking a few investments at home or as complex as running a day-to-day operation via e-mail
and SatCom.
On smaller yachts, the saloon table usually works for larger projects. As the size of the navigation area increases, this begins to play a major role.
If you can work it in, file storage, in correct-size drawers, is ideal.
There also needs to be space for office supplies and tools such as calculators, computers, and
printers.

Bulk storage space is always a concern. You need enough room for
stores and supplies, and you’d like to
be able to keep the heavier weights
centered in the boat and low to help
stability. Most boats absorb huge
amounts of stores, far more than
you can imagine standing below for
the first time and looking around.
Design type has an impact on all of
this.
Heavier displacement vessels typically have more space in their bilges
and below the floor boards than
lighter boats. Lighter designs make
up for lack of hull depth with more
length of hull in which to store supplies. Both types can carry a proper
cruising payload, if they are designed
for it in the first place.
This drawing also emphasizes
(again!) the visual advantage of a
flush-deck design over trunk cabins.
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Often the most
important ingredient in constructing a
l o c ke r i s c o nve nience. If you can
find a rectangular
spot, use shelves of
adjustable height
(right photo), as in
this Sundeer 64
locker behind the
fridge box.
Bulk storage areas,
like those found
behind seat backs,
can be broken up
with drawer stacks
(top left).
By raising its forward bunk, room
has been found for a
washer/dryer unit.

Storage doesn’t have
to be sophisticated to
work. The main thing is
good access and security when heeled (left
photo). Here’s a neat
solution to companionway slide storage — a
simple drop-in rack
alongside the companionway ladder (middle
right). The underside of
p i p e b e rt h s c a n b e
turned into excellent
storage for per sonal
gear (bottom right).
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SLEEPING
AREAS

Twin V-ber ths are
common forward.
These provide two
sleeping spaces but
d o n o t a l l ow f o r
snuggling on more
than a temporar y
basis.
Motion is increased
as you are quite far
forward from the
pitch center. On
smaller yachts this
makes it very difficult
t o s l e e p fo r w a r d
unless sea conditions
are quite smooth.
Moving the bunk aft
(lower photo) makes
for a smoother ride,
and you have more
beam with which to
work.

Sleeping arrangements are
perhaps the most important
aspect of an interior. If you
can’t get a comfortable bunk
to sleep in when at sea, you
will not be doing much voyaging. A comfortable bunk is
not too big, ventilated with a
flow of fresh air, and dry. The
optimal location depends on
sea conditions. Generally
speaking, midships pilot or
settee berths are most comfortable except when the boat
is oscillating downwind. In
this case, the pilot berth,
being high and at the extreme
edge of the beam, subjects the
sleeper to a lot of motion.
Bunks in the extreme forward
part of the boat are generally
used only under ideal conditions, unless children are
aboard (they don’t know any
better). Among most of our
friends cruising as couples,
the main saloon area is the
only part of the interior used
at sea. Quarterberths set aft by
the companionway are perhaps best in terms of motion,
but they pick up noise from
outside via the companionway opening and are known
on most boats at some point as
quarterbaths. If an aft cabin
arrangement is employed,
these bunks, except for occasional noise problems, are
excellent.
At sea, when you’re heeled
and sleeping against the leeward hullside, if there’s a substantial angle away from the
centerline it can be uncomfortable. This sometimes
occurs with a pinched stern
when sleeping well aft. If you
run into this problem, a couple of pillows or bolsters
placed alongside the hull will
tend to hold your body parallel with the centerline.
In-port living requires different answers. First, a good
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snug bunk that keeps you from rolling at sea is too tight to be comfortable in port, especially in the
tropics. I opt for maximum comfort in port, and if necessary, throw in a pillow or two offshore
when the going gets rough to prevent excessive body movement.
Next, most offshore crews are couples and will want a double bunk at least for in-port sleeping.
One end or the other of the vessel is usually the best place for a private double bunk. Doubles in
the main saloon are less desirable, since they’re in the middle of your living room. You have to
make and unmake the bunk every day — not conducive to spontaneous cuddling.

Bunk Dimensions
For a single bunk, dimensions of 2 feet by 6 1/2 feet (0.6 m by 2.0 m) work well as a minimum,
although another 2 or 3 (50 to 75 mm) inches really help. The width can taper down 6 inches (150
mm) or so at the foot if necessary.
Another consideration is upper and lower bunks. On most cruising yachts the upper becomes a
storage shelf. I prefer to see uppers hinged so they can swing up or down, out of the way, increasing space and giving the lower bunk occupants more room to turn over. In some layouts it makes
sense to have the narrower, foot portion of the upper bunk opposite the head of the lower. You need
at least 22 inches (558 mm)of space between two bunks, and a couple more inches (50 mm) really
help.
A minimum-size double bunk in the tropics is 42 inches (1,067 mm) wide at the head. In cooler
climates you can get away with a substantially narrower bunk, down to about 36 inches (0.9 m),
especially if you’re snugglers. But overall, companionship is best in a good-size double bunk.

When the bunk is moved
aft, a common problem is
for the cockpit well to protrude down into your
space. On the boat opposite, two surfaces of the
well were covered with
mirror to visually enlarge
the area.
One negative of the aft
location is that the noise of
sailhandling and winching is
transmitted below.

There’s always a debate on double bunks. Which is better —
against the hull (as shown here on Deerfoot 2-62) or freestanding? Against the hull is more comfortable at sea and gives you more
floor space. On the other hand, it is more difficult to make up.
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Fitting a Double
Where, you may ask, can I fit a
serviceable double bunk without
going into the main saloon? Consider an athwartships bunk up
forward. Most modern boats are
full enough in their bow sections
to rearrange two single bunks
that run fore and aft into a double
that runs athwartships. We did
this on Intermezzo, and she was
fairly narrow forward. It resulted
in a bunk that was 7 feet (2.15 m)
long on the outside (aft), where I
slept, and a hair under 6 feet
(1.85 m) at the very inside (forward) edge, where Linda slept.
At sea going downwind, this was
fine for sleeping. On the hook in
a rolly anchorage, it was definitely preferable to fore-and-aft
sleeping.
When you look at the bunks,
consider also how difficult it will
be to make them up each day.
Most cruisers find that after a
short while, sleeping bags are put
aside in favor of sheets, pillows
with nice casings, and blankets,
just like at home. (In the tropics,
matching print sheets and pillowcases look neat and cool, and
in colder climates, matching
quilts and pillow shams are an
easy way to dress up a bunk.)
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Intermezzo
h a d a V- b e r t h
a rr a n g e m e n t ,
which we turned
into an athwarts h i p s d o u bl e
(left), gaining
some valuable
storage space in
the process. For
downwind sailing
it was comfy, but
we did not use
this bunk reaching or beating.

Leecloths
Leeboards or leecloths are
necessary to hold you in place
offshore. With either system, the
attachment points must be strong
enough to withstand the impact
of a body being dumped by a
wave.
We’ve used leeboards made
from 3/8-inch (96mm) plywood,
attached at the bottom with continuous hinges and tied off at the
top, with some success. However, I prefer leecloths, as they’re
lighter and can have a mesh or
open weave, allowing them to
breathe.
Climbing over these restraints
can be difficult, so a means of
adjustment will be required if
space is tight. This could be a
simple snap hook or a more complex adjustable tackle.

The best leecloths are made
from breatha bl e o p e n weave material.
We l i k e t o
attach ours with
a bolt rope and
awning track.
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Two views of Heart of Gold’s forward owner’s stateroom. Note the detailed storage opposite the bunk
and the large locker at the forward end. We’ve put lots of small seats like this one in boats. However, they
usually end up being used to stow a quilt or bedspread, rather than for sitting. (Carl Schumacher photo).

A Deerfoot 62 (left) with the bunk against the hull and the head
entrance at the forward end of the cabin. This bunk would have
been more usable at sea if it had been turned around so your
head was aft where motion is less.
The right photo is a Deerfoot 58.The seat opposite the bunk has been eliminated, creating a much larger
locker opposite the bunk. Notice the mirror at the foot of the bunk. The image reflected in the mirror
opens up the space of the cabin.The head of the bunk is aft where the sense of motion is much less.This
arrangement has a larger range of seagoing usefulness than the approach on the 62. Live and learn!

The owner’s suite is forward on the 69-foot (21.2m) Wakaroa
as well, but the head of the bunk is aft. Full-height hanging locker
are located on each side of the seat.The main purpose of this seat
is to open up the space visually. If the full-height lockers were carried straight across, the cabin would become very claustrophobic.
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The aft owner’s cabin (right photo)
on the original Deerfoot. While this
was a freestanding bunk and therefore easy to make up, it was placed
under the cockpit. This not only
reduced space, but the bunk occupants were all too aware of whatever
action was taking place above their
heads. There are hull side lockers on
each side, a night table with a mirror
on each side, two fans and a couple
of dorade vents. However, in the
tropics this area is quite hot. It would
have been a good idea to cut in several opening ports through the cockpit footwell for additional ventilation.

The bottom five photos show the forward owner’s suite
on two Deerfoot 74s.These vessels are sisterships in terms
of interior layout. The bunk is freestanding, offset to port,
with a small walkway between the bunk and the locker
along the port hull side.
There is a large settee and relatively low lockers to open
the space in this area.There’s more than enough storage as
it is, so we were trying to maximize visual space.
Notice how the hanging locker at the aft end of the cabin
against the bulkhead is full height. But the locker at the forward end has been held down from the deck. This helps
with visual space.
On Interlude, the second of these vessels built in Denmark, we incorporated a small makeup mirror and lighting
into one of the hull side lockers.
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The owners’ suite is aft on
the Cal 48. There’s a double
bunk to port with a ladder
to the aft cockpit on the center line. On the starboard
side is a single bunk with a
small desk, usually used for
navigation at the forward
end of the bunk.
T h e d o u bl e c o u l d b e
described as a partial quarter berth in that about half of
the length is under the cockpit. However, the fact that
your head is out in an area
with full headroom opens
the space up mentally and
visually.

There are times when access or floor
space make a wide bunk impractical.
However, when it’s time to hit the sack,
you want more sleeping width.
The photo above shows one approach,
using a sliding panel (like a pullman berth,
only this one is on an angle) onto which is
placed a wedge of cushion.
Any time there are two cushions being
used in a single bunk, there will be a hard
or soft spot where the gap occurs. Most of
the time this seems to be under your hip,
where it is most uncomfortable.
An easy way around this problem is to fit
a Velcro tab across the top of the two mattresses. The Velcro serves to bridge the
gap.
Another issue is access under large mattresses. Breaking the mattress between
hatches or hinging it (by just sewing the
bottom edge together) and then tabbing
across with Velcro makes access much
easier.
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On a boat designed to cross oceans and to deal with inclement wind and sea conditions, beam
and volume in the bow will be limited. Otherwise, with a full bow shape and wide beam, the boat
becomes difficult to steer and begins to have problems with its range of stability.
These considerations force you into a narrower beam than you might otherwise desire for living
aboard. Of course, you spend 90 percent or more of your time at anchor, so why pay all these interior penalties for that small percentage of time at sea? The reason is that if the boat is not sea-kindly,
it will eventually scare you and end up sitting in the marina rather than taking you to the places
you’ve dreamed about. If your dreams are of anchorages closer to home in more protected waters,
then beamier boats with their larger interiors will do just fine.
Here we see two examples of forward owner’s cabins that work well at anchor yet fit into a hull
that won’t embarass itself offshore (where you’ll undoubtedly be sleeping in the saloon).The upper
drawing is a Chuck Paine-designed 36-foot (11.1 m) yacht. The lower is a 40-foot (12.3 m) design
from Jay Paris’s board.The Paris design has pushed the stateroom aft a bit, allowing for a small forepeak (very handy for cruising). By moving it aft, it takes advantage of the expanding beam.The lockers shown outboard of the bunk add marginally to storage, and cost a chunk of money to execute.
They also narrow the space available above mattress level for your shoulders.
The top design shows a head with separate stall shower.Very nice, but if you were to switch to a
wet head and give up the shower the bunks could be moved aft (making them wider) while the
anchor locker becomes more of a general forepeak. For short-term cruising the shower is probably
nice. For more time away from home, I’d vote for a larger forepeak.
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The top drawing is the
42-foot (12.87 m) Sunflower. The head of the
bunk is almost the same
size as the larger boats
shown at the bottom
and on following pages,
although the foot of the
bunk is quite a bit narrower. To achieve such
width in a boat of this
size requires the bunk to
b e ra i s e d a b o u t 4 0
inches (1,016 mm)
above the cabin sole.
This provides lots of
storage beneath the
bunk. There is a hanging
locker and head opposite, and forward you
have a small workshop/
storage area, extremely
handy on any boat.
The lower drawing is a
4 5 - fo o t ( 1 3 . 8 4 m )
motorsailer designed,
built, and lived in by
S t e ve D av i s ( o u r
redoubtable ar tist).
With a midship pilothouse and engine
room, the aft cabin
became a natural spot
for the owner’s suite
(their daughter Melissa got the pointy
end).
There is a wide single to port (usable for
short-term snuggling)
as well as a single to
starboard. Lots of
storage indicates this
is a liveaboard vessel.
By shoving the bunks
all the way aft, and
then bringing them in
towards the centerline area (which is
otherwise unusable
for standing because
of the hull shape) is
efficiently employed.
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The next two boats show what we’ve
come to view as the ultimate solution in
the 55-to-65-foot (16.9-to 20 meter)
range. As a good compromise between
seagoing comfor t, visual openness in
port, and good storage, it is hard to beat
this layout.
There is a full-sized double bunk with
60 inches (1.52 m) of width at the head.
and 48 inches (1.2 m) at the foot of the
bunk.
The small step at the foot provides a
convenient place to brace yourself
when making up the outboard side of
the berth.
The top of the mattress is 28 inches
(0.71 m) off the sole, which allows the
top to push outboard with the hull flare
in this area.
The wide sole helps visual space. The
hanging locker is held down well below
the deck.This drops down to a long vanity with good storage below and outboard.
The toilet compartment also acts as a
wet head with plenty of room to shower
and just enough space for a bath.There’s
a large linen locker in this area and room
for a compact washer/dryer.
Separating the toilet and vanity in this
manner allows the two spaces to be
used for different activities at the same
time. It also helps with the sleeping
cabin’s feeling of spaciousness.
We first developed this layout for the
original Sundeer in 1988. We’ve since
used it quite effectively on other boats.
In the ensuing years we’ve seen it copied
successfully on designs as small as 44
feet (13.5 m).
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Free-standing bunks look great
on paper and in boat shows. But
how do they work when you’re
living with the boat on a day-today basis?
The answer is, it depends on
your cruising life-style. If the freestanding bunk is designed correctly, it will not close down
visual space in an excessive fashion. However, bunks lying against
the hull side tend to show more
cabin sole, and with the bulk of
the bunk moved outboard, they
usually take up less visual space
in the cabin.
The freestanding bunk is easier
to get into for the person who
would otherwise be sleeping
next to the hull. It is also easier to
make up.
When your cabin is forward, a
free-standing bunk almost
always has the head of the bunk
towards the bow (unless it is on a very large yacht).This means your motion sensor ( located in
your head) is that much further away from the pitch center. In conditions where you are barely
able to sleep at sea with your head at the aft end of this cabin, it would be hopeless with your
head forward.
On the other hand, it is very nice to have this sort of a layout when in port. On the Sundeer 56
our logic was based on the concept that this cabin would only be used at sea in ideal conditions.
The rest of the time the owners would use the saloon or the aft cabin for sleeping during a passage .We expected to sell more of the off-center bunks than this design, especially to more experienced buyers. However, every one of our clients chose this layout, and after many thousands of
miles, they all love it.
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Regardless of boat size, an
owners’ suite must provide the
same basic space for a bunk and
toilet area.
The difference, as you go up in
size, usually comes in visual and
storage space, and perhaps a bit
of cabin-sole space. The following drawings, all to the same
scale, give you a good comparsion of how this works.
The upper left shows a Deerfoot 58. She’s a narrow boat forward and does not have the
cabin sole width to allow a head
opposite the bunk. In this case
(as with all of the others here)
the head is forward.
The middle left drawing is the
Deerfoot 2-62. Note there is a
seat opposite, between hanging
lockers.This opens the area visually, and looks nice, but forces
you to give up valuable storage
space.
The bottom photo is one of
our 74-foot (22.8 m) motorsailer
designs. There’s plenty of space
outboard of the bunk for access,
lots more floor space and, obviously, visual space as well.
Note that all three of the larger
boats have compact showers
which can also act as efficient
bathtubs (using ver y small
amounts of water for the bath).
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Guest Cabins
There are a number of issues to be evaluated with guest quarters. The first is how comfortable
you want to make your guests. If they are along for the cruise, you will want them to be comfortable. On the other hand, if they are just visiting, a certain level of discomfort ensures they won’t
stay too long — not that I’m antisocial, mind you!
If guest cabins are located in the after part of the boat, they will typically end up being used by
everyone at sea. The smaller size and aft location make them much more desirable when the boat
is bouncing about.
One decision you’ll need to make is whether you want one larger bunk, located high off the sole
where the hull is widest, or an upper and lower system. Both have advantages.
The lower, narrower single is more comfortable at sea, due to the fact that it feels less motion
and is easier to wedge yourself into. In port, the opposite is true. If couples are using the cabin,
you may prefer a double to accommodate their needs.
Four views of
upper/lower doubles. The top two
photos have the fiddle rail on the upper
bunk cut away in the
middle. This makes it
easier to get into and
out of the top bunk.
The bottom bunk
does not require this,
as you can sit down
onto it.
The cabin on the
upper left is forward
of the galley on a 60foot (18.4m) Mason
design, while the
bunks on the upper
right are in the aft
cabin (one of two) of
a Deerfoot 2-62.
Notice the Mason
design has more vertical space between
the bunks, making the
lower bunk narrower,
as it is lower where
the hull is pinched in.
T h e l owe r r i g h t
photo is on Intermezzo II’s sistership.
The lower bunk is 32
inches (812mm) off
the cabin sole and 42
inches (1,067 mm)
wide at the head. The
upper bunk is all the
way outboard and
just 24 inches (610
mm) at the head in
width. With so little of
the bottom bunk covered by the upper,
you lose the sense of
claustrophobia that
sometimes occurs in
these cabins.The bottom left photo shows
more over lap, and
hence a restricted
lower bunk.
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Double bunks provide several times more storage space underneath than a single. On the other
hand, if there are two bunks, the upper makes an excellent shelf for baskets, guitars, carvings, etc.
With upper and lower bunks, several design issues need to be considered. First is the separation
between the two, which depends on the amount of overlap. Assuming the upper overlaps 60 percent of the lower, you can get away with as little as 22 inches (550 mm) of space between the top
of the mattress and underside of the upper bunk. The same goes for the distance between top of
upper mattress and headliner, at the heads of the bunk. If more vertical space is available, we prefer to put the next 2 to 4 inches (50 to 100mm) into the space between the upper and lower. The
upper bunk can be narrower than the lower. Twenty-three inches (580mm) at the head and 21
inches (525mm) at the foot will work okay at sea and in temperate climates, although it is a bit
tight for the tropics.

There’s always a question about storage for guests, especially hanging lockers.
If you have the length and need both
ends of the cabin free for getting in and
out, then the hanging locker has to go at
the foot of the bunk (top left photo)
rather than alongside the end of the
bunk (upper right on preceding page).
The upper left photo shows another
way to deal with the second bunk —
make a removable pilot berth. Do this
with a bit of pipe, some canvas, and a 2inch (50mm) mattress.
The middle right shot shows the aft
end of a 50-foot (15.4m) cruiser/racer.
This is light, easy to execute, and provides lots of space if necessary. Note the
vent hatch through the cockpit. (Carl
Schumacher photo)
The far lower right photo shows the
double bunk on one of our 74s. This
bunk is a full 48 inches (1.2 m) wide. Note the small table with mirror at the head of the bunk.
The lower left photo shows a wide double under the cockpit on a New Zealand 60-foot (18.4m) yacht.
Being hemmed in on 5 of 6 sides is a bit too tight for me. I’d rather have a narrower bunk with a bit of cabin
sole on the inboard side.
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We’ve always put our guest cabins aft. The wider beam
of the hull makes for two good-sized spaces, and this is the
most comfortable section of the boat for sleeping at sea.
After determining where these cabins go, you then need
to decide on whether to have two single bunks, one over
the other, or one double that is higher and wider.
The two singles offer two separate bunks to sleep in,
which will be more comfortable at sea (there’s less room
to roll around). In a knockdown, with a lee cloth set, you
are much more likely to stay within the confines of the
bunk without getting hurt.
The drawings and sketches shown above and left are for
the Sundeer 56. This basic geometry works regardless of
boat size.

One option is to raise the bunk
up, allowing the outboard edge
to move out with the hull shape.
It’s often possible to work a
“cozy” double into the design
(you do need to be a cuddler,
however). Again using the Sundeer 56 as an example, by raising
the bunk bottom to 40 inches (1
m) above the sole, there is room
for a bunk with 36 inches (0.9 m)
at the foot and 41 inches (1,041
mm) of space at the head. In this
case we’ve put the head of the
bed on the aft end, reducing the
width of the sole as you move aft
(and making the bunk wider in
the process).
There are all sorts of storage
possibilities under this bunk. And,
with a light plyboard placed on
top of the mattress (stowed
under when not in use) you have
a great work surface at just the
right height.
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As the desire to keep guests happy increases (and/or your boat gets larger) you begin to have more
options.The layout shown here is one we’ve used on a number of our designs ranging from 62 feet (19
m) to 75 feet (23 m). We usually design one larger, really nice guest cabin, and a smaller cabin that can
be used for the owners at sea, the kids, or crew. This particular design was developed for the Sundeer
64. The guest suite has a hanging locker at the aft end and a small vanity with a sink. A large mirror is
located outboard of the sink. The mirror and sink counter both add substantantially to the visual spaciousness of the room. The bunk is high — 36 inches (0.9 m) off the sole. This gives us plenty of width
with which to work — almost 44 inches (1,120 mm) at the head. That’s enough for two folks to sleep
together in the tropics, which is the ultimate test for love (or lust).
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This is a very interesting guest-quarters layout on
a 58-foot (17.85 m) design we built in Denmark.
The port cabin has an upper/lower layout. The
bunks are ideal for use at sea, and offer direct communication with the person on watch in the cockpit.
If you are cruising short-handed, this becomes a
very important feature.
The starboard cabin has a narrow double, 40
inches (1016 mm) wide at the head. Opposite is a
very large head compartment that also serves as a
shower. There’s a stacked washer/dryer combo on
the aft side near the door, and inboard is a very large
hanging and general-storage locker.This is where all
the foul-weather gear and heavy coats are stored.
One of the things I really like about this layout is
the companionway between the cabins, the walls of
which keep you nicely confined when the boat is
heeled. This makes an ideal place to get into or out
of oilskins. And, you are totally protected from falling sideways when transiting the companionway
ladder.

If there are just two of you, and you don’t
have a lot of guests, do you need two
guest cabins? Of course not. Try turning
one of them into an office area — but do
it in a manner that allows the desk to be
conver ted back to a guest bunk when
required.
This drawing (right) shows a preliminary
layout for a 65-foot (20 m) design that
eventually became a 75-footer (23 m).
She was built with this layout and it
worked well for several years. But then the
owners found themselves using the boat
less, with a permanment couple to run the
boat. Good crew need good quarters, so
the office became a very nice crew cabin.

Many designers think on larger
yachts you must have heads
ensuite for the guests. This creates
all sorts of negative trade-offs in
access and general space utilization.Two of our 70-foot-plus (21.5
m) designs have been built with a
head to be shared by the aft cabins.
The left drawing is Locura, which
did a circumnavigation with her
owners and their two small children. The other boat with this layout, Wakaroa, also has two kids
sharing the aft cabins.
A single head aft can easily serve
as a “day head” for occasional
guests.The space opposite, in both
of the designs refered to above,
was used for a compact nav station.The fact that the nav station is
handy to the companionway is
another benefit.
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Once a yacht gets over 50 feet (15.4 m) or so in length, it becomes easier to work in
twin guest cabins.You then need to decide whether you want the space equally divided,
or whether to make one cabin really sumptious and the other somewhat smaller.
These drawings are for two Deerfoot 74s. Interlude (above) has equal guest cabins,
each with a compact, albeit functional (especially at sea) head compartment. Just forward of the starboard cabin is a shower, to be shared by the guests aft.The shower also
houses the washer/drier.These cabins in no way would be considerded skimpy. On the
other hand, on a vessel of this size, they would not be considered luxurious either.
The drawing below if for my dad’s Deerfoot ll. He wanted his guests to be well taken
care of, hence the asymmetric layout. The guest suite to starboard is really nice with a
head/shower ensuite. The port cabin, with an over/under arrangement, is for grandchildren or crew (sometimes one and the same).
A nice feature of this layout is that the starboard head can also be accessed from the aft
end of the galley, without going through the guest cabin.This makes it useful as a day head
for occasional guests.

SECRETS TO A DRY BUNK

Secrets to a Dry
Bunk
Nothing is quite as inviting as a dry bunk after a
relaxing day afloat. But if
your cruising takes place in
cool water — 65 degrees
Fahrenheit or below —
chances are that your bunk
mattress may be damp, if
not when you get in the bunk
for the first time, probably
when you get up in the
morning.
At first you don’t notice.
Then, after a few days, a
clammy smell is detected.
Spots of mildew form on the
underside of the bunk. If
you pull the foam mattress
out of its cover, the foam
will be damp at the bottom.
Once the mildew process
starts inside the foam, it is
difficult to stop. It becomes
necessary to lift bunk cushions every morning just to
dry out underneath! The
culprit is condensation, created by the warmth of your
body meeting cool air that
has been transferred
through the hull from the
surrounding water. The
warmer air holds more
moisture. As it is cooled, the
moisture is precipitated out
as dew and forms a wet layer
at the bottom of the bunk
cushion.
The colder the water and/
or the warmer the mattress,
the worse the problem will
be. Bunks with nearby
showers (which put lots of
moisture into a closed interior) will have more of a
problem.
A series of things can be
done to reduce or eliminate
bunk condensation. These
depend upon increasing air
flow through and around the
mattress and creating a thermal barrier between your
warm body and the cool air
beneath the mattress.

The innerspring mattress starts off with typical mattress
springs, tied in to wire mesh with plastic wire ties. All metal
ingredients are painted to prevent rust. High-density foam
is applied top and bottom. Medium-density foam is then
laid over the top. After this, the entire sandwich is covered
with a mattress cover — typically made of a breathable
material — and an open weave is used around the perimeter below fiddle level to allow good ventilation.
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To be comfortable for sleeping, bunk-cushion foam is open cell in structure, having little thermal insulation value. Using a thin layer of flexible closed-cell foam at the bottom of the mattress
helps to correct this problem. The required thickness depends upon the ambient air temperature
under the bunk, as well as how much humidity is normally present. The insulation value of the
hull also has a bearing.
We’ve found with cored fiberglass hulls and 40-degree outside air/water temperatures that a
1/2-inch thickness of closed-cell foam does the trick. For colder conditions or solid fiberglass
hulls, use 1 inch of foam.
The two layers of foam should be glued together with contact adhesive, forming a sandwich
inside the bunk cover. Another approach is to take rigid closed-cell foam, 3 to 5 pounds in density,
and put this under your mattress. This will do an equivalent job but is not as comfortable.
The next step is to promote air flow through the foam in the mattress. You can modify the existing cover by sewing in an open-mesh fabric around the vertical perimeter of the cover. This helps
to ventilate the foam in the mattress, reducing the tendency towards condensation and mildew.
The bottom side of the bunk cushion should be a breathable fabric, rather than a vinyl or tightweave synthetic.
Until recently, what you’ve just read represented my understanding of the state-of-the-art in
dry-bunk technology. It’s the approach we’ve used for years with modest success. Then, as Linda
and I cruised the Pacific Northwest, we were exposed to what the fishermen in this part of the
world use — a hybrid open-cell foam/innerspring mattress combination that is not only unbelievably comfortable (for a boat bunk!) but also dry.
These mattresses start out with a steel spring (it looks like it comes from a car seat) that is
dipped in a special paint to prevent it from
rusting. Based on the shape of the bunk and
the firmness of mattress required, the
springs are then tied between layers of plastic-coated steel mesh to hold them in place.
The next step in the "sandwich" is to
attach top-and-bottom layers of Firmstep, a
mildew- and fire-resistant breathable material. A 2-inch thick layer of open-cell foam
is put on the top. The resulting 6-inch-high
mattress is then covered with a suitable fabric with an open-weave breathable perimeter.
The key is that the mattress is so open
inside that plenty of air circulates, eliminating the tendency for condensation to form.
The end product is a comfortable, longlasting, and condensation-free mattress,
costing 14 cents per square inch, or about
$600 for the average double bunk — not
that much more than a regular foam bunk
cushion and its cover.
These mattresses are the creation of the
Dean-Douglas Company in Seattle (1-800If you sail in cool waters, odds are the underside
322-0885, 1124 S.W. Massachusetts Ave.,
of your mattress, heated by your body, will conSeattle, WA 98125). Carl Sandbeck, who
dense moisture from the surrounding air.To reduce
runs Dean-Douglas, figures they’ve made
or eliminate this problem, it’s essential to provide
ventilation to the underside of the mattress. One upwards of 1,000 of these mattresses in the
way is to drill holes in the plywood supporting the
last ten years.
bunk cushion. Another approach is to use a layer of
We slept on one aboard Sundeer, and it
closed-cell insulation, either between the mattress
really
worked — not to mention that it was
and its support, or laminated right into the bunk
more comfortable than our old foam mattop as a sandwich structure. If the hull has enough
insulation, this will not be a problem.
tress.
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After sleeping accommodations, the galley rates as the most important part of the boat. Without
exception, modern designs locate the galley so as to provide direct access to the cockpit. This provides good airflow from the companionway, makes it easy to take food on deck, and protects the
cook from motion. But the major advantage cited in some sales literature — that the cook
becomes part of the party — doesn't count when cruising for long periods. Remember, the party
goes on, perhaps for years. On some boats a good place for the galley in terms of space and layout
is farther forward by the mainmast. The steep angles of the topsides minimize sole area but allow
for good counter space and related storage. Although motion is greater, many well-ventilated
modern boats would benefit from this arrangement.

These three layouts on 40-foot
(12.3m) yachts illustrate various tradeoffs. All have their stoves outboard —
the easiest location. However, this
causes the safety risk of being thrown
into the stove at sea. Because the sole area is
confined to a C configuration, the only way to
work is in line with the stove.
The right photo shows the sink outboard.This
sink will flood when heeled, so it will need a
pump for emptying on starboard tack, and you’ll
have to remember to shut off the through-hull!
In the left photo, the sink is inboard, where it
can drain without flooding on either tack.
In contrast is the middle left photo.The stove
is still outboard, a little extra room allows the
cook to work just forward of the stove. If something comes flying off, you’ll be much safer. The
galley sink is almost on center, preventing drainage problems. The aft counter (not clearly
shown in the photo) provides a good work surface and creates a large fridge unit.

As the boat gets a little larger,
more options are available. The
lower right photo shows one galley counter running along the hull
with another under the cockpit
sole. The sink is on the center
(under the cockpit) while the
stove is outboard. Given the
length of this galley, you can easily
work forward of the stove when
at sea.The counter space afforded
in this type of layout is a big plus.
(Carl Schumacher photo)
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Something you don’t see very
often — a galley offset to starboard. With the long layout, the
stove is situated to prevent the
cook from falling into it at sea. On
starboard tack, however, some
form of a strap is required (upper
left) to keep you within working
distance. Note the open, easy
access storage along the hull side.
The middle left photo shows
several problems. The outboard
stove should have been mounted
at the aft end (instead of the forward end) of the counter. This
would be safer when working at
the sink.
If the sink were moved to starboard, closer to the centerline,
drainage on starboard tack would not be a problem (as it now
is). Not clearly shown is the large dish locker over the sink
counter. This offers excellent, easy-to-use storage. Unfortunately, it cuts off the saloon and galley from a visual standpoint,
making a small area even tighter.
The lower left photo shows a Deeroot 58 with the stove
mounted on the aft bulkead where it is safe at sea. This way
there is no gimbaling. However in a larger vessel, heel is not as
great an issue. With good fiddle rails and deep pots, it works
fine at sea. The only negative comes when you are trying to
bake on a heel — cakes tend to be angled.
The sink is outboard and connected to an electric pump.
This frees the forward counter for the fridge box. Here, the
volume is greatest and you are away from the heat load of the
topsides.This allows a larger fridge box with less surface area
than if the sink were mounted closer to the centerline with
the fridge against the hull.The net result is a far more efficient
fridge system, at the cost of a more complex sink drainage system.
We typically fit electric pumps in this situation. Unless they
are macerator-type designs, a large filter is required to catch
all those food bits that might otherwise clog the pump.
I prefer to use a hand-operated bilge pump. It requires less
maintenance and will pump overboard without a strainer in
the line. However, most owners prefer the convenience of
the electrical pump.
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The galley layout on the Deerfoot 2-62 was controlled by a midships engine room (top two photos). A long counter is outboard,
with the stove more or less centered.The sink is close to the center. Access to the port side of the engine is
through the sink counter. Notice how the sink and stove are offset from each other.This allows you to work
at the sink without risk of falling into the stove.
The middle right photo shows Intermezzo II, with her stove mounted on the aft bulkhead. The sink is
mounted outboard, where a pump is required to make the fridge more efficient.
Note the use of tiles on Intermezzo II and the 2-62.These serve as a heat shield as well as a backsplash and
add a nice touch of color. Cost and weight are moderate.
The middle left photo is Sundeer, with both stove and sink outboard and well separated. With an aft engine
room, her fridge box is located under the cockpit footwell.
Wakaroa’s galley (lower right) is optimized for going to sea.The stove is on the aft bulkhead, with galley sink
outboard and well away from the stove.This keeps the forward counter free for a huge fridge while the centerline furniture houses a large freezer.This approach provides plenty of counter space for big galley projects.
Maya (lower left) has a central engine room, so space is limited.This layout is similar to our 2-62 design with
access to the port side of the engine through the sink counter.The shoji screens above the sink counter open
to the pilothouse for ventilation and communication.
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In a small boat, the galley is the toughest of all
areas to design. It has the potential to cause dangerous burns, and yet it must function on both
tacks, while keeping the cook happy at anchor.
The drawing to the left is a Concordia 33.The
companionway lets you down between the
entrances to a couple of aft quarter berths.You
have one step to catch your balance before
you’re abeam of the stove. There is no way the
cook can escape falling into the stove with this
layout if the boat gives a lurch to port. However,
if the port quarter berth were done away with,
a wonderful storage space could be developed
under the deck and the galley counter extended
aft. The stove could then be moved aft so that
when washing up at the sink you could lean
against the counter.

The two illustrations immediately above are
both 40-foot (12.3 m) designs. On the left vessel
the stove has been pushed
forward and faces aft. The
righthand drawing shows the
stove well aft on the hull side
counter, so you can work at
the sink without worr ying
about falling into a hot pot of
pasta. When the stove is to
leeward you can lean on the
counter ahead and be out of
the line of fire.
The bottom drawing shows
a 45-foot (13.84 m) design
with the galley alongside the
engine room — a common
layout in mid-cockpit boats.
Notice again that the stove
faces aft, the safest position.
This type of layout makes it
possible to have counters on
the hull side and under the
cockpit or pilothouse sole.
The latter, however, will cut
into engine-room space.
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Counter Space
It’s important to have counter space that
doesn’t block other storage areas, so that you
can keep several projects going at once in the
galley. On smaller boats this entails sharing
space with another area or giving up something else altogether. However, in general,
keeping the cook happy will be one of your
cruising priorities, and this is one of the easiest ways to do it!

Sinks

Intermezzo had a
ver y small galley,
s hy o n c o u n t e r
space for baking
p r o j e c t s . We
added this simple,
hinged flap to give
Linda more space
when she needed
it. When the flap
wasn’t in use it
folded down and
h o o ke d t o t h e
a d j a c e n t f ri d g e
box.

Marine sinks are on the small side. In most
cases this is fine, since a small sink conserves
dishwashing water, and space is limited in
any event. But sinks must be deep — about 9
inches (230mm) is best for a small craft,
although a larger, stiffer vessel can get by with a depth of 7 inches (178 mm). If located off the
centerline, chances are that unless the boat is of very light displacement and high freeboard, the
sinks won’t drain when the boat is heeled. In this case, it’s necessary to fit a hand pump or electric
macerator pump for getting used water overboard under sail.

Seagoing Considerations
Floor areas should be constructed so that there’s always a good place to brace yourself in the
galley when at sea. Safety straps with sturdy padeyes will have to be worked in to the design. If
possible, the stove should be mounted athwartships, facing forward or aft, as opposed to being
mounted on the side of the hull. This athwartships orientation means that a sudden roll won’t
throw the cook into the stove or the stove’s utensils onto the cook. Gimbals aren’t necessary if
deep pans are used and good pot restrainers are mounted on the stove top. But one gimballed work
area while at sea is handy for keeping ingredients and prepared food in place. If the stove is placed
outboard, most people gimbal it. A locking hook should be handy for severe weather.
Insulating the area around the stove with fiberglass wool helps the oven tremendously. If space
permits, an overhead hood with an exhaust fan works wonders in the tropics. Without an exhaust
hood it is not unusual for an evening meal to warm the interior of a small boat 10 degrees Faherenheit or more — another plus for the microwave.
Design stowage for dishes, glasses, pots and pans so that they’ll stay in place at sea.

Rigadoon (above) has a centerline sink set on a
tile bed. Notice how much slope there is to the
counter to make sure everything drains to the
sink basin.The only negative with this is the grout
between the tile — it’s hard to keep clean.
Stainless counters incorporating the sink are
the ultimate for ease of cleaning. It is possible to
build a custom counter with fiddle for less
money than a conventional timber and Formica
or Corian counter. Note the open handrails
around the galley on American Eagle (lower left).
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On smaller yachts
you will want fiddle
rails even when the
stove is gimbaled.
They should be
easy to operate and
allow you to hold
two pans at once.
Be sure to check
the shape of your
frying pans, as some
don’t wor k well
with fiddle rails.
If there is space, it
is helpful to have a
tray attached to the
g i m b a l l e d s t ove
(second photo) to hold cups when at sea.
On smaller yachts, a stove area with a cover
can do double duty. Of course, you need to
stow the cover when the stove is in use. This
can usually be worked in behind the stove.
On larger yachts, fiddles are not as critical.
This Seaward stove has a place for fiddles to
attach at the forward and aft end.

There are really only two stove fuel options for
cooking — kerosene and propane. Kerosene, less
popular by far, is cheap and extremely safe, but it
is less convenient to use than propane and very
messy, and it requires an inordinate amount of
maintenance. If the stove valves and related gear
aren’t cleaned and adjusted on a weekly basis, the
burners won’t properly utilize fuel, resulting in a
layer of soot all over the headliner. Even with
good burner maintenance, the headliners get
dirty. When it’s time to start up the stove, alcohol
must first be burned to heat up the kerosene. The
smell of burning alcohol is offensive to some
crewmember, and on a rolling vessel...
Alcohol doesn’t even deserve mention, except
as a priming fluid for kerosene. It’s unbelievably
expensive and hard to come by in other parts of
the world. The people we know with kerosene
stoves all say that the alcohol used for starting
purposes costs as much as the kerosene used for
cooking.
I don’t like the dangerous aspects of propane
on a boat, but for us it’s the best compromise. It is
essential to have an electromagnetic solenoid
valve at the tank that shuts off the flow of gas
when the stove is not in use.
You can take several steps to minimize chance
of explosion. Make sure the line from the tank to
the stove has no couplings. It should also be insulated where it passes through a bulkhead or support point so it can’t chafe over the years. It helps
to keep the tanks on deck or in a vented, isolated
locker. An accessory to consider is an inexpensive explosive atmosphere control that automatically shuts off the solenoid valve at the tank if a
leak is detected. However, never depend on these
devices. They are only an adjunct to shutting off
the flow of gas manually when you are finished in
the galley.
Worthington Manufacturing makes aluminum
propane tanks that are excellent in a salt-water
environment. They’re less than half the weight of
the steel tanks and eliminate untold hours of
chipping rust and repainting.
Propane or butane is available all over the
world and is the primary cooking fuel in such faroff spots as Rodriguez Island in the Indian
Ocean, the Solomons in the Pacific, and Saint
Helena in the Atlantic. We’ve never had a problem finding it. Occasionally, we have to go to the
main station rather than to a neighborhood store,
but our tanks have always been filled.
We learned a useful trick in American Samoa.
If you want to go from a large propane tank (perhaps at a restaurant) to a smaller one, open the
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bleeder valve on the top of the small tank after the two tanks have been connected. Then place the
small tank you’re filling below the big one, and tip the larger tank on its side. The liquid gas will
flow between the two, just like water, albeit somewhat more slowly, and eventually you’ll be
rewarded with a small stream of liquid propane at the bleeder valve on the lower tank. When this
occurs, your tank is filled.
D i e s e l s t ove s a r e fi n e f o r
Diesel stoves are
high-latitude sailing. They’re
ideal for cold climates
where the heat they
inexpensive to run and, since
generate can warm
they’re very hot, can heat the rest
the entire boat. Howof the vessel, as well as maintain
ever, in the tropics
the water heater. But in the tropics
they make the cook’s
job unbearable!
it’s impossible to cook with diesel.
Since the entire
It heats up the interior too much.
stove
is usually hot it
Electric cooking, combined
mu s t b e i n s t a l l e d
with one of the other systems, is a
where it is out of the
good bet. On its own, electric
traffic pattern, especially when heeled.
cooking leaves you dependent on
Consideration also
machinery, which in turn makes it
must be given to the
necessary to carry an extra generaexhaust and what is
tor as a backup. The daily noise is
downwind of it.
hard on your neighbors.

Wa n t y o u r s t o v e
mounted fore and aft so
it is safe, but need gimbals? By reinforcing the
back part of the stove
you can attach a large
plate to which a bearing
is affixed a bearing. The
bearing in turn is bolted
to the bulkhead in back
of the stove. This allows
the stove to pivot with
heel.
It does require a heavy
bulkhead and enough
space on either side of
the stove for it to swing
into.
The roller (top left)
reduces the bending
load on the bearing.
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Electrical Appliances
With the advent of small, efficient inverters, electrical galley appliances have become practical.
The first choice is usually an electric mixer. Next is a small microwave. Microwaves don’t usually use much power as they pulse on and off. Their efficiency is a function of size, since radiation
efficiency varies with the square of the distance from the magnetron to the item being heated. We
like the smallest models, typically about 4/10 cubic foot (11 liters). With microwave ovens, it’s
important to allow for heat to escape from the back. We’ve found a small toaster to be a good
investment as well. It takes about 25 to 40 watts of power to toast a single piece of bread and is
much quicker than using a stove rack.

The microwave can be installed in joinerwork (above left), set inside a locker (middle left), or left
out on a counter. Our own preference is to set it in a locker.This way the oven is out of sight when
not in use, yet easily changed if something goes wrong. Note the separate gas-fired grill on the right
side in the upper left photo.
A large mixer (upper right) is handy for making bread. We’ve run into several boats with them
aboard and the owners swear by them. If you are inclined towards one of these units, be sure to
check it with your inverter. Certain models are not happy on modified-square-wave electricity.
The ultimate cruising appliance (lower
right) is a Champion Juicer. Not only is this
good for juicing everything right down to
pits and skin, but it can be used to make an
ice cream–like desert from frozen fruit.
We were first introduced to this wonderful machine by Kathryn and Mayer Page in
Fiji when they invited us over for frozen
bananas and papaya. It was cold and delicious, with the texture of frozen yogurt!
Considering that tropical fruit tends to
come in quantities greater than you can
consume before it goes bad, this machine
starts to make even more sense. Simply
freeze the excess fruit, then whenever you
feel like a cold treat, drag out the Champion
Juicer and go to work! These machines are
available in health-food stores or from the
Champion Company in Lodi, California.
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Galley Storage
The most critical storage aboard is in the galley. Utensils and supplies must stay in place when
heeled and keep quiet when rolling downwind in the trades. You need to be able to reach most
used items on both tacks, when the gear in question is to leeward or to weather.
There are all sorts of ways to accomplish these goals, ranging from simple approaches such as
a bit of bungee cord, to sophisticated built-in racks.

Dish storage can take many forms. One of the simplest to execute (and
good-looking, too) is to make racks from Plexiglas (top photos). Regardless of the material, you’ll need an opening in the front to get your hand
into.You’ll also need space open at the top left in order to remove dishes
or bowls. Vertical pegs accomplish both goals (middle right). This works
especially well if a series of holes are drilled for the pegs, so they can be
adjusted as requirements change. Storage can also be quite simple (middle photos). If dishes are stored over the sink, they can be put away wet
with the storage area draining into the sink. Low lockers (lower right) are
okay for occasional use. But for everyday storage it is better located at or
above counter height for easier access, especially at sea.
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The degree of containment is a function of location. When subject to heeling you need tight storage (upper left). In this case, cup handles protrude from the rack.The only negative here is difficulty
in cleaning. Plastic racks (upper right) can perform the same function and allow you to see any dirt
that is trapped (a double-edged sword).The clear plastic fiddles come up one-third of the height of
the dishes and spice jars, which is sufficient in this fore-and-aft facing locker.The middle right shot has
cups sitting in a shallow locker, with a sliding door to keep things from falling out. This is not really a
deep enough containment and in heavy weather will be unworkable.
Athwartships lockers can be used much like in a house, with dividers to keep things from moving
side to side with heel. However, specialized storage can be minimized (middle left photo).

Without handles, drinking and wine glasses are a little tougher to
store. Several approaches are shown here on Lady Kathryn. The top
three photos indicate a simple plastic-rack approach. Wine glasses are
held by their stems, while the drinking glasses are let into a cutout in the
plastic shelf.
The lower left photo shows the solution on Sundeer.We used the end
of the galley drawer stack and dropped these heavily tapered glasses
into simple plastic shelves with openings cut out.The glasses sit down to
half their height to prevent them from tipping over and falling out.
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General storage comes in all forms. If the locker has a deep
face, then specialized racks are not needed and the space can
be allocated as required. Note the spice rack built into the
downward-opening locker door (upper right). Baskets (middle left) can be quite handy, light, and allow their contents to
breathe.This is especially helpful with fruits and veggies.
Large athwartships lockers between living spaces (lower
left) should be avoided if possible, as they reduce air flow and
visual space throughout the interior.
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Putting louvers, air slots, or
rattan in locker doors (upper
left) helps with air circulation
— absolutely essential to keep
food fresh for long periods of
time. We like to have one area
in the galley with an open shelf
suitable for basket storage
(upper/middle right).This usually requires a fiddle that is
higher than normal, so we typically fit a second fiddle to help
with containment.
Think about what happens
t o l o c ke r d o o r s w h e n
opened. If they cover counterspace, then to gain access
something will probably have
to be moved. This tends to push you towards sliding doors
(lower right) or lift-up doors (if there is space above the
locker) as you can see here on a Sundeer 64. We’ve used
these on most of our designs for years. Sliding doors tend to
rattle, so we avoid them when possible.

Drawers used for utensil storage should have some form of a lip at the aft end (bottom left) to prevent
utensils from dropping out to leeward or jamming the drawer. Fitting a utensil storage area into the saloon
table makes sense (lower middle), as long as this does not block an area of the table used for serving. Plastic
dividers set into a timber drawer (lower right) make a nice-looking drawer that is easy to keep clean.
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Thermos bottles are ideal for
both hot and cold drinks. We like
to keep tea in one and soup in
another when in cold climates.The
type with the pumps are best as
they can be operated without ever
opening the top. However, these
have glass liners and require careful
storage. One brief trip across the
boat with a roll, and the liner is history. We typically see these held in
place with bungee cord. However,
an ideal place is to let them into the
galley counter (upper right).
Sometimes simple household racks work well offshore (lower left)).This simple
plastic holder is ideal for containing galley implements. Make sure the holders are
plastic, however, as any metal is likely to be mild steel and will soon rust.
The bar detail (lower right) is very clever.The locker door opens downward to
expose drinking glasses and a couple of bottles of liquor (not shown).The door
is built with a high edging to contain glasses while they are being poured.
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Trash
Trash storage is always a difficult problem. Rarely does a good trash-storage area get designed
into a new boat. Without it you’re left to catch as catch can. If you’re building, allow for at least a
3-gallon (11-liter) container. This is sometimes possible to work into a hard-to-use corner of the
galley counter.

On Sundeer we created an opening in our Corian
galley counter with a a lip, around which was fitted a
trash bag (upper photos). This worked well but was
expensive to execute and depended on a supply of
plastic bags.
The best trash system is some form of simple plastic bucket attached to a door or let into the counter
(middle left). On occasion the trash lid can do double
duty (middle right) as a place to store galley gear or
plates about to be served. This lid is reversible —
when you don’t need the fiddled storage area, turn it
upside down and you have a flush counter top.
Another approach we’ve used is to build a fiberglass receptacle, typically fitted to a door or drawer in
the galley. This works quite well but is neither inexpensive or light (bottom left).
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The navigating area on the proper cruising vessel can vary from the reefer top or saloon table to
a luxurious chart table navigatorium. Strictly from a navigation standpoint, very little specialized
space is required. All you really need is storage for charts, sight reduction tables, the pilot book
currently in use, light and radio aids list, and a few instruments. If you use electronic navigation
aids, you’ll want a dry home for them.
The chart table itself, if there is one, should be large enough to handle U.S. charts folded in
half. A pencil sharpener should be close at hand, and a rack or drawer for dividers, parallel rules,
and pencils. The chart table top should lift up and allow for storage of at least a dozen charts.

Use for Office Work
Aboard all our boats the navigating area has been used more as a desk/work area than for pure
navigation. And since the area has always been handy to the companionway, with a comfortable
seat in which we could brace ourselves on either tack, we’ve found we spend most watches reading at the chart table with a trip topside to scan the horizon every 10 to 15 minutes.
Most office work today takes place on a portable computer. The space required for this is less
than you’ll need for charts. If you tend to spread out paperwork (as we do), that becomes a consideration in the design of the “office area.” For a number of our clients we’ve installed special
file-sized drawers.

Three different
approaches to
chart tables and
seating.
The
Express 37 (lower
left) allows you to
work from the end
of the saloon seat
or the edge of the
quarter berth with
the table overhanging your knees.
T h e 4 0 - fo o t
(12.3m) cruiser
(top) has a small
nav desk with an
outboard shelf,
which becomes
ve r y i m p o r t a n t
when doing office
work or reducing
celestial observations.
The chart table
o n t h i s 4 5 - fo o t
( 1 3 . 8 m ) ke t c h
(lower right) has
no provisions for
sitting, but is handy
to the companionway so that the
watch can drop
down and use it
when necessary. A
large fridge box is
contained under
the desktop.
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Electronics Installation
This is where the debate begins. The norm is to inset electronics into some form of furniture
face, giving everything a very finished look. There are several problems, however, with this
approach. The first is that it is costly — you’ll spend as much or more on carpentry as on the electronics. Second, when the time comes to work on the gear, it is less accessible. And finally, when
you change to a new piece of gear, odds are you will have to call a carpenter to make the new piece
fit.
We prefer to install the electronics under or on top of a shelf, so that it can be easily removed for
maintenance or replacement. With shelved installation, the location of gear can be easily changed
as you cruise — you almost always find you want gear placed differently after you’ve used it. If
designed correctly, these installations can be quite attractive.

Look at the radars in the upper left and middle left photos. In the upper left photo you can
see it from seated position or when passing by. In the middle shot it is viewable only when bending over or
seated in front.This could be a problem during a difficult approach when you want to be on deck and looking
at the radar at the same time. In the upper right photo there is no fiddle rail on the inboard edge of the table.
This will be a problem on starboard tack, as things tend to slide to leeward. The bottom right photo has a
radar that is only viewable when seated.The owners are forced to use a removable seat so they can get into
an aft cabin.This makes the table difficult to use at sea.The simplest approach (lower left) is to install things
loosely. In this case, there’s a locker door that can be closed when you are not using the gear.
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It gets easier as the boat gets bigger!
The upper three photos show the
nav/office area aboard Terra Nova,
one of our 58-foot (17.8m) designs.
This nav area is located opposite
the galley, down a short companionway from the cockpit. It has all the
usual electronics of a modern yacht,
including an Apple computer and
printer. The desk is laid out in an Lshape to maximize work surfaces. In
order to use this area most efficiently,
a swiveling chair has been worked in
for seating. This also makes the cabin
look larger, as it opens up some sole
space visually.The negative is that it is
not as comfortable to use at sea —
but it works really well in port. A file
drawer is an integral part of the design.

The bottom two
photos show two of
our 62-foot (19m)
designs. The lower has
an athwartships-facing
table and chair. We did
this to open up the
saloon area by reducing the intrusion of a
large nav desk into the
saloon. However, this
was not very comfortable at sea, and we
returned to a “normal” layout on the
next boat (middle
left).
Most of the electronics on both boats are
shelf-mounted. On the upper design, the
radar is set into an opening, rather than into
furniture faces as with Terra Nova (above).
This makes it a lot easier to change. Notice
the low shelf running around the perimeter,
under which is hung a variety of gear.
A nav seat rather than a bench is required,
as access to the engine room is directly
behind this area.
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An interesting comparison in design approaches.
The upper photo is Heart of
Gold, a 50-footer (15.4m).
The lower photo shows a
62-foot (19m) sistership to
Intermezzo II. In Heart of
Gold, one of the objectives is
to separate the nav area
from the saloon area. This is
done very effectively by the
high locker.
Our preference is to keep
the interior as open as possible, so there are no high
lockers on our design. A 1foot (0.3m) “modesty”
panel rises up from the nav
desk, allowing a shelf from
which electronics can be
hung.There is also space for
a r ow o f g e a r t o b e
mounted on the desktop.
Even though the overall
beam and length of these
areas is the same, the lower
design will have a saloon
that appears twice as big as
the upper, simply due to the
lack of the high cabinets.

Comfortable use at sea has always been our design criteria.This means a seat in which you can relax on
either tack. To do this you need to be able to brace yourself on something to leeward (usually a galley
locker) to keep from falling out of the seat when you happen to be on the windward side.
When you are to leeward, some sort of a built-in or loose cushion is required to support the back.There
should be enough space for a little taper to the back cushion.
The two photos (above) show seating systems that work well for short uses but that would not be comfortable to use for long periods of time. On the left is a flat bottom cushion with no room behind for a
back cushion (although there is plenty of room outboard when heeled to leeward). The strap looks efficient, but will not be comfortable at its height. It would be much better to brace yourself to leeward (if
there was something there to put your feet onto).The curved seat (right) is quite common in Europe.This
tends to hold you in place at moderate angles of heel but is not as comfortable when sitting sideways.
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At the risk of being repetitive, I want to come back to
shelf mounting of electronics.
If executed correctly, it can be
both a simple and a goodlooking installation.
The key is to have the shelf,
under which gear is hung
close enough to the desk surface below so that you only
see the faces of the electronics. We typically set our height
at between 6 and 8 inches
(150 to 200 mm).
The upper photo shows one
of our 64-foot (19.7m) models. The middle shot shows
Sundeer. When we star ted
with Sundeer, all the electronics were hidden inside lockers.
However, we soon grew tired
of leaving the lockers open at
sea and moved our gear
below, as seen here. Note
how the electronic faces are
underhung 2 inches (50mm).
We used this area for our
writing and design work and
eventually had a complex of
computer gear on the aft desk,
with laser printer and CPU on
a shelf beneath the desk.
Having the clutter on the aft end kept it
somewhat out of the line of sight from the
rest of the saloon area.
The lower photo is of my dad’s Deerfoot
II. Although this design is much larger than
Sundeer — 74 feet (22.7m) compared to
67 feet (20.6m), the nav area is much
smaller.This was forced onto us by a midship engine room. Deerfoot’s bulkhead is
directly aft of the nav area; Sundeer’s
engine room is all the way aft.
The nav area is fine for writing up a log
or looking at a chart and works okay with
a portable computer, but it’s a little small
for big projects.
An interesting comparison here is the
height of the modesty panel. Compare
this to the one we used on the 62 on the
preceding page (middle left).This is about
50 percent higher and shuts off more of
the mess, but also makes the total saloon
area seem somewhat smaller.
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Following the recent trends in new-home construction, it appears that the heads on production
boats are getting larger and larger. On a vessel with
already severe limitations on interior volume, this
allocation of space to an area that is used so little is
puzzling. Further, a good head at sea has to be compact. There are certain times in the head when you
must have one or both hands free. If the vessel is
bouncing around, the tighter the quarters are, the
better off you’ll be.

Toilet Orientation
If possible, the toilet itself should be placed fore
and aft, between the side of the hull and the sink or
the sink counter on larger craft. This way you’re
naturally braced when the boat is heeled on either
tack. If the toilet is athwartships, strategically
placed handholds are necessary.
As for the toilet itself, most seem to work well if
they’re simply constructed and not misused. Intermezzo had an inexpensive Wilcox Crittenden
“Headmate” that stood up well for three-and-a-half
years. For the last 15 years we’ve used Raritan PHll
toilets with good success. They need an overhaul of
their rubber parts about every 9 months to a year.
One tip: Always keep the cover down when the
head’s not in use, or sooner or later something will
fall into the bowl and crack the porcelain or choke
the plumbing.

Showering

A compact head (top) with toilet, sink
counter, and shower area all in one. The toilet
faces aft, and a bulkhead on each side keeps
you in place while the boat is heeled. Note the
mirror on the bulkhead.This helps to open the
space that is otherwise very tight.
The bottom photo shows a typical sink basin
on one of our boats. The face of the basin has
been curved to match the oval shape of the
sink and pulled out from the rest of the cabinet.
This makes it possible to use a large sink in a
small cabinet and creates some toe space at
the same time.
With experienced cabinetmakers, this type
of detail is not too difficult to execute.
On the right side of the photo you can see
the forward par t of the shower opening.
Notice the high threshold. A shower of this
design can be used in adverse conditions without too much difficulty.

You should be able to shower in the head at sea
while the vessel is pitching. Again, handholds are
the solution. We’ve found the best shower arrangements for smaller yachts to be handheld units connected to the sink faucet with a quick-disconnect
fitting. Using a shut-off valve right at the shower
wand makes it easier to shut off the water between
soaping and rinsing.
On small yachts, space forces you to use a “wethead” arrangement, where you shower in the same
area as you use the toilet and sink. This sounds
awful, but judicious use of shower curtains and
hand sprayer keeps splatter to an acceptable level.
With a little more room you can create a shower
space in conjunction with the toilet. Yes, the head
will have a wet seat, but the rest of the shower area
will stay dry.
When creating shower spaces, think about how
they will be used at sea. We like to have a divider
that can be leaned against with the shoulder. Where
you step into the shower area there should be a lip
of at least 16 inches (406mm), and preferably a bit
more. This is just enough to lend support to your
legs.
The best way to take a shower at sea is to sit down
with your shoulder against a bulkhead. It is fre-
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quently possible to build in a seat where the hull slopes outboard, or at the forward or aft end of
the shower compartment.
I like to keep shower compartments as narrow as possible to constrain your movement at sea.
This ends up being between 22 and 24 inches (550 and 600 mm) in width at shoulder height.

Sole Gratings
Linda would not let this subject pass without adding a word on the gratings typically found at
the bottom of most heads. These look very nice but are hell to keep clean. To do the job properly
you have to take a toothbrush to each slimy-bottomed little square, a time-consuming and unappetizing task to say the least. A better bet is no grating and a good nonskid finish. If a grating is a
must, use one in which the timbers only run in one direction.

Are Two Heads Better Than One?
Many vessels today are built with two or more heads. On an offshore boat these extra heads
usually end up full of sailbags and other odds and ends because space is too valuable to waste.
Consider putting removable shelves in the second head, as we did aboard Intermezzo. This transforms the space into a fantastic pantry, and for a modest investment gives a tremendous increase
in easy-to-use storage. When the time comes to sell the boat, if her new owners want the multihead arrangement, the shelves can be removed easily. Hanging lockers are another good candidate for this treatment. Shelved stowage space is usually the most sought-after accommodation
on any boat, and these are easy ways to increase it.

Day Head
As yachts grow larger, extra heads are the norm. One of the decisions to be faced involves
access. If you are having lots of short-term guests aboard, a head with direct access to the saloon
is a good idea. Otherwise, anyone using a head has to go through someone else’s stateroom to use
the facilities. However, this approach sometimes makes access to the guest stateroom more difficult. So, if you take this approach, be sure it is really necessary.

Do You Want A Bathtub?
A bathtub on a cruising yacht? Yes, they are possible and, when fresh water is available, are
really nice to have. The key is to keep volume as tight as possible in order to reduce the quantity
of water required. We usually make our tubs about 20 inches (508mm) wide at the thickest end,
tapering to 17 inches (430 mm) at the feet. With this sort of arrangement, you can take a nice bath
for less than 15 gallons (58 liters) of water.

Shower Curtains
Before we leave the subject of heads, a word on shower curtains. Do everything possible to
avoid them. They are impossible to keep clean and quickly become mildewed. With careful
design it is usually possible to eliminate the need for a curtain, especially if the crew is careful
with the handheld shower.

Sometimes it
make sense to put
the sink in the corner rather than the
middle of a counter.
This allows you to
u s e a n a rr o w e r
counter in the rest
of the area. If there
is a toilet opposite,
this re d uc e s the
space required for
the head compartm e n t . H o w e v e r,
make sure there is
somewhere to
brace yourself on
both tacks when
working at the sink.
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Heads are usually located outboard, and, due to the hull shape, not all of the horizontal space
can be used for sole.This makes it possible to work in a large locker (or shower seat) between
the area where the sole ends and hull (upper left).
If you have a wet head, the locker needs to be sealed or the contents will invariably become
damp.There are two approaches to this. One is to use a rubber seal around the perimeter of the
door.The second is to cover the door with a shower curtain.
The cleanest way to mount sinks is under the counter surface (upper right). If the sink is
designed for this, it is not difficult to execute and makes for a much nicer-looking counter. In addition, the counter is easier to clean — this applies to galleys as well. Notice how the faucet is set
at an angle rather than directly opposite the bowl.This makes it possible to use a thinner counter.
When sink, counter and shower are in close proximity, the same fixture can be used for both
(middle right).This reduces plumbing complexity and works quite well, as long as you can easily
reach the valves from your showering position.

Enclosing the
shower area with
Plexiglas as on this
Deerfoot 74 (left)
keeps water contained while maintaining visual space
in the head.The only
negative is cleaning
the Plexiglas with
each shower (especially if you have
hard water).
Race boats frequently have heads
constructed with
curtains (right).They
actually work quite
well, and are light
and easy to construct.
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The main saloon gets the leftover space after you’ve designed the sleeping areas, head or heads,
galley and nav area. It will normally serve as entertainment center, dining room, library, and perhaps boudoir.
In general, the saloon has the most open floor area, so be sure there are enough handholds to get
from one end to the other in a seaway.

Tr aditional saloons
(top two photos) usually
had one or more pilot
berths outboard of the
saloon seats. This provides extra bunks in the
middle of the boat and
creates huge storage
areas beneath the pilot
berths. However, it also
forces the saloon seats
towards the centerline,
reducing visual space in
the process. If you don’t
need the bunks (due to
their height, they’re
uncomfor table when
rolling downwind), it is
better to do without
them and have the larger
saloon. Note the difference in mainmast location. When it bisects the
saloon, it reduces the
sense of spaciousness
way out of propor tion
to the actual size.

The bottom photo
shows a smaller yacht
where a C-shaped seat
that doubles as the bunk
is placed forward of the
galley areas in the aft
end of the interior.
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The saloon-design equation gets easier as
boat size increases. Heart of Gold (top two photos), a Carl Schumacher 50-foot (15.4m)
cruiser-racer, has a nice open saloon, yet the
space is tight enough to be traversed with ease
at sea. Note the handrails overhead to ease passage across the saloon sole. (Carl Schumacher
photos)
Sunset Blvd (next two photos), a 54-foot
(16.6m) design, is shown in the second set of
photos. She was originally a stripped racing boat
that was converted to a cruiser. The curtainedoff area forward contains bulk storage for cruising and the sail inventory.
The first Deerfoot (third two photos),, a 68footer (20.1m), had a trunk cabin (the only boat
we’ve done this way) and a traditional saloon
layout with C-shaped seating and settee opposite. The trunk cabin makes for low, sleek topsides but compromises interior volume.
The lower photo is the eating area opposite the galley on the 72-foot (22.1m) Locura. We used this same
arrangement (saloon forward-eating area opposite galley aft) on Wakaroa.
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On Intermezzo II we built a handrail (top left) onto the
edge of the saloon table.This worked so well for traversing
the saloon sole that we never used the overhead handrails.
The only problem was that it was fixed, making it difficult to
eat on that side of the table.
On subsequent yachts we made the handrails removable.
This way, in port a tablecloth would lay flat and you could
eat or play cards with wrists resting on the table surface —
a much better arrangement.
An idea on Intermezzo II that did not work so well in practice was the fixed center fiddle.This was great at sea, but in
port made the use of a tablecloth impractical. On subsequent boats we went back to simple removable fiddles.

A clever approach to using a saloon or pilothouse seat for eating (upper left two photos). A simple but robust stainless-steel arm with a tapered base fitting is easily removed for storage. Table
bases need to be solidly secured and of substantial diameter, or the table will wobble, a most
annoying feature. For tables that fit into an 8-foot (2.4m) area, we usually specify two supports. In
aluminum these are generally at least 4-inch-diameter (100mm) schedule-40 pipe. Be sure that
whatever they are secured to is heavily reinforced. If you try bolting to a piece of 3/4-inch (19mm)
plywood without close support nearby, the sole will bend and the table will rattle!
Ideally, the saloon table
will fold into a smaller size
when not being used for
dinner. If it were to drop to
cockpit-table height, that
would really be nice. We’ve
done a few of these, but
have found that they tend
to move around a bit.
However, the system on
Lady Kathryn (lower photos) works well. The secret
is a large-diameter (8-inch/
200mm) table support.
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Seat Arrangements
Saloon seating arrangements vary with available space, how many people you need to fit in, and
the desired ease of access to seats and storage.
A general rule of thumb is to allow 24 inches (610 mm) per person, although you can get by
with a little less.
One option is to have opposing bench seats, each with room for one or two people, and a table
in between. You can then add a folding chair to the outside, giving room for three or five to sit at
the table.
Another way to go is with an L-shape, generally with two seats on each leg of the L. This is the
approach Linda and I favor, as it allows easy access to hull-side seating and storage. We carry a
couple of folding chairs for use in port when we have guests over for a meal.
You will fit in the most people with a C-shape, but this is the most difficult to use, and what you
gain on the end could be replaced with a folding chair.
Then there’s the issue of straight versus curved. Curved seats are sexy to look at, but it’s impossible to sleep comfortably on a curved seat. Our preference is to tolerate the aesthetics of the
straight line and go for the comfortable seat when lying down.
On smaller yachts like this 25-footer (7.7m)
(top left), it is sometimes necessary to have just
a single settee opposite the galley area. While
tight, this arrangement works fine at sea as long
as it is comfortable to brace yourself against
the leeward side.
With a modest-beam 35-foot (10.7m) interior, there is room for opposing settees as in
the previous section. However, having the table
off to one side, as shown here (middle left)
with facing seats, adds a bit of visual room to
the sole and really opens up the interior.
A very traditional saloon on this Salthousebuilt Al Mason 60-foot (18.5m) design (lower
left). There’s room for two on each side, or
three if you really crowd it. Note the lack of
back cushions. Cruisers were tougher in the
olden days!
Sometimes there will be a bit of space that
you don’t need for storage and don’t know
what to do with. That’s what happened here
(lower right) so we put in a small table with
room for one person on each side.We thought
that having a second area to read, work or play
cards made sense. However, if we had it to do
over again, we would turn the area into a large
closet.
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A comparison of seating concepts.The top four photos have L-shaped settees, while the bottom four
show different types of curved seating.The curved look is more sophisticated and great for entertaining. But at sea you lose the ability to sleep on the curved seats. If the curves are present on both side
of the boat, or if you have divided chair-like seating opposite the table, then there is no place in the
middle of the boat to snuggle down with a book, or to try to catch some shut-eye in bouncy weather.
Both approaches make sense, as long as you are clear about your goals.
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INTERIOR LAYOUTS

The 42-foot (12.9 m) Sunflower (top) has one of the
most livable interiors we’ve ever seen on a small boat.
Al and Beth Liggett designed the interior for two people to live in. — if there were going to be guests, they
would sleep in the main saloon.
The elimination of a guest cabin left a big chunk of
boat for the saloon/galley area, as you can see here.
(All drawings on these two pages are to the same
scale.)
The galley/nav area is raised about 1 foot (0.3 m)
above the level of the saloon. This allows the cook or
navigator to look outside and provides space below
the sole for tanks. The engine resides in a small space
below the galley counter.The sink is on the centerline,
and there’s enough space aft of the stove to allow
space to work at sea without being in the line of fire.
The saloon area is C-shaped with a bench seat to
starboard. Outboard and above this is a pilot berth,
used mainly as a storage shelf. There’s a huge amount
of storage under the pilot berth.
Wakaroa and Locura are both 72-foot (22.15m)
designs.They share a common interior-design philosophy in that their basic layout optimizes the central living area (bottom). The sleeping cabins and heads are
small. These areas are more efficient at sea, and most
cruisers find that when you’re in your bunk you have
your eyes closed, anyway. If that’s the case, why spend
a bunch of precious real estate in an area
where you can’t see it?
The area shown in this drawing of
Locura is a hair over 20 feet (6.15 m) in
length. With so much space to use, the
question quickly arises as to the most efficient design.
On both boats the design of these areas
was driven by the galley — it had to be
comparable to shoreside facilities. The
space made it easy to get the stove off the
hull side to a safer aft-bulkhead location.
A large freezer box was installed to the
inside of the stove with the fridge box
defining the forward end of the galley.
Both sinks were outboard, emptied by
macerator pumps.
In both boats the owners came to the
conclusion that a separate eating area
was best for their requirements (having
two young sons can influence you in that
direction!). The eating tables were large
enough to seat eight people comfortably,
although they were mainly used by four.
The saloon areas were approached differently. On Wakaroa there’s a C-shaped
seat to port (A mirror of what is shown
here) with a lovely teak locker against the
hullside to starboard. Locura was
designed with chairs and a table between,
more of a home-like look. The additional
upholstery presented by these chairs
softens the feel of this area. Wakaroa has
more storage space and a bit more cabin
sole exposed to view.
If you compare these two layouts with
those of Intermezzo ll and the original
Sundeer, you will see a difference in
approach. For our own boats we preferred to have a single eating area in the main saloon.The space devoted
to the aft eating area on Wakaroa and Locura we used for a very large office/navigation station. But of course,
we had two young daughters who were very neat eaters!

INTERIOR LAYOUTS
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The main saloon area (on most boats, the galley, formal
saloon area, and sometimes nav or office area) can be
designed in many different ways.We like to see a combination of visual openness at eye level with furniture at countertop level spaced closely enough to keep you secure
when moving about at sea.
The top drawing shows the saloon area on Terra Nova, a
Deerfoot 58. This follows what I would call the “classic”
approach.The settee is L-shaped to port, which allows easy
access around the table. The seating to starboard is in
bench form, so you can sit, sleep, or read with your feet up
on both tacks.
The galley and nav/office are contiguous with the seating
so that the whole area has an open feeling. Note that the
nav/office desk has been rotated onto the aft bulkhead.
This opens up the cabinsole, helping visual space. It also
avoids what would otherwise be a restriction between the
galley fridge counter and the nav desk.The only negative in
this layout is the fact that on port tack it is a bit of a hike
from the companionway to the table area.The stove is on
the aft bulkhead, and does not gimbal.The sink is outboard
and is pumped overboard rather than allowed to drain
(this avoids mistakes that could lead to a flooding!). This sink/stove relationship allows for a
large, efficient fridge/freezer box.
The bottom drawing is one of the Deerfoot
74s. The engine room is located amidships,
under the pilot house sole. The engine room
bulkhead forces you to use an L-shaped galley,
the bulk of which runs alongside the engine
room.The advantage in this is that the galley and
most of the mess associated therewith is hidden.The disadvantage is that visual space is substantially restricted. If you went fromTerra Nova
to the 74 you’d think that both areas were on
comparable sized boats.
The center drawing is a Sundeer 56. Because
guest quarters are limited, the total length of
the saloon area on this design is larger than on
some of our much bigger designs. The total
length is over 17 feet (5.23 meters). Compared
to the Deerfoot 58 and 74 with 13.5 foot (4.15
m) of space, you can see how this would feel
huge.
The point I
am trying to
make is that
being clear
a b o u t yo u r
design objectives can lead
you to different, extremlely effective
solutions. We
create this
space in the 56
p r e c i s e ly
because the
mission for the
boat is clear —
t wo p e o p l e
aboard 97% of
the time.
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Built-In Chairs
We have frequently been asked by clients to work some sort of chair into the main saloon. This
has a lot of appeal in theory. It gives more of a feeling of being at home and, if ergonomically
designed, can certainly be comfortable.
However, there are several trade-offs, some of which we’ve discussed already.
If you plan to spend most of your time in port and are not concerned with having the best possible berths at sea, then go for it. But to make your yacht as comfortable at possible for passaging,
you are better off with a bench-style seat opposite the table.

Here’s a simple approach to saloon
chairs (upper left). Build a platform raised
a bit from the sole, then go to an RV supplier and pick up a couple of “captain’s”
chairs. These are far less money than you
can hope to pay for on a custom chairs.
In spite of my protests to the contrary,
my dad wanted chair s opposite his
curved saloon seating
(upper and middle right).
They look great and
work fine in port. After
living with them, he
would still do the same
thing the next time —
and I still don’t like them!
Home-like chairs were
a prerequisite from the
b e g i n n i n g w h e n we
designed the Deerfoot
72 (lower right). These
chairs were constructed
and upholstered at a regular furniture company,
with provisions for bolting them into place on
the boat.

PILOT BERTHS
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Pilot Berths
Twenty-five years ago almost every yacht had a couple of pilot berths in the saloon. This was a
convenient way of packing in bodies, especially to windward when the weight would help boat
speed. It also created cavernous storage spaces.
A good pilot berth will be tight to keep you in place in bad weather. The norm is typically about
22- to 24-inches (550 to 600mm) in width at the shoulders. If the hull tapers in a bit towards the
feet, this is okay.
Pilot berths tend to get a bit stuffy when cruising in the tropics, so be sure each has an electric
fan.
If you happen to have a boat with pilot berths in the saloon but don’t need the sleeping space,
consider taking them out and moving the settees outboard or converting the space to storage with
a locker front.

Pilot berths come in all
shapes and sizes. The pilot
berth in the upper left photo
has been conver ted to a
deep shelf for general storage. There are no seat back
cushions on the vertical face
to make access to storage
easier — throw pillows are
used for back support).
Traditional pilot ber ths
were ver y narrow at the
foot (middle photo). This
berth tapers down to 15
inches (380mm), the minimum for use in the tropics.
In the lower photo, there
are back cushions for the
saloon settee. This will be
more comfor table than
throw pillows. The pilot
berth is also quite a bit
wider.
Note the difference above
the pilot berths between the
lower and middle photos.
The lower boat has about 75
percent of the berth covered with deck, while the
middle berth, being a flush
deck design, has more space
above it. There will be a big
difference in air flow in the
tropics between these two
layouts, although the tighter
berth will be better in severe
weather.
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PILOT BERTHS

Aside from a place to sleep at sea, pilot
berths provide a huge amount of storage volume below their mattresses.This is due to the
fact that they are high where the hull is widest.
Of course being high, you would keep this
space for lighter materials (keeping the heavy
stuff below the center of gravity where it helps
stability).
The top photo is a 42-foot (12.92 m)Bob
Perry Design. Access under the bunk is covered by simple cushions which are attached
with Velcro. Note the large cutout in the center of the mattress fiddle . This makes getting
into and out of the bunk easier, yet provides a
bit of support for your shoulders when heeled
(at sea you would use a lee cloth).The bottom
photo shows it like the old days when pilot
berths were used for ship pilots.The curtains give the occupant some privacy and will darken the bunk
when the rest of the boat is lit.
You need somewhere to put a book, a drink, or eyeglasses when using one of these pilot berths. A small
fiddled shelf (upper right) helps in this regard.

COMPANIONWAYS
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COMPANIONWAYS
Companionways are always difficult to design. There is never enough room to get the angle that
makes them as easy to use as stairs in a home, yet they have to function at sea with the boat heeled
and bouncing around.
The ideal situation is to have a companionway that enters the boat between two bulkheads. If
this is not possible, it helps to have the last step close or between two pieces of furniture.
The steeper the ladder, the more difficult it is to use. This is very much a function of the age of
the user. Younger and more agile crewmembers can live with steeper ladders.

There are as many ways to design companionways as there are designers.The main issue is that they should
be easy to use at sea. The curved steps (upper left) send you down between two bulkheads.The bulkheads
provide good support on either tack.The grating at the bottom of the companionway contains drips and provides an excellent nonskid surface to catch your feet as you step off the ladder.
A flat step with angled sides keeps your feet more efficiently braced to leeward when heeled (upper middle
photo). However, this is less comfortable when the boat is upright.You can achieve the same effect with good
nonskid and correct width allowing you to spread your feet for the best support. The leeward leg will take
more load, but with moderate heel and when the boat is upright, this is more comfortable and safer.
When we have a companionway open up to a saloon area, we try to have the last step send you between
supporting furniture, as on Sundeer (upper right).

Sometimes you need a
ladder for direct access to
the deck and for use as an
escape hatch if the companionway is blocked by
fire. Using cur ved steps
(left) reduces the intrusion of the ladder into the
living area.
On larger yachts the
tendency is to splay the
bottom of the ladder. This
looks great but is a little
difficult to use at high heel
angles.
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HANDRAILS

Steps
Our preference is to use flat
steps, typically 6 inches
(150mm) in depth (fore and aft)
and anywhere from 15 to 18
inches (380 to 457mm) in width.
On the other hand, many designers and builders like to use curved
or angled steps. These are somewhat easier to use when heeled,
but more difficult when sailing
upright.
Our experience is that with a
good nonskid finish on the tread
of the step, the angled/curved
approach is not necessary.

HANDRAILS
As you move through the boat
at sea you need support for every
step. This can be provided by
waist-high furniture, or by handr a i l s s t r a t eg i c a l l y p l a c e d
throughout the interior. Remember, they need to work on both
tacks.
We often find that it works well
to put vertical handrails on bulkheads.
Overhead rails need to be positioned so that they work for all
crewmembers, the shortest of
whom may require different rails
than the rest.
To be effective, handrails
should allow your hand to close
all the way around. This is the
strongest grip. If you can only get
your fingers partially around, it
will be difficult to hold yourself
when the boat gets slapped by a
big wave.
Most handrails are made from
timber. However, stainless is
much stronger, can be made
smaller in diameter, and are
therefore easier to hang onto.
If adding rails, wait to install
them until you’ve spent some
time on each tack at major heel
angles. Once you’ve had this
experience, your ideas on what’s
required will probably change.

A common method of creating nonskid on a varnished ladder tread is to use unfinished and grooved teak.This way when
the teak wears over the years you can easily replace it.
Another approach is to route out grooves and inset rubber
strips.The strips catch your feet or the soles of your shoes and
provide an excellent anchor.These are also replaceable.
We most often use walnut shells (not shown) for nonskid.

We f r e q u e n t l y
route out handholds
in high fiddle rails
(left). This allows fingers to close around
the opening, rather
than just gripping the
edge of the fiddle.
With exposed
deck beams, a dowel
can be run longitudin a l ly t o p r o v i d e
excellent support
(second photo). Ideally, dowel diameter
should not be more
than 1 inch (25 mm).
Most handrails are
made from timber
(third photo). This
means they have to
be substantial in
diameter or have
very close supports.
There should be adequate space between
the deck and top of
the rail to slide your
fingers through. We
like to see at least 1.5
inches (37mm).
A handrail built into
the cabin trun edge is
often ver y handy.
However, as your
hand cannot close
around this, it is not
totally effective in
heavy weather.

ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
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ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
It seems that even the smallest yachts today have enough entertainment electronics aboard
today to warrant an entertainment center. We tend to look at the design of these the same with
navigational electronics. Ideally, whatever system is used for installation will be flexible, allowing for future changes and upgrades. This means avoiding built-ins when possible, staying with
shelf-mounted gear.

Under ideal circumstances, enter tainm e n t c e n t e rs w i l l
r e t a i n a c e rt a i n
amount of mounting
flexibility, so you can
change (or maintain)
gear with ease.
The swiveling TV
stand (upper left)
meets this test, as does
the system installed in
the locker above and
alongside. However,
the installations below
are built-in. They look
great but will require a
carpenter to update to
new gear.
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ENGINE SPACE

Two major questions are: Where do you want the gear, and should it all be together? Take the
TV, for instance. There will be times when you prefer to watch it from your bunk, and other times
when it will work best in the saloon. And if in the saloon, can it be seen by the cook as well? What
about on deck, under the dodger or in the pilot house?
Of course, you could install a series of TVs. Our preference is to go with a small, portable unit,
with built-in VCR. These are available in 12-volt configuration, with small carrying handles built
into the top. Portable and easily stowed, they do not require a permanent installation. All you need
is a bit of space under a bunk or at the bottom of a hanging locker where they can be stowed when
necessary.
Music systems are typically very compact, assuming you are going with automotive gear. If
using household systems, quite a bit of space is involved and you’ll have to devote significant
thought to installation. Also consider how to dissipate heat.
Speakers are always an aesthetic problem. For good sound you need large speakers. However,
these are hard to fit into the interior and even with available space are unsightly, unless expensive
timber boxes are custom-made.
One approach that works efficiently is to use speakers designed for flush wall mounting. These
are generally about 3.5 inches (82mm) deep and so will fit through a bulkhead or inside a headliner without a great aesthetic impact. Some of these speakers have excellent sound reproduction.

ENGINE SPACE
Here we get into one of the biggest trade-offs in interior design. Ideally, you want to have a separate engine compartment with lots of space for access to all gear. An engine room done in this
manner will be less expensive to install and much less expensive and less frustrating to own. Our
experience in new builds is that whatever it costs to add to the length of the boat for adequate
engine room space is more than saved in construction labor.
The machine should also be as low as possible in the boat and isolated for noise and odor.
Our preference is to have the engine room isolated behind a watertight bulkhead, in the aft end
of the boat. This is sometimes difficult due to weight concentration in the rear end; however, over
the last 20 years we’ve learned how to deal with this very effectively. You pay a slight center of
gravity and pitching penalty, but the benefits are so enormous they are well worth the penalties.
Of course, this is only practical if you design with this goal in mind from the beginning. If you
have an existing engine space, the odds are it will share living quarters with the crew.
The main thing is access. You need to be able to investigate all critical elements without taking
the boat apart — this means belts, filters, fuel and water pumps, injectors, and the starter motor.
And it must be in an area that remains dry regardless of weather or sea conditions. Good access to
the stuffing box is also required.
Once this is taken care of, you then need to look to the rest of the accessories. Gensets, fridge
compressors, and watermakers all live by the same rules. Access and dryness are essential.
On modern light-displacement designs there is usually not the depth of hull to allow engine
installations under the floorboards. The shallow bilges of these yachts require the engine to be
under a galley counter or perhaps under the cockpit.
In either case, there should be room for at least 1 inch (25mm) and preferably twice this forsound-absorbing material.
Finally, consideration must be given to the engine (and other gear) in the event of a flooding.
Higher installations offer better flood protection. Since the oil dipsticks (both on the pan and the
injection pump) are usually what first allows water into the engine, it sometimes makes sense to
extend these with a bit of hose and a longer dipstick. This way, even with a severe flooding, you
can still use the engine to help pump the bilges.

CABINETWORK
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CABINETWORK
Furniture on a yacht
has to function in an
ex t r e m e l y d i ffi c u l t
environment — hot at
times, cold at others,
with humidity levels
varying according to
weather as the vessel
moves from one region
to another. Meanwhile,
timber is swelling,
shrinking, and warping
a s i t s e nv i r o n m e n t
changes.
If everything is done
just right — the correct
woods are chosen, cut
properly from the log,
air dried over a sufficient period of time,
and used in a manner
that encourages the furniture to stay in one
place — maybe everything will fit.
But it’s more realistic
to assume that the
shapes will change, and
to allow for this in
design. Otherwise,
carry a wood plane for
some judicious shaving
now and then.

Door Design
If a solid timber
frame surrounds a thinner plywood panel,
raised panel doors are
usually the most stable.
Another approach is to
make a sandwich from
plywood, structural
foam, then ply again.
This is usually
warp-resistant as well
as light.
W h a t eve r s y s t e m
you’re looking at, be
sure to allow lots of tolerance between edges
for shape change.

Corner details are the toughest
to design and execute.This is where
you separate the real craftsmen
from the house carpenters.
On Sundeer we laid out the timber grain horizontally (top left),
then wrapped it around the corner.
This looks good but was very difficult to execute and in a few small
areas led to the veneer separating
from the corner post substrate.The
production 64s (upper right) were
done with a conventional corner post (grain running vertically). In hindsight, we
feel that what we did on Sundeer looked too “manufactured” for our taste. Note
the second fiddle on stainless upstands.
Wakaroa has very traditional furniture made from solid teak (middle photos).
The wood was chosen for its rich grain. Note the lack of a fiddle rail.The timber
front runs past the seat base to form the cushion retainer.
When you go for very light construction, solid timber must have some means
of keeping the joints together over time (lower left).This hatch coamings are just
3/8-inch (9.6mm) thick and so are reinforced on the corners with an epoxy/
fiberglass laminate.
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Timbers

Wakaroa (top) carries the same traditional solid-timber theme
throughout her interior. The drawer faces are solid with edges gently
radiused. Tall pieces of furniture have grain running vertically, while
drawers and lower pieces of furniture have horizontal-running grain.
Sometimes a combination of timbers can be used (below). This
combination of New Zealand kauri with teak trims is quite dramatic,
although the kauri does not have the rich graining of teak.

On most yachts, the overwhelming choice of wood is
teak. Color and grain structure
have an aesthetic appeal, and if
teak becomes water-stained,
the stains can be sanded or
bleached out and the finish
returned to a like-new state.
With other timbers, if the varnish is damaged and water
stains result, there will always
be some residual staining
when refinishing is completed.
Many shades of teak are
available, running from a
light, golden-colored “honey”
teak to the dark shades seen so
often on boats built in northern
Europe. We much prefer the
lighter shades.
We’ve used other timbers in
areas where they weren’t subject to damage. Light timbers
such as ash or holly make interiors look wonderful. But try
to stay with teak for hatch
coamings and galley fiddle
rails, as these are the areas
most subjected to damage.
Since most furniture is built
today from veneer-faced plywood, one factor you’ll want
to evaluate is the thickness of
the veneers, which can run
from paper-thin to 1/8 inch.
The thicker the veneer, the
more damage-resistant the
timber.
If you’re adding some cabinetry and trying to match older
materials, keep in mind that all
timbers lighten in color with
age. Newly milled teak will be
substantially darker initially
than after six months. If modifying an existing interior, careful removal of old joinerwork
can salvage large amounts of
timber for use in new work
where it will match the old.

CABINETWORK
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Joinerwork styles can go in almost any direction, as
long as the timber is used to advantage. When we
built Intermezzo II in South Africa (upper left) we used
a native yellow wood for large surfaces with teak corner posts, fiddles, and cappings. It looked beautiful,
but over time the busyness began to bother us.
Some of the best craftsmen in the world worked
on the original Deerfoot, as you can see from this corner in the trunk cabin (upper right). Kauri is used
here, as well as for exposed deck beams (not shown).
The rest of the boat had Formica on the large surfaces with teak corner posts and fiddles.
We feel that the interior of a boat (even a large one) is so tight that styling should be consistent throughout. With raised panel doors, this look should be carried on throughout, as it is here in the trunk cabin
below the opening port (middle left).
When we did Maya, the owners were looking for something with an oriental look.The cabinet and cabin
doors were all made up to look like shoji screens. Ash was used because of its light color, and we filled the
latticework with a high-tech fiber-reinforced material that would transmit light. Surprisingly, this has stood
the test of time.
Sometimes a clean race-boat look (lower left) can be very effective asethetically, especially if you keep
stores good and orderly.This cutout ply is light, easy to execute, and stands up well as long as you keep an
eye on the exposed edges.
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Fiddle Rails
Fiddle rails serve many purposes. First, they keep stores from spilling out of shelves when a
locker door is opened. At the shelf edge they can also serve as a stiffener — the higher the better,
as long as you still have access to place items high onto the shelf. A good bet here is 2 to 3 inches
(50 to 75 mm). Second, the fiddle rail will hold various items on furniture. In the galley and in
other areas where you really want things to stay put, a 3-inch-high (75mm) fiddle is ideal. In other
areas, about 1 1/2 inches (38 mm) seems to do the trick of protecting and covering an edge and
providing security for low stores.
You need to decide if the corners of the fiddles are to be closed. This will contain a spill, but
makes it more difficult to clean a counter. We opt for spill protection.
It often makes sense to have an extra removable fiddle or two placed on galley counters for use
at sea. This way glasses or serving dishes can be stacked up at meal time.
Another approach, when you don’t want the bulk of a high fiddle but need protection, is to use
a low fiddle on the furniture top, with a second, higher fiddle supported on stainless-steel brackets. The space between the two opens things up visually, yet there’s a high (usually about 4-inch/
100mm) rail for good support when heeled.
The face of the fiddle that does the holding should be vertical with little or no cove on the
counter intersection. Any sort of a cove (which makes cleaning easier) prevents glasses and pans
from lying flat against the fiddle. In a seaway this can create problems.

Two approaches (upper photos) to fiddle construction: One is to laminate the
corner using thin strips of veneer.The second is to use solid timber and join it.
In order for the laminated fiddle to look
good, it must be made over a jig with
plenty of clamping pressure to squeeze
the various pieces tightly together. Done
correctly, there will be no visible glue line.
In production, once you get the hang of it,
this is very efficient.
A solid corner is harder to execute correctly in that you need very good tools
and skilled craftsmen to get the fit. However, for the natural look of the different
wood grains, it is the preferred approach.

FIDDLE RAILS

We frequently inlay different timbers
in top fiddles to create a sophisticated
style (upper photos), depending on the
owner’s desires. In this case, the basic
fiddle is teak with a large inlay of birch
and a smaller inlay of rosewood. This
design is carried throughout the boat
on all large fiddles. Note how the two
beveled edges of the vertical capping
rail and horizontal fiddle mate.
With solid fiddles, you need to decide
on the grain approach in the corners.
You can attempt to make the grain
match or have it contrast as shown
here (middle).There is a generous cove
inside this fiddle. This makes cleaning
easier, but the rail will be less efficient at
holding dinnerware in place. Foxed fiddles like these on saloon tables also
make dining in port somewhat more
difficult.

Another
approach with
fiddles is to leave
t o e c o rn e r s
open. This makes
it easier to clean
up, although it
allows spills to
drop down to
the cabin sole.
Also, this type
of corner is much
easier to execute.
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Furniture Ventilation
Air circulates through the bilges and interior (hopefully), keeping things fresh-smelling and
reducing or eliminating mold and mildew. It would be nice if this air also moved through the lockers. To further this end, we usually drill holes or cut slots at each non-structural bulkhead and in
the backs of all lockers, or where two lockers meet. If a bunk or locker is over a bilge area, it sometimes make sense to have breathing holes, covered with screens, cut into the locker bottom. Door
faces can be louvered, have air slots cut into the edges, or held open with hooks. The key is to let
air into and out of the lockers.

Locker ventilation is tricky. Most forms of
slatting, grillwork, and rattan rarely let enough
air in or out of the lockers to be truly effective.
We’ve found it better to cut large slots in
the toe spaces (upper left drawing), then be
sure the ends of all lockers are open through
bulkheads and/or common locker end panels.
The very best system is to use a large eyehook (middle left) to hold the door open.This
affords an open breathing area when necessary, yet results in a simple, clean-looking door
that is easier to fabricate and longer lived.

HARDWARE
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Hardware
Hinges need to be stronger than you might expect, in order to take the load of heavy objects
leaning against the doors. Door latches must be secure during a knockdown, as discussed earlier.
Remember that when heeled, heavy objects inside the locker may tumble against the latches.

Finger latches (upper left)
are unreliable. When they
are to windward, locker
contents can tumble against
the release lever, unexpectedly opening the locker. It
partially helps to fit a guard.
We’ve had good results
from the push-button-style
latches (upper right), where
pushing the button forces a
flat plate out to lock the
door.This is not as subject to
accidental opening if properly installed. To open the
door, you push on the button to pop it out, releasing
the lock and providing a nice
handle with which to pull
the door open.
On some of our custom
boats we’ve created special
timber knobs (middle and
lower photos) attached
with a bolt to a flat stainless
plate. The plate
is rotated to
catch the vertical edge of the
d o o r f ra m e .
These
are
extremely positive, and as long
as the knob is
turned to the
locked position,
will not accidently release.
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Johnson Touch Latches
(upper photos), developed
for aircraft furniture, work
quite well at keeping lockers
closed when heeled. They
require no knobs on the outside. Instead, they work by
pushing the door, which in
turn opens a detent that
allows the lock to unlatch.
The only negative is that they
tend to be noisy — there is a
definite “clunk” when you
open or close the door with
one of these.
Sliding doors often develop
annoying rattles especially
under power. This type of
screw adjustment (left) with
a rubber tip can be used to
reduce or eliminate vibration.
A simple rotating hasp
(right) creates a positive lock
on the outside of the door.
These are easy to install and
work in the worst of conditions.
Another approach is to
attach a piece of line to the
inside of the locker, bring it
out through the finger latch
hole, and tie it to an eye strap
on the exterior face (left
photo). This is about as positive as you can get and relatively unobtrusive when not
in use.
Alternatively, a simple flat
plate that rotates past the
door or drawer (right) will
get the job done.
Locking washboards to the
sliding hatch from inside the
boat can be accomplished in
several ways. One is to use a
s i m p l e b a rr e l b o l t ( n o t
shown). A more sophisticated approach is to have an
overcenter arm (bottom
left) that slips into a receptacle on the sliding hatch. Note
the two holes at the bottom.
These are for locking the
latch when leaving the boat.
Supporting nav desks and
vertically opening lockers is
easy with these stays from
Sugatsune (bottom right).
They lock when you open
the door. To unlock, raise the
lid a hair higher.

DRAWERS
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When drawers are mounted in an athwartships plane,
they need to be somehow held in place.The most common
practice is to have a ramp on the drawer runner to prevent
the drawer from sliding out unless it has been lifted over the
ramp.This works well in moderate conditions, but in heavier
going — especially on smaller craft — pounding can cause a
drawer to jump its ramp.
One way around this is to use individual hooks (upper
right). Another is to have an eye strap at the top and bottom
of the drawer stack, with a line tied between. With overlay
drawers (upper left) you won’t see any visual evidence of
the ramp system. However, if you have a flush-drawer look
(middle left), space has to be left at the top so the drawer
can be lifted before it is withdrawn.The best approach is to
design all drawers so as to face forward or aft (bottom
right), in which case they’ll stay in place when heeled.

Drawers
Drawers are better if arranged fore and aft. This way it isn’t necessary to worry about spilling
their contents at high heel angles. The only alternative is to use a lifting drawer, cutting down on
storage space. For offshore work, the minimum lift is 1/2 inch (12.6mm).

Finish
When the time comes to varnish timberwork — whether for the first time or for maintenance —
the question of finish will arise. Do you want matt or gloss surface or something in-between? We
tend to like the glosses better. They’re typically harder, stand up better and, to our eye, have a more
finished appearance. But gloss shows fingerprints more and so has to be wiped down more often.
It also shows flaws — if 6 coats of matt yield a nice-looking surface, 10 or 12 coats of gloss would
be required over the same grain.
As the varnished area grows to include all furniture surfaces and bulkheads, gloss becomes less
of an option because of maintenance and the higher cost of application.
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HEADLINER SYSTEMS
Headliners are major cost and weight centers. They have an impact on access to deck hardware
and electrical systems, affect interior noise and heat level and, if executed incorrectly, can be a
major source of frustration.
If you buy a used boat or a production design, the headliner details will be fixed in advance. The
main issue instead will be access for maintenance. Be sure you can get at hardware fasteners and
wiring without tearing up the boat. Intermezzo had a fiberglass headliner — pure hell for access!

On some of our earlier boats we used light plywood panels covered with Formica and held in place
with teak battens (top photos).This approach is very
heavy and somewhat costly.
Removable panels with stretched fabric, like on the
Sundeer 64 (middle photos) is easier to do, lighter,
and more versatile.
Regardless of the system used, some form of grid
will be required, onto which the panels are attached.
The only exception to this is in metal boats, where
deck frames can sometimes be used.

HEADLINER SYSTEMS
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Finished Structure
The lightest approach to a headliner is to finish off the fiberglass laminate. All deck hardware
fasteners will be exposed, which is good, as you can locate leaks as soon as they occur. For wiring
you must plan ahead and insert conduit into the core of the laminate so that you have somewhere
hidden in which to run wiring. Otherwise, wires will be run on the surface, covered with some
form of beading that does not look nearly as neat.
There are two negatives with this approach. One is that it is very labor intensive. To get a nice
finish requires many man hours. Using a textured paint that has been matted off will help in this
regard. The other negative is with noise. The hard finish of the fiberglass laminate tends to bounce
sound onto the other hard surfaces in the interior.

Stretched Fabric
Another approach is a stretched-fabric headliner. In this case, install a series of battens, usually
across the boat. Starting at one end of a cabin, staple the headliner to the first batten, then stretch
it tight to the next, and staple it around the edge of the batten. Spans of 2 to 3 feet (0.6m to 0.9m)
are common. The next fabric panel is then stapled over the end of the first, using a thin piece of
plywood veneer to staple through. Then that section is stretched to the following batten, where the
process is repeated. Staples will show at each of the extreme ends in the cabin, although all other
staples are hidden. Use a batten of some sort or a fabric welt to hide the staples. Once you have a
set of fair battens stretched, the headliner is very quick to install and extremely light. It absorbs
rather than reflect sound, and helps with insulation by trapping air between it and the deck structure.
There is just one negative — access. To get at something, you need to pull down large sections
of headliner. For this reason, we usually only use this approach on metal boats on which all fasteners are tapped into blind fastenings, preventing leaks.
The fabric used must be stable (with limited stretch) so as not to develop large drapes or wrinkles with age.

Drop Panels
Removable panels are probably the most common form of headliner system. Light plywood
panels are typically covered with a thin layer of foam then wrapped in fabric, with the edges of
the fabric stapled to the back side of the panels. A framework is then put into place on the underside of the deck to which these panels are attached.
To keep weight down, you can trim out the centers of the plywood. We’ve gotten away with
1/4-inch (6.3mm) plywood, with 3 inches (75 mm) of meat around the perimeter and the rest of
the plywood removed.
This type of system offers excellent sound absorption (especially if the fabric is foam-backed)
coupled with good easy access since the panels are individually removable.

Fastening
The key issue is how they are fastened. Velcro is commonly used but tends to release over time.
It is common to see multimillion-dollar yachts with headliner panels hanging down after a passage. Although industrial grades of Velcro that hold fantastic amounts of weight are available, it
is difficult to hold the Velcro itself to the panels and supporting framework. The adhesion
between the two sides of Velcro is so strong that it tends to pull the material free from the surface
to which it is attached.
Another approach is to use exposed fasteners, which are reliable and easy to install. The only
problem with these is that you end up with a series of dots all over the headliner — an aesthetic
hit. This can be somewhat mitigated by using buttons covered in matching fabric over the fastener
covers, but in the end, even these break up the smooth look of the finished headliner.
My personal preference is to use exposed fasteners and put up with ugliness. (I hate Velcro.)
However, not many owners or interior decorators agree with this philosophy.

Panel Layout
Panel layout is usually constant throughout the boat — i.e., either all run fore-and-aft, or all run
across the boat. The decision is usually made based on the dimension you wish to emphasize. If
area is short and you want to emphasize length, run the panels fore and aft. But if there’s adequate
visual length and you need beam, run the panels across the boat (providing there’s not more than
about four percent of deck camber). Fore-and-aft panels are easier to do on decks with lots of
camber, and generally are easier to build and install.
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DECOR
A few years ago most folks
would have laughed at the
term “decor” in the context of
a cruising sailboat. We lived
and sailed in a macho world,
and it was rare that a crewmember had the temerity to
place a colorful pillow onto a
box-shaped saloon cushion.
The concept of artwork on the
bulkheads, or coordinated colors, wasn’t in the consciousness of most designers,
builders, or buyers.
But today the cruising world
is becoming more enlightened
and more demanding. There’s
no reason a yacht interior can’t
be both functional and aesthetically pleasing.
The problem comes in those
trade-offs we always seem to
be fighting. And for the average interior designer, the
strange shapes and tight, often
dark spaces of a sailboat are
mysteries that are difficult to
solve.
Linda and I struggled
through these issues on our
own, trying to convert our various yachts into something we
could comfortably call home.
We worked in various little
details to soften things a bit,
experimented with colors,
brought aboard knickknacks
from home. But something
always seemed to be lacking.
We were never able to get
everything just right. We
couldn’t put our finger on the
problem but felt we lacked a
systematic approach to the
overall decor.
Then we met Anne and Phil
Harrill of Harrill House
Design in Fort Lauderdale.
This very interesting couple
specialized in designing and
installing yacht interiors.
When asked, they will cover
the entire gamut of furniture
design, down to supplying fitted sheets and especially made

This series of photos of Sundeer’s
saloon provide a good idea of what is
possible with a small investment in
accents. At the top, the saloon is bare.
In the second photo, we’ve added
some art and a couple of plants. Notice
how the space expands and softens
with the addition of the art. In the third,
photo we’ve added some colorful pillows.These are functional both for back
support and for adding a bit of color to
the otherwise neutral surroundings.
The advantage of this approach is that the feeling of the interior can
be easily changed. Some new pillows and art, and the saloon will feel
like a totally different space.

DESIGN COORDINATION

china and crystal. With a
combination of good sense,
experience, good taste, and
innovation, they’ve done
hundreds of yacht interiors
over the 20 years they’ve
been in the yacht design field.
Having worked with the Harrills now for over 17 years on
a variety of projects, Linda
and I have learned a great
deal. We are indebted to Anne
and Phil for spending time to
help us crystallize some of
the comments that follow.

DESIGN
COORDINATION
Because space is limited
even on the largest of yachts,
it’s important to carefully
coordinate interior decor. It’s
generally best to pick one
design theme for the entire
vessel, maintaining that concept and range of color
throughout. This avoids
abrupt changes, which tend
to be discordant in a small
space.
The safest approach is to
maintain a monochromatic
color scheme with color
accents. This also allows you
to easily vary your decor by
changing the accents.
Using the proper colors
helps to create an open or spacious feeling, while softening
the sometimes hard lines that
occur on the furniture designs
of small yachts.
Anne Harrill suggests
using beige, off-white, or
champagne colors, as they
compliment wood and are the
best visual space creators.
Pastels also work well, she
says, especially certain
shades of coral, blue and
green. She strongly suggests
staying away from pea-green
shades, as these sometimes
have an adverse affect on
those with sensitive tummies.
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Sleeping cabins
are typically quite
small, so decor
needs to emphasize space and at
the same time resonate on a peaceful level with the
subconsciousness.
When the cabin is
not being used,
you can be bolder
with the design
approach.
On all of our
yachts we’ve tried
to work in colorful
bed spreads to
liven up the atmosphere. Since these
are removed for
sleeping, you don’t
h av e t o w o r r y
about their impact
o n t h e c a b i n ’s
occupants.
This series of photos is of Sundeer’s owners’ stateroom. At the top you
have what we started out with, before the colorful bed spread that
Anne Harrill designed for us.
What a difference a little color makes! These spreads and the pillows
in the saloon were made of Guatemalan Indian fabrics, rich with design
interest and color. As they were in the same motif as the saloon, the
throw pillows could be interchanged. The spread was made like a thin
sleeping bag with a removable liner. In cold climates it served as a comforter. In the tropics, the liner was removed and stored, to make the
spread easier to stow.
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The design concept on Wakaroa is just the opposite of that on Sundeer. When we were working
through her interior details it was very clear that the Schmidts wanted to emphasize the beautiful
woodwork and craftsmanship of Kelly Archer and his crew. The lovely teak and exquisite joinerwork reduce the visual space, but in a comfortable way.
Plants, baskets, and fabrics add interest to the interior but are a very minor part of the equation.
When Wakaroa was first completed, Linda and I felt that there was too much wood for our tastes.
However, over the years we’ve gone through a bunch of large boats, while the Schmidts have stayed
with their boat. We’ve come to the conclusion that the universal nature ofWakaroa’s elegant interior is one of the keys to the many years of enjoyment the Schmidts have had from her.
And today she looks better than new. It would be impossible now to find the quality of timber
used in her construction, let alone the carpentry skills. The only negative in this design approach is
that visual space is reduced. With so much timber (although the teak is very light in color), she’s a
little darker below than would have been the case with less wood. Still, the interior is in no sense
tight or claustrophobic.

SPACIAL CONCEPTS
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Spacial Concepts
Early on in the game a decision must be made about visual space. Some cruisers (and we
include ourselves in this lineup) like or need more visual space than others and are willing to make
some sacrifices towards this goal. Others appreciate a compact interior bursting with storage
space.
In either case, there are some basic rules about creating visual space which apply to both categories.
First is light. The better lit a given space is, whether in the daytime or at night, the more visual
space there will be. This makes deck hatches, port lights, and lighting at night more important as
your need for space increases. Tremendous increases in space can be achieved by adding an extra
deck hatch or some extra space lighting.

One of the easiest ways to achieve interior spaciousness and range of stability is with a flush
deck design. Compare Deerfoot (above) with Pegasus (below). Both boats have a beam of
14.5-feet (4.45m), yet Pegasus looks much beamier below.This is due to the trunk cabin versus flush deck designs. With the latter, your eye goes all the way across the full beam, as
opposed to stopping at the edge of the trunk cabin. Note the direction of the headliner panels
in the ower panel.The help to increase the feeling of spaciousness, as do the large hul windows.
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A direct corollary is the color of interior surfaces. The lighter they are, the more open things will
appear to be. If you have teak bulkheads and want to get a feel for what would happen if they were
lighter in color, tape up some off-white paper (butcher paper or wrapping paper works well).
You’ll be amazed at how quickly this opens up the interior.
Next, keep interior views unobstructed. Any time a locker is hung from the overhead, or a vertical handrail is placed on a counter edge, the visual space has just been cut by a large percentage.
When we rebuilt the fridge system on Intermezzo we temporarily removed a handrail. The interior
space doubled instantly. Needless to say, this 2-inch-diameter post was replaced with a handrail
on the overhead.
Keeping lockers low, below eye level, keeps the center of gravity down and allows the eye to
roam, unobstructed, to the edge of the hull. This helps a lot and is one of the reasons flush-deck
designs look so much bigger inside than vessels with trunk cabins. Your eye is caught by the
deck-to-cabin edge on a trunk cabin, as opposed to going to the hull on a flush-decker.
Staterooms are
generally quite tight
on space and so
take careful design
to accomplish a
feeling of spaciousness.
These two photos show 62-foot
(19m) designs of
the same beam and
displacement.
Both have the double bunk against
lockers on the hull
side with minimum
space (14 inches/
350mm) between
the bunk and narrow dresser. This
space allows room
to slide by to make
up the bunk and to
sit on the end while using the small vanity against the bulkhead. The hull side lockers are a trade-off. They
provide good storage, but by forcing the bunk away from the hull they cut down on the cabin-sole space.
As sole space is very important to your feeling of spaciousness we take some hits here.
Notice the large mirrors on the bulkheads. The bigger the mirror the better for increasing the feeling of
space, as long as what’s reflected isn’t disconcerting.

The door into the
forward head is
open in the top
photo. This allows
yo u r e y e t o b e
drawn into that
space with its large
bulkhead mirror.
When laying out
this type of
arrangement you
need to position
the toilet so that it
is not seen when
the door is open. In
this case the toilet
is off to port .

MIRRORS
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Mirrors
One of the easiest ways to increase your apparent space is with the judicious use of mirrors.
Since mirrors reflect an image back at you, they
can double the amount of visual space. We’ve
successfully used them to totally cover one bulkhead in staterooms and heads. They also can be a
help in a saloon, although a mirror in the saloon
will not have the warmth of a fabric or painted
bulkhead with a piece of art attached.
It is even possible to use mirrors on two adjoining surfaces. However, this has to be done carefully, and not in areas where you spend a lot of
time at sea as the reflection between one mirror
and the other can be disconcerting. Avoid using
mirrors where they’re easily marred by belt
knives, duffle bag zippers, or even the rivets on
jeans.
It’s important to make sure that the mirrors are
flat and vertical. If they’re not, the image will be
distorted.
What to use for mirrors is something of a
dilemma. Glass is inexpensive, has excellent
reflecting properties, and tends to produce
distortion-free images. But it’s heavy and can
shatter. If you do use it, gluing it to a piece of
light plywood (and making the plywood/mirror
combination removable), will reduce danger if
and when it’s broken. With glass mirrors, be sure
to seal the first 2 or 3 inches (50 to 75 mm) in
from the edges to prevent the silvering from turning green. There are a number of products available for this purpose.
Plastic mirrors are a fraction of the weight of
glass, but create a distorted an image in anything
but the smallest of areas. Another problem with
plastic is scratching. Be very careful not to mar
the surface when handling, installing, and cleaning.

We normally try to work mirrors onto
the aft and sometimes centerline bulkheads of our aft guest cabins. Occupants
have to be warned, however, to keep items
which can scratch the mirros off the bunk.
Two views of a vanity cabinet with a bulkhead mirror forward (right) and with a mirror let into the angled locker front. The
countertop is Corian with a polished Scanvik sink mounted below the Corian level.
The combination of stainless and mirrors is
softened by the Corian and nearby timber.
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VERTICAL SURFACES

A compromise is a composite sandwich produced by Mitsubishi for use on
mirrored buildings (although this material is becoming difficult to obtain). This
distorts less, since it’s stiff, and is less
subject to scratching than normal plastics

Vertical Surfaces

You can create a
ver y nice feeling
with upholstered
panels on your
ver tical surfaces.
T h e y p r ov i d e
visual interest, do
a wonderful job of
absorbing sound,
and are very comfo r t a bl e t o l i e
against, especially
to leeward.
In this stateroom, there are a
series of three
ve r tica l p a n e l s
that start at the
head of the bunk,
then run down
the hull side. At
the foot of the
bunk they return toward the centerline. Notice how the panels end in line with the bunk, allowing the fabric-covered bulkhead to establish a vertical line which helps to define the door
frame.
If the panels were run to the doorframe there would be
problems with ending the bunk fiddle rail, and integrating the
top panel into the curve at the top corner of the doorframe.
These panels are made up of 1/4-inch (6.3mm) plywood to
which 1-inch (25mm) thick medium-density foam has been
glued. This is then wrapped with fabric, and the edges of the
fabric are stapled into the plywood. The panels are held in
place with Velcro strips.

There are a variety of approaches to
bulkheads, hull sides, and the vertical
surfaces of furniture. Lighter color
means more apparent space. If you’re
reading this while sitting below, surrounded by teak bulkheads and thinking
about a larger boat, you can just about
double your perceived interior size by
lightening up on that teak. That’s simpler than the hassle of selling one boat
and buying another.
Lightening can be accomplished with
a paint brush or, surprisingly, very
quickly with a variety of synthetic wall
coverings with fabric or knit backing
integrated with a vinyl face. I like the
wall covering approach, as it allows
some interesting textures to be brought
into play. A skilled paperhanger can
prepare and apply wall coverings much
faster than you can paint. Of course if
you’re doing your own work, painting
will be less costly.
One of the keys to a good job is a fair
surface. If wall coverings have been
previously applied, these will have to be
totally removed first.
Ideally, the hull sides — assuming
they’re exposed — will be of the same
color as the bulkheads. With timber battens this can be accomplished with a
paint brush. The horizontal lines created
by the battens tend to lengthen your
space.
If the hull side is exposed, the same
material used on the bulkheads can be
applied to the hull. Anne Harrill cautions not to use striated or plaid patterns
in areas of the hull side where there are
compound curves, as the lines will end
up running askew.
Not much can be done with furniture
that already exists, except for painting
out some of the timber. Again, lightening up expands the space. But one is
sometimes loath to paint over beautiful
timber work.

VERTICAL SURFACES

If you’re starting new, consider using some of the high-pressure laminates (HPL) like Formica
for furniture fronts. It wears well, never needs repainting, and there are a variety of textures and
colors from which to choose. We’ve used a good deal of the HPLs over the years and find them
easy to live with.

HPL (in this case Formica) is relatively easy to apply and lasts indefinitely if taken care of properly. Production time is much quicker with HPL surfaces than with paint or timber, as you don’t have to go through
the finishing processes.You do, however, have to be careful with aesthetics.
There are usually two grades of HPL: Vertical grade is quite light and flexible and can be bent around
moderate radii (typically down to 2 inches/50 mm with a jig). Horizontal grade is thicker and will take
more abuse,. It is normally used for counters.
A major negative with HPL is weight. Adding a layer of HPL is like making your plywood 1/4-inch
(6.3mm) thicker!
Breaking up large surfaces with a hint of timber is one way to soften the look of HPL. We like to use a
bit of tile as well. Small areas do not contribute significantly to weight and are relatively maintenance free
while adding interesting color to the space.
Another approach to vertical surfaces is the “soft”
look. You start out by gluing 1/4-to-3/8-inch (6 to
10mm) thick upholstery foam to your vertical surfaces using contact adhesive. A pliable fabric (in these
photos we are using Doeskin, a polyester vinyl with a
knit backing from Kravet) is then glued over the foam.
The edges are captured by a trim piece, or tucked
into a thin joint left for the purpose.
On this project we held the edges of furniture back
1/8-inch (3mm) from the nearby vertical surfaces to
provide a spot to tuck in the fabric.
The hull side panels, which are removable, are done
in the same manner. This approach can also be done
with just hull side panels while another treatment is
used on the bulkheads.
When correctly executed,
this has en elegant look and
feel, especially when you press
some art into the foam so
there is a rounded edge
around the frame. Another
advantage is with noise. Havi n g yo u r l i v i n g a r e a s u rrounded in foam and fabric
really attenuates sound levels.
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Horizontal Surfaces
The same choices are available for countertops aboard as at home. A touch of tile looks nice and
can be very functional, whether as an accent or a full countertop. Mosaics can be worked in
behind the stove or galley counter areas. High-pressure laminates also do well, as long as they
aren’t used for cutting. Corian is another material that goes to sea well. (Its polyester competitors
work, too). In order to keep weight down we usually specify 1/4-inch-thick (6.3mm) Corian glued
to a plywood substrate. Although the manufacturer, DuPont, says you must use half inch
(12.6mm) material, we’ve been using the thinner material with good results for many years. Any
splashes are made from thicker material.
When working with thin Corian, be careful with cutouts, especially corners. Stay away from
right angles or sharp radii. It is generally best to make a right angle from two pieces rather than
one large chunk. This reduces the risk of cracks.
Corian moves around quite a bit with heat and cold, so make allowance around the perimeter
for expansion and contraction. And when affixing the Corian to a substrate, it should be fastened
with a flexible adhesive, sparingly used. This lets the Corian move without cracking.
Most cabinetmakers prefer to work with thicker Corian, about 1/2 inch (12.6 mm). This only
needs some stringers for support. Since it is thicker, with the substrate eliminated, there is less
chance of cracking. However, it is quite a bit heavier.
Despite all protestations to the contrary, we’ve been using thin Corian for many years without
difficulty.

Artwork
Another way to open space is with artwork. Photos, posters, prints, or original works of art on
bulkheads and hull sides tend to create additional space and visual interest. Of course, you’ll want
these to coordinate with the rest of the decor in the interior. You will want to pay attention to color
and scale, and avoid overpowering the cabin space with art which is too powerful or bold.
Because this is a trial-and-error process, and since most of us don’t want holes all over our bulkheads, it can be a problem to attach these works of art. We’ve solved this on a temporary basis by
using conventional picture hooks with layers of double-sided tape on the backs of the frames. The
double-sided tape keeps the photos from moving when we heel. Once we’ve lived with a piece for
a while and decide we like it, we then use more permanent fasteners through the frame into the
bulkhead.
You may want to consider using plastic instead of glass over the art. It’s much lighter, and eliminates the problem of breakage.

Plants
Living plants add a wonderful
sense of softness and color to any
interior, which can be kept in plastic
pots with woven baskets, or even in
ceramic pots — allowing, of course,
for the weight. We put nonskid rubber
beneath baskets and pots to keep
them in place and to prevent them
from scratching the surface on which
they rest. When we go to sea, the
plants are either locked in place with
books or Kleenex boxes, or stored on
the floor of a head that won’t be used
offshore.

Windows
We’ve had good luck keeping plants below (where they
get plenty of light from the hatches) and in the pilothouse.
A small, colorful array of temperate climate flowers can do
wonders for your moral in the tropics! The flowers do better inside as they are protected from the direct sunlight.
Linda usually takes her garden out on deck in the morning
or late afternoon a couple of times a week so the plants get
a direct dose of the sun.

Hull and cabin-side windows not
only allow light into the interior, but
also invite the eye to roam outside. A
couple of judiciously placed windows can easily double the visual
space of the adjacent area, while
allowing copious amounts of light
into the cabin.

WINDOW TREATMENTS
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For hull windows I favor non-opening designs because they’re less likely to leak. It’s also a
good idea to use an approach that allows a gasket to be changed at sea, should a leak develop on a
long passage.
Remember that any time an opening is cut into the hull or cabin, it creates a weak spot, and reinforcing must be allowed to bring the structure back to its original strength. (For more data on windows look under aluminum and fiberglass construction.)
One issue you’ll soon face is window alignment. Do you make them parallel to interior furniture or have them follow the sheer? From outside, the answer is follow the sheer. Anything else
looks quite strange. However, from inside this diverging angle from the furniture takes some getting used to.
If there is a lot of sheer in the hull, one way you can cut down on the contrast with the flat lines
of the interior is to maintain separation between the bottom of the window and top of the lockers.

Window Treatments
If there are cabin-side or hull windows, some form of closure will be necessary for privacy and
to reduce sun load. On Intermezzo II we never solved this problem and used — if you can believe
this — paper towels held in place with fishing sinkers while in port. Linda and I just never found
a curtain that appealed to us. While curtains are certainly common enough, to our eye they broke
up the hull panels into which the windows were set.
About a decade ago we started using “mini-blinds.” These are usually hidden behind a valance
when not in use. There are many shapes, textures and sizes available and can be custom-made
within a few weeks by most suppliers to the home market.
One thing to take a good look at is the control hardware. Make sure it is a non-rusting material
of rugged design.

Cushion Fabrics
Fabrics in the main saloon will work much harder than those on your couches at home. They get
a lot more use (after all, the saloon settees are the only place to sit below), are subjected to spills
when eating, soak up body oils from your bare legs and arms, and have to be comfortable in the
tropics as well as temperate climates.
If you assume that a year at sea equals three to four years of wear at home, you’ll be about right
in evaluating materials for longevity.
There are literally thousands of types of fabrics from which to choose. Over the years Anne
Harrill has found (and we agree) that the new “breathable” vinyls are the best overall. These are
the most stain-resistant, will keep the underlying foam dry in the event of a spill or leak, and are
just as comfortable in warm weather as other materials.
Even if the vinyl doesn’t breath, if it’s grained (has a texture) Linda and I have found it works
well in the tropics. Sarah and Elyse used to prefer sleeping on our vinyl cushions when they had
a choice.
Some of the new polyesters with a leather look are wonderful. One of these is called Doeskin,
by Kravet. A similar material is available from Clark and Burchfield (your upholsterer can get
samples and prices for you). We used this material on the settees and bulkheads of Sundeer and
after a years of use we were very pleased with the look and function.
Ultrasuede, also in the polyester family, are excellent for bulkheads and upholstery if backed
properly. It releases soil better than any other comparable synthetic or natural material on the market. They add a touch elegance but cost three to four times as much as Doeskin. (There are several
Nylon materials which look and feel like Ultrasuede, but which don’t work well for headliners or
large expanses of cushions. These materials tend to stretch with changes in temperature and
humidity.)
Blends of cotton and synthetics (about 50 percent each) also can be used. These offer more texture and softness than some of the other materials but should be ScotchGuarded for protection.
Anne suggests staying away from linens in the marine environment, because once they get damp
they give off an unpleasant odor which tends to linger.
The same color rules we’ve already discussed apply to cushions, with pillows providing
accents. Checks or plaids are generally better left ashore because of their busy appearance.
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Of all the problems and frustrations in upgrading or building a yacht, none is as difficult to cope
with as upholstery. I am not sure if it is the plastic fumes that upholsterers deal with, the odd
shapes of most boat interiors, or simply the fact that even on land this is a tough business. Whatever the cause, be sure that the folks doing your work can perform up to your standards.
One way to achieve this is by looking at samples of their work. This is usually best after the
pieces in question have had some use, so you can see how they stand up to wear.
Then make sure you get complete samples of everything being done for you. If the sample isn’t
exactly right, don’t accept it. Make sure the sample is satisfactory before you release the job to
production.
Pricing is no guarantee of a quality job. We’ve had some very expensive, high-end upholsterers
do poor jobs for us. We’ve also had some wonderful work done at very modest prices.

Types of Foam
The foundation of your cushions and mattresses is the support foam. Good-quality foam will
last years. Cheap stuff will develop compression dents within months.
Remember that unlike a house where there are a variety of chairs on which to sit, and many of
the sitting and sleeping place utilize inner springs, only a few spots on a boat get all the wear.
The key characteristic with foam is its density, not to be confused with the firmness. The higher
the density, the longer the foam will maintain its shape.
The firmness of the foam affects comfort. Comfort is very much a subjective consideration.
Frequently, foam will be layered with high-density form materials on the bottom and mediumdensity softer materials on top. The softer materials give just a little bit more so that body projections have somewhere to go.
When you test sitting or lying on different types of foam, make sure they are constrained with
fabric. Fabric stiffens the foam by limiting where it can move. If you sit or lie on bare foam, it will
be much softer than after it is finished inside a cushion cover.

Watertight Integrity
Mattress and cushion foams are open-cell and therefore readily absorb moisture. With freshwater leaks or condensation, if provision for ventilation is made (see below) the moisture will eventually find its way out. However, if your foam gets wet with salt water, you have a problem.
It is virtually impossible to get rid of salt. And salt, being hydroscopic (attracted to moisture)
will keep foam damp indefinitely.
If you think you can beat the system with a hose at the dock, guess again. Even if you soak the
foam with fresh water for hours, some salt will be left that will eventually attract moisture. The
only thing to do with foam that has gotten wet with salt water is to replace it. I know — I’ve been
there.
The key, obviously, is not to let the cushions get wet with salt water. Easy enough in theory, but
almost all boats leak. Even if yours doesn’t, one mistake with a cracked hatch and an errant wave
and you have a disaster on your hands.
The one thing to do (other than making sure your deck is watertight and not taking chances with
hatches) is to use an impermeable fabric on the surface of the cushions.
If the material doesn’t let water in, it won’t let air in either. But here are other ways of dealing
with ventilation.
Because of this issue we always use a synthetic nonwoven material for the tops of our bunks and
in the saloons where there is any chance of getting water on the seats (these types of fabrics are
typically easier to keep clean around the saloon table, too).

Ventilation
Of course, it is important that cushions be able to breathe. Otherwise they will eventually
become damp just from condensation and will have no way to release moisture. A damp cushion
soon becomes a moldy cushion, and moldy cushions smell really bad. They’re especially noticeable on a hard beat, with the boat totally shut up because of water on deck, when everyone is feeling a bit queasy. Yuck!
There are a number of ways to deal with ventilation. One simple approach is to cut vent holes
in the bottom of the seats or mattress supports.
Another is to use a webbed or mesh band of fabric around the perimeter, beneath fiddles, and/
or at the back of the cushion where it is not visible.
While we generally specify impermeable fabrics for our cushion tops, we do just the opposite
for the bottoms. These are made of an easily permeable material that allows the cushion to
breathe.
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Fabric Issues
Fabric construction and stretch characteristics vary widely. In most cases
you will want a material that stretches a
little when worked by the upholsterer,
and then becomes stable so that it
doesn’t loosen and pucker over time.
This is sometimes a problem with
some soft materials, which have a very
nice feel. You can get around this by
using a “backed” fabric (a backing is
glued to it during construction) or by
stitching the fabric to an underlying
layer that provides stability.
If quilting is used, you need to work
out a pattern that is both easy to execute
for the upholsterer and looks good.
Many times a bit of bonded Dacron fill
(in the three- to six-ounce density
range) or a thin later of foam is placed
between the top fabric and an under
lying stabilizing layer.
Another way to stabilize fabrics is to
sew buttons through the material.

When I was in high school we used to take our cars
down to Mexico to have a “tuck and roll” upholstery
job done. We thought it looked really cool; it was
cheap; the girls loved it; and it lasted. The concept is
still valid today. Because the fabric is stitched to an
underlying layer with an intermediate layer of foam,
the surface of the cushion is stabilized. Over years of
use it will tend to maintain its shape better than if the
fabric is pulled loosely over a simple cushion.

Bunk Mattresses
Mattress construction is very much a function of personal choice. Linda and I like a firm mattress, so we always specify the very stiffest foam available. Sometimes it helps to have a firm
underlayer with a top of something a bit softer (but we don’t go this route ourselves).
For living aboard, the mattress should be at least 4 inches (100 mm) thick, and 5 inches (125
mm) is better.
Upper berths, bunks in two-bunk cabins, and pilot berths, where space is tight, can get away
with 3-inch-thick (75mm) foam. If you are using a pipe berth with cloth supports, 2 inches (50
mm) is acceptable.
When your cushions are sized, if you plan to be sleeping with a mattress pad, sheets, and covers,
allow about 1/2 inch (12.6 mm) all the way around the perimeter to tuck in bedding. Failure to
allow enough space will create all sorts of problems when you make the bed!
On large bunks there is sometimes the tendency to break a mattress in half. This makes it easier
to maneuver, and to get under the bunk, but if not carefully treated creates a soft spot on the joint.
One way around this problem is to have the bunk cushion joined at the top only. This helps
reduce the soft spot, while providing a hinge point to flip half of the cushion around when looking
for that lost bit of gear under the bunk.

Saloon Seating
Now we get into some interesting trade-offs. Let’s start with cushion height. Most couches at
home are around 16 to 17 inches (406 to 432 mm) high. If you deduct 5 inches (125 mm) or so for
a bottom cushion, that doesn’t leave much storage under the cushion in the furniture base.
With saloon seats being the best bulk storage in the boat, you may want to compromise and
raise the seat bases a bit. You then need to reduce cushion thickness so that your legs can touch
the floor, or say goodbye to truly comfortable sitting in favor of good storage.
This may not be as bad a trade-off as it sounds. Our own experience is that we rarely sit on our
saloon seats. The more normal position is to recline for reading or snoozing with feet up, so the
height of the sole is meaningless.
We generally make our seat base height 12 to 14 inches (310 to 360 mm) off the sole.
Cushion design varies with the look that you are trying to achieve. However, there are a couple
of basic principles. First, the seat should recline a bit. You can achieve this by tilting the seat bottom (this reduces storage volume and is hard to execute for the carpenters), by tapering the foam,
or by adding a roll or wedge to the front of the cushion.
Generally speaking, about 1 inch (25 mm) of taper in 24 inches (610 mm) of seat width seems
to work out right.
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The choice of seat-bottom foams is difficult. If you go with the stiffest, longest-lasting foams,
they will be a bit on the hard side for seating. On the other hand, the really soft, comfy foams will
look terrible after six months or a year.
We generally specify a mixture. Firm on the bottom, followed by medium, sometimes followed
by a very soft material or Dacron wrap. However, be aware that if you use a Dacron wrap, it will
quickly compress and after a year or so will need replacing. If the cushion is easily opened with
zippers or Velcro, this is okay.
The seat backs present a different set of requirements. These do not support as much load as the
bottoms and should be a degree or two softer for comfort.

These rolled
cushions look
good at a dist a n c e bu t t h e
wo r k m a n s h i p
was ver y poor
close up — and
this was our second try!
The rolls on the
backrest are
uneven in size
and do not line
up in the corners
(upper left and
lower right photos).
This cutaway drawing shows how different grades
of foam are used. The back cushions have a single
large piece of medium-density foam, covered with
a piece of very soft foam.
The roll on the front of the seat is made in similar
fashion, except the foam is somewhat stiffer. The
bulk of the bottom
cushion is made of
very firm foam, covered with medium,
then topped with a
m o d e ra t e l y s o f t
material.
An edge roll (bottom photo) adds
some design interest
and acts the same as
an angled cushion
would to hold you on
the cushion.
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The norm is to have storage behind the seat backs, so the design of the backs needs to account
for access to storage area as well as containment of the stores in case of a knockdown.
There are two ways to go. One is to make the seat backs an integral part of the locker face, an
upholstered door in effect. The other is to have a separate plywood door with a loose cushion.
If you go the loose cushion route, some means of holding the cushion in place must be used.
This can be accomplished with Velcro or with stainless hooks.
Seat backs need so have some angle to them. This is usually accomplished by carving the foam.
We like to see about a 15-degree face angle. Of course this cuts down on seat width as the bottom
of the back cushion has to project inboard. Sometimes, when there isn’t enough cushion width for
this, a steeper back is used, supplanted with a throw pillow in the small of your back.
Height of back cushions can vary. A minimum is 14 inches (355 mm) above the seat, but 16
inches (406 mm) is better. Many men with long torsos require 18 inches (457 mm). The more
outward slope there is to the back cushion, the taller it needs to be.

Loose or Mounted Construction?
There are two approaches to cushion construction. The easiest for the upholsterer is to have a
light plywood bottom. This gives him or her something on which to glue the foam, as well as a
place to pull the fabric tight and on which to staple.
With modern rolled cushions, a timber bottom is essential.
This also forces you into hard edges and sharp corners. While this looks good with a modern
design theme, for more traditional cushions you want a softer appearance. In this case, the cushion is built without a plywood insert. While somewhat more difficult to execute, this gives the
advantage of a reversible cushion. When one side is dirty, simply turn over the cushion.
This approach also allows you to have a different fabric on the bottom.
When we left on Intermezzo we had a vinyl material on one side and a cotton/polyester blend
on the other. At sea and when working on the boat, the vinyl side would be up. When we wanted
ambiance, the softer side was exposed.

Saloon Sleeping
We’re more concerned with sleeping on saloon seats rather than sitting. Not only do we typically sleep in the saloon when it’s bouncy at sea, but we tend to spend a lot of time reclining with
a book in our hands, which frequently leads to eye closure.
If you optimize for sleeping as
opposed to sitting, this affects the
width of the seat. When sleeping to
leeward with the boat heeled, not as
much seat width is required. About
22 to 23 inches (558 to 584 mm)
does nicely as your body is pressed
into the seat back cushion —
another reason for keeping it on the
soft side.
When the boat is upright, more
space is required. Here the minimum
is about 24 inches (610 mm), but
another couple of inches (50 mm)
It’s amazing what a
would be better. Of course, you can
good craftsman can
remove the back cushions to gain
do with fabric and
space, which is frequently necessary
foam. This corner secon smaller boats.
tion is one way to
treat a difficult area.To
In this case, obviously you would
achieve the same look
want removable back cushions.

Corners
If you have a C- or L-shaped settee, you will have to deal with corners. This can be done in
cabinetwork or in the upholstery.
Unless the interior design
demands soft corners, we prefer to

with a curved surface
requires a piece of plywood molded to the
d e s i r e d s h a p e, t o
which foam is glued
and fabric stapled. In
this case, the corner
piece is made from
just foam and fabric.
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keep them at right angles, which supports the back. If the
corner is curved, you’ve lost that spot to sit up against
and read.

Access
You will want to look at access and at how the cushions are broken up. The bigger the cushions are (within
reason), the easier they are to make. On the other hand,
the bigger they are, the harder they are to move out of the
way when looking for something in saloon seat lockers.
We generally break a 6-to-8-foot (1.85 to 2.4m) long
seat into 3 sections.
Another issue is how tightly the cushions fit. If they
are squeezed together, they will be difficult to get out
and to replace. This gets to be a real pain after a while.
With plywood bottoms there should be about 3/8 inch
(9.6 mm) of space between the sheets of plywood. This
allows space for the cushion to overhang a bit.
Also, look at the fit between the back cushion and the
bottom cushion. If this is tight, you will have a problem
lifting up the bottom, or will be forced to remove the
back to get the bottom out — a most disagreeable situation. It doesn’t take much space — sometimes just 1/2
inch (12.6 mm) or so to get the bottom to slip out.

Cockpit Cushions

Here’s another look at a rolled-bottom cushion (top). Note how the body
of the seat is tapered.This, along with the
roll at the edge, makes for the most
comfortable of all seat shapes.
The foam is glued to a piece of 3/8inch (9.6mm) plywood.This a bit heavier
than I like to see, but allows more meat
for the staples that hold in the fabric.
Below is Bruce Withers, the New
Zealand upholsterer who changed our
plywood-bottomed saloon seats to cutouts with rubberized webbing in the
gaps.The webbing acted as springs, making the seat cushions much more comfortable. The only exception to this was
if you happened to sit on an across-theboat strut, in which case there was a bit
of a hard spot!

The best thing to do with cockpit cushions is to leave
them ashore. They’re okay for daysailing, when they
can be stowed down below in inclement conditions, but
on a full-time cruiser cockpit cushions generally stay in
the cockpit. This means they are always getting wet with
either salt or fresh water. They also have the sun beating
down on them day after day. Before long, they are a
stained, scruffy looking, mildewed, smelly mess.
I much prefer a couple of small throw cushions. Linda,
however, likes cockpit cushions. She is more willing
than I to try to keep them clean. If you must have cockpit
cushions, here are a couple of ideas.
First, make them from closed-cell foam. This is much
harder than regular foams, but at least it doesn’t absorb
moisture. Of course, these are not a great deal more comfortable than sitting on the deck without a cushion.
The other approach is to use an open-weave synthetic
like Texelene, then take a closed-cell foam and enclose it
with an outdoor-rated Dacron wrap. The Dacron gives
some softness and the Texelene, being very porous,
allows the cushions to dry in the sun.
Medium to dark colors are generally better — they
tend to hide the dirt, and heat up in the sun, which leads
to faster drying. On the other hand, on a hot day in the
tropics, you’ll probably need to sit on a towel as the
cushion may be too hot to sit on with bare legs.

Supplying Your Own Materials
Availability, quality, and pricing of upholstery materials vary widely. Many fabrics carry a markup of 50 percent or more between retail and trade or wholesale
prices.
As a result we often supply our own soft-goods on
most projects. This usually saves money and ensures
that we get what we want.
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If you take this route, there are a number of factors to consider. First, you need to buy enough
material for a fudge factor. The odds are some material will be damaged during fabrication. As
availability varies and colors do not always match from batch to batch, you need to order enough
extra to cover contingencies. Obviously this adds to your cost as compared to an all-inclusive
price from an upholsterer.
Fabrics are usually shipped in rolls. Specify extra protection for the rolls, then check for damage and color upon receipt. If the roll of fabric has been sitting in a truck with a heavy box on one
end, the odds are it will have been damaged. Fabric stretches or wrinkles and sometimes will not
return to its original shape.
If forwarding the material on to another location, be sure to protectively package it.
There are times when you will want a foam-backed material. This is usually obtained by supplying the fabric to a vendor who attaches foam to the back side then returns it to you. The shipping and handling on foam-backed stuff must be done with great care, since it is easily damaged.
Bunk and cushion foam qualities vary all over the world and even regionally in the U.S.
If you are having cushions made overseas, and if you plan to send a container load of goods for
other projects, look into supplying your own foams. This material is easier to ship and can usually
be placed on top of the heavy equipment in your container.

Many of the lessons in this book have
been learned the hard way. These three
photos are a $7,000 example of what
not to do when supplying fabrics.
The roll on top and several others
came to us with broken center tubes
around which the fabric is wrapped.This
allowed the tubes to bend and the fabric
to wrinkle — we lost over half the material on this project. Had we been more
alert to the problems we would have
sent them back immediately to our supplier. However, this wasn’t discovered
until the material was already overseas.
The middle photo shows a fabric that
has been wrinkled because of bending,
items resting on it, and/or improper
packing.
Sometimes this type of wrinkling can
be removed with a medium-temperature iron used over a damp towel on the
back side of the fabric. Other times you
can deal with it by stretching. If you can
recover the material, it is only after the
expenditure of substantial amounts of
labor.
The bottom photo shows something
you should never do — two rolls of
material tied together. Even gentle ties
like these make creases. Both ends of
these two rolls were unusable.
The supplier, Bluatext, in Florida, told
us they would never ship material this
way. After we sent them these photos
they changed their tune and said it
wouldn’t hurt the fabric if left on for a
short period of time, and if we’d return
the material from New Zealand they’d
see if they could salvage it!
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Ground walnut
shells make the ultimate nonskid finish
for teak cabin soles. It
is easy to apply (see
bes i d e ) a n d l oo k s
great.
Lou Var alay, who
made a reputation
building racing Snipes
i n t h e 1 9 5 0 s , fi r s t
showed us the technique.

CABIN SOLES
Nothing in the interior gets
abused like the soles. They get
walked on, have cans dropped
onto their surface, are constantly
being tracked with water and dirt,
and are opened periodically to get
at stores and to do maintenance
chores. They need to be finished
in such a way as to handle the
abuse that cruising life dishes out.

Sole Locks
One of the simplest
systems I know of for
locking cabin soles is
to use a door lock
mechanism. One end
of the floorboard is
held in place with an
overlap connection of
metal, plastic or timber. At the other end
you install the doorlocking mechanism.
When the tongue is
out (in the locked
position) it holds the
floorboard in place.
To l i f t t h e fl o o rboard you take door
handle part of the
mechanism, stick it
through the floorboard into the lock,
a n d t u rn . T h i s
unlatches the floorboard, allowing you to
lift it up. This is easy to
install and relatively
foolproof.

Regardless of the materials
used in cabin sole construction,
certain structural and seagoing
requirements must be met.
The first is to keep the soles in
place during a knockdown. This
can be accomplished with external door buttons, using hidden
rotating locks, or even standard
door-jamb hardware at one end
(where the other end is fixed).
Our preference is to screw
down the majority of the panels,
leaving just a few necessary for
access to check the bilges with
easily used locks.

Timber Soles
The most common sole is built
of teak veneer, sometimes with a
light colored runner every couple
of inches (50mm) — the ubiquitous teak-and-holly combination.
Because of the damage potential,
the veneer should be at least 1/10
inch (2.5 mm) thick, preferably
more.
The best-looking finish on timber soles is a gloss varnish.
Unfortunately, it’s slippery and
tends to show every ding and
piece of dirt.

Nonskid Varnish

Raised timber strips can also provide traction. Since
they run fore-and-aft they will do a good job of holding
your feet from sliding to leeward. However, they don’t
do much to avoid slipping in a forward or aft direction.

We solved the slipperiness
problem years ago by using strips
of ground walnut shells every 3
inches (75 mm)or so, running
fore-and-aft. These are an excellent nonskid, match the teak in
color, and are easy to apply and
maintain.
Start out by bringing the overall sole to within one coat of the
final desired varnish finish. Then,
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using a good grade of masking tape, line out the areas to be nonskidded. We use 1-inch wide
(25mm) stripes at 3-inch centers (75mm), in most of the saloon, galley, and head areas. Companionway steps are done as well — but don’t put shells on the edge of the steps, or they’ll grate the
backs of your legs if you slip.
A heavy coat of varnish is then laid down inside the tape. While this is still tacky, walnut shells
are liberally sprinkled into the wet varnish. A soup can with a series of nail holes works well for
distribution. Once the varnish has dried, the excess shells are removed with a light vacuuming.
Don’t use too much suction pressure, or too many shells will be pulled off. The remaining surface
should be reasonably even.
Two coats of varnish are then applied over just the walnut shells. When these have dried, the
masking tape is pulled. A final coat of varnish is then given to the entire sole area to even the
appearance, making a total of three coats over the shells.
The entire procedure is simple and doesn’t take much time once the basic prep work is done on
the sole. You might want to experiment a bit to perfect your technique before tackling the entire
sole.

Carpeting
Carpeting gives a nice warm feel to sleeping areas and sometimes to the saloon as well. But it’s
hard to keep clean, traps dust, and is difficult to dry out when it gets wet. Intermezzo came to us
with carpets, but after a brief period we dispensed with them in favor of a few throw-rugs.
The throw-rugs brought in a feeling of homeyness to the interior and were easy to pick up when
we went to sea. We’ve continued with this approach on subsequent boats.

Vinyls
A nice-looking, nonskid industrial vinyl can be used for flooring in a yacht. Done properly with
colors to match the rest of the interior and accented with throw rugs, it can give a handsome finish
that’s easy to maintain. Anne and Phil Harill like the dramatic high-tech look of the low-profile
stud rubber in work areas like the galley and heads.

LIGHTING
The lighting system has to perform a number of functions as efficiently as possible to reduce
electrical consumption. You’ll need lighting for general work and special reduced-output lighting
for running at night without ruining night vision, for reading in bed, and for general ambiance.
This last category, or what we refer to as mood lighting, is fun to work with and can have a major
positive impact on interior ambiance once the sun goes down.
There are a couple of things to keep in mind with mood lighting. First, try to have light sources
at the ends of the cabin space to help increase visual size. A low level of light should be just
enough to make your way by. In the saloon seating area, a source of light that illuminates the faces
of the party will be necessary. This means a light in the headliner usually above the table, or it can
be as simple as a candle on the table.

Fluorescent
The most efficient way to get light is with a fluorescent fixture. The output of light per watt of
power is several times that of an incandescent bulb. They’re ideal for working in the galley or
saloon, changing clothes, or working in the head.
It’s generally better to use larger rather than smaller fixtures. We like the 30-watt units the best.
One in the saloon, one or two in the galley, and one for each head and stateroom usually does the
trick.
The negative with these is the harsh glare that tends to reveal any imperfections in surrounding
surfaces — even face wrinkles. To mitigate this, fluorescents can be ordered with “soft white”
bulbs. These are somewhat less efficient but produce a warmer (softer) and more pleasant light.
Another factor is the type of diffuser lens. Clear acrylic lets more light through, but is harsh.
Translucent plastic gives a softer light but is not quite as efficient. Most manufacturers offer both
types of diffusers, and bulbs are easy to buy. Experiment with both to find the best solution for
your interior.
Another consideration is electrical noise, which the power units for fluorescent will generate
unless suppressed. This can affect SSB radio reception as well as the weatherfax receiver. If you
have a noise problem, try using a ceramic or Mylar capacitor between the electric leads. You’ll
have to experiment to find the right values.
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Incandescents
Typically used for reading lights, conventional incandescent lights are most efficient if used
with a reflector built into either the light fixture or the bulb. In most cases several sizes of bulbs
will be available for each socket type. The ideal compromise between light and electrical consumption can be found by experimenting with different wattages.
We usually carry several types of bulbs. When we’re at sea or trying to conserve power, we use
the smaller bulbs. When we want lots of light, the larger units are screwed into place.

Quartz Halogen
Quartz halogen bulbs are substantially more efficient at producing light, but the light quality is
extremely harsh and glary. For over-the-shoulder reading this is okay, but for ambient lighting I
find it a little disconcerting.
They are very sensitive to overvoltage. Using quartz halogen bulbs while doing an equalizing
charge, for example, will substantially reduce their life.
There are a number of easy to install, inexspensive fixtures on the market which can be flush or
surface mounted. Anne Harrill likes a new line made by Seagull. She reports that these are clean
looking, moderately priced, and have baffles which can alleviate the harsh glare which we find so
objectionable.

Tube Lighting
Tube lighting is the ideal way to provide that soft glow in the evening. These are essentially a
string of tiny bulbs, held inside either a flexible or a rigid plastic tube. Voltages and spacing vary,
and some experimentation will be necessary to find the right values. They are most efficient at the
hull-to-deck edge, behind a valance and reflecting downward. If there’s a timber ceiling along the
hullside, it’s frequently possible to remove one batten and replace it with a thin piece of translucent plastic, behind which reside the tube lights. They can be used around cabin-sole perimeters
if the furniture has an overhang, or under the saloon table.
We generally specify 1/2-watt bulbs at 4-inch (100mm) centers along the hullside and under the
saloon table.
For denser lighting of the saloon table and/or galley or nav work surfaces, we go to 2- or 3-inch
(50 or 75mm) centers.

What a difference a few lights make. Compare this photo to that on the next page.
Although this design has tube lights around the perimeter of the saloon cabin (including across the bulkheads) and halogen spots over the table, they are turned off.
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Dimmers
Electrical controls are available to reduce voltage to a light fixture and in the process dim the
light. This tends to soften the value of the light (so that it turns a nice golden color) and is especially valuable with quartz halogen light sources.
Dimmers can be as simple as a variable resistor (easily found at an electronics store) or more
sophisticated “choppers” that electronically reduce voltage and are more efficient in the process.

Changing Bulb Voltage
A simpler form of dimming is to use a high-voltage bulb in a low-voltage circuit. If you have a
12-volt system and use 24-volt bulbs, you will have half the output of light in a much softer color.
With 24-volt circuits you can use 32-volt bulbs.
Another approach is to use several bulbs in series. For example, if you have a 24-volt system
and can only find 12-volt bulbs, wiring the bulbs in series reduces the voltage to each bulb to 12volt.

Watch Lighting
Once you head offshore at night, a different set of parameters takes effect. Now you want the
minimum amount of light required to accomplish a task. To achieve this, change to smaller,
higher-voltage (hence dimmer) bulbs; or paint smaller bulbs with heat-resistant red paint. I have
recently read, however, that it is the intensity of light rather than the color, that affects night
vision.
We’ve taken our fluorescent light fixtures and added a small incandescent bulb with its own
switch for night lighting. This is easy and inexpensive. We use 1/2-watt bulbs and at 3 feet (0.9m)
from the work surface, there’s enough light to make a cup of tea or a sandwich — or find the
cookie jar.

Lighting on this 93-foot (28.6m) cruiser (on which the Harrills did the interior
design work) was a big part of the evening ambiance equation. She has hull side
lights, an array of dimmer-controlled halogens in the headliner panels, and additional spots designed to wash the bulkheads in light.The light that hits the vertical
surfaces is reflected elsewhere, creating a nice atmosphere for very few watts.
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BUDGET

ACQUIRING A YACHT
You’ve just been through 1,000-plus pages and many thousands of photos and drawings discussing the issues involved in going cruising. Obviously finding the right combination of design,
construction, equipment, and budget for your intended cruising plans is one of the more complex
equations which you’ll have to solve in this life.
When the time comes to put this data to work, sometimes the task can seem overwhelming.
There are so many trade-offs involved even where budget is not an issue.
But where financial constraints are present, the decision on what to go for can be even more
complex.
In the section that follows we’ve divided the data into five categories: used vessels, new production boats, semi-custom projects, full-custom builds, and do-it-yourself projects. We’ll try to give
you a logical approach to dealing with the issues in each of these scenarios.

BUDGET
When the time comes to quit dreaming and take action, the first question is going to be the right
vessel. This is very much a process of elimination, with budget being the first and (usually) biggest hurdle.
Throughout this book Linda and I have stressed the concept of comfortable cruising, which
starts with being mentally comfortable with your budget situation. If you have too much money
tied up in your floating home, or have the bank as a partner, cruising is going to be a lot less fun.
It is always better to go with a less expensive vehicle — one that you can afford with ease.
There are several basic rules we’ve learned over the years that assist you in treating a boat as an
investment. First, always look for value as opposed to flash. Fancy brand names won’t get you off
a reef, or keep you comfortable in a real blow, or reduce your maintenance headaches. I’m somewhat suspicious of builders who find it necessary to incessantly promote their products. Someone
has to pay for those costs. Word of mouth is a much more efficient means of advertisement.
Second, as someone who has worked on dozens of large yacht projects, many with multi-million dollar budgets, I can tell you unequivocally that the best projects, be they small or large, are
always the ones done on the tightest budgets. When the budget is tight, the owner tends to concentrate on the essential needs, leaving the frills off, or at least for later.

Wait to Spend!
Which brings us to a final budget point. Regardless of your budget situation, or whether your
building a new boat or buying used, it is always best to spend some cruising time aboard before
making changes or adding other than essential gear.
I guarantee you that whatever you think is a worthwhile investment today, you’ll have different
priorities after a couple of months of cruising.
Toss in the fact that new gear is always coming into the marketplace, and it quickly begins to
make sense to wait as long as possible before investing in other than the basics.
In many cases the best program is to get a very basic, simple boat now. Use it until you are ready
for some serious full-time cruising, and a few months before you are ready to depart get started
on adding to your equipment list (leaving adequate time for a shakedown, of course).

USED
While we’ve made part of our living selling new boats for the past two decades, I will tell you
that a good used boat is almost always a better investment than a new boat. Today, at the end of the
1990s, you can buy a well-equipped 50-foot (15.4m) yacht from the late ‘60s or early ‘70s for a
third to a half of what a used 40-foot (12.3m) boat from the ‘90s costs. Assuming the boat is structurally sound (and the odds are the older boat will be better built than the modern vessel), the older
boat is going to be faster, safer, more comfortable, and probably more fun than the newer, more
expensive yacht.
Going against the current fads also makes sense. One type of boat may be hot where another
with nice lines and sturdy construction isn’t in vogue. Guess which is going to be the better buy?

Cosmetics
Don’t let cosmetics turn you off. The best way to buy a used boat is to find a sound hull, good
layout, with trashed interior and exterior. Paint, cushions, and elbow grease can turn a boat that
looks like a dog into a beauty, saving thousands of dollars in the process. Sometimes it will be
better to do the minimum necessary to get yourself seaworthy, then go cruising for a while, ending
up in a less expensive country in which to complete your rehabilitation project.

USED
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Size versus Equipment
At some point you’ll have to make a decision on boat size versus gear. You can frequently buy
a substantially larger boat if it’s kept simple. A loaded 40-footer (12.3m) will frequently cost
more than a simple 50-footer (15.4m). The larger boat is going to be very much more comfortable. When there are budget constraints, and there almost always are, go for the simple bigger
boat. Finally, timing can be critical. Lots of people buy boats and let them sit at the dock. They get
into a cash bind. Maybe the boat market is slow. Being there at the right moment, cash in hand,
can be a big help for both you and the selling party.

Your Boat as an Investment
Most folks think that owning a boat is a good way to waste money, and for many that is correct.
But it doesn’t have to work that way. If you buy right and are judicious with what you do and how
you do it after purchase, it’s frequently possible to at least break even and sometimes make money
on your floating investment.
One of the major areas where people go wrong with buying a used cruising yacht is in analyzing
the cost of outfitting. Even if you’ve bought your boat efficiently (i.e., gotten a good deal), it could
easily double your investment to get her ready for offshore cruising. The list goes on and on, and
even eliminating the major items you are still left with a bunch of smaller bits and pieces. The
costs eventually add up to a substantial, even staggering sum.
When you are evaluating various used boats the best approach is to work up a spreadsheet with
a detailed list of all the gear you think you’ll want to have aboard. Then, using a West Marine or
similar catalog, price every item, right down to shackles, pieces of hose, etc.
Check each prospect against your spreadsheet. You may be surprised to find that the ultimate
good deal is priced a little more fully than some other boats but has such a load of gear aboard that
it is really a better bargain.

Ex-Racing Yachts
Retired racers frequently make excellent cruisers at a very moderate cost. There are several key
issues, however which have to be addressed for this to be true.
First is structure. You will want to be sure that the boat is heavily built. The flyweight IOR and
IMS flat-out racers are so lightly built that you simply cannot make any sort of a mistake with
them. And when you are cruising you are going to make mistakes.
Next, the rig has to be manageable shorthanded. This is not so much a size issue as it is an engineering concern. If the rig is dependent on correct usage of the running backstays and checkstays,
then you will need to modify the rig or put a new one in the boat. This is usually a very costly
operation. One exception is where it may be possible to take in-line spreaders, sweep them aft 10
or 12 degrees, and thereby gain enough extra column support so that the runners are no longer
critical. This will involve making new spreaders, or at least modifying those on the existing rig,
and moving the chainplates. The latter may be a large project. But sometimes it can be easily
accomplished.
The final issue is the keel and its attachment. Draft is going to be deeper than you might otherwise want.Within reason this can be lived with. However, you need to be sure that the keel is
attached well enough so that you will not have problems when you run aground now and then.
Older racing yachts, designs that did early Whitbread races, those built in aluminum, and CCA
racers from the ‘60s and ‘70s usually make the best candidates.
If the interior is full of pipe berths, with only modest ambiance, fear not. At the right price this
lack of amenities rapidly falls into the background, when you are anchored in a lovely tropical
lagoon. After you’ve cruised for a while you can always add a bit interior if the fancy strikes you.

Evaluating Sail Inventories
When you look at the sail inventory that comes with your boat, keep in mind that sails can be
easily re-cut to be used for other purposes. If you have a couple of mainsails, it may be possible
to take one and turn it into a trysail. Perhaps you have a large, light genoa with too much overlap
for cruising. By changing the luff you can reduce the LP and raise the clew, turning it into a good
reaching sail. Many times lightweight racing sails, which are past their prime in terms of performance, make excellent light-air sails for cruising.
The key issue with all sails is the condition of the fabric. If the fabric has not been sun-damaged,
you can always re-stitch and/or re-cut to get the strength and shape back, saving a pile of money
in the process.
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Intermezzo anchored in the lagoon at Cocos Keeling in the middle of the Indian Ocean. Intermezzo
had the long, graceful overhangs of the CCA rule era.This is a lovely boat to look at but compared to
a non-rule boat she was slow, wet, tender, and a lot of work to keep moving.
Still, the price was right when we were looking, and she got us safely around the world.

INTERMEZZO
Intermezzo is an excellent example of the used-boat philosophy. When we first made plans to
go cruising I had several criteria for a yacht. First was a budget, including an equipment list of
what I considered minimum gear for our purposes. Second, I wanted a stock boat that would have
a ready resale market should we change our plans. Third, I wanted the largest yacht we could
afford and handle. Beyond these basic parameters and that of a “modern” design, we had no prejudices.
In 1975 there weren’t nearly as many choices available on the market as today. Economics and
practical experience forced us toward ex-racing yachts with good inventories. The IOR racing
rule was just really coming into its own and the late designs of the Cruising Club of America rule
were selling at a big discount.
I’d been scanning the magazines, calling brokers, and visiting marinas for some months when
I returned home from a New York business trip in May 1975. A new issue of one of the yachting
magazines had come in my absence, and I eagerly turned to the brokerage pages. My business had
finished early on the East Coast, and it was midday in Los Angeles as I scanned the ads looking
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for our new yacht. Something caught my eye, and I called a Newport Beach brokerage firm. No,
that vessel wasn’t what we wanted, but the broker had another....
It had been a long week and I didn’t really want to go into the office. Linda and I had a quick
bite, jumped in the car, and as an excuse to get away for a drive, went to Newport to see another
“deal.”
Intermezzo lay at the dock behind her owner’s home. Her brightwork gleamed, stainless and
chrome were polished, and she looked huge. She was heavier than we had wanted, with a displacement of 35,000 pounds (15,870 kg), and she had the long overhangs common to most of the
light-weather racing designs of the CCA era. Her accommodations were laid out strictly for racing, with seven bunks and two heads all in the center of the boat, the fine ends not being good for
anything but appearance. Her equipment list, including 24 bags of sails, was extensive — and the
price was very right.
We made an offer, subject to the owner’s permission to inspect the vessel ourselves over a
two-week period, prior to survey.
I went down with a sailing friend, Rob Sjoestedt, and literally took her apart. We checked the
entire hull-to-deck bond, all wiring and plumbing, every inch of bulkhead bonding, through-hull
fittings, chainplates, rigging, mast tangs, the works. I had never seen such a well-built “production” boat in my life.
A sailmaking friend, Swede Johnson of Baxter and Cicero, told me she’d been built on a special
basis for a well-known racer during the last of the “factory-team era” in the late 1960s. That
accounted for the structure. But I could hardly believe she had ever been really pushed. Swede,
having done some miles on her himself, assured me she’d been sailed hard, even though she didn’t
show it. All the more to her credit.
We had a formal survey done, which she passed with flying colors, and it was time to go to the
bank.

First Sail
Linda, the children, and I handed over our check to the brokers, and we were off for Catalina.
What a thrill it was to sail down Newport Harbor for the first time at the helm of Intermezzo. I’d
covered the same water hundreds or maybe thousands of times in dinghies and racing boats, but
there was a difference from the deck of a 50-foot (15.4m), soon-to-be-cruising yacht.
I reviewed her characteristics as we moved along. She was 50 feet (15.4m) on deck (57 feet/
17.5m overall counting the boomkin and bowsprit) with an “extreme” yawl rig to take advantage
of the free sail area under the CCA rule in the mizzen staysail. Built originally by Columbia
Yachts to a Bill Tripp design, she had the typical CCA look of her day. There was no denying she
was fast in her conditions — light airs. An impressive string of victories against top Southern California competition attested to that. She was narrow by today’s standards at 12 feet (3.7m), and
had a waterline of 36 feet (11.1m) when loaded for cruising. There were 15,000 pounds (4,615
kg) of lead ballast encapsulated in her solid-fiberglass keel. The deck was balsa-cored forward,
with two layers of 1-inch (25mm) plywood sandwiched between three laminates of fiberglass aft
to take winch loads.
Underwater she had what was then called a fin keel, with a detached spade rudder, heavily supported. Designed for racing in light airs, she sported a very tall rig and, by the standards of her day,
a minimum wetted-surface hull design.
These last two attributes were very beneficial in most of our cruising, since we encountered
winds in the 8-to-12-knot range more than anything else.
The trade-off for the speed in the light airs and low wetted surface was lack of interior volume.
While she had a moderate displacement (heavy by today’s standards), the hull volume was deep
and in the center of the boat. Her ends were fine, without much room or living or storage. She had
the power and comfort at sea of a 50-footer (15.4m), but the accommodation volume of a modern
40-footer (12.3m). Considering our intended usage and budget, it was an excellent compromise.

The Rig
Her rig could best be described as a double-headsail sloop with a mizzen stuck onto the back
end. The mizzen looked very pretty, and it was an excellent place for the radar she carried, but it
had running backstays and the 7-foot (2.15m) boom extended past the stern almost 4 feet (1.2m).
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The galley aboard Intermezzo was quite compact, but this didn’t seem to slow
the cooks down a bit. The sink is to the left in the photo, on the aft side, just off
the centerline. Thanks to the height above the waterline and closeness to the
center of the boat when heeled, flooding on starboard tack was never a problem.There is storage under the deck, outboard of the counters.The stove, while
mounted outside, was at least installed so that you could lean against the aft
drawers when heeled to port.The fridge box is to the right. We installed a small
separate freezer in New Zealand.
There were a couple of nice features to this galley. One was the raised sole,
under which resided a large fuel tank.This enabled us to see out of the doghouse
windows. The other were two large opening ports at the front end of the dog
house which allowed a lovely breeze to flow through.

INTERMEZZO

Swede Johnson, who
had helped design the
rig, counseled getting
rid of it. As it turned
out, he was absolutely
right for cruising, but
she looked so nice
with it back there, and
after all, it might come
in handy someday. So
we left it in.
Once out of Newport Harbor we set
course for Long Point
on Catalina Island and
sat back to see how the
Benmar autopilot
would behave. With a
light seabreeze blowing we were ambitiously carrying our
heavy no. 1 genoa, big
staysail, full main, and
mizzen. As the breeze
built with the afternoon heat we pulled
down the mizzen, then
staysail, and finally
took a reef in the main.
Soon we were furling
sails in the lee of Long
Point after averaging
almost eight knots on
t h e w i n d . I wa s
impressed.

Sail Inventory

Here’s a photo of the nav area.. From this angle you can get a feel for the work
area.The highly slanted desk was a pain to work at. If you were trying to do a sight
reduction, the tables had to be held in place and then moved for the next bit of
data.The seat was quite compact and, with a pillow behind your back, reasonably
comfortable when heeled to starboard.You could brace your feet against the galley fridge box when heeled to port.
Notice how the drawers and doors in both photos have hooks to keep them
shut at sea.

Wi t h o n l y t h r e e
months to go until our
projected departure
date, we listed what
we would have to do to
prepare the boat for
shorthanded sailing.
First, I would have to
make some choices in
sail inventory. It simply wasn’t possible to
carry her full 24-bag
wardrobe with us all
the time. There would
be no room left for the
peanut butter we knew
w e ’d h ave t o h ave
aboard.
We eventually set-
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tled on taking a light no. 1 genoa (3.5-ounce high cut) and its matching 2.2-ounce staysail. The
heavy no. 1 was cut down to make a 6.5-ounce working jib of short overlap, good for sailing in
and out of tight spots if we had engine trouble, and well proportioned for poling out when running. The 3/4-ounce drifter and its wire luff stayed aboard and saw many thousands of miles of
action both running and reaching. This would frequently be carried to leeward of the main, freed
off at the head in blooper fashion. The 8.5-ounce no. 2 heavy genoa stayed with us as a primarily
upwind sail. At 540 square feet (51 square meters) we could stow it without too much difficulty,
and it also served well in a breeze downwind or reaching with the big staysail set underneath.
There was a heavy no. 3 jib, and we made a survival jib of 50 square feet (5 square meters). For
the forestay we made a 10-ounce storm sail that would balance nicely against a double-reefed
main or the mizzen.
There were two racing mains to select from. We chose the “heavy” main, cut for San Francisco
Bay racing. I reasoned it would be used mainly upwind, and here its flatness would be a help. I
didn’t expect to use it much off the wind. That was a big mistake, as we soon found that rather than
twin jibs we carried a light no. 1 on the pole and the main, with occasionally the drifter to leeward.
Many were the times I rued selling our light-air main.
There were two mizzen staysails and a mizzen spinnaker. We took them all but used primarily
the 3/4-ounce mizzen staysail.
Intermezzo had come to us with five spinnakers, and I had initially decided to sell them. During
a club race, however, Linda, the children, and I had no trouble flying the spinnaker, so we decided
to take one along. We chose a 1.5-ounce crosscut for strength and ease of flying, and we were glad
to have it.
We found that the mizzen was rarely used, and then usually only in the lightest of wind ranges.
If the mizzen staysail was set and we forgot to rig one of the running backstays, the mast could
come down. After almost making this mistake, we cut the mizzen boom down so a standing backstay could be used, consigning the mizzen to service as a steadying sail at anchor. To ease the chattering when swinging in a breeze, we had the sail fully battened, which did an excellent job of
quieting it down.
During the balance of our long weekend at Catalina we decided on several major pieces of gear
to purchase: a windvane to back up our autopilot, an Omega set to help us with sightless days in
the Pacific, and roller-furling gear for the forward triangle.
We initially chose an RVG vane. This unit, with its permanent in-the-water installation, skeg,
and trim tab–operated rudder, looked good, but couldn’t really handle Intermezzo at speed. We
exchanged it for a servo-pendulum–style Aries in French Polynesia, which did an excellent job as
long as there was some breeze. A Roach Omega that was simple to operate was picked up and,
considering where we were going without insurance, inexpensive. At the time we felt the $1,600
price tag a good investment, but today, of course, we could buy ten GPS’s for the same money. For
roller-furling gear we went to the Mariner company and got one of their hank-on furling systems.
We put this gear on both the headstay and forestay and were pleased with the help it gave us in
handling our big sails.

Getting Ready to Cruise
Back again in Los Angeles after our first weekend out, we went through Intermezzo, clipboard
in hand, making a list of what gear should be replaced. The batteries were getting toward the end
of their life-span, so they were exchanged for another bank of two D-8s. Heat exchangers on the
50-horsepower Isuzu diesel were changed to cupro nickel; a second alternator was added, as was
a second set of oil and temperature gauges that could be seen from the navigation area. We
installed a halon manual fire-extinguishing system in the engine compartment under the main
cabin sole, an extra electric bilge pump, and a 60-gallon-per-minute (235 liter) Jabsco pump for
damage control on the front of the engine. We added a wire jackstay that ran on the deck from one
side of the cockpit around the forestay and back to the other side of the cockpit, a collision patch
(made from two layers of neoprene-impregnated nylon with flexible closed-cell foam sandwiched in between), soft wood plugs for all the through-hull fittings, and a permanent radar
reflector.
It soon became apparent that I wouldn’t be able to disentangle myself from business commitments as readily as I’d hoped, and with the weather patterns being what they were, we were com-
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Intermezzo came to us with two pilots berths per side in the main saloon (a
typical CCA racing layout of that era). With two little girls and two adults, we
had more berths than required.
The bunks were cozy, with plywood leeboards to keep you in place. In the
event of a severe knockdown you’d probably stay in the bunk rather than
being flung across the cabin. But sleeping that high above the pitch center
exacerbated motion and the bunks lacked good ventilation (except from
small fans we installed.)

The boat originally had the main saloon table mounted on two pipes which
ran from the sole to the deck with the center of the table right in the middle
of the saloon. You would lift up a leaf (or two) and seat yourself on the port
and starboard settees to eat.The visual impact was negative in the extreme.
We took out the posts, took out the two pilot berths, and pushed the settee
well outboard. What had been the bottom of the pilot berth became the
lower bookshelf you see in this photo. To the right, not shown here, where
your feet would have gone, was a small open locker into which our radio gear
was installed.
We took the original table and cut it down and then rotated it 90 degrees as
you see here.The impact was startling.The boat looked at least twice as big as
before the makeover. We did lose two pilot berths, but we still had more
bunks than we could use even with guests aboard.

INTERMEZZO

mitted to another year of
preparation.
During this period we
decided to modify Intermezzo’s interior to make
her more suitable for
cruising shorthanded.
Working within the
guidelines of what had
already been built on the
production line, and
keeping all the basic
structural elements
intact, we were able to
m a ke s u b s t a n t i a l
changes for minimum
cost. Forward, where
there had been two foreand-aft single bunks
that covered sail-stowage bins, we were able
to build a large, full-size
double bunk athwartships. There were two
heads amidships, which
we felt to be an extravagant use of space, so in
the starboard one we left
the basin intact but
removed the toilet and
added six extremely
deep shelves to form our
“pantry.” It was valuable, easy-access storage, built in such a way
that the shelves could be
removed and the space
converted back to a toilet.
The main saloon was
more of a challenge. She
had a traditional
ocean-racing layout of
two pilot berths to a side
with a settee below (also
used as a bunk) and a
double wing table in the
middle. The table was
supported by 2-inch
(50mm) vertical aluminum pipes. Given her
12-foot (3.7m) beam, it
was a tight area, and
anyone subject to claustrophobia would have
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been in trouble in spite of the
light-painted paneling and teak trim.
Our solution was to remove the forward port pilot berth, pull out the support poles, and cut down the table. The
port fore-and-aft settee then had an
athwartships running seat added to it
along the forward bulkhead to form an
L-shaped seat, and the table was placed
on a single pedestal off center. This
made a tremendous difference in the
floor space available and opened up the
saloon visually to what seemed like
double the previous space. It had the
added advantage of making access to
the “engine room,” located under the
saloon floorboards, a lot easier.
In the galley we built several lockers
into the foot area of the after port pilot
berth, and a lift-up shelf alongside the
companionway.
The navigation station to starboard,
opposite the galley, with its quarterberth under the cockpit, was left as it
was.
The modifications were accomplished for 200 commercial man hours
and a modest amount of material. Linda
and I did the required paint and varnish
work to match up the new materials.
On deck we found the basic racingcockpit layout excellent. There were
Barient 32s for primary winches, 28s
for secondaries, and 16s for use on the
vang and/or the mainmast running

When we undertook
this very large project,
one driving force was
the desire to give the
kids a place of their
own.
We found enough
space under the coamings for a full-sized double bunk, with your
body running athwartship. At the head of the
bunk was a small seat,
and outboard of this a
s e ri e s o f d r a w e r s .
There is also a small
bookshelf (very handy
for dolls and toys) on
the aft bulkhead.
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We started out with a conventional cockpit. It was large,
held several tons of water when filled, and opened up to a
very exposed companionway of significant size.The vulnerability of this layout bothered me.
In New Zealand we decided to do something about it.
The original cockpit was covered over from coaming to
coaming, creating a bridgedeck and double cabin below.
To make a sailing cockpit we cut out the small afterdeck
and extended what had been a separated steering area aft.
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backstays. The halyard winches for
headsails and mainsail (no. 22 Barients) were on the mast, except for the
main halyard winch, which was a reelwinch design with which I would
never ship again.
The Barient chain drive on the mast
made setting pole height very simple.
We consulted Swede Johnson about
a storm trysail and decided that
instead we would put a third reef in the
main and heavily reinforce the head.
The third reef had a permanent pendant rove when at sea, but fortunately
we seldom saw conditions that forced
us to use the reef.
We acquired a 14-foot (4.3m)
“pulling boat” in fiberglass, an 8-foot
(2.4m) inflatable (later sold), and
enlarged our propane-gas capacity to
10 gallons (38 liters), stored on deck.
We added a McCulloch brushless
alternator driven by a 4-horsepower
Briggs and Stratton single-cylinder
gas engine for backup. We stowed it
below, after carefully cleaning out its
self-contained fuel tank.
The interior cushions were all
We improved our resistance to heavy weather and
recovered with a combination of
gained inside space. However, there were some major
grained vinyl on one side and an
negatives. I could figure no way to work in a dodger for
industrial-quality synthetic fabric on
the cockpit due to the mizzen boom. Worse, we had to
the other. At sea we left the vinyl side
traverse this open bridge deck when going aft to adjust
the windvane or read the taffrail log.
up and saved the less practical but
While we did enjoy the benefits, and it probably
more luxurious fabric side for port.
helped our resale value, I would not have done this a
A minor addition that was to have a
second time around. Part of that decision is due to the
major impact on our comfort and contime we lost cruising while this work was underway.
venience was a Tripp 500-watt, 12-to110-volt inverter. With this, Linda
could use a mixer or blender in the galley and run a powerful 110-volt-AC vacuum cleaner. It
would also handle my power tools, albeit with some difficulty.

New Zealand Changes
Throughout the initial stages of the trip we were pleased with our improvements. But a period
of idleness in New Zealand got us to thinking about some additional changes, and we ended up
doing a major renovation of the interior.
In the main saloon we removed the port side aft pilot berth altogether, as well as the old bench
seat. Along the hull we built in a 14-foot (4.3m) double bookshelf. Where the forward end of the
bunks had been, outboard of the port head, we put our radio gear, where it would be dry in any
conditions imaginable. A new settee was built alongside the hull, which gave us a lot more room
at the table and opened up the saloon visually. In the galley we tore down the fridge, reinsulated
it, and completely redid the compressor, holding plates, and related hardware, adding a small
freezer in the process. The freezer proved to be a valuable asset, and we were sorry we hadn’t
made it larger than its 2 cubic feet/57 liters (which held 100 pounds/45kg of carefully packed
meat).

INTERMEZZO
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We made major changes to the after end of Intermezzo. I’d been seeing all the space in our huge
cockpit and lazaret as a liability in the Indian Ocean. We’d also found that in extreme heavy going,
it was difficult to keep the large companionway hatch watertight.
So we embarked on an ambitious project to create an aft stateroom from the old cockpit, making a new cockpit farther aft where the mizzen mast and lazaret had been. This seemingly impossible task was accomplished with relative ease by using the existing cockpit coamings as cabin
sides. Over this was built a multilaminate plywood and teak roof. The old cockpit sole, back as far
as the cockpit divider, became an athwartships double bunk and the children’s stateroom. The
companionway hatch stayed the same, but the bottom three feet of it was permanently blocked off
to give us a much more secure interior.
The mizzen mast was moved forward from its extreme aft position to the end of the new
“bridgedeck” over the now aft cabin, which put it just in front of the helm. Intermezzo was thus
transformed to a ketch, and the resulting mizzen, now enlarged to 120 square feet (11.6 square
meters) still fully battened, became a much more useful sail.
An all-teak cockpit was built into the old lazaret/helmsman area. The seats were 6 1/2 feet (2m)
long, giving us more fore-and-aft seating than before, but a much narrower cockpit. We solved the
problem of cockpit drains with two large pipes fiberglassed from the back of the well directly
through the transom, above the waterline.
Aside from the additional interior space and drier hatch opening, we found two very interesting
advantages. First, we had an excellent seat for keeping watch on top of the bridgedeck with our
feet down the companionway. It was high enough to give us good visibility seated, and it was relatively dry and physically secure. Second, we found the bridgedeck area got a lot more use than
the cockpit in nice weather.
The negatives came in sitting outside in foul weather. We no longer had the protection of the big
dodger that had covered the companionway and forward end of the old cockpit. So nobody went
on deck if it was wet unless they had to.
The aft cabin, fridge, and saloon projects were accomplished in 900 man hours, and Linda and
I once again did the finish work.
With the Indian Ocean ahead and a lot of miles left to go, we replaced the lower standing rigging
on the mainmast as well as some of the tangs. Other tangs had shown signs of elongation on the
mast and to these we added welded bearing washers.
The last change we made was in the sailplan. An extra tang was added 8 feet (2.4m) above the
old inner forestay position. A new forestay was made and longer pendants made up for the running backstays, which were also moved 8 feet (2.4m) up the mast. On this higher staysail stay we
were able to set our no. 1 working jib. This enabled us to carry a light no. 3 on the headstay with
the no. 3 as a staysail rolled up, and to change down in headsail size by using our roller furling
gear. We also found that the no. 3 could be flown to leeward when the no. 1 was on the pole to
weather broad-reaching or running. In Mauritius, preparing for the last heavy weather toward
Africa, we put the old rig back, which provided better mast support and gave us back our permanently rigged storm staysail. We thus had the capability of picking the ideal rig for either the
heavier winds of the high latitudes or the lighter trade-wind conditions.
These changes took us to the end of the trip. They made Intermezzo a much more livable yacht,
easier to handle, and definitely safer. The cost was moderate for what it accomplished in relation
to the investment we had in Intermezzo, and we ended up with a heavily built, well-tested vessel,
outfitted much the same way as we would have done had we started from scratch with a new yacht.
At the same time we were increasing resale value.
Intermezzo did have a couple of bad points. One was her draft. While it was never a major headache, as we have pointed out already we did have a couple of close calls that would have been
avoided if she wasn’t quite so deep. She was extremely quick on her passages, but she was also
tender. This made it necessary for us to do quite a bit of sailhandling. Of course, I liked to push the
boat, so the extra work was somewhat of my own doing. Finally, the long overhangs typical of the
CCA era that look so graceful are the pits when beating into a head sea. She hobbyhorsed a lot.
And while we could make reasonable progress upwind, the crew really paid a price.
If we had it to do again there’s little we would change. Intermezzo is still out there cruising.
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Buying a new production boat rarely makes sense. Why spend all that money when, if you find
a boat that is a couple of years old, you can save a substantial percentage of the price, not to mention the headaches of commissioning?
There are only a couple of reasons I can think of that make sense. The first is if you are getting
something you really want that is simply not available on any other basis. The second is if you’ve
always wanted a new boat and this is a way of getting some pleasure from that hard-earned pile of
freedom chips.
Whatever the reason, keep in mind that in most cases you are only starting with the initial contract price. The total cost of outfitting can easily add another 15 to 40 percent to the total cost.
To make a realistic assessment of total cost we suggest using the same method as with evaluating a used boat. Make a list of everything you can possibly think of, and then go down the list and
price every item that is going to be required. Better to be realistic in front.
Any time you are buying new in the marine business you need to be concerned with the financial stability of the company building your boat. The norm is to ask for a substantial down-payment, and then progress payments leading up to the final payment on delivery. If the company
with whom you are dealing goes broke, where does that leave you?
There are ways you can protect yourself discussed later on. For now, keep in mind that the
marine business is a high-risk industry and the rate at which companies come and go is staggering. It is not unusual to find many well-known companies in a financial struggle, so take care.

“Percentage Boats”
As we’ve mentioned before, most production boats are rarely used. When they are used it is
usually for a weekend or two a year in some cruising local with moderate conditions. As the boats
are not stressed by repeated usage or heavy weather, the builder looks at his experience base and
finds no structural problems.
Competition being what it is, the typical builder then surmises he can shave a little here and a
little there. Another few years go by and nothing bad happens. Phew, we got through that one
okay.
Pretty soon some more material is cut out, and on and on. Then along comes a buyer who wants
to head offshore.
He/she asks the salesman, is this boat okay to go across an ocean? “Just look at our ads,” comes
the reply.
So these folks buy the boat, get caught in a gale and find that the deck and hull flexes, there are
all sorts of leaks, and if you happen to hit a rock and bust out the bottom of the hull, well, that is
severe abuse.
The warranty may even cover you. But that isn’t much solace when you are stuck in the middle
of a gale.
What you need to realize is the management in the marine industry thinks that competitive economics and market demographics force “successful” builders to build as light as possible so they
can survive.
If you are using a boat for local cruising this is fine. There is probably no need to make the extra
investment required for a boat built to offshore standards.
But if you are heading offshore, make sure that the scantlings being used by the builder are up
to your requirements.

A New Paradigm
Linda and I don’t agree with the above approach. Not only does it result in poor boats, but it
doesn’t make good business sense to me.
Why would you buy a new boat when you can purchase almost the same thing used for much
less money? It doesn’t make sense. And the boat business, worldwide, has been struggling for
years with this problem. There’s not enough incentive to buy new, so most people dip into that
huge pool of existing used boats.
But what if a manufacturer offered you watertight bulkheads for safety and to isolate the odors
of stored gear? And then he added to this some extra reinforcing laminate around the keel, the bow
area where impacts occur, and perhaps the turn of the bilge where you tend to lie when heeled over
on the beach?

SEMI-CUSTOM
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You are now looking at a boat that is significantly safer and stronger in all regards than what you
can buy on the used-boat market. The additional cost? Probably less than 3 percent of the purchase price. Would you pay that extra 3 percent? You bet, and so would a lot of other folks. Here
would be a reason then to buy new.
Lest you think this is idle talk, we took just such an approach when we did our Sundeer production series. In just over 20 months we sold 26 boats between 67 feet (17.5m) and 56 feet (20m).
One of the main reasons I feel we did so well, in a downmarket no less, was the fact that we put
our budget where it counted, into structure first. The sales record of the Sundeer Series speaks for
itself.

SEMI-CUSTOM
Semi-custom usually denotes a situation where an existing set of molds is available. The basic
design and tooling costs have been already amortized or are spread over a series of boats so you
save a few bucks on the front end. You start out with an existing, known hull shape. You can look
at examples of the builders art, and decide what you want and don’t want.
The build cycle is much quicker.
If you really like the hull shape and feel the builder can execute your desires efficiently, this
approach can make financial sense, especially if you are staying with mostly standard elements
and only customizing a few items.
However, if you are making your dream boat fit an existing hull for the sake of saving a few
bucks on the tooling, you should be aware that in a full-custom project, especially with larger vessels, the cost of the design and basic hull structure
is rarely more than 25 percent of the total cost. Even
if you increase these costs by, say, 50 percent, you
are only increasing the total cost of the project by
12.5 percent. Now this can add up to a bunch of
money, but if you are spending a huge pile anyway
and making some big compromises to fit an existing mold, it may be better off in the long run to go
custom from the start.

CUSTOM
Custom building is a lot like young love. When it
goes well, it is pure bliss. When it doesn’t — pure
hell!
Having been involved in dozens of large custom
projects all over the world I can tell you that it is
possible to do it and have fun, but you have to be
very, very careful. The norm is for the parties to end
up highly frustrated with each other, the boat very
late and way, way over budget.
What are the key ingredients to doing this right?
The first is a good designer who knows where the
costs are buried in a boat and how to design around
them to achieve what he and you want, without
major sacrifices. Small details that look insignificant can add enormously to the total cost.
The second ingredient is a builder who is familiar
with the type of boat to be constructed, with some
degree of management skills (sadly, this may be the
hardest thing to find). Most important is a builder
who has a reputation for honesty and integrity.
The third factor is an owner who knows what she/
he wants, establishes the guidelines at the beginning, on paper, and then lets the design/build team
get on with executing the dream.

A builder used to doing one-off projects in
fiberglass can quickly build a male plug, over
which a fiberglass hull can be laminated. This
typically adds less than 5 percent to the total
cost of a custom job compared to using an
existing tool.
This series of shots and those on the next
page are at Scandi Yachts in Finland.They were
building several 62-foot (19m) yachts for us.
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If the owner is constantly changing his mind, even on small things, the rhythm of the job is upset
and costs begin to escalate. Changes are costly beyond belief.
Spelling out in writing the details of the boat and who is to do what is critical in order to establish for the builder what his task is, as well as to tie down the cost of the boat. In the succeeding
sections we’ll go into all of these issues in much more detail. Suffice it to say for now that building
a custom yacht is one of the most complex endeavors you can conceive of. Having a carefully
thought-out plan, with things spelled out in writing, is an absolute must.

The plug skeleton is planked in timber of light-ply veneers, then faired, painted, and coated with
mold release. The laminating crew then goes to work laying up the hull over the male mold. The
break-even point, where it pays to go to a proper production tool is usually around four to six hulls.
Working over a male plug leaves a very smooth, fair interior. However, the exterior requires a lot
more work than a part that comes out of a female production mold where the exterior is ready to go.

WHERE THE MONEY GOES
Before going farther, let’s analyze the cost make-up of different types of yachts.

High-Volume Production Builders
Take a typical production builder. Keeping in mind that most builders do not make money (in
fact most probably lose money!), the allocation of cost might go as follows:
Bill of materials — 20%
Direct labor and shop overhead — 20%
Overhead, marketing, warranty, and “profit” — 40%
Dealer markup — 20% (includes freight, commissioning, customer discount, and some service
work)
Remembering that the profit is rarely, if ever, present, it is interesting to note that only 20 percent of the total goes into materials and 20 percent into labor. The majority of the costs are associated with the marketing, selling, and management of the business.

Design Costs
Design costs can vary a lot. It is a question of how much work you want the designer to do and
how much is to be left to the yard’s discretion. Often, a yard will give you a design/build contract,
where the yard controls the design process. If you trust the yard, this is often the most efficient
way to go.
When you hire your own designer in advance, and then have the project bid out, the design
package can run anywhere from a low of a couple of percent of the total cost to as high as 20 percent. The higher figures normally involve project-management functions where the designer is
your representative on the job.

Nonproduction Projects
With small builders these costs will break out differently. Labor costs tend to be much higher
as they are building one or a few at a time. For the smaller builder to succeed he has to have minimal overhead.
The model that works the best for us is to have a couple of good buddies run the show. Both
spend most of their time in the shop, with one of the two handling the bookkeeping chores when
he/she has to.

WHERE THE MONEY GOES
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The shop is usually simple and inexpensive and rarely heated. The owner’s cars are old, the
machinery probably bought at auction. In this type of situation you know the money that is spent
mostly goes into the boat. It better, because with a small operator building one or two boats at a
time, the man hours will easily be four to six times what an efficient production builder puts into
a boat.
For a full custom design we’ve found it is usually best to have one small outfit that fits the above
model do the hull, and another, along the same lines, do the fit out. Of course, this requires much
more involvement on the part of the owner.
On the other hand, if you want the entire project in one set of hands, you begin to have to look
at larger yards. Larger yards mean more overhead. This translates into higher labor rates and usually less productivity per man hour.
Take a large custom-yacht project. A big, fully integrated yard might take 50,000 man hours
(say, for an 80-foot/24.6m vessel) to complete a given project. The labor rate might be US$40 per
hour today, if you were building in the U.S. A smaller outfit might do the same project for $35 per
hour, but take 65,000 hours. Or, they might charge less per hour and take 40,000 hours.
Productivity varies so much from yard to yard that it is hard to know in advance, unless you’ve
gone through the cycle before.
With most semi-custom and custom projects done in small yards, the total costs typically break
down about as follows:
Bill of materials — 35%
Labor — 50%
Overhead and “profit” — 15%
To this you would add your design fee if this were a custom project, sails, and personal gear
(dinghies, safety, foul-weather gear, etc).

Hull and Deck Costs
If you look at the hull and deck only (before tanks, structure associated with the rig, fins, or deck
houses) you will find that it represents less than 20 percent of the total contract and probably less
than 16 percent of the finished boat on most custom and semi-custom builds.
The obvious conclusion is that if one is careful with the design, the hull can be lengthened, significantly adding to potential boat speed, comfort, and living room, without a significant increase
in overall cost. However, for this to be true the design has to be carefully worked out so that cost
centers, other than the hull and deck, do not rapidly escalate.

Displacement
With typical production boats, costs are very much a question of displacement. The heavier the
boat, the more it costs. This assumes that the extra displacement is in structure to support the
increased displacement and larger gear.
Just the opposite is the case when you try and build light and strong. In this situation light is
likely to be way more costly than heavy.
Since we like very strong boats but dislike unnecessary weight, we usually set a budget per
pound that we’re willing to tolerate to save weight in the boat.
Sometimes it is less costly to build lighter. Take the propulsion system, for example. For a given
engine and drive system and a certain size of hull, the horsepower required is a function of displacement. If you can lighten the boat up a bit you may be able to get the same cruising speed with
a smaller engine, smaller prop, and less fuel (or leave the fuel tanks the same size for better range).

Stability
Another major contributor to cost is stability. The higher the stability, the bigger the rig components, sails have to be made from heavier fabrics, and deck hardware all must go up in size.
Since the bulk of hardware is produced for small-to-medium-sized boats, once you get out of
this size range the costs can escalate geometrically.
Take a turnbuckle as an example. A turnbuckle that is adequate for 7/16-inch (11mm) wire
might cost US$50. However, a turnbuckle for 1/2-inch (12.6mm) might be two and half times this
cost. The same is true of everything else in this size range.
If you are keeping an eye on budget, one of the most efficient ways to do that is to watch your
stability levels. At the same time, one of the ways to get the most boat for the money is design so
that you are in the upper end of the range that given hardware specification will handle structurally.
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Bill of Materials
In small-to-medium-sized yachts the basics in the bill of materials (excluding rig and hull structure) are pretty much the same. Most yachts have a water heater, freshwater pump, bilgepumps,
galley sinks, fuel and water tanks, and basic electrical panel. This is true regardless of the size
(within reason).
As a result you get better value when you put this basic bill of material to work in a larger vessel.
On the other hand, if you take the larger hull and fill it with more “things,” then the cost will go up
in scale with the hull.

Labor Content
On production yachts, labor content is very much a function of boat size and weight. However,
in custom work, labor content is much more a function of how many joints there are in the joinerwork, how efficient the space is to work in for the crew building the boat, and how much gear is
installed.
None of these issues are related so much to size as they are to working space and efficient layout. It is frequently possible to save labor hours on a custom yacht by giving the various trades
more space in which to do their jobs. This only applies when the temptation to fill the space with
additional cabins or pieces of gear is resisted.
Let’s take the engine room as an example. A large engine room, one that is easy for the plumber,
mechanic, and electrician to work in, is much more efficient to build than one that is extremely
tight.
If you have a 50-foot (15.4m) yacht with very tight engine room, you will find it less expensive
to build the boat if you add 6 feet (1.8m) to the length, devoting all of the new space to the engine
and machinery. The cost of the extra hull material, and the labor to construct it, is nothing compared to the wasted man hours spent on an engine space that is too tight.
You get a boat that is longer, faster, more comfortable, and less costly, plus an engine room that
is much easier to work in. The only caveat is with stability. If the lengthened hull throws you into
a higher stability plateau and requires the next size up in rig, rigging, and deck hardware, you will
lose on the financial end. So it may be necessary to reduce hull-form “inertia” to keep stability in
the same range as with the shorter hull.
This game of working area versus hull length is complex. But when played correctly, it yields
much more boat for the money.

Finish
Finish is one of the most difficult areas to define. What is a yacht-quality finish? How many
flaws are tolerable? Just how high does the gloss have to be?
On the budget front, costs escalate exponentially with quality. A lovely looking mat-varnish
finish (which hides a lot of woodwork and varnish flaws) can be done for a third the cost of a high
gloss, done to perfection.
Is it worth spending three times as much money on paint and varnish? Will anyone else, besides
a professional, be able to tell?
In the absence of a specific reference the best way to approach this is to find a completed yacht,
the finish of which you admire, and say “Here is what I want, and what will this cost?”
And then ask what a better or slightly lower quality finish will run.
On our custom yachts it is not unusual to spend as much as 10 to 12 percent of the total labor
budget on the interior varnish work, if a high-gloss LPU is being used.

Complexity
Here is where we get into the area of experience and gut feel. In a simple yacht if you add a
single accessory — say, a diesel heater — it is relatively easy to calculate the extra hours it takes
to install the required gear.
However, as more and more gear gets added to the boat, it gets more and more difficult to fit in
things. The plumbing and wiring runs begin to interfere with each other, and access is more difficult for the gear being added.
All of this interferes with the other trades trying to get their work completed.
At a certain, hard-to-define point the complexity factor starts to increase costs on a logarithmic
basis. Where adding a given system on a simple boat, with lots of space, might add US$500 to the
bill, on a complex boat that same system might add US$5,000!

MAXIMIZING YOUR RETURN
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Many builders do not recognize this. As a result, when the owner comes along and asks about
adding this or that, they charge a price that is way too low. The boat slips behind its completion
schedule, and the job begins to lose money. The builder can’t figure out what went wrong.
While this is very hard to quantify specifically, I have seen it happen many, many times. I can’t
give you any specific guidelines besides this: Keep it as simple as possible. If you are going to add
complexity, wait until you’ve used the boat a while and make sure that extra stuff is really necessary. If you can do without, you’ll save a ton of money in front, and lots of maintenance hassles
later on.

Changes
A job that runs smoothly develops a rhythm all its own. The guys in the crew sense things moving quickly forward. They take pride in what they are accomplishing. If you stop this rhythm with
changes, perhaps removing something that’s already been installed which is not quite right, there
is a huge, indirect cost that you cannot quantify but that is never the less very real.
Moral sags, the job drags on, and the true cost of that change in direction is many, many times
what you imagined.
To avoid this problem we always work our design problems out on paper with our clients. If
they are unsure of the paper concept, we’ll arrange for timely mock-ups to be built. However,
once the job is rolling, there is no turning back.
If you maintain a certain amount of discipline in this regard, you will end up with a much less
expensive yacht.

MAXIMIZING YOUR RETURN
While most people don’t look at their yachts as an “investment,” we do (and we encourage our
owners to do so as well). If you treat it the same way you would any other investment, you’ll end
up with the boat costing less to own and get a much higher return when the time comes to sell it.
And while you do own the boat, there will be a lot less frustration associated with the “fun” of
cruising!
The basics are really pretty simple. The first rule, which we’ve been stressing over and over, is
keep the boat as simple as possible. Now simple is a relative term. But if you look at each dollar
you spend on the boat the same way you would investing in a piece of office equipment or a real
estate investment you’ll do fine.
If something is going to be used frequently and it gives you pleasure on an ongoing basis, or
performs some needed function on an ongoing basis it probably makes sense to have aboard. But
if that same piece of gear is rarely used, why “invest” in it? It ties up capital, doesn’t give you a
good rate of return, takes up valuable space, and probably doesn’t work as well as it should since
it is used intermittently.
The second investment rule is to bid as large a hull as practical, within a given stability range
(as previously discussed), and then put the minimum into it necessary to do the cruising job
intended. With the hull costing such a small portion of the total budget, if you give everyone in the
crew more room in which to work, they will get their job done quicker. This is true for all trades.
Carpenters, engineers, and electricians all work faster when they aren’t falling all over each other.
If you take a 50-foot (15.4m) interior and systems and drop them into a 65-foot (20m) hull, you
will find that the labor actually goes down, just as long as you don’t add any complexity. The only
costs which do go up are those associated with finishing, as this is pretty much based on surface
area.
Next, do everything possible to get the project finished quickly. The faster the job goes, the less
it costs, and the sooner you get to use the boat. Have a tight schedule and stick to it.
Finally, avoid adding all sorts of electronics and other high-tech gear, at least until you’ve lived
with the boat for a while. First, because whatever you buy today will be obsolete before the boat
is launched. Second, because you rarely recoup 25 percent of what you invest in this sort of thing.
The same applies to specialty toys like dinghies, outboards, etc. While some of this is a necessity,
buying the best-quality but simplest gear usually makes sense. It lasts longer and you’ll take less
of a depreciation hit when the time comes to sell the boat.
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Most of the folks who acquire the resources to buy or build a large yacht do so with a lot of
business savvy. Yet when the time comes to get into the nitty gritty details of the business arrangement, a common sentiment is “I do this all day long; I don’t want to bother with it while building
my dream boat.”
This approach frequently leads to an unhappy and costly experience. It is much better to treat
the boat like any business project. Do your “due diligence” in front, cross the T’s and dot the I’s.

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE
It’s a term used loosely in the marine industry — experience. It has ramifications that go way
beyond its mundane sound. Experience is what makes the difference between an exceptional
yacht and an average vessel. It helps the designer make those thousands of decisions and tradeoffs we have discussed. It makes it possible for the boat builders to find the best spot for your
refrigerator compressor where it will stay dry, be easy to service, and be quiet.
Wherever you go in the marine industry, whomever you talk with time and again, you will be
told how experienced someone is. Sadly, most of the people you will deal with will appear to be
experienced, but in reality they may be just a step above you, and not the person of thousands upon
thousands of sea miles you might hope.
The problem begins in the very structure of the marine business. Contrary to what a lot of people think, it’s a lousy way to make a living. As a result, most of the designers, builders, and tradespeople you will meet don’t have all that much time to gain the type of experience they need. They
are restricted instead to feedback from their clients.

Racing Experience
One exception is in racing. Designers usually try to get aboard their newest designs in the regattas. It gives them direct feedback, and it never hurts to be seen where the action is. This allows
them the most up-to-date ideas on deck layouts and other go-fast ideas. But a racing boat is one
of the easiest types of design commissions. The only question involved is the type of racing she is
cut out for and whether there are to be any amenities. As a result, the trade-offs in design are more
a question of numbers and ratios, and while the ultimate success or failure on the racecourse is the
final judge of the design construction package, it is a much simpler commission to execute than a
full-on cruising yacht.

Cruising Experience
Experience in cruising can be divided into three categories:
First you have the racer with good concepts about going fast, sail handling, and rigs.
You have those who get away for the occasional weekend, perhaps a couple of weeks strung
together once every other year, and maybe a transatlantic or transpacific voyage at one point in a
lifetime.
The third type of experience comes from living on a day-to-day basis on a yacht.
The short duration type of sailing with a home ashore to come back to and a mechanic at the
marina to fix the problems tends to make the owner overlook little inefficiencies in the yacht
because they don’t seem important in a short term context. If the refrigeration system runs two
hours a day, doesn’t everyone’s? You don’t get the time afloat to compare all the thousands of
details that make up a successful yacht.
When I decided to go ocean cruising in a serious manner, most people would have said I had a
tremendous amount of sea time. I had been cruising all my life (34 years at that point), had been
on all sorts of vessels, from beautiful Alden schooners to some of the fastest sailing yachts in the
world. My total sea mileage was somewhere in the 90-to-100,000-mile range, and included a
bunch of heavy-weather bluewater stuff that makes good stories at the yacht-club bar. There were
several dozen week or two long cruises hither and yon as well. I had operated a small boatyard,
built boats, even designed several. When we bought our first serious bluewater yacht to be used
for an extended cruise in 1976, I felt reasonably qualified to make the judgments necessary to
make her into the vessel of our dreams.
In addition I was a good interrogator. And putting this facility to work I talked with people up
and down the West Coast that had “been there” in cruising parlance. I gathered data on all manner
of subjects, and with this information coupled with my previous experience, I proceeded to make
changes and outfit Intermezzo for our South Pacific voyage.

THE NAVAL ARCHITECT
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What I didn’t realize at the time was that while I was well qualified to make decisions on a
“vacation” boat, I didn’t have the background to go out and start putting together our dream offshore cruiser — a vessel that would be our home, as it turned out, for the next three-and-a-half
years.
As our own experience broadened with full-time cruising, I began to learn that a lot of input I
had picked up from my interrogations along the dockways had been faulty. Not that people gave
me deliberately bad data. It was just that their own fund of knowledge, against which to base their
valuations, was limited. Therefore the feedback was not of the best quality. And I didn’t have the
background to recognize that at the time.
Most designers and builders are somewhat in the same situation. They have to make a living at
their trade and don’t get the chance at full-time day-to-day living with their creations. They are
dependent on feedback, just as I was, and most of it is not that good.
Once a person has spent six months living aboard full time, with routine and not-so-routine
maintenance, putting up with some of the trade-offs, experiencing heavy weather offshore, it is
much easier to relate to what it truly takes to make an all-around yacht.
Occasionally you will run into someone who has been a professional skipper or done extensive
voyaging. In that case, you can be reasonably assured that within the modern context, he is experienced.
Now that we’ve covered the general categories, let’s list a few specifics. First, what sort of crew
experience are we talking about? Most yachts today, other than those that are racing, sail with
small crews, perhaps just a couple. Do your design and building partners have shorthanded offshore time?
Next is heavy weather. How much time at sea in gales or storms, hopefully with a wind-againsttide situation is there? While most of today’s yachts made with modern materials and techniques
are a lot safer than those of previous decades, there’s nothing like a full-fledged gale off the coast
of Hatteras or one of the other great capes, to teach someone a healthy respect for Mother Nature.
Maintenance is another category. Any experience dirtying the hands in the engine room?
Last, what is the range of the type of boats they have sailed at sea? Sailors tend to be a pretty
conservative lot, and most people who have made a long voyage in a heavy-displacement doubleender will tend to stay with that design. On the other hand, if you have sailed a variety of designs
and types, you will be able to borrow the best attributes of each for your particular design project,
hopefully staying away from the bad points in the process.
Does the all-around, unbiased, heavily weathered sailor still exist — the sailor for all seasons?
There are a few, but most of them aren’t sitting behind a desk. As a result, you will in all probability be thrown with your limited experience in with a gang that has a small leg up on you. Take what
they say with a grain of salt, keep an open mind, and be wary of dogma.

THE NAVAL ARCHITECT
Whether you decide to custom build or modify a used or stock boat, the odds are at some point
in your yachting experience you will be dealing with a naval architect. Your relationship with the
firm you choose and the work they do will have a direct impact on the completion time of the
project, its costs, and resale at a later date.
The N.A. can play a series of different roles in the project. He may be drawing up plans to modify an existing design or used boat for you. In this case his and your options will be limited, and
while it’s frequently best to work with the firm that did the original design, it’s not mandatory. In
this case, one of the most important considerations is location. How easy is it for you and he to get
together, and can he get to where the work is being done to check on it from time to time?
When you consider a custom design, many more factors enter into the equation. Reputation,
familiarity with the type of design you want, location, costs, scheduling, and supervisory capacity
all have to be taken into account. If it is a racing boat you are after, the design firm’s current crop
of winners may be the biggest influence on your decision.

Understanding the Profession
It’s important to understand a little about the profession of naval architects as it applies to yachting. As with many “professions” to the layperson observing from outside, there is a certain mystery and aura surrounding the creative processes which eventually lead to the birth of a beautiful
yacht. In reality, the naval architect will have (perhaps) some formal training and direct experi-
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ence and work with arithmetic, paper, pencil and computer all day. The “creativity” comes in
problem-solving, making decisions about trading one thing for another in the design process, and
coming up with the “concept” that eventually turns into your dream yacht.

Establishing a Concept
Once established, the “concept” can be expanded or contracted and modified to suit individual
requirements. Whether the concept and its resultant look are a by-product of racing rules, or a
design concept that has proven itself over the years, most established design offices are known by
this “look.” An early ‘70s Sparkman & Stephens IOR yacht such as Puffin will have many siblings. Some may be a little beamier, or with a taller rig, or longer, but with the distinctive and
attractive sheer that marks that design type. The Alden bow and stern went unchanged from the
early ‘30s through the early ‘50s, and who would mistake a Phil Rhodes motorsailer?
If your heart is set on a certain type of design, you will probably want to work with the design
firm that developed it in the first place. Of course, any designer can generate the look you are after,
but sometimes between the two-dimensional small-scale drawings and the final product in full
size, something goes astray.
Conversely, if you are after something different, you will have to investigate the range of
designs your prospective firm has done carefully. Once you break from the accustomed mold
there are some risks, and more creativity is required. A look through the types of designs will give
you an idea of flexibility of the people you are working with. Consider a designer such as Bill
Garden for the moment. To the mass yachting public he is known for his heavy displacement
cruising ketches such as the ubiquitous Porpoise Design. But two decades ago Bill designed the
then radical Zia, a ULDB 65-foot double-ender for a husband-and-wife team to sail. His sleek
motorsailers such as the 90-foot Shalimar, have been among the most successful brokerage
yachts in history.

Drawing Detail
Many naval architects today draw up a set of lines plans, a rig drawing, and interior layout, and
leave the rest, including most of the engineering, to the builder. If (and this is a big if) you have
complete faith in the builder and sparmaker’s integrity and capabilities, this approach can work
out. It is important to remember that the builder’s experience may be limited to vessels of a certain
type and if yours is substantially different there can be risks. You also run the risks of “extras” for
unanticipated problems, most of which should have been worked out on paper beforehand.
On the other hand, firms (and a firm could be one person) that are trained engineers as well as
naval architects are capable of drawing up a complete set of drawings and specifications. This
approach is more costly initially, but the end result is usually a better overall design and less cost.
It’s a lot less expensive to work out problems on the drawing board than inside a partially completed hull. With a complete set of drawings it is also easier to tie down a firm price contract, without extras.
In deciding on which firm to work with there is one initial decision to make. That deals with
firm size and reputation. Dealing with a large firm such as Sparkman & Stephens or John Alden
will allow you to draw upon years and years of experience. From this experience is developed
“office practice.” “Office practice” is a synthesis of current and historic experience to develop
norms for structure and other design parameters.
In a large firm such as S & S there is a management team that you will work with on your office
visits. The management will take your ideas and develop them into a design concept from which
the hands-on people will sit down and draw up preliminaries. Throughout the project the management team looks over the shoulder of the designer(s), checking detail and making suggestions on
such things as ventilation, deck layout, rig proportions, etc. It is in effect, a design by committee.
The negative of this approach is two-fold. First, it is expensive, but then a thorough design if
done with a minimum of error is the best investment you can make. Second, it puts a layer of management between you and the people actually doing the design. If you are doing something that
is more or less standard this will be fine, and the actual double-checking procedure that takes
place is a benefit. On the other hand, if you want to depart from the norm, the inherent conservatism of this approach may make it difficult to achieve your desired results.
An awful lot of the decision-making process at this point depends upon your own experience
and abilities. If you really know what you’re after and have worked with new designs before, you
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can go with the larger more conservative firms or with an individual.
Most yacht designers on their own at one time trained at larger firms, many of them at S & S
Dave Pedrich, Johan Velnzin, Angelo Lavaranos, German Frers, and Gary Mull are but a few who
were trained by Rod and Olin Stephens. Working with an individual designer is a one-on-one relationship and, if the chemistry is right, can be a very rewarding experience. In addition, the lower
overhead reduces costs. In some instances the individual designer may actually be more conservative than the more established firms, as a mistake could ruin his practice.
I have had yachts designed both ways. We recently did a 79-foot motorsailer with Sparkman &
Stephens, and while she was something of a departure from their norm, it was a good experience.
We went to them with some definite ideas which at first they weren’t sure about. After reviewing
the concept and doing some preliminary arithmetic they felt that the design could be done within
their very conservative office practice. I have also worked with individuals such as Angelo Lavranos in Cape Town, South Africa. Angelo was trained by Angus Primrose in England and S & S in
New York. When I met Angelo he had been on his own for a few years. After several conversations
I knew that he knew his business, and since we were going to have a boat built in Cape Town, gave
him the design commission.
In both cases, with the large firm and the individual practice, the design came out as we had
hoped and within the original budget.

Engineering Approach
One of the design functions that varies widely is the office approach to engineering structural
requirements. A designer or builder, working with a known type and within size parameters previously dealt with, will have history and feel to go by when sizing structural members. When you
deviate from this experience, feel and past history loses some of the value, although they are still
an important part of the chemistry.
Such a departure calls for pure engineering, and while this may sound pretty impressive, it’s
really just a numbers game. What is important is the analysis of how the loads occur, and a knowledge of simple ways a yard can build to compensate for them.
There is what I call good engineering practice. This refers to the use of simple methods of solving structural engineering problems, without inducing the need for complex quality-control procedures at the yard level. If your engineering depends upon exact tonnage execution by the
builder, he may miss by a little. A couple of years down the road that miss might cause your rig to
go over the side.
An example would be the use of welding on primary structures, let’s say mast tangs. There are
many ways that the books will show you welding will work, if it’s done right, but without X-raying welds, stress-relieving them, and general care, they might fail at a later date. Welds put into a
shear load are much safer than those used in tension.
This know-how, finding safe ways of solving engineering problems is a rare talent. It takes an
engineer who knows his numbers, and who has a great deal of exposure to the “real world” of the
builder’s shed. You can rely on the builder to some extent as well.
Naval architects with this ability are a rare breed. And many of them are not qualified at structural engineering. That doesn’t mean they can’t turn out a good design. It does mean, however,
that there exists a certain amount of risk that you have to allow for. Time may show that something
has to be done over, perhaps a little stronger.

Compensation
There are three ways that N.A.’s charge for their services. They may have a set price for a
design, charge a percentage of the building costs, or work on an hourly rate. If the latter, it will
usually be broken down into several categories such as draftsman, engineer, and management
time. They will usually want an engagement fee or retainer for the initial work, and payment as
the design progresses.

Engagement Letter
You will want to establish exactly what the N.A. is to do in your engagement letter. The breakdown usually goes as follows:
1. Preliminary plans
2. Preliminary specifications
3. Arrange for budget quotes from bidding yards
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4. Lines plan
5. Appendage plans (keel and rudder)
6. Construction plan with details of how the vessel is to be built
7. Spar/sail and rigging plan
Some naval architects don’t specify the spars required and allow the sparmaker to do this based
on data supplied by himself. I prefer to have the N.A. specify the spars in advance and to make
sure that the sparmaker falls within those parameters.
8. Joinerwork details (interior cabinetry, bulkheads, and trim). Note: this may only be a rough
if you’re using an interior designer. In that case, the interior designer and N.A. will work together
on bulkhead location and any other structural details.
9. Deck plan
10. Machinery layout
11. Electrical, plumbing, schematics
12. General specifications
Looking over this list will give you an indication of how extensive the job can be, which brings
us to another point. While building from a complete set of drawings and specifications is the least
risky way to go, it rarely happens in practice. The builder will normally work from his bid set, start
lofting when line plans are received, and go from drawing to drawing as work progresses. This
frequently leads to production problems at the N.A.’s. They start out in good shape, but then fall
behind on drawings. If this occurs it will cost you a considerable sum, as the builder becomes inefficient, having to solve complex problems over the phone, or even stopping work waiting for
drawings.
As a result, if you start work with partially completed drawings, it’s a good idea to make sure
you have a firm commitment from the N.A. on a drawing schedule.
There is one other approach we haven’t discussed yet. That is where you go to a builder about
a package and he engages the N.A. to come up with a design. This happens quite frequently, and
can lead to a package price that is very attractive. Along with reduced price, it reduces the risk to
you of a builder/designer foul-up and the attendant costs. On the other hand, you have to be careful that the end product will meet your original parameters. Here the best insurance is the current
reputations of both builder and designer.

Potential Problem Areas
After telling you that a complete design package is good insurance, let me now tell you about
one of the problems. If you are working with an experienced yard that is used to building in one
method, and the drawing shows another, it can be costly. Solving complex design detail twodimensionally on paper will occasionally yield a result that looks good on the drafting table, but
doesn’t work very well in the building shed. At this point the yard and designer have to have some
discretion. And, there will be calls back and forth asking for changes to simplify building, while
remaining within the original design parameters.
It is also important, if you have a particular yard in mind when the detail drawings start, to get
the yard and N.A. together. There are many ways to approach each design problem and to achieve
the desired result. Framing a metal boat is one example. The designer can design with transverse
framing, longitudinal framing, or a combination of the two. It’s all a question of what the yard is
used to. The choice of approach will rarely affect the performance of the yacht.
In the final analysis, much of the decision-making process will narrow to gut feel. Who will you
feel comfortable working with? It is in effect, the beginning of a complex love affair with your
new yacht.

SELECTING A BUILDER
Picking a builder for a totally custom yacht, a modified production, or a straight production
involves many of the same elements as deciding which “brand” of used boat to buy.
To begin with you must consider the resale value of the name, and its relationship to the true
current value of the yachts being produced. Builders go through cycles of life, as do individuals.
At some point they’re up and doing good-quality work at moderate prices. Historically it is not
unusual to find a top builder of the previous decade now turning out average work, but charging
for top quality based on their old reputation.
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The key is to identify the true value or quality that you will be getting, making sure you are on
the right side of the “cycle.”
Next to be considered is familiarity with the type of vessel you will be building. An old-line
traditional yard may have difficulty in adapting to a modern, sleek cruiser/racer. The building
skills may be there, but will their hearts be in it as well? More specifically, there are a number of
key aspects to evaluate when looking at different builders.
Price is only one ingredient in the equation. Just as you will be wary of paying too much, be
careful about really cheap deals. There is a certain amount of fixed costs in every project. Raw
materials are going to vary a little, but labor man hours, overheads, direct labor compensation,
and profit, of course, vary with yard efficiency.

Yard Efficiency
Efficiency will vary from yard to yard. It is affected by the weather in the building region, the
physical facilities, labor productivity, and management skills. In colder climates heating
expenses during winter construction can be astronomical. But for fiberglass construction and
good paint and varnish finishes, climate control within the building shed is essential. Another
aspect of efficiency is management. Perhaps the single most important ingredient in the cost of a
yacht is the scheduling ability of her builders. Keep in mind that the management team of the
builder will be juggling eight or ten different trades, all trying to accomplish work at the same
time, and interfering to some extent with one another. Frequently one trade can’t get on with its
work until some other operation is complete. That’s one of the reasons custom-boat building can
drag on for so long. Production-boat builders have the practice of doing more or less repetitive
work over and over, and if they are going to survive in the open market, they will have gotten their
scheduling down to a fine art.

Overhead
Overhead structures also vary and in the final analysis can be the largest single cost component.
If you are dealing with a yard that has top and middle management, accountants, salespeople, and
secretaries, each productive worker has to generate a certain amount of income to cover these
nonproductive workers’ salaries. One of the reasons big yards are more expensive is exactly this
overhead situation. Rent is another component. A “good” location right on the waterfront of a big
city will have to generate enough income to the owners to keep it from being turned into a highrise office building or condominium. On the other hand, many builders are located in the country
or suburbs, away from the water and have substantially less rent to pay.

Small Yards
There are small yards in many parts of the world with perhaps one person in the office, a yard
foreman or manager, and the rest productive workers. If this is coupled with a low-overhead location and you can get a building slot tied down, the odds are it will be less expensive and better
quality. Better quality because the budget will be available for materials and man hours rather
than for overheads.

Dealing with an Individual
The last type of builder to consider is the individual, working on small premises with a few men
to assist. Frequently this can be the most rewarding of all building situations. The cost-to-quality
ratio is affected very little by nonproductive management or overhead. There will frequently be a
history of successful yachts to look at and owners to chat with. The big risk is what happens if the
“key” man becomes ill or incapacitated in some way? Is your project left in the lurch? It’s always
a risk.

Productivity
In many circumstances the productivity of the people working on your vessel will vary greatly.
Familiarity with the type of project will affect this, as will the way the yard management handles
their people. Once you get away from a strictly repetitive project, the opportunity to take one’s
time on the job increases. Those doing the work must be committed to doing the job not only correctly but quickly as well. I have seen a project built in one yard take 13,000 man hours to complete, and when built in another take 25,000. The difference is mainly the attitudes of the workers,
and the way they are managed. An experienced owner can take a walk through a yard on two or
three occasions to get a feel for productivity. Listening to the banter back and forth, looking at the
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work areas, watching how people respond to the coffee break and lunch bell all tell you much of
what you need to know about productivity.

Cleanliness
Cleanliness is another aspect to consider. Some yards and employees are scrupulously clean.
That’s difficult to achieve in the marine business. Others are like a pig sty. That indicates to me
lack of pride in work and fire hazard. It appears to cost money to keep a yard clean. This means
the men have to knock off work a few minutes early each day to clean up, and perhaps a full-time
man might be used just to vacuum, sweep, and remove trash. But in the long run it pays off.

Thinking Costs
A final thought on costs. When it is all said and done, once you move away from a strictly production boat the greatest cost will be that associated with “thinking.” Each time a carpenter,
plumber, electrician, or mechanic does something he has to consider where to do it, consider later
maintenance and removal (you hope), and a variety of other factors. There may be some “cut and
try” involved to get things just right. Frequently the first approach won’t work. Then there are the
other interfering aspects to consider. Each time you mount a deck fitting you have to work out a
backing block, get the load into something structural, consider any wiring in the overhead, and
the way the finished interior will look. All those factors could affect one padeye. Multiply that by
a thousand and you’ll see why the thinking aspect of your custom work will make it so expensive.
There are several ways to cut this time and cost. The first is by using a yard familiar with the
type of the vessel you’re building, including the equipment specifications she will be carrying.
Next, make sure to spell out clearly your own specifications and criteria for decision-making
when trade-offs arise. If an architect is employed, the quality and detail of his drawings will affect
things. Finally, having your own man on the job or an expert consultant involved can also help in
some situations.
The main thing is to make it possible for the yard people to go directly from task to task with a
minimum of time, ensuring all the while that the job is done correctly.

Fire Hazard
Fire hazard is something always to keep an eye on. Boatbuilding operations, especially those
dealing with fiberglass, are a high-risk business. While you’ll be covered by insurance, it would
be a disaster to have your project interrupted by fire. And it’s rare that a builder completely recovers from a bad fire.
Your naval architect will also be able to give you a feel for the yards you are looking at. Usually
he or she will be aware of the type of problems that may have occurred in the past.

The Key Man
When you evaluate the yard there may be an individual or team of people you meet that really
impress you. It is not unusual to make it a contract condition that certain personnel will be
assigned to your project, and not be removed until their work is completed. This designated supervision clause is frequently resisted by yards, as they like to have maximum flexibility in assigning
their people. It assures you, on the other hand, of having the best people dedicated to your project
until the end.

Talk to Previous Clients
The last, and possibly best, way to check out a yard is to talk with previous owners who have
built there. Bearing in mind that it is rare for a custom or semi-custom yacht–building relationship
to go smoothly, look for certain things:
1. Was the yacht completed on time?
2. Was the budget adhered to?
3. Were there inordinate delays due to conflicts with other yachts or scheduling mistakes?
4. Did much of the work have to be done over? (There is always something that must be done
again.)
5. Was the yard management fair and honorable in any “extras” they asked for, and were they
“reasonable” negotiating them?
6. Would the owner go back again for a new boat?
Before completing your investigation, take the time to do a little financial checking. The yard
should furnish you with their banking connections and a list of major suppliers. It is usually best
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to have your bank do the checking, as they will get a straightway answer. Keep in mind that you
will be given the best lenders and they and the bank will want the yard to get your contract. A
general review of credit-house clearing data for lawsuits and payment history is also in order. A
series of suits or indication of stretch payables is a warning signal. A lot of yards build beautiful
yachts and lurch from crisis to crisis. The key is to evaluate the risks, take what precautions may
be deemed necessary to safeguard your interest, and proceed with your eyes open.
In the final analysis, yacht buying is such an emotional issue, and many builders are in the business for love rather than money, it will be hard to make a businesslike choice. If you have a wellhoned instinct it maybe well to follow it. Gut feel, after checking all the factors, is usually the way
the final decision is made.

FOREIGN YARDS
Building overseas under certain circumstances can yield positive rewards. It can result in a substantial savings, potentially better quality, at somewhat lower prices, and interesting cruising for
sea trials.
Let us start out by saying that there exist in some parts of the world custom builders who are as
capable as anyone of producing a first-class yacht. In some cases it is possible to buy a real custom
yacht at a production-boat price.
The single biggest determiner is currency exchange rates. If you are holding dollars and the dollar is strong relative to the other currencies, there could be tremendous advantages to buying
abroad.

Exchange Rate
One of the problems to be faced is that while you may make your contract at an advantageous
exchange rate, when the time comes to pay for it, things may have changed. In this case, there are
several ways you can protect yourself.
The first is by purchasing enough foreign currency necessary to cover your contract at the time
you sign up. These funds can then be deposited in that country or in an offshore bank with facilities to generate interest on the funds. Interest rates usually have an effect on relative currency
value, and in some cases it may be better to hold off purchasing the foreign currency with a low
interest rate until later.
Next, you can buy forward cover contracts in many currencies. These commit a third party to
deliver to you at some point in the future the contracted amount of foreign currency at the rate of
exchange set at the time the contract is entered into. It prevents loss or gain from fluctuations in
the currency markets.
You can ride the fence, so to speak, keeping an eye on rates of exchange and waiting until later
to cover yourself. Or, many times, you can make your contract in your own currency.

Other Risk Factors
When looking into various parts of the world for builders aside from currency advantages, there
may also be bonuses in yard overheads, productivity, and quality. Old-world craftsmanship does
exist in some parts of the old and (new) world. On the other hand, there are yards in some countries that have labor problems and overheads to match our own country’s worst.
Don’t be bashful about asking not only labor rates, but how many hours a yard expects to take
building your vessel. A look at the management team and some inquiries about taxes and rent are
also in order so that you can evaluate the situation thoroughly.
If the initial economics look good and you want to go foreign, there are a whole series of factors
to consider. One must look at the local political situation to be sure that a modicum of stability —
both political and economic — will reign while your project is under way. In virtually any country
there is always some risk. Consider what would happen if the situation began to deteriorate. If
your vessel has hull and deck complete and engine in place and the rest of the gear close by, it is
frequently possible to launch early. This is to be done as a last resort and is not something you
would expect to do, but worth considering in the back of your mind.
The foreign legal system must be carefully evaluated. Most don’t differentiate between local
and overseas litigants. But it is best to make sure that the law and the defect enforcement apply
equally to all. Then be sure that your contract is written on a thorough basis that will cover you in
the foreign legal system.
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Financing Options
Financing can be a big plus when building offshore. Some governments offer incentives for
exports in this manner, and with yachts a time frame of two to five years is normal, usually at 3 to
5 percent under prevailing world market rates. That can make up to a 30 percent effective cost
reduction in your yacht. These financing plans usually require a bank guarantee or letter of credit
to secure the lender. They can sometimes take several months to get into effect, and if it’s a major
determinant in your decision, be sure the builder has a formal okay before you sign up.
It is also possible to obtain lower borrowing costs in a foreign country than at home without
government assistance. A few years ago when prime interest rates in the U.S. were at 20 percent
they were 13 percent in New Zealand. You could earn 18 percent return on Eurodollar certificates
with your cash, using these as collateral for a 13 percent loan in New Zealand. Some banks with
sophisticated international departments can transfer funds overseas to correspondent banks in a
few hours. On the other hand, it can sometimes take weeks. If you will be dealing with cash transfers be sure to stipulate that the transferring bank fax their correspondent with instructions to in
turn fax the receiving bank, and notify the payee. Obtain the fax number directly from your bank
and send it along to the payee on the other end to check. Some banks love to “lose” your funds for
a while, earning interest on your money while the people on the other side wait for it.
Bank transfer costs, and currency costs vary. Check before you send funds to be transferred to
a new currency on what the buy and sell rate is. On wire transfers in most parts of the world it
should not be over 1/4 percent of the total transaction, but banks have been known to ask as much
as 1.5 percent from the unwary.

Supplying Raw Materials
In order to ensure that the best materials are used, and perhaps to save yourself some money, it
may be necessary to send most of the materials directly to the builder. Smaller yards with limited
purchasing power will sometimes have higher costs than you will buying through a discounter.
Other large yards won’t allow the practice or will charge a mark-up on all materials brought in by
the owner. That’s something to be negotiated in advance.
Once you start to consider shipping overseas, you will want to decide on containerized freight
or what is known as break bulk (i.e., individual shipments). A customs broker will usually handle
all the details of paperwork, clearance, certificates of origin, bills of lading, and booking the shipment. They will be able to advise you the best method of shipment.
Inquire carefully about the different freight tariffs in use, the notes on each tariff, and how your
materials will be sent. As an example, your entire shipment can go as marine hardware “NOS” at
a low rate. On the other hand, some of it might go as household items or plastic at a rate three times
as high. This is where the broker earns his money. But sometimes they forget who they are working for, so a little checking is in order.
All the materials for a 50-foot yacht, including personal effects, except for hull and interior
materials (wood-fiberglass materials) would take less than one-third of a 20-foot container. You
will usually pay a minimum of 70 percent of the container rate. But it may still be better in the
long run than shipping individual crates.
Materials shipped into the foreign country may have dutyable goods included. In most cases,
when these are being brought in for a yacht being built for export they are duty-free. However,
some countries will require a bond for the amount of duty, or even the cash, until such time as the
yacht actually leaves. These requirements seem to be somewhat arbitrarily enforced, and it’s best
to have the builder check beforehand and advise you. You will need to advise him of the shipment
coming, carrier, arrival date, and what is included. He will have to have the original bills of lading
to claim the shipment on his end.

The Bottom Line
In the final analysis it is usually the bottom line that dictates where to go. In addition to the
straight contract of any special financing deals available you will want to add into the costs of the
following:
1. Freight on goods shipped
2. Broker’s fee
3. Bank fees for transferring funds
4. Exchange of currency fees
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5. Letter of credit or banker’s guarantee fees
6. Air fares
7. Getting the boat home
8. Cleaning up after shipment
9. Insurance on overseas passages
10. Local attorney and possible accountant’s fees
11. Hotel, food, transportation on visits
The language gap will have more or less bearing on your decision, depending upon the type of
building project. If you are doing a ship in Holland, whatever you need to discuss can be handled
by management, and they all speak English. Feadship has been building the same type of yachts
for several decades, so communication is not overly critical. On the other hand, if you are building
a highly customized cruising yacht that requires a lot of your input, building in a small, efficient
yard that doesn’t speak your lingo on the ship floor may be a mistake.
It is dangerous to generalize about people or countries, but certain national tendencies do exist,
particularly in the construction business. Be sure you investigate these carefully, and be prepared
for them if you decide to build where they manifest some negative (from your standpoint) characteristics. There are places in the world where it is possible to get a lot of boat for the money, but
the questionable ethical and building practices make it a risky venture, especially if you are a oneshot customer.

QUALITY
Virtually every advertisement one reads in the yachting world speaks of “old-world craftsmanship” quality in materials, heavy construction, yet the precise definition of quality is relative —
relative to your own experience and that of the builder, and relative to the environment in which
your yacht must operate. Quality on the sheltered waters of Long Island Sound in the summer has
a far different ring than an autumn gale off Cape Hatteras in the Gulf Stream.
Nowhere does the old adage about beauty being only skin deep apply more than in yachts. Aesthetics are important, but what will affect your safety, and the cost of running your yacht goes
much deeper than that.
Without a lifetime of sailing experience and the exposure to many yachts, some of them of real
“quality,” how will you determine if you’re really getting what you are after? This depends upon
the project. Buying a used boat is the easiest. Her record on the resale market and with boat yards
will tell you a lot. Just looking at the way things are done, the condition of her gear, the wiring,
and the plumbing will give you a feel. Then, dealing with a completed product you can enlist the
aid of professionals as long as they know what quality really means.
Don’t be fooled by shiny paint. A couple of cans of spray paint, thrown on a newly cleaned
engine will do wonders for the engine compartment, but what’s underneath that paint is what you
are really concerned with.
Buying a new boat gets more complicated. Here the track record on the vessel may be limited,
so we are back to builder’s reputation, and are you on the reputation-building side of the cycle or
are they living off past glory, at your (potential) expense? A surveyor can be employed to check
things out, but again today, so much is relative and the current definition of quality may be open
to debate.
Custom work takes us into a different realm on quality. Here we are starting off from scratch,
and many builders will have a quality level to match your pocketbook. Many of the comments that
apply to custom work also apply to used or new boat construction, just a little less so.

Specified Quality
To begin with, the specifications cover the definition of quality, the arbiters of quality, and the
details. I divide this into three fundamental sections:
1. Structural quality related to safety and inherent longevity of the vessel
2. Functional quality, related to the use, maintenance, and longevity of the ship and its systems.
This would include plumbing, electrics, machinery, etc.
3. Aesthetic quality of paint finish, varnish work, joiner details (woodwork), and other finish
items.
In some areas, reaching toward the top of the level increases costs out of proportion for the end
product, unless you are an absolute perfectionist. For example, in fairing and painting topsides on
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a custom metal hull, you can get a 95 percent finish easily. This will look great from a dinghy or
at the dock. But if you are standing in a shipyard, looking up in flat light, it might look pretty
rough. Ninety-five out of 100 people would never know the difference, but you might. That last 5
percent could double the man hours involved in this stage of operations.
On the other side of the coin, look at wiring. Here the use of tinned fine-strand wire will increase
the material cost maybe 75 percent for wire. That’s a fraction of a percent of the total cost of the
vessel. Five years downstream, when an electrician at $85/hr. or more spends a couple of days
hunting down a resistance joint, you will have just spent the difference between really doing it
right and doing it the ordinary way. We have found by experience that the least expensive way
may not always be the cheapest in the long run. Quality can be substantially improved with modest cost increases in carefully defined areas. Long-term maintenance and resale value benefit, and
the result is, in the end, less costly.

Structural Quality
Structural quality is a question of sailing grounds and your bent of mind. Most production
yachts built today simply would not stand up to the pounding they would take if sailed off Cape
Town near the Cape of Good Hope, in the Tasman Sea, or other such areas. But they don’t sail in
those areas. They sail for the most part in the Chesapeake Bay, the Sound of Long Island, or the
Catalina Channel, or maybe the Mediterranean. Manufacturers simply cannot afford to build ultimate strength vessels and compete with those that do not, but advertise the opposite.
This is where your whole approach to sailing and background at sea come in. If you have never
experienced the full fury of a bad gale off Cape Hatteras or other great capes, you will be more
ready to play the percentages. And the percentages are pretty good. Most good boatbuilders’
products will, for the best part, stand up to the bad weather they are likely to encounter. Maybe
once in a lifetime of voyaging they might not be equal to the task. Are you willing to go to sea
risking that once in a lifetime? Most are. On the other hand, you may want the best level of security you can get. That means maybe going a little smaller, or leaving off some electronics to put
more budget into the structure.
The actual costs of building a bulletproof vessel are not that much greater. The real cost comes
in hull materials, and this usually represents less than 8 percent of the finished product. So if you
increase your material content by 25 percent you might only increase the overall cost 2 to 3 percent, even allowing for a little more labor. And a 25 percent increase in hull material, judiciously
used, can make a 100 percent difference in structural security.

Subcontract Quality
As you get into your subcontracting trades there is one example of surface quality: neatness. If
your subs are sloppy, chances are the work that you can’t see will also be poorly done. Another
aspect of this is accessibility. Can you get at various pieces of gear to service it without tearing the
vessel apart? How easy is it to remove and work on? Remember if you’re paying someone downstream an hourly rate to work on a pump, and he spends half a day just getting to the pump, it
becomes hard on the budget.
Finish quality is easier to define and work with. Materials again are of paramount importance
to longevity, but the final product is a direct visual judgment, subject to easy comparison. For joinerwork and varnish finish, we find it helpful to specify that a sample of work be completed on
board. That remains in place for the owner, architect, yard workers, and management to look at
and match as they go along. That way, right from the beginning, everyone knows what they are
working toward.

Hull Finish
Hull finish and other paint work is more difficult. Another vessel can be used as an example, or
a similar non-nautical reference. Since there is always the possibility of dispute, it may be a good
idea to make the architect the final arbiter of finish quality, within the guidelines laid down in the
specifications or contract. With a molded hull the job is a lot easier. The mold itself can be
inspected before starting the construction process. This black, mirrorlike surface will reflect
exactly what you will see when the hull is removed from the mold.
Bear in mind that dark colors are much harder to work with than light, and the higher the gloss
the more fairing required.
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In the final analysis, it’s the little quality touches in a yacht that make the difference between a
“normal” vessel and one that is outstanding. These touches can result from a very modest expenditure, provided that good planning and attention to detail are coupled with men who take pride
in their work.

Testing
There are several inexpensive and relatively available tests that may be used to check the structural integrity of various sections of your hull.
If you are having a metal hull built, portable X-ray equipment should be brought to the site, at
the direction of the architect, to check the welds for porosity and penetration. X-raying can also
be used to check end fittings on tangs and other welded structures on the rig of older boats. Ultrasound testing is also used for this purpose.
Audio guaging is also used to check hull thickness. Usable with both metal and plastic, it will
give you a highly accurate reading of thickness at various points on the hull.
With fiberglass laminates, if you’re heading toward high-strength, low-weight structures you
may want to check the reinforcement-to-resin ratio. This is done by taking core samples of the
laminate and burning away the resin, weighing before and after in a laboratory. Lloyds Bureau of
Shipping, the American Bureau of Shipping, and the French Veritas Bureau are all engaged in
checking quality in one form or another in the yachting business.
Their services vary somewhat but basically follow a similar course. To begin with, your design
can be checked by them for compliance with their safety and structural requirements. This is a
two-edged sword. The standards drawn up have been developed with the aid of the marine industry and are designed to cover a whole range of designs with basically the same formula. If you
have a 40,000-pound 50-footer, or a 25,000-pound 50-footer, you will need the same structure to
meet the rating agencies’ criteria, when obviously the loads are substantially different.
Once past the design check, the bureaus will supervise construction on a more or less detailed
basis, depending upon what type of certificate you want and what the costs are.
An example of how far you can go is to have the bureau check the quality of the metal to be used
in your hull, at the source. We were quoted a very reasonable figure by the ABS for checking the
physical properties and chemical content of the aluminum in one of our vessels built in South
Africa. They actually had a man at the extruding plant on the day the material was rolled. the same
services are available in a variety of different forms for other materials.
The individual offices can also check as the vessel is built that her construction is in accordance
with the plans and specs if you so contract.
If you decide not to use a rating service, you can still request marking and test certificates on
your raw materials. Both aluminum and steel mills will supply, at a marginal extra cost, test
reports showing the chemical composition and structural properties of the materials they are supplying. If you’re using a special resin, perhaps a flame-resistant system, you may want to have a
sample laminate tested for flame spread to be sure it meets the requirements you have. The test is
easy to run and inexpensive.
We feel that spending a few hundred dollars on test certificates of raw material, at the beginning
of a project, is a good investment. They rarely show anything but the right results. But what if the
wrong materials were used by mistake, and you didn’t find out until the vessel was finished? What
a disaster!

THE OWNER
Seen through the eyes of the design/building team, the owner frequently appears to be a
dreamer, with more money than good sense yet unwilling to spend for the important aspects of the
project, while throwing funds away in areas of insignificance. A majority of boating projects,
regardless of type, end up with the owner saying “never again,” and those doing the work for him
scratching their heads and wondering why they are in such a crazy business.
Having been on both sides of the fence, it is possible to empathize with the designers, builders,
and tradesmen, in many instances as well as understand the problems faced by the owner. From
my own experience and the comments of friends in the business, I have outlined some of the problems they frequently encounter. In almost every case, it is a matter of misunderstanding fundamentals that creates the friction. Hopefully, by presenting the “other side’s view” of you, the
owner, it will help those of you entering into a project to be more aware of some of the pitfalls.
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Making Up Your Mind
The single greatest complaint is about the inability to make up one’s mind. Lack of decisions in
many vital areas prevents work from progressing on schedule, which disrupts efficiency. Men
may have to be reassigned to other work while the answer is forthcoming, and when they return
to your project there is a learning curve to be paid for. Who should pay? The yard or architect will
frequently hide the cost, but it is there nonetheless.
Changing your mind part way through is a common occurrence. Since it is difficult to visualize
from two-dimensional drawings what things will look like in place, changes are the rule rather
than the exception. But while the changes are being discussed and thought out, perhaps even
mocked up temporarily, the crew is inefficiently employed. When these changes occur at the
drawing board, they are much easier to deal with, although they still cost money.
“Crazy” ideas frequently occur to owners, and when these are insisted upon, the yard or architect sometimes feels that their very reputations are at stake. If a major blunder occurs in a seagoing craft, regardless of whether it is the result of an over-ambitious owner, the builder and
designer bear the brunt of public condemnation.
For many years the office of Angus Primrose has had to deal with the unhappy words of Sir
Francis Chichester about the Gypsy Moth V they designed for him. Yet the very factors that made
Chichester so upset were caused by specific requests he had made of the designers, and which
they were unable to talk him out of.
This does not always mean that new ideas that are resisted by the design/build team don’t
always work out. I have been involved in a number or projects over the years that made designers
or builders unhappy because they hadn’t done anything like it before. Yet the end product was
very successful. Whichever the case may be, even if you know it will be successful, understand
that the others involved are worrying about their future reputations if it doesn’t turn out for the
better.

Supply Your Gear on Time
It’s the norm for owners to supply a certain part of the gear aboard their boats. Having it there
on time obviously is important. Equally important is being sure that the proper manuals and
installation data is on hand. Yards are forever running into problems for lack of key owner-supplied gear. Again delays, and who pays for them? If that gear doesn’t work properly, don’t expect
the yard to make good on it if they didn’t get a profit in the purchasing in the first place.

Stay Within the Chain of Command
In most building yards there is a definite chain of command. It irritates yards and management
and confuses the workers to have the owner requesting changes or giving directions to the workers when they should be deciding with their project manager or job foreman. In some cases, the
request may be executed without other people on the team knowing about it, causing delays or
conflict with other aspects of the project.

Scheduling Impacts Costs
The one consistent complaint from all builders is that owners rarely realize the delicate balance
between scheduling productivity and cost. Upsetting these balances — and it happens on every
project — is costly. When the time comes to settle accounts at the end, the costs seem all out of
proportion to the small changes that took place months ago. As a result the yard is left with a bad
taste having had to fight for what they consider fair extras, and not getting the full amount due,
while the owner feels he has been ripped off.
Related to this is the biggest complaint of architects, which relates to the frequent reluctance of
owners to allow them to do a complete job on the drawings and specifications. When this lack of
a complete job results in problems later on with the builder (translation — cost overruns —
delays) the architect sometimes bears the brunt of the complaints.

RESALE
Resale is the single largest cost center to be concerned about in any boat project. Whether
you’re building new, buying used, or doing something in between, eventually you want to sell
your yacht. At this point, her characteristics that first attracted you are going to have to attract
another owner. And on this attraction rests the major costs of yacht ownership.

RESALE
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Many things affect resale, and unfortunately, not all of them have to do with quality construction, design, or seaworthiness. If you are checking out the used-boat market, you will notice that
comparable 40-footers may have widely differing prices, based on the aftermarket’s perception
of their inherent value. The most important ingredient is prior history of resale prices. If other
yachts of a type have held their value in real terms (adjusted for inflation), then a similar vessel
may benefit, even if she doesn’t deserve to.
This holding of value is affected by many factors. Marketing and public awareness are two. If
a boat has been touted in the press for years as a superior-quality ocean passagemaker and looks
salty (as opposed to being truly seaworthy), it may do well on resale.

Brokerage Perception
The perception in the brokerage community, where a majority of used boats are sold, is also
important. If brokers feel a certain design or type is hot, they will push it more and directly or
indirectly advance its sale and price. There is a story amongst brokers of how Henry Hinckley
would buy up any of his used boats that came on the market at too low a price to keep the resale
value up. This not only helped other used-boat owners, but enabled him to charge higher new boat
prices. And while there is no denying that Hinckley built excellent wooden boats and good fiberglass yachts, there had to be more than direct quality involved to bring double or triple the price
used that other comparable yachts would bring. In stock boats, marketing and aftermarket support
are critical to resale value.

Custom Pedigree
Once you begin to look at used custom yachts or consider building, different parameters enter
into the equation. The first is pedigree: the designer’s and the builder’s. If they have a long history
of successful, quality yachts, it will reflect on resale value. It may be touted by the brokers above
all other aspects. And while it’s not necessary to have a marketable pedigree to get a fine yacht, it
is important in resale.

Earning a Name
There are other ways for a yacht to earn her pedigree besides using big-name yards and designers. Many exquisite vessels are built every year, without benefit of these names. But to earn a pedigree the yacht will have to have been a successful racer or perhaps have some ocean crossing to
her credit. Yachts are occasionally built by knowledgeable owners under close scrutiny, in lowoverhead, unknown yards. It’s usually the case here that the funds saved go back into the yacht in
the form of inherent quality and equipment. If the owner is knowledgeable, the end product may
be better than anything the highest priced, most pedigreed yards and designers could produce.
A yacht’s history is important to her resale. Has she been a successful charter yacht? Perhaps
she has circumnavigated? Has she done a stack of transocean voyages, or made some excellent
shorthanded passages? These accomplishments not only speak of the yacht’s potential in an eloquent manner, but give her an aura of seaworthiness and excitement that other yachts, having led
more mundane existences, don’t possess.
Taking the time to look at the used-boat market in several parts of the country will go a long way
toward establishing in your own mind what good resale criteria are.
If you’re custom building or modifying a yacht, you will want to keep in mind the tangible,
physical aspects that create a good resale market.

Features
An interior layout that appears spacious and functions well is important. Vessels that don’t
appear chopped up into little segments usually fare well. Charterability also has to be considered
on interior layout, and while you may not want a strictly charter-oriented arrangement, if your
yacht is 50 feet or over, the possibility of her use later on in the charter trade is an important consideration.
Building materials are also important and will vary with the type of yacht you are contemplating. Ferrocement is out in terms of resale or insurance. A beautiful, well-built wooden yacht will
be lucky to sell for one half a fiberglass counterpart. If there is some special romance involved
with the particular wood boat, she will do better.
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Fiberglass, properly done, has probably the best resale value in the States. With the advent of
linear polyurethane paints, even the dingiest hull can be made to look better than new. Aluminum
and, to a lesser extent steel, are well received in Europe on small boats and in the States on larger
craft.
The potential good looks of your intended vessel are also significant. If you are thinking about
a low-maintenance cruiser you may want to paint the teak, or look for a yacht without extraneous
wood. But when the time comes to sell, regardless of how impractical it is, you may want that
varnished teak back.
Appearance is important in other respects. A handsome vessel in a contemporary sense is
important. The appearance of machinery, wiring and plumbing to casual inspection is also critical. Sometimes what appears neat and orderly may not be as convenient or efficient, but you must
have the potential for orderliness in these areas to help resale.

Equipment
The type of equipment aboard is another consideration. You will rarely receive much of a return
on “accessories” added to the yacht. But some gear, such as roller furling, wind vanes or pilots,
help sell.
An interesting phenomenon in most of the yacht-buying public is the inability to see how easy
some additions and/or changes are to make. If you’re selling a 45-footer with air-conditioning but
no generator, the prospective buyer may not realize that the big chunk of room next to the main
engine is especially for a generator necessary for running the air when anchored. When the time
comes to sell, you may want to add some of the “must” gear before putting your yacht on the market. Even if you don’t want it yourself, some of these things should be allowed for in your initial
plans, with an eye toward the future.
Some yachtsmen have reached the point in life where they can afford exactly what they want —
and to hell with resale. It’s a position to be envied, but does raise the overall cost of the yachting
project considerably. On the other hand, if one is careful with the various factors involved, negotiates wisely in purchase, and has a reasonable economic climate at the time of sale, the basic buying power of the investment in the yacht can be preserved.

SPECIFICATIONS
A good set of specifications defines for the owner, the builder, and the designer just what everyone is working on. The specs should be simply written and should define your project as clearly
as possible.
If you are working with a yard in whom you have faith, it is sometimes better to define things
in a general way, leaving the small details open, so that the yard can meet your requirements efficiently. This avoids a situation where a particular piece of gear has been spelled out in great detail
but won’t really work well in practice.
Most builders and designers have their own specification forms. Following are two examples
of what we’ve used with our clients in the past.

Production-Boat Specs
With a production boat you have a chance to see and touch a similar product. You are pretty sure
of what you are getting. As a result, most builders tend to use very condensed specifications. This
gives them a maximum amount of leeway, which is good for their efficiency.
However, as the purchaser you need a document that goes with your contact that clearly spells
out what you will (and won’t) be getting for your money.

Custom-Boat Specs
With a custom or semi-custom project it is wise to be much more precise. The odds are things
will be more complex than in a production project, and without a floating yardstick to guide you
and the builder, the specifications become the bible.
In the appendix is a generic spec for one of our large custom projects, in this case an 80-foot
(24.3m) motorsailer similar to our Beowulf. This spec is the result of a long definition process
between ourselves and a very experienced, detail-oriented owner.

CONTRACTS
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Buying or having a yacht built is generally one of the most expensive things you will ever do. It
can be a complicated transaction with a number of potential pitfalls. Good sense dictates that the
contractual arrangements clearly be spelled out in writing.
I like to treat the contract documents as a guideline, and in the event of problems a last line of
defense. One should never go into a contracting situation expecting to have to fall back on the
written document in a legal sense. Yet it remains important to view it in the same manner some
impartial judge might at a later date.
The guideline aspect cannot be overemphasized. Building a yacht frequently involves a long
period of time. During that time some of the individuals with whom you are dealing may change.
Perhaps the economic climate shifts, or certain materials become scarce. A well-written contract
will help those most intimately involved with the building process chart the proper course for the
project. Before going further, let me emphasize that I am not a lawyer. However, I have been
involved in negotiating contracts for many years in the marine and other fields. The concepts and
details presented are based on much experience, some of it learned at the bar of justice. If the
approach seems overly thorough to some, it is because experience has taught us the hard way to
be as complete and detailed as possible in the beginning. Once the contract documents are negotiated and signed, they will be filed away and with luck, never looked at again.
The single most important aspect about a written contract is the people who stand behind it. If
you are dealing with dishonorable people, no matter how well you tie things down, if they decide
to make your life miserable they will succeed. Since most build or buy for pleasure, it is desirable
to keep your relationship with others on the yachting team amicable. The best guide to this is not
only a good contract, but good people on the other end.
To underline some of the contractual points we will make, let us give you a practical example
from firsthand experience. We were involved in negotiating the building of a large aluminum
yacht in South Africa. This was the second vessel we had built with the people in question, and
while the scope of work and corporate entity was different, the people involved were the same.
The first time around the attorney on the other side had been what I would call a “sharp character.”
He had tried to draw up a very one-sided document favoring his client. Reading this I was a little
put out, but our attorney eventually got things turned around into a fair agreement. That agreement was very thorough, and had in a form that worked in South African judicial system.
Because the first time around involved only hull construction, with not a great deal of monetary
risk to ourselves, we were not overly concerned with the people we were dealing with. I felt they
had some financial problems perhaps of cyclical nature, but I didn’t think it would affect us. The
first transaction went smoothly. At the end there were requests for extras, as they had done the
work on a tight price. However, the contract was clear on this point and since no extra charges
were contracted for, the original price stood.
While I did some financial checking on the company when I initiated negotiations, I wasn’t able
to talk to any other yachting clients. Well into the first hull contract, a business acquaintance mentioned one of his friends had a great deal of trouble with the people with whom I was dealing.
Since we were almost through with our project, it didn’t bother me.
The second contract was for construction of a complete vessel. It was a fixed-price agreement
and was divided into a hull and interior contract. There was also an arbitration clause in case irreconcilable difference arose.
Toward the end of the building period I was informed that the vessel would be ready for launch
and sea trials in a week. Accordingly I made plans to fly down to inspect her and conduct sea trials.
Upon arrival I found that the vessel was at least a month away from completion, and that no
great effort was being made to get her completed. (She was already late at this stage.) I was then
informed that the builders wanted an extra compensation for the work they had done. The reason
for getting me down early was to discuss this.
There was no provision made for extras unless they had been authorized in writing; with the
exception of two minor areas, none had been authorized. When I asked the amount, I was given
some vague “estimates.” I felt they were not entitled to anything, but said I would consider it when
presented with documents. Things went on for a few days with no real effort being made toward
finishing the vessel quickly or presenting me with details of the claims.
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I went to my attorneys and on their advice had a demand letter drawn up advising the builder
that if he didn’t finish his work promptly, we would seek redress for damages on late delivery.
Then I was informed by the builder that they would sit on the boat as long as it pleased them.
“It would take you years to get the boat through the courts,” they said. And unless I gave them
what they wanted, they would take just this course. Since by then we had an enormous investment
in the project, that would have been a financial disaster for us, and they knew it. At the same time
we were presented with a completely fabricated request for extra payment.
They alleged the original contract and purchase order were only “guidelines” for pricing and
not binding.
Here is where we start getting into the interesting part. Even though the original agreement had
been drafted in a thorough manner, by highly qualified attorneys, the builders could still allege
what they liked. Eventually we might win, but in the meantime there would be expensive delays
and the turmoil of litigation. I was then advised by our attorneys that under local law if we agreed
to post a bond for the amount in dispute, they would have to give us the vessel. We offered this
along with having the matter arbitrated. They rejected the offer. Their next step was to up the ante
by increasing the amount in dispute with additional invoice fabrications.
Under South African law there is a process called urgent appeal. This allowed us to go to court
and ask for an order directing the builder to give us the vessel subject to our posting a bond. Under
normal circumstances, that would have been the end of the game. However, these people then
filed documents alleging that they owned the yacht despite what our contract stated. Our counsel
told us that even though their defense was spurious and the documents may have been fabricated,
the damage had been done. They had clouded the issue sufficiently so the judge could not let us
have the yacht.
What the judge did do, much to the surprise of our antagonists, was schedule a full-blown trial
about eight weeks hence. As a result of that and enormous expense of time and money (perhaps
increasing the overall project costs by over ten percent), the court order finally gave us possession.
Had these same tactics been tried in other countries, especially the United States, they probably
would have been successful in prolonging the litigation. In the end, the judicial issue would have
been resolved in our favor, but we would have had to give in to what in effect amounted to blackmail because we couldn’t afford to have the yacht tied up while we waited.
The moral here is once again, the contract is only as good as the people who stand behind it. No
matter how clearly it binds the parties, if someone is out to get you and is unscrupulous enough
about the way he goes about things, he probably will succeed. Buying a yacht is a very emotional
act. Some highly sophisticated businessmen, even attorneys, have entered into enormously
expensive projects on not much more than a slip of paper. In many instances this works out fine,
but occasionally it doesn’t. If things do go wrong, it can be very expensive. When you finally have
made up your mind to jump, take a step backwards, look clearly at the issues, ask yourself if you
have checked out the people with whom you will be dealing, and then go forward with a clearly
written contract.

Basics of a Good Contract
We will discuss three types of transactions: used yachts, new construction of production vessels, and custom work. The agreements for all of these involve certain common rules.
1. The agreement must be legally binding in the jurisdiction in which it must be enforced. In
some countries this may involve special government stamps, notarization, a witnessing procedure, or other specialized procedures. Generally in the United States all that is required is a contract in writing and signed by the party to be charged.
2. The parties to the agreement must be able to enforce their rights. While this may sound selfevident, it may not always be the case. If you are a foreigner, with no domestic domicile, there
may be lengthy and cumbersome procedures to establish your right to enforce agreement.
(Note: Certain countries make it possible for a foreigner to be detained during a legal fight if he
doesn’t possess assets in the country in which the fight is taking place. This detention can range
from a loose house arrest until a bond is posted to outright time in jail.)
The procedure has been used, or abused, on occasion, as a means of shakedown. You may want
to have a clause inserted that the other parties give up these rights. If you are doing business as a
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corporation or partnership, certain formalities must be observed. The corporation usually must be
qualified to do business in the state where it sues. Certain partnership documents may have to be
filed. Even an individual who does business under a trade name may have to follow certain procedures or be barred from maintaining a lawsuit.
3. The corporation’s taxes must be paid. As an example of what happens when a company is
delinquent, a California corporation where taxes are not paid may be suspended, with the result
that it cannot even defend a lawsuit, much less prosecute one.
4. The contracting parties will have to be defined. Exactly what is the name of the entity building the boat? What is the name of the person or entity paying for the boat? The identities of the
partners must be spelled out precisely.
The simplest contract to execute involves buying a used yacht. It usually includes a deposit and
a written offer to the seller. Your deposit funds are held in trust or escrow by either the buying or
selling broker, depending on regional practice.
Your offer must contain all the financial details, including price, payment terms, and a time
frame for payment and delivery. The offer will normally be subject to survey and trial sail. If the
survey is unsatisfactory, negotiations can take place to amend the price, or you can walk away
from the project, taking your deposit with you. Who pays for the cost of survey and haul-out
depends on your offer, but normal practice is for the potential buyer to pay.
The trial sail is just that — a sea trial. And if you don’t like the way she behaves you can back
out.
Assuming you are going ahead, the final transfer of ownership can be handled by the brokers
among themselves acting as your agent; by a third party, such as a bank trust department; or by a
formal closing attended by yourself and any other interested parties.
Ninety-nine out of 100 times the offers, sale documents, and other related paperwork are handled on standard forms provided by the brokerage firm. It’s not unusual for the firm to be paid the
entire contract price of the vessel into their trust account, and to act for you. But who are these
people who are acting in a fiduciary manner? What if they are in financial difficulty? Is it a trust
account in reality, or just a common account commingling the broker’s money, as well as yours?
What is your position if your judiciary, the broker, goes bankrupt? Bankruptcy is unlikely, but it
does occur and is happening more and more. Even though you may have funds in a trust account,
it might take a bankruptcy trustee months to sort things out.
So the first questions to ask are: who is handling your funds, what is the firm’s position, do they
maintain segregated trust accounts, how credit worthy are they, and what happens to your money
if things go wrong? At this stage we are talking about the 10 percent deposit. As the size of the
vessel and the amount of money involved becomes greater, you want to be more careful about
with whom you are dealing. There are many old-line reliable firms in the brokerage community,
but there are also some new outfits with good intentions but insufficient capital. The latter may be
able to serve your interests well, but the actual handling of funds might better be done with an
outside third party, perhaps a bank trust officer as mentioned earlier.
Next comes the closing, the consummation of the sale. You will want to be sure that when you
hand over full payment you receive good and clear title to your new vessel. I prefer to be there
myself. The question of good and clear title can be difficult. Many federally documented vessels
or those flying foreign flags are easy to check for liens or other charges against the vessel. You will
want to be sure that whatever procedure is appropriate is attended to. If there is some question, it
may be wise to request a certain amount of money to be held in trust pending resolution of a clear
title. In many parts of the world when an owner runs up a bill against his vessel, the bill is due by
the vessel rather than the owner. So if you are buying a used vessel, your contract should contain
at least the following clauses and terms (in addition to the notes already mentioned):
1. Recital of the full purchase price
2. Payment terms and conditions
3. A breakdown of any retained funds, pending resolution of clear title and of surveyed items.
4. Details of type of survey to be performed and any special expected results.
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5. The closing date
6. The time period the other side has to accept your offer
7. A trial sail provision
8. A recital of who pays for the survey and attendant costs
9. A procedure for closing, the type of documentation on title you desire, and who pays for the
costs of obtaining same
10. A breakdown of any dispersal of funds from the proceeds to brokers or other interested parties.
11. Any special conditions covering equipment included (there should be a full inventory of
what you expect to get with the vessel) delivery point, and when delivery is to be made. If there
are any oral understandings, reduce them to writing. This is imperative. Generally an oral understanding will be inadmissible to vary or contradict the terms of a written agreement. Be sure that
you have in writing their acceptance of your offer or finally negotiated package.

Buying New
Buying a new yacht out of a dealer’s inventory is fairly close to buying a used yacht. In this day
and age you may still want to have a survey of structural fitness. The financial deposits you may
have to put up while options are being installed or modifications made should be a clear goal of
the agreement. Always try to look at the agreement from the standpoint of something going
wrong.
Another clear aspect should be warranty claims. Details of what is covered and how the warranty problems will be rectified should be clearly spelled out. Once again we must emphasize that
it is whom you are dealing with that is most important, especially when it comes to warranty.
I would break warranties down into the following categories:
1. Structural defects
2. Rigging defects
3. Defects in machinery and equipment
4. Electrical defects, including chafe
5. Finish problems, including osmosis of fiberglass laminates, gelcoat deterioration, and other
external finish problems
6. Leaks from windows, hatches, deck fittings, chain plates, and hull-to-deck joint
7. Underwater leaks from throughhulls, keel bolts
8. Plumbing problems, including chafe
9. Access for equipment maintenance.
The price should be clearly spelled out, including any commission charges, freight, taxes,
duties, or any other “extras.” At the time the purchase is negotiated, all conceivable changes, modifications, and extra equipment should be agreed upon. It will be a lot less expensive before you
sign the contract than afterwards. Each and every detail should be clearly spelled out.
The contract for buying a boat out of dealer inventory should spell out the following:
1. Complete price including all extras, taxes, or other charges
2. Delivery date
3. Payment terms with provision for the escrowing of funds by a third party, if it’s deemed
important
4. Specifications and all equipment to be aboard
5. Warranty clauses in as much detail as possible
6. Definition of the written form title will take, and provisions that it be clear of any liens (the
vessel will probably be pledged to a bank or other financing company as collateral for floorplan
loans)
7. Any special conditions, understandings, or promises made during the negotiating period.
Don’t rely on memory. If someone’s committed to something, it’s important enough to have it tied
down in the contract.
8. Any survey conditions.
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Dealing with a Production Manufacturer
When you move on to buying a vessel from a manufacturer (perhaps still through a dealer) and
the vessel has yet to be built or completed, the equation gets one step more complicated. The risks
also escalate, as there is another step of fiscal responsibility you have to worry about. Also the
basic question of what you are getting is even more important, since you can’t see the boat beforehand.
Because you will be dealing with a builder and dealer of established reputation, the odds are
you will also have seen samples of the type of yacht you will be purchasing. This will help you
formulate in your own mind any special changes you want and the level of quality to expect. A
good set of specifications still helps tie down details. Most stock manufacturers use abbreviated
specifications. Your own propensity for detail, the reputation of the people involved, and the type
of work you have already seen will help you decide if a more detailed set of specifications is called
for, as we suggest for custom work. The most serious question to be addressed will be payment
terms.

Progress Payments
It’s not unusual for a builder to request and receive a deposit with the order, partial payments,
and final payment before the yacht leaves the factory. In this case, should a financial problem
occur with the builder, your contract had better be very clear on ownership rights and where your
funds have gone.
If the legal jurisdiction you are working in has provisions for ownership of partially completed
work, and if such a clause is included in your agreement, you may be deemed the owner of the hull
subject to payment of any funds due. This would make you a secured creditor. In this case, should
a financial problem occur eventually, the receiver, or perhaps new owner,s would have to deal
with you on the uncompleted portion of your contract. You would avoid becoming a general unsecured creditor, which usually leads to a major loss. But you will incur attorneys’ fees: it may be
difficult to make the partially completed yacht seaworthy, and many months of discussion with
the liquidators will delay things further. It’s a rare occurrence, but one that you should nonetheless
plan for if funds are paid in advance of receiving the completed vessel.
Another aspect to consider is Lloyds, American Bureau of Shipping, or Veritas Certificate of
Compliance for your yacht. Many builders advertise in compliance with or better than a given set
of standards. They even offer a certificate at extra cost. But when it comes right down to delivering, it’s not an easy thing to obtain.
Having a rating-bureau certificate can mean increased resale value. It does generally (but not
always) mean you have greater assurance that your yacht will meet minimum standards. Ratingbureau certificates should be carefully considered on larger yachts. They are not, however, in and
of themselves, a way completely around shoddy work.
Deadlines are another aspect to tie down carefully. I like to have them divided into a series of
categories: hull starting date, hull completion date, deck in place, interior work and machinery
complete, launching, completion of trials. A provision for making up lost time with a larger crew
or overtime (at no cost to you) may also be included.
To recap on buying a new boat through an established, prudent builder, the contract should
include these items plus the following:
1. Detailed delivery conditions
2. Ownership provision for partially completed work
3. Details with respect to rating-bureau certificate
4. Payment schedule
5. Detailed specifications including details on any customization work to be done
6. A proviso that no extras will be charged without written authorization, and a detailed basis of
how these will be accounted for

Custom-Yacht Contract
Custom building involves a more complex contracting situation. The very nature of the process
of custom-yacht building will give rise to disagreements among the participants, and a clearly
defined means of resolving these disputes is a must. The financial involvement and attendant risks
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are greater for all concerned. While the owner will want to be as fully protected as possible, the
yard will also need protection. As we have discussed elsewhere, there are many ways that an
owner can cost the yard enormous sums of money. And, where a production builder may be able
to sell a partially completed yacht (if the owner has backed out), a custom yard may find it next to
impossible to find a buyer for a partially completed specially designed hull.
I have spent time on both sides of the fence. And while at the present time my sympathies lie
more with the owner than the yard, I have spent enough time building for others to recognize the
yard’s need to be protected. To be workable any contract must be fair to both parties and provide
for both their special needs. As you read through the following material, some sections may strike
you as being too much on the builder’s side, but I have put them in for a reason. The builder’s
attorneys, if they’re on their toes, will ask for them in any case.
At the beginning, let us make a division between the contract itself, and the specifications
which are usually incorporated into the contract. The contract governs the actions of the parties
involved from a procedural and business standpoint. The specifications detail how the vessel is to
be built. In cases where the two overlap, with slightly different meaning, the normal rule is that
the specifications should be the governing document.
The outline below does not include all the “boilerplate.”
1. The architect, contracting parties, and any attached documents should be defined. This is a
must. Without it the contract may be unenforceable.
2. Any special terminology used in the contract should be defined. A “definition” sections
should be included.
3. The specifications and their prominence, must be discussed.
4. A brief description of the vessel and a list of the drawings should be a part of the contract. If
the drawings are incomplete, it should be so noted, in which case if there is an eventual dispute
between the drawing and specifications (which should be complete), the specifications will be
used as a reference.
5. Building schedule broken down into as much detail as possible.
6. Provision for making up any delays that may occur through use of increased manpower or
overtime. If the project is behind, the yard is to bear the cost, or if delays are due to the owner, he
shall pay the cost. Often “hypothetical situations” can be inserted to clarify what might be otherwise ambiguous language.
7. The yard may want a separate clause governing losses due to inefficiency if the owner caused
delays, necessitating overtime or rescheduling of manpower.
8. Nominated supervision that the yard is to have on the project if required.
9. Owner’s access to the project. Some yards prefer to restrict unlimited access to “reasonable”
access so as not to cause too much disruption in their work schedule.
10. Owner’s representative on hand, if anticipated, should be spelled out. If he is to have final
authority over changes in quality, change orders, and extras, this must be delineated.
11. Quality standards and any certification required (also partially covered in specifications).
12. What equipment the owner shall be entitled to furnish. In some cases it may be possible to
furnish almost all materials. Spell out if the yard is to receive a surcharge for handling ownersupplied materials.
13. On owner-supplied materials, who is to coordinate and pay for receiving, passing through
customs, brokerage, shipping, and related.
14. Special subcontractors to be used by the builder at behest of owner should be spelled out.
15. Warranty: Should cover the various factors in detail or be very general (latter is preferable
in many cases), and provide for how and to whom and at what address notice is to be given of a
warranty problem, what actions the yard must take to correct the problem, and if it doesn’t, how
the owner is authorized to make corrections for the account of the builder. It is not unusual to have
a joint payment set up after a certain amount of time between owner and yard. We were involved
in the contract on a large cutter built in New Zealand some years ago. In this case, we had concern
about gelcoat blistering or the “pox” as it is commonly known. The yard doing the work for us,
Salthouse Brothers, had not had a problem, but other New Zealand builders had. They were concerned about their exposure to having a problem fixed in an expensive U.S. yard, while on our side
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we had the same worry, although from a different perspective. The situation was resolved so that
the costs of any repair up through a year after leaving New Zealand waters would be split between
the owner and yard. To minimize costs, the yard would have the right to have the work done with
their supervision in a “do-it-yourself” yard. As it turned out, the pox did exist, the yard exercised
its rights, sent a man over, and the problem was quickly and reasonably resolved.
16. Ownership: If a progress payment schedule is included, the contract must provide for ownership of the vessel to lie with the owner subject only to unpaid invoices. The lien rights of suppliers and other authorities must be clearly understood. In some cases, once material has been
incorporated in a vessel, the individual supplier loses his rights to enforce a lien against the vessel.
In other legal jurisdictions they don’t lose the right until payment is received. Be sure to understand these legal points carefully and provide for lien releases from any suppliers or subcontractors that might have a claim, each time a payment is made. The question of ownership should also
be clearly examined. If the law does not vest this concretely in the buyer after payment, then stay
away from any form of payment prior to delivery.
17. Performance: You must deal with the yard’s performance and breach of it including time to
correct a breach after being given notice. It’s desirable to incorporate a clause giving you the right
to cancel upon such an uncorrected breach and remove the vessel to have her completed elsewhere — a last-resort step. It also may be possible to include a clause that states that upon breach
you may utilize the yard’s tools, equipment, premises, and manpower to complete the yacht.
18. Performance, by the owner, will state conditions about payment, delivery of drawings and
materials, and what damages are to be paid, if any, by breach of the owner in these various cases.
Usually applied to just failure to make payment on time, it is not unusual to have severe liquidated
damages involved for the yard. Liquidated damages are a different breed of cat.
19. Delivery penalties: The question of late-delivery damages is double-edged. You want some
bit on the delivery sections, but you also want the job done right. I like to have a section involving
a late-delivery claim, but exercise it with discretion. One exception is when weather patterns or
other considerations force you to have a fixed delivery date. Delivery is usually defined as completion of sea trials — that is, when the vessel is finally completed and ready to sail on her first
passage.
20. Insurance: The yacht and any special equipment should always be insured. The owner
should also be held harmless from any lawsuits arising out of the yard’s building, the vessel as a
result of third-party actions for damages. It is normal to request that the insurance company name
you as a co-insured on a loss page and reasonable notice of any default or failure to pay on the
policies, in which case you have the ability to pick up the insurance. Who pays for insurance is a
negotiable issue. About half the time it is paid for by the yard.
21. Storage of owner-supplied equipment in a locked or bonded store room is usually done by
the yard at no cost.
22. Extras: More sleep is lost by both yard management and owners over this subject than any
other. I prefer to have a completely tied down contract with no extras, however, as a rule, there are
always some. The “extra” clause should state that written authorization must be received before
starting anything outside the scope of the contract. At this point the yard and owner should agree
in writing on the amount. Otherwise a formula for costing extras out should be included. It should
be broken down as follows:
a. Hourly rates for each category of worker
b. Cost of materials, plus a profit percentage of materials. Again, an illustration or “hypothetical” written right into the agreement will be helpful.
It is not always possible to have a fixed price, and some alternate methods of doing custom work
are discussed in the chapter on pricing custom vessels.
23. Acceptance of the yacht should be carefully delineated. The yard will want the architect or
the surveying body to have final say in the event of any disputes. You want to make sure that whoever has the final say will be truly impartial and not beholden to the yard.
24. Disputes: I prefer binding arbitration with a set time-frame for getting the procedure started
and completed. The findings should be final and complete and have the force of the law. It will
save substantial sums of money in the event of a dispute. Informal or formal arbitration may on
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occasion be spelled out for the architect to decide on. In this cases, his proximity to the building
will be important. The arbitration clause must be carefully drafted to cover all the potential disputes.
25. Documentation: As part of the final acceptance you will want complete and proper documentation from the yard and any governmental bodies as is required to register the vessel in her
home port.
26. Price: The elements of the price must be carefully spelled out in a number of respects.
a. The basic price
b. Any special additions or basis for paying for items not included at this time.
c. The inclusion or exclusion of costs for delivery to dockside, setting up for sea trials, loading
if required onto transport, supply of cradles and traps and general preparation for transport, delivery on her own bottom if required, insurances, taxes, duties, or special levees (or exclusion
thereof, which is the way we like to have it, since you are never sure what may crop up — and the
yard generally knows).
d. treatment of extras
e. percentage overrides, if any, on materials supplied by the owner.
27. Payment guarantees by the owner: It is not uncommon for the yard undertaking a project to
request the owner to furnish either a suitable banker’s guarantee or letter of credit, in the amount
anticipated to be drawn upon by the yard in agreed amounts. This guarantees the yard that the
funds are available for them to complete the project once they start it. The terms should be carefully drawn to ensure that the work has been completed before funds can be drawn.
28. Performance or completion bonds: Larger, well established yards may be able to supply a
bond that provides you with a certain amount of security in the event of the yard’s failure to perform. The actual percentage of the bond and its terms are subject to negotiation and will vary
widely from 100 percent to ten percent with insolvency or receivership being the usual means of
triggering the bond’s effectiveness. The cost of the bond will have to be negotiated at the contractsigning time.
Having read the last lists of information, let us now tell you that a majority of all custom yachts
are contracted for on a simpler basis. Many yachts costing hundreds of thousands or millions of
dollars have been built pursuant to three-page contracts. In some cases, if the yard is experienced,
financially sound, and able to estimate accurately exactly what is involved, the project will be a
success. If anything goes wrong, however, or there is an ownership or management change, it is
better for all concerned to have the details spelled in advance. This goes for yard management as
well as the owner.

SEA TRIALS
For the new-yacht purchaser, detailed sea trials are an important ingredient to a successful start
in ownership. These trials provide all parties with a chance to check out the yacht, make adjustments as required where it is efficient for the builder to do so, and still convenient for the owner.
It is in the interest of boat owner and builder to make sure that everything is in top working order
before the new yacht leaves the builder’s care. This minimizes the builder’s warranty problems
and reduces the owner’s frustration of having to deal with a less-than-perfect yacht.
If you are buying a used yacht, a detailed set of trials in addition to the normal sailing trials will
tell you a lot more about your prospective purchase.
And, if you are getting ready to set out on a long cruise and don’t have many hours of experience
on your vessel, these trials are a good way to find out the problems that may be lurking before they
catch you in some out-of-the-way anchorage.
The overall goal of the sea trials is to determine that each piece of gear aboard functions properly within the normal parameters for that type of equipment.
There are three levels of data to be determined. First is the basic operating mode for a given
piece of equipment. This means noting starting, stopping, and proper function under static conditions (at the dock). Next, proper installation should be determined. Checking vibration and noise
levels, looking for chafe which will cause problems later, and determining ease of access for
future maintenance all are considerations.
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Last, we have loaded trials where equipment is utilized for lengthy periods of time at varying
levels of load to determine that everything functions the way it should under actual usage. Time
is important at this stage. The more the better. Time lets equipment move around and be subject
to the various stresses of operation. Careful inspection afterwards will yield many answers to how
well equipment performs, and if there are hidden problems that may develop more fully with
usage.
A properly conducted, complete set of sea and dock trials can take from a day or two for simpler
yachts to several weeks for larger, more complex vessels. With a used vessel, equipment is
already broken in and trials do not have to be so time-consuming.
The following specific recommendations are based upon our experience as both a yacht owner
and a builder of many large yachts.
During the trials the owner or his or her representative should be present, along with personnel
from the builder (or brokerage firms if a used yacht).
Starting at the dock, the main engine should be run in forward gear for two-hour periods at onequarter, one-half, and three-quarters throttle. Then it should be put into reverse at one-third throttle for a further two hours. Watch for vibration, proper action of flexible exhaust connections, and
shaft alignment, while checking on prop noise and vibration. Temperature and oil pressure should
be within the range specified by the manufacturer, especially under higher throttle settings.
Notice the amount of cooling water flow. Be sure that dock lines are well secured and that the hull
is properly fendered. Remember that the hull will surge forward and twist inward under forward
thrust so more fenders may have to be placed forward (and later aft) than is normal.
Each generator should be run under load at 50 percent, 75 percent and 100 percent of capacity
for two hours at a time. Again note engine, oil, and water readings and coolant flow and check that
voltage and cycles per second are okay at various loadings. If an automatic shut-down is provided
in case of heat or oil pressure failure, simulate this requirement to make sure the system works.
The refrigeration system should be pulled down and then cycled on a daily basis during the
entire trial period. A minimum period for this should be a week. Note the time it takes for pulldown after the first cycle, and check for frost on the suction line (the larger of the two tubes or
hoses coming from the cold plates) beyond the confines of the refrigeration box. Watch for compressor knocking due to liquid freon, and check the sight glass to be sure the right amount of freon
is in the system. At the end of trials check for freon leaks.
The air-conditioning system will go through a similar checkout on both heating and cooling
cycles. It is not a bad idea to have this equipment running all during trials, on shore power when
necessary. Look for the same things as with refrigeration, with the addition of a check on the
drainage of condensed water from the evaporators (cooling coils).
Fill and then empty the freshwater tanks with the pressure pumping system at least three times.
Check all pressure connections for leaks. This means hose connections at T’s under the floorboards as well as more accessible connections. Note that automatic pressure switches work for
shut off and that heat sensors shut down the pump when tanks are empty and the pump is running
dry. Check pressure saltwater pump in the same way.
Bilge pumps should be checked for automatic operating by allowing fresh water into each
watertight compartment. At least 20 cycles should be run. Note that the float switch begins operation at the right level and that it allows the pump to suck the compartment relatively dry. Check
out high-water alarms at the same time, and be sure the manual overrides on the pumps work
properly.
Manual bilge pumps should be operated to see that their location is easy to use, even in a seaway.
If there is a large damage-control pumping system, be sure that it operates into each watertight
compartment.
The steering system should be run hard over to hard over for 40 cycles by hand and then by
autopilot, with the engine in gear at half-throttle. Be sure that the emergency tiller is stowed in a
handy spot and that it operates without obstructions.
Ground tackle should be tried out and checked to make sure the anchor stows without damaging
the bow and that the chain flakes down by itself without having to have a crewmember knock
down chain piles.
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Roller-furling gear should be checked a dozen times to be sure that it rolls neatly and that the
rope or wire leads onto and off the roller drum properly. Check hoisting to be sure the halyard
swivel runs smoothly.
Spinnaker-pole gear needs to be run in and out ten times to check leads, ease of operation, and
to familiarize the new crew with the gear.
With electrical and electronic gear there are two levels of testing.First, you are looking to make
sure that the equipment functions on its own. Second, you are looking for interference from other
gear. Perhaps the alternators create static on the radio, or the autopilot interferes with the loran-C
receiver. Run each piece of equipment individually to be sure it operates properly, then run it all
together to check for interference. Miscellaneous gear such as fans or lights should be operated
for at least two hours a day for three days. Other electronic gear should be allowed to operate all
during sea trials. However, be sure to turn the electronic gear on and off a dozen times a day to see
if there are warm-up problems.
Shore power should be hooked up, checking the vessel for polarity and load-carrying ability.
DC electrical systems and AC systems should be checked for ground faults and/or shorts or
leakages. If it is a metal hull, the hull must be checked that it is isolated.
With a metal hull, initially and at the end of sea trials, check for electrical isolation and that the
cathodic protection is working properly.
Watertight integrity must be tested. Hard rain is the best test for leaks. Barring this, every fitting,
hatch, and port at the deck level should be deluged with a heavy-duty hose. A high-pressure wash
down is even better. Inside the vessel, all lockers and other storage areas should be empty. Placing
paper towels in each likely leak spot will leave telltale signs, after testing, as to whether or not you
are truly watertight.
Once dock trials are completed it is time to go to sea for a final check. The engine should be run
under power for two hour stretches again at one-quarter, half and three-quarters power settings. A
final full speed run for 15 minutes should be made. The reverse should be checked by going from
1/2 forward to full astern half a dozen times.
Steering should be checked by going hard over to hard over for ten cycles at half to three-quarters throttle; under hand and then autopilot. In reverse, at one-quarter throttle let the steering run
so the rudder fetches up against its stops a dozen times. When you return to the dock, be sure to
look at steering-cable tension and the condition of the rudder stops.
Sailing trials are then conducted, hopefully with some breeze, while each sail is set, fit, shape
and lead noted. Roller-furling gear should be used at various sailing angles and in varying wind
strengths, and conventional reefing gear should be tried out.
When you return to the dock a final inspection needs to be made. Once again look at prop-shaft
alignment. Check all oil, water, and fuel lines for evidence of leakage. Review wires and hose for
signs of chafe. Check exhaust lines for vibration damage and leaks. Look at and around V-belts
for signs of fuzz, or wear on the belt edges — both are a sign of misalignment.
Finally, have a look at the engine and generator exhausts and be sure they are clean. Deposits of
soot can mean loading problems.
With a thorough set of trials completed, all the parties concerned know the condition and operation of the yacht. Proper sea trials help take the tribulation out of yacht ownership. It’s a nice way
to start off a new relationship.

FORMS OF PAYMENT
Letters of credit and banker’s guarantees are frequently used in many aspects of boat building.
To those unfamiliar with their use they seem to involve dozens of irrelevant and confusing details,
but in reality they are quite simple. Proper use of these instruments can protect you and those to
whom they are assigned.

Letters of Credit
Letters of credit or bank guarantees are basically the promise of one bank to pay another bank
subject to certain terms and conditions contained in their documents. From a practical standpoint,
the banks use standardized forms and usually only transmit the varying details. Their use can vary
from the purchase of winches to a complete yacht’s financing. As with contracts, their wording is
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subject to negotiation and needs to be fair to both the issuer and the recipient. The latter is looking
toward this instrument as a means of guaranteeing his payment as long as he fulfills his contractual obligations. It’s normal when this approach is used for a complete yacht that the builder go to
his bank with the documents and obtain a loan, based on his performance in the past and the guarantee of payment.
This approach to overall finance ensures the buyer that the builder will only receive payment
after he has completed his work, on time, and with the necessary approvals. The builder will be
faced with paying the costs of his interim finance — that is, the funds required to finance him
between when he starts your project and when he collects his money. These charges will be passed
on to you. The actual cost of these charges will be reduced by the interest your funds earn while
they are waiting for payment at the end of the building project.
As an example, let’s say that a builder in France has to pay 10 percent interest on his money for
interim finance. You place your letter of credit through a New York bank, which requires some
form of collateral as security. Since you already have the cash saved up, you put this into a moneymarket fund pledged as security to the New York bank. The return on the money-market fund is 7
percent, so the actual premium you have to pay is 3 percent. That, plus the cost of the letter of
credit, would be termed a form of insurance. If anything goes wrong with the builder, your funds
are totally safe.
The letter of credit will have a maximum amount stated on it for the project. It may also have
some form of a pricing formula involved. Next, there will be a delivery date, and a date by which
the letter of credit must be exercised. Unless you authorized its extension, once expiry has been
reached, the LC is rescinded and the guys on the other end are out of luck. It is normal to have the
expiry date quite a bit beyond the expected delivery date, perhaps with a penalty clause that
deducts a certain amount for each day after expected delivery the vessel is late as an incentive to
keep the project on schedule. On an expected 12-month building project, an 18-month expiry date
would be in order.
Next will be detailed the type of documents required to collect against the LC. In the case of a
complete yacht, this will be in some form of builder’s, surveyor’s or architect’s certificate that the
vessel is in accordance with plans and specifications. If she is to be shipped to you as well, the
documents may also require the original on-board bill of lading, copies of insurance for shipment,
and proof of freight pre-payment, if that is part of the contract.
It is also possible to write an LC or guarantee in such a manner as to allow partial drawings, as
progress goes along. This puts your money at risk if the builder fails, but it is frequently done
where you have confidence in those you are dealing with. In this case again some form of certification is required that the work has progressed to the point where the drawing is in order. An architect’s or surveyor’s certificate is normally used.
Letters of credit are used to finance shipments of materials as well. This guarantees a supplier
that he will get his money, and it guarantees you that your goods will be shipped, on time, or the
supplier doesn’t get paid. The terms and conditions are the same, however, you will have to stipulate if you will accept a partial shipment. In many cases, where you are shipping materials overseas, the cost of packaging and clearing will be too high to make it economical to have more than
one shipment so you will not want to allow partial shipments.
Some banks are quite used to working with letters of credit and guarantees. Others are not. It is
best to find one that has experience in these transactions, as there can be some frustrating slip-ups
on occasion. Normally establishment of the LC is a prerequisite of the yard starting your project
so you will want it done in a hurry. Have the bank wire the LC to the waiting bank, and ask the
receiving bank to advise by fax or immediate phone the recipient (yard) that the LC has been
received and the terms and conditions. It is not unusual to have your bank send the LC by fax in
which case it is received instantaneously at the other end, only to have it lie in somebody’s basket
for a week before the people actually looking for it are informed.
As a double check, I like to get the LC number and special routing data, in case it doesn’t go
directly from bank to bank, and copies of the actual paperwork. That way I can send along the data
to the intended recipient so he can check on his end. If you are in a hurry, ask the bank to include
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instructions to those on the other end to fax back that they have notified their client of receipt.

Bank Guarantees
A bank guarantee is much the same as an LC and in some cases it is used interchangeably. At
other times it works as a straight guarantee, which a letter of credit can also do.
An example might be where you wish to use the financing in a local market to help pay for the
project since it is cheaper than at home. The local bank will want some form of credit guarantee.
In this case a banker’s guarantee or LC will be established from your home base to the foreign one
to guarantee your loan.

Sight Drafts
Sight drafts are a completely different animal, and are used with suppliers of materials. It is a
form of COD but takes a bit more trust on the part of the supplier. Basically, he takes your order,
ships the material, and then sends the bills of lading and an invoice or sight draft to your bank for
collection. Once the draft has been paid, the bills of lading are turned over to you and the material
can be collected. The risk to the supplier is that if you don’t collect the materials he may be stuck
with materials a long way from home, possibly manufactured to your specifications, with the
thought of having to bring them back.
The advantage to you and the supplier is that it eliminates a step of paperwork, the cost, and
time loss involved with it.
Banks generally charge between 1/2 percent to 1 percent of the value of an LC or sight draft for
establishing it. This cost is normally levied only once, even though the document may be open for
several years.
To recap then, when establishing your letter of credit, try to deal with an experienced bank, and
be sure to do the following in your instructions:
1. Include payment details, amount, currency and who pays any special costs associated with
the LC or its use
2. Carefully delineate the documents required to draw against the letter of credit
3. Note if insurance papers, freight prepayment, or any other specialized actions have to be
taken
4. Establish a final date by which the LC must be acted upon and/or the vessel shipped or completed sea trials
5. Advise the banks at both ends if you want rapid processing to fax notification and confirmation.

PAYMENT SCHEDULES
It is not at all unusual to pay for a yacht on a percentage of completion basis. At the start a
deposit may be given, then at specific intervals along the way, funds are transferred to the builder.
Since many well-established, quality builders don’t have the capital, or the borrowing capability to finance your project, it’s a system you may be forced to adopt.
Before getting into different types of payment schedules, let us discuss the risks involved. As
we have noted elsewhere, boatbuilding is not the most profitable industry around. Most people in
it do it for love (even if they don’t realize it!). As a result of this, and the fact that many builders
are not the best business people, the bankruptcy rate is very high. You want to be protected contractually if you will be advancing funds, being sure that you have good title to hard assets should
a problem occur. If the local legal system doesn’t provide for this, be very careful about whom you
deal with and how the funds are handled.
Next, if a builder has a normal business practice, gets a large deposit with the order — say onethird — and he has this from many clients, then he is working with other peoples’ capital. The
following payments will keep him ahead on a cash basis of what he has really spent, right through
the end. If this is the case, and he is doing well financially, all his suppliers should be getting their
money promptly. If they are extending longer than normal credit, or if he isn’t discounting his
bills with prompt payment, it is a good sign that regardless of what the books say, the builder’s
financial condition may not be the best. A check with the local credit agency will reveal a past
history of payment problems and litigation. The latter is also a signal that there may be financial
problems. When you ask the builder for a list of credit references, don’t get just two or three. The
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average builder will deal with several dozen suppliers. Check at least ten for payment history, current payment practice, and amounts owed.
Everybody likes to work with the other guy’s money. It leaves yours tucked away for a rainy
day. It’s human nature to try to negotiate the best possible cash flow, and if you can get ahead of
the other guy — that is, do the project with his money — yours (if you really have it) can be earning interest and reducing costs. The trick is to be fair. If you’re dealing with a builder who needs
the cash flow to keep working, you want to stay even and be sure the funds you disperse actually
go towards the bills incurred on your project.
There are two basic ways to approach these payments: three or four lump sums at certain stages
of work, or a more detailed break down with the builder providing back-up for each draw.

Basic Payment Schedule
Of the simpler method the following are some examples. This system is used by several sailboat
builders.
1. Five percent on signing
2. Five percent on firming up specifications and options
3. Twenty percent when hull is about to start
4. Thirty percent when hull, deck, bulkheads are in place
5. Thirty percent on launching
6. Ten percent on completion of sea trials
A number of large motoryacht builders work as follows:
1. Five percent on signing
2. Twenty percent on completion of complete contract and specifications
3. Twenty-five percent when keel is laid
4. Twenty percent when hull has been plated and main engines installed
5. Twenty percent when deck has been laid and superstructure mounted
6. Ten percent on completion of sea trials.
In this case, the builder normally buys all the materials for the project right in front, so there is
a heavy up-front cash cost.

Detailed Payments
On the other hand, you may want to be more conservative and have a more detailed breakdown,
especially if dealing with a smaller outfit. This is more troublesome for you and the yard, but has
the advantage of letting both of you know if there is a problem budget-wise, in time for some corrective action to be taken.
Materials are to be paid for by the owner upon receipt of invoices from the supplier. If things are
really tight at the yard, you may want to pay the suppliers directly. The yard will always have
some material in inventory, and this should be an agreed-upon amount paid at some convenient
point, usually after construction has begun.
Each subcontractor will also be billing, and these can be paid upon presentation by the yard, or
to the subcontractor directly.
The yard’s work is generally divided as follows on hulls:
Fiberglass hulls
1. Hull laminate in place
2. Bulkheads in place
3. Deck molded and in place
4. Keel and rudder fabricated and in place
Metal hulls
1. Lofting
2. Framing
3. Plating
4. Welding outside
5. Welding inside
6. Deck structure
7. Keel, rudder, ballast
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8. Miscellaneous work
Interior works are generally divided as follows, regardless of the type of vessel. (Note: Some
items will vary — for instance, bulkheads — but it will average out.)
1. Bulkheads
2. Rough furniture (this is the basic plywood structure of cabinets, bunks, tables, shelvings,
etc.)
3. Cabin soles
4. Cabin ceiling
5. Trims (teak or other hardwood trims)
6. Locker doors
7. Main doors (to cabins and heads)
8. Tables, ladders, and other miscellaneous items
9. Paint inside of lockers
10. Varnish
11. Drawers
12. Hull siding (panels or battens, or fabric)
13. Formica work (galley, heads)
14. Refrigerator/freezer boxes and doors
15. Install lights, electrical plugs, electronic and other gear
16. Miscellaneous work inside
17. Deck structure (cockpit coamings, dorade boxes, gear boxes)
18. Deck hardware
19. Teak decks
20. Transport, launch, rig and sea trials
In addition to these categories you will have specialty subcontractors or if the yard is doing this
category of work directly, the following:
1. Electrical system
2. Engineering (engines, generators, shafting, rudder installation, etc.)
3. Plumbing
4. Refrigeration and air-conditioning
5. Spars
On budgeting we give some ideas on relative values so you can have an idea of what is a fair
allotment to each category. Be aware that the yard may need to have partial payment in many of
the categories, so each month you may want to agree on a percentage that has been completed
against each value. Take wiring as an example. Say you have a 40-footer being built, and wiring
or electrical work is supposed to be US$25,000. At the sixth month of work the conduit is in, the
wires pulled, but the control panel and miscellaneous hook-ups are still to be completed. That’s
about 40 percent of the way through, so you would pay the yard US$10,000 of the total electrical
fee at that point.

Cost Plus Fixed Fee
There is one other somewhat unorthodox approach to consider. If you know and trust the people
you are dealing with, and if it is very difficult to tie down a tight cost for the boat a cost-plus-fixedfee method sometimes works well. One approach I like is to negotiate a monthly fee for overhead,
a fixed fee which includes the profit for the project, and payment of the actual direct salaries and
material costs associated with the builder. It removes the risk from the builder so he can give you
a very tight figure. While you pick up the escalation risk, you will pay less for overhead. When
you have to decide if you want to put another two or three coats of varnish on the interior you will
be looking at an hourly rate of less than half the norm.

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES
Classification societies such as Lloyds, American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), and Birske Veritas (DnV) are basically set up to survey and classify shipping. However, they all participate to
one degree or another in yacht certification as well.

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES
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A caution — before you sign up to spend a bunch of money, take a close look at the rules, how
they are administered, and the weaknesses in the system.
One problem with straight society rules as they apply to yachts is that they’re frequently behind
the times on technology, or are captive to a certain group of designers, or don’t make sense for the
average cruising boat.
Lloyds, for example, until recently did not recognize the value of cored fiberglass hulls.
ABS scantlings are denoted for “racing yachts.” If used to the letter of the rule, they produce
yachts that are sound in normal situations, but that are lacking when the chips are down. So when
you see an advertisement that says a boat “exceeds” ABS requirements, take it with a grain of salt.
In recent years, ABS “approval” has become a marketing tool, not to mention a way for a builder
to legally cover his rear. In theory, the builder submits a complete set of plans to the ABS, which
then checks them to ascertain that they comply with the pertinent rules and are therefore safe for
offshore work.
However, as we’ve already discussed numerous times, there are many weaknesses in the ABS
rule. Although the rule makes sense as a starting point, a boat built strictly according to ABS will
not, in most cases, be strong enough for those mistakes that normally come with cruising. We prefer to use multiples of the rule in various parts of our structures. For example, in the area of the
keel structure we typically engineer to four times the ABS requirement. Rudders are usually
around twice ABS.

Building Under Supervision
It is frequently possible to engage the services of a surveyor to keep an eye on your project during its construction. This can be a good way of ensuring yourself about some aspects of quality. It
also helps with paperwork for progress payments.
However, regardless of the label involved (ABS, Lloyds, etc.) the survey is only as good as the
attention and knowledge of the surveyor doing the work. If the surveyor’s primary experience is
with ships, he will not be of a lot of value on a small yacht.
In fact, I would rather have a surveyor who was a technically qualified independent than one
without credentials but affiliated with some big-name organization.
Some years ago, a client and friend of ours had a large aluminum sailing vessel built under ABS
supervision in the Far East. The building situation didn’t work out, and he negotiated an arrangement with the yard to remove the vessel and have it completed in New Zealand.
Bearing in mind that construction was under supervision, including numerous x-rays of welds,
he wasn’t overly concerned with quality. When work started in New Zealand, however, all sorts
of problems were found with welding, resulting in huge costs to correct the work. Between x-rays
and supervision, this was theoretically impossible. But it happened. I’ll leave it to your imagination to figure out how.
In another situation, we were getting ready to sea-trial one of our designs that had been built
under supervision — at significant cost. Before we had even begun trials, and while we had a long
list of items to which the builder needed to attend before the boat was ready for sea, the surveyor
proudly handed me the approval plaque. The watertight bulkheads were not even sealed at this
point!
To repeat, in the final analysis, the surveyor’s integrity and experience in your type of vessel are
critical.

ABYC Standards
The American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) is an industry group that develops and publishes standards for construction. These cover all sorts of vessels, from dinghies to large yachts.
Much of the material makes sense. Even more of it has little or no bearing on what it takes to make
a proper cruising yacht. However, in the U.S., manufacturers typically play by ABYC rules in
order to cover themselves legally.

Keeping Your Certification Up to Date
If you do build under survey, you may want to keep your survey up to date. In some cases this
can result in significant insurance-premium savings. Before choosing a classification society be
sure to check their ongoing survey requirements and the costs thereof. These vary quite a bit from
one organization to the next.
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There are various ways to register your yacht. Everything from a local (state) registration number, through a national document to a foreign flag is a possibility.

U.S. Flag
If you are building in the U.S. and wish to have a federal documentation number, it is typically
easiest to use a documentation service. These folks will gather together the necessary paperwork
and deal with the Coast Guard directly. Time frame for receiving a document varies, but can run
anywhere from 30 to 120 days.
On the other hand, if you are building in foreign waters and want a U.S. flag, it can be much
more difficult to get your documentation completed (although not impossible).
It is frequently possible to make your voyage back to the States with a “builder’s certificate.”

Foreign Flag
Flags of convenience have been around for a long time, and many of our clients take this
approach to registration. Typically this is with a British flag (which brings with it the ability to
obtain a reciprocal cruising permit in U.S. waters).
Most British flag authorities, such as the Cayman Islands, require the vessel be owned by a local
company, which is set up in your name.
There are advantages and disadvantages to this approach. Because each situation varies, we
suggest you consult with legal and tax experts in the field to see if this makes sense for you.

Official Measurement
Most foreign flag countries require some form of an official measurement form on which to
base their certificate. This is typically prepared by the American Bureau of Shipping, for which
they charge a fee in the range of US$500. You will want to arrange for this before taking delivery
to expedite the paperwork process.

Marking Certificate
Some government bodies will require a carpenter’s marking certificate. Form requirements
vary with government jurisdiction. In the case of most British entities, they want the ABS or
Lloyds surveyor to fill out a form stating that the ship’s markings (i.e., official number, name, and
home port) have been properly applied.
You will need to arrange for this to take place before or during commissioning. Otherwise,
logistics with the surveyor get difficult.

SALES TAX
Sales (and other) taxes vary with local. In general we’ve found that regardless of where a vessel
is built, if it is for export to another country, local taxes do not apply. In some cases you have to
file forms to get the taxes back before leaving,.
In the U.S. sales tax can be a huge issue. You will want to make sure that you take delivery in
such a manner as to make it unneccessary to pay sales tax in the locale where the boat is being
built.

A WORD ABOUT SCHEDULING
Building a yacht, even a production-line vessel, on a “schedule” is somewhat of an oxymoron.
There are so many variables involved, from the myriad of suppliers to the variety of options on
your boat and the boats on the line ahead of you, that it is the norm for schedule to slip.
On one hand, the builder wants to get the boat to you as quickly as possible. On the other, you
both want to be sure the boat is done correctly before it leaves the plant. So, take the delivery dates
you receive with a grain of salt. They may or may not be met.
It is best to avoid making commitments with friends and family, and buying advance purchase
airlines tickets until everyone involved is certain that the schedule is close enough so that the projected dates are reasonably accurate. This will save all sorts of frustration toward the end.

COMMISSIONING
The commissioning process is usually spelled out in the contract documents or specifications,
if it is included in your contract price. It is the norm with custom and semi-custom projects to have
sea trials completed before you accept the vessel.
However, with production boats commissioning is frequently done by the owner, sometimes
with the assistance of the dealer.

COMMISSIONING

The process can be done quickly or drag on and
on. It’s very much a function of the complexity of
the boat, how well the builder has done his job in
the first place, and your approach to the process.
With a medium-size custom project it is not at all
unusual to spend between 1,000 and 2,000 man
hours on this process. Of course, this includes a lot
of fine tuning, working with recalcitrant electronics, and spending hours and hours running various
systems to make sure that everything functions as
planned.
Once the systems end of the boat is stabilized,
you then need to look at trial sailing. While there
may be a strong desire to bring along a big crew of
friends, we’ve always found it best to get familiar
with the boat with the smallest number of folks
aboard that is practical.
It is going to take more space to maneuver until
you get to know the boat, things will take longer,
and it is safer to have only experienced folks
aboard during this time.
Once this phase is over, our strong suggestion is
to take the boat out and use it, before doing anything else in the way of adding gear. Get some realworld cruising hours on the boat, close to the
builder and/or home. You are bound to come back
with a list of things that don’t work just correctly.

Launch Party
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We like to throw a party for the yard crew
and their families.This usually features a barbecue of some sort. This little pig attended
the launch of the first Sundeer 64.

You may want to have a launching party for family, friends, and the building crew if the boat is a
custom or semi-custom project. There are several approaches to this.
One way is to christen the boat and have the party coincide with the first time your new yacht
hits the water. Of course, this means that the boat will not have its spars in place.
The other approach is to drop the boat in the water, get the spars into the boat, and do the basic
commissioning. Then, when everything is ready, have the party with the boat in ready-to-sail condition.

Avoiding the Boatyard Blues
There is nothing so frustrating in all the world as wanting to be sailing while your new yacht sits
high and dry in a yard while the commissioning process drags on and on. Everything seems to
take longer than it should. Work progresses at what appears to be a snail’s pace. If a launch party
has been planned, as the date nears the boat may not be ready, causing still further anguish. If this
happens to be taking place during the best sailing season you can be sure those summer plans are
going to come unglued.
To repeat what we’ve already said, our experience over many years is that the very best way to
handle this is to get the boat into the water and sailing as quickly as possible. Do the absolute minimum required to achieve your initial aims.
Then put some miles on the boat. Get used to how she sails and handles. Become familiar with
the systems and standard sail-handling gear.
After you’ve spent time aboard at anchor, under power, and offshore, you will be much better
informed to make decisions on additional equipment and special commissioning projects which
are right for your needs.
This approach also has the advantage of allowing you to schedule the most convenient time (for
you and the yard) for the work to be done.
Unless you are absolutely 100 percent certain you want or need a particular piece of gear or
project done, wait until you’ve used the boat. In the final analysis, the simpler you keep the boat,
the less maintenance and frustration you will have over the years (this applies to options, too!).
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Less than one out of ten do-it-yourselfers who start from scratch ever complete their project. Of
this small percentage, at the most 30 to 40 percent actually go cruising. These are pretty poor
odds.
In addition, building yourself typically ends up costing a lot more than you figure. The bill of
materials is much more extensive than most folks realize, and you are buying at around twice
what an established builder will pay.
It is not at all uncommon to have a home-built project, after years of effort, end up costing more
for materials than one could have purchased a used boat (perhaps in need of some care).
The average semi-custom yacht, in the 50-foot (15.4m) range, can easily absorb 10,000 to
12,000 man hours (or more), and this is with professionals doing the work. Even if you give up
every weekend and evening, it will take five to ten years to put in this many hours.
And, if you are inexperienced, as most home builders are, you are going to waste thousands of
hours and a ton of money on ideas that won’t make sense to you once you’re out in the real cruising world.
You are much, much better off buying a used boat that has been thrashed cosmetically and then
spending your time getting it cleaned up. In the end, you will be sailing years sooner, with a fraction of the investment, and when you’re finished be able to sell the boat for what you’ve invested
(plus a little for your time if you’ve bought wisely).
Okay, I’ve gotten that off my chest. If you cannot be dissuaded otherwise and are determined to
do it yourself, then let me suggest that you do the absolute minimum necessary to get into the
water and go cruising. Get the hull watertight, throw in a temporary interior — the type of thing
that can be done in a few hundred hours — and get out on the water.
Take your partially finished dream for a three-month-to-a-year cruise. Use the boat, recharge
your psychological batteries, figure out what it is you really want to do with the boat, and then
come back and put in the fancy stuff. Whatever you do when you come back, I guarantee you that
it will be different than if you’d made those decisions before obtaining some real-world experience.
There is one situation where folks seem to do okay at do-it-yourself projects. This is where the
builder has already been out cruising, knows exactly what he wants to do, and comes back and
does it.
We know of several projects of this nature that have been completed in two to three years, on
an efficient cost basis.

Laila N
We’d been cruising in the Sea of
Cortez for a couple of months when we
felt the urge for the city lights. The wiles
of La Paz beckoned, and before long
Sundeer was anchored off of Marina
Palmyra and we were heading ashore in
the dink.
After a lunch in town and some grocery shopping in the local “mercado,”
Linda and I once again found ourselves
walking the docks of Marina Palmyra.
The boat that started it all! This is the sailing dinTo those of you not familiar with the
ghy that hooked Alghis on the concept of sailing
Sea of Cortez cruising scene this little
(being rowed by his partner, Mary Van Dyke).
marina is a local institution. You can find
just about any kind of cruising yacht tied
to the docks there. Everything from the fanciest to the most basic. Boats from different parts of
the world, too.
Walking down the dock toward our dinghy one boat caught my eye. It was Laila N, a Corbin 39.
It wasn’t the design, as we’d seen a few of these boats before. No, it was something about the way
the boat was put together. She was just a little different in a lot of small ways. Different in a very
positive sense.
So we stopped to look more carefully as we are wont to do, and before long we were deep in
conversation with Alghis Barbutas, her owner. It turns out we’d cruised to many of the same
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Alghis Barbutas, making up for
for five years of
c o n s t ru c t i o n
time in the frozen
Canadian north!

Alghis even made his own
turnbuckles. Laila N is rigged
with 5/16-inch (8mm) wire on
all shrouds so that one size of
r e p l a c e m e n t w i r e fit s a l l
around. I would not recommend Nicopress terminals for
this type of installation, but with
20,000 miles on it it is still okay.

Laila N has a
variety of interesting details
worked into the
c o n s t ru c t i o n .
How about this
p e rm a n e n t
boarding ladder
in the topsides.
Not only a convenience, but a
safety feature as
well.
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places. After launching on the Great Lakes he’d
sailed down the Mississippi River to New
Orleans. Then on to Jamaica, through the West
Indies and back to Florida for a work stint. After
building up the cruising kitty, it was off to Panama, the Galapagos, Marquesas, Hawaii, then
Vancouver and down the West Coast to the Sea
of Cortez.
When we found out that Alghis had actually
built this boat from a kit, while working as a
construction superintendent in northern Canada, our interest increased.
Alghis has been partners in a small powerboat
with a friend. When this was sold he kept the
dinghy, turning it into a sailing dink for the short
Canadian summers. This lit the fire. He eventually decided to build himself a sailboat and go
cruising (where it was warm!). Without any
prior experience, he set out to find himself a kit.
After a year of looking at used boats, visiting
builders, kit sellers, and self-finishing yards, he
settled on a hull and deck from Corbin.
This design is 39 feet (12m) long, 32 feet
(9.8m) on the water with a 12-foot (3.7m) beam.
She displaces 22,000 pounds (9977kg) and
draws 5 feet, 4 inches (1.64m).
With no experience and only a couple of
books to guide him, Alghis built almost all of
the boat and gear aboard, right down to his rigging screws, hatches, and portholes.
He spent five years on the project, working
nights, weekends, and vacations. In this time he
put in 5,000 hours of work, a very quick build
for someone without experience.
We asked Alghis what advice he had for others contemplating a home-building project. His
first comment was about the building schedule.
He felt that five years was way too fast. He said,
“If you are taking on the project by yourself,
allow ten years. This way you won’t be frustrated by lack of progress, which was a big
problem for me.”
“Every year I think I am going to launch in
September or October. Then the holidays would
roll around and I still wasn’t finished. I would
get very depressed and walk away from the boat
for a few days or weeks. I can see why so many
people give up and never finish.”
Alghis felt that the best thing to do was periodically walk away from the boat “until the
drive to finish comes back.”
I asked Alghis if he’d do it again. His first
reaction was “No!” But then he went on to say,
“I can’t see myself ever selling this boat. I have
no major regrets. There are a few things I’d do
differently, but they are not great.”
He did say that after working in a boatyard in
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Florida for a year he realized how much time he could have saved if he’d had this experience
before starting on the boat.
Alghis had these comments for those following in his footsteps. “Building the boat yourself can
spread the cost over a number of years. You can save and then spend as you go. Toward the end
you can live aboard and save even more.” (He did this the last two years.)
“Concentrate on one part of the boat at a time. Go step by step. Check things off the list so that
you feel you are accomplishing something instead of saying, my God, I’ve got thousands and
thousand of hours left to go.”
“What I really like about my boat is that I know exactly what’s in the boat. I still have my
sketches and drawings of everything aboard. I looked at a lot of used boats and wouldn’t have
known how to fix most of the things aboard.”

The hull-todeck joint (on the
inside) is fiberglassed over the
b o l t s t o m a ke
sure it is watertight. The lifeline
stanchions are
ver y heavy-duty
and do not leak
(left photo).

There are only two winches aboard. Almost all halyards
and control lines lead to them via jammers.The same two
winches are used for headsails.
Alghis has sailed a lot of miles without any form of addon self-steering, no vane, and no pilot. Upwind he lets the
boat sail herself. Under power he steers. And when
reaching or sailing downwind he sometimes rigs a staysail
sheet to the tiller (which requires frequent adjustment).
The most interesting feature below was the forward facing stove, mounted on a full gimbal. Because you are facing
fore-and-aft when working at the stove a sudden lurch to leeward will not toss you into the hot surface.This is a much safer arrangement than when the stove is outboard and sometimes to leeward.
The saloon (right) is nicely done, with high fiddles on the table. Note the use of tongue and
groove siding for bulkhead finish.This is a very quick system for covering lots of surface area.
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Eos
Linda and I first met Dean Vincent while
sailing across the Indian Ocean aboard
Intermezzo. Dean was a part of our daily
SSB chat group, and after discussing everything from the dinner menu to the weather
for the better part of six weeks we were
pleased to have an “eyeball” (as they say in
ham-radio land) anchored in Gran Baie on
the lovely island or Mauritius.
The original Eos was a ferrocement version
Eos was a ferrocement version of the
of
the 38-foot (11.7m) Bill Atkins–designed
Atkins designed Ingrid. Dean had picked up
Ingrid. We first met her 25-year old master,
the partially completed boat quite inexpenChip Vincent, in Mauritius in the Indian Ocean.
sively — someone else’s dream gone sour
was now his dream come true.
She was finished off with just the bare essentials. But Dean, at the age of 25, had already been
cruising for several years.
He eventually made his way back to California, via the bottom of Africa (we shared one memorable gale together off the bottom of Madagascar). The next time we saw Dean was in San Diego.
We’d just completed the outward track of our circumnavigation when he hailed us from the dock
at the San Diego Yacht Club.
We hadn’t talked for almost two years at this point, but it seemed like just days ago that we’d
both been fighting the elements in the Indian Ocean, while checking in periodically with each
other on the SSB.
Dean had acquired a Coast Guard ticket and was driving various tourist boats in San Diego harbor, saving his money for the next Eos.
Some time later Dean called to ask what I thought of the Eva Hollman design Sunset Boulevard.
I told him what I knew, that she was a breakthrough boat in a lot of people’s minds and that I
thought the design, perhaps with a bit more rocker, would make an excellent cruising boat.
Dean arranged to have a hull and deck built locally in unidirectional glass over a foam core. He
found a low-overhead builder to put the hull and deck together at a price he felt he could not duplicate himself. He was better off, he told me, working to make money while this phase of the project
was completed.
Then he’d put in the barest essentials in the interior so that he could live aboard, thereby cutting his
land based overhead, and continue to work on the
boat during evenings and days off.
Eos II is 49 feet (15.1m) long, 42 feet (12.9m) on
the waterline, with a beam of 14 1/2 feet (4.5m) and
a draft of 6 feet (1.65m). Displacement is 25,000
pounds (11,337kg), of which 12,000 pounds
(5,442kg) is outside ballast. She has enough extra
foam in her construction to make her positively
buoyant in the event of serious breach of the hull.
During the three years Dean spent working on the
boat he acquired a cast-off raceboat rig, including
standing rigging and sails for a pittance. As soon as
the boat was basically ready to head to sea, he called
to say goodbye.
“I’m tired of the rat race here in San Diego” was
his first comment. “I’ll finish the boat while I’m
cruising. Why waste the time and money sitting here
at the dock when I could be working on the boat in
Polynesia?” That logic sure sounded good to me.
Since that time Dean has sailed Eos II through the
South Pacific and up to the Philippines, where he sat
Eos II was of unidirectional glass and foam
a while finishing off the boat. During this spell he
construction to an Eva Hollman design.
found himself a permanent crew and ended up in a
Note the “back staysail” being flown
from the backstay as a riding sail.
state of marital bliss.
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Dean Vincent
would now be
considered a
p r o fe s s i o n a l
c ru i s e r. H e ’s
b e e n a bl e t o
put the skills he
learned to work
building a lovely
yacht and running commercial boats for
others.

BUILDING IT YOURSELF

The end product of this effort is a
very quick, no-nonsense cruising boat,
efficiently home built for a majority of
the project. The fact that Dean could do
the job so quickly and efficiently, having fun cruising during part of the
building cycle, was due in large part to
his previous experience circumnavigating.
Now, I’m not going to tell you to sail
around the world before starting to
build your own boat. But I will say
again, a little real-world experience
goes a long way toward ensuring an
efficient and successful outcome!

Priorities: After a place to sleep the most important thing on Eos II during her early days was an efficient work space (upper left). She has a large galley
(surprising for a singlehander) with the main engine
located under the galley counter (middle and
lower left photos).
The main saloon has a bench seat to port (above
and a settee (C-shaped) to starboard. The master
suite is forward, with a head compartment ensuite.
The nav desk is located aft by the companionway.
While Dean was watching his budget carefully, he
did opt for a Furuno radar, something he considers
essential for singlehanding.
Eos II was launched in 1985 with the interior
being finally completed in 1990, many thousands of
enjoyable cruising miles down the track.

OPERATING EXPENSE
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OPERATING EXPENSE
The cost of owning and operating a yacht varies widely. On large, complex yachts it is not at all
unusual to find annual operating expenses running 10 to 15 percent of the total cost of the yacht.
On the other hand, once we’ve been through with the boatbuilding phases on our own vessels,
we’ve rarely spent more than one percent of the total investment in annual upkeep — usually half
this.

Major Cost Issues
What it costs to own a given yacht is a function of many factors. Some of these are physical,
having to do with the size of the vessel in question, its age, and how it is outfitted. Other issues
revolve around your style of cruising. For the purposes of the discussion which follows we’ll
ignore the life-style related costs, and concentrate only on those that apply to the boat itself.

Size
Size plays a part in some cost areas and a small part in others. For example, in small-tomedium-sized yachts there almost always is a water heater, pressure-water pump, bilge pump (or
pumps) stove, and basic electronics.
On these basic items, size does not affect cost. On the other hand, when the time comes to find
a dock, haul out, and paint the bottom, or deal with sail repair or replacement, costs are very much
a function of size.

Access
In the long run, systems access has a major cost impact. If you have good access then preventative maintenance is easier to practice. This allows you to catch problems before they become
costly. And when the time comes to do a job, it can be done efficiently.
Stories about spending $2,000 in a boatyard to repair a $200 pump due to lack of access are
legion.

Righting Moment
Stability or righting moment has a direct impact on the size of your deck hardware, rig, and the
required weight of sail construction. As the RM increases, so too will the costs associated with
maintaining this part of your inventory. Since the rig rarely requires work (unless it has seen many
thousands of miles and the standing rigging is ready for replacement), it is the sail inventory
where most of the money goes.
If you tell your sailmaker to build you sails with larger reinforcements out of a somewhat
heavier weight of cloth, you will have significant savings over time. Building really good sails
usually costs about 10 to 20 percent more. It is well worth the investment.

Normal Wear and Tear
The normal wear and tear that comes with using a boat, even one that is cruising full time, is
typically a pretty small part of the total budget. If you keep an eye on your maintenance schedule
to stay ahead of problems, keep up with chafe on your sail inventory, and sail with a reasonable
degree of prudence, costs will rarely relate to miles sailed.

Sitting Impact
On the other hand, a yacht sitting at the dock unused is like a taxi meter in traffic. Inactivity
tends to create mechanical and electrical gremlins. Parts corrode and freeze. When the time
comes to operate a given piece of gear, it doesn’t cooperate.
I feel strongly that a well-prepared yacht that spends most of its life in a sensible cruising mode
will have less maintenance overall than one that spends its life unattended at the dock.

Who Does the Work?
One of the biggest cost issues is going to be who does the work. If you are familiar with your
boat and have basic skills, you should be able to handle just about everything. This includes the
fridge system, diesel engine, and basic electronics (fancy electronics are usually better left to the
techies).
You have an advantage of knowing how things work, where the wires and plumbing run, and
what the symptoms were that led to the present problem.
On the other hand, if you bring in someone from the boatyard, he has to be brought up to speed.
There are probably indiosyncrasies in your systems which he’ll have to trace out. It will probably
take three or four hours of figuring out what is happening for every hour spent actually solving
your problem. All of this, is, of course, taking place at some huge hourly rate.
While you may not now know the basics of the fridge, diesel, and electrical systems, they are
not that difficult to master. A week or so of learning now will save you thousands and thousands
of dollars later, not to mention a lot of frustration.
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PERSPECTIVE
It’s always difficult when you do a book like this, or you’re involved in yacht building and
design as we’ve been, to keep in mind that one doesn’t need a whole lot of boat or fancy gadgets
to enjoy the cruising lifestyle. Sure, it’s nice to have a bigger boat, and SSB or weatherfax reduces
anxiety, but the objective really ought to be cruising, and not waiting around until you have
enough bucks to buy some ultimate cruising machine. In the early sixties, when I had my first
boatyard and was struggling to get established (or maybe just make the next payroll), I would
occasionally see young folks going cruising in very small boats with even smaller budgets. I’d get
a postcard now and then, perhaps from Papeete, or Sri Lanka, and think, “Some day, I’ll do that
too.’’
Well, it took a lot of years for me to accumulated the money I thought I needed, and the good
sense to kiss off our “normal” lifestyle. With a modest budget we bought our 50-footer (15.4m),
as you know by now, and sailed into the sunset.
I have only one major regret: That we waited so long. While it’s always hard to look back and
say one should have done this or that, I firmly believe that selling my car and few possessions and
buying a Folkboat, or some such machine, and heading off to the South Pacific, would have been
more rewarding in the long run, than banging my head against the walls of our economic system
in order to accumulate the wealth I thought was necessary to go cruising in the “proper” style.
Much of what you have read now, I hope, will enable you to make informed decisions on what
you really need, and what can be passed over. It really is possible to cruise in a proper little ship,
with a minimum of fancy toys, and do it safely, with some degree of comfort, with the entire world
to play in — to learn about — while you expand your personal level of awareness. The sooner you
go and the simpler you do it, the better off you will be.
Toward that end, we thought it fitting to end this book with some comments on several small
yachts, aboard which we would have been happy to head off to paradise two decades ago.
Remember, these
are just examples.
There are a number of
such designs afloat
throughout the world
today. All you have to
do is be clear about
your objectives, sell
the car, get rid of the
furniture at a garage
sale, take a modest
amount of savings,
and you’re off!

CONTESSA
26
Linda and I first got
to know the Contessa
26 when we met
Tanya Aebi at a lecThe main cabin of the Contessa 26 is tight, but still offers the comforts of home. ture she gave near our
There’s a nice little sink and galley area to port and a small chart table to starboard. home in Ojai, CaliforForward you’ll find V-berths and an enclosed head.
nia. She’d sailed a
somewhat modified
version of this design
a r o u n d t h e wo r l d
alone, and it was obvious from her comments and the photos
that it was a proper little ship.

PEARSON VANGUARD
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Then, one day I received a phone call from a friend and yacht designer, Richard Black. Richard
had found a Contessa 26 sadly in need of loving care, but otherwise quite sound. He’d bought the
boat for $10,000.
The boat was a wreck inside and out, but only cosmetically. Within a couple of months, with a
few hundred dollars in paint, Richard had her looking like a proper yacht. When he added gold
leaf to the cove stripe I knew the job was done.
There aren’t any electronics, the engine is noisy, and he couldn’t carry that much cruising gear,
but there’s an enclosed head, a place to sleep at anchor, and room for enough clothes and supplies
to keep you happy in the South Pacific.
Richard’s priorities in buying this boat are interesting. He had owned and cruised on a series of
large boats and could have afforded more. However, with this small an investment he could pick
the boat up without going to the bank. They had a few bucks left over in the bank to boot. There
were no cash-flow hassles, no emotional problems associated with
being overburdened financially.
If you keep your eyes open you
may find a similar situation. They
are always around, you just need to
find them. The worse the boat
looks, if it is in structurally sound
condition, the better the deal is
likely to be, as long as you are prepared to put a little elbow grease
into the project.

PEARSON
VANGUARD
For Rick Marvin, patience and
being in the right place at the right
time (which comes from being prepared and hard work) led him to
Wind’s Way, a Pearson-built and
Phil Rhodes–designed Vanguard.
This salty 32-footer can be seen in
many anchorages around the
world.
Wind’s Way, had been to Tahiti
and back in 1979 (taking 25 days
from and to Hawaii in each direction) before Rick picked her up.
With just a 23-foot waterline and
9-foot beam you would expect
things to be a little tight below
compared to a modern yacht of the
same size, and they are; but if the
issue is going to sea, sometimes it
is necessary to trade a little space
for timing and budget.
The Pearson Vanguard, with its
10,000-pound displacement,
allows for a reasonable amount of
stores and cruising gear. The rig
has 470 square feet of sail balanced
by 4,250 pounds of ballast, so she
is stiff. She carries 40 gallons of
water and 21 gallons of fuel (about
a 350-mile range with her little
Westerbeke diesel).

The Vanguard 32 has a moderately sized cockpit, ideal for a
couple on a liveaboard yacht. You can sleep (albeit in somewhat cramped style) in the cockpit, and the dodger offers
excellent protection. Having the mainsheet behind your
head would make you cautious during jibes, but this is the
only drawback on an otherwise lovely living area.
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CAL 29

Rick has taken Wind’s Way down the Line islands from his home base in Hawaii, visiting
Palmyra, Fanning, and Christmas en route. He averaged 125 miles per day reaching in the trades
with a best 24-hour run of 155 miles, so you know this little yacht will move right along in a
breeze.
One of the interesting things about Wind’s Way is how Rick picked her up. She was dirty and
worn inside, needed a dose of TLC abovedecks, and the owner was tired of the cost and responsibilities of maintaining her. Rick was on a tight budget and offered what he could afford at the time
— $10,000 paid out at a rate of $200 per month.
“A steal,” you say. Yes, certainly if the boat were in better shape, and sitting on the mainland
she’d be worth a lot more. But at the time, when Rick picked her up, he offered what he was comfortable with and the owner felt it was in his best interests to make the deal. This winter Rick will
spend five or six months of part-time work redoing her interior, plumbing, and electrical systems,
after which she will not only look good, but be worth substantially more than he paid for her.
Is there a lesson in Rick’s and Richard’s experiences? If you really want to pursue a cruising
dream, you bet there is. What are you waiting for?

The main saloon on the Cal 29 is
very efficiently laid out. The working
area is located to starboard, with
plenty of counter space on top and
storage volume under the counter.
The L-shaped saloon seating and table
allows space for guests to visit.
A diesel heater on the forward bulkhead is located well outboard, so it is out of the traffic pattern going forward.
As you move forward there’s a head compartment that is actually quite roomy for a boat of this
size.Then you get to the “master suite” — a V-berth/double combination located under a forward
hatch. I doubt if you’d sleep here at sea, but at anchor it would be lovely, especially with a wind
scoop funneling cool night air onto your head and chest.

CAL 29
I’ve always been a fan of the boats designed by Bill Lapworth and built by Jack Jensen at Cal
Yachts. I can’t think of a single boat they collaborated on that wouldn’t be a good choice for cruising.
The Cal 29 is an interesting design because it represents an early break with the CCA tradition,
a precursor of what was to come a little later from this duo in the Cal 40 and Cal 48 projects.
We’ve seen a number of these yachts out cruising. The one in the following photos was in

CAL 29
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Hawaii at the time we met the owner. She’d spent some time in the South Pacific, and had a number of uneventful Pacific crossings to her credit.
You can pick up Cal 29s, in need of care, for under $15,000 — sometimes less.

The forward cabin has
traditional V-berths. At sea
the main saloon becomes
the bunk room.
Note the miscellaneous
stores on the starboard
side. They are all bagged in
plastic in case of a leak — a
good idea for many boats
when heading to sea.

There’s a small nav desk
located at the end of the
saloon with room beneath
the top for a bit of storage.
Outboard of this area is a
shelf where basic electronics are installed (in this case
a Magnavox Sat Nav and
Ham radio rig.)

The electrical panel has been
redone along with the wiring loom.
This is a project that is probably
going to be required on any vessel
of this vintage. If you take your time,
plan ahead, and think things
through in advance, it can be done
in three or four weekends.
When you take on this project,
be sure to use tinned wire, and
protect each circuit at the source
(whether batteries or main panel).
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MISTRAL
It’s probably safe to say that Mistral
has more boatbuilding experience
worked into her trim form than almost
any other yacht afloat. She’s the product
of Kelly Archer, by far the best yacht
builder I’ve ever known. By the time
Mistral was launched, Kelly figured he
had built more than 20 yachts over 50
feet in length and countless smaller ones.
His credits include Wakaroa and Deerfoot. Kelly has built complex motorsailers, race boats, motor launches, and even
the dinghy we took with us from New
Zealand years ago. He has seen just
about every type of system available, had
a chance to evaluate them all, and plenty
of time to decide what was right for his
own ultimate cruising yacht.
We think enough of Kelly’s work to
have recruited him to help us with getting
the Sundeer production program working at TPI. And when he returned to New
Zealand, intent on going cruising again,
we talked him into doing just a couple of
more boats for us (as this is being written
he is overseeing the completion of
Beowulf ’s interior and the construction
Mistral, winging her way home
of an 80-foot/24.6m yacht to our design).
toward Auckland, New Zealand
What I find so interesting about Mistral is how she had stood the test of time. When Linda
and I were looking for an interior design approach,
Kelly suggested we take a look at one of our older
boats then moored in New Zealand and Mistral
(which was moored near his house). While we
hadn’t been aboard his boat for ten years, the minute
we went below is almost felt like coming home. The
lovely timber finish, exquisite joinerwork, and careful integration of bulkhead materials had an elegant,
timeless feel. It had a big impact on our thinking, and
in the end, Kelly convinced us to go with a much
more traditional interior on Beowulf than we’d been
planning on.
Kelly started work on Mistral in 1976. He built the
hull, a Bob Salthouse design, in just 90 days. Like so
many strong Kiwi boats she’s constructed of triple
(diagonal) skin kauri wood over longitudinal stringers set on structural frames.
With such a fast start he thought he’d be finished in
no time. Then he met Jos. Marriage, and then a house
When Mistral isn’t cruising she sits on a
got in the way of Mistral. There were lots of other
mooring in the Greenhithe Creek, just a
people’s boats to build anyway.
couple of blocks from the Archers’ home.
Eleven years and 12,000 painstaking man hours
later Mistral was launched. There were some folks in Greenhithe, New Zealand, who had figured
he would never get the job done. But what a creation Kelly and Jos had been building. From her
perfect joinerwork, with its 15 coats of varnish, to the carefully thought-out systems, this boat was
the ultimate expression of a perfectionist’s dream.

MISTRAL
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Kelly wanted to be able to
cruise in many of the shallow
rivers that abound in New
Zealand, so Mistral draws just
4 feet with her centerboard
raised (8 feet with it down).
Her mast is deck-stepped with
a hinged bottom. By using
their boom to control angle
they can easily drop the mast
forward to fit under low
bridges. Kelly feels that the
higher mast weight necessitated by the deck-stepped spar
is more than made up in the
extra cruising grounds.
Kelly popped a mold of our dinghy when we first met in 1978.
The hull shape is of modest
When the time came to make one for Mistral he made it as a
two-piece unit, which easily stows in halves on the foredeck.
proportions: 39 feet (12m)on
deck, 32 feet (9.8m) on the
waterline, with an extreme beam of 11 feet, 2 inches (3.4m). The hull maintains its balance when
heeled with only modest weather helm at a 25-degree sailing angle. They displace 25,000 pounds
(11,337 kg), with 6,000 pounds (2,720 kg) of lead and 6,000 pounds (2,720 kg) of personal gear,
stores, and sports equipment. Water capacity is an ample 160 gallons (650 liters), with directly
piped catchment capabilities from the trunk cabin top.
Mistral’s layout is typical of a yacht of her size and vintage: large galley adjacent to the cockpit,
nice large saloon with the starboard settee making into a double bunk for Kelly and Jos in port, a
good-sized head and shower forward, with a separate cabin for their daughter, Katy, made up forward. The dual V-berths will also do for occasional guests if Katy moves to the saloon.
The saloon table is usable full-sized for dining or when Katy is exercising her considerable
artistic skills, and can easily be folded back on itself to reduce bulk and work as a coffee table. It
swivels and can be raised and lowered to find the optimum configuration for whatever activities
are taking place.
They have a modest-sized cockpit — comfortable, but not too large for offshore work.
The rig is stout. The main halyard, tack and clew reef lines, and mainsheet traveler controls all
come back to the cockpit. Kelly has two roller furlers in the forward triangle, one for a no. 2 genoa,
and the other for a large, light reacher. Both are hank-on roller-furling systems so he can change
headsails offshore. The spinnaker pole is stowed on the mast in port and when sailing downwind.
Upwind the pole is stowed on deck, and the unused headsail is dropped and secured so windage
and weight aloft is reduced.
The deck is adorned with interesting, functional bits of cast hardware, all custom-designed and
in most cases built by Kelly himself.
But it’s in the systems end of the boat that Kelly has really done some interesting things. He and
Jos wanted to have a comfortable life-style afloat. As a minimum this meant (for their purposes)
hot showers, refrigeration, and some of the conveniences that come with electricity. But they also
wanted efficiency and total reliability. For them that meant being able to do without electricity if
they had to.
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Looking aft (top photo) toward the galley area. The fridge/freezer bow on the starboard
side also works as a chart table.The galley layout (lower photo) features a stainless sink and
counter, with integral stainless fiddle rails. Easy to clean and you never have to worry about
leaks in the caulking

So they started with an 18-horsepower SAAB diesel that can be hand-cranked if necessary.
When coupled with a variable-pitch, fully featherable prop, this little two-cylinder engine pushes
them at a comfortable six knots into 25 knots of headwind, and in smooth water gives them a
1,200-mile range under power from just 72 gallons (290 liters) of diesel fuel.
Kelly uses an exhaust-gas temperature gauge (pyrometer) to tell him when the prop is pitched
so the engine is fully loaded. He can crank up the pitch in smooth water or when motorsailing and
flatten it out when plugging into a head sea.

MISTRAL
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The main saloon has a table that folds in halves when not in use for dining.This allows you to
see more of the sole, which makes the center of the boat appear larger.The use of light-colored
bulkheads, covered with a textured vinyl, also opens the interior visually. It also sets of the
exquisite teak joinerwork and varnish nicely.

Like so many of our other cruising friends, the Archers use a York automotive air-conditioning
compressor to pull down the fridge and freezer. The fridge/freezer box is lined in stainless steel,
with 1 1/2-inch-thick holding plate all the way around. This, in turn, is surrounded by a full 6
inches of insulating foam. Talk about holdover power! Cruising in the summer in New Zealand
they can easily go for three days before they need to run the engine, and the box can sit for a week
if the boat is unattended.
Now it doesn’t do much good to have a fantastically efficient fridge system if you have to run
the engine every day for electricity. So they’ve gone the limit here, too. Kelly started with a 700amp-hour deep-cycle bank of “traction” batteries. These are industrial-type units, each cell being
two volts, sealed into a watertight locker to protect the batteries in case of flooding. Kelly has gone
one step further to provide electricity in the event of a flooding. He has kept the bilge pump and
radio on a separate circuit. If the
electrical system shorts during a
saltwater flooding, they can turn
off all the circuits except the one
which services the radio and
pump.
Of course, it takes a pretty
healthy alternator to charge this
bank. The unit they use has a
seven-to-one drive ratio from the
engine. At normal charge speed,
which for them is 800 rpm, the
alternator pumps out between 90
and 100 amps. They have both a
conventional regulator and a
manual unit with which they can
adjust the output.
The reefer box is divided into fridge (forward) and freezer (aft).
One of the nice features of this
It has a strainless liner with integral hold over tanks. The fridge is
big alternator and highly loaded
top- and front-loading, while the freezer only loads from the top.
compressor is that it puts a decent
Note the clever use of baskets in both units.
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load on the engine when it’s
being used as a generator. If
they’re motoring and a
breeze comes up, they just
turn off the acessories so
they have full engine output
for propulsion. It’s the best
of both worlds as far as
power is concerned.
Another clever feature
aboard Mistral is Kelly’s
pumping arrangement on
the engine. A single 1-inch
Jabsco impeller pump, with
a hand clutch, serves the
fridge’s heat exchanger,
provides deck wash, and
can be used as an emerThe engine “room” stretches across the aft end of the boat, under
gency bilge pump. To keep
the cockpit. For a boat of this size there is wonderful acess.Things are
the plumbing simple the
neatly laid out on bulkheads, and it’s easy to keep an eye on what is
happening.This is a key factor in staying ahead of problems.
water is directed first to the
fridge condensor, and then
forward to the deck wash
point on the bow. Throw a
Y-valve and you’re drawing
from the bilges.
The head shows the same
type of thinking. Kelly
s t r i p p e d d ow n a l i t t l e
Hoover washing machine
and built the innards into the
counter, so Jos has a lovely
washing machine to help on
laundry day. The toilet is a
“Lavac” style head, which
uses the toilet seat as a seal
and pulls water and effluent
through the system with a
single vacuum pump. Kelly
reports this is much more
reliable than the more comMistral’s cockpit coamings are high and generously angled for maxiplex check valve–laden
mum comfort. Note the seat built into the pushpit, with backrests on
the corners (these work at sea with the boat heeled, and in port).
marine heads most of us are
used to dealing with.
For hot-water showers
they have a heater that uses waste heat from the engine. Because the little SAAB runs so cool,
Kelly had to make a jacketed exhaust line to get enough heat. For the days the engine isn’t run they
use a small propane heater in the hot-water circuit.
Ground tackle consists of 300 feet (93m) of 3/8-inch (19.6mm) chain coupled to a 70-pound
(32kg) CQR anchor; pretty heavy gear for a moderate-displacement 39-foot yacht, but it lets them
sleep soundly under less-than-ideal anchoring conditions. In keeping with Kelly’s
electricity-independent philosophy, the anchor windlass is a manual unit, with an electric motor
added. They normally use the windlass electrically, but should the motor fail, they still have a conventional hand windlass.
With a boat this lovely you think that Kelly and Jos would be forever happy. But that next-boat
syndrome has been hard at work. In their back yard in Greenhithe, New Zealand is the hull for a
68-foot (21m) motorsailer. In the next year or two the Archers are going to part with Mistral, and
some very lucky person is going to get one the most beautiful timber yachts afloat.

BEACH PARTY
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BEACH PARTY
One of the things we enjoy about cruising is the
interesting boats we meet along the way and the
crews that go with them. Linda and I had been
anchored at Espiritu Santo, in Mexico’s Sea of
Cortez for a few days when Beach Party sailed
smartly into the anchorage and dropped her hook.
She was one of the first fractionally rigged boats
we’d seen out cruising, and I was interested in
finding out more about how she handled.
We hopped into Sundeer’s dink and were soon
alongside.
John and Pat Sprouse in Beach
Come aboard, drawled John Sprouse. It wasn’t
Party’s comfortable saloon.
long before Linda and I had met John and his wife
Pat and were exchanging sea stories.
The Sprouses had been cruising for a year at this point, having escaped from the cold weather
in their native Oregon.
What had attracted me initially to Beach Party was her fractional rig with aft-swept spreaders.
This is a rig that Bruce Farr had pioneered in the late 1970s down in New Zealand and had proven
quite popular with many of the smaller Kiwi boats.
However, this design was 46 feet (14.1) long with a large main. John reported that the big main
handled easily, with a bonus in a very small forward triangle.
The aft-swept spreaders eliminated the need for running back stays except in heavy going. And
the fractional spinnaker, while small in size, was easily manageable for cruising. The one drawback was a lack of cutter stay on which to fly storm canvas.
Like many boats in New Zealand, this one was built in timber, double-diagonal-planked Kauri,
strong, light, and, as wood goes, relatively maintenance free. A bonus, at least in some parts of the
world, is that timber boats tend to sell at a discount to fiberglass. If you get one built this well by
Kiwis, it is hard to go wrong.
The boat was originally built as a centerboarder, but the Sprouses changed the centerboard
trunk into a fuel tank added a fixed keel.
The Farr 46 is a center-cockpit design, with a large engine room under the cockpit and owner’s
suite aft. The galley is forward of the engine space, with saloon ahead of that, and then a double
V-berth guest cabin in the bow.
While I am not usually a fan of center-cockpit boats, this design pulled it off nicely, and with
guests aboard you certainly have privacy when you’re in the aft cabin.
After five years of owning the boat, during which time they got the boat and themselves ready
and their sons graduated
f r o m c o l l eg e , t h ey ’d
h e a d e d o ff f o r p a r t s
unknown.
As you would expect
with a design of this type,
she moved right along.
Days of 150 to 175 miles
were the norm. Watching
the boat sail you could see
that Farr knew what he
was doing. A very small
Beach Party is quite
bow wave and hardly any
handsome for a centerwake would show, even at
cockpit design.The bulk
seven knots.
amidships has been
dealt with nicely.
If you see a well exeThe interior is funccuted design in timber,
tional, with a lot of
especially if it’s coldwood to make it warm.
molded, don’t immediMuch of the storage is
ately turn up your nose.
open or behind caneSome of these boats can
fronted doors for good
make wonderful cruisers.
ventilation.
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Intermezzo II was a classic cutter rig. Small main, with a large forward triangle broken into Yankee jib
and staysail. When everything was trimmed exactly right, it was a very fast rig. However, we found
the double-head rig difficult to keep in trim as apparent-wind angle and strength varied. If we were
building her today, we’d go with a full-batten main of a much larger size and smaller forward triangle.
Note the top full batten and reef points in the staysail.
She was flush deck, which made her very strong, gave her a huge amount of visual space below, and
was efficient to build.

INTERMEZZO II
Even before we’d left the U.S. for our cruise on Intermezzo, I was thinking about a proper cruising yacht, one which was free of the racing rules that determined so much of what cruising yachts
looked like in the 1970s. Two things forestalled my going forward. The first was the cruising lifestyle. We wanted to give it a try for a while to see if we really liked it.
The second was our own lack of experience. While both Linda and I had raced on a variety of
boats for many years, we’d done little cruising. Neither one of us felt we had the experience base
to define, let alone build, an ultimate cruising yacht.
As we sailed across the Pacific we looked at all sorts of boats. Many of them had interesting rig,
systems and hull designs. We looked, picked the brains of our fellow cruisers, took copious notes
and photographs.
By the time we’d reached New Zealand we knew a lot more about what we were after and had
decided that we did indeed love the cruising life.
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The first time I looked at the rig at the dock after stepping the mast, it seemed huge even though in reality,
as you can see here, it is quite short. We found that at sea this boat was much easier to handle than had
been the case with the smaller Intermezzo.

Then, as we’ve already mentioned in the design section, we went for a sail on the Kiwidesigned-and-built Innismara. A little later my Dad came to visit, he was between boats, we
found a local yard, and the rest, as they say, is history.
While we had planned to do a boat out of the same mold we’d built for my dad’s Deerfoot, a
series of events combined to delay us until we’d sailed across the Indian Ocean and reached South
Africa.
Here we found a situation too good to pass up in terms of cost to build. Not only that, but it
looked possibly that we could build our new boat in aluminum, the ultimate material as far as we
were concerned.
In Cape Town I was introduced to a designer, Angelo Lavranos, who had designed most of the
local boats. He had an open mind and was receptive to our design concept.
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On our way from the hull builders to where she would be fitted out. As I sat on the roof taking this
photo, I started to think about a bare aluminum hull. But in the early 1980s, the idea was too radical
for me.

I gave Angelo our basic parameters: a maximum boat for the two of us, one that we would be
able to sail without having to rely on roller-furling aids in the high latitudes. We wanted a maximum draft of 6 feet (1.85 m) fully loaded, and a displacement not over 50,000 pounds (22,670
kg). I threw Angelo the rough work I had done, and he replied with an enigmatic, “We’ll see.”
Two weeks later I had a set of preliminary drawings in front of me. The numbers he came up
with indicated that within our weight limit we should be able to carry the cruising payload I
needed to keep both Linda and myself happy.
We set up a company to build a new boat, and shortly thereafter set sail from Cape Town on a
nonstop 6,000-mile journey to the West Indies. We were anxious to get back to the States, sell
Intermezzo, purchase the materials for the new boat, and see about getting an order or two for
additional vessels.
After we cleared customs in Ft. Lauderdale, our old friend Chuck Adams was next on the list;
he was holding our mail, including the newly arrived drawings!
We stretched out the lines on Intermezzo’s saloon table and absorbed what Angelo had created.
She was 62 feet (19.1m) long on deck, 55 feet (16.9m) on the water, and 14 1/2 feet (4.5m)
wide. He had caught exactly the flavor of what we wanted, and was able to work in not only the
draft requirements but our aft engine room as well. Both factors came together in the hull to form
a moderately wide stern that helped stability without compromising hull balance and steering
ability too much.
All the tankage would be in the keel and just under the floorboards. Within our weight budget
we were able to work in 340 gallons (1,300 liters) of fuel, enough for a 2,000-mile range at 7 knots
or 1,200 miles at 8 knots, and 540 gallons (2,100 liters) of fresh water.
I had specified fore-and-aft watertight bulkheads, and Angelo had added a partial collision
bulkhead 6 feet (1.85 m) back from the bow. A collision at sea might ruin our day, but it wouldn’t
sink us.

Interior
The forward 14 feet (4.3m) of the vessel would be used for stowage. Pipe-framed sailbins were
welded in on both sides to make handling and stowage of our headsails easier. To starboard we
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We’ve found that this layout — engine room and guest cabins aft, owner’s suite forward — is by far the
most efficient use of space for a cruising boat. Since it was first used on Wakaroa and Intermezzo II it’s been
the basis for most of our subsequent designs. We frequently try other approaches but have yet to find anything that works anywhere near as well.

made up two pipe berths which were used as stowage shelves for awnings, fenders, and diving
gear.
We were concerned throughout the project with safety at sea, and the interior had to be usable,
with minimal risks in severe weather. We solved this problem by putting two aft cabins, each with
its own head, on either side of the companionway leading down directly from the cockpit. This
provides four good sea berths (two to each cabin) and a secure walkway forward between the
cabin bulkheads. In severe weather we could live in the after section of the boat. The open forward
sections served us in port and in reasonable conditions at sea.
We put the owner’s cabin forward where it most efficiently uses the space available. There were
large lockers on either side, and the double bunk is somewhat free standing, thus easier to make
up. Forward of this cabin was our head with a tub/shower combination to port.
The galley was C-shaped, with the sink placed outboard and the propane stove placed athwartships on the aft bulkhead. We decided to try a non-gimballed stove in this location, as we felt that
the boat would be stable enough to get away without the gimbals. I’ve always been leery of a stove
outboard of, and therefore directly in line with, the cook in heavy going. The athwartships stove
worked out well; we bolted fiddles in place around the burners, which did an excellent job of holding the pots and pans in place at sea. The inconvenience of an off-center sink is not that hard to
live with.
The navigation area is simpler than on many large yachts, but also larger. We were primarily
interested in a ship’s office first and a navigation station second. We wanted enough desk space
and storage to spread out paperwork, typing, or navigation. The saloon doubles for meals when
we eat below. We opted for an L-shaped settee to port, with access under the seats for storage, and
another settee to starboard. Port and starboard settees are 27 inches wide, comfortable in heavy
going if we chose to sleep in the saloon.
For refrigeration we went to a mechanical compressor-driven holding plate system. We found
a Cape Town firm to custom-make finned evaporators for the holding plates to our specs, so we
had a very efficient fridge/freezer with 6 inches (150 mm) of insulation, a 4-cubic-foot refrigera-
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tor, and an 8-cubic-foot vegetable box, each with 4 inches (100 mm) of insulation. The reason for
the double refrigerator system was so that we could use the smaller box for normal refrigerator
storage, thus leaving the larger box free for storing fruits and vegetables when we were on long
passages, or for stores when we were going to be away for a long time.
One of the aspects that excited me most about the new-boat project was the possibility of getting into the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems at the beginning. I’d spent so much
time dealing with poorly built gear (both on our own and on our friends’ boats) that I was anxious
for the opportunity of doing things really right. I had learned that a slight increase in the overall
cost of materials, and a little attention to detail in the building stage, could yield tremendous
maintenance benefits later on.
Finally, on March 22, 1981, a glorious, clear day, 10 months to the day from when lofting was
started, Intermezzo II splashed into Cape Town Harbor.
What a joy to be afloat again, to hear the southeaster whistle in the rigging and the lap of the
inner harbor wavelets on our transom. Tomorrow would see our first sail, and we would know
what we had wrought. From the experiences of many acquaintances who had custom-built, we
realized how lucky we had been both to enjoy the process and to complete it on time, within budget.
Saturday morning dawned bright and clear. Table Mountain was beginning to develop its
famous tablecloth, a sure sign of a strong southeaster.
In the protection of the inner harbor we set the main, staysail, and yankee. We were sailing in
light trim, with no personal gear aboard yet, tanks empty, and no supplies. The area to leeward of
Table Mountain is marked by a series of wind zones, and as we headed toward the beach after
leaving the harbor, we could see the whitecaps whipping. As the 30-knot southeaster hit us on the
quarter, Intermezzo leaped forward, leaving a clean, flat wake behind. She was doing a steady 11
knots, about what we had expected, but with much more poise and less excitement than projected.
The mast was reasonably well tuned and, with a full crew of willing hands to do the work, I
decided to take advantage of the conditions. Out came the cruising spinnaker. We were doing 13,
then 14 knots and more.
We were rapidly eating up ground toward the lee shore, so we jibed and headed back up the
coast. As we beat toward the harbor, the wind increased to the high 30s and low 40s, and we shortened down progressively to two reefs in the main and the no. 2 yankee. She went upwind much
better than we’d thought she would and, considering her light condition, was very powerful. In
the smooth water we were plugging along at 9 knots, at about 45 degrees off the wind.
In the next two-and-a-half weeks we had several additional shakedown sails and a chance to try
out our ground tackle. Our dodger was fitted and a set of deck awnings made. The twin backstays,
used to eliminate twist in the masthead from our offset twin headstays, helped tremendously with
rigging a large sailing awning. Some minor recutting of sails was needed, and we were ready to
go.
Never ones for big send-offs, we slipped quietly away from the yacht club at 2000 on a Sunday
evening. A light southwesterly greeted us as we headed west to put some distance between ourselves and the lee shore that the coast of Africa formed. We were back in our element.
We set the mainsail first. Its 540 square feet (51 square meters) of 9-ounce cloth was much easier to raise than I had anticipated. I found that by going to the mast to heave down the halyard, with
Linda or one of the children tailing from the cockpit, I could get it all the way to the masthead
without the winch. The no. 27 self-tailing Barient in the cockpit was used only for luff tension.
Next up went the 600-square-foot (57 square meter) yankee (7 1/2-ounce) and then our
400-square-foot (38 square meter) staysail (9-ounce). We’d installed the double headsail cutter
rig to keep our working sails small. While not as efficient as having all the foretriangle devoted to
a series of genoas, the double-head rig meant that none of the headsails were so bulky that I
couldn’t unhank and stow it in the bins forward with relative ease. If bad weather was expected,
we could hank on a second, smaller headsail on the other headstay. All sails, from the no. 2 yankee
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Launch day! Notice how large the keel is compared to what we do today.This was in part due to the need
to store large quantities of fuel and water in the keel. Today we’d use a slightly deeper canoe body and
put all of the liquid into hull bottom tanks.The keel could then be shorter and far more efficient.

down to the storm jibs, could also be set on the forestay in extreme going.
As the wind and sea built up toward Force 5 and 6, Intermezzo II’s motion was very ladylike.
The breeze was influenced by the land, and as the lights of Cape Columbine disappeared behind
us the wind went with them. Under power shortly thereafter, we found that at 7 knots it was very
quiet aboard and we used 40 percent less fuel, extending our range to more than 2,000 miles.
With the first light of morning I switched up to our 3 1/2-ounce, 125-percent genoa. The sail had
been ordered at the last minute for just such occasions, and while its 1,000 square feet (95 square
meters) seemed daunting, it really was quite easy to handle. The lightweight cloth actually made
stowing it easier than the heavier but smaller yankee jib.

Working on Deck
We found that the combination of stable foredeck, 32-inch-high (0.8m) lifelines, and short
overlap on the headsails made them very easy to douse. With the sheets in tight, they would end
up on deck, with perhaps a little tug on the leech, when the halyard was released. Compared to our
50-footer’s (15.4m) bouncy foredeck, lower lifelines, and longer overlaps, it was easier to change
headsails on the larger boat.
With the light genoa up we ghosted along at 7 to 8 knots, close-reaching in 8 to 10 knots of
wind. By the end of our second day at sea, with a little help from the current, we had covered 386
miles for an average speed of just over 8 knots.
Linda was performing her usual wonders in the galley. We’d settled into our seagoing routine
much more quickly than usual. There were no signs of mal de mer among the crew. The bigger
boat and smoother motion really helped. We found the forward cabin very comfortable to sleep
in, even going uphill. Sarah and Elyse began rehearsals for the big Easter show that was to be held
in the port after cabin. Posters began appearing announcing the extravaganza, and they spent
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This deck layout proved to be very easy to work with for the two of us. We had the main and
spinnaker halyards led aft along with the reef and vang control lines. There was a single primary
winch at the aft end of the cockpit, behind the helmsman. This also worked, but was a bit of a
bother when jibing the spinnaker.

hours in seclusion writing the script and rehearsing the characters.
The navigation area worked out well as a belowdeck watch station. We had put in some simple
wind-speed and direction gear with readouts below, as well as a speedometer/log combination.
With the generating prop kicking out lots of DC power, we ran our 36-mile Furuno radar every
evening. We had splurged on a radar alarm and found this amazing little device worth its weight
in gold (and peace of mind). In the cool air of the approaching fall we would snug ourselves in at
the navigation table, keeping an eye on the elements and any shipping that might be close by on
the radar. Every 15 to 20 minutes we’d go on deck, scan the horizon, and check our sail trim.
On the third day at sea the wind began to freshen from the south southwest and the yankee/staysail combination pushed us along beam reaching in 15 to 20 knots of wind. Intermezzo II was
really rolling the miles under her keel now. With occasional bursts as high as 13 knots, she was
averaging over 9 knots without current. Down below it was quiet, and if we hadn’t seen the sea
whipping by through the hull windows it would have been impossible to imagine the speeds we
were making from the motion or sound. The 2-inch (50mm) foam insulation on the hull and the
interior, plus the watertight bulkheads, had made her very quiet. Not quite familiar with our Wagner hydraulic autopilot and its several controls, I didn’t push as hard as I could have, and we ended
up with a respectable 228-mile run between sights.
The fourth day gave us an indication of the boat’s potential. The wind freshened to 25 to 30
knots and backed toward the south. I was just barely able to carry the yankee on the spinnaker pole
to windward. I had thought our 25-foot (7.7m) pole would be a handful, but with a track on the
mast allowing for vertical stowage, it was actually quite simple to work with. Once I learned a few
tricks, the combination of stable platform and mast stowage made the actual work of setting or
dousing the pole easier than on the old boat.
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A quartering sea running 5 to 8 feet began to lift our stern as we bore off slightly to make the
yankee more efficient. As we accelerated smoothly down the face, I heard a yell from Elyse, who
was reading at the navigation table: “Sixteen knots,” she shrilled. Intermezzo II didn’t seem to be
hard-pressed at all, and there was certainly room for higher numbers.
Over the next eight hours we would see speeds in the low teens so often that they no longer
caused much comment: 16, 17, 18 knots would be casually announced by whomever happened to
glance at the steam gauge as we whooshed down a sea. As the day wore on into early evening the
wind continued to back until the main was well out. Still not having the pilot controls sorted out
to my satisfaction, I pulled down a reef in the main for the evening.
That night, in honor of our first day of real sailing, Linda really went to work in the galley. We
had a huge, crisp, green salad, oven-fried chicken with fresh corn and broccoli, and for dessert,
lemon meringue pie.
While I was washing up there was a larger whoosh than usual, and Linda screamed “22, 23.2,
24.3 knots!” We were sailing with the main well out and vanged to the rail with the wind on the
quarter. As we surfed down the sea Intermezzo II seemed to linger on the face, enjoying her own
motion. If this kept up, what a day’s run we would have!
Alas, the wind began to lighten after midnight and back around farther, and soon we were running almost square; though we still clocked some exciting speeds on the waves, our average speed
slipped back toward mediocrity. At noon the next day, after working out my sights, I was disappointed to announce only a 226-mile run. At that rate we would never get anywhere. (How quickly
one’s expectations change.)
With the wind now behind us, I decided to drop the staysail and hoist the light genoa on the
leeward headstay.
The genoa added enough speed to smooth our ride out considerably, and it eased steering as
well. It was warm and sunny for the first time since leaving Table Bay, so all hands were on deck
enjoying the approaching tropics. With the wind now down to 15 knots, I contemplated setting the
cruising spinnaker but decided to wait. We made 201 miles between sights and had now averaged
over 195 miles per day since leaving Cape Town.
Easter dawned, and the children discovered that the Easter Bunny had visited during the night,
leaving beautiful African baskets stuffed with hand-painted eggs, jelly beans, and a plethora of
other Easter delicacies. Elyse and Sarah had colored their own eggs to add to the collection. We
had a delicious leg of lamb for dinner, and all hands enjoyed the Easter show performed by Elyse
and Sarah, accompanied by Brownie and Bobbie Bunny, the monkeys, and all the other dolls.
The wind continued to lighten and back until it was just off the stern at an angle of about 160
degrees. We dropped the yankee and switched the genoa to the weather stay, then hoisted our
cruising spinnaker in the lee of the main. The spinnaker hoisted, the mainsail was dropped. With
the spinnaker sheet led through the end of the main boom, we had 2,900 square feet (275 square
meters) of sail aloft, enough power to keep us moving on the faces of most of the waves. Our
apparent wind was down to 4 or 5 knots at about 140 degrees. Boat speed averaged 7 to 8 knots,
and we settled down to a routine of 175 to 185 miles per day. The cockpit awning was rigged, a
real milestone, and we thought about St. Helena Island.

St. Helena
It wasn’t long before the main anchorage hove into view and we saw several familiar-looking
rigs, cruising neighbors from the docks of the Royal Cape. With their help we secured bow and
stern to the local moorings and awaited customs.
The combination boat watchman/water taxi rowed us ashore after we cleared customs, so we
wouldn’t have to launch the dinghy. It was a short walk down the wharf along the beach to the
entrance of George Town through massive wooden gates and across a moat. The town is built in
the valley with soaring canyon walls on either side. Many homes and businesses sport antique
hand-carved doors; it’s illegal to export the indigenous furniture on this island.
We met a pleasant old gentleman on a street corner who asked if he could help us. When we told
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him we were looking for a
car to tour the island, he
volunteered to take us;
arrangements were made to
meet him after lunch.
One highlight of the tour
was a stop at the governor’s
mansion, where we were
introduced to the island’s
oldest living inhabitant, an
ancient land tortoise who
h a d b e e n a l iv e s i n c e
Napolean’s day. A stop at
Napoleon’s house was the
second feature of the day.
We were interested to learn
that this historical monument had been unobtrusively maintained by the
guide, who also worked as
the gardener. His father was
guide and caretaker before
him, as was his grandfather.
The present guide unlocked
the door and took us on a
tour through history. What
an intimate, exciting lesson
it was. Napoleon will be
much more than a name in
history for our children.
The next morning we
were underway early, having spent less than 24 hours
The swim step on Intermezzo II was originally conceived as a way to aid a
man-overboard recovery. It was just 20 inches (508mm) deep. We quickly on beautiful St. Helena. The
learned how valuable they were for swimming, getting into and out of dinks, h u r r i c a n e s e a s o n wa s
and just dragging your feet at sea. Today we typically make these about 50 advancing, and there were
percent wider.
things to do in the States.
We set the spinnaker to leeward and the genoa on the pole again and ran off in the light 10-knot tradewinds. The next couple
of days saw runs of 180,190, and 188 miles. In the vicinity of Ascension Island the wind lightened
further, dropping at times to 4 or 5 knots. Apparent wind was so light that our wind-speed meter
refused to budge. Still, we were able to average 169 miles between sights.
Ascension Island appeared off the starboard bow as a light smudge, and the radar put us 40
miles off. As the island drew abeam I decided to jibe to port and more or less follow what we felt
would be the circulation of the high. It would put us on a more westerly course, and if we picked
up an anticipated shift to the east farther on we’d be able to jibe back and pick up a good wind
angle. We decided to try the spinnaker to windward. The pole was shifted to the weather side and
the genoa sheeted to the rail. I then put the main back up; the spinnaker would feed the genoa, and
the main could add some horsepower. The new sail arrangement worked well, and our daily runs
picked up to better than 190 a day for the next week. The wind was still at 165 degrees true, in the
10-to-12-knot range. Our log of the previous passage in the first Intermezzo showed that condi-
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tions this trip were lighter, if anything, and yet we were averaging 15 to 20 miles a day better than
the old Intermezzo. Our sail area/wetted surface ratios indicated this wouldn’t happen. A combination of better stability and taller rig must have made the difference. Whatever it was, we weren’t
complaining. But we would have liked more wind.
Linda took advantage of the calm weather to use the compact Maytag washing machine. I
strung clotheslines from the mast back to the cockpit, and we were able to go to bed with fresh
sheets.
Sarah discovered a new use for the swim platform on the stern. She and Elyse hooked their lifelines to a line in the cockpit, then went down the ladder to the platform where they sat and dragged
their feet in the water, a good way to keep cool.
We started to get occasional squalls as we neared the Equator. They almost always came at
night and rarely brought any more than a brief increase in wind, which we welcomed. The radar
alarm would announce their coming with its loud beeping, then we’d dog the hatches and stand
by the autopilot control for any necessary course changes. Occasionally we’d get 20 knots of
breeze.
On our 15th day at sea, with 2,800 miles on the log, it was time for our halfway party. We celebrated with a menu that was a favorite of Linda’s mother: roast beef, mashed potatoes and gravy,
Jell-O salad, fresh vegetables, and cookies the girls had baked for dessert. Our fresh food was
holding out well. Elyse and Sarah opened their halfway presents of books, games, and crafts.
As if the halfway party had put us into a new weather system, our next day dawned overcast,
with an ominous-looking cloud buildup behind us. By afternoon we could see the evening’s entertainment developing in the form of large, black clouds.
That night it was one squall after another. We were up and down constantly trying to keep the
boat headed in the right direction without a lot of sail changing. Between squalls the wind
dropped away, but in spite of the off-again, on-again weather, Intermezzo II had another 190-mile
day between sights.
The 17th day at sea was enlivened by two substantial squalls. We saw them coming on the radar,
12 to 15 miles across. For the first one I decided to be cautious and dropped the spinnaker. When
all we had was 30 knots I was disappointed at not being able to let Intermezzo II stretch her legs.
The next time I wasn’t so cautious.
As the clouds bore down on us I watched the water turn white, and before I could react we were
slammed by a 50-knot-plus gust. With the spinnaker, genoa, and main set, we were slightly overcanvassed. Intermezzo II leaped forward, and then in a substantial shift found the wind almost on
her beam. Over she went, with the genoa in the water and the main boom buried almost to the vang
bail. We were knocked down to 65 degrees, with the decks barely awash. We sat like that for several minutes, the spinnaker protesting madly, until a brief lull allowed Intermezzo II to right herself and bear off downwind. By this time I had relieved the pilot and was standing at the wheel,
having the time of my life conning our flyer at speeds to 20 knots. But then the spinnaker tack let
go and we settled down to a comfortable 11 to 12 knots under genoa and main.
That last squall helped the average, and a popcorn and pizza party was declared as we had our
first day over 200 miles in some time.
I had hoped that a day or two of this weather would put us into the northeast trades.
It wasn’t to be. Day after day the wind stayed fluky and mainly in the southeast. Had we been
reaching in the light air we would have been moving well, but since we were running, not much
could be expected. Finally on our 24th day at sea the breeze picked up, still from the southeast. In
12 to 18 knots of wind and carrying everything we could set, we logged another 195-mile day. Not
bad, but nothing compared to what we would be doing if the northeast winds came.
Our easy living ended abruptly on the 26th day at sea. The autopilot refused to steer to starboard, and for the first time in all our cruising we faced the prospect of hand-steering. We had
close to 1,000 miles to go, and I didn’t relish the idea of standing watch on watch at the helm, but
there was no choice.
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The wind backed and filled, teasing us with a taste of east northeast, and then veered back to
east southeast. Not what we had hoped for, but with the true wind on the quarter and the apparent
wind forward of the beam, we reeled off runs of 213, 215, 219, and 225 miles while carrying
working sails only.
Desirade and Guadeloupe were in our wake, and Antigua was rising fast on the horizon. Below,
Linda and the children cleaned and polished in our usual prearrival flurry of activity. With main,
yankee, and staysail set and the wind finally in the northeast, we were finally scooting along at just
under 10 knots.
We hardened up as the Pillars of Hercules in front of English Harbour hove into view. The
tradewind cut off on cue, and we ghosted into the outer anchorage. Staysail down, then yankee;
our momentum carried us past half a dozen beautiful yachts. Linda headed us up, Elyse let go the
main halyard, and I watched the anchor splash down. As we settled back on our chain, an inflatable powered over to have a look at the new arrival.
“Where from?” they hailed.
“Cape Town.”
“How was it?”
“A little light, but pleasant.”
“Take long?”
“No, 30 days for 5,860 miles.”
Over the next two years Intermezzo II served as our floating home, office, demonstrator, and
transportation.
She gave us a nice start in the boat business, and while our partnership that was supposed to
produce boats in Cape Town didn’t work out as we had hoped, other sources opened up for us. The
phone continued to ring with people asking if we could do a boat for them, and our boatbuilding
business, started informally while cruising, flourished.
Intermezzo II took us past Cape Hatteras four times, three of which were during severe gales,
through the Panama Canal, and finally back to California. We learned several lessons along the
way. First was the value of a sailboat that powers well. With all of the coastal cruising we’d been
doing, we found that the quiet, efficient powering capabilities that came with the boat had us
motoring 60 percent of the time. Second, there was less maintenance than with our smaller boat.
Good access and well-situated gear were the keys.
We also learned a couple of negative lessons. The autopilot system we employed wasn’t up to
steering in heavy going, if I was really pressing the boat. Henceforth more powerful systems
would be used. The twin side-by-side headstays couldn’t be tightened enough to really reduce
headstay sag. And carrying a jib on the windward stay when sailing free led to chafe. I came to the
conclusion that if twins were to be used, fore-and-aft positioning was a better bet.
Sitting at the dock in Newport Beach, California, we were torn between the desire for a period
ashore and continuing our life-style afloat. But with two budding teenagers to look after we
decided to sell Intermezzo II and move ashore to concentrate (for a while) on their needs and those
of a growing business.
Linda and the girls took right away to our lovely home in Ojai. Their adjustment period took all
of two weeks. Our furniture was retrieved from relatives and storage, bicycles were purchased,
paintings were hung.
For me, however, the adjustment was more difficult. Gone were my days of freedom. The seven
years until Sarah was ready for college stretched out interminably in front of me. The concept of
looking at the same views, same neighbors, and doing the same things over and over had me down
in the dumps.
My one consolation was in our growing boat business. I was able to assist in the creation of
other people’s dreams. And if our cruising was limited to sea trials in Europe or New Zealand, at
least we were learning more and more about design and systems with each new project. My nextboat notebook grew steadily thicker.
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While many of our sailing friends considered our previous efforts at creating ultimate cruising
boats somewhat of a breakthrough design-wise, in reality each of the projects we had worked on
was an extension of basic accepted marine practice. Perhaps our interpretation was somewhat different, and the way we assembled the pieces of the cruising puzzle more oriented toward offshore
work, but in the final analysis the boats were very conservative.
Sundeer, however, was to be a different kettle of fish. Let’s start Sundeer’s story where she
belongs — offshore.
A gust of wind whips spray off the tops of the seas behind us. I watch the white overtake our
foaming wake, wondering what Sundeer’s reaction will be. With a full mizzen, main, and working jib we’re definitely pushing a brand new boat too hard. We heel moderately as the 40-knot gust
rumbles aboard our stern quarter and we begin to accelerate. The speedometer climbs steadily
until it hovers in the 16-knot range. There’s little fuss as the speed hangs there. Noise level is subdued. Sundeer’s deck is rock-solid under the pressure of the gust. The red and green lights of our
autopilot wink back at the following waves as they adjust the helm. “No sweat,” they seem to be
saying.
With the east coast of New Zealand acting as a giant breakwater to windward, these seas are
short and somewhat steep. Another day out and we’ll start to see some proper open-ocean action.
But for now, having just received our departure clearance for Tahiti from Auckland customs, the
horizon beckons. Our goal is to work this high-pressure weather system to the north for all it’s
worth. The longer we stay with it, the longer we’ll have fair winds.
The wind drops to a steady 30 knots, and our speed is back down in the 12- to 13-knot range.
Sitting in the warm, dry environs of our cozy pilothouse it’s hard to believe we’ve finally left New
Zealand. I think back over the thousands of hours of design work; the endless, numbing overseas
airplane rides; and the countless frustrations, big and small, that have led to the launching of this
67-foot ketch.
It would have been so much simpler to stay with a design that we knew from experience was
successful. The Deerfoot formula, refined over 10 years and hundreds of thousands of sea miles,
has yielded many comfortable, fast cruising boats. We could have pushed a few buttons, spent a
couple of weeks on the drawing boards, and known the new boat would be on target.
But for the last few years this voice in the back of my mind had been asking questions. Why
have our keels always been just so? Can’t the canoe body be narrower and still powerful? Who
says we must have a 37-degree bow angle? Why not load up the rudder like we used to do on the
catamarans? The answer, I’d told myself, was easy. In the business of designing seagoing yachts,
you break with tradition
ever so carefully — one
small step at a time. See
how an idea works, then
go on from there. A
major mistake can ruin
the owner’s investment
and a lot of designers’
and builders’ reputations in the process.
Our motion feels a little sharp. Gerry Eaton,
an old catamaran sailing
buddy, and his friend,
Frank Johnson, my crew
f o r t h i s 7 , 0 0 0 -m i l e
Sundeer had a very narrow waterline beam. This gave her an extremely soft
delivery back to Califor- motion, more comfortable in fact than some of the much larger and heavier
nia, are looking a bit cruisers we’d done.To maintain stability she had a lot of lead in her keel, a little
green about the gills. If over 40 percent of her daysailing displacement.
After 27,000 miles of cruising we came to feel that we could improve the hull
truth be known, I’ve felt design
a bit by adding a hair more form stability (in the form of waterline beam),
better myself. It’s been reducing ballast in the process.This lead to the Sundeer 64 design, which, while
five years since I’ve put marginally less comfortable at sea, has a much higher speed potential.
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to sea, and it will take a while to get sea legs
again. With Sarah and Elyse occupied in
school and Linda’s efforts needed on the
home front, they’re letting me make this
passage on my own.
Comfort is what we’ve been chasing in
the design process. If you’re not relaxed at
sea you tend to put off going places, and we
want Sundeer to do lots of traveling when
we’re free to go cruising a year hence. We
also like quick passages. The shorter the
passage time at sea, the farther afield we
can journey. And besides, fast is fun, as
long as it’s comfortable.
We’ll start our watch system, three hours
Sundeer was the first of our “destroyer” bow
on and six off, after dinner. Jerry decides to
designs. It was considered radical ten years ago, but
whip up some spaghetti. Maybe a little
now it is quite common.The efficiency gained from
the extra waterline length, in terms of boat speed,
starch will settle our stomachs.
comfort, and wave penetration is gradually overI’m left alone with my thoughts, or
coming many “experts” who don’t like the look.
should I say fears. Coastal sea trials have
Note how small the actual bow wave is here.The
gone well. In protected waters we’re hitting
burble of spray is what we refer to as a pressure
release. The total volume of water is minuscule
our projected performance under sail and
when you consider that this is a 30-ton vessel travpower. But this is a very inconclusive test.
eling at a speed-length ratio of 1.15.
It’s in the real world, offshore, where we’ll
find out how well this new design does.
Gerry appears in the companionway, a steaming plate of spaghetti and hot fresh bread in his
hands, and a smile on his face. “Nothing like a little solace for the stomach to ease the mind,” he
says with a grin. The freezer has produced sauce, the fridge fresh vegetables, and the microwave
the hot bread. “All I had to do was heat some water,” Gerry says.
Gerry has the first watch, so I decide to turn in. I write up sailing instructions for the next two
watches in the log and then try the shower. It works fine on starboard tack, but on port we’ll have
to rig some form of a restraining strap. What a luxury to have a watermaker and substantial tankage. I decide to rig my leecloth in case of a windshift, and turn in between fresh, clean sheets.
I feel as much as hear our progress. There’s a hint of whoosh and slight vibration as Sundeer
surfs off the waves. But otherwise our heavy aluminum plating and 3 inches (75mm) of foam
insulation keep things very quiet.

The
cockpit
worked extremely
we l l f o r s h o r t handed sailing. All of
the winches were
located so they
could be reached
from the helm or
from inside the
pilothouse. Either
Linda or I could singlehandedly tack,
jibe, or reef the boat.
The mizzen mast
provided good support for my back
when I was steering.
The aft deck had enough space to accommodate our 13-foot (4m) hard dinghy. Note the boomkin to which
the mizzen backstay was attached. This was eliminated once we moved the mizzen chainplates aft and
changed to swept spreaders. We still had a masthead backstay with this change, but it was only required
when the mizzen spinnaker was being flown.
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I’m back on watch at 0300. The wind has lightened
and is swinging to the west. The seas are beginning to
lengthen and move faster. Sundeer likes that just fine,
and is surfing almost continuously, interrupted only
by the occasional southerly swell slamming into the
bow.
As we’ve already discussed, the most important
factor in offshore comfort, to say nothing of safety, is
how well your boat steers. The better job the pilot or
vane can make of things, the faster you can go, with
less rolling around. And as anyone who has ever sailed
offshore knows, a quartering sea is the most difficult
to cope with.
A balanced hull form is the easiest to steer, and Sundeer is virtually a double-ender when heeled. Her
bluff, almost vertical bow has allowed us to get more
buoyancy into the forward sections to balance that in
the transom stern as she heels, so the natural tendency
in an unbalanced hull to round up when heeled has
been almost eliminated. At the same time, with 3 feet
(0.9 m) more waterline to work with from the reduced
bow overhang, we’ve been able to sharpen her underOur primary cockpit was under the pilotwater entry, making wave penetration smoother for
house roof.We installed two helm chairs aft
upwind sailing and powering.
the wheel for watch keeping and general
Compared to Intermezzo II we steer better in heavy of
lounging in nice weather.
going, hang with the waves longer when surfing, yet
The chairs made a comfor table place
have a substantially easier motion when going to from which to keep watch. Linda is holding
our WH Pilot remote control, which conwindward.
The sun is beginning to push back the night, its first trolled both pilots and all winches aboard.
rays illuminating the cloud banks to windward. Sundeer’s bow is covered with spray in the early morning twilight. The water off her bow wave
streams across the deck and off to leeward, just forward of the cutter stay. “This is going to be a
very dry boat,” I think to myself. We’ve averaged better than 11 knots since leaving, and have yet
to see solid water aft of the mast.
The day rolls on and the miles pass beneath the keel. Our first 24-hour run turns up 273 miles.
The breeze backs to the northwest, and we jibe to port tack. We’ll keep the wind on the quarter
instead of running. It’s faster and more comfortable for us to jibe downwind rather than run square
with the wind. We set the big reacher to leeward and the jib on the pole to weather. With the wind
in the mid-20-knot range and seas lengthening now to open ocean status, we’re flying: 14 knots
on the small waves, 16 to 18 on the 8-to-10-footers (2.4 to 3.1m).
We’re averaging very high yet comfortable speeds for open-ocean shorthanded cruising, even
by our previous standards. Sundeer’s 14,000 pounds of payload are carried very low, adding to
her ability to harness the wind. And our 64,000 pounds of displacement are obviously not hurting
the daily runs.
The offshore routine begins to assert itself. The days melt together. Sundeer does 230 to 250
miles per day with ease. Nothing is being taken out of either her or her crew’s hide at this speed.
Our fourth day out, with the wind once again behind us, we try the spinnaker. Even with the
true-wind speed down in the low teens we average 10 knots with ease. Late in the afternoon the
NNW breeze begins to build to 18 knots. We ease the spinnaker pole against the headstay and set
the reaching strut to keep the guy clear of the cap shrouds. Sundeer is now feeling the full power
of the gusts as the apparent wind moves forward of the beam. Between puffs of wind and quartering seas our steering system is getting a workout.
We’ve shortened Sundeer’s keel to the minimum we feel is necessary for good tacking in tight
quarters. Just 6 feet, 2 inches (1.9m) of draft makes a pretty small keel, and less than half of the
area on a scale basis that we used on Intermezzo II or Wakaroa. The rudder, on the other hand, has
been enlarged. That is, after all, what steers the boat. Because the rudder is fully balanced, very
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little effort is required of the autopilot or the person on the helm. Our wake shows barely a hint of
the conflict of sea, wind, and hydrostatics taking place around and beneath us.
The rudder has a much higher aspect ratio than the keel, and is therefore very much more efficient at providing lift. So we’ve decided to let it provide some of the force required to offset the
rig. The fact that we haven’t had to reef our mizzen to balance out the rig indicates this is working
well.
With the increased speed the spinnaker brings, our motion steadies. Except for an extra bit of
heel now and then occasioned by a gust, Sundeer is providing us with a very soft motion. That’s
a side benefit of her round bilges and modest waterline beam. Coupled with the high polar
moments of her stout ketch rig, our ride is smooth indeed. There are no hard spots to her motion.
The anxiety of the new design, the frustrations of the building process, are fading into the mist like
a bad dream. I begin to enjoy watching Sundeer put her 66-foot (20.3m) waterline to work.
Daytime brings the southeast trades, gently at first, and then with a bit of vigor, until we’re
pressing along to windward at 9 knots with main, mizzen and working jib. As the breeze builds
we find that reefing the main gives us more speed with less heel than messing with the mizzen.
Our very fine bow is now slicing cleanly through the seas, no pitching to speak of. Occasionally
there’s a good thump as we drop into a trough and the sea finds the reserve buoyancy tucked high
into the forward hull sections. The trades are now in the mid-20s, and we try dropping the main
altogether. With the big mizzen and working jib, Sundeer is extremely happy. She’s maintaining
a comfortable 9.5 knots at less than 22 degrees of heel. We might see another quarter of a knot if
we really pushed, but then we’d be sailing on our ear, and cruising is supposed to be comfortable.
Dinner this evening consists of roast chicken, green salad, and baked potatoes, followed by a
delicious fresh fruit plate. We linger over the meal, enjoying both the food and the ambience.
Through the hull windows we see the South Pacific rapidly flowing aft. The occasional wandering
albatross comes by for a look. Every few minutes Frank goes up to the pilothouse to check the
horizon. As the last rays of sun give way to the black tropical night, a slight tension builds. Even
though we have watertight bulkheads there’s something about going this fast in the dark that
always gets a bit of adrenaline flowing. Sundeer’s crew will be alert on watch, but the overall
mood is definitely mellow.
Even the appearance of cyclone Cilla on the weatherfax doesn’t change the temper. We’ll play
her conservatively, and if necessary use some our 10-knot powering speed to put distance
between us and the cyclone. We discuss storm-avoidance tactics and watch her track carefully
over the next days. As Cilla heads southeast, across our course we adjust our direction more to the
north. A day later we’re in a position to run for the safety of the Equator if this mature Pacific
cyclone should change course and double back.
But the wind gods must be happy with us. Cilla makes an uncharacteristic straight dash for high
latitudes as she continues on her way, and allows us to ride her back across the trade-wind belt.
We change course back towards Tahiti. Southeast winds veer to south, then southwest, and finally
northwest as Tahiti heaves into view under our starboard bow.
Eleven days after departing Auckland, having averaged 230 miles per day through the water,
Sundeer lies stern to the quay in Papeete Harbor.

Rig
The primary objective in Sundeer’s design was to maximize comfort while minimizing the
effort required of Linda and me to sail and maintain her. While we would have opted for a
single-sticker in a somewhat smaller vessel, we felt a ketch rig with a large efficient mizzen gave
us the most flexibility in a 67-footer (20.6m). Her 1,600 square feet (151 square meters) of sail is
broken up into a 600-foot (56.8 square meter) forward triangle, 430-foot mizzen (40.7 square
meter) and 670-foot (63.4 square meter) mainsail.
Eventually we’ll change this rig to one with much more aggressive roaches on main and mizzen. The mainsail roach will overlap the backstay two feet (0.6 m) while the mizzen mast shrouds
will be swept aft 19-degrees so that no backstay interferes. The increase in sail area will significantly add to boat speed while heel and weather helm are reduced (because of the more efficient
tip shapes on the main and mizzen).
Both main and mizzen masts are designed for conservative bending to allow us to flatten the
sails. This is critical to an efficient use of the mizzen in any sort of breeze, and is made possible
by an oversized Navtec hydraulic system.
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T h e wo r k i n g j i b i s
hanked onto the headstay,
which drops into a
self-draining foredeck well
where the sail stows. To set
the jib we open the two
deck doors, attach halyard,
and hoist away. Stowing the
jib involves dropping it on
deck and rolling it into the
well. A cutter stay is rigged
to aid in mast bend, and as a
place to set storm canvas.
Off the wind we use a
large reacher sewn on a
w i r e l u ff w i t h a
roller-furling drum at the
bottom. This is hoisted on a
spinnaker halyard and,
once rolled, is easily stowed
in its sail bin in the forepeak. A full-sized flat-cut
1.5-ounce nylon spinnaker
will prove to be one of our
better cruising sails. But the
ultimate cruising sail is the
mizzen spinnaker. It can be
flown in squally conditions
with the crew secure in the
knowledge that it can be
Sundeer’s spinnaker was substantial in size, almost 2,450 square
gotten down in almost any
feet (232 square meters). We’d carry it in light airs reaching, and in
medium airs on a run. One of the keys to handling this large sail was
conditions.
the ATN Snuffer. If the breeze was up, we’d run off square, trim the
Both main and mizzen
leech tight against the main to collapse the spinnaker, then ease the
are fully battened (eight and
pole and guy. With the sail lying docilely against the leeward side of
the main, we could snuff the sail without a problem.
s eve n b a t t e n s , r e s p e c tively). With lazyjacks the
sails are much easier to handle than smaller mains we’ve used in the past.
Sundeer is primarily a passagemaker, so we don’t mind the extra effort required to get her
underway compared to a smaller boat. The payoff in comfort and speed more than makes up
for this inconvenience. But there’s a substantial amount of physical effort associated with
hoisting her sails. To help out we have a single electric Lewmar No. 55 self-tailing winch
mounted behind the mainmast. All lines on the mast lead through jammers and can go to this
winch or to one of two manual winches mounted right on the mast.
Against my better judgement we also put in electric-powered primary winches. While these
aren’t necessary for trimming, having their control buttons and that of the mast winch
mounted on our pilot remote means that one person can raise sail and trim with one hand and
guide the canvas with the other. And the electric primaries are handy for kedging when the
skipper makes a mistake (as I found out to my chagrin in Moorea on this trip home).
As a result of these sailhandling aids we’re doing a lot more daysailing than we had in the past
with Intermezzo II.
Maintenance is a major concern of ours, since we do all of our own work. Here Sundeer’s size
is an advantage. Lots of space has been devoted to the engine room and to electrical gear. A simple
repair project stays easy, since we don’t have hours of disassembly work to get to the problem.
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Here are some additional
photos of the “horizontal”
roller-furling system we used
(there are additional shots
under roller furling in the rig
section). One of the keys is having the headstay set well back
from the bow, in this case 3 feet
(0.9 m).The sail is flaked against
the headstay, and then rolled
from the clew forward and
dropped into the self-draining
well.
Hoisting involves opening the
doors, attaching the halyard,
and winching the sail aloft. It
unrolls by itself as it is hoisted.
With a powerful bow and the
tack set well aft we
felt comfortable in
having the jib
sweep the deck.
This provides an
endplate effect
and really helps
upwind and
reaching performance.
We were initially concerned
about
seas
sweeping into
the foot of the
jib, but this did
not prove to be
a problem over
many miles at
sea. The bottom
photo shows you that the forward 40 percent of the
sail is nicely sealed. Before our last cruise Linda insisted
we raise the clew so we had better visibility. It was
raised 3 feet (0.9 m), which cost us a little less than half our seal.This small change reduced boat speed
upwind by half a knot in 10-knots of breeze!

Maintenance Issues
Big boats with more surface area take a lot more paint work, especially if you happen to have
aluminum construction as we do. We solved this problem by leaving the hull and decks bare above
the waterline. It does look a little different, but we don’t have to worry about people banging into
us, and an occasional hose down to get rid of dirt is all the maintenance required.
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Of course Sundeer has fore-and-aft watertight bulkheads. She’s heavily plated and framed to
resist collision impact. In fact, she’s somewhat heavier in scale than had been our (conservative)
practice before. In addition, special structural provisions have been made in the forward sections
of the hull. Between the fore and aft bulkheads below the cabin soles she’s completely tanked. Not
only does this give us enough fuel for 2,000 miles of powering at 9.5 knots, but 400 gallons (1,550
liters) of water as well. The double bottom provided by the tanks is an added safety feature.
While the beam at deck is 15 feet, 6 inches (4.8m), she is, as already mentioned, very narrow on
the waterline. In order to keep the center of gravity low to compensate for lack of form stability,
every effort has been made to lighten the interior. It’s built up from 1/8-inch (3mm)-thick plywood with 1/2-inch (12.6mm) PVC foam core. The result is stiff, light, and strong. The entire
interior, including headliner, cushions, and wall coverings, weighs under 3,500 pounds (1587kg).
Today there are so many ways of providing the power required for cruising systems that playing
the various factors involved leaves Linda and me feeling like we’re engaged in a hot game of
three-dimensional chess. When we sat down to decide the approach for Sundeer, we wanted to
examine all the old ways of doing things, to look at what we had been doing on other boats
recently, and to see if there were any new technologies that might be of help.

Systems
It was easy enough to define our requirements: first, we wanted maximum efficiency to minimize machinery running time. We knew from experience that we hated to hear a generator or
engine running in quiet anchorages, and that fewer hours meant less maintenance. Second, we
wanted to keep things simple. Yet we desired the basic conveniences we’d become used to on our
other cruising boats. Last, systems needed to have a certain amount of redundancy so that no matter what went wrong, it wouldn’t materially affect our cruising plans.
A major determining factor was our style of cruising. We’ve found that for every day spent at
sea on long passages, 10 to 12 days are spent in port. And, we tend to move the boat, usually under
power, every fourth or fifth day between local anchorages.
The first question that had to be answered was the type of electricity to be used. If the basic
systems were all to run on AC, the motors would be lighter and we could use conventional
110-volt appliances. This, of course, meant having a large generator, that tends to run frequently.
The DC approach was a little heavier from a motor standpoint but opened up alternative power
options, such as wind and water generators and solar power.
Several technological breakthroughs strongly influenced our final approach. First was the
availability of extremely powerful DC alternators in compact, lightweight packages. Weighing
only 40 (18 kg) pounds, these electrodyne alternators would produce better than 3 kilowatts of
power at just 3,000 alternator rpm. Second was our success using Heart Interface MOSFET-style
inverters to make AC power from the batteries. With better than 90 percent conversion efficiency
we felt that we could use this as a source of AC power for galley appliances, hair dryers, and tools.
If these two systems were connected to a very large battery bank, say 1,000 amp-hours or 600
reserve minutes at 24 volts, we would have the ability to go for long periods without hearing
machinery noise. (Our 1,200 pounds/544 kg of traction batteries were located just above the keel,
well below the center of gravity. They are in effect part of Sundeer’s ballast system.)
Failure in the alternator would seriously cramp our cruising style, so we opted for two running
in parallel. This gave us 7 kilowatts of DC generating power, a threefold increase over anything
we’d thought about before. With this approach it began to look feasible to again use our main
engine for a generator as well as propulsion.
Since we would also be belting to the engine a 200-gallon-per-minute (775 liter) self-priming
centrifugal damage-control pump and a 25-gallon-per-hour (97 liter) Sea Recovery watermaker,
we opted for a lay shaft connected to the engine to drive all this gear. Pulley ratios were engineered so that at 1,000 engine rpm we would have full alternator output and use of the watermaker. At this speed the accessories would take half of the engine’s available power, enough of a
load to keep the engine running warm and clean.
The next decision involved refrigeration. We knew this would be the largest consumer of power.
DC was more efficient than AC here, so we utilized two 1/2-horsepower Grunert systems, each
completely isolated from the other. One or both of these compressors easily handle Sundeer’s
7-cubic-foot freezer and 15-cubic-foot fridges. In practice, in the tropics, with both compressors
on, an hour and 15 minutes per day of running time does the job. And if one system goes down for
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any reason, we can rely upon the second. The two compressors, coupled with our large
double-walled holding plates (built right into the stainless liners) mean fast pull-down when
we’re freezing new food in the freezer.
An advantage of the DC approach and large battery bank is our ability to leave the boat unattended without having to worry about fridge power. When set to run automatically, the fridge/
freezer can cycle for 10 days or more before the batteries need a recharge.
For backup and to reduce charging time, we decided to give solar cells a try. Eight Siemens M55 cells, set around our pushpit, provide about 60 percent of our normal daily requirements when
anchored, or about 1,300 watts per day. These are easy to fold down in heavy weather or at the
dock, and while the aft pulpit location does subject the cells to some shading from the mizzen
rigging, it’s a simple, light installation.
Having this enormous amount of capacity has enabled us to be more laid back about power use.
The fridge is opened and closed at will, and we use a substantial amount of indirect ambient electric lighting at night. We installed very accurate amp-hour meters to measure power consumption,
and the results have been somewhat surprising.
We’re able to make two slices of toast for 50 watts. Using the microwave oven for six minutes
of cooking fresh vegetables takes just 30 watts. With the inverter at idle, charging the various portable tools, DustBusters, and video cameras, the meter doesn’t even register. The fridge system
consumes a little over 1,000 watts per day in the tropics, and 35 percent less in Southern California. Considering the fact that we can replace this power at a rate of almost 100 watts per minute
when running the engine, you can see that power conservation is not a major issue.
When Linda and I are on the boat together our total power usage is under 1,800 watts per day.
Since the main engine is also the generator, we want to be sure everything possible is done to
keep it happy. Toward this end we employed two very large Refineco fuel filters (with a selector
valve) which filter dirt down to 5 microns in size. (At press time filters work down to 1 micron,
with 30 microns being the norm.)
Keeping oil clean and free from contaminating acids is always difficult on a sailboat on which
the engine may not run as hot as desired. To help out we plumbed in both a Refineco heating element to boil off acids and moisture, and a Spinner ll centrifugal oil cleaner which takes dirt out
down to a tenth of a micron in size. As a result, our 150-horsepower 6-cylinder Isuzu diesel runs
clean as a whistle, with no appreciable carbon buildup in the exhaust.
In the past we’ve used waste heat from the engine or generator to make hot water for the heads
and galley. Without the engine running on a daily basis we had to come up with another solution.
We considered an on-demand propane heater, but in the end opted to tap into our interior heating
system. With an oversize heat exchanger in the hot-water cylinder, two or three minutes a day on
the Webasto diesel heater takes care of all our requirements for hot water. At the same time the
Everhot heat exchangers are efficient enough to let the diesel engine’s waste heat warm the interior, if the Webasto’s circulating pump is turned on.
While at anchor our need to run the engine is nominal, at sea power consumption zooms. With
performance instruments, satellite navigator, radar, and autopilot on around the clock, plus navigation lights and extra reading lights in the evening, usage more than doubles to more than 4,500
watts per day. However, we’ve found that we can get away with under an hour-and-a-half per day
of engine time for charging. This has eliminated the need for the separate charging prop used on
Intermezzo II.
We were interested to find out if it was possible to exist, albeit at a somewhat diminished level
of ambience, with just solar cells providing electricity. Our biggest concern was with long ocean
passages, where a needed spare part might not be readily available for engine repair. We found
that the solar cells will cover the autopilot requirements and either the fridge or freezer (but not
both), while maintaining an even battery level. Of course, this means digging out the taffrail log
and sextant, but they need the cobwebs brushed off now and then anyway.
When Sundeer is anchored it’s a bit easier to cope. The solar cells will handle both fridge and
freezer, with something left over for reading lights, listening to a tape or two, and maybe even two
slices of toast in the morning. But hairdryers are definitely on the prohibited list!
This new approach to supplying power works better than we’d hoped. When passaging, the
large battery bank allows us to go two to three days without the engine if required, and even in the
trades the wind goes light more often than that, necessitating some help from the prop. On the
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hook the solar cells keep battery drain at a low enough
level that we can wait for our move from one anchorage
to another to recharge the batteries. We’ve eliminated
the annoying noise and vibration of running a genset
daily, and saved the space and weight associated with
this gear. And best of all, when those solar cells are
cooking away we feel like we’re getting something for
nothing.
After a couple of years of cruising with these systems
it became apparent that we had a serious logic flaw in
our approach to things. The watermaker was very sensitive to engine rpm. Once it was set, if you changed rpm,
even a small amount, the watermaker would kick out.
Also, the lay-shaft arrangement, while nicely executed,
took a lot of floor space in the engine room and was a bit
noisy.
To improve the situation we removed the lay-shaft
setup entirely. The damage-control pump stayed on the
port side of the engine. The dual alternators were
replaced with a single, double-sized unit (two complete
alternators on a single shaft) mounted on the starboard
side. We acquired a 2-horsepower DC motor to drive the
watermaker. This motor was only run when the engine
was on and the big Electrodyne unit was pumping out
the amps. By separating it from the main engine we
could run the engine at any rpm, and/or vary the speed at
will, without affecting the watermaker. This turned out
to be a much more viable solution for our needs.
To increase ventilation capacity we went to 12 dorade
vents, each with larger cowls than we had used previously. This almost doubled the natural airflow compared to Intermezzo II when the hatches were closed.
Since we didn’t intend to be living aboard dockside in
the tropics, air-conditioning was eliminated, and even
coming through Polynesia in the summer we didn’t
miss it.

Interior Layout
The interior layout is developed around the theme of
maximum boat for Linda and me, with occasional visits
from the children or friends. Our cabin and head are still
forward, and there are twin aft cabins. In between is a
very large saloon, galley, and office area. The office is
even larger than in the past and has room for all the computer equipment we now find necessary to assist us in
the business of earning a living. The galley runs alongside the hull on the port side. Linda wedges herself in
between fridge/freezer box on the centerline and her
outboard galley counters. While this leaves the stove
outboard, she’s able to use it at sea standing to either
side, so the danger of getting hit with a flying pot is minimized.
Is Sundeer the ultimate boat? She’s close to it, and she
certainly performs better than we had dared to hope. But
one is never sure; and besides, we have this new idea...
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While Sundeer’s interior was
very open in a visual sense, all
of the floor spaces, including
the saloon, were tight enough
so that moving around in
heavy weather was possible
with a reasonable degree of
security.
Both the office and galley
area were abeam of the pilothouse/cockpit area where
motion was minimized and
communication with the pilot
house was easy.
The elongated L-shape in
the galley allowed one to work
in this area either forward or
aft of the stove.The sink, being
outboard, was emptied via a
macerator pump. This eliminated the problem of flooding
on starboard tack.
There were two guest cabins aft.They shared a head and,
while not overly large, were
certainly comfortable enough
for moderate-length stays
aboard (if you make guests
too comfor table they’ll stay
too long!).
Our suite was forward, the
same as in Intermezzo II.Ventilation is better up there, you
are further away from machinery noise when motorsailing,
and it is easy to hear the
anchor chain if one starts to
drag.
The main saloon table had a
removable handrail built into
the inboard edge. It turned
out that we used this handrail
a lot more than the one built
into the headliner. If we were
doing this design over, we’d
probably eliminate the overhead handrail altogether.
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When Sarah and her buddy
Kristin Sandvik left
Beowulf after helping us sail
her through the South
Pacific, their intent was to
explore New Zealand for a
month or so, then return to
the States to start careers.
After a couple of weeks in
t h e A u c k l a n d a r e a t h ey
quickly found that they could
support themselves by working on other people’s boats,
working on farms, and singing on street corners with the
occasional paying gig at a
restaurant or bar thrown in
for good measure.
By watching their budgets
carefully, they were able to
save a bit here and there. The
stay lengthened, and the idea
of cruising started to take
hold.
If they could find a boat at
the right price, their “rent”
would be covered. All they’d
need to save for would be
food and a bit of boat maintenance, and that ought to be
easy.
Hio Avae anchored in San Diego just prior to heading off for MexAs the southern hemiico.The masthead is red for better visibility. Note the riding sail on
the back stay.
sphere summer sun started its
northward trek, Sarah and
Kristin took time off to
explore the South Island, and then caught an inexpensive charter flight back to California. The
plan was to find a boat — cheap — get her ready to go cruising within a couple of months, and
head back south.

The Search
As anyone knows, the latter part of the 20th century has been a buyer’s market for used boats.
And no geographic area offers a better choice of “deals” than Southern California. The problem
the girls ran into was sifting through the garbage to find that one really nice boat, one that needed
a bit of care, was seaworthy, and was available at a price that would fit their budget.
My own guess was they’d find a nice 30-foot (9.2 m) design from the 1960s. This, would be, of
course, somewhat smaller than the vessel in which they’d just crossed the South Pacific. However,
when you are in your 20s the issue isn’t so much how big and comfy your boat is, as the ability to
go now with the budget in hand.
Sarah and Kristin figured that by selling their cars, pooling their savings, and doing a bit of
work on the side they could probably scrounge up about US$35,000 to buy, outfit, and provision
for a year.
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I won’t burden you with the details of the search. Suffice it to say it involved hundreds of trips
up and down the coast, even more phone calls to owners and brokers, and numerous consultations
with us. There were times when Sarah was close to tears in frustration over their inability to find
the right boat at the right price.
And then one day they were having lunch with my dad and a friend of his, Bob Metzner. Bob
asked Sarah how the search was going and what she was looking for. She told him that they’d like
to find a Cal 36 or a Santana 37 that needed some work....in their price range.
Bob mentioned an acquaintance with whom he’d just had a meeting. This chap had owned a
Santana 37 for the past 25 years and had not sailed it in eight. And he was talking about selling the
boat!
That afternoon Sarah called the owner and asked him if he was indeed going to sell. He said
that he’d been thinking about it and they made a date to meet at the boat.
After looking at all sorts of unsuitable boats, when Sarah and Kristin first saw Novia Del Mar,
it was love at first sight. The deck layout, cockpit, and interior were perfect for their needs. It
didn’t hurt that the boat had a reputation for quickness and sound construction.
She was a bit on the rough side on the interior — “cosmetically challenged” is one way of putting it. But that was easily corrected with lots of work.
The real issue now was price. Sarah and Kristin made a list of what they would need to add to
the boat’s gear to be self-sufficient and safe in an oceangoing context. They allowed for some
overages and for a year’s provisions. What they had left in their
cruising kitty was less than half the
asking price for a Santana 37, but
they were a cash buyer, there were
no brokers involved, and it was
money right now in the owner’s
hands (as opposed to waiting a
couple of years to sell the boat and
paying all of the costs associated
therewith).
To Sarah and Kristin’s delight,
their offer was accepted subject to
survey. We received an excited
phone call that afternoon from the
girls and made plans to come
across to L.A. for the survey.

Santana 37

While this rig looks modest by racing standards, for a mediumdisplacement cruiser, it is substantial. The Santana 37 has a reputation for speed, and you can see why.

The Santana 37 was designed in
the late 1960s by Gary Mull. This
was in the heyday of the Cal 40,
which was winning everything in
sight. The design brief was simple:
create a boat to compete under the
CCA handicap rule with the Cal
40, and give the bigger boat a race
on elapsed time as well.
Mull came up with a design that
was quite radical in its time. It had
a relatively high prismatic coefficient (lots of volume in the ends)
with a long straight run aft for good
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reaching and running performance. There was almost no overhang aft and modest overhang forward. The waterline of the boat loaded for cruising is a hair over 31 feet (9.53 m).
Beam was 11.66 feet (3.6 m) for a length-to-beam ratio of 3.11. I’d like to see a narrower
length-to-beam ratio, but in a vessel of this size it is tough to work an acceptable interior into a
narrower hull. There’s a fin keel and spade rudder. Most interesting from a cruising standpoint is
the trim tab on the aft end of the keel. While this is a potential maintenance headache, it does
allow you to reduce leeway angle and weather helm with trim tab adjustment, a major issue in
self steering. The original draft was 5.8 feet (1.8 m) but was more like 6 feet and a hair (1.9 m)
when loaded for cruising.
The rig was enormous for a boat of this era. The hoist on the jib (I) was 50 feet (15.4 m). The
forward triangle base (J) was 15.5 feet (4.8 m), while the main had dimensions of 44 feet (13.5
m) by 15.5 feet (4.8 m).
The mast was a heavy Sparcraft section, rigged with double spreaders and fore-and-aft lowers.
There was no cutter stay, but there were running backstays. By today’s standards the mast was
bulletproof.
The original displacement was a svelte (for the time) 16,000 pounds (7,256 kg), of which
almost 45 percent was lead.
Construction was mat and woven roving over balsa core for hull and deck. The hull and deck

This is a very traditional cruiser/racer layout.They have lots of bunks, and could sleep eight people if you used
the aft quarter berths as doubles, the saloon settee as a double, and then packed another two bodies into the
V-berths forward and two more on the starboard side of the saloon.
However, Sarah and Kristin have started out using the quarter berths as “private space” keeping the V-berth
area free for lounging and storage.This may change in the tropics.
Note the large spade rudder and trim tab on the keel.
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Putting your college education to work! Sarah
and Kristin singing in a nightclub in Auckland,
New Zealand (above).
Below, Kristin picking zucchini on a farm outside of Auckland. Both Sarah and Kristin decided
after this experience that working on boats
wasn’t so bad after all (especially if your
employer is someone other than your parents).
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appeared to be in very good shape, and we
could find no loose sections of core anywhere
in the structure. The laminate, while light for
the era in which it was built, was bulletproof
by current standards — just what you want for
cruising.
The keel was an external casting with plenty
of large keel bolts, well spaced. While the
bilge was relatively flat, there was a nice deep
sump in the way of the keel, into which bilge
water could accumulate.
The boat surveyed very well, with only a
few minor write-ups. We removed the sea
cocks to check for dry rot and the condition of
the laminate, and surprisingly found everything in perfect order. There were just a few
blisters on the bottom, nothing worth worrying about at this point.
When you consider that this boat had been
launched in 1971, and was even older than one
of its owners, you’d have to admit the boat
looked pretty good.
Sarah and Kristin went to the bank, picked
up a cashier’s check for the purchase price,
paid the previous owner, and had themselves a
new home.
The first thing they did was rename the boat
Hio Avae, “look at the moon” in Puamotian.
It wasn’t long before Sarah and Kristin
knew they had a very, very quick cruising boat
on their hands. It was obvious from the design
that the boat would be fast off the wind, especially in a breeze, and they found out that she
was also fast in light going.

Cruising Conversion
After a few days of sailing and living
aboard, the girls started to make lists. It
quickly became apparent that the first thing
they wanted to do was brighten up the interior,
to make the boat more livable.
Like many yachts, the Santana 37 had lots
of dark wood trim-varnished bulkheads, as
well as a covering of old, dirty, brown vinyl
wallpaper on the hullside.
They painted the bulkheads and much of the
trim, stripped the wallpaper, and painted out
the hullsides an off-white, making the boat
look twice as big inside.
Kristin contacted Sonny Singh for a quote
on new bunk and saloon cushions, a dodger,
and a cockpit awning. The price was within
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their budget (Sonny does great work for very reasonable rates — we’ve used him on a number of
our big boat projects) so they had him start right away.
While Sarah began to work on plumbing, wiring, and rigging projects, Kristin cleaned decades
of accumulation from lockers and bilges.
The to-do list continued to grow and was still growing by the time they were ready to go cruising. For propulsion they had a Westerbeke 4.107. The engine had just 700 hours on it, and
appeared to be in good condition. However. it needed a good cleaning, and only had a very small
alternator for power.
When they took possession the boat was fitted with a fixed-blade prop. However, there was a
Martec folding prop in the spares box. Putting this on made a huge difference in performance
(although maneuvering the boat under power became somewhat problematic). There was 90 US
gallons (348 liters) of diesel fuel capacity in two black iron tanks. While the tanks appeared clean,
the fuel itself was old and probably contaminated. They arranged to have the fuel removed and the
tanks cleaned by a mobile, waterborne cleaning service.
Ninety gallons of fuel is a lot of capacity for a boat of
this size. In smooth water it ought to give them a range
of almost 700 miles.
From a systems standpoint the first decision they had
to make was refrigeration. The boat had a small box,
with galvanized holding plates made by Dole (good
units). However, the plumbing was shot and the compressor was missing. Given the state of their finances,
and the fact that running the engine every day did not
seem like such a neat idea (it was located under the
companionway), they decided to forgo cold drinks. This
simplified the rest of the equation.
When the time to get serious about these projects
arrived, they moved the boat to Ventura Harbor, where
A Polaroid shot of the boat during
they could work behind Dave and Diane Wyman’s
survey. Look at the difference some
paint and elbow grease makes (below).
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The galley sink
is close to the
c e n t e rl i n e
where it drains
on both tacks.
The stove is outboard (a safety
negative at sea —
bu t y o u c a n ’ t
have everything).
The engine box
(left foreground)
has fiddle rails on
both edges so it
wo r k s we l l a s
counter space.

The forward cabin has a moderate amount of easily
accessed storage plus some bulk area under the bunk. However, most of the bulk space is taken up by a large stainlesssteel freshwater tank of 50 gallons (194 liters).There’s another
30-gallon (116 liter) plastic freshwater tank in the saloon.

house. This gave them a much
quieter environment, and they
could call on Dave for advice and
help when required. (As it turns
out, they relied upon his expertise
a great deal!)
From Bob Williams at SALT
they picked up a couple of M-55
Siemens solar panels. They figured that without a fridge, on the
hook, these ought to provide
more than enough power. For
backup, and when they were passaging, the purchased a used 160amp Balmar alternator. Bill Daffron made a sturdy bracket for
this oversized alternator. They
installed two Trojan L-16 deep
cycle batteries with 320 amps of
total capacity. These would give
them a huge reserve for cloudy
days and provide a large load for
the alternator to work against
when they were drawn down.
From my dad’s garage they dug
out an old Ham Ferris towing
generator for use at sea.
One of the things I was interested in as a father was their security in event of a breach of the
hull. It was obvious that the boat
was light in the bilge-pump
department. To improve this situation they replaced their hand
pump with a Whale 20-gpm unit,
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Quarter ber ths
can be a bit warm
and claustrophobic. To improve the
s i t u a t i o n l a rg e
ports were cut into
the cockpit footwe l l . T h e y a r e
installed under the
d o d g e r, s o t h a t
they can be left
open in rain and
spray without worrying about turning
the quarter ber th
into a quarter bath.
Eight-inch
(200mm) diameter
ports were cut into
the lazaret bulkhead for additional
ventilation. When
the lazaret hatch is left open, it funnels air into the lazaret and thence through these open ports. In 8 or 10
knots of breeze, on the hook, it is like having your own private air conditioner. Note the mesh clothes
storage bins on the hullside.They provide an inexpensive way of adding to storage capacity while providing
good ventilation for the stored items.

A large foredeck hatch is ideal
for ventilation in the tropics
(and for bringing sails on deck).
The problem was that there
was no really good way to seat it
on its gasket. If a wave ever
caught an edge of the hatch, it
would be easily ripped off, leaving the boat totally vulnerable.
To get around this problem
Sarah and Kristin fitted a large
PVC pipe brace snugged down
with a wing nut before heading
to sea.They used 1 1/2-inch (37
mm) schedule-80 PVC pipe. The bolt is a 14-20,
through-bolted onto the aluminum plate which is
6 inches (150mm) in diameter.This plate in turn is
bolted and glued with 3M 5200 to the fiberglass
hatch.
When you snug up the wing nut, the gasket is
compressed all around the hatch edge.This also
helps the normal latches take any load that a
wave might impart to the hatch edges.

and a much larger submersible electric pump. They added a T on the engine intake so that the
engine raw water pump could be used for emergencies as well.
The boat came with an antique VHF, depth sounder, and sailing instruments. The VHF and
depthsounder looked funky but worked, so they stayed. The wind instruments and speedometer
did not work, and were replaced by some wool in the rigging and a masthead fly. After carefully
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The main electrical panel (above) was extremely simple, yet with
the addition of a couple of breakers and fuses it gets the job done.
Note the $17 Radio Shack digital voltmeter permanently wired to
check voltage.

A Balmar 160-amp alternator was mounted under the standard
alternator. Both use external regulators. They are wired to each feed
a separate battery bank. The smaller alternator feeds a single starting
battery.The bigger unit feeds two Trojan L-16s (the house bank).
The battery selector switch allows you to use either bank, but not
both.
Chafe is always a problem with hoses and wires where they run over
the engine (bottom photo). This cable is protected with a bit of wire
wrap.
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checking the budget they
decided on a used Furuno LCD
radar. Its small antenna and
light power output made it
marginal for target definition,
but for seeing big ships at sea
and working into open harbors
in less-than-ideal conditions it
seemed to be okay. They
installed a small Garmin GPS,
and then found a used Kenwood ham radio for long-range
communication.
For ground tackle they
added a bow roller, a 1/4-inch
(6.3mm) schedule-4 ACCO
chain rode, and a used Maxwell electric windlass. Sarah
found a used 66-pound (30kg)
Bruce anchor. Aside from my
own comments on it being just
about right, the girls could tell
from the comments around the
marina that they had the right
hook. When people start kidding you about the size of your
ground tackle, you know you
are going in the correct direction.
Hio Avae had come with two
25-pound (11kg) Danforth
anchors and two 200-foot
(61m) 1/2-inch (12.6mm)
nylon rodes. To this they added
a couple of short lengths of
chain for the Danforths. They
also bought a 600-foot (185m)
roll of 1/2-inch (12.6mm) Yale
nylon braid, a very stretchy
construction. This was emergency stock, to be used when
the chips were down.
Other projects included pulling the mast and checking it
over, replacing standing rigging (although what they had
looked pretty good) and turnbuckles (the old turnbuckles
were single-toggle and subject
to stress failure as a result).
The main halyard and reefing
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gear for the mainsail was lead aft
to the cockpit. The reel winch on
the main halyard was consigned to
the used-gear bin.
While the mast was out of the
boat they painted the top of it rescue orange for better visibility, and
added a storm trysail track.
A cutter stay was rigged down to
the centerline track on the foredeck (which was reinforced to a
bulkhead under the deck). This
would provide a place to fly a
storm staysail.
The one weak point in the rig
was the boom and topping lift. To
get around this, they acquired a
Forespar mechanical vang (which
is used primarily to support the
boom). Forespar also made them
an adaptation of one of their vang
fittings which could be used to
replace the older cast-bronze
gooseneck that was much too light
for offshore work.
For self-steering, Sarah scored a
Sayes windvane from a used
marine gear place for $300 and
their old turnbuckles. She found a
used WH autopilot from Will
Hamm in Seattle.
The Santana had originally been
built with tiller steering. Somewhere along the way their boat had
been converted to wheel steering.
Dad was in favor of converting
back, but it seemed like a big
project to the girls, and they
already had two forms of selfsteering that were not wheel
dependent.

Sail Inventory
Hio Avae had spent much of her
early life racing, so she had a large,
albeit old, sail inventory. There
were two extra mains, one of
which was quite heavy and looked
brand new. This was sent back to
Dan Neri at North Sails Rhode
Island to be converted to a trysail
for $225. The other main looked to
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T h e s h ow e r
sump pump
needed replacement. Rather
than put another
pump in, Kristin
came up with
the idea of using
a bucket. This
allows the waste
shower water to
be used again for
washing clothes,
the boat, or even
recycled in the
shower itself.

Propane was originally stored in the lazaret, in a not-verywell-sealed box. Sarah mounted a new 20-pound (9kg) tank
on top of the trunk cabin, and led the hose through a deck
gland — a much safer option. There’s a second tank tied
down aft at the pushpit.
To improve water taste, a PUR water filter was mounted on
the galley faucet. It really works well. The two Whale hand
pumps are for salt- and freshwater.
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A 25-year-old leaking toilet was rebuilt with two inexpensive
hand bilge pumps — one for pumping in salt water and a second for evacuating the bowl.The built-in pump (on the right in
the photo) was disconnected.
This type of system is far more efficient and longer lasting
than the normal built-in toilet pump — and required far less
maintenance over time.

The cutter stay attaches to a track which is bolted to
the deck. However, the track, by itself, was a bit on the
light side to carry the load of a storm jib in heavy seas.
Dave Wyman made up this brace for Sarah to install. It is
a chunk of aluminum angle (3 x 3 x 5/16-inch / 75 x 75 x
8 mm) that is used to connect the track to the anchor
locker bulkhead.
There are, of course, doors into the anchor locker,
weakening the bulkhead effect of the plywood. This aluminum angle actually spans the entire opening so the
load of the cutter stay can be carried by the bulkhead
into the hull sides.
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be in better condition than that which
was on the boat. After checking the
shape (somewhat flatter), Kristin
took it to Morelli Sails in Ventura and
worked with Tony Morelli to restitch, add spreader chafe patches,
and make the battens longer (the top
batten was made full length, the second 50 percent longer than normal,
and the bottom two a third longer
than normal). The ends of the batten
pockets (at the leech) were sewn shut
to prevent accidental launching of
the battens during reefing operations.
They had a relatively new no. 4 jib
with a sun cover. This sail was about
75 percent of the forward triangle
and while fine for a breeze, would
leave them underpowered in anything light. The larger genoas were
all shot and not worth taking along.
They arranged with Dan Neri to
make them a 125-percent working
jib from some medium firm 7-ounce
Dacron. The sail was set up to roller
furl on the ancient but very effective
Mariner hank-on roller-furling
headstay. They also had Dan make
them a storm staysail to be flown
from the cutter stay or the headstay.
The staysail could be used with
reefed main or trysail if conditions
were strong, or as a double head rig
with the smaller jib.
From the rest of their inventory
they kept a light genoa staysail to be
used when running wing and wing
(sheeted to the end of the main
boom), and a full-sized 3/4-ounce
crosscut spinnaker. To make spinnaker handling easier, they picked up
an ATN spinnaker snuffer.
After several short cruises they
found that the boat sailed on her
anchor in any sort of breeze. We discussed this problem and then they
had Dan Neri make them a riding
sail (also known as a “back staysail”)
that could be set off the backstay on
the hook (hoisted with the main halyard).
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Getting Ready to Go
The hardest part in cruising
preparation is knowing when
to go. There are always new
items on the to-do list. But
when your budget is severely
limited, and every month at the
dock is costing three or more
out cruising, there is more
incentive to get a move on.
Sarah and Kristin went sailing every chance they got. But
with the pressure to get the list
whittle down it wasn’t nearly
as much time as they (or their
parents) wished. When the
time came to finally leave they
decided to hang out in Southern California for awhile,
using the boat, seeing what
worked and what didn’t, and
working on their boathandling
skills. A cruise through the
local offshore islands finally
brought them, like so many
others, to San Diego, where
they made last-minute preparations.
Linda and I flew over to help
with provisioning (it is amazing how many shopping-cart
loads a boat of that size will
hold). After a few days we
headed back to Arizona to
work on this book and the girls
did their final chores before
departure.
T h e n t h e d a y fin a l l y
arrived...in fact, a few paragraphs ago I was interrupted
by Sarah calling to say goodbye. They are off for Mexico
and then who knows where.
They have a small but seaworthy home fully paid for. They
can support themselves by
singing and working on yachts
and by writing the odd magazine article. We expect they’ll
be gone as long as it’s fun.

The running rig, 125-percent jib poled out to weather, and
the lightweight (3-ounce) genoa staysail sheeted through the
end of the main boom. In 10 knots of true wind, the genoa
staysail will add 10 to 12 miles to the day’s run.

Heaving-to
w i t h s t o rm
s t ay s a i l a n d
t ry s a i l
requires that
the trysail be
sheeted amidships (bridled
b e t we e n
weather and
lee rails). With
the
helm
lashed, the
boat will lie
between 40
and
65
degrees off
the wind,
depending on
sea and wind
state.
In 14 knots
true they can
reach at 4
knots with this
rig.
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Protecting hatches from a knockdown is always a concern. The
ancient aluminum frames that held in the cabin windows could not be
removed without destroying them in the process. And they had a tendency to leak in rain and spray.To mitigate the problem a bead of sealant was run around the edges of the window plastic and frame. Then
some 1/2-inch (12.6mm) Lexan was bolted over the outside (upper
right).The Lexan acts to take the structural load off the older aluminum
framed window, transferring stress directly to the trunk cabinet laminate.
For the forward-opening ports the issues were a little different. These ports had large spigots (eyebrows) that protruded past the skin of the house structure. Also, it was important to have a system that
was easy to install and remove so the hatches could be opened in nice weather.
They took a bit more of the Lexan and added a couple of timber strips, top and bottom, to hold the
Lexan off of the port spigot.This allows the Lexan to transmit any load it sees directly onto the finishing
ring and thence to the house without loading the port itself. The timber also serves to hold the storm
shutter in place.

Lightweight welded
lifeline bails like those in
the photos on the left
are always suspect,
especially on a 25-plusyear-old boat. Rather
than remove all of the
stanchions and have
t h e s e r e we l d e d o r
replaced with flat plate
bales (a huge job) both
ends of each top lifeline
wire was seized around
the stanchion itself. This
way, if or when the
bales fail, there will be
something holding the
lifeline in place.
The aft top lifelines
were replaced with light
stainless steel tubing to
lend a bit more security
when walking around
the cockpit area.
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There aren’t many doors aboard Hio Avae but the few that
are there are held open or closed with door hooks (left).This
is especially helpful for ventilation.
Drawers are kept in place with a simple plastic “earthquake” lock sold in Southern California hardware stores.
Much more secure than finger locks, these are easy to install
and cost less than a dollar each.

Here’s another view of the hullside storage bags that Kristin
designed. These are a neat way to
store lots of small items that need
to be separated. They’re made
from a breathable Textilene fabric,
which will help to minimize problems with mildew when cruising in
damp environments.

Galley storage was somewhat lacking, especially for dishes. Hinged wire-frame baskets
were installed under the side deck (behind and
above the stove) for everyday utensil storage.
There are two of these baskets (costing about
five dollars each).

Rather than carry a life raft, Sarah and Kristin opted for
a Yachtsaver buoyancy bag system (right). There are a
total of six bags and two CO2 cylinders. The total cost
was about the same as a quality life raft.
It took Sarah about a week’s work to install the entire
system.
The bag shown here is under the saloon table.The fabric used to hold the bag matches the saloon cushions.
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Sarah (left) and Kristin
(right) smiling because
they know it is almost
time to go!
This is the first of several van loads. At this
point, just before the
loading process was
started, it was hard to
imagine where these
stores would fit.

All paper and
cardboard wrapping
was
removed (upper
left).This reduces
the chances of
getting a roach
infestation, and
reduces the possibility of clogged bilge bumps should the packaging material get wet. The food was then double-packed in
ZipLok bags for extra protection.
The shallow bilge was used to store items in plastic that would
not be affected by the odd bit of salt water (upper right). Labels
were either removed or varnished over.
Canned goods were stored
beneath seats and bunks where
they were a bit higher and more
protected from moisture (right).
Many of the items purchased in
bu l k h a d t h e c a n s s h r i n k
wrapped.This added protection for longterm storage.
To keep track of the many manuals, diagrams, and notes, a loose-leaf binder
with plastic insert holders was assembled
(middle left).
At Target, Kristin found these light
weight, rectangular-shaped sealable jars
(lower two photos), ideal for keeping
things fresh.
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Sonny Singh made this good-looking dodger. It has removable side and aft curtains., and covers 52 inches
(1.32 m) of cockpit area, just enough for two people to sit together on one side. Handholds are sewn into
the top.
The cockpit awning is attached in front to a couple of stainless-steel pipe supports which are mounted on
the aft dodger bow.These are held forward by straps to the cabin-top handrails.The awning is then stretched
aft to the backstay. Both front and back are held in place by aluminum pipe battens. A small halyard seized to
the backstay keeps the center of the awning topped up so it doesn’t pool water. Alternatively, when they want
to catch rainwater, the halyard is eased and the center of the awning is pulled down. (There’s a hose bib for
attaching a hose to fill the water tanks.)
The riding sail is essential to keep them head to wind for ventilation, and to keep anchor loads down in
breezy conditions.Without this riding sail they shear back and forth on the anchor rode in any sort of breeze.
The photo below is a good view of the compact cockpit.There’s sufficient room to stretch out, yet the volume of the cockpit is not so large as to endanger the boat when a wave breaks aboard.
The small
wheel is nice for
maneuvering in
port but for sailing is not nearly
as pleasant or
e f fic i e n t
as
would be a tiller.
Note
the
openings in the
dodger where it
wraps around
t h e a f t b ow.
These provide a
nice handhold
(where you can
get your hand all
the way around
the pipe).
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There are all sorts of framing systems you
can use with metal boats. Beowulf had
frames at roughly 16 inches (400 mm) on
center from the bow to the beginning of
the main saloon, and then 24 inches (610
mm) on center from there aft.

As our work on the Sundeer production series started
to wind down, Linda and I discussed what to do for our
own next cruiser. The easiest thing to do was to have
TPI build us a boat. Send them a fax, and five months
later we’d be sailing. We liked the 64 and loved the 56,
but two things held us back.
First, we had recently learned that Linda was allergic
to mold and dust. With either of the production boats it
was going to be tough to deal with this unless we made
major modifications to the way they were built.
Second, for many years I had been thinking about a
somewhat different hull-and-rig combination that
while similar in appearance to what we’d been doing
was in many ways radically different.
While this concept excited me, I had been leery of
committing time and resources to it as there were several major areas of risk that we’d only prove (or disprove) once we were at sea.
However, our experience with the way the Sundeer
64 and 56 behaved, along with the information we had
on the original 67, gave us some excellent data on
which to base a new design. We’d also learned how to
push rig efficiency to higher levels of performance,
while advances in sail design and materials gave us
confidence that we could generate increased rig power
in a form that Linda and I could handle.

The creation of a cruising yacht is very much about
making the right compromises in hull shape, rig, fins, powering capability, systems, and interior
layout.
One of the frustrations I always face is the trade-off necessary between performance and seamanship. Realistically, there’s only so much rig you can deal with as a couple. Because of prudence, respect for the sea, and the fact that our yachts (regardless of size) have always been
designed for couples they have had to be efficient and easy to handle. This in turn naturally led
them to be very fast in a cruising context (although this has never been the primary design objective).
But, at the same time, I recognized we were leaving a lot of boat speed on the table, because our
rigs have been smaller than our designs have been capable of utilizing.

Design Objective
Once Linda and I decided to take a look at a new design, we had many discussions as to what
we wanted in the next boat. From Linda’s standpoint there were several key issues. First, she
needed full protection from the sun under all conditions. Second, the boat must to be well ventilated so there would never be any mold or mildew. And if any did start to grow, it had to be easily
cleaned (i.e., no hidden or inaccessible places). Finally, Linda wanted a comfortable cockpit with
a large table at which we could entertain guests and take our own meals.
There were several things I wanted to pursue. One was the engine room. I enjoy playing in the
engine room but hate the frustration of working on gear that is difficult to get to. The engine room
had to be large enough so that everything was out in the open. Next, I wanted space to stow our
hard dink and an inflatable on deck.
On the performance front I had felt for some years that we were tantalizingly close to a critical
mass of design parameters that would allow us to jump to a new level of cruising-boat speed in a
configuration that Linda and I could handle by ourselves
For me, this was the driving force — I wanted to see if we could come up with a cruising yacht
which allowed us to sail at 300 miles per day in average trade-wind conditions.
This sort of speed would allow us to move the boat around more, visiting more and different
destinations than had been our practice in the past.
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With this broad-brush outline we started on a two-year design odyssey. As time went on we
tried one thing, then tossed it aside and went in another direction. Everything, except for the basic
concept of the boat was on the table. We challenged every assumption we held about large cruising yachts.
The process was exhaustive, at times frustrating, but always invigorating. We were, after all, on
a quest for the holy grail of cruising — the perfect yacht.

Initial Hull Shapes
We began by allocating basic space throughout the hull. The engine room was roughed in at the
aft end of the boat, which gave me plenty of space on deck above for our two dinghies. We added
a couple of aft cabins, length for a galley/saloon area, and an owner’s suite forward. At this point
we were in the 70-foot (21.5 m) range, with a basic interior layout similar to our original Sundeer,
but with a somewhat larger engine room.

This isometric drawing is of Beowulf ’s hull shape.The hull is totally balanced with heel. Between upright
sailing angles and a 20-degree heel, the fore-and-aft trim remains almost constant. Even power reaching
in heavy airs the steering loads are very low because of this balance and the modest length-to-beam ratio.

The initial displacement was based on Sundeer, with the assumption that we’d probably carry
a little less payload.
As we worked through the first series of hull designs, we used shapes based on the production
boats, but with finer bows for better wave penetration and smoother ride.These shapes were more
powerful than the original Sundeer (i.e., more beamy at the waterline), but with comparable entry
angles forward.
Experimenting with various hulls on the computer and then comparing the results to our historical database quickly made it clear that adding length to the boat was beneficial in almost all sailing scenarios.

Water Ballast
Early in the design process we started to look at ways of working in salt-water ballast to augment performance and comfort. Since we would be using aluminum construction, we would put
fuel and fresh water into hull-bottom tanks, leaving the sides of the hull available for salt-water
ballast tanks.
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Ballast tanks are hidden under furniture in such a way that
they have no visual impact on the interior. They run from
the main-saloon bulkhead back into the engine room.
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The trick was to do this in a manner
so that it did not compromise the aesthetics of the interior or the storage
volume we felt we would need for
long-term cruising.
After dozens of different configurations we found that tanks that ran from
the main saloon bulkhead below the
counter-top level, aft to the engine
room, could be fitted into the boat so
that you wouldn’t notice they were
there.
These tanks would reduce heel by
anywhere from six to ten degrees,
depending on how much of their
capacity was used.

Rig Design
We started the rig-design process at the same time we began to look at hull shapes with several
goals. First, the rig had to be easy to handle for the two of us in a wide variety of conditions. Second, we wanted to be able to sail in tight quarters without using a headsail. Third, I wanted to be
able to push the boat hard in moderate-to-strong winds, without having to worry about gusts and
squalls knocking us down.
After looking at a variety of sloop and cutter sailplans we came back to the ketch rig, with which
we’d been working for the past decade. With 25-degree-aft-swept spreaders, no permanent backstay is required, allowing highly efficient, big-roached sails. Lots of separation between main and
mizzen makes the headsails flown from the mizzen mast much more efficient. We knew from past
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experience that mizzen headsails are easy to use offshore, and that they add horsepower rapidly,
with little effort on the part of the crew.
As the design process went on Linda and I debated back and forth the merits of short and tall
rigs. I looked with favor at sailplans that would be very fast in light airs, but more difficult to handle in a breeze, while Linda’s preference was for something more docile. We initially settled on a
very aggressive rig, but then after thinking about the handling issues in the trades with lots of
squalls, we shortened it down.
We did not make a final rig decision until the day before we released the drawings to Forespar
to begin construction. In the end, we opted for a rig of modest height, with a main mast just shy of
70 feet (21.5 m) off the water, with a mizzen a hair shorter. Seventy-five percent of total area was
in the main and mizzen, leaving a very small forward triangle. Even though the rig was short, it
carried 2,300 square feet (218 square meters) of working canvas (an increase of over 30 percent
compared to our original Sundeer — and this on a rig of the same height).
Obviously the main and mizzen were going to be a lot bigger than we were used to handling. To
make these easy to handle we kept the booms very low. The mizzen was designed at just 3 feet (0.9
m) off the deck, with the main 6 inches (150 mm) higher. These low booms, lazyjacks, and the use
of Spectra sailcloth made for a rig that was in most respects as easy to handle as what we’d been
used to before. The sails ended up the same total weight (the main came in at 194 pounds/88 kg,
while the mizzen weighed 178 pounds/81 kg — both weights are with all hardware and battens),
even though this was a far more powerful design with substantially more sailcloth in both sails.

Beowulf ’s rig has a lot more roach in main and mizzen than what we have used before.The above photo and
the drawing to the left will give you a good idea of how much separation there is between the spars.This spacing is a key factor in the aerodynamic efficiency of this ketch rig. The working jib is more like a staysail, so it is
very easy to tack and has efficient sheet leads when reaching as well as beating.The large roaches on both main
and mizzen allow us to pack in lots of highly effective sail area onto a rather short sail plan. If we used conventional, triangular sails, the rig would need to be 16 feet (5m) higher to have the same horsepower. Of course
then there would be more weight aloft and more drag, so the boat would be much more tender.
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Articulating Bowsprit
With the very high speed potential we’d have with this design, we knew that using asymmetrical spinnakers would make sense for long downwind passages. However, a centerline bowsprit is
not particularly efficient when broad-reaching and running, so we decided to look at a sprit that
could be rotated from side to side, thus moving the luff of the spinnaker or reacher to weather.
We tried a number of possibilities on paper and then during construction mocked up four different approaches. The final design was moderate in weight (less than two spinnaker poles) and
very easy to use.
It is basically an aluminum heavy-walled pipe, with a solid aluminum bobstay. Control lines
lead over spreaders to a point back by the main shrouds. For more data on this system see the section under modern bowsprits.

Deck Layout
It quickly became evident that the best layout would have the cockpit contiguous with the pilothouse. This kept the after deck clear for dink stowage and made it easy to step out from the pilothouse to do any sail handling.
The mizzen mast would mark the aft boundary of the cockpit, with a large table in the center of
the area to break up the space at sea (with convenient handrails all the way around). The table was
designed with folding leaves so that Linda could serve meals on deck.
This layout had the added advantage of allowing us to rig a permanent awning over the entire
cockpit area between the mizzen cap shrouds and headstays.
We spent many hours on the design of the running rigging systems to simplify sailing the boat
as much as possible. Harking back to our catamaran days we adopted two large semicircular travelers for the main and mizzen control.
Full-width travelers mean gunwale-to-gunwale control of the booms. Thus we’d not need a
vang unless we were running. When we wanted to adjust the sail angle of attack we could do so
with the traveler control rather than sheet. The sheet would be used just for controlling the twist
in the upper portion of the sail. Traveler loads are about one-third of those on the sheet, and with
a 2-to -1 tackle, very fast to trim or ease compared to a much more highly loaded sheet with a 4to-1 tackle.
Sheet and traveler controls, via jammers for main and mizzen, lead to electric winches, each of
which are set either side of the door into the pilothouse — one for the mizzen to port and one for
the main to starboard. Sail adjustments are possible from inside the pilothouse (just reach out and
ease the sheet or push a button to trim).
The combination of powered winches and traveler-based sail control makes jibing in strong
wind very fast (remember, there are two large sails to control here!).
Primary winches and sundry adjustment controls (jib-lead position, vangs, preventers, running
backstays, and bowsprit angle) all lead to winches at the forward edge of the seats.
The deck coamings were designed similarly to what we’d done before. They were to provide
seats in the cockpit, a base for the pilothouse to sit on, and then run forward to the mainmast.
They were both an enormously strong box beam to support the deck and a giant “plenum”
chamber into which all cowls funneled fresh air from on deck and from which you could draw
fresh air from a variety of vents in the interior.

Pilothouse
There are many ways to look at on-deck shelter. In reality, a well-designed dodger will provide
almost all of what you need under most conditions when you are at sea. However, an enclosed
pilothouse adds a hard-to-define level of ambiance to the cruising experience.
But this comes with some costs. One is weight. Unless very carefully engineered, a pilothouse
can add a ton or more of weight very high above the center of gravity. Another negative is windage
and finally, the biggest hurdle for me, aesthetics.
But with a hull as long as we were contemplating, it seemed possible that we could design a
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pilothouse that would meet Linda’s environmental and ambiance requirements without ruining
the appearance of the boat in the process.
There are many ways to design a pilothouse, with lots of ergonomic and aesthetic issues to be
worked through. There can be substantial conflicts between what works well at sea and what
looks good in port.
From the beginning we determined that our primary objective would be to have a pilothouse
that was at its best on long watches at sea. This meant that we would need to be able to brace ourselves as we moved about, and that the seats had to be comfortable for me to sleep on when I was
off-watch (as I like to be close at hand if we are carrying a spinnaker at night or in tricky navigational areas).
Next, we wanted to have all the navigation and communication functions centralized in the
pilothouse so that one could keep close watch outside of the boat while navigating or communicating (without having to leave the conning area).
Finally, we wanted the pilothouse to be an inviting space to use when we were at anchor.
One of the trade-offs with mid-cockpits and pilothouses is that the footwell, the area where you
stand, intrudes into the interior living space. Regardless of what you do design-wise to mitigate
the impact, this significantly reduces the visual space in the saloon. We’d wrestled with this problem for years and were determined to try something new.
Rather than surround the footwell with vertical walls as is the norm (thereby cutting off the
pilothouse from the rest of the interior), we left it open all around the area where you stand.
The navigation-desk furniture and seats “float.” The effect when you are below is that the entire
galley/saloon area is open without obstruction. And from the pilothouse looking down you see an
expanse of open space below and in front of you. The effect from both viewing angles is dramatic.
This approach enhanced air flow throughout the entire interior and made it easier for those in
the pilothouse to communicate with the folks below.

Interior Layout
We looked at all sorts of alternatives for the interior, but in the end came back to the same basic
layout we’ve been using for the last two decades. Owner’s suite forward, large open saloon/galley/office area centrally located, with guests cabins aft. Because of the larger size of this new
design, each guest cabin would have its own head area, with a shared, enclosed shower.
In the early stages of the design development we decided to leave an area forward of the owner’s
cabin as “free” space. This would be for later use, perhaps an area for exercise equipment, a crew
cabin, or a space for (someday) grandchildren.
The galley area was to be somewhat larger than we’d used before, with a fridge/freezer of 30
cubic feet (0.85 cubic meter). The ship’s office was much larger than we’d done before, giving us
plenty of room to stretch out drawings or video-editing equipment.
In general, however, what we were after was not so much more storage area to carry “stuff”
(although there was plenty of that!) as more visual space.

Keel and Rudder Design
On a large cruising yacht, along with rig proportions, draft and fin design are amongst the most
difficult compromises to make. In terms of pure performance, deep draft is a huge advantage. But
when it comes to many lovely anchorages, not to mention hurricane holes, deep draft is a definite
negative.
One also has to be concerned with running aground at speed. A deep keel puts much more load
on the hull and keel-reinforcing structure when it suddenly hits the bottom.
We designed keels ranging from 5 feet (1.54 m) in draft to 8 1/2 feet (2.6 m). We evaluated them
all in terms of performance, structure, and the impact on our cruising. As we went back and forth
on the fin proportions, we were also juggling the rig numbers (the two are closely interrelated).
We finally opted for a 7 1/2-foot (2.4m) draft as an all-around compromise. This would give us
reasonable performance upwind, yet as we knew from the experience during our circumnavigation aboard Intermezzo, we’d still be able to visit most of the good anchorages around the world.
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With a powerful engine
system and narrow keel
tip we could push the
bottom couple of feet
(0.6 m) through mud if
necessary. This would
allow us to work into
hurricane holes where
we had to cross a shallow river bar to gain
entrance.
And in case we
wished to do some thinwater cruising in the
future, we designed the
keel so that we could
change the bottom of
the fin to reduce draft to
an even 6 feet (1.85 m).
If you have balanced
hull lines and a modest
length-to-beam ratio,
the boat will basically
steer itself. The actual
steering loads, under
s a i l , a r e ve r y l i g h t
indeed. As boat size
increases and stability
goes up, steering loads
tend to drop in scale relative to smaller yachts
that are bounced
around more by the
waves. These two factors would indicate that
a small rudder (in scale
compared to our other
designs) could be used
at sea.
However, when you
want entry into a tight
anchorage or marina,
the size of the rudder
becomes the most critical ingredient in closequarters maneuvering.
But big rudders add significant amounts of
drag under sail and
power when they are
not being used.
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In the past we had always designed rudders for the close-quarters work. Very closely related to
this is the amount of power the engine can deliver to the water in front of the rudder (as the rudder,
if designed correctly, acts as a very effective thruster).
With the combination of the Hundestadt prop and the 170 Yanmar, we had far more power
available, in scale, than we’d had at our command before. This allowed us to downsize the rudder
a bit, orienting it toward heavy-weather sailing needs.

Final Hull Shape
The use of computers is a two-edged sword. We can now produce a set of lines, generate hydrostatic data, and test the hull against others in less time than it takes to drink a cup of coffee. But
rather than save time, this actually exacerbates the design cycle. With so much computation
power in our hands, it is hard to stop trying “just one more idea.”
On the Beowulf project we drew seven distinct families of hull shapes, with over a thousand
variations on these different themes. More than 2,500 VPP projections were done during the
design cycle (over 20,000 pages of paper were consumed!).
By the middle of the design process we knew that the waterline was going to be stretched out.
From 70 feet (21.5 m) we gradually lengthened toward 77 feet (23.7 m). This lengthening was
primarily to help the bow cut smoothly through the water upwind when motorsailing and downwind when overrunning seas at high speed.
Toward the end, as we solidified the concept of rig, fins, and water ballast, we spent most of our
hull-design time playing with the bow shape.
The problem we faced was one of motion and comfort. We knew that the hull was going to be
flat (the final canoe body only draws 20 inches/508 mm of water) in cruising trim. This is fine
amidships and aft, but if one is not careful there can be slamming problems forward.
The only way around this is to create an extremely narrow entry angle and pull some volume
into the forward sections just aft of the cutwater.
If you want to add volume forward you can do it in two ways: make the hull wider, which of
course slams, or make it deeper, which penetrates nicely. However, deeply immersed forward
sections have a reputation for digging in and taking over at speed thus being difficult to steer.
We knew from our experience at sea over the last decade that we could use a deeper forefoot
than commonly thought possible. However, what I wanted to try with Beowulf was even more
immersion that we’d used in the past.
We thought we could handle this from a steering standpoint for several reasons. One, with correct shaping of the bow section, running downwind at high speeds should provide a degree of lift
so that the bow would begin to rise up rather than depress at higher speeds, thereby making the
bow easier to steer than the other way around.
Second, when power reaching or beating, as the boat began to heel we felt that by keeping her
heeled sections almost identical to the upright ones, and by arranging buoyancy so the heeled sections were more or less parallel with upright shape, additional lift would be provided reducing
forefoot immersion even more.
This all sounds good in theory. But the only way to find out is to spend a pile of money and test
it in the real world!
We finally ended up with a very deep forefoot, almost half of the midship section immersion at
rest in cruising trim (compare this to a lot of designs that have no immersion at the cutwater, and
you will see how radical this might appear).
The half-entry angle was just 10.9 degrees, finer than any vessel we’d yet drawn. We worked in
large hollows in the forward sections below the waterline to help wave penetration even more.
Final beam ended up at 16.25 feet (5 m) which gave us a length-to-beam ratio of almost 5-to-1
on deck and almost 6-to-1 at the waterline. The displacement-length ratio in daysailing trim was
a just under 50 and in cruising trim right at 60. Sail area–to-displacement ratios in cruising trim
are in the range of 22, while in daysailing conditions SA/D ratios are more like 26 (and all of this
on a structure built like a tank, with the usual big-boat cruising conveniences and systems!).
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Hull Construction
We took our usual approach to an aluminum hull. Fore-and-aft watertight bulkheads, a double
bottom between those bulkheads for lots of tankage, and the protection of integral tanks in case
the outer hull is breached.
When you couple this with the ballast tanks, you find that from the main-saloon bulkhead aft
there is very little of the below the water hull shape that is not protected by tanks of one sort of
another. Add to this the watertight bulkheads, and you start to get a very secure feeling.
A hybrid transverse/longitudinal framing system was used with moderate frame spacing — 16
inches (400 mm) on center forward and 24 inches (610 mm) aft, with heavy longitudinals used
between the frames. All interior bulkheads, except for the forward watertight were composite
construction. Twenty-ounce triaxial unidirectional S-glass on either side of Divinylcell core, held
in place with epoxy resin was used as the basic laminate throughout.

Here are two parametric views of Beowulf ’s hull in daysailing trim, with the transom just clear
of the water. In full cruising trim the transom is immersed about 2 inches (50 mm).The lower
view shows the hull heeled at 20 degrees. Notice how the hull is in almost the same fore-andaft trim, except the stern has been forced down just a hair. At this heel angle the leading edge
of the rudder is still covered with water, which maintains the endplate effect of the hull.
While the heeled hull has a slightly different shape than that of the upright hull, the distribution of volume is virtually identical.This is one of the keys to good steering control.
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Beowulf ’s bow is the finest we’ve ever drawn, just under 11 degrees entry angle. In addition, she has large
hollows in the forward sections from just above her load waterline down. At the same time, the bottom is
relatively flat, a function of her long waterline and very light displacement.
Two things help to soften her motion. One is the narrow bow/hollow waterline combination. The second is the deeply immersed forefoot. In cruising trim, at rest, she has 8 inches (200 mm) of bow immersed.
This gives her a good start into the wave as well as a bit of a bite to keep from being blown or pushed off
to leeward in heavy weather.
The trade-off in this type of bow is typically more difficult steering control. However, Beowulf ’s lines are
so well balanced that when you couple this fact with a length-to-beam ratio of 4.9-to-1 at the deck and 6to-1 at the waterline, steering is not a problem. In fact, she is by far the most docile of all our designs when
being pushed hard downwind. Even surfing at speeds in the high 20s, the autopilot can steer her with ease.
Fuel and water tanks (lower photo) come up to the underside of the soles. Outboard on the hull sides
are the seawater ballast tanks. Note the small amount of area between the two where a breach of the hull
would lead to a leak.The ballast tanks run from the saloon bulkhead (in the back ground) through to the
engine room.
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We used large
longitudinal girders in the hull to
reinforce it for
grounding loads.
Note the ver y
deep web frame
running across
the boat that ties
into the girders.
This is designed
t o t a ke t h e
impact load at
the aft end of the
keel when we hit
the bottom (not
that we’d ever
ru n a g r o u n d ,
mind you!).

These three shots of Beowulf in the yard will give you
some additional idea of the relationship of her fins to the
hull, and a feel for the hull shape.
The hull sections are rounded as much as possible in
keeping with good form stability. The rounded shape
reduces wetted surface and softens the transverse
motion.
Because Beowulf has such a powerful hull form and
water ballast we had expected her motion to be quicker
and therefore somewhat less comfortable at sea than
we’d been used to with Sundeer. However, she turned out
to be even more comfortable — a welcome surprise!
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Above: One of the bonuses of this deck layout is proper dinghy
storage. We’ve got space for our hard dink and the inflatable, both
of which are launched with the mizzen spinnaker halyards.

Above: The smaller inboard
winch handles a variety of
tasks. Inboard and outboard jib
sheet adjustment, main sail
vang, bowsprit angle, and main
runner retriever all end up in
this area. Note the rope tail
storage under the coamings.
Above:The cockpit area is contiguous with the pilothouse.Sail controls are clustered around the aft end of the pilothouse, where they
can be easily adjusted.The large winches at the aft end of the cockpit
are for the staysail and main runners.The smaller aft winches handle
the mizzen vang.

Left: The two winches
beside the companionway entrance control the
m a i n a n d m i z ze n
sheets.Both can be
trimmed or eased from
inside the pilothouse.
The larger outboard
winches are the primaries, for headsail sheeting
and warping when coming into difficult docking
situations.
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Left: The table in the middle of the
cocpkit area serves several functions.
Along with serving as a place to set
your food when eating outside, it
also breaks up the space and provides handholds at sea. The aft
shower hatch, which is under the
table, protected from rain and spray
in most conditions, provides valuable
ventilation at sea when other
sources are unusable.

Two right photos: A critical factor in handling this big
rig are the multihull–style
travelers for the main and
mizzen booms. Because
they perform vang as well
as sheet functions, they
allow us much easier control than would otherwise
be the case. They also permit the booms to be lower
than would be necessary if
we were to use hydraulic
vangs where you have to be
concerned with vang to
boom angle.

Left: The main sheet has a four-toone purchase, rigged so that it is
dead-ended on one side of the traveler. It then leads to the boom and
finally to the other end of the traveler,
after which it goes to the cockpit.The
traveler is controlled by a simple twoto-one system that dead-ends forward then runs through the traveler
and via a double block system to the
side of the pilothouse and aft. Both
sheet and traveler go to the same
winch in the cockpit.
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Living With A Mock-up!
Linda and I knew we were taking some chances with certain elements of the design of Beowulf.
It was obvious that we wouldn’t know if we’d made the right decision until we’d done some voyaging with the boat.
Not only did we have questions about the hull and rig trade-offs, but there were lots of issues
not fully resolved with the use of interior space, and even our approach to some of the systems.
Since we’d never cruised with aggressive water ballast before, we figured it would be tough to
make the right decisions out of the box.
If you want to build a custom yacht efficiently (i.e., keep the cost down) you need to proceed in
a straight line. Major changes lead to cost catastrophes.
With all of this in mind, along with some other factors, we decided to take an unorthodox step
and do the absolute minimum required to get the boat into the water and sailing.
Our approach was to use a quickly (and inexpensively) built interior, basically to define how we
thought the space should be used. There would be no hull or headliners, not even a cabin sole
(except for the insulation on top of the fuel and water tanks). In effect we were going to live with
a mocked-up interior and see how it worked before deciding
what to do with the final layout of furniture.
Storage in the forward and aft sleeping areas was provided
by sewn bags, hung from the deck.
Even handrails were done on a temporary basis, with just a
few at the start. This would enable us to install or move them as
experience dictated was necessary.
Sarah, fresh from her college graduation, and our good
friend Dave Wyman joined Linda and me for the last five
months of the building process. Together we did the plumbing
and wiring and installed the engine room and all the various
accessories.

Launching
Beowulf was delivered to Marina del Rey in the middle of the
third week in May. To get her ready to sail we had to weld the
keel onto the hull, install the rudder, assemble and rig the spars,
and do a myriad of other details on the interior.
With a strong desire to get the boat sailing we had only finished wiring the most important gear (leaving many items like
lights, fans, etc. to be done after we’d launched the boat).
The yard in Marina del Rey figured we’d need a minimum of
three weeks to get our work done, but after a little more than a
week, we were ready
for launching.
Friday afternoon
came, the Travelift finished with its other
business and picked us
up. Soon Beowulf was
h ov e r i n g o v e r t h e
waters of the Pacific.
Linda did the honors
with champagne and
then Beowulf was
slowly lowered into her
element.
As a designer of a The stern on Beowulf is designed to be just barely clear of the water in daysailyacht with a minimal ing trim.This means that if kept light, as you would expect if competition or just
overhang aft, the first fun sailing is intended, we do not pay the light-air immersed-stern penalty.
thing you look at is When the hull is loaded for cruising, where the light-air penalties are not as
important as good powering and heavy-weather considerations, the transom
transom clearance as is immersed a couple of inches (50 mm).
the boat hits the water.
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In this photo Beowulf is powering at 10.5 knots, a speed-length ratio of 1.2. Note how clean the wake
is and how small (almost nonexistent) the magnitude of the bow wave is.

That provides the key to most of the displacement and center-of-gravity variables that are so
important to performance and comfort.
When the Travelift eased off the slings I was relieved to find Beowulf sitting exactly on her lines.
Test one passed.
We spent Saturday setting up the rig, tuning the stays, and bending on the sails.

Initial Trials
We should digress here a moment and tell you something about the name Beowulf. We’d used
it for a series of catamarans Linda and I had raced together during the 1960s and 70s. These were,
at the time, probably the fastest sailboats in the world with our last two boats, Beowulf V and

Our initial interior was done on a quick basis, as a mock-up to test the use of space.We quickly
became comfortable with the exposed aluminum structure, and found that by adding some art
to the bulkheads and a few colored pillows the interior took on a very nice feel. Most of the
furniture was built from 1/4-inch (6.3mm) plywood, and given a quick coat of paint.
We decided to experiment with stainless fiddle rails that would act as handrails as well. However, when the time came to do the yacht-like interior, we went with conventional fiddles.
This rough approach to the interior taught us a valuable lesson. It had no impact on our enjoyment of cruising, the boat was lighter, and the costs were far lower.
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Beowulf VI holding just about every elapsed-time record there was to be had in Southern California, not to mention an outright speed record of over 35 miles per hour.
Because we occasionally took Elyse and Sarah sailing as babies, these last two Beowulf’s were
referred to as “family cruisers.”
We had discontinued the use of the Beowulf name on our monohulls. It just didn’t seem to fit the
type. However, when the time came to choose a name for the stern of this new monohull, between
the performance potential, the multihull looking rig and full-width catamaran-style travelers, we
felt that this indeed was a family cruiser worthy of the Beowulf name.
The dock to which we were tied was in the middle of a long, narrow channel, about 120 feet (37
m) wide. From our dock to the open ocean was a dead beat out this narrow channel, a reach down
the harbor, and then another beat out between the two breakwaters of Marina del Rey.
The obvious thing to do was to light off the engine and power out to where we could test the rig.
But no vessel of ours with the name Beowulf has ever been subject to such an indignity on her first
outing, and this new Beowulf would be no exception.
After a brief discussion we decided to sail off the dock and out the channel. The fact that we
were 86 feet (26.4m) long with our bowsprit installed did not deter us from giving Beowulf a
proper start in life.

Beowulf is rolling along here on
her way to Fiji from Tonga. The
two asymmetrical spinnakers
are easy to handle and very fast
in a cruising context.
We worked with Dan Neri at
North Sails Rhode Island to
come up with a user friendly
shape for both sails. The forward
chute could be flown as close as
50 degrees apparent, yet was
quite stable when sailing at deep
angles. (North Sails RI drawings)
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Our three working sails were hoisted, the jib backed to weather, and the bow shoved out into the
channel. Beowulf accelerated quickly into the 8-knot breeze with little evidence of keel stall.
Score one for our medium-draft keel.
As we tacked back and forth up the narrow channel I started to get excited (as did the folks sitting in the cockpits of the boats lining the channel!). Beowulf handled like a big dinghy, or perhaps
I should say like a high-performance catamaran. She accelerated out of her tacks, even when she
barely had time to get moving before it was necessary to tack again.
We worked our way outside the harbor and while we found we could consistently sail above
wind speed on almost all points of sail, the airs were really too light to give us a good feel for the
boat.
Over the next couple of weeks
we worked full-time getting the
boat ready to head for the South
Pacific. Whenever we saw a
chance for some breeze we went
sailing, but conditions were typically light.
We did get a chance to test out
our powering abilities and found
that Beowulf would do 10 knots
with the engine barely turning
over. She cruised at 11.5 to 12
knots with ease and would motorsail, with extra pitch cranked into
the prop, at a very comfortable 12
to 14 knots. The few small waves
we encountered gave us encouragement about our bow shape.
Beowulf seemed to slice through
without a pause.
Two photos of Beowulf ’s asymmetrical spinnaker. She is
Then came the weekend where
beam-reaching here, with the apparent wind at about 55
Skip Schroeder and Melinda
degrees. Even though these sails are quite flat, they are not
difficult to fly downwind, as long as the bowsprit is angled
Bessko visited us. Skip and
to windward.
Melinda were friends who had
When dousing the chute we use the tried-and-true
purchased our old Sundeer, and
method of sheeting the leech tight behind the main, which
they’d come out to see the new
has been let all the way out. After running off, the sail colboat (we’d been picking their
lapses and is then socked.
While dousing has not been a problem yet, we’ve
brains and bouncing ideas off of
recently added a “takedown” patch in the luff which
them for the past two years). And
enables us to pull the luff back toward the mast to get a betthey brought with them the best
ter blanketing effect from the mainsail.
g i f t a ny o n e h a d y e t g iv e n
Beowulf — some wind.
Heading up the coast under
working canvas we were beating
into a 14-knot seabreeze, tacking
through 95 to 100 degrees with
leeway and doing a steady 9.5
knots. With no water ballast in the
tanks heel averaged a moderate
18 degrees. With water ballast it
was just 11 degrees.
Upon reaching Malibu we
headed out to sea for awhile on a
beam reach. In 14 knots of true
wind we sailed at a steady 13
knots, still with just working canvas set. Heading downwind for
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The free-flying reacher, set on
the end of the bowsprit, turned
out to be a much more powerful
sail downwind than we had
expected. When the breeze got
into the 20-knot (true) range
we’d drop the main spinnaker and
set this instead. Speed would
drop, but we were quite comfortable in the squalls while averaging
better than 300 miles per day.
Being able to project the luff of
the sail to weather had a hugely
positive impact on its downwind
efficiency.
The mizzen jib was likewise
m o r e p ow e r f u l t h a n w e ’d
expected. Because there was no
main backstay to interfere with
the luff the tack could be brought
all the way to windward giving it a
much better slot effect over the
mizzen. (North Sails RI drawings.)

the harbor with the true wind on the quarter, we hoisted both spinnakers. The speed climbed a hair,
and everybody waited for the first wave to lift the stern. Now mind you, these were not trade-wind
seas, but when the speed climbed quickly to 17 knots on a 3-foot (0.9 m) wave, Linda and I knew
that we indeed had a boat worthy of the name Beowulf.
Skip and Melinda returned to Sundeer, and we continued our preparations for getting Beowulf
ready to go to sea.

Cruising Test
Somehow we managed to put a thousand miles on Beowulf during that couple of months of continued boatbuilding. Unfortunately, we were skunked in the strong-wind category with the most
breeze to be found a meager 25 to 28 knots.
We had enough time on the systems to know that the engine was reliable, although our Balmar
genset continued to give us problems. The dual Glacier Bay fridge system was working well, and
with a full complement of tools and boatbuilding parts stowed away, by early August we were
ready to head for the Marquesas Islands, 2,900 miles to the southwest.
As it was summertime in the Northern Hemisphere, we’d been keeping a close eye on the tropical-storm development off the Central American coast. So far things had been quiet, but toward
the end of July depressions started to form and drift west, toward the track we’d need to take.
Linda had planned on four or five days of shopping to buy supplies for the four-month trip to
New Zealand. However, with weather brewing and the need to move on we compressed this into
a single day.
The folks at the local supermarket were in shock as we wheeled cart after cart through the
check-out stands. We had so much to buy that we devised system: Linda and I would load our
respective carts as fast as we could, while Sarah and her friend Kristin, who was joining us for the
trip, took the carts through the check-out stands and loaded them into our truck. When the truck
was filled they’d rush back to the boat, toss things aboard, and rush back for more. In the space of
less than two hours we bought all our supplies. No lists, no advance planning, just instinct.
We had no idea how well this would work but figured we could always supplement locally as
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we cruised (as it turned out, this was the closest to the correct quantities as we’d ever come!).
I was in daily contact with Bob Rice at Weather Window about the tropical disturbances. Bob
urged us to hurry as Pacific storms mature and move rapidly, and we had no stomach for such a
test with a brand-new, essentially untried boat.
With Balmar alternators still giving us problems we were delayed a few days until a couple of
replacements were sent, upon receipt of which we immediately departed (before even installing
them).
You cannot imagine the relief we all felt in getting away from the dock, the coast, civilization.
It had been four years since Linda and I had been to sea, and we were ready for a break.
By the time we’d cleared the back side of Catalina Island, Beowulf was in her element. With 16
to 20 knots of wind on the starboard quarter, and our asymmetrical chute set on the bowsprit, we
were absolutely flying. Our second 24 hours saw 300 miles roll under the stern.
Beowulf ’s motion in the trade-wind seas was much softer than we’d thought possible. She was
very stable, sailing almost upright while we broad-reached along under one or both spinnakers.
As she’d overrun the waves the very fine bow would penetrate so smoothly that you’d not even
know she was driving through 6 or 8 feet (1.85 to 2.46 m) of water.
The record for the passage from Southern California to the Marquesas was 14.5 days, set some
years previously by a Whitbread veteran, American Eagle. Even though we had a new boat, and
one that we’d have to slowly bring up to speed as we’d never really tested her in a breeze, we
thought this was a worthwhile goal at which to shoot.
But after the first three days of sailing, with almost 900 miles under our keel, we were beginning
to think a lot faster trip was possible.
Meanwhile, up ahead of us excitement was brewing. A tropical depression was rapidly turning
into a tropical storm. Its course and ours would coincide within a couple of days.
The normal track for these storms is northwest. This meant we had two choices. One was to veer
to the west, keeping the storm center to the east of us. This would keep us in the trade-wind flow,
which would eventually be enhanced by the counter-clockwise circulation of this low-pressure
storm system. If this approach were successful, we had a good chance of breaking ten days for the
trip. Now that would be something to write home about!
On the other hand, if the storm accelerated and matured into a hurricane, we could end up with
the eye of the hurricane rolling right over us. With a brand new, untested boat, it was not a prudent
risk to take.
We could alter course to the southeast, allowing the storm center to pass to the west of our track.
This would put us in the weak circulation on the back side of the storm. The only problem is that
we’d end up beating, something none of us relished.
We adopted this tactic and within a day we were hard on the wind, beating our way toward the
Equator.
The objective in an out-of-season crossing of the hurricane belt is to do it as fast as possible. We
wanted to get to 5 degrees N latitude with all dispatch, as from this point south the hurricanes
could no longer maintain their closed circulation.
As the wind came on the nose we dropped our jib and mizzen, hiked the main to weather on the
traveler, and motorsailed as fast as the seas would allow.
We maintained a 10-knot average during this time, charging through the steep headseas on the
back side of the tropical storm. Winds were moderate, rarely more than 35-knots.
Beowulf seemed to be quite content, but her crew was definitely not. After two days hard on the
wind we’d passed the magical 5 degree N latitude point, but the winds continued on the nose. By
the time we’d reached the Equator we still had head winds.
Even south of the equator the head winds continued. After five days of beating, with only a short
distance to go to Nuka Hiva, the breeze finally backed and the southeast trades came in so that we
were once again sailing free. It felt so good to set a spinnaker and watch the speed climb. Beowulf
flew along and before we knew it early on the morning of our twelfth day at sea Nuka Hiva was
on the horizon.
We’d sailed a little over 3,100 nautical miles including our detour in a reasonably quick time,
and while we were a little put out by all the beating, just a few hours of trade-wind sailing had set
everything to right.
The boat had performed well in adverse conditions. And we knew faster passages were in the
offing.
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Engine Room
One of the advances Linda and I were looking for in this new boat was better powering capabilities. Granted, we could cruise at 10 knots with our other boats, but we could not maintain this
speed into big headseas, and besides, 12 knots was our target as we felt this was a magic number
to take maximum advantage of weather windows.

We used hydraulic steering for the main helm on Beowulf since the wheel was located some distance
forward and cables would have had an inordinate amount of friction. Dual Hynautics K-3 cylinders were
used, each plumbed independently so there were separate hydraulic systems (top photo).The tiller arm,
to which all of this attaches is machined from a solid chunk of aluminum so we don’t have to worry about
welds failing.
Each cylinder has a WH Autopilot 1/2-horsepower pump set to drive it when the pilot is on (lower
right).These pump sets are attached to bases that are soft mounted to the hull to minimize noise transfer
to the hull. The 2-inch (50mm) pipe to the left of the pump set is the exhaust for the central vacuum
system.The outboard end is threaded so that we can use this to pump up the inflatable dinghy.The suction side is used to deflate the dink into a very compact size.
The top of the rudder bearing carrier (which is welded to the hull) is above the loaded waterline.
Rather than use a packing gland requiring
maintenance and risking leaks, we simply
attach a piece of hose (lower left) that
comes up to the underside of the steering
gear. This makes it impossible for any pressure leaks at high speed to work their way
into our engine room.
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This Village Marine “Little Wonder” watermaker worked really well.We
average 6 gallons (23 liters) per hour of output, consuming about 175
watts of power per hour. It worked without a single problem, and based
on what other cruisers have told us, appears to be more reliable than
other DC models available.

We used a stainless steel inner liner for the fridge.This makes a sanitary
easy-to-clean lining (although fiberglass is somewhat more efficient in
terms of heat loss).The liner was made with a step, and inside the step we
installed a 2-gallon (8-liter) stainless water tank.This feeds a faucet outside
of the fridge and allows us to get cool water without opening the fridge
doors. The putty you see in the upper middle of the photo is installed to
give the tank maximum contact with the fridge liner, so the water in the
tank cools as quickly as possible.

All high-powered circuits are fused, starting with the leads off the batteries. We also fuse the output of the alternators.
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Of course, a key factor
when powering would be
the hull shape, specifically
the forward sections, if we
were to be able to maintain
fast speeds upwind.
We quickly settled on a
Yanmar 170-horsepower
diesel for auxiliary power.
This is a light, very smooth
running engine, and we’d
used the 140 version with
good success on the Sundeer 64s. The big question
was the drive train and propeller. While we’d used
Max props for years we
knew they were not as efficient as we’d like, yet they
were very streamlined
when feathered and thus
good for sailing. From lots
of real-world data we
knew that the best we
could hope for in prop efficiency from a Max was
around 40 percent.
A fixed prop, which
would have higher efficiency, would have way
too much sailing drag.
Eventually we decided to
use a Hundested controllable-pitch propeller that has
an efficiency around 60
percent half-again better
than the Max prop. This
system would allow us to
adjust the prop while
under way to optimize it
for existing conditions,
and then feather the prop
when sailing.
The rub was in feathered
drag. With a very large
hub, bigger prop shaft, and
twisted blades (as opposed
to straight blades with a
Max prop), we figured
drag would be twice what
we were used to. In addition, the Hundested gearbox, shaft, and prop added
over 250 pounds (120 kg)
to our engine-room
weight. However, these
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were penalties we were prepared, with some reservations
on my part, to pay, providing
we got our steady 12-knot
cruising speed with a range of
around 2,000 miles.
On the systems front we
started out with our usual DCbased approach. With 800
amp-hours of usable capacity
in a “traction” battery bank (at
24 volts), we had battery power
to last us a week or so without
running a genset.
We put two large Lestec
alternators on the main engine
and installed a small Balmar
DC genset. Even though we
carried over 400 gallons (1,550
l i t e r s ) o f f r e s h wa t e r w e
installed a DC-operated Village Marine Little Wonder
watermaker (6 gallons/23 liters
per hour).
Hot water for showers, the
galley, and boat heat would be
p r ov i d e d b y a Te l e d y n e
30,000-Btu diesel heater, a new
unit about which we’d heard
good things.
Most of this gear worked
well, but the Balmar equipment
was a big disappointment.
We’d agreed to test a new prototype unit, but when this failed
An engine room as large as that on Beowulf requires a
repeatedly Balmar replaced it
huge amount of insulation. This is heavy, and over the
years tends to get quite messy.We decided to do everywith a small diesel driving two
thing possible to keep systems quiet and see if we could
standard alternators. When we
get away without insulation.
received this unit I should have
Isolating the exhaust system from contact with the hull
known we were in for trouble
helped enormously. In the photo above you can see one
of the Aqualifts. It is mounted on four soft rubber feet, so
as the wiring harness was made
that no vibration or noise is transmitted directly to the
with cheap, stiff, untinned
hull. The same approach is taken with the exhaust-hose
wire, and the alternator mounts
hangers.
were out of alignment with no
The combination of Yanmar diesels and Hundested
system for tensioning.
propeller also proved to be very quiet. In the end, we
found that, overall, the machiner y noise levels on
Within a week we’d burned
Beowulf were no higher than on our other yachts where
up three alternators. Replacewe used significant amounts of engine-room insulation.
ments came as we were ready
to leave the dock for the Marquesas Islands. These lasted for ten hours, and then burned up.
What was most disturbing about this entire affair is that we’d warned Balmar in the beginning
about the problems of charging a large battery bank, and were assured they understood what was
involved and that the equipment being sent would do the job. As we traveled across the Pacific we
encountered a number of other boats which had not had positive experiences with their Balmar
gear. I’m sure some of their equipment is good, or they’d not have stayed in business this long.
However, our experience was far from positive.
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Above: Engine rooms are difficult to photograph, and this one is no exception. This shot
is taken from the engine room door, at the back end of the aft port head.The main engine
is to the left of the photo.The genset (not seen) sits aft and to the left.

Shelves run along both sides of the hull, on which we stow everything from dive gear to
covers. The Teledyne diesel boiler is shown to the left (aft), along with the Village Marine
Little Wonder watermaker on the top shelf. A larger 50 GPH (238 liter) unit is mounted
below the shelves.
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We fitted a Teledyne 30,000-Btu diesel boiler for domestic hot water and interior
heat.At every high point in the plumbing system we installed an air vent (photo above).
These make it easy to bleed air out of the heater system, wherever it is trapped.

We have two Glacier Bay fridge compressors (DC driven with a 1/2-HP motor), each of which
can handle the fridge and freezer.They are cooled by a hull tank (in the foreground) which contains
fresh water. The fresh water circulates through the fridge condenser and transfers its heat to the
surrounding sea water via the hull. This eliminates all sorts of maintenance headaches and means
the sea cock can be closed when we leave the boat.
It also works when the boat is hauled out!
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Nightmares
Building a custom yacht is anything but easy. If anyone should know this, we should. We’ve
built custom yachts all over the world, working with all levels of skills and craftsmanship. In each
case we’ve been able to bring out boats within our internal budgets; we have never had a yard go
out of business on one of our projects (a commendable feat in the custom–yacht-building process!); and we have always gone on to do a series of additional boats after going through a learning curve together with the yard.
Because we have our own way of doing things — which is frequently not what a yard is used to
— there are often some difficult periods during the first boat as we and the yard learn each other’s
needs and requirements.
We hash out the various issues as we go, usually in a spirit of cooperation. We’ve found that
experienced yard management, once they understand what we are after, and why, is usually eager
to learn new ways of doing things.
When we decided to build Beowulf I was tired of traveling. Rather than go to one of our established sources outside the United States, we decided to use a new builder, Jim Betts, located in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains of California.
While Jim had no cruising experience, he had built a series of racing boats. We had chatted several times throughout the years about projects, but had never come to an agreement.
When Linda and I finally decided to proceed with the Beowulf project I called Jim, and he was
very interested. I sent him a set of preliminary plans; he came back with a budget price. After
going through the usual back-and-forth, we eventually sent him a set of detailed contract specifications and plans.
A fixed, final price was agreed upon, we paid a deposit, and work was started in late winter.
What ensued was a nightmare beyond anything we could have been able to imagine. At first
things went smoothly (they usually do in the beginning). But before the halfway mark on the
metal work, the situation had deteriorated badly.
We’ll spare you the details of what ensued. Suffice it to say that it was a most difficult period for
us and sadly, we could not recommend this builder to anyone else.

Beowulf heated up on a broad reach. She’s doing a steady fourteen
to sixteen knots in eighteen to twenty knots of wind.
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Beowulf is sailing here, en route between the Yasawa Islands and Nandi in the Fiji group, at 10.5 knots
with the wind on the quarter. Note the sailing awning covering the cockpit area, and the Novarania
inflatable, with 30-horsepower outboard on the aft deck. Our hard dink is to starboard.

After 8,000 Miles
Over the next three months we made a quick trip through Polynesia, visiting many old friends
and anchorages to which we’d been on previous cruises to this part of the world. We found that
with any sort of a trade-wind breeze Beowulf would easily do 300 miles a day. While our average
down from California had been a relatively slow 267 miles per day, to the Tuamotus we averaged
297, and then 303 a day to Raiatea in the Societies from Takaroa. Both passages were in moderate
conditions, without pushing the boat.
Between Bora Bora and Tonga (with
an intermediate stop in Nieue) we had a
One of the most
variety of conditions. During one day
pleasant surprises
r e g a r d i n g th e
of strong trades with average breezes in
articulating bowthe mid 20-knot range and puffs to the
sprit was how effilow 30s we had a best day’s run of 347
ciently it worked
with our free-flying
miles. For the passage we averaged
reaching jib.This sail
302 miles per day. Between Tonga and
has a Vectran luff
Fiji we had lighter winds and did the
line and its own
trip at an average of 282 miles per day.
roller-furling drum
at the bottom and
Our biggest disappointment came
head swivel at the
between Fiji and New Zealand. We
top. In moderate
wanted to depart with a big high combreezes, like the 11
knots
s h ow n
ing up from the Australian bight and
above, the sail can
see if we could crack the four-day mark
be flown a ver y
for the 1,150-mile passage, as we
deep angles and
understood the record to be four-and-astill generate lots of
power.
half days. However, an uncharacteristically stable high settled over the entire
area for several weeks and in the end
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Beowulf ’s awnings are designed to work in port and at sea.The large
cockpit awning can be flown in 30 knots of apparent wind.There is an
“eyebrow” awning over the forward windows to reduce heat load in
the pilothouse.
The balance of the awnings span the deck between the coamings
and protect all of the opening hatches from sun, rain, and spray. All
three of these coaming awnings are carried on passages. They are
quite effective at keeping spray out of the hatches, since the coamings
act as giant breakwaters.
In addition, the awnings can be angled up. This way, when we are
anchored, they act as giant wind scoops, forcing a nice breeze into the
open hatches.

BEOWULF

we were forced to depart into
what we knew would be light
conditions. Still, with a combination of motoring in glassy
seas and sailing when we
could, we made the passage in
an uneventful 4.25 days for an
average of 271 miles per day.
For the entire passage from
California to New Zealand
Beowulf averaged 286 miles
per day — not bad for a shakedown cruise on a boat loaded
with gear to be used in her completion upon arrival in New
Zealand!

Weather Lessons
One of the most interesting
things we began to notice about
our new-found speed was the
ability it gave us to make better
use of weather patterns. The 30
percent or so increase in daily
average runs made it much easier to position ourselves to take
advantage or avoid weather
systems.
While it may have been luck,
we found that during the 7,000mile trip we were able to work
every weather system to our
advantage (or at least in the
way that was most prudent, as
in the case of the tropical
storm). Aside from the pure joy
of sailing fast, this weatherfriendly aspect of Beowulf’s

We were pleased to find that Beowulf was quite dry in power-reaching conditions. As we would overrun
waves (in these two shots we’re moving at a steady 16 to 19 knots, with the wind just aft of the beam) the
crest of the wave into which we were descending would be sheared off and fly across the deck well forward
of the mainmast. Rarely did we get spray as far back as the cockpit area.
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speed was turning out to be a wonderful cruising advantage.

Handling Under Sail
Most people would say that sailing a vessel
the size of Beowulf short-handed was anything
but prudent. Yet we found her easier to handle
under all conditions than any vessel on which
we’d previously put to sea.
In the entire 8,000 miles of trials we had
only reefed once due to wind force (and several other times to slow down due to arrival at
our destination before dawn).
The sails were easy to raise, reef, lower, and
cover. The low booms made sure of this, and
the Spectra sailcloth, once it had been furled a
few times, became reasonably docile.
Off the wind the pivoting bowsprit proved to
be a wonderful cruising tool. Not only was it
highly efficient with both reacher and spinnaker tacked to it, but it made jibing a piece of
cake.
It got to the point when we were sailing with
both main and mizzen chutes that I could jibe
Beowulf by myself in a little over four minutes!
The full-width travelers worked better than
we’d hoped, making sail trim and jibing these
big sails an absolute dream.
And we were pleasantly surprised at how
well Beowulf sailed bare headed. Whenever
we had to slow down due to an early arrival
we’d strip off the headsail first, leaving main
and mizzen flying.
We even found that we could sail her off the
anchor without a headsail, and that by pushing
the mizzen boom to weather we could get the
bow to pay off to where she’d come quickly
out of irons, and within a couple of boat
lengths be ready to tack.

We started sailing Beowulf with a hanked-on jib. I
did not want to give up my full-length top batten
and did not want to admit that I was old enough to
need a roller furler.The sail was not that much hassle
to raise and lower.We’d flake it against the headstay
and then zip it into a sailbag.
However, it made a large obstruction in front of
the boat and severely impacted our visibility from
inside the pilothouse. So we tended to remove it
from the headstay, brick it carefully, and drop it (all
105 pounds/48 kg) into the forepeak.This got to be
tiring after awhile. Beowulf now has a ProFurl roller
furler.
The tack of the mizzen spinnaker is controlled by
two 5-to-1 tackles with built-in cam cleats. We can
move it from the weather rail to the centerline as
conditions warrant. Note the tack of the main chute
rotated to windward on the bowsprit.

Using Salt-Water Ballast
Beowulf has her salt-water ballast tanks divided into a forward and aft section. The aft section
holds 4,500 pounds (2,041 kg) of water, while the forward section holds 3,000 pounds (1,360 kg).
With the boat sailing in light trim, where fuel and water tanks have only a small payload, we
have full factors of safety in the rig with full-ballast tanks. However, as cruising payload
increases, we then restrict ourselves to using just the after tanks (which run from the middle of the
galley into the engine room).
During the passage to New Zealand, with hefty quantities of fuel, water, and supplies aboard,
we used just the after ballast tanks.
We experimented with optimum levels of ballast and found that the difference in boat speed
between being overballasted and just right, in lighter winds, was not enough in a cruising context
to worry about. We ended up carrying extra ballast most of the time, as this reduced heel and made
the boat more comfortable.
Beowulf is a very, very powerful boat without her water ballast. She is probably 20 percent
stiffer in a given breeze than was Sundeer when the ballast tanks are empty. And while there was
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This is what it is all about. An idyllic South Pacific lagoon (in this case Takaroa in
the Tuamotus), a gentle trade-wind breeze, all the fresh coconut milk and meat
you can eat, and warm water in which to snorkel.

a considerable difference in speed between being empty and filled (especially reaching where the
difference could reach 3 or more knots!), the real difference we noticed was in comfort. Between
17 degrees of heel with tanks empty and 9 or 10 degrees with the after tanks filled, there is a huge
change in how you view your surroundings.
By the time we’d arrived in New Zealand we’d eaten our stores and our fuel tanks were almost
empty. So, when we left the Bay of Islands to sail to Auckland we tried out full ballast for the first
time.
The difference was significant. In 24 knots of breeze from beam-to close-reaching, with a small
jib set (just 300 square feet/28 square meters) we powered down the coast at a steady 15 to 16
knots, with less than 13 degrees of heel.
I had planned to use a series of 24-volt solenoid-actuated valves to control the water in the ballast tanks. But when the time came to install this system, realizing we didn’t have any real-world
cruising experience with seawater ballast, I decided to wait. We installed a series of six manually
activated PVC ball valves to do the job.
By the time we’d reached New Zealand I had some definite ideas on how to improve what we’d
started with. We eventually went to a system where a single Y-valve directed the flow from a powered pump to the port or starboard tank. With the fill at the top of the tank you could turn the pump
on or off and not worry about the water draining back out to the sea (via the pump). This meant
just one valve on the pump, set once on each tack.
Between the tanks, at their low spot in the middle of the galley/navigation area, there is now
another Y-valve. This can be selected to let water drain across to leeward (before tacking or jibing), or set to empty via a standpipe behind the fridge box. The standpipe has a manual shut-off
valve at its base, and an electric solenoid valve on the feed from the ballast tanks. To empty a tank
all you need to do is open the solenoid valve. Thus with two switches in the pilothouse — one to
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run the ballast pump motor and the other the dump valve — we control the whole setup. When we
tack or jibe there are two Y-valves to throw. All very simple and reliable.

Handling Under Power
It was under power where we got our biggest surprises. We knew from sea trials that we had
good powering capabilities. Over time, as we powered in the light-air portions of our passages,
we came to respect the capabilities of our Hundestadt controllable-pitch propeller.
By watching the exhaust-gas temperature and comparing it to rpm, we could adjust pitch so that
we had just the right amount of load for the given conditions, keeping the engine at optimal load
settings regardless of sea state or wind.
We experimented with different speeds, noting fuel consumption via day tank cycles. We
quickly came to the conclusion that in most cases our fuel economy was not that much different
at 11.5 knots that it was at 10 knots. And we ended up doing most of our powering in the 285-mileper-day range.
However, it was under power in tight quarters that the Hundestadt really proved itself. With
fully reversible blades, we could pitch the prop to work in either direction. (i.e., we could reverse
the blade twist so that when the transmission was put into forward the prop would pull in reverse.)
This had the effect of reversing the direction of stern walk. Once we learned how to use this characteristic we could then use stern walk to pull the back end of the boat into or away from any docking situation. We also had the ability to rotate in either direction.
We found that the amount of prop pitch corresponded to the amount of walk. If we wanted lots
of walk, we’d over pitch the prop. On the other hand, if we wanted to back up straight, we’d reduce
pitch until the boat had accelerated to where the rudder had a good bite. The net effect of all of this
is to allow the operator to get into and out of some amazingly tight marinas.

Interior Changes
Living with the interior taught us a number of valuable lessons. First and foremost was that we
do not need a beautifully executed interior to be happy cruising. Beowulf’s bare aluminum hull
and deck on the interior, unpainted cabin soles, and rough joinerwork did nothing to degrade the
fun we were having sailing, and the parties we held aboard were still a blast. Okay, we wouldn’t
be impressing any owners of fancy yachts when they came to visit, but wait ‘til we left on a passage and disappeared over the horizon!
Before leaving we’d had made an elaborate set of covers to isolated the pilothouse from the rest
of the boat in case lighting below created a problem with our night vision on watch.
We were pleasantly surprised to find out that these were not required. We had low-intensity
bulbs in the galley/saloon area that did not affect vision that much in the pilothouse under most
conditions. The two times it was a problem, we simply turned off the bulbs below or moved our
watch keeping on deck.
Having the entire saloon/galley area open to the pilothouse substantially improved airflow
below. We rarely had need of our fans, even when all hatches were shut tight in power-reaching
conditions.
The next surprise we found was in the owner’s stateroom. We came to like the open feel of this
area, with just a bunk and no storage facilities. When the time came to lay out this part of the interior we took the “optional” space, which we’d intended on leaving empty, and turned it into a
“dressing room.” This is where all our personal gear is stored. There are a bunch of shelves (as
much horizontal space as in our closet on land) and a large hanging locker. In addition to loads of
counter space, the washer/dryer is located in this area so the space doubles as a laundry room
when we’re in port.
There were numerous small but important changes throughout the rest of the living quarters.
Counter sizes were optimized, handrails were shifted, and the companioway ladders mocked up
several times to make their use at sea safer.
We found that with all navigation taking place in the pilothouse we wanted our communication
gear up there as well, and so moved the Satcom C terminal and our portable computer up.
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The main saloon is laid out with longitudinal seating.This way, you can sit comfortably with your feet
up when facing fore-and-aft. It also works well for napping on at sea when conditions are rough.The
area outboard of the seatback houses the saltwater ballast tanks, which run from the forward bulkhead all the way back into the engine room. Ambiance is created with a combination of halogen spotlights (5 watts each) on dimmers and tube lights down the hullsides. The headliner system is very
lightweight. The upholstered panels are made of 1/4-inch (6mm) ply which has been cut out in the
center, leaving a frame 3 inches (75mm) wide. The edges are rounded slightly, then “Ultra Leather”
fabric is stretched and stapled to the frame. The hand rail on the table is removable in port.
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The biggest question was how to approach the new furniture. In this we were faced with a
dilemma. Kelly Archer, who had built many of our yachts in the past, was available to run the
project. In turn, Kelly had access to a crew of skilled craftsmen with whom we’d initially worked
in 1978 to build the first of the Deerfoot-series yachts. Kelly, Chris Hamon, Malcolm Walker,
Barry Morton, Mick Richardson, and a team of other fine tradesmen and apprentices represented
the very best yacht-building talent to be found anywhere on this earth.
It seemed a unique opportunity, perhaps the last in our lifetime, to do an exquisite traditional
interior. So, we turned Kelly and the guys loose with the caveat “keep it light.”
They responded wonderfully with the most beautiful joinerwork and varnish we’ve seen since
the days of Deerfoot I and Wakaroa. And best of all, the furniture that went back into the boat was
lighter than what came out.

The headliner panels (right)
have a “reveal” between them,
allowing air to circulate and
preventing mildew. They are
held in place with small polished stainless steel clips —
much more positive than Velcro (which I hate on headliner
panels).

Throughout the boat we use these “eyeball” vents (above). They allow us to
adjust air flow and to direct it in the direction where it will do the most good.

Spotlights are let into
the headliner panels (left).
The wiring for each panel
is plugged at the end so
that when the panel is
dropped, the electrical
circuits can be easily disconnected. Note the
flush speakers. Made by
Sonnance, these provide
excellent sound without a
bulky enclosure.
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Above: The pilothouse, a key ingredient in Beowulf ’s interior, “floats” above the galley/office area. The
sole of the pilothouse forms the top of the fridge/freezer box. Since the sole are is too large to be safe at
sea, we use a polished stainless steel divider bar which also serves as a foot brace when seated to weather.

The area forward of the two nav cabinets, up to the front of the pilothouse windshield, is open
to the main saloon area below. This is very effective architecturally when sitting below as well as
when in the pilothouse. Note the two handrails to use for traversing the companionway ladder at
sea.The sailing instruments are positioned so that they are visible from both sides of the pilothouse
and from the cockpit area.
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Above: A control panel is let into the face of the port nav cabinet for keeping track of
various functions (alarm and otherwise) when on watch. From here we can monitor
the bilge pumps, ballast pumping system, fuel day tank signals, etc.

Left: On the starboard
side we have the engine
panel. Here also are the circuit breakers to control gear
that is normally switched
when on watch (such as
deck lights and electronics).

Right: With a controllable pitch prop, it’s important to keep an
eye on the temperature of the diesel’s exhaust gases, as well as on
the pitch angle of the prop.
The upper meter is a pyrometer with a probe inserted into the
water injection elbow of the diesel engine. The temperature of
the exhaust is the best indicator of the work the engine is doing.
As pitch is adjusted you keep an eye on the exhaust gas temperature to make sure it does not get too hot (which would indicate
you are “lugging” the engine).
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Left: Here’s another
view of the pilothouse
furniture, looking up
from the saloon. The
seats and navigation
cabinets are supported
by a cantilevered aluminu m b e a m t h a t h a s
been welded through
the coamings. With no
ver tical suppor ts, the
area under the pilothouse is clear when
looking through the
main saloon, galley, and
office — a big visual
advantage.

Below: The office is
along the starboard side
of the hull, aft of the
saloon. A long, high
work surface is good for
spreading out drawings,
c o m p u t e rs , v i d e o
equipment or charts. A
substantial amount of
storage space exists
beneath this work surface, as well as above it
in the bin lockers.
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Above and right: At the aft end of the
office counter is an athwartships seat,
allowing you to look forward when
working. As the work surface is 36 inches
(0.9 m) high — an ideal height to work
when standing — the seat is elevated
slightly. This offers an excellent view out
of the windows.
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The galley is opposite the office and runs down the port side of the hull. Bin lockers on top provide ready access to cooking gear, dishes, and supplies.The lower lip
of these lockers is 3 inches (75mm) high, creating an effective fiddle rail at the edge
to keep the contents in place when heeled.
Counter tops are Corian.The counter fiddle is 4 inches (100mm) high, except in
front of the sink where it is trimmed down.The polished stainless sink is mounted
under the edge of the Corian counter material.
At the forward end of the galley, the counter turns inboard in an “L” shape. Here
a stack of drawers face fore-and-aft, eliminating any problems with heeling.
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A large fridge and
freezer box is located
on the inboard side
of the galley area.The
fridge/freezer doors
are built heavily to
withstand the hinging
and clamping pressure necessary to
keep the edge seals
tight. The fridge has a
single gasket, while
the freezer door has
double gaskets.
Aft of the fridge/
freezer box is a large
area used as a pantry.
Since the space is
rectangular in shape,
adjustable-height
shelving can be used,
set on stainless steel
vertical tracks.
On the opposite
side, in the office, this
space is used for the
electrical panel and
related gear.
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Above: The “Owner’s Suite” is
located forward of the saloon. A
step outboard of the bunk (shown
to the right in the photo) makes it
easier for the person sleeping outboard to get up at night without disturbing his or her partner. This step
also simplifies the process of making
the bunk.
However, there are some tradeoffs. For one, when sailing on starboard tack you do not have that
nicely padded hull to lay against.
Another problem is visual space.
Moving the bunk toward the opposite side to make room for the step
reduces sole space as well as visual
sense of interior volume. However,
Beowulf is large enough to accommodate the reduced floor space.
Note the large door opening into
the saloon. It is 36 inches (0.9 m)
wide.This brings the stateroom area
and saloon together visually, enhancing the spaciousness of both.

Left: Opposite the bunk is a simple low seat with a table at the forward end (good for a TV).There are
no lockers in this cabin since there is
plenty of storage space forward in
the “dressing room”. Keeping furniture to a minimum in this area allows
more aesthetic design freedom.
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Under the bunk is some prime bulk storage space.The problem in the past has
always been efficient access. This time we made the entire top hinged, rather
than using small cutouts. Now we can stow large objects like a TV or a computer
monitor.The hinged section is supported by struts when raised, so we can rummage around at leisure — much better than wrestling with a bulky mattress.
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Rather than use a pocket (sliding) door, we decided on a single, large, hinged door with
the top and bottom cut away for ventilation.This creates visual privacy, while maintaining a
good airflow throughout the boat.The hinged door also stores more easily, which makes a
very wide opening (in this case 36 inches/0.9 m) possible.

The door is held open and
locked against the bulkhead
by this simple swinging
hook. Since we usually
cruise by our selves, the
door is almost always in this
position.

The door folds down the center for
storage against the outboard section of
the bulkhead.The bottom is cut up from
the sole so that it swings over the outboard seat.
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A key design factor in
the forward sleeping
cabin was the fact that we
had space forward for a
“dressing room” where
easily accessed storage
would be located. Clothing is kept in a combination of open shelves and
w i r e f ra m e b a s k e t s
(under the counters),
both of which provide
excellent ventilation and
are light-weight.The total
area is long — 8 feet (2.4
m) — but the sole area is
r e s t ri c t e d b y t h e
counters. Thus the space
can be used at sea in
moderate conditions.

A combination washer/drier is beneath
the cabinet at the forward end of the
space. It slides aft for maintenance.
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The guest cabins
are located aft. On
the starboard side
is a double bunk,
48 inches (1.2m)
wide at the head.
Each cabin has a
hanging locker at
the forward end, a
vanity with a sink,
and en suite toilet
area aft. Between
the two cabins is a
shared shower.

The aft toilet area has open shelving on the
inboard (shown here) as well as outboard
sides. This provides lots of space for clothes,
linens, towels, and personal items. It is light in
weight and, most important, well ventilated.
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In the port aft cabin
we used upper and
lower single bunks.
Outboard of the bottom bunk (above the
ballast tank) is a long
shelf used for storing
guitars and other critical
cruising gear. The toilet
compartment for this
cabin opens via a waterti g h t d o or i n t o t h e
engine room.

The pumping systems for the interior of the boat are located under the vanity where they are easily
accessed.They are partially blocked from view by an Acrylic plastic panel which is removed and set on one
of the bunks when you need to do maintenance.
At the forward end is a 60 GPM (230 liter) electric pump plumbed into the keel sump.This is operated by
a float switch (or with a manual override).Then there is a regular diaphragm pump for the keel sump and for
emptying the aft shower and wash basins. Finally, you have the pressure water pump and its accumulator tank.
With this approach, you can hear the pumps running. This lets you know when something is wrong in a
most expeditious manner.

In the aft cabins we had a difficult transition
between the vanity fiddle and the large
radius of the shower unit. We solved this by
holding the top edge of the fiddle back from
the intersection.

Hatch coamings are always difficult to execute. In this
case the timber was brought just inboard of the hatch base
casting. A notch was then carved for each hatch dog.
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Despite the fact that we were building to a very tight
weight budget, we used a lot of solid timber (rather than
veneer). This timber, however, is quite thin. Here we see a
full-sized view of the edge of the office counters, typical for
all horizontal surfaces, including soles.There is 3/16 inch (4.5
mm) of solid teak epoxy glued to 1/4-inch (6mm) ply substrate. The solid teak looks much better than veneer, and
allows for a mistake or two to be repaired.

A fiddle and locker door detail. Note the slight raised panel effect on
the door, and how the routed edge is feathered at the corner.The fiddle
is tapered on its edge, a nice visual effect.

A shipwright’s
work of ar t. The
fir st step in the
companionway is
let into the top of
the fridge box.
This presents a
number of difficult transitions
between different
planes of timber.
We didn’t even
try to design this,
bu t
instead
t ru s t e d K e l l y
Archer’s skills and
aesthetic instincts.
The results speak
for themselves.
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Systems Changes
The basic systems aboard, fridge, diesel heater, water heater, and the small watermaker all
worked quite well. Our Balmar genset, however, was a big disappointment, operating for less than
20 hours on the whole trip. The little Kubota diesel itself was fine, but the alternators kept burning
up.
As we looked at various remedies we realized that one of the major issues in terms of performance would be how much fresh water we carried. We had plenty of tankage to allow us to do
without the complexity of a watermaker. However, we’d grown to love the lively feel of the boat
when she was light and so decided to re-engineer our systems so we would feel comfortable carrying minimum fresh-water inventories.
Toward this end we acquired a 50-gallon-per-hour (194 liter) Village Marine engine-driven
watermaker.
We then went back to our old friend Bob Sampson at Electrodyne for a pair of his highly efficient and bulletproof alternators. With remote-mounted diodes (to remove heat from the alternator casing) each unit would put out 322 amps at 28 volts, or 9 kilowatts of total charging power!
After looking at various diesels we selected a 4-cylinder 50-horse Yanmar to power the alternators and watermaker. Running the engine at 1,700 rpm gives us plenty of power to handle these
loads. Yes, we were adding about 220 pounds (100 kg) to the engine room, but we’d be saving a
ton and a half by keeping our tanks light when we passaged.

Revised Displacement
By now you might get the idea that we like the way Beowulf sails. The problem is that once you
get used to one level of performance (in terms of comfort and speed), the performance becomes
second nature and you want more.
When we left California, with full fuel and water tanks, all our boatbuilding tools, and several
tons of boatbuilding supplies (not to mention four months of food for four people) we were sailing
right at our projected cruising displacement. The boat felt great.
By the time we’d reached New Zealand, the fuel tanks were just about empty, we’d eaten the
last of the beans and peanut butter, and we were quite a bit lighter. And where Beowulf had felt
good leaving California she now felt incredible under sail and power.
When we worked through the changes in the interior and engine room we found that if we were
careful, we could end up going back in the water at a lower cruising weight than we’d come out.
Yes, we were adding a ton and a half in the interior, engine room and some other areas. But by
eliminating the boatbuilding stuff we’d carried, and by keeping freshwater tanks light when we
were passaging (with our small watermaker as a backup) we’d be sailing under the original design
displacement.

The Next Boat
There’s always a next boat in our minds. And during the 8,000 miles of trials as we watched
Beowulf perform her ballet with the sea, there was a running commentary on what could be done
to improve her comfort, performance, and ease of handling.
With every other design we’ve done by the time we’d finished sea-trials I would have a notebook full of little things I’d wanted to change the next time. In the case of Beowulf, with the exception of some interior refinements and a couple of systems changes there’s nothing on the list.
Skip and Melinda, however, were determined to test the concept a bit further. After following
the design progress of Beowulf and then her building for several years they decided that they’d
like a sistership. They put Sundeer on the market and before the ink on the listing was hardly dry
she was gone.
We’ve changed their boat in a couple of minor ways. She has a slightly larger engine (230 horse
compared to 170 — built on the same block) and a larger Hundestadt (VP3 model instead of VP2).
To accommodate the larger Hundestadt the engine room has been lengthened 2 feet (610 mm).
The hull shape has been changed ever so subtly to allow them to carry a bit more payload than we
like to have with us.
The biggest change is in draft. Their boat will draw a little less (6.5 feet/2 m).
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Handrails are strategically placed throughout the
interior. By using stainless steel we were able to
reduce diameter, as well as increase the length of the
offset between handrail and suppor t base. This
makes the handrails much easier to use.
Mattresses have 3/4 inch (19mm)
of space around the edges to allow
us to tuck in bedding.

The gap between the windows on the
hull side and the interior panels is filled by
a molded fiberglass ring, painted to match
the fabric on the hull panels.

We splurged on weight for the aft vanity and galley sink counters. This 1/2-inch (12.6mm) Corian
is supported by 1/4-inch (6.3mm) ply cut out in
the center.This adds a very nice feel and is practical as well. The total hit weight was just under 35
pounds (16 kg).
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In order to make the main and
mizzen easier to handle when furling, we will add boom racks to contain the sail between the lazyjacks.
The construction of the reef patches
will be changed to soften these now
very stiff areas. We are also going to
eliminate one of the reefs, as their
use seems problematical.
But in terms of basic systems,
interior layout, and rig, the boats are
identical.

Where To From Here?
With a completed Beowulf awaiting the open sea, we are not sure
where we are headed. What we do
know is that we’ll be heading there
faster and in more comfort than any
sailor has a right to expect. If you
see us anchored nearby, come by for
a get-together.
Beowulf at speed, during sea trials, after her interior fit out was
completed. She is reaching at 13.5 knots in 18 knots of true wind.

Ancient history to the present, stern to stern. Wakaroa (left) was one of the first in the Deerfoot series.
Beowulf (right) is our latest design. Underwater they are radically different.Beowulf weighs about 3 tons less
than Wakaroa in light ship trim, yet has 10 feet (3 m) more waterline length. Both boats have similar waterline beam, but Wakaroa’s half entry angle is 14.5 degrees, compared to Beowulf ’s at 10.9 degrees. Beowulf is
far more powerful, with righting moments at 30 degrees on the order of 230,000 foot pounds (32,000
kgM), while Wakaroa has half of this righting moment.
Wakaroa makes very fast passages, averaging right around five days for the 1,200-mile trip between New
Zealand and Fiji. Beowulf did the same passage in 1995, in light airs, in 4 days, 3 hours. The boats are both
easy to sail, although Beowulf ’s higher stability factors mean she requires less changing of gears as the breeze
heats up. Under power,Wakaroa cruises at 8 to 9 knots for about 1,000 miles. Beowulf cruises under power
at 11 to 12 knots and has a 2,000-mile range.
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......................................................449
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Hurth mechanical transmission
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Hyde feather prop ........................ 754 insurance .....................................1063
accident or illness .....................342
hydraulic ....................................... 695
backstay controls ......................695 integral tanks .................................579
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anchor stowage, photo .............. 41
autopilot ...................................... 69
awning combinations .............. 370
Bali visit .................................... 327
bilge brew .................................. 366
bug screen system .................... 360
Cedros Island gale ................... 516
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circumnavigation ..................... 382
clearing into Papeete ............... 307
cockpit ....................................... 911
cockpit concerts ....................... 264
Cocos Keeling passage ........... 289
companionway, photo ............. 910
control panel, photo ................. 852
CQR anchor ................................ 40
crew size decision .................... 372
dipole antenna .......................... 208
displacement-length ratio ....... 428
dodger, photo ............................ 136
double bunk .............................. 954
draft, effects of 7’2" ................. 449
emergency tiller ....................... 545
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engine-driven bilge pump ........ 52
Fatu Hiva passage .................... 261
Fiji passage ............................... 282
fin keel ....................................... 449
folding prop .............................. 753
fresh water capacity ................. 368
fridge capacity .......................... 818
fridge system ............................ 814
galley equipment ...................... 315
galley, photo ............................. 975
general comments .................. 1040
hanging locker, photo .............. 946
head ............................................ 990
head to pantry conversion ....... 991
headliner .................................. 1016
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369

hull shape, photos .................... 430
hull stripe, photos .................... 622
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453
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jacketed exhaust ....................... 775
ketch rig, change of ................. 645
knockdown risks ...................... 938
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364
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life raft ....................................... 242
Lom Lom passage .................... 267
low freeboard ............................ 445
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Marquesas passage ..................102
Martec prop ...............................753
New Caledonia passage ..........285
overheated engine ....................777
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photo ............................................35
polynesian picnic .....................262
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......................................................776
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reacher .........................................76
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removing visual obstructions 1022
rig ................................................645
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sail inventory ...............................72
sailing awning ...........................158
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self-steering systems ...............375
ship’s document ........................307
South Africa stay ......................385
spinnaker design .......................104
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spinnaker poles ................ 705, 706
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steering ......................................541
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storm shutters ............................258
strobe light .................................256
Takaroa passage .......................262
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vane steerer .................................58
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autopilot .......................................69
Bruce anchor ...............................48
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Narragansett Bay ......................... 489 nitric acid, for cleaning ...............564
nitrogen gas
National Magnetic Sensors
hydraulic rig controls ...............695
float switches ............................797
Nationwide/Worldwide Emergency Nitronic 50 ....................................746
Ambulance Return (NEAR) ...... 342 NOAA ............................................216
naval architects ........................... 1055 noise
electrical .....................................895
compensation ..........................1057
nolly nuts .......................................325
navigation
celestial tables/almanac ..........281 Nomex ...........................................577
charts ..........................................281 no-nos ................................... 262, 360
cruising guides ..........................281 non-skid
electronics .................................928
deck hatches ..............................934
eyes .............................................281
hardtops ......................................922
materials ....................................281
ladder, photos ..........................1004
storing materials .......................950
raised timber strips, photo .....1034
varnish ......................................1034
navigatorium ................................ 985
Navik vane, photo .......................... 60 Nonsuch 22
freestanding rig, photos ...........648
Navtec ....... 684, 690, 691, 694, 1116
Hydraulics .................................694 Nordic 40 .......................................502
Nitronic 50 ................................690 Norseman ............................. 690, 691
rod properties, chart .............680
terminal wires, photo ...............563
wire and rod rigging .............679
terminal, photo ..........................682
turnbuckle ..................................684
Navtrek .......................................... 218
Neal, John ..................................... 398 Norseman 447 ..............................504
photos .........................................433
Ned Kelly ...................................... 519
negligence ..................................... 387 Norseman wire cutter, photo ......260
neoprene .......................230, 233, 624 North Atlantic ...................... 234, 381
hot water pipe insulation .........808 North Northeast ............................636
rubber mast boot, photo ..........668 North Sails RI 34, 77, 78, 85, 86, 89,
Neosporin ...................................... 339 92, 110, 115, 117, 125, 127, 439, 635,
Neptune ......................................... 200 ............................................. 1131, 1153
photo ...........................................231
Neri, Dan .......34, 77, 115, 118, 132,
1131, .................................. 1132, 1153 Northhill Seaplane anchor ............41
Never Seize ................................... 739 Nouvarania ..................................1163
photos ................................181, 182
New Caledonia ... 325, 382, 385, 878

Nova Del Mar ............................. 1124
NTSC video format ..................... 224
nuts ................................................ 319
Nylatron GS ................................. 529
nylon .............................................. 530

O
observation dome, photo ............ 924
Oceanus ........................................ 513
photos ........................................ 514
odors .............................................. 365
bilge ........................................... 366
engine ........................................ 366
mold and mildew ..................... 366
toilet ........................................... 366
Oeland, Paul .........................603, 617
officials, dealing with ................. 305
clearing in ................................. 306
customs ...................................... 306
financial requirements ............ 306
flag etiquette ............................. 308
foreign flag yachts ................... 308
health requirements ................. 305
immigration .............................. 307
medicine aboard ....................... 336
mordida ..................................... 329
personal identification ............ 305
practique .................................... 306
ship’s papers ............................. 305
visas ........................................... 305
weapons ..................................... 306
offshore
perspective ................................ 407
oil ................................................... 770
3-in-One .................................... 134
changing system ...................... 772
oil and gas separator (refrigeration)
830

oil traps (refrigeration) ............... 823
oilite bearings
use of in sheaves ....................... 658
older spars, use with .................... 699
on-deck comfort .......................... 135
onions ............................................ 323
operating expense ...................... 1091
orange (brown-skinned) ............. 323
Orbitcom ....................................... 216
o-rings ........................................... 749
sealing bolts .............................. 770
Orram’s ......................................... 280
OSTAR ..................................494, 626
Outbacker (ham unit) .................. 207
outboards
cavitation plate enhancement,
photo .......................................... 186
emergency power ..................... 186
four-cycle .................................. 187
fuel filters .................................. 188
fuel tanks ................................... 188
handling ..................................... 187
horsepower ............................... 186
oil injection ............................... 186
oil ratios ..................................... 186
sling, photo ............................... 187
spares ......................................... 188
storage ....................................... 948
outhaul car, photo ........................ 674
overcurrent protection ................ 853
overhangs ..............................435, 443
overpropping ................................ 752
overtime ...................................... 1074
overvoltage alarm ........................ 780
Owens
Doug and Jaimie ...................... 276
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Owens-Corning Aurora insulation Paratech sea anchors, photos ......259 personal computers
electronic charting ................... 217
panels ............................................. 903 parmesan cheese (dried) .............319
hardware decisions .................. 192
photo ..........................................818 passages
integrating with performance inBaja California ..........................388
Oyster 39, photo ........................... 432
struments ................................... 191
Bali to Christmas Island ..........288
Oyster Marine .............................. 432
software decisions ................... 191
Cape Hatteras .................932, 1063
Cape Horn .........................256, 400 perspective
P
on cruising yachts and size ... 1092
Cape of Good Hope ..................515
P & O .................................... 256, 406
Cape Town to Rio .....................521 pests ............................................... 360
Pacer damage-control pump, photo
bug screens ................................ 360
Cape Town to West Indies ..... 321,
cockroaches .............................. 361
798
1103
no-nos ........................................ 360
Pachos, Alex ................................. 135
Cedros Island ............................516
rats .............................................. 363
Pacific ............................................ 398
Christmas Island to Cocos Keeling
water snake, photo ................... 360
Pacific Maritime Mobile Net ..... 341
......................................................289
Pacific Northwest ........................ 391
Cocos Keeling to Rodrigues ...932 Peter Pan ....................................... 328
water hazards ............................565
Fatu Hiva ....................................261 Peter, Allison .................................. 34
pad eye, photo .............................. 729
Fiji ...............................................282 Peterson 44
dodger design, photo ............... 141
Page
Fort Lauderdale ........................334
John ............................................231
Indian Ocean ...........................1089 Peterson, Andy and Sandy ......... 392
Kathryn and Mayer 446, 719, 978
Lom Lom ...................................267 pets ................................................. 308
dogs ............................................ 331
Paine, Chuck ................................. 506
Marquesas ..................................102
turtles, photo ............................. 309
bow shape ..................................507
New Caledonia .........................285 Pettingel,
Steve ........... 489, 628, 701
keel .............................................509
New York to San Fransisco .....489
steering ......................................510
New Zealand to Tahiti ............1113 Phil Rhodes ................................ 1056
transom ......................................509
New Zealand to Tonga .............505 Philippines ................. 330, 334, 1089
transverse stability ...................509
Pango Pango ..............................203 phoo-phoos ................................... 262
paint
Quebec to St. Malo ...................233 phosphoric acid, for cleaning .... 564
adhesion problem, photo .........615
South Pacific .............................385 photography ................................. 349
bad undercoat, photo ...............616
camera maintenance ................ 350
Southern Ocean ........................241
boot-stripe design .....................619
film storage ............................... 350
Takaroa .......................................262
bottom ........................................614
photographing cruising situations
Ureparapara ...............................193
electrolytic protection .............897
351
engine and equipment .............739 passivating .....................................563
processing onboard ................. 351
glazing materials ......................623 passports ........................................305 physical fitness ............................. 340
graphics .....................................622 Patagonia .......................................230
Bullworker ................................ 340
miracle products .......................615 Patee, J.R. ......................................232
Sarah Dashew working out, photo
problems ....................................615 Patterson (Bishop) .......................270
339
rust problem, photo ..................619 peanut butter ............... 319, 321, 365 Piehi, Phillip ................................. 264
paint schemes and hull types
Pearson 30
pig (unlucky), photo .................. 1085
illustrations ...............................620
sail loads, drawing ....................121 pilot berths, photos .................... 1001
Palmer Johnson ............................ 936 Pearson Vanguard ......................1093 pilot charts .................................... 382
Palmer, Geoffrey .......................... 498 Pedrich, Dave .............................1057 pilot installation, photo .............. 541
Palmyra ....................................... 1094 Pegasus
pilot house ............................924, 925
pamplemousse ..................... 262, 323
main saloon (flush deck vs. trunk
flower box, photo ................... 1026
Panama ......307, 379, 381, 382, 396,
cabin), photo ...........................1021
high latitudes, photos .............. 926
photo .............................................75
1087
hybrid approach ....................... 929
Canal ..........................................280 penguins, photo ............................398
mainsheet attachment points, phoCristobal ....................................329 pepperoni .......................................321
to ................................................. 675
panel layout (headliners) .......... 1017 performance
on small yacht, photo .............. 925
papaya ............................................ 323
photo ..................................397, 924
water ballast ..............................628
sitting height, photos ............... 928
paper towels .................................. 319 performance instruments ............188
sole width .................................. 926
accuracy .....................................191
Papua New Guinea ...................... 325
ventilation ................................. 928
analysis .......................................189
air conditioning ........................835
ventilation, photo ..................... 604
Baytronic South ........................191
Bouganville copper mine, photo ..
Brookes & Gatehouse .....190, 191 pilot berths
283
on Intermezzo, photo ............ 1044
Compusail ..................................191
Bouganville Island, Kieta .......613
computer integration ................191 Pin Oak Digital ............................ 205
bride, photo ...............................265
dead reckoning ..........................189 Pin Oak modem, photo ............... 204
crocodiles ..................................346
integrated systems ....................189 pineapple ...................................... 323
East Cape, tattoo art, photo .....266
masthead instrument extenders .... pipes (hot water plumbing) ........ 843
highlands .....................................35
190
piracy ............................................. 334
Louisidad Archipelago ............613
performance targets .................190 Pittman
Nissan, photo ............................282
RS
232
port
................................191
Freeman ......................................... 8
Port Moresby ............................395
spinnaker sock effect ...............190
Knowles ...................................... 42
Port Moresby hospital stay .....339
Tiderace .....................................191 Piver trimaran, photo .................. 523
Rabaul ........................................891
true wind
local marketing .....................322
angle correction .....................190 Piver, Arthur ................................. 523
salt tablets ..............................337
direction .................................189 planform ......................................... 95
volcano expedition, photo ...284
VMG ...........................................189 plants
interior ..................................... 1026
resistant malaria .......................338 Perkins (diesel engines)
Sepik River ................................395
4.236 ...........................................740 plastic
mirrors, use of ........................ 1023
World War II wreck diving .....344
4-108, use as genset/get home enplumbing fittings ...................... 801
parachute anchor, photos ............ 259
gine .............................................780
parachute cord .............................. 129 Perry, Bob ............................. 440, 504 plenum chamber ......... 939, 940, 943
paradise, photo ............................. 405 Persian Gulf ..................................193 Plexiglas ...................... 935, 979, 992
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plumbing ....................................... 787
chilled water air conditioning systems ............................................836
cockpit drains ............................905
construction, photos ................594
damage-control pumps ............798
deck wash ..................................792
diesel tanks ................................769
fittings ........................................801
float switches ............................797
freshwater system ....................803
gray water ..................................792
heating systems ........................843
holding tanks .............................791
hot water ....................................806
hot water interior heating systems
.........................................842
hydraulic rig controls ..............695
hydraulic steering .....................538
manual backup ..........................803
odors ...........................................793
plate plumbing ..........................822
propane system .........................811
pumps .........................................794
refrigeration system .................831
risk of sinking ...........................800
salt water ....................................789
skin fittings ................................788
snap-together system, photo ...801
toilets ..........................................790
valves .........................................788
watermakers ..............................809
poisson cru ........................... 262, 323
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pressure switch
fresh water system ....................803
Primrose, Angus ................ 494, 1057
Primus stove ....................................37
prismatic coeficient .....................431
privacy ...........................................944
produce
storage life, chart ......................819
production-boat specs ...............1068
Professional Packaging ...............171
ProFurl ......................... 127, 128, 716
roller furler ..............................1165
progress payments .....................1073
prop shafts
power take off ...........................876
propagation ...................................208
PROPANE .....................................811
propane ........................ 280, 326, 811
dual tank storage, photo ..........811
for hot water ..............................806
portable heater, photo ..............839
pressure gauge ..........................812
regulator .....................................812
storage, photo ..........................1131
stoves ..........................................976
system .........................................811
tank to tank filling .....................976
propeller ........................................751
impact on transmission ............746
measuring efficiency ................752
protection ...................................756
range under power ....................765
shaft support ..............................747
shafts ...........................................746
size ..............................................752
turbulence, photo ......................752
Prop-shaft support brackets, photos

polar moments
comfort effects at anchor ........444
polarity testing (shorepower) ..... 890
Polaroid cameras .............. 350, 1127
polycarbonate
pilot house windows, use with 926 ...........................................600
Protection R.T. Inc. ......................227
polyethylene
freshwater tanks .......................805 provisioning ..................................317
baked goods ...............................320
polyeurethane ............................... 230
baking ingredients ....................318
Polynesia ............................ 386, 1089
bugs! ...........................................321
polyurethane foam
canned goods .............................319
insulation, photos .....................607
condiments ................................319
refrigeration insulation ............817
dairy goods ................................318
popcorn .......................................... 319
dry foods ....................................319
Porpoise Design ......................... 1056
fats ...............................................319
Porst, Craig ................................... 339
food poisoning ..........................321
port holes
fresh foods .................................320
shades, photo ............................169
frozen foods ...............................320
Port Moresby Yacht Club ........... 338
lettuce storage, photo ...............321
Port Townsend Sails . 109, 118, 635,
long-term storage, photo .........321
....................................641, ............. 646
non-food items ..........................319
portable gasoline generators ...... 895
packaging considerations ........321
pastas ..........................................320
PortaPotty ..................................... 516
pre-cooked meals .....................320
ports ............................................... 935
snacks .........................................319
Portugal ......................................... 280
spices and herbs ........................318
poste restante ................................ 403
storage ........................................318
potatoes ......................................... 323
veggy bins ..................................318
Power Bars ........................... 363, 365
where to store ............................318
power ratings (transmission) ..... 744
without refrigeration ................320
power take-off ..................... 746, 876 provisioning,
photo ....................1136
capacity ......................................758
power transmission ...................... 743 PSS seal, photo .............................749
power winches .... 724, 725, 726, 727 Psyche
dodger, photo ............................138
pox ................................................ 1074 PTO
pulley ....................................757
Practical Sailor ............................. 249 Puamotian
practique ........................................ 306 Puerto Rico ...................................1126
pram hoods
Fajardo, customs warning .......333
photos .........................................143 Puffin
............................................1056
reversed, photos ........................171
..............................................915
preluber ......................................... 772 pulpit
running lights, photo ................917
pressure pump ..................... 795, 803 Pulse
Width Modulator ...............872

pump down cycle (refrigeration) 833
pumps
booster pumps (watermaker) . 810
cabinet, photo ........................... 794
capacity ..................................... 794
cooling (fridge compressor) ... 828
damage control ......................... 798
discharge ................................... 801
dry-running, protection from . 794
installation ................................ 794
lift and discharge length ......... 794
pressure water .......................... 803
rubber impeller ......................... 798
PUR
Survivor ..................................... 249
water filter ............................... 1131
watermakers, photos ............... 809
push-button latches, photos ..... 1013
pushpits ......................................... 915
PVC .........................................88, 230
conduit, photo ........................... 899
foam core .................................. 576
in gray-water tanks .................. 792
pipe ............................................. 793
pipe as pump pick-up, photo .. 797
pipe for plumbing .................... 787
plumbing fittings ...................... 802
salt-water intake manifolds, photos ............................................... 789
PYI ................................................. 749
pyrometer
engine loading, use with ....... 1098

Q
QME tiller ....................................... 61
quadrant ........................................ 533
installation, photo .................... 541
quality ......................................... 1063
quartz halogen lighting ............. 1036
Quebec-to-St. Malo race ............ 233
Queen’s Birthday Storm ............. 505
Quig, Joe ....................................... 518
Quik Vang ..................................... 673

R
R and B
life raft ....................................... 246
Rabaul Yacht Club ....................... 337
racing experience ...................... 1054
racing rule influence ................... 443
Racor ............................................. 763
Crank Vent ................................ 773
fine-screen oil filter, drawing . 771
fuel filters ..........................188, 763
fuel/air separator, photo .......... 769
radar .............193, 219, 375, 928, 930
and solar panels, photos .......... 884
antenna

gain ......................................... 195
installation, photos ............... 193
size .......................................... 195
caution ....................................... 199
compatibility with GPS .......... 196
Furuno ...............................197, 199
heavy weather ........................... 193
inside vs. outside, photos ........ 198
installation, photos .................. 986
Intermezzo ll, use aboard ...... 1107
landfall in Solomon Islands ... 193
LCD-based ................................ 197
mizzen mast bracket ................ 644
monitor location ....................... 198
mounting, photo ....................... 198
power consumption ................. 197
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proximity alarms ......................196
pulse length ...............................195
quantization levels ...................195
Raytheon, photo .......................194
receiver sensitivity ...................195
reflector, photo ..........................257
scope, photos ............................194
sea-clutter ..................................195
software features ......................196
target definition ........................194
watertight integrity ..................196
radial T spinnakers ...................... 104
radio frequency interference ...... 895
Radio Shack digital voltmeter, photo
....................................................... 1130

Rafiki 37 ........................................ 277
rail vangs ....................................... 671
rain
awning (over porthole), photo 936
catching ............................ 805, 919
Rain Check ................................... 162
rainwater
awnings, catching with ............168
catching .....................................369
raisins ............................................. 319
range of stability
water ballast ..............................629
range under power ....................... 764
Rangiroa ........................................ 382
Raritan .................................. 790, 990
Rarotonga ...................................... 219
rats .................................................. 363
rat guard, photo .........................364
raw materials .............................. 1062
Raytheon ....................................... 194
razors ............................................. 319
RC Marine (plumbing fittings) .. 788
reachers ........................................... 76
reaching jib ................................... 390
Reckman Company ..................... 715
Recovery Engineering ................ 249
DC watermaker ........................809
rectifier diodes
use in alternators ......................868
Red Sea .......................................... 290
reduction gear ............................... 744
reed switches ................................ 797
day tank ......................................764
Reed, Steve ................................... 117
reef
cunninghams .............................102
tripping ......................................102
Reef Islands .................................. 395
reefing .............................74, 128, 699
bendy rigs, with ........................699
ketch rig, special considerations ..
.........................................645
lines ............................................718
mainsail, size of reefs ..............102
using winches ...........................724

Refineco
lubricating oil cleaner ..............771
refrigeration .................................. 813
AC or DC ...................................827
automatic cycling .....................829
box ..............................................814
compressors ..............................825
deciding on a system ................833
door handles, photos ................814
drains, plumbing of ..................792
efficient system, drawing ........813
fans .............................................822
food longevity ...........................818
gaskets, photos ................ 814, 816
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holding plates ............................820
insulation ...................................817
interior volume .........................818
Intermezzo ll’s system ...........1104
Intermezzo’s system details ..1046
liner, photo .................................815
objectives ...................................813
plate location .............................822
running time ..............................814
spare parts requirements .........833
Sundeer’s systems ..................1119
system, photo ..........................1099
systems logic .............................902
temperature, best ranges of .....818
testing .........................................834
upgrading ...................................834
regulators .......................................871
for alternator control ................868
marine environment, problems
with .............................................871
second .........................................872
reinforcements ..................... 572, 573
RELAX ..........................................120
stress mapping ..........................132
relays ..............................................797
relief valves
hydraulic steering .....................538
relieving tackles
emergency tiller, use with .......545
relish ...............................................321
remote steering wheel ...................68
resale ............................................1066
rescue platform/removable canopy,
photos .............................................244
resins
epoxies .......................................574
isothalic polyesters ...................574
orthothalic polyesters ..............574
vinylesters ..................................574
Reuther, Mark ...............................127
Revereware .......................... 315, 316
reverse cycle heating ...................836
reverse cycle loading failure ......553
reverse osmosis
fresh water filtering with .........804
RF
grounds .......................................900
supression ..................................896
r-glass .............................................573
rheostat
use to control alternator output ....
871

Rhode Island .................................378
Newport .....................................627
Rhodes, Phil ................................1093
RIBs ...............................................181
rice ......................................... 321, 322
Rice, Bob .....................................1156
Ridder
Steve ...........................................700
Sven ............................................491
riding sail .............................. 53, 1132
Hio Avae, photo ......................1123
photo .........................................1137
storm jib, photo ...........................52
rig ....................................................632
aspect ratio .................................634
breaking strengths, chart .........680
calculating rigging loads .........677
control handle, photos .............693
control pumps, photos .............694
efficiency ...................................632
headsail area ..............................636
hydraulic controls .....................693
keel interaction, diagrams .......633

loads, diagram .......................... 656
manufacturer’s values, chart .. 679
overlap ....................................... 637
Rigadoon ...................................... 453
centerline sink, photo .............. 975
rigging emergencies .................... 260
deck knives, photo ................... 260
wire cutters, photos ................. 260
righting moment ..................417, 547
inclining test, diagram ............ 681
testing for .................................. 676
right-of-way ................................. 388
roach
overlap ......................................... 99
Roach Motel ................................. 362
Roach OMEGA ......................... 1043
Robert Hale & Co .......................... 34
Roberts, Bruce ............................. 440
Robertson control head .............. 380
Robertson, Dougal ..............178, 242
rod rigging .................................... 690
and spreaders, photos .............. 664
rod termination, photos ........... 665
terminations, photos ................ 691
Rodrigues Island ......... 290, 386, 932
compact harbor, photo ............ 291
Port Mathurin ........................... 291
reception, photo ....................... 291
Rogeberg, Ulf .............................. 929
Rohm .....................................926, 934
roller-furling ................................. 128
back-up systems ....................... 373
changing headsails .................. 373
free-flying system, photo .......... 76
gear, photos ............................... 714
Harken, photo ............................. 72
headsails .................................... 127
changing ................................ 128
photos ..................................... 127
horizontal .................................. 716
in mast ....................................... 719
jib luff, photo .............................. 72
padded luffs .............................. 128
reefing ........................................ 128
sheet leads ................................. 128
ultraviolet protection ............... 128
vs. jib hanks ................................ 72
rollers
dual v. single, photo ................... 53
Rollex camera .............................. 349
Rollins, Steve ............................... 810
Rolls batteries .............................. 859
Route 66 ........................................ 489
B&R rig, schematic ................. 700
hull section, drawing ............... 489
main mast tripod support, photo ..
492

profile view, drawing ............... 490
stability curve ........................... 493
swept-spreader rig, photo ....... 492
Royal Ocean Racing Club .......... 438
RP Enterprises ............................... 34
RPM
range on diesel engines ........... 742
vs. torque in drive line ............. 743
rub plates ....................................... 749
rubbing strake .............................. 631
base, photos .............................. 631
rudder
angle indicators ........................ 545
balance ....................................... 459
bearings ..................................... 528
broken bottom hinge, photos . 458
design ......................................... 471
exposed head, photo ................ 545
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head, photo ................................532
keel attached ........... 454, 455, 458
prop-wash considerations .......459
response rate ...............................66
shaft

construction ...........................526
deflection ...............................528
photo .......................................599
skeg-mounted, photos .............458
spade ..........................................459
stop .............................................541
tilting ..........................................491
transom-hung ............................460
twin .............................................459
Ruger Min-14 rifle ....................... 332
running backstay .......................... 688
fractional rigs, use with ...........638
runners .........................................81
running lights ............................... 280
running passes
calaculating slack water ..........263
running rigging ............................ 733
construction ..............................733
leading controls aft ..................737
on-deck storage ........................920
sheets ..........................................736
Russia
short-wave broadcasts .............208
RVG wind vane .............59, 61, 1043

S
SAAB ............................................ 876
Mistral’s use of .......................1098
shaft generating systems, use with
......................................................876

variable pitch propellers ..........754
saber saws ..................................... 887
Sabot, photo .................................. 184
safety gear ..................................... 227
Cascade Design, photo ............249
cold-weather cruising ..............231
collision patches .......................259
deck knives, photo ...................260
EPIRB ........................................248
fire extinguisher ........................227
flares ...........................................248
harnesses ...................................235
life jackets .................................236
life raft ........................................242
man overboard ..........................237
parachute anchors ....................259
radar transponders ....................248
radio gear ...................................247
rigging emergencies ................260
smoke and die markers ............248
smoke hood ...............................228
storm shutters ............................257
strap in galley ............................975
visibility .....................................256
what to choose ..........................249
whistles ......................................236
Yachtsaver .................................251
safety limits .................................. 698
sail area
correct ratios .............................429
sail construction
batten pockets ...........................119
bolt ropes ...................................124
clew ring, photo ........................118
cross-cut ....................................114
head and tack, photo ................119
headboard attachment .............126
jib hanks .....................................124
main and mizzen clews, photos ...
118
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mainsail reinforcement, photo 118
mainsail slides ...........................125
pressed ring, photo ...................120
radial panel ................................114
photo .......................................115
reef clew, photo .........................119
seamless .....................................115
storm headsail ...........................131
sail inventory
evaluation for buying boat ....1039
Sail magazine ............................ 8, 34
sail repair
contact cement ..........................134
sewing machine ........................134
sailboard ........................................184
sailhandling ...................................373
selection of sails .......................373
weight of sails ...........................373
sailing awnings .............................158
Acrylan .......................................162
arch hardware, photo ...............159
bimini frame ..............................159
photo .......................................160
coaming, photo .........................161
Dacron ........................................162
dealing with rigging, photos ...165
dodger extension, photo ..........161
fabric ...........................................162
photos .........................................159
Rain Check ................................162
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Survival and Safety Designs ...... 245
timer switch
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.................................804
Survival Tech .... 236, 238, 240, 243,
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finding crew .............................. 376
keel ..............................................458
flare kit, photo ...........................248
leaving the boat ........................ 378
plumbing ...........................791, 804
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795
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tools
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towel racks
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towing generator ................. 875, 879
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Trace inverter, efficiency curve . 891
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extended steel trays, photo .....859
tradewinds ............................ 379, 381
trading ............................................ 266
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Transit ............................................ 277
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Transpac ............................... 504, 658
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diving, photos ............................344
construction ............................ 1031
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corner piece, photo ................ 1031
Rangiroa ............................379, 385
foam, photos ........................... 1025
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vangs .............................................. 695
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vanilla essence ............................. 318
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Vanuatu
Espiritu Santo, dangerous sharks
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Port Sandwich .......................... 308
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Vectran ....................... 716, 734, 1163
Vega 27 .......................................... 398
Velcro .............. 229, 920, 1017, 1024
to fasten headliners ................ 1017
to fasten screens ....................... 937
Velnzin, Johan ............................ 1057
velocity ......................................... 651
Velocity VPPs .............................. 223
Velvia ............................................ 394
veneer .......................................... 1008
Venezuela ..................................... 280
vent cowl, photo .......................... 940
ventilation ...........................930, 1137
aft ................................................ 943
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basic onboard airflow .............. 932
bunks ........................................ 1044
cane-fronted doors, photo .... 1101
companionway screen, photo 934
dorade vents .............................. 938
fans ............................................. 943
furniture ...........................943, 1012
galley ......................................... 981
galley odors .............................. 943
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hardtops, considerations with 922
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lockers, photos ....................... 1012
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pilothouse ..................................928
quarter berths ..........................1129
screens .......................................936
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windows and ports ...................935
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story board .................................353
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Village Marine
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vinegar ........................................... 319
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visas ............................................... 305
visibility ........................................ 256
vitamins ......................................... 336
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Voice of America ......................... 208
voltage ........................................... 847
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bulbs .........................................1037
drop ............................................847
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Williams, Bob .... 34, 824, 833, 853,

Windshadow
heavy staysail, photo ..................83
photo ...........................................426
windshield
defoggers ...................................844
fixed ............................................922
vertical, photos ..........................925
windsurfer ............................ 184, 394
mast storage ...............................920
Windward Passage .......................381
ketch rig .....................................641
Windward Sails ..............................93
winged keels
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construction ...............................679
wind mills
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pilothouse location ...................930
power ..........................................724
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materials .....................................679
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terminals (electric) ...................850
connecting to wheel steering systwisted, photo ............................849
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mounting .....................................60
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RVG ..............................................61 Wishovich, Sally and John .........518
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safety issues ...............................298
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women’s perspectives .................297
........................................1027
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bilge pump ................................ 796
galley sink plumbing ............... 792
sump pumps .............................. 792
toilet exhaust, photo ................ 790
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yacht storage ................................ 378
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Yachtsaver .................................... 251
buoyancy bag system, photo 1135
buoyancy, photo ....................... 252
calculating buoyancy requirements .......................................... 253
CO2 tanks, photo ..................... 254
cost issues ................................. 254
fire risks ..................................... 254
floorboard installation, photo 254
freeboard ................................... 252
installation, photos ..........252, 253
protection from elements ........ 252
reefs ............................................ 251
stay with the boat! .................... 251
time to do repairs ..................... 251
Yachtsman’s anchor ...................... 42
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double-braid ............................. 734
nylon braid .............................. 1130
yankee jib ........................................ 74
Yanmar ............ 873, 874, 1145, 1158
diesel, photo .............................. 773
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curves ......................................... 741
yawl ............................................... 640
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yellow fever .................................. 338
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ALUMINUM PAINT SPECS
What follows is a very detailed specification from Doug Templeton at DETCO. If you follow
Doug’s prescription to the letter, you have an excellent chance of getting a paint job which will
last for years.
1.0 Surface Preparation
1.1Structural Hull Completion
As all internal fabrication and external welding are completed, but before the application of any exterior
coatings, grinding of the entire plated hull surface on the outside should be undertaken with 36 grit or heavier
abrasive, taking care to thoroughly scour the plating to provide adequate “tooth” for coating system.
Sandblasting is an option but should be followed by a thorough grinding.
1.2Weld Grinding
Surface grind to flush level all external weld beads as closely as is structurally possible, with commercial
rotary grinder, to achieve as fair surface as possible. All hollows and voids noted after grinding should be
rewelded and ground to flush level. All corner beads should be ground.
1.3Fairing of Plating
After weld beads and plates have been ground, final fairness should be checked with long battens and any
possible corrections accomplished at this level by cold forming. Consideration should be given to as fair a surface as possible at this point, to eliminate unnecessary accumulation of fairing compound.
1.3.1Removal of Existing Coatings from Previously Painted Surfaces
Most effective for the removal of an existing enamel, epoxy, or polyurethane system with their attendant low-density fairing compounds, is the process of grinding with 16-24 grit abrasive. Because low-density
fairing compound is absorbent enough to the shock of sandblasting, substantially more-abrasive media is
required. The efficiency of sandblasting tends, therefore, to be less, compared to aggressive abrasive grinding.
Care should be taken after removal of all traces of coatings from the broad surfaces, to do the same
on all weld beads, using either rotary wire brushes, 3M surface-conditioning abrasive discs, die grinders, or a
combination of the three. When most of the coating system has been removed from weld beads, lower-capacity sandblasters or waterblasters may be used to cleanup the rough welded surfaces.
1.4Degreasing and Acid Etching
Remove all obvious accumulations of grease or surface contamination manually and follow with aggressive scrubbing using C-8762 or C-8761, if there is any doubt as to the presence of grease or oil deposits.
Alumiprep 33 is an acid etch combined with a surfactant to accomplish minor grease and oxide removal
in one operation. Apply full strength or dilute no more than one part Alumiprep 33 to one part water, and
apply liberally to all surfaces to be coated using thick plastic scrub brush. Workers should be protected with
appropriate eye and skin protective gear. Wire brushes shall not be used. Mix etch in plastic containers only.
As Alumiprep 33 is applied to surface, scrubbing action will reveal clean, shiny metal. Surfaces should be
scrubbed until complete wetting is noted. Material shall be reapplied to all areas where incomplete wetting is
evident.
After metal is thoroughly clean and surface is completely wet, rinse with water and do not allow to air-dry.
1.5Treatment with Conversion Coating
As soon as Alumiprep 33 has been washed from surface and before drying, apply Alodine 1201, full
strength, preferably with low-pressure garden sprayer (using plastic equipment only) or large, soft, full bristle
brush and continue applying so that surfaces do not dry. After 3-5 minutes surface should turn a watchband
gold color, after which a full water wash is undertaken. It is not abnormal when Alodine 1201 has been applied
in this manner for the surfaces treated to be less than perfectly uniform. Do not be alarmed for this is the
ordinary result. The predominance of the surface should have an iridescent coloration, however.
1.6Any areas where stain does not appear to have “taken” should be retreated with Alumiprep 33, rinsed
with water, and Alodine 1201 should be reapplied. Excess stain, indicated by a dark amber, less-transparent
color, shall be avoided.
1.7After copious water wash, allow to air dry and proceed immediately to the instructions in Section 2.
1.8Before the application of primer, do not recontaminate treated surfaces, do not use dirty rags thereupon,
and do not weld without retreating involved areas.
2.0 Application of Strontium Chromate Primer to Hull Surfaces
2.1Make sure surfaces are dry and well stained with Alodine 1201. Take care to use clean, filtered highpressure air to blow any traces of residual water from corners, non-welded joints, and weld beads.
2.2Thoroughly mix equal parts Sterling U-2554 Chromate Primer and Sterling U-2566 Primer Catalyst and
allow to pre-react for 30 minutes. Thin to appropriate viscosity with Sterling U-1289 Reducer after pre-reacting
and apply by conventional spray with pressure pot or via airless. Airless application should require very minimal
thinning, while conventional requires 15-20 percent. Primer should be applied in film thickness of at least 1015 mm, surface should be allowed to dry for 1-2 hours, and a second application should be undertaken to a
similar coating thickness.
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2.3A third application of primer after a 2-hour wait, or overnight at the latest, may be made with Sterling U2555 White High Build Primer, catalyzed and reduced similarly. This provides a distinct color contrast with the
U-2554, thus, when fairing compound is sanded, a showing of white denotes the time to cease sanding in that
area until more compound is added to the surrounding sub-flush areas. This guide coat helps prevent cutting
through the chromate barrier in the high spots.
2.3.1Sterling's U-4747 High Silver Chromate Primer may be used as an improved alternative to the U2554. This material is low VOC and thus compliant with the most stringent of air-pollution regulations. Importantly, it is far easier to sand.
Mix equal parts U-4747 with U-4748 Catalyst and allow 30 minute pre-reaction time. Thin approximately 25 percent with Sterling U-1289 Reducer and apply by conventional spray with pressure pot or airless
equipment. This primer may be applied in film thickness of 10-15 mm in one application. A second pass to a
similar film thickness should be applied as soon as first pass is tack-free. This may take a few hours in cooler
conditions. After several hours, when firm to the touch or overnight, it may be recoated with High Silver Buff
High Build Primer (U-4749), mixed 1:1 with U-4748 Catalyst, thinned about 25 percent, to be applied as a guide
coat as described in paragraph 2.3.
3.0 Fairing of Hull Surfaces
3.1After primed surface has thoroughly cured, sanding with 60-100 grit abrasive is recommended to provide
adequate “tooth” for fairing compound.
3.2Using long, flexible fairing batten, mark all obvious low spots.
3.3Mix equal parts Sterling U-2706 Epoxy Fairing Compound and Sterling U-2710 Catalyst (allow to stand
for 15 minutes in temperatures below 65 degrees Fahrenheit) and apply by trowel to all low spots. Do not add
solvent.
3.3.1An applicator may chose to utilize another brand of low-density fairing compound or may make up
their own using generic epoxy, West epoxy, or other similar products. While Sterling and Detco can make no
warranty of fitness for such materials, generally those manufactured by the prominent marine coatings companies and West are found satisfactory.
It is felt, most definitely, however, that using a pre-manufactured fairing compound is the best method
of retaining uniformity from batch to batch, preventing the incidence of “hard spots” or irregularities in the
faired surface due to differences in compound density.
It is the opinion of Detco and Sterling, furthermore, that the use of extremely low-density filler for
fairing compound may result in diminished impact resistance and vulnerability to softening or movement in high
heat conditions in tropical and subtropical exposures. Easier sanding, therefore, has its trade-offs.
3.3.2Do not use polyester fairing compound, for these materials tend to be water attractive or hygroscopic and contain solvents which may result in blistering substantially after a vessel has been launched.
3.3.3Do not add solvents to fairing compounds, to facilitate spreading.
3.4After all low spots have been filled to desired thickness, all hull surfaces should be coated with at least 1/
8 to 1/4 inch or more of prepared fairing compound to provide adequate “cushion” for subsequent grinding
and longboard sanding, to protect the integrity of primed surfaces.
3.5After cure period of at least 24-48 hours, depending upon ambient temperatures, coarse abrasive grinding will remove obvious high spots. 24-36 grit abrasive will speed the process.
3.6Long and somewhat flexible sanding boards should be used to bring high and low spots together. Use
grinders only for significant highs.
3.7Longboards should be moved horizontally, vertically, and at varying angles during the board-sanding process to achieve the fairest possible surface.
3.8After completion of all filling, fairing, and sanding, use high-pressure, filtered air to remove all dust and
sanding residue.
4.0 Priming Faired Hull Surface
4.1Thoroughly mix Sterling U-2555 Epoxy Primer and Sterling U-2566 Catalyst in equal proportions, allow
to stand 30-60 minutes, reduce to desired viscosity with U-1289, for airless or pressure pot conventional spray
application.
4.2At temperatures above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, apply 15-20 mm wet film thickness in at least two passes
to cover porous surface of sanded fairing compound. A second application is applied after 1-4 hours' drying
time, when first coat should be firm to the touch.
4.2.1An improved alternative to the above primer is Sterling's U-4749 High Silver Epoxy Primer, which is
mixed 1:1 with U-4748 Catalyst, pre-reacted for 30 minutes and reduced to desired application viscosity with
U-1289 Reducer. This product is low VOC and complies with the most stringent of air pollution regulations.
Importantly, it is far easier to sand.
4.2.2CAUTION: In cooler climates or in application or post-application conditions below 65-70 degrees
Fahrenheit, there is a danger of solvent absorption by the fairing compound if the first coat of primer is applied
in an excessive film thickness. Restrict the first application, therefore, to approximately 10-15 mm wet and
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allow overnight drying before applying additional material which should build to a total of 15-20 mm dry. For
application in temperatures above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, a 10-15 mm wet film may be applied, followed by a
second application after several hours' drying time, or when first coat is firm to touch. Recoat may be delayed
to overnight in cooler conditions.
4.3Using longboards with 80-150 grit abrasive, depending upon spray profile, sand surface to expose
remaining highs and lows. Refair or reprime as necessary and resand all resurfaced areas.
4.4Glaze as necessary to fill nominal low spots and deep sanding grooves with epoxy putty (International
Red Hand as an example) and sand fair with 120-150 grit abrasive, using firm boards to maintain surface fairness. A tight glaze of entire surface is the most cost effective way to fill deep scratches, at this stage, to make
ready for finish priming.
5.0 Intermediate/finish Priming
5.1Mix Sterling U-1000 Primer and Sterling U-1000C Catalyst in 2:1 ratio, reduce approximately 10 percent
with Sterling U-1014 Reducer, and apply by conventional or airless spray to entire surface in sufficient coating
thickness to cover the abrasive profile from board sanding.
5.1.1As an alternative to U-1000, Sterling's new Fine Silver Epoxy Primer may be used to comply with
the most stringent of air pollution regulations. U-4750 White or U-4751 Grey Epoxy Finish Primer, mixed 1:1
with U-4752 Catalyst may be used. This product is pre-reacted 30 minutes before thinning as needed with U1289 up to 25 percent for VOC compliance. Application by airless, pressure feed, siphon feed, roller/brush, or
HVLP is appropriate.
5.1.2The two Fine Silver colors permit the guide coat technique at this level as a final test of surface fairness and to indicate complete defect filling. Use either color for the first coat and switch to the other for a final
thinner pass. Sand until a uniform base coat color is attained.
5.2Complete sanding operation to remove all texture from primer and residual abrasive profile, up to 220
grit dry.
5.3All remaining imperfections should be filled with epoxy putty and spot-primed.
5.4After final sanding, blow dust from surface with clean, uncontaminated air and do not allow to be contaminated prior to gloss application.
6.0 Gloss Application
6.1Catalyze Sterling Linear Polyurethane Color Base 1:1 with Sterling U-1001C Catalyst, adding up to 1/4
ounce per catalyzed gallon Sterling U-2900 Accelerator in cases where application temperatures are not
expected to reach 65 degrees Fahrenheit, or when faster film cure time is desired. Allow to stand 30-45 minutes. Do not use accelerator if ambient conditions do not require it or use less than noted maximum.
6.2Reduce catalyzed urethane mixture approximately 25-30 percent with Sterling U-1014 Reducer at temperatures above 70-75 degrees Fahrenheit and Sterling U-1385 Reducer in lower ambient temperatures. U1275 may be used where temperatures exceed 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit.
6.3Using at least 60 psi air pressure at gun, fine atomizing air cap and fluid orifice no greater than 0.045
inches, apply first or “tack” coat of urethane so that surface is wet and film has good surface continuity. Thickness will be about 1.5-2.0 mm wet, just enough material to wet out surface.
6.4Allowing first coat to dry until firm (approximately 45 minutes to one hour at 70 degrees Fahrenheit)
apply second coat, in final application process, to achieve full flow (to thickness of about 2.0 mm wet). Some
applicators apply Sterling Gloss Polyurethane in three passes, but it is not necessary to achieve desired coating
thickness.
6.5Allow surface to dry at least 24-48 hours before applying tape for striping, unless testing proves film to
be cured so that tape imprint will not occur.
7.0 Application of Coatings to Engine Room, Bilges and Interior Utility Spaces
7.1If acid washing and Alodine application are impractical, substitute Sterling U-3225 Acid Reduced Chromate Primer, mixing same in 1:1 ratio with M-3226 Catalyst, reducing approximately 25 percent with Sterling
U-1014 Reducer. This primer is applied in very minimal coating thickness, one pass with just enough to cover
metal, after sanding metal with 100 grit and degreasing with solvent wipe.
7.2Allow chromate primer to thoroughly dry for 1-2 hours and apply Sterling U-2554 Chromate Primer to
achieve desired build as aforementioned.
Topcoat may be applied over primer after overnight wait with no further surface preparation. Finished
film will not appear as glossy, however, as surface texture of primer will print through. Intermediate priming and
sanding are required for a finer finish. All subsequent steps will follow the outlines used for exterior hull coating.
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While steel is very demanding in the initial surface preparation, paint, once applied, seems to adhere better
to it with less problems than with aluminum.
1.0 Surface Preparation

FIBERGLASS PAINT SPECS
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1.1Sandblast all surfaces to be coated to near-white metal (SSPC10) or better, round all welds, sharp edges,
and prominences to smooth curves and remove all weld spatter before blast cleaning. Blasting shall be done
with proper containment, using clean, compressed air and clean, appropriate abrasive, to obtain a profile of at
least 1.5 mm.
1.2Blow dust and grit from surface with clean, dry air and apply first prime coat as soon as practical, before
rust or contamination occurs.
2.0 Application of Inorganic Zinc Primer
2.1Apply only in good weather when air and surface temperatures are above 0 degrees Fahrenheit and surface temperature is at least 5 degrees Fahrenheit above wet bulb air temperature reading.
2.2Maintain product in heated storage or bring material to at least 70 degrees Fahrenheit prior to mixing
and application.
2.3Mix inorganic zinc primer according to factory specifications from product's manufacturer, while stirring
with power mixer. Mix at least 5-10 minutes and allow to stand for 30 minutes thereafter. Remix and strain
into air agitator-equipped tank, container, or pressure pot.
2.4Operate air agitator at low speed throughout spraying process, sufficient to keep powder in suspension
and keep system closed, free of moisture.
Use thinner recommended by product manufacturer, if required, and always add thinner after powder
and liquid have been mixed and have inducted for requisite time period.
2.5Apply primer by conventional or airless spray to a 2-3 mm dry-film thickness, not to exceed 4-5 mm dryfilm thickness, or otherwise as specified by product manufacturer.
2.6Film should have wet continuity and dry spray should be avoided. If dry spray residue is encountered, it
should be sanded lightly from surface and blown free with clean air, before surface is recoated.
2.7Recoat time will vary with different products in different application conditions. Consult manufacturer's
recommendations or Detco Marine for re-coat instructions.
Within appropriate re-coat time envelope, apply Sterling U-2554 or U-4749 high-build chromate epoxy
primer, and proceed with fairing and finishing specifications.

FIBERGLASS PAINT SPECS
Fiberglass is the easiest of the materials we’ve been discussing to get a primer coat to adhere to. However, the
fairing process, especially when repainting existing hulls, is somewhat different.
1.0 Surface Preparation
1.1Structural Hull/Superstructure Repairs
All structural defects shall be exposed by power grinding, relaminated, and filled to flush level as necessary so that existing defects are structurally bridged to prevent future cracking. Allow 48-hour cure before
application of primer.
2.0 Fairing of Repaired or Large Sub-Flush Areas
2.1Sand all newly-laminated surfaces with 60-grit or coarser abrasive to provide adequate “tooth” for
primer.
2.2Apply barrier coat of Sterling U-2555 or U-4749 per Specification 3.0.
2.2.1Allow 48-hour cure time, sand primed area with 60-grit, blow dust away with clean, filtered air, and
proceed with fairing.
2.3Mix equal parts Sterling U-2706 Epoxy Fairing Compound and Sterling U-2710 Catalyst (allow to stand
for 15 minutes in temperatures below 65 degrees Fahrenheit) and apply by trowel to all low spots.
2.3.1Applicator may chose to utilize another brand of low-density fairing compound or may make up
their own using generic epoxy, West epoxy, or other similar products. While Sterling and Detco can make no
warranty of fitness for such materials, generally those manufactured by the prominent marine coatings companies and West are found satisfactory.
It is felt, most definitely, however, that using a pre-manufactured fairing compound is the best method
of retaining uniformity from batch to batch, preventing the incidence of “hard spots” or irregularities in the
faired surface due to differences in compound density.
It is the opinion of Detco and Sterling, furthermore, that resorting to extremely low-density filler for
fairing compound may result in diminished impact resistance and vulnerability to system motility or movement
in high heat conditions in tropical and subtropical usage.
2.3.2Do not use polyester fairing compound, for these materials tend to be water-attractive or hygroscopic and contain solvents which may result in blistering substantially after a vessel has been launched.
2.3.3Do not add solvents to fairing compounds, to facilitate spreading.
2.4After cure period of at least 24-48 hours, depending upon ambient temperatures, coarse abrasive grinding is used to remove obvious high spots. 24-36 grit abrasive will speed the process.
2.5Long and somewhat flexible sanding boards should be used to bring high and low spots together.
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2.6Longboards should be moved horizontally, vertically, and at varying angles during the board sanding process to achieve the fairest possible surface.
2.7After completion of all filling, fairing, and sanding, use high-pressure, filtered air to remove all dust and
sanding residue.
3.0 Priming Faired Hull Surface
3.1Thoroughly mix Sterling U-2555 Epoxy Primer and Sterling U-2566 Catalyst in equal proportions, allow
to stand 30-60 minutes, reduce to desired viscosity with U-1289, for airless or pressure pot conventional spray
application.
3.2At temperatures above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, apply 15-20 mm wet film thickness in at least two passes
to cover porous surface of sanded fairing compound. The second application is applied after 1-4 hours' drying
time, when first coat should be firm to the touch.
3.2.1An improved alternative to the above primer is Sterling's U-4749 High Silver Epoxy Primer, which is
mixed 1:1 with U-4748 Catalyst, pre-reacted for 30 minutes and reduced to desired application viscosity with
U-1289 Reducer. This product is low VOC and complies with the most stringent of air pollution regulations.
Importantly, it is far easier to sand.
3.2.2CAUTION: In cooler climates or in application or post-application conditions below 65-70 degrees
Fahrenheit, there is a danger of solvent absorption by the fairing compound if the first coat of primer is applied
in an excessive film thickness. Restrict the first application, therefore, to approximately 10-15 mm wet and
allow overnight drying before applying additional material which should build to a total of 15-20 mm dry. For
application in temperatures above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, a 10-15 mm wet film may be applied, followed by a
second application after several hours' drying time, or when first coat is firm to touch. Recoat may be delayed
to overnight in cooler conditions.
3.3Using longboards with 80-150 grit abrasive, depending upon spray profile, sand surface to expose
remaining highs and lows. Refair or reprime as necessary and resand all resurfaced areas.
3.4Glaze as necessary to fill nominal low spots and deep sanding grooves with epoxy putty (International
Red Hand as an example) and sand fair with 120-150 grit abrasive, using firm boards to maintain surface fairness. A tight glaze of entire surface is the most cost effective way to fill deep scratches, at this stage, to make
ready for finish priming.
4.0 Intermediate/Finish Priming
4.1Mix Sterling U-1000 Primer and Sterling U-1000C Catalyst in 2:1 ratio, reduce approximately 10 percent
with Sterling U-1014 Reducer, and apply by conventional or airless spray to entire surface in sufficient coating
thickness to cover the abrasive profile from board sanding.
4.1.1As an alternative to U-1000, Sterling's new Fine Silver Epoxy Primer may be used to comply with
the most stringent of air-pollution regulations. U-4750 White or U-4751 Grey Epoxy Finish Primer, mixed 1:1
with U-4752 Catalyst may be used. This product is pre-reacted 30 minutes before thinning as needed with U1289 up to 25 percent for VOC compliance. Application by airless, pressure feed, siphon feed, roller/brush, or
HVLP is appropriate.
4.1.2The two Fine Silver colors permit the guide coat technique at this level as a final test of surface fairness and to indicate complete defect filling. Use either color for the first coat and switch to the other for a final
thinner pass. Sand until a uniform base coat color is attained.
4.2Complete sanding operation to remove all texture from primer and residual abrasive profile, up to 220
grit dry.
4.3All remaining imperfections should be filled with epoxy putty and spot primed.
4.4After final sanding, blow dust from surface with clean, uncontaminated air and do not allow to be contaminated prior to gloss application.
5.0 Existing Coatings Surface Preparation
5.1Sand all surfaces requiring only finish priming with 150-180 grit abrasive to eliminate glossy surface. Any
existing subsurface defects should be filled with epoxy putty.
5.2Using two-rag method and Sterling C-8762 Surface Preparation, wipe down all surfaces, following sanding, to remove surface contamination prior to priming.
5.3Apply Sterling U-1000 or U-4750 Primer as described in Paragraph 4.1.1.
5.4Sand entire primed surface to remove all texture from primer, with 220-grit, dry.
5.5After final sanding, blow dust from surface with clean, uncontaminated air and do not allow it to be contaminated prior to gloss application.
6.0 Gloss Application
Follow instructions as indicated under the aluminum paint specification.
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The following specification was developed between ourselves and a very experienced owner. It
ties down the details that need to be clearly defined, yet leaves the builders room to do their work
in an efficient manner.
You will note in several areas references to other vessels as a quality standard. This is the besty
way we know of to define something as difficult as “quality”.
1. General Description
a) This specification is for a ketch rigged vessel to be known as a Sundeer 80. It is the intent of these specifications to describe such a vessel, complete in all regards, ready for sea trials.
b) When the contract drawings and specifications are in conflict, the specifications shall be deemed the controlling document.
c) Dimensions
i) Loa 80’0”
ii) LWL 79’0”
iii) Beam 16’6”
iv) Draft (1/2 load) 6’4”
v) Displacement 67,000 pounds (full load).
d) Fuel Capacity: 1000 US Gallons (integral tanks).
e) Fresh Water Capacity: 400 US Gallons (integral tanks).
f) Hull Construction: aluminum alloy to ABS (as a minimum) standards.
g) Systems: in accordance with general Sundeer practice, as modified herein.
h) Interior: as per contract drawings.
2. Quality Standards
a) This vessel is to be constructed to the highest standards.
b) Metal work:To be in accordance with ABS standards for weld allowance, material specifications, as modified by Sundeer structural practice to increase scantlings where necessary. It is understood that the hull above
the bottom paint line is to be left bare and hull fairness must be to the highest standards.The same applies to
deck and superstructure.
c) Joinery:To be of the highest quality.
d) Systems:To be neatly executed, identified, and executed as more fully detailed in the specifications which
follow. Wherever feasible, materials with the longest practical service life shall be used.
3. Structural Standards/Factors of Safety
a) ABS Racing Yacht construction standards are to be used as a reference for Sundeer normal structural
practice. In all cases the factors of safety used in the Sundeer 78, Beowulf, are to be used as a minimum.
b) Framing and plating bow area: to be 2.5 times ABS.
c) Framing and plating center of vessel; to be 2.0 times ABS.
d) Framing and plating aft end of vessel: to be to ABS.
e) Keel, keel floors, and surround structure: to be 4.0 times ABS
f) Rudder shaft: to be 1.5 times ABS
g) Chainplates: to be designed to 2.0 times breaking strength of wire for weld attachment to hull, and shroud
attachment point.
h) Mast steps: to be 1.5 ABS requirement.
i) Standing rigging, side shrouds: to maintain a minimum factor of safety of 1.75 at 60 degrees angle of heel.
j) Aluminum welded values: to be in accordance with ABS standards.
k) There shall be a forward and aft watertight bulkheads.
4. Changes in specifications:
a) These specifications may be modified to improve the quality of the vessel under construction.
5. Dock/Sea Trials shall be conducted in a thorough manner to test all systems for infant mortality and or weak
points. Sea trials shall include:
a) Running all systems at maximum, average, and medium loads over a period of three weeks.
b) Testing propulsion system at low, medium and high speed including high speed stops.
c) Steering system for ability to handle sailing loads and responsiveness under power.
6. Aluminum Hull
a) All aluminum to be used in accordance with ABS alloy specifications.
b) Certification on alloy to be obtained from suppliers and kept on hand for Purchaser’s inspection. All aluminum materials to be marked at factory with alloy number
c) A series of X rays or Ultra sound tests are to be made (20 total) to check weld integrity of the following
areas:
i) Chainplates.
ii) Keel floors.
iii) Propeller “P” bracket.
iv) Sample areas of hull welding.
d) Exterior welds shall be ground smooth on the hull and where appropriate on the deck (but not deck
seams).
e) Exterior of hull, deck, and coamings to be ground to a 60 grit finish (excluding tread plate).
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f) Tread plate to be used for deck area with sheets kept as large as possible to minimize welding. A 2” waterway area inside of toe rails shall be ground smooth.
g) Deck hatches will be welded to coamings. Deck hardware will be blind fastened to prevent leaks into the
interior (except for hardware which overhangs the forepeak or the coamings).
h) Tankage is to be integral with the hull.
i) Fresh water tanks are to have a capacity of approximately 400 US gallons.These will breath, and be filled
through the aft watertight bulkhead. There will be pick ups at the forward bottom of the tanks. A single clean
out per tank, over the low point, shall be furnished. Tanks are filled via the deck drains, with drain valves in the
“collection position.
ii) There will be a “coffer dam” between fuel and water tanks.
iii) Fuel tanks will have a capacity of 1000 US Gallons.These will breath, and be filled through the forward
watertight bulkhead. Fuel will be delivered via a standpipe at the lower aft end.There will be a single clean out
port over the low point of each of the aft end of the tanks.Volume to be checked via standpipe and stick at aft
end.
a) RACOR LG100 vents to be plumbed in parellel with the combination breather pipe from both fuel
tanks in the forepeak. Fuel flow from these units to be diverted back to one of the two fuel tanks..
iv) Salt water ballast tanks will be fitted port and starboard with approximately 4000 pounds of capacity
per side.These shall have a single 2” drain point at the forward end and a single 1.5” fill at the aft end (top). Air
vents will be 1.5” and be located at the high point or points as is required for proper venting of air.
v) There shall be a fridge tank for fresh water to be circulated through fridge compressor condensers
welded into the engine room (water circulated by separate electric pumps connected to each fridge system).
vi) A day tank to supply diesel fuel to engine, genset, and diesel heater shall be welded into the engine
room and have a capacity of 20 US Gallons.
vii) Tanks will be cleaned as carefully aspossible before tops are welded in place.
i) Through hull fittings will be welded to the hull and occur as follows:
i) One incoming 2” fitting in the engine room for salt water supply.
ii) One exhaust fitting aft of the fridge box (standpipe).
iii) One toilet exhaust (standpipe) for forward head.
j) Other plumbing fittings as follows:
i) In forepeak topsides exhaust fitting for forward bilge and sump pumps.
ii) Separate forepeak topside exhaust for washing machine.
iii) Allowance in forward watertight bulkhead for clothes drier exhaust.
iv) In transom allowance for engine exhaust, genset exhaust, toilets, and a combination for deck drains,
bilge pumps, watermakers, etc.
v) Deck drains aft to be welded to deck.
vi) Diesel heater exhaust.
k) Gas Locker provisions shall be made at the end of the hull, port and starboard side, with doors opening
onto the swim step.
l) Attachment points on deck shall be provided as follows:
i) Aft deck chocks for RIB style dink.
ii) Life Raft on aft deck
iii) Cleats at aft deck (2), bow (2), and amidships (2) (midship cleats mounted on center of lateral resistance).
iv) Stern Flagstaff.
v) Stern gangway (provided by Purchaser) attachment to aft deck.
vi) Spinnaker pole
vii) Mizzen jib tack (2)
viii) Base of main and mizzen mast for turning snatch blocks.
ix) Corners of cockpit coamings for attachment of snatch blocks to lead halyards to electric main/mizzen
sheet winches.
m) Hatch coamings shall be provided as follows:
i) Forepeak (Bomar 160)
ii) Forward dressing room (Bomar 160)
iii) Forward toilet (Bomar 139 Medium)
iv) Purchaser’s cabin (Bomar 139 Large)
v) Main Saloon (2 Bomar 160)
vi) Pilot House (4 Bomar 139 Medium)
vii) Aft shower (Bomar 139 Medium)
viii) Aft engine room (Bomar 160)
ix) All hatch coamings shall be provided with a lip to catch “storm covers” and hold them in place.
n) Opening window (frames) shall be welded into the coamings on the inboard side of the aft toilet compartments.
i) Hull windows shall be provided as per Sundeer practice in:
ii) Purchaser’s cabin forward (2)
iii) Saloon (4)
iv) Galley/Office area (4)
v) Aft guest cabins (2)
o) Pilot House structure will be as per Beowulf .
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i) With access into coamings from inside pilot house with Bomar opening hatches.
ii) Exterior door shall be in the form of “washboards” (Lexan).
iii) A sliding hatch and garage shall be provided as per Beowulf.
p) Isolation.
i) All stainless steel hardware shall be isolated from aluminum with sleeves (for life line sockets) and
dielectric materials for other hardware.
ii) Bronze winch bases shall be isolated with high density rubber (40 shore).
q) Anchor sprit.
i) A single anchor sprit shall be provided for a Bruce 240 pound anchor. Allowance shall be made for the
use of a self launching “wobble toggle”. The sprit shall have a strut at its outboard end and shall be capable of
taking asymmetric spinnaker up loading as well as anchor loads.
r) A rubbing strake shall be incorporated around the perimeter of the hull, right at the shear line.
s) Keel
i) The keel shall incorporate a sump into which batteries can be placed, along with general storage.
ii) Lead shall be placed in an aluminum weldment below the sump and shall be approximately 16,000
pounds of 695 pound per cubic foot lead, or better.
t) Rudder/Steering
i) The rudder shall be a “spade” type, with aluminum rudder shaft, tapered as per engineering calculations.
ii) Quadrant shall allow for the attachment of dual hydraulic rams (Hynautics K-3) and an emergency tiller.
iii) A galvanized steel emergency tiller which fits on the steering tiller arm and is used via relieving tackles
on deck, shall be supplied.
iv) Tiller arm to be carved out of 4” thick solid aluminum stock.
v) Rudder Bearings shall of UHMW or comparable material.
a) Provide one spare set of bearings.
vi) A Binnacle mount shall be integrated into the aft end of the cockpit table.
u) “P” Bracket/Propeller wash reinforcement.
i) A high strength “P” bracket which forms a bond beam with internal structure shall be used for support
of prop and prop shaft.The area of hull plating in the way of the P bracket and propeller, all the way back to the
rudder bearing carrier, shall be increased to a thickness of 1/2” between the centerline longitudinal girders.
v) Framework for a cockpit table shall be provided from welded aluminum. Actual table to be constructed
from Acrylic as on Beowulf.
w) Provide bolt on outboard bracket for swim step (and suitable reinforcement under swim step) to take a
25 HP outboard to be used for emergency propulsion.
x) Aluminum pipe frames to be installed in Forepeak for use with sail bins.
7. Stainless steel work:
a) Life line system:
i) Tapered, 1.25” diameter X 32” high life line stanchions to be supplied with upper and middle life lines.
ii) Gates to be provided on port and starboard side and to swim step, as well as just aft of main mast
chainplates.
a) Gate fittings to be double safety style (Wichard or equal).
iii) Aft pushpit top rail to be solid and extend forward to side boarding gate. In this area, no middle life
line will be present to allow for better dinghy storage.
a) Allowance to be made for storage of “Lifesling” on pushpit.
iv) Bow pulpit to be split with bales for attachment of halyards.
v) Supply two spare life line stanchions.
b) Exterior hand rails to be supplied as follows:
i) Side and aft edges of pilot house.
ii) Over Dorade cowls on forward coamings ( 2 sections each side)
iii) Over Dorade cowl on foredeck (1 section)
iv) Around perimeter of cockpit table.
v) On each side of swim step.
c) Interior hand rails are to be supplied as follows:
i) On each side of main bulkhead (4).
ii) On each side of aft shower entrance (4)
iii) On outboard side of aft cabin toilet bulkhead, both sides (4)
iv) At pilot house companionway (2).
v) In forward toilet compartment (2).
d) Overhead handrails will be supplied as follows:
i) In forward closet (2).
ii) In Purchaser’s cabin (2)
iii) In main saloon (1)
iv) In aft cabins (2)
v) In pilot house (2)
vi) In engine room (2)
e) Ladders will be supplied as follows:
i) Swim step to aft deck.
ii) Cockpit to pilot house sole.
iii) Pilot house sole to main cabin sole.This ladder incorporates side rails (banisters).
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f) Additional miscellaneous stainless work:
i) Saloon table bases.
ii) Centerline foot brace in pilot house.
iii) Cockpit seating back rests.
8. Insulation:
a) In the living area, the topsides and deck head shall be cleaned, and chemically treated in preparation for
spraying of foam.
b) Foam shall provide an “R” value of at least 6 when in a new state (equivalent to 1.5” of sprayed, two pound
per cubic foot density, polyurethane foam).
c) Cabin soles shall be insulated from tank tops with at least 3/4” of structural foam.
9. Painting:
a) The hull shall be painted underwater up to a level approximately 7” above the waterline in the bow, 4”
above the waterline amidships, and 5” above the waterline aft.
b) Paint system shall be in accordance with best specifications for high quality aluminum alloy yachts.
c) Four coats of suitable bottom paint shall be applied and brought up top the top of the paint line referred
to above. Bottom paint to be supplied by the Purchaser
10. Hull and Pilot House windows.
a) Hull and pilot house windows shall be glazed with Lexan MR5:
i) Light gray for pilot house windows.
ii) Light gray for hull side windows
iii) Note-Bomar hatches to be darkest gray tint available.
b) Windows shall sit on a Neoprene gasket.
c) Aluminum bearing rings shall be provided outside of glazing.
11.Ventilation system
a) An allowance has been made for Dorade style down pipe vents as follows:
i) Forward closet (1)
ii) Forward head compartment (1)
iii) Purchaser’s cabin (3)
iv) Saloon(4)
v) Galley/Office area (4)
vi) Pilot House (4)
vii) Aft Cabins (2)
viii) Aft toilet areas (2)
ix) Engine room (1)
x) Forepeak (1)
b) Vents shall be Vetus “Yogi” style.There will be a total of 13 vent cowls.Vents are to be supplied with screens
and cover plates.
c) Down pipes into living area shall be adjustable in air flow and sealable as per Beowulf, with directable
stream of air. 8” units shall be used everywhere but in the pilot house where 6” units shall be used.
d) An exhaust fan shall be incorporated over the galley stove and exhaust through an isolated chamber
within the coamings.
12. Deck Hardware shall be supplied as follows:
a) Lewmar “Solent” gear to be supplied on deck
b) Lewmar “racing” blocks to be supplied where required for halyards.
c) Toe rail tracks from main cap shrouds aft 23’ to be provided.
d) Inboard jib/staysail tracks, 6’ long to be placed outboard of coamings.
e) Main and mizzen sheets to be on circular travelers, with custom Lewmar cars as per Beowulf.
f) Four adjustable slider cars with internal stops to be provided for inboard and outboard tracks.
g) Six pad eye cars to be provided.
h) Six snatch blocks to be provided.
i) Lewmar Wavegrip jammers to be provided as follows:
i) Main Sheet
ii) Main traveler
iii) Mizzen sheet
iv) Mizzen traveler
v) Main mast runner retrievers (2)
vi) Mizzen mast runner retrievers (2)
vii) Rail Vangs (main-2)
viii) Main halyard
ix) Mizzen Halyard
x) Mizzen headsails (2)
xi) Working jib (2)
xii) Main spinnaker (2)
xiii) Staysail (1)
xiv) Roller furler (1)
xv) Main and mizzen lazy jacks
xvi) Spinnaker pole forguys (2)
j) Turning blocks to be provided as follows:
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i) mizzen sheet/traveler (double-1)
ii) Main sheet/traveler (double-1)
iii) Outside tracks (double-2)
iv) Inboard tracks (double-2)
v) Return of control lines to cockpit area (quadruple-2)
k) Miscellaneous blocks as required for:
i) Main mast running backstairs
ii) Mizzen mast running backstays.
iii) main sheet system.
iv) Mizzen sheet system.
v) Main vang system.
vi) Mizzen vang system.
vii) Main sheet traveler.
viii) Mizzen sheet traveler.
ix) Headstay roller furler lead.
x) main and mizzen backstay retrieval lines.
xi) Main and mizzen lazy jack systems.
xii) Mizzen headsail to mizzen boom system.
13. Sail Handling Winches.
a) Lewmar electric Ocean Series winches with aluminum drums (2 speed manual, single speed electric) will
be provided as follows:
i) Main sheet/traveler #58
ii) Mizzen sheet/traveler #58
iii) Main mast halyards #58
b) Lewmar electric Ocean Series with aluminum drums (2 speed manual, two speed electric) for headsail
primaries #66.
c) Lewmar two speed manual Ocean Series winches are provided as follows
i) Secondaries #52
ii) Main mast halyards (2) #54
iii) Mizzen Mast halyards (2) #48
iv) Miscellaneous (4) #44
d) Winch handles shall be supplied as follows:
i) Double grip lock in (2)
ii) Single grip lock in (3)
14. Roller furling
a) Profurl roller furling to be installed on headstay.
b) Oversized “BOC” style unit to be used, model LCI 42 R 22M.
c) Control line to lead to cockpit area and be stopped off in such a manner as to be lead to one of the main
or mizzen sheet winches (turning block inboard and after jammer may be required)
15. Ground Tackle
a) Maxwell V3500 windlass with remote operated up/down.
b) Chain stopper
c) Bruce 240 pound main anchor
d) Fortress #125 and #85 secondary anchors
i) #85 anchor to be stowed on swim step as per Beowulf.
e) 1000’ of 7/8” “Brait” nylon for rodes and dock lines
f) 300’ of 3/8” schedule 7 Acco chain with oversized links at each end.
g) Two sections of 3/8” schedule 7 Acco chain, 25’ long, with oversized links at each end.
h) High strength shackles for attachment of anchors to chain.
i) Chain counter to be fitted if an acceptable unit can be found. If price exceeds existing quote, it will be
adjusted.
16. Masts
a) Ketch rig, with unpainted aluminum spars. Both masts tapered, with “trisect” low friction halyards for spinnakers and aluminum sheaves running on oilite bearings for all halyards.
b) Main mast is stiffened in lower panels as required.
c) . Harken Batt Track to be fitted to main and mizzen masts.
d) Tubular, anodized, and heat treated spreaders, at 25-degree sweep angle.
e) Mast head running backstays for each spar. No standing backstays required.
f) Cutter stay for main mast.
g) Twin headstays, with insulators for both on mizzen mast (for use as SSB and weather fax antennas).
h) Steaming light fitted to main mast at lower spreader.
i) Mast head tri-color and anchor light fitted to main masthead.
j) Windex fitted to main masthead.
k) 50 watt spreader lights, port and starboard, fitted to main and mizzen spreaders.
l) Spartight elastomeric mast partners to be cast in place.
m) Main mast to have conduit installed to mast head, with pull string in place for future use.
i) Use 1.25” conduit.
ii) Separate pull strings to masthead and lower spreaders.
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n) Mizzen mast to have conduit installed to masthead, with pull string in place for future use to lower spreaders and masthead.
o) Port and starboard flag halyards on main mast. Eyes to be positioned at middle of spreaders to maximize
clearance of signal flags from cap shrouds.
p) Jammers to be located a maximum of 74” off of deck.
q) Forespar static dissipaters to be fitted to top of both spars.
r) Halyard exit boxes and associated chafe strips to be carefully positioned to minimize line chafe.
s) Provide Lewmar #40 winches under each boom to take reefing loads.
17. Booms
a) Main and mizzen booms are fitted with internal jammer for reefing and outhaul control. Note-jammers
are for transferring loads, not long term use (use winch under boom for long term loading).
b) Sheets are attached to boom via Spectra/Velcro strap as per Beowulf (straps are supplied by sailmaker).
c) Compression strut for support of both booms to be provided.
d) Stainless bales for holding sheet attachment and vang attachment in place provided.
e) Oversized gooseneck fitting to be used, mechanically fastened as well as held in place with epoxy.
i) Oilite bronze bearings to be fitted to stainless pins as wear surfaces.
ii) Supply two extra sets of bearings for each boom.
18. Standing Rigging
a) Wire to be 1 x 19 type 316 stainless steel.
b) Upper terminals to be swaged on.
c) Lower terminals on shrouds to be Norsemen or StaLok.
d) Lower terminals on runners to be swaged.
e) Open barrel turnbuckles to be used, with toggles top and bottom.
19. Running Rigging
a) Double braid Dacron, ultra low stretch running rigging to be provided as follows:
i) Main sheet (9/16)
ii) Main traveler control (9/16)
iii) Mizzen sheet (9/16”)
iv) Mizzen traveler control (1/2”)
v) Jib sheets (9/16”)
vi) Downwind headsail sheets (1/2”)
vii) Main rail vangs (1/2”)
viii) Mizzen rail vang (1/2”)
ix) Mizzen headsail halyards (2 - 1/2”)
x) Spinnaker pole foreguys (2 - 1/2”)
b) Conventional double braid Dacron to be provided as follows:
i) Headsail roller furling (7/16”)
ii) Main runner retrievers (5/16”)
iii) Mizzen runner retrievers (5/16”)
iv) Main and mizzen lazy jack systems (3/8”)
v) Main flag halyards, both sides (1/8”)
vi) Pole topping lift (3/8”)
c) Spectra/Dacron blend to be provided as follows:
i) Main halyard (1/2”)
ii) Jib halyards (2 - 1/2”)
iii) Spinnaker Halyards (2 - 1/2”)
iv) Mizzen Halyard (1/2”)
v) Main running backstay tails (1/2”)
vi) Mizzen running backstay tails (3/8”)
vii) Note-consideration to be given to the use of Vectran halyards (single part) in liew of Spectra/Dacron.
20. Halyard shackles.
a) To be captive pin type for main and mizzen (Wichard “Allen Pin” or Schaefer captured “D” style.
b) For headsail halyards use Lewmar size three with captured bearing bales.
21. Main Engine
a) Yanmar 4LH-STE, 230 HP four cylinder turbocharged diesel to be fitted.
b) Type “C” engine panel to be installed in pilot house.
c) “Murphy” switch gauge oil pressure and water temperature gauges to be installed in engine room.
d) 3” pyrometer gauge to be installed in pilot house with probe in exhaust line.
e) Fiberglass Aqualift fitted to exhaust line.
f) Engine will be fitted with two 160 amp Electrodyne alternators, with remote diodes, controlled by a single
voltage regulator. Output capacity of these alternators will be somewhat reduced by using oversized alternator
pulleys so as not to exceed Yanmar PTO requirements.
g) Air filter will be replaced by a Walker Air Sep unit.
h) Stop/start buttons for main engine fitted on or near engine.
i) The following additional gauges will be fitted to engine and mounted in pilot house:
i) Engine oil temperature.
ii) Transmission oil pressure
iii) Transmission oil temperature.
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j) Anti siphon loop to be fitted to exhaust with outlet on deck.
k) Course screen filter to be fitted on outlet side of raw water pump (for catching impeller parts).
22. Drive Train
a) Hundested VP3 propeller. Final prop diameter subject to engineering analysis.
i) Remote control (installed at helm in water resistant box and in pilot house).
b) Aqua Drive CV axle model 24800 to be used between transmission and Hundested.
c) Hurth 630 A-1 (down angle) gear box with 2.52-1 reduction to be employed.
d) A “Strong” lip seal type packing gland will be used with two spare seals installed on shaft.
e) Fiberglass Cutlass bearing to be used in “P” bracket.
f) Fit “Spurs” line cutter ahead of prop and behind “P” bracket on shaft.
23. Shift/Throttle system.
a) Hynautics hydraulic dual station, shift and throttle controls to be fitted in pilot house and at helm station.
24. Generator Set
a) 50 HP Yanmar 4JH2 (B) E genset to be fitted.
b) Genset will have a fiberglass Aqualift in exhaust system.
c) There will be two 160 amp Electrodyne alternators fitted, driven by a PTO on the flywheel.
d) There will be a 50 GPH watermaker pump mounted on genset.
e) “C” type engine panel to be fitted on interior side of engine room bulkhead (aft port toilet compartment)
f) A Morse type “T” handle throttle control to be fitted nearby the instrument panel.
g) Murphy gauges will be fitted in the engine room to water temperature and oil pressure and set up for
automatic shut down of genset in event the pre-set conditions are exceeded.
h) Anti siphjon valve to be fitted to cooling water with outlet on deck.
i) Fit Racor Crankvent CV400 to crankcase breather and air intake.
25. Expansion Tanks
a) Fit translucent expansion tanks to main propulsion engine, genset, and diesel heater.
26. Exhaust valve flap
a) Fit exhaust valve flaps (rubber) to propulsion engine and genset exhausts.
27. Prelubers
a) A separate preluber will be fitted to main engine and genset for pre/post lubing and changing oil.
b) Pre-lubers will be hard plumbed to their repsective engines. A bronze T valve will be fitted to each system
for removal of engine oil.To this will be attached a section of flexable hose with a 1/4” pipe plug in the end.
i) A welded aluminum drip tray will be constructed where it is convenient to hold waste oil containers
(and the hose for engine oil removal will easily reach this point.
ii) Close at hand will be remote control on/off switches for each Pre-luber.
iii) If possible, this willbe layed out so that a person can sit on the hot water heater while doing chainging
the oil..
iv) A line will be connected to the main engine suction line, controlled with a bronze steel T valve with a
1/4” pipe plug in the end.This line will be used to siphon oil from the transmission and Hundested gear box.
28. Diesel Fuel system
a) Day tank with visible sight gauge is fitted.
i) Sight glass to be fitted with protective cover.
b) Fuel is pumped up to day tank with Walbro 24V lift pump.
c) A spare pump with selector valves is installed
d) There is a day tank control float switch from National Magnetic Switches which controls on and off of
pumps via a latching relay.
e) Alarm lights in pilot house show overfilled, pump off, pump on, 1/2 full, 1/4 full, 1/8 full.
f) Racor dual 75/500 FGX-2 filters (10 micron) fitted ahead of Walbro pumps. Filters are selected with built
in “Y”Valve.
g) Dual Racor 75/500 FGX-2 series in series after 2 micron filter.
h) Vacuum pressure gauges to be fitted to both filters (note-comes as standard on Racor filter set).
i) Single Racor 500 series filter with 2 micron filter to be plumbed between heater and day tank.
j) Cross over valve to be fitted between hull tanks to be used to equalize fluid levels.
k) “Anti-theft” valve hidden under a bunk or behind joinerwork to shut off fuel supply to day tank.
l) Lines to all three diesels (engine, genset, heater) to be fitted with stainless steel ball valves.
29. Watermakers
a) A 24V Village Marine “Little Wonder” watermaker will be fitted
b) An engine drive Village Marine 1200NF will be fitted to genset.
c) Both systems will use the larger style NF1200 filter housings.
d) Both systems utilize Sur Flo 3.8 GPM 24VDC pumps for priming.
e) Fit 3 way PVC valve just upstream of pumps with a standard male barb hose fitting (3/4”) on the open
port. A second 3 way valve to be fitted downstream of membrane vessels with 3/4” male hose bar fitting in
open valve port.
30. Coolant water conditioning system
a) Perry water conditioners, with shut off valves each side of filter will be fitted to main engine, genset, and
diesel heater coolant system.
i) Note-filters come with a brazed “Y” bypass and are olaced as close to the inlet/outlet ports on the
diesel as possible.
31. Domestic hot water heater.
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a) A heavy gauge stainless steel domestic water tank, with approximate 12 US Gallons of capacity will be
installed.
b) There will be three 30,000 BTU Cupra Nicol heat exchangers plumbed into the main engine, genset, and
diesel heater.
c) There will be a single 1500 watt electrical heating element installed for 120V AC service.
d) Make tank cover removable for access to repair leaks if they ever occur.
32. Diesel Heater system
a) A Webasto 45,000 BTU heater will be installed.
b) Heater will be plumbed so water circulation can be restricted to engine room when operating in warm
weather.
c) “S” coils of copper pipe will be used under the three lower bunks.
d) System will be provided with drain valve, air vents at all high spots, and hot water temperature gauge.
i) Drain valve to be fitted at low spot in system and plumbed to closest sump.
e) Circulation pump will have stainless steel ball valves each side for closing off system when removing pump.
f) 5000 BTU blowers will be installed as follows:
i) Forward dressing room (1)
ii) Main saloon (2)
iii) Aft cabins (2)
iv) Purchaser’s sleeping cabin (1)
g) Heater exhaust to be flexible stainless steel hose, insulated with a fiberglass blanket.
i) Fit condensate drain at low point.
ii) Provide plug for transom to prevent entry of sea-water or rain.
h) Thermostat to control heater and water circulation pump to be fitted in main saloon.
33. Engine room fire control
a) Fireboy fire control system to be installed.
b) Fireboy automatic shut down to be connected to main engine, genset, and diesel heater.
c) A manual trigger is to be fitted near gen. set panel on interior side of aft watertight bulkhead.
34. Engine room sound insulation
a) The main watertight bulkhead between engine room and living quarters shall be insulated with 2” of
sound absorbing foam with one pound per square foot barrier.
b) Insulation to have silver Mylar coating.
c) Installation to be done in such a way that the insulation is mechanically captured.
35. Ballast Transfer system
a) Ballast transfer from side to side is via gravity, using 2” schedule 40 PVC pipes. A “Y” valve controls flow
from side to side or for dumping water via standpipe behind fridge system. Standpipe is fitted with 2” Forespar
“Marellon” sea cock after which is fitted an Asahi 24V remote controlled valve for controlling emptying of tanks.
b) Tanks are fed with a 3/4HP, 24V DC Scott 60 GPM pump mounted in engine room. Flow is directed to
one side or the other with a “Y” valve.
36. Steering system
a) Hynautics hydraulic steering system to be fitted.
b) A Hynautics K-3 cylinder will be used for hand and autopilot steering.
c) A second Hynautics K-3 shall be installed for back up pilot use.
d) A Hynautics helm pump giving approximately 4.5 turns lock to lock shall be used.
e) A 40” Edson stainless steel steering wheel shall be used.
f) A compass will be installed (to be supplied by Purchaser).
37. Plumbing
a) Salt system.
i) 2” incoming sea cock (Forespar “Marellon”) hard plumbed to large capacity strainer.
ii) Salt water is distributed via a PVC manifold in the engine room.
a) There is a “T” off this manifold to feed toilets and forward anchor wash down pump in the interior.
iii) Deck wash provided by Sur Flow pressure pump (3.8GPM) in engine room.
iv) Anchor wash provided by “Y” valves on forepeak bilge pump.
a) Anchor wash supply to be switchable between a hose in forepeak and a fixed anchor roller fitting
as on the Sundeer 64.
b) Domestic fresh water plumbing
i) Pressure provided by single Sur Flow pressure pump (3.8GPM) with one gallon pressure accumulator
tank.
a) Fit buzzer with adjustable volume control in pilot house to enunciate when pressure fresh water
pump is running.
ii) Hot water system to have re-circulating pump (same model as Teledyne diesel heater). Hot water to
go in circle out from heater tank and back via “T” with two check valves.
a) Control circulation pump from main panel.
b) Provide stainless steel ball valves each side of this pump to ease removal during maintenance.
c) Circulation pump to be mounted on centerline bulkhead between two aft cabins or on aft galley
bulkhead.
d) Make galley sink first point of connectionm after hot water heater.
iii) Hot water lines to be insulated.
iv) Fresh water fill.
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a) Diverter valves on deck drains are plumbed to allow catchment of rain water.
b) Air vents for tanks are located inside of engine room.
v) There is an allowance for installation of the following fixtures:
a) Aft cabin sinks (2)
b) Aft shower
c) Galley sink
d) Forward sink
e) Forward shower
f) Forward washing machine
g) Hot/cold fixture in engine room with hose which can be used in engine room or as swim shower.
h) Fresh water faucet at galley sink supplied by insulated line from tank in fridge.
(1) Install Seagull X-1F filter for this fuacet. Make sure ffilter is located so it is easily changed.
vi) 1Domestic plumbing will utilize “instant connect” style fittings with “O” rings which push into a collet
to connect. No special tools are to be required for this purpose. Plumbing to be rated for 200 degree F water
temperature.
38. Miscellaneous strainers
a) The following devices are fitted with Surewood in line strainers, 1.25” reduced down to required sizes:
i) All PAR bilge pumps.
ii) All sump pumps except galley.
39. Bilge Pumping system
a) All bilge pumps to be PAR 3600-0010 24VDC diaphragm style units with National Magnetic Sensor heavy
duty float switches triggering a 24 VDC solenoid. Bilge pumps installed as follows:
i) Engine room (3; port, starboard, center)
ii) Keel sump.
iii) Forepeak.
b) Damage control provided by:
i) Scott 3/4 HP 60 GPM, 24 VDC pump in keel sump, triggered as per PAR pumps.
ii) In engine room via manifold and valving set up so either genset of main engine can draw from engine
room sump.
c) High water float switches (National Magnetic Sensors) provided in:
i) Engine room.
ii) Keel sump.
iii) Forepeak.
40. Gray water pumping system
a) Galley sink evacuated via Sea Land large orifice diaphragm pump (as on Beowulf).
i) This pump to be mounted in engine room, with direct overboard discharge as well as connection via
“Y” valve to sewage tank.
ii) Note-when installing the “Y” valve make connections to sewage tank, but do not cut the discharge line
from pump.This will be done later if and when it is required by local ordinances.
b) Whale Gulper 220 to be used to pump out the following:
i) Aft stateroom sinks with aft shower accessed with valve.
ii) Forward shower.
iii) Forward sink.
41.Toilet system
a) Forward toilet is Raritan PH11 dumping directly overboard via standpipe.
b) Aft starboard toilet is Raritan PH 11 dumping directly overboard via standpipe.
i) Make provision for “Y” valve discharge to sewage tank.
c) Aft port toilet is Sea Land VacuFlush which can go to either holding tank or directly overboard.
i) Holding tank to be approximately 30 US Gallons, depending on space and layout of engine room.
ii) Holding take to have manifold with three inlets, each accessed via a three way “Y” valve from either of
aft two toilets or galley sink.
iii) “Y” valves to have hose barbs tomatch hose.
iv) Note-when installing “Y” valves make all connections to tank, install valves, but do not make cut into
toilet discharge line.This will be done later if and when it is required by local ordinances. Allow enough slack in
hose to make future connection easy.
d) Sea land large orifice sewage pump to be used for evacuation (same model as for galley sink discharge).
42. Refrigeration System
a) Two parallel systems, 1/2 HP (Grunert AR50 or equal), each driving one set of fridge and freezer plates.
i) Systems will be fitted with suction accumulator tanks and moisture gauges.
ii) No soft hose will be used. Metal vibration isolators will be fitted between compressors and fixed copper lines.
b) Shut off valves each side of dryers.
c) Fridge box to be stainless steel lined, with integral eutectic tanks.
d) True eutectic fluid (as per Sundeer) to be used giving eighteen to 24 hours of hold over time.
e) Inside of boxes to be lined in stainless steel. Center shelf to be provided for.
f) Allowance for stainless steel basket system in fridge and freezer sections.
g) Holding plates to be built into stainless steel liner.
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i) Fridge cold plates are built into top.
ii) Freezer cold plates are built into back and two sides.
h) Expansion valves to be located on aft side of fridge box, in easily accessed area, with removable lid (insulated) which exposes total TX valve and associated plumbing).
i) Use Danfoss or equal TX valves. Note-valves must have removable style orifices.
i) Control system using Grunert fridge/freezer controls (or equal) to be used.
j) Provide manual control as well as automatic.
k) Fridge and freezer temperature gauges to be installed.
l) Sur Flow 3.8 GPM pumps used to circulate fresh water coolant to condensing coil from hull tank.
m) Refrigeration cabinet to have single freezer door with dual gaskets. Freezer capacity approximately eight
cubic feet.
n) Fridge doors to have single gaskets and are installed port and starboard sides. Fridge capacity approximately 18 cubic feet.
o) Fridge insulation to be 3” Isocyanurate foam. Freezer insulation to be 6” thick Isocyanurate foam .
43. Propane gas system
a) Two, 20 pound aluminum cylinders to be provided.
b) The two will be stored on port side, each with its own regulator and a manual shut off valve after the
regulator.Via a “T” these will feed against an electrically controlled solenoid operated from the galley.
c) Hose connection from solenoid to galley stove to be in one piece, without mid-point connections.
44. Central Vacuum system
a) Stainless steel, 110 V canister.
b) Pick up points for vacuum in:
i) engine room.
ii) one aft cabin.
iii) at forward end of main saloon.
iv) In forward stateroom.
c) Provide two sets of hoses; one for interior and one for engine room.
45. Wiring
a) Wire type
i) Tinned, fine strand wire of marine grade to be used throughout.
b) Voltage drop
i) The following circuits shall be sized for a 3% voltage drop at maximum normal load:
a) fridge compressors
b) auto pilots
c) RADAR
d) SSB/Ham
e) Watermakers
f) Damage control pump
g) Ballast pump
h) all bilge pumps
i) all circulating pumps
j) all pressure pumps
ii) The following circuits will be sized for a 5% voltage drop at maximum continuous amperage:
a) Alternators on gen. set
b) Alternators on engine
c) Trace 2500 watt inverter
d) Power winches
e) Maxwell windlass
f) Note: 4/0 wire to be used between batteries and engine room.
iii) All other circuits are to be sized for a 10% voltage drop based on maximum continuous usage.
c) Terminals
i) Anchor marine grade heat shrink terminals to be used.
ii) To have annealed, tinned copper ends & seamless tin plated brass or bronze sleeves with serrated
inside surfaces (to grip wire).
iii) Sleeves that extend over the wire insulation to be nylon & not PVC. Of course, all sizes smaller than
4 AWG are to be of the fully insulated heat shrink solderless type.
iv) These must be installed with an elliptical crimper and not an indent crimper.
v) Only ring, and not fork, terminals to be used.
vi) Liquid vinyl must be used to seal the lower end of the barrel so the wire end is sealed. (To prevent the
wicking of moisture up the wire)
vii) For 4 AWG and larger, where fully insulated heat shrink terminals are not available, install with heavy
wall with sealant heat shrink tubing.
viii) These larger terminals must also have annealed tinned ends with seamless, closed end, barrels. No
terminals or connectors are to be soldered.
ix) In all applications where heat shrink tubing is used it must be of the heavy wall with sealant type
d) Identification
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i) All wiring is to be marked at both ends using self adhesive numbers at both ends. These numbers are
to be protected by installing clear heat shrink tubing over them. Each wire is to have a unique number. Numbers are to be 3 digit beginning at 100. A complete ID legend is to be provided the Purchaser.
e) Insulation from chafe
i) Wiring to be protected against chafe.
ii) Where wires pass through furniture or aluminum structure grommets or other suitable chafe protection to be placed on the surround structure.
f) Extra wires
i) Extra wires are to be pulled to the pilot house, forward, and aft to the engine room for future use.
g) Isolation
i) All electrical devices are to be isolated electrically from the hull except for the following:
a) Propulsion Engine
b) Gen. set
c) Windlass
d) Electric deck winches
h) RF (radio frequency) Ground plane
i) RF grounds from electronics to be made with capacitors so that DC current is not passed to hull but
the RF ground stays connected.
i) Install “pull strings” for future installation of wires in any area not easily reached without disasembling structure.
46. 24 V DC Battery system
a) Trojan traction batteries with approximately 1000 amp hour capacity based on 20 hour discharge rate.
b) “Hydrocaps” to be used on batteries.
47. !2 V DC Battery System
a) Supply for main engine and genset to be taken as a tap off main battery bank.
i) The 12V positive tap will occur in the middle of the 24V bank, with the negative coming from the end
of the bank (same as 24V System). Only a single extra wire is required, i.e. for the positive feed. Negative feed
is taken at the same buss bar as 24V system.
b) A separate 12V section will occur on DC panel with selector switch for source. Sources will be 24V battery bank or converter.
c) A Newmar 30 Amp capacity converter to change 24 V to 12 V will supply light loads such as Ham Radio,
weather fax,VHF, and stereo not otherwise available in 24 VDC.
d) 12V DC alternators on genset and propulsion engine will be disabled.
48. Battery Switches
a) Positive on 24 VDC.
b) Negative on 24 V DC.
c) Positive on 12 V DC.
49. DC Charging system
a) The 24 V DC bank shall be charged as follows:
i) Via a 60 amp 110V AC shorepower supplied charger built into the trace inverter.
ii) Via dual Electrodyne (160 amp) alternators mounted on main engine (alternators have remote diode
bridge and are controlled via single regulator with adjustable voltage control. Cooling fan is installed).
iii)Via dual Electrodyne (160 amp) alternators mounted on generator set (alternators have remote diode
bridge and are controlled via single regulator with adjustable voltage control. Cooling fan is installed).
50. Heavy duty fusing
a) High capacity “ANL” style fuses shall be used as follows:
i) Within 24” of the 24V negative leg.
ii) Within 24” of the positive terminal on each Electrodyne alternator.
iii) On the positive feed to the windlass.
51. DC Circuit breakers
a) All major systems to have their own circuit breaker.
b) Breakers to be dual pole type., breaking both positive and negative legs.
c) Magnetic type breakers to be used.
d) Minor circuits with multiple fixtures, such as lights and fans will share breakers.
i) Breaker will feed a buss bar from which the individual items sharing the circuit can tap.
52. AC Electrical System
a) Shorepower
i) To come aboard via Hubbel style 110V, 30 amp cord, set up for single phase, grounded connection
(ground terminates on isolation transformer case).
ii) Selector switch on main AC panel to have shore, inverter one, and inverter two (for future spare
inverter available).
b) Bonding system
i) Ground system to be bonded to isolation transformer case but isolated from vessel hull as per request
by Purchaser.
c) Inverteror
i) Trace 2500 watt modified sine wave inverter to be installed, including 60 amp 24 V DC battery charger
with three stage charging capability.
ii) Remote control for inverter to be triggered from the galley.
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d) Isolation/step down transformer
i) 3.5KW isolation transformer in stainless steel case to be installed.
ii) Transformer to have taps for converting 220V to 110 V. Change over in voltage to me made with terminal strip rather than switch to avoid mistakes.
iii) Isolation transformer to be capable of handling 50 and 60 cycle current.
e) GFI electrical outlets
i) GFI duplex outlets to be provided throughout the vessel, as follows:
a) Forward dressing room (3)
b) Washing machine (1)
c) Drier (1)
d) Purchaser’s cabin forward locker (1)
e) Galley (2)
f) Galley aft centerline closet (1)
g) Office area (4)
h) Aft cabins (2)
i) Engine room (3)
f) AC control panel
i) All circuit breakers to be magnetic and dual pole, except main panel breaker which shall be three pole.
ii) There will be a “polarity” warning light.
iii) There will be circuit breakers provided for 12 separate circuits.
iv) Digital meters for amperage and voltage to be provided.
53. DC Control Panels
a) Main DC control panel for interior is located just aft of fridge box on starboard side.
i) LED signal lights to be fitted to circuit breakers as follows:
a) Pumps (to indicate when running)
b) Propane solenoid (to indicate when turned on)
c) DC circuit Positive/negative connection to hull (with audable alarm on positive LED)
b) An engine room control panel will be situated near the watertight door on the port side, just aft of the
watertight bulkhead.
i) Digital meters for voltage and amperage will be provided for tracking charging and power consumption.
ii) LED’s to be provided as follows:
a) Pumps (indicate when running)
b) Fuel pumps (indicate which pump is on)
c) A small auxiliary panel will fitted in the pilot house.
i) Digital voltage and amperage meters will be fitted here.
ii) The pilot house panel will allow for various remote controls/overrides as follows:
a) Manual control of three engine room bilge pumps
b) Manual control of forepeak bilge pump
c) Manual control of central sump bilge pump
d) Manual control of damage control pump
e) Manual control of day tank fuel lift pumps
f) Manual control of ballast pump
g) Manual control of Asahi electrically operated ballast dump valve.
h) Off/On via relays of all spreader lights.
iii) Signal lights will indicate the following:
a) When any bilge, damage control, or ballast pump is operating.
b) Day Tank status
c) Murphy gauge status for genset and main propulsion engine.
54. Solar panel system
a) Supply four Siemens M-55 solar panels.
b) These are to be stored in a rack in the engine room and be fitted with an “extension cord” system of
connection so they may be set up lose on the after deck.
55. Remote control of winches
a) Lewmar electric winches and Maxwell windlass will be remotely controlled by WH Pilot controller (furnished by Purchaser).
i) Lewmar air switches to be provided for each winch.
b) A switch in the pilot house will disconnect solenoid power so that Lewmar winches cannot be accidentally
triggered.
c) A switch in the pilot house will disconnect power to Maxwell windlass so it cannot be accidentally triggered.
56. Hull protection zincs
a) Four units, connected near aft chain plates and forward chainplates.
b) Wire connections made with #8 fine strand copper wire, with end terminals soldered to wire.
57. Electronics
a) Allowance is made for the installation of the following items to be supplied by the Purchaser:
i) Brookes and Gatehouse instrument system consisting of :
a) Standard depth and speed transducers in the Forepeak.
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b) One full function display in Purchaser’s cabin.
c) Two full function displays in pilot house.
d) One 20/20 display in pilot house.
e) One analog wind direction meter in pilot house.
ii) WH autopilot consisting of:
a) Two compass units
b) Two control heads
c) Two rudder angle sensors in engine room
d) Two motor controllers and pump sets in engine room.
e) One winch remote control relay box and remote control head.
f) Dual K-3 Hynautic hydraulic rams.
58. Lighting
a) Installation of light fixtures (to be supplied by Purchaser) has been allowed for as follows:
i) 18 Fluorescent or dome lights with switches on light fixtures
a) Fluorescent lights have a second socket for a half watt night lighting bulb installed (with separate
switch on fluorescent fixture case)
ii) 12 reading lights with switches on light fixtures
iii) 44 halogen spot lights switched in strings as follows:
a) In Purchaser’s cabin from side of bunk.
b) For saloon, galley and office area from sight of main control panel.
c) In aft cabins from sink cabinet.
b) Tube (indirect) lighting installed as follows:
i) Outboard of valances in forward closet.
ii) Outboard of valances in Purchaser’s cabin.
iii) Outboard of valances in saloon.
iv) Between two hatches in main saloon.
v) Under main saloon table.
vi) Outboard of valances in galley.
vii) Outboard of valances in office.
viii) At edge of pilot house coaming in office.
ix) At edge of pilot house coaming in galley.
x) Outboard of valances in aft staterooms.
xi) outboard of valance over aft two window panes in pilot house.
59. Running Lights are to be supplied as follows:
a) Port/Starboard lights on pipe stand off at aft end of jib sheet tracks (outboard).
b) Stern light on port transom
c) Steaming light main mast at lower spreader.
60. Fans
a) Ten 24V guest fans to be installed throughout the interior as follows:
i) In Forward dressing room.
ii) In Purchaser’s cabin.
iii) In saloon (2).
iv) In galley.
v) In office area.
vi) In aft cabins (2).
vii) In engine room (2).
61. Interior
a) Joinerwork style
i) To be overlaid style, similar to Sundeer 67.
b) Timber to be used
i) Medium grain teak to be used, selected for match interest, match, and quality.
c) Cabin soles
i) Teak, of darker grain than furniture.
ii) “V” grooves at approx. 3” on center.
iii) Walnut shell non skid in longitudinal strips 1” wide at approx. three inches on center.
iv) Where soles can be opened positive locks to prevent soles from lifting in a knockdown shall be fitted.
d) Finish of timber
i) Furniture to be finished with clear, UV stabilized varnish system with approx. eight coats of material.
Final coat to be semi-gloss. Build up coats to be gloss.
ii) Soles to be finished in same manner as furniture, but final coat is gloss.
e) Headliner system
i) Stretched headliner system.
f) Hull liner system
i) Foam backed fabric over light plywood panels, as per Sundeer.
g) Bulkhead finish
i) Fabric over vertical surfaces (non furniture) except where painted.
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h) Painted surfaces
i) Forward head/shower compartment to moderate gloss finish.
ii) Aft shower compartment to moderate gloss finish.
iii) Aft toilet compartments to moderate gloss finish.
a) Furniture in aft toilet compartments is painted to match.
i) Counter materials
i) Corian
a) On galley counter tops.
b) On aft cabin vanities
ii) Timber
a) On all horizontal furniture surfaces except where Corian or HPL laminate is used.
iii) HPL Laminate
a) On forward dressing room counter tops.
j) Appliances to be fitted (supplied by Purchaser)
i) Washing/dryer in forward dressing room
ii) Microwave oven in galley area
k) Galley Stove
i) 3 burner, gimbaled, Force 10, SS oven door, 22" wide. Fit with adequate restraints to keep range in place
during a 360 degree roll. Fit safety bar in front
l) Refuse Bin in galley
i) Flush, integral opening in counter top. Bin formed by Rubber Maid style bucket.
m) Sinks
i) Galley to be fitted with double, polished stainless steel sink, with lip underhung on Corian counter.
ii) Vanities to have polished stainless steel sinks (3) with underhung installation.
n) Pilot house
i) Port and starboard nav boxes in timber.
ii) Seat fronts in timber
iii) Exposed vertical surfaces in timber.
iv) Balance of metalwork painted matte gray/black (as on Sundeer).
o) Valances
i) Valances run down the hull side within the living area (except for forward toilet/bath area) and provide
space for window treatments (to be supplied by Purchaser) and tube lighting.
p) Door Hooks to be installed to hold doors open as follows.
i) To hold all 3 head doors open a few inches
ii) To hold all 3 stateroom pocket doors both open and closed
iii) To hold both all 3 shower doors all the way open
iv) To hold engine room & forward storage room doors open all the way
q) Sliding screens
i) Single sliding screens shall be fitted to interior hatches as follows:
a) Forward dressing room
b) Purchaser’s cabin
c) Main saloon (2)
r) Lee cloth tracks shall be fitted as follows:
i) Pilot house seats
ii) Saloon seats
iii) Forward stateroom bunk inside/outside
iv) Aft cabin bunks
62. Watertight door to engine room
a) A watertight door into engine room through aft port toilet compartment shall be fitted.
63. Excluded items for Purchaser to furnish:
a) Electronics,
b) Sails,
c) Covers,
d) Awnings,
e) Dinghies,
f) Safety gear and related
g) Soft goods and related interior items
h) Saloon, pilot house, cockpit, and bunk cushions.
i) Door hardware
j) Sink faucets and related plumbing,
k) Light fixtures.
l) Washer/Drier

Following is a set of basic instructions that we have put together to help the average computer user get the most out of this CD-ROM. We hope that we’ve covered everything you’ll
need to know to “get around” this electronic version of Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia.
If you are new to Adobe Acrobat you may want to print out this “Help” document. This
will let you easily refer back to the instructions without losing your place in the book. To
make a printed copy, select “Print” from the “File” menu on the menu bar (at the top of the
screen). In the “Print” window, make sure to select the option “Shrink to fit.”
Below, you’ll see a list of instructional topics (in blue). Click on any topic to jump ahead
to those instructions.
Or, if you prefer to read this page-by-page like a regular printed book, just use the “page
down” and “page up” keys on your keyboard.
If you want to skip these instructions and get right into the book, just click on the blue
“TOC” (Table of Contents) button in the upper right-hand corner of the page. The Table of
Contents is 19 pages long—to navigate through its pages, you can click on the topics listed
on its left-hand side, or use the page up/down keys (for more details on navigation options
see below). Once you find a topic you'd like to read about, simply click on it and the computer
will open that section of the book.
Basic tips for navigating through this “Help” file
If you need more help...
System requirements
How to install
Using Acrobat Reader
Explanation of the toolbar
How to zoom and un-zoom
Hand tool vs. magnifying glass tool
How to navigate
Find & Search
Troubleshooting
(Some portions copyrighted to and reprinted with permission from Adobe Systems Incorporated.)

Basic tips for navigating through this “Help” file
Adobe Acrobat Reader is an easy-to-use program filled with features with which you’ll
quickly become familiar. Here are some basic tips to help you navigate through the rest of
these instructions.
We suggest you get acquainted with these navigation tools (located at the top of your screen):
Click your mouse on this tool to go to the first page of your current chapter.

Click on this to go to the previous page of the chapter.

Click this to go to the next page.

Click this to jump to the last page of your current chapter.
If you have jumped to a new page and want to return to the page you were just viewing, click here.
This is especially useful if you have clicked on a “link” to go to a different part of a document.
(continued on next page)

Links
Throughout this document you’ll see certain blue-colored words. You can usually click on
these words (called “links”) to be transported to a related subject somewhere else in the document.
Page up and page down keys
To move down a page, hit the “page down” key on your keyboard.
To move up a page, hit the “page up” key.

NOTE: All of these tools and methods for navigating are explained in more detail later in this
“Help” document. We’re just giving you the basics here to help you get started.
You may want to return to the top page of the document now. To do that, use the “go back”
tool. (As you grow more comfortable with navigating around Offshore Cruising
Encyclopedia on CD-ROM, you’ll probably find yourself using this tool often!)

If you need more help...
Adobe Acrobat Reader (the software with which we produced this CD-ROM) has many
features that we don’t really use—therefore, we haven’t touched upon them in our instructions. If you have further questions that we haven’t covered, there are several ways to get
more information:
• On a Macintosh, go to the question mark symbol at the upper right-hand corner of your
screen. Click on that, pull down to “Reader Online Guide,” and let go. You’ll find a very
thorough online manual to help you use Adobe Acrobat Reader.
• On Windows, go to the “Help” menu at the top of your screen, pull down to the “Reader
Online Guide,” and let go.
• Go to the Adobe website at http://www.adobe.com, and find the Acrobat home page.
• Call Adobe at 800-272-3623 for more technical support options.

System requirements
This CD-ROM will run on any Macintosh, Windows 3.1, Windows ‘95, or Windows NT computer with a CD-ROM drive. We recommend you have the software installed for Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.0 or above, along with the “Search” plug-in application. All necessary software
is included on this CD-ROM in the “Software” folder. (See “How to install” below.)
If you have an earlier version of Acrobat Reader, or if you do not have the “Search” application, you can still read the CD-ROM. However, not all the functions will be available. This
is why we strongly recommend installing the latest version.
MACINTOSH
Operating System: 7.0 or later
RAM: 5 MB
Hard Disk Space: 8 MB, plus 4.4 additional during installation
Processor: 68020 or greater processor (including all PowerMacs)
WINDOWS 3.1 & WINDOWS 95
RAM: 8 MB
Hard Disk Space: 5 MB
(plus 7 MB extra during installation)
Processor: 386, 486, or Pentium

WINDOWS NT
RAM: 16 MB
Hard Disk Space: 5 MB
(plus 7 MB extra during installation)
Processor: 386, 486, or Pentium

How to install
MACINTOSH
Quit all other applications and disable any virus protection software before installing.
Double-click on the “Reader 3.01 Installer for Mac.”
Be sure to read all ReadMe files for important information!
WINDOWS 3.1
Quit all other applications and disable any virus protection software before installing.
Open your File Manager. Open your CD drive.
Double-click on the file “Win31.exe.”
Be sure to read all ReadMe files for important information!
WINDOWS 95 & WINDOWS NT
Quit all other applications and disable any virus protection software before installing.
Open “My Computer.” Open your CD drive.
Double-click on the file “Win95.exe.”
Be sure to read all ReadMe files for important information!

USING ACROBAT READER
Explanation of the toolbar
Along the top of your screen, you’ll see icons for several tools. This is called the “Toolbar.”
By clicking on different tools, you can make Acrobat Reader do certain things. Following is
a brief explanation of each tool. (More detailed explanations are in the section after this.)
Page. Click here to see only the page.

Bookmarks & page. Click here to see the page with bookmarks along the side (We
recommend you keep this selected.) (For more on this, see “How to navigate” below.)

Thumbnails & page. Click here to see thumbnails alongside the page. (Thumbnails
are miniature pictures of each page. However, we don't use thumbnails in these files.)
Hand. If you don’t need to use any of the other tools, this is the best tool to have
selected. (For more on this, see “Hand tool vs. magnifying glass tool.”)
(continued on next page)

Magnifying glass. Click on this to zoom in to a particular part of a page. (For more on this,
see “How to zoom and un-zoom” and “Hand tool vs. magnifying glass tool” below.)
Text selection. (You shouldn’t have any reason to use this tool.)

First page. Click here to go to the first page of your current chapter.

Previous page.

Next page.

Last page. Click here to go to the last page of your current chapter.

Go back. If you have jumped to a new page, and want to go back to the page you were
just reading, click on this tool.
(continued on next page)

Go forward. If you want to return to the page you just “came back” from, this is the
tool to use.

100% zoom. Click here to view the page at 100% zoom.

Fit page in window.

Fit page width inside window.
Find. Click on this to find any occurrence of a particular word in the current chapter.
(For more on this, see “Find and Search” below.)
Search. Click on this to search the entire book, across chapters, for a particular word.
(For more on this, see “Find and Search.”)
Search results. Click on this to review the results of your last search. (For more on this,
see “Find and Search.”)

How to zoom and un-zoom
There are two ways to control the zoom level of the page. The first, and probably most
helpful method is to use the magnifying glass. If you want to study a particular illustration
in detail, click on the “magnifying glass” tool. You’ll see that the cursor turns into a
magnifying glass. Drag the mouse until the cursor is over the part of the page you
want to magnify, then click again to increase the size of the image.
For example, if you see a shackle in the corner of a photo and want to check it out in greater
detail, position the magnifying glass directly over the shackle, then click the mouse.
To zoom back out to the previous image size, on a Macintosh computer, hold down the
“option” key and click at the same time. On Windows, hold down the “control” key and click
at the same time.
(For more on this, see “Hand tool vs. magnifying glass tool” below.)
There’s another way to control zoom level. You’ll notice that your current zoom level is displayed in the “status bar” at the bottom of the screen. Right now it probably says “100%” or
some other number. Click on that number, then enter the desired zoom level. You can either
type in a number of your choice, or click on the arrow to the left of the number. Now you can
select from a list of pre-determined zoom levels. Note: This changes the zoom level of the
entire page, rather than focusing on a particular part of a page with the magnifying glass.

Hand tool vs. magnifying glass tool
As we mentioned earlier, the magnifying glass is used to zoom in to and out from a desired part
of a page. However, you may have noticed that the “hand” tool, when clicked on a page, can
also cause a page to zoom. This might be annoying, because if you accidentally zoom in, the
only way to zoom back out while the “hand” tool is still selected is to set the zoom level on the
status bar along the bottom of the screen. The magnifying glass, on the other hand, will allow
you to zoom back out by holding down the “option” key (on a Mac) or the “control” key (on
Windows) while clicking the mouse. Since this is more convenient, why not keep the magnifying glass selected all the time? Because the “magnifying glass” tool won’t let you click on
the buttons to jump to different parts of the book (“Help,” “TOC,” “Last Chapter,” and “Next
Chapter”), whereas the buttons work fine when the “hand” tool is selected. So unfortunately,
it’s a trade-off. (For more on navigating with buttons, see “How to navigate.”)
If that was confusing, here’s a summary:
Magnifying Glass
Pro: Zooms in and out easily.
Con: Doesn’t let you use buttons to navigate.
Hand
Pro: Works for all methods of navigation.
Con: Zooms in easily, but zooming out is more of a hassle.

How to navigate
Once you’ve opened the book, there are several ways to navigate through it.
• Go to the Table of Contents (TOC), and click on any topic. You will be taken to that
topic, no matter what chapter it’s in. Every page of every chapter is linked to the Table of
Contents, so you can always return to the TOC to further explore its topics.
• Within a chapter, you can click on any bookmark in the left-hand column to go to a
topic of interest within that chapter. If for some reason the bookmarks disappear, click on
the “bookmark” tool to make them re-appear. The bookmarks are collapsible. Click
on the triangle to the left of each bookmark to either view all the subtopics, or to hide
the subtopics within the major topics. If there is a long list of bookmarks, you can
scroll through them until you find the topic you want. If the space available to read the
bookmark is too narrow, you can make it wider by clicking on the lower right-hand corner
of the bookmark box (you’ll see a left arrow next to a right arrow), and drag to the right.
REMEMBER: the bookmarks help you to navigate throughout your current chapter. To
view all the topics of Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia, and to link to the topic of your
choice if it’s not in the current chapter, go back to the Table of Contents.
• Within a chapter, you can use the scroll bar to scroll through the chapter page-by-page.
(The scroll bar is the bar along the right side of the screen that has an up arrow on top and
a down arrow on the bottom.)
(continued on next page)

• On your keyboard, you can use the keys for “page up,” “page down,” “home” for the
first page of a chapter, or “end” for the last page of a chapter.
• There are also tools in the toolbar for these same functions. (See “Explanation of
toolbar” above.)
• Use the “Go back” tool to return to the last page you were viewing, even if that page
was in a completely different part of the book. You’ll find this tool especially useful.
(See “Explanation of toolbar.”)
• At the bottom of the screen, on the “Status Bar,” you’ll see that the computer reports
what page you’re on. If you click on that, you can tell it to go to a particular page within
the chapter.
• On the right side of the page you’ll see big blue buttons for “Next Chapter” and “Last
Chapter.” Use these to travel in a linear fashion through the book, as if you were reading
the book straight through from cover to cover. Or, you can click on the button for “TOC”
to go back to the Table of Contents, find a new topic to explore, and navigate there by
clicking on the topic. Anytime you need to re-access this “Help” document, click on the
button that says “Help!”. To return to the chapter you just came from, select the “go
back” tool in the toolbar. (See “Explanation of toolbar.”)
• Throughout the book you’ll see blue-colored words that say things like, “For more
on this, see ‘xyz.’” These words are called “links.” Click on those links in order to be
transported to a related topic elsewhere in the book.

Find & Search
This is a very useful function. If you want to look through your current chapter for every
instance of a particular word, click on the “find” tool, type the word you’re looking for,
and hit “Find.” It will take you to the next occurrence of that word. To find where the word
shows up after that, select the “find” tool again, and click “Find Again.”
If you have the “Search” plug-in application installed, you can also look for a particular
word throughout the entire book. Just click on the “search” tool, wait a few seconds for
the window to come up where you can type in the word you’re looking for, and hit
“Search.” (There is a button that allows you to “add” or “remove” any indexes to search
through. Make sure you don’t remove anything. If you do, you won’t be able to search. For
more on this, see the “Troubleshooting” section below.)
After a few seconds of searching, the “Search Results” window will be displayed. This will
list the chapters that contain the word you’re looking for. You can click on “View,” or simply
double-click to open the desired chapter. You will be taken to the first occurrence of the word
in that chapter. To find the rest of the examples of the word in that chapter, use the “find” tool
(explained above.)
You can always go back to review the results of the last search. Just click the “search
results” tool. This way you can check out one chapter that contains your word, then go
back and check out another chapter.
NOTE: If you don’t have the “Search” application installed, you won’t be able to use this
tool. We suggest you install the “Search” application, because it greatly enhances the value
of your CD-ROM. (For more info, see “How to install” above.)

Troubleshooting
Problem: I copied the contents of the computer to my hard drive, and now when I try to go
to a new chapter, the computer says “Cannot open specified file.”
Solution: You may have changed the name of a file or folder, or you may not have copied
everything you need. Try running the program directly from the CD-ROM, or try re-copying
the contents of the CD-ROM to your hard drive. Do not change the names of any files or
folders, and do not change the way files and folders are organized.
Problem: My toolbar does not have all the tools you describe.
Solution: You may have an old version of Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer. Try
installing the software included on the CD-ROM. (See “How to install” above.) You can also
download the latest version of Reader (at no cost) from the Adobe website at http://www.adobe.com.
Problem: When I try to use the “Search” function, the search button is grayed out and
the computer says “No indexes are available for search.”
Solution: Click the button that says “Indexes,” and click “Add.” Select the file
“searcher.pdx” (in the folder “bookdocs”) and click “Open.” Click “OK.” Now you should
be able to search across chapters.
(continued on next page)

Problem: There is no “Search” tool on my toolbar.
Solution: Install the “Search” application, which is included on this CD-ROM. (See
“How to install” above.)
Problem: When I open a chapter to view the results of a search, the words I searched for
are highlighted, and the highlighting makes it hard to read the words.
Solution: On certain computers with monitors and/or video cards of marginal quality,
highlighted words may be difficult to read. You can get rid of the highlighting by clicking
the “hand” on either side of the page. Remember, click on the sides—don’t click directly
on the page, as this won’t do you any good and will only make the page zoom in.
Of course, the ideal solution is to invest in a better monitor and/or video card. This will also
make the art look better, and will let you see sharper details in each illustration.
Problem: The bookmarks along the side of the page have disappeared.
Solution: Click on the bookmark tool. Remember, the bookmarks are collapsible, so if
you want every single topic and subtopic listed on the side of the page, click on the
triangles so that they point down. If you prefer to view only the major topics, click
on the triangle so that they point to the right.

“...A remarkable book.The Dashews are an American couple with a wealth of experience, not
just in cruising under sail, but in running a successful yacht design and construction company
(Sundeer Yachts)... this is a comprehensive view of modern cruising, and modern yachts, gear, and
equipment, written by an engineer who has had first hand experience with much of the gear, either
in his own boats, or in yachts he's been responsible for building for well heeled customers. It's a
modern equivalent to the late Eric Hiscock's Cruising Under Sail, combining practical knowledge
and advice on international cruising with comprehensive information on equipment options.
Steve does advance his own philosophy of what makes a good cruising boat, but this doesn't
detract from what really is an encyclopedic work on modern yachting gear and systems, and even
includes a sample building contract. The writing includes numerous references to the Dashew's
own cruising experiences with their children, and is very readable, copiously illustrated...and has
a great index. I was impressed with the Dashews' penchant for well researched, modern and technically sound solutions to a range of common cruising problems when I met them cruising in the
late 70's. They've just returned to the US from a French Polynesian cruise, so they are both experienced, and still current. At 1232 pages, and 7cm thick, Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia is something of a tome, but well worth consulting if you cruise, are fitting out to cruise, or intend to have
a boat built for cruising.” Modern Boating (Australia)
“Everything you’ll ever need to know about offshore cruising from people who have been
there. A true encyclopedia built on firsthand knowledge.” Motor Boating and Sailing (USA)
“A bible for ocean cruising people.” Varen: Maandblad Voor de Watersport (Belgium)
“Encyclopedia is the right word for this huge reference book, which for years will be a standard
guide for sailors preparing to go cruising. The Dashews are vastly experienced — they know what
it takes to live comfortably and safely aboard a yacht, both at sea and in the marina. Steve is a
skilled engineer, rigger, and boatbuilder who has borrowed from the best of traditional and modern yacht design to produce some excellent seagoing boats. Linda has studied all the possibilities
of cabin arrangements and designed handsome, functional interiors. Together they have sailed
many thousands of miles, lived aboard for years at a time, created many wonderful yachts, and
written this important book.” John Rousmaniere, author of The Annapolis Book of Seamanship;
Fastnet, Force 10; The Golden Pastime; A New History of Yachting; and other books.
“We have discovered the most trendsetting and complete guide for long distance sailors in the
USA. The husband-and-wife sailing team Linda and Steve Dashew, together good for more than
175,000 nautical cruising miles, are responsible for putting together this most thorough and lively
work. This new 2nd edition contains literally anything and everything you would ever want to
know about cruising. In these 1232 Pages there are some 2200 issues presented with 2500 photos
and detailed illustrations to boot. Two kilos of pure knowledge from the experts will expand your
know-how on countless subjects such as yacht design, finishing and interiors both above and
below deck, construction, sails and towing, motortechnics, forward stowing, electronics, modern
communications, safety, life on board, sailing locations, and still much much more. This book is
exceptionally complete, true to life, and absolutely a recommendation for yourself or as a gift for
your partner.” Zeilen (Netherlands)
“This is a time of great change in sailing design and technology, yet the most important elements of the sport remain the same — seaworthy design, sound construction, and good seamanship. Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia effectively relates the necessities to the possibilities, and in
doing so will prove itself a valuable reference for serious cruising.” Sailing World (USA)
“The Dashews’ book is an excellent analysis of things that work and don’t work.”
Practical Sailor (USA)
“This is a book of superlatives...it will likely replace four books in your library...obviously of
great value for any owner who wants to upgrade any system...recommendations are extremely
complete.” Sailing Canada
“Modern equivalent of Eric Hiscock’s work; enough practical advice to last a long, long time.”
Wooden Boat (USA)
“I’m currently reading your Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia. What a wonderful book. Everything I could possibly want to know about turning our cruising dream into a reality.” K.R., by email
“Ever since acquiring your first “Big Blue” book back in the early ‘80s I have been always
impressed with your style and LOGIC when it comes to boats and systems design. I thank you for
being such a powerful influence in laying out my past two cruising boats!! You folks are
GREAT!” P.D., the Netherlands

“I have recently purchased your Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia and Dashew Offshore Video.
I am enjoying both and finding the information useful in making some decisions in the construction and final outfitting my 38-foot Ingrid...Thanks again for the fine and informative publication
and video.” S.W., Union, WA, USA
“Looking forward to more good, practical info. Thanks.” R.J., Holland, MI, USA
“I have just received the book and I’m truly amazed! When you say ENCYCLOPEDIA, you
aren’t kidding!” C.S., Vista, CA, USA
“Currently busy with Volume II...Finding it very informative...(It) has been providing many
hours of enjoyable reading...” S.H., England
“It was the perfect Christmas gift!” J.R., Littleton, CO, USA
“I can hardly stop reading the book. I am very impressed with the down-to-earth, commonsense
approach to cruising and boat design.” M.Z., Oman
“...both my wife and I have read the book twice now and know everything there is to know about
cruising! We are ready to buy our boat.” L.L., by e-mail
“I am finding your new edition exceptionally helpful, as I did with your first edition of Offshore
Cruising...With the help of your books and some local expertise, I believe I will achieve the goal
(of fitting out my boat for extended cruising). Thanks for your great work! The Dashew family is
truly an inspiration!” J.K., Cambridge, MD, USA
“We have started reading the book...(and) are very pleased with (it) as the contents are exactly
what we have been seeking for a long time. The books and videos we already have do not cover
the information nearly as well as the products you have put together.” S. D., Australia
“A few weeks ago I bought your latest edition of the Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia. Congratulations, a real accomplishment!” K.B., by e-mail
“I have just finished reading the Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia, and enjoyed it enormously.”
D.W., Salt Lake City, UT, USA
“The Encyclopedia is sensational!” N.K., Sonoma, CA, USA
“I liked the book so much I gave mine to a friend and bought a second copy. Great work.” D.K.,
Camarillo, CA, USA
“I have been reading your latest version of Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia. Great work.” F.G.,
Canada
“Am enjoying your book immensely...I love getting lost in it.” M.B., Burbank, CA, USA
“An excellent resource for dreamers, doers, and those (like myself) in-between.” R.S., Canada
“I have received the Cruising Encyclopedia...and it is, by far, the best book about sailing I’ve
read. Thank you!” T.T., Sweden
“I found the 2nd Edition so good I’d like to order a copy to keep on my boat and leave one at
home.” J.Z., Hong Kong
“I’m enjoying it immensely: 300 pages in 4 days, so far.” R.R., Mamaroneck, NY
“(It) so happens that your Second Edition is timely, as we are beginning our quest for a 48-to60-foot blue water sail boat to prepare to break away into the real blue water. I am a quarter of the
way through the new edition and enjoy the learning and wit. Keep up the good work.” R.W.,
Naperville, IL, USA
“...The book is just terrific. Clear, accessible, (and) just as good as advertised.” B.F., Seattle,
WA, USA
“...It certainly appears to be worth twice its price.” S.M., San Francisco, CA, USA
“The book is EXCELLENT — I have not had much time to look at it in depth, but what I have
read, particularly the sections on yacht design and the philosophy behind Sundeer and Beowulf,
has been fascinating.” T.G., England
“I found (the) books and video to be excellent and well worth the wait...Good job!” C.M., Singapore
“I’ve just received my copy of the updated Encyclopedia. It is much more than I’d hoped for...It
looks like a labor of love. I can only imagine the effort expended. WELL DONE!” D.T., Wesley
Chapel, FL, USA
“I received the Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia a few days ago...Already from the first few
pages I can tell you that I am completely satisfied. I think it is a magnificent book. Congratulations
and many thanks.” R.C., Switzerland
“...Truly an excellent reference book.” C.S., North Pole, AK, USA
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DEDICATION
According to family
legend, Steve was conceived on a Friendship
sloop, on Long Island
Sound. Talk about passing along your sailing
genes to your son! In the
late 1940s, patriarch Stanley Dashew moved his
young family aboard the
Constellation, a lovely
70-foot John Alden
schooner. The family
cruised the St. Lawrence
River from Michigan,
down the east coast to the
Caribbean. Only the
Korean War brought the
family back to the United
States, this time to California. Stanley owned a
succession of boats after
that, and it was aboard his
cruising catamaran, the
Hukamakani, the first
large cruising catamarin
in the United States, that
the two of us met in 1965.
Our family life has continued to intertwine on a
series of boats and
cruises, sometimes buddy
boating, sometimes joining one or the other’s boat.
Stanley recently celebrated his 80th birthday
by sailing his current
boat, Deerfoot II into the
slip. He does it every year
to prove that he still can.
We dedicate this book
to Stanley A. Dashew, our
father, grandfather, friend,
mentor, sailing companion and inspiration. May
he continue to sail into
and out of his slip for
many years to come.

The tide rises, the tide falls,
The twilight darkens,the curlew
calls;
Along the sea-sands damp and
brown
The traveller hastens toward the
town,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
Darkness settles on roofs and
walls,
But the sea, the sea in the
darkness calls;
The little waves, with their soft,
white hands,
Efface the footprints in the sands,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
The morning breaks; the steeds in
their stalls
Stamp and neigh, as the hostler
calls;
The day returns, but nevermore
returns the traveller to the shore,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Our good friend, Freeman Pittman, technical editor of Sail magazine, died in
late January, 1996 from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s disease).
He was just 44, and left his wife, Susan, and their two daughters, Rebecca, eight,
and Molly, five.
During the three years of his steadily worsening condition Freeman set an
example for all of us to live by. He was determined not to let his condition, and
its inevitable outcome, affect more than his physical being. Mentally, he was
alert, strong, and almost always positive about life, right to the end. In our many
philosophical discussions that took place during this period we never once heard
him complain.
He used his intellect to understand his options, and in the end, chose to pass on
in the most dignified manner possible.
We’ll always miss his warm smile and sunny disposition.

